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Preface

proposed by research vary greatly due to different views, theories, approaches and methods.

Research on vocational education and training (VET) strives to produce reliable informa-

tion and knowledge on the processes, influences on and impact of training in social and
economic fields. It is a pre-condition for appropriate policy-making. The central objectives of VET research are to:
O analyse the needs, processes and strategies for acquiring and updating competences;
O shed light on the relations between actors
at various levels, with different interests and
time-scales in a system of lifelong and lifewide

learning;

O discuss approaches and problems related
to the assessment, recognition and social valuation of skills and competences acquired by
formal and non-formal learning;

O elucidate the links between training, labour market and social systems which touch
upon legal and institutional frameworks and
social, economic, technological, cultural and
demographic developments;

O point out the relevance of learning, training, skills and competences for the emerging
'knowledge, information, learning or service
society', for social cohesion, citizenship and
economic and individual performance;

O assist the various actors in VET in their
search for options, in making informed decisions and in following up or assessing poli-

With this report, Cedefop continues the reporting system started in 1998 with the publication of the first report on VET research in
Europe.' These reports aim to provide comprehensive and up-to-date information on key
issues of VET, the main theoretical and conceptual approaches and empirical findings of
research in different countries and disciplines.

Furthermore, they attempt to draw conclusions and propose recommendations for researchers and decision-makers. We are confi-

dent that the reports will contribute to an
improved cooperation both within the research community in different countries and
disciplines and between researchers, policymakers, practitioners and a wider public.

This second research report on vocational
training builds upon the first report. Some
topics have been deepened or updated with
new research findings; some new issues have

been added to reflect current debates. This
background report contains original contributions by researchers from various disciplines

of VET research. It is the basis for the synthesis report to be published separately by
Cedefop2.

1) The research reports contain a background report with original contributions of VET research-

ers on various aspects, and a synthesis report,

cies.

elaborated by Cedefop.

Vocational training is not one-dimensional or
a single discipline. It involves economics, sociology, pedagogy and educational science,
psychology, technology, demography, etc. A

Background report: Cedefop, ed., 1998. Vocational

comparative overview of VET research is
hampered by the fact that systems and organisation of VET and labour markets are
different across countries, due to different
traditions, norms and values. Research carried out in other countries is not always transparent because of language problems, lack of
knowledge and appropriate tools for exchange

of information (e.g. networks). Last but not
least, although many problems and challenges

are similar in European countries, solutions

education and training

the European research

field. Background report 1998 (2 volumes). Cedefop
reference document. Luxembourg: EUR-OP.

Synthesis report: Tessaring M., 1998. Training for
a changing society. A report on current vocational

education and training research in Europe 1998
(2nd ed.: 1999). Cedefop reference document. Lux-

embourg: EUR-OP (also available in German,
French and Spanish).
2) Descy P., Tessaring M., 2000. Training and
learning for competence. Second report on current

vocational training research in Europe 2000.
Cedefop reference document. Luxembourg: EUROP, forthcoming (also available in German, French
and Spanish).
5
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Publication of this report would not have been

possible without the active participation of
experts in different fields of VET research.
We would like to express our thanks to all of
them, and also to all those colleagues who
undertook the strenuous work of translating
and editing this publication. We owe particular gratitude to Ms Herpin who did an excellent job in organising this project.

The active participation and valuable comments and support from experts and partners
within and outside Cedefop, from the Euro-

in seven European Member States. He discusses in particular the financing of initial
training, continuing training and training of
the unemployed.
J. Lasonen and S. Manning proceed to a comparative investigation of European strategies
to improve the standing of VET against gen-

eral education. These strategies aim to improve training systems and the recognition
of vocational skills within the labour market.

pean Commission and Cedefop's Management
Board is greatly appreciated.

A. Bouder et al. study various aspects of the
role certification systems can play, in a broad

The contributions to this background report

sense, in the very different ways in which
skills are recognised in enterprises or in the

cover six main fields:

labour market.

1. VET systems, coordination with the labour

J. Bjornetvold discusses the theoretical basis
and European initiatives to identify, assess
and recognise non-formal learning. He proposes a cluster according to contextual characteristics and reviews the approaches chosen by different countries and the European
Commission.

market and steering;
2. lifelong learning: challenges and reforms;

3. training and employment in a company
perspective;

4. employment, economic performance and
skill mismatch;

5. individual performance, transition to active life and social exclusion;

6. research activities in non-EU countries.
The first part discusses issues of steering, fi-

nancing and coordination and contains six
contributions.
L. Lassnigg discusses the profiles of `VET pro-

teachers and trainers, policymakers, social partners, practitioners and
fessionals'

associations and others. His focus is on: (a)
alternative means of steering and coordination beyond the traditional market-bureaucracy dichotomy; (b) the professional model of
the higher education system; (c) the network
model of the new types of company organisation; (d) the corporate model of industrial relations.
A. Green et al. provide an overview and analysis of current funding arrangements for VET

M. Brugia and A. de Blignieres analyse several dimensions influencing the evolution of
the profile of teachers and trainers in Europe
based on discussions held in the Teachers and
Trainers network (TTnet).
The second part consists of four contributions
dealing with the challenges and reforms imposed on VET systems by new professional
profiles and the implementation of a lifelong
learning strategy.

M. Ni Cheallaigh provides a comprehensive
overview of the central elements of current
lifelong learning strategies in EU countries
which signify a shift towards a new paradigm
compared to the strategies prevalent in the
1970s.

J. Onstenk discusses the needs and prospects
of curricular redesign and didactic innovations of VET as a response to changes of job
profiles and skill requirements. This refers
to new skills needs, developments in the labour market and the responsiveness of VET
systems.

6
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Dehnbostel and G. Dybowski identify strategies implemented in a number of countries
concerning increasing flexibilisation, differ-

In the fourth part, four contributions are dedicated to employment, economic performance
and skill mismatch.

entiation and individualisation of training
paths. The authors discuss principles of linking learning and work at enterprise level.

J. Planas et al. deal with the dynamics of the
supply of and the demand for skills in the labour market. They plead for a change in perspective, taking formal qualifications as well
as other competences into account in labour
markets.

R. Loos provides a review of VET practices in

the environment field, comparing five EU
Member States through case studies.

The third part is dedicated to training and
employment aspects at company level and is
composed of six contributions.

J. Bollens discusses the relationship between
unemployment and skills in a dynamic perspective. He opposes two theories explaining
the persistence of unemployment in Europe:

Dejonckheere and G. Van Hootegem ana-

skill mismatch and incidence of long-term

lyse globalisation, division of labour and training needs. They criticise overoptimistic views

unemployment and the different policy measures related to these.

of the replacement of old production and organisation concepts with new ones.

F. Biichel discusses overqualification and
analyses two central aspects of overquali-

S. Hanchane (with the collaboration of P.
Méhaut) debates the role of training within
external, internal and occupational labour
markets. He touches upon strategies of en-

fication research: the reasons why people are
employed in jobs which require lower skills
as well as the problems of finding valid measures for analysing such a situation.

terprises and individuals concerning the formation and accumulation of human capital.

R. Wilson reviews work on demand and sup-

ply forecasts by sectors, occupations and
qualifications at national, regional and enterprise levels. He discusses the pros and cons
of forecasts and alternative 'qualitative' approaches.

Trouve et al. present a comprehensive overview of the main driving forces of employment
and training strategies of small and medium-

sized enterprises in several European countries. The paper illustrates the complexity and
at the same time diversity of this field of VET
research.

Section five deals with individual perform-

B. Nyhan analyses human resource development policies in a European context by looking at strategies for building a socially sus-

F. Pfeiffer reviews research on the determinants of participation in training and on the

ance, transitions to work and social exclusion.

impact of training on individual performance,
such as wages, unemployment, productivity
and mobility.

tainable industrial/working life society in
Europe.
S. A. Westphalen discusses the objectives and

trends of human capital reporting at enterprise level and the implications for measuring and developing human resources.
M. Bellman presents methodological considerations and empirical studies based on company and enterprise surveys which demon-

D. Hannan et al. present a comparative empirical study on school-to-work transitions in
several European countries. Discussed are the
main approaches, databases and some initial
results of research projects carried out within
EU research programmes.

strate the potential of this research for
vocational training, in particular when

In addition, D. Hannan and P. Werquin proceed to a summary of comparative European
research on school-to-work transition with

matched with employee surveys.

particular attention to issues funded under
7
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the TSER programme. They discuss findings

concerning education and labour market
change and the dynamics of education to work

institutions and activities of VET research
including that carried out by international
associations and organisations.

transition in Europe.

J. Vranken and M. Frans analyse selection
and social exclusion mechanisms as well as
training offers for target groups. Exclusion
from training programmes is approached from

different points of view: institutional, economic, cultural, psychological and political.

J. Brandsma discusses training and employment perspectives for lower qualified people
and presents the results of a research project
on the effectiveness of training programmes
for the long-term unemployed.
Part six is dedicated to a presentation of VET
research outside the European Union.

0. Strietska-Ilina presents an overview of the
state of affairs in VET research in 11 coun-

tries of central and eastern Europe and attempts to analyse the responsiveness of VET
research to the major socio-economic challenges occurring in the process of transition
in these countries.

U. Lauterbach et al. provide an overview of
VET research in selected non-EU countries

Finally, it appeared essential to conclude this
report with a presentation of selected research
projects supported by the European Commission within the Targeted Socio-Economic Research programme (TSER) and the first generation of the Leonardo da Vinci programme.
Synopses of projects relevant to the themes
treated in this report are presented.

Concluding the presentation of EU commissioned research, L. Van den Brande outlines
the 1998-2002 key action on: 'Improving the
socio-economic knowledge base'.

The broad field of research in VET in Europe
is by no means exhausted in this report. But
it is hoped that the review of current research
on a number of issues relevant to vocational
training will contribute to enhance transparency and cooperation between all actors involved researchers, policy-makers and prac-

titioners , to stimulate debate and facilitate
decision-making on practical measures.

Stavros Stavrou, Deputy Director of Cedefop

(Australia, the US, Canada, three South
American countries, Japan, the Peoples Republic of China, the Russian Federation, Turkey and Switzerland. They indicate the main

Manfred Tessaring, project manager
Pascaline Descy, project manager
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Part one:
VET systems,

coordination with the labour market
and steering

17

Steering, networking, and profiles of professionals
in vocational education and training (VET)

Lorenz Lassnigg
Abstract
This report studies the different profiles of professionals in vocational training systems (VET
professionals') in terms of their relations with the steering and coordination mechanisms within
these systems. The 'new institutionalism' approaches in organisational theory on coordination
between players and units in social fields provide the theoretical background. Vocational training is perceived as a complex area in which various types of players at both individual (pupils,
parents, teachers, employers, etc.) and organisational level (schools, training providers, companies, political organisations and interest groups, state bureaucracies, etc.) must coordinate
in order to make useful headway. The focus is on alternative means of steering and coordination beyond the traditional market-bureaucracy dichotomy, the professional model of the higher
education system, or the network model of the new types of company organisation, or the corporate model of industrial relations.
The first section deals with conceptual aspects, developing in particular a general framework
for coordinating training and employment. In the second section the concepts of innovation
research and learning organisations are pieced into this framework. In the third section the
link is created between coordination and steering mechanisms and the professional categories
in vocational training. In the fourth section political approaches and steering and coordination strategies are discussed in terms of the general framework. In the fifth section some conclusions are drawn, which also take account of the problems of comparative and cooperative
research for policy learning and policy borrowing.

The general conclusions are as follows: coordination mechanisms should be shaped on the
basis of an analysis of the existing structures, the main flaws and shortcomings should be
identified, and concrete solutions be found to overcome them; available structures should be
viewed as a complex system of relations between various types of players, many of whom can be
identified as 'VET professionals'; to a certain extent the way in which the coordination system
works reflects the type of division of labour amongst these categories of VET professionals'; the
skills and cooperation of the 'VET professionals' should be drawn on in order to develop coor-

dination and steering strategies, which should take particular account of the role of teachers
and trainers as core professionals; in this sense the identification and further development of
new forms of division of labour amongst these professional forces and the creation of adequate
structures for professional development are important elements of innovative coordination policy.

Policy learning and policy borrowing processes in the European and international field are
facilitated by splitting the coordination system and steering strategies up into multiple elements, and by analysing their systemic interplay.
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Introduction

be rooted more in practical, 'voluntaristic' con-

This report studies the different profiles of
professionals in vocational training systems
(`VET professionals') in terms of their rela-

retical basis supported by research.' The ques-

tions with the steering and coordination

the variety of different structures of voca-

mechanisms within these systems. The 'new
institutionalism' approaches in organisational
theory on coordination between players and
units in social fields provide the theoretical
background. Vocational training is perceived
as a complex area in which various types of
players at both individual (pupils, parents,
teachers, employers, etc.) and organisational
level (schools, training providers, companies,
political organisations and interest groups,
state bureaucracies, etc.) must coordinate in
order to make useful headway.

tional training, can actually be fitted in a general theory-based framework which can also
serve as a basis for policy learning.

Some research has been done, and even more
political attempts made to gain more insight
into these coordination processes and to work
out new models. This usually centres on the

market-bureaucracy dichotomy, with other
coordination mechanisms being taken less
seriously. The professional model of the higher
education system or the network model of the

new types of company organisation, or the
corporate model of industrial relations can be
seen as alternative coordination mechanisms.

siderations rather than building on a theo-

tion arises as to whether such strategies,
which may appear highly idiosyncratic given

The alternative models of steering and coordination professional oligarchy, networks,
associations focus attention on the players
involved, their scope for decision-making and
action, their strategies and strategic options,
and on factors which influence decision-making processes. The bureaucratic model only

considers regulation from the centre and
through the formal channels of the decisionmaking process resulting from this authority. The market model only takes account of

players at individual level, and decisions
which influence the logic of monetary exchange. The alternative models take into con-

sideration many additional elements, but in
so doing also greatly complicate the issue.
The argument will be developed along the following lines:

1. The first section deals with matters of con-

More recent European proposals from the
field of vocational training policy, as well as
proposals from other international organisations (e.g. UNESCO) use the network metaphor as a way of improving coordination in
vocational training. It is hoped that by creating informal or even more highly formalised
network links between the various players,
rigid hierarchical relations can be loosened
up more flexibly than would be the case with
a major reform to the system. The role of the

cept, in particular developing a general
framework for coordinating training and
employment.

2. In the second section the concepts of innovation research and learning organisations
are integrated into this framework.

3. In the third section a link is created between coordination and steering mechanisms and the professional categories in
vocational training.

social partners within this strategy is also
highly rated as an element for improving coordination and steering, particularly through
the involvement of the employer's side. This
also comprehends the coordination mechanism of the association and the way how it
relates to the network model.
Such political proposals on new forms of organisation besides the two traditional forms
of market and bureaucracy tend, however, to

1 Quite some controversy still rages today over
development trends in the relationship between
education and employment. In a recent international study on the development of qualification
systems in the global economy, David Ashton and
Francis Green have demonstrated very clearly that
'despite an increasing effort on the part of empiri-

cal researchers, there remain enormous gaps in
the knowledge of the magnitude of any links between skill formation and economic performance'
(Ashton and Green 1996, p.2).

02.40
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4. In the fourth section political approaches
and steering and coordination strategies

are discussed in terms of the general

1.1 Background: VET systems
as an element of 'system building'
and overall policy trends

framework.

1.1.1 System building
5. In the fifth section some conclusions are
drawn, which also take account of the prob-

Nowadays the term 'training system' trips

lems of comparative and cooperative research for policy learning and policy bor-

very easily off the tongue, as if it were some

rowing.

training system, however, should be seen as
just one stage in a long-term historical process of system building. This system building
can be seen in stylised form as the 'approximation' of three separate areas compulsory
general education, higher education and vocational training (this process is illustrated
in Figure 1). From this perspective it is presumed that the different parts of the education system have special links with other dif-

1. Regulation, coordination,
steering and cooperation in
VET systems - conceptual issues
It is assumed that one of the essential roles
in the steering of vocational training systems
is to ensure that vocational training meets the
needs of the employment system. This is no
mean feat, since it implies that steering must

sort of clear-cut entity. The contemporary

ferent societal sub-systems, and different
fundamental social functions are revealed'.

not only take place within a system, but
rather that it crosses system boundaries, with
the result that internal steering of vocational

There is a special link between vocational
training and the employment system, since

training is at least influenced, if not deter-

at the outset vocational training was anchored
within the employment system4. It was only

mined to some extent by external demands.2

In order to describe these problems more
clearly, we will begin by making a conceptual
analysis of the steering and coordination problem, covering the following main aspects:

:I a tighter definition of the vocational training system according to its specific characteristics;

lj the development of a general framework
for defining the problem of coordination
between education and employment beyond the state and the market;
the main forms and dimensions of steering in vocational training (organisational
steering mechanisms, structure of study
courses, steering of the teaching-learning
processes);

steering tasks and strategies of reform.
2 The notion of system is loosely and heuristically

used to denote a set of elements which exist together within a systematic relationship (i.e. taking no account of the high theoretical load of system theory); it is assumed, however, that a certain degree of care is needed in creating system
elements, system boundaries, etc.
14

with the progressive institutionalisation of
the education system that it broke away and
was coupled to the other branches of the education system (compulsory general education,
higher education).

3 These areas or sub-systems are dealt with in
rather separate and distinct 'discussions' in accordance with the different links and task assignments:
irrespective of the different formations of the respective education systems, higher education research and vocational training research are separate from general education research, and there is
very little transfer between the two sides (cf. e.g.
OECD 1995).

The term 'employment system' is not exempt
from problems either. It is used in analogy to the
term 'employment' as meaning all those organisations in which employment (independent or not)
occurs as an economic activity (as a contribution
to GDP); the term is thus distinct from the term
'labour market', which denotes the idea of assignment in employment, as well as from the term 'occupational system', which denotes specific types
of institutionalisation of employment, and in particular from the term 'work', which tends rather

to denote the content and social side of a basic
human activity.

Steering, networking, and profiles of professionals in VET

Figurel: 'System building' of education and training ystems (stylized)
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This vision alters the understanding of the
problem of coordination in many respects

The variety of vocational training in Europe
and the OECD area is much greater than in

since

other areas of education, and comparative

0 the coordination tasks of vocational training work in both directions, both vis-à-vis
the other spheres of the education system
and vis-a-vis the employment system;

5 This raises the issue of the fundamental 'alien-

Ci coordination between vocational training
and employment appears not as something
to be created virtually 'from scratch', but

rather as a recasting of practices which
have always existed5; and

Ci the question concerning these previous
practices is pushed to the fore, meaning
that a suitable strategy for analysis must
be found.

research is much less developed. It was only
in the eighties that any major progress was

ness' of working and learning which has nowadays
become a basic thesis in highly prominent educational policy discussions about the 'subordination'
of education to the economy (cf. e.g. the criticism
which the Council of Education Ministers levelled

at the European Commission's White Paper on
Education Policy, amongst others; Official Journal of the European Communities, 6.7.1996, C 195/
2). The high degree of publicity given to this ques-

tion can possibly be explained as biased perception as a result of an over-generalised FordistTaylorist influenced vision of employment.

oSpei
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made in this field of research'. One thing
which the different systems do have in common is that the development of the various

branches started from different points (cf.
Schneider 1982; Boettcher et al. 1992):
ID the predecessors of higher education, which
constitute the first sector to be set up, and,

quite closely related to them, foundation
courses, which form the outset of today's
academic secondary schools (or streams);

Z1 compulsory general education systems,
which evolved into the compulsory sector;

IJ and the various vocational training activities with apprenticeships representing a
very important institution in history7.
The historical development which has led up
to the contemporary education system starting in the seventeenth or eighteenth century
can be seen as a process integrating the sectors evolving from the various starting points.
Consequently, even today the flaws and tensions are still visible on the boundaries between these realms, which for so long existed
parallel or largely separate from one another.
The institutionalisation of education and its

differentiation from other social activities
came about in parallel with the system-building process. Two further aspects which are of
importance to vocational training are the following:

1. The integration of elementary and higher
education took place at an earlier stage,
and the wave of educational reform in the
sixties and seventies, which brought about
the development of comprehensive systems
6 UNESCO's initiatives were an important step
in this direction (cf. Tippelt 1997); `...as yet noone has carried out a comprehensive comparative
study of the development of vocational training in
industrially progressive countries' (Lauglo 1997,
113).

7 Although the apprenticeship system continues
to be an important part of the vocational education system in only a few countries today, it may
be assumed that the principle of apprenticeships
(learning on the job from a master craftsman) was
much more widespread in the past.

and broader access to the higher education

sector, can more or less be equated with
the concluding point of this integration.
Vocational training tended still to be a
realm apart, and in the majority of countries it was not really an issue in the reforms'.

2. Vocational training should be envisaged
from the outset as a combination of informal learning in the workplace, and formal
activities in separate courses and organisations9. The separation or differentiation

process means that activities in the
workplace, or certain parts of them, were
gradually transposed to special organisations10. Not only is this differentiation less
advanced than in the other two branches,
it also seems to have been developing in a
contradictory manner over recent decades:
in the sixties, with only the odd exception
the clear trend within educational policy
was still to keep vocational training separate from working life and integrate it into
the formal education system since the
emergence of `vocationalism', and even
more so since the movement towards Human Resource Development (HRD) in the
eighties, this trend has slackened off, or

even been reversed. The links between
work processes and learning processes'are
stressed in many new approaches and con-

cepts, in particular in connection with
models of the 'learning organisation'. It is
possible that this trend will also spread to
8 The discourses which related particularly to vocational training about 'manpower planning' in the

sixties can be used as an example, although de
facto they almost exclusively considered higher
education and the problem of raising access barriers in this field (cf. e.g. Papadopoulos 1994).

9 This combination appears de facto in all education processes, albeit to different degrees and with
different significance. Compulsory general education for example can be seen as a combination of

processes at home and at school, and must also
take account of what is meant by 'socialisation'.
i° This process of separating out parts of the education system can also be observed with a time lag

in the countries of the Third World, and is also
reflected in political discussions (cf. De Moura
Castro and Cabral de Andrade 1997).
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Zi The initial stage, between the fifties and
the mid-seventies, was characterised by

vocational training and to a greater emphasis on the reintegration of training in
the activities of actually performing a job
(see also part 2 of this report and the re-

attempts to develop better planning
mechanisms within the state bureaucracy.
This period of nationalisation and legali-

port by Dehnbostel/Dybowski in the previous volume).

sation is characterised by the organisational control of the huge expansion in the
education system, based on a high level of
confidence in technocratic planning, and
monitoring of the most important quantitative parameters of the education system
(demography, pupil numbers, demand for
training places, staying on and school-leaving rates, etc.).

1.1.2 Policy trends for coordination and
steering
This view of developments is of major importance for questions of policy, regulation and

the steering of training systems. In terms of
parts of society, vocational training has its
own special position when compared with the

1:1 Following a period of uncertainty in the
second half of the seventies, which was
accompanied by all manner of criticism of
the bureaucratic model and technocratic
policy12, the strategy of deregulation became more widespread, as did the creation
of market mechanisms within training systems ('quasi-markets'), and in most countries steps were also taken in this direction (Whitty et al. 1998).

other two sectors of the education system: vocational training was originally rooted in the

employment system itself, whilst the other
two fields are more closely tied to the public
sector, with higher education establishments
also being linked to the professions. Appren-

ticeships, which are often classed as 'traditional' or 'pre-modern', can thus be seen as a
paradigmatic form of vocational training.
Schools and institutes of higher education
providing vocational training were also originally founded and run by the business sector
in many countries", whilst compulsory general education was an element in nation-shap-

This general seesawing between state and
market was also reflected in the field of voca-

tional training. In the planning age, for example, sharp criticism was levelled at the
apprenticeship system, as being inadequate

ing and the development of the modern nation-state. For this reason, the paradigm of
the state-owned public system which dominates compulsory general education is not
really applicable to vocational training, and
even the state-market dichotomy as the predominant regulatory mechanism is not suited
to vocational training.

for the public interest, and there were all sorts
of proposals for stricter regulation and nation-

alisation (cf. for Germany, e.g.: Deutscher
Bildungsrat 1969; Kell 1997). During the en-

suing period the state-market dichotomy is
described as the 'crux of the international
debate on how vocational training systems
should be regulated' (Koch and Reuling 1998,

Over recent years, however, the lion's share
of discussions on training policy has centred
on this alternative:

P-3).

The conventional discussion about coordination of vocational training ties in with this
more so than compulsory general education,
for example because it obviously has to sat-

" Although they may not always have been
founded directly by companies, it was nevertheless often the case that associations of companies
in certain sectors had a considerable say in the
founding of such schools. These vocational parts

12Important aspects of this criticism are: Action
research as an alternative to technocracy (Wagner
1990), Professionalisation as an alternative to bureaucracy (Deutscher Bildungsrat 1972), Ecological Strategies as participatory inclusion of the most

of the education system also often did not fall origi-

nally under the auspices of the education authorities, but rather were considered an aspect of trade
and industry. This development can be regarded
as a cooperative area of the education system.

important players concerned (Bronfenbrenner
1979).

o2)
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isfy economic interests, whilst at the same
time broader social and societal interests
must be borne in mind. In this context, the
limitations of market-based coordination have
already been dealt with in great detail: on the
one hand in terms of 'market failure' and the

possibility of improving the market's allocatory role through public intervention, and
on the other hand in terms of aspects which
'may not be easily generated through the
market, even if the government intervenes
with subsidies and information' (OECD 1996,

p.165). These aspects of 'public good' were

brought into the economic discussion by

tions. An important step in this theory is that
the coordination of life in society is envisaged
as a social dimension in its own right. Moreover, the 'other' mechanisms are no longer perceived as subordinate special cases or excep-

tions to the traditional 'main forms' of
coordination, but are rather placed on, an
equal footing with them (cf. Powell 1991;
Thompson 1991; Streeck and Schmitter 1991).

Closer consideration of some important aspects or developments in the political sphere
can be of some help in clarifying the interplay between the various mechanisms:

Musgrave (1959, pA4) as the qualitative elements of education, in terms of 'tolerance', 'integration' and 'cultural heritage'. Further aspects, which especially concern vocational

a) firstly the policy of the 'welfare state' and

training as a 'public good', are for example
'employability', 'transferability', or also the

the creation of bureaucratic planning

prospective provision of qualifications for future requirements (cf. European Commission
1996). Possibly the most essential aspect of

coordination will be to strike a satisfactory
and dynamic balance between these different
and conflicting interests and objectives between 'market failure' and 'policy failure' (cf.
also Booth and Snower 1996, Chapter 1).

Burton Clark's (1983) paradigmatic analysis
of the higher education system can be used
as an example of the extended view of coordination mechanisms. It drew a distinction between three fundamental mechanisms: bureaucracy, market and professional oligarchy,
with existing systems being perceived as specific mixtures of these mechanisms. Two essential conclusions can be drawn from this:

1. firstly, the relationship between the state
and the market is seen not as a dichotomy,
but rather as a progressive gradation;
2. secondly, the analysis makes reference to
other mechanisms beyond the state and
market, sometimes appearing in various
combinations with the former.
A more general investigation of coordination

mechanisms is carried out under organisational theory, where there is a similar extension beyond the arsenal of the two traditional
mechanisms of state and market, particularly
towards networks and corporative associa18

the bridging of the systems divided between education and employment through
mechanisms;

b) secondly, the types of vocational training
systems and the special coordination in the
apprenticeship system;

c) thirdly, the beginnings of professionalisation as an alternative to bureaucracy;
d) fourthly, systemic differentiation and the
dynamics of reform;

e) fifthly, the 'crisis in the welfare state', the
market economy approach, and new ways
of combining state and market;
f) sixthly, the particularly complex nature of
vocational training;
g) seventhly, new approaches to coordination

between the different components of the
education system (compulsory general edu-

cation, higher education and vocational
training).

As has already been mentioned, the main
political strategy of the fifties and sixties,
which also led to greater formalisation of the
education system, can be summed up by the
terms 'legalisation' and 'nationalisation'. The

extension of rational planning within the
state bureaucracy was seen as the most important development strategy To a certain
extent education was seen as a part of the
welfare state, with the duty of guaranteeing
the right to education, a policy which was sup-

ported both by the public as well as by most

zc
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of the players involved (cf. Widmaier 1981;
OECD 1981). As the influence of ideas about
the economic and social structural change
towards the tertiary sector, and the contribution of technology and the 'human factor' to
economic development grew, the planning
paradigm was also extended to the links between education and employment. The 'manpower planning' concept became an important
strategic element in education policy, and one

of the most important objectives of the
OECD's strategy at this time was to set up
planning bodies or departments within Member States' education administrations (Papadopoulos 1994; Hinchcliffe 1987). Since there
was little confidence in the market, attempts
were made to extend state bureaucracy into

the labour market using the planning paradigm. This perspective soon proved inadequate, however.

One important reason why this perspective
was far too abstract and idealised was that
the vocational training system could only be
steered by state bureaucracy up to a certain
point. Even if the setting up of planning bodies had proved successful, they would not have
held sufficient sway over vocational training.
The OECD classification (OECD 1989, p.8)"
of post-compulsory systems distinguishes be-

tween three types of systems:

1. school systems, which also include vocational training (e.g. the Scandinavian system);
2. systems based on apprenticeship (e.g. Germany, Austria and German-speaking Switzerland);
13A new typology was developed for worldwide use
by the ILO (1998, pp. 69-82), which takes account

of vocational training more closely: three basic
types are distinguished: firstly, 'Cooperative Systems' which correspond to apprenticeship training;
secondly 'Enterprise-based systems' including the

Japanese system and a type of the 'voluntarist
system' with the United Kingdom as an example;

and thirdly 'State-driven Systems' in which the
distinction is once again drawn between a demand-

oriented and a supply-oriented sygtefn. This typology does not however extend to the relationship between vocational training and general education.

3. and mixed systems, which sometimes have

a very high, sometimes a very low voca-

tional training content (e.g. the United
Kingdom, the Netherlands and France).

From the point of view of coordination and
steering mechanisms, the apprenticeship system constitutes a case apart, which can be
seen as a paradigm for vocational training.
General political discussions often see this
model as being predominantly market coor-

dinated. But this structure is really determined by a complicated combination of
mechanisms. Firstly, this combination includes the market (particularly for the assign-

ment of training places and applications),
then the state bureaucracy (for the rather
marked regulation of framework conditions
and for part-time schooling for apprentices),
and thirdly a mixture of additional mechanisms, which are less obvious: corporate selfregulation by interest groups (employers and
trade unions) is an essential element in this
system, and to a certain extent 'professional'
mechanisms also play a role, with professional

groups (training professions') taking an essential part, and with training taking a comparatively long time. The meaning of 'professionalism' in German is somewhat different
to its meaning in Anglo-Saxon usage, where
the term is more closely related to academic

professions. In any case, the professional
structure confers a special form upon the labour market, which is not easily grasped'''.

Whatever the specific significance of this
14 There are different interpretations of the signifi-

cance of the vocational structure of the apprenticeship system, ranging from the concept of 'occupational labour markets' (Sengenberger 1987)
to emphasising the difference between 'training
occupations' and 'employment occupations' (Bren-

ner 1997). It can be assumed that many things
are left to be clarified in this sector and that there
are many misconceptions and a lot of exaggeration, all of which require clarification. Rolf Arnold
and Gisela Dybowski-Johannson (1995, p. 325), for

example, are emphasizing a proper understanding of vocational change as being the central interface between the development of learning organisations and vocational training in Germany.
David Marsden (1986, Ch. 8) again stresses the
importance of vocational structures for the workings of labour markets, but from another perspective.
19
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structure, the professional groups within the
apprenticeship system are highly institution-

alised, and constitute social units which
bridge the two sides of the labour market,

lated apprenticeship systems. Similar moves
towards a stronger legal foundation, particularly in the field of vocational training, can
also be observed in other countries, e.g. Aus-

which thereby becomes somewhat tied in with
the organisation of the system.

tria, the Netherlands and Finland over the

The bureacratic structure of education systems must also be differentiated according
to additional characteristics which obviously

The next stage was reached when the 'crisis

play an important role for coordination. Even

before these questions had taken on any
prominence in education policy, Margaret
Archer (1979, p. 628, p. 671) had worked out

how important the degree of centralisation
was to the dynamics of development and the
dominant pattern of reform strategies. Since
the various groups of players in the two basic
forms of centralised or decentralised systems
interact differently, this in turn produces dif-

ferent long-term patterns of development:
`stop-go' cycles in centralised systems and 'in-

cremental change' in decentralised ones.
Burton Clark (1986) also picks out similar
basic patterns in his comparison of European
systems with the American higher education

system. A further important dimension in
this context is described as 'fragmentationunification', virtually as a horizontal dimension of unification (Scott and Meyer 1991, p.
131).

Increased criticism of the bureaucratic model

same period.

in the welfare state' emerged in the eighties, and the market mechanism grew in importance as an alternative to bureaucracy.

The professionalisation strategy never
matched the high level of influence which the

market strategy had temporarily acquired.
The thrust of educational policy was changing, and decentralisation, deregulation and
devolution of authority became the most
important points in the reform of the education system in many countries (OECD 1996,
particularly pp. 172-173; cf. also Whitty et

al. 1998). Parents opting for state schools,
increased autonomy for schools through the
shifting of decision-making processes, 'accountability' and changes to state responsibility became essential policy aspects. The
creation of quasi-markets, 'the separation of
purchaser from provider and an element of
user choice between providers' became a central element of reform (Levacic 1995, p.167).
The state, however, did not disappear, it just

took on a different role, described by Guy
Neave (1998) as the 'evaluative state': The

of the education system was given greater

state-education relationship was recast, with
new intermediate bodies (trusts', 'agencies',

prominence in the early seventies in Germany,

etc.) being drawn into the equation which

for example, by the Deutscher Bildungsrat
(Education Council), which was influential at
least in terms of ideology. Initially, however,
criticism was not levelled at the high degree

of legislation, nor at state organisation, but

rather at the bureaucratic structure of
schools, which was considered to be incompatible with their teaching role. The role of

teachers as the lowest rung of the bureaucratic structure of authority was criticised,
and a professional model was demanded. Codetermination and greater collegial autonomy
along the lines of more highly decentralised
systems (e.g. such as those in England) were

important points (Deutscher Bildungsrat
1972). Simultaneously, however, demands
were made for more legalisation and regulation of the decentralised and less closely regu20

relied more on 'leadership' and management
methods than on the traditional structures.
A more recent analysis of reform strategies
in five countries draws the conclusion that
'....there does appear to have been a convergence of policies, at least in our five national
settings. These involve an apparently para-

doxical combination of state control and
market forces or, to put it more specifically,

a combination of an 'evaluative state' and
'quasi-markets"(Whitty et al. 1998, p. 12).
So it transpires that in the general school system and that of higher education, where these
analyses were carried out, the abstract market-state dichotomy is not really suitable for
understanding developments. New combina-

tions and types of organisation are coming

.o27
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into being, both at school level, but also on
the level of more aggregate systems. The task

in hand is more complicated in vocational
training since at least two additional dimensions need to be taken into account:
1. firstly, the greater internal differences and
the many schools, training channels and
possibilities;
2. secondly, and still more importantly, there
is quite a marked link with the economy,
the labour market, and the system of employment.
The first point indicates that competition was
always present in vocational training, since
young people were called upon to choose between various options. Structuring this choice

is therefore one of the most essential tasks
for coordination in vocational training, which
is also closely tied in with the other sectors,
since they influence the choice made whilst
also representing alternatives in themselves.
The second point indicates that the vocational
training system is broadly expected to fulfil
objectives imposed upon it from the outside
in any case. The choice of vocational training

general education, higher education and vocational training has lately become an important aspect of political discussion in the
most recent OECD publications. A redefinition of higher education is being suggested,
according to which universities together with

the other organisations at post-secondary
level (non-university institutes of higher education, and the numerous forms of adult education and further training) would be merged

in a catch-all system of 'tertiary education'.
The boundaries between the 'scientific' and
research functions and the 'purely' educational and training role should be loosened
up in this system (OECD 1998a). A further
proposal against the background of the development of a solid policy towards life-long
learning concerns organising the links between the various parts of the education system. 'In many countries goals and agendas of
different parts of the system are implicit or
have not recently been reassessed and, consequently, may pull in different directions.'
(OECD 1996, p. 188). Improved interplay be-

courses will always be more heavily influ-

tween general and vocational education, as
well as between secondary and tertiary education and between formal and informal education is seen as the prerequisite for the de-

enced by expected employment prospects than

velopment of life-long learning.

is the case in the other sectors, even though

these links and influences are difficult to
judge and assess (cf. Raffe 1999). The trend
towards 'economic rationalism"5 in education

policy in the eighties, which is so often
stressed and criticised seems to be of little
relevance to vocational training. On the contrary, signs in this sector point in the opposite direction: towards the enrichment of vocational training through the addition of more
general and foundation elements18.

Finally, the relationship between the three
parts of the educational system compulsory

1.2 A generalised framework
of the coordination system
The second central element of the conceptual
analysis of the steering and coordination problem lies in the general shaping of the coordination system. Here a heuristic framework is
developed which is admittedly rather 'loose'
and which starts by breaking down the scope
18 In order to better distinguish these aspects, the

OECD suggested a three-level classification of
post-compulsory education, which can appear in
different combinations (OECD 1989, pp. 20-21):

15 Whitty et al. (1998, 37-38; cf. also Pusey 1991,
Marginson 1993) describe 'economic rationalism'
as follows: education is becoming a commodity, the

1.general (contains elements which continue and
extend compulsory general education);

most important political aims are developing an
efficient and effective system for distributing these
goods. Other aspects are the major importance of

economic aims (with education being separated
from social and cultural aspects), the use of the
market metaphor, and a central administration for
the education system to promote these aims.

2.foundation (aims at 'preparation...to pursue certain types of study', which may be more narrowly
or more broadly defined); and

3.specific (aims at 'ready competence and expertise in the chosen field or occupation').
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of possibilities for coordination processes in a
stylised manner along the following lines:

eluded from the outset as integrated and, in
principle at least, equal components of the

coordination system, but are not viewed
a) types of players involved;

through bureaucratic versus market specta-

b) in the affected sectors;

cles.

c) at different levels of society;

1.2.1 The field

d) who handle the various coordination and
steering tasks;

e) through numerous possible interactions
and mechanisms.

The first step towards providing an explicit
reconstruction of the area in which coordina-

tion between education and employment
takes place is actually to 'deconstruct' the
complex field in order to analyse the players

This analysis shows how the conventional
approach to the coordination problem, start-

ing with the general market-led steering
mechanism which is seen as dominant, or
through hierarchical or bureaucratic forms,
seriously restricts the scope for conceivable

involved and their areas of action. It is the
types of organisation in which coordination
takes place, and the possible connections
which the coordination system can form which

stand in the foreground, rather than the empirical relations that can be observed.

solutions from the outset. The helpful decrease in complexity which results from this
generalisation is bought at the price of conceptual simplification which brings processes
on the boundary between education and employment to the fore and greatly reduces the

1.2.1.1 The players

The diagram (see Figure 2) highlights the different types of players in the field of coordi-

nation. Four separate columns are shown

number of possible coordination mechanisms.

(education system and employment system,
both being split up into supply and demand
side), with players on the different levels:

The essential element in all of this is that the
basic problem of steering mechanisms is perceived as a 'zero-sum' type of problem between

CI the individual micro level (teachers, pupils,
educators, employees, jobseekers, employers, etc.);

market steering and bureaucratic steering,
where each time round one mechanism is
highlighted at the expense of the other. On
the one hand, the complexity of the problem
is revealed when the coordination system is
broken down in this way, since the coordination problem does not only exist across system boundaries, but also implies an interface
between the two general mechanisms of bureaucracy (education) and the market (employment). On the other hand, however, this

the macro level of nationaP7 institutions
and organisations (ministries, school administrations, unions, employers' organisations, etc.), overlapping with the meso
level and also regional bodies with
greater or lesser clout (Lander, communes,
regional associations, etc.);

approach makes it possible to open up the
scope of the question by building up an area

" The international or transnational level would
be a further level which might be considered, but
this level is not yet very developed in the education world (e.g. education policy is subject to the
subsidiarity principle within the EU). The question of whether there is any interdependence with
the international level and what the trends are in
this regard in the system of coordination between
education and employment is undoubtedly an important one nevertheless, to which adequate im-

of intermediate, alternative and complementary mechanisms and types of organisation,
where there is room for the conceptual integration of many other mechanisms (particularly interorganisational networks, organisation by associations, corporatism). This means

that the perspective is somewhat altered,
since these mechanisms as they are mentioned in the concept of the 'evaluative state'
are not just taken up by chance, but are in22

portance will have to be attached in future research.
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and, in between, the organisational meso

sition from the traditional elite higher edu-

level (schools, companies, etc.);

cation system to the modern mass higher education system, and possibly beyond to a universal higher education system (OECD 1998a,

CI alongside these types of players in the coordination system in the narrowest sense
of the term there are also other more general ones who play a greater or lesser role,

particularly the institutions within the
political system (legislation, government,
political parties, etc.) and the labour mar-

ket institutions which connect the two
sides of the market (labour market service).

p. 9; drawing on Martin Trow and Ulrich
Teichler).

Using this heuristic representation, it is possible to analyse real coordination processes.
For example, it can be used to draw up international comparisons of coordination systems,
which to date have at best only existed in very

patchy form (as a step in this direction cf.
OECD 1998b).

It is essential that the fabric of relations be
seen as open and dynamic. In the reality of a
coordination system, which essentially will
still be nationally organised today, these play-

ers or types of players can each be analysed

in concrete terms, and potentially there is
interaction between all these groups which is
related to coordination.

Tentative mapping of coordination tasks links

them with the numerous political proposals
being bandied about at the moment (see Figure 3). Such mapping can provide a point of
departure for more concrete discussion of political strategies.
1.2.1.3 Mechanisms of coordination

1.2.1.2 The tasks

Coordination procedures are interactions and
relations between the players, which aim at
striking a balance between the two poles of
the coordination system, demand for training
and demand for manpower. In schematic form

It is easy to see that there is a very broad
spectrum of coordination processes within this
perspective, which are almost unmanageable
in any real system. Literature on mechanisms
of social coordination in the framework of in-

stitutional organisational theory can help to

the coordination procedures can be distin-

reduce this complexity (cf. in particular

guished in terms of a quantitative and a quali-

Thompson et al. 1991).

tative structural dimension, so that certain
chains of actions and causations are set off,
triggered in particular by the two vertices:
a) In quantitative terms we are talking about
transitions, often in the form of decisions

In this framework (cf. diagram in Figure 4)
four coordination models in particular are
picked out, as shown in the diagram:

b) In qualitative terms it is largely a ques-

1. Hierarchy, bureaucracy, central planning.
In this model, coordination comes about
through the bureaucratic integration of the

tion of establishing and changing the structure and profile of training courses or jobs,
in other words 'shaping' the profile, as it is
known in vocational sociology.

level. This is obviously not possible to the
same extent in every column, which is why
this mechanism is indicated for education

about selection or capacity.

columns, with central tuning at macro

supply.

What should be stressed is that, whilst on the
one hand these two dimensions run independ-

ently of each other, on the other hand they
also interact: quantitative variations can have

serious indirect effects on the qualitative
structure. One example of this is the effect of
increased student numbers in higher education, which is described in terms of the tran-

2. Market. In this model, coordination is regulated by individual compensation and feedback processes in a system with two interdependent markets (education market and
labour market). This mechanism obviously
does not cover any of the procedures at the
higher levels.
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Figure 2: Stylized actors and coordination tasks
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Figure 3: Mapping of coordination tasks and main policy options
QUALITATIVE

QUANTITATIVE

COORDINATION
TASK

Coordination between education/training demand and supply
numerical allocation
- determination of numbers,
provision of study places,
- determination and selection of applicants

shaping the profiles
composition of curricula,
- breadth - depth,
study lines modules

Social demand approach, quantitative (allocation), qualitative (adaptation)
Strengthening market forces concerning allocation (vouchers), selection/
promotion (costs, incentives), information (signalling test results)
Guidance and counselling
Testing/assessment at entrance

Main policy
options:

Coordination of the teaching/learning process
Pupils/students
management

selection, retention during the teaching/
learning process

transformation of potentials to competencies

Personnel
management

- workload
working conditions
- determination of salaries

preconditions (training, etc.)
- division of labour among professionals
- progression, further training, careers

Resources
management

allocation of resources in relation to studyplaces

standards for the utilisation of resources in
relation to study-places

Shaping of learning environment

selection/allocation of learning sites

design/utilisation of learning environment

standards and assessment
new teaching/learning methods (teaching -> learning)
new technologies
integration of formal and non-formal learning, workplace learning

Main policy
options:

professional policies, change of working conditions and division of labour, continuing training
-

input-related standards
new methods of resource acquisition (levies, training funds)
new organisation/management methods (TQM, etc.)

Coordination between competencies/qualifications demand and supply
numerical allocation transition from
education/training to work

Main policy
options:

Overall policies

- determination of credentials in relation
to the labour market structure
- relation of attainment to credentials
shaping the qualification profiles of
working life

- competency-based assessment, creation of credentials independent from certain studies
combination of study and work (apprenticeship, HRD)
partnerships education and training - enterprises
including representatives from working life into steering bodies
development of anticipation mechanisms of development and change of demand for
qualification
transition policy
development of the knowledge base, educational R&D
overall change of the steering system
policies for lifelong learning
education and training policies as elements of innovation policy

.3-2y
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3. Association. In this model, coordination is
prompted through organised relations between players who in principle share similar interests, with consensus-based negotiating systems playing an essential role.
This mechanism has been well tested for
the more complex levels in the area of the
employment system (employers' organisations, trade unions); it also exists in quite
a pronounced manner within the field of
education supply (for example in the shape
of educators' organisations), but will be less
marked in the area of demand for education (parents, young people, students, etc.).
4. Networks. Another model comes in the form
of social networks, which are 'neither mar-

kets, nor hierarchy' (Powell 1991), nor associations either. An essential characteristic of this type of organisation are direct
links with a certain permanence between
the players, which are maintained through

informal ties. It is the trust built up
amongst the network members that pro-

vides the coordination medium, rather
than money or formal authority.

way. The economic human capital concept of
striking a balance using individual transactions corresponds to the market model.
With the concept of manpower planning having proved unreal and unworkable for many

reasons, and with many lines of argument
long claiming the market model to be unsuited

to general coordination (cf., for example,
Blaug 1971), it seems reasonable to sound out

the potential of the other models. Problems
related to the two traditional coordination
mechanisms plan (bureaucracy) and market are largely to do with future expectations and dealing with uncorroborated infor-

mation. Suffice it to mention here false
prognoses or the notorious roller-coaster effect.

1.2.2 Coordination, boundaries
and networks
In principle, then, bureaucracies meet with
markets on the boundary between education
and employment19, which means that two different coordination models need to be coordi-

the coordination of education and employ-

nated. In principle, the discussion as to the
workability of these two models in the planmarket dichotomy stems from the fact that it
is implicitly assumed that the mechanism in

ment, or are still doing so: the manpower approach to manpower planning corresponds to
the bureaucratic model18. The first step is to
forecast future manpower requirements, and
to plan the supply of education accordingly.
The demand for education should then fall in
with the forecast, with varying degrees of lee-

question is extended to the other system. The
concepts of association and network have the
comparative advantage of permitting a large
number of flexible coordination processes; on
the other hand, however, this very complexity raises the possibility of contradiction and
friction between players.

The first two mechanisms have played a clear
role in political practice and literature about

18 The relationship between research in the manpower model and the bureaucratic model was ob-

viously only indirect, in that the analysis of the
economic factors and the prognoses or projections
based thereupon were intended as data inputs for
state planning purposes. On the other hand, how-

Four different types of interaction between
players can be seen in the diagram showing
coordination relations (see Figure 5):
Network relations of types 1 to 3 are plausible in many respects, as for example the in-

ever, the model nevertheless assumes that self-

regulation through the market alone does not

19 The position of individual players can be inter-

work. The social demand model for the planning
of training should also be mentioned as an alternative to the manpower model; it places primary
emphasis on developments in the training market
as a factor to be taken into consideration in edu-

preted in different ways: are pupils (or parents)
part of the school as a bureaucratic organisation,
or do they belong to the system's surrounding environment? A new perspective from the point of
view of a consequent customer orientation vis-a-

Psacharopoulos 1987).

vis the demand for education is developed in OECD
1998a.

cation policy planning (cf. Contributions in
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Figure 4: Stylized actors and mechanisms in the coordination system
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formal networks of relations in bureaucratic
systems, or the local networks between the
various types of players. For coordination between education and employment, however,
what is needed are links which cross the 'system boundaries' because of the interdependencies which have already been mentioned,
presumably above all in the case of type 4 relations, which are the least likely. Coordination processes in the network mode need con-

al. 1980). It can also be assumed that under

static conditions and apart from certain
monopolies and interest-related shortages,

a system of professional organisations
would be well-suited to carrying out the de-

centralised coordination of education and
employment in its field.

1.3 Steering: main dimensions
and policy options

nections which encompass the scope as
broadly as possible and with a certain density. This complexity and diversity would appear to represent a peculiarity of the education-employment coordination system, since
previous analyses of this type of field or networks between organisations tended to cover
players of the same nature (particularly companies), or different players on just one level

(e.g. policy analysis), and certainly not so
many types of players of such different sorts
all at one go (cf. Scott and Meyer 1991).

This type of approach opens the door to the
possible fragmentation of the coordination
problem into a multitude of different mechanisms, which together can form different configurations or regimes (cf. Schmid 1996). The

general diagram of the coordination system
as shown makes it possible on the one hand
to criticise the one-sidedness and shortcomings of the traditional approach, whilst on the
other hand permitting the integration of a
large number of rather pragmatic and political strategies in terms of solving the problem

Obviously, many of the possible type 4 ties
are highly improbable. Two types of organi-

of coordination.

sation can be applied which possibly embrace
the entire system:

The following general bases for political strategies can be picked out:

a) Balance of interests in the political system
or in corporate forms. Political parties, for

the organisational structures at the different levels, within which the various players are linked (particularly the distribution of powers of decision-making);

example, are presumably still organisations which most widely cover the various
levels, and also the players from the dif-

ferent columns; to a certain extent inter-

1:1 the structure of educational and study

est groups can also be seen as a framework
for far-reaching ties (Streeck and Schmitter 1991; Archer 1979).

paths (content and qualification), their di-

b) Occupations and professions. (Academic)
professions stand out in particular because
they embrace both forms of professional
practice (self-employed and dependent),
and also training. To a certain extent this
also holds true for occupational organisations, although in this field there is often
a clearer separation between the employer
and the employee side. Sociological analysis of occupational systems has described
occupational groups' control of training, for
example, as an important element of the
professional associations (and where access
to training is involved, this control also extends to demand for education) (Beck et

I:1 the structuring of the teaching-learning
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vision into units, and the structuring of
possible pathways;
processes in the system (learning environment), which is determined in particular
by the model and profile of the educators,

the distribution and nature of learning
sites, and how much account is taken of
the context for the learning process.
If the concluding picture of international educational development from the point of view
of the OECD is followed (Papadopoulos 1994),

then these elements can also be used to reconstruct the different political focuses: the
period of macro planning for education growth

within the rational paradigm was followed
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around 1970 by a shift towards quality aspects at school level20.

Major projects were carried out on innovation
at the micro level (OECD/CERI 1971, 1973,
1978), and the concepts of planning, research
and development were reviewed and revised

(OECD 1974a, 1974b). Over the following
years, the curriculum and teacher policy crystallised out as important focuses (OECD 1976,
1979).

One major shortcoming in this whole process,

however, was that initially initiatives at micro level were not used in the shaping of the
macro structures. This only happened to any
great extent during the neo-conservative attack on the welfare state in the eighties.

and, moreover, is impermeable to external influence. Any attempt at reform which is not
sufficiently rewarded is therefore doomed to
failure.

Claudio de Moura Castro and Antonio Cabral
de Andrade (1997, p. 86) base their theory on
the assumption that education reforms of the
past often produced negative results because,

when taken to the extreme, the demand for
increased effort brings with it greater uncertainty, resulting in badly defined and uncertain aims of improved 'quality'. By shifting
decisions to the lower level of achievement,
the link with external 'stakeholders' can be
strengthened, possibly resulting in a better
balance of interests.

The dominant ideas about the creation of new

In the case of vocational training, it is the
employers who are seen as the most important external 'stakeholders' 'they are the
market'. In his interpretation of the World

steering systems are strongly influenced by

Bank policy paper, de Moura Castro (1995, p.

public choice-based approaches, which

4) expresses the situation unambiguously:
'The rule is simple: no demand, no training.
In other words, the demand for training has
to be closely monitored and only that train-

1.3.1 Structures for steering

paradigmatically lay behind the World Bank's

educational policy recommendations (cf.
Lauglo 1997; de Moura Castro and Cabral de
Andrade 1997; Middleton et al. 1993). The
steering concept moves within the range between state or policy failure and market failure. Systems must be created, which can pro-

vide players with behavioural incentives
along the lines of what they want to achieve.
In the case of education policy, the central is-

sue is the relationship between the players
within the bureaucratic systems, and the external 'stakeholders' (pupils, parents, employers, local communities). The basic assumption
is that because the balance between the costs
and returns of change is wrong, people within
the bureaucratic system inevitably opt for the
status quo, with the result that 'inertia is the

rule', and there is no adaptation to external
requirements. Regulation would appear first
and foremost to serve the internal players,
20 This shift can be linked with the 1970 Paris Con-

ference which guided attention onto `....specific
micro-educational problems, directed at enhancing the effectiveness of educational systems, as
against the more global approaches of the past'
(Papadopoulos 1994, p.73).

ing which responds to a clearly identified demand should be offered. No more, no less'.

Consequently, steering structures should be
created which make it possible for the employer to exert some influence, and which at
the same time also allow their demands to be
assessed:
the setting up of collaborative steering organisations which give employers real influence over decisions and provide suffi-

cient scope for a balance of interests
between the different 'stakeholders%

a second condition is the setting up of
mechanisms for feedback, evaluation and

anticipation of demands on the labour
market for the vocational training institutes;
thirdly, practical cooperative links should
be established between vocational training
and the employment system in order to
bring these two worlds closer to one another.

These points concern the organisational links
between the different players.
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1.3.2 Structures of studies

cations (traditional exams or competence-

based qualifications, group-referenceThe structure of courses refers in particular
to the way in which the content of training is
organised. Although it is the curricula which
form the actual core, a whole host of other
more process-related elements are also involved, which affect the steering of access
possibilities, the choice of educational pathways, and the accompanying signalling systems composed of formal requirements and

There are pros and cons attached to both ends
of this dimensional scale, which have so far
prevented any clear-cut assessment from being made (cf. e.g. OECD Votec study; OECD
1998c; Lassnigg 1997). These dimensions can

qualifications. As regards the study structure,
four dimensions can be distinguished, which
form different policy options:

ments, which can develop in any direction.

a) The first dimension regards the way in
which the targeted qualification elements
and the content of learning are conceptualised. The most important distinction affects
the traditional division into academic subjects (the fragmentation of knowledge, the
'Triumvirate' of knowledge, skills and attitude, etc.; cf. Eraut 1994, p. 15) as opposed to the new, more holistic elements
(basic skills for learning; basic job-oriented

or generic skills, key qualifications,
contextualised key qualifications; cf.
Brandsma and Nijhof 1999, p.4), which
basically aim at facilitating and improving the transfer (this is dealt with in more
detail in the framework of conceptualisation of forms of knowledge in Section 2).

b) The basic pattern for allocating general
and specific elements of qualification can
be shaped either using the model which
'uncouples' general and specific education
(general and foundation elements in the
formal education system and specialised
elements in employment), or according to
the model which moulds itself to fit in with
apprenticeship.

based or criteria-based assessment).

be used as parts of broader political strategies whose degree of coherence varies. Real
systems are complex mixtures of these ele-

1.3.3 Shaping of the teaching-learning
process
Attention has recently shifted more closely to
the conditions governing the teaching-learning process, since the significance of the contextual conditions for learning have become
clearer (Brandsma and Nijhof 1999). The traditional separation between the content and

processes for putting this content across,
which finds expression in the categories of cur-

riculum development, subject teaching, and
learning methodology, is brought into question for approaches using learning in practical contexts in particular. There is still a very
big difference, however, between the predominant models and these newer concepts. Some

important dimensions in this context are the
professional profile of the educators and the
design of the learning site. In this context,
the following points are important in terms
of policy options:

1. The first point concerns the basic conception of professionalising the teaching profession. Important proposals refer to the

concept of the reflective practitioner
(Altrichter and Posch 1990; Elliott 1993).
Recently, there have been calls for the creation of traditional professional characteristics: autonomy, self-regulation and a specific code of ethics (Hartmut von Hentig

c) The third dimension concerns the creation
of longer and more complex training pathways which tend to aim at a more holistic
pattern of qualification, or its fragmentation into flexible modular systems.

suggests a 'Socratic Oath' in analogy to
medicine; cf. Hentig 1994, p. 258f.; see also
Hargreaves 1997; Mc Laughlin 1997 in the
Anglo-Saxon field).

d) The fourth dimension concerns the relationship between education processes (cur-

ricula) and certificates, which can be
planned either separately or in association,
as well as closely related thereto the
sort of standards which condition qualifi30

2. The second element concerns the division
of labour between professional profiles in
the education sector, and particularly to

3?
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what extent educators can cope with even
more complex forms of share-out, similar
to roles in the HRD field (this is covered
more thoroughly in Section 3). Two basic
categories of educators are contrasted here,
which also represent very different learning environments: teachers and trainers.

organisations to the model of steering mentioned at the outset in the public choice per-

3. The third element concerns the organisa-

trasting the various premises, the mixed

tion, range and format of teaching environ-

ments. For a long time hence, the choice
will continue to be between school and non-

school, but another important question
concerns the utility of certain types of 'practice simulation' (Nieuwenhuis and Mulder
1999).

4. The fourth element concerns the organisational model which underlies the various different learning sites. Organisational
models in this area vary between the school
as a part of bureaucracy, and the company
as a context for practical learning as representing the two points of departure. But

'educational organisations ...are usually
thought of as not fitting the overall image

of a machine bureaucracy' (Scheerens
1997, p. 289). There is a trend in certain
circles towards company-based organisation, but its suitability for organising learn-

spective, and refer to the institutionalist counter or competitive model. Different points of
view are bound to emerge at theoretical level
according to whether one considers the system from a macro, micro or meso point of view.
Even if this can be 'logically solved' by con-

policy options and proposals which can form
workable configurations still have to be dealt
with.

The core of institutional understanding of
educational organisations can be traced back
to Karl Weick (1976)22 and John W. Meyer et
al. (1983), and is based on the hypothesis of
the 'loose coupling' of processes to their technology. The 'production model' is rejected for
schools on the basis of the way in which the
education and training processes are understood. The terms 'institutional' versus 'technical' are used to contrast the underlying rationality of the training organisations with the
rationality of the factory (Meyer et al. 1983),

and the essential point is that the learning
process in the school is conceptualised as being 'inherently non-technical'. This organisation can therefore not be built up on its tech-

ing processes is also being brought into

nical functions, tending to act more as a

question". The concept of the learning organisation offers an alternative (this point
is dealt with more thoroughly in Chapter
2; cf. De Caluwel et al. 1988; Finger and
Buergin 1999).

protective screen against the unsolvable conflicts about the 'right technique' for the processes within it: `...institutionalised organisa-

We can now come back from this last element
of the meso-organisational level of educational
21 whitty et al. (1998, p. 14) for example interpret

the reforms which they investigated within this
field between bureaucracy, market and the traditional understanding of politics. On the one hand
they argue that 'recent research suggests that the
fragmentation of bureaucratic systems of education is leading to a polarisation of provision' (i.e.
between 'good schools' and 'failing schools'), an essential factor being that the good schools develop

the skills for market economy behaviour, and at
the same time there is a 'consolidation of traditional academic models of schooling' as a conclusion they state: 'The key issues, therefore, are likely
to remain political ones which need to be pursued

in the political arena'.

tions (...) buffer their structures from the
actual technical work activities (...) using
such techniques as certification, delegation,
secrecy, and ritual, these organisations attempt to decouple their technical work from
the organisational structure (...) the institutional organisation turns its back on its technical core in order to concentrate on conform-

ing to its institutional environment (...) a
school, to survive, must conform to institutional rules (...) that define teacher categories and credentials, pupil selection and defi-

nition, proper topics of instruction, and
appropriate facilities. It is less essential that
a school's teaching and learning activities are
22 The term 'loose coupling' is often used in literature, but usually it is not understood in its essen-

tial meaning, but rather as a loose coupling between organisational units.
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efficiently coordinated or even that they are
in close conformity with institutional rules.'
(Meyer et al. 1983, pp. 46-47; cf. also Scott
and Meyer 1991, pp. 122-126)

a second axis into the picture, which has a
dynamising and concretising effect at many
levels, and also suggests new focuses for political strategies.

This interpretation makes it clear that the

2.1 VET, innovation systems,

main thrust of the 'market-oriented strategy'
is more or less diametrically opposed to the
rationality of the 'institutional' viewpoint, the
processes are interpreted in a more or less

'technical' manner, 'grass roots' activities
should be more closely attached to the organisational framework, etc. If this interpretation

of educational processes is applied to voca-

tional training, it reveals the complicated
links which exist between schools and companies as 'technical organisations', and also
that the two different rationalities coincide
within the company-based training process.
This contrast emerges in the Taylorist-Fordist
model in particular, which is also authoritative as a paradigm of industrial organisation
for 'technical interpretation'. If the new ideas
about company organisation are taken as the

and innovation policy
The basic question is how the concept of the
innovation system can be integrated into the
relations between education and employment.

Essentially, two processes lie at the focus,
production of knowledge and learning, which
have been analysed in terms of their economic
and social importance, and have been further

developed into the concepts of the learning
economy, or even the learning or cognitive
society in connection with new, more general
socioeconomic paradigms (cf. in particular,
Lundvall and Borras 1999; see also Lassnigg
1998). The following new formats in the rela-

tionship between training and employment
derive from the results of this research, and
also refer to the problem of coordination:

basis, however, with the buzzwords being

ID In the concept of the innovation system

Post-Fordism, 'lean production', 'lean management', flat hierarchies, self-directed work, etc,
it can be assumed that the two opposing models will converge companies could become

(Lundvall 1992; Nelson 1993) the processes
and players which act as a driving force in
economic and social innovation dynamics
are made explicit. This makes visible the

more 'institutional', whilst educational organisations could also become more 'technical'. This development could be characterised
by professionalisation and learning organisations. Human resource development can play
a key role in these processes, and vocational
training can act as mediator in such developments. In order to shed more light on these
elements, attention must be focused on the
interfaces between the educational organisation and the employment organisation; learning in the workplace, 'tacit knowledge', informal learning, and the learning society become
important terms.

relations of interaction and cooperation
which are being developed and becoming
more intense between players in the education system (higher education in particular) and players in the employment system
(e.g. development teams within companies). The processes of knowledge produc-

tion for the development and constant
renewal of the knowledge base are emphasised in terms of their crucial importance
for economic activities in the course of tech-

nical-organisational revolutions and

2. New policy strategies
for steering VET systems

globalisation. Ideas about the division of
labour between the players and institutions involved become blurred, the original linear model (basic research -> applied
research -> industrial development -> application) is replaced by the model involv-

As a second step, the conclusions drawn from

ing complex and contingent networking, in
which completely different players can take

recent innovation research are tacked on to
the conceptual analysis of coordination between education and employment. This brings
32

on different tasks. This creates new or
stronger direct interactions and coopera-

tion on the innovation dynamics axis,
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which may even extend beyond the original boundaries between part-systems.
Li Learning takes on a new prominence in two

respects within the employment system,
firstly through learning processes in many
ways becoming a necessary part of labour
processes, and secondly through the productive, knowledge-producing character of
learning processes as opposed to their re-

productive nature coming to the fore

(Argyris and Schoen 1978; Nonaka and
Takeuchi 1995). Institutionally speaking,
this development is expressed in the appearance and development of 'Human Resource Development' (HRD) approaches,
which reflect the formation of a new training system within the employment system
itself, which is also essentially based on the
inclusion of informal learning processes.

1:1 Within the education system traditional
relations between the sectors (compulsory
general education, higher education and
vocational training), their functions and
the predominant picture of learning within
the sectors is reshaped. The duality between production of knowledge, which is

institutionalised in the research role of
higher education in particular, and the distribution of knowledge as part of the educational and training function comes to the

fore and becomes more complicated23.
Higher education loses its monopoly on the
production of knowledge, and at the same

time it becomes increasingly tied in with
cooperative production processes, and extending access to knowledge production
processes gains in importance. This gives
23 Influential theoretical approaches to higher edu-

cation research have distinguished the societal
function of universities as a place for the production of knowledge and of 'cultural fiduciary' from
their educational function, and brought it to the
fore (cf. Parsons and Platt 1973; Kluever 1983;
Stichweh 1991). Those functions were often neglected in the era of education growth, and even
today the universities are frequently seen mainly
as part of the education system. A new perspective came into being with the sociological analysis
of the 'new production of knowledge', which in turn
diminished the role of the universities in this context (cf. Gibbons et al. 1994).

greater and more universal importance to
those forms of knowledge which were traditionally taught by higher education, and
the question arises as to how to achieve
better integration and dovetailing between
the different sectors of education. The ques-

tion of integration between vocational
training in the formal education sector and
developing vocational training in the company sector itself (HRD) arises in the case
of vocational training on the basis of the
new points of emphasis concerning necessary learning processes towards access to
the knowledge-producing functions.

2.2 Learning organisations
and knowledge production
The first concrete point of reference for the
development of new coordination and steering strategies to stem from the conceptual
considerations on the role of innovation dynamics for the coordination system is the interplay between the learning organisation
and the production of knowledge, with the
consequent demands on training. The linkage of labour processes with different types
of learning processes, which are aimed at further developing the production processes, lie

at the heart of the different concepts of the
learning organisation. In terms of ideals, this
concept contrasts with the Tayloristic and
Fordist concepts of manpower usage, which
are based on the greatest possible standardisation and minimisation of qualification requirements, and strict separation of actual la-

bour processes on the one hand, and of
planning and development on the other.

Unlike the ideas of technological determinism, the development of learning organisations is seen not as a necessary, but rather as
one possible strategy for using technological
achievements to improve competitiveness

against the background of globalisation.
Achieving this strategy will demand organisational developments on the part of companies and backup for them through appropriate institutional framework conditions. One
of these conditions is the availability of the

necessary qualifications potential, and the
mechanisms for further developing qualifications.
1-t-
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1. A first question for training policy concerns
the development of learning organisations

within the training system itself. This ties
in closely with the development of forms
of organisation which in the Taylorist and
Fordist paradigm were shaped by the bureaucratic model, which also determines
large areas of the training system.

2. A second question relates to the consequences on training policy of the growing
importance of the knowledge base and the
opening up of access to knowledge and to
practices which produce knowledge. This
question swings in very closely with the
conception of types of knowledge and their
dynamics. The distinction between codified
knowledge and tacit knowledge which is
closely connected to the linkage of infor-

mal learning and formal learning processes, and Bengt Ake Lundvall's classification (know why, know what, know how,
know who), as well as certain dynamics

availability of codified knowledge which can

be mechanically transmitted, the social organisation and the institutional structure of
the employment system take on a key role.
From this point of view, the use of information technology is an indispensable means for

keeping pace in the innovation process, but
at the same time this is not enough for particular achievements where the stage of codification and the creative use of codified knowledge play a decisive role.

The implications for the development of quali-

fications and skills can be exemplified in the
two dimensions of different forms of knowledge and the dynamics of the transition from
tacit to codified knowledge. Three essential
trends stand out in particular:

1. the know why, which can essentially be
characterised through scientific, theoretical knowledge, increases in importance
compared with know what;

between these forms of knowledge are central concepts in this context.

2. the ongoing renewal of know how and know

The new ways of looking at knowledge, learn-

who becomes the most important factor in
economic success;

ing and organisation are an essential link to
training policy. The theories developed about
knowledge refer to the older but long littleheeded distinction drawn by Michael Polanyi
(1958) between explicit (codified and media-

3. the further development of networks which

can provide access to the knowledge required becomes a further decisive factor of
success.

transferable) knowledge and tacit knowledge: knowledge which one possesses but
which cannot be transmitted in words. The

From the point of view of training policy, three

knowledge usually include a component of
tacit knowledge; tacit knowledge stands out

i.

Li is embodied in people and

ii. the linking of formal and informal learning processes; and

essential point is that practical uses of

challenges emerge in particular:
forms;

in that it

IJ tied to the practical context,
Li so that it can only be passed on and learned
in social processes.

This brings with it essential consequences for

the social organisation of production processes, because learning and qualification are
thereby given a new value. Because the value

of tacit knowledge is rising in the course of
the information explosion with increasing
34

the further development of organisational

iii.moving beyond the strong focus on know
how and know what in favour of putting

greater emphasis on the other forms of
knowledge (know why and know who).

2.3 Networking and policy learning
A further point of departure for developing
new strategies of coordination and steering
comes in the development and structuring of
organisational links between the players in

ill
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the coordination system under the buzzwords
networking and policy learning. An analysis
of the innovation system reveals the complex
interactions which exist between a great variety of players, although in this concept the
education system tends usually to be analysed
purely in terms of higher education's function
of producing knowledge, with the vocational
training system being excluded. But this point
of view is not logical, since it implicitly limits

the role of vocational training to the traditional reproductive elements.
Thus the question arises as to how a new configuration of the players can also lead to more
active involvement of the vocational training
system in innovation dynamics. This question

concerns the background to professionalisation in the field of vocational training, and
can be asked at various levels:

cial innovation dynamics24. In the conventional discussion, coordination between education and employment, particularly when
vocational training is being discussed, tends
to be synonymous with reactive adaptation,
the main problem stemming from the exactitude and speed of this adaptation.

From an institutional point of view, this
method of tackling a problem is based on a
naïve understanding of the basic structure of
the coordination problem, which on the one
hand gives an elliptical interpretation of the
role of vocational training, and on the other
hand hypostatises and reifies the employment

system at the same time. The basic pattern
for this traditional line of argument is that
the shaping of vocational training should
track 'real' developments in the field of employment as closely as possible however it
overlooks the basic premise of institutional

a) at actor level: which players bring about
coordination between education and employment, and which players provide the
link to the innovation system

thinking on the education system, that the

b) at the organisational form or coordination

This line of thinking means that the under-

mechanism level: what role is played in this
context by the organisational forms beyond

standing of professional activities, and in particular the social understanding of professions

bureaucracy and market, which were recognised as essential components of innovation dynamics (in particular networks
and corporate associations) and

themselves, is in each case essentially constituted by the respective vocational training
system and the knowledge base which lies
behind it. This aspect comes across clearly in
the analysis of the professions and professionalisation, where these arguments emanate
from the professionals themselves. In the
other less obvious areas, where this 'subjective' factor tends to be left in the background
and reality is constructed by other players or

c) at knowledge base and policy learning
level: which mechanisms for the further
development of the knowledge base exist
within the coordination system itself, or at
the interface between the coordination system and the innovation system, and how
is this reflected in the specific links with
the political decision-making system.
These elements provide the conceptual background for an analysis of professionalisation
and the professional categories in the field of
vocational training.

2.4 Adaptation and shaping

institutionalisation of education in turn contributes to the social construction of reality
(cf. Meyer's classical contribution 1977).

in the political system, this aspect is less clear.

Therefore within institutional thinking the
old question as to whether training policy
should be given a reactive or a proactive slant
is redefined in two respects:

24 This question was also one of the basic questions
behind the EUROPROF project which focused on

the possibility of professionalisation of VET pro-

Finally, it has to be asked what vocational
training's influence and scope for shaping

fessionals: Leonardo-da-Vinci project No 3366 'New

could be in connection with economic and so-

Heidegger 1997, Rauner 1995.

forms of education of professionals for vocational

education and training' (EUROPROF); cf. Also
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a) it is not a question of recognising the 'real'
occupational challenges, but rather of constructing suitable profiles; and

The term `VET professional' is frequently used

in relevant discussions. It might however be
useful to briefly discuss this term as it gives
rise to some lack of clarity. Initially, high-status occupations with considerable power were
described as professions, with the following
characteristics usually being attributed (cf.
e.g. Torres 1991; Alisch et al. 1990):

b) it is not so much the temporal dimension,
i.e. whether 'reality' is pre- or post-ceded
which stands in the foreground, as the conceptual question concerning the relationship between the endless multiplicity of

ID specific expertise or knowledge base, which
tends to be closely related to a specific scientific discipline;

'real' occupational activities on the one
hand, and the institutional ways in which

they are organised, and the question of

a system of regulation and control, within
which the processing of a specific occupational area is reserved specifically for this
profession by the state, and which is subject to auto-control;

reshaping and changing these forms on the
other hand.

Proactive shaping thereby becomes first and
foremost a problem of conceptualisation of the

employment and occupational system. The
conceptualisation which the players have of
the vocational training system itself, and to
what extent they can control the knowledge

CI a specific code of ethics which provides the

basis for auto-control, and in conjunction
with that a special system of values;

base of their own professional or occupational
field thereby takes on a central role.

a type of self-organisation which also regu-

lates access to the profession, and special

training as well as certain practical requirements.

3. VET professionals

and steering mechanisms

It is easy to see that professional groups of
educators fulfil very few of these criteria, `VET

In the third stage, the 'VET professionals',
that means the various categories of quali-

professionals' usually even less so than other
categories of teachers and trainers. The con-

fied employees within the vocational training

sequence of this was that teachers were

systems, are studied in terms of their role

classed as a semi-profession (Etzioni 1969; cf.

within the coordination and steering system.
This analysis draws on material which was

also the early twist of meaning of the term
into 'bureaucratic professions' by Leggatt

collected in the course of recent European

1970, p. 160).

projects (in particular Cedefop 1995a, 1995b,
1997, as well as EUROPROF), and interprets

Since then, attention has shifted to focus more
closely on the process of creating and developing professions, definitions were made more
flexible, and the dissociation from other forms

this material within the conceptual framework just mentioned. Since there has never
been a tradition of comprehensive comparative analysis to date, and the scale of the actual project cannot do justice to the many different structures within individual vocational
training systems, the evidence is limited so

of professional work is seen these days in a
less absolute, more fluid way (Abbott 1988).
It is particular discussions about the definition and control of a certain occupational field

far, which means that the generalisations

and the institutionalisation of a specific

drawn are therefore open to further differentiation and investigation25.

knowledge base as a basis for legitimisation
of occupational autonomy which have come

to the foreground (Di Maggio and Powell
1991).

25 The influence of the Austrian system on the author doubtless also plays a certain structuring role
which may sometimes put a specific emphasis on
certain points, which would not appear under other
circumstances.
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Two aspects should be stressed in the development of and research into professionalism
for our purposes:

1/3
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Firstly, the connection between professional

3.1 Main categories of VET

work and work in bureaucratic organisations, and, secondly, the content of profes-

professionals and their roles

sional work. Professional work in the strictest sense of the term was originally seen in
contrast to work in bureaucratic hierarchies

The starting point for analysis of the most

as exclusive, and consequently the spread
and predominance of Taylorism and the
Fordist model in the sixties and seventies led
to an image of `de-professionalisation', with
some people even talking of the 'proletarisation' of professions. Professional forms of
work, however, proved more able to survive

than had been predicted by this research,
with new production concepts and the postFordist paradigm in particular stressing re-

qualification and re-professionalisation
nowadays it is the relationship between professional work and bureaucratic hierarchies
which is being studied. The dominance of bureaucratic hierarchies is over', writes Lynne
Zucker succinctly, for example (1991, p. 160),

in her study of the interplay between 'bureaucratic authority' and 'expert authority'.
Different forms of complementarity and interplay which can be studied in more detail
in the system of vocational training and co-

important categories of 'VET professionals' is
a vague definition, which is based on observation of the most important functions in the
vocational training system. Here, the conception of the vocational training system as expressed above should be taken into account:
firstly, the relative autonomy in terms of other
sectors of education (elementary and higher),
and, secondly, the relative overlapping with
the employment system. The professional categories responsible for vocational training are

spread across the different organisational
spheres, they work in formalised state or private educational establishments, in companies, are self-employed, etc. This applies to
those areas where 'VET professionals' are
employed.

Contrasting vocational training (VET) and
Human Resource Development (HRD) can be
very productive for the purpose of understanding jobs, roles, functions and positions26, since

there is a highly differentiated analysis of

ordination between training and employment have taken over from the dichotomy

roles and positions in the HRD field.

and exclusion between hierarchy and profession.

3.1.1 HRD practitioners and their roles

The second aspect, the content of professional work, was largely ignored by classical

sociological research into professions. Recently major progress has been made, which
is based on similar access to the innovation
research sketched out above. Michael Eraut's
book (1994) about the development of professional knowledge and skills is a milestone
with direct reference to the teaching profes-

sions. The link with innovation research is
provided by the study of professional work
in management in relation to the development of learning organisations and the related learning processes in the interplay between forms of knowledge, between tacit
knowledge and codified knowledge. Professional work stands out particularly due to
the great importance of the implicit components, which implies particular conditions
and also difficulties in shaping formal training for learning these qualifications.

In contrast to the dominant role of teachers
and trainers in vocational training, this classification covers a much broader spectrum of
roles and duties. The activities leading up to
the construction of the American Association
for Training and Development (ASTD) were
an important step towards the professionalisation of the HRD field, with systematic in-

vestigations and developments of the roles
and functions of HRD practitioners being un26A distinction is drawn in literature between two
approaches to the analysis of elements which make
up job profiles: the more European approach (task
analysis) which refers to activities, and the more
American approach of role analysis which refers

to outputs. Carrying out tasks or roles requires
specific competences which represent a level of
analysis unto themselves. Certain professional positions can be made up of specific combinations of

tasks or roles which demand specific competencies for them to be performed (cf. de Rijk and Nijhof
1997).

JO+
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dertaken since the eighties. In the nineties,
this approach was put to good use on a broader

European scale, particularly through the activities of the University of Twente.

The classification of HRD roles in the USA
(McLagan and Suhadolnik 1989, p. 20) is important in this context:

O Marketer
O Needs Analyst
LI Researcher
HRD Materials Developer
O Organisation Change Agent

O Instructor/Facilitator
O Programme Designer
1:1 HRD Manager

O Administrator
O Individual Career Development Advisor

tor/Facilitator role being ticked by 85-95% of
respondents:

O Instructor/Facilitator
O Programme Designer
O Organisation Change Agent
O Needs Analyst
The other three roles in the above order were
ticked by 50% of respondents in Germany, and

they were also frequently mentioned, although in different configurations, for the
other European countries looked at. The following roles from the ASTD classification
were much less frequently ticked by participants (e.g. in Germany by a maximum of one
third of respondents), and can be seen as more
highly specialised roles in Europe:

O Evaluator
Various studies considered the usability of

Li HRD Materials Developer

this classification in the analysis of European

O Individual Career Development Advisor

HRD practitioners (cf. de Rijk et al. 1994;

O Evaluator

Valkeavaara 1996, 1998; Odenthal and Nijhof
1996). Similarities and differences emerged

Li HRD Manager
O Researcher
O Administrator

with the US structure, which in turn can be

O Marketer

seen to be in motion (McLagan 1996)27. The

European surveys, which are possibly distorted by sampling errors and the small sample size, tend to coincide on a high dominance
of the following four roles, with the Instruc27 The 1989 role structure is revised for a new study

of HRD roles in the USA, which on the one hand
takes more account of organisation development
and consultants, and on the other hand suggests

more complex role definitions which are more

closely related to organisational dynamics: e.g. HR
Strategic Adviser instead of the different roles of

Marketer, HRD Manager and Administrator; or
HR Systems Designer and Developer and Learning Program Specialist instead of HRD materials
Developer and Program Designer; new roles are
Organisation Design Consultant and Performance
Consultant, the original specialised roles of Evaluator and Needs Analyst are absorbed into the more
complex new roles; only two of the original roles
remain unchanged (Instructor/Facilitator and Researcher), and two more are still couched in similar terms (Organisation Change Agent, but with a

stronger emphasis on the outside as Consultant;
and Individual Career Development Adviser but
with a sharper separation between development
and career as Individual Development and Individual Career Consultant (cf. also Odenthal and
Nijhof 1996, pp. 88-89).
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Once again, there are different degrees of
emphasis on these various roles from one
European country to another: in Ireland and
England, the roles of HRD Manager and Administrator were regularly ticked, whereas in
Germany HRD Materials Developer, Mar-

keter and Individual Career Development
Advisor and Evaluator are the most frequently encountered specialised roles; in Italy,

Individual Career Development Advisor and

Evaluator were mentioned comparatively
rarely; in England, Research and HRD Materials Developers play a comparatively more
important role.
The job titles which are given to the different
roles were also established. The most important headings proved to be:

O Trainer
O Advisor
O Training or HRD Manager
O Director or Head
O Personnel or Executive Manager
Li HRD Coordinator, Counsellor

O Researcher

Steering, networking, and profiles of professionals in VET

Figure 6: HRD Roles and self-reported job positions of German HRD personnel
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Legend:

JOB POSITIONS
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Source: Odenthal/Nijhof 1996, 69, Tab. 4.23 (Figure design by the author).

More detailed analysis of the most important
roles and the duties and output of the different headings reveals a large degree of over-

lapping between the job titles (see the two
diagrams based on Odenthal and Nijhos' surveys 1996; and de Rijk and Nijhof 1997).

Closer consideration of the empirical distribution of roles amongst German HRD practitioners produces the following picture (see
Figure 6): there are four overlapping types of
job titles, each of which has to carry out similar duties: Trainers (41%), HRD Managers,

Counsellor-Coordinators (20%), Advisors, Di-

rector-Heads (26%), Personnel or Executive
Managers (4%). All these headings have the
instruction I facilitation and programme design roles in common, carried out by more
than two thirds of practitioners. These can
be seen as a core function. Trainers also act
as organisation change agents, whilst HRD
Managers and Counsellor-Coordinators in
addition to their core functions also perform
needs analysis. Advisors and Director-Heads
perform all the roles mentioned (the small
group of Personnel or Executive Managers

14-
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Figure 7: Self-reported tasks job positions of European HRD personnel
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-self reported tasks (#indicating No. of job positions which have that task in common)
Source: de Rijk/Nijhof 1997, 8, Tab. 3 (Figure design by the author).

also performs the role of HRD Manager, which

would appear to be redundant).

larly ticked specifically for certain headings
(recruitment, management development, research, report/publish).

The most important duties performed by Eu-

ropean practitioners in the course of their
work were also surveyed (see Figure 7). Here,

once again, there is a lot of overlapping between duties. Six out of ten categories of duties are regularly mentioned in more than two
headings, including two duties in four headings (design and develop HRD interventions;
deliver HRD interventions), and two duties
in three headings (consultancy/advise and
manage/develop the department). Only four
of the ten categories of duties were more regu40

In conclusion, two task areas or roles provide
the focus of activity for European HRD practitioners: Training/Facilitation and organisational change agent. On average, for the four
European countries, a quarter of respondents

indicated these roles as being the most important; in Germany the most important role
focused more heavily on Instructor/Facilitator
(41%) than on change agent (13%). Despite

the high proportion of direct teaching activity or learning support, the activities of HRD
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personnel are quite closely tied in with the
organisational development processes. For
example, there are no major differences between internal and external HRD practitioners as regards their professional activities.

3.1.2 Categories of professionals in VET
If we now take a look at the division of labour
between different professional profiles in the
area of formalised vocational training (VET)
as compared with these occupational roles and

headings in the HRD field, there are some
empirical studies into the different categories

of teachers and trainers in particular. The

A somewhat modified classification of six dif-

ferent functions in the vocational training
field, which is more closely adapted to profes-

sional categories in vocational training systems is provided in Cedefop 1997:
1:1 'tutoring (tutor, coach, guide, master);
Ci teaching (teacher, trainer, instructor);
Li counselling (counsellor, consultant);
ij development (developer, designer);
management (training manager, principal,
director);
policy-making' (Cedefop 1997, p. 15).

comparative Cedefop study on Teachers and
1995a, p. 15, 1995b, p. 12; Cedefop 1997) initially distinguishes between three basic types
of 'VET professionals':

A comparison of the two types of classification, that in the HRD field on the one hand,
and that which has just been presented for
VET on the other, reveals one fundamental
difference: in the HRD field we are dealing

1. Technical and vocational teachers;

with complex profiles, which are often directly

Trainers in Vocational Training (Cedefop

2. Full-time trainers; and
3. Part-time trainers and temporary trainers.
The five basic stages of the training process
are put forward as additional important functions in the field of vocational training, which
can also provide a basis for developing particular professional profiles. 'In those countries where training is more developed and
has a longer tradition, it is possible to establish a second means of classification based on
the function fulfilled by the teacher or by the
trainer (...) there are five basic stages in the
training process, around which new occupational profiles are emerging: mainly needs
analysis and design, organisation of the training, the design and drawing up of the didactic material, the training itself, and evaluation. Around these functions, new areas of
expertise are becoming apparent. They are

related to education and training management and the organisation and planning of
teaching.' (Cedefop 1995b, pp. 12-13)28.

related to management and guidance functions, whilst in the VET field there is a segmentary division which is typical of Taylorism
and Fordism. Teaching and support functions

tend to be quite distinct from the other func-

tions such as analysis, planning, development, design, evaluation, etc. The more organisational tasks are usually carried out
outside the actual training organisations
within the administrative superstructure, often even outside the education sector in the
area of the political and corporative organisations of interest groups. This pattern corresponds to the model of bureaucratic organisation.
Studies on teachers and trainers in vocational

training in the countries of the European
Union produce a basic pattern in which the
areas of vocational training schools as well
as apprenticeship and other forms of vocational training, which are more deeply rooted
in the employment system (e.g. labour market training), overlap with the HRD field. In
the school sector, there is a great deal of regulation, supervision and information, but much

28 This functional analysis, based on the training
cycle, also underlies the British approach to skill
development from the time of the Industrial Training Boards until the developments in the Training and Development Lead Body (Cedefop 1995a,
pp. 157-158, p. 171).

less in the other areas. Thus, for example, it
was not possible to find comparative figures

for the different categories of trainers and
tutors. Some important findings from the comparative Cedefop 'cartographic' studies were:
A-0
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01 Division according to the basic groups of
teachers, full-time trainers and part-time/
temporary trainers was largely reflected
for the different countries (there is little
information about tutors, a category which
seems to merge with that of trainers).

example, and also in Switzerland for the

staff in (part-time) vocational training
schools (cf. Bader and Hensge 1996;
Ruetzel 1996; Straumann 1996).
Li

The teacher category is closely related to
the structure of the respective vocational
training systems. In many countries this
is highly regulated, differentiated or fragmented, which is reflected in the structure
of teachers and their training system (particularly obvious in France, for example).

Whilst there is a good level of information
in the teacher field, the information base
for trainers is very poor in all countries. A
distinction is often drawn between trainers within companies on the one hand, and
trainers in extra-school institutions for vocational training, which usually fall within
the scope of responsibility of labour mar-

ket policy. Occupational training pro-

If the vocational training sector is less

grammes for disadvantaged young people
are carried out in this area in project form,

regulated, there is a greater range as well
as less pronounced structures in the educator area (e.g. in England, where at the
same time the clearest points of linkage of
VET and HRD are to be found)

but the institutions are planned for both
young people and adults. Specific rules on
qualifications usually apply to these trainers, but it is rare to come across any spe-

cific training requirements (in Italy, for
I:1 Usually educators tend to be referred very
specifically to a subject, which can be either general or occupational, or technical.
There are often various levels of educators,
sometimes linked with types of schools at

Li A further category of trainers who are cov-

different levels. Moreover, in the area of

ered by rules are the in-house company

vocational training subjects there are more
theoretical (higher value) and more practical (lower value) categories of educators
with different training pathways. Training

trainers in apprenticeship systems. In this

example, there are exhaustive job descriptions in the framework of collective contractual regulations).

field once again, a large proportion of train-

ers do this as a sideline without being
trained, and trainers are expected to lean
more heavily towards the practical side,
with pedagogical requirements playing a

of staff for the general subjects usually

takes place at higher education level,
whilst this is less often the case for staff

back-seat role. In Germany, for example, a
large percentage of employees one in six

for vocational training subjects. Educators
for practical subjects often have vocational

according to estimates is involved in
training, but most of them minimally so

training on the middle level (skilled
worker).

and as a sideline (around half of all trainers only for a few hours, and less than 10%
devote more than half their working hours
to training; cf. Neubert 1996).

Li In most countries educators for professional subjects, most of whom have had to
go through relevant training at higher education level, are required to have several

years' practical experience in industry
(England is an exception, for example,
where there is no regulated professional

I:3 The structures for training and further
training of trainers tend to be vague and
complex, and are often rooted in the market economy sector. Although efforts are
made in the training establishments linked
to labour market policy to take as much
account as possible of economic requirements, there are all the same considerable
differences between the training establishments and the in-house training processes.
(Per-Erik Ellstroem 1999 describes these

training for these staff, as is Italy). In many
countries there are ongoing discussions as

to whether the emphasis of teacher train-

ing for professional subjects should be
placed more on the pedagogical or on the
practical-occupational side. This type of
discussion is taking place in Germany, for
42
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differences between a 'factory culture' and
a 'learning culture' and the tensions related
thereto using a comparison between training on the labour market and the Swedish
'employer-sponsored training').

There are three areas on the other side of the
balance which lie outside traditional vocational training:

HRD in the company sector and on the
market for consulting;

O One important characteristic of teachers

and trainers in the vocational training
sphere is that they belong to two professions: on the one hand their own area of
expertise, and on the other their role as
educators. Usually the lion's share of their
training has been with reference to their
field of expertise, with training for teaching activities amounting to very little29.

3.1.3 Patterns of division of labour
among VET professionals
The role of these various categories of teachers and trainers in the overall division of labour for 'VET professionals' has been studied
even less than the relations between the categories themselves. A general overview however gives an initial impression of the complexity which reigns in this field.
3.1.3.1 The Austrian picture as an example

Some of the questions and problems in this
field can be sketched out using a stylised picture of the different types of 'VET profession-

als' in the Austrian system (Lassnigg and
Stoeger 1999; Lassnigg 1999a). By comparing different areas from the whole scope of
vocational training, it is possible to draw a
distinction between 'old' and 'new' professionals. The 'VET professionals' in the formal vocational training system can be broken down
into four categories of 'old professionals':

O Teachers, trainers, tutors;
Administrators, principals, managers;
O Politicians, lobbyists;
O Researchers.

O adult education (incl. further training, labour market and in-service training);

O a new area of intermediate organisations
(centres for innovation) which have no direct training function as such but play an
important role in providing incentives, triggering innovation and playing a coordinating role.
These categories of 'VET professionals' live and

work in different 'worlds', are not particularly
coordinated and sometimes even work against
each other. There are, for example, lines of con-

flict between the different players in the apprenticeship system, between employers' representatives and employees' representatives,
and between the public and the company part,

with vocational training teachers, company
trainers, administrators and decision-makers
all being involved. In-house trainers, who make
up the largest group of 'VET professionals' and

are obviously at the very centre of the vocational training system, generally tend not to
be defined as 'VET professionals', because their

training activity usually takes place on an informal and part-time basis, beneath their 'normal' work most of them would not consider
themselves to be 'VET professionals' either
(Lassnigg 1999a; Lassnigg and Steiner 1997;
Lassnigg and Schneeberger 1997). A further
line of conflict exists between schools providing initial training and adult education organi-

sations. In this area, a bureaucratic system
confronts a system organised according to the
market. Apart from the actual genuine differences, this also gives rise to a lot of prejudice
which is often blown out of proportion in public discussions. There are lively discussions, for

example, about regulating adult education
more strictly, countered by arguments about
bureaucratisation and cost increases (cf. Ofner

29 This corresponds to a certain extent to the paradigm of teachers in higher education as conceived
in Humboldt's principle of 'Education through Science': 'anyone who has a scientific grasp of his subject can also teach it' (orig. German; Thonhauser
1995, p.115; cf._ also Stinchcombe 1990).

and Wimmer 1998, p. 164-167).

Given the extent of regulation and bureaucratisation and the lines of conflict and problems of coordination which have been men-

so
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tioned at political level, top-down processes
of steering and coordination come strongly
into their own, and it is not easy to find examples of bottom-up mechanisms. Looking at
the formal mechanisms of the decision-making processes in particular, there are no bottom-up processes to be seen, as they tend to
exist on an informal basis in the preparation
of decisions, in working parties for drawing
up materials, through rolling different functions in different categories of players into one
(personal union), etc. These types of 'personal

hand what interconnections really can exist
between vocational training and employment
in the company sector, even if this may not
become apparent from a formal consideration
of professional categories. On the other hand,
these interlinkages also raise questions about

the professional identity and professionalisation of these 'VET professionals'. It is a
question of using and developing this resource
of 'practical experience' on the one hand, and
of the professionalisation of training functions
on the other.

union' are of particular importance and can
be shown on the basis of two examples:

Example 1: In the apprenticeship system,

The example of 'personal union' in the apprenticeship field makes it clear that basically we
are dealing directly with ways of passing on

most of the companies are either small or very

tradition, both in terms of training and also

small. Normally in these companies the
owner, the company manager, the person responsible for training and probably also the

trainer him or herself is one and the same
person. In the past, these people tended to
have gone through apprenticeship training
themselves. This meant that at the same time
as acquiring their own professional skills they
also implicitly picked up the training practices of the time. Another example in this field
is that the members of professional organisations, who at the lower and fragmented level
are also responsible for steering apprenticeship training, also come from this group.

Example 2: In the vocational training school
system, once they have qualified in their professional subject, teachers of professional subjects are expected to spend several years gaining practical experience before they can enter

the teaching profession and then complete
training in parallel to their work. As a result,
a considerable proportion of these educators
are professionally active in their own specific
field as independent company owners or as

employees, at the same time as working at
the school'''.

From the point of view of 'VET professional'
profiles, these links clearly show on the one
30 In exceptional cases, top managers also perform

teaching activities; in filling top positions in
schools, it is also feasible that this type of experience could be drawn on. (cf. Lassnigg and Stoeger
1999).
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in terms of company practice as a whole. How

can there be innovation within this model?
The essential link here will no doubt come in
the form of innovation of company practice,

driven by external factors. Not only would
'pedagogical professionalisation' in the traditional sense of the term be of no use here
whatsoever, but it would actually be completely out of place. At the same time, it is
absolutely clear that trainer-entrepreneurs
have a key role to play in the further development of this sector.

If the situation in apprenticeship training in
small companies is linked to the concepts of
innovation dynamics and the learning organi-

sation, but also with the importance of the
knowledge base, the production of knowledge
and the difficulties related to the productive

organisation of informal and implicit learning processes, it becomes clear that the resource composed of rolling practice and learn-

ing into one still faces major challenges.
Progress will depend on the extent to which
it is possible to create learning organisations

and to link informal and implicit learning
processes with formal and explicit ones, as is
being attempted through model trials in Germany, for example (cf. Dehnbostel and Uhe
1999; Dybowski et al. 1999; Dehnbostel et al.
1998). The essential question here is whether
it is professionalisation along the lines of 'formal pedagogisation' through a strenghtening
of the extra-company and formalised public
elements of training (extension of compulsory
part-time schooling, provisions governing the

s-4_
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content of training and resources, etc.) which

is sought, or whether apprenticeship train-

cators (teaching qualifications in addition to
basic specialist training). In straightforward

ing can be successfully linked with HRD proc-

terms, the thrust of basic training strategy

esses, or this type of process actually established in the first place. And for the part-time

aims at bringing educators in the vocational
training field into line with teachers in general education, and developing a general professional profile, which is oriented towards

vocational training school, how can the
mechanisms of informal learning be applied?

teaching activity31. The effectiveness of these

The example of parallel employment in the
vocational schools raises the question as to the

extent to which practical experience can be
used for the purposes of school learning and
teaching processes, and also for school organisation. Several factors are of relevance: firstly,

the quality of practical experience, i.e. how
much usable impetus does it actually provide
for school practice; secondly, the school's absorption capacity for such impetus, bearing in
mind the formal types of organisation, i.e. to
what extent do provisions governing curriculum implementation or the structure of hierarchical relations of authority actually leave
scope for this impetus; thirdly, the absorption

capacity in terms of social relations in the
school, i.e. the extent to which relations between teaching staff allow informal exchange
of knowledge in different dimensions.
The professionalisation of 'VET professionals'

in the traditional sense of the term would
mean that pedagogical qualifications, in particular for the Training/Facilitator role would

be beefed up. This can be seen directly
through the discussions on the educational
level of training (university, institute of higher

different strategic lines, which is often discussed in very abstract terms in the field of
education policy, could be investigated using
probing comparative studies between different models which have long been in application, including in their broader contexts32.

The various different strategies trigger a series of questions which predominantly concern the organisational dimension of the education sector: firstly, how is the relationship
between general education and vocational

training institutionalised in the education
system, and how does this influence links with
the company sector of employment? Secondly,

to what extent does the professionalisation
slant given to the standardisation of teacher
categories on the pedagogical dimension
strengthen the existing segmentary (bureaucratic and politicised) organisational structure of the education sector, with its separa-

tion of teaching-learning processes from
decision-making processes? Thirdly, what
does the development of 'leapfrog' academicised teacher training mean for the development of the knowledge base in the respective

specialist area? Fourthly, what conditions

education, intermediate level) and about
strategies of 'front-end' training of educators

(teaching qualifications before specialist
qualification) versus 'add on' training of edu-

32An example could be a comparison of the different training models in the Austrian context for the

economic-administrative field (`Economics
31 The concept of 'front-end' training also contains
further distinctions depending on whether the vo-

cational and the pedagogical components are arranged in parallel or consecutively. The description of the profile 'Senior Teaching Post at a Voca-

tional School' (German: Höheres Lehramt an
beruflichen Schulen; cf. Bader 1995) is an example of the focus on professionalisation for a general teacher profile. The general professional profile for the teaching profession was established in
the following terms by the German Educational

Council (Bildungsrat) structural plan in 1970:
teaching, educating, advising, assessing, innovating (Deutscher Bildungsrat 1972, p. 127).

Teacher Training Course': university, 'front-end',
consecutively, practical requirement) and for the
technical-commercial area (`Vocational Teacher
Training College': relevant basic subject studies,
practical experience in the occupational subject
field, recruitment for teaching profession, short
non-university day-release teacher training); initial tentative comparisons in the framework of the
EUROPROF project (Lassnigg and Stoeger 1999)
pointed out important differences regarding the
development of a knowledge base for innovative
practices; a further possibility would be to compare the German, Austrian and Swiss training for
teacher training provided in (part-time) vocational
schools, where there are some major differences.

r.2J
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Figure 8: Stylised pattern of roles and professional categories in Austrian VET
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a) The counselling function is mainly performed outside the VET system within the labour market organisations;
within VET the teachers perform these activities.
b) Personnel in HRD, further education (F-E), intermediary institutions (INT).
c) The functions of development are performed mainly in this category.

arise for the development of learning organisations in the education sector in connection

with different training strategies, and what
points of linkage are there with the HRD field?

centrated on educators (teachers, trainers,
tutors) to include the wider organisational
professional categories. In so doing, it becomes clear that the professional demands

in the area of training organisation also
Finally, the study of the profile of 'VET professionals' can summarise the most important
characteristics and aspects of the division of
labour in this field using a stylised comparison of HRD roles and categories of 'old' and
'new' professionals in the Austrian example
(cf. Figure 8):

1. Firstly, categorising 'VET professionals'
broadens the traditional focus which con46

cover a broader scope of functions and categories than it would appear when viewed
from the point of view of professionalising
the teaching profession.

2. Secondly, the cross-classification of VET
professionals and HRD roles shows that in
spite of their completely different field of
application (economic organisations) and
completely different aim (implementation
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of company strategies) the latter can still
reveal important aspects of professionali-

sation in the education sector. What
emerges in particular in the formal education system is the segmentary distribution
of the various roles in different contexts
(administration, politics), and it becomes
clear that there is overlapping with the de-

velopment of learning organisations:
firstly, training organisations can themselves be conceived as learning organisations, and secondly training also plays an

important role for the development of
learning organisations in the business sector.

the exception of more recent attempts at professional preparation of school heads, there

is next to no training for these categories.
Legal training continues to play an important
role in administration, and to some extent this
is a case of promotion positions for teachers,
which are still often filled according to political criteria. The organisational context of the

'new' professionals is less bureaucratic and
demands more complex profiles, which are
necessitated by the fact of working in a more
flexible environment. Linking learning functions with organisational activity in development and planning raises the question as to

how useful similar combinations might be
amongst the 'old' professionals.

3. The distinction between the contexts of the

formal education sector and HRD fields,
adult education and the intermediary or-

ganisations sheds light on the different
configurations of 'old' and 'new' professional profiles: roles are matched to the
various vocational categories amongst the
'old' professionals, with teachers teaching,
administrators administrating and devel-

3.1.3.2 Observations and perspectives
from other countries

The experience and results of research into
the division of labour between the different
categories of VET professionals were processed in the EUROPROF project and reveal
some similar basic patterns and tensions (cf.

oping, politicians taking decisions, re-

in summary in particular Attwell 1997a;

searchers carrying out research, etc.; the

Heidegger 1997; cf. also Brown 1997; Heikkinen 1997a). The two 'worlds' of vocational

'new' professionals have more complex role
profiles, only in adult education is there a

similar segmentary division of labour between those teachers most of them on an
in-parallel basis who also do programme
development, and a very restricted group
of people in management. There are also
some similarities between the different categories of 'old' professionals and the new
context, between educators and adult education, between Administrators/Managers
and the HRD field (with the difference that

training in the school and education sector
(VET) and the HRD field in the employment

sector emerge in rather clear fashion, and
there is a converging trend in the distribution and awareness of the different roles.
Graham Attwell (1997a, p. 261) describes a
simultaneous process of convergence and divergence for both sides VET and HRD
which has the following characteristics, to the
effect that Tor both, their main role is becoming the management of learning':

the latter are more active in the direct
teaching-learning processes), and between

IU extending the role of `VET professionals',

politics and the intermediary organisa-

mainly through increased activity in the

tions.

field of further education (developing new
programmes for new groups of learners);

This stylised pattern, which needs to be
looked at in greater depth by further research
warrants a few additional comments. Administrators-managers have a complex role profile and concentrate a very important strategic function in their field. This corresponds

to the bureaucratic model, but it should be
stressed that this category of 'de facto' professionals is not usually taken as such. With

CI greater involvement in processes of organi-

sation learning (linking learning with labour processes);

CI increased concern for training and further
training of the unemployed (counselling,
development and organisation of new programmes);
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CI new roles in the management of learning
processes as a result of decentralisation
processes in vocational training;

Li increased emphasis on context-related
learning and learning in the workplace

would be desirable, but there are considerable contradictions attached. On this point,
the studies in the EUROPROF project refer
to different experiences in various countries.
Vocational training policy in Finland tried to
extend the teachers' activity profile, but this

leads to a shift of activities from traditional
teaching activity in the classroom to activities involving the shaping of learning proc-

did not prove entirely successful. Anja

esses in practice (mentoring, coaching,

serve to illustrate this general trend. Studies
in France have revealed that role extension is
occurring not only in schools, but also in the
area of further training (de Bligniere 1997).

ing has become peripheral' At the opposite
end of the scale, a study in the Netherlands
shows that teachers are very much involved
in non-teaching duties and see this in positive terms. 'A large degree of willingness to
make secondary education more professional
is evident from teachers' replies to questionnaire items on non-teaching activities. Most

In the early seventies activity focused on teach-

would like to work more closely with their col-

simulation, support, etc.).
A few examples of specific developments could

Heikinnen (1996 p. 11) quotes the dissatisfaction of one educator: ' ...it seems that teach.

ing in the training organisations, in the late

leagues and local industry and take the needs

seventies it was extended to include the functional analysis of jobs, training needs analysis, and the implementation and evaluation of
training in companies. Alongside this exten-

of individuals and groups of students more
into account. There is also broad support for
in-service training as well as participating in

sion towards activities of training management, a countertrend involving the specialisation of individual new roles is now taking place.

new development projects.' (Stoel and Streumer 1996, p. 16). At the same time, however,
it also says that ' ...most teachers teach traditionally' (ibid., p. 16).

Reforms in vocational training in Spain since

the early nineties have meant in particular

These differences possibly reflect the differ-

that new players have been more involved in
the administrative and political fields (social

ent positions and role definitions which

partners, regional administrations, labour

training systems. For example, the developments in Finland are seen within a marked
situation of tension between the traditional
strong and central role of teachers and the
technocratic top-down reform politics of the

administration, etc.), and have done away with
the monopoly of the vocational training school
system which was seen as increasingly inefficient (Cellorio 1997). Similar trends towards
greater involvement of external 'VET professionals' from amongst the social partners and
the regions can be seen in many countries in-

cluding Denmark, the Netherlands, Finland,
the United Kingdom, etc., accompanied by relatively pronounced professionalisation (Nielsen

1996; Santema 1997; Heikkinen 1997a, b;
Shackleton et al. 1995).

One important question concerns the position
and duties of teachers in the vocational training schools, as well as trainers in companies.
Teachers are often seen as a central category,
which should act as the 'spearhead of change
and progress in teaching and learning processes' (Attwell 1997a, p. 258; Papadopoulos

1994). It is generally felt that an extension

and adaptation of their role and function
48

teachers have in the respective vocational

eighties and early nineties (Heikkinen
1997b, pp. 216-218). The growing significance of informal and work-based learning
means increasing importance and increasing demands for in-house trainers. At the
same time they are usually in a weak position, usually work part-time as trainers, and
have little or no professionalisation in their
training function although there is more

marked professionalisation in their 'own'
profession. This even applies to Germany,
where this role is most highly professionalised. This relation of tension seems to be
very pronounced across the board within this

group, and is sometimes seen as the path
towards the 'pedagogisation' of labour processes: instead of creating a separate group
of VET professionals, pedagogical knowledge
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should increasingly be a component of everybody's 'professionalism', especially those
working in jobs involving planning, management and development' (Heikkinen 1997a,

have been outlined have clear repercussions
on the shaping of steering and coordination

mechanisms, as well as on the level of
professionalisation. Because of the segmen-

p. 125; Cedefop 1996).

tary distribution of roles against the background of tension between bureaucracy and

A summary of the general shortcomings in
the VET professionals' training system levels the following criticism (Heidegger 1997,

market, decision-making and steering structures are often complex and confused, and
there is unequal distribution of possibilities

pp. 18-19):

there is no integration of VET and HRD;
ID there is no connection between vocational
training and reducing unemployment;

for exerting influence, which are also not
transparent. Because of the different professional structures and hierarchised qualifications, the decision-making and steering structures also tend to be confused and broken up
into a multitude of sectors.

there is insufficient interaction between
the different categories of 'VET professionals';

Even the development of the individual's 'own'

the possibilities and contributions for shaping the professional position are not valued;

be codified in a different way and to a differ-

Lit pedagogical skills are usually kept separate from occupational subject areas;
occupational competence (know how) and
knowledge (know what, know why) are
usually kept separate;
17 prospects in planning and management are
often fundamentally different to the points
of view of vocational training practitioners;
LI theory and practical application are kept
separate with both sides being incorporated in different positions/persons;
1:1 the development of cooperative learning
environments is not taken into account.

Thus the basic structures and problems of
division of labour amongst 'VET professionals' are mirrored and reflected in their training. Correspondingly, in studies into the pos-

professional or subject-related knowledge
base is tied in with this structure, which can
ent extent, can involve different degrees of
practical orientation, and can also have different links with the established knowledge
base, such as university disciplines.
This duality of complexity and fragmentation

in the decision-making and steering structures can also cause cracks to appear in the
coordination system between different levels,
e.g. between occupational fields and systems,

or between the regional and national level.
Overall, the distribution of roles between the
'VET professionals' will reflect the basic struc-

tural elements in the vocational training system, so that changes in job distribution also
affect the structures. A 'professionalisation'
policy is therefore anything but peripheral in
terms of training policy as a whole, although
this is usually not (explicitly) taken into account33.

sibilities for professionalisation of the
vocational training field 'quite strong suspi-

cions and tensions between some groups'
(Heikkinen 1997a, p. 130) came to the fore,
which also emerged in the Austrian example.

3.2 Steering and pathways towards
professionalisation
(-

The forms of division of labour in the different categories of `VET professionals' which

331n their discussion of New Labour's educational

policy strategy, Young and Guile (1997, p. 210)
show, for example, that 'the report makes no explicit reference to VET professionals', although the
proposals would be difficult to achieve in the absence of professionalisation in this field; a further

example are the recent attempts at reform made
by the Austrian Government, which further watered down the professional status of in-house

trainers in apprenticeship training (Lassnigg
1999b, p.31).
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Past reforms in vocational training have of-

ten attributed a passive role to the central

`marginalisation of non-assessed fields',
'more rigid compartmentalisation of stu-

categories of educators, as do many contemporary attempts at reform. In the technocratic
tradition of the sixties and seventies, an attempt was made to change their work through

dents', 'a new 'hidden curriculum' of

the development and organisation of new

tion of schools, a 'highly delimited' involve-

teaching plans, curricula, or other rules gov-

ment of external 'stakeholders' was noted,

erning work organisation34; and also the domi-

with unequally strong representation of

nant modern-day proposals which are quite

people with 'professional business-related
expertise' when compared with 'lay mem-

strongly influenced by the public choice para-

digm aim at indirectly changing the behaviour of educators by strengthening external
influences, for example through quasi-market structures.

3.2.1 Consequences of recent reforms
on teacher professionalism
The study by Geoff Whitty et al. of ongoing
market-oriented reforms (1998, pp. 12-14),
which has drawn on a lot of relevant literature, produces the following stylised picture
in terms of the consequences of reform for the
various 'stakeholders' in the system:

ID school heads are becoming a central figure, their role becoming more that of 'corporate director', 'business executive', or 'en-

marketisation' (p. 13);

for the political steering and administra-

bers without that expertise', and trends
towards 'commodification of parents'(p. 13).

It may well be that the results are overdone,
but they nevertheless square with de Moura
Castro and Cabral de Andrade's assessments
as quoted (1997), as well as with the forecasts which can be deduced from the insti-

tutionalistic interpretations mentioned.

Sinclair et al. (1996) present similar results
for the USA and Great Britain; for vocational
training policy in Greece, the high priority
attached to reducing costs with no regard for
quality is flagged (Patiniotis and Stavroulakis 1997).

3.2.2 Proposals for professionalisation
in VET

trepreneur', in contrast to the discourse
about 'new managerialism' with flat hierarchies it is noted that '...the gap between
the manager and the managed grows' (p.
12);

Various different questions and lines emerge

from different contemporary proposals for
'professionalisation', which are connected to
the structures of division of labour amongst
'VET professionals'.

for teachers, there is the 'greatest divide
between school management texts and
empirically informed research': instead of
autonomy and professionalism, work is
becoming more intense, collective agreements are being undermined, and organisational power is being challenged;

A first strategy stems from the study of 'VET

professionals' in Finland against the background of the traditionally strong position of
teachers in vocational training. This strategy
picks up on Anj a Heikkinen's question: 'A

European VET profession

or many?'

34 The most extreme version of this strategy is `...to

(Heikkinen 1997b, p. 213) or 'maintaining the
differences' or 'amalgamation into one, integrative VET profession'? (Heikkinen 1997a,
p. 126) This question picks up on the existing
division of labour between the various categories of 'VET professionals', the distribution of
status between them, and their different prospects and duties, as well as the conflicts be-

(Haddad et al. 1990, p.5'7) through central control
of curricula and the communication media.

enough points in common to warrant an allembracing professionalisation process. An

CI for pupils and classwork, it is noted that
the reforms have not raised standards, and
that traditional aspects of teaching have
been strengthened Cincreasing fragmenta-

tion and unitisation of the curriculum',
make the learning process 'teacher proof'...'
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essential aspect therein is the historically
central position of teachers as protagonists
of vocational training, and the contrasting of
the vocational conception with the educational
conception of vocational training. These two

conceptions are related to the tensions between vocational professionalism and professionalism as an educator: '...an occupation of
vocational educator had emerged, mediating

between work life and education' (ibid., p.
215). The professionalism of educators is seen
as a guarantee of the educational conception
created a common
of vocational training,
background for the conception of vocational
education a paradigm of vocational education among teachers, administrators, play-

ers in industry, students and parents.' (ibid.,
p. 215). Educators are simultaneously seen
as a link between the different 'worlds', and

sional autonomy for self-definition' (Heikkinen 1997a, p. 132). In the field of company
activities there is a call for the widest possible diffusion of pedagogical knowledge, and
further training in administration, planning,

research, politics and the representation of
interests is seen as an important task.
Michael Young and David Guile (1997) have
developed a professionalisation strategy for
the United Kingdom, predominantly against
the background of informally organised vocational training. This strategy is aimed at developing the profile of a 'professional of the
future', building on the traditional elements
of professionalism, and tacking on additional
elements. This produces a profile of the 'VET
professional' as a 'connective specialist' (ibid.,
p. 210). The traditional elements are:

they possess considerable powers of definition

for vocational training in their respective
field. The most recent reforms focus on this

point, and criticise the '...so terribly many
inward-looking institutions ....they do not
even want to know what is happening somewhere else ...', as one of the administrators put
it (ibid., p. 216). On the other hand, the inhouse HRD field is felt to be undeveloped, the
trainer function to be 'marginal and ignored'
(Heikkinen 1997a, p. 123), staff development
of little status, low priority, and not very up-

to-date from the point of view of method
(Heikkinen 1997a, p. 124-126). A personnel
developer is quoted in summary form: 'business is always business: the economist always
beats the training manager in the enterprise,
in hierarchy and decision-making...training
is no king in working life yet it is quite the
reverse' (ibid., p. 124). Maintaining the different categories of 'VET professionals' and
improving their cooperation on the basis of

mutual understanding of their respective
roles is suggested as a strategy for professionalisation, since '...the underlying rationale is that the core of VET professionalism is
occupational expertise, practical kriowledge
and a living connection to industry and occupational life' (Heikkinen 1997a, p. 129). 'New

planning and coordinating mechanisms
should be developed which would not destroy
the educational core in vocational education.'
(Heikkinen 1997b, p. 218). An important element in professional development is 'profes-

Di technical competence;
ID underpinning knowledge;
1:1 practical experience;
:I ethic of responsibility.

The new, additional elements of professionalism which stem from the new challenges,
are:
Li research and innovation capacity;
Li customer/client awareness;
:I flexibility (polycontextual, boundary-crossing skills);
Li telematic-based learning.

This profile certainly represents a further
development of 'VET professionalism' in the
United Kingdom, in which expansion of the
NVQ concept which has been criticised for
being too narrow, coming to the fore. 'The current pattern in the UK closely mirrors that of
the provision of VET itself... (i.e. it is uneven
and fragmented); furthermore there are signs
that it could become trapped in the competence dogma of NVQs.' (Young and Guile 1997,

p. 206). Organisational roles are however not
part and parcel of this profile. On the ques35 In the United Kingdom, attempts at professiona-

lisation link up with the HRD field, because on-

the-job learning processes traditionally play a

major role in vocational training (cf. also Cedefop
1995a).
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tion concerning the mechanisms for implementing this profile, reference is made to the
building of an infrastructure for vocational
training as a political task, within which tasks

are allotted to the providers of educational
activity, the companies and social partners,

multidisciplinarity, particularly linking
VET and HRD;

D possibilities and points of departure for
mobility in Europe;

as well as the political institutions (Young and
Guile 1997, p. 210-211).

D training in implementation of research

A further strategy was proposed within the
framework of the EUROPROF project in the
shape of a general framework for the devel-

cooperation with organisations in the world
of work, and the social partners;

opment of a European 'community of practice'.

efforts towards learner-centred training

Whilst initially the project was aimed at integrating the numerous different roles within
a broad professional profile (Attwell 1997b,
p. 6), the study of structures in the different
European countries highlighted the high degree of fragmentation of different categories
of:VET professionals', but also a trend towards convergence. Since direct formal integration and cooperation do not appear to be a
realistic option, a general framework of 'cor-

programmes, and cooperation between dif-

nerstones' for the training of `VET profession-

als' is being suggested as a step towards
professionalisation, which will provide a basis for reform in the individual countries and
systems, and also a basis for the development
of a European Network of players in research
and practice. The following aspects have been
put forward as cornerstones for this framework for the development and further development of training for 'VET professionals'
(Attwell 1997a, p. 263-264):

activities;

ferent organisations, both national and
international;
D efforts towards situated learning and rich,
context-oriented learning environments.

3.2.3 Steering, coordination and professional profiles
What conclusions can be drawn when this
analysis of `VET professionals' is compared
with the concepts developed beforehand on
the coordination system, the division of labour
and professionalisation in this field?

a) The development of training organisations
in the direction of learning organisations
is certainly not feasible with the traditional
structure of segmentary division of labour.

Neither does this structure appear to be

D training programmes at university level,

particularly well-suited to the strengthening of links between the informal learning

including career guidance and mechanisms
for continuing professional development in
practice;

processes in companies and the formal ones
in the formal training organisations. If the
analysis of the roles and positions for HRD

CI training in participation in shaping production processes (anthropocentric production);

personnel is taken as an example, then
there is a great variety of starting points
for professionalisation processes in the
overall field of 'VET professionals' it
seems highly unlikely that a generally 'cor-

D training in social innovation and entrepreneurial skills;

rect' path or a 'correct' general profile of

linking pedagogical training with voca-

b) Turning to ideas for constructing occupational realities through the institutionalisation of vocational training, control of the
appropriate knowledge base is a strategic
element which must also be taken into account in the development of professional

tional training, taking work process knowledge into account;

:I training in functions of vocational training planning;
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profiles. For 'VET professionals', the par-

ticular problem arises as to linking the
pedagogical or HRD knowledge base to the
contextual knowledge base in the occupational field within which the activity takes
place. The type of linkage of these elements
as well as their weighting is very different
from one approach and strategy to another.

c) The linkage of professional profiles and
structural characteristics of the training
systems refers to the fact that whilst be-

ing an important element, the professionalisation of vocational training is certainly no ideal path towards change. More
comprehensive and reform-targeted steps
will be needed if greater change is to be
brought about. The 'mapping' of coordination roles as dealt with in section 1.2.1.2.
can serve as a starting point for the devel-

in particular is an essential element. Further
preconditions are a improved standard of basic education and a well-developed system of
incentives and regulation for further training in the workplace, and interplay between
formal and informal learning processes in the
training organisations which actually works.
They see serious constriction of political debate as a typical obstacle 'on a conventional
left-right political axis with fixed parameters.
These parameters limit the debate to a clash
between two opposing sets of assumptions.'
(Ashton and Green 1996, p. 179) A shift towards 'high value added production' would
necessitate the following measures or strategies:

Ij 'ensuring that the educational system is
producing high levels of achievement in the
field of basic intermediary level skills, such

as language, maths, science and technology, on which work based learning can

opment of political approaches. These tasks

can be combined to form more complex
political approaches, as will be discussed
in the next section.

4. Policies 'beyond' the
state-market dichotomy
As a fourth step, several select approaches to
the further development of vocational training policy, which are already practised in some
countries or are being suggested by important
organisations are discussed in terms of their
implications for the steering and coordination
of education and employment.

build';

Ej 'integrating practical on-the-job learning
with the learning of theory';
I:I

'fully involving employers in the delivery
of the skills necessary for high value-added
production but not leaving them in a posi-

tion to monopolise the definition of the
nation's skill needs';
Li

'systems should be in place to encourage
and reward employees' commitment to life
time learning';

It is assumed that strategies in education

Li 'And, to repeat, such initiatives cannot

policy aimed at finding a satisfactory solution
to the problem of coordination between education and employment require a general Arategic orientation, whilst their individual elements must also be implemented in a coherent
fashion.

merely come from government, without the
political support from other sections of the

4.1 Outline of policies for coordination
David Ashton and Francis Green (1996; cf.
also Young and Guile 1997) stress certain po-

litical requirements for an innovation strategy. Agreement on a social consensus which
must include a clear link with a strategy for
rising qualification on the part of companies

community' (Ashton and Green 1996, p.
185).

It can be shown on the level of concretisation
of the more specific policy aspects that there
are already a lot of concrete approaches working beyond the state-market dichotomy. These
can be applied in the sense of policy learning,
with backing provided by the building up of a
suitable international comparative knowledge

base. One step towards this is to start by
drawing up an inventory of such approaches.
Eleven strategies or strategy components are
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briefly outlined and related to the role of the
'VET professionals' in the steering and coordination of education and employment:

Comprehensive reform strategies:
education policy in Finland and Spain

a new division of labour between the players
being developed within this system, and new
functions emerging, which are 'blanketed' by

the bureaucratic mechanisms in the traditional system. This also creates space for new
profiles of `VET professionals', which can act
beyond the new system itself.

The system is being fundamentally shaken

up by numerous changes to the different
points of departure. The financing and steer-

ing structures, the organisation of training
pathways and levels, curricula and final examinations; links with practice, etc. are all
affected, which is giving rise to a new shape
of education and training system, and is also
reorganising and linking the players and different categories of VET professionals along
different lines much of this however is com-

ing about implicitly and in an unplanned
manner, with actions emanating from players 'outside' the education sector.

Complex coordination systems, which
encompass education and employment:

regulating apprenticeship training,
'old' and 'new' forms

The apprenticeship system has been rediscovered. Many countries are trying to breath new
life into it, but often its complexity is under-

estimated. There are indications that the institutionalisation of the concept of vocational
training is an essential element in its feasibility, linked with cooperative coordination
mechanisms in the triangle composed of the
social partners (coordination through associations) and the state (legal regulations and hierarchy). The players in apprenticeship training are professionalised to a very minor degree
as 'VET professionals', if at all, and exchange
between the 'old' and the 'new' systems could

represent an important element of professionalisation in terms of policy learning.

'Implantations' new holistic steering
systems in the traditional environment:
the Austrian vocational higher
education institutes

Sectoral organisations for steering and
vocational training: examples from the
Netherlands and Finland
In some countries, the steering of vocational
training which in many systems is operated
by fragmented combinations of state bureaucracy and market mechanisms existing in parallel is in the hands of sectoral organisations
which bring together the social partners, professional organisations, and also state representatives. This can result in improved linkage between matters of content and steering
concerns, as well as interactive and discursive involvement in the development of sector-specific knowledge bases. In principle, this

form of organisation makes room for the development and cooperation of different categories of 'VET professionals' although actually achieving this will largely depend on what
form this cooperation takes.

Modularisation of studies: educational
reform in Spain and Denmark
Breaking broader training pathways or occupational qualification profiles down into short,
manageable modules increases the options for
combining and leads to a new distribution of
steering functions. The weight of the players
of the demand side of the education and training 'market' is increased in the steering mecha-

nisms, which improves the accessibility of
training possibilities but on the other hand can
also make the implementation of broader train-

ing aims and overall steering more complicated. Guidance and counselling functions in
particular are boosted by such reforms.

'Competence based qualifications':
the NSVQ in England

A steering system which deviates from the
organisation of the education sector in a newly

organised training sector can provide valuable impetus for the system as a whole, with
54

The concept of 'competence based qualifications' links the creation of a system of qualifications which provides signals to the labour
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market with more output-orientation in the
education sector. Through shaping qualifications, which to a certain extent compete with

on other levels. This means that the predominantly quantitatively oriented research models become embedded in the communities of

the vocational structuring of the signalling

practice, and at the same time systems for

system, a new system of expertise is created.
Certain groups of `VET professionals' 'new'
players but also certain forms of cooperation
between 'old' players must take over qualification shaping, implementation and main-

categories of `VET professionals' are given the
opportunity of becoming involved in the production of knowledge.

tenance. More space is created for more

generating and exchanging new, more qualitative knowledge are created. The different

'constructivistic' solutions as compared with
the 'naturalistic' vocational signalling system.

Efforts to develop the knowledge base
in the education sphere: examples of
support in the Netherlands

'Transition policy' policies for schoolto-work transition: education and
labour market policy

Alternative steering and coordination models necessitate the development and the ac-

With the over-proportionate increase in youth

unemployment in many countries since the
eighties, direct political interventions have
been developed at the point of transition between basic training and the labour market,
which have often prompted the parallel existence of systems of labour market policy and

labour market training alongside the formal
education system. Such systems have also
been developed, organised and implemented
by new categories of players. Only recently
have efforts been made to link these originally
rather complementary and compensatory la-

bour market policy measures with training
policy. This often led to new efforts at cooperation between different categories of players (e.g. education administration and labour
administration).

Feedback from anticipation of change
and innovation in the employment
system: preventive ESF-initiatives and
projects
Over recent years, more and more mechanisms have been developed as a necessary
addition to the traditional research-oriented
approaches to the recording and projection of
changes in qualification requirements, which
should provide for systematic feedback in the
form of interactive consultation systems between the different players in the employment
system, education system, as well as admin-

istration and organisation. These mechanisms may be linked to the sectoral organisations, although they may also be constructed

cessibility of a common knowledge base. Be-

cause of its multidisciplinary structure and
its applied character, vocational training is
pretty much uncoupled from the traditional
knowledge-producing structures in the universities, and knowledge is often of a predomi-

nantly informal nature and is incorporated
in the different categories of 'VET professionals'. Constructing a knowledge base necessi-

tates a move towards the formalisation of
knowledge, which could possibly be encouraged by application-oriented support structures as is happening or has already happened
in the Netherlands for example, in the shape
of specialised institutes for different functions
(research, curriculum-development, testing
and test development, applied development
programmes). Through this type of establishment, which can also take the shape of a network and be less specialised, certain groups
of `VET professionals' are created, which can
play an important role in weaving connections

with the universities and other institutes of
higher education.

Alternative financing strategies:
training funds and education vouchers
Steering and coordination mechanisms are
considerably influenced by the financing
strategies, which in turn can allocate very
different responsibilities and influence to the
various players and 'VET professionals'. The

traditional form of state budgeting, which
clearly lays down exactly how the money is to

be spent tends to run on an incremental basis from one year to the next, is clearly con55
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nected to the bureaucratic steering mechanisms and the traditional segmentary forms

tions, linking of training and companies in the

of division of labour amongst `VET profession-

form of in-house practical training and ap-

als' the market mechanism on the other
hand encourages the dominance of business

strategies. The most important alternative
mechanisms are forms of cost sharing (e.g.

structure, curricula, recording of qualificaprenticeships, linking vocational training and
higher education, linking initial training and
adult education).

sectoral training funds), which require cooperative interaction and decisions, and other

This strategy, which emanates from and is led

types of vouchers, which constitute quasimarkets and often require specific types of
regulation.

supported by the social partners, introduces
a lot of change at many of the system's ele-

Strategies for the development of lifelong

learning: coherence and 'linkages'

In many countries, the spread of the idea of
lifelong learning and its promotion by the
European Union as well as other international organisations has prompted the setting
up of broad-based expert groups for developing national strategies for lifelong learning.
Part of the work of these groups usually consists of assessing national education policy
and suggesting reasonably concrete steps towards reform. This prompted national discus-

sion amongst 'VET professionals' amongst
others and prompted and encouraged steps

towards the laying down of appropriate
knowledge bases. The European employment

strategy represents an important element of
incentive in this context.

4.2 Experience from selected policies
Some of these political approaches will be discussed at greater length, in order to highlight
the special implications of professionalisation,
the effects on roles and functions, and the division of labour between 'VET professionals'.
The examples and approaches should be understood in stylised form, more as a taster to

encourage more in-depth probing than as a
conclusive assessment.

4.2.1 A comprehensive strategy
for overall reform
The Finnish strategy of overall reform consists of a comprehensive set of changes affecting all aspects of the education and coordina-

tion system (aims, planning, steering and
finance structures, the educational supply
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by the political and administrative bodies
ments, providing even external players as well

as the educational organisations and educators with considerably more space to define
and develop their activities. The basic pattern
of the reform strategy follows the concept of
'management by objectives', with the objectives being provided by a common set of strategic aims from the political arena.

But educators have the impression that these
changes are led from outside the system, and
may even clash with their professional iden-

tity: by stressing external influences, and
particularly the needs of companies, on the
aims and knowledge base of vocational training, the conventional and more comprehensive educational aims were undermined, and
actual teaching activity upset by the addition

of many other tasks and responsibilities.
There are also signs of the existence of a certain potential for conflict between the established systems of pedagogical production of
knowledge in the universities and teaching-

based education on the one hand, and the
groups and forces opting for reform on the
other.
With regard to the coordination system, many

new elements come into being in this strategy of overall reform, whose interplay is con-

ceived within a loose strategic master plan.
The implementation strategy, however, is left
rather open, and leaves a lot of scope for the
development of the individual elements of

reform, so that the real interplay between
these elements only begins with implementation, and is thus hard to predict.

Unintended effects can well be expected to
crop up with this reform strategy, and with
so many reform initiatives underway at the
same time some are bound to be more suc-
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models merge, i.e. clash with and complement
one another.

only are the two systems training and employment bridged, but training and selection is organised within the company environment, in other words in principle outside
the formal education system (at the same time
it is a relatively integrated part of the formal
education system). Essential steering decisions are taken market-style by the companies (allocation of training places, selection
of applicants, training infrastructure, concretisation of the content and quality of training
courses, etc.), although they are rooted in a
rather narrow system of regulations, which
is controlled by a combination of associations
and state bodies. Traditionally, an accompanying school component which can be part of
the regulations governing the school training
system is built into the system, and there is
also a occupational structure which constitutes the basic units of the traditional occupational system, and the formal competences
related thereto.

Looked at more closely from the point of view

One essential element which is often ne-

cessful than others. In any case, this approach
is a field in which more in-depth analysis of
how things are moving and of their effects can
also provide other countries many important
insights.

4.2.2 Complex coordination systems:

apprenticeship
As a system of vocational training and with
regard to what, superficially at least, looks
like a successful coordination function of education and employment for young people, ap-

prenticeship, particularly in the German socalled 'dual system' has caused such a stir that
for a time it was an export hit. The complexity of the apprenticeship system derives from
the fact that this system is placed at the interface between the different social systems
where the various cultures and institutional

of the coordination system, this system is a

glected in this field is that social structures

complex combination of market, contract and
regulation, which embraces a multiplicity of
'VET professionals' and is also tied to the sys-

in the form of occupational organisations also
correspond to the formalised categories of the
occupational system, whose role in the overall regulation system is easily overlooked as

tem of industrial relations and the occupational system. Apprenticeship training in the
traditional sense of the term should be interpreted as an institution within the meaning
of institutionalism, so the way in which it
works and also its political influencability is
connected to many social requirements irrespective of whether it is a case of changing
already institutionalised systems or newly
establishing this system. Simple organisational or utilitarian-economic interpretations
would fall short of the mark.

At the same time, this institution is marked
by far-reaching inherent contradictions which

complicate its performance: because of the
informal nature of the training processes and
the unequal power relations or dependencies,
the workability of this system largely hinges
on the trust of the numerous players involved,

decisions on regulation are usually taken at
the higher, central level. Because of this struc-

ture, there is a combination of standardisation and fragmentation which exists at all
levels. Standardisation produces the 'training occupations' which represent a combination of qualification and skill profiles, and
which act as intelligible signals to the labour

market. But because these categories are
separated from exercising the occupation in
the work process, however, the difference between 'exercising occupations' and 'training
occupations' provides a source of flexibility
and guaranteed expectations which is often
not taken into consideration36.

which is basically also the measure for the

36 In discussions on the inflexibility of apprenticeship training, the 'training occupations' dimension

viability of technical-organisational solutions.

tions', whereby these are identified with the

The basic peculiarity of the apprenticeship
system lies in the fact that in this model not
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is often mixed up with the 'employment occupa-

Fordist US system of regulated occupations, which
refer, however, to the dimension of the employment
occupations (cf. Lassnigg and Pechar 1990).
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The system of 'training occupations' corresponds essentially to the new 'competencebased' systems, a fact which is however con-

cealed by the 'naturalistic' interpretation of
the occupations. This aspect is of major importance to the mechanisms for constructing
the occupational profiles, because this does
not happen according to 'constructivist' consideration of what is practicable and reason-

components unless at great cost

but it is

possibly a weakness when compared with the
demands of innovation dynamics, which also
stress the other forms of knowledge (cf. Section 2.2.). A fundamental question for the development of the apprenticeship system is the
development and shaping of the link with the
new HRD mechanisms.

able, but also following factual consideration
of what is, is happening, or will be.

4.2.3 Implantations a comprehensive
steering body in a bureaucratic system

The many aspects and players involved in
these construction processes make any fur-

The Austrian system of occupational higher
education institutes can be used as an example of 'implantations'. This system is an example of how a new element can be incorporated into an education system whose basic
characteristics work along completely different lines to its environment.

ther development of the structure both difficult and long-winded. The vocational structure of apprenticeship training governs both
the company structure on the employer side
(through linking with access to the independent exercise of an occupation) and the occupational structure of the employee side, and
also embraces the different segments of companies (small, medium, large; technical, com-

mercial, industrial, etc.). The use of manpower, the qualifications structures and also
the innovation dynamics vary tremendously
between these different sectors, and any further development will depend on the political
negotiating processes in the appropriate social structures, which can be characterised by
very different constellations within the fragmented framework.

What is common to these systems however
with regard to further development is the fact
that in-house training reflects the existing
company strategy, and does not provide any
additional input for the innovation dynamics
in the companies. A second common charac-

teristic is their high informal load, with
codification processes tending to be not par-

ticularly institutionalised (through loose

The Austrian education system is highly regu-

lated, politicised and nationalised, both in
terms of its content and of its organisation,
there is a marked segmentary division of labour with decisions being taken by the political and administrative bodies, and sometimes
even by the central, corporate organisations.

Despite several attempts at deregulation
since the nineties, nothing has fundamentally
changed.

The law on vocational higher education of a
few years back brought a new organisational
structure into this environment which is built
up according to the accreditation principle and

will follow professional criteria by express
intent37. The legal basis merely laid down the
basic aims and criteria, an accreditation board
made things somewhat more specific, and the

actual development work as well as programme implementation takes place within

framework conditions, model or sample docu-

ments, codified company practices, training
of trainers, the school part of training).
In the conception of the dynamics of forms of

knowledge the qualification focus of traditional apprenticeship training lies fairly and
squarely on the categories of know-how and
the handing on of tacit knowledge. This is an
important strength compared with the formalised school system, which cannot purvey these
58

" Despite sharing the same name as the German
Fachhochschule, it was more the model of the
former British polytechnics which was applied,
obviously with some important differences, with a
clearer distinction being made from the universities, for example. The problem of the relationship
between the Fachhochschule and universities, in
particular the tendency for the two to become increasingly similar, which is discussed as the concept of academic drift, played a major role in the
development phase.
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the educational organisations themselves.
Within the general premises of the basic structure of study courses and the status of quali-

fications there is comparatively speaking
plenty of leeway for the conception of qualification profiles, the shaping of curricula from

the point of view of content, and the methodological principles. A survey investigating
the need for and acceptance of the targeted

qualifications is a prerequisite for the approval of study courses, and a regular assess-

ment of courses is planned for, so that they
do not automatically simply run and run. Financing is dealt with by the public authorities according to a set of target criteria and

reference figures related to study places,
whilst the accreditation body is responsible

for qualitative assessment. In principle, a
study course can also be privately financed,
but the charging of study fees is not permitted.

As regards the way in which the steering and
coordination mechanisms work, and also in

terms of the professional demands on the

'implantation' of alien elements, this innovation in educational policy could prove highly
stimulating.

4.2.4 Policies for school-to-work

transition: education and labour
market policy
The question of the transition from education
to employment became the focus of political

attention with the rise in youth unemployment in the eighties. Interestingly enough,
however, for quite some time the question was
only dealt with very generally and indirectly,

and it was a long time before direct political
strategies were systematically discussed and
developed for this sector. Interaction is desirable in this area of policy, linking different
types of players in the different systems and
at different levels. For a long time the weakness lay in the fact that the processes of transition were only understood in terms of indi-

vidual market transactions, with the more
compound organisational connections and

players involved, the occupational higher education system differs widely from its environ-

guiding forces being neglected.

ment with both functions and professional
requirements being much more highly con-

Incorrect choice of training, inadequate quali-

centrated both from an organisational (on the

one hand in the accreditation body, and on
the other in the study course teams and spon-

sor organisations) and from a staff point of

fications, high minimum wages, and structural changes on the youth employment market in conjunction with low rates of growth
and shrinking employment were the focus of
discussions in the eighties. Establishing priorities for labour-market policy for young peo-

view. During the implementation of this system it became clear that the required profile
of VET professionals would first have to be

ple was the most important response, but of-

developed, in the first stage through learning-by-doing, and only later were systematic
steps taken towards staff development.

project looked into the question of transition
policy.

This steering system moves beyond the segmentary division of labour betwe6n VET pro-

wages and labour market policy for young

fessionals which is outlined in Sebtion 3.1.3.1.
since it requires more complex profiles. Indirectly, this revealed the need for such qualifi-

cations on the one hand, whilst on the other
it also provided a lot of incentive for the other
areas of education (e.g. with certain functions

ten with little or no success. An ongoing OECD

Alongside the traditional themes of minimum
people, aspects of education policy which can

help to smooth the transition (structure of
educational incentives, content of curricula,
contacts with the world of work, information
and counselling) were thereby also brought
into the public eye.

in the steering system such as evaluation or
needs analysis being made more explicit). A

From the point of view of `VET professionals',
these analyses brought the aspect of coopera-

special aspect which is as yet unsolved in this
system is the question of developing application-oriented research. With regard to the use
of policy borrowing and the possibility of the

ployment policy also underscores this aspect.

tion on the more complex levels of labourmarket policy in particular to the fore, where
major flaws are to be found. European em-
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4.2.5 Feedback from anticipation
of change and innovation

eral educational aims were a basis for this,
and they continue to play an important role,
even today: the distinction between general

The field for developing mechanisms for anticipating innovation and change in the employment system and in questions of skill re-

and specific qualifications in the human capital theory, or the distinction between general,
foundation, and specific qualifications in the
education policy analysis in the OECD framework.

quirements possibly demonstrates most
clearly the changes which are occurring in the
shaping of coordination systems.

The original approach, beginning in the sev-

enties when the importance of economic
structural change to training policy was becoming increasingly clear and computer models for system analysis were developed, was

the prognosis model of education and manpower planning. It was recognised back then
that education policy cannot be guided by
stationary skill requirements, but must take
account of the changes to be expected in the
economic and vocational structure, particu-

larly given the importance of human resources for economic growth. The response
was clearly rooted in bureaucratic logic and
the segmentary organisation of the educa-

acquired on the job itself or in the further
training system (adaptation without planning).

These stringent and tempting considerations
failed because of the complex nature of qualifications and skills, since although the basic
underlying distinctions could be made on a
conceptual basis, in practice it was impossible to define qualifications or to square this
approach with the nature of the learning process because of the decontextualisation of the

tion system: science and research should
develop and supply the tools, teaching administrations should set up planning departments, which would be responsible for implementing the results of prognosis models

through corresponding educational policy
steps. This conception also squared beautifully with the then predominant paradigm

long-term qualifications component. The

of technocratic politics.

analyses of the implications for qualifications
of the new production concepts in particular
made it clear that ideas about 'specific qualifications' were highly influenced by the image of company-specific qualifications within

In practice, however, this approach failed for

many reasons, and the change in political
paradigms which came with the neo-liberal
U-turn brought with it the predominant trend

a Fordist and technologically determined

towards the efficacy of market-economy
mechanisms, which were also expected to

model of internal company labour markets,
which was however increasingly undermined
by later research.

bring about coordination and steering in the
training field. Self-steering also became an
important buzz word for sociological and socio-

So new solutions had to be found in order to
square the anticipation of change in the necessary skills in the employment system with
the logic of development of suitable qualifica-

scientific considerations. In education policy
discussions in the late seventies, the interface

between the predominant bureaucratically
organised training system and the market-

tion profiles in the training system. These

economy based mechanisms in employment
and the labour market were complicated by

solutions now appear to produce a two-track
approach which builds on the multiple possi-

the terms of coupling, uncoupling and

bilities for interaction between the various

flexibilisation. The first forms of distinction
between types of qualification or more gen60

The basic idea underlying these distinctions
was that the elements in the education processes with long-term effect should be separated from those with a short-term effect, in
order to establish them in different organisational arrangements: the qualifications with
long-term effect should be acquired in the
more inflexible bureaucratic education systems (planning without adaptation), whereas
those with short-term effect which therefore
need to be renewed very quickly should be

players and types of players in the coordination system:

(01
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on the one hand the aim of employability
can be interpreted as a multi-dimensional

qualification concept, which brings together both general and specific components, and should in particular also form
the basis for further learning processes.
The realisation of this concept is based on
the interaction between different players
with highly varied possibilities of primary
and informal experiences in the practical
context of the employment system being

targeted alongside the more formalised
learning procedures;

on the other hand, the dichotomy of formalised prognosis models as a basis for
planning and market economy-based assignment processes is bridged through the
development of interactive anticipation

systems which, rather than shunning
model calculations, tend to embody them
in social processes of evaluation and dissemination between the players who contribute their primary experience.
This approach corresponds to ideas about the
new forms of production of knowledge within
the innovation system, with a knowledge base

being built up in complex social processes
through the pooling of multiple experiences
and methods for gaining knowledge, and by
involving the various players concerned, so
that applied and basic knowledge, as well as
the production, dissemination and use of

osyncrasies and hypostatisation, etc.), and
consists at the beginning of more of a revelation of not knowing than in the production of
knowledge itself. But if this strategy is con-

sistently applied, it can give rise to policy
learning and consensus-forming policies
which are seen as a central requirement on
the path towards a learning society.

5. Conclusions
The most important conclusions from this
analysis of steering and vocational training
from the point of view of the coordination of
education and employment against the background of innovation dynamics towards the
learning society concern theoretical-conceptual as well as practical-political viewpoints.
The conception of practical-political steering
approaches and in particular the role of VET
professionals in these approaches depends on

the theoretical-conceptual premises established for constructing the coordination system between education and employment.
Two theoretical-conceptual decisions are crucial to the outcome of considerations:

1. firstly, how the relationship between the
qualifications/skills level and 'real' practical demands is conceived, and more specifically whether this link is interpreted
along 'naturalistic' lines (qualificationskills as the result or a condensed form of

knowledge are all related. Although this conception appears very simple and plausible, it
is in no way trivial since it makes major demands on implementation.

research into 'real' requirements, using

The players from education, the economy, research, politics, etc. must be brought together
and they must be prepared to carry the communications can, to formulate and work out

the inordinately complex reality of requirements in a logical manner, with evaluation

their ideas, to understand other, different
ideas, particularly those from science and research, to do the necessary weighing up and
carrying out of interest-related matters in a
cooperative manner and to draw conclusions
in the awareness that this is an ongoing process not only of investigation but also of reality building, which can be somewhat tiresome

at least during the early stages (because of
the lack of information, interest-related idi-

(9g

right or wrong from the central evaluation

criteria), or in a 'constructivist' manner
(qualifications-skills as 'institutions' on a
symbolic level, with the job of structuring

criteria which in turn are applied to the
steering and coordination mechanisms in
a 'constructivist' way);
2. the second fundamental decision concerns
the way in which the possible scope of coordination and steering mechanisms is conceived, in particular whether it is limited

to the extended dichotomy of the traditional mechanisms of bureaucracy and
market, with all its possible intermediary

forms, or whether it has had additional
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dimensions of independent coordination
and steering mechanisms tacked onto it in
the light of recent organisation theory and
research, particularly through networks
and the neo-corporatist interest organisations or associations.
Fundamental models for the coordination and

mine the direction of change. `VET profession-

als' in schools are therefore conditioned towards adaptational behaviour and market
strategies, and the segmentary division of labour between development, planning, control
and implementation stands in principle despite the changes in vision and shifts of emphasis.

steering system are then also shaped, their
exact form depending on which way these fundamental decisions went. The case of coordination between education and employment is

The concept of professionalisation of HRD
staff in the company sector, which draws on

a special one in that, at least as the relationship stands at present, coordination must occur across the boundary between the (predominantly) bureaucratic system (education)
and a market-style coordinated system (em-

can more or less be seen as the opposite of
the public choice strategy. The spectrum of

the development of the learning organisation,
professional tasks, roles and positions of HRD
professionals can also be taken as a basis for
the professionalisation of VET professionals.

ployment, labour market), with the idea of one

being extended into the other being highly
unlikely although not to be ruled out com-

This analysis draws on the constructivist
model of relations between qualifications-

pletely.

skills and requirements, and on an extended
conceptualisation of steering and coordination
mechanisms. A general framework of the co-

The compromise in the market-bureaucracy

dichotomy exists in the concept of public
choice strategies, in particular through the
inclusion of quasi-markets which bind the
players in market decisions to their customers, thereby increasing output-oriented behaviour. Apart from the fact that this conception probably excessively simplifies many
aspects of coordination between education and
employment38, it contains absolutely fundamental assumptions about the type of behav-

iour of the players concerned, and therefore
also about VET professionals: the behaviour
in bureaucratic organisations, and therefore

also in educational organisations is so
strongly defined by this model of behaviour
based on self-interest inside bureaucracy, par-

ticularly the interest in persistence, that
emerging learning processes and strategies
tend to be nipped in the bud. The push for
change must therefore come from the choices
and preferences of the customers, which do
not only provide the stimulus but also deter-

38 Who are the 'customers' young people, their
parents, employers? What are the incentives which

determine behaviour, and the distortions? What
degree of market failure is there in quasi-markets?
Problems of coordination of education and labour
markets on the time axis market myopia, etc.
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ordination system between education and
employment is developed, in which the two
traditional mechanisms of bureaucracy and
market have their place, because amongst the
many possible interactions between the different types of players concerned there is also
space for the mechanisms of corporative organisations and social networks.
A closer observation of the way in which the
education system is built up of the three basic elements compulsory general education,
higher education and vocational education
as well as an institutionalist analysis of the

occupational system underscores in many
ways the shortcomings of the mind-set shaped

by the bureaucracy-market dichotomy: because they emerged from the employment
system and because the interconnections continue to exist, vocational training systems can

hardly be seen as purely bureaucratic systems; on the contrary there are lines of separation between them and other areas of the
education system, as well as with the employment system. There are however many links
across these fault lines which the traditional
mechanisms cannot adequately cover. These
links are seen as fundamentally contingent,
and the form which they take determines the
configuration of the coordination system.

Steering, networking, and profiles of professionals in VET

Institutionalisation of the occupational system is an important element in the structuring of these relations, with apprenticeship
training representing a special case of the
integratory institutionalisation of the relationship between training and occupation.
The concept of the innovation system from the

most recent innovation research in the field
of the evolutionary economy and the postFordist paradigm of the social economy can
be seen as a further dimension, which conditions and structures the coordination system
between education and employment. This concept specifies the implications of the non-de-

terminist technical-organisational change in

employment and qualification against the
background of an analysis of company and

economic competition strategies in the
globalisation process.
This brings new aspects to the fore which are

important for coordination and steering:
knowledge, production of knowledge, and the

dynamics of forms of knowledge, organisational change, learning and the learning organisation. At the same time, it also makes
clear that the innovation strategy for the development of the learning society does not
arise spontaneously and is no natural trend,
but rather just one possible strategy amongst

make it possible to connect informal and
formal learning processes (an example of

these is the institution of apprenticeships);

3. thirdly, the coordination of education and
employment should be understood not as
education being adapted to the needs of
employment, nor simply as the allocation
and matching of various elements, but also
as the shaping and building of vocational
and qualification-related structures, which
are capable of promoting the innovation
process. What emerges from the innovation strategy as far as the development of
VET professionals is concerned is that the
traditional segmentary division of labour
between different functions, particularly
organisational and implementing ones, is
being transformed into more complex profiles, that the predominant conception of
teaching is being transformed into the con-

cept of learning, and that the organisational functions (development, planning,
decision-making, evaluation, etc.) are becoming professionalised (and often at the
same time de-bureaucratised and de-politicised).

From a practical-political point of view, the

on the development of suitable framework

general framework of the coordination system
for education and employment shows first and
foremost that a whole host of starting points
and interactions which can help solve the coordination problem in different ways must be

conditions. If these considerations are consistently applied to vocational training, then certain conclusions emerge which are also of relevance for the coordination system:

(partly intentional, partly not) between a

others, which presumably brings with it many

advantages for highly developed industrialised societies, but which nevertheless depends

1. firstly, for vocational training as a part of
the innovation system it is the knowledgeproducing side of learning which should be

stressed as opposed to the reproductive
side (both in terms of the processes in-

taken into account. Coordination and steering are not seen in this model as a holistic
block mechanism, but rather as the interplay
whole series of interactions (strategies, policies), the degree of success of which may vary

(i.e. there can be different degrees of mismatching, contradiction and clashes between
these interactions).

volved, and also as far as building the basis of knowledge for the respective areas is
concerned);

Many concepts, measures and strategies from

2. secondly, the development of learning organisations in employment and education

the problem of coordination are being

would also prompt the development of
crossover forms of organisation which

the present-day spectrum of educational
policy approaches and proposals in the European and OECD field which could help solve

sketched out and discussed, and a selection
of these approaches are dealt with in more
detail.
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The general conclusions are as follows: the
shaping of coordination mechanisms should
build on the analysis of available structures,
identify the most important flaws and bottlenecks and strive to remove them; the avail-

professional forces and the construction of

able structures should be interpreted as a
complex system of relations between different types of players, many of whom can be

Breaking down the coordination system and
steering strategies into numerous different
elements and analysing their systematic in-

defined as 'VET professionals'; to a certain extent the workings of the coordination system
therefore also reflect the way in which labour

terplay also facilitates processes of policy
learning and policy borrowing in the European and international field. The effects of

is divided between these categories of 'VET
professionals'; the development of coordination and steering strategies should build on

specific strategies can be observed in different environments, and the exchange of expe-

adequate structures for professional development are in this sense important elements of
innovative coordination policy.

the skills and cooperation of 'VET profession-

rience and the further development of the
common knowledge base is encouraged in

als', taking particular account of the role of
teachers and trainers as core professionals;
the identification and further development of

forms of cooperative research and through the
creation of international networks in practice
and research.

new forms of division of labour between these
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Abstract

This paper provides an overview and analysis of current arrangements for the financing of
vocational education and training (VET) in the Member States of the European Union. It is
based on the evidence provided in a selection of the national 'financing portraits' commissioned by Cedefop in 1998, supplemented by readings of other recent research reports on the
topic. At the time of writing, the comparator countries are Austria, Denmark, France, Finland,
the Netherlands, Sweden and the UK The structure of this paper follows the common format
agreed for the financing portraits. Authors were asked to provide quantitative data on expenditure for different types of training and a qualitative description of the flow of funding through
VET structures, identifying the sources of funding and the mechanisms for allocating funds
between levels and to provider institutions. Although a single set of definitions could not be
applied uniformly across countries, authors were asked broadly to distinguish between initial
vocational training (IVT), continuing vocational training (CVT) and training for the unemployed (UVT). The current paper seeks to synthesise the evidence from the country reports in
relation to these areas, mapping the current patterns across countries, and noting how they are
changing over time. Where possible, typologies of different funding systems have been developed to highlight common and distinctive characteristics of different national subsystems, and
to provide a framework for analysis. The analysis focuses on how the different funding systems
function and the effects they have on efficiency, quality and the distribution of opportunities.
The country financing portraits have not always provided a commentary on the effects of the
different funding systems, but this paper draws on such evidence as there is from the portraits
and other research reports to discuss these effects.
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1. Introduction
This paper offers an overview and analysis of

distribution of opportunities. The country
financing portraits have not always provided
a commentary on the effects of the different
funding systems, but this paper draws on such

current arrangements for the financing of

evidence as there is from the portraits and

vocational education and training (VET) in
the Member States of the European Union.
It is based on the evidence provided in a selection of the national 'financing portraits'
commissioned by Cedefop in 1998, supplemented by readings of other recent research
reports on the topic. At the time of writing,
the comparator countries are Austria, Den-

other research reports to discuss these effects.

mark, France, Finland, the Netherlands,

1.1 Methodological issues
The analysis of funding systems across coun-

tries presents a number of methodological
problems. This applies primarily to the use
of quantitative, and rather less to the use of
qualitative data, but does somewhat constrain

Sweden and the UK. A full synthesis report

any analysis which seeks to go beyond the

based on the full set of financing portraits will

description of isolated systems. There are limits to how far we can classify subsystems according to a single set of standard definitions;

be undertaken when all of these have been
completed.

The structure of the paper follows the common format agreed for the financing portrait.
Authors were asked to provide quantitative

data on expenditure for different types of
training and a qualitative description of the
flow of funding through VET structures, identifying the sources of funding and the mechanisms for allocating funds between levels and
to provider institutions. Although a single set
of definitions could not be applied uniformly
across countries, authors were asked broadly

to distinguish between initial vocational
training (IVT), continuing vocational training (CVT) and training for the unemployed
(UVT). Particular attention was to be paid to
the relative shares of funding for each area of

VET originating from public and private

limits to the analysis of over-time changes,
and, above all, limits to how far we can make
meaningful comparisons between countries.
The main sources of difficulty lie in four areas. First, the usage of terms and categories

common in VET discourse varies substantially between countries. Second, there are
major gaps in the data on VET in all countries. Third, such national data as are available are collected in different ways and on the
basis of variant definitions. Lastly, there is a
paucity of evaluation evidence in most countries in relation to the implementation of new
VET policies.

The classification problem starts with how
VET itself is defined in different countries and

continues through to the definitions of the

sources, and the changes over time in these
shares; trends in overall levels of funding for
each area of VET; and new mechanisms for
the distribution of funds.

boundaries between IVT, CVT and UVT. Occupational training can be distinguished from
education in that, unlike the latter, it confines
itself to preparation for particular work roles

The current paper seeks to synthesise the
evidence from the country reports on IVT,

cannot readily be distinguished from general
education since any form of general educa-

CVT and UVT, mapping the current patterns

across countries, and noting how they are
changing over time. Where possible, typologies of different funding systems have been

developed to highlight common and distinctive characteristics of different national
subsystems, and to provide a framework for
analysis. The analysis focuses on how the
different funding systems function and the
effects they have on efficiency, quality and the

and tasks. Vocational education, however,

tion may contribute to general vocational
preparation. Most countries include an element of general education in vocational educational programmes and in some countries,
like the UK and Sweden, vocational education is delivered in institutions which also deliver general education. In all countries, therefore, there is a blurring of boundaries between

the two, and in some countries, this is further exacerbated by lack of dedicated voca73
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tional institutions. The country reports have
dealt with this problem as best they can, but
clearly it has been difficult in some cases to
decide on what to include and what not to
include, particularly when it comes to identi-

fying the VET element of single funding

tribute to levies for training (France); some
make estimates which include costs to employers of equipment, materials and training
supervision (the majority); some include, in
addition, estimated costs of lost production
from supervisors and trainees.

streams to non-dedicated institutions.

Public spending is less difficult to estimate
Each country draws different boundary lines
between IVT, CVT and UVT. The lower and
upper age limits for IVT vary across countries.
Some countries include short-cycle vocational
higher education as part of IVT, some as part
of CVT and some do not include it in VET at

all. Some countries include special programmes for unemployed youth as part of IVT,

some treat it as UVT. Retraining for workers
in danger of redundancy through restructuring is defined as CVT in some countries and
as UVT in others. These definitional varia-

tions obviously affect the way quantitative
data are collected and classified.
There are major gaps in the data on VET funding in all countries. The main problem lies in

the paucity of data on private investments,
whether by individuals or enterprises. No
country seems to have accurate data on how
much individuals or households spend on fees,
travel and materials for IVT let alone for CVT

where private investment is more prominent
and diversified. If opportunity costs are included as part of private costs, then the data
are even more inadequate. Enterprise spending on IVT and CVT is just as poorly recorded.

There is no agreed way for companies to account for their spending on training (Drake

and Germe, 1994), and there is an understandable tendency for departments responsible for it to under-record the costs. What
data are available are mainly based on national surveys, like the labour force surveys,
and these tend to use different definitions1.
The country reports which provide data on
enterprise spending use various definitions.
Some only report the amounts employers con1 The EU survey of continuing training in a sample of firms in 12 EU countries, reported in Continuing training in enterprises: facts and figures,
European Commission (1999), is a brave exception
but even this cautions readers about the methodological weaknesses in its sample frame.
74

since it is all, one assumes, somewhere in the
public accounts but it is not entirely straightforward even here. There are problems over

whether to include the costs of tax rebates,
grants, loan interest and capital investment;
over which spending is specific to VET; and
even over the sum totals of central government expenditure when many ministries and
agencies are involved, as is often the case with
CVT. The country reports again each deal with
this in different ways. The difficulties increase

when one remembers that not all the money
budgeted for VET in a given financial year is
actually spent in that year; that some of it is
'clawed back' in the next year when it is not
spent as approved; and that in some cases
much of the central government expenditure
lies hidden within non-earmarked transfers
made to lower tiers.

Given the lack of clarity in these areas, it is
clearly not possible to determine with complete accuracy for any country, either the total national expenditure on VET, or the distribution of that between IVT, CVT and UVT.

Only very rough estimates can be made for
each country of the shares of individual, enterprise and government investment in VET.
One can report with rather more confidence
what the national trends have been in spending from different sources on different parts
of VET, so long as the classifications have re-

mained the same over time, but often this is
not the case. Comparisons between countries
on any of these measures are very treacherous. One can say with some confidence when
public expenditure in particular areas of VET
has gone up or down by a significant margin
in most countries and likewise for enterprise
expenditure in some countries, but it would
be risky to give even trend directions in relation to individual expenditure. In terms of the
relative shares of public, individual and enterprise investments in any area of VET, one
can make an informed guess about the coun-
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tries occupying the extreme positions on a
given continuum of distribution patterns, but
no more than that.
Two further points should be made about the
methodological limits of this paper. Firstly, the
main source of evidence is the seven country
portraits completed at the time of writing i.e.
those for Austria, Denmark, France, Finland,
the Netherlands, Sweden and the UK. This
is both a small sample of current EU Member States, and a biased one. Northern European countries are clearly over-represented,

and southern European States are absent.
Given the typical regional patterning of VET
system types, the analysis in the paper can-

not be taken as a true representation of the
balance of types in the EU as a whole, although the categories employed may be applicable to all EU systems. Some compensation for this skewing is achieved by drawing

on other research sources, but the limitation
remains. Secondly, there is relatively little
evaluation evidence on the effects of funding
reforms in many countries. This paper makes
use of such evidence as was available to the
authors, much of which comes from Germany,

France, the Netherlands and the UK.

1.2 Policy issues
VET has been high on policy agendas in most
EU countries during the past decade. This is

because of its perceived importance to national economic competitiveness and social
inclusion, the latter particularly in the context of rising youth unemployment, and because there has been growing public demand
for it. Rapid changes in technology and work
organisation, combined with the effects of ageing populations and workforces, have given
particular prominence to the notionof lifelong
learning. Skills rapidly date, and continuous
retraining and updating are therefore increasingly important to enterprises wishing to remain competitive and to individuals wishing
to retain employment. Demographic change

and changing patterns of work and leisure
also mean that more and more people are

seeking to continue learning at different
points in their adult lives, thus making obsolete the traditional front-loaded structure of
formal education systems.

Participation in VET has, as a consequence
of these social and economic changes, grown
considerably in almost all countries. This is a
trend that has been encouraged and welcomed
by most governments; however, it also entails

rising costs. These have put great pressure
on public finances, when they are already
squeezed both from the impact of global economic change and from the ageing of popu-

lations which reduces tax revenues at the
same time as increasing demands on welfare
and unemployment spending. The result of
all this has been an increasing concern with
how VET can be afforded.
European governments generally want to see
the creation of genuine lifelong learning systems, but most are taking the view that they
cannot afford to pay all the additional costs
(OECD, 1996; OECD, 1999). Governments

generally accept that the State will remain
the major funder of IVT (except in the case of

apprenticeship systems)2 and UVT, but in
most cases are looking for ways to limit the
costs of expansion through reductions in unit
costs. In the case of CVT, governments are
looking for efficiency gains and also, in many
cases, greater sharing of the costs among beneficiaries. CVT has a relatively unlimited potential for expansion and commensurate cost
escalation for which governments are unlikely
to act as guarantor. Furthermore, CVT is not

yet regarded as a public right to the extent
that IVT has become so regarded. Individuals and enterprises benefit from CVT and
many governments think it right that they
should bear the majority of the costs, provid-

ing that this is not detrimental to quality,
equality of access and social inclusion. Policy
debates about VET funding have, therefore,
increasingly revolved around three issues:

a) how to lever greater private investment;
b) how to increase efficiency and effectiveness
of provision and
2 According to Eurostat data (European Commission, 1997b), enterprises funded 75% of the dual
system in Austria, the majority of the dual system
in Germany and between 51% and 75% of appren-

ticeships in Ireland. Enterprises funded 75% of
traditional apprenticeships in the UK, and 75% of
apprenticeships in the Netherlands.
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c) how to ensure an equitable distribution of
opportunities.
Funding systems are seen as instrumental in

all of these and have therefore been in the
forefront of much policy debate.

Private investment in VET may be encouraged by improving the efficiency and qual-

ity of supply; by making outcomes more
transparent; by increasing the quality of information on costs, benefits and returns to
investment; and by a variety of other incentives and more coercive measures (OECD,
1999). Policies to achieve all of these have
been tried in various countries. Improving
qualifications systems, so that they give better information on the skills of qualification
holders, is one way of increasing transparency and encouraging investment both for
individuals and enterprises. Schemes like
Investors in People (IiP) in the UK, which

kitemark firms attaining a benchmark

standard in human resource development
(HRD), help to disseminate information of
the benefits of investment. Financial incentives for individuals and enterprises to invest in training can take the form of tax re-

bates, individual loans with and without
interest, and a variety of subsidies. More coercive measures include a license to practice

laws which encourage individuals to train
and qualify, laws compelling firms to train
young employees or to give paid training
leave to adult employees, and mandatory
training levies on firms. All of the latter can

be enforced through social partner agreements rather than statutes and all may be
regarded as incentives to investment. In the
case of levies, the increased incentive lies
both in the compulsion and, in principle at
least, in interventions to deal with the 'ex-

ternalities' which cause market failure.
When measures are taken to prevent some
employers free-riding on the training investment made by others, a more equitable sharing of costs can be achieved, and this may
reduce employer resistance to investment.

Spreading the costs of VET investment between the State, enterprises and individuals
has obvious attractions but it can often run

up against strong resistance, particularly
76

when it is seen to undermine access for some
groups. Another way to keep the public costs
down is to raise the efficiency and effectiveness of publicly-funded VET. Governments

have increasingly sought to use funding
mechanisms to achieve these ends. Decentralisation of the administration and funding
of VET has been used to improve efficiency;
it is thought to make those planning and delivering provision more responsive to local
demand and more conscious of costs. Decentralisation can involve delegating power and
responsibility to the regional and local authorities or offices of central ministries or even

to the provider institutions themselves. In
each case it may be combined with measures
which encourage diversity and competition
amongst suppliers and this is also sometimes
seen as a driver of efficiency. To create further incentives to efficiency and effectiveness,

new funding systems have been developed
which allocate funds to institutions more precisely in relation to actual inputs and outputs.
These measures may sometimes have unintended or unwanted effects in terms of efficiency, quality and equity. They are certainly

likely to increase transaction costs and require more monitoring and evaluation. In
many cases, consequently, decentralisation of
administrative control has been accompanied

by a strengthening of central standard-setting and evaluation capacity. Many governments now prefer to delegate detailed admin-

istration to lower levels and concentrate
central powers on the development of the
frameworks, levers and 'steers': funding
mechanisms are increasingly becoming the
preferred instrument for 'steerage'.

The remainder of this paper examines the
patterns and shifts in funding systems in the
three areas of VET: initial vocational train-

ing (IVT); continuing vocational training
(CVT) and training for the unemployed (UVT).

2. Initial vocational training
(IVT)
2.1 Defining 1VT
Compared to other areas of vocational training such as CVT, IVT is relatively focused
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because of its concern with the vocational
development of the younger learner. There

Modern Apprenticeship in the UK, and the
EUD schools in Denmark). There is also a host

education and training traditions.

of special programmes for less qualified and
marginalised youth which are generally organised by central or regional authorities and
which involve forms of alternance training

First, there are differences in normal age

programme in the UK).

are, nevertheless, important differences in the
ways that IVT is defined across different European countries according to their individual

boundaries of those offered IVT. In the Netherlands, IVT is offered to students from 12 to
21, whereas in Austria the range is 14 to 18
and in the UK and Sweden 16 to 19. Differences in age boundaries relates both to institutional boundaries (for instance in the UK,
the definition of IVT in the financing portrait
has been closely related to further education
colleges and TEC programmes) and to the respective traditions of whether there are opportunities for early vocational specialisation.

Second, IVT can be defined more broadly or
more narrowly according to its relationship

with general education. The OECD study,
Education and training beyond basic schooling (1986) distinguished between countries
where IVT is predominantly work-based and
countries where it is predominantly schoolbased. Across the different European coun-

tries in this study, there appear to be three
dominant models of IVT:

1. IVT as an integral part of a comprehensive upper secondary system (e.g. Sweden);

2. IVT as school and college-based technical
and vocational education and training in-

cluding periods in the workplace (e.g.
France);

3. IVT as work-based training (e.g. apprenticeships) but also with opportunities for
theoretical training (e.g. Austria).
School- and college-based IVT can be in the
form of prevocational education and training,
broad vocational and technical education or

job-specific occupational training (OECD,
1990). Work-based training may be in the
form of traditional apprenticeships organised
by the social partners (as in Austria and in a
residual form in France), or in a form where
public bodies take the organisational lead (i.e.

Training and Enterprise Council (TEC) for

and subsidised job-creation (like the New Deal

2.2 Methodological issues
The variety of types of IVT and the weak
boundaries between IVT and other forms of
provision give rise to a number of methodological problems in collecting and analysing
data on financing IVT. For example, broad
definitions will tend to inflate the estimates

of the amount spent on IVT and may shift
the balance between different categories of
training.
The most serious problem concerns the shading of IVT into the general education system
both in terms of age or educational definition

(e.g. the Netherlands, UK and Sweden). In
these cases, the financial portraits are unable
to make clearly defined estimates of the costs
of IVT. On the other hand, in those systems
which have clearer boundaries based on distinctions between IVT in vocational schools,
school-based IVT and apprenticeships (e.g.
Austria, Denmark, France and Finland), data
classifications appear to be less problematical. However, even in these systems there is
a more specific problem of calculating the real

cost of apprenticeships because of the relationship between the cost of training and the
value of the labour contribution of the apprentice. There is the technical issue as to whether
to count the cost of apprentices' wages within
IVT or not.

In addition, there are other methodological
issues which pertain to particular countries.
In the case of Austria, possibly the most centralised of the sample, the financing portrait
author was unable to collect data because of
its lack of availability, possibly related to the
number of central ministries involved in the
financing of IVT. In case of the UK, the author was compelled to focus on two of the three

strands of IVT, further education and TECfunded training and to omit IVT in schools
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due to the fragmented funding system and the
weak boundaries between general and vocational education.

The effect of these differences results in the
need to impose a range of constraints on the
comparisons to impose institutional boundaries (e.g. to eliminate some aspects of IVT in
compulsory schooling); to create broader and
less textured categories of comparisons (e.g.
some portraits are able to discriminate between school-based and work-based IVT funding and others are not); and finally, to confine

comparisons of funding levels to historical
trends within a country rather than direct comparisons of levels across different countries.

come the socially-accepted norm for the vast
majority of young people in most EU States

so much so that it is now regarded as a de
facto extension of compulsory schooling and
virtually as a public right. Moreover, in some

countries attending part-time vocational
schools is compulsory until the age of 18 or
so, if youngsters do not attend another type
of school.

Across the European countries under consideration, the funding committed to IVT by governments has generally risen due to the perceived economic and social benefits and there

is little evidence of resources being transferred away from this area to other high pri-

ority areas (such as CVT) (Coopers and

2.3 Policy trends and issues

Lybrand, 1996). Demographic changes which
have involved smaller youth cohort sizes have

IVT has remained a high priority in European

helped to contain increases in costs despite

Member States throughout the past decade.
It is seen as essential for equipping young
people for entry into the labour market, for
providing the basis for their future learning
and capacity to adapt to changing skills demands, and for generating the skills and capabilities for national economic growth and
prosperity. In a period of shrinking youth labour markets it is also seen as increasingly
important for avoiding social exclusion and
the social and economic costs that this leads
to. Policy-makers have consequently been
keen to increase levels of participation in IVT
so that post-compulsory education and train-

ing becomes almost the universal norm and
so that overall levels of qualification and skill
continue to rise. Particular emphasis has been
placed on the lower academic achievers who
leave compulsory schooling with few qualifications and who are most in danger of exclusion from employment and further education
and training and who may suffer various social disadvantages as a result. A renewed in-

terest in apprentice and alternance-type
training in many countries (such as Denmark,
France, the Netherlands, Sweden and the UK)
reflects a widespread belief that work-based

training can reduce youth unemployment
(OECD, 1996), motivate the less academic
young people to achieve and, at the same time,
relate learning most effectively to the changing demands of the workplace. Post-compul-

sory education and training (PCET) has be78

rapid rising in participation in some countries
(like the UK). Also efficiency improvements
have reduced units costs of provision per student in a number of countries (Finland, UK
and others) and this has also helped to contain rising costs. However, few countries have

actually managed to reduce their overall
spending in this area during the past decades
(Green, Wolf and Leney, 1999).
As a consequence of rising real costs, amongst
other factors, governments have sought new
ways to improve efficiency and effectiveness

in IVT provision, many of which involve
changes in modes of regulation and finance.
The most significant of these across a range
of countries has been the trend towards decentralisation of control and funding. This has
been seen by policy-makers to have a number
of advantages including; broadening the base
of investment in IVT, making provision more

responsive to local demand, making local
funders and providers more aware of costs,
and allowing decisions to be made by those
with the most detailed knowledge of the local
circumstances (OECD, 1995). However, de-

centralisation has taken a number of quite
different forms in different European countries with varying effects on efficiency, access
and quality.

A common pattern has been to devolve authority to the regional and local levels. This
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aged competition between institutions which
is intended to drive up efficiency. Institutions
have been delegated authority to hire, fire and
pay teachers and receive the majority of funds
for IVT, therefore gaining far greater discretion over how funds are spent. While the increase in public sector providers thus constitutes a quasi-market in IVT (Le Grand and
Bartlett, 1993), private sector provision may
also be encouraged, particularly in the area
of occupational training.

can either mean giving more administrative
and funding responsibilities to regional and
local offices or agencies of the central govern-

ment ministries (deconcentration) or to the
regional and local elected authorities or both.
In most cases these lower levels will become
responsible at least in part for planning provision, constructing and maintaining buildings and allocating recurrent funds and may
also employ and pay teaching staff. In the case
of the elected authorities they may also raise

their own revenues for IVT from taxes, alChanges in modes of regulation have also been

though the majority of their funding still
tends to come from transfers from central gov-

associated with various innovations in fund-

ernment. France has devolved much of the

ing mechanisms. Decentralisation and increas-

responsibility for IVT to regional offices and
authorities, whilst Finland and Sweden have
been notable for decentralising control to the
level of the municipality.

ing institutional autonomy in the public sector has often involved the introduction of more
detailed methods of unit costing, and the purchaser provider division, designed to increase

transparency and accountability in spending.
A second pattern, which may complement the
first, is to devolve more power and responsibility horizontally and vertically to the various tiers of social partner organisations. This

Financial delegation to institutions has in-

generally implies giving the social partners
bodies greater responsibility for standard-set-

WT supply has led to some discussion and experimentation in the use of funding vouchers:

volved the design of new funding mechanisms

which seek to reward efficiency and quality
amongst providers. Increasing privatisation of

cash tokens provided to eligible consumers
which can be used to purchase IVT at both
public and private institutions.

ting for vocational qualifications and for regulating and monitoring work-based IVT provi-

sion. In many cases it will also involve
statutory instruments or collective sectoral
agreements which provide for certain entitlements for training and, in some cases, for levies on enterprises to contribute towards the
costs of apprentice training. Austria and Germany have typically and traditionally given
major roles to the social partners in VET, and,

The comparator countries in this study ex-

in recent years, other countries such as
France and the Netherlands have also in-

(DfEE, 1999). Some, like Austria, have yet to
confront fully the issues of structural change

hibit a variety of trends in relation to the
above. Some, like the UK, have experimented

with marketisation and are now moving towards more planning, institutional collabo-

ration and a degree of social partnership
and continue with the traditional modes of
regulation and finance, albeit with minor increases in institutional delegation. The majority appear to be incrementally decentral-

creased their roles.

The third trend has been towards delegating
greater responsibility and financial discretion
to the institutions themselves. In most European countries this has happened only to a
limited degree and cannot proceed very far
whilst teachers are still employed and paid

ising administration and funding to regional,
local, institutional and social partner levels,
but without marked enthusiasm for creating
fully market-based systems and with concomitant increases in central government framework-setting and policy-steerage. The over-

by the State. However, in the cases of the
Netherlands and the UK, institutional delega-

arching trend for IVT, which combines

tion has been taken rather further and has
been accompanied by other measures designed to introduce market mechanisms to

continued government commitment with increasingly constrained budgets, is the search
for the elusive multiple goals of efficiency,
quality and equity. The keys to these are seen

IVT. A diversification of provider institutions

has increased consumer choice and encour-

g
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Figure 1: School-based and work-based systems

to lie with different balances of national steers
or frameworks and local decision-making. The
different locations and strategies of the vari-

ous countries is illustrated in Figure 3 (Section 2.7).
2.4 Types

of provision and institutional
and funding structures
IVT can be classified as being primarily
school-based (e.g. Finland, France, Netherlands, Sweden and UK) or primarily workbased (Germany and, to a lesser degree, Austria)3. However, it may be more useful to locate

the different countries at various points on a
school-based work-based continuum according to the degree of integration of IVT into
upper secondary education, the role of vocational schools, the role and extent of work
placements and the size of the apprenticeship
system.
WT provision across the various countries can
be seen to fall into four broad types:

a) prevocational or basic vocational preparation within the school system;
3 Denmark must be counted as an intermediate
case. According to the European Commission
(1997b) 54% of ISCED level 3 students in 1993-94
were in VET programmes of which 83.5% were in

Ehruervsuddannelser (EUD) alternance pro-

grammes i.e. 45% of students were on alternance
programmes, representing one of the highest levels of this kind of VET participation in Europe,
after Austria and Germany (see Green, Wolf and
Leney, 1999). However, EUD programmes are not

on the traditional dual system model. Students

may register on programmes without first having
an apprentice contract with an employer and are
therefore not strictly speaking apprentices. Training time spent in the workplace varies between
25% and 90%. This programme is essentially a

hybrid between school-based and work-based
forms, thus placing Denmark on the boundaries
of our classification.
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b) vocational upper secondary education
which can be divided into vocational
courses within comprehensive upper secondary schools and colleges (Sweden and
UK) and IVT in vocational secondary institutions (Denmark, Finland, France and
the Netherlands);

c) work-based apprenticeships (either government-led or social partnership based)
with the most extensive apprenticeships
taking place in social partnership systems
(Austria, Germany and Netherlands); and
d) various special programmes aimed at the
disadvantaged, excluded or unemployed
(e.g. TRACE in France, New Deal in UK,
17th line in the Swedish upper secondary
system).

Despite a renewed interest in apprenticeship
in some European countries, the dominant
form of IVT continues to be school-based, although with varying degrees of interrelationship with workplaces. Some countries, such

as Denmark, have school-led sandwich
courses, or alternance systems, in which the
provision is divided almost equally between
school and a work placement. The result is

that in those systems with predominantly
school-based provision, IVT is overwhelmingly publicly funded. Where there is a more
extensive apprenticeship system or the use
of extensive workplacements or social part-

nership arrangements (e.g. Austria, Denmark, France and the Netherlands), there
may be more private funding through employer contributions in the form of levies or
training costs.

The institutional and funding structures of
WT vary according to the type of system, po-

litical traditions and recent attempts to reform institutional structures. They too appear
to fall broadly into three different types defined by their position along the two continua
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represented as centralisation/decentralisation
and public/private. The location of each country on both the centralised/decentralised and
private/public continua may be the result of
the effect of a number of different factors. For

example, there may be centralised frameworks of standards and decentralised operations. On the other hand, institutions may be

formally financially autonomous but their
behaviour is fundamentally influenced by cen-

tral funding steers. In all the models, central
government continues to play a fundamental
shaping role.

Type 1: Centralised with some

cording to their priorities. Likewise, in Denmark, IUT institutions have considerable autonomy in spending, although most of these
receive their funding directly from the Ministry of Education. The main aim of this 'public' form of decentralisation is to encourage

'economic rationality' and appreciation of
costs; to reduce the size of the central education budget and to bring provision closer to
the learner to stimulate the supply of provision.

Type 3: Marketised systems

(UK and to a lesser extent Netherlands)

devolution and social partnership
(France and Austria)

Marketised systems can be seen to form a

In these countries central government plays
a dominant role due mainly to the funding of
varying proportions of school teachers' salaries which constitute the greatest proportion
of IVT4. Nevertheless, there is some decentralisation to regional level, with regional offices and authorities having an enhanced role
in raising taxes or levies and in distributing

provider institutions, while at the same time
centralising control over strategic matters like
standards-setting, qualification systems, and
overall funding allocations. Government distributes funds through central funding agen-

third type. They tend to delegate operational

financial and administrative control to the

cies (like the Further Education Funding
Council in UK and the Financing Services
Unit CFI

in the Netherlands) to compet-

funds. The social partners play important
roles in regulating, funding and providing
training within the apprenticeship system.

ing institutions using national funding

This tends to be based on both statutory in-

sponsibility to the institutions, can be increasingly centralist because of the steering power
that the funding mechanism gives to the cen-

struments and social partner agreements
made at sectoral level.

Type 2: Decentralised social
partnership systems
(Denmark, Finland and Sweden)5
In these countries there has been a concerted
attempt to decentralise administration of IVT
by devolving financial decision-making to

lower levels. In Finland, considerable autonomy has been given to municipalities
which have jurisdiction over both spending
and tax-raising priorities. In Sweden funds
are channelled through municipalities which
provide freedom to institutions to spend ac-

It should be noted that Government payment of
salaries does not apply in the case of work-based
instructors whose costs are considerable in coun-

tries like Austria where the apprenticeship is a
prevalent form of IVT.

mechanisms or formulae. This model, although giving more detailed day-to-day re-

tral authorities and because of the need to
monitor providers closely, by both audit and

inspection, to ensure quality and to avoid
fraud. However, market mechanisms can be
introduced in a more limited way, by giving
institutions the powers to sell services to clients and to recruit students without restrictions, but without full financial delegation.
The 'public decentralised' systems in Denmark, Finland and Sweden have introduced
a limited role for the market at institutional
5 Germany, although not one of the comparator
countries here, could be included in this category
in the dual system training standards are centralised (with social partners), the provision of apprenticeship places are marketised (firms) and the
provision of part-time vocational schools (compul-

sory for all not in other education programmes
until the age of 18) is decentralised at regional
level.
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level to provide additional sources of revenue
and to bring the supply of IVT closer to de-

sources of revenue, and non-government

mand6.

tries. Tuition fees and other individual con-

2.5 Sources of funding

tributions are still of minor overall importance
in most countries and there appears to be lit-

sources can be quite significant in some coun-

tle prospect of individual fees playing a
Sources of funding for IVT typically include:
central government taxes; regional and municipal taxes; levies collected from employers;
EU grants; and tuition fees paid by individu-

als. In some countries additional income is
also generated by institutions providing fullcost services of various sorts to local clients.

Central government raises the majority of
funds spent on IVT (except in-plant apprenticeship training) in all EU countries and the
proportion is likely to be highest in countries
which have a majority of school-based provision. Revenues sourced at the central state
level may flow directly to provider institutions
or individuals through funding allocations to
institutions, subsidies to employers providing
training, or loans and grants to those in IVT.
Alternatively, they may be allocated indirectly

through tax rebates to training firms and individuals in training. Revenues sources at the
central State level may also be transferred to
lower regional and municipal levels of the
State, either to regional and local offices or
agencies of the ministries concerned, or to regional and local elected authorities. In the
case of transfers to lower levels of elected
authority, these transfers generally take the

form of needs-related grants with adjustments which attempt to equalise service provision between areas with different tax bases.
In recent years a number of countries, including Finland, France and Sweden, have transferred increasing proportions of central funding to regional and local levels to decentralise

the funding allocation process and make it
more responsive to regional and local needs
(Coopers and Lybrand, 1996).

Although central government revenues contribute the major part of funds for IVT, there

greater role in funding IVT. The additional
incomes generated by provider institutions for

full-cost services (as in Finland, France, the
Netherlands and the UK) similarly represent
only a small fraction of overall IVT funding,
although they may be significant to the institutions themselves. However, contributions
from the EU, from local taxes and from employers can be quite significant. The role of
EU funding varies across different countries
with funds playing a larger role in countries
with extensive programmes for unemployed
youth (as in Finland and the UK). Enterprise
funding also varies significantly, with larger
contribution in those countries with extensive
work-based provision organised on a social
partnership basis.

Enterprises contribute to work-based training costs through wages paid to trainees and
trainers, through the costs of lost production
from those involved in training, and through
direct spending on equipment and materials.
In a number of countries employer costs in
training are collectivised so as to achieve a
more equitable sharing of costs and greater
incentives for investment. Arrangements may
be based on statutory requirements or on collective sectoral agreements between the so-

cial partners. Typically they involve some
form of levy on employers which is 'pooled'
and used to fund employers who train. In
France there is a taxe d'apprentissage which
is levied on all enterprises at 0.5% of payroll.

The portion of this for apprentice training
(0.2%) can be paid direct to provider institu-

tions or to collection agencies (usually the
chambers) who .pass it to the regions to distribute. Denmark also has an independent
employer fund (the AER) which raises man-

has been a trend towards diversifying the

datory contributions from employers and pays
part of the trainee's wages during the period
of 'theoretical' training.

6 Germany and Austria are marketised systems
as far as funding of in-plant apprenticeship training is concerned; standards are centralised with
involvement of social partners.

The country portraits make estimates for proportion of total IVT originating from different sources. However, due to the difficulties
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therefore form an additional funding stream
for those institutions.

in estimating individual and enterprise contributions, and the different methods of calculation used in each case, it is impossible to
make accurate comparisons between countries. The only safe generalisations that can
be made are that the majority of funds in all
countries originate from central government
(although they may be distributed at lower
levels) and that enterprise contributions are
only significant in the cases of countries with
substantial work-based training systems. The
portraits for Denmark, France, the UK and
Austria (in its upper estimate) all report enterprise spending on IVT as representing in
excess of 20% of the total. There is no evidence that the share of enterprise funding is
increasing in any of the countries.

The input model is the probably the most
prevalent way to fund institutions and consists principally of national formulae which
relate institutional funding to numbers of students and the real costs of their programmes.
In most cases, where teachers are employed
by the State, institutional budgets will not
contain a salary component since teacher salaries are paid direct by the funding authority.
Funding for teacher salaries is made propor-

tional to students numbers by the allocation
of teachers to institutions on the basis of given

teacher-student ratios. Alternatively, where
institutions are given discretion over staffing
levels, funding for teacher salaries can form
part of the general funding formula, but will
be deducted from institutional budgets before
these are delegated to institutions. Funds for

2.6 Mechanisms for distributing
resources

other recurrent costs, such as equipment,

There is a variety of mechanisms for distributing recurrent funds for IVT in the comparator countries. The funding mechanisms for
school-based provision, government youth
training schemes and apprenticeships differ

building maintenance and so on form part of
the institutional funding formula and are re-

lated to real costs through weightings at-

and can be considered separately.

tached to different programme areas. In the
past these aspects of funding were often 'earmarked' by funders, so that institutions could

2.6.1 Funding of IVT delivered

only use them for specified and approved purposes.

substantially from apprenticeship training

in educational institutions and on
government youth training schemes

The tendency in recent years has been for
'lump sum' funding, as in the Danish 'taximeter' system and the Dutch methods for

Across the seven comparator countries, it is
possible to distinguish four principal models
for funding provider institutions for schoolbased IVT and youth training:
a) input-based models;

funding schools and ROCs, where institutions

have discretionary powers to spend across
different budget headings. However, since in

most cases institutions do not directly pay
.

their staff, the size of the budget actually del-

egated to the institution, and over which it

c) contract models;

exercises discretion, remains relatively small
proportionally to the total costs of the provision it makes.

d) voucher funding (Figure 2).

The mixed input/output model of funding has

The first two of these are the main means for
funding IVT which is principally school-based
and the other two are used in some countries

year 2000. However, the only State in the sam-

b) mixed input-output models;

for funding special youth training programmes. The latter may, however, sometimes be delivered in the same institutions
as the former, as in the UK case, and will

been considered by a number of countries,
including the Netherlands which intends to
introduce a version of it for the ROCs in the
ple which is using it extensively in the nonuniversity sector of post-compulsory education is the UK. Further education colleges are
funded according to a complex formula based
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Figure 2: Principal models for funding provider institutions for school-based IVT and youth training
Type

Features

Issues

Input-based

National formulae based on the number of
students related to the cost of courses a
form of lump-sum funding

The development of more `sensitive' input
based models, in contrast to historical funding, aims to make providers more aware of

Teacher salaries (which normally account for

costs and to exercising economic thinking at
local level

about 80% of funding) not at the discretion
of the institution
Proportion of funding, therefore, actually devolved is relatively small
Currently the most prevalent model of funding IVT in EU comparators
Mixed input/
out-put
models

Contract
models

Tendency may be towards maximising recruitment rather than attention to quality, particularly where there are monopoly providers

The whole budget of the institution is formally
devolved

Mixed models allocate more funding to qual-

Funding of institutions based on a range of
input and output factors (e.g. in the case of
the UK FE colleges number of students
based; course tariff, different services provided such as guidance, student retention
and course outcome
This model under consideration in a number
of countries but not yet implemented

guidance and the retention and output of the
course

Also an input/output model but with a more

Principally aimed at driving down training
costs at the same time of linking these with
student performance

substantial output-related element than
mixed model
Involves the negotiation of performance contracts rather than a funding mechanism
Used in the UK on youth training programmes

ity related criteria such as providing initial

Experience of the model in the UK suggests

that it was initially interpreted as an input
model which led to growth of recruitment and

only several years did the quality issues
emerge

Experience in the UK and USA suggests that
more output related models suffer greater distortions (e.g. creaming students and fraudulent activity by the provider)

though also experienced in the USA in late
1980s/early 1990s
Voucher
models

Students offered a voucher with which to 'pur-

chase' education and training

The concept of student being a purchaser/
consumer meant to show their interest in edu-

Research into training credits pilots in the UK
has suggested that the voucher did not `empower' students in making choices about their
education and training or increased demand
for training

cation and training

A version of the voucher has been resurThe real value of the voucher nominal be-

rected by the new Labour Government in the

cause institutions paid on the basis of the cost

form of `individual learning accounts' for

of different programmes

adults rather than for 16-19 year olds

Piloted in youth training programmes in the
early 1990s
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on 'units of activity.' The most important of
these are: enrolling students (on-entry), edu-

institutions made by the TEC were calculated

cation/training students (on-course), and

grammes, plus some output-related element.

qualifying students (on-completion). The second 'on-course' element, which accounts for
about 80% of funding, is based on a national
tariff for each programme/qualification area
which weights funding according to the real

costs of provision. The output-related elements of the funding, which is less than 10%,

is triggered when students attain the target

qualifications or outcomes for their programme. As in most instances of the input

on the basis of the costs of different proIn each of the above models, there is a variety of means for calculating capital funding.
Part of funds for capital costs may be included

in the weighting for programme areas in the
input and mixed models. Alternatively, capital costs may be funded through separate formulae or on a project basis, as in Finnish upper secondary institutions.

model of funding, funding to institutions is
on a 'lump sum' basis which allows institutions discretion over how their spend their
budgets. However in this case, since colleges
are delegated powers to hire and fire their
staff and pay their salaries directly, institutional budgetary discretion is exercised over
the majority of funding for the sector.

The various funding mechanisms in use in the

The contract model of funding may be based
on inputs or outputs or on a combination of

budgets, and new funding mechanisms have
been designed to reduce unit costs whilst at
the same time maintaining or raising quality. All forms of formula-funding, like the
above, aim for a more transparent and precise relationship between spending and actual inputs or outputs compared with the pre-

both. However, it should be distinguished
from the above in that it involves the negotiation of performance contracts between the
funding agency and the provider, rather than
being based on a national model or formula.
Youth training programmes in France and the
UK have tended to be funded on this basis, in
the latter case with Training and Enterprise
Councils (TECs) generally attaching the majority of funds for providers to the achievement of specified outcomes.

Voucher funding has been more discussed
than actually employed to date, at least within

the EU. However, it has been used to some
degree in the UK by TEC for the funding of
youth training programmes. With the voucher
method the general principle, as in the models above, is that funding follows the student/

trainee but with the difference that in this
case the latter is actually given a physical
token purchasing power. In the UK case, some

TEC have issued 'training credits' or 'youth
credits' to each eligible student/ trainee with
a face value of GBP1000 or more which could

be used to 'buy' appropriate training from a
chosen provider institution (including private
ones). In fact, the value of the voucher was
purely nominal since the actual payments to

EU at present each have their own particular strengths and weaknesses, but in every
case they are intended as ways of improving
institutional efficiency and responsiveness to
demand for IVT. Increased take-up of IVT in
Member States has, notwithstanding shrinking youth cohorts, often faced governments

with increasing pressures on educational

vious arrangements where institutions
tended to be funded on an 'historic basis'
whereby budgets are determined according to
spending in previous years and estimates of
the costs of activities planned for the future.
Formula funding is thought to encourage institutions to be more efficient and cost-con-

scious. Financial delegation to institutions
through 'lump sum' payments, which allows
greater institutional discretion over budget
spending, is also thought to encourage cost-

consciousness and greater efficiency by
making institutions more responsive and
more responsible. Beyond this the different
mechanisms may have different effects.
The 'input' model funds largely on a per student basis, but with weightings to reflect the
differential costs of different programmes. In
addition to tying funds closely to actual inputs/costs, and therefore encouraging efficiency, this system has the effect of incentivising institutions to enrol more students,
assuming that institutions generally follow a
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resource-maximising strategy Where there is

a diversity of provider institutions in the
market with freedom to recruit, competition
may also encourage better quality of provision. Institutions may wish to improve their
provision to enhance their reputations and
attract more students and funding. The limits to the effectiveness of this system of funding, however, derives from the fact that providers are often in a quasi-monopoly position.

In this situation, whilst they may wish to
maximise their recruitment, they may have
little incentive to provide good quality where

The FEFC model (see definition in Section

2.6.1) in the UK has been credited with
achieving an appropriate balance between
input and output elements and has certainly
been associated with considerable efficiency
gains in the sector. During the period since

the introduction of the funding system,
enrolments have increased markedly whilst
unit costs have decreased, although the latter has less to do with the funding formula as
such and more to do with national reductions
in the level of funding for each unit of activity7. Some problems have arisen as a result

their potential customers have little choice
over where to enrol. In some countries, governments have sought to encourage institutional competition through diversifying the
provider institutions and through requiring

of colleges adopting overly instrumental

more public disclosure of performance-related

for students), but it is hard to say whether
the latter suggests any negative effects on

information. However, at upper secondary
school level, there are limits to the degree to
which institutions can be diversified, since
equipment costs for vocational education often require economies of scale. Given levels
of vocational specialisation, monotechnic institutions, like the vocational lycées in France,
are likely to be near monopoly suppliers. Even
polytechnic institutions (like the Dutch ROCs,

means of income maximisation (including in
a few cases fraudulent practices) and cost reduction (including a sharp reduction in the
average level of class contact or tuition time

quality. The output-related element of funding appears to have made institutions more
conscious of the need to retain students until
they complete their courses, but it is not pos-

sible to say whether their actual levels of
achievement have been positively affected by

the funding mechanism. What can be said
with some confidence is that the FEFC model

the Swedish Gymnasieskola and most UK

has avoided some of the potentially dis-

colleges) will be in a near monopoly position

tortionary effects of output-related funding
(ORF) by keeping the output-related element
to a relatively marginal level.

except in densely populated areas. Institutional competition and incentives to quality
may consequently be limited.

Mixed input/output models of funding attempt to overcome this problem by providing
more direct incentives to quality. A portion of

The evidence from other experiments in ORF
where a substantial portion of funding is attached to outcomes, as for instance with Job
Training Partnership Act (JTPA) programmes

institutional funding is attached to student
achievement of prescribed outcomes and institutions are therefore encouraged not only

in the USA, is that ORF can produce quite

to enrol more students but also to ensure that

they learn. Where the funding mechanism
operates in a context of provider diversity,
institutions are additionally incentivised
through institutional competition, as in the

Kath, 1998). Where the majority of funding
is attached to outcomes, providers can be encouraged to 'cream' (i.e. recruit only those
most likely to attain the outcomes); to focus
their efforts overly narrowly on achieving the

case of per capita funding. How far the mixed

target outcomes; and even to misrepresent the

serious unintended effects on provider behaviour (Felstead, 1998; Green and Mace, 1994;

model of funding actually achieves the intended result is still open to question as there
is as yet insufficient evidence to judge. Much

may depend on getting the correct balance
between the input and output elements of
funding and on having adequate measures of
output.
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1997/8; however, this calculation does not take into
account rising debt amongst colleges.
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outcomes altogether. Institutions may be
tempted to enrol students in courses below
their potential in order to maximise their

cation IVT. One has to set against this, how-

ever, the rather low qualification rates of

chances of reaching the targets, or, where they

trainees on some of these programmes (particularly Youth Training).

are responsible for assessing and certificating students, to lower their standards to ensure that students achieve certification. There
are also considerable additional transaction
costs involved in ORF systems, particularly
in relation to the monitoring, recording and
reporting of achievement.

Generally speaking, it would seem that ORF
is most likely to avoid distortions and have
beneficial results on efficiency and quality
where it is applied in the appropriate degree,
where the output criteria are carefully specified to reflect the multiplicity of learning ob-

There have been extensive evaluations of the
JTPA programmes which have been running
in the USA since 1983, and the evidence on
the effects of ORF has been generally nega-

tive, although repeated refinements to the
performance criteria did achieve better results

over time (Green and Mace, 1994). Evaluation evidence for our comparator countries

jectives, and where the criteria can be expressed in the form of genuinely measurable
indicators. As debates in the Netherlands and
the UK suggest, these measures are preferably measures of individual learning gain and
institutional 'value-added'. Unfortunately, no
country appears yet to have succeeded in the
technically difficult task of constructing such
measures.

here is largely limited to the experience
of TECs in the UK. In the case of TEC fund-

Voucher funding, in as much as it used a com-

ing for Youth Training and Youth Credits

bination of input and output measures, is

schemes, the verdict of evaluations is rather
mixed. Coopers and Lybrand (1996) found
that ORF provided a positive incentive for
efficiency both for the TEC and the provider
institutions they fund. However, the survey
by Felstead (1994) concluded that the system

subject to both the strengths and weaknesses
of the mixed model of funding. However, it
differs in that it also employs a symbolic to-

of measuring outcomes prevented financial in-

centives to support cost-intensive and high
quality training measures and instead only
promoted the cheapest, easiest and fastest
training courses. Kath (1998) concluded from
this that the conditions ... laid down by the
government for the allocation of funds with
the aim of obtaining better and more efficient
returns on training, practically achieved the
opposite' (p. 49). The UK financing portrait

notes that current VET funding systems in
England and Wales have, overall, served to

ken of credit which is intended to be 'empower'

the consumer, making him or her both more
cost-conscious and more discriminating. Research by Hodgkinson and Sparkes (1994) on
the UK experiment, however, found no evidence that voucher-holders felt more empowered in making choices about training oppor-

tunities. Other research (Coopers and
Lybrand, 1996) found no substantive evidence

of any material impact on the training market. The UK financing portrait notes that the
Training Credits initiative has not had notable success and that the use of similar vouchers for funding further education has been
specifically rejected.

reduce unit costs in IVT, but cannot say how
far this is due to the ORF elements. They remain agnostic about whether the ORF fund-

Each of the above funding mechanisms at-

ing of current work-based training pro-

each, in albeit in different degrees, represent

tempts to enhance efficiency and quality. They

grammes (including Modern Apprenticeships,

a general trend towards the greater use of

National Traineeships and Youth TraMing)
has improved cost efficiency, but they note
that studies undertaken by the DfEE have
entertained the possibility that the particularly low unit costs on work-based training
schemes may be due to their higher levels of
ORF, compared with school and further edu-

funding mechanisms as a means of regulating provider institutions. In the past, provider
institutions have been regulated primarily by

'bureaucratic means' (Drake and Germe,
1994) including specification of statutory re-

sponsibilities, standard-setting, inspection,
financial audit and, above all, direct admin-

6k(
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istrative control by public authorities. New
funding mechanisms have not entirely replaced these regulatory instruments, but they
have sought to reduce direct administrative
control by increasing institutional autonomy
and regulation through funding regimes. How
far this is feasible, and how much weight can

be borne by financial mechanisms, remains
open to debate. One apparent irony is that

institutional delegation and regulation by
funding, while reducing bureaucracy at the
level of the direct administration, have, at the
same time, increased bureaucracy at the level
of monitoring and audit. Institutions are more
autonomous and responsible and experience
less 'bureaucracy' in day-to-day decision mak-

ing. In some ways this may lead to greater
efficiency. On the other hand, they are more
encumbered with recording, reporting and
quality control measures, which represents a
different burden. Efficiencies accruing from
reduced bureaucratic administration may be
offset by increased transaction costs for accounting, personnel, payroll, marketing, recording, and reporting functions.

2.6.2 Funding of apprenticeships

the employers also have to cofund the 'theoretical' training by paying a fee to the colleges
concerned. In terms of the level of allocation
of State funds for apprentice training, there
has been a tendency in recent years for the
regions to play a greater role as, for instance,
in France.

The costs of the enterprise-based element of
apprentice training are largely borne by employers. They bear the costs of supervision,
training equipment and materials, damage,
and pay the apprentice wages (although in
some countries, like Denmark, they may not
pay the whole amount of the wage for the period spent in theoretical training). The apprentice wage costs may be entirely recovered

through the productivity of apprentices or
may represent a net cost to employers depend-

ing on the circumstances. In the case of the
German dual system, for instance, estimates
vary as to how far apprenticeship represents
a net cost to the employers, and this is likely
to vary according to the size of the firm, with
small firms possibly experiencing zero net
costs. In any case, the costs of training have
generally been acceptable to firms since they
are offset by savings accruing through trainee

Apprentice training can be distinguished from

IVT in school and colleges and on Statefunded training schemes in that employers
substantially co-fund it. Typically, the State
pays all or most of the costs of the school-based
component and the employer pays most of the

costs of the enterprise-based component.
Funding for the school-based component will

be allocated to institutions by central or regional government or its agencies, generally
on the basis of the kinds of formula described
as 'input-based' and 'mixed' models above. If

the school-based or 'theoretical' element is
delivered in the same institutions as are de-

livering other non-alternating IVT pro-

productivity, enhanced flexibility in labour
deployment and the reduction of costs for future employee selection, induction and training (Wagner, forthcoming 2000).

Employers may also recover part of the costs

of apprentice training through government
subsidies, as in the case of Modern Apprenticeships in the UK, or through special tax
rebates. In some countries there are also social partner schemes to pool the costs of apprentice training. In Denmark all firms, both
private and public, pay a mandatory levy to
an independent collective employer fund
(AER) which is also co-funded by the State

grammes, as in the case of the UK colleges of
further education, then the funding will form
part of the overall funding for the institution

(although State funding for this is being

and may be allocated on the same basis.

costs while they are doing theoretical training. It also subsidised employers for the costs
of apprentice placements abroad, travel expenses during theoretical training, and work
placements themselves for certain disadvantaged students. France has an apprenticeship
tax of 0.5% of payroll which is levied on all

Where there are discrete institutions for de-

livering the 'theoretical' training, like the
CFAs in France, or the Berufsschulen in Germany, they may have their own specific types
of funding formula. In some cases, as in the
case of traditional apprenticeships in the UK,
88

phased out). This fund is used to reimburse
employers for the majority of apprentice wage
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private enterprises in commercial, industrial
and craft sectors. Part of this (the 'quota') is
used to finance national adjustment between
the regions and to subsidise the apprentice
training centres (CFAs); the other part (the
'ex-quota') may be used for other related purposes such as grants and subsidies for apprentices and the funding of schemes for appren-

This may mean further experimentation in
decentralisation.

tice masters. Some of this levy, in other words,

decentralised decision-making, institutional
autonomy and more market mechanisms;

may find its way back to the employers.

The various models of funding apprentice
training can be differentiated according to

It is likely that the reforms themselves will
stimulate new challenges and debates. These
are likely to revolve around:

a) the issue of equality due to the impact of

b) how to promote quality as well as promoting efficiency;

work-based elements) respectively by the

c) how to promote 'simplification' and system
transparency;

State and the employers. In some cases, such
as in Finland, the Netherlands and Sweden,
it would appear that the majority of funding
comes from the State. In others, such as Aus-

d) how to move more towards output-related
mechanisms and at the same time avoiding distortions (e.g. debate about how to
measure value-added);

how much is contributed (for both school and

tria, France and Denmark, it would appear
that the employers are making a more substantial contribution, although precise data

are too limited to say this for certain. In

e) creating the optimum mixes of central
planning, local decision-making and market mechanisms.

France, according to the financing portrait,
the State has increased its share of total funding for the apprenticeship from 58% in 1987
to 61.2% in 1996. The enterprise share has
decreased slightly from 37% to 35.2%.

2.7 Future trends

Future trends will also depend upon the current location of different countries in relation
to these trends and their previous history and
experience. Figure 3 attempts to locate each
of the countries in relation to two continua
centralised/decentralised and public/market.
This rather speculative diagram suggests four

Despite the rising political profile of CVT

different trajectories based on the current

within the lifelong learning perspective, there
is no sign of a diminishing commitment to IVT.

country location on the two axes and the effects of their funding policies. The trajectories model could be further illustrated by the
thickness or length of the line indicating the
strength of the trajectory:

This is because it is still seen as a means of
promoting economic competitiveness and of
providing a firm basis for future engagement
with learning. It is also increasingly seen as
having a social cohesion function and new IVT
programmes are being focused on the socially

:I from relative centralisation to public decentralisation (Austria and France);

excluded (e.g. in France and the UK).

Ci continued decentralisation with increased

However, there is little indication of further
strong expansion of IVT, paiticularly in those
countries with high levels of participation 16
to 19 year olds. The UK may be the only real
exception in our comparator countries because

of its relatively poor education participation
rates beyond 16. There is more evidence that
the main trend in the coming years will be
the search for greater efficiency (containing
or reducing costs) and effectiveness (improved

outcomes and stronger demand for training).

oh

room for institutional autonomy (Denmark; Finland, and Sweden);

ra some movement towards regionalisation
with renewed interest in public planning
(UK);

0 movement towards greater centralisation
and marketisation as a result of priorities
being given to ORF funding steers (Netherlands).
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Figure 3: Location and direction of policy for the funding of IVT
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Public/
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3. Continuing vocational

training

3.2 Methodological issues

Continuing vocational training (CVT) covers

Since there is such a variation in what actually constitutes CVT in and between different countries in the EU, it is unsurprising that
there is also a problem in collecting and analysing data about the financing of this type of

a diverse set of training activities and pro-

provision. Some countries, for example, do not

grammes offered by public and private training providers as well as by enterprises them-

make a strong distinction between general
and vocational education, so it is quite diffi-

s elve s .

cult to divide what is being provided into the
kind of discrete categories which the financ-

3.1 Defining CVT

The public/private mix varies

substantially in different European countries
depending on their individual education and
training traditions and cultures and, in par-

ticular, on the strength of their social partnership arrangements and attitude towards
State regulation in this area. Country reports
have defined CVT in a variety of ways, depen-

ding on the lower age boundary that is used
and the degree to which general adult continuing education is included. For the purposes
of this paper, a fairly broad definition of CVT

will be used, where it is defined as training
for employees (except those participating in
IVT programmes). It will include both on- and

off-the-job training, as well as longer-term
adult vocational training, except that which
is undertaken exclusively within a higher

ing portrait framework demanded. Further
problems arise through a lack of clarity over
whether enterprise-based training includes
what is provided in the public as well as the
private sector. Decisions have to be made as
to whether to include both direct and indirect costs and often the data on which the
country authors base their individual country reports either do not make a distinction
between these two or omit to include indirect
costs in their figures. Opportunity costs, for
example, are built into some calculations and
not into others. Invariably there is incomplete
information on enterprise or household expenditure on CVT, even though these statis-

tics are of particular importance in discus-

education institution. As such it involves education and training at a range of levels which
could be broadly divided into four types: de-

sions on the financing of this type of training.
Moreover, some of the authors of the country

ferred initial training, updating, upgrading
and retraining (Drake and Germe, 1995).

to individuals as part of their calculations on
public expenditure and some have not. What
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reports have included grants and subsidies
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emerges from this is a rather messy picture
and one which allows only very broad comparisons between different countries on expenditure on CVT. This section of the paper
therefore focuses on these broad trends in financing CVT in seven EU member countries
and attempts to categorise and provide illustrative examples of different types of mechanisms for collecting and allocating resources
for CVT across these countries.

spending in many countries (Coopers and
Lybrand, 1996).

At the same time, however, there is a clear
indication in most of the country reports that
further expansion is having to take place
within the general context of constraints in
national budgets overall and in relation to
education and training in particular. This is
necessitating a consideration of how current
government resources might be redistributed,

3.3 Policy trends and issues
Although contextual factors, such as the effects of globalisation, technological advances,

demographic trends and changes in the nature of work and society, have had a profound

impact on the way that European countries
view the social and economic role of education and training as a whole, it could be argued that there has recently been a particular emphasis on the specific role of lifelong
learning (OECD, 1996). Within this umbrella
term, the place of continuing vocational training (CVT) has gained in significance, because
of its direct relationship with the labour mar-

ket. Discussion about the way this type of
education and training, which has traditionally largely been the preserve of enterprises
and private individuals, is currently financed
and might be most effectively financed in the
future, has thus increasingly become a focus
of policy discussion at national and international levels (OECD, 1999).

In all of the countries included in this study,
the amount of CVT which is being undertaken
has increased and trends suggest that this is
likely to continue to be the case. In the majority of these countries the direct costs (i.e.
funding of provision of programmes or fees
for courses) of CVT are predominantly privately funded and national governments bear
a much smaller proportion of both its direct
and indirect costs (e.g. benefits, tax measures
and compensation for loss of earnings). For
this reason, it is often difficult to obtain precise figures for the amounts spent on CVT,
particularly the type of indirect costs borne
by individuals. Nevertheless, there is some

evidence that there have been increases in
private spending on CVT during the 1990s as

well as substantial real increases in public

how efficiency savings might be made and
how additional private funding might be generated and brought into the system to bolster

national government resources. Even Finland, which used State funding during a period of recession in the early 1990s to increase
overall VET funding as a way of tackling unemployment, is now firmly committed to at-

tracting more private resources into its system. Much of what follows should therefore
be seen within this overarching financing
trend.

Other broad policy trends or issues related
to the financing of CVT which will form the
background to the rest of this chapter include:

ID increasing interdepartmental cooperation
over CVT at national government/ministry level;
Ci consolidating provision through legislative
frameworks rather than direct central government regulation;

0 redefining the role of the social partners
in relation to CVT;

Li devolving power for allocating resources
from central to regional, local (municipal)
or even individual institutional levels;

:1 encouraging public/private partnership
arrangements in relation to both capital
and recurrent funding;

0 introducing the `purchaser/provider' concept into the provision of CVT and thus a
limited element of competition between
different public and private providers of
CVT;
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0 careful targeting of government subsidies

rather than full wages for the time that they

to CVT providers, enterprises and individu-

are in training. The type of CVT provision offered in this category typically includes second chance upper secondary and post-secondary qualifying education for adults.

als; and

0 introducing new types of funding mechanisms for allocating resources.

3.4.2 Private education and training

3.4 Types of provision and institutional

structures

The direct and indirect costs of private CVT
are usually met by either an enterprise or an

The resources which are allocated for CVT in
EU countries are used to fund a mix of train-

individual, although there may be cases
where national or regional government funds
might be used to purchase CVT from private
education and training providers on behalf of

ing activities or programmes which can be
categorised into three main types:

an individual or enterprise. Training levy
a) those which are provided by public education and training institutions;

funds can also be used in some countries (e.g.

b) those which are provided by private education and training providers (this category
includes those activities or programmes
which are provided by non-profit-making
institutions and run by non-governmental
organisations);

CVT offered by a private education and training provider. The type of training offered by

c) enterprise-based education and training.

rate subcategory, are those types of CVT

in France and the Netherlands) to purchase

private education and training providers
tends to be delivered by means of short
courses and to focus on updating, but this is
not exclusively the case. Included in this category, although possibly constituting a sepawhich are offered in non-governmental, notfor-profit training providers which exist in
countries such as Austria and Sweden. Sweden's employee organisations, trade unions
and professional associations, for example,
provide many courses to train people for trade
union work. Most courses are residential and
last one or two weeks, although some are up
to six months.

In most European countries it is possible to
follow any of these three types of CVT programmes or activities either full-time or parttime (including by distance learning) and each
of the three types of CVT can be designed to

serve four major purposes deferred initial
training, updating, upgrading and retraining.
Each of these three types of CVT is funded
differently and relies on a different balance
of public and private finances to meet both
its direct and indirect costs.

3.4.3 Enterprise-based education

and training

3.4.1 Public education and training

In most European Union countries, employ-

ers pay the majority of direct and indirect
In all EU countries public education and training is largely funded by national or regional/
local government, although employers and in-

costs of enterprise-based CVT, although there
may also be indirect costs to individuals. Occasionally, national or regional government
may subsidise enterprise-based CVT as, for
example, where employees are in danger of
becoming unemployed unless they upgrade
their skills. The majority of enterprise-based
education is of short duration and focuses on

dividuals may contribute to both direct and
indirect costs. The former, for example, might
bear the costs of lost production of employees

on paid training leave and, in some cases,
might pay the full costs of the training itself.
In certain cases, they may use training levy
funds to purchase public education and training (e.g. in France and the Netherlands). Indi-

updating, upgrading and retraining (European Commission, 1999).

viduals may pay fees or travel or childcare costs

In the seven countries under consideration in

and, in some cases, may only receive benefits

this paper, it appears that the latter type of
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Figure 4: Different European countries' approaches to regulating the provision and funding of CVT
State-led regulated
Finland

Social-partnership regulated

demand-led regulated

Sweden France Austria Denmark Netherlands

training predominates in the CVT area at
least in terms of the frequency of episodes.
However, some caution must be exercised in
measuring training intensity in these terms
since many of the training episodes, particularly in the company, may be very short (European Commission, 1999).

3.5 Sources of funding
Across European Union countries there are
six potential sources of funding for CVT:

specialist EU programmes (e.g. under Objective 4);

national government taxes;
ID regional/municipal government taxes;

Ul private enterprise training funds;
CI contributions from individuals;

training levy funds (where there are collective social partnership agreements).
The proportion of CVT which is funded from
each of these sources varies from country to
country and, as discussed above, depends on

UK

in this area as using financial levers both to
target funding towards specific policy objectives and to create incentives for private investment in CVT.

CVT funding systems tend to vary according
to the types of regulatory regime applied to
the national sector in question. The CVT regulatory regimes of the seven comparator countries could be seen along a continuum from

State-led regulation through social partnership regulation towards demand-led market
regulation (figure 4). By State-regulated we
mean those countries which emphasise the
use of national legislation to regulate the provision and funding of CVT. By social-partnership regulated we mean those countries which

rely largely on social partner sectoral agreements and arrangements to regulate the provision and funding of CVT. And by demandled we mean those countries which stress the
importance of individual employees and employers regulating the provision and funding
of CVT within a voluntary framework and
with minimal national regulation. Although
these are ideal types and no country fits entirely into any of these three categories, it is
possibly helpful to make some distinctions

between the three and to suggest some
strengths and weaknesses attached to each

the type of collective social partnerships (if
any) which exist in each particular country.
However, it appears from the rather incomplete data given in the financing portraits,
that direct costs of CVT as a whole are currently largely funded by enterprises. This is
a trend which governments in all countries

approach.

included in this paper would like to continue,

while also endeavouring to increase the

control in this area is now being devolved to
regional and local levels8. There has been a

amount individuals themselves contribute to
their own CVT (OECD, 1998). As we will see
below in Section 3.6, a further common trend
is, therefore, for national and regional/municipal governments increasingly to see their role

8 The inclusion of southern European countries in
the set would probably increase the examples of
this type.

3.5.1 State-led regulation
Finland is the only country in this set of seven
which could in any sense be considered to be

State-led regulated, although much of the

00
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strong drive in Finland since the 1980s to increase the amount of CVT and a considerable
proportion of this type of training is publicly
funded, although it may be delivered by both
public and private providers. State funding
has been targeted towards CVT which leads
to nationally recognised qualifications. Oversight of student selection is also State-regulated although it is now carried out at regional
level. Increasing resources for VET (including CVT) has been used in Finland as a strategy for combating high levels of unemploy-

ment during periods of recession when
employers began to reduce their commitment
to CVT. Even here, however, there is a move

towards greater social partnership involvement in CVT There is also a movement to-

sector enterprises and 20% of those who
were self-employed);

Ul the region of the country the individual
employee happens to live in; and

the level of qualification, gender and age
of the individual learner.
However, there are problems associated with

State-regulation approaches to CVT. Such
systems tend to be rather inflexible and thus
less responsive to individual need or demand.
There are also problems of 'deadweight' that

is the funding by government of provision
which would otherwise be funded by enterprises or individual learners.

wards greater demand-led regulation with the
introduction of a degree of competition at the
individual CVT provider level and the use of

3.5.2 Social-partnership regulation

incentives, such as its study aid system, to

ners regulated system, albeit with substantial central state legitimation. As Figure 4
indicates, Sweden lies slightly to the Stateregulated end of this continuum because of
the strong role of national legislation in this
country and the Netherlands lies more to the
demand-led end of the continuum because of

increase learner demand for CVT.
State-led regulation of CVT systems might be
seen as having three potential major benefits

the facility to plan CVT in relation to na-

tional training needs or skills shortages;
strong centralised control over the quality of

provision; and, perhaps most importantly,
strategic oversight of the distribution of provision. These types of system are thus more
likely to ensure equality of access to training.
The issue of equity is an important one in relation to CVT because there are indications

France provides one example of a social part-

its emphasis on the use of incentives, such as
tax relief and subsidies for both enterprises
and employees, to stimulate demand for CVT.
However, the differences between these countries are slight in comparison with their overall common adherence to a social-partnership
regulated approach to CVT.

in the individual country reports (see also
European Commission, 1999) that access to
CVT for individual learners is still very dependent on a number of factors including:
Zi sector (e.g. in Austria sectors such as agri-

culture and forestry tend to offer fewer
opportunities for training than sectors such
as education);
size of organisation (e.g. in France 1.7% of
the wage budget was spent on CVT in enterprises with 10 to 19 employees and 4.9%

in enterprises with more than 2 000 employees);

whether the enterprise is publicly or privately owned (e.g. in Sweden 50% of staff
in public sector enterprises took part in
some form of CVT, but only 35% in private
94

The French system is particularly well-documented and provides a clear example of the
characteristics of a State-led system of social

partnership regulation. CVT regulation is
based on a framework of statutory instruments (dating back to 1971) which lays out
the roles, obligations and rights of the various partners in training, and a mesh of voluntary sectoral agreements between the social partners which ties parties to various
actions and practices. These impose obligations on employers to contribute to collective

training funds and to consult with works
councils on training matters and entitlements
for employees over training leave. They also
involve a multiplicity of sectoral agreements
linking recruitment and pay with qualification levels. The framework has been designed

if 0 1
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to promote equitable distribution of training
costs between firms and to achieve a balance
between meeting the skills needs of individuals, enterprises, sectors and regional economies.

of this training is likely to be general and nonspecific to particular firms. By the mid 1980s,
10% of all annual training hours were based
on statutory paid leave (Greenhalgh, 1999).

Various State initiatives target support in

it seeks to address perennial problems of
market failure in training which lead both

specific areas. A 1984 law for participation in

The major benefit of this type of system is that

the development of vocational training

individuals and enterprises to under invest.

(EDDF) subsidised groups of small employers successfully submitting plans to enhance

training through public subsidy for training

training efforts (initially for up to 40% of
training costs now below 30%). A training
related tax credit was initiated in 1989 for
firms undertaking intensified training programmes over a three-year period. The main
lever of investment both from the State and
employers, however, is still the training levy.
Currently enterprises of 10 or more employees must contribute a levy equivalent to 1.5%
of their payroll and smaller enterprises a levy
equivalent to 0.15%. The self-employed contribute through a flat-rate payment to special agencies set up by professional practition-

ers and authorised by government, and the
central State also contributes. Of the 1.5%
levy for larger enterprises, 0.9% goes towards
reimbursing employers for the costs of author-

ised forms internal or external training (by
approved suppliers) specified in their training plans; 0.4% goes towards alternance training for new recruits; and 0.2% towards indi-

vidual training leave costs. Levies are
collected by social partner mutual organisations (OPACIFs). Forty six of these are at sector level and 20 at regional inter-professional
level, thus providing a framework for encouraging both sector-specific and general profes-

sional skills (Greenhalgh, 1999). Employer
investment in training is now, on average,
well above the required level and from the lim-

ited comparative data we have it would appear that French enterprises organise more
training hours than employers in many other

France tries to overcome externalities in
investment and by forming clubs of providers
which distribute the costs of training and collectively decide on training priorities (Greenhalgh, 1999). Equitable sharing of costs prevents free-riding by non-training employers
and, in theory, encourages greater investment
in training by employers. Other benefits are

also claimed for this kind of social partner
system. First, there are strong and transparent links between recruitment, promotion,
pay and training which stimulates demand
for training. Second, mutualisation of the levy
and the forming of a common pool for CVT

theoretically means that training opportunities can be more equally distributed even in
times of recession or downturn in certain sectors. This type of mutualisation is as beneficial for employees as for enterprises in the
French system, for example, employees' individual needs are met through personal training leave and from industries other than their
own. Third, this type of system also allows
for forward planning in relation to CVT. The
social partners are able to set their overall
objectives for the allocation of funds, as well
as enterprises setting out their own training

plans. In France, the government keeps a
careful watch on how levy money is spent if
spending does not follow predetermined training plans, then the company may be asked to
repay a proportion or all of the money claimed.
There is thus a strong link between planning

and social partnership arrangements.

European countries9. A significant proportion
9 According to the European Commission (1999)
the sample of French enterprises organised 11.1
hours of training per 1000 worked, compared with

8.1 in Denmark, 9.9 in Germany and 8.7 in the
UK. As with all surveys of this sort, however, there
are doubts about the true comparability of national

data.

There are, in practice, some well-documented
drawbacks to social partnership systems and
training levies in particular. Concerted action

through social partners only works through

an encompassing framework of statutory
regulations and sectoral agreements but these
can also lead to labour market rigidity and, it
is argued, higher unemployment. Levies have
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strong detractors, particularly amongst business leaders. The compulsory levy was abandoned in the UK in most sectors in the early
1970s after repeated lobbying from employers and complaints that it was bureaucratic,
prejudicial to small employers and not conducive to high quality training (Sheldrake and
Vickerstaffe, 1987). The French system has
also not been without its critics. As the French

report points out, the fact that companies
have to pay back that proportion of their allocation for CVT which has not been correctly
spent tends to result in perceptions of the levy
as a 'training tax' not as 'investment in train-

ing.' This can mean that enterprise training
policy tends to be shaped more by amounts
that have to be channelled into training rather

than by real training needs. In addition, the
French system is often perceived as overly
complex and bureaucratic and there are concerns that the training market is being driven
more by the financial concerns of the mutual
organisations than by the real skills needs of
individuals and enterprises.
Levy systems have been the subject of intense

policy debate in a number of countries and
there is still, perhaps inevitably, much disagreement about whether their benefits outweigh their costs. Research evidence is certainly inconclusive as to the effect of levy
systems on training quality and appropriateness. However, there is some research evidence

to suggest that levy systems in a number of
countries have been associated with increased
employer investment in training. Expenditure
by French firms on training as a proportion of
wages more than doubled in the 17 years after
the introduction of the levy (Greenhalgh, 1999),
reaching an estimated average of 3.1% of payroll by 1990. Most large firms admittedly invest much more than they are obliged to, and

would probably do so without the levy; but
small firm investment does appear to have
been forced up by the levy.

According to Drake and Germe (1994), the
Netherlands and Denmark also present positive cases where collectivisation of training
contributions has been associated historically

with increased investment in training (in
these cases for apprentices). The Netherlands
introduced sectoral levies in the early 1980s
96

and by 1984 had 38 sectoral agreements, 29
of which included agreements on youth and

adult training with training funds jointly
managed by the social partners financed out
of training levies. In 1985 there were 35 000
apprentices; by the end of the decade approximately 80 000. Denmark set up the Employers' Trainee Reimbursement scheme (or AER)
in 1977 at the same time as it created a new
form of school-led alternance training (EFG)
alongside the traditional apprenticeship. The
social partner organised AER collects a statutory levy from all private employers which is
used to reimburse employers for part of the
wages paid to apprentices and to EFG trainees at the enterprise. Between 1975 and 1984
the proportion of 17 year olds embarking on
training increased from 23 to 40%. It would
be hard to determine how far these associa-

tions represent causal effects. Drake and
Germe's conclusion in respect of the Danish
case was that the collectivisation of employer
training costs through the AER helped to rebuild youth training opportunities when they
were threatened' (Drake and Germe, 1994, p.
122).

3.5.3 Demand-led market regulation
The UK is alone amongst the comparator coun-

tries in lying almost entirely in the demandled regulation category in terms of its approach

to CVT. There is no social partnership tradi-

tion in the UK in the sense that it exists in
Austria or France, where vocational training,
pay, recruitment and licence to practice are all
governed by social partnership arrangements.
There is also no State legislation which enforces enterprises to undertake CVT. Rather
than use compulsion, the voluntarist system
rests on exhortation, standard-setting, the provision of good information and a wide range of
financial incentives for both enterprises and
individuals to undertake CVT (see Section 4.6
below). The Investors in People (IiP) initiative
in the UK employs all these by setting standards for good practice in firms, providing government subsidies for firms to acquire IiP sta-

tus, and providing a mechanism (the IiP
kitemark) whereby good practice in firms is
publicised and disseminated. Government
steerage over the providers of external training is also significant. The move in 1993 to 'in-
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corporate' further education colleges, which are

the main providers of publicly funded CVT,
both increased the power of central government to use funding levers to incentivise providers to offer certain types of CVT provision
and encouraged them to compete with private
providers in a quasi-market for this type of
training.
Since the change of administration in the UK
in 1997, however, there has been a mild reversal of this purely demand-led regulation
towards an element of more local, regional
and national planning and some involvement
of all the social partners, rather than simply
employers and the state, as was the case with
Training and Enterprise Councils (Local En-

underinvest in training because they do not
know what skills might be beneficial to productivity, because they cannot calculate precisely the future value of additional skills and
because they may not capture the benefits in
any case. The classic problem, much discussed

in the UK literature on training, revolves
around the problem of Tree-riding.' Employers may decide not to invest in training because they fear other employers will poach
employees trained at their expense. It is often safer simply to pay a wage premium to
buy in additional skills, and in the absence of
sectoral wage agreements which deter this,
this may be the most rational course (Hutton,
1995; Streeck, 1989).

education colleges boards under the previous
Conservative administration.

Where no social-partnership arrangements
are in place to create the links between recruitment, licence to practise, training and
wages, demand for CVT cannot be assured.

There are four main potential benefits to the
demand-led approach to CVT provision and
funding. First, this type of system addresses
the direct needs of employers and employees
as they arise. Second, it does not suffer the

In addition, demand-led systems by their nature have no consistency of training patterns,
do not lend themselves easily to planning and
are likely to fluctuate with economic swings.
This can be problematic for individuals, for

terprise Councils in Scotland) and further

problems of 'deadweight' associated with State-

led regulation systems. Third, it is undoubtedly more flexible than either of the other two
types of systems described above. Fourth, be-

cause this type of system both addresses direct needs and is more flexible, it could be seen
as potentially more efficient. Deregulation allows the purchaser/provider concept to prevail,

enterprises and for national governments.
Finally, both quality and equity become significant issues with pure demand-led regulated systems.

It is clear from the seven individual country
financing portraits which have been included

in this research paper that, although the

which means that providers have to compete
in a quasi-market to satisfy customer needs.

majority currently lies between the State-led

However, as with both of the other two systems outlined above, there are disadvantages
to demand-led regulation systems. Possibly
the most often cited criticism of the ideal-type
demand-led system is precisely that it relies
on demand from both employers and individuals. Either or both of these parties may not
make the demands which serve the national
interest best in terms of skill development and
international competitiveness. Individuals
tend to underinvest in training because they
are uncertain about its value, because they
cannot be sure that future returns will out-

'wards demand-led regulated systems because
of their ability to attract more private investment into CVT. However, the type of hybrid

weigh the costs, and because they may be
unable to access the capital to train in the
first place. Employers, likewise, may well

regulated and social-partnership led regulated systems, there is a desire to move to-

systems which this might create are more
likely to lie towards the social partnership end

of the continuum illustrated in Figure 4 to
avoid some of the very real weaknesses associated with ideal type demand-led regulated
systems.

3.6 Mechanisms for distributing
resources to providers, enterprises
and employees
European countries use a variety of mechanisms for distributing CVT funding, depend97
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ing on its primary source and the existence of
social partnership agreements. In this section
we discuss briefly the main financial mechanisms used to distribute State and social part-

nership levy resources for CVT to training
providers, enterprises and individuals.
3.6.1 CVT providers
Across the seven comparator countries, it is
possible to distinguish three major mechanisms for distributing State and social part-

nership levy resources to CVT providers
whether they are public, not-for-profit, nongovernmental or private organisations. These
are:

a) direct lump sum subsidies based on historical figures (e.g. Sweden in relation to
adult municipal education);

b) allocation by units related to full-time
equivalent students on particular courses
(e.g. Denmark or Finland); and

c) allocation by units related to full-time
equivalents on particular courses but with

a performance-related element also included (e.g. UK and, in the future, the
Netherlands).
There is currently a general move away from
the first type of mechanism towards the second, with very few countries currently considering the third. This movement indicates
a desire to have stronger control over the actual costs of training courses or programmes
and is largely driven by a desire to increase
efficiency and cost-effectiveness. Finland provides a clear example of how this policy ob-

jective has been put into operation: in that
country the unit amount which training providers have received over the past few years
has been reduced by a certain percentage each
year by central government to increase volume of training while keeping overall expendi-

3.6.2 Enterprises
Mechanisms for distributing State and socialpartnership levy resources to enterprises can
again be broadly divided into three types, al-

though the last covers a very wide range of
examples and could possibly be further subdivided. For the sake of simplicity, however,
we will distinguish the following three mechanisms:
1. allocation of commonly collected levy funds

through a calculation involving numbers

of days of training entitlement per employee (e.g. the Netherlands 0+0 system);
2. allocation of commonly collected levy funds

in relation to training plans (e.g. France);

3. targeted State subsidy via various forms

of tax relief, loans and other subsidies
based on actual demand and/or spend (e.g.

corporate tax relief in Austria; the State
providing enterprises with help in identifying skill needs and financial packages as
a way of dealing with specific training problems in France; small firm training loans
in the UK for firms of up to 50 employees,

where the interest on a bank loan to be
used for CVT is paid by the Department
for Education and Employment and repayment is deferred).

The major distinctions between these three
types of mechanisms are more than mechanical. The first emphasises fair distribution of
commonly held resources, although it would
be possible to see how it could be used to target specific areas of CVT, as well as to ensure
equity of distribution between enterprises and
employees. The second mechanism stresses
the need for forward planning in relation to
CVT, while still retaining a demand-led element. The third type of mechanism uses pub-

lic funding to stimulate private demand for

ture the same. There are evident benefits in

and investment in CVT. Only those countries
which have social partnership arrangements

this type of mechanism, although it also raises
issues of equity and quality. These concerns

make use of the first two types of mechanisms

are of even greater relevance in relation to
the third type of mechanism, as the UK case
illustrates. A fuller discussion of these forms
of funding was provided in Section 2.
98

while all of the countries considered in this
paper make use of the third type. This is not
surprising given the national policy steers in
all of these countries to both increase the demand for and supply of CVT, while reducing
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government.

it will succeed in stimulating the demand for
CVT in that country.

3.6.3 Individuals

3.7 The role of funding tiers

It is possible to distinguish only two major
mechanisms for distributing State and social
partnership resources to individuals for undertaking CVT, although the first includes a
very wide range of types within it:

Since the majority of CVT is enterprise based
and privately funded, the role of the different
tiers of government is less relevant with this
type of training than with either IVT or UVT.

the proportion which is funded by national

As we have indicated earlier, in all of the seven

targeted allocation via various forms of tax
relief, loans or awards based on actual de-

mand and I or spend (e.g. in Austria the
costs of CVT are deducted from income tax;

in Finland study aid and study loans are
distributed through the Centre for Student
Financial Aid; in Denmark all labour market training courses provided in AMU centres are free and there is a subsidy of the
maximum of unemployment benefit rate
for all individuals; in the UK individuals

country financing portraits covered in this
paper, there is a general move towards decentralisation in terms of the administration
of VET systems and also, in most cases, a
desire to devolve responsibility for resource
allocation to VET provider level where this is
possible. This is both to encourage efficiency

and also, in some cases, such as Denmark,
Finland, the Netherlands and the UK, an at-

wishing to change careers and needing

tempt to introduce the concept of a quasi-market in VET provision by stimulating competition between providers. A general discussion

CVT can apply for a career development
loan which covers 80% of course fees and
the full cost of books and equipment);

proaches is covered in Section 2 of this paper,
so will not be repeated here.

Li allocation of lump sums for individual
learning accounts to be used for future CVT

of the benefits and dangers of these ap-

3.8 Future trends

systems. As its description implies, it has the

Although, as we have seen in an earlier part
of this section, there are still major national
differences between the approaches that the
seven countries take to the financing of CVT,
it does appear that there are some common
themes lying behind their current policies in
this area. We would suggest that a similar
position applies in relation to future develop-

same function as the third type of funding
mechanism outlined above in relation to enterprises. In other words, the emphasis with

ments in the financing of CVT. The following
five broad themes emerge as common to most,
if not all, of the seven countries examined in

this first mechanism is on targeting resources
towards current training demand and specific
CVT activities undertaken. The purpose lying behind this mechanism is to incentivise

this paper:

(e.g. UK and, in the planning stage, Sweden).

Both of these financial mechanisms are designed to lever additional private funding into
the CVT system. The first is by far the most

prevalent in the seven comparator country

1. A concern for equity of distribution of CVT
opportunities and resources among differ-

ent enterprises, sectors and individuals,
particularly in relation to small and medium enterprises.

individuals to demand and to participate in
CVT to increase the volume and range of CVT

taking place overall. The second type of
mechanism, on the other hand, although having a similar purpose, stresses the importance
of building up a resource for future CVT needs,

2. A desire to continue to expand the volume
and range of CVT taking place, at the same

time as increasing the proportion of private funding used to resource this expan-

as well as focusing on current demand. This
is a very new and experimental development
in the UK and it remains to be seen whether

sion.
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3. An interest in developing national certification frameworks to accredit the whole
range of CVT activities and programmes
in order to make this type of training more
transparent, attractive and credible.

4. A need to improve on the data collection
and analysis of CVT activities and their
cost.

5. An emphasis on developing more sophisti-

cated financing mechanisms which attempt to focus on outcomes from as well as

inputs to CVT and to stimulate competition between providers of CVT.

raising their general qualifications or skills.
However, the definitions of UVT vary consid-

erably from one country to another, and any
cross-national comparisons should take this
into consideration. In terms of target groups,
UVT programmes are for those who are aged
20 and over and registered as being unemployed ( Finland and Sweden); or those who
are aged 19 and over and entitled to claim
unemployment benefit (UK). However, special training programmes for the unemployed
such as 'Training for Work' (TfW) and 'New
Deal' in the UK include those who are aged
18 (even though others at the age who participate in YT and apprenticeships are funded
as part of IVT). UVT in Denmark also includes

4. Financing training
for the unemployed

activation schemes for those who are under
the age of 25. In contrast, 'TRACE' in France
(a special employment contract scheme for

4.1 Background and definitions

tackling youth unemployment) includes those
up to the age of 24 as part of IVT.

Combating unemployment is a major social
and economic agenda item for most EU coun-

tries. The unemployment rate surged in the
late 1980s and the early 1990s, and has continued to increase, or remained high, thereafter in most. In the 1990s, the problem has
affected young people in particular, and the
surge in youth unemployment has intensified

Training for the unemployed is normally part
of a larger concerted reintegration measure
to help the unemployed gain employment. The
major reintegration measures, which may or
may not constitute part of UVT funding, can
be categorised as follows:

training programmes (institutional-based
programmes including both general and
vocational training and education; special
training for literacy, low self-esteem, motivation; other training to widen the capacity for social participation);

the sense of crisis. While there has been some
improvement in the unemployment rate and

the general economic situation, intensified
global competition and rapid changes in technology, production systems and work practices
have made job security yet more vulnerable.
Even for those who are currently employed,

the situation has required them constantly
to upgrade their skills to keep up with the
pace of change and thus retain their jobs.
Under these circumstances, the integration
of unemployed persons into the labour market has become increasingly difficult, and for
the long-term unemployed and/or those who
have a low level of qualification or face extra
social and physical handicaps, the prospect
of securing employment has become narrower.
In this context, the problem of unemployment
is increasingly being discussed in association
with the issue of social exclusion.

Training for the unemployed (UVT) is designed to help the jobless return to work by
100

Zi workplace training and experience;
Zi job creation, matching and pooling (including special employment contracts);

Zi other support schemes (including guidance, assessment, job clubs and support for
living and travel allowances);

Cl cluster programmes which combine the
above integration schemes.

1° Work experience or work-based training either
in a private company or a public or voluntary or-

ganisation. 'Work experience' includes unpaid
placements in firms and organisations as part of a

school-based vocational programme (stages in
France).
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ployed. The trend seems to reflect an 'active'
policy towards tackling unemployment and
the growing recognition that while training
is often a necessary aspect of integration, it
is often not sufficient and needs to be coordi-

Severe labour market conditions, notably the
high level of unemployment, have led many
governments in the EU to review and modify
their existing approaches to the issue of unemployment. In policy terms, these changes

nated and supplemented with non-training
measures.

are characterised by a shift from a passive
approach in the past (which relies heavily on
unemployment benefits) to a more active labour market approach (which places emphasis on training and reintegration). This shift
is having a profound impact on the way UVT
is delivered and how funding is utilised.

This section of the paper reviews the recent
changes in UVT funding in seven EU countries and discusses the major trends and debates involved to gauge the nature of change
and its variation in different national con-

texts. The section is organised into three

Participating in training to increase the

parts. First, it attempts to see whether there
is a general trend in approaches to training

chances of gaining, or returning to, employment has been strongly encouraged in some
cases by legislation (i.e. Denmark, Finland).
At the same time, considerable effort has been

made to provide the unemployed with more
comprehensive and coordinated support. This
is exemplified by the increased numbers of

targeted programmes which offer a wide

the unemployed in light of active labour market policies, and discusses how this is influencing the level of funding. Then, it considers different factors influencing the total level
of funding, and reviews different sources of
UVT financing. The second part focuses on

major changes in administrative systems
which are responding to the pressure to

range of training options as well as personal
advice and monitoring, to integrate diversified types of unemployed people. Greater attention has been given to individual needs
through tailor-made approaches to training
as an option for effective integration.

achieve greater efficiency. The third part discusses in more detail the trends in distribution mechanisms.

4.2 Trends in types of training
programmes

While training programmes and work-based
training experience (the first two on the above
list) have been, and continue to be, the main
strands of integration schemes, considerable

Financing training for the unemployed needs
to be understood in the light of changes in approaches to addressing unemployment. It in-

investment is being made to enhance the
other approaches to getting people back in the

volves prioritising different training pro-

workforce. TRACE in France is now being

grammes or introducing new programmes,

extended to include the long-term unem-

both of which have large financial implications.

ployed who are aged 25 and over. The contract does not necessarily include training,

In most countries, governments have in-

which is optional. A part of UVT funding has
been redirected to finance a new job pooling

creased the consolidation of different training schemes under special programmes, and

(subsidised job) scheme in the Netherlands
since 1996. In the UK, employment zones
were created in February 1998 to help the
long-term unemployed who live in areas of
high unemployment with training (i.e. allowances to participants). Furthermore, the recent establishment of regional development
agencies in the UK is designed to support the

better planning and coordination between

thus there is a growing trend towards the

special programme approach. The programmes commonly feature a combination of

the integration schemes discussed earlier,
with personal assistance and mentoring. This
may include assessment and other mobilisation measures (Denmark, France and the UK)
to provide a comprehensive and coordinated
approach to integration of the unemployed.

regional economic development and skills de-

These government programmes include the

velopment of the workforce, which raises a
prospect for better integration of the unem-

following examples:

4,eg
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ci The 'New Deal' was launched in the UK in
1994 initially to address young people (18
to 24) who were unemployed for more than
six months. The programme has been extended to include those aged 25 and over
and unemployed for more than two years.
Loneparents and disabled people were also
seen as target groups;

the development of 'individual action plans' be-

L:1 'Employment Programme', initiated in
Denmark in 1994, stipulates that unem-

France in April 1998.

ployed people receiving social security allowance are to be 'activated' through job

training or general education after more
than two years of unemployment. Everyone under the age of 25 with low-level skills

and receiving an allowance, have to be
working or in training after more than six
months of unemployment. The programme
also attempts to ensure that those who are
employed have the right to training to retain their jobs;
Li 'Trade-Wise Training for the Unemployed
(BBSW)', which fills the gap created by la-

bour market imperfections and 'General
Training Measure (KRS)', which involve
tailor-made programmes, are the major
initiatives of the Dutch government;
Li 'TRACE' (employment access routes) in
France is a special employment contract
targeting young unemployed persons since
March 1998 (dealt with as part of IVT funding in France).

A general increase in the number of targeted
government programmes is reflected in the

increase in funding towards these specific
programmes The New Deal will increase the
level of UVT funding in England from GBP
560 million in 1996-97 to GBP 974 million in
1998-99. In the Netherlands, 20% of the total
budget which previously funded two types of
training institutions, is now allocated to fund
the special national programmes mentioned
above.

Another emerging trend seems to be the tailor-made individual approach to training. In
France, the government launched a new programme in early 1998, which is characterised
by tailor-made individual action plans and
personal monitoring. The Act on Active Labour
Market Policy (1993) in Denmark encompasses
102

fore providing people with specific training
options. One of the government programmes
started in the Netherlands in 1996, the General Training Measure (KRS), provides tailormade individual training programmes as well.

The New Deal is also similar and the introduction of such assistance was suggested in
The seven comparator countries exhibit a gen-

eral trend towards expanding the options of
training. This seems to be a reflection of the
fact that governments are increasingly aware
of the diversified character of the unemployed

and see providing more options as a way of
meeting a broader range of needs for greater

inclusion. More targeted training programmes appear to provide a more effective
avenue for reducing unemployment. However,
these programmes are by nature more expen-

sive to provide, because they are tailored to
individual needs and provide a wider range
of options. As a result, the added. effectiveness must be considered in the light of the
increased costs.

4.3 General trends in the level
of funding for UVT
4.3.1 Total expenditure on UVT
Table 1 provides a comparison of the level of
total expenditure on UVT in 1996. The fig-

ures were drawn from the country reports
(1998/99) as there is limited availability of
other comparative data at this stage. The level

of funding as a proportion of GDP in 1996
ranges from 0.09% to 0.62%; the highest fund-

ing is seen in Denmark interestingly where
the employment situation has improved in recent years. The trend data are limited at this
stage to those of France and Finland which
both show upward trends (from 0.21% in 1986

to 0.36% in 1996 in France; from 0.31% in
1986 to 0.55% in 1996 in Finland). The low
level of funding in the UK reflects a continuous decline in the expenditure for UVT in
England (from GBP 1257 million in 1986 to
GBP 560 million in 1996)11. This reduction is
" The equivalent in ECU is 688 million (1996).
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Table 1: The level of funding for UVT
as proportion of GDP in 1996 (%)
t,

Denmark
Finland
France-

Netherlands
Sweden
UK

0.62
0.55
0.36
0.2
0.4
0.09

Source: Cedefop (1999).
Notes: The figure for Sweden is for 1997. The level of funding
for the UK includes funding for 'Training for Work', colleges
offering courses for the unemployed as well as funding for
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland.

thought to be due to a decline in unemployment and also to more efficient and focused
programme delivery (UK, 1998, p. 61). However, the launch of the New Deal with a budget

of GBP 637 (ECU 937 million) in 1998 will
make more than double the amount of funding available in England.

country as more people are eligible for training. However, this provides only a partial explanation for funding levels and a number of
other factors, including political ones, may be
equally influential. In some cases, UVT expenditure has increased even as unemployment has declined (Denmark, UK) or expenditure has declined while unemployment has
increased (Sweden).

The increase in unemployment since the late
1980s is reflected in increased funding in the
early 1990s. This was true for most compara-

tor countries with the exception of the UK
where unemployment rates have been in decline since 1986. Worsening unemployment
after the mid-1990s has also brought further
increases in funding (e.g. in France and Finland). The sharp increase in unemployment
in Finland corresponds to a 130% increase in
the volume of training provision between 1991
and 1996.

comparison in terms of the level of UVT fund-

The relationship between unemployment rates
and the level of funding is not always straightforward, however (Figure 5). In Denmark, the

ing. However, comparisons of this type provide only a partial picture. This is because

though the employment situation improved in

The table may provide a basis for a general

funding level continued to increase even

definitions of UVT vary considerably from one

recent years. The same was true of the UK

country to another. As mentioned, training is
only one of many different measures used to
combat unemployment. This means that vari-

UVT in Denmark, for example, includes a
wide range of activation schemes including

which launched a major initiative (New Deal)
in 1998 as unemployment continued to fall. The
opposite has been true of Sweden where the
level of UVT funding has been reduced substantially, despite a sharp increase in unemployment between 1991 and 1996. A reduction
in the level of unemployment in France in the

job pooling and wage subsidies. The New Deal
programme in the UK provides an even wider

early 1990s and in the Netherlands may be
virtually attributed to an increased level of

range of support schemes. Funding for UVT
in Finland includes funding for overall unemployment benefits to finance the living expenses of unemployed persons. On the other
hand, UVT funding in Sweden includes onlST
training elements. As indicated, the different
approaches to training younger people makes
a cross-national comparison particularly difficult.

funding. However, as other studies indicated,
a general correlation is usually difficult to establish, and thus the relationship between the
level of unemployment and UVT funding is not
definite and conclusive.

ous reintegration schemes other than training may be included as part of UVT funding.

4.3.2 Unemployment and total level of
funding for UVT
The level of funding for UVT generally corre-

sponds to the level of unemployment in a

This indicates that various factors other than
the level of unemployment can influence the
level of funding for UVT. The Danish experience suggests that while increased numbers
of people are finding jobs, those who remain
unemployed require more intensive and pos-

sibly more expensive training efforts. The
complexity involved in addressing long-term
unemployment and the need for a multifac440
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Figure 5: Unemployment and VET funding
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Table 2: The proportion of UVT expenditure
in total VET funding

of other factors (such as the unemployment
level) which affect the level and therefore the
proportion of UVT funding.

Austria
Denmark
Finland
France
Netherlands
Sweden
UK

1986/87

1991

9.1

9.1

17.8
11.7

24.3

9.8
7.3

11.4
10.2

38.7

21.1

11.1

1996/97
9.8
22.8
16.0
12.9
8.3
9.4
16.3

Source: Cedefop (1999).
Notes: The figures for Denmark are for 1985, 1990 and 1996
respectively. The figures for UK are based on public recurrent
expenditure on VET in England only.

4.3.4 Target groups
While past approaches tended to treat the
unemployed as a monolithic entity, the current trend involves differentiating between
categories of people whose joblessness is based

on different underlying factors. The idea behind this approach seems to be to target the
causes with specific enabling measures. As
such, greater emphasis is observed in addressing youth and long-term unemployment, as
well as the problems of those who face par-

ticular difficulties in reintegrating into the
labour market. This is demonstrated by the

eted approach to reach the diversified profile
of the unemployed may imply a higher level
of financing for intensive, innovative and new
training schemes. Above all, the government's
political will to combat unemployment seems
to be the largest factor influencing the level
of funding. In this regard, including the problem of unemployment as part of social exclusion (as in France and the UK) seems to be a

increased number of, and funding for, targeted
programmes. A full 78% of the funding of the

substantial driving force behind the recent

facilitate employment for young people. Similarly, a special scheme for young people under 25 was introduced in Denmark in 1996.

upward movement in funding.

New Deal will be allocated to combat youth

unemployment, thus causing a substantial
increase in funding this area of UVT. Likewise, the TRACE programme in France was

launched initially to address young unemployed persons. In Finland, several governmental decisions were made in 1995-96 to

4.3.3 Share of UVT in total VET

expenditure
Table 2 shows trends in the proportion of UVT

expenditure in total VET expenditure.
Despite the improvement in unemployment,
the proportion of UVT in Denmark is the largest and accounts for a fifth of total public VET

expenditure. The increased proportions in
Finland and France seem to reflect worsening unemployment. In France, however, the

As mentioned, the issue of unemployment is
now associated with the problem of social exclusion. Such exclusion may take a variety of
forms and include, disproportionately, those
with few qualifications, immigrants, the elderly, women, the disabled, ethnic minorities,

prisoners and others. Targeting allows for

increased attention to a particular group
whose joblessness is compounded by these
social disadvantages. Both the New Deal and
TRACE programmes have now been extended

major contributing factors in the recent increase in funding. The proportion in the UK

to include adult and long-term unemployed
persons as well as people with extra difficulties. A new government initiative to combat
social exclusion launched in France in 1998

has continued to decline since 1986; however,
the budget for the New Deal will reverse this
trend and bring a substantial increase. Aside
from these specific examples, it is difficult to

will increase the overall budget for UVT, particularly for those who face difficulties (i.e.
job seekers who are disabled, illiterate, prisoners, immigrants, women, or elderly people).

determine the extent to which governments
are making a conscious choice to dedicate a

In Denmark, the government indicate that
groups which are currently marginalised in
the labour market (i.e. ethnic minorities) or

political priority placed on tackling social exclusion and funding for the unemployed are

greater portion of VET to UVT This is because

4 Q./
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are not part of labour force (persons on early
retirement) should be better integrated.

try, when a company restructures its produc-

4.3.5 Sources of funding

needs to retrain existing employees) employers provide on average 50% of the cost ofjointtraining programmes. Private companies in

While funding for training the unemployed
comes from a variety of public and private

Finland also contribute to EU programmes

tion and needs people with new skills (or

including the salaries paid to apprentices. The
proportion of funding from private contributions remains small, however, providing only
6% of the total fundingn for UVT in 1996 (Finland, 1998. p. 73). However, given the fact that

sources, this area of VET relies predominantly

on public sources while the use of private
funds has been limited. The major sources of
UVT funding include:

general taxation at national level;

private sources did not exist prior to 1991,
the example may widen the scope of private

general taxation at regional level;

tries.

contribution to the area of UVT in other coun-

In addition to these major and regular

Li unemployment insurance funds;

sources, governments may use exceptional
funding sources to launch new programmes.

Li contributions from private companies and
individual households;

The UK used proceeds from a windfall tax on
the privatisation of its public companies during the 1980s and the 1990s to cover the initial cost of a new UVT programme (New Deal).

contributions from social partners and
other public authorities;
Ci EU subsidies.

The UK example indicates the possibilities of
identifying alternative sources of funding for

There is a general consensus which recognises

UVT within the public domain. Most alter-

that UVT is an area of public responsibility,

natives seem to involve ways to reallocate, or
'activate', public funds to finance UVT without raising the overall level of State expenditure. The most notable example is to finance
training by using unemployment benefits. A

while the training for employees is increasingly
seen as the responsibility of private companies.

Within the public sector, the central government is the sole provider of UVT funding in
most cases, although in some cases (Denmark,
France) regional/municipal governments part

part of trainee pay in France is now partly
financed by funds channelled into unemployment insurance. The guiding principle of this
change is the 'activation' policy. By providing
unemployed persons with trainee pay out of
unemployment benefits, it makes it possible

share the cost, notably where funds are used
for those not insured (Denmark). Social partners, including the chambers of commerce, may
also contribute to UVT financing (France).

(Denmark, France, Finland) some support for
UVT was provided by private funding. Pri-

to 'activate' a part of the 'passive' expenditure. In a similar manner, the Netherlands'
government has reinvested the surplus created from the reduction of the number of re-

vate companies mostly provide indirect financing, which constitutes a partial payment

gional administration offices into job creation
schemes.

In three of the seven comparator countries

(often the differences between the salaries and

4.4 Funding structures

subsidies provided by public funds) for the
service provided by those unemployed persons

who are on work-experience schemes (Denmark, France). A small contribution from private households has been initiated in one instance (France). While small, the scope for
funding from companies may be slowly widening, as is the case in Finland. In that coun106

While different methods to achieve greater
efficiency in the provision of training are be12 Of 6%, 2.5% is an indirect contribution and provided in the form of salaries to apprentices in EUfunded programmes.

/H
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ing debated, major changes can be classified
under three headings:

sharing' between the central government, re-

gional governments and social partners as
discussed in the previous sections13. However,

a) trends towards decentralisation;
b) trends towards increased central government interventions under a strong partnership; and

c) trends towards marketisation.

4.4.1 Trends towards decentralisation
and its implications
In many cases, funds are distributed through
multiple stages within a single structure from
the central government to its regional bodies
and sometimes then to local employment offices (Denmark, Finland, the Netherlands and
Sweden). Responsibilities have increasingly
been transferred from the central administrative body to local/regional administrative bodies (Netherlands and Denmark). Decentralisation has been undertaken in different ways,

however. In Denmark, it has involved a
greater delegation of tasks by the National
Employment Council to regional labour market councils. A supplement fund, which became available after the passage of the Act
on Active Employment Policy in Denmark in
1996, is directly allocated to these regional
councils. However, in the Netherlands, the
number of local administrative bodies will be
reduced, and instead the administration of a
part of the budget (purchasing of training) will
be transferred from local administrative bodies (which are regional executive bodies of the

central government) to municipal governments.

As a result of increased decentralisation, the

basis for the distribution of funds and the

some elements of the new government programme, TRACE, and the extension of the
employment contract (to include those aged
25 and over), do not abide by the existing arrangements for role sharing and general concerns have been raised. This may indicate a
limited scope for flexibility with the role-sharing approach.

4.4.2 Greater government intervention

under a strong partnership
A general move towards decentralisation is
not clearcut, however, and it seems to be taking place in tandem with the increased use of
direct interventions by central governments
to provide specific programmes to combat
unemployment. In the case of the Netherlands, while the responsibilities of regional
administrative offices are increasingly being
transferred to municipal governments, the responsibilities of regional administrative bodies (which administer funds for training) are
being reduced. The focus of their responsibili-

ties in the future will be the delivery of specially targeted government programmes. As
a result, training programmes will be administered by a two-tier administrative system,

including municipal governments and the
central government through its regional administrative bodies.
The introduction of the New Deal programme
has created a two-tier administrative system
in the UK as well. The New Deal is administered by an executive agency of the ministry
(Employment Service), to which local partners
bid for funding, while other programmes (in-

mechanisms involved in providing training for
the unemployed are likely to vary considerably
between different regions (or municipalities)

cluding TfW) will be administered by local

within a country Although decentralisation .
may increase the efficiency of a programme,
the diversification of programmes has raised

13 As discussed, there is a trend in which central
governments are increasingly focusing on those
who face extra difficulties for reintegration (i.e.

concerns with regard to whether the move will

those with social handicaps who are victims of social exclusion). Regional governments in France
have, by law, powers over vocational training for
young people. UNEDIC focuses mainly on vocational retraining. The trend in terms of the demarcation of responsibility of the central government
clearly applies to the case of the UK.

make monitoring and evaluation of training
more problematic (Netherlands).
The distribution mechanism in France offers
an alternative model, which is based on 'role

44H
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administrative bodies (TEC)14. In France,
funds are divided between three broad types
of training programme, administered by the
central government, the regional governments and UNEDIC (social partners) respec-

Netherlands and Sweden). The privatisation
of training for the unemployed means that the
current public training institutions will have
to compete with private and other training
suppliers for market share. This seems to re-

tively.

flect a trend to make UVT more demanddriven, in which training providers offer more
responsive and attractive training. Designed

These examples suggest that despite a general trend across VET towards decentralisation, the scope seems to be rather limited in
the area of UVT. While 'the decentralisation

to rectify the dominance of public training
institutions, privatisation is seen to increase
efficiency and quality in the provision of training.

law' guides reforms of CVT in France, the cen-

tral government still has a firm grip on train-

ing for the unemployed. In the UK and

The impact of privatisation has been considerable. The proportion of UVT provided by
public institutions dropped significantly in

France, and to a lesser extent in the Netherlands, administrative mechanisms seem to reflect changes in their approaches to address
unemployment, which are characterised by a

Sweden from 74% in 1989/90 to 29% in 1997.
Meanwhile the proportion provided by private

greater direct government intervention under a system of strong partnership.

institutions increased significantly from 7 to
58%. Finland has experienced a similar outcome as the proportion provided by public

The causes behind greater direct government
intervention are various. This trend may simply reflect a general consensus that the issue

institutions declined from 76% in 1991 to 57%

in 1996, while that of other institutions increased from 20 to 28% during the same period. So far, the change has been seen as a
success in Finland despite initial concern,
partly as it contributed to raising the organi-

of unemployment needs to be dealt with at
national level. It may also be one of the government's tactics to diversify options available for the unemployed persons for reinte-

sational flexibility of these public institutions.

gration. Greater flexibility seems to be

The full implication of privatisation to the
existing training institutions and mechanisms requires further investigation, how-

associated with the targeted programme approach. Availability of a large fund, as in the
UK 'windfall tax', might have allowed the
government to create a route for direct intervention. As government programmes tend to
target specific groups with particular difficulties in reintegrating, the move seems to indicate rather a clearer division of roles between

ever.

4.5 Distribution and funding
mechanisms
4.5.1 Flows of funds (changes in the
relations between central governments

central government and regional governments.

and local administrative bodies)

4.4.3 A greater move towards

In the traditional approach to funding distribution, the central government (or a national
board) makes decisions on the basis of labour
market trends and funds are then allocated
to its regional bodies to implement national
labour policies. A proportion of funding may
be allocated on the basis that each regional
body can use its discretion in supporting the
activities and specific needs of their region.
Even in this case the central government still
provides a national framework which sets out
priorities (e.g. Sweden, the Netherlands before recent reforms).

privatisation

A trend towards privatisation of provision (as
opposed to funding), which characterises VET

in general in the seven countries, is clearly
observed in UVT (e.g. in Denmark, Finland,

14It was announced in the 1999 White Paper,
Learning to succeed, that TECs will be subsumed
into new local Learning and Skills Councils.
108
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There is a general trend, however, away from

this centralised top-down approach and a
move toward greater 'negotiation' between

through government targets in Denmark. In
Finland, the ministry outlines general rules
concerning the purchase of training for the

central governments and then regional bodies on the implementation of labour policy at
regional level. In this approach, the ministry
(or national board) negotiates with the re-

unemployed. In terms of the extent of discretion and power given to local authorities in

gional bodies on the implementation of labour
policy at regional level and provides funding
on the basis of agreements which include performance targets and the details of implementation (e.g. in Finland and the UK). This has
led to an increased emphasis on 'performance',
and promoted a new mechanism, the so-called

(TEC) have been able to exercise considerable

'performance-based steering and budgeting
approach'. The trend here mirrors the trend
in relation to contract funding discussed in
Section 2.6.

Under the new approach, the level of funding

distributing funds, the UK had been an exceptional case in which its local agencies
discretion in the funding and contracting arrangements with training providers. The system has brought about flexibility in the sys-

tem; however it has created considerable
variation between regions and local commu-

nities depending on the particular TEC involved (UK). Incidents of waste and misuse
of funds have also dented confidence in this
system which is now to be replaced. While
there is a growing interest in decentralisation in many EU countries, the introduction
of the New Deal seems to be bringing national

is determined by an implementation plan

coordination and close monitoring back in

(which typically includes numbers of train-

place in the UK.

ees and types/level of training to be provided)

submitted by regional bodies to the central
governments (or national boards). The main

4.5.2 Distribution mechanisms
for training providers

bases for funding include: the cost of the train-

ing course; the cost of each training day per
participant (i.e. trainee pay and benefits); and
the number of trainees. The actual formulae
for calculation vary considerably from one
country to another. Funding to municipalities

Within the single structure approach to distribution, training providers can only seek
funding through local administrative bodies.
This is changing. With the addition of new

in Denmark is allocated based on a single formula in which the ministry reimburses 50%
of activation costs per person up to a margin
of DKK 9.618. The UK is the only country,

structure for funding distribution is now developing. For example, funds in the UK were
previously distributed within a single structure (from DfEE to local TEC to purchase
training from training institutions). However,
the introduction of the New Deal has created
another channel from which training institutions may seek funding. From the year 2000,
the Netherlands is expected to have two channels for funding distribution so that training
suppliers can seek funding either through the
regional bodies of the central government, or
through municipal governments.

government programmes, a multisource

among the comparator countries, which directly links performance of training to the
level of funding. The funding level for UVT is

decided by a combination of start payment
(flat rate of GBP 1475) and output-related
payment. About 65% of funding is currently
output related, although the level varies from
one TEC to another.

Despite a growing 'negotiation-based' ap-

Contract approaches to funding, sometimes
including the specification of performance
targets, are also being adopted. Dutch government programmes started in 1996 adopt
a tender approach through which any training provider can seek funding. These tenders
specify such things as performance targets,
types of training and target groups. The UK

proach and a greater delegation of responsibi-

lities to regional bodies and social partners,
central governments seem to be maintaining
their grip on power in the implementation of
UVT and national and regional coordination
remains intact. Despite a move towards decentralisation, the Ministry of Labour and the
National Council still influence regional policy

/14.
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also uses performance contracts for the funding of TEC which, in turn, use output-related
funding contracts for IVT and UVT providers
(see Section 2).

The effects of output related funding (ORF)
have been much debated, and we discussed
this issue in relation to IVT provision above
(Section 2.6). In the UK, ORF has provided
TEC with a significant financial incentive
which, according to some analysts, has had a

positive impact on performance through
changes in TEC and provider behaviour
(Coopers and Lybrand, 1998). However, not
all assessments of ORF are positive. The defects of the ORF mechanism such as its tendency to focus on short-term results or to avoid
difficult or expensive trainees have also been

highlighted. Given the complexities and dif-

ficulties of reintegrating long-term unemployed people or people with particular difficulties, focusing too much on 'output' may be
too crude a measure for assessing 'performance'. As such, linking it to funding level may
counteract the mission and purpose of training for the unemployed.

5. Conclusion
Vocational education and training has remained high on national policy agendas
within the EU during the past decade. This
is because of its importance for national
economic competitiveness and because it is
seen as one way to combat social exclusion
and particularly that caused by high youth

Both IVT and UVT remain funded predominantly by the State throughout the EU. There
has been some decentralisation in the alloca-

tion of funds to lower tiers, but there have
been few attempts to encourage greater private investment in these areas and there is
no clear evidence that the proportion of investment met by the State is decreasing. Public spending on IVT continues to rise in real
terms in many countries, although there are
some examples of countries achieving reductions in unit costs. Patterns of public spending on UNTT are more varied since they relate
to changing levels of unemployment. Some

countries have managed to reduce public
spending in this area in real terms (usually,
as in the UK, when unemployment has been
in decline) but in other countries costs have
continued to rise even when unemployment
has been static or in slight decline.
CVT is an area where there is relatively unlimited potential for expansion and cost escalation and therefore the focus of most concern
about public affordability. Total spending on
CVT between 1986 and 1996 appears to have
risen in real terms in most of the comparator
countries in this study, in some cases substan-

tially (Denmark, Finland and the Netherlands). The UK provides no trend data and
only Austria seems to have had relatively stable expenditure. Several countries have taken
initiatives to spread the costs more widely and
to encourage greater investment by individuals and enterprises and this trend is likely to
continue. The data are insufficient to say with

any certainty whether this has altered the

unemployment and long term unemployment.

relative shares of costs borne by different par-

Rapid changes in technology and work or-

ties. The French portrait reports a slight increase in the enterprise share of funding, and
the reports from Denmark, Finland and the
Netherlands estimate an increase in the public share, but in each case with a strong ca-

ganisation, combined with the ageing of
populations and workforces, is encouraging
the vision of a seamless lifelong learning provision. This places particular emphasis on the

development of CVT which remains very

unevenly distributed in many countries

veat. Individual funding of CVT is still at comparatively low levels and there is no evidence

(European Commission, 1999). EU countries

to suggest that it is rising substantially, de-

have generally increased their investments
in VET, particularly from public sources. How-

spite frequent efforts to encourage it (although the pattern may be different in the

ever, further improvements in lifelong learning will undoubtedly place strain on public
finances in many countries and therefore raise

type of CVT which takes place in higher education which is not considered here).

issues about how public costs can be contained.

Governments have made extensive efforts to
contain public costs in all areas of VET by

Financing vocational education and training
introducing measures to increase efficiency.
These have involved decentralisation of regulation and funding and new funding alloca-

Future trends are likely to involve more wide-

tion mechanisms based on more precise
measures of inputs and outputs. In some

awareness of the need to avoid unwanted

cases these have been accompanied by significant levels of institutional autonomy and
measures to stimulate competition between
institutions. Whether these measures will actually increase the efficiency of systems is
still hard to say. There are certainly cases
(as in Finland and the UK) where unit costs
have been reduced, although whether this
can be attributed to the effects of decentralisation, new funding mechanisms, or policies
designed to stimulate competition, it is impossible to determine. Unit costs can also be
driven down simply by government fiat i.e.
through lower government funding per unit,

design of more sophisticated performance
measures which seek to take account of the
full range of benefits sought from VET and
the element of value added by institutions.

however, this is measured. It is also not
known in most cases whether these measures have any negative effects on quality,
consistency of standards, and the distribution of opportunities, although it would be
logical to assume that they might. There is
some evidence that extreme forms of output-

related funding can have unintended and
damaging effects. It seems to be highly likely

that some of the efficiency gains from new
forms of funding may, at least partially, be
offset by increased transaction costs at local
level and by the need for more extensive and
costly central monitoring.

spread experimentation with new financing
systems, although tempered by a growing
'distortionary' effects. This may encourage the

Further decentralisation is likely in a number
of countries, although this may well be counterbalanced by greater central power in strategic areas, where enhanced standard-setting,
monitoring and steerage may be necessary.
The encouragement of more private competition in supply, particularly in the field of CVT,

is also likely, but it would appear that the
appetite for introducing anything approaching full market systems in IVT and UVT is
still limited in most countries. Lastly, there
would seem to be a clear move in many countries towards the consolidation of frameworks
for the funding and regulation of the rather
heterogeneous VET sectors to enhance both
efficiency and effectiveness. This may be part
of a broader trend towards more concerted
policy-making and greater interdepartmental cooperation in the development of multiagency approaches to social issues. The effec-

tiveness of policy formulation in all these
areas would be greatly enhanced by improved
national and cross-national data on VET fund-

ing and by more systematic research evaluating the effects of reforms.
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How to improve the standing of vocational compared
to general education
A collaborative investigation of strategies and qualifications across Europe

Johanna Lasonen, Sabine Manning
Abstract
This contribution is mainly based on research results provided by major partnership projects including
Tost-16 Strategies I SPES-NET' coordinated by the Institute for Educational Research, University of
Jyvtiskyla, and INTEQUAL I DUOQUAL coordinated by the Research Forum WIFO, Berlin. The SPESNET and DUOQUAL projects are still running and, therefore, final results are not available yet.
In analysing the standing of vocational vis-a-vis general education (the 'standing') in European countries,
three levels are considered: course I curriculum, education system and labour market. On this basis, a
model of criteria is applied which relates the 'standing' to the quality of VET The three criteria are personal
competence (including skills), educational mobility (for lifelong learning), and occupational mobility (in
the labour market).
Four reform strategies have been identified in European upper secondary education systems for promoting
parity of esteem between vocational and general education. These are vocational enhancement, mutual
enrichment, links and unification. After extending the partnership, the categories of strategies have been
reconsidered. The focus has shifted from four to one strategy, enhancement, which has been analysed more
broadly than just as a single strategy. Each of the previous strategies and the extended partner countries'
reforms have been reviewed in the light of the new four substrategies identified by the SPES-NET partnership. The additional substrategies are:

a) promoting links with higher education;
b) enhancing links with employers;
c) raising the status and qualifications of VET teachers and trainers; and
d) improving the VET curriculum.
All the reforms respond to, or anticipate, trends in the labour market and in the organisation of work. All
respond to a perceived need for qualitative changes in the knowledge and competences which young people
bring to the labour market. Changes in the content of work, new technology, patterns of occupational mobility and the pace of change itself are seen to require increased adaptability, capacity to learn new skills in the
future, personal and transferable skills.
An initiative taken in several countries is to provide the option for trainees or students of vocational programmes to acquire qualifications for university access alongside their vocational qualifications. These
dual qualifications potentially live up to the criteria identified for high standing of VET: providing personal competence and facilitating mobility both in the education system and the labour market. They contribute to an upward trend of differentiation within vocational secondary education. The challenge for
educational policy, therefore, is to ensure that schemes of dual qualification are part of a transparent and
flexible system, being accessible from any point and linking up with other parts of education and training.
For general assessment of reform strategies aiming to improve the attractiveness of vocational education,

high 'standing' should be interpreted according to the following characteristics: acquisition of key
competences I combining vocational and general education; opportunity for access to academic and vocational higher education; qualification for entry to (highly) skilled employment. This set of characteristics
represents an ideal-type model which is suitable for analysis and debate.
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improve the standing of vocational compared
to general education'? Two aspects of terminology gave rise to this alteration:

This contribution is mainly based on the
research results provided by four major partnership projects: Post-16 Strategies/ SPESNET coordinated by the Institute for Educational Research, University ofJyvaskyla, and
INTEQUAL/ DUOQUAL coordinated by the
Research Forum WIFO, Berlin. These projects
have been carried out with the financial support of the European Commission within the

framework of the Leonardo da Vinci programme. The SPES-NET and DUOQUAL
projects are still running and, therefore, the
final results are not available yet.

Furthermore, the contribution draws on the
results of studies undertaken by individual
partners involved in associated projects, in
particular the UK-based project on unifying
academic and vocational learning (ULP) and
a parallel Leonardo project on improving the
status and attractiveness of initial vocational
education and training (PAVE).

The terms 'attractiveness' and 'esteem' are related to behaviour or to attitudes held by individuals or groups. These are socio-psychological concepts which in this context, except
for partial interventions, go beyond the scope

of our investigation. It is more appropriate
therefore to refer to the 'standing' of vocational education, which is an objective term
related to educational levels and achievements, even if complex in its social and cultural context. We can analyse essential educational aspects of the 'standing', for instance
the provision and role of vocational education
as a basis and the response of the main beneficiaries of vocational education (young people; employers) as an effect.

The term 'parity' depicts an ideal as against
the sober reality of 'disparity' between vocational and general education. 'Parity of esteem' is part of the political agenda of the
European Union for vocational education and

The study has been prepared in close cooperation with the two partnerships involved in
the multiplier-effect projects DUOQUAL and
SPES-NET. The joint work of the authors has
also benefited from research collaboration at
the Institute for Educational Research, Uni-

versity of Jyvaskyla, supported by a grant

training (VET), while individual countries
may have different terms (e.g. Gleichwertigkeit in Germany) or varying interest in this
concept (e.g. popular in England, but of little
relevance in France). Also, 'parity of esteem'

may lend itself to political rather than analytical approaches. Altogether, 'parity of es-

from the Academy of Finland. Pekka Kama.-

teem' may be identified as a constituting

rdinen (Cedefop) monitored the original

rather than major concern of VET-related reforms.

projects Post-16 Strategies and INTEQUAL
as part of a broader study.

Details of project references, supported by a
bibliography, are attached to this contribution.

1. Criteria and measures to
define and evaluate the standing of vocational compared to
general education
The initial title proposed for this contribution
read 'attractiveness and parity of esteem between general education and practical training'. Why was it changed to the title 'how to

The focus of analysis will be on how to assess
and improve the standing of vocational com-

pared to general education (the `standing').
At the same time, the individual studies underpinning this contribution will keep their
original approach and terminology.
The tension between vocational and general
education has been a major issue of educa-

tional debate (Moura Castro and Oliveira
1994), with several points of departure:

Under social-political pressures there have
been efforts, since the period of educational
expansion in the 1960s, to provide a high level

of general as well as vocational education,
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allowing for a postponement of decision taking for different pathways as far as possible,
to ensure the best possible preparation for a
highly technological and democratic society
(Husén 1989).
In face of the scientific-technological challenge

and changes in work organisation, a new understanding of qualification requirements has
been gaining ground since the 1980s. Not only
is there a growing need for including elements
of general education into vocational courses
and curricula; even more important are new
concepts of key qualifications or transferable
skills, action-oriented learning and work-related knowledge, which bring about qualitative changes in vocational education and pose
new standards for general education (see also
Onstenk et al. 1999).
In addition, the demand for highly skilled labour, enforced by the decreasing demographic
trend, puts pressure for reform on education
systems. Vocational education has to acquire
higher quality and status to combat the traditional wake of academic education. Apart
from this, challenges of providing for lifelong
learning (Ni Cheallaigh 1999) can only be met
by closely relating the efforts in both vocational and general education across all levels
of the system.
Finally, education systems, being under pressure to become more efficient and transparent, look for ways of achieving equal status of
vocational and general pathways and quali-

fications (Manning 1992). The standing of
vocational compared to general education is
still an unresolved problem throughout Europe. In nearly all countries participation in
post-compulsory education and training has
increased. There has been a process of academic drift, that is, young people have increas-

Society has become more 'individualised'; stu-

dents expect a wider choice of courses and
want to be able to negotiate flexible pathways
through education. Economic changes have
created a demand both for higher levels of at-

tainment and for new kinds of skills, especially generic and overarching competences,

and for their wide distribution across the
population. The increased risk of social and
economic exclusion has created new problems
in respect of low-achieving students who may

be marginalised by the expansion of education itself.
These trends are mediated by the specific history and institutions of each country, so that
the specific problems to which they give rise

may vary across countries; but they reflect
global trends, creating problems and challenges for post-compulsory education and
training systems. According to an international study supported by the US Department
of Education (Stern, Bailey and Merritt 1996)

the major response of education systems to
the 'learning-intensive economy' has been to
create a closer connection between vocational
and academic education.

'Traditional forms of education do not provide the best preparation for this emerging
economy. Vocational education has tended to
become too focused on specific skills and occupations likely to change in the future. Traditional academic education by itself is also

inadequate because it does not equip students to apply their abstract knowledge or
to learn in the context of practical problem
solving. In response to the perceived insufficiency of traditional education and training
to prepare young people for more learningintensive work, recent policies in many industrialised countries are converging on four
principles:

ingly demanded the higher-status general or
advantage. In most countries the demand for

a) new curricula should be created that integrate vocational and academic studies;

vocational programmes, especially those
which do not lead to higher education, has

b) occupational and educational performance

academic programmes which confer positional

declined in relative and sometimes in abso-

standards should be explicitly related to
each other;

lute terms. Expansion and academic drift
have exposed or exacerbated existing weak-

nesses of post-compulsory education and
training.
118

c) to prepare for learning-intensive work, initial education and training should include
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a certain amount of work-based learning
for all students;
d) employers and educators, including both
vocational and academic educators, must
share both responsibility and power in new
school-to-work systems.

The first principle is the most fundamental
from the perspective of US policy because it

a) the level of analysis: issues of the 'standing' may be related to
courses and curriculum, to
the education system or to
iii) the labour market;
i)

ii)

b) the criteria of the 'standing' which in this
study are understood to correspond to major quality requirements of VET:

affects how the others are implemented.
Work-based learning, performance standards,
and school-business partnerships often occur

in countries that maintain strict separation
between occupational training and academic
education. These practices, by themselves,
will not achieve the integration of vocational
and academic education now being recognised
as desirable in most countries.' (Stern, Bailey et al. 1996).
A recent OECD study on the transition from

initial education to working life (DurandDrouhin 1999) has confirmed the significance
of combining vocational and general education
in providing flexible pathways for young people. As the comparative analysis shows, pathways preparing for both work and tertiary education, so-called 'double-qualifying' pathways,
add to the attraction of vocational education.

The issue of 'standing' in Europe is addressed
in different educational contexts, for instance
the following: the gap perceived between gen-

i)

the development of personal competence (in a broad sense, including vocational skills),

ii) the chance of educational mobility and

progression in lifelong learning, and
iii) the prospects of employment, occupational mobility and career;
c) the framework or context of the 'standing':

at curriculum level this may refer to
the social value of vocational/ practical training as against general/ theoretical education;
ii) at system level the choice between

i)

education pathways (vocational, tech-

nical and general education at upper
secondary level) and the selection for
access to higher education may condition the 'standing%

iii) at the labour market the competition
between all qualifications relevant for
job entry (VET for skilled work; tech-

eral and vocational courses in Finland has

nical course; academic/professional

lead to pilot schemes of integrating curricula
within personal study programmes; the demand by young people for access to higher
education in Germany puts pressure on the
dual system to provide equivalent progression

These components of a comparative approach
are summed up in Figure 1.

routes; the demand by industry for highly
skilled labour in Portugal has pushed reforms
which raise the standards of vocational education to allow for an equal status as against
general education.
.

These few examples may illustrate the complexity and diversity implied in the standing
of vocational compared to general education
and in the ways of how to improve the 'standing'. To carry out a comparative analysis of
this issue across European countries, various
aspects have to be considered:

studies) may be relevant for the 'standing'.

This comparative approach serves to carry out

the present investigation within and across
several individual projects, i.e. it provides a
framework of secondary analysis based on
heterogeneous evidence. The three criteria of
personal competence, educational mobility
and occupational mobility underpin the as-

sumption, stated at the beginning, that the
'standing' corresponds to the quality of VET.

It should be noted, however, that the UKbased studies included in this contribution
(see project references in annex) treat this re-
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Figure 1: The standing of vocational compared to general education:
approach to comparative analysis
Level of analysis

Criterion of 'standing'

Framework of 'standing'

1) Course/ curriculum

Development of personal
competence, incl. occupational skills

Social value of vocational compared
to general training

2) Education system

Chance of educational mobility and
progression in lifelong learning

Choice between pathways; selection
for university access

3) Labour market

Prospect of employment and occupational mobility

Competition between all qualifications
at job entry

lationship with caution. They argue that attempts to promote parity by reforming the
contents of vocational education may have lit-

tle impact unless they can change underlying assumptions about the status imparted
by social and educational backgrounds of
young people (Raffe, Fairgrieve and Martin
1999).

Particular emphasis will be put on measures
taken to improve or may have the indirect
effect of improving the quality of vocational

education and/or its standing compared to
general education. These range from major
strategies in post-16 education to individual
pilot projects of curricular innovation. To as-

sess the impact of these measures on the
'standing', indicators may be selected which
are related to the comparative framework.
The indicators of 'standing' are broadly defined allowing for specification in the actual
analysis. Partly, they may be applied in empirical investigation including quantitative

questionnaires and statistical comparison
(indicators at levels 2 and 3), and partly they
may be used to interpret evidence from case
studies (indicators at levels 1 and 3). The individual projects reviewed in this study relate to most of these measures and indicators, although with varying emphasis (Figure
2).

In the following sections of this study, problems of 'standing' and measures taken or ex120

pected to solve them will be analysed in different contexts. They will be addressed as issues of the 'parity of esteem' in the post-16
education strategies (Sections 2 and 3) and
further considered in qualifications combining vocational and general education (Section
4). In conclusion (Section 5), evidence across
these project-related results will be compiled
to identify major approaches to improving the
standing of vocational compared to general
education.

It should be stressed that this study is designed as a secondary analysis referring to
the original research carried out in a set of
projects. While this approach benefits from
rich input generated by large European part-

nerships, it also shares the limits of the
projects involved. In particular, the range of
countries or cases under investigation may
depend on the composition of partnerships or
availability of special studies rather than on
systematic criteria. Indeed, the extra section
on the British case is due to a special set of
projects providing particular insight any
other country could have been just as signifi-

cant. Furthermore, the findings available

from the projects may not support all aspects
of the model outlined above. Most noticeable
in this respect is the focus on issues of competence/ curriculum and educational mobility rather than on occupational mobility and
the labour market. The latter aspect, in fact,

has gained importance in the current phase

How to improve the standing of vocational compared to general education

Figure 2:
The standing of vocational compared to general education: measures and indicators

Indicator of 'standing'
Measure expected to improve 'standing'
Course/ curriculum (1)
Combining vocational and general education
(integrative courses/ curricula)

Integration of general and vocational subjects in
the curriculum

Including key competences in the curricula:
establishing new quality of VET as alternative
to general education

Role of key competences in the curriculum

IN

Education system (2)
Regulations ensuring lateral mobility including
acknowledgement of course results

Vertical and horizontal mobility of VET students

Stipulation of equivalence of upper secondary
certificates with regard to HE

Access to HE for VET graduates and success
in course of study

Provision of qualifications with a dual orientation
towards employment and higher education

Proportion of relevant age group acquiring dual
qualification

Promoting connectivity, including linkages, within
upper secondary education

Mobility of students between vocational
and general strands

Labour market (3)
Cooperation between education institutions and
enterprises/ organisations facilitating transfer from
vocational training to the labour market

Practical assignments, apprenticeships

Provision of qualifications with a dual orientation
towards employment and higher education

Employment rate of graduates; level of initial job
entry of graduates

of the two multiplier-effect projects (SPESNET and DUOQUAL). The results, however,
are not yet available for the present secondary analysis.

2. Reforms focusing on post-16

education strategies to promote parity of esteem between
vocational and general education

at identifying European upper secondary education reform strategies for promoting parity
of esteem between academic and vocational

education, and its multiplier-effect project
SPES-NET (1997-2000). The results of the
former project demonstrated the policy lessons learned from eight countries through
collaborative comparative analyses. The new

partners of the multiplier-effect project are
reflecting on and evaluating the reforms and
educational strategies to improve parity of

esteem articulated by the earlier project

2.1 Purpose of the study

against their own national initial vocational
education and training systems. The follow-

This section is based on the results of the Post16 Strategies project (1996-97), which aimed

movements of upper secondary vocational

ing chapter will discuss the origin of the issue
of parity of esteem and introduce the reform
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education in 12 European countries. The fourfold typology of reform strategies revealed by
the Post-16 Strategies project will be reas-

Among the poetic skills, antiquity already dis-

sessed against the interim results of the

and symbolic skills, linked with the use of Ian-

SPES-NET project.

2.2 Parity of esteem between vocational
training and general education
The origin of the issue of parity of esteem
stems from the time when new tools turned
Stone Age people into farmers and city-build-

ers, writing and other symbol systems into
priests, judges, scientists and artists. The development in human culture of inheritable,
increasingly sophisticated and constantly regenerating skills achieved its full importance.
Philosophical analyses of the concept of skill
as such started with Plato and Aristotle. Plato
considers the problem of the cognitive content
of skills: some practical skills entail counting, measuring and weighing (e.g. ship- and

house building) while other skills involve
working with rough-and-ready methods and
a rule of thumb based on experience and draw-

ing on professional skill that is, an intuitive
skill gained through arduous practical training (e.g. medicine, agriculture, sailing, warfare). His reflections also lead Plato to distinguish between everyday skills (Gr. tekhne) and

authentic knowledge (Gr. episteme), the preserve of philosophy.

Aristotle defined skill as 'an appropriate rational ability to do something'. Thus tekhne

tinguished between material skills, considered more lowly (manual and bodily skills),
guage. As encapsulated by Terentius Varro
(1st century BC), the core of general studies
in the medieval educational system was to
consist of the system of artes liberales , liberal
arts: grammar, dialectic, rhetoric (trivium)
and geometry, arithmetic, astronomy and music (quadrivium). As heirs to the medieval faculties of arts, today's faculties of arts and sci-

ences or faculties of liberal arts are still
producing Masters of Arts.

The Latin equivalent to the Greek tekhne is
ars (pl. artes), which became in English art
and in Finnish artisti, artisaani and artifakti.
Like 'art', the German Kunst and the Swedish konst mean both skill and art. In written
Finnish, 'skill' (taito) and 'knowledge' (tieto)
were originally, in the 16th century, nearly
synonymous. Skill could refer to human mind,
consciousness, soul, perception or knowledge.
The philosophy of skills involves a very broad
range of problem areas, including among others the theory of action, the philosophy of technology, the philosophy of art, and the philosophy of sport and games. The concept of skill

also features in such fields as logic and the
philosophy of science (thinking skills), ethics
(the skills of good life), politics (the skills of
governance or of the possible'), the philosophy of education (the teaching of skills) and

the philosophy of love (the art of love)
(Niiniluoto 1992).

is linked with making things (Gr. poiesis), not

with action where the goal is part of the act
itself (Gr. praxis). He established a distinction between the productive skills thus defined and theoretical and practical science.
However, the word technique, based on the
Greek tekhne, and its derivatives may also be

used more broadly about any action requiring 'skill' or 'mastery' even when we are talking about Aristotelian praxis instead of productive work (e.g. sports, dance, the skills of

a circus acrobat). In such cases skill is less
the productive ability to bring about particular results (e.g. the ability to make iron) than
the skilful performance of the given action
itself (e.g. figure skating).
122

General and vocational education, traditionally the former representing knowledge and
the latter representing skill, form two separate tracks in most European educational systems. In most cases, choosing vocational education tracks has lead to disparity of esteem
concerning amount of earnings, societal status and chances of further education compared to general education. However, Euro-

pean educational systems vary in status
regarding vocational education compared to
general/academic education. Table 1 shows
the percentage of students at secondary education level enrolled in vocational and general education programmes in 1995/96. The

4 .g
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age of secondary education students varies
from 14 to 19 years depending on the country.

Austria, Hungary, Germany and the Netherlands have strong vocational education programmes which attract a large proportion of
youngsters. However, chances for flexible
access to higher education vary between coun-

tries. Austria and the Netherlands have created several progression paths from vocational tracks to further studies, with Germany
and Hungary following this line. Other countries such as Greece, Spain, England, Portugal and Estonia have less developed and weak

vocational education systems which is reflected in enrolment numbers. The employers complain about mismatch between education and job requirements. At the individual
level, insufficient training may lead to underemployment, unemployment or displacement.

Table 1: Proportion of students in vocational
and in general programmes within secondary
education in European countries in 1995/96 (%)
Vocational
programmes

Country

Austria
Hungary
Germany
The Netherlands
Belgium
Norway
Denmark
France
Sweden
Finland
Greece
Spain
Great Britain
Portugal
Estonia

General

education
programmes

81

19

73
72
70

27
28
30
39
42
43
46
48
48
53

61

58
57
54
52
52
47
39

61

31

69

29
26

71

74

2.3 Institutional backgrounds
for delivering secondary vocational
education in Europe

_

Eight countries (Austria, England, Finland,

the SPES-NET project. These 12 educational
systems have different institutional compositions to deliver secondary-level vocational
education. The length of secondary education
and students' ages vary among the countries.
Table 2 shows secondary students' typical age

Sources: European Commission, 2000;
(Estonia/ Hungary:) European Training Foundation 1998.

France, Germany, Norway, Scotland and Sweden) were included in the work of completing

the Post-16 Strategies project. Sweden
dropped out and five new countries (Belgium,
Estonia, Greece, Hungary and Spain) joined

Table 2: Students' typical age and length of studies at secondary-level education in European countries

Country

Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Great Britain
Greece
The Netherlands
Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden

,.

Vocational programmes

General education programmes

(age/ length of studies)

(age/ length of studies)

14-18
14-18
16-18/19
16-19
15-18
16-19
14-16/18
15-18
15/16-17/18
16-19
15-18
16-18
16-19

(4 yrs)
(4 yrs)
(2-3 yrs)
(3 yrs)
(3 yrs)
(3 yrs)
(2-4 yrs)
(3 yrs)
(2-4 yrs)
(3-4 yrs)
(3 yrs)
(2 yrs)
(3 yrs)

14/15-17/18/19
14-18/19
16-19
16-18/19
15-17/19
15/16-18/19
16-17/18
15-17/18
15/16-17/18/21
16-19
15-18
16-18
16-19

(1-4 yrs)
(4-5 yrs)
(3 yrs)
(2-3 yrs)
(2-4 yrs)
(1-3 yrs)
(1-2 yrs)
(2-3 yrs)
(2-6 yrs)
(3-4 yrs)
(3 yrs)
(1-2 yrs)
(3 yrs)

Sources: Eurydice 1997.
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Figure 3: The reform strategies of promoting
parity of esteem between vocational and
general upper secondary education

ID Vocational enhancement. The strategy of
vocational enhancement emphasises the
distinctive nature of vocational education

on the basis of its characteristic content
and links between employers and the pro-

Vocational
enhancement

viders of vocational education. Systems
with either a high or a low status of vocational education are likely to generate different vocational enhancement strategies. In
some countries, esteem for vocational edu-

(programmes)
Mutual
enrichment

cation is linked with the high standard of
the content and pedagogy offered in vocational education and training; the reforms

(institut ons,
programmes)

promote access to higher education

through vocational education and training
(Austria, Denmark, Germany). Other countries attempt to enhance vocational education starting out from traditions of low
status (Greece, Spain). A further group of
countries is characterised by a transition
process, with a vocational training system
developed under a planned economy being
reoriented towards a market economy (Estonia, Hungary). However, the Belgium,
Greek, Estonian and Hungarian partners
of the SPES-NET project do not categorise
their upper secondary education system in
any of the four strategies identified in the
Post-16 Strategies project (Stenström and
Lasonen 2000).

Links
(qualifications)

Unification
(administration,
curriculum)

starting and finishing school and the length
of studies in both vocational and general education programmes. Evidence shows that in

most countries vocational programmes are

comparable with general education programmes in terms of length. Youngsters are

about 18 years old when entering the
workforce or higher education.

CI Mutual enrichment. Vocational education
institutions, enterprises and academic upper secondary schools cooperate with the
aim of giving students a broader range of

choices and offering them stimulating

2.4 Reform

strategies to promote
parity of esteem between general
and vocational education

learning methods and environments. This
strategy brings together the different types
of schools by encouraging cooperation while

simultaneously preserving their distinctive
character. The strategy involves increasing student choice beyond the boundaries

The Post-16 Strategies project identified four

reform strategies in eight upper secondary
education systems for promoting parity of
esteem between vocational and general edu-

separating vocational and general upper
secondary schools in the localities. The
characteristic of the reform is to facilitate
cooperation between vocational and gen-

cation. These were vocational enhancement,
mutual enrichment, links and unification. The
inclusion of more countries in the SPES-NET

eral upper secondary schools (Finland). In
addition to focusing on collaboration be-

project has led to further differentiation
within and between categories of reform. Below, the major strategies are briefly described,
with the countries being grouped according
to their primary reform characteristics (while
also relating to features of other strategies).
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tween different educational establishments, the reform has extended collaboration between schools and enterprises. The

vocational education programmes have
been reformed through enhancing occupa-
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tional aspects by adding a six-month to
two-year period of authentic work experience (Finland, Norway). Cooperation with
working life will influence not only the con-

tents of different subjects but also school
culture as a whole. The traditions of enterprises may thus fundamentally change
school traditions.
11 Links. Countries representing the linkage
strategy have made vocational and general
education more formally equal by linking
both to a common qualification structure.

Vocational and general education programmes and qualifications have been
made formally more equal by linking them
both to a common qualification structure.

Vocational and general education is as-

cational enhancement in the broader sense.
The original categories of the four reform
strategies may be seen as means of enhancing vocational education programmes (see
Figure 3). The additional substrategies are:
a) promoting links with higher education;
b) enhancing links with employers;

c) raising the status and qualifications of
VET teachers and trainers, and
d) improving the VET curriculum (see Table
3).

The impact of these substrategies is related
to different national contexts of VET systems.

2.4.1 Enhancement of vocational
education

sumed to gain the same formal status
through the measures of common certification frameworks and recognition. Educa-

2.4.1.1 Enhancement of high-status
vocational education

tional systems which have traditionally
fostered elitism by emphasising academic
studies for the few, now have attempted to
make vocational education more attractive
(England, France).

Austria

Unification. Under the unification strategy,

cational colleges and the dual system. Students can start in vocational training programmes from the age of 14. They have to
decide at this age whether they want academic or vocational education and which fu-

vocational and general education are
merged into one another to create a single

post-16 education system. It is believed
that requiring all students to study certain
common general subjects will provide them

with equal opportunities to engage in further studies, a factor that determines the
attractiveness of different qualifications.
There are several types of unification strategy The comparisons demonstrated differ-

ent dimensions of unified strategy: uni-

formity of treatment and outcomes of
students, of providing choice among a flex-

ible range of opportunities and unifying

educational administration (Scotland,
Sweden).

When reviewing the strategies, it is important to distinguish between the overall goal
of vocational enhancement shared by all of the

strategies analysed and the specific strategy
described as vocational enhancement. All four
strategies including those promoting links or

mutual enrichment or the abolition of academic/vocational divisions contribute to vo-

In Austria, there are four main tracks through
upper-secondary education: academic schools,
higher vocational colleges, intermediate vo-

ture occupations they will choose. In the dual
system, vocational education and training for
apprentices takes place in training companies
(80% of the total training time) and in schools
(20%).

Current reforms focus on vocational highers
(Berufsmatura 1 Fachmatura), that enable apprentices to gain a certificate of general upper-secondary education at the same time as

they complete their apprenticeship training
or after they have finished it, and the establishment of polytechnics (Fachhochschulen).
The curriculum is being broadened, updated,
and extended to new occupational fields. New
qualifications arrangements will give all vocational students, including those in the dual
system, the opportunity to qualify for higher

education. Fachhochschulen (vocational
higher education institutions) were introduced in the early 1990s. These are gradu-
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Table 3: European upper secondary education reforms as concluded in the results of the Post-16
Strategies and SPES-NET projects
Post-16
Strategies

Vocational
enhancement

Mutual

Links

Unification

enrichment

Sub-

strategies

Links with higher
education (HE)

Reforming and
expanding
vocational HE

1.Improving access to existing HE
2.Creating new vocational HE system

Creating a single
system of postcompulsory
education

Links with
employers

Strengthening
dual-system
partnerships

Strengthening partnerships between
providers of VET and employers

Strengthening
links between
employers and
VET and general
education
teachers

Status and

Equalising the
status of
vocational and
general education
teachers

Providing some common dourses for
VET and general education teachers

Common training
and degrees for
general education
and vocational
teachers

Improving
vocational
education
knowledge

More general education on vocational
programmes

More integrated
learning

qualifications of
vocational
teachers and
trainers
Improving the
VET curriculum

Source: Young 2000.

ally being expanded to provide a progression
route for vocational students. The advantages

of the dual system are the early integration
of students into working life, the prevention
of unemployment and exclusion among young
people and the low cost of firm-specific initial

training.
The reforms of the Austrian vocational education system in the 1990s have been nationwide. The aim has been both to make those
completing apprenticeship training more eligible for higher education and to facilitate
transition from vocational education to skilled
work. Some 70% of Austrian young people
acquire a vocational qualification, and some
126

15% of them complement it by also taking the

matriculation examination (IBE 1999). In
terms of enrolment rates, vocational education based on apprenticeship training is the
most popular option, chosen by some 36% of
the age cohort as their route to vocational
qualification.
Denmark

Upper secondary education in Denmark can
be divided into general upper secondary education (three years between ages 16 and 19)
and vocational upper secondary education (up
to four years between ages 16 and 20). Initial
vocational training is provided in three main
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forms following the completion of lower secondary education: basic vocational education
and training, higher commercial courses and
higher technical courses. This type of education attracts two thirds of a typical age group.

Germany

Theoretical education is given at school,

tively early whether they will go on to vocational or university education. The German
dual system, which combines apprenticeship
training with education at vocational schools

alternating with practical training in a firm.

The principal feature of Danish vocational
education and training policy is that vocational education has the character of broad
youth education, and youth training programmes should provide opportunities for
continued training. The Danish vocational
education system includes school-based and
apprenticeship-based alternatives. In the beginning of the 1990s, the two parallel models
for initial vocational education and training
were merged into one basic model providing
a unified curricular framework both for trainees with an apprenticeship and for students
in vocational schools. In study programmes,

a sixth of the total teaching time is devoted
to optional subjects, about two thirds to practical training in firms. A major characteristic
in Danish vocational education is the central
role of social partners (employers and organised labour). The social partners are responsible for modernising training schemes and
for delivering the practical work experience

component of vocational programmes and
exert considerable influence on their schoolbased components.

Recent government reports have indicated
that, although the standard of the education
system is of high quality in international comparisons, there are some malfunctions including the participation in VET programmes, the

quality of student performance, the rate of
students completing youth education and the
efficiency of the VET system. In 1998, general agreement with the parliament and social partners was reached for setting up a new
legislative framework of the future VET system in Denmark. The focus of the Reform 2000

is to create a more flexible, efficient and student-centred system of youth education, with
educational provision leading to recognised
qualifications, including 'double' qualifications, and special attention being paid to the
needs of low-achievers to persuade them to
stay in education.

General and vocational education are still
clearly separated in the German education
system, with young people choosing rela-

has come under double pressure facing an
increasing demand by young people for upper general education (Gymnasium I Abitur)

and a decreasing supply of apprenticeship
placements by enterprises. These trends reveal functional weaknesses notwithstanding
the high standards and qualification achievements of the dual system (Tessaring 1993).
In response to these problems, efforts have
been made to improve the attractiveness of
vocational education and to achieve its equal
status compared to general education. Pilot
projects have been initiated to explore new
ways of bridging the gap between vocational

and general education, with a few German
Lander introducing partial reforms in this
direction.

One example taken up in Post-16 Strategies
is the Schwarze Pumpe project in Brandenburg which focused on bottom-up, process-ori-

ented reforms within the dual system. The
project aimed at modernising the curriculum
and pedagogy to take account of changes in

society and the workplace and to integrate
general and vocational education. The idea
of intellectual emancipation in vocational instruction is included in integrative learning.
It is vital to ask what is educational in voca-

tional learning. Being qualified to enter
higher education, being 'qualified to study',
can be definable in terms of concrete competence. Employees must master both the vocational and academic components of their jobs
and be able to shape work processes and tech-

nology. The Schwarze Pumpe project has
sought to develop closer collaborative links between vocational schools and enterprises par-

ticipating in the dual system, and to qualify
young people for higher education as well as
for employment as an outcome of vocational
training. Oberstufenzentren (tertiary colleges
or upper secondary education centres), that
bring together all types of German upper sec127
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ondary education, were established throughout Brandenburg in 1991.

comprehensive lykeion) leading to academic
studies, or the reformed and flexible form of

TVE (technical and vocational institutes)
The Schwarze Pumpe project is of course but
one example of numerous initiatives taken in
Germany towards VET enhancement. Since
the mid-1980s, reformed training occupations
have aimed at vocational competence to plan,
perform and control one's work. And in recent
years, new training occupations were estab-

lished for new jobs, to respond quickly to
emerging needs of the labour market.
2.4.1.2 Enhancement of low-status
vocational education

which qualifies them for entry into working
life.

The new institutional context is aimed at developing knowledge, critical ability and various skills to access flexibly to working life,
and at providing a horizontal link to the comprehensive lykeion to offer continuous opportunities for growth of vocational and general
knowledge and understanding. Acquisition of
vocational skills through and at work is also
emphasised. However, the conditions for im-

plementing workplace-based learning still
Greece

have to be provided.

The majority of Greek upper secondary school

Spain

graduates and their parents pursue a university degree. Vocational/technical education

is not thought to satisfy aspirations. VET is

The main foci of Spanish reforms over the last
decade have been

considered to serve those who fail in the school

system. As a result there are more university
graduates than the labour market demands.
The rate of unemployment is steadily increasing, and a phenomenon of multi-employment

is frequent. A large number of university
graduates have other jobs than those they

a) to ensure that coherent compulsory education is available to all up to the age of
16;

b) to rationalise and upgrade the system of
post-compulsory vocational education and
training into one system with a number of
progression routes for those studying vocational courses who wish to continue into
higher education as well as for those seeking employment;

were educated for (Patiniotis and Spiliopoulou
1999).

Traditionally the Greek education system has
not offered alternatives to follow vocational

pathways. As a result, most professions are
learnt on the job. The 1997 education law introduced the comprehensive lykeion that will

c) to diversify the baccalaureate so that some
routes within the baccalaureate system can

lead to employment as well as to higher

abolish and replace all previous types of
lykeia. It offers three fields of specialisation:
theoretical subjects (humanities, social sciences and languages), positive sciences (mathematics and natural sciences) and technological sciences. Chances of optional subjects for
students were increased and a programme for
students with special needs was created. The
new Act on Secondary-Level Technical and
Vocational Education, introduced in 1998, allows to develop the complete system of technical and vocational education (TVE) within
the framework of Greek secondary education.

education.

compulsory education can choose either the

The rationalisation of the previously diverse
and fragmented VET provision in Spain is
being attempted through establishing a single system of vocational qualifications with
several pathways. However, the old divisions
between formal (or regulated) and non-formal
(non-regulated) vocational education remain.
The Spanish reforms can be seen, therefore,
as a clear example of a vocational enhancement strategy or trying to 'improve the vocational track from within'. Parallel with these
reforms of the system of vocational education,
there are moves to diversify provision of gen-

comprehensive form of general education (the

eral education so that students completing

Students who have completed nine-year
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baccalaureates can either progress to univer-

sity or become qualified or semi-qualified
workers at 18. The Spanish reforms appear
to give emphasis to the employment prospects
of academic (baccalaureate) students. Thus,
those completing a baccalaureate who do not
gain access to (or do not wish to proceed to)
university can move to the higher-level formative cycle and go into employment as technicians. It is also possible for students who complete the intermediate formative cycle within
the system of vocational education to join the
baccalaureate route at 16+. The renewed em-

phasis on education/business partnerships,
the importance of students gaining work experience while still at school and the government's efforts to extend the involvement in
education of employers and trade unions could
all bring the general and vocational education systems closer together.
2.4.1.3 Enhancement of vocational education
in transition

Estonia and Hungary
Until the 1980s, in Estonia and Hungary the
nature and forms of vocational education and
training were determined by both ministries
and big State-owned companies. They defined
curricula and implemented vocational education programmes. Vocational schools were of-

ten part of the training system of these big
companies, used to recruit and train their own

workforce. Therefore, vocational education
and training was characterised by a very high

cial and organisational conditions had to be
created for ensuring the efficient operation
of a market economy through provision of
qualified labour. After the change of 1989/90,
three different strategies for reforming voca-

tional education and training systems could
be observed:

a) reactivating traditional occupations (mostly skilled trades) from the pre-communist

era, with the main attention focused on
practical skills;

b) retaining some aspects of communist-era
vocational education systems, that is, the
possibility of entering post-secondary education with vocational qualifications;
c) while adopting a school-based model, vocational training has been integrated into
it by different methods of practical training, such as simulation or authentic work
experience in companies.

Estonia and Hungary were confronted with
similar problems. The development of what

are known as key qualifications (such as
teamwork skills, creativity or responsibility)
takes time. As a consequence, at least during

the first years after the change, foreign investors brought their own management staff
to these countries. There are still many problems concerning the infrastructure of voca-

tional education and training, especially in
Estonia.

big companies and the bureaucracy. This

The systematic change in vocational education and training has led to growing higher
education enrolment. The reasons are, in general, better labour market opportunities for

meant on the one hand that there was a long

well-educated people (i.e. higher wages, lower

degree of specialisation and precisely defined
vocational profiles for occupations within the
list of different vocations in the different coun-

tries. On the other hand there was a lack of
well-defined job descriptions because the demand for vocational qualifications was politi-

cally controlled. Mobility and flexibility of
workers were excluded both from vocational
education and from economic policy.

After the political changes around 1990, one
of the primary goals of educational policy was

unemployment rates, especially for young
people with a tertiary degree) and also the
fact that young people often enter higher edu-

cation because of being otherwise unemployed. Unemployment is a big problem
among young people without higher education, older people with low or obsolete vocational qualifications, handicapped people and
ethnic minorities.

preventing the vocational education and

The recent difficulties encountered by voca-

training systems from collapsing. Apart from
short-term crisis management, legal, finan-

similar within Estonia and Hungary, and EU

tional education and training systems are
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member countries to varying extents. Voca-

tional education and training has to be
adapted to labour market needs, especially
to new qualification requirements and new
occupations. At the same time, practicallyoriented curricula have to be introduced in
addition to providing a general education.
This is accompanied by a development of new

learning methods and the improvement of

the year 2001. Apprenticeship training has
increased among adults but not among under-20-year-olds to the extent as expected.
Therefore, another measure intended to improve the connections between school-based
education and working life is a stipulation
that all secondary-level vocational education
should include a minimum of half a year's
practical training at the workplace.

teacher education. The modernisation of edu-

cational institutions is a basic requirement
of the 'new' infrastructure of vocational education and training. The adaptation to labour
market needs will also concern the mechanisms of evaluation and certification used in
vocational education to increase flexibility
and encourage self-employment.

2.4.2 Mutual enrichment of vocational
and general education
The aim of the reforms of vocational education undertaken in the 1990s in the Nordic
countries, to which Finland and Norway belong, has been to increase equality among citizens by guaranteeing everyone a study place,
raising the esteem of vocational education and
increasing flexibility and student choice, seen

as a way to enhance student motivation. All
these countries have integrated vocational
education into their educational system. The
main purpose has been to modernise secondary education. A further purpose of the reforms has been to give vocational students
academic competencies (and to some degree

Upper secondary education in Finland is divided in two pathways: three-year general
upper secondary education (catering for 1619 year-olds, leading to the matriculation examination) and two- to three-year vocational
education. By the year 2001, all vocational

education will comprise three-year programmes and include a minimum of half a
year's practical training at the workplace.
Mutual enrichment refers to combining studies at both the general upper secondary school
and the vocational school in a single examination and also to taking the matriculation examination alongside a vocational qualification,
even if this is not very common because of the
great demands it sets on the student. In 1992,
experimental reforms were started in 16 local
networks of schools. Each network comprises
both types of schools and collaborates in joint
scheduling and the cooperative provision of
programmes. Students are encouraged to select a proportion of their programmes from
other schools in the network, thus bridging the
academic/vocational divide.

also to give academic students vocational com-

petencies) and thus improve their chances of
progressing in their studies and of launching
successful working careers. The reforms have
also been meant to be a response to the changing demands of working life and society.

Finland
Over 90% of those leaving nine-year comprehensive school continue their studies at general upper secondary school or at a vocational
institution. The network of general and vocational upper secondary schools covers the entire country. In Finland, vocational education

is mainly school-based, even if it has been
decided to increase the proportion of apprenticeship training to 10% of the age cohort by
130

In Finland the extended student choice introduced into the curricula increases vocational

students' opportunities to gain access to
higher education and to include more theoretical subjects in their study programmes
while allowing academic students to study
vocational subjects together with their primarily academic studies, thus adding practical
skills to their study programmes. Vocational
and academic programmes are acknowledged

as equivalent and students are credited for
parallel or earlier studies in other upper secondary education institutions.
Finland is also increasing its provision of apprenticeship training based on an apprenticeship contract between a student and an ern-
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ployer. Apprentices receive their practical
training at the workplace and their theoretical education in a vocational school during
course periods (on average 25% of the teaching time). The length of apprenticeship training is two to four years. Apprentices are paid
a regular trainee's wage. In the new law, apprenticeship training will be linked with vocational schools. After completing their train-

ing apprentices will take a vocational
examination and a skills test.

as a single type of school, the upper secondary school. In this sense the school systems
of Norway and Sweden are alike and differ
from those of Denmark and Finland, where
there are separate schools for general upper
secondary education and vocational education, even if it is possible to select studies from
both kinds of school.

In Norway, upper secondary school lasts three
years and is divided into 10 study fields con-

sisting of a general studies programme and
Higher vocational education was introduced
in 1992, when AMK institutions, a Finnish

nine vocational programmes. About 45% of 16-

equivalent to the polytechnic, were established. They are based on the matriculation

gramme. All study fields have the same basic

examination or three years of vocational education and offer programmes lasting three and
a half years. AMK institutions represent the
non-university sector of higher education and
differ from universities in being more practically oriented and training experts for the new
labour market. About 35-45% of the age group
will receive polytechnic education and about
20% university education. This is because the

changes that have taken place in Finnish
business life have meant that the demand on
the labour market concentrates much more
on high-tech professions.
Norway

The Norwegian Reform 94 brought general
and vocational upper-secondary schools together in new combined (or comprehensive)

year-olds enrol in the general studies prostructure: a foundation course (one to two
years), advanced courses (one to two years)
and shorter courses. The two-year foundation
course combines general and vocational sub-

jects and enables students to choose either
an academic or a vocational track after the
foundation course has been completed. The
apprenticeship training system is based on
close cooperation between school and working life and on a combination of school-based

training and practical apprenticeship. It is
also possible to attend an apprenticeship
school one day a week and receive workplace
training four days a week.

In higher education there are two main sectors: the university and the college sectors.
Non-university institutions of higher education offer programmes lasting one to four

years. Longer courses and graduate pro-

ponent of vocational courses. It rationalised
first-year courses, and remedied the shortage
of places on second- and third-year courses.

grammes of up to six years have also been
introduced in some of the institutions. Most
programmes are oriented towards specific
professions such as pre-school teaching and

It made the pathways through the system

compulsory school teaching, engineering, so-

more flexible, by broadening the second-year

cial work, administration, automatic data

options available to students completing a
given first-year course, and likewise in the

processing, health professions, etc.

third year. It introduced a '2+' model for vocational courses, which allowed students after two years of school-based study to choose

2.4.3 Links between vocational

between a further year of training or two

England and Wales

years of training combined with productive
work. It developed new pathways from vocational education to higher education.

As a background for reforms, political and
economic factors since the 1980s have in-

Upper secondary education, which follows

cluded increasing unemployment and the collapse of the youth labour market. Academic

nine-year comprehensive school, is organised

and vocational education is in a dual crisis.

schools increasing the general education com-

and general education

d3-
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The academic route or A levels caters for a
minority, includes premature specialisation
and creates negative attitudes towards vocational alternatives. Vocational education has
attracted a minority of the cohort, mostly at
lower qualification levels, and has poor completion rates. A bias towards lower-achieving students means that the vocational route
is invariably seen as an option of secondary
choice. By the mid-1990s, vocational education in England and Wales consisted of two
tracks: broad vocational courses (increasingly GNVQs) and occupationally-focused
courses (NVQs). The vocational curriculum
is split between three traditions: a weak tech-

nical tradition, a pre-vocational tradition
(GNVQs) and a narrow competence-based

and occupationally-focused approach to
work-based learning (NVQs). The 'Dearing
review of 16-19 qualifications' proposed re-

forms to clarify the purposes, reduce the
overlap and enhance the distinctiveness of
each of the three 'pathways' (academic, applied and vocational). Its declared aim was
to improve the parity of esteem between academic and vocational qualifications at upper
secondary level.

The Dearing review proposed a number of
measures to link or bridge the pathways, including common nomenclature, levels and
quality assurance procedures for the three
pathways, overarching diplomas, a restruc-

France
In 1985, France introduced the Baccalauréat
professionnel (Bac Pro), a vocational Bac along-

side the existing general and technological
Bacs, with substantial common content. In
1993, there were 35 different Bac Pros. They
are designed primarily for students who embarked on lower-level (CAP/BEP) vocational
courses at 15, and thus extends the progression opportunities in vocational education. It
also confers entitlement to higher education,
although a majority of its graduates enter the
labour market. The Bac Pro programmes are
the least favourable among students compared
to the two other Bacs. In 1995, the Bacs were
reformed to promote flexibility, cater for the
greater diversity of students and reduce the
hierarchy among them. The programmes leading to Bac Pro are based on the cross-fertilisation of experiences from school-based and
work-based vocational education and training.
French pedagogic research (raison graphique)
involves a comparative approach whose aim
is to capture the various learning and teaching styles for languages to be found in upper
secondary vocational schools. Identifying the
cognitive processes forming a vocational level
of understanding leads to an improved esteem
of vocational education and training. This con-

cept of promoting parity of esteem is similar
to the German approach.

turing of courses into smaller units or groups
of units to promote mixing and transfer between pathways, the promotion of key (core)

In the English and Welsh case, the main aim
is to raise the quality of post-compulsory par-

skills across all three pathways, and the

strengthening vocational education and vocational progression paths to higher education and creating broader links between academic and vocational learning. This has also
been the case in France, but the strategy applied there is clearer and more advanced, in-

merger of the main bodies regulating the different pathways.

The changes introduced in the ensuing reform, especially measures intended to move
GNVQs and A levels closer together, helped
consolidate vocational qualifications and establish vocationally-oriented components of
learning and achievement. Thereby, progress
was made in the direction of attaining parity
of esteem, with more students combining vo-

ticipation and qualification outcomes by

volving 80% of young people attaining the bac-

calaureate level, but only partly through the
vocational route.

2.4.4 Unification of vocational
and general education

cational and academic study programmes
(Hillier and Oates 1998). The Labour government elected in 1997 has expressed broad support for the Dearing recommendations, while
preparing to consult on the specific next steps.
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Scotland
There are three types of post-16 courses and
diplomas available in Scotland. Two kinds of
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courses qualify young people for university

on university entry; the other 14 are more

studies, Highers and Certificates of Sixth Year

vocationally oriented but also give access, at

Studies (CSYS). Both are single-subject
courses. Highers are available in S5 and S6
or further education colleges. CSYS are available in S6 for students who have a Higher in

a subject and need further preparation for
university study. General vocational courses,

available in school or in further education
colleges, lead either to National Certificate
(NC) or General Scottish Vocational Qualifications (GSVQs). NC modules are a national
framework of some 2000 outcome-based modules, while each GSVQ covers a broad occu-

pational area and has a substantial general
education component. School students have
tended to 'pick and mix' NC modules in com-

bination with academic courses. Full-time
further education students usually follow

least in principle, to higher education. For
these programmes at least 15% of study time
is provided in the workplace. There is substantial common content, and all programmes
include the same eight core courses or modules; the system is intended to facilitate trans-

fer between programmes or from an 'individual' (self-chosen) programme to a national
one. All young people up to 20 years have an
entitlement to education within the system.
The reform has also decentralised education
and increased the autonomy of localities and
institutions.
Over 95% of compulsory school leavers continue their studies at upper secondary level.

Most upper secondary studies take place in

ready-made programmes of modules.

schools under municipal responsibility. Stud-

In 1999, a 'unified curriculum and assessment
system' will replace nearly all provisions for

ies in agriculture, forestry, horticulture and
certain caring occupations are delivered in
schools run by county administrative boards.

adults and young people beyond 16 years,
except for higher education and work-based
training. It will incorporate general (academic) and vocational courses in a single
framework of 40-hour units, usually grouped
into 160-hour courses, available at five levels. The system is designed to have flexible
entry and exit points. Most students will have
a relatively free choice of courses, although
they may choose to take combinations of subjects which lead to specified group awards.

Common principles of curriculum design,

assessment and certification will apply
throughout the system. Failure to incorporate
work-based provision is possibly one of the
main limitations of the Higher still reform.
The unified system will remain based on full-

time delivery in schools and colleges, with
very little scope for alternance or for input
from the workplace.
Sweden

Sweden also has apprenticeship training programmes, which combine vocational training

organised by employers with education at
upper secondary school.

2.4.5 Substrategies for enhancing
vocational education

Considering the current trend towards a
closer relationship between education and
employment policies and given that the four
previous hypothetical strategies did not include all countries, four substrategies were
identified by the partnership of the SPESNET project (StenstrOm and Lasonen 2000).
These are aimed at improving upper secondary vocational education:
a) promoting links with higher education (e.g.
expansion and creation of a new vocational
higher education or a single system of postcompulsory education);

In Sweden, where an earlier reform had established integrated upper-secondary schools,
reforms in 1994 replaced the previous struc-

b) enhancing links with employers (e.g.

ture of general and vocational programmes
of varying length, with a system based on 16
national three-year programmes. Two programmes (natural and social sciences) focus

partnerships between providers of VET

strengthening dual system partnerships or
and employers, or strengthening links be-

tween employers and VET and general
education teachers);

g
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c) raising the status and qualifications of

ing from the labour market concerning the

VET teachers and trainers (e.g. establish-

acquisition of certain types of vocational qualifications.

ing parity of status and providing some
common courses or common training and

degrees for VET and general education

However, in the absence of this or of divisions

teachers);

of opinion amongst employers, the answer

d) improving the VET curriculum (e.g. improving vocational education knowledge or

integrating vocational and general learning).

may be more prescription and rules of combination provided by qualification authorities,
both to protect the integrity of the vocational

route and to encourage students to be more
radical in the ways in which they combine
studies.

Furthermore, four common trends were
found:

All of the reforms respond to, or anticipate,

trends in the labour market and in the ora) more standardisation of qualifications for
students and teachers;

b) a greater emphasis on work-based learn-

ing and the educational potential of
workplaces,

c) efforts to increase employer involvement
in all aspects of VET provision, and

ganisation of work. All respond to a perceived
need for qualitative changes in the knowledge and competences which young people bring
to the labour market. Changes in the content
of work, new technology, patterns of occupa-

tional mobility and the pace of change itself
are seen to require increased adaptability, capacity to learn new skills in the future, personal and transferable skills, and so on.

tonomy for local authorities and individual

Most of the reforms seek to enhance links
between VET and the labour market, and to

institutions.

make VET more responsive to labour-market

d) more choices for students and more au:

needs. This is pursued through networking

2.5 Résumé
Each country's reform programme might include elements of different strategies, and the
emphasis of a country's policy could change
over time. The four strategies represent a con-

with local enterprises, through the formal rep-

resentation of industry in the machinery for
designing curricula and qualifications, and in
some systems by allowing greater responsiveness to local needs. In most countries, there-

tinuum between strategies based on the

fore, we can identify an attempt to increase
the influence of the labour market within the

distinctiveness of academic and vocational

reforms.

education and those based on their full
integration, with links and mutual enrichment as intermediate strategies between the
two poles. Each of the partner countries have
key system issues which the reforms are seeking to resolve.

Those systems that want to move in a more
unified direction and at the same time have
high degrees of student choice may also be
encouraging academic drift or reflecting more
basic social divisions between academic and
vocational orientations because of the way in
which prevailing values and cultures impinge
upon student choices. This could be countered
by very strong and supportive messages com134

However, this is not the same as a labourmarket influence on the reforms themselves.
In most of the countries studied the main impetus to reform appears to be, not pressure

from the labour market, but internal pressures arising from the need to rationalise the
education system itself. This is most obvious
in Austria and Germany. The reforms in Norway, Scotland and Sweden aim to simplify
their systems and make them more coherent
through unifying or comprehensive reforms.
The reforms in England, Finland and France
pursue rationalisation through links of various kinds rather than unification. We assume
that VET systems' responses to labour-mar-
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ket changes depend on whether and how these

changes coincide with problems internal to
VET itself.

3. Implications of unifying
post-compulsory education
- the British case
A comparative study on unifying post-compul-

sory education in England, Wales and Scotland (Unified Learning Project ULP, see
project references) throws further light on the
issue of parity of esteem. The focus of this
project is on attempts in these countries to
reduce divisions between academic and vocational tracks and to develop a more coherent
system. In addition, a critical assessment of

the 'parity of esteem' debate in England
(Hillier and Oates 1998) illuminates the
rhetoric and reality of this concept. A further
comparative study on flows and pathways in

post-compulsory education and training
(home internationals project, see project references) provides empirical evidence on the
destination of students of academic and vo-

cational tracks in England, Scotland and
Wales against the background of educational
attainment and social class.
Due to the specific objectives and approaches
in these two projects, the question of how to
improve the standing of vocational education

compared to general education is only included by implication. The issue of parity of
esteem is related to the relative social status
of entrants to vocational and academic tracks
rather than to the quality of educational provision. The following review of the projects
therefore intends to filter the outcome from
the point of view of 'standing'. First, the relevant evidence of the project results is set out
according to selected aspects (summarising
text from the quoted project reports and additional sources); second, tentative conclusions are drawn from the evidence with regard to the issue of 'standing'.

ain, the issue of parity of esteem is addressed
in the following context: the starting point of
reforms, the rhetoric and reality of parity of
esteem, the emphasis on core/key skills, the

role of work-based learning, the concept of
overarching certification, and the flow of students into academic and vocational tracks.

3.1.1 The starting point of reforms
The policy agendas which have driven recent
changes towards unifying post-compulsory
education in England, Wales and Scotland,
focus on the need to promote employability
and to combat social exclusion. The unification strategies are related to the dimensions
of government and regulation, and of certification; the reforms are qualifications-led. This

distinguishes Britain from other European
countries where post-16 strategies put more
emphasis on the dimensions of content and
process and on institutional reform.
The comparative analysis (ULP) sets out ma-

jor challenges for unification strategies in
Britain, including the need to respond to the

wider range of aspirations of students in a
high participation system; the demand for
higher levels of attainment and new kinds of
skills and knowledge; the pressure for greater
coherence, tranparency and responsiveness;
the need for greater social inclusiveness and
the need for parity of esteem of academic and
vocational learning.

3.1.2 The rhetoric and reality of parity
of esteem
As argued by Hillier and Oates (1998), parity
of esteem in the mid-1990s became a rallying
cry and overriding policy objective, while little attention was paid to its aims and meaning. The uncritical pursuit of parity of esteem
might have undesirable consequences, in particular, an introduction of 'sameness' in cur-

rently diverse qualifications, leading to a
qualifications system failing to meet the needs
of diverse learner groups. That GNVQs must

3.1 Addressing parity of esteem in
strategies for unification

achieve parity of esteem with A levels has
been repeated as a priority by policy-makers
and practitioners, with little attention being

In the above-mentioned analyses of developments in post-compulsory education in Brit-

paid to why parity of esteem is desirable, what
it involves and how it can be measured.
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A key point is that parity of esteem issues
reflect deeper social patterns of distribution
of value and opportunity. Poor parity of esteem is not solely a reflection in ideology of
deeper inequalities, it sustains and propa-

ented components of learning and achievement. Recently GNVQs and A levels have

gates these differences through mechanisms
such as career advisers and teachers recommending certain qualifications for lower abil-

tional and academic qualifications in their

ity groups and others for higher ability
groups; candidates attaching lower status to

certain qualifications and thus being attracted more to other qualifications; selectors placing a premium on certain qualifica-

tions; and certain qualifications being

treated preferentially in funding and approval listings. This gives the issue of parity
of esteem the janus-headed quality of being
both an effect and a cause a reflection of

past and current inequalities and the support of mechanisms which cause these inequalities to persist in areas such as earnings potential. As Robinson (1997) revealed

been moving closer together (in terms of unit
structure, assessment and grading), thereby
encouraging more students to combine voca-

study programmes.

3.1.3 The emphasis on corelkey skills
The national policies in England, Wales and
Scotland place great importance on the development of core/key skills. In this respect,

the reforms respond to both external demands, especially from industry, and to internal problems of the education and train-

ing systems. Core/key skills may play a
unifying role for general and vocational learning in several respects: they may comprise a
component of the curriculum of all learners;
their purposes may relate both to employment

in a study on earnings and qualifications,
there is no parity of esteem between academic and vocational qualifications in the

and to higher education; and they may prefigure the more process-oriented concepts of
learning which could characterise a unified
curriculum of the future.

labour market. The notional equivalences established by qualification structures contrast
with the disparity in levels of earning: academic qualifications tend to offer access to
more highly paid occupations, and often pay
a higher wage within some of those occupa-

The unifying effect which core/key skills may
have, however, is dependent on the education
context. In the Scottish approach, core skills

tions, than their formally equivalent vocational counterparts. This experience again
influences the decisions taken by young people in their choice of pathways.

Practical measures are essential for improving the parity of esteem, for instance changes
for advanced GNVQs to allow programmes
combining vocational and academic qualifications to be delivered in schools and colleges.
The success of GNVQs post-16 (with participation moving from an initial 10 000 in 1993
to 240 000 in 1996) has contributed to underpinning the role of vocational provision alongside academic provision. The sustained success of GNVQ candidates in applications for

HE has consolidated the currency of vocational qualifications. In addition, the proposal
to implement across the whole education and
training system key skills developed principally in vocational qualifications further
established the importance of vocationally-ori136

are incorporated into the design of units or
courses wherever the subject-matter and assessment arrangements make this appropriate, i.e. they are developed as part of an inte-

grated curriculum. In England on the other
hand, except for the design of GNVQs, key
skills add a common element to programmes
with different content, pedagogy and assess-

ment approaches, i.e. they are additional
rather than integrated in the curriculum.

3.1.4 The role of work-based learning
In all three systems unifying strategies have
centred on school/college-based provision,
while work-based provision such as appren-

ticeships and youth training programmes
have not been incorporated. Several reasons
for the marginal role of work-based learning
are identified: the dominance given by young
people to the full-time route; the institutional
complexity and fragmented nature of work-

based training; the competence-based approach of national/Scottish vocational quali-
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fications which sets them apart from qualifications in the full-time system.

overarching certificates should be awarded for
equivalent levels and quantities of attainment
in either academic or vocational qualifications

Indeed, both in England and Scotland there is
a widespread view that work-based provision

and be subject to additional criteria such as

needs to be kept distinct if it is to retain its
character and function. In this way it would
safeguard the delivery of occupational competence, maintain industry ownership and avoid
domination by educational interest. The intro-

duction of modern apprenticeships and national traineeships is intended to 'regenerate'
work-based training. The maintenance of a
distinct work-based route is perceived as more
effective in ensuring the supply of high qual-

ity skills matched to the needs of employers
than full-time provision. In England in particular, government unwillingness to promote
any general education component as part of
work-based qualifications has contributed to
the marginalisation of the work-based route.

the achievement of key skills. The function of
an overarching certificate would be to build

on existing plans for smaller qualification
blocks and provide a framework for curricu-

lum breadth and coherence. The Scottish
group awards are different in that they bring
together units and courses from a single unified system. The group award criteria, therefore, can be more stringent with regard to assessment and curriculum design.

The study (ULP) concludes that both overarching certificates and group awards are potential instruments for unifying academic and
vocational learning and for promoting parity
of esteem, provided these additional layers of
certification acquire sufficient currency and

status as against their constituent parts.

The study (ULP) arrives at the hypothesis
that the problems of incorporating work-based

3.1.6 The flow of students into academic

provision are more severe for a unified system strategy than for a links strategy, since a
unified approach has more stringent require-

and vocational tracks
The unifying strategies are put in another

ments for common design features. The

perspective by an empirical analysis of flows
and pathways in post-compulsory education
and training in Britain (home internationals
project). These investigations on the flow of
students into academic and vocational tracks
in England, Scotland and Wales have drawn
attention to a significant correlation with edu-

analysis of the flow of students (home internationals project) suggests that work-based
provision may be more critical for inclusion,
by attracting people at risk, while full-time
vocational education, having a closer interface with academic education, may be more
critical for parity.

cational attainment and social class background. The patterns of entry to the academic

Another argument (ULP) put forward in the
Scottish context is that vocational qualifications have not yet developed a strong enough
position to be able to preserve, within a unified system, the principles that they represent. They should be built up before they are
included in a more unified system. In conclu-

sion the question is raised whether strong
work-based qualifications and a strong workbased route can be developed in Britain.

track (high attainers and middle class) and
to the work-based track (middle/low attainers

and working class) are similar in the three
systems. Participation in the full-time 'further,
education' (broad vocational) track, however,
is marked by significant differences: while in
England these youngsters are mostly middleattainers (Wales: low attainers) and from the
middle class, in Scotland the participants are

predominantly low-attainers and from the
working class.

3.1.5 The concept of overarching

These differences are partly related to the

certification

provision of full-time further education in the
systems concerned. The Scottish track is not
only low in educational status but also considerably smaller (compared to the academic

There are proposals for overarching certificates in England and group awards in Scotland. According to the Dearing review, the
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track) than the one in England. Also, the
standards of courses are different. While one
in three English students in full-time further
education in the early 1990s took academic
courses, which would be more likely to attract
higher attaining and middle-class students,
hardly any Scottish student in the corresponding track did so.

The results of this investigation not only inform the debate on parity of esteem; they also

throw light on difficulties encountered in
implementing unification strategies, particularly in the Scottish context. It becomes evident that despite formal educational similarities between academic and broad vocational
tracks, they are very different in terms of their
relation to educational and social differentiation. The academic sector in Scotland proved
to be more exclusive, in terms of educational
status (prior attainment) and social class of
entrants, than the one in the other UK countries which means that the most unified
system was the furthest from achieving parity of esteem.

3.2 Tentative conclusions with regard
to the issue of 'standing'
Following from the aspects set out above,
some tentative conclusions can be drawn on
the issue of 'standing'.
Although parity of esteem between vocational
and general education has been voiced as an
aim in the strategies concerned, the ensuing

reforms have only brought about tentative
progress in this respect. This is because the
underlying problems of disparity and low
standing are deeply rooted in education and
training traditions, societal interests and aspirations of young people, and can therefore
only be solved by targeted policies. The drive
towards a unifying system observed in Brit-

ain may provide a framework for possible

provision at course/curriculum level, e.g. the
achievement of GNVQ and the potential impact of core/key skills. At the same time, there
is a need for qualitative advance in vocational
education to underpin the unification strategy Qualitative improvements of vocational
education, in particular work-based training,
are required as preconditions e.g. for attracting higher-achieving students, for including
work-based qualifications in a unified system

and for achieving the desired effect of
overarching certification.

A higher standing of vocational, particularly
work-based, education will depend, above all,
on qualitative advances in the contents and
pedagogy. Attempts, however, to promote
work-based qualifications in isolation, e.g. by
excluding general education components, may
be counter-productive.
The principal way to improve 'standing' in the

British context is implied by the following
conclusion put forward in the project (ULP):
there is a need to go beyond unification as a
rejection of academic/vocational division and
to explore new possibilities for relating academic and vocational learning.

4. Qualifications with a dual
orientation towards employment and higher education
An initiative taken in several countries is to
provide the option for trainees or students of
vocational programmes to acquire qualifications for university access alongside their vocational qualifications. This provision is based
on varying degrees of combination or integration of general and vocational education, and
of work-based and education-based learning.
The resulting qualification opens up alterna-

tive routes into professional work and advanced studies (see Figure 4).

improvement in 'standing'. The preoccupation

with government and regulations and the
guiding role of qualifications in this system,
however, appears to contribute little to this
effect.

Potential progress in 'standing' is closely related to a rise in the quality of educational
138

Starting out from partnership work in the
projects INTEQUAL and DUOQUAL, the
characteristics of qualifications with a dual
orientation towards employment and higher
education (dual qualifications) and their practical impact are investigated in the sections
below.
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Figure 4: Qualifications with a dual orientation
Studies in
Higher education

Skilled work
employment

Dual orientation

Vocational + general
education

Qualification at upper secondary level

It should be emphasised that the selection of
these schemes is related to the composition

of the partnership and the involvement of
partners in specific pilot or reform initiatives.
Obviously this approach is bound to neglect

other schemes operating within individual
countries and Europe, so that conclusions
have to be drawn with care. References to the

broader contexts are in fact included in the
national case studies (see references). On the

other hand, the approach adopted has provided valuable 'insider' knowledge for the
partnership project and strong feedback from
the project to the partners' environments.

4.1 Characteristics of dual qualifications
The schemes of dual qualification considered
in this study differ considerably with regard
to their function, scope and structure. While
this poses problems in comparative analysis,

it also shows the great variety of initiatives
and solutions adopted in the countries concerned. Dual qualifications may be described
according to the following characteristics:
a) aims in the national context;
b) dimension;
c) place within upper secondary education;
d) type of certification awarded;
e) role in the process of training and employment;
f) target groups.

4.1.1 The aims of dual qualifications
in the national context
The development of dual qualifications is related to specific educational aspirations in the
countries concerned:

a) in the Czech Republic, vocational programmes offering a dual qualification en-

joy a strong tradition and have recently
seen considerable extension throughout
upper secondary education;

b) the national reforms in Norway, Portugal
and Sweden were initiated to reorganise
the education system, particularly at upper secondary level, in such a way that it
could meet the demands for lifelong learning and provide qualifications for employment as well as for access to higher education;

c) the ongoing reform in England has aimed
at creating a coherent national qualifications framework with three different pathways: general, vocational and a middle one
with dual orientation (GNVQ);

d) in France, starting out from the need for
higher qualification standards, the intention was to bring the majority of young
people up to baccalauréat level and, by creating the Bac Pro, also to meet the demand
139
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for a new category of industrial technicians;

e) the rising educational demand of young
people in the Netherlands, especially for a
double qualification already in operation
(MBO, now: BOL4), has put the question
of further developing its dual orientation
on the agenda;
0 new schemes have been introduced in Austria, Finland, Germany and, for a period,
in Greece specifically designed to overcome

4.1.3 The place of dual qualifications
within upper secondary education
The schemes analysed in this study are selected from a broader range of dual qualifications existing in the countries concerned.
Dual qualifications can be found in or across
all strands of upper secondary education in-

cluding full-time general, full-time vocational and dual/part-time vocational education.

the gap between general and vocational

In all countries, dual qualifications are available within full-time vocational education, i.e.

education by developing approaches of integrated learning.

as school-based schemes (Figure 5). This

4.1.2 The dimension of the schemes

of dual qualification

All schemes investigated are part of the up-

strand of upper secondary education may be

regarded as the most fruitful basis of dual
qualifications. The schemes involved vary,
however, in the extent to which they are related to other strands. Several patterns can
be identified:

per secondary level of education. Three groups

may be distinguished:
a) schemes which extend over an integral part
of the whole educational sector, such as the
study branches in the Czech Republic, the
vocational courses in Portugal and the vocational programmes or streams within the
comprehensive school systems of Norway
and Sweden;

b) schemes which refer to individual courses

or qualifications, e.g. the Bac Pro in

a) some schemes are confined to the full-time

vocational strand only, e.g. the baccalauréat technologique (France) and the
technological lyceum (Greece) both being outside this investigation; a few of the

full-time schemes (MBO/ BOL 4 and
GNVQ) are accessible via modular structures which extend over the rest of vocational education (the Netherlands) or over
the whole of secondary education (England);

France, the GNVQ in England, the IML

b) other schemes are vocational programmes

in Greece, the MBO/ BOL4 in the Nether-

or streams which link up with full-time
general education as part of comprehensive systems (Norway, Sweden); some

lands and the WIFI academy courses in
Austria;

c) schemes which represent pilot projects
within the established systems of vocational education and training, including
the experimental reform in Finland and
individual projects in Germany (Bavaria/
Brandenburg).
Most of the schemes considered in this study

are still in their initial stage (Austria, Eng-

schemes involve apprenticeships as preced-

ing stages (Czech Republic; France: Bac
Pro) or as optional part of the stream (Norway).

In some countries, schemes of dual qualifica-

tion have been specifically designed to
integrate educational strands. General and
vocational full-time education have been in-

tegrated in two schemes: in the Integrated

land, Norway, Portugal, Sweden) or in a pilot
phase (Germany, Finland), with one no longer
operating (Greece); only three are already es-

Multivalent Lyceum (Greece) and in the individual study programmes (Finland). Full-time

tablished (Czech Republic, France, the

training have been integrated within a course
(project in Bavaria, Germany).

Netherlands).
140
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In three countries dual qualifications are provided within the strand of apprenticeship or
part-time education: either as a general entitlement (Portugal) or as specific schemes: the
Berufsmatura and the WIFI academy (Austria) and a pilot project (Brandenburg, Germany).

4.1.4 The type of certification awarded

for dual qualifications
Certification for dual qualifications is depend-

ent on the legal framework of the national
education system (see also Kirsch et al. 1999)
and on the role of academic versus vocational
credentials in the society concerned. The type
of certificate, therefore, gives little indication
in transnational comparison of the characteristics or status of the individual dual qualification. Nevertheless, among the schemes investigated a certain pattern emerges:
a) the most common form is a combination of
matriculation and vocational certification
as an expression of a 'double qualification' (Austria, Germany, Greece, Finland,
Norway, Portugal); in one case the vocational certificate may be complemented by
adding a transfer certificate for higher education (the Netherlands);

b) three schemes (Czech Republic, France,
Sweden) lead to matriculation only, with
one being qualified as vocational (Bac Pro);

c) only one scheme has a specific certificate
(GNVQ: England).

4.1.5 The part of dual qualifications in
the process of training and employment
Most schemes of dual qualification have
emerged from vocational education and training, thus being part of the process of acquiring vocational qualification for skilled employment in the countries concerned.

While most schemes start immediately after
compulsory education, some operate on the
basis of a preceding apprenticeship or course
of initial training (Czech Republic in part;
France) or build on experience of skilled employment (Austria).

Within the schemes, training in full-time, apprenticeship or part-time arrangements may
be applied. The majority of schemes are based
on full-time education which is extended by
offering practical assignments (England, Finland, France, the Netherlands, Portugal and
Sweden). The German pilot projects are part
of a dual system linking a full programme of
training at an enterprise with theoretical vocational instruction at school. The Norwegian

scheme includes the options of a full-time
course (three years) or a combination of a fulltime period and an apprenticeship (two+two
years). In the Czech Republic, dual qualifications can be obtained in full-time or part-time
courses. An exception is the Austrian scheme,

which operates as a part-time course alongside employment.

There is a significant distinction in the relevance for employment between:
a) schemes providing basic vocational educa-

tion as entry-level qualifications which
have to be supplemented by continuing vo-

cational training or on-the-job training
(England, Finland, Norway: three years,
Sweden);

b) schemes representing full qualifications for
skilled labour at craft, technician or mid-

dle-management levels (Austria, Czech
Republic, Greece, France, the Netherlands,
Norway: two+two years, Portugal).

4.1.6 The target groups entering
the schemes of dual qualification
All the investigated schemes except for two
(Austria, France) are part of the initial vocational training provided at upper secondary
level for 16 to 19 year olds. Several of these
schemes (Czech Republic, England, Norway,
Portugal, Sweden) are open to adult students
as well. The Czech and French schemes also
offer the option of advanced education and
training for students who have already completed initial vocational courses or certain
stages of them. In Austria, the scheme is exclusively geared to adults who are already
qualified and employed.

While some schemes are accessible for the
corresponding target group without precon141
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Figure 5: The place of schemes within upper secondary education
I

Dual qualifications

within project
Dual qualifications

outside project

Country

General education:
full-time
(school-based)

Greece

General lyceum

IML

Finland

Gen. Upper sec.
school

Exp.
reform

Vocational education:
full-time
(school-based)
Tech.
lyceum

Voc.
school

Apprenticeship

Voc. school

Apprenticeship

England

GCE 'A' level

GNVQ: advanced level

NVQ

The Hetherlands

VWO/HAVO

MBO/BOL4

Apprenticeship

Sweden

Preparatory study
programmes

Vocational programmes

Apprenticeship

Portugal

General courses

Vocational courses

Apprenticeship

Norway

General streams

Vocational streams

(incl. apprenticeship)

Czech Republic

Gymnasium

Study branches

(incl. apprenticeship)

(also part-time)

France

Germany

Austria

Abbreviations: see list in annex.
Source: Manning 1998.
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Vocational education:
dual or part-time
(work-based)

General streams

Abitur/Gymnasium

Matura/AHS

Bac pro

BTn

Tech. courses

BHS

(incl.
apprent.)

Pilot
project

Apprent.

Dual system

Berufsmatura

WIFI

Academies
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ditions (Austria, Greece, Finland, Norway,
Portugal, Sweden), others are restricted in
access by requiring specific entry qualifications (England, France, the Netherlands), by
setting entry examinations (Czech Republic)
or by applying selection criteria (Germany).
These distinctions are partly due to general
characteristics of the national systems concerned. However, they may also reflect differ-

public, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden). It
should be noted, though, that some of these
percentages refer to a 'gross' proportion of all

entitled entrants, while only a smaller part
of these either reach the corresponding level
of the course (the Netherlands) or choose to
acquire a dual qualification (Finland, Sweden).

ences in the function and status of the indi-

The trends in enrolment point upwards in

vidual schemes. For instance, certain schemes
offer dual qualifications as a general option,
leaving it to the individual students to make

most schemes (Czech Republic, Greece, England, Finland, the Netherlands, Norway, Por-

the most of it (Finland, Norway, Portugal,
Sweden); other schemes offer dual qualifications as part of distinct and demanding vocational courses (Czech Republic, the Nether-

lands), and a few schemes are particularly
designed to attract high-achievers (Germany,
France).

4.2 Practical impact of dual
qualifications
In order to assess the practical impact of the
schemes of dual qualification, the following
indicators are applied:
a) the scale of enrolment in the schemes;

b) the degree of integration within the curriculum;

c) the success rate of students within the
scheme and in further study;
d) the balance of dual orientation;

e) the patterns of dual progression.

4.2.1 The scale of enrolment
in the schemes

tugal). The stable trend observed in some
cases may either be connected with a given
framework of the scheme (Czech Republic,
Germany, Austria) or caused by a saturation
of demand (France, Sweden). None of the
schemes shows a downward trend in participation.
The predominant upward trend in enrolment
correlates, in seven schemes, with significant
proportions of the age group involved. This
can be interpreted as an indication of both
the attractiveness and the relevance of dual
qualifications in the majority of the countries
concerned.
The schemes selected for this study only partially represent the entire opportunities of acquiring dual qualifications at upper second-

ary level in the given countries (see also
Figure 5 above). To get a more comprehensive picture, data from other sources are included which indicate the entitlement of VET
students for access to higher education. In
Figure 6, a distinction is made between two
choices open for these students: progression
to vocational studies or to both academic and
vocational studies. It should be stressed that

these data only refer to the opportunity in
principle and not to the actual flow of students.

Since the schemes of dual qualification differ
in their educational aims, in the length of time
they have been in existence and in the target
groups they address, the scale of enrolment .
is bound to vary considerably. In terms of proportion of the relevant age group, participation in the schemes ranges from low level (less
than 1%; Austria, Germany) via medium level
(5-20%: Greece, England, Finland, France,
Portugal) to high level (up to 45%: Czech Re-

As the figure shows, opportunities for taking
up further studies after completing vocational
education are open to a majority of students
(except in France). Access in several countries,

however, is restricted (almost or totally) to
further vocational studies (Germany, Greece,
Finland, the Netherlands). A dual option in

the full sense, granting access to both academic and vocational studies, is only avail143
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Figure 6: Proportion of VET students entitled for access to higher education (%)
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able in five countries (Czech Republic, Norway, Austria, Portugal, Sweden). Finland will
join this group after the present reform. It is
worth noting that the 'fully' dual option can
be found with both comprehensive systems
(Nordic) and track systems including several
courses/qualifications (Czech Republic, Austria, Portugal).

4.2.2 The degree of integration

within the curriculum

A key question raised in this study is the extent to which vocational and general education are integrated. This includes the issue of
competence acquired in these schemes. The
following comparative analysis stems from
two dimensions assumed to be relevant for
qualifications with dual orientation:

Relation of dual qualifications to skilled
work

Since dual qualifications are situated in various contexts of education and training they
differ in their relation to the requirements of
work. To determine the extent and character
of their work orientation, two indicators are
applied:

a) the part played in the schemes by practical training, characterised by the organisational form (assignment, traineeship and
employment) and by duration within the
course; and

b) the degree of vocational specialisation
within the schemes, measured by the
number of primary and secondary divisions
(areas, programmes, branches, etc.).

a) the relationship of dual qualifications to
skilled work; and

tween general and vocational subjects.

Analysis according to the two indicators produces different groups of schemes whose work
orientation ranges from a low via a medium
to a high degree. The characteristics of work

In conclusion, the schemes are compared in
relation to both dimensions.

orientation among the three groups of

b) the relationship within the schemes be-
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schemes are summed up below:
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a) low: training in broad areas; no compulsory practical assignment (Greece, Eng-

d) action-orientated education and training
based on work-related parts of the curriculum (projects); all schemes include variants
of this approach, with particular relevance

land);

b) medium: training in differentiated vocational areas; practical assignments (Finland, France, Norway: three years, Sweden);

being attributed to a project-related curriculum in the German case.

cialisation; extensive practical assign-

Within each approach, a considerable similarity (groups (a), (d)) or variety (groups (b),
(c)) of practice can be observed across all

ments or traineeship (Czech Republic, Germany, the Netherlands, Norway: two+two
years); or broad continuing training related
to skilled occupations (Austria).

forms of combining general and vocational
subjects are fairly independent of or easily
adaptable to different categories of schemes.

c) high: basic vocational training and full spe-

schemes. This evidence suggests that the

The relative weight of the different ap-

Relation between general and vocational
subjects within the schemes

proaches, however, differs between schemes.
This is an indication of the degree to which

Attempts made in all schemes to link vocational and general/academic components of
the curriculum are relevant not only for advanced studies, but also for high-level skilled
work. The curricula of the schemes provide
for a variety of combinations involving vocational and general subjects. In the compara-

schemes range from a low degree of integration (France, the Netherlands, Portugal, Sweden) via a medium degree (Czech Republic,
Greece, England, Finland, Norway, Portugal)
to a high degree (Germany, Austria).

tive analysis, four approaches have been iden-

general and vocational subjects are integrate d. According to this criterion, the

Curricular structure of dual qualifications

tified, extending from an additive to an
integrative focus:

a) provision of separate general or theoretical subjects within the major curriculum
and also as optional units; this additive approach is found in all schemes, mostly as a
dominant feature (Czech Republic, Greece,
France, Austria, the Netherlands, Norway,
Portugal, Sweden);

b) vocational application of general/theoretical subjects or a combination of theoretical and vocational subjects; this approach
expresses itself in various initiatives across
all schemes, often playing a prominent role
(Czech Republic, Germany, Greece, England, Austria);

Analysis of schemes according to dimensions
of work orientation and integration of subjects
has led to different groupings in each case. In
a concluding step, both dimensions are combined in a matrix with the schemes arranged

accordingly (Figure 7). Three clusters of
schemes may be distinguished:

a) the majority of schemes combine medium
work orientation with either low integration (the Netherlands, Portugal, Sweden)
or medium integration of subjects (Greece,
Finland, Norway: three years). Two more
cases are included in this cluster which are
characterised by either low work orientation and medium subject integration (England) or high work orientation and low subject integration (the Netherlands);

c) education and training related to transferable skills, overcoming the division of general and vocational abilities; this approach
cannot be traced in all schemes, it tends to
be an underlying principle (Czech Repub-

b) the rest of the schemes form a cluster com-

bining medium and high degrees of both
work orientation and integration of subjects (Czech Republic, Germany, Norway,
Austria: two+two years). The German pilot projects, in particular, display the potential of work-based education and train-

lic, Germany, England) rather than being
applied in practical terms (Finland, Norway, Austria);

/{a
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Figure 7: Curricular structure of dual qualifications
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ing in combination with a highly integrated
curriculum;

c) there are no cases of both low work orien-

tation and low integration of subjects. If
recent developments of and plans for the
schemes are considered, little change may
be expected with regard to work orientation, but further advance is likely with regard to the integration of subjects (e.g. initiatives in NL, and gradual steps following
the reforms in Norway, Portugal, Sweden).
This trend may result in boosting the group
of schemes which combine a medium degree of integration with various degrees of
work orientation (the central column in the
matrix).

4.2.3 The success rate of students within
the scheme and in further study
In preparation for access to higher education,
students in schemes of dual qualification com-

pete with those in tracks of general education. Their comparative performance at the
point of graduation is therefore significant.

L = low/ M = medium/ H = high
Abbreviations, see list in annex.
Source: Manning 1998.

projects reach a particularly high performance rate; on the other hand, the poor completion rate in GNVQ courses is a cause of
concern in England, and the performance of
students in the Finnish experimental reform
is also below that of students in general education.
At the point of entry to higher education, the
success of graduates with dual qualification
may be equal to those with general education
(Czech Republic, Greece) or less (Portugal).
As to progression within higher education, the

two cases for which evidence is available
(France, the Netherlands) require a closer
look: while the success rate of Bac Pro holders hardly exceeds half of them, but matches
the general rate in advanced technical studies, the success rate of MBO holders after two
years of study reaches three quarters which
is slightly below the average in higher vocational institutes.
A tentative conclusion supported by the case

studies is that students in various schemes

rate of success by the end of their course which

face difficulties in progression to higher education. Steps considered to raise the chances
of success (e.g. in England, the Netherlands)

characterises French baccalauréat holders in

include partnerships or compact arrange-

On the one hand, Bac Pro students achieve a

general, and graduates from German pilot
146

ments between the institutions which offer a
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Figure 8: The balance of dual orientation towards higher education (HE) and employment
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Source: Manning 1998.

dual qualification and those providing higher
education. Also, the possibility for individuals to enter enriched or enhanced programmes

within the schemes can greatly affect their
subsequent prospects of success in higher
education.

4.2.4 The balance of dual orientation

ous trends (downward, stable, upward). These

are related to more general changes, for instance in the demand of young people for up-

per secondary and higher education, in the
provision of study places and in alternative
chances on the labour market. The evidence
of trends does not imply any significant shift
in the balance of dual orientation. If the latest percentage figures are considered it is evi-

While all schemes allow for a dual orientation, they differ in the relative weight attributed to either employment or higher education. Several of them put the emphasis on
employment as the prior aim and also function like this in practice (Austria: 37% 1997,
France: 12% 1992, the Netherlands: 27%
1996, Portugal). This emphasis is likely to

dent that the dual orientation functions in
practical terms. The overall balance of the

apply to the vocational streams or pro-

terms? To start with, evidence on the targets
of the qualifications and the options open for
graduates is analysed. In conclusion, typical
patterns of dual progression are identified.

grammes (Norway, Sweden) as well, despite
their original claim of a balanced orientation.
Another group of schemes (Czech Republic,

Greece, England, Finland) offers and also
achieves a fairly equal weight of the two pro-

gression routes (about 50% 1995 for both

schemes is summed up in Figure 8.

4.2.5 The patterns of dual progression
How does dual orientation towards higher
education and employment function in real

4.2.5.1 The orientation of dual qualifications
towards employment

Greece and England and 46% 1996 for Czech

Republic). Only one scheme (Germany) is
geared primarily towards higher education
(95% 1998), but in terms of a vocational ca-

As the analysis of the curricula of dual quali-

reer.

schemes. This diversity affects the level and
type of occupation envisaged for graduates,
ranging from unspecified employment via
skilled work to middle-level management. At

The flow of graduates into higher education,
if followed over a longer period, shows vari-

fications has shown, the degree of work
orientation varies significantly between
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the same time, depending on the national con-

It may be concluded from the evidence avail-

text, the congruence between qualifications
and occupations and the modalities of the
transfer from education to work vary greatly.
While in some countries, the relationship be-

able that dual qualifications enhance pros-

tween the qualification obtained in the

pects for gaining skilled employment as
against ordinary qualifications at upper secondary level.

scheme and the type of occupation it prepares
for is clearly defined (Czech Republic, Germany, France, the Netherlands, Austria), in
other countries the occupational orientation
of the schemes is less specific (Greece, England, Finland, Norway, Sweden).

4.2.5.2 The orientation of dual qualifications
towards higher education

The pattern of occupations related to dual

those countries where there is a clear

qualifications includes a category of special
significance: so-called 'highly skilled work'
which is situated between ordinary skill level
and technician level. The schemes forming
this group (Czech Republic: SVS, Germany,
France) have two features in common: they
have a clearly defined occupational profile and
they address high achievers among the trainees.

Some evidence is available on the position of
graduates with dual qualifications on the labour market: chances for graduates to enter

the labour market is indicated, in general
terms, by the employment rate. This appears
to be high for dually qualified graduates compared to the employment rate of other young
job seekers, even if the evidence available does

not allow to make detailed comparisons
(Greece, Germany, Finland, France, the Netherlands). No opposite cases of a low employment rate are known from this study. It may

be assumed, therefore, that dual qualifications provide good chances for their graduates compared to other job seekers on the labour market.

Orientation towards higher education implies
a precondition and/ or an entitlement to have

access to studies which may extend from
higher vocational to academic courses. In

distinction between tracks of vocational and
academic institutions at upper secondary and
tertiary levels (Germany, Greece, the Netherlands, Austria), the schemes specifically
qualify for access to the technical sector of
higher education, partly granting additional
entitlement for access to academic studies
(Austria). In other countries which have developed a more integrated structure of secondary and higher education (England, Finland, Norway, Sweden) and in France, the
schemes serve as a general entitlement for
access to higher education. However, as the
case studies show, the special requirements
insisted upon by individual faculties reduce

the options in actual terms. In most cases,
therefore, access is in practice confined to
technical courses or studies in the domainrelated areas.
4.2.5.3 Patterns of dual progression
If the typical career prospects of dual qualifications set out above are compiled for each
scheme (with evidence available for nine of
them), two major patterns of dual progression
emerge (Figure 9):

Another question is whether the jobs obtained

by dually qualified graduates match the occupational levels envisaged in the schemes
concerned. While three cases indicate a close
relationship between the occupational target
of the scheme and the actual job obtained
(Greece, Austria, Portugal), one case implies
a lower entry level (France) which however

a) most of the schemes offer a choice between
access to studies in the technical sector or
entry into highly skilled employment/ mid-

may be followed by occupational progression.
Altogether, the evidence available suggests a

b) a smaller group of schemes provide opportunities of either progression to studies in
related subjects (with no established technical sector available) or unspecified em-

positive relationship between the envisaged
and the achieved occupational levels.
148

dle-level management (Czech Republic,
Germany, France, the Netherlands, Austria, Portugal);
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Figure 9: Patterns of dual progression
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ployment (England, Norway: three years,
Sweden).

The first of the two patterns is likely to open
up more structured professional careers, also
in terms of close relations and potential com-

binations between technical studies and
highly skilled/ managerial work. The second
pattern functions under conditions of a more
flexible relationship between higher education and labour market in the countries concerned.

The patterns above suggest that there is a
significant relationship between the two options of progression. Particularly in pattern
I, by preparing both for (highly) skilled work
and work-related studies, dual qualifications
provide a basis for professional careers in a
lifelong learning process.

4.3 The potential of dual qualifications

ity both in the education system and the labour market. Figure 10 summarises the characteristics of dual qualification according to
this model.
For assessing the relevance of dual qualifications in vocational education provision and

in facilitating transition to the labour market, the conclusions drawn in two external
studies are significant:
a) within the whole spectrum of transition
from education and training (at secondary
level) to work 'double' qualifications are
likely to mark the highest degree of opportunity (Hannan 1999);

b) the introduction of demanding 'double
qualifying' pathways is intended to raise
participation in VET. The success of these
pathways, however, seems to some extent
related to their selectivity in favour of the
most successful students (Durand-Drouhin

Altogether, dual qualifications potentially live
up to the criteria identified for high standing
of VET (see Figure 1 in Section 1): providing
personal competence and facilitating mobil-

1999).

The results of both of these studies and of the
INTEQUAL/DUOQUAL project confirm that
149
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Figure 10: The potential of dual qualifications
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dual qualifications improve the chances of
young people entering educational and occupational careers, thereby contributing to an
upward trend of differentiation within secondary vocational education. In a context of wideranging problems of transition from educa-

tion to work, with a large section of young
people being at risk, dually qualifying pathways are in effect selective, leaving those per-

ceived as `low-achievers' behind. The challenge for educational policy, therefore, is to
ensure that schemes of dual qualification are
part of transparent and flexible systems, being accessible from any point and linking up
to other parts of education and training.

5. Attitudes towards the
esteem of vocational education
- evidence from case studies
The esteem of vocational education and ways
of improving its attractiveness have been analysed in another parallel project (PAVE), involving case studies on England and Wales,

of reconciling the two. Three hypotheses have
led the project research:

a) 'vocational education in general has low
prestige because it is perceived to lack the
qualities traditionally associated with liberal education;
b) liberal education at its best has a vocational
dimension and vocational education at its
best has a liberal dimension; hence it makes
good sense to integrate the two;

c) examples of such integration already exist
but they need to be examined critically and
articulated more clearly.'

The major message in conclusion is that liberal and vocational education should be regarded as two complementary aspects of the
same task: the fashioning of the human person. An educational challenge of the coming
century will be to create a new synthesis of
the liberal and vocational ideals and to rediscover their underlying complementarity.

Finland, Greece, Ireland and the Nether-

The methodology applied in the study comprises three dimensions:

lands. The following section summarises the
major approach and relevant results, based
on the project report (Trant et al. 1999).

a) the philosophical one which attempts to

The investigation focuses on the tension between vocational and liberal (rather than general) education, also tracing the evolution of
these concepts, and sets out to explore ways
150

analyse possibilities of integrating the liberal and vocational traditions;
b) the historical/hermeneutical one which facilitates the evaluation of documentary evidence;
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c) the ethnographic one which examines examples of good practice through selected
case studies.
Other than the previously reviewed projects,
PAVE did not undertake a comparative analysis of different education systems, but sought
to study a number of individual cases in their
national contexts. These case studies include:

CI the GNVQ experience in England and
Wales;

double qualifications through cooperation
between academic and vocational upper
secondary schools in Finland;

IQ improving the status and attractiveness of
vocational education in Greece;
Li the leaving certificate applied: a prevocational programme in Ireland;

the liberal dimension in secondary vocational education in the Netherlands.
A special approach applied in the case studies are interviews and questionnaires carried
out in individual schools involving students,
teachers, and also partly administrative staff,
parents and professionals. The evidence produced on this basis offers special insight into
the issue of parity of esteem: the studies reveal the perception of individuals, their attitudes towards vocational education and ways
of influencing these attitudes.

only a mirror of values, it also transmits and
communicates values and may shape these
values in its own right (see also Walsh 1993).
These considerations provide the background
against which the evidence of the case studies related to the issue of parity of esteem, is
assessed in the study.
A conflict may occur between new values re-

alised in the learning environment and the
prevalent value system, e.g. students could
benefit educationally from a learning environ-

ment created in a vocational course, but in
the end face barriers of prejudice associated
with the qualification obtained. This situation raises the question of whether and how
the prevalent system could be challenged.
The values involved in the traditional vocational subjects can make a substantial contribution to the social and personal fulfilment
of human beings. Their liberating potential
therefore can be just as important as that of
the traditional 'liberating' subjects. This potential however has been both undervalued
and underdeveloped. Many academics share
this underestimation, while vocational educators may fail to demonstrate the values of
vocational subjects for human development.

In view of the generally low status of vocational education, the question is how to remedy the situation. Individual schools facing

this challenge often experience an uphill
struggle, with several approaches being
adopted to improve the image of vocational
education:

Parity of esteem is considered in a social con-

text, starting out from the observation that
vocational education is in most cases regarded
as having lower status than liberal education.

The reason for this is sought in the values,
attitudes and beliefs that people hold. These
values may refer to the courses which stu-

a) two English schools have attempted to re-

assure parents that the new vocational
course concerned is as good as the traditional academic one (GNVQ as compared
with the more familiar A levels);

dents follow, the schools they attend, the types

b) an Irish school has initiated a publicity

of learning, the forms of knowledge and the
ways in which these are assessed.

campaign in the local area to make employ-

On a closer look, the world of education turns

out to be concerned with diverse patterns of
values. While the value system of society has
its impact on schools, education itself is saturated with values. Moreover, education is not

ers and parents aware that the new vocational course is more work-related than the
traditional one (the leaving certificate applied compared to the leaving certificate).
Despite these efforts, the public perception
of vocational courses proved difficult to correct.

4,5Y
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In both cases, media coverage particularly in
the tabloid press had an adverse effect on the
attitudes of students and parents.

An important factor in determining the status of new vocational courses is the drop-out

problem, as experienced in the Finnish,
Greek and Irish cases. Among the reasons
encountered for the drop out of students in

the Finnish experiment (individual programmes of double qualification) was the
extra work load which the students had to
bear and also inadequate selection, with stu-

dents underestimating the demands of the
study.
Problems of communication, too, appear to affect the status of vocational education. In the

Finnish case, this problem turned out to be
related to the culture gap between the academic and vocational traditions. Information
provided for prospective students in double
qualification programmes, for instance, did
not cover everyday routines in the academic
schools. Academic teachers providing the information took these routines for granted, not

realising that these were unknown in vocational schools. Experience from the English
case study confirmed that clear information
and first-hand experience were vital for generating positive attitudes towards vocational
education among students.
In summing up the evidence of the case studies the authors see a certain chance for schools
themselves being able to influence the esteem
of vocational education and in some ways being ahead of national consciousness.

A major conclusion drawn from the analysis
of parity of esteem is that vocational education should not only prepare technicians and
skilled workers but also enable young people
to enhance their own human development. In
particular, the aspiration to proceed to fur-

It is worth noting that the PAVE project with

its focus on values and attitudes, arrives at
virtually the same conclusion as the previous
projects adopting a systemic approach. In essence the study provides further dimensions

of the quality of vocational education, as a
major basis of esteem, and confirms the key
role of the dual option for skilled work and
higher education in improving the esteem.

6. Conclusions about trends
and prospects for improving
the standing of vocational
compared to general education
To summarise issues of the standing of vocational compared to general education across

the various projects and the countries involved, the comparative approach outlined at
the beginning (Section 1) is taken up again.
First, the issues of 'standing' are considered
in typical settings, second, criteria are applied
to assess the 'standing'.

6.1 Issues of 'standing'
in typical settings
Starting out from the three levels of analysis
course/curriculum, education system and
labour market (Figure 1) a tentative typology of national settings is applied which cuts
across these three levels. This typology picks
up on investigations of education and work
in an institutional context (Muller and Shavit
1998) and on studies into the transition from
education to work (Durand-Drouhin 1999;
Hannan 1999) which capture the relation between the education system and the labour
market. The following three types of national
settings for relating education and work, particularly for the 16 to 19 age group, are suggested (Figure 11):

ther and higher education is encountered

It should be noted that the allocation of coun-

across the case studies. It is seen as the critical factor in deciding the status of a particular vocational course. At the same time, the
failure of both academic and vocational education to cater adequately for underachievers exposes these youngsters to perpetual low
status.

tries to these types follows a normative approach, being based on systhmic characteristics rather than empirical findings. Evidence
for the loose type can in fact only be found
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outside the European context of investigation.
Furthermore, the reforms which several coun-

tries are undergoing imply processes of

.Cg
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Figure 11: National settings of relating education and work
Type

Setting

Country

I = close

Close relationship between education system
and labour market, including a tracked system of
education and a qualification structure which has
direct relevance for occupational entry

Austria, Czech Republic,
Denmark, Germany, Netherlands,
Hungary

II = loose

Loose relationship between education system
and labour market, with a flexible match between
qualifications and occupations or jobs, allowing
for predominant school-based, broad vocational
education and subsequent on-the-job training

Australia, Canada, Japan, USA(*)

III = varied

Varied relationship between education system
and labour market, with close matching confined
to apprenticeship or specialised VET and loose
matching related to predominant full-time education;
calling for coherent education and qualification
frameworks across all sections

England, Estonia, Finland, France,
Greece, Norway, Portugal,
Scotland, Spain, Sweden

(*) Countries included according to external study (Durand-Drouhin 1999).

change which cannot be considered in this

c) offering dual qualifications (access to

structure. Nevertheless, by grouping the

higher education) for high achievers from
vocational tracks, e.g. Berufsmatura (Austria), pilot projects (Germany).

countries according to these settings, basic
relations between education systems and labour markets can be identified which help
interpret national differences in the standing
of vocational compared to general education.

The problenis related to 'standing' and the
measures expected to solve them are summa-

rised below according to the three types of
setting.

In cases of socioeconomic transition, where
training systems used to be fully developed
in a planned economy being highly specialised according to occupational structures, and
now having to adapt to new demands of a
market economy (Czech Republic, Hungary),
the reform measures are geared to:

Type I: close relationship
a) overcoming extensive specialisation;
Based on established standards of apprenticeship training and full-time technical courses,
countries seek to enhance the quality and status of vocational education by measures such
as:
a) promoting key qualifications (Austria, Germany);

b) providing flexible links between schooland work-related provision at various lev-

els and institutions (Denmark, Netherlands);

.b) developing key qualifications;

c) retaining traditional pattern of work-based
qualification.

The standing of vocational education in the
first type of setting (established group) is underpinned by regulations which make vocational qualifications a precondition for entry
to skilled employment. This provides a certain advantage over secondary general education and partly even stimulates mobility
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from general to vocational tracks at upper secondary level (the Netherlands). The challenge,
however, lies in the superior career prospects

of graduates with both vocational and general certificates at upper secondary level and
of higher education graduates.

arising from a diversity of institutions,
courses and certificates in vocational educa-

tion and to establish coherent structures
across upper secondary education. This is
done, for instance, by integrating general and

vocational programmes in comprehensive

Type II: loose relationship

schools (Norway, Sweden), by promoting horizontal flexibility between vocational and edu-

Both the occupational specificity and stratifi-

cational pathways, especially within individual study programmes (Finland), and by
providing at certificate and programme lev-

cation of secondary education are at a low level,

matching open labour markets characterised
by large service sectors. Countries with this
setting often provide comprehensive school
patterns, with programmes of broad vocational
education included, while entry to employment

is facilitated by on-the-job training. Generic
concepts of employability, with an emphasis
on key competences, dominate. At the same
time, there are efforts in such countries to involve employers in education and training,

els a framework of formal recognition of vocational education (England, Estonia, France,

Portugal, Spain, Scotland). Output-related
qualification structures are developed particularly for modular systems (England, Scotland). In some cases the framework includes
provision for equivalence between vocational
and general education, e.g. equal entitlement

for access to higher education (Portugal) or
overarching certification (England).

through development of school-enterprise part-

nerships and practical assignments (DurandDrouhin 1999; Mueller and Shavit 1998).

These attempts of promoting coherence only
partly include the curricular level. Examples

Despite far reaching attempts to raise the

multivalent lyceum (Greece) and the implementation of general pedagogical concepts of
new professional competences (Portugal).

standards and occupational relevance of vocational education in these countries, 'standing' in terms of demand for places and prospects of employment remains problematical.
A major reason for this can be found in the
characteristics of this setting: since there is
no distinct relationship between vocational
qualifications and occupational requirements
(specific skills being acquired in the workplace), the qualification obtained at school is
considered by employers as indirect information on the applicant (general abilities, etc.)
rather than as evidence of defined knowledge
and skills. (This contrasts with the 'close' relationship in type I, where a standard qualification or vocational certificate is regarded
by the employer as a direct indication of the
competence and skills acquired.) In this respect, graduates from vocational programmes
or strands tend to be at a disadvantage over

those from general programmes in cases
where they both compete for the same jobs.

are the creation of the (former) integrated

The relationship between the education sys-

tem and the labour market within this setting varies, among other factors, according to
the role and involvement of enterprises, particularly in work-based training. The following situations may be identified:

a) in a few countries (e.g. France) relations
between the diverse education system and

the labour market are facilitated by a
large-scale commitment of enterprises in
providing work-based training, partly as
assignments or traineeships for students
and partly as firm-specific training for new
employees;

b) moves towards building up the work-based

part of vocational education have been
made especially in the Nordic countries,
e.g.:

Type III: varied relationship
i.

Attempts are made in this setting to overcome
problems of transition from education to work
154

by forging cooperation between schools

and enterprises for providing practical assignments (Sweden),
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Figure 12: Criteria for high standing of vocational compared to general education
Key competences/
combining
vocational and general education

High quality
of VET

Entry to (highly)
skilled employment

Access to
higher education

by introducing an extra year of work-

based training in VET programmes
(Finland), or

iii. by linking school-based and apprenticeship training, with a pattern of two

years full-time education and two
years apprenticeship (Norway).
However, problems in finding placements and

qualified trainers in enterprises partly pose
drawbacks to these reforms;
c) most countries (England, Estonia, Greece,
Portugal, Scotland, Spain) face problems
related to a low profile and insufficient provision of work-based training, with inferior
standards of apprenticeships and lack of opportunities of gaining practical experience
within school-based programmes. Their spe-

cific conditions, actions and achievements
in tackling these problems, however, vary
considerably owing to the diversity of education systems and labour markets particularly in these types of setting.

6.2 Improvement of 'standing'
For assessing the standing of vocational com-

pared to general education and its prospect

of improvement resulting from various meas-

ures, the initial framework of three criteria
is applied (Section 1, Figure 1). In more spe-

cific terms, high 'standing' should be interpreted according to the following characteristics which relate to dual qualifications:
a) acquisition of key competences/ integration
of vocational and general education;

b) opportunity for access to academic and vocational higher education;

c) qualification for entry to (highly) skilled
employment.

This set of characteristics represents an ideal-

type model which should be regarded as an
aim or direction of development, linking up
with all sections of vocational education and
with general education (Figure 12).

The 'standing' of vocational education in a
given system may be assessed as 'high' (or
equal to general education) given the following conditions:

if high 'standing' is achieved according to
all three criteria (or characteristics).

1
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In the German dual system, for instance,
only two criteria are fully met: young peo-

ii)

acquiring knowledge with a view to
applying it in practice and

ple typically acquire a high level of compe-

tence and gain entry to skilled employ-

iii) linking the acquired knowledge bases
to new knowledge and new contexts
of application;

ment, but they have limited access to
higher education (apart from schemes in
individual Lander);

how the ability to coordinate, systemically
and socially, organisation-specific opera-

O if high 'standing' extends over a major part
of upper secondary education.

The French scheme of Bac Pro for example proves to be limited in this respect: although corresponding to all criteria of high
standing, it involves only a moderate percentage of young people while the major
part of vocational education remains at the
bottom of the educational hierarchy;
[:1

tional situations, (an essential aspect of
modern occupational skills) may also become a model in academic/general education;

Ul how developing the structures and curricula of vocational education may serve
as a dynamic response to the challenge of
shifting occupational structures and the
gradual obsolescence of practical occupational knowledge.

if high 'standing' relates to public esteem.
The Swedish vocational programmes for in-

stance meet the three criteria, but do not
seem to gain in public esteem, presumably
because the traditional role of vocational
education as second choice for low-achievers has not changed and the qualitative im-

provements in the curricula are largely
shared by the general programmes as well.

This contribution may stimulate further
projects to consider these aspects and relate
them to the current debate about vocational
pedagogy and educational policy.

Summary

Altogether, improvement of the standing of
vocational compared to general education is

This contribution is mainly based on research

a permanent aim which can only be ap-

projects: Post-16 Strategies/ SPES-NET coor-

proached by continuing enhancement and adaptation to new requirements.

For enriching and deepening existing knowledge on 'standing', further insight is required
into the basic assumptions guiding definitions
of the core contents of academic/general and
vocational educational goals, in particular the
following aspects:
O how changing concepts of knowledge accumulation and management may affect assessments of the ability of different forms
of education to create preconditions for tertiary-level studies and qualifications;

O how modern curricula and/or teaching and
learning environments may shift the balance between
i)

absorbing fundamental knowledge
structures,

results provided by four major partnership
dinated by the Institute for Educational Re-

s earch , University of Jyvaskyla, and
INTEQUAL/ DUOQUAL coordinated by the
research forum WIFO, Berlin. These projects

have been carried out with the financial support of the European Commission within the

framework of the Leonardo da Vinci programme. The SPES-NET and DUOQUAL
projects are still running and, therefore, final results are not available yet. Further, the
contribution draws on the results of studies
undertaken by individual partners involved
in associated projects, in particular the UKbased project on unifying academic and vocational learning (ULP) and a parallel Leonardo
project on improving the status and attractiveness of initial vocational education and
training (PAVE).

In analysing the standing of vocational compared to general education (the 'standing') in
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European countries, three levels are considered: course/ curriculum, education system
and labour market. On this basis, a model of
criteria is applied which relates 'standing' to
the quality of VET. The three criteria are personal competence (including skills), educational mobility (for lifelong learning), and occupational mobility (at the labour market).

which prevailing values and cultures impinge
upon student choices. This could be countered
by very strong and supportive messages com-

ing from the labour market concerning the
acquisition of certain types of vocational qualifications.

However, in the absence of this or of divisions

This comparative approach serves to carry out

of opinion amongst employers, the answer

the present investigation within and across

may be more prescription and rules of combination provided by qualifications authorities,
both to protect the integrity of the vocational

several individual projects, providing a framework of secondary analysis.

Reforms focusing on post-16 education
strategies to promote parity of esteem
between vocational and general
education
The Post-16 Strategies project identified four

reform strategies in eight upper secondary
education systems for promoting parity of
esteem between vocational and general education. These were vocational enhancement,
mutual enrichment, links and unification. The
inclusion of more countries in the SPES-NET
project led to further differentiation within
and between categories of reform. The origi-

nal strategies were complemented with
substrategies focusing on lifelong learning including the issue of access; partnerships be-

route and to encourage students to be more
radical in the ways in which they combine
studies.

All the reforms respond to, or anticipate,
trends in the labour market and in the organisation of work. All respond to a perceived
need for qualitative changes in the knowledge and competences which young people bring
to the labour market. Changes in the content
of work, in new technology, in patterns of occupational mobility and in the pace of change
itself are seen to require increased adaptability, the capacity to learn new skills in the fu-

ture, personal and transferable skills, and so
on.

tween providers of VET and employers; teach-

Most of the reforms seek to enhance links
between VET and the labour market, and to

ers' and trainers' qualifications; and the

make VET more responsive to labour-market

knowledge base of VET.

needs. This is pursued through networking
with local enterprises, through the formal rep-

Each country's reform programme might include elements of different strategies, and the
emphasis of a country's policy could change
over time. The four strategies represent a con-

tinuum between strategies based on the
distinctiveness of academic and vocational

education and those based on their full

resentation of industry in the machinery for
designing curricula and qualifications, and in
some systems by allowing greater responsiveness to local needs. In most countries, there-

fore, we can identify an attempt to increase
the influence of the labour market within the
reforms.

integration, with links and mutual enrichment as intermediate strategies between the
two poles. Each of the partner countries have
key system issues which the reforms are seeking to resolve.

Those systems that want to move in a more
unified direction and at the same time have
high degrees of student choice may also be
encouraging academic drift or reflecting more
basic social divisions between academic and
vocational orientations because of the way in

However this is not the same as a labour-mar-

ket influence on the reforms themselves. In
most of the countries studied the main impetus to reform appears to be, not pressure from

the labour market, but internal pressures
arising from the need to rationalise the education system itself. This is most obvious in
Austria and Germany. The reforms in Norway, Scotland and Sweden aim to simplify
their systems and make them more coherent
through unifying or comprehensive reforms.
157
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The reforms in England, Finland and France
pursue rationalisation through links of various kinds rather than unification. We assume
that VET systems' responses to labour-market changes depend on whether and how these
changes coincide with problems internal to
VET itself.

Implications of unifying postcompulsory education
- the British case
The focus of this analysis is on attempts in
these countries to reduce divisions between
academic and vocational tracks and to develop
a more coherent system. In addition, a related
study on flows and pathways in post-compulsory education and training provides empirical evidence on the destination of students of

academic and vocational tracks in England,
Scotland and Wales against the background
of educational attainment and social class.
The drive towards a unifying system observed
in Britain may provide a framework for pos-

sible improvement in 'standing'. The preoccupation with government and regulations
and the guiding role of qualifications in this
system, however, appears to contribute little
to this effect. Potential progress in 'standing'
is closely related to a rise in the quality of
educational provision at course/curriculum
level, e.g. the achievement of GNVQ and the
potential impact of core/key skills. At the same

time, there is a need for qualitative advance
in vocational education to underpin the unification strategy Qualitative improvements
of vocational education, in particular workbased training, are required as preconditions,
e.g. for attracting higher-achieving students,
for including work-based qualifications in a
unified system and for achieving the desired
effect of overarching certification.

Qualifications with a dual orientation
towards employment and higher
education
An initiative taken in several countries is to
provide the option for trainees or students to
acquire qualifications combining vocational
and general education to provide a dual ori-

entation towards employment and higher
158

education. In the projects INTEQUAL/
DUOQUAL the characteristics and practical
impact of these dual qualifications have been
investigated across Europe.

In analysing the curricula of dual qualifications, two clusters may be distinguished: the
majority of schemes combine medium work
orientation with low or medium integration
of subjects; the rest of the schemes combine
medium and high degrees of both work orientation and integration of subjects. Looking at
recent developments, little change may be ex-

pected with regard to work orientation, but
further advance is likely with regard to the
integration of subjects. This trend may result
in boosting the group of schemes which combine a medium degree of integration with various degrees of work orientation.

If the typical career prospects of dual qualifi-

cations are compiled, two major patterns of
dual progression emerge: most of the schemes
offer a choice between access to studies in the

technical sector or entry into highly skilled
employment/ middle-level management; a
smaller group of schemes provide opportunities of either progression to studies in related
subjects (with no established technical sector
available) or unspecified employment. These
patterns suggest that there is a significant
relationship between the two options of pro-

gression. By preparing both for (highly)
skilled work and work-related studies, dual
qualifications provide a basis for professional
careers in a lifelong learning process.
Altogether, dual qualifications potentially live
up to the criteria identified for high standing
of VET: providing personal competence and
facilitating mobility both in the education sys-

tem and the labour market. Dual qualifications improve the chances of young people for

entering educational and occupational careers, thereby contributing to an upward
trend of differentiation within secondary vocational education. In a context of wide-ranging problems of transition from education to
work, with a large section of young people
being at risk, dually qualifying pathways are
in effect selective, leaving those perceived as
`low-achievers' behind. The challenge for edu-

cational policy, therefore, is to ensure that

How to improve the standing of vocational compared to general education
schemes of dual qualification are part of transparent and flexible systems, being accessible

from any point and linking up to other parts
of education and training.

Issues of 'standing' in typical settings
Starting out from the initial levels of analysis course/curriculum, education system and

Attitudes towards the esteem
of vocational education
- evidence from case studies

a typology of national settings is applied which cuts across these three
levels. The following three types of national
settings for relating education and work are
distinguished:

The esteem of vocational education and ways
of improving its attractiveness have been analysed in another parallel project (PAVE), involving case studies on England and Wales,

a) Type I: close relationship between education system and labour market, including
a tracked system of education and a quali-

labour market

Finland, Greece, Ireland and the Nether-

fication structure which has direct rel-

lands. The investigation focuses on the tension between vocational and liberal (rather
than general) education, also tracing the evolution of these concepts, and sets out to ex-

evance for occupational entry (Austria, the
Czech Republic, Denmark, Germany, Hungary, the Netherlands).

plore ways of reconciling the two. The project's

Based on established standards of appren-

major message is that liberal and vocational
education should be regarded as two complementary aspects of the same task: the fashioning of the human person.

ticeship and full-time technical courses,
these countries seek to enhance the qual-

Parity of esteem is considered in a social con-

text, starting out from the observation that
vocational education is in most cases regarded as having lower status than that of
liberal education. The reason for this is
sought in the values, attitudes and beliefs
that people hold. These values may refer to
the courses which students follow, the schools

they attend, the types of learning, the forms
of knowledge and the ways in which these
are assessed. The values involved in the traditional vocational subjects can make a substantial contribution to the social and per-

ity and status of vocational education. The
standing of vocational education is underpinned by regulations which make vocational qualifications a precondition for entry to skilled employment. This provides a
certain advantage over secondary general
education and partly even stimulates mobility from general to vocational tracks at
upper secondary level (the Netherlands).
The challenge, however, lies in the superior career prospects of graduates with both
vocational and general certificates at upper secondary level and of higher education graduates.
b) Type II: Loose relationship between educa-

sonal fulfilment of human beings. Their

tion system and labour market, allowing

liberating potential therefore can be just as
important as that of the traditional 'liberat-

for predominant school-based, broad vocational education and subsequent on-the-job
training (Australia, Canada, Japan, USA).

ing' subjects. Schools themselves may be able
to influence the esteem of vocational education and in some ways be ahead of the prevalent value system.

Both the occupational specificity and the
stratification of secondary education are at
a low level, matching open labour markets

A major conclusion is that vocational education should not only prepare technicians and
skilled workers but also enable young people
to enhance their own human development. In

characterised by large service sectors.

particular, the aspiration to proceed to fur-

included, while entry to employment is fa-

ther and higher education is seen as the critical factor in deciding the status of a particular vocational course.

cilitated by on-the-job training. Generic

Countries with this setting often provide
comprehensive school patterns, with programmes of broad vocational education
concepts of employability, with an emphasis on key competences, are dominating.
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At the same time, there are efforts in such
countries to involve employers in education and training, through development of
school-enterprise partnerships and practical assignments.
c) Type III:Varied relationship between education system and labour market, calling

for coherent education and qualification
frameworks (England, Estonia, Finland,
France, Greece, Norway, Portugal, Scotland, Spain, Sweden).

plied. In more specific terms, high 'standing'
should be interpreted according to the following characteristics (which essentially relate
to dual qualifications):
a) acquisition of key competences/ combining
vocational and general education;

b) opportunity for access to academic and vocational higher education;

c) qualification for entry to (highly) skilled
employment.

Attempts are made in this setting to overcome problems of transition from education to work arising from a diversity of in-

stitutions, courses and certificates in
vocational education and to establish coherent structures across upper secondary
education. A major problem addressed by

This set of characteristics represents an idealtype model based on high-quality vocational

education and linking up with general education. The 'standing' of vocational education

in a given system may be assessed as 'high'
(or equal to general education) given the fol-

several of these countries is the insufficient
provision of work-based training, with in-

lowing conditions:

ferior standards of apprenticeships and

a) if high 'standing' is achieved according to
all three criteria (or characteristics);

lack of opportunities of gaining practical

experience within school-based programmes. An essential condition for solving this problem lies in promoting the cooperation with enterprises.

c) if high 'standing' relates to public esteem.

Improvement of 'standing'
For assessing the standing of vocational com-

pared to general education and its prospect
of improvement resulting from various measures, the initial model of three criteria is ap-
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b) if high 'standing' extends over a major part
of upper secondary education;

1

Altogether, improvement of the standing of
vocational compared to general education is

a permanent aim which can only be approached by continuing enhancement and adaptation to new requirements.
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Certification and legibility of competence

Annie Bouder, Laurence Coutrot, Edith Kirsch,
Jean-Louis Kirsch, Josiane Paddeu,
Main Savoyant, Emmanuel Sulzer'
Abstract
This report looks at various aspects of the role that certification systems, understood in the
broad sense, can play in the very different ways in which competences are recognised in enterprise or in the labour market. There is undoubted interest in these certification systems in the
European Union. Faced with the 'maze' of education systems and the fact that the certificates
that they award are felt to be unable to adapt to new qualification needs, the problem of identifying competences is raising increasingly urgent questions as regards certification systems.
Being able to identify the learning acquired from occupational experience and providing the
best possible match between individuals and production functions, while ensuring that they
are still adaptable, and therefore more employable, seem to be the current expectations. The
answers that the various systems are providing in this respect are examined below from both
an institutional and a methodological point of view:
O from an institutional point of view, the report looks at the role that the state has played in
the past in constructing systems responsible for education and training and certification,
and goes on to examine contemporary developments that are tending to make certification
more independent from education and training with the result that skill identification is
tending to make these skills independent from formal learning routes;

0 this therefore raises new methodological problems. First, defining competences through
performance standards raises the question of how and to what extent actual work can be
taken into account. Second, the construction of assessment standards, analysed here using
the accreditation of prior learning as an example, must include thinking about the nature
of the competences that are being validated and the legitimacy of validation bodies.
Competences are certified and recognised in different ways, depending on national traditions,
but the procedures used in all cases have to address the same kind of problem: they must be
precise enough to enable efficient adjustment and socially legitimate enough to pave the way
for their general validity.

Josiane Paddeu has provided particular help with bibliographical research and with the
drafting of the reference list and bibliography.

The authors would like to thank Jean-Paul Cadet and Bernard Tabuteau for their comments
and advice and for their patient and detailed attention throughout the preparation of this
report.
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4

Certification and legibility of competence

1. Introduction

with education and training is examined
using three types of reference: an overall

1.1 Why this topic?

occupational target, jobs described in varying degrees of detail and the occupational
skills attached to these jobs;

The theme of the certification of occupational
abilities has occupied its own space in discussions of vocational training since the begin-

ning of the 1990s. Major events in this area
have included the OECD symposium on this
issue in 1992 in Lisbon, the various works that
Cedefop has published on national situations

and the White Paper on the learning society
and in particular those parts of the White
Paper that set out proposals for new forms of
accreditation. Before the 1990s, little attention seems to have been paid to this issue:
certification was seen as a natural and logical stage of a process of education that it both
completed and sanctioned.
Two questions helped to call this sequence into
question:

a) Was too much emphasis being placed on
the labelling of academic knowledge that
lacked an immediately evident link with
the actual knowledge used in the practice
of an occupation?

Zi assessment issues are analysed from the
point of view of the ways in which informal experience is validated, focusing on the

construction of assessment criteria, their
links with existing systems, the ways in
which they are put into practice and on
assessors themselves.
The current systems in Germany, Belgium,

Spain, France and the United Kingdom,
which show interesting differences in this
field, provided a basis for our work. The documentation available on this issue varied from
country to country, but there again our objective was not to conduct a comparative study.
All these countries have a range of certifica-

tion systems and any attempt to characterise
them by their dominant system diplomas

in France, dual certification in Germany,
NVQs in the United Kingdom was problematic. This would have run the risk of present-

ing each country by its most firmly rooted
characteristics and of disregarding various

b) In what ways could other forms of acquisition of occupational knowledge, reflecting
the mutual expectations of jobseekers and

kinds of innovation. We therefore chose to approach the issue in a different way and to consider that a number of forms of certification,
whose proximity has not been systematically

job providers, but not forming part of institutional education and training systems,

shaped by national traditions, can be found
throughout Europe.

be recognised?

1.2 Terminology
For these reasons, we felt that it would be interesting to propose a report entitled 'Certification and legibility of competence' to Cedefop.

Part 1 looks at the issue of the increasing autonomy of certification systems and the different outcomes of this increasing autonomy in
different countries, in particular as regards the
reorganisation of the links between training
and certification. This increasing autonomy
has highlighted the question of skill identification and the need to rethink performance
and assessment standards, an issue that is examined in Part 2:

Zi the link that occupational analysis and
definition of performance standards has

'Certification and legibility of competence':
there has been a great deal of research into
some of these notions that could be developed

in a whole range of ways. The diversity and
in some cases the contradictory nature of the
definitions proposed, their proximity to other
notions such as recognition, validation,
qualification, experience, etc. which could
at least partially explain them, bear this out.
It therefore seemed of little use to propose yet
another definition for terms that have already
received a great deal of attention. Nevertheless, the fact that they are so difficult to place
on a formal footing and their protoplasmic
ability to find their way into issues involving
171
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the links between training and employment,
and to reshape these issues, bear witness to

the current turmoil surrounding this field.
These terms are therefore used in a broad
sense, since the phenomena that they reflect
are changing, subtle and part and parcel of
wider-ranging debates. Some terminological
precisions are needed, however, to explain
some of the ways in which they are used in
the following report.
Certification is used to mean the formal and
official recognition of a person's occupational
abilities. It seemed preferable not to determine the extent of this formal and official recognition too far, and merely to contrast it with
domestic forms of recognition based solely on
the agreement of particular individuals and
to note that it provides a more global framework for the latter. Certification is therefore
seen as a process and an outcome: a process
that involves implementing standards and defining the criteria by which these standards
are assessed, and an outcome resulting from
these assessment procedures, whether or not
they lead to the award of a qualification.
The use of the term 'credential' also needs further explanation: the concrete form that certification takes is expressed by a variety of terms
certificates, diplomas, credits, etc. A detailed
study would be needed to understand and explain this variety. In the meantime, we opted
in this report to use the general term 'credential' for these different expressions, and to use
their particular names when circumstances so
required. Moreover, classification, as defined
in collective agreements for instance, is not perceived as certification as it takes account more
of the qualities mobilised by a particular job.
The difference between certification and classification is nevertheless tenuous and question-

able in some cases and deserves a detailed
study ofits own, as its development raises problems. Leaving it out may well have been questionable, but including it would have been unrealistic.

The term 'skill' was unavoidable because it
has so many different meanings and is used
in such different ways in the worlds of educa-

tion and training and work, representing an
entity to which everyone gives meanings that
172

are close enough to stimulate a debate and
different enough to keep the debate going, in
the same way that Binet defined intelligence
as what was measured by his test, a skill here
is what is identified by certification.
The term 'legibility' is frequently used by de-

cision-makers and consultants, but has not
been taken up as far as we are aware by
academic language. It is part and parcel of
those new terms 'visibility' and 'transparency' are other examples that are being used
to suggest a different form of intelligibility.
The growing extent to which they are used
should be linked to the introduction of new
forms of social rationale reflected, among
other things, by the growth of standardisation practices in the production of good and
services...but that would be another story.

2. The gradual emergence
of certification systems
Judging by historical works, specific mention
of certification seems to have been relatively
late and piecemeal. Is this because certifica-

tion has gained importance only in recent
years, or, even though it was already playing
a role, because it was long seen as a dependent element of the vocational training system?
The importance that modern societies attach
to assessment makes it impossible to reject
this second hypothesis. The few references to
certification in historical works show, moreover, a trend towards gradual appropriation by
the state, accompanying the state's growing
involvement in the education of individuals,
starting with higher-level qualifications and
moving on to lower-level qualifications. This
trend did not, however, follow a harmonious
course and encountered opposition from some

protagonists, in particular as regards the
lower occupational levels. In addition, referring merely to the state is not enough as the
state could and can intervene through
bodies linked to the production system or the
education system, depending on policy options
linked to one or other sphere, and thereby give
certification different objectives. In these cir-

cumstances, therefore, it seems logical that
occupational certification seems to be rela-

Certification and legibility of competence
the history of education and higher education
and, in most cases, deals with certification only
as an allied variable. To our knowledge, the
only work that has set out to retrace the his-

tively recent as a specific issue and that despite a common historic dynamic, it takes different forms, even within the same country,

and is not moving in the direction of transnational harmonisation.

tory of technical and vocational education
qualifications is that of Guy Brucy (1998), concerning France. An outline comparative analy-

It would therefore seem that certification systems are becoming more independent and are
no longer being considered as the completion

sis has also been undertaken as part of a European 'Eurocertification' project (Cereq, 1998).
Patricia Broadfoot (1996) has conducted a com-

and outcome of an educational process that
Bertrand (1997), taking up Gordon (1993),
breaks down into the following stages:

parative historical study of assessment in
French and British education which clearly
highlights the role of certification.

ID definition of educational objectives

Assessment processes have much to do with
the construction and award of certification.
Assessment is part of all areas of life: 'Assessment is a central feature of social life. Passing judgement on people, on things, on ideas,

design of education
DI practice of education

on values is part of the process of making
sense of reality and where we stand in any

ID assessment of education
iJ

given situation' (Broadfoot, 1996, p.3). This
assessment has been part and parcel of educational processes throughout their history.
Traditional learning was a long sequence of
assessments that culminated in the production of a 'masterpiece' that provided free but
necessary proof. The beginnings of certification can be traced back to the transition from
assessment placed to some extent on an official footing to specified and formal assessment. While we tend to see certification only
as the completion of an educational process,
history shows that the reverse is more often
true. Having specified what result was to be
obtained, what should be taught and how its

certification

CI recognition of certification on the labour
market (Bertrand, 1997, p.5).
Four developments are now accentuating this
tendency towards autonomy:

1. comprehension of the specific nature of a
'credential effect';

2. labour market changes;
3. new qualification needs;
4. different forms of knowledge and of ways
of acquiring this knowledge.

acquisition could be verified was then deduced

Two issues are also examined since they reflect very topical questions:

The state tried, in this way, to impose its authority on social groups that had up to then
functioned in a broadly independent way and
that did not therefore necessarily feel the need
to formulate certification strategies: they possessed the source of knowledge, had passed it
on and recognised its acquisition by awarding a title. History also shows, however, that
social groups have used certification to affirm
their social and economic identity, often with
state support.

therefrom.

a) the criticism of credentials, in the broadest sense of the term;
b) the construction of a single national reference.

2.1 History
The history of certification remains to be writ-

In general, although with differences from one

ten, as does that of its impact on vocational
training. The academic literature has covered

country to another, the trend has therefore

4
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been for the state gradually to take responsibility for vocational training (for young people) and its certification in order to provide it
with a national dimension and a national validity. The process by which it has done so
started from the higher and moved down to
the lower qualification levels. Over time, and
more rapidly after the second world war in
most countries, the norm assigned to certification and, therefore, to training was initially
of a theoretical and then of a general type. It
was the productive citizen who needed to be
trained, thereby creating a distance with respect to purely practical norms connected with
immediate employment.

2.1.1 A top-down construction
European societies had placed procedures for
the identification of their elites on a formal
footing at the latest by the beginning of the

nineteenth century. This process involved
education, recognised in some cases by the
award of 'certificates', taught, depending on
the country, in an essentially general way
(Britain, Spain) or in a general and technical

(France, Belgium, Germany) way (Brucy,
1998; Dore, 1997). Paradoxically, at a time
when the industrial revolution was in full
swing, the higher levels tended to remain academic and generalist with a few notable exceptions: 'In France, there is the long standing tradition of the grandes écoles Ponts et
Chaussées (1715), Ecole Polytechnique (1794),
Ecole Centrale (1828-29) (...) In Germany the
Technische Hochschulen (now Universitäten)

enjoy equal status, with the prestigious D.
Ing. of Engineering being the special preserve

of the T.H.' (Sanderson, 1993, p.55). The
state's aim in setting up these schools was,
among other things, to meet its need for mili-

tary officers: 'This was so with the Ecole
Polytechnique which has always produced
generals as well as businessmen and politicians. Likewise at Charlottenburg the Prussian army supported science which could be
used for military purposes' (Sanderson, 1993,
p.55). In Belgium, it was in the second half of

the nineteenth century that 'industrial
schools and the first university chairs were
set up to train managers for industry. The
latter had close links with modern industry:

metallurgy, chemistry, mineralogy, geo174

logy...(and) were largely supported by the
state, especially during the depression (18701896)' (Alaluf and Vanheerswynghel, 1998,
p.10). The education of the technical elite differed, however, in Britain: 'Britain's industrial

strength lay in its amateurs and self-made
men: the craftsman-inventor, the mill-owner,
the iron-master...In this rise of British indus-

try the British universities played no part;
indeed formal education of any sort was a
negligible factor in its success' (Ashby, 1961,
quoted by Dore, 1997, p.14). On top of this

strong ideology of the 'self-made man', the
academic training of industrial managers
came up, despite some attempts to change the

situation, against the humanist university
tradition. The Victorian state's attempts to
impose new practices failed: 'the mechanics'
institute movement from the 1820s was a failure. The civic universities were a noble expression of Victorian civic pride. Yet in their
early stages Manchester and Durham were
but deferential Northern reflections of Oxford'
(Sanderson, 1993, p.55).
The ongoing vitality of the traditional corporations and guilds placed the main obstacle

in the way of state intervention. This was
particularly true for engineers. Engineering
was taught at the universities of Glasgow and
London from 1840. The profession did not,
however, recognise the certification of these
studies: 'it was to be several decades before
the possession of a university degree helped
by gaining formal exemption from the normal
training requirements of the engineering institutions' (Dore, 1997, p.19). Training run by
the profession had been established, however,
in 1897 and it was not until 1970 that a higher
education (university or technology college)
qualification became an entry requirement for
the engineering profession. Spain followed a
similar route since reforms of its university
tradition, strongly impregnated with Catholic and absolutist values, began only in 1845

on which date the state assumed complete
control over universities. It did not, however,
introduce technical subjects into courses: the
main faculties were those that educated lawyers, doctors and teachers of the scientific and

literary disciplines of secondary education.
This policy continued up to the reforms of the
1980s' (Hernandez Diaz, 1998, p.38), with the
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up in the wake of the 1970 reform (idem, p.54).

'skilled' workers which was certified. In Britain, 'only towards the end of the (nineteenth)
century did technical institutes begin on any

Certification and vocational training for mid-

dle-grade staff (middle managers, supervi-

substantial scale to provide some skilled
workmen with a general basic understand-

sors) were introduced in a different way. They
were introduced into systems at a later stage.

ing of mechanical and metallurgical principles which helped them to absorb new tech-

They led to many general outcries against

niques' (Dore, 1997, p.18). It was not the state,

exception of the Polytechnic Universities set

state intervention: 'technical schools were not
set up (...) in osmosis with but in opposition
to the production world. They were structured
according to logics other than those current

in the social fields in which the knowledge
that they proposed to impart was used (...)
The establishment of technical schools to
some extent removed this twofold power
training and certification from the practitioners, so that it became the almost exclu-

but rather those structures representing the
interests of what remained of the guilds and
corporations, that imposed these institutes as
a solution. This solution did not involve certification.

For the rest of the working population

sive property of training professionals (...) The

(manual workers) and in all the countries, the
guilds and the commercial sector ran apprenticeship schemes in which it was enough to
'do one's time' without the outcome being cer-

certificates that these schools award crystallise this ambivalence' (Brucy, 1998, p.5'7).
They impose a different way of building on
knowledge and involve an external assessment that does away with traditional methods without necessarily providing advantages,
at least for the profession itself. In France,

tified. Attempts by a public power to interfere in vocational apprenticeship took place
at relatively different times in the five countries being examined here the latest being
Britain. It was also training and certification
for manual workers that generated the most
controversy and disputes. The dual aim of

'technical education of an elementary and
middle level was sketched out during the
eighteenth century. It was the Order of 25

state intervention in this field is also the most
visible at this level: to break the monopoly of
the old corporations over the vocational training of apprentices by making them subject to
national rules administered by the state and

February 1803 that genuinely organised the
first school of arts and crafts in Compiègne'
(Brucy, 1998, p.25). The certificates Tor elite
workers' (idem, p.33) date, however, only from

1894. Their regulation set out the practical
and theoretical organisation of the teaching

of the Ecoles pratiques de commerce et
d'industrie (EPCI practical trade and industry schools). The 'certificates for future foremen' (Brucy, 1998, p.45) came even later: the
introduction of an official examination for the
award of a certificate to students of the ENP
(Ecoles Nationales Professionnelles National Vocational Schools) came relatively late

(...) it was not until 1904 that an Order set
out the list of examinations and their marking methods for all such schools' (Brucy, 1998,

p.48-49). In Spain, and in as controversial a

way, 'organised and structured vocational
education unconnected with the education
system and under the supervision of the Ministry of Labour' (Roure, 1998, p.26) was introduced from 1925: the technical institutes.

These offered training for 'officers' and

to achieve the political objectives, stated in
all the countries, of education for the masses.
The reciprocal impact of training and certification is difficult to assess in this particular
field. The introduction of the CAP (Certificat
d'Aptitude Professionnelle Certificate of
Vocational Ability) in France in 1919 was an
obvious attempt to 'humanise' the training of
young apprentices by broadening what they
learnt to include subjects that were not occupational. Its detractors criticised the differences in the 'skills considered necessary to
practice a trade (...) in different regions (and)
the very unreliable assessments of examination panels' (Brucy, 1998, p.63), ruling out the
possibility of a single, national certification.

A further fear was that assessment methods
would call into question the quality of the
training given by the employer: 'an employer
whose apprentices suffered too many failures
would be showing the world that he was unable to train workers' (idem). 'At this level,
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the certificate fulfilled a dual function: it
proved and it graded (...) supporters of certification were in one or other camp' (idem).
Thus, 'traditional economic sectors and workers' trade unions were from the outset hostile
to the development of technical education and
this continued right up to the Second World
War' (Cereq, 1998, p.39). This highlights the

power struggles and ideological disputes
about the aim of education and training and
certification. Manual apprenticeship schools
were nevertheless set up in 1880/81 and were
assimilated with the public complementary
primary education schools (under the responsibility of the Minister of Trade) which offered

vocational education courses (Brucy, 1998)
and were responsible for 'popularising' the
CAP. Prior to the post-war period, however,
making it compulsory for apprentices (but not
as yet employers) to attend vocational courses
as well did not have a great deal of impact. In
Spain, the technical institutes set up in 1925
also certified apprentices but, until the mid1970s, most manual workers continued to receive training that was not certified (Roure,
1998). In Belgium, state technical and vocational education was not organised until the
end of the First World War. At the same time

cils' (Young and Leney, 1998, p.52). Certification was left to the initiative of a whole series
of Examining Boards for which it was a busi-

ness, but which attempted to develop alongside the professions.
As most of the examples illustrating the preceding developments show, certification is far
from being no more than the consecration of
a training route or the process by which a skill
acquired elsewhere is recognised. Certification is one of the tools that our governments

have used to regulate their education and
training systems. The recent example of the
national qualifications system in the United
Kingdom offers further proof of this: the development of National Vocational Qualifications (NVQs) has been grafted onto the existing systems that it was attempting to call into
question, like the stranglehold of teachers,
and educators in general, over certification
and training. For many, the new qualifications

have remained empty shells

i.e. with no
candidates but their mere existence and the
vigour with which the government has tried

to push them forward have led to major
changes in the structure and content of the
supply of training in the United Kingdom. 'So

(1921), the main political parties launched
their Ecoles Ouvrières Supérieures (Higher

it became an article of faith that awarding

Workers' Schools) (the socialist Belgian Work-

transform the nature of the UK economy'
(Wolf, 1997, p.39). This has nevertheless
brought about a far-reaching reform of the

ers' Party) and the Central School for Christian Workers at Héverlee, which later became

the Cardijn Institute (Alaluf and Vanheerswynghels, 1998), one of whose tasks was

to train workers, partly for union functions.
'By the turn of the (nineteenth) century Germany already had an established system of
vocational schooling to complement the train-

ing undergone at the workplace' (Schmidt,
1998, p.21), which externalised theoretical
education, whereas well before that date the
'guilds (had) laid down detailed rules to govern apprenticeship, including some concerning the training to be provided' (idem, p.21).
There had therefore been some schooling of

apprentices. In Britain, 'it was not until towards the end of the nineteenth century, for
example with the passing of a Technical Education Act in 1889, that organisations like the
City and Guilds of London Institute were able
to make arrangements for technical education
and its certification, working with local coun-

enough vocational certificates would somehow

British system and made the state responsible in a field from which it had up till then
been largely absent. This intervention had
become necessary, as Hilary Steedman (1996,
p.16) stresses: 'The fact that low-level quali-

fications go together with mediocre quality
helps to explain why enterprises settle for
standardised mass production, encouraged by

the low-level qualifications of their labour
force, and why there is little chance of better
qualifications equating with high quality un-

less training infrastructure is modified at a
national level'. While the reform was keen at
the outset to keep its distance from theoretical and general education, recent developments seem to commit the system to the same
path as that taken by other countries at different times in their past. The developments
illustrated above also highlight the permanent tension between two conceptions of cer-
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tification and vocational training: specialised
knowledge geared towards employment and
immediate activity or broader knowledge with
a better theoretical basis and including aspects of general culture. This tension is also

to be found in subsequent developments
within, among others, continuing training.

tion, but also the numbers of teachers involved. The standard was single and national.
Under laws passed in 1942/3 only state institutions (those of the Ministry of Trade) were
entitled to award national diplomas. As these
various developments took place, responsibility was increasingly passed to the state with

the Ministry of Education (or its equivalent

2.1.2 Plural state, enterprises and
national reference frameworks
In most of the countries in which it has been
most heavily involved, the state as well as

the other players who have tried to extend
the academic or theoretical and classroom
basis of vocational training (and to make it
compulsory) have encountered resistance.
For the state, this resistance has not just been
external but internal as well. In most cases,
the conflict has been between ministries working with the production system (trade, industry, employment, labour) and ministries involved in 'mass' education (public education,

education). In general, the measures introduced have tried to some extent to break the
traditional supremacy of enterprises over the
construction and recognition of qualifications,

with the result that enterprises have been
unable spontaneously to support reforms. In
a relatively paradoxical way, however, bearing in mind their different histories, the five
national systems have looked for and managed to establish, at different times, a common reference framework for national certification placed under a single authority.

In France, in the nineteenth and at the beginning of the twentieth century, diplomas
were created under the authority of the powerful Technical Education Division of the Ministry of Trade (which had several names dur-

ing that period). They were administered,
however, especially the CAP, during the initial years of its launch, by the Departments.
The stated objective was to bring certification
and training as close as possible to the needs
of local employers. From 1880 onwards, teach-

ers were heavily involved in the construction
of these certifications, although they were for
a long time in a minority on examination panels. Little by little, reforms changed the panorama of national diplomas, strengthening the
Jacobin management of vocational certifica-

at that time) taking up this responsibility
rather than the Ministry of Trade and Industry. The Fouchet reform of 1963 gave the Ministry of Education responsibility for vocational

and general education (Brucy, 1998). This is
still the situation today. In Germany, the in-

troduction of free trade at the beginning of
the nineteenth century, which marked the end
of the supremacy of the guilds, was the turning point in the system's development. There-

after, various commercial codes sought to
regulate the conditions under which apprenticeship was given. The '1897 Trade Regulation Code granted autonomy to the chambers
of crafts in matters relating to apprenticeship.
In 1925, the first formal regulatory instruments were passed on vocational training in
the industrial sector. From the 1930s at the
latest, these instruments have contained descriptions of occupational profiles, rules for
the conduct of examinations and directives on
the award of final certificates' (Schmidt, 1998,

p.21). Since 1964, the dual system has been
the basic reference for the certification of vocational training. Its certification and training standards are laid down by trade at na-

tional level. The similar timings of these
French and German developments are interesting to note, as are those of Spain and Belgium. In Spain, the 1970 General Education
Law (LGE) integrated vocational training into
the education system (Roure, 1998), with a

single certification that was overhauled in
1994 to become the `Titulos profesionales'. Ra-

tionalisation also took place in Belgium
(Wallonia) and it was by 1970 at the latest
that all general and vocational education,
apart from that for small enterprises, was
placed under the authority of the Ministry of
Education with a single certification. Similar
processes came much later in Britain. A national curriculum for compulsory education

and a new qualification structure, the National Vocational Qualifications, were introduced towards the end of the 1980s and the
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beginning of the 1990s. The system was unified in 1997 with the creation of the Qualifi-

ers, post-Abitur (the upper secondary certifi-

cate, leading to higher education) certified
training schemes started to appear for young
people at the beginning of the 1970s. 'In ad-

cations and Curriculum Authority (QCA),
placed under the authority of a single ministry in charge of both education and employ-

dition to the continuing establishment of vocational schools, other forms of dual training
course are currently being developed in the
higher education sector in Germany. They lie

ment. Although processes similar to those of
the other countries started much later, Britain has taken its institutional and organisational changes much further.

somewhere between traditional training in
the dual system and study at a (specialised)
higher education institution' (Krekel et al,

Paradoxically, at the same time, in some of
the countries where centralisation had been
achieved much earlier, certification systems

1997, p.281). The existence of these 'intermediate' qualifications, which are not in fact intermediate, is undoubtedly calling into question the architecture of certification and the
award of jobs in enterprise.

are now diversifying. The compromises of the
past, resulting from power struggles and negotiations, are being shaken up. In most cases
this has been caused by the tension that underpins the various conceptions of certification: this tension necessarily brings up the

Some of the past ways in which our present
systems have developed are being echoed by
current concerns about the management of
our systems. They may help us to define and
possibly to resolve current problems in different ways.

notion of types of certification said to be closer

to immediate occupational activity. This can
be seen in France and Spain where the state
itself is playing a part in this diversification
by introducing particular kinds of certification for adult jobseekers or employees: Min-

2.2 Recent trends

istry of Labour qualifications in France,
Certificados de Profesionalidad in Spain.

The increasing autonomy of the certification
system has been bolstered by relatively recent dynamics that have given the 'credential' an increasingly important intrinsic quality with respect to a labour market marked
by a growing mobility and that point to the
need to diversify the ways in which this credential can be obtained, thereby helping to
detach it from the training system.

Based largely on the principles used to construct the British NVQs, these certifications
use other methods of assessment (see below).
Pressures for new negotiations are therefore
increasing.

Analysts are still needed, however, for the
recent history of certification. Other developments also need to be studied more closely.
At the beginning of the 1970s, in Germany,
the largest national lifelong learning association (the Volkshochschulverband) launched a
whole programme to design certification for

2.2.1 What is a 'credential effect'?
The work of economists makes it possible to
pinpoint a credential market, irrespective of
the training conditions in which these credentials have been acquired. Various surveys of
the integration and mobilisation of the labour
force confirm that those who possess a credential have an advantage over those who do not
even when their specialism, length of training and occupational experience are the same.

the training that it offered (Tiegens et al,
1974). Apart from modern language certificates, however, this programme was not followed up.
In another connection, enterprises, or rather
industries, are trying to formalise qualifica-

tions that they are manifestly prepared to
certify. In France, for instance, the industries
are constructing their own certificates of vocational qualification (CQPs) and using them
to certify their employees' continuing training. In Germany, at the initiative of employ178

2.2.1.1 A credential market

Economists have highlighted the existence

of a 'credential effect'. The signal theory
(Spence) and the filter theory (Arrow, 1973)

/(
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provide a basis for this. While works based
on the theories of human capital evaluated
the return from the training investment on
the basis of the number of years that people
had devoted to this training, these two authors showed that the possession of a credential had a specific effect, acting as a signal on the labour market and for society in
general. There is therefore a 'market of "credential acts", i.e. certificates and diplomas
linked to formal education' (Béduwé et al,

this hypothesis, the interest of this approach
lies in the fact that it proposes a rereading
of the various works analysing the relationship between training and employment by
asking whether certification has a specific
effect that cannot be confused with that of
training.
2.2.1.2 What are the benefits of credentials?

The statistical data available at European

1998, p.5). According to Vinokur (1995, p.152)

level corroborate the existence of a 'creden-

the originality of a credential economy lies
in the following: 'all the analyses surveyed
here assume that the education system (or
the education services market) and the production system (or the labour market) are
independent, the former (...) producing the
skilled work purchased by the latter. These
economic analyses diverge: on the one hand,
about the relative weight accorded to the two
functions of the education system, i.e. educating and certifying and, on the other hand,
about the competitive or non-competitive
nature of labour markets (and therefore education services). The human capital theory,
constructed in the United States at the beginning of the 1960s, masks the certification
function of the education system and focuses
only on the function of imparting knowledge
or production practices, and assumes the la-

tial effect'. In France, data on the occupational
integration of young people demonstrate the
link between the possession of a diploma and

bour market to be competitive. Qualifications
have historically been taken into account in

equal, that people who possess qualifications

transition to employment (Martinelli et al,
1999). In Germany, unemployment seems to
be most widespread among people whose vo-

cational abilities have not been certified
(Buttler and Tessaring 1995; Möbus and
Verdier, eds., 1997). Comparing the results
from different countries is problematic, however, bearing in mind the problems raised by
different nomenclatures and the lack of comparability of the procedures that they cover
(Duru-Bellat et al, 1997). The establishment
of surveys along the lines of the 'Labour Force
Survey' (Murray and Steedman, 1998; Kirsch,
1999) is therefore a major step forward since
such surveys provide a more accurate picture.

It would therefore seem, all things being

economic analysis as a result of the rejec-

have an advantage over people who do not
possess them (Scherer, 1999). This variable

tion of both of these hypotheses:

needs, however, to be heavily weighted by con-

:I the main function of the education system
is to certify, i.e. to "filter". By awarding diplomas, it demonstrates the existing production abilities of workers and thus sup-

specialisms and training levels, on the one

plies the information needed to make a
competitive labour market transparent;
Ci the function of the education system is to

educate and certify, but the markets are
not competitive; the diploma is a "barrier
to entry" into jobs'.

In this context, the author points to the hypothesis of a reversal of values in which the
vocational training system would be steered
by a system of certification that would be
completely detached from it. Irrespective of

siderations relating to hierarchies of
hand, and to the possession and length of job

experience, on the other hand, using ratios
about which little is known and which vary
greatly depending on the ways in which the
labour market functions.

2.2.2 Changing labour markets
The role that certification plays in the labour
market can be tackled from two angles. The
calling into question of the distinctions traditionally drawn between different forms of la-

bour market generally related to particular
national situations provide a first angle. The
nature of the contract of employment, and in
particular its incompleteness, provides a sec-
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ond angle. In both cases, certification becomes

uniform from one enterprise to another.

more important:

These two characteristics ensure that
qualifications are transferable, which is a
key characteristic of professional markets.
An employer recruiting someone from a
market of this kind wants to know about a
worker's training, the level that they have
achieved and their occupational experience' (Marsden, 1989, p.223);

01 it makes it possible to signal, using a for-

mal code comprehensible to both jobseekers and job providers, the qualities of
people who are increasingly mobile in increasing numbers of enterprises, which is
a very important factor as regards the free
movement of workers in Europe (BjØrnavold and Se llin, 1997). This signalling
concern is especially great as this mobility
may, much more so than in the past, take
the form of breaks in employment due to
contractions of internal and professional
markets (Ministry of State for Women's
Rights and Vocational Training, 1999);

Ci certification acts as an entry filter in an
internal market, and is then subject to individual forms of recognition based on non-

standard signals or on training specific to
an enterprise;

Zi an official certification, rather than nonstandard signals, is of particular value in

a casual market (Stoeffler-Kern and
Tchibozo 1999), bearing in mind that

it becomes a reference that is more stable
than those previously represented by task
or job descriptions which, because of the
need to adapt to rapid changes in production constraints, are increasingly variable.

'casual markets operate with little regulation because of the low level of investment

in training that is required and the fact
that jobs lack specific technical features'

2.2.2.1 Calling the traditional models into
question

(Marsden, 1989, p.232).

In the light of the most recent works, thinking is also moving in two directions:

Vinokur (1995) stresses that the theory of
human capital masks the function of certification in that it assumes that people are fully
and completely informed about the labour
supply and demand and in that the quality
of work is a direct function of the cost of education and therefore, for a given educational
technology, of its duration' (Vinokur, 1995,
p.153). Marsden (1989) notes, as regards this
model, that there are in effect situations of

1. the first is a result of acknowledged
changes in national markets (Hancké,
1998; Guergoat, Marchand et al, 1999).
Whereas the main feature of the French
market was the importance of the internal
market and main feature of the British
model was the importance of the profes-

sional market, both are tending to be

incomplete information corresponding to

deregulated (Bertrand, 1997), or even to

three modes of operation of the labour market: professional market, internal market and
casual market. This raises questions about
the nature and function of certification as regards each of these markets:

be delegalised (Supiot, 1994). At the same
time, the German system is retaining, with
increasing difficulty, the characthristics of

a professional market and is seeing increasing numbers of people continuing
their education and a growing gap between
the field of the certified qualification and

in a professional market, certification is
important and strongly controlled by mem-

jobs held, while the social reality of the
'Berufsprinzip' is in doubt (Beicht et al,
1997). 'We consider that the risks with

bers of the profession, 'professional markets have a number of key features. The
first is the establishment of quality standards concerning the combination of the
skills acquired and the level achieved by

which the dual system will be faced in the

future lie less in its inability to react to
short-term or demographic developments
than in the gradual withdrawal from the
dual system, on the one hand, of a propor-

those trained for a given situation. The
second is that the content of jobs is fairly
180
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tion of enterprises which see more efficient
and less expensive ways of covering their

future qualification needs and/or, on the
other hand, of seekers of training who consider that training options other than those
within enterprise offer them better job and
career prospects' (Koch, 1998, p.45);

exchange and the provision of labour power
following the exchange...The incompleteness
of the contract of employment makes it necessary to introduce rules to assess individual

behaviour and to define the methods of the
exchange' (Reynaud, 1988, pp.158-159).

makes it necessary, moreover, to introduce
the notion of employment systems: 'theoretical work on the notion of employment
systems provides an alternative conception
of the movement of the labour force which
appears to be structured by different modes
of management forming part of a societally

In this context, certification specifies labour
power, the use to which it can be put by the
employer and the expectations that the employee may have of it, in keeping with one of
the rules discussed above. The use of this rule
has been studied, in particular from the point
of view of its mobilisation in agreements intended to provide a framework for relationships between the social partners in the sectors (Jobert and Tallard, 1997; Aventur and

constituted space. In this context, analy-

Möbus, 1999).

2. more detailed analysis of the forms taken

by labour force mobility and turnover

sis of the role of enterprises in the integra-

tion process makes it necessary to study

the relationships between the ways in
which young people and beginners are
mobilised, on the one hand, and the ways
in which the labour force is managed and
mobility is institutionalised within integration schemes, on the other hand' (Moncel,

1999, p.250). This then highlights past
developments, sectoral and enterprise approaches and local forms of labour force

management in which certification assumes different distinctive values, whose
importance varies, which have more meaning with respect to the production system
than the education system and involve different balances between officially validated

certification and more internally generated forms of recognition linked to experience.

2.2.2.2 Incompleteness of the contract of
employment and increased uncertainty

As a supplement to this current usage, it is
interesting to note, following Supiot (1994),
that this rule is rooted in different traditions
that can be related to the different philosophies of certification:

Zi a German tradition which considers the
employment relationship as a 'situation of

personal belonging to a community
(p.18)...Thus, the personal element of the
employment relationship is integrated into
the definition of the employment contract
through the notion of personal subordina-

tion which thus differs from the French
notion of legal subordination. This idea of
personal subordination is linked to notions
such as the duty of loyalty of the employee
and, its counterpart, the duty of care of the
employer' (p.29). In this context, the possession of a qualification provides proof of
identity of belonging to a group;

the situation in the Latin countries has

'The incompleteness of the contract of employ-

more to do with the romanist tradition and

ment, more generally called "radical uncertainty" or "qualitative uncertainty", reflects
the idea that labour power cannot be assimilated with goods whose properties are com-

'labour law in these countries has been

pletely specified. This means that the contract
of employment does not cover the delivery of
work as a product, but the provision of labour
power. The specific nature of the employment

relationship is that it includes two separate
operations: the signature of the contract the

dominated by the predominant role of the
public power in regulating the employment
relationship'. The contract of employment
'triggers the application of a systematic set
of provisions, irrespective of the will of the
parties to this contract' (Supiot, 1994, p.30).
The reference to qualifications in collective
agreements discussed above falls into this
context;
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ra the situation in Britain is also shaped by
the romanist tradition, but 'derives its le-

the past workers were required to apply the
prescriptions that had been specified to them

gal force from the notion of the contract of

as strictly as possible. These new conceptions

services, set out in common law, which
gives the provisions of collective agree-

are leading to new ways of expressing the
quality of work and of assessing this work,

ments a legally binding force... This incorporation is not linked to an explicit refer-

with respect to which the notion of com-

ence to the collective agreement by the
individual contract' (Supiot, 1994, p.29).

ods of certification, represented by the diploma for the European Commission, are
therefore raising questions as they give out
signals that are not geared to the requirements of the current production system that
mobilises new forms of knowledge that are

The qualification is thus perceived from a
functional point of view, attesting that individuals are able to perform in the ways
that are expected of them.

petences is often used. The traditional meth-

acquired by different rules.

Current labour market changes, in particular the increased stress on worker mobility,
point to the fact that certification is increasingly being called upon to provide this function, as it is replacing internal forms of job
allocation or occupational advancement that
were based on the existence of a relatively
permanent labour collective within a stable
labour organisation in the enterprise. This is
clearly stated in an OECD report (Bertrand
and Durand-Drouhin, eds., 1996): 'The ideal
system of vocational certification is one which
identifies, for the employer, the individual corresponding to the job on offer. If school or practical education has already provided the skills
needed to carry out a particular type of work,

For the European Commission (1995), these
new requirements are a result of three major

upheavals that society has had to face: the
information society, internationalisation and
scientific and technical knowledge. Bertrand
(1997), reviewing the analyses conducted from
this point of view, proposes the following summary:

'It is generally accepted that these developments have had the following impact:
less job security and a less certain correspondence between job skills and workers'
qualifications;

the employer is able to save valuable resources which would otherwise have had to
be channelled into this training; the new em-

[j the need for a periodic updating of knowledge and skills, as the qualifications acquired from initial education may not be

ployee is more productive, which the employer

recognises by paying him a bonus (wage differential)' (Steedman, 1996, p.32), or the in-

enough to support career development
throughout life;

terest of certification lies in the fact that it
forms a credible reference that can be trusted
by all the players concerned, in a given area

ID the need for a higher standard of general
education which should in particular enable a broader understanding of the professional environment and greater adaptability;

of mobility' (Campinos-Dubernet, 1996,
p.124).

2.2.3 New qualification requirements

IZ1 a new emphasis on a set of skills that are
not technical: relational abilities, communication and team-working, problem-solving, autonomy, etc.' (Bertrand, 1997, p.94).

In a context of increased mobility the new
forms of labour organisation made the use of
traditional references to situate individuals
more difficult, since an identified job characterised by a relatively stable content of activity can no longer be seen as a predominant
model (Besucco-Bertin etal, 1998). There has
been a reversal of values that has emphasised
workers' initiative and autonomy, whereas in
182

This problem goes beyond Europe, and the

same kind of concerns can be seen in the
United States: the Departments of Labor and
Education have intensified their commitment

to the development of a national system of
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voluntary skill standard and certification.
Most recently, the Administration introduced

and the Congress passed the "Goals 2000:
Educate America Act". This act underscores

the need to strengthen the connection between education and employment, specifically
through the establishment of a National Skills

indiscriminate way in everyday language or
according to complex codes in academic discourse have been crystallised in opposing
systems of representation (Colardyn, 1996),
corresponding to different ideological and political options.

Standard Board. This Board would ensure a
framework for the development and implementation of a national system of voluntary
partnerships which have the full and balanced
participation of business, industry, labour,
educators, and other key groups.

Taking account of these new competences
raises questions about the ways in which

For decades, America has held the competitive advantage in the world marketplace on
the basis of superior mass production. Now,
we find ourselves in a new economic environment where this track record is no longer sufficient to ensure our continued success. Today, there is increased emphasis on quality,
variety, timelines, customization, and convenience. Furthermore, with the increased mobility of capital and technology, it is easy to
replicate the factors of production anywhere
in the world, with one exception workforce
skills. The skills, adaptability, creativity and
know-how of American workers must be the

lead administration and companies, re-

foundation for our continued competitiveness.
Our problem lies in the lack of connection between the skills needed in the workplace and

in parallel with this, we need to make the

the skills imparted through education and
training. We are further hindered by the limited range of nationally recognised credentials; these are usually reserved for the col-

they can be acquired and recognised, an area
in which the traditional certification models
are felt to be inadequate. 'In most European
systems, diplomas are designed with a view
to filtering out at the top the elite which will
searchers and teaching staff. In certain coun-

tries, they are even the quasi-absolute reference points for assessing competence,
which makes it a powerful incentive to pur-

sue long-term studies and to take one's
chance in very selective courses. Moreover,

a worker's occupational status is in many
countries defined by the diploma held. This
link between qualification and status, however logical it may be, accentuates the inter-

nal lack of flexibility of the labour market...This is not, of course, to say that the
paper qualification is not a valid route...But
best use of skills and abilities irrespective of
how they were obtained and to enhance everyone's potential by catering more closely for

the needs of the individual, business and

percent ofAmericans who do not obtain a four-

industry. What is needed is a more open and
flexible approach. Such an approach should
also encourage lifelong learning by allowing
for and encouraging a continuing process of

year degree.' (United States Department of

skill acquisition' (European Commission,

Labor, Employment and Training Administration).

1995, pp.33-34).

lege educated with few options for the 75

2.2.4 Different forms of knowledge
A set of new qualities through which working
situations can be analysed and individuals as-

Taylorist forms of organisation and the prin-

sessed is therefore emerging (Mandon and

ciples of rational organisation of work as-

Sulzer, 1999). 'Adaptability, mobility and flexibility are becoming the key professional values. The economy needed a key concept to cover

sumed that occupational knowledge would not

this situation: competences seemed more relevant than qualifications' (Bellier, 1998).

exist in the long-term as it would have to be
transformed into applied theoretical knowledge. The transformation of forms of produc-

tion rationalisation (Kirsch and Peyrard,
1991) have called this view into question. The

This explains why two extremely widely used
terms (Commissariat general du plan, 1978;
Rope and Tanguy, 1994) used in a relatively

result has been to open up three types of
thinking about the nature and acquisition of
knowledge that constantly raise the question
183
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of the assessment and recognition of this

havioural abilities with a more social bent,

knowledge:

such as punctuality, obedience and basic com-

1. the first involves characterising the different forms of knowledge brought into play
by the performance of a job;

2. the second raises questions about the different conditions under which this knowledge can be acquired and recognised;

3. the third considers that we need to move
away from the model according to which
there is only existing exogenous pre-existing knowledge, to take account of new
knowledge, constructed in situations, generally in a collective way.

Various works claiming to be rooted in the
theories of knowledge developed by Habermas, in particular his critique of scientism,
have helped to break away from the view of a
single form of knowledge. They offer various

typologies of knowledge in general and of
knowledge mobilised by jobs in particular.
Bjornavold (1997, pp.62-63), taking up the
proposal of Kvale (1993), therefore proposes
three kinds of knowledge:
a) dogmatic knowledge, derived from God or
from a divine authority, whose validation
is based on forms of revelation that lie outside our sphere;
b) objective knowledge, derived from nature,
which may be assessed by objectively-based

munication skills. It is the nature, however,
of the abilities passed on in this way that has
changed.

Several proposals of fields of knowledge that
may be assessed and certified have therefore

been put forward. The French system thus
differentiates between knowledge, know-how
and know-how-to-be (Pinel, 1998) whereas the

European Commission differentiates between:

U basic knowledge languages, reading and
writing, arithmetic, etc. considered as

'the foundation on which individual employability is built' (European Commission,
1995, p.31);

U technical knowledge which 'is knowledge
which permits clear identification with an

occupation...Within this framework of
knowledge, certain "key skills" are central
to a number of different occupations and
(are) therefore essential in order to be able
to change jobs' (p.32);

U social aptitudes which 'concern inter-personal skills, i.e. behaviour at work and a
whole range of skills corresponding to the
level of responsibility held, such as the
ability to cooperate and work as part of a
team, creativeness and the quest for quality' (p.32).

methods (multiple-choice tests, for in-

With respect to this first type of proposal con-

stance);

sidering the diversity of knowledge, thinking that focuses more particularly on tacit
knowledge, that Bjornávold (1997) and Lam

c) prescriptive knowledge, created and defined by society, whose assessment makes
it necessary to judge the 'cognitive process' and not the 'objective cognitive product'.
To the extent that certification is a social construct (Tanguy, 1991), it seems normal to take

account of the proportion of prescriptive
knowledge contained in professional knowledge. In some ways, this dimension was recognised in the traditional education system,

since it imparted, alongside objective elements of technical mastery, cognitive and be184

(1998) attach to Polanyi's work on the organi-

sation of learning, introduces two new elements:
1. the first consists in approaching the acquisition of knowledge as a contextual practice. The key characteristic of knowledge
acquisition as a contextual activity is one
of defining a process that we call 'legiti-

mate peripheral participation'. In using
this term, we would like to draw attention

to the fact that the learner is inevitably
part of a community of practitioners and

Certification and legibility of competence

requires newcomers to commit themselves

predetermination and are part and parcel of
a model of 'co-construction' by seekers and

to full participation in the socio-cultural

users (Reboud, ed., 1997).

practices of a community...An individual's
intentions from the point of view of learn-

2.3 Current issues

that the mastery of skills and knowledge

ing represent an undertaking and the
meaning of learning is configured by the
process that leads to full participation in

2.3.1 Certification and exclusion

the socio-cultural practice' (Lave and

Certification excludes! This is one of the leitmotivs of the detractors of national certifica-

Wenger, quoted by BjornAvold, 1997, pp.6667);

2. the second distinguishes learning as the
incorporation of existing knowledge from
learning as the creation of new knowledge
that Lam (1998, pp.4-5) presents as follows: 'Our analysis focuses, in particular,
on the education and training system, and

the types of labour markets and careers
as key societal institutions in shaping the

patterns of work organisation and the
knowledge base of the firm. The education and training system contributes to
the social construction of "knowledge",
and determines the extent to which this
is used as a basis of qualification, work

status and job boundaries. As such, it

tion systems. History would tend to prove,
however, its role in social advancement. Certification made it possible for the middle and
working classes to occupy occupational and

social positions from which they had up to
then been excluded. People are now saying
that the 'credential effect' on the contrary entails exclusion. What are the major changes
that could have reversed its previous function in such a total way? The controversy
seems to lie in that duality that shaped the
construction of certification systems in the
past: immediate proximity to employment or
wider, more theoretical and more encompassing knowledge?

shapes the relative status and importance
of different types of knowledge, and the
nature of their interaction within organisations. The types of labour market and
careers determine the locus of learning,

Since they are based on forms of recognition
that are said to be academic, some people have
felt that diplomas had more to do with social
selection and exclusion than with the signalling of people's occupational capacities: 'an
essential process of social selection of those

the incentives for developing different

possessing productive abilities rather than

types of knowledge, and define the boundary and social framework within which individual learning interacts with collective
learning'.

proof of skills acquired' (Arrow, 1973, p.193,
quoted by Vinokur, 1995, p.155), diplomas

In the same spirit, Benarrosh (1999) criticises
the notion of skill transfer based on the idea
that skills acquired for a given occupation can
be re-used in an identical way in a different
occupation. On the basis of a study of retraining of unskilled workers, she notes that skills

change as a result of the need to tackle the
problems entailed in the new job.

'will be judged not as such, with respect to
the human capital that they are supposed to
reflect, but as a "container" allowing a degree
of selectivity and comparability of young people who have successfully passed the training course' (Dupray, 1999, p.141). In this context, the traditional certification systems are
more likely to make social stratifications more

rigid than to enable individuals to have the
socially and economically useful skills that
they possess endorsed. The European Commission (1995) seems to reflect this point of

This acknowledgement that permanent

view when it writes that: `...society "locks out"

knowledge creation is necessary can also be
linked to the acknowledgement of a transformation of production methods for goods and
services, and more particularly these latter,
since they increasingly elude a principle of

in this way much talent which is frequently
unconventional but innovatory and that it
therefore produces an elite which is not truly

representative of the available human resource potential' (p.33).

'KV
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teria, implementing practical methods
and following up individual strategies
moving along these lines.

This places two models in opposition (Bellier,
1997):

1. certification based on selective and elitist
approaches, the most tangible manifestation of which is the reference to academic
knowledge, that helps to strengthen and
increase social segmentation;

range of combinations that can reconcile very
different perspectives. Some references 'struc-

2. certification intended to highlight and
identify individuals' aptitudes, thereby

ture combinations of skills significant with
respect to jobs that are much more contextualised than those that have been used to

helping them to achieve a recognition from
which they are currently excluded and promoting their integration by enabling, at a
collective level, a fairer and more efficient
use of human resources.
Two main types of proposal are being put for-

ward in this respect:
1. the first are intended to adapt existing sys-

tems and propose various forms of individualisation of these systems based on
modularisation (Sellin, 1994) and recognition of prior experiential learning, but continue to respect existing socially recognised

standards;

2. the second propose alternative systems
calling into question established standards
in a more or less fundamental way:

Some of these methods are not exclusive, with

the result that it is possible to find a whole

draw up the qualification criteria. Even
though they contain elements common to certifications attesting to a "qualification", their
combination applies to more restricted spaces
and is based on immediate practicability. This
information is particularly useful for employees or jobseekers whose experience has never
been certified. For some people, this is a first
step towards qualification' (Charraud, 1999,
115).

This seems to be pointing the way towards
an ideal model enabling people to build up
their own certification routes by using the
different existing schemes which would also
offer modular principles of equivalence with
one another in order to promote procedures
of accumulation and progressive access to certification.
While the intention is praiseworthy, some lim-

conversion of the norm, an example of
which is the accreditation system proposed by the European Commission;

its need nevertheless to be outlined. First,

limited application of the norm, i.e. the
establishment of certifications valid in
restricted areas such as an industry, an
enterprise or a geographically limited
area;

tegrated to 'surf' the certification network
raises particular doubts. Second, systems

abolition of the norm. The skill review
approach in France reflects this trend,
since this review was introduced as a
way of finding a kind of signalling that
makes it possible to meet the market's
immediate needs. In practice, it seems
more appropriate in this case to speak
of a shift of the norm from the respect
of objectives to the respect of procedures,
leading to the proliferation of bodies re-

sponsible for defining formulation cri186

there is a need for a full and complete information model, as discussed above, and the
ability of people who are not socially well incould well have a cumulative effect likely to
reinforce the obstacle of gaining a credential
presents: for instance, in France, industry certification seems to be used in some cases as a
second filter for the holders of diplomas in the
corresponding specialism. There is therefore
a major risk of problems that make it necessary to set up supervisory bodies and methods. Similarly, in the dual system, there is a
hierarchy of specialisms that is reflected by
the initial school education level that is required to gain entry into them: bank training
is reserved for holders of the Abitur, whereas

construction training schemes have much
more modest recruitment criteria.
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More fundamentally, the views put forward
are somewhat paradoxical since they require
both a signal able to resolve uncertainty, and
therefore to select individuals, while refusing
to exclude them. In this sense, bringing the
signal closer to actual work and combating
its academic drift would modify the rules of
exclusion, but would not alter their principle.
Similarly, any temptation to lower the norm
is an error as it would help to downgrade the
qualification. It would, however, be desirable
to promote everyone's right to assess themselves and gain access to credentials, making
it necessary to set up information networks
that are not well-developed at present. To return to the question raised at the beginning
of this analysis, it seems that there has been
a reversal of the causes by which certification
is accused of generating exclusion, while the
exclusion mechanism is primary and finds a
way of manifesting itself through certification.

2.3.2 Legitimacy and legibility
When detached from training, and therefore
from standardised curricula and knowledge,
certification cannot be based a priori anymore
on references that are prescriptive and poten-

tially universal at a time t, as are subject
knowledge attesting to the possession of skills
and enabling individuals to be matched to jobs
at a general level.

In face to face interactions, for instance between an employee and his direct superior,
skills are in some ways 'immediately' legible
but are then valid only between those interacting or their counterparts. The generalisation of this kind of recognition is not self-evi-

In this way, the qualification attested by a
certificate is not 'negotiable' as it is assumed
to be shared by all those possessing the same

certificate. This register of 'standardised
qualification' is less geared to adjustment and
is criticised because it has the effect of making the labour market more inflexible. If the
legibility of competences may be a factor of
flexibility, their larger-scale legitimacy makes
the acceptance of standards unavoidable.

It is thus possible to put forward the hypothesis of a tension between legibility and legiti-

macy, as one decreases when the other increases. This is suggested by Jens Bjornavold
(1997), quoting Habermas, when he speaks

of the opposition between barter and monetary economy as the 'decontextualisation' of
information on what is being traded. This is
also, more empirically, the principle of the
'market versus network' (Eymard-Duvernay
and Marchal, 1997, p.36). Some segments of
the labour market thus operate on a prescriptive basis in terms of the recognition of skills
that necessarily have to be attested by a diploma (senior managers, civil servants, etc.)
while some professional markets, such as the

photographers' market, assess candidates
more by interpersonal recommendation and

the presentation of previous work (press
book). In one case, competences, of a generic
and transposable nature, are perceived to be
linked to certification and in the other case,
competences, of a specific and empirically at-

tested nature, are linked to individual characteristics. In other words, the methods by
which an individual's skills can be recognised

are not independent of the ways in which
these skills themselves are defined.

dent. According to Eymard-Duvernay and
Marchal (1997, p.45), it requires implicit 'skill
agreements' which underpin empirical assessment systems and may take the form of:

The recognition of skills through certification
is also a recognition of the ability of certifica-

negotiated qualifications linked to the
mutual acquaintance and interpersonal

also a competition between 'what is being sig-

networks of a particular profession;

tion to guarantee and define the skills possessed. The 'competition between signals' is
nalled', i.e. between different forms of skill

definition. While the diploma is seen in
France as guaranteeing general competences

lj standardised qualifications whose macrosocial efficiency supposes the existence of
validation methods whose legitimacy and
scope are proportional to their general nature.

(subject knowledge that is assumed to be
transposable, the archetype of which is the
general baccalaureate) and, as a corollary, the

ability of people to adapt a certain range of
situations, it is also criticised for its inability
187
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to guarantee that workers can be set to work
immediately (see below). Certifying skills in
a working situation may seem a possible way
of remedying this, but the stress is nowadays
being placed on the adaptation of employees
to change and on its corollary, employability.
The resultant tension between immediate efficacy and potential adaptability means that
the stress is being placed in a somewhat contradictory way on the contextualisation (specific nature) of competences and their transverse nature (general nature). In the case of
the British NVQs, this tension is particularly
evident from the proximity of very specific
skills (whose method of attribution is linked
to a real or simulated work situation) and very
generic skills that are assumed to be employable in all circumstances (the 'core skills', for
instance communication).
If these skills, whether general or specific, can

be readily attested within an enterprise
through performance in a work situation, cer-

tifying them to provide them with a wider
recognition assumes that they can be identified, described and validated in a way that is
both precise and general enough. The question of identifying individual skills becomes

particularly acute if there is an attempt to
move away from existing and collectively rec-

ognised references. This leads to complex
problems, on the one hand in defining skills
and describing the activities in which they are
constructed and manifested, and, on the other

hand in transposing these elements into assessment procedures. These questions will be
examined below.

developed are those in which employers control a training scheme specific to the indus-

try' (Merle, 1997), as a desire to create or
strengthen forms of legitimacy where there
had previously been no or little such legitimacy. As Colardyn (1996, p.213) notes: 'one
question concerns the apparent contradiction
between the recommendation of a deregulation of collective bargaining and the need for

a national strategy to define standards and
systems for recognising qualifications and
skills'.

The aim of criticisms of certification is not
therefore to abolish it, but to make it more
legitimate by bringing it closer to actual work
in order to remedy the problems of generali-

sation, standardisation (Bjornavold, 1997;
Campinos-Dubernet, 1998) and ritualisation
reflected by the bureaucratisation of recruitment procedures, censured by Dore (1997),
over the last quarter of a century. This need
to return to the reality of work is put forward
both as regards the definition of the occupational objective of credentials and the forms

of assessment through which they are
awarded. This is not a new criticism, and the
historical data may well show that it is congenital in the introduction of certification systems.

In the case of French diplomas, two kinds of
criticisms are traditionally levelled:

a) the objective of these diplomas is not in
keeping with the typical content of occupations, or the jobs for which they are intended, as the content of general academic
teaching given in the educational establishment is too heavy;

3. Specifying standards
The main argument for the autonomy of cer-

b) they are assessed in school examinations

tification systems is the overly strong academic constraint that their close proximity
with the education system imposes on them.
As far as we are aware, this has not led to
any stated and militant desire to abolish all
certification systems. It is even possible to
interpret the fact that NVQs have been suc-

or artificial situations having only a remote
link with the actual conditions under which
an occupation is performed.

cessful in places where qualifications lacked
structure (Aventur, MObus, eds., 1999) or, in
France, the professional fields in which alternative forms of certification have been most
188

This is the starting point of the questions examined below, where priority will initially be
given to an approach in terms of content and
process. This makes it necessary to return to

the relationships between the certification
system, the production system and the train-

ing system. In the production system, it is

/(- /3
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necessary to tackle the question of the description of work activities and to identify the per-

fully coherent relationship between training
and the production system at this level would

formance standards specifying the occupational aim to which the certification should
attest. In the training system, it is necessary
to define training standards that specify the
knowledge (in the most general sense of the

correspond to a complete coverage of the classifications of training fields and classifications
of trades and occupations.

term, including experience, knowledge, practices, competences, etc.) needed to perform the
activity described.

3.1 Occupations and performance
standards
The main focus here is external validity, and

therefore the relevance of the relationship
between the qualification and the production
system: in many cases this latter relationship
has been strongly questioned, often in a very
negative way, the most common criticism being the lack of satisfaction expressed by enterprises with the 'products' with which it is
supplied by the education system.
These questions need to be refined as the congruence of this relationship is shaped in vari-

ous ways. It is for this reason, even in Germany where employers are directly involved
in defining the objectives of training and then
in putting them into practice in the dual system and where, therefore, the problem of
congruence should be less acute that questions can be raised about the degree to which
training should be 'wide-ranging' and the degree to which it should be 'theoretical'. In this
context, the relationship between credentials
and the production system will be examined
from three points of view:

a) domains of competences with reference to
nomenclatures of training specialisms and
occupations;
b) fields of competences with reference to oc-

cupational standards;
c) levels of competences in the context of a
cognitive approach.

3.1.1 Domains of competences

In order to develop an international classification for fields of initial vocational educa-

tion and training, Andersson and Olsson
(1996) conducted a very detailed comparative
study of the classifications of training fields

used by the EU Member States and some
other countries. They discovered major differ-

ences between the different systems, the aspects of which that are most relevant from
our point of view are examined below:

ca 'there seem to be two main ways to classify programmes into fields, by subject con-

tent or by intended occupation(s)' (p.10).
The French situation offers a good illustration of the first method: the technicoprofessional specialities are grouped together more in relation to the knowledges
transmitted than in relation to the sociological or sectorial closeness between jobs
for which the training may be conducted'
(Annexes, p.9). The United Kingdom is also

fairly close as 'SUPERCLASS II was designed to classify the subjects of all UK
courses and learning opportunities, both
academic and vocational' (Annexes, p.21).
Germany offers an illustration of the second method: 'ultimately all classifications
of vocational education and training (...)
are derived from the Basic Classification
of Occupations' (Annexes, p.8) ;
Li 'some classifications of fields of study look
like sector-oriented' (p.10). Spain can per-

haps be included in this category but in
practice the classifications used by the
Ministry of Labour and the Ministry of
Education 'are not really classifications of
fields of study, but rather classifications of

occupation (job) families. Each family
groups together programmes leading to
jobs having certain closeness, especially in
terms of sector activity or technical system'
(Annexes, p.7). It should be noted that the

Spanish system has changed since the
This is the most general level in which the
main fields of occupations are defined and a

work of Andersson and Olsson, but retains
a concern for coherence: the second voca-
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tional training plan drawn up in 1997 for
implementation in 1998 includes the creation of the National Vocational Qualifications System (which) should help correctly
and permanently to identify existing quali-

broad sets of occupations or to transversal

fications and make it possible to update the

supply of vocational training and set up

grammes correspond to specific sets of occupations, it is not a good choice to use the

schemes for the validation and equivalence
of different methods of vocational training'

same principle to aggregate them as in a

functions (maintenance for example) ...;
the classifications of occupations are based
on sociological closeness between occupa-

tions...Thus, even if many training pro-

(Roure, 1998, p.28; Manzanares Ntifiez,

classification of occupations. It is more relevant to build a hierarchical classification

1998).

in which the aggregates are based on
"knowledge closeness" ' (p.4).

The Spanish and German classifications
seem to be those where the gap between

training and the production system is

It therefore seems that a complete congruence
between training specialisms and the produc-

smallest. The question is then one of finding out whether, at this level of analysis of
domains of skills, the maximum reduction
of this gap is an objective to be pursued. In
this respect, Andersson and Olsson (1996)

tion system, which would be reflected by a
match between the classification of training
fields and the classification of trades and oc-

stress two points that may well indicate
the contrary:
tion of sectors or branches to classify fields
of study: there are in each sector many occupations which exist also in other sectors

ever, the question of the use to which a classification of fields of study drawn up in this
way can be put. In this respect, the main aim
of the classification proposed by Andersson
and Olsson is statistical, in the context of setting up databases containing information on
initial vocational training (the study was car-

(secretary, clerk, etc.). A sector-oriented

ried out under a contract with Cedefop/

classification aggregates in each broad field

Eurostat). To what use can it be put from the
point of view of constructing new training pro-

'it is difficult to use directly a classifica-

the programmes aiming at the typical occupations of a sector. The definition of these
typical occupations is however very implicit
and ambiguous. Where, in this sense, is the

borderline of the category "maritime and
fishing activities"? And which is the common point, in terms of vocational training,
between aquaculture and sea transport?'
(p.10).

11 in order to formulate their proposed international classification of fields of training,
Andersson and Olsson (1996) note that 'although occupation is a very important as-

pect for the fields of training, it must be
remembered that fields of training (education) and International Standard Classification of Occupations (ISCO) are two
different things' (p.3). They give a number
of reasons why ISCO is not the most relevant choice for their objective: 'there is not

always a straight link between training,
or diplomas, and occupations...; there are

many training programs which aim at
190

cupations, is not desirable at this level of
analysis of domains of skills. This leaves, how-

grammes and developing existing programmes? We do not have enough information to answer this question, but simply note
that in France the nomenclature of training
specialisms is used to classify vocational education diplomas, but has nothing to do with

the CPC (Commissions Professionnelles
Consultatives Advisory Professional Committees) which are bodies within which diplo-

mas are constructed and overhauled and
which tend rather to follow a sectoral approach.

3.1.2 Fields of competences
Within each domain of competences, it is possible to identify fields of competences which
are more or less coherent sets of occupational
activities and tasks that help to define trades,
occupations, qualifications, jobs, occupational
profiles, functions, missions, occupational targets and, obviously, competences, both in the
production system (in terms of demands and

s
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needs) and in the education system (in terms
of objectives).

these distortions are likely to come into play
(...)' (Veneau, 1997, p.170).

Veneau (1997) provides a good example:

It should be stressed, however, that the discrepancy between the activities taught and
the occupational activities expected by enterprises is not systematic and account needs to
be taken here of the type of enterprise concerned and the training specialism. Campinos

through a detailed comparison of the occupational standards of a diploma (the vocational

(1998) notes, for instance, from investigations
conducted among thirty-eight small and me-

A first discrepancy between a diploma's target and the production system in this respect
may lie in the fact that the list of tasks and
activities for the same trade (or occupation,
qualification, etc.) differs in the two systems.

baccalaureate in 'mechanical automation')
with the work actually performed in enterprise by holders of this diploma, the author
highlights considerable discrepancies, not
only from the point of view of the weighting
of activities, but also from the point of view of
the inclusion of some of these activities in the
list: in other words, the qualification seems

to include training in activities that are not
actually performed in enterprise. One of the
main reasons for this lies in the fact that the
occupational standards are drawn up from an
assessment of work activities by people who
are not very aware of what actually happens

in enterprise: not just people in the education system, but also industry employers' rep-

resentatives serving on the CPCs and more

dium-sized industrial enterprises, that the
training supply in electrical engineering and
electronics is well-matched: 'there seems to
be a genuine satisfaction (among the SMEs
surveyed) with the supply of training in the
three levels in question (...) The knowledge
imparted is in keeping with the various manu-

facturing activities, tests, controls, studies
and methods on which newcomers are employed' (p.6). Eckert and Veneau (1999, p.3)
make the same kind of observation in a study
on training in 'electrical engineering' (electrical technology, electronics and industrial computing), when they identify various cases in

which the 'basic trade is associated with a
training specialism. The fact that the training specialism is in keeping with the basic

broadly all those experts carrying out forward
studies of trades and qualifications.

trade can be explained by the fact that a reference common to both has been taken into
account: the technical field'.

This is borne out by a second analysis by
Veneau, on the standards of a Certificat de

The way in which the standard is drawn up

Qualification Professionnelle (CQP vocational qualification certificate) for a machin-

ing operator-setter in heavy engineering.
Veneau demonstrates that this qualification
reflects the current industrial situation much
more closely than the vocational baccalaureate: 'In heavy engineering, the CQP scheme
is shaped by enterprise demand. The standards for these certificates are drawn up by
enterprises and reflect their needs (...) various staff from operational departments (workshop supervisors, technical directors, etc.) in

enterprise are involved. CQP standards are
therefore drawn up directly from existing
working situations. The drafting of standards .
does not therefore distort the reality of pro-

is also important and, from this point of view,

genuine in situ analysis of work, involving
'work experts' and 'education experts', may
make the description of occupational activities in standards, and their reflection in the
content of training, easier and more relevant.
The work of Liaroutzos (1997) on the administrative service sector illustrates this well.

It would therefore seem that the identity of
the people involved in formulating standards
and the actual way in which this formulation
is carried out are key factors in making these
standards congruent with actual work activities. From this point of view, the 'consensus
model' typical of Germany, in which agree-

duction to any great extent (by confusing

ment between the social partners, among

types of activity, for instance). The more the
people involved in formulating standards are
removed from production situations, the more

sential, seems more propitious than the

other things on the content of training, is esFrench 'consultative model' in which the edu191
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cation system is primarily responsible for
steering and supervising the system. This

ity has more to do with the range of situa-

comparison has already received a great deal
of attention (see, among others, the most recent works of Maus and Verdier, 1997, Beret

field of competences and can be perceived
more in terms of the knowledge required to
perform a range of actions than via a simple
list of these actions. In other words, the extension of the activity refers to the level of

et al., 1997 ), and we shall take it up here
only to highlight two recurring questions con-

cerning, on the one hand, how specialised,
and, on the other hand, how theoretical diplomas should be.
3.1.2.1 How specialised?

Whether training should be broad or narrow
is a major discussion topic in Germany, with

the trade unions arguing for a field of
competences that is broader than employers
would like. The fact that most training takes
place in enterprise in the dual system might
well mean that training is limited to the specific activities of enterprise but, as a counter-

part, the training profile and outline plan
make some kind of generalisation necessary
as they are drawn up so that they can be put
into practice in a wide range of enterprises.

tions that the individual can handle in a given

competences required.
These cannot be assessed solely by observing
performance, and it is for this reason that an
activity cannot be reduced solely to its opera-

tional aspects: account needs to be taken of
the 'how' of the activity, i.e. the cognitive proc-

esses that underpin it. It is also from this
point of view that it seems pertinent to tackle
another aspect of the extension of an activity

that is becoming increasingly important in
work, i.e. the 'action competences' involving
the ability to plan, implement and supervise
independently' (Koch, 1997, p.38). Very
clearly, these abilities are not competences or
activities that can be added to other occupational activities in a standard; their effect is

While a compromise is always found, it should

more to modify the level of competence of
these activities.

also be stressed that this tends to be at the
cost of the concrete nature of the activities

3.1.2.2 Theory and practice

listed in this training profile and outline plan.
In other words, the necessary generalisation
seems rather to take the form of an abstraction. In this respect, the abilities and knowledge listed in the training profile and outline

plan for industrial mechanical engineers, a
technical processing option, in Germany, do
not seem in practice to be more concrete than
those set out in the occupational profile and
diploma standard of the vocational baccalaureate in maintenance of automated mechani-

cal systems in France irrespective of the
proximity of these two diplomas (Möbus,
Verdier, eds., 1997, Annexes 1 and 2). This
may point to the fact that the degree of extension of an occupation cannot be tackled
solely from the point of view of fields of
competences, i.e. by extending the list of activities in the standard, which in most cases
involves making them more detailed by adopting more abstract formulations since, if too
much effort is made to break an action down
into more elementary actions, the end result
is to lose any concrete content and meaning
(Savoyant, 1999). The extension of the activ192

The criticism most commonly made by enter-

prises is that training is too theoretical. The
question is then one of finding out what this
criticism really means and in this respect it
has to be said that the distinction between
theory and practice on which it is based has
more to do with common sense than with any
kind of scientific approach. Theory is not seen

here as a foundation and validation of prac-

tice, making it possible to understand the
'why' of the actions that one performs, but
merely as describing what is to be done
(Savoyant, 1996) and is reflected in day-today language by formulae such as: 'more easily said than done'. In other words, excessive
theory is predominantly a lack of 'practical'
expertise gained from actual working situations. This point of view obviously has some
foundation, and nobody can dispute the existence of experience-based knowledge that
can be gained only from actual working situations. The problem is that, quite naturally,
if theory and practice are differentiated in this
way, the end result is to differentiate places
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of training: theory in the classroom, practice
in enterprise. It is difficult to articulate these
two worlds in these circumstances and supplementing a list of occupational activities
with a list of 'theoretical' knowledge is not
enough to ensure this articulation in a satisfactory way. We must be clearly aware that
activity takes place in the classroom and in

the enterprise and that there is theory and
practice in both cases. Analysing activity
solely in terms of performance does not make
it possible to address this question.

3.1.3 Competence levels
Competence levels give an idea of the degree
of mastery of an occupational activity by an

individual. In this respect, the relationship

a working situation' (Savoyant, 1996). The dissociation and specialisation of places of learn-

ing ('theory' at school and 'practice' in enterprise) express a discrepancy which is reflected,
in overall terms, by the lack of practical ability, criticised by enterprises, of people leaving
the education system. This discrepancy can be
analysed from two points of view:

1. a first aspect is well-illustrated by formulae of the type 'it is one thing to know how
to do something and another thing actually to do it'. This discrepancy is normal
and largely unavoidable, and merely highlights the fact that there are experiencebased competences that can be acquired
only in an actual working situation;

the skill levels required by enterprise and
covered by the diploma since this would
merely involve approaching an activity in

2. the knowledge acquired at school is not the
base knowledge of work activity. When put
in this way, this notion makes it useless to
seek any articulation between school and
work. The most common situation is rather

terms of performance, specifically by placing
these skill levels on a practical footing in per-

not cover all the base knowledge called into

between diplomas and the production system
cannot be reduced to a simple comparison of

that the knowledge taught at school does

formance lists. To go beyond performance
alone, account has to be taken of the processes that underlie it and the conditions un-

play by work. The main reason for this is
that this base knowledge cannot be reduced
to subject knowledge and is formed largely

der which such processes are developed.

by perceptions and concepts that are closely

We shall therefore approach this question
through a cognitive approach to alternance
and more specifically to the conditions and
content of the articulation between schools
and enterprise. This is a vast issue and is a
direct part of research into the construction

through and for this work, it is difficult (and
in some cases impossible) to place this base
knowledge on an explicit and objective footing in the form of external knowledge, which
would be a prerequisite for it to be imparted

of knowledge and competences in a working

situation, with the result that it cannot be
examined in an overall way here. Reference
can nevertheless be made to the contribution
of Dybowski and Dehnbostel to this report,
and to the work of the European Work Process Knowledge network, recently involved in
the TSER Work process knowledge in technological and organisational development
programme. We shall merely look briefly here
at some theoretical aspects of a cognitive approach to alternance.

'Taking a cognitive approach means giving a

linked to this work. When formulated

and validated outside the actual working
situation. This is a key question in alternance and, in this respect, occupational
teaching approaches seem particularly relevant in identifying and formalising this
base occupational knowledge (Vergnaud,
1992; Pastré et al, 1995). Analysis of actual
work in terms of conceptualisations and rep-

resentations specific to each field of activity that it involves occupies a key place here
and thus makes it possible to go beyond the
boundaries of identification by standards
systems that is too often exclusively based
on an analysis of prescribed tasks. Moreover, this more objective approach should also

central role to the activity of the individual and,

help to ensure a common reference for

in the case of learning by alternance, to the

school teachers and enterprise trainers or
mentors.

activity of the learner, in both a classroom and
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If we fully accept the idea that the activity
of the learner is as essential at school as it is
in enterprise, the question is not one of applying the 'theoretical' knowledge learnt at
school to the work situation but one of ar-

ticulating the activity of appropriating
knowledge at school with production work
in enterprise. 'From this point of view, if the
acquisition of knowledge involves only listen-

ing and learning by heart (by the learner),
the only activity in which it can be directly
used is the activity of speaking and restituting this knowledge. (...). If it is appropriated solely in this way, knowledge remains
"formal" ' (Savoyant, 1996, p.2) and is therefore difficult to put into practice at work as

it remains external to this work instead of
being integrated into it. The aim is therefore for the teacher to encourage 'good' activity by the learner. While it seems of little

use to make this activity coincide directly
with actual work (since that would be on-thejob training), it nevertheless seems necessary
for it to be sufficiently representative of this
work.

3.2 Assessment: standards in action
We mentioned above that the signalling effect of paper qualifications was being called

into question as the training that leads to
them is often felt to be out of kilter with labour market needs. This type of criticism is
common in France (Tanguy, ed., 1986) and
probably in Spain too, where, in the case of
vocational options, 'enterprises' perceptions
have always been marked by mistrust and

misinformation' (Munoz, 1997, p.50). In
France, employers' representatives consider
that the 'diploma makes it possible to certify,
at a given moment, the existence of some individual resources, in particular knowledge,
but not the practical application of occupational skills exercised in real working situa-

crucial to these questions. The following
analysis will focus on these schemes and on
the certifications to which they lead as these

seem to be good indicators of the links or
tensions between certification, training,
competences and occupational performance.
What the validation of learning says about
competences depends on the ways in which
assessment systems are designed and put into
practice.

3.2.1 The design of learning validation
schemes

The ways in which learning validation
schemes are designed defines the framework
that will be most in keeping with the target
objectives. The schemes examined below offer exemption from all or part of a training
course leading to an existing qualification, or
award a specific certification to endorse the

value of experience. The same assessment
criteria will not be used in both cases. The
standard used in the first case will be the
standard of the qualification. In the second
case, it will in principle be the job description, i.e. a performance standard. In practice,
the divide is less clear cut. After comparing
learning validation schemes with other qualifications, we shall then examine assessment
criteria.
3.2.1.1 Validation of learning and
conventional certification systems

We initially located learning validation
schemes with respect to the conventional pair-

ing of education + certification placed on a
formal footing through work under the European ADAPT programme by the Delegation
académique a la formation continue of Strasbourg (Abisse, 1997). The following schemes
were examined:

tions throughout the vocational course'

Li the German Externenprufung;

(CNPF, 1998, pp.68-69), a point of view that
is obviously not shared by educational institutions. This is part and parcel of an ongoing

I:1 the Spanish Certificado de Profesionalidad,

awarded by the Ministry of Labour and

debate on the nature of competences and,

Social Security;

more recently, on their methods of validation.
The validation of learning involving individu-

als, employers and the education system is
194

LI the French Validation des Acquis Professionnels (VAP), organised by the Ministry of Education;

1
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quested. The Spanish Certificado de Pro-

Ui the French Certificat de Compétences
Professionnelles (CCP), awarded by the
Ministry of Employment and Solidarity

fesionalidad, which validates skills listed in
a national list, is the furthest removed. It is

nevertheless close to the NVQs, like the

and organised by AFPA (national association for adult vocational training) which it
runs;

French CCPs which validate skills acquired
solely from experience. The differences between these schemes have not been fundamentally shaped, therefore, by their national

the British Accreditation of Prior Learning (APL), which is not always clearly differentiated from the NVQs to which it may

connections. Differences within the same
country are also shaped by an institutional

lead (Scottish Qualifications Authority,

factor: the separation, in some cases controversial, of responsibilities for the validation
of occupational learning between the Minis-

1997);

the NVQs which are not, properly speak-

tries of Education and Employment, as in
Spain and France. This separation has been
shaped by different attitudes and links, the

ing, a learning validation scheme but
which, as they themselves contain no com-

pulsory training element, are tending to
become a compulsory point of reference in

this area. They have also provided inspiration for the Spanish and French Ministries of Employment.
We shall not look at Belgium where thinking
about these questions has been underway for
several years in the French Community where
'there is no global and concerted mechanism

for coordinating and recognising the skills
acquired from continuing vocational training
schemes (...) (the Community does not have)
a rational public system of vocational qualification covering the whole of the field. The only

system of certification that has social recognition throughout the French Community is
that run by the education system' (Conseil de
l'Education et de la Formation, 1999). This
situation can perhaps be explained by the fact

Ministry of Education covering schools and
the Ministry of Employment covering enterprises (see point 2.1.2). In France, therefore,
the VAP, under which exemption from some
of the units making up a diploma can be obtained, is supervised by the Ministry of Education, while the CCPs, focusing on occupational experience, are administered by the
Ministry of Employment and Solidarity. This
dialectic between school and employment
brings up the key question that is at the heart
of the problems of validating learning: that
of the complex relationships between doing
and knowing in what Yves Clot (1999) calls
the unfathomable skill.
3.2.1.2 Reference profiles and standards

rience and while training elements are part

In all the countries examined here, the state
is the guarantor of the validity, reliability,
equity, objectivity and therefore of the legitimacy of assessment procedures. Assessment
standards are among those rules that have
to be approved by the state. If they were not,
the reliability of the national assessment system would be diminished. Solar (1995, p.82)
indirectly stresses the need for common criteria in respect of skill portfolios, 'a method
that involves many people in the assessment

and parcel of the VAP, it does not make it possible to obtain the diploma as a whole.

procedure (each assessing knowledge) according to their own framework. This means that

that it is more the reputation of the school
than certification that provides a signal on
the labour market.
The French VAP and the British NVQs are the
best documented of all the schemes examined
here. They are the outcome of vocational training systems that oppose formal education and
apprenticeship. The NVQs are rooted in expe-

The learning validation scheme closest to the
certification systems in use in its country is

the German Externenpriifung under which
exemption from all or part of the training lead-

ing to national examinations can be re-

something that was intended to be objective
is not'. In other words, in an assessment, the
various points of view must be expressed on
the basis of previously defined common criteria, otherwise diversity makes it impossible
to reach a consensus.

SOT)
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Employers are involved everywhere in constructing vocational training schemes and in
formulating assessment standards. France is
among those countries where employers are
most clearly calling into question the diploma
by giving themselves the sole right to construct skills. Carrying out an assessment according to criteria that they have themselves
determined would give employers better control over the other forms of recognition, i.e.
grading and pay. It is not just the diploma,
however, but the whole regulatory function
of the state, that is being contested. British

employers are also criticising a system in
which they are, however, one of the principal
players: 'many employers (...) expressed continuing concerns about the incoherence of the
wider vocational qualification structure, the
plethora of traditional vocational qualifica-

tions, the burden of assessment in NVQs,
some lack of reliability and consistency in
assessment (...)' (DfEE, 1999, p.38). Here
again, it is the state's functions of organisation and control that are being questioned.

It is undoubtedly much easier to contest paper qualifications nowadays. For some years,

This proliferation would seem to suggest, and

caution is needed here, that this is an easy
matter. As these profiles are by their nature
closer to real work than any profile drawn up

outside the enterprise, an artificial convergence resulting from disparate assessments
could lead to the notion that the training given
by the education system, and therefore paper

qualifications, are not in keeping with the
skills actually being sought.

The national standards drawn up to validate
learning may be similar to those used to validate training courses or may be formulated
specifically to validate learning from experience. The Externenpriffung and the VAP fall

within the first case and the NVQs and the
Certificado de Profesionalidad fall within the
second case. The CCP certification profiles are
in an intermediate position. AFPA attempted
initially to use the Repertoire opérationnel des
métiers et emplois (Operational directory of
trades and occupations) of the National Employment Agency. It had to supplement it from
the analyses of work and reference profiles

that it draws up when setting up training

major French enterprises have been using

schemes (Roman, 1998). Consequently, the
performance standards drawn up to assess

skills as a tool for managing human resources.

formal learning from training courses are very

In this respect, they have carried out analyses of work in order to develop directories or
profiles of skills that can be used for training
purposes. The need to write up work procedures for accreditation under the IS09000
quality assurance standards has also played
a part in developing the practice of activity
or skill profiles specific to a particular enterprise. This is not without a link with the vali-

evident in the assessment of informal learning. It seems to be the case that, as the validation of learning is a recent development,
specific methods are under construction and
use has initially been made of existing, reputedly reliable, tools.

dation of knowledge gained from experience.
'Writing up working procedures consists in extracting and articulating action skills which,
although socialised and potentially possible
to place on a "formal" footing, have up until

now remained tacit (...) This involves redefining and rationalising skills acquired from
experience (...) The operation of discovery and
formalisation provides a kind of validation of

This pragmatic choice may not necessarily be
the best way of meeting the objectives being
sought. The context of the validation of occupational learning mobilises experience from
the point of view of its "school" assessment
and this mobilisation is not the same as the
mobilisation of experience for the action of
work itself. Skills will not be organised in the
same way in both cases' (Clot, 1999, p.31) The

action skills' (Campinos-Dubernet and

questioning of diplomas by French employers then highlights a basic problem: are the
criteria and methods used for assessment in-

Marquette, 1998).

appropriate because they are too heavily

For all these reasons, tools for identifying
skills that use a wide range of methods are
proliferating (Penso-Latouche, ed., 1998).
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marked by the school world? Reciprocally, the

abandonment of the initial principles of the
CCP experiment, based on very short (onepage) job descriptions drawn up for the pur-
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poses of placing jobseekers, shows that making do with the 'employment' dimension is no
more relevant for the purposes of validating
learning. It is highly likely that any job de-

scription drawn up for purposes other than
the validation of learning would not have been
appropriate either. Are the ideal standards to

be found somewhere between the two? The
British, who were not impeded by school criteria, have tried to find the perfect assessment
standard. Several authors (Green et al., 1999;
Eraut, 1996; Wolf, 1996) have stressed that
this led them to an ever greater precision that
is now causing the government to demand

that they back-pedal (DfEE, 1999). Wolf
stresses that this deviation is inherent in the
type of approach used: 'The more serious and
rigorous the attempts to specify the domain
being assessed, the narrower and narrower
the domain itself becomes, without, in fact,
becoming transparent' (1996, p.55).
The issue of precision harks back to the issue
of the general and the specific raised by transverse skills, key or core skills and qualifications covering a very extensive occupational
field that may in some cases concern several

sectors of activity. In France, the reference

profiles for such diplomas are generally
geared to local situations, i.e. 'contextualised'
for the purposes of training and assessment
in work situations (Kirsch, 1989). The reference is nevertheless still the national profile.
The overall process entails a whole range of
translation operations. If learning is validated
from an analysis of written or oral discourse,
a further translation will be necessary to establish a link between the description of the
activity proposed by the candidate and the assessment standard prescribed by the qualification.

Standards are constructed or adjusted by ariiterative process that feeds on prior experi-

lidity do standards based on an excessive frag-

mentation of the description of an activity
have? `by stating that someone has "acquired
a skill", it is assumed that he could and would
use it in any appropriate context, but the nature and extent of the indices required to sup-

port this statement are still problematic'
(CERI, 1998, pp.81-82).

It would seem that the aim of the desire to
certify and to draw up criteria or standards
for this purpose is to reduce the overall uncertainties in which we live. 'We are latching
onto the notion of skills to cover a new labour
market situation, in which qualifications no
longer guarantee jobs. This aspect of the new
world order cannot be disregarded: skills are
to qualifications as employability is to employ-

ment. Certainties (qualifications, jobs) are
tending to become hypotheses (skills, employability)' (Bellier, 1998).

3.2.2 The use of standards in assessment
It would seem from the above that standards

are the means that the state uses to reduce
the uncertainty surrounding the award of the
qualifications that it accredits. The practical
methods of implementation of standards, i.e.
assessment methods, are shaped by this rule.
None of this would be of any importance without the people responsible for evaluating can-

didates seeking accreditation of their learning.

3.2.2.1 Assessment methods

A standard is put into practice through assessment methods and is subject to its own
test of validity. Depending on the scheme,
assessment may take the form of an examination based on a dossier or a portfolio of evidence or competences, during an assessment

the paradoxes of a skill is that it is con-

in an actual or simulated working situation,
may entail an interview or may combine several of these elements. The only assessment
methods that completely disregard conventional examination formulae are the CCP in
France and the APL and NVQs in the United

textualised but is perceived as a predictor of

Kingdom.

ence. The question is one of ascertaining
whether this iterative process causes a loss
of sight of the initial objectives, i.e. in this
case an assessment based on skills. One of
employability. If the context is overly reduced,

is it still possible to talk about a skill and,
even more so, about employability? What va-

Not all forms of assessment are equivalent.
'APL is necessarily a highly individualised

JASI
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process and, for quality control purposes, requires the amassing of comprehensive evi-

dence that can be checked and validated.
Many candidates do not have evidence of this
sort readily to hand and many find that they
can only cover parts of an award. It is often
as easy, or cheaper, to retest such candidates
from scratch, or enrol them on a course. The

only area where, in England, the approach
seems to succeed and be cost-efficient is with
office skills' (Green et al, 1999). Ultimately,
even when the rules are the same for everyone, they are not necessarily equitable.

Leaving aside cases in which certification
entails an examination or a test in a working
situation, candidates for validation have to
draw up a portfolio or a dossier in which they

same process of formulation as when assessment is based on a dossier or portfolio. It is
then the choice of the assessment situation
that should offer them the best possibility of
demonstrating their skills. Assessors prepar-

ing for a situation of this type are in much
the same case as trainers trying to discern
formative working situations. In both cases,
there are two approaches: the educational
learning approach, of an analytical type,
which involves breaking down the complex
into simple and elementary units, and the occupational activity or cognitive approach, of
an integrating type, which involves combining multiple skills and is reflected by activities that can to some extent be isolated as sub-

sets of the qualification' (Lechaux and
Barkatoolah, 1994, p.106).

describe the activities through which they
have gained the skills that they wish to have
validated. They are generally able to obtain
assistance with this. In addition to practical
advice and drafting aids, part of the process
of assistance for candidates is to help them to
place their descriptions on an objective footing, and to distance themselves from their
experience as the skills that the person uses
are not "ready-made" for the purposes of explanation. Our investigative work is not intended to locate them as invariant learning
that can be validated only through analysis'
(Clot, p.31). This maieutic approach tends to
be very instructive for candidates who are ultimately responsible for finding the link between knowing and doing as the knowledge
mobilised in a working situation, i.e. day-today concepts, given meaning by occupational
experience, is not the same as the knowledge
acquired from training, i.e. scientific concepts.

Finding a link between these two spheres of
knowledge is a conquest in which the person's
activity plays a key role' (Clot, p.15). It is also
true that this relationship can be forged only

3.2.2.2 Assessors

All the above points to the important part that

the people who put learning validation
schemes into practice play in making them
functional. The composition of assessment
panels is the point at which these systems are
closest to conventional systems. This closeness probably has a lot to do with a concern
for acceptability and credibility (Bjornávold,
1997), as conventional systems still have considerable social legitimacy, whereas learning
validation schemes find it difficult to become

rooted. The Externenpriifung, established
after the First World War, involves some 30
000 people per annum in comparison with the

dual system which trains some 1 600 000,

with almost 600 000 examinations p.a.
(BMBF, 1998). The Certificado de Profesionalidad is finding it difficult to leave the experimental stage. In France, the VAP panels
examined 2550 dossiers in 1997 (DESCO,
1997) whereas 715 560 students sat the same
technological and vocational education diplo-

through joint work by the candidate and the
person helping him or her to draw up a dossier. Joint analysis of the candidate's activities makes it possible to infer that, despite

mas (DPD, 1998). The second experiment with

the one-off nature of the assessment, the skills

dom's APL as the statistics do not always dif-

observed can be transferred to other situa-

ferentiate it from the NVQs which, in turn,
illustrate how difficult it is for new systems

tions.

the CCP is to involve 1000 people, and the
first involved 200. It is difficult to estimate
the population involved in the United King-

to put down roots and gain acceptance. There

When validation is based on assessments in
working situations, candidates cannot use the
198

are currently 840 NVQs, whereas there are
1800 other vocational certificates complying
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with the standards approved by the Qualification and Curriculum Authority and 17 000
which do not or only to some extent comply
with these standards (DfEE, 1999). The government is currently taking action drastically
to reduce the number of Vocational Qualifications not accredited by the QCA.
The fact that teachers are in the majority, as
in the case of the French VAP where ratios of
this kind were from the outset laid down in
the legislation, may show that more importance is being attached to knowledge than to

expertise and that qualifications are still
firmly rooted in the school sphere. If this is
the case, there is a risk that education standards will have the upper hand over performance standards. Before looking at this hypoth-

esis, however, it should be noted that few
categories are eligible for assessment tasks.
Since knowledge needs to be related to experience, it is logical that panels contain both
teachers and practitioners. Teachers have traditionally been assessors and still have considerable legitimacy even though they are
using the knowledge that they have acquired
in academic disciplines in the occupational
field. Here again, the transfer of skills can be
explained by the fact that appropriate ways
of conducting spot assessments of occupational performance have yet to be found: good
mentors are not made in a day.

Potential tensions of this kind make it necessary to look at the skills of panel members. A
competent practitioner does not necessarily

possess the skills of an assessor. In France
and the United Kingdom, the people involved
in the learning validation process receive special training. As they gain experience of validating learning, the risks of academic or professional imperialism are reduced as everyone
becomes aware of their own limits. A repre:
sentative of the Ministry of Education, who

has had this kind of experience in France,
stresses that 'paradoxically, a maths teacher
is not the best person to assess the maths
abilities of a candidate who is a bus driver:
the practitioner is much more aware than the
teacher of the conditions under which the job
is performed and what skills, including maths,

are actually involved in the job' (Bernard,
1997, p.46).

At this stage, we should like to put forward
the hypothesis that validation decisions cannot be based entirely on the strict application of standards. This does not mean, however, that the prior constructions and tools
developed for assessment are of no use. We
have discussed the structuring role of standards and predetermined assessment criteria
when assessing a skills portfolio. Although
at a different level, work to analyse these application portfolios or dossiers for learning
validation is just as essential, as a member
of an assessment panel stresses: 'the dossier
is less the foundation on which we base our
judgment than a document from which we
extract information useful for conducting the
subsequent interview with the candidate. If
we did not have this dossier, the candidate
would not be ready for the interview and we
ourselves would find it much more difficult
to conduct this interview. The interview is

often, however, the determining factor'
(Bernard, 1997, p.46). Blindly applying a
standard under the pretext of equal treatment is not therefore possible. 'It is impossible to judge the abilities of adults who have
been working or have worked for a number
of years in an occupation without taking account of the human density of these candidates (...) The interview makes it possible to
find out why a candidate is requesting this
rather than another exemption (...) In every

case, this clearly raises the problem of the
link between the skills required to obtain the
diploma and those required for the practice
of the occupation for which the diploma is
needed. The panel cannot therefore disregard

the issue of the candidate's motives (...) if
candidates need a diploma for career reasons
(...) should they be exempted from the maths

test that they would not pass when we, as
practitioners, know that the corresponding
skills will genuinely be of no use to them?'
(Bernard, 1997, p.4'7). As a guarantor of the

validity and reliability of procedures, the
panel also needs to be a guarantor of their
equity.

4. Conclusion
It seems important to stress three points following this analysis:
1-1
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a) certification is giving rise to a debate about
occupational knowledge and the conditions
under which it is generated that is calling

traditional attitudes into question;
b) the increasing autonomy of certification is
also being reflected by its diversification.
Assuming that there is a single and federating dynamic shaped by the proximity of
production systems, and therefore the proximity of the skills needed, would be untrue.
Any dogmatism in this respect is dangerous; placing an eminently social practice,
that is trusted because of the high-quality
expertise of those who organise and implement it, on an excessively technical footing
would be just as dangerous;

c) decisions taken in this field have major
moral and civil repercussions.

4.1 Certification and recognition of
occupational knowledge
As the preceding analysis has shown, the increasing autonomy of certification systems
does not mean that they are independent from
training. Justified criticisms of overly academic approaches have in some cases meant
that practice, assumed to be enlightening, has
been exalted, which does not seem any less
suspect. The real question is how occupational
knowledge, whose nature goes beyond technical mastery, can be identified, passed on and
assessed, making it necessary to break away
from the traditional divides between theoretical and practical knowledge and general and
applied knowledge. It would seem, moreover,
that this knowledge is to some extent being

generated and passed on within organisations, which raises two questions:

fications (Feutrie and Verdier, 1993) and others are setting up their own certification systems (Périsse, 1998). Choices depend on the

ways in which enterprises manage human
resources. They are wondering whether paper qualifications can be adapted for this purpose and, although this is not self-evident, it
can be politically encouraged. They are also

raising questions about the limits of these
qualifications and other forms of certification
for the recognition of locally generated skills.
In other words, not everything is necessarily

certifiable and maybe it is better to accept
uncertainty than to set up systems that are
too sophisticated or too restrictive.

The ability of these organisations to foster
knowledge creation and transmission is central to debates on the learning society, but it
is striking to note that there are already some
prejudices. To our knowledge, nobody anywhere seems to be taking account of the fact
that places of training are also organisations,

with a collective life, or of the fact that the
people who attend these places are increasingly often adults, even in initial vocational
training. Bjornavold's (1997) logic of 'legitimate peripheral participation' (quoting Lave
and Wenger, 1991) applies equally to them.

4.2 Diversification of certification
Just as they are becoming more independent,
certification systems are also diversifying; the
risk is then that they become less legible and
may mean that steps need to be taken to make
them compatible. It seems difficult to accept,
however, that all knowledge can be certified

in the same way. This is often the position
that is nevertheless defended in the name of
individual equality and the transparency of
systems.

0 internal recognition of this knowledge;
Ci recognition of the ability of organisations

Different types of assessment can be pinpointed, however, depending on the type of

to foster such knowledge creation and

knowledge in question:

transmission.

ID the assessment of objectively-based knowl-

Internal recognition of knowledge involves
'negotiated skills' in the sense of EymardDuvernet and Marchal (1997). This raises the
problem of the particular signal of such recognition. Some enterprises use existing quali200

edge is very compatible with more or less

automatic forms of accreditation which
opens up considerable scope for the devel-

opment of self-assessment and teaching
innovations using the new information and
communication technologies;

Certification and legibility of competence
L3 the assessment of social skills requires rec-

out anything and everything, relying on a

ognition by 'expert peers' and raises the
question of building up a stock of expertise in formulating standards and assessment practices. Ministries need, for in-

kind of transcendental Darwinism to ensure
that the best solution for the community wins
out over other solutions. Setting up national
'committees of experts', coordinated at Euro-

stance, to be able to formulate qualification

pean level, might help to curb this type of

policies providing a framework for their
training activities. Moreover, and in the
light of the French case, while some peo-

problem.

ple deplore the lack of participation of em-

Summary

ployers' and workers' trade union representatives on panels and juries, it is just
as possible to highlight the high-quality
involvement of these participants, despite
the lack of preparation that they receive

The theme of the certification of occupational
abilities has occupied its own space in discussions of vocational training since the begin-

and the lack of recognition that they gain;

ning of the 1990s. Before then, little attention seems to have been paid to this issue:
certification was seen as a natural and logi-

C3 setting up organisations generating knowl-

cal stage of a process of education that it both
completed and sanctioned.

edge has more to do with the respect of
standards that promote this genesis of

edly that of dogmatism which suppresses dif-

This report looks first at the issue of the increasing autonomy of certification systems,
and the various ways in which this is taking
place in different countries, focusing in particular on the reorganisation of links between
education and training and certification.

ferences because they cannot be tolerated.
Flawed doctrine is nevertheless almost as
dangerous. The first step in making systems

This increasing autonomy has highlighted the
question of skill identification. This has been

knowledge that can be validated by formulae along the lines of industrial standardisation.

At present, the greatest danger is undoubt-

compatible may well lie in demarcating their
domains and in respecting their missions than
in attempts to harmonise their methods and
outcomes.

reflected by a need to rethink performance
and assessment standards, an issue that is
examined in Part 2.

From the point of view, however, of closer links

Spain, France and the United Kingdom,
which show interesting differences in this

between certification systems at a European
level, it is striking to note the lack of interest
in trades that are increasingly less national:
the transport trades come to mind, although
trades in banking and informatics and higher
education jobs could also be mentioned.

4.3 A question of citizenship
The certification market is prosperous and
expanding. This is leading to practices of d
commercial type, sometimes involving public

services or states. Current developments
seem to be underpinned by attempts to impose formulae in which finance is more important than the lack of substance of scientific and technical arguments. In the social
sphere, as in biology, it is dangerous to try

The current systems in Germany, Belgium,
field, provided a basis for our work.

Certification systems:
genesis and increasing autonomy
Judging by historical data, specific mention
of certification seems to have been relatively
late and piecemeal. Is this because certifica-

tion has gained importance only in recent
years, or, even though it was already playing
a role, because it was long seen as a dependent element of the vocational training system?
The importance that modern societies attach
to assessment tends to bear out this second
hypothesis. The few references to certification
in historical works show, moreover, a trend
towards a gradual appropriation of schemes
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by the state, reflecting the state's growing
involvement in the education of individuals,
starting with higher-level qualifications and
moving on to lower-level qualifications. This
trend did not, however, follow a harmonious
course and encountered opposition from some

protagonists, in particular as regards the
lower occupational levels. In addition, referring merely to the state is not enough as the
state could and can intervene through
bodies linked to the production system or the
education system, depending on policy options
linked to one or other sphere, and thereby give

certification different objectives. The state is

plural. In these circumstances, therefore, it
seems logical that occupational certification,
despite a common historic dynamic, takes different forms, even within the same country,
and is not moving in the direction of transnational harmonisation.

The report then goes on to look at the contemporary developments that are tending to
make certification increasingly independent
from training: the special nature of a 'qualification' effect, which is becoming increasingly

important in a labour market marked by
growing mobility and far-reaching change, is
thus examined. Certification is being mobi-

lised particularly as changes in production

duction system, it is necessary to tackle the
question of the description of work activities
and to identify the performance standards
specifying the occupational aim to which the

certification should attest. In the training
system, it is necessary to define training
standards that specify the knowledge (in the
most general sense of the term, including experience, knowledge, practices, competences,
etc.) needed to perform the activity described.
The report then looks at the relationship be-

tween qualifications, certification and the
production system from three points of view:
domains of skills with reference to nomenclatures of training and employment specialisms,
fields of skills through job reference profiles
and levels of skills using a cognitive approach.

Assessment issues are examined from the
point of view of procedures for the validation
of informal learning which offer a good illustration of the links or tensions between certification, training, skills and occupational per-

formance. The issue is examined from the
point of view of the design and use of the vari-

ous countries' existing schemes and in par-

ticular the standards that underpin them.
There are two trends: schemes that offer exemption from all or part of a training course

entrusted less and less certain. New qualification requirements and different forms of
knowledge in return raise the question of defining new assessment criteria and standards.

leading to an existing qualification or schemes
that award a specific certification to endorse
the value of experience. The same assessment
criteria are not used in both cases. The standard used in the first case will be the standard
of the qualification. In the second case, it will
in principle be the job description, i.e. a per-

Part 1 ends with an examination of two of the
questions currently being raised about certi-

formance standard. In practice, the divide is
less clear-cut.

systems are making the ability of employees

to carry out the tasks with which they are

fication: the link between certification and
exclusion and the problem of reconciling legitimacy and legibility.

Standards and assessment
The report goes on to address the new methodological problems being raised by certifica-

tion's increasing autonomy from training,
looking in particular at the ways in which
standards are drawn up and put into practice in assessment procedures. This makes it
necessary to return to the relationships between the certification system, the production
system and the training system. In the pro202

The report then looks at the formulation of
assessment criteria, their links with existing
systems, the methods by which they can be
put into practice and at assessors themselves.

It would seem that standards are the means
that the state uses to reduce the uncertainty
surrounding the award of the qualifications
that it accredits. The practical methods of im-

plementation of standards, i.e. assessment
methods, are shaped by this rule The report
puts forward the hypothesis, however, that
validation decisions cannot be based solely on
the strict application of standards. This does

not mean, however, that the prior construe-

Certification and legibility of competence

tions and tools developed for assessment are
of no use. Standards play a structuring role
as they provide a reference system common

to the various people responsible for assessment, who are guarantors of the validity, reliability and equity of procedures.
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The changing institutional and political role
of non-formal learning: European trends

Jens BjØrnfivold
Abstract
This contribution discusses the theoretical basis and main European initiatives in the area of
identification, assessment and recognition of non-formal learning. Over the past few years
most EU Member States have emphasised the crucial role of learning that takes place outside
of and in addition to formal education and training. This emphasis has been followed by an
increasing number of political and practical initiatives, gradually moving the issue from the
stage of pure experimentation to early implementation. The task is challenging because developments in a number of settings, at European, national, sectoral and enterprise levels have to
be considered. The interplay between these settings has not yet been extensively explored; the
challenge is to see whether there is a common core to be extracted from this wide range of initial
experience.
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The changing institutional and political role of non-formal learning: European trends

1. Introduction
This contribution aims at providing an overview on some of the main European tendencies in the area of identification, assessment
and recognition of non-formal learning.1 This
is a difficult yet challenging task. The task is
difficult because the rate of change and innovation, in terms of methodologies, institutions
and policies, is very high. During the past few
years most Member States of the EU have emphasised the crucial role of learning that takes
place outside of and in addition to, formal edu-

cation and training. This emphasis has led to
an increasing number of political and practical initiatives, gradually shifting the issue from
the stage of pure experimentation to that of
early implementation. The task is challenging
because of developments in a number of settings at European, national, sectoral and enterprise levels. The interplay between these
levels has not been focused upon very much
and the challenge is to see whether there is a
common core of experience to be extracted from

this heterogeneous body of experimentation.

In the White Paper on 'Teaching and learning' presented by the European Commission
at the end of 1995, the idea of a common European approach in the area of identification,
assessment and recognition of non-formal
learning was presented. Consisting of a 'per-

sonal skills card' and operating within the
framework of a 'European skills accreditation
system', the ambition of this proposal was to
develop an instrument making it possible to

broaden the range of skills utilised by individuals, enterprises and in society at large.
This ambition of creating one single instrument has not been fulfilled. Notwithstanding
a high number of pilot projects focusing on
technological and organisational issues at
stake (in the Leonardo da Vinci, Socrates and

skills card' nor the 'European skills accreditation system' have been transformed into
actual tools operating at European level. The
main developmental thrust can be observed

at national, and to a growing extent, at
sectoral and enterprise levels. This may be
looked upon as a reflection of the need to tailor methodological and institutional solutions
to specific needs and users. The needs of an
enterprise may differ entirely from those of
national education and/or labour authorities
and individual needs may differ from those
of branches and sectors. This leaves us with
a paradox. Assessment methodologies are de-

veloped to make non-formal competences
more visible and make it easier to transfer
them from one context to another. The development of a high number of national/sectoral
and enterprise-based methodologies tailored
to specific and limited needs may contradict

the general objective of increased transparency and transferability. This paradox cannot be fully solved at national, sectoral or enterprise levels. Whether it is possible to find

European solutions (through some form of
common framework linking otherwise separate initiatives together), is an open question.

This contribution is divided into four parts.
The first part treats basic theoretical issues
linked to the character of non-formal learning and the political implications of setting
up systems in this area. The second, and by
far the largest part, outlines initiatives and
developments in Member States. The third
part presents and discusses initiatives at EU
level, concentrating on the message of the
White Paper on 'Teaching and learning' (European Commission 1995) and on experiences
from the Leonardo da Vinci programme. Con-

cluding remarks are presented in the fourth
and last part.

Adapt programmes), neither the 'personal

2. Theoretical pretext 2

1 The term non-formal learning encompasses in-

Identification, assessment and recognition of
non-formal learning is very much a practical

formal learning which can be described as unplanned learning in work situations and elsewhere,
but also includes planned and explicit approaches
to learning introduced in work organisations and
elsewhere, not recognised within the formal education and training system.

2 This chapter is a direct continuation of the contribution to the 1998 research report on the issue
of non-formal learning. While the 1998 contribution focused on basic methodological and institu215
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issue. Methodologies have to be simple and
inexpensive and they have to be based on a

within a social group) but also the negotiated,

the concerned and the engaged nature of
learning (the communicative character of

clear notion of how technical, institutional and
political responsibilities are to be shared. This
requires a profound understanding of non-for-

learning). The individual learner is not gaining a discrete body of abstract knowledge that
he or she will reapply in later contexts. Instead, he or she acquires the skill to perform
by actually engaging in an ongoing process of

mal learning. By highlighting some of the
theoretical aspects involved, we hope to be
able to clarify some of the practical challenges
faced.

learning. Learning is thus not only reproduction, but also reformulation and renewal

2.1 The contextual and tacit character
of non-formal learning

of knowledge and competences. As Engestrom

To develop methodologies actually able to cap-

situation or an unexpected problem, a learner
cannot rely only on the established basis of

(1993, 1994) has underlined, facing a new

ture the learning that takes place outside

competences, but must try to find new

formal education and training institutions in
a valid and reliable way, some basic charac-

solutions and develop alternative practices.
This corresponds to Herbert Simon (1973) who

teristics of learning need to be explored.
Firstly, learning is contextual in its character. When taking place in social and material
settings, knowledge and competences are very

much the result of participation in 'communities of practice' (Lave and Wenger 1991).
Frequently, learning has been conceived as a
process by which the learner 'internalises'
knowledge, whether 'discovered', 'transmitted'
or 'experienced' in interaction with others. But
learning cannot be reduced to passive recep-

tion of 'pieces' of knowledge. This focus on
internalisation establishes a sharp division
between inside and outside, and suggests that
learning is exclusively something happening
inside the brain in some cerebral process, and
takes the individual as a non-problematic unit
of analysis. Accordingly, learning is reduced
to a process of absorption, a matter of transmission and assimilation. The alternative ap-

proach formulated by Lave and Wenger
provides a potentially better basis for understanding and identifying various aspects
of learning and knowledge-formation. This
shift in perspective implicates a focus not only

on the relational (the role of the individual
tional challenges confronting the development
and implementation of methodologies for assessment and recognition of non-formal learning, this
year's contribution tries to sum up the initiatives
actually taken in the EU Members States. As the
basic methodological and institutional challenges
are important to understanding the practical ini-

tiatives, the first part of the contribution sums
up the main points made in 1998.
216

points out that ill structured problems are
more common than well structured problems
in organisations. The successful learner must
not only be able to reproduce competences
already existing in a community of practice,
but must also be able to question and improve
these practices. Following Engestroms 'expansive' learning model we can identify a number
of elements that should be reflected in assessment methodologies:

Ci the ability to question established facts;
ID the ability to define and clarify problems;

the ability to cooperate and find possible
solutions; and,

CI the ability to formulate and implement
solutions.

These are important aspects of competent
behaviour in a work setting. The ability to
learn is thus emphasised as the most important quality, even more important than the
specific bits and pieces of knowledge and
experience being learned. Returning to the

issue of developing assessment methodologies, this points to the need for balance

between the attention given to learning
abilities and factual competences. Learning
how to learn, including learning how to approach unexpected problems, are key elements to be addressed by any methodology
in the attempt to capture non-formal learning.
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more difficult to achieve than in the setting
of formal education and training. The question of validity is crucial as methodologies
have to be able to capture the variety and
heterogeneity of learning paths and learning
results. Surrounded by constraints imposed

Second, competences are partly tacit (Polanyi

1967) in their character. This means that it
is difficult to verbalise and delimit the single

steps or rules intrinsic to a certain competence. In some cases, people are not even
aware of being in possession of a competence.

by limited time and resources, methodologies
must be able to combine the need for stand-

This is an element of high relevance to the
task of assessing non-formal learning, and has
to be reflected by the methodologies. Most of
us know how to ride a bicycle but we face great
difficulties when trying to formulate the spe-

ardisation and simplification with an open
attitude towards the non-standard and what

cific rules intrinsic to this competence. The
'know-how' in question has been acquired
through practice and painful experience. An
experienced carpenter knows how to use a tool

in ways that escape verbalisation. Normally
we take this know-how so much for granted
that we do not appreciate the extent to which

is specific to an individual or a group. Proper
'measurement' implies openness for the richness and complexity of learning; maps should
be drawn according to the terrain, the terrain
should not be described to fit the map. To find
the balance between optimal validity (to pur-

sue perfect validity implies endless assessments), necessary standardisation and sim-

it pervades our activities. This is perhaps

plification, is the basic challenge. The

most apparent in situations where this knowhow deserts us, when our intuitive and nonreflective attitude towards these activities for

of crucial importance. Users must be confident that results can be compared and that

some reason or another is interrupted. An
important part of what we include in the term

non-formal learning belongs to this area of
implicit know-how. An experienced worker
facing a new situation or a new problem will
normally, without giving it much thought, be
able to make use of his or her accumulated
reservoir of abstract knowledge and concrete
experiences. To transform tacit, implicit and
intuitive knowledge into officially stamped elements of knowledge is difficult and full of

risks. Difficult because we enter an area
partly evading descriptions, full of risks because we might end up with misconstructions
of the know-how we intend to capture. In addition, whether the tacit know-how can be
captured in formal descriptions is also a question of economic and practical feasibility: how
much time and resources should be spent on
assessing each individual?

Thus, the quality of assessments relies on a
number of factors. Methodologies have to reflect and balance the individual and contextual as well as the tacit and implicit character of non-formal learning. Testing within a
formal education and training setting is normally judged according to the criteria of reliability (consistency) and validity. These criteria are just as important within the setting
of non-formal learning but in many ways even

question of reliability (and consistency), is also

unfair variations in assessment practices
have been avoided as far as possible. A situation where candidates are treated differently
due to unclear procedures and varying interpretations of procedures by assessors, risks a
threat to the legitimacy of the system.

Generally,peaking, the challenge of assessing non-formal learning consists of capturing,
on a piece of paper, learning results specific

to individuals and contexts. This has to be
done within a procedural setting aiming at
standardisation and simplification (due to
limited resources and legitimate demands for
consistency). This balance of seemingly opposing principles is what makes the task a challenge for policy-makers, researchers and practitioners.

2.2 The need for legitimacy and social
acceptance
The future role of systems for the assessment
and recognition of non-formal learning cannot be limited to a question of methodological
quality. While being important, reliable and
valid methodologies are not sufficient to make
individuals, enterprises and/or educational in-

stitutions trust and accept assessments. A
number of political and institutional preconditions have to be met to attribute some ac-
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tual value to the assessments in question.

cess to jobs), illustrate the complexity involved

This can be done partly through political decisions securing the legal basis for initiatives

in attributing generalised value to assess-

but should be supplemented by a process

money, assessments must be able to 'measure'. This means that both the quantitative
(time, volume) and qualitative (content, profile) aspects of learning must be captured in
as valid and reliable a way as possible.

where questions of 'ownership' and 'control'
as well as 'usefulness' must be clarified. In
this way, assessments of non-formal learning
would be judged according to technical and
instrumental criteria (reliability and validity),
as well as normative criteria (legality and legitimacy). The acceptance of assessments of
non-formal learning is not only a matter of
their legal status but also of their legitimate
status. As with ordinary certificates from the

formal education and training system, the
function of assessments of non-formal learning may be compared with money. Parsons has
defined money as:
`...a code, providing certain information from
holder to receiver. Money is valid in a certain

set of standard situations, it must be based
on a generalised value, accepted not only in a
legal sense, but also on a popular basis, and
it must be measurable'.

If we apply this perspective to assessments
of non-formal learning several parallels appear. As with money, assessments can be understood as a code, providing information from
holder to receiver. An individual applying for

ments of non-formal learning. Finally, as with

Accordingly, assessments must be able to
store information, measure the learning in
question and signal the value attributed to it
in the broader setting of the labour market,
the education and training system and society in general. Unlike money, assessments
cannot operate on the basis of a one-dimensional and quantified code, rather, they have
to use written texts to capture the complexity of individually-held competences. The
metaphor of money highlights the challenges
facing this new 'currency'. First, interpreting
assessments as a code transforming a complicated set of information (about learning)
into a standardised and simplified language,
points to the methodological paradoxes already discussed. If standardisation and simplification become too radical, the information value is reduced in such a way that the
overall benefit is threatened. In this respect
the difference between money and assessments is made clear. If the contextual, indi-

a job using assessments exemplifies this. Information is not enough, it must be presented
in a specific code to be acceptable. As with
money, assessments are valid in a predefined
set of standard situations, e.g. in the labour
market, within the hierarchy of an enterprise
or in the system of education and training.
Like money, assessments must also be based
on some form of generalised legal and legiti-

vidual and tacit characters of non-formal
learning are lost during the 'measurement

mate value. The competences in question

lie in the same need to simplify and stand-

must be accepted as potentially valid/useful
outside their narrow context of origin. Only
actual use can prove whether such a generalised value will actually be attributed to assessments of non-formal learning. Nobody can

guarantee that the relative value of formal
versus non-formal learning can be changed
through the introduction of methodologies
and systems for the assessment of non-formal learning. The strong links between formal education and social bargaining processes
(which influence the setting of wages and ac218

process', the information value is reduced in
a way which threatens the legitimacy of the

exercise. The strength of money lies in its

ability to simplify and standardise what
would otherwise be a complicated process of
barter and exchange. The weakness of assessments of non-formal learning may very well
ardise. Furthermore, the legitimacy and value
of assessments will be defined through their
actual use. Theoretically, these standard situations arise when individuals try to enter the
labour market, or access certain levels of the

education and training system or improve
their position in the internal job-hierarchy of
an enterprise.
Questions of legitimacy and acceptance rely

partly on political and legal actions by the
State or some other authority. The setting up
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and 'design' of institutions and political proc-

esses are thus of equal importance to the
methodological considerations outlined above.
In other words, a perfect methodology is of no
value if not working in tune within legitimate

institutional and political settings. It would
be naïve to think that institutional design can
provide a complete solution, it would however

be equally naïve to overlook the potential
importance of such an approach. The following criteria need to be considered when con-

structing the institutional basis for the new
methodologies:

O relevant participants must be heard;
O relevant information must be delivered;
O different interests should be balanced.

Acceptance implies a shared and balanced
ownership between representatives of the for-

place outside the formal education and training domain may seem paradoxical. In a situation where national education and training
systems face overcapacity and where highly

educated people face unemployment, the
sense in putting resources into systems of
'assessment and recognition of informal and
non-formal learning' may seem questionable.
This is, however, what is happening. During
the past decade, a majority of EU Member

States, together with countries outside the
EU, have initiated work to establish methodologies and institutions facilitating identification, assessment and recognition of
learning taking place outside formal education and training institutions. Pioneered by
France (the Law on Bilan de competence of
1985 and the Law of 1992 on the 'Validation
of skills acquired by work experience'), at-

tention on these issues has been strengthened year by year. The purpose of this re-

mal education and training system and representatives of enterprises and trade unions.
So far, the institutional and political aspects
of assessing non-formal learning have been
left untouched to a large extent. This may be
due to the fragmentary status and novelty of
initiatives in this area. The issue has been
looked upon as not very controversial, something everybody can agree on. In a situation
where methodologies and systems for the
identification, assessment and recognition of
non-formal learning mature, covering larger
groups of the population, this may change.
Such a situation could increase the general

port is to provide an updated picture as well
as an interpretation of this trend.3

value of competences acquired outside formal
education and training institutions and affect
collective bargaining, both in terms of setting
wages and access to jobs.

oriented to output-oriented systems is important to understand activities. In countries like

3. European trends:
Developments at national level
In 1994, according to Eurostat (1997), almost
25% of the entire European population was
enrolled in some form of education and training (all levels included). The growth of specialised and institutionalised training is one
of the most distinct characteristics of Euro-

From the outset, it is possible to conclude that
no common European approach currently exists. The fact that initiatives have been taken
at different points in time and within the con-

text of different systems of education and
training leaves us with a heterogeneous mix
of national and sectoral approaches. What is
important is that most initiatives seem to fo-

cus on the same challenges. Firstly, the
reorientation of formal (especially vocational)

education and training, from strictly input-

the UK and Finland, it is emphasised that
what matters are the competences, not how
you have acquired them. By accepting alternative pathways to learning, in addition to
the ones provided within formal schemes, the
question of assessment becomes a central one.
Secondly, the growing emphasis on lifelong

pean societies today. Against this back-

3 Our presentation is based on material gathered
within the framework of the Cedefop project on
'Identification, assessment and recognition of nonformal learning', initiated in 1997. A total of 15
studies have been commissioned to research institutions in 14 countries, and this report represents
a first attempt to bring together the results of this

ground, growing interest in learning taking

work.
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learning implies a stronger focus on the link
between different forms of learning in different areas at different stages of life. While the
formal system is still very much focused on
initial education and training, a lifelong learning system has to face the challenge of linking a variety of formal and non-formal learn-

changes and growing uncertainty. As long as
the challenge is to select individuals with the
most relevant competences, formal education
and training systems may increasingly appear

ing areas. This is necessary to meet the

The initial focus of our work on this issue was
a methodological one (Cedefop, Bjornavold,
1997): is it possible to measure learning taking place outside formal education and training in a reliable and valid way? The introduction of methodologies in this area can only be

individual need for continuous and varied renewal of knowledge and the enterprise's need

for a broad array of knowledge and competences a sort of knowledge reservoir to
face the unexpected. Also in this context, the

question of identification, assessment and
recognition is crucial. Competences have to
be made visible if they are to be fully integrated into such a broader strategy for knowledge reproduction and renewal.

More or less explicitly, these two challenges
are emphasised in all the countries studied.
In some countries, methodologies for the identification, assessment and recognition of nonformal learning are looked upon as necessary
tools to open up these new pathways. But the
issue should not be limited to how to modernise and vitalise existing systems for education and training, the methodological and in-

stitutional experimentation may also be
looked upon as a reflection of basic changes
in our understanding of learning and com-

petences. Closely related to the unprecedented growth in formal education and training (see above), a growing scepticism towards

the output of the formal system can be detected. It is questioned whether a harmonised
system of mass education is able to serve the
needs of societies becoming increasingly complex, both in the technological and organisational sense. Traditionally, formal education
and training systems were important vehicles
not only for the reproduction and renewal of
competences, but also for the selection for jobs

and positions. In a situation where many
European countries combine mass education
with mass unemployment, the role of education as a selection mechanism becomes more
problematic. On the one hand, we can observe
inflationary trends as the amount of education and training needed to compete on the
labour market increases. On the other hand,
'more of the same' is not necessarily what is

asked by a labour market facing rapid
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as insufficient and the need to utilise other
sources becomes more urgent.

understood within a broader social and political context as a response to changing conceptions of education and training. This defines our main perspective when trying to
overview developments in the EU/EEA context.
The European situation will be presented by
looking at five country clusters. Even though

countries within each cluster may differ
somewhat in their methodological and institutional approaches and choices, geographi-

cal nearness as well as institutional closeness seem to motivate mutual learning. The
overview presented in this chapter is limited
in the sense that it basically focuses on initiatives at public level. As will be documented

in later chapters, important additional initiatives have been taken at enterprise and
branch levels, partly on an autonomous basis and partly supported by European programmes such as Leonardo da Vinci and
Adapt.
We start by discussing the role of assessment
and recognition of non-formal learning in Germany and Austria. Two basic questions define the scope of this presentation: why have
so few initiatives been taken in these countries, and how does the dual system of vocational education and training influence work
and initiatives in this field. In the second clus-

ter, the approaches of the Mediterranean
countries Greece, Spain, Italy and Portugal
are discussed. These are countries where, due

to weak vocational education and training
traditions and systems, non-formal learning
has played, and still plays, a crucial role. In a
situation where formal education and training is generally being strengthened, the role
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of non-formal learning is challenged and
changed. In the third cluster of countries, Finland, Norway'', Sweden and Denmark, we ask
the question whether a Nordic model can be
identified. The Nordic countries enjoy a long

tradition of mutual learning in the area of
education and training; whether this applies
to assessment and recognition of non-formal

learning is another question. In the fourth
cluster of countries, United Kingdom, Ireland,

and the Netherlands, we reflect on experiences within, as well as the influence of, the
UK NVQ system (National Vocational Quali-

fications). The NVQ system has received
much attention, not least from abroad. As a
high-profile system emphasising modularisation and output, the NVQ system has, in

aimed at the development of methodologies
or institutions for the assessment and recognition of non-formal learning?

3.1 Non-formal learning
in the context of the dual system:
Germany and Austria
In Germany and Austria the issue of non-for-

mal learning is a new and unresolved one.
Five years ago it was hardly discussed. Today, a debate on the role of non-formal learning is gradually evolving. A number of experimental projects (in particular focusing on the
needs of the unemployed, people reentering
the labour market, etc.), have also been initi-

tant reference point in the international de-

ated, testing various approaches to assessment. The longer-term political-institutional
consequences of this debate and experimen-

bate. Ireland and the Netherlands can be

tation are difficult to predict. We think, how-

spite of domestic criticism, become an impor-

looked upon as countries where this influence
has been strong, especially in the field of assessment and recognition of non-formal learn-

ing. The fifth and last cluster, France and
Belgium, is defined on the basis of geographical nearness rather than a common approach
towards non-formal learning. As already indicated, the topic of non-formal learning has
moved into the forefront of the French debate

ever, that these two countries, despite their
reluctance, are interesting 'learning cases',
illustrating the possibilities and potential as
well as obstacles and problems in this area.

3.1.1 Germany

on education and training during the past

A number of factors explain why the issue of
non-formal learning has so far played a limited role in Germany:

decade. Both in legal and practical terms, the
French experience is important. In Belgium
the issue of non-formal learning has only recently been introduced to the political agenda.
In the Flemish part of the country, cooperation with the Netherlands has been initiated
but it is still too early to say in which direction this country will move.

tj direct demand for the assessment of nonformal learning has been low. The formal
system of education and training is extensive and has for a long time covered substantial proportions of each age group.
There is a very strong education and training fundament, reducing the number of

Due to differences between countries, the

people likely to ask for recognition of nonformally based competences;

scope of the presentations as well as the level

of detail varies somewhat. We attempt to
cover three aspects. First, what is the role of
non-formal learning within the existing political-institutional context? Second, is it possible to identify methodological and/or institutional initiatives in this area, established
on a permanent basis? Third, is it possible to
identify experiments, for example, projects

ID the education and training system is highly

focused on initial education and training.
Within the vocational field, the status of
the dual system has been and still is very
high. There is no tradition to follow other
pathways to learning, especially outside
the formal system;
Li the fact that the dual system is based on a

combination of school and work-based
4 Norway has been included as the only non-member of the European Union in this study.

learning implies that the experiential part
of learning is somehow included in the of-

oZoMo
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ficial model, reducing the need to assess
non-formal learning acquired outside the
formal system;
CI the formal education and training system
is based on Berufsprofilen (occupational
profiles), representing a clearly defined
set of qualifications/competences. Each

Berufsprofil indicates what should be
learned, how it should be learned and
where this should take place. The profiles,
which can be looked upon as the 'bench-

mark' of the system, can to a certain degree be seen as 'input-oriented'. By defin-

ing the 'correct' pathway to a certain
qualification, they also exclude other
pathways, for example (partly) based on
non-formal learning;

training. The rigidity and inflexibility following this bias makes the system badly
animated to support continuous training/

retraining. The inclusion of non-formal
learning has been introduced as a necessity to balance the current and exclusive
focus on initial training;

CI the development of the CVT system has
not followed the highly structured and formalised model of initial training and education. On the contrary, this 'sector' is heterogeneous and subject to limited public
or tripartite coordination. The link to the
initial training system is weak and rather

arbitrary. This state of affairs has underlined the importance of alternative
pathways to learning; the fact that the
need for competences cannot be entirely

Ci the concept of Beruf (occupation), following a successful completion of formal education and training, does not only specify

planned in advance, flexible learning models are prerequisites for successful learning;

a certain training approach, but is also
linked to a certain wage level and a set of
rules defining rights and responsibilities.
This implies that the formal system is not
only about knowledge and competences,
but also a mechanism for defining the dis-

lj the lack of complementarity in initial and

tribution of rights and returns. Conse-

elements to the existing initial training 'co-

quently it is a way of defining the implicit
value of different kinds of learning.

All together, these factors contribute to the
high value attributed to formal certificates

from the formal system. Enterprises and
branches have also been reluctant to consider
other learning pathways because of high unemployment rates. The topic of non-formal
learning has been (and still is), looked upon
with indifference. This indifference also seems
to be linked to the high complexity of the existing system, alternatives are difficult to con-

ceive in a situation where all steps are

continuous training/education systems
stresses the need for 'bridging' solutions
which can utilise the growing CVT system

in a more systematic way and link these

lossus'. Assessment methodologies, and
institutions able to provide valid and reli-

able assessments of a wide range of
competences from formal as well as nonformal sources, are essential if this bridging function is to be developed and established.
Increased flexibility through modularisation
has been introduced as a key approach in this

context. The main argument is that such a
modularisation would link initial and continu-

ing education and training in a better way.

planned and described in detail and where
professional status as well as wage level depends on following these steps. But as indi-

Candidates could enter and reenter education
and training according to their own needs and
assessment and testing would be limited to
the modules in a more output-oriented way,

cated, a change of attitude is taking place, and
a growing awareness of non-formal learning

leading to alternative paths to learning.

can be explained through the following elements:

Regine Görner, representative of DGB, stated
in January 1999:

L=I the existing education and training system

'Das Prafungswesen wird sich entsprechend
vereindern massen. Teilqualifikationen sind

is accused of being too focused on initial

jeweils im Berufsbildungspass zu zertifizieren.
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Die Abschlussprafung wird dadurch erheblich
entschlackt, sogar aberfliissig.'5

and assessment of the specific experiences.
In this respect, the Externenprafung is designed according to the content, principles and

This statement emphasises the need for a more
flexible education and training approach where
different levels and learning pathways can be

linked together in a better way. The German
case is important to understand the general
context of non-formal learning. The starting
point is not the methodologies, nor the questions of reliability and validity of measuring
and assessing learning, but rather how overall change in education and training needs can

be reflected within existing education and
training approaches. The dual system was not
intended to be a lifelong learning instrument,
but an initial training instrument. In a situation where retraining and renewal of competences is emphasised, the weaknesses of this
(in other respects very efficient), model appears. The questions are: how to open up the
existing model; how to link to CVT, how to al-

low for a greater variety of pathways to the
same qualifications and competences. Such a
shift demands systems for assessment and recognition of non-formal as well as formal learning.

Notwithstanding reluctance to embrace initiatives supporting assessment and recognition
of non-formal learning, we find elements in the
German system linked to this idea. These ar-

rangements illustrate that the issue of nonformal learning has been considered but within

structure of the formal pathway. To put it
another way, the competences acquired outside the formal system, irrespective of how
different they are from those produced in the
formal system, have to be presented and restructured (by the candidate) according to the
principles of the formal system. This does not
reduce the importance of the Externenpriifung

as approximately 5% of all examinations
within the German dual system are based on
it annually.

In a number of experimental projects the
needs of specific groups (unemployed, women
trying to reenter employment, drop-outs from
the formal system, etc.) were focused upon. A

common objective shared by the majority of
these projects is to improve access for these
groups to continuing vocational education and
training, and in some cases make it possible

for them to reenter the initial training sys-

tem. The project Bildungspass-Qualifizierungspass of 1974 is an exception. Working on the basis of more general objectives the
Bildungspass can be described as a portfolioapproach trying to 'paint', via description and

documentation, a broader picture of the
competences held by an employee. Together
with formal education and training the idea
was to include a documentation of experience
and practice thus giving a more complete pic-

a limited scope and framework. The Exter-

ture of the person in question. The Bil-

nenpriifung (examination of external students)
is perhaps the most important single element
'bridging' non-formal and formal learning and

dungspass never became a success, and was
eventually abandoned. Descriptions of single
projects can be found elsewhere (Cedefop

is a permanent element of the dual system.
This test provides experienced workers with
the right to take part in the final craft exami-

1998a), and it should be emphasised that

nation (Abschlussprafung) together with those
having followed the ordinary route through the
dual system. Although important, the Exter-

nenprafung only provides access to a test, it does not provide any independent or particular methodology aimed at the identification

projects brought to our attention were initiated and financed by public institutions at regional, national or European levels. The last

category of projects, notably through the
Leonardo da Vinci and Adapt programmes
have become increasingly important in this
area. This is a phenomenon not limited to
Germany, but can be found in most other coun-

tries covered (see Chapter 4).
5 The system of examinations will change. Partial qualifications will be individually certified and

entered into a passport for vocational education
and training. This will gradually make the final
examinations less important, even superfluous.

3.1.2 Austria
The topic of assessment and recognition of
non-formal has not received very much atten223
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tion in Austria and few practical initiatives
can be identified. However, as in Germany,
the issue is receiving growing attention. So
far, the role of prior and non-formal learning
has for the most part been touched upon in

debates linked to the question of modu-

as regulations concerning link/transfer to
other occupational profiles and levels;
CI the strong specialisation effect has resulted
in rather narrow occupational profiles (currently, if all forms of education and train-

larisation of education and training. While
basically non-existent in initial education and
training, modularisation has, to a limited degree, been introduced in continuing vocational

training. These programmes (for example
those organised by the Berufsforderungsinstitut (BFI) and the Wirtschaftsfbrderungsinstitut (WIFI)) have highlighted the need for
alternative practices in the area of assessment

and recognition of qualifications and cornpetences. Following the trend observed in

most European countries, this debate is
closely linked to the overarching question of
whether the existing system for education and
training will be able to meet the requirements
for a more 'flexible' system operating across
traditional boundaries and levels. OECD commented on the Austrian education and training system in the following way (1995:84):

ing are included, approximately 700 profiles can be identified);
CI the system is hierarchical in its character.
No system of 'credit points' exists, meaning that a partially completed training at
one level is not recognised. Continuation
has to take place from the lower level;

ID to a certain extent and due to the specialised nature of the system, 'career lock-ins'
can be observed. A move from one career
path to another, either in a horizontal or
vertical fashion, is complicated;
Li

in contrast to initial vocational education
and training, continuing vocational education and training has not been subject to

much political attention and is far less
regulated. The 'system' is characterised

'In Austria, the idea that there is a time for

through competition between private ac-

acquiring knowledge and skills, if possible by
obtaining formal qualifications, and a time for
using this knowledge professionally, does not
yet seem to be out of date.'

tors and uncoordinated actions from a

This statement reflects some basic characteristics of the Austrian approach to voca-

tional education and training. Elements
which explain why the debate on non-formal
learning has been a marginal one until now
also indicate a future role for methodologies

number of public bodies.

Following these points, the Austrian system
for vocational education and training can be
described as very advanced in terms of initial

education and training. The dual system
clearly supports a close interlink between formal schooling and work-based learning. Potentially this creates a strong foundation for

the linking of formal and non-formal corn-

and systems for the assessment and recognition of non-formal learning. These characteristics can be summarised in the following

petences at later stages in life; the importance
of work-based learning is clearly understood
and appreciated. This potential has yet to be

way:

fully released. The lack of bridging mechanisms between initial and continuing vocational education makes any horizontal or ver-

:I initial vocational education and training
holds a very strong position. Still based to
a large extent on the dual system (40% of

each cohort still entering), the Austrian
system can be described as highly specialised and formalised. Based on a complex
legal and administrative body, the content
of each occupational profile (Beruf) is prescribed in detail. Prescriptions also cover
assessment and testing procedures as well
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tical move between occupations and/or
educational levels complicated. In short, systems for the recognition of partial qualifications or comptences have not been developed
very much. The only exception to this was the

introduction of the Berufsreifeprafung in
1997. Candidates from the dual system can,
by passing this test/assessment, be given access to higher education. The test focuses on
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general subjects like mathematics, English

certain modularisation and thus new ap-

and German. Non-formal learning in the

proaches to assessment and recognition seems

sense used here is not a part of this test.

On the basis of the above situation repre-

to be partly accepted but clearly limited to
the area of continuing vocational education
and training.

sentatives of the social partners and various
institutions dealing with continuing education and training were asked to comment on

To conclude, Austria can be described as one
of the EU Member States where we find the

the future prospects of systems for assessment

most clearly expressed scepticism towards
introducing methodologies and systems in

and recognition of non-formal learning
(Cedefop 1999a: op.cit.). This small survey
reflects the main points made above but offers some interesting clues on future developments. The employers' representative ex-

this area. The paradoxes identified within the
initial vocational education and training system, as well as between initial and continu-

pressed the clearest yet pessimistic view.

stronger debate and to practical experimen-

According to him, competences acquired outside the formal system and not integrated into
a formally recognised certificate will hardly
be accepted. He concluded by saying:

tation. For the time being, it is difficult to predict in which direction Austrian developments
will go.

ing education and training, may lead to a

3.1.3 Conclusions
'We are, I'm sorry to say, big formalists and
take as our point of departure that anything
not certified is not formally learned, and thus
does not exist.'

As seen, the German and Austrian ap-

The same attitude was expressed by others

proaches to the question of identification,
assessment and recognition of non-formal
learning are closely linked. It is interesting
to note that the two countries where work-

with several having difficulty seeing any posi-

based learning has been most systematically

tive role for such a system. The high quality
and legitimacy of the initial training system
was mentioned as a reason why recognition
of partial and non-formal competences would
be difficult to introduce in the Austrian context. This view was not, however, fully shared
by the representatives of the employees, emphasising the potentially positive role of such
systems for individuals applying for jobs. In
general, recognition of non-formal learning is
looked upon as a factor that can strengthen
the position of the employee.
The general impression created by the interviews in Austria is one of reluctance: methodologies for the assessment of competences
are partly looked upon as an Anglo-Saxon invention reflecting a situation where a rela-

tively large part of the population has no

integrated into education and training
(through the dual system) have so far been
very reluctant to embrace this new trend. On
the one hand this reflects success; the dual
system is generally viewed as successful both
in terms of pedagogy (the combination of for-

mal and experiential learning) and capacity
(high proportions of the cohorts covered). The

need for new assessment methodologies is
not acknowledged. The success of the dual
system may further be seen as the source
from where increasing attention to assessment and recognition of non-formal learning
springs. Focusing mainly on young people
however, and the reproduction of knowledge
and competences, the existing system is only

partly able to meet the increasing demand
for renewal of knowledge and competences

was commented, is not the case in Austria
where a completely different education and

among adults. The need for a more open education and training system where better and
less complicated links between occupations
and levels of education are opened up, can-

training approach has dominated for decades.
However, almost all commentators are aware
of the need for more flexible continuing vocational education and training. The need for a

not be met exclusively by the dual system.
This is the context of the ongoing and growing debate on non-formal learning within the
two countries.

proper vocational qualification basis. This, it
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3.2 Non-formal learning
in the Mediterranean context:
Greece, Italy, Spain and Portugal

tification and assessment of non-formal learning. Although building on relative weak traditions in the field of vocational education and

There are certain common features linking

training, and facing a deep-rooted underrating of vocational competences in general, and

the Mediterranean countries of Greece, Italy,
Spain and Portugal in the area of identification, assessment and recognition of non-formal learning. Compared to northern Europe,
these countries (or at least certain regions of
these countries), have a much weaker tradition in the area of vocational education and
training. Only recently, over the past decade
or so, have initiatives been taken to remedy
this.

non-formal vocational competences in particular, a growing willingness towards change can

First, the relative weakness of vocational edu-

tries outside the Mediterranean area. The
four countries, despite their common chal-

cation and training is paralleled by the
strength of academic and theoretically based
education. Even though academic education
in these countries no longer represents any

guarantee of employment, high income or
high status, the value attributed to formal
certificates in general, and academic certifi-

cates in particular, is still substantial. In
Greece, 70% of all youths prefer academic
education to vocational education (Cedefop
1999a), despite a serious mismatch between
the output of higher education institutions
and the labour market demand. Secondly, the

relative weakness of the formal vocational

education and training system has established non-formal learning (in particular
through work experience), as the domineering form of (vocational) competence reproduc-

be observed. Throughout the past decade, all
four countries have been reforming their vocational education and training systems and
specifically Spain and Italy are now entering
the decisive stages of these reforms. The consequences in terms of methodologies and systems for the 'identification, assessment and
recognition of non-formal learning', are important, and probably of relevance to coun-

lenges, have treated the methodological and

institutional aspects in different ways and
with varying commitment and intensity.
3.2.1 Greece

Greece may be described as the country within
the EU where the role of non-formal learning
is most dominant (competing with Portugal in

this respect to a certain extent). The General
Confederation of Greek Workers estimates that
only 30% of the Greek workforce has some type

of formal professional qualification6. This
means that a significant part of vocational
competences in Greece has been and is still
being reproduced and renewed outside formal
institutions. Nevertheless, few initiatives have

tion and renewal. This means, and is probably of specific importance in Greece, the
southern regions of Italy, and the less developed areas of Spain and Portugal, that a vast
reservoir of non-formal, experienced-based
competences exists. If this reservoir is going

been taken to identify and assess these

to be 'tapped', and if it is going to be renewed

practical initiative in Greece so far, has put

(quantitatively and qualitatively), it is necessary to identify and assess its strengths and

forward proposals for the creation of a system

weaknesses. The quality of competences based
on non-formal learning cannot and should not
be taken for granted. Proper systems for iden-

competences. In 1994, the Organisation for
Education and Vocational Training (OEEK),
set up a working group to study the 'accredita-

tion of (non-formal) vocational training of
adults'. This work, which represents the most

for the evaluation of experience, the assessment of gaps in knowledge, and a procedure
securing the access to appropriate assessment

tification and assessment could be one way
to face this quality problem, and if necessary,
point to the supplementary actions needed to

6 Research in SMEs shows that 66% of these enterprises do not have a specialised technician; 13%

improve quality and be entitled to recognition. Perhaps more than is the case in northern Europe, this illustrates the need for iden-

training.
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of SME owners had a technical school degree; 49%
completed 3 years of secondary school; 59% would
not feel they had any particular need for vocational

0,14
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and recognition. While focusing on the aspect
of experience the emphasis of the group was
put more on the question of equivalence be-

tween different parts of the formal system.
Some paths are officially recognised, others are

not; many individuals face a lack of consistency and are unable to build on prior training
in non-recognised parts of the training system.
Pilot studies of a sample of (four) professions
were important aspects of the OEEK initiative. In these professions, individuals were assessed and tested, illustrating how formal and
non-formal learning is mixed and combined.
Thus far, these experiences have not been integrated into the Greek system on a permanent basis.

released. It is possible that the assessment
and testing approach applied within the IEK
(Instituta Epangelmatikis Katartissis)7 might
be considered. This approach is based on a
combination of theoretical and practical testing by 'tripartite' committees. Although elements from the IEK system might be used
within a future system, it will not be possible
to build on the system as such. Operating on
a post secondary level, assessment is directly
linked to the completion of a course and is
thus closed for individuals having followed
other learning routes. Some doubt has also

been cast on the quality of the assessment
procedure: while the inclusion of social partner representatives in the committees can be

looked upon as positive, they have not reThere is however an ongoing political dialogue

on these questions and the Ministerial Council is supervising a dialogue between the relevant bodies (Ministry of Labour and Employment, OEEK, EKEPIS, and OAED). A main
concern is the creation of a national and comprehensive system of qualification profiles
and standards which is presently lacking. The

future system is being tested through pilot
projects in different sectors, partly using the
UK NVQ system as their example. The aim
is to develop job profiles (and training packages reflecting these) which will make it possible to specify the content and level to be met
by a candidate. Job profiles will be established

at different levels, specifying required
competences for each specific profession and
specialisation both at entry and advanced levels. Profiles will be established with the par-

ticipation of sectoral bodies and the social
partners. For example, in the case of the hotel sector, job descriptions will be developed
with the involvement of the respective unions
of hotel employees and the national sectoral
body (in this case, the national tourism board).
This will provide the framework for a national
system on which assessment and recognition
can be based and where prior formal as well
as non-formal learning can be taken into account. The plan is to open this system up to
everybody, the emphasis being on the content
and level of competences, not on where and
how they have been acquired.

Details on how these competences will be
'tested' have not yet (autumn of 1999) been

ceived any particular training, making it difficult to harmonise assessment practices.

The investigation done by Cedefop (1999a)
illustrates that broad support exists for the
introduction of methodologies and institu-

tional arrangements to assist in this area.
There is a certain reluctance among unions
of regulated degree-holding professions and
among university degrees, and this is partly
linked to the question of wages and protected
rights challenged by new forms of recognition.

It is interesting to note that the scepticism
identified in the Austrian context is not so
clearly expressed among the Greek players
in this field. Contrary to the Austrian situation, the Greek vocational education and
training system, initial as well as continuing,
is, relatively speaking, much weaker; the need
for recognition of partial competences, formal
and non-formal is seen as more relevant.

3.2.2 Italy

The Italian education and training system
and in particular vocational and continuing
training is currently undergoing a remarkable
process of reform. Based on agreements between the government and the social partners
(Cedefop, 1999b, p.10), the outline of a more

comprehensive and national Italian system
can be detected. This is particularly clear in

the law on 'promotion of employment'
7 Vocational training institutes.
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(Cedefop, 1999b, p.11), in which the basic prin-

ciples of a (vocational) lifelong learning system is described. The 1996-97 law introduces
the principle that competences can be certified irrespective of the way in which they were

important to move from political decisions to
actual institutionalised practices. The domi-

nance of academic values and the lack of a
proper set of standards may cause delays in
this implementation process.

acquired. Competences acquired through
work should be assessed and potentially recognised in the same way as competences acquired through formal training institutions.
This is a system where 'the partial achievements of individuals in their own life paths
can be assessed and recognised. The new law

In a recent study (ISFOL 1998), Italian managers have been asked what they look upon

thus adopts a combination of measures: a

how to develop methodologies and institutions

modular system of training; a system of training credits; and tailored assessment and certification procedures. The aim is to integrate
and interconnect the various systems (initial

in this area. The investigation focuses to a

vocational education and training and continuing vocational training) and achieve 'a
personalisation' of learning routes. Though
still at an early stage of implementation, certain tensions have already occurred. As it is
obvious that procedures and methodologies
for the assessment and recognition of competences (in general), will be of crucial importance, the development of these easily turn

into a 'battlefield' of different interests. Observers (Cedefop 1999b) point to the predomi-

nance of academic content and curricula in
the assessment procedures; making it diffi-

as the most crucial elements for managing
competences and developing continuing training. This study, it turns out, is closely linked

to the question of non-formal learning and
large degree on how to measure competences
in such a way that they can be managed and
utilised in the best possible way. Some of the
points made were:

who should assess the competences acquired by individual workers and how. This

already happens in many enterprises but
based on internal and not easily transferable standards. Some employers fear that
more visible competences would lead to the
loss of core competences in the enterprise.
Hence, a common framework balancing the

interests of the individuals and the enterprises is requested;

cult to treat the non-formal learning elements
(e.g. from the workplace), in a fair and valid
way. Two main instruments/tools have been

firm public control over systems for the

developed. An 'individual training record

ards and to secure proper representation

book' has been introduced (can be combined
with formal attestations/certificates to form
a portfolio), as well as 'skills audits', introduced according to different models in the
various regions. Observers (Cedefop op.cit.)
also indicate that these approaches are seriously hampered for the time being by lack of
clear-cut definitions/regulations of the tools

of the social partners. If the rules and pro-

in question, and furthermore, the lack of a
system of national standards to promote consistent and comparable practices. While be-

ing the most important obstacle to reliable
and valid assessments, the lack of a national
standard is not the only obstacle to be dealt
with. Lack of resources limit the feasibility of
the approach; a problem that can be linked to
the low social esteem associated with this field
of education and training. The tripartite basis of the current Italian reforms may prove
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assessment of competences is seen as necessary. The aim should be to uphold stand-

cedures are clear, a strategy towards the
recognition of non-formal learning is seen
as feasible and useful;

systems for the recognition of non-formal

learning should be linked up to general
standards open to comparisons. Standards
should not be too specific due to the need

to take into account the context of the
learning in question and the wide variety
of learning paths and learning forms involved;

CI there is a great deal of goodwill and readiness to try out procedures and instruments
to promote visibility and transparency of

competences. As indicated earlier, this
must be done within a common publicly-
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controlled framework. This interest is
linked to the question of flexibility of the
education and training system as such, emphasising that the opening up for transfer

of competences between education and
work and between different levels of education is a crucial objective which has to
be met;
Li the idea of a portfolio in the sense of recognition of 'experience credits' is looked upon
as a potentially promising way to go.

This study clearly indicates that there is a
shared conviction among Italian managers
that work-based learning is important and
that these competences should be made more

visible and attributed equivalent value to
qualifications and competences acquired in
formal settings.

lish procedures for the competence assessment of the unemployed. Using a combination of 'occupational interviews' (to identify
the vocational and competence profile of the
individual) and 'occupational qualification
tests', this procedure aims to improve the basis of guidance and improve the self-understanding of the individual's own strengths and
limitations. The procedure does not, however,
lead to any formal recognition. Second, certificates of occupational proficiency represent
an effort to certify non-formal learning. Set
up in 1995 (see Cedefop, 2000), the system
currently covers 185 vocational titles in 22

sectors/areas. A certificate of occupational
proficiency can be obtained through two main
pathways. The 'training pathway' is the dominant one, whereas the 'work experience pathway' is of minor importance. The Ministry of
Labour, responsible for the scheme, has identified the following aims:

3.2.3 Spain
The Italian reform movement in the area of

vocational and continuing education and
training is paralleled, albeit in an even more
comprehensive way, by Spain. Since 1990,
three important legal/political initiatives have
been taken. A law on the general regulation
of the education system' was introduced by
the Ministry of Education in 1990, and two
interlinked 'national vocational training programmes' (I and II), were introduced by the
Ministry of Labour in 1993 and 1997. The

Li identify the characteristics of vocational
competence and thus objectify accreditation;

ID integrate vocational training in a system

which will guarantee the acquisition of
vocational competences;

ID increase the minimum training content of
workers;
Li give certification national validity;

purpose of all these initiatives, which are
linked, is to integrate the different subsys-

Li accredit, through work experience, the

tems of training and different forms of acquisition of competences (i.e. combine 'regulated,

qualifications of workers who do not have
a formal title.

occupational, continuing training and work
experience' with each other). This bridging
effort is clearly based on an output-oriented,
competence-based view of vocational training
education. It can also be said to aim at a life-

long learning system. Until now, the role of
non-formal learning has been weak in the
Spanish formal system. Confined to the level
of enterprises, the transfer of non-formally
based competences has been difficult. The
restructuring of the education and training

system, however, implies that this may
change. Two initiatives are of particular in-

terest in this context. First, the integrated
service plans for employment (SIPE), estab-

The practical testing will be conducted by an
assessment committee of seven provincial or
sectoral based external observers. Cedefop
(2000) suggests that the developmental work
within this field is biased through the overemphasising of the formal training path. Although the legal base ascribes the same value
to formal and non-formal routes, there is an
impression that those attempting to be certified on the basis of experience face a growing
number of obstacles. Currently, the establishment of methodologies and arrangements to
assess and recognise non-formal learning in
Spain depends on the parallel development

?ki
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of 'national systems for qualifications', a reference point which could provide a better basis for integration and interconnection of the
various forms of competence acquisition. This
system or standard was foreseen in the first
'national vocational training programme' of
1993, and has been under development since
then. The 'National Institute of Qualifications'
established in 1999, will support this system

and is seen as being of vital importance in
future.
In addition to the elements mentioned, collective bargaining is increasingly used as an
instrument for the regulation of the occupational classification system. Collective bar-

gaining at sectoral level has led to some
progress in the area of occupational classification. Agreement on general classifications,
thus doing away with purely company-specific reference frameworks, has made it possible to start work on procedures where work-

ers can be assessed and paid according to
these categories. In the chemical and construction sectors some progress has been
made. Though still not very widely used, a
professional skills card has been introduced
in the construction sector. The trade union
organisations responsible for issuing these
cards are already complaining about the practical problems faced.

this form of learning and the resulting
competences is a resource that has to be exploited in a more conscious and systematic
way in future.

An overall strategy for the systematic utilisation of these competences is still under development. Within the domain of the Ministry of Labour and Welfare and the Ministry
of Education, arrangements have been introduced during recent years to make it possible
for individuals lacking formal qualifications
to have their actual competences assessed.
Based on agreements between the social part-

ners and the government (for details, see
Cedefop 1999j), the Ministry of Labour and
Social Welfare has put into place a vocational
qualification system which in principle is open
to competences acquired outside formal edu-

cation and training institutions. These general agreements, which can be looked upon
as efforts to link education and training policies to broader economic and social policy, re-

sulted in three laws on vocational education
(401/91, 405/91 and 95/92). The foundation of

the vocational training system (SNCP) was
laid through these laws, the aim being to establish the conditions for effective attainment
of vocational certification'. Commissions at
national (the Standing Committee on Certification, CPC) and sectoral levels (CTE) coor-

3.2.4 Portugal
Like Greece, Italy and Spain, the economic
role of non-formal learning is important in key

sectors of the Portuguese economy. In a recently published article, Carneiro (1998) com-

pares two Portuguese industrial sectors: the
shoe industry and electronic-component industry. The latter is new in the Portuguese
context and consists of employees with a relatively high level of formal education and train-

ing. Shoe production, on the other hand, is
based on a very low level of formal education

and training and is described as a sector reproducing and renewing itself through 'onthe-job learning', or non-formal learning in
our context. Carneiro uses the success story
of the Portuguese shoe industry, in which the

ability to renew and grow has been very
strong, to emphasise the huge potential of
non-formal learning. The conclusion is that
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dinate the actual implementation of the system. The social partners are represented in
both these committees. The Institute of Employment and Vocational training provides
technical and professional support for this
process. These bodies are responsible for the
development and issue of vocational profiles
defining the scope, content and level of a specific qualification. A certificate (CAP) can be
achieved either through traditional schoolbased vocational training, through recognition of qualifications acquired in other systems (equivalence) or through assessment and
recognition of vocational experience.

The last possibility and of particular interest
is based on a regulatory decree (68/94) and
puts forward the general conditions for issuing a certificate. A procedure containing three
main steps is indicated. This procedure is still
being tested with the main elements being:
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'application procedure and the prior identification of skills': at this stage, the vocational file of the candidate is studied. The
aim is to establish an overview of the work
history of the candidate, including details

of formal and non-formal training and
learning. Immediate training needs should

also be identified. The candidate should

taxi drivers, occupational health safety services and engineers) processes of assessment

and recognition of experientially-based
competences have begun or will begin in the
near future (2000). For example, engineers
can from 1999 onwards have their vocational
experience assessed through the procedure
referred to above.

provide relevant proof of training and work

experience according to the demands set
by the certification system. Following this
'paper-based' stage, a stage of assisted self-

assessment is foreseen. Specialists supplied by the social partners (we do not have

documentation on how this is going to be
solved in practical terms) will explain the
activities and the competences required by
the vocational profile. It is expected that

be granted for purely vocational purposes.
This means part-recognition can be granted

this will identify the match or the mismatch between the competences held by
the candidate and the requirements set
forth by the profiles. Guidance will be a

change of career. This recognition is not suf-

crucial element of this stage;

for recurrent education, at primary or second-

'assessment': it is stated that assessments

ary level. At both levels, candidates are interviewed and tested. If it is concluded that
an applicant already has knowledge of some

can take different forms, the main elements being a formal analysis of the CV
drawn up in stage one, the second being a

technical interview and the third consisting of tests drawn up in accordance
with the certification manual. The technical team (three members) who check the
files carry out the interview and supervise
the practical tests and may include mem-

bers of the social partners ('where required');
Li

Within the area of responsibility of the Ministry of Education two main forms of assessment/recognition of non-formal learning can
be identified. First, assessment and recognition of informal 'school type of learning' can

'certification': this is the formal act of
issuing a vocational aptitude certificate
proving that the holder has the cornpetences needed to carry out the relevant
job.

Following the standards set by the job profiles, a vocational certification manual instructs on how to proceed in each specific job

area. In this way, an opening up of the sys-

to enable candidates to improve their job situ-

ation either through internal promotion or
ficient, however, to grant access to further
education or studies. Second, assessment and

recognition can take place to pave the way

units of one or more subjects, equivalence will
be granted and he or she will be placed at an
appropriate level. Following a successful as-

sessment/recognition procedure, candidates
follow individual paths, at their own pace, and
ask to be assessed when they feel ready for it.

A substantial number of individuals have
taken advantage of this possibility. In 199798, more than 10 000 were assessed for fourth
grade primary school, 8 500 for sixth grade
and 41 000 for ninth grade. Half of this group
of almost 60 000 were more than 20 years of
age. At secondary level, 35 000 were assessed
during 1997-98. The vocational experiences
of candidates are not covered by this arrangement. School subjects define the focus of the
assessment. Competences not covered by the
school curricula will not be treated in any explicit way. The assessments should not consider where knowledge has been acquired, but
if it has been acquired.

tem occurs where the importance of vocational

learning outside the formal education and
training system in work or elsewhere is acknowledged. Practical experience is limited
however. In a few cases (trainers of vocational

training, hairdressing and beauty services,

In addition to the assessment and recognition

efforts covered by the systems mentioned
above (under the responsibility of the Ministry of Labour and Welfare and the Ministry
of Education), a number of initiatives have
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been taken outside these structured systems.
The plan is gradually to integrate these autonomous initiatives into the overall framework of the national vocational certification
system. CTSs (sectoral commissions) have recently been set up in a number of sectors to
prepare integration into the certification system. Examples of groups covered by these
initiatives are transport workers, journalists,
civil aviation employees, low-voltage electricity workers, merchant seamen and hotel/
restaurant and tourism workers. Common to
all these groups is that they are covered by
sector-internal procedures for recognition of

visible. It is not only a question of making it
easier to utilise this reservoir, but also a question of how to improve the quality of these
competences. So long as an important part of
the competence base in a society is invisible,
it is practically impossible to indicate where
improvements should be made. In this way
methodologies for the assessment and recognition of non-formal learning can be viewed
as tools in a quality campaign, encompassing
not only single workers and enterprises but
whole sections of the economy.

work experience. In the case of transport

intention to implementation is a long one.

workers, for example, the General Directory
on Road Transportation has issued a 'professional card' to workers with more than five

years in a relevant position, and having
passed a written test. In journalism, one to
two years of experience is sufficient (length
according to prior education), to give the individual a right to hold a 'professional card'
as a journalist.
The Portuguese approach to identification,
assessment and recognition of non-formal
learning can be characterised as unfinished.
A number of elements have been put into
place which will eventually make it easier for
individuals to make use of competences acquired outside formal education and training
institutions. The national vocational certifi-

cation system is clearly the most important
in this setting, potentially paving the way for
alternative pathways. The social partners will

play a crucial role in this setting. Formally
supposed to contribute in all stages of the
process, from the definition of the job profiles

to the actual assessment, their actual contribution.

3.2.5 A Mediterranean model?
As shown in the discussion of the southern
EU Member States, the general attitude to
the introduction of methodologies and systems for non-formal learning is positive. Both

in the public and private realms, the usefulness of such practices is clearly expressed. The

huge reservoir of non-formal learning which

creates the basis for important parts of the
economies in these countries needs to be made
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It must be noted, however, that the step from
These countries are more or less operating at
the planning stage. Legal and political moves
have been made through educational reforms
of various scope but the actual introduction
of assessment and recognition practices has
not progressed very far. The coming years will
show whether the positive intentions almost
unanimously expressed in the four countries
will be translated into practices which actually affect and serve individuals and enterprises.

A striking aspect common to the four Medi-

terranean countries is the important role
played by projects and programmes financed
at European level. The examples of Greece,

Italy, Spain and Portugal illustrate the importance of EU initiatives and support. A high

number of individuals and institutions from
all countries have participated in projects and
programmes focusing on questions of assessment and recognition of non-formal learning,
contributing somewhat to attitudes identified
within this area. To take Italy as an example,
a substantial amount of experience has been

gained through such projects and programmes especially since 1996-97. This
'project approach' can be described as 'bottom-

up' in the sense that no centrally established
direction or objective has been established.
The projects in question seem to have been
based on the interests and needs of those individuals and institutions involved and not
on general national policies in the area. While
supporting innovative practices and widening the scope of experimentation, the problem may be one of implementation and dissemination. Avoiding a detailed examination
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of all projects concerned8, the majority of them

tries in question share important common

focused on three main groups: women, long-

traditions in the area of education and training. Mutual learning has been an important

term unemployed and employed at risk. In
one case, young school drop-outs were covered.

An impressive variety of identification and
assessment methodologies and instruments
were suggested/developed in these projects,
essentially based on three systems:

aspect of the development of national systems
and a shared Nordic labour market has made

cross-border transfer of competences a normal and accepted matter of fact. Two things
in particular should be mentioned:

a) more or less structured individual discussions in which the person's own statements
prevail;

education and training is highly institu-

b) self-assessment of personal characteristics
using ad hoc instruments;

education, and especially vocational education and training, is very much a tripar-

c) self-assessment through group exercises.

training is based on the participation and
influence of State employers as well as

Since no system framework and no formal

employees.

reference points exist, the assessment system
developed for these groups are left 'on their
own', with the resulting assessments receiving varying degrees of acceptance and legiti-

macy. The main value of these projects, it
seems, is to serve as a reservoir of experiences,

potentially supporting the more system-integrated assessment tools introduced on a permanent basis.

3.3 Non-formal learning in the Nordic
context: Finland, Norway, Sweden and
Denmark9
In two of the four countries discussed in this
section, Finland and Norway, the issue of non-

formal learning has moved into the forefront
of public education and training debates, as
well as become the subject of important and

far-reaching institutional experimentation
and reform. In the two other countries, Swe-

den and Denmark, interest has so far been
limited. This seems to be changing, notably
in Sweden, where a number of initiatives,
both from the government and social partners,
have been taken during 1999. The four coun-.

tionalised and formalised, covering major
parts of each age group;

tite matter of concern. The steering of

During the past three to four decades, however, these countries have chosen different
approaches to education and training. This
applies in particular to vocational education
and training at upper secondary level, where
today we can distinguish between four distinct models. The various institutional and organisational choices in the four countries may
be linked to a different emphasis on the importance of work-based learning. Recent Finnish and Norwegian reforms very much under-

line the importance of work-based learning
by introducing institutional changes supporting this form of learning. This emphasis has
not been so clearly expressed in the Swedish
context. The Danish perspective can largely
be compared to that of Germany and Austria.
The focus has predominantly been on initial
education and training within a dual model,
generally considered as sufficient to cover the
aspect of learning through experience. There
might be a link between these differences and

current activity in the area of non-formal
learning.

3.3.1 Norway
8 In 1997, 24 of the Italian Leonardo and 27 of the
Italian Adapt projects covered, at least in theory,

subjects of certification/recognition (Cedefop
1999b).

9 Iceland, the fifth Nordic country has, for reasons
of capacity, not been included in the Cedefop study.

In the Norwegian system for vocational education and training, the apprenticeship element has recently been strengthened. Work
experience is now an an obligatory and inte-

grated part of all courses in the vocational
part of upper secondary education (since
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1994). Vocational training in Norway is based
on an initial (general) introduction to subjects
in the form of two years of school-based edu-

cation and training. After this, two years in
an enterprise or institution follows, aimed at
specialisation and development of competences through work experience (Cedefop
1999d). Currently, a reform of the system of
continuing education and training is being
introduced. Within this system, methodologies and institutions for the assessment and
recognition of non-formal learning (realkompetanse) will be integrated. The work on
this reform started in 1996 and a committee
forwarded their suggestions in 1997, emphasising the importance of establishing broadranging methodologies and initiatives for the
assessment and recognition of non-formal
learning in general and not only in relation
to the apprenticeship scheme. This was followed by the parliament proposing and deciding (Innst. S. nr. 78, 1998/99) on a general

reform of the CVT system. The Ministry of
Education and Research has been made responsible for developing a national system for
identification, assessment and recognition of

non-formal learning (or realkompetanse), in
the coming two-year period. A broad range of

ment in the debate on non-formal learning in
Norway. Both employers and employees have
emphasised the need to develop methodologies not only following the logic of the education and training system, but also meeting the
needs of employees and enterprises. Conse-

quently, the system is supposed to cover
competences acquired through different learn-

ing paths, including prior formal learning,
learning through work experience, experience

through the care of children and/or elders,
cultural and social activities, etc. Another interesting point made in the proposal to parliament is the emphasis on legal rights. Individuals will be given the right to make formal
complaints on assessment decisions (to a regional body). The formal objectives are listed
as follows:

1:11 the system should give adults the right to

document their competences relative to the
curricula of formal education and training
(with the aim of certification);
U the system should open up for access to for-

mal education on the basis of non-formally
acquired competences (the aim of continued
training);

projects has been initiated at national and
regional levels in an effort to outline the requirements for a full-scale system of assessment and recognition of non-formal learning.

CI the system should provide the basis for ex-

This includes both the methodological and the

work);

institutional sides of the issue. Social partners are heavily involved in the process and
realkompetanse has in many ways become a
focal point in the Norwegian debate on education and training. In the proposal to parliament which formed the basis for formal
decisions and ongoing research and experi-

mentation it was stated that two types of
'documentation' (identification, assessment
and recognition) should be developed. One,
documentation should focus on the needs of
work in specific occupations or branches, and
two, it should focus on the link to the formal
education and training systems and give individuals the possibility to apply on the basis
of non-formally acquired competences. This
explicit focus on the different needs to be met

is interesting and not found in many other
countries. It might be looked upon as a reflection of the strong social partner involve234

emption for parts of formal education and
training courses (the aim of avoiding double

U the system should provide access to certain professions and occupations stating that
non-formal learning is not inferior to formal
learning so long as the same quality and competence level is achieved.

It is stated that the system should be autonomous and not only an 'annex' to the traditional
testing procedures within formal education
and training. More than in most other countries, recent reforms can be linked to a certain tradition. The right to have non-formal
competences acquired outside the formal education and training system formally certified,
was stated as a general right in the Norwegian Adult Education Act of 1976. However,
little progress has been made when it comes
to the development of procedures and institutional arrangements. The law of 1976 has
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served as a symbol of intention in this direction, but not as a tool to realise this objective.
The single most important form of identification, assessment and recognition of non-for-

ments in the existing system attempting to
integrate this kind of learning. The first example is the apprenticeship programme for

mal learning in Norway, is that in which a
candidate may take a final examination for

This scheme makes it possible for adults to
be exempted from parts of the formal initial
training on the basis of prior educational or
occupational experience. The relevant trade

apprentices (crafts examination) on the basis
of his/her practical work experience. This arrangement was introduced as early as 1952
in the Act concerning vocational training. In
Section 20 of this Act, it is stipulated that 'the
craft examination may be taken without any
contract of apprenticeship by those who have
not less than 25% longer general practice in
the craft, than the period of apprenticeship'.
During the 1970s and 1980s the utilisation of
the scheme was moderate. During the 1990s
this has changed and almost exploded during the period 1997-98. Approximately 14 000
candidates attended in each of those years,
double for a 'normal year'. Since an average
age group comprises approximately 60 000,
these numbers are extremely high. Branches
like construction, transport, electro-mechanical industry and health-social care dominate.
The popularity of the scheme may be seen as
a reflection of the relatively low level of for-

mal training in these areas. It also reflects
the general pressure towards formalising
qualifications, the most important of these
being wages and security of employment.

3.3.2 Denmark
The Danish vocational education and training system can be described as dual in its
character being very much based on an apprenticeship approach to training. This initial education and training is supplemented
by a system of continuing vocational education and training and highly integrated into
labour market policies. Currently, a broad
reform of adult education is being discussed
(Undervisningsministeriet 1997 and Cedefop
19990. This reform links up with the general
trends described in the Norwegian and Finnish cases, emphasising that the role of nonformal learning has to be revised to establish
an education and training system linking levels and various learning paths.
Although the debate on non-formal learning

has been limited in Denmark we find ele-

adults (Voksenerhvervsuddannelsen, VEUD).

committee decides on questions of exemption.
The VEUD programme operates according to

an individualised approach which identifies
the experience of each candidate and sets up
a training plan accordingly. Assessment of

prior learning is an integrated part of the
VEUD scheme. For each adult apprentice an

educational plan must be drawn up which
gives proper credit for competences already
acquired. The sectoral trade committees are
responsible thereby involving the social partners.
Since 1992, approximately 6 000 adults have

started training under the VEUD programme. Also, within the ordinary initial
vocational education and training schemes
exemption can be granted on the basis of
prior work experience. If the application for

exemption concerns a school subject, the
school in question handles the request. If the
reduction of training time is more than four
weeks, the trade committee is consulted. The
same is the case if the exemption concerns
practical parts of the programme. Rules for
the recognition of prior learning are formulated in the regulations of each single voca-

tional subject. In the health and care pro-

grammes, which are regulated through
separate legislation, the county or municipality decides on matters of exemption. Hav-

ing received a recommendation from the
school, practical work experience can result

in part exemption. The public authority is
required to take all possible competences into
consideration when doing this.

It should be mentioned that the Labour Market Training Act of 1995 (see Cedefop 19990
provides a clearer focus on the role of learning through experience at work. Following
this Act, courses to assist individuals in identifying their competences were introduced
aimed at subsequent training. These courses
have a duration of one to three weeks and can
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be characterised as a combination of assessment and vocational guidance.

An additional Danish approach, not directly
linked to the schemes discussed above, should
be mentioned. This is the SUM system (strategic development of employees) set up by the
social partners (the Confederation of Danish

Industries and the Central Organisation of
Employees within Industry) in the industrial
sector in the early 1990s. The aim of the system is to identify ('measure') competences
within enterprises and is linked to the central agreement between the social partners
that each employee shall attend CVT for at
least two weeks every year. When this agreement was made, in the late 1980s, the social
partners were not able to agree on the content and profile of this training component:
who should decide on which courses to attend?

To avoid a conflict, a toolbox (the SUM system) was created whereby enterprises were
equipped to analyse and describe their own
competences and competence needs. The idea
was that potential conflict would be solved if
discussions took place at 'grassroots level'.
SUM builds on three fundamental principles:

secretariat) to develop this system further
so that it may link up to the formal certification systems. As stated, employees expect to
stay in the enterprise and do not see the relevance of tools supporting transfer; employers are afraid of losing their most competent

workers and are thus reluctant to establish
transparent systems, making transfer too
easy.

3.3.3 Finland
The Finnish vocational education and training system is characterised as competence
based (output-based) and operates according
to a modularised structure. A core element of
this system is that 'skills and knowledge can
be demonstrated and recognised regardless
of how they were acquired'. Made operational
through a new law on vocational education
in 1994, the competence-based qualifications
system is divided into three qualification categories: an initial vocational qualification, a
further vocational qualification and lastly, a

specialist vocational education (Cedefop
1999e).

Competence-based qualifications are officially

a) the companies themselves are the users of
the methodology, no external parties (experts) are involved;

b) the dialogue between employers and employees is the basic principle followed when
using this methodology;

c) a 'modular' approach is used so that enterprises may choose from a selection of
methodological elements according to the
exact needs of the individual company.
The SUM approach covers identification and
assessment of competneces. It does not, how-

ever, cover recognition in the sense that a
link to formal qualification is established.
The experiences from SUM have illustrated
some of the problems likely to be encountered
by such an approach. Frequently, the description of competences does not follow the sug-

gested vocabulary making transparency and
transfer difficult. It is interesting to note that
neither employees nor employers have expressed clear wishes (according to the SUM
236

recognised and protected by law. Titles are
regulated by the Ministry of Education in
close concert with the Ministry of Labour and
the social partners. Apart from the ministries
and national social partner organisations, the
practical work is organised in the following
way. Expert groups, administered by the National Board of Education, conduct the actual
preparations for the national guidelines', that

is, the requirements/achievements of the
qualification in question. Within the expert
group, at least the social partners, teachers
and preferably self-employed professionals,
should be represented. Examination boards
(250 in all) are responsible for the organisation and supervision of the tests. They approve the accomplishments of the qualifications and sign certificates. The examination
board also has a supervisory status, making
contracts for the organisation of tests/assessments with educational institutions (or other
institutions) that have the necessary expertise. Contracts for the organisation of skill
tests involve assessors of the test performance, maintenance and development of the
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vocational competence of the assessors and a
number of other elements. Despite the existence of national guidelines for each qualification which may be understood as the important point of reference, the actual carrying out
of the assessment varies pointing to the prob-

3.3.4 Sweden

lem of reliability and possibly validity. To

didates receive their vocational training

'combat' this problem, a national project
(ALVAR) was initiated to ensure that the
skills tests in certain occupational areas

through instruction in specialised schools.

would be nationally comparable and that the
requirement levels correspond to appropriate
needs in working life. ALVAR gathers and
trains experts for the preparation of the test
task. Training for organisations conducting
tests is also organised. Finally, ALVAR develops and maintains a 'test bank' to support the

mately 20% of the time), but this has proven
difficult to realise (Cedefop 1999g). As indicated in the introduction to this section, Swedish initiatives in the past have been few, and
more related to specific groups (immigrants,
disabled, unemployed), than to the general
public. The project 'immigrants as a resource',

general search for reliable, criterion-referenced testing and assessment. The ALVAR

initiated in 1988, developed a testing pro-

project, financially supported by the European
Social Fund, is an interesting example of qual-

fications. This scheme (PTVI), was divided
into practical and theoretical parts, taking
between two to 12 weeks to complete. After
testing, the candidate received a written de-

ity assurance within the area of testing and
assessment. The underlying perspective is
that it is impossible to specify beforehand in

The Swedish model of vocational education

and training can be described as 'school
based'. Though gradually becoming more open

to apprenticeships, the vast majority of canOfficially, one aim is to provide a certain practical-oriented training in enterprises (approxi-

gramme for immigrants with vocational quali-

scription of equivalent Swedish education and

detail, how an assessment is going to be con-

training requirements. Until 1992, the Na-

ducted. The most sensible way of assuring

tional Labour Market Board was responsible
for organising vocational tests for all the unemployed who wished to be tested. Since then

reliability and hopefully validity, is to support

training of assessors and networking of assessors. Although this process is still too recent to evaluate in concept, it is promising.
Finally, following the work of all these institutions, groups and individuals, the actual
skills test/assessment may take place if different options are provided:
ID the assessment is made on the basis of a
portfolio (samples of work products, project
works, partial evidence, including employ-

ers' descriptions of work tasks, and competence);

Li the assessment is made at his/her workplace, supplemented by written/oral interviews;

ID the assessment is held at the educational
institution which organises the test.

this service has been decentralised to local
employment offices resulting in a sharp decline in testing. Nowadays local offices are
forced to choose when and to what extent testing should be carried out. The reasons for the
decline are complex but the costs and the com-

plexity of the testing itself are mentioned as
possible explanations.
Recognising the problems caused by this situation, the Swedish Ministry of Education initiated (1998) an investigation on how to as-

sess and recognise 'foreign' qualifications.
Following this investigation, a number of
recOmmendations were forwarded (SOU
1998:165), pointing to the need for clarifying
responsibilities at national and regional levels. It was suggested that upper secondary

school curricula (Gymnasieskolans styrdokument fOr yrkesutbildning) should be used

The Finnish competence-based qualification
system is still in its initial phase. The number
of candidates passing through seems to be
increasing. In 1998, 10 000 are estimated to
have passed through the system.

as benchmarks, defining the appropriate requirements and levels to be met by candidates. The approach is output-based in the
sense that no prior, formal schooling or certification is required. Not limited to the issue
,02/1-tc.
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in its final chapter that a system for assess-

in Germany and Austria the apprenticeship
path is an important and integrated part of

ment and recognition of prior and non-formal
learning should be open to all adults and not
just immigrants. The ministry has decided to
follow up these suggestions by initiating experimental projects in different branches and
regions. The discussions following the inves-

these systems (most clearly expressed in Denmark and Norway, less so in Finland and especially Sweden). These similarities have not
led to the same conclusions. The willingness
to link non-formal learning processes into the
formal system is much stronger in the Nordic

tigation of the ministry might prove important. One of the major trade union confederations (Tjänstmännens Centralorganisationl
TCO) responded by issuing their own report
(TCO: 1999) wherein they stated that Sweden needs a system for assessment and recognition of non-formal learning. The minis-

setting than in the German or Austrian contexts.

of 'foreign' qualifications, the report suggests

t eri al approach is, however, judged as
unsatisfactory and far too narrow. TCO sug-

gests initiating a tripartite effort towards a

The Danish report on 'Identification, assessment and recognition of non-formal learning'
(Cedefop 19990 presents some interesting
reflections on the specific Nordic approach to
education and training and in particular to
adult education. The strong influence of the
educational philosophy of Grundtvig on adult

education especially in the Scandinavian

Swedish system for assessment and recognition of non-formal learning, using experiences
and best practices from neighbouring Nordic
countries as well as from the EU in general.

ing the past 150 years is probably relevant
for the understanding of current develop-

3.3.5 A Nordic model?

ments. The philosophy of Grundtvig focusing
on broad and general 'popular enlightenment'

countries Denmark, Norway and Sweden dur-

through a system of 'folk high schools' has

approaches and are working according to

created a positive attitude towards adult education and learning. The 'folk high schools'
have deliberately avoided formal testing and
certification and instead focused on the learn-

somewhat different schedules. These differ-

ing process as a value in itself, something

ences do not change the fact that all four coun-

which is important in all layers of the population and at all stages of life. To use the language of the EU White Paper, this movement

It is not possible to speak of any 'Nordic model'

at least in any strict sense. Finland, Norway,
Denmark and Sweden have chosen different

tries are taking practical steps, through legislation and institutional initiatives, towards
strengthening the link between formal education and training and the learning taking
place outside schools. Despite the fact that
some elements of this strategy have existed
for some time (notably the Section 20 scheme

of Norway), the most important initiatives
have taken place in recent years, mostly since

1994-95. The mutual learning between the

countries is strong and has become even
stronger over the past two to three years. The

influence of Finnish and Norwegian approaches on recent Swedish documents illustrates this effect.
The rapid changes in the Nordic context contrasts the reluctance encountered in the Aus-

trian and (partly) German contexts. Like
those, the Nordic countries have developed
very strong and highly structured systems for
formal vocational education and training and
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has from its early beginnings operated by
looking to broaden the individual and societal

competence base. This 'popular enlightenment' strategy has gradually been built into
the educational systems of the Nordic coun-

tries and is currently to a great extent financed by public budgets. The notion that
non-certified learning is as important as the
certified variety has thus been supported and
developed over a long period of time. Being
one of many factors, this may offer part explanation of why the Nordic countries move
faster in this area than Germany and Austria.
While Finland and Norway are currently pav-

ing the way for the institutional integration
of non-formal learning as part of a general
lifelong learning strategy, plans presented in
Sweden and Denmark may indicate that these
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two countries are moving in the same direction and that the issue of non-formal learning will become more focused in the coming
years. In all four countries, however, the role
of the social partners is very strong, reflecting the shared tradition of tripartite steering
principles in this particular policy field.

3.4 The influence of the NVQs:

UK, Ireland and the Netherlands
The National Vocational Qualifications
(NVQs) introduced in the UK in the late
1980s1° have become a central point around
which an interesting process of international

learning evolves. Presenting itself as modularised and flexible, meeting the needs of
the public and private realms as well as individuals and enterprises, many countries
have looked towards the UK to see if this system, or rather elements of it, could be implemented into their own context. Even more ex-

education and training. Although controversial in the UK, the NVQ system has served
as an example of an alternative to the traditional, school-based model of education and
training. The system is in principle open to

any learning path and learning form with
particular emphasis on experience-based
learning at work. As stated in the presentations of the system (and repeated by those
countries embracing similar thinking), it does

not matter how or where you have learned,
what matters is what you have learned. Such
a system, if it follows its own principles, is of
course open to the learning taking place out-

side formal education and training institutions, what we in .this context have termed
non-formal learning. It is no coincidence that
questions of assessment and recognition have
become crucial in the debate on the current
status of the NVQ system and its future prospects. The UK experiences in the area of as-

sessment of non-formal learning, which

proaches like the APL and APEL (Accredita-

should be looked upon as an integral part of
the general assessment challenge, are also
highly important for the development of assessment practices and approaches in other
European countries. It is, however, important
to adopt a more critical approach to these experiences than what has been the case thus
far. In some instances there has been a tendency to copy the NVQ system and not to reflect on its strengths and weaknesses. In the

tion of Prior Learning and Accreditation of
Prior Experiential Learning). These developments have influenced the European development of methodologies for the identifica-

of the underlying assumptions of the NVQ
system and how these have been met in reality. The four basic assumptions are (Eraut

perimental projects (not least within the
Leonardo da Vinci programme) have used the

NVQ system as a point of departure. Other
countries seem to use the NVQ system as an
indicator of what they want to avoid, pointing to the problems involved in too strong a
modularisation. From the beginning the system had to face the challenges of accrediting
a variety of learning paths, resulting in ap-

following sections, we will try to discuss some

tion, assessment and recognition of

et.al.1996):

non-formal learning in a profound way. Covering only the UK, the Netherlands and Ireland in our 'NVQ cluster' it should be noted
that the NVQ experiences have been considered in a number of other countries.

a) a near perfect match between national

3.4.1 United Kingdom

standards and competences at work;
b) because training and assessment both occur at the workplace, high validity of assessments is achieved;
c) competences gained are transferable;

The UK system of National Vocational Quali-

d) detailed specifications together with

fications (NVQs) has, since its inception,
served as the most outspoken and clear ex-

and reliability.

ample of a competence-based, performancerelated, output-oriented system of vocational
'° In Scotland: SNVQs.

trained assessors will ensure both validity
Until now, there has been an insistent rhetoric that NVQs reflect the needs of employers
and although far from perfect represent the
best effort so far to merge national and com239
A
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pany-specific demands. It is true that employ-

ers are represented in (the former) leading
bodies and standards councils, but several
weaknesses of both a practical and fundamen-

tal character have appeared. First, there are
limits to what a relatively small group of employer representatives can contribute often on
the basis of scarce resources and limited time.
Second, the more powerful and more technically knowledgeable organisations usually rep-

resent large companies with good training
records and wield the greatest influence.
Smaller, less influential organisations obtain
less relevant results. Third, disagreements in
committees, irrespective of who is represented,
are more easily resolved by inclusion than exclusion, inflating the scope of the qualifications.

Generally speaking, there is a conflict of interest between national standards, first, the
commitment to describing competences valid
on a universal basis and, second, the commitment to create precise standards to minimise
the scope for different interpretations when
making assessments.
Historically, there has been a shift from narrow task analysis to broader functions analysis. This principle is oriented towards the need
to create national standards describing transferable competences. Observers have noted
that the introduction of functions was paralleled by detailed descriptions of every element
in each function, prescribing performance criteria and the range of conditions for successful performance. The length and complexity
of NVQs, currently a much criticised factor,
stems from this 'dynamic'. As Wolf (1995) says,

we seem to have entered a 'never ending spiral of specifications'. Researchers at the Uni-

versity of Sussex (Eraut cited above) have
concluded on the challenges facing NVQbased assessments: pursuing perfect reliability leads to meaningless assessment. Pursuing perfect validity leads towards assessments
which cover everything relevant, but take too
much time, and leave too little time left for
learning. Perfect validity means endless assessment, perfect reliability means meaningless assessment.

We have intentionally undercommunicated
some of the more specific methodological tools

developed in the wake of the establishment of
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the NVQ system. Approaches like accreditation of prior learning (APL), and accreditation
of prior experiential learning (APEL), have
become less visible as the NVQ system has
settled. This is an understandable and fully
reasonable development as all assessment approaches in the NVQ system in principle have
to face the challenge of experientially-based

learning, i.e., learning outside the formal
school context. The experiences from APL and
APEL are thus being integrated into the NVQ

system. In a way, this is an example of the
maturing of the system. The UK system, being one of the first to try to construct a performance-based system, linking various formal

and non-formal learning paths, illustrates the
dilemmas of assessing and recognising nonformal learning better than most other systems
because there has been time to observe and
study systematically the problems and possibilities. A major issue is the close link between
standard and assessment. The formulation of
standards: who takes part, how much time and
resources do they have at their disposal, how
do they approach the task of describing these
functions, performances or outputs?

3.4.2 Ireland
The Irish accreditation of prior learning (APL)

approach is clearly based on the same performance-based approach to assessment as we
find in the UK. This is hardly surprising, since
mutual learning between these countries has
been strong and remains so. The Irish experience, however, is of a more limited charac-

ter than the British. FAS, the Irish training
and employment authority, has been the main

promoter and initiator in this field to date.
The accreditation of prior learning is integrated into the general certification framework. The following principles are emphasised: first, FAS certifies skills and skills
levels, not courses. The performance-based
output-orientated perspective found in the
NVQs and elsewhere is thus central to the
Irish model. Second, a modular training programme is matched by modular assessment.
Third, emphasis is on practical and personal
skills as well as related knowledge. Fourth,

industrial standards have been established
through cooperation and participation with
relevant interest groups. Lastly, assessment
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should be criterion referenced, and each assessment should be linked to key objectives
identifying the skills and knowledge to be
demonstrated. However, actual experience
with APL in Ireland has been limited. Since
1992, projects in retail, construction and electricity supply, have been carried out, utilising

somewhat different methodological approaches. The future development of assessment and recognition of non-formal learning
in Ireland is not clear. While being important,
FAS represents only one part of the Irish certification landscape and it has yet to be seen
whether the establishment of Teastas, a national body intended to nationalise certification of vocational education and training programmes, will make a difference. It should

also be noted that the 'project approach' of
FAS, promoting APL in time-limited projects

towards limited areas/branches, does not
guarantee the permanent introduction of
these methodologies. It is fair to say, however,

that a certain amount of experience has been

gained from these APL projects, supplemented by participation in a variety of European programmes and projects.

3.4.3 The Netherlands
The Dutch approach to assessment and recognition of non-formal learning can in some
respects be compared to the Irish. The influence of the UK NVQ system is evident, but
the general performance-based modular system has been translated into a specific Dutch
variant differing from the British. The actual
development of methodologies, especially
those promoted by the Ministry of Education
through CINOP (Cedefop 1999i), can also be
characterised as limited in approach, thus far
being tested in a limited number of sectors
and occupational areas. As in the Irish case,
important methodological experiences have
been gained of interest also to other European
countries. The CINOP assessment model is
very well documented (Klarus 1998, Cedefop
1999h)). It is centred on a practical task to be
solved and consists of three distinct stages:
planning, execution and evaluation. Within
these stages, different assessment methodologies are used and the aspects focused on differ from each other. In the first stage, plan-

ning, the aim is to assess the candidate's

methodological competences and his or her
ability to plan the task ahead. Criterion-referenced interviews are used together with observation of work preparation. The second
stage focuses on the actual execution of the
task, trying to assess execution as well as reflective skills. Assessment is based on a combination of observation (of process and result)
and a criterion-oriented interview. In the third
stage, evaluating/adjusting, the aim is to assess the reflective skills of the candidate. The
candidate is asked to reflect on the task performed, to identify alternative ways of doing

it, and to indicate how the chosen approach
could be transferred to other working situations. The CINOP approach is linked to and
based on the already existing qualification
structure (standard) for secondary vocational
education. The approach is clearly integrated
into the framework of the Educational and
Vocational Training Act (WEB) and can thus
be looked upon as an initiative to link nonformal learning to the formal system. The
Dutch qualification standard is based on job
and task analysis and it can also be characterised as industry driven (social partners
take part at all levels in the definition of the
standards). The content of the qualification

is divided into three types; vocational
competences, competences for further development and social and cultural competences.
All relevant parties, government, social part-

ners and representatives of the educational
system, have agreed that different learning
pathways should be accepted and supported.
As pointed out by several observers (Cedefop

1999i), the Dutch approach to non-formal
learning is more than the CINOP model. Ex-

periments are currently being undertaken
both at national and branch levels to develop
methodologies and systems for the identification and assessment of non-formal learning. Initiators and target groups differ, from
those seeking national official certificates or

exemption from parts of the training (as in
the CINOP approach), to branches and enterprises trying to identify and assess the
competences held by their employees.

3.4.4 An NVQ model?
Concluding our discussion of the three countries covered in this section, the overwhelm-

Jens isjornavolci
ing acceptance of an output-oriented, perform-

ance-based model of education and training
is most striking. The general acceptance of
learning outside formal education and training institutions as a valid and important pathway to competences seems to go without saying. What is questioned, however, is how such
a system should be realised. The UK and the

Dutch experiences illustrate some of the in-

identification and assessment of non-formal
and experiential learning. Since the introduction of the bilan in 1985, attention to these
issues has been very strong. Belgium, in contrast to France, is still at a very early stage of
development and has not yet decided on a
clear strategy

3.5.1 France

stitutional, methodological and practical prob-

lems linked to establishing a system able to

integrate non-formal learning within its
framework. The challenge of developing an
accepted qualification standard seems to represent the first and perhaps most serious obstacle. As long as assessments are supposed
to be criterion-referenced, the quality of the
standard is crucial. The UK experiences identify some of these difficulties balancing between too general and too specific descriptions

and definitions of competences. The second
important challenge illustrated in the UK and
Dutch cases, but not reflected in our material on the Irish experience, is related to the
classical assessment challenges of reliability

and validity. In our material the problems
have been clearly demonstrated but the answers, if they exist, not so clearly indicated.
The Finns, by networking and training assessors and relevant institutions, have probably
indicated one possible strategy. Concluding
that qualification standards can never achieve

a perfect balance between general and spe-

cific descriptions, the Finns focus on the
competences of the assessors. This is probably
relevant in the UK, Dutch and Irish cases as
well.

3.5 A French model?

France and Belgium"
Like the UK NVQ 'system, French experiences

have influenced the general European debate

and development in this area. The bilan de
competence can be described as the first effort to introduce a full-scale system for the
11 Luxembourg would normally have been presented in this chapter but after consultations with
representatives of the educational authorities of
Luxembourg, Cedefop concluded that the level of
activity in this area was too low to warrant an independent national study.
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France has been characterised as an extreme
case of 'certificate fixation' (Merle 1998). As
in the cases of Italy and Greece (Section 3.3),
a certificate not only reflects a formal level of
achievement, but the qualities of a person and

the rank he or she is entitled to. Mehaut
(1977) points to three functions met by French

certificates: first, as an internal standard of
the education system; second as an external
standard for the labour market; and, third,
as a personal and hierarchical identifier. This
'certificate fixation' is perhaps best reflected
in the system of the grandes écoles, but influences behaviour in other areas as well, includ-

ing vocational education and training. The
high value attributed to certificates in France
is very much linked to the national and ho-

mogeneous character of the education and
training systems. Education, including vocational education and training, has been provided within predefined, complete national

routes, leaving little room for personal or
institutional experimentation. Although
changes have taken place during the past
decade, the stability of the system has contributed to its transparency; individuals and employers are in the main familiar with the various qualifications awarded at national level.
During the past 10 to 15 years, these systems
have increasingly been questioned. Stability,
it is emphasised, can also be interpreted as
rigidity. The homogeneity of the system may
easily turn into an obstacle to the renewal of
knowledge and competences with alternative
forms of learning not accepted because they
do not fit into the prescribed routes defined

by the national systems. This criticism has

been expressed in a number of contexts,
gradually 'spilling over' into legal and institutional reforms aimed at a closer link between formal education and training and the
learning that takes place at work. Basically,
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we speak of two sets of legal initiatives with
somewhat different profiles and objectives.
First, the 1985 law on the bilan de competence

permits the validation of professional cornpetences acquired outside formal education.
The initiative may come from the enterprise
or from the worker him/herself. This right was

quired inside and outside formal education
and training. This law, administered by the
Ministry of Education and linked to the initial training system (leading to a certificate
d'aptitude professionnelle (CAP) or a certain
level of the brevet de technicien supérieur
(BTS), is paralleled by a system for 'assess-

strengthened through the law of December
1991 which states that employees are enti-

ment of competences and skills acquired

tled to educational leave for the bilan. According to the law of 1991, the aim of the bilan de

by the Ministry of Labour. This system is

competence is to assist the employee to understand his or her professional and personal
competences, motivation and aptitudes to facilitate his/her professional as well as educational plans and careers. A bilan is divided
into three phases: a preliminary phase where
the motivation and needs of the employee are
clarified and where the procedures/methodologies of the bilan are presented. Second, an
investigative phase where motivation, personal and professional interests as well as
competences are analysed and mapped out.
Finally, the results of the analyses are presented to the candidate and used as a basis

through work experience' (EVAP), developed

linked to the certificates issued by the ministry based on continuing training. Certificates
issued by the Ministries of Education and Labour are both based on specifications (standards) drawn up in agreement with the social
partners in consultative committees (CPSs).

Normally, the work of the CPSs has been
closely linked to a specific training course but

acceptance of experiential learning as a legitimate qualification pathway implies that
the specifications also have to consider this

aspect. Different from the bilan de corn-

posed to identify clearly his or her personal
and professional competences, thus helping
to clarify the necessary steps to be taken to

pétence, the potential of the 1992 law has yet
to be realised. Merle (cited above) is of the
opinion that the system for acquiring formal
qualifications through validation of skills acquired on the job `...has been slow to get under way and is far from meeting workers' expectations'. It is estimated (Colardyn 1999)
that approximately 90% of the requirements
for every educational diploma awarded by the

realise future plans. On average, the de-

Minsitry of Education can be met through

scribed process requires 19 hours. A total of
700 centres de bilan have been set up all over
France. In 1994, these centres issued 125 000
bilans at an estimated cost of FFR 340 million. Three quarters of all requests were made

recognition of prior non-formal learning. This
means that all diplomas are accessible via this

for dialogue on future training and career
plans. After having concluded the process, the
candidate receives a synthesis document sup-

route, but also that no diploma can be

achieved entirely through assessment of non-

by employees, 52% of these being women, 44%

formal learning. At some point or another,
anybody wishing to have their competences

in the age group 16 to 25 and 47% in the age
group 26 to 44. Almost 50% of those asking

assessed within this framework must acquire
a diploma.

for a bilan indicated that elaboration d'un
project professionnel was their main objective,
20% recherche d'emploi, 21% recherche de formation. Only a very small percentage, 1.9%,
indicated that the bilan was a first step taken
for validation of a certificate or diploma in the

formal education and training system.

Second, the law of July 1992 on the validation of skills acquired by work experience is
directly linked to the national framework of
diplomas and certificates, and thus recognises
the legal equality between competences ac-

While the laws of 1985, 1991 and 1992 are
important indicators of a changing attitude
towards non-formal learning in France, the
qualifications awarded by the centres d'études
thermiques et énergiques (CTH) and certificates of vocational qualifications (CQP) can

be seen as an alternative to the traditional
certification system because they relate to
(practical) skills used in firms and are less
linked to following a course. So far, industries
have been very cautious in creating CQPs, the
number awarded annually is rarely in excess
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of 4000. Originally, CQPs were designed to
certify qualifications of young people who had
followed a course of alternating on-the-job and
off-the-job training. Today, the industries developing CQPs have given them very different functions: certification complementing the

national education system, recognition leading to career advancement and a system of
industry certification parallel to that of the
national education system.

In many ways, France can be viewed as the
country in Europe with the longest and broad-

est experience in the area of identification,
assessment and recognition of non-formal
learning. The legal base established through
the laws of 1985, 1991 and 1992, indicates
clearly that non-formal learning is important
and that its place, relative to that of formal
learning, should be clarified and strengthened. Furthermore, the practical experience
gained from the system of bilan de competence
is important both in terms of volume/costs and

methodological experiences. It is also important outside France. Non-formal learning has,

more than in other European countries, become an important part of the political debate on education, training and work. The
topic is integrated into the national political
debate among social partners and has also
become a topic covered by researchers.

the debate on these issues has only recently
reached the national political agenda, and to
a varying degree in the French and Flemish
parts of the country. Consequently, few actual
initiatives have been taken in the area of assessment and recognition of non-formal learning. This may be explained somewhat through

the structure of vocational training in Belgium which takes place mainly in educational
institutions and specifically in schools special-

ising in vocational and technical education
and training. Compared with many other
European countries, the Belgian system is not
very strongly linked to the workplace. A very
small proportion of young people take part in
vocational training through apprenticeships.
There might be a link between this predomi-

nantly school-oriented approach to training
and the lack of focus on non-formal learning
outside formal education.
An initiative has however, been taken by the
Conseil de l'éducation et de la formation of
the French community in Belgium. Their suggestion (of 1997/98) is to reform and harmonise the entire system of validation linked to
vocational and professional competences, both
at initial and continuing levels. A broader con-

cept of qualifications than the existing system is emphasised and proposed. According
to this proposal a qualification must be defined as the totality of those competences nec-

Michelle Virville's proposal that national sets
of qualification benchmarks should be set up
within a tripartite structure to allow all validated qualifications, whatever their basis, to
be formulated in a common language, can be

essary to execute a task or those interlinked
tasks necessary to have a vocation. This is
what we previously characterised as a performance or output-based approach to voca-

looked upon as an example of the growing

through work experience are underlined in
the proposal pointing to the potential inclu-

importance attributed to this topic in the
French context. On the other hand, the traditionally strong position of formal certificates
and diplomas indicates that non-formal learning will not automatically be trusted in the
same way as formal learning. In France, as
in other countries, legal recognition of nonformal learning is just a first step and general acceptance of alternative forms of learning is another matter.

3.5.2 Belgium

tional standards. Competences acquired
sion of non-formal learning in the assessment
practices of Belgian education and training.

This particular proposal is not explicitly
linked to French or other 'foreign' models, the

change in perspective from an input to an
output-based approach is, however, apparent.

The Flemish authorities are currently working on a reform of the vocational training system trying to implement a modularised, 'output-based' model. In this context, the isssue of

assessment and recognition of non-formal
The Belgian situation is different from that
of France. According to accessible information,
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learning has been raised, and for the first time
introduced on the national (Flemish) political
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agenda. The Flemish work, though not very
advanced, has so far leaned strongly towards
the experience gained in the Netherlands. Both

the Dutch system of qualification standards
and the APL methodologies developed over
recent years are important points of reference.
The Flemish case illustrates the important role
of mutual learning. To a certain extent we can
observe a voluntary, uncoordinated and 'bottom up' form of harmonisation.

4. European trends:
Developments at EU leveln

tious proposals of the White Paper have, to a
large extent, remained as general policy proposals without any specific or measurable influence on practical policies at EU or national
levels. The programmes, of which the Leonardo da Vinci is by far the most important in
this context, are difficult to overview. During
the period 1995-97, the Leonardo da Vinci
programme alone supported more than 100
projects working specifically on questions re-

lated to the identification, assessment and
recognition of non-formal or experiential
learning. This chapter represents one of the
first, albeit incomplete attempts to summarise these activities.

As noted during our discussion on the various national approaches, the role of the Eu-

4.1 The White Paper on 'Teaching and
learning: towards the learning society'

ropean Union in the area of non-formal learning is interesting and important. First of all,

In November 1995, the European Commission

the Commission White Paper on 'Teaching
and learning: towards a learning society', has
contributed in drawing attention to the issue,

adopted the White Paper on education and
training entitled 'Teaching and learning: to-

emphasising the importance of making

tives set out in the paper the first is to encourage the acquisition of new knowledge'

competences acquired outside formal education and training institutions visible. Further,
the Leonardo da Vinci and Adapt programmes
have been important tools for initiating experimentation on methodological and institutional questions. These programmes, through

the involvement of a high number of individual project partners, have also supported
an international learning process of potentially high importance, the results of which

wards the learning society'. Of the five objecand several positive effects of 'opening up (the)

avenues for validating skills' (p. 35) are foreseen. It may:

generate education and training demand
from young people or adults unable or not
wishing to enter either a formal system
leading to paper qualifications or to undergo vocational training;

will only be possible to detect in the long term.

CI render, it possible for each individual to
In spite of the relatively high political priority given to the topic of learning at Community level, few (if any) attempts have been
made to summarise efforts so far. The ambi-

have partial skills recognised under a flexible and permanent system for validating
knowledge units;

identify, assess and reach common agreement on such knowledge units;
12 This chapter is incomplete in the sense that only

a minority of Leonardo da Vinci projects, those
linked to the context of the 'automated assessment
approach' are covered. During the autumn of 1999,
Cedefop completed a survey and an analysis of all
the 1995-97 Leonardo da Vinci projects devoted to
assessment. In addition to a description of the profiles of these projects, a more detailed follow-up of

the results/the implementation results from 20
projects was carried out. This material will be presented in the forthcoming synthesis report on the
Cedefop project 'Identification, assessment and recognition of non-formal learning'.

encourage individuals to assemble their
qualifications themselves, notably through
accreditation of such knowledge units.

The introduction of a 'personal skills card'
(PSC) is one of several methods suggested to

realise this objective. A PSC providing a
record of skills and knowledge should, accord-

ing to the White Paper, be available to all
those who want one. The card should be ap245
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plied to certain fundamental areas of knowledge and even to occupational areas which
apply to a number of different disciplines. The
White Paper presents the PSC as a 'tool' or a

'lever' to introduce such standards in the
Member States. As it is said:

'The aim is not to devise a uniform card and
impose it on Europe but to contribute to the
development of such tools, so as to progres-

sively arrive at joint standards, including
standards that cut across a number of occupations' (p. 34).

It is recognised that many European countries are attempting to identify 'key skills' and
the best ways of acquiring, assessing and validating them. National initiatives will, though,

edge and know-how validated on a PSC. This
requires the identification of a number of areas of core knowledge, vocational /technical

knowledge and key skills (cutting across a
number of disciplines). These areas must be
clearly defined and broken down into coherent basic units classified in increasing order
of difficulty. This should, in the words of the
author, make it possible to assess an area of
knowledge from the most elementary to the
highest level. It is admitted that there is no
fixed list of knowledge and skills areas which
could be tested at European level. However,
the subject should be relatively well established (no major doctrinal controversies) and
should leave very little room for national or
cultural subjectivity. The following examples
are given:

be of limited value within a context of increased European mobility. The PSC must be
understood as a core element in a European
system designed to compare and disseminate
validation methods and practices. While not
commented upon in any detail, it is assumed
that the PSC will depend on broad recognition and acceptance:

Zi core knowledge areas: mathematics, sci-

'A European accreditation system covering
technical and vocational skills will be set up
based on a cooperative venture involving
higher education establishments, businesses,
vocational sectors, local chambers of commerce and the social partners. Finally, sup-

Ci key skills: logistics, organisational techniques, communication, decision-making
abilities, risk assessment and risk management ability, negotiating skills and interpersonal skills.

port will be given to concluding a whole range
of agreements at company, branch and regional levels, etc. incorporating the principle of the PSC' (p. 34).

The accomplishment of this accreditation task
at European level should be based on the following: first, skills assessment and validation
should use a range of user-friendly validation

The White Paper did not present detailed

software packages linked by telematic network (Internet) to a central server which will
deliver interactive tests on demand, process

plans for the introduction of the PSC. Some
details were supplied in a document prepared

ences, informatics, geography, foreign languages;

vocational 1 technical skills: marketing,

business management techniques, accounting, etc;

the result and validate skills at the level

by DGXXII13 shortly after the presentation of
the White Paper (on 'European skill accreditation system'). With reference to Objective 1

tested. Second, candidates wishing to validate

in the White Paper, it states that the aim is
to set up a European skill accreditation sys-

necessary in order to pass. The skills level will
be registered on a PSC, which people will be

tem over the course of a few years which will
enable everybody to have his or her knowl-

able to build up at the pace and in the manner which suits them. As the system eventu-

their skills should be able to take these tests
anywhere in Europe, and as many times as

ally gains recognition, the skills card will complement paper qualifications and become real
" Directorate General Education, Training, Youth.
Now Directorate General for Education and Culture.
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passports to employment. The aim, it is
stated, is to establish a system which all Mem-

ber States can agree on, so that the PSC can
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become a European tool to enable people to
put their skills to use anywhere in Europe.
The point is not to create a single European

ing points are interesting relative to the challenge of establishing a European PSC and a

test (national differentiation should be acknowledged), but the methodology used
should be the same throughout Europe and

(ESAS):

everyone should be able to sit all the tests in
all EU languages.

European Skills Accreditation System

U it is judged as generally difficult to develop

computer-delivered tests which are valid
and reliable to a number of different countries at the same time. It is difficult to agree

The presentation of the PSC and the European skills accreditation system can be interpreted as instrumental approaches focusing

more on the technological rather than the
political challenges ahead. This is most apparent in the presentation of the European
skills accreditation system where the development of 'expert systems' (software packages) and telematic networks (Internet) are
presented as prerequisites for a future system and the political, institutional and social
basis of methodologies are hardly elaborated
at all (see also the discussion in Chapter 2).

on a common core of content appropriate
to all countries, this is especially the case
in vocational areas (banking is mentioned
as example), but also in academic subjects
like mathematics and physics this problem
was encountered (curricula differ between
countries);

U even where an agreed common core had
been identified, the test questions had to
be 'localised' (or according to Chapter 2
above, 'contextualised') to take into account
the differing conditions in the various coun-

tries;

4.2 The follow up of the White Paper
proposals on assessing competences

U properly functioning software is crucial, as
a wide a range of users as possible should

Apart from the influence of the White Paper
on the general awareness towards the issue
of non-formal learning, the most direct follow
up of the PSC proposal has been the setting
up of an experimental framework where a

be able to access and security facilities
must be developed. Current technology,
especially the Internet, still poses some

total of 18 different projects (10 from the

U there is a need for an administrative in-

Leonardo da Vinci and eight from the Socrates programmes) are working on 'automated
assessments'. These projects can be divided
into three main groups. One group focuses on
the testing/assessment of basic knowledge in
mathematics, physics, biology, chemistry, statistics and geography. A second group focuses
on needs in specific sectors, such as banking,

frastructure supporting the tests. If assess-

business administration, process industry,
water supply and food industry. The third
group focuses on assessing cross-sectoral

problems for users of the systems;

ments are going to lead to some form of
official certification and/or recognition, this

is a fundamental demand not covered
within the current scope off the experiment;

U the legitimacy of the assessments poses a
problem. They should therefore be developed on clear expressions of demand/need,
be linked to some professional organisation

competences such as computer skills, written

providing a 'stamp' to the process and, if

expression, languages and key skills. The

possible, linked to some accepted European

main emphasis, in line with the White Paper,
is to see how far computer-supported solutions
can be used.

standard. Finally, it is stated that users
have to have confidence in the validity and
the reliability of the tests/assessments, i.e.
the quality of the methodologies used.

An evaluation of these was conducted by the
Guildford Educational Services in 1998 (at

Closely linked to the setting up of an experi-

the request of the European Commission).

mental framework on 'automated assessment', the Tavistock Institute was asked to

Of the more general conclusions, the follow-
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look into the US experiences on 'accreditation

of competences through automated cards'
(Cullen and Jones 1997) and use this as a
basis for discussion on the feasibility of a
European PSC and ESAS. The US experiences, in some aspects far ahead of their European counterparts, can only partly be integrated into the European context. Cullen and
Jones point to fundamental sociocultural, institutional, economic and legal differences
making direct transfer of US theory and practice into Europe difficult.

Thus early results from pilot projects the
study evaluated are highlighting cultural differences in the ways in which skills are defined and utilised in the different locales in-

volved. These are articulated primarily in
different interpretations of the skills required
to do a particular job, and in the terminology
used to describe skills.

It is stated that the main obstacles are not to

be found in the technological area, there
would not appear to be any major technical
obstacles against the development of a PSC
or ESAS, neither when talking of the 'smart'
card or the automated assessment software.
The main challenge it is stated, is to be found

in the 'sociotechnical contextualisation' of
such systems, i.e. embedding the technologies

within appropriate institutional and organisational frameworks. The system will stand
or fail, Cullen and Jones conclude, on the
putting into place of appropriate partnership
between government, industry and representatives of worker organisations. Further,
such partnerships should be supported by innovations in areas such as occupational classifications and accreditation/assessment networks (the Finnish example of an assessment
network illustrates a national development
in this direction). In conclusion, Cullen and
Jones present two 'scenarios' to illustrate the
different directions the PSC and the ESAS
may take in the future. The first scenario is
entitled the big bang' and envisages a comprehensive pan-European skills accreditation
system. Such a system would be based on an

evolving database of occupational titles,
descriptors and competence definitions. It
would be structured according to a contentmodel corresponding to the organisation of the
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European workplace. This system would be a
variant of the existing US 0*Net. A European
competence standardisation agency, responsible for the collecting of data on various skills
is envisaged in this scenario, together with a
European accreditation agency, responsible

for high level management of activities at
national, regional and sectoral levels. The
second alternative is entitled the 'evolutionary scenario' and opposes the 'top down' approach of the 'big bang' proposing instead to
build on existing, national and local initiatives, to test to what extent a pan-European
initiative like the ESAS can be transferred to
different sociocultural settings and, finally,
through the implementation of pilot projects
in a limited number of sectors (to gain experience). The major advantage of the 'evolutionary scenario', it is stated, is that it is work-

able and that it is embedded in existing
sociocultural settings.
Both the Guildford and the Tavistock (Cullen
and Jones 1997) studies criticise more or less
explicitly the tendency to develop assessment
methodologies isolated from their sociocul-

tural context. Of particular interest is the
conclusion from Guildford on the difficulties
encountered when trying to identify a 'common core' of content appropriate to all countries. The fact that this problem was encountered in academic subjects like mathematics
and physics, described by the Commission in
their follow up of the White Paper as 'objective areas' of knowledge, underlines the seriousness of the challenge. This does not alter

the fact that both Tavistock and Guildford
point to interesting and promising technological developments. The speed of these developments is increasing and the ongoing experimentation through the Leonardo da Vinci and
Socrates programmes will undoubtedly bring
forward useful experiences. The success of the
'computer driving licence' project, one of the
18 projects supported in this specific context,
is worth noting. Supported by professional as-

sociations in several countries, this specific
automated test has become more and more
popular. Operating within a limited area and
covering skills which can be identified in a
clear and unambiguous way, this test is one
of the few visible results of the visions presented in the White Paper.
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4.3 Conclusions

of understanding the dynamics underlying
reproduction and renewal of knowledge and

No final conclusion as to the role of the EU

competences. This view emphasises the heterogeneous character of learning. Learning
cannot be standardised, rather, we should try
to utilise and combine as many and as various forms of learning as possible. But as the
follow up of the White Paper has shown, to
formulate abstract and general objectives is
one thing, to design and implement practical
solutions is another.

in the area of assessment of non-formal
learning can be drawn at this stage. As previously stated, the emphasis of the Commission on this topic has 'pushed' the issue at
national and sectoral levels. The White Pa-

per helped to define the issue in a clearer
way and thus supported the processes at
national level. The strategy of the White
Paper, focusing on European standards and
a European skills card to be implemented on
a pan-European level, has clearly not been
followed up. The high activity at national
level is motivated by practical and long-term

challenges at national level (the need to
bridge learning areas and learning levels),
not by the wish to create transparent and
harmonised systems at European level. The
question is more how current European activities, basically in the form of projects in

Methodologies and institutions for the assess-

ment of non-formal learning can be looked

upon as necessary tools to build bridges
betwee various forms of learning, from education to work and from initial education and
training to continuing education and training. Although incomplete, the experimentation and planning taking place in most EU/

EEA countries is an important signal of a

the Leonardo da Vinci and other pro-

changing perspective. Learning taking place
outside formal education and training insti-

grammes, can support the practical initiatives at national, regional and sectoral lev-

tutions is increasingly receiving attention.
This means that the question of recognition

els. The 'evolutionary scenario' presented by
Tavistock illustrates such a strategy

of non-formal learning is located at the centre of the debate on lifelong learning and is
increasingly understood as a critical question
to solve if such an approach is to be realised.
This does not mean that the exact role of as-

5. Conclusion
Generally speaking, the focus on non-formal
learning at work, in leisure activities and at
home, is more a question of improving the
quality of learning (by broadening the knowledge and competence base) than of increasing the capacity of learning. Having surveyed
the different Member States of the EU on this
issue, the basic motivation behind efforts in

attempting to capture non-formal learning
seems to be the hope to identify and utilise
other forms of learning and knowledge than
those stemming from the formal system. As
indicated by the White Paper (1995), there is
a need for a broader knowledge base, a need
to combine the qualities of specialised teaching in education and training institutions and
the qualities of experienced-based learning
from actual and practical working/life situa-

tions. In this way, the growing interest and
focus on non-formal learning is not so paradoxical as it may seem at first glance. Perhaps it can be viewed as a more mature way

sessment methodologies in the context of lifelong learning has been clearly defined. We still

speak of general objectives at a rather high
level of abstraction. A smooth interrelation
between learning taking place in school and
in work contexts implies a reduction of institutional barriers and an acceptance of the
existence of a variety of learning needs and
learning forms. A situation where the formal
education and training system is given a monopoly on recognition of non-formal learning
is clearly problematic. If the aim is to broaden
the range of competences utilised in society

in general, a shift in the balance between
learning in education and work has to take
place. This can take place at least partly
through careful 'institutional design'. Securing broad participation in the development
and definition of qualification and competence
standards is probably one of the most crucial

steps to be taken to increase the legitimacy
of methodologies and systems (see also Chapter 2). The actual development of methodolo-
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gies and institutions at national level illustrates this challenge. In the few cases where
methodologies and/or institutions operate at

moting and dismissing people and by educational institutions deciding on who is to be

more or less full scale, non-formal learning is

experienced when promoting more diversified

treated as a subcategory to formal learning,
not as a specific kind of learning potentially
leading to different sorts of competences. As
we have seen in France, this question has
been raised and experimentation has taken
place. This however is not the case in most
countries for the moment.

education and training (which also may be
termed decentralisation), is balanced by the

The change from an input to an output-based
approach to education and training, as demonstrated through the policy changes of sev-

eral Member States of the EU, will lead to
individualisation (or a 'tailoring') of cornpetences. By accepting a greater diversity of
learning contexts and learning paths, the
need for control mechanisms increases. Unlike monolithic and centrally controlled education and training approaches, the need to
measure and sort individuals becomes crucial,
a precondition for the functioning of the overall system. The need to measure and sort is
increasingly felt at many levels and in many
contexts such as enterprises recruiting, pro-
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granted access. The loss of central control

development and introduction of new control

mechanisms, controlling individuals rather
than institutions. This highlights the ethical
dimension of assessments. The question of
methodological efficiency is not only a question of technical possibilities and limitations,
it may also be a question of how far into the
personal domain assessment methodologies
(sorting mechanisms) should be allowed to
penetrate.

Irrespective of the interpretation chosen, and
it is obvious that still many more are possible, links between the formalised and non-for-

malised domains of learning are currently
being strengthened through the introduction
of methodologies and systems for the identification, assessment and recognition of nonform al learning. This trend can be observed
in a majority of Member States of the EU/EEA

and seems to be gaining momentum.
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The problems raised by the changing role of trainers
in a European context

Mara Brugia, Anne de Blignieres
Abstract
The process of training and its response to changes in work and employment, and to new
competence needs requires the extension of continuing training for teachers and trainers to
anticipate the needs and modalities of education and training systems.
This paper addresses three particular dimensions of this development which influence the
roles and competences of trainers: the qualifying organisation which has to develop flexibility,
reactivity and adaptability of organisations and people; the acquisition of competence to prevent unemployment and marginalisation; new information and communication technologies

which penetrate all activities related both to production and education and training. New
profiles of trainers are emerging: trainers have to handle peripheral tasks, e.g. orientation,
assessment of competences, support integration to work; and cope with new technologies as
pedagogical mediators, applying and piloting multimedia training.
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1. Introduction

linked to production and in activities linked
to education and training.

Ongoing adaptation, as well as anticipation

In this respect, they are forging a closer link
between 'learning methods' and 'production
methods'. Working situations and learning
situations are tending to become closer, if not
identical, from the point of view of the abilities that they mobilise.

of needs and the methods by which education
can respond to these needs, are nowadays
necessary if the training process is to adjust
to changes in work and employment and consequently provide for the new skills that these
changes require.
Three particular dimensions of these changes,

The use of the information technologies in
training projects is nevertheless coming up

which are modifying the roles and skills of
trainers, can be pinpointed from the current
situation.

1996):

1.1 The 'skill-building organisation'
factor
The purpose of the organisation of skill-build-

ing activities, perceived as a system of continuous learning, is to make the organisation
and people more flexible, reactive and adaptable. In this respect, the purpose of training
is help people to acquire a range of skills: the
ability to intervene in complex processes, the
ability to reason logically in order to put action into practice in an increasingly abstract

universe, the ability to communicate with
other people and to lead teams and the ability to pass on knowledge and expertise in new
and unknown situations.

1.2 The 'skills' factor
New practices are being developed in the social field to find answers to growing unemployment and marginalisation. Their aim is
to guide individuals along the path of rede-

ployment and retraining. This kind of approach focuses chiefly on identifying and
building on skills already acquired: skill reviews, vocational guidance, validation and
recognition of prior learning, making more of
transverse occupational skills and placing a
greater emphasis on the cognitive dimension
of learning.

against certain limits, as stressed in a report by DG XIII (European Commission
too little is known about these technologies, their specifications, the operational
uses to which they can be put and their
needs from the point of view of the training environment;
[11 inadequate account is being taken of the
critical factors connected with the introduction of open and distance learning systems;

D it is proving difficult to get to grips with
the educational issues raised by the tripartite relationship between learners, trainers and technologies.

These three factors are having a direct impact on trainers and are drastically changing
what has long been accepted.
The skill-building organisation factor: development of mentoring tasks that combine the
logics of both work and learning and the emergence of new mixed profiles (trainer-tutor,
occasional trainer).

The 'skills' factor: development of peripheral

activities upstream and downstream of the
training process (guidance, skills review, help

in constructing personalised paths, integration assistance).

1.3 The new information and
communication technologies factor

The information technologies factor: develop-

Information technologies are playing an increasingly important part both in activities

tional messages, design and steering of multimedia systems).

ment of skills in educational and training
engineering (media presentation of educa-
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2. The work of the Training
of Teachers Net (TTnet)
In view of the strategic role that changes in
the tasks and skills of trainers plays in the
question of improving their professional skills,

a question that has to be seen in the context
of the different Member States, Cedefop's
TTnet (Training of Trainers Network) network chose to focus its work in 1998 and 1999

on three key areas:
1. Innovation as a transferable practice, a key
factor in the development of training occupations (theme of a study and of the Faro
workshop).

2. The tutoring function as an area of convergence within which a European concept

for improving the professional skills of
trainers can be formulated (theme of the

of innovation, i.e. a definition paving the way

for a dynamic understanding of innovation
as a process and laying the foundations for
the creation of an analysis tool.
Five complementary factors played a part in
the operational definition of innovation provided by this study:

1. Innovation is a new combination of resources that is not improvised but is the
result of a process entailing three key
stages: destabilising change, re-organisation of parameters and production of a result it is therefore an organised process.
2. Innovation is also defined by its triggering
factor and its outcome it is therefore a
targeted process.
3. It can also be defined as creative and evolving, where the unorganised and the organ-

3. Changes in the occupational role of the

ised interact positively to produce new
rules and new results. Innovation therefore entails both managing the stages of

trainer (theme common to all activities and

the process and accepting that the un-

Berlin workshop).

dealt with in particular at the Faro seminar and in a study of the impact of training media on the occupational role of the
trainer).

2.1 Innovation
The study dealing with innovation was conducted as part of TTnet's work. The purpose

known plays a part, i.e. accepting that the
process itself is creative it is therefore
an organising process.
4. In this respect, ongoing action at three levels is needed to manage innovation: definition of the product, definition of the proc-

ess and definition of methods

it is

therefore a multi-dimensional process.

of this study was to provide a framework
through which problems raised by experiences combining training and the new

5. In a process of this kind, the roles and positions of the various players cannot be set

communication technologies could be analysed. Two findings shaped its approach: that
of a contradiction between innovation and
transfer, linked to the necessarily non-reproducible nature of innovation, and that of a
contradiction between innovation in enterprise and innovation in training. Whereas
innovation is a prerequisite for enterprise development, in the case of training systems it
is still an isolated practice that is not integrated into the system and is not therefore

player it is therefore a 'self-creative' proc-

able to provide it with any stimulus. The
study therefore looked at work on innovation undertaken in productive organisations
(enterprise sociology) to endeavour to establish the bases for an operational definition
256

in stone. The process itself creates the
ess.

2.2 Tutoring
The tutor is an employee designated by the
employer to provide a person in the enterprise

with workplace training. He carries out this
training in addition to his usual work and remains subject to the normal production constraints.

This definition, proposed by the Leonardo
analytical study presented at the Berlin work-

shop, raises three questions: the extent to
which enterprises are responsible for the

The problems raised by the changing role of trainers in a European context
training process, the tutoring function itself,

i.e. is it a separate occupation or part and
parcel of the organisation as a whole, and
lastly the cultural parameters that, by giving tutoring a role of occupational and social
integration, shape how it takes place.

The results of the survey show that the way
in which tutoring is organised is shaped by
three main criteria:
ID The value that society as a whole attaches
to vocational education and training. This
value is expressed through the social, personal, moral and statutory recognition of

those taking part in it. It is underpinned
by individuals themselves who are the
creators and protagonists of this value.

France has multi-purpose tutoring whose aim

is not just to help young people and adults
with problems to acquire a vocational qualification but also to help them to become socially integrated.
The works of the Berlin workshop confirmed

that the degree to which enterprises are responsible for the organisation of training varied from one country to another, in keeping
with three separate models:

The enterprise is responsible for training:
tutoring is formally established, regulated
and codified. It has to satisfy high-level
needs in the area of qualifications and the
planning of teaching;

vocational training: Is the enterprise responsible for preparation for a diploma?
Does it share this responsibility with a

CI Training is shared by the enterprise and
the training centre: this predominates in
the case of alternance training. Tutoring
is more informal and the exemplary value
of practice is what counts;

training centre or is it associated with this
centre merely as a place of work experience during a training course?

Li The enterprise plays a secondary role in
the training process and complements the

ID The enterprise's degree of responsibility for

LI The way in which enterprises manage the

skills that they require: do they produce
them internally or buy them in from outside? If skills are produced internally, enterprises are developing a system for transmission of skills in the short and medium
term and will mobilise employees to train

future recruits.
Several tutoring models are emerging in the
four countries studied. At one extreme, in Ger-

many and Austria, tutoring is organised and
considered as a key and regulating component
of the dual system for the acquisition of a vocational qualification by young apprentices.
To achieve this aim, selective and monitored
access to jobs as tutors (following success in
an examination), an educational content that

is relatively standard throughout the country and monitoring of the work of tutors by
authorities outside enterprises, act as a quality assurance system. At the other extreme,
tutoring in Spain is still completely informal
and is intended to provide an insight into occupational activity or to help new recruits to

find their feet. Between these extremes,

training centre: the task of tutoring is more
one of guidance and encouraging.

Obviously, no model has been fully implemented. Each system reflects a predominant
trend, and develops in relative stability. In
France, EDF (French electricity company)
provides an example, showing that after a
period during which responsibility was delegated to training institutions, enterprises are
now taking more responsibility for training
and for skill evaluation. The recent upgrading of vocational training and new thinking
that is encouraging large enterprises to con-

sider their work organisations as learning
organisations mean that France is in an intermediate position.
Overall, tutoring is a function shared by several categories of people in an enterprise, depending on its type of activity, its size and its
hierarchical organisation.
It involves different levels of responsibility in

the enterprise (from the tutor to the training
director or the personnel director) as well as
different vocational qualifications.
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Tutoring work is thus distributed between different hierarchical levels in the four countries:

Li The training officer (Ausbildungsleiter in
the dual system) administers and manages
tutoring in large enterprises;
Zi The employee designated by the employer
to train trainees on a daily basis as a tutor

in the strict sense of the word. Such employees have a key role to play in the edu-

cational process and in the relationship
with the learner. In very small enterprises,

this tutor may be the head of the enterprise who then combines all the functions
mentioned above.

ID Other employees who, without being expressly designated, help to train learners

in a one-off way and are spontaneously

organisation, to what extent should the problems raised by the creation of new occupations
reshape the traditional role of the tutor?

Links between theory and practice, incorporating issues raised by the division of roles
between vocational schools and enterprises
and issues linked more directly to the increasing complexity of the tutor's teaching tasks:
Should trainers know how to mediate, understand or devise, or all three at the same time?
Building up tutoring skills: On what foundations does the vocational expertise of tutors
rest? Should priority be given to an educational or a managerial view of their task?

2.3 The evolving role of the trainer

asked to do so by the designated tutor.

The findings of the Contrat d'Etudes Prospectives (Forward Studies Contract) on

From the point of view of the Community dimension, two conclusions can be put forward
here:

training occupations in the competitive sector commissioned by the French Ministry of
Labour highlight five development variables
in relation to training occupations:

a) Prior to any study of the role of the tutor,

a) The first variable has to do with the

the parameters that determine how this

optimisation of the cost-quality ratio. It is
necessary in this respect jointly to manage cost and quality parameters by introducing the notion of educational productivity. This development also reflects a new
focus on the problems raised by a more instrumental view of training evaluation.

role is performed in a given environment
must be identified (in particular parameters linked to the characteristics of the
training system and to the cultural dimensions that influence how skills are organ-

ised and distributed). Any comparative
study therefore requires preliminary work

to be undertaken in order to understand
how each work system actually operates

b) The second variable has to do with the re-

and to look for clues to assist understanding and ensure clear terminology: the use
of specific tools and glossaries may prove
relevant here.

where there is a marked trend towards a

lationship between training and work
dilution of training through work and

b) Once this work has been completed, dis-

within organisations, leading to the emergence of new functions (tutoring, coaching)
and the incorporation of training into occupational tasks.

cussion of the role of the tutor makes it possible to locate common areas for investigation and cooperation, especially if these are

c) The third variable has to do with the opening up of training systems; the proliferation

areas about which the experts are raising
questions and for which joint research into
solutions may help to create a European
dimension:
Changes in the role of the tutor: In a context
of rapidly changing occupations and labour
258

of places and methods of training (databases, exchange networks, resources centres) breaks up the unity of place, action
and time of the training process. This high-

lights the drastic changes affecting trainers' profiles from the point of view of their

relationship with knowledge and their re-
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lationship with their audience. This variable obviously contains the seeds of a genuine 'crisis of identity".

d) Another change, closely linked to those affecting training systems, concerns the more
important place of the individual in train-

ing . Financing measures for training
(training cheques, time banks, etc.) and the

development of accompanying measures
(guidance, skills reviews, project monitoring) upstream and downstream of training schemes reflect this trend. Here again,
new skills that do not really come within

the conventional role of the trainer are
being required.
e) Trainees also have to be seen as a variable.
In the French system, there are three main
sectors: the private enterprise market, the

public market and very small enterprises
and professional practitioners who form a
sector that is still very fragmentary but is
growing.

According to the findings of the Forward Studies Contract, all these developments are likely

to introduce such radical changes into training occupations that it will not possible to
speak of an occupation but rather of activities with a variable-configuration, whose
structure will depend on specific situations,
within four occupational families:

1. leadership of training schemes and provision of guidance services;

training, especially in the European context. Constructing a European framework
for the training of trainers boils down to
including it in a plan in which social cohesion is more important than economic
factors;

U At the same time, forward studies, as an
interpretation of trends, should be kept as
a salutary exercise that makes it possible
in future to regulate more effectively a sup-

ply of training for trainers which had, up
to then, developed without real anticipation or steering;

U If their findings are taken up by the professional players, forward studies then become a tool to steer the development of the
profession.
To conclude, while it is undoubtedly clear, at

present, that the training function will be
radically changed, it is impossible to determine exactly what form these changes will
take. If we are to move beyond hypotheses,
we must set up instruments and a strategy.
Monitoring of innovative experiments in the
training field could offer help in this respect
for the work of the training of trainers project

3. Conclusions
While the main feature of the 1980s was the
increase in the quantity of the training supply, brought about by the growth of continu-

ing vocational training markets, the new

3. marketing and commerce;

trend at the end of the 1990s was the increasing priority attached to the organisation and
steering of the qualification system for trainers:

4. management.

U through a forward-looking approach prov-

2. training engineering and educational engineering;

Attempting to analyse the development of
training in a forward-looking context nevertheless entails risks:
121 deducing the role of training systems from

developments in the socio-economic con-

text makes them dependent on a market
logic. A proactive role, emphasising cultural references, should be envisaged for

iding scenarios for the development of
training (such as the Forward Studies Contract for training occupations in France);

U through the definition of standards, for the
certification of agencies and the qualification of trainers (as in Italy, where a situa-

tion of dispersion and regional disparity
has been replaced by a coherent market
system);

ag&it9
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through the publication of charters of train-

ers' activities and tasks (such as the Ger-

Autofod experiment: 'open distance selftraining").

man guidelines of November 1998);

lastly, through the organisation of training for trainers through networks, partnerships and distance learning (aim of the net-

work set up by the Italians and of the

260

This work is taking place in two dimensions:
improving the internal coherence of actions
within the training system and harmonising
standards from the point of view of the construction of Europe.
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Lifelong learning How the paradigm has changed in the 1990s

Martina Ni Cheallaigh
Abstract
Lifelong learning (LLL) is about learning throughout the life-span. In the early 1970s the
concept of lifelong learning took on new importance. What has happened in the interim? Is
there a paradigm change associated with more recent efforts virtually to recreate the concept?

The report treats important elements of today's lifelong learning strategies: the 'foundation
skills' or the necessary platform on which to build one's learning throughout life, i.e. the ability
to 'learn for life'; the transition from school to work and how certain types of initial training
facilitate this better than others; pathways and bridges between various education and training routes which enable the individual to return to formal learning at any time in the life-span;

the increasing importance of non-formal learning and how this should be linked to formal
systems of accreditation and recognition; upgrading the skills of the workforce and maintaining the employability of those at risk, e.g. low skilled and older workers; increasing access to
and motivation to learn, especially among disadvantaged groups; the role of the various actors
governments and public administration, enterprises, educational establishments, individuals, the use of new technologies; and new partnerships and networks. This report concentrates
on that period of life from the end of lower secondary education (which corresponds in most
Member States to compulsory schooling) and throughout working life.

.4g
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fore age).

ity of those at risk; increasing access to and
motivation to learn, especially among disadvantaged groups; the role of the various actors governments and public administration, enterprises, educational establishments,
individuals; the use of new technologies; and
new partnerships and networks. For the purpose of this report we are not looking at lifelong learning form the 'cradle to the grave',
although we are aware that this is the accept-

However, in the early 1970s the concept of lifelong learning took on new importance spurred

trate on that period of life from the end of
lower secondary education (which corre-

1. Introduction
Lifelong learning (LLL) is about learning
throughout the life-span. It is clear from our
daily speech that this is not a new concept.
We say things like: 'it's never too late to learn';
'Man lernt immer was dazu'; `ni thagann ciall

roimh aois'(understanding doesn't come be-

on by the emergence of three similar but in-

dependent statements from the Council of
Europe, UNESCO and OECD. At that time,
the issues were the need to develop alternative educational approaches to the front-end
loading of education and training at the initial stage of one's life, the demand for more

equal distribution of education among the
various social groups, general dissatisfaction
with the existing education system which was
not meeting the changes in the world of work
which demanded more flexibility, the awareness that personal development for many people may well mean exploiting opportunities
offered later in life, forging of links between
education, social and labour market policies
(OECD, 1975). So if they had got this far in
the early 1970s, what happened since? Why
in 1996, did many of the same organisations,
plus the European Union see fit virtually to
recreate the concept?

To decide if the paradigm change has occurred, we will begin by looking at the defini-

tion and how it has evolved. Thereafter we
will treat important elements of today's lifelong learning strategies: the 'foundation skills'

or the necessary platform on which to build
one's learning throughout life, i.e. the ability
to 'learn for life'; the transition from school to
work and how certain types of initial train-

ing facilitate this better than others; pathways and bridges between various education

and training routes which enable the individual to return to formal learning at any time
in the life-span; the increasing importance of
non-formal learning and how this should be
linked to formal systems of accreditation and

recognition; upgrading the skills of the
workforce and maintaining the employabil-

able scope of the concept, but we will concen-

sponds in most Member States to compulsory
schooling) and throughout working life.

2. Terminology and definition1
The three pioneering texts which defined the
original concept were:

1. Council of Europe, Council for Cultural
Cooperation, 1971. Permanent education:
fundamentals for an integrated education
policy;

2. UNESCO [Faure et al.] 1972, Learning to
be;

3. OECD, 1973, Recurrent education: a strategy for lifelong learning .
They also provided the terminology which has

been used interchangeably ever since. The
term lifelong learning has had no established
'common usage' and this persists today with
each country taking on board elements of the
concepts which suit its current predicament.
Permanent education was the English trans-

lation of the French education permanente
which was used by Lengrand in 1965 (Education permanente, UNESCO). However, the
more usual translation became 'lifelong education' In 1981 Jourdan tried to distinguish
between them, defining 'permanent education'
as refreshing or keeping up-to-date; 'lifelong
learning' as referring to the use of all educational programmes offered by any agency or
body; 'recurrent education' as a lifelong proc.

1 A more complete description is given by Sutton,
1994, p. 3,416

T-0
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ess of periodic participation in educational
programmes, and 'continuing education' he referred to as rounding off the individual's education, providing further education or retraining.

In the context of the time, all these terms and
texts understood education as something systemic and institutionalised. However, they did

tures and policies'. He also refers to evidence
from the literature that the `maximalist' view
of lifelong education had not advanced much

since 1979, while identification of lifelong
education with adult education was widespread, even in the International journal of
lifelong education in which he himself was
writing. He concludes:

recognise learning settings outside formal
institutions, the growing diversity of learning technology and materials, and the inde-

'Were the "maximalist" view to disappear one
danger is that the implications for the earlier
phases of education in childhood and youth, of

pendence of the learner. By the more utopian
adherers, it was seen as a means of empowering the masses, in contrast to conventional

regarding education as a lifelong process,

formal education which prepared them for
economic subservience and maintaining the

cultivating "educability" at these stages rather
than working towards some finished product
of the "educated person" (p. 95).

social status quo. On the level of curriculum,
there was a realisation that it would not suffice to extend traditional schooling throughout adult life, new methods were necessary,
perhaps even `deschooling'.
As time went on, there emerged grave doubts
about its 'revolutionary zeal' in reaching those

who most needed it. The social divide remained with the less educated adults receiving inferior opportunities of second chance
education. Initiatives in open and distance
learning aided primarily higher education,
e.g. the Open University. By the UN world
conference on 'Education for all', Jomtien,
Thailand, March 1990, particularly UNESCO
had moved its focus from lifelong learning to
the 'universality and quality of initial or basic education for children and hitherto illiterate or undereducated adults'.
Summing up the development, Wain (1993)
claimed that broadly speaking a 'concept' life-

long education had not developed its own
meaning but was used by different persons
to mean different things. In common usage,
it had become synonymous with 'adult education' and those writing about it and involved

in adult education exploited the currency of

the newer term. This he refers to as the
'minimalist' view. He also described the

would be lost completely or cease to be an is-

sue, chief among these the need to work on

In 1994, the second edition of the International encyclopaedia of education still gave
preference to the term 'lifelong education' over

'lifelong learning' which shows that prior to
the European year of lifelong learning, 1996,
the pendulum had not yet fully swung in favour of the learner and away from the process of education. However, one thing which
both editions reiterated was the difficulty of
carrying out research on this broad topic: 'one
is dealing with a guiding principle statement
of belief, rather than a precise planning pro-

posal, and in the nature of the approach a
multitude of horizontal factors should be
taken into account' (Sutton, 1994, p.3421).
This also proved a challenge in researching

this paper. Available research consists of
myriad work on individual aspects, each one
of which could quite justifiably be considered
as a lifelong learning issue.

3. Background
and development
In the early 1970s, the concept oflifelong learning, had two main elements: it provided for the
spread of post-compulsory education over the

`maximalist' view shared by theorists who aim
for a 'reconceptualization of the whole of edu-

whole lifespan of the individual and for it to
be organised in a recurring way, alternating
with work or leisure or even retirement.

cation', their ultimate goal being a 'learning
society', to 'reform society itself through reforming its educational philosophy and struc-

Schutze and Istance (1987) point out that the
ensuing economic and social change in the
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years following the OECD's formulation of its

'strategy for lifelong learning' provided 'formidable obstacles' to its realisation. The first
oil crisis occurred in 1973.
'The climate of reform that coloured the 1960s
has been succeeded by one of greater caution

Post-secondary and adult education responded by offering short and modular
courses and there was an increase in nonuniversity diplomas, some with a practical
component as in the case of the national institutes of higher education in Ireland. Distance learning, part-time studies and open

and retrenchment more realistic, perhaps
but less conducive to radical reform. Seem-

universities developed.

ingly limitless economic growth and relatively
full employment have given way to prolonged

Added to this, labour market authorities took
up the challenge and started to fight unem-

labour market difficulties, consequent upon
structural economic change. The 1980s are
typified by financial constraints and, in many
OECD countries, education now suffers a declining share of the public purse' (p. 14).

ployment with initiatives such the Youth

While at the same time they stressed that

Training Scheme (YTS) in the UK and labour
market training for the adult unemployed in

Denmark, along with many examples of return to work programmes for women and the
long-term unemployed. Enterprises also began to adapt to the changing times and working-time arrangements became more flexible.

'....the rapidity and nature of these social and

economic changes have strengthened not

In the meantime, the question of competitive-

weakened arguments in favour of this strategy, even if it has become more difficult to
implement it' (ibid).

ness and performance has come to the fore.
In the early 1980s, a study was launched in
Britain which examined the VET systems of
her main competitors Germany, USA and
Japan countries which saw 'education and
work competence as a key to their economic
success', although the correlation had never
been measured (Hayes, 1984). The study also
mentions the evolving idea of the learning
company in the US, where some enterprises,
particularly in the hi-tech industry saw a continuous need for learning and the participa-

Lifelong learning as envisaged in the 1970s
was 'typified by full-time education in alternation with full-time work and by implication
under the coordinated direction of a public,
decision-making authority' (ibid.). Over the

next 15 years, down to the period when
Schutze and Istance were writing, a number

of changes had already taken place which
necessitated rethinking the idea. In some
countries, compulsory education was prolonged. Rising youth unemployment meant
that new forms of access to education and
training were developed for 16 to 19 years
olds, usually corresponding to upper secondary education. The new programmes, also for
the 19 to 25 age group, had an emphasis on
(vocational education and training) VET, some
of which contained elements of work experience. Terms like 'alternance' and 'sandwich
course' became common place. In Germany,

the 'dual' system had just been given new
impetus in the form of the Berufsbildungsgesetz (BMBW, 1969), which was introduced
to strengthen its legal basis and to elaborate
educational goals for vocational training. The
demand for education later in life was rising
and there was a new demand from senior citizens or those who availed of early retirement.

tion of as many employees as possible. Today
every company is confronted with this same

need not only because of rapidly advancing
technologies, but also because of the introduction of new products and processes, changes
in management, work organisation and structure, and globalisation of markets, all of which

accelerate the depreciation rate of skills and
knowledge acquired _before entry into and
during working life.

The consequences of these changes are the
high rates of unemployment, particularly
among older workers whose skills become

outdated most quickly or whose jobs are
moved elsewhere, and the demand for higher
level initial education and training. As a result there is now an acceptance of the impor-

tance of 'employability'- development and
maintenance of workers' skills so that they
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have the knowledge and ability necessary to
stay in employment throughout their working life and the empowerment of the individuals to influence their own employability
by becoming independent, lifelong learners.
In this context, lifelong learning must be seen
as a requirement, as well as a right 'for all'.

The emphasis is, therefore, turning to selfdirected learning, with the individual taking
responsibility for his/her own learning path,
given the prerequisite that he/she has the
necessary apparatus to take on this role. The
offer of education and training has become
much more complex and varied than the more
or less one-way school system which existed
in the late 1960s. Learning is also becoming
more individualised, as jobs become more tai-

lor-made and there is greater recognition of
work-based experience and non-formal learning in diverse settings outside education in-

stitutions. Learning culture itself is changing from being systemic, associated with
schools and curricula to being holistic, available in and combining many different forms
and contexts. Dohmen (1998, p. 14) describes
how the accents are shifting:

Zi from learning that is primarily externally
prescribed and ordained to learning that
is directed more by learners themselves;
Li from orientation to generally valid, scientifically preplanned curricula to development of a wide range of different learning
possibilities that can be selected and combined by learners themselves, in accordance with their own needs and prerequisites;
[:3 from learning whose coherence is derived

from systematic branches of science to
learning whose contexts are developed by
learners from their own question, problem
and interest contexts;
Li from predominantly instruction-oriented to

more task-oriented and project-oriented
learning;

CI from primarily theoretical and verbal
learning to more practical and situationoriented learning;
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1:11 from teacher-learner interaction to inter-

action between learners and problem areas;
Zi from receptive knowledge storage to active

knowledge construction and knowledge
renewal;

Li from learning that is primarily certificateoriented and special-qualification-oriented
to learning that provides life and problemsolving assistance and that opens up the
way to greater behavioural sovereignty and
life quality in daily life, work and in the
world of media;
from learning only in specific learning institutions to learning in a great variety of
activity contexts and plural learning envi-

ronments in which schools are only one
important, component.
This is the complex background against which

the lifelong learning paradigm is currently
taking shape. In addition the emphasis in the
terms itself has finally rested with 'learning'
rather than 'education', another indication of
the sift of emphasis towards the learner, i.e.
the individual.

4. International policies
in the 1990s
The EC White Paper Teaching and training
towards a learning society, 1995, introduces
three elements into the debate, albeit not totally new the information society, internationalisation and the scientific and technical
world to which it attributes the cause of current social and economic 'upheaval'. Although
since the 1970s, some alternative forms of VET
had been introduced, more alternating courses,
more technical options in upper secondary education, apprenticeship reforms throughout the

early 1990s, the problem of high unemployment was something governments could not
overcome in the interim period. The growing
long-term unemployment excluded the affected
groups almost completely from return to work

because the new employment openings were
in areas which demanded specific competence
which they had not been prepared for. In addi-
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tion, they were being 'jettisoned' in favour of
the younger generation whose higher qualifications were more vital to economic success.
As a solution to this, the white paper proposes
provision of broad-base knowledge and maintaining people's employability throughout life,
both of which are attainable through lifelong
learning strategies.

individuals. At the top level, there is evidence
of some movement in this direction, leading
to collaboration in the area of education and
labour market policies. The OECD Education
Ministers' concept received wide acceptance
by other ministries, endorsed by Ministers for

At the end of the European year of lifelong
learning, 1996, the Council of the European

coproduction of DGXXII

union published Council conclusions of 20 De-

Labour, Social Affairs and the Ministerial
Council of the OECD. Likewise the white pa-

per of the European Commission was a
Education, Training and Youth and DGV Employment, In-

dustrial Relations and Social Affairs. The

cember 1996 on a strategy for lifelong learning. In this document it sets out a framework
of suggested areas which it feels need further
development in lifelong learning strategies.
This framework is used as the basis for Annex 1.

Labour Ministers of the EU have made lifelong learning a key issue in their strategy for
employment and it is an important priority

In 1996, 'in adopting the goal of 'lifelong learn-

At the EU Council meeting in Cologne, June

ing for all', the OECD Ministers signalled a

major departure from the narrower 1970s
concept of recurrent education for adults. The
new approach is a true 'cradle to grave' view.
It encompasses all purposeful learning activ-

ity undertaken with the aim of improving
knowledge, skills and competence. It gives
weight to building foundations for lifelong
learning as well as to remedial second chances
for adults. And it recognises that not only the
settings of formal education but also the less
formal settings the home, the workplace, the
community and society at large contribute to
learning' (OECD/CERI, 1998, p. 8).

The document also states the OECD's strategy goals for lifelong learning policies:

ID strengthening the foundations for learning
throughout life;

Li promoting better links between learningt
and work;

Ci rethinking the roles and responsibilities of
partners;

Li creating incentives for mobilising investment (OECD, 1996, p. 21).
Coherent policies of LLL incorporate elements

of social, cultural, labour market and education policy, and can only be implemented in
partnerships involving the state, social partners, business, educational institutions and

of the national employment actions plans
(NAPs) drawn up annually by the Member
States.

1999, the European Commission and the
Member States agreed on a common definition of the concept of lifelong learning for the
purpose of setting lifelong learning targets:
'all purposeful learning activity, whether formal or informal, undertaken on an ongoing
basis with the aim of improving knowledge,
skills, and competence'. Commitment to this

definition has enormous implications for
policy. It brings centre stage the whole issue
of recognition and accreditation of prior and
informal learning.

5. Situation in selected
countries
Looking at country perceptions of lifelong
learning, OECD/CERI (1998) found most have

adopted the broader 'cradle to grave' view.
Nevertheless, many lifelong learning strategies are putting emphasis on filling the gaps
in adult education and training, rather than
providing a homogeneous new framework, as
can be seen from our analysis of selected national strategy papers on lifelong learning in
annex 1, which seeks to establish how far they
include the recommendations of the Council
of the European Union (1997). The UK, Fin-

land and the Netherlands are embarking on
an all-embracing strategy and Denmark does
include in its 10-point plan (Point 3) that the
foundation shall be laid so that young people
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learn to consider education as a recurrent
event'. In some of the countries examined,
reforms have already taken place within the
sphere of initial education and training which
are in essence based on the principles of lifelong learning. Norway and Sweden are a good
example.

The Scandinavian countries and Japan would
appear to have attained a workable lifelong
learning strategy, while others are still quite
far behind. Hungary (OECD/CERI, 1998) is
still using lifelong learning to refer to adult
learning only, while, in Italy, new legislation
and agreements between the social partners
are trying to overcome the absence of a system providing continuing vocational training
(CVT) opportunities, in a climate where 'adult
learning has low social value and is still seen
as a sign of failure rather than development'
(Di Francesco, 1998).
There is evidence of convergence in the Mem-

ber States, the UK merged its departments
for education and employment in 1995 and
the new Department of Education and Employment, issued the green paper, The learning age, in 1998. But things may be moving
too fast without enough background research
on which to carry out the proposed strategies.
It has been followed up with numerous initiatives in the meantime which on the whole
makes it difficult to get an overall picture. In
Germany, education and training have long

been under the Federal Ministry of Education and it now incorporates research and
technology, training is very well researched
and structured with the Federal Institute of
Vocational Training to support it. Nevertheless, Dohmen (1996) feels that many of the
fixed structures, controls, rules and regulation in Germany, which have served other
forms of education and training well, are hin-

dering rather than helping the realisation of
a lifelong learning strategy.

5.1 The case of Sweden
Sweden2 now has a very integrated education
and training system. It is interesting that the
2 Data from: Abrahamsson 1999; Sohlman 1998.
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reorganisation of VET has moved from being
'basically industry-based to being integrated
in the general school system' while in many

other countries the emphasis is on increasing the industry base for more work-linked
training. However, this pattern has not hampered Sweden's success in promoting lifelong
learning, On the contrary, the strong schoolbased system of youth education (which also

covers university education) is seen as extremely important in paving the way for lifelong learning (Sohlman, 1998). Upper secondary school offers 16 national programmes, two
of these natural science and social science

focus more on university entry. About 10
weeks of the other more vocational-oriented
programmes must be spent out of school, at

the workplace. Each programme offers a
number of opportunities from which students
can choose in the second year.

At secondary level, all post-compulsory programmes, both academic and vocational, have
a duration of three years and lead to higher
education, if desired. For those who do not go
on to university, lifelong learning begins when
young people enter the labour market where
learning at work begins and there are ample
opportunities outside work in adult education.
The KY programme for advanced vocational
training at post-secondary level is a new twoyear programme, closely linked to the employment market. One third of the course-time is
spent at the workplace. In addition to vocational knowledge attention is given to maths,
science, computer technology, economics, society, culture and language, and to personal
and social skills. This KY-programme supports the development of lifelong learning in
working life.
Grundtvig's residential colleges for adult education developed in Sweden for the very practical purpose of providing education for farm-

ers and their sons (Lundgren, 1998.). These
colleges have progressed and developed their
social role over the years and in 1995 they
numbered 135 throughout the country, 88 of
which were owned by popular movements, etc.

25 000 students studied course there for one
semester or more and 175 000 participated
in shorter courses. The practical outlook of
Grundtvig still prevails in more recent ini-
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tiatives that try to stop the gaps in education
and skill needs. Compensatory education for
adults is provided for individuals who cannot
avail of learning possibilities at or outside of
work, usually because of lack of basic educa-

tion. On 1 July 1997, the government
launched the Adult Education Initiative (AEI)
as part of its strategy to halve unemployment
by the year 2000. AEI, or competence lift, is a
five-year programme for the unemployed and
those employees who lack either completely
or partially three-year upper secondary edu-

cation. It will also contribute to a positive
change in gender distribution of work and to
adult education reform, as a whole. The municipalities are responsible for organisation,
planning and implementation and can choose
course organisers that meet the requirements
of the target group as well as local conditions.
They network closely with national employment offices and adult education councils, the
social partners, etc.

To motivate and attract adults with low educational levels, the municipalities are charged
with developing new forms of information and
outreach activities, new counselling methods

and techniques for assessment and recognition of prior learning. New organisational and
pedagogical approaches are being applied as
well as new technologies. Some municipalities have created local study centres equipped

with the latest ICT facilities. Transition between the different levels and types of school
is being made easier. An individual study and
action plan has to be established for each individual. A special education grant is avail-

able for a maximum of 12 months and is
equivalent to unemployment benefit.
They have found in the Swedish VET system
that the introduction of new programmes and
policies necessitated by rapid changes in the

external environment cannot await the results of scientific investigation. 'The solution
to this dilemma has been to start new investment projects on a preliminary basis and set
up monitoring, reporting and evaluation procedures' (Sohlman, 1998, p.25). This holds for
the AEI and KY programmes. The commis-

sion for the Adult Education Initiative was
appointed by parliament to set the goals for
and monitor the initiative. It also assesses the

ongoing education and in-service training
needs of adults. The monitoring process includes self-evaluation by the schools and
municipalities.
The interesting feature of the Swedish policy

is that it is 'all embracing', integrating all
groups. It also has local cooperation and organisation, it provides a service to the individual, while making the best use of existing

resources and funds, i.e. municipalities,
schools, employment offices, unemployment
benefits, etc.

5.2 The case of Japan
The evidence suggests that economic factors
are a strong driving forces behind the devel-

opment of lifelong learning. In their first
phase at least, most strategies promote:

a) investment in the skills of the workplace
to increase competitiveness;
b) employability by helping people develop to

the full potential, especially the unemployed and other disadvantaged groups to
avoid their social exclusion;
c) quality, efficiency and effectiveness in the
delivery of and access to State-sponsored
interventions.

While most strategies do emphasise to varying degrees, the importance of lifelong learning for citizenship, human wellbeing and the
future of society (e.g. Finland), they concentrate on the more materialistic or economic
issues.

,Japan on the other hand has reached a
higher level of development. The formal education system, even if it is accused of being
an 'examination hell', has achieved high par-

ticipation and success rates and provides a
highly skilled workforce. A high proportion
of this workforce goes on to benefit from con-

tinuing training throughout working life,
provided through the patronage of the employers. Because of these facts and the strong

Japanese tradition of 'improving one's cultural and educational background during
one's leisure time' (Dohmen, 1996), the con273
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cept of lifelong learning in Japan responds
primarily to social change and the 'lifelong
learning society':

The need for a lifelong learning society
reflects a number of social factors. First,
to remedy the harmful effects of Japanese
society's preoccupation with academic credentials, we need to create a social envi-

ronment in which appropriate value is
placed on learning achievements at all
stages of life, regardless of whether they
are accompanied by formal academic credentials. Second, the maturation of Japanese society, as evidenced by rising income

levels, expanding leisure time, and the
ageing of the population, is reflected in in-

creasing demand for learning activities
that contribute to spiritual enrichment and
enjoyment of life. Third, people today must

constantly acquire new knowledge and
skills in order to keep pace with the issues
affecting Japan's society and economy, including advances in science and technology, the increasing use of sophisticated information technology, internationalisation,

and changes in the industrial structure.'
(Monbusho, government White Paper,
1996a, Chapter 2).

The Lifelong Learning Council was established in 1990 to develop a national framework. It produced two reports Measures to
promote lifelong learning in response to social trends, 1992, and the White Paper Measures to improve lifelong learning opportuni-

Importance is placed on groups learning and
on sharing resources with educational insti-

tutions. Higher education institutions are
developing specialised courses for the general

adult public and school sports facilities and
classrooms are made available for public access and public lectures, etc. There is also a
move to grant credit for out-of-school learning achievements and give appropriate recognition to 'volunteer activities'. This is due

in part to the desire by some participants
learning in the context of daily life to continue

on to more formal learning and also to encourage more mature students into higher
education opportunities. 'Lifelong learning' is
becoming an everyday term among the Japanese population. The challenge is still how to
provide the learning formats which meet peo-

ple's desire to learn and provide them with
the required knowledge and skills in a pleasurable way. The Ministry of Education, Science, Sports and Culture (MESSC) has been
promoting the use of multimedia technology
through its educational media research, development, and utilisation project. The use of

multimedia eases time and distance constraints and should also 'enable the fine tuning of learning activities to suit the characteristics and wishes of individual learners'.
A number of surveys carried out by MESSC,
the Prime Minister's Office and research institutes have examined who is learning what

and where. The main motives for learning
appear to be enjoyment, life enrichment and

ties in the community (Monbusho, 1996b),
which superseded the 1992 report.

health, only a minority learn for work-related
purposes and these learners were in their forties or under. Adults chose books, magazines,

Implementation is carried out at prefectural

groups, and also cultural centres, and local
government lectures and courses are their

government level and many of the municipali-

ties have drawn up their own lifelong learning promotion plans, conferences and declarations. Information is disseminated through
publications such as pamphlets, media including radio and television, databases and networks Efforts are made to share these
databases and networks with organisations
.

providing information in the field of youth cul-

ture and women's education. Emphasis is put
on developing 'self-education abilities' needed
to learn independently and to cope with social change.
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preferred learning methods. Colleges, universities and upper secondary extension courses
didn't account for a high proportion and they
tended to be used by the work-related learn-

ers. However, a survey by the Ministry of
Labour in 1995 suggests that a significant
number of people are involved in work-related

learning activities but don't recognise them
as part of lifelong learning. In 1994, 50.9% of
workers underwent 'off-the-job training' and
57.0% 'self-improvement activities'. This compares with 90.5% of workers who in 1992 said

they were interested in self-improvement

,J75
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(survey available only in Japanese, quoted in
Monbusho, 1996a).

In the context of learning in an 'ageing society', the white paper mentions the need for

the entire nation to understand better the
social factors behind the rapid ageing procsocial insurance and welfare, pensions,
health care, etc. It stresses the need to plan
and learn about the transition from employment to retirement, especially for men'.
ess

perience and general qualities (ibid.). Therefore young people with a broad general education have excellent chances in services that
are still developing vocational qualifications,

such as finance, insurance or real estate.
Poorly educated youth, on the other hand, risk
ending up in declining industries or agricul-

ture, or in neo-Taylorist jobs in the service
sector. The ILO (1998) repeats the doubt, expressed previously by the OECD, EU and oth-

ers, that initial training can suffice for the
employment needs of a lifetime. Training sys-

Dohmen (1996, p. 73) detects two lifelong
learning movements in Japan which are con-

verging. The popular movement 'based on
establishing awareness and recognition of

tems are concerned about how to develop
workforce skills from a lifetime prospective.
It is important to get the right formula from
the start because lifelong learners tend to be

informal lifelong learning that takes place in

those with greatest educational success in

a highly diverse cultural and recreational

early years (OECD/CERI, 1999).

world.., and the moves by government to develop a coherent system for promoting learning opportunities, learning aids, learning centres and support communities throughout the
entire country', incorporating everyday learning. It would seem that while most countries
are struggling to open up lifelong learning and
make it more non-formal, Japan is trying to
tie lifelong learning into the formal system.

6. Youth vocational education

6.1 Foundation skills
In the new paradigm, there are new demands
on initial training. It no longer prepares young
people for permanent jobs but rather for 'employability' and adaptability. It should endow

them with the ability and skills to adapt to
and to move with the changing jobs and work-

ing environments that they will encounter
throughout their lives. In addition to prepa-

and training

ration for a particular activity, the purpose of
initial training is now to develop one's ability
to 'learn for life', building a range of generic,

The OECD/CERI (1998) reports that the

foundation skills such as learning to learn,

youth cohort shrank by around 3% between
1988 and 1998. But countries vary greatly. In
Ireland the 18% of the population is aged between 15 and 24 years, this compares with
around 12% in Belgium Denmark, Germany,
Netherlands, Norway, Sweden and the UK.
Despite the declines in the size of the youth
cohort and strong growth in sectors that employ young people, the relative employment
and earnings position of young people have
tended to decline during this same period.
Falling participation in employment is explained in part by students staying on longer
in education or combining work and study. In
most OECD countries, youth employment is

self-organisation and self-responsibility, ICT
skills, creativity, problem diagnosis and solving, team work and communication, many of
which cannot be imparted in the school setting.

highly concentrated in the services sector
(OECD/CERI, 1998, p. 49). Services can give

opportunities to adaptable youth with computer and language skills, and employers tend
to place emphasis on personal qualities, ex-

Jobs are changing constantly, especially, in the

services, it is difficult to define an 'occupation' or occupational profile for the purpose
of vocational training. It is predicted that 40%
of the jobs that will exist in 2010 are not yet
known (Longworth, 1999). Jobs are becoming
more personalised, based on a collection of
functions that may, for example in modern
SMEs, include elements of design, production,

and marketing. This personalising of work
has a number of implications for training.
Initial training has to be broad enough to
anticipate combinations of functions that
might make up an eventual job. There is a
275
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tendency for young people to stay on longer

in general academic education to gain a
broader basis and the possibility of speciali-

sation at higher education level. In VET,
modular systems with strong general, social,
information technology and communication
skills are becoming the norm. Even in Germany where, traditionally, initial training was
firmly built around preparation for a particular 'regulated occupation', there is a move towards introducing modularization as a means
of making such training more flexible and allowing for elements from other occupational

activity to be added (Steinke et al., 1999;
Kloas, 1997).

LifeQual 'Effective processes for acquisition
of qualifications for lifelong learning', a project
funded by the Socrates programme, is exam-

ining research data and studies in order to
identify structures, agencies and processes
effectively fostering the acquisition of qualifications (in terms of the skills, qualities and
attitudes) for lifelong learning. Other Leonar-

Zi the value of (prior) work experience to
those taking vocationally oriented programmes in further and higher education,
whereby the dynamic interaction of experience, reflection and learning provides a
basis for continuing professional development;

1:1 the enhanced labour market prospects of

those that can offer a higher education
qualification together with post-degree
practical experience;
I:1 the difficulties experienced by companies
in filling posts requiring well-developed
intermediate technical skills;

the need for broad support for models of
lifelong learning 'careers', built on interaction between learning for and at work
and within and across different sectors of
education.

tion and training in the different partner

So far, work has been done on the structural
aspects of the education system that affect the
development of lifelong learning, the relationship between the broad aims of initial vocational training and the facilitation of lifelong
learning, and the value of using transferability as a focus for the acquisition of qualifications for lifelong learning

countries (see separate chapter by Lasonen
and Manning).

In Europe, four main initial training routes,

do surveys and analyses, like the Post-16
project and the INTEQUAL project looked at
the different routes open to young people af-

ter the age of 16 and are developing and
piloting qualifications with a dual orientation
towards employment and continuing educa-

LifeQual aims to build on and enhance that
research by identifying the dynamic processes
at play and through developing models of good

practice for enhancing the efficiency of the
acquisition of qualifications for lifelong learning, to inform policy development at national

and international levels. The issues being
studied include:

general academic education, school-based vocational education, apprenticeship and entry
to low-skilled employment are still very much
in evidence, though there is some convergence
taking place. We will look at developments in
some of these areas next.

6.2 School-based vocational education

ties for vocational routes which are currently blocked in relation to possibilities

Scandinavian countries have the most integrated systems in Europe and they are continually being developed against a vision of
lifelong learning. These countries have had a

for access to higher education and continuing education and training;

tradition of integrated education systems
stemming from the Grundtvig's principles

CI seeking to open up progression opportuni-

the way the lack of a sufficiently wellgrounded technical orientation in initial
education closes off a range of technical
options in the eyes of many young people;
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that promote adult learning in 'out-of-school
environments'. In Norway, Finland and Swe-

den, the latest reforms have introduced a
smaller number of broad VET programmes
covering wide sectors or clusters of occupa-
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tions. The purpose of these programmes is to
offer all young people, who choose a vocational

path through upper secondary school, a broad
foundation on which to build their career and
also to facilitate horizontal movement to parallel vocational courses or main stream general education. In Norway, for example, the
13 vocational programmes begin with a foundation course that covers an introduction to
a number of occupations. In the following year,
the student can choose from over 100 more
specialised 'advanced courses I' that also con-

try-specific training courses lead to pre-defined national qualifications. There are 22
different sectors under the broad headings:
technology, economics, services and health
care, and agricultural.

Educational institutions must change radically if they are to provide an adequate framework for lifelong learning, remodelling to rec-

reate an open education system. To play an
effective role they must change in respect to:

tain some general and academic subjects.
Then the student can opt for different types

the needs of the individual for foundation

of specialisation through apprenticeship and
spend two years at the workplace, first as a
trainee and later contributing to the produc-

out life;

tive work of the enterprise (this model is
known as the 2+2 model); or training for another year at school, advanced course II.

Upper secondary schools in Norway are run
by county authorities and offer both academic
and vocational education. This enables easier
transfer between programmes and between
academic and vocational streams. Students
who take the vocational course in business
and general studies obtain entrance qualifications for higher education. Students who
have taken other vocational paths can gain
access to higher education by taking a theoretical bridging course. The system emphasises
the development of broad competences to provide a solid basis for continuing training and
lifelong learning. The curriculum is based on
a common platform, offering strong elements

of theory, general subjects and information
technologies across all programmes. The cur-

riculum is modular and adults are allowed
access to individual or combined modules to
complete an upper secondary qualification as
external students, as part of their continuing
or labour market training.

skills such as learning to learn throughD the flexibility of their provision (with regard to type, time and place);
Li their attitude to companies, what goes on
there, what they need in the line of specialised training and what they provide in
the way of workplace training;
1:1 non-formal learning outside their walls and

its recognition; developing certification
systems based on 'output' which document
'real' competence; the role of their staff and
their competence and know-how;
the use of ICT (information and communication technology).

This is quite a long list that many traditional
institutions would find daunting, and this is
one of the weak spots in developing the new
roles of the partners in lifelong learning. At
the moment the school side would seem to be
the weakest link. It has survived for centuries as the 'venerable pillar of society' and now

it is being asked to change at a pace never
known before. Longworth (1999, p. 25) quotes

Bayliss who questions the use of 'tinkering'
with a 19th-century philosophy and structure

In Denmark, the number of VET programmes

of schooling to meet the needs of the 21st cen-

(also affecting apprenticeship) available at

basis. Similarly in the Netherlands, upper secondary vocational education is classified along

tury. Even in Norway, where we have seen
that changes have been introduced, NorsteOrd (1998, p. 13) is critical of its role. Pressure is being exerted by the 'hidden threat'
that, if the 'ordinary education' and 'training
institutions' do not change radically the way

sector lines. Each sector provides training
courses for several industries. These indus-

they serve lifelong learning, an Open University will be established.

entry will be reduced from 83 to seven, in the

year 2000. Some schools are practising this
policy from August 1999 on an experimental
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6.3 Work-linked pathways

transition is also facilitated. This relative

There are a number of reasons put forward
why work-linked training, and particularly
apprenticeship, provides a suitable prepara-

highly regulated labour market system in
which an effort is made to balance training

success must be seen in the context of their

tion for participation in the modern workplace:

Li it provides a gradual transition from school
to work;
ID the contract which is a keystone in appren-

ticeship provides a ready-made 'partnership' (employer, trainee and training provider). In its more refined and developed
form, the apprenticeship system is a platform for social partnership and the national
action plans for employment (NAPs) encourages such partnership in Guideline 4;
Li researchers believe that it is a practical way

of introducing people to 'communities of
practice' i.e. a social environment in which
socialisation and transfer of tacit skills can
take place which are otherwise, very abstract, but essential elements of training
which are not easily transmitted in the formal classroom setting. This is important at
a time when initial training in general is
criticised by employers for not being more
relevant to labour market needs;
Li work now consists of processes rather than
specific tasks and the work-process knowledge that it requires can only be acquired
in the workplace. Apprenticeship enables
the integration of theory and practice, and
of non-formal and formal learning.
The ILO World employment report 1999, takes

up Ryan's question: is apprenticeship better?
(Ryan, 1998), and concludes that although
circumstances differ from country to country
and youth unemployment is very sensitive to

the state of the labour market, apprenticeship does enhance employment prospects for

young people and this is attributable to the
quality and relevance of the training given.
These results are backed up by the findings
of the OCED in its Employment outlook and
Education policy analysis (both 1998) pointing out that not only is youth unemployment
less in countries with strong apprenticeship
traditions, like Germany and Denmark, but
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places and employment opportunities. It requires strong commitment from the social
partners, particularly employers, and governments to agree on the design and implemen-

tation of training courses, certificates and
wage levels. It involves complex processes
which are difficult to change, as can be seen
from attempts to modernise the 'dual system'
in Germany. (Hannan et al. discuss the impact of institutional and labour market differences in their contribution to this volume).
Apprenticeship is, therefore, not readily exportable and adaptable from one country, or
from one type of economy to another.

The fact that countries with a strong worklinked element in initial vocational training
often experience less problems with youth
access to employment is also one of the reasons why the European Union is emphasising this issue in its policies. In June 1996,
the Council of the European Union asked the
European Commission to undertake a study
on the Role of apprenticeship in enhancing em-

ployability and job creation (Gelderblom,
1997). This study which was undertaken by
Netherlands Economic Institute, 1997, defined apprenticeship in a broad sense which
included many types of alternating vocational
education and training. The report concluded
that 'apprenticeship' does have an impact on
reducing youth unemployment and does enhance employability3. The results of this study

were incorporated into the communication
from the European Commission, Promoting
apprenticeship training in Europe (COM(97)
300). As one of five keys to more effective ap-

prenticeship training, it stressed adding a
European dimension to apprenticeship training by facilitating mobility of apprentices and
recognition of training periods undertaken in
other Member States.
The Commission itself acted on these points,
given the significance of work-linked train3 This study is treated in some detail in the first
European research report (Tessaring 1998, pp. 128136).
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ing and the need to develop European mobility. This culminated in the Council's adoption,
on 21 December 1998, of a Decision on the
promotion of European pathways for work-

linked training, including apprenticeship
(1999/51/EC, OJ L 17, 22.1.1999). This deci-

model. Agreement has been reached in Finland on providing periods of on-the-job training of at least six months for all upper secondary school students. Now the question is
how to generate enough places to develop a
'culture' of on-the-job training.

sion established the Europass training, a
document to record that the holder has completed one or more periods of work-linked
training, including apprenticeship, in another
Member State'. It remains to be seen if the
Council decision can give a new impetus to
work-linked training. If extended to national
situations, it could be used to initiate a system of work placements between enterprises,
which on their own could not provide suitable
placements for apprentices and trainees.

6.3.1 Development of varied forms

of work-linked training
Apprenticeship is the most structured and
more established form of work-linked training, but it is by no means the sole option. It is
still deeply rooted in the craft sector and perhaps for this reason, or because they do not
have the highly regulated social structures it
needs to function well, many countries have
devised alternatives based on their existing

France is the home of alternating systems or
'alternance', some of the many variations include the contrat d'orientation (guidance contract) for young people aged 22 and over who
do not have a vocational diploma and who
have not completed upper secondary, general
education; the contrat de qualification (qualification contract) is offered to young people
under 26 to supplement their initial training

by job-related training to give them better
possibilities of access to jobs; the contrat
d'adaptation (adaptation contract) is aimed
at young people under 26, to provide training
that will help them adapt to a job or type of
job. All of these involve a contract between
the youth and employer. Such models and others have also been adapted in other countries.

In Denmark, TAMU is an alternating vocational preparation programme for youth with
low attainment and social problems, and the
municipalities organise other schemes to combat unemployment, e.g. job-training schemes

training traditions and systems. France is

with public employers. In Portugal the

perhaps the best example of a mixed system.
Alongside apprenticeship (which in France,
despite State support and numerous reforms,
has a relatively low status and is regarded as
a training route mainly for those who have
failed or performed poorly in school), it has
over the years developed the vocational baccalaureate (bac pro) for students in upper secondary school who intend to prepare for em-

PAIJVA is a programme for the integration

ployment. The bac pro includes 16 to 20 weeks
on-the-job training over its two-year duration.

Other countries have followed this example,
in the UK the GNVQ, in Ireland the applied
leaving certificate, Sweden's 14 vocationaloriented programmes in upper secondary education devote 15% of students' time to APU

(workplace training), or the Norwegian4
4 Norway has been described in Section 6.2 to high-

light broad foundation training. It could equally
be included here, or in Section 6.3.2 as a variation
of apprenticeship. For a more detailed description,
see Farstad, 1999.

of young people into working life.
In the UK, Youth Training , delivered through

a contract, offers a guarantee of up to two
years training for young people not in employment (usually) or full-time education from the
end of compulsory education to the age of 18.
The New Deal for Young People (DfEE, 1997)
is intended for those aged 18 to 24 who have
been unemployed for six months or more and

are receiving the jobseekers allowance. Following help with job search and career guidance, those who do not find an unsubsidised
job have four options: a subsidised job with
an employer; work in the voluntary sector;
full-time education and training; work in the
environmental task force. Variations of the
New Deal have been developed for the longterm unemployed and lone mothers. Upper
secondary general education creates strong
competition in the UK, and the number of 16
to 19 year olds who leave school in favour of
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employment is still quite high. Suggestions
have been made by Layard et al. (1995) that
all young people under the age of 19, who are
in employment, should be employed as 'trainees', with certain obligations on the employer
to release them for training.

(+2.3%) were concluded in 1997 than in 1996,
the first increase in this part of Germany since
1984 (bmb+f, 1999a, Part 1). There will con-

Urged on by the stipulation in NAPs' Guideline 1 Tackling youth unemployment that
'every unemployed young person is offered a
new start before reaching six months of unemployment, in the form of training, retraining, work practice, a job or other employabil-

out Germany until 2005 (ibid). Statistics in
Austria and Germany are also boosted by the
reformed or totally new training regulations

ity measure', similar initiatives have been
developed in other Member States, in France
Trace pathways to jobs, and vocational
traineeships in Belgium, Sweden and Ireland.
Other innovations exist which are practice-oriented but not alternating. In Spain, workshop

schools (escuelas taller) and training centres
(casas de oficios) develop practical programmes
for under 25s, and the new employment workshops programme (talleres de empleo) were created for over 25s. Production is used as an edu-

cational instrument to initiate training in the
Danish production schools. Likewise Italy has
the contratto de formazione-lavoro, a worktraining contract lasting up to two years, during which all learning takes place at work.

6.3.2 Apprenticeship
Although the OECD estimates that apprenticeship is still losing in popularity and there
is an evident drive in some countries to have
students complete upper secondary academic
education, our impression from the Cedefop
updates on apprenticeship systems in the EU
(www.trainingvillage.geetv/library/apprenticeship/app_main.asp) is that on the whole
the numbers continue to rise e.g. in Germany,
France, Greece, Ireland, Austria and Finland

(see Annex 2). During the four year period
1994-98, the number in France increased by
over 100,000. As indicated in the previous research report (Tessaring, 1998, also bmb+f,
1999a), the gradual rise in the young population in Germany has meant an increase in the

tinue to be a slight increase in demand for
apprenticeships in the new Federal Lander
until 2002, and in the old Federal Lander until
2007, with an overall rising tendency through-

(e.g. in ICT and the media) that have attracted
additional young people into the dual system,

as well. Denmark is experiencing a decline
due to dissatisfaction among young people
regarding the system and enterprise placements, lack of interest in the 'compensatory
practical training' introduced in 1990 because
of training place shortages in enterprise and
the apprenticeship system's lack of a guaranteed right to completion. Demographic factors

are also beginning to account for a drop in
student numbers in Denmark.

6.3.3 Progression
However, in countries with a strong apprenticeship tradition the pathways often lead to a
cul de sac and there are few, if any, side exits
or bridges through which one can reroute one's
training itinerary Even in Germany and Austria where the apprentice can advance to the
technician level of mastercraftsman, there is
a realisation that the possibilities for progression need to be opened more for apprentices
(who comprised 62% of students at upper-secondary level education in Germany in 1998
(bmb+f, 1999a). The efforts of the Standing
Conference of Land Ministers of Education and

Cultural Affairs (KMK) to address the question of access to higher education for qualified

apprentices may help maintain the popularity and attractiveness of apprenticeship. In
June 1998, it published two resolutions which
enable the gradual progression through vocational education to higher education5.
5 See Vereinbarung aber den Erwerb der Fachhoch-

schulreife in beruflichen Bildungsgangen: Be-

numbers seeking apprenticeship places. In

schluss der Kultusministerknoferenz vom 5.6.1998

1997, there was a reversal of the trend in ap-

schule: Beschluss der Kultusministerkonferenz vom

prenticeship uptake in the old German
Lander, 13,200 more training contracts
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and Rahmenvereinbarung aber die Berufsober25.11.1976 i.d.F. vom 5.6.1998, www.kmk.org/
beruf/rybobsch.htm
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Austria has also introduced the Berufsreifeprafung, a lateral access matriculation qualification for persons who had passed their fi-

the lifting of the upper age limit for applicants

nal apprenticeship examination and for

programmes. It is likely to prove a very suitable form of training for adults who identify
more with the workforce than the school en-

in many countries. Denmark, Finland and
Norway have special adult apprenticeship

trainees who had completed technical schools
including the nursing schools and schools for
paramedical services. This vocational quali-

vironment, such as the unemployed or the

fication is based on the corresponding law
(Berufsreifegesetz 1997); it is a tailor-made'

lower skilled workers who would be reluctant
to return to full-time education and training.

Matura certificate which takes the experience

The situation of adults is also aided by the

and knowledge acquired through prior job
experience into account. It is equal in status
to the Matura, the final examination in upper secondary education, and enables transition to a higher vocational career and access
to studies at universities, higher technical

tendency in many countries to deliver a modu-

colleges, etc.

lar form of apprenticeship. The initiative in
Finland tries to reduce the length of the apprenticeship by giving adults credits for their
prior learning and work experience. The adult
apprenticeship is then tailor-made to the profile of the individual apprentice who can take
the modules and practical training necessary

As we have seen above, bridging also exists in
Norway. But exams are not necessarily the best
formula, a dual qualification is preferable from

to fill his/her skill gaps and acquire an ap-

the outset, as exists in Sweden. The Kolleg-

In Norway, it is becoming an important means
of documenting and recognising informal onthe-job learning. Adult apprentices must have
work-experience equivalent to 125% of a normal apprenticeship period, usually five years.

schule (college school) in North RhineWestphalia, Germany, also provides training
courses which combine general and vocational
education and prepare for an occupation or for
higher education studies. It does not have significant numbers of students. In the Netherlands, a progression route for secondary level
apprentices to higher education exists in the
form of HBO (higher professional education)
which is a vocational-oriented form of higher
education offering a bachelor-level degree. In
1999, some 7,000 students are pursuing this
course as a dual programme, like an advanced
apprenticeship, and students have a contract
(onderwijs-arbeidscontract) with an employer
and training institution. A separate chapter
in this research report is devoted to research
on dual qualification routes (see contribution
by Lasonen and Manning).

The age-band for apprentices is being extended. Traditionally it was seen as a training path for young people with a practical
rather than academic bent. It was often criti-

prenticeship qualification.

They do not pass an examination in general
subjects but take the same theoretical and
practical final examinations as apprentices.
Their informal knowledge is considered to
compensate for the general school subjects
(languages, mathematics, social studies). The
social partners were very opposed to moves
to place same general skills requirements on
adults, stating that this would kill their motivation to study and deprive them of a chance

to obtain formal qualifications. Many enterprises are encouraging their employees to formalise their qualifications via this route, to
enable them to supervise apprentices.

7. Continuing vocational

training
7.1 Statistical analyses - shortcomings

cised for being too rigid and 'front-end loaded',

undergone reform in most European countries

It has been underlined again and again (e.g.
OECD, 1996; European Commission 1995;
ILO, 1998) that lifelong learning and employability can only be achieved if enterprises and
individuals play their part in developing their

and one of the trends which is emerging is

own learning. Government strategies can only

and for providing no progression prospects,
except in those countries where the masteil.-

craftsman status was well established.
Throughont the 1990s, apprenticeship has

el/01
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help to create the environment in which this
takes place and ensure that everyone's welfare is included. Enterprises are investing in
learning in their own right. However, current
statistics and surveys do not display this involvement in the best light. Attempts have
been made by the OECD and Eurostat to collect harmonised data on workforce training.

ticipation of the Finnish population of working age in education and training, both workrelated training and self-development stud-

However, the differences in the way initial and

education and training

ies. It includes questions on self-directed
learning outside the formal education system
and perceived benefits, interest and motives.

7.2 Emerging needs for continuing

continuing vocational training is defined and
measured both at national level and in these
international data collections makes it difficult to get a comprehensive picture of the situation at EU level. Moreover, they cover only
formal courses which are easily measured by
questionnaire surveys, etc. They do not, for
example, take into consideration the extent
of non-formal learning in enterprises that is
an inherent part of lifelong learning. Four use-

Over the past decade politicians and organisations have been selling the importance of
CVT to enterprises and according to a report
from the Danish Ministry of Finance (cited
in Bottrup, 1995), many enterprises would
appear to have bought the message. The report found that over half a million adults in
Denmark participate once or several times a
year in public adult education and training
for shorter or longer periods of time, and just

ful sources are worth a mention: the Euro-

under half a million participate in private

pean labour force survey (which only surveys
training over the prior four weeks); the Continuing Vocational Training Survey CVTS
which last collected data in 1994 (Eurostat,
1997); the adult literacy survey (OECD and

adult education and training. Employees use
24% of their working hours on adult education and CVT and, approximately 48% of the

employees participating in CVT have an
agreement with their employer, the rest do

Statistics Canada, 1995); and the OECD/

so on their own initiative. In 1992, approximately 87% of enterprises had employees en-

INES indicators of education systems. These

statistical sources are analysed in detail in

gaged in vocational training, either public,
private or in-house. The total operating and
refunding costs for adult education and CVT
in Denmark amounted to 2% of GNP (DKK

the OECD's Employment outlook 1999.

Much of the information on trends in levels,
rates of participation and volume of continu-

ing training, reported on in Training for a
changing society (Tessaring 1998), were

18 billion).

gleaned from these sources. In the meantime,
no updates have become available, apart from
the OECD's Education at a glance. One has
to rely on the diverse national statistics for a

This depicts quite an impressive amount of
commitment, even if there are still great differences in CVT provided by large and small

more recent picture. Schtitze and Istance
(1987), had a similar criticism to make of

enterprises. Nevertheless, one big problem
was recognised in that efforts do not always
meet the desired results. Many employees do

them: 'The kinds of education covered in such
surveys depend, among other things, upon the

not get the opportunity to turn the skills

institutional arrangements and availability
of information in different countries. Rarely

and enterprises are unaware of what is re-

are attempts made to consolidate information
on adult education, adults in post-compulsory
and higher education, and labour market and
on-the-job training. These surveys, therefore,
span only a certain range of the learning opportunities that might ideally make up a recurrent education system' (p. 25). The 1995

adult education survey (Blomqvist et al.,
1999), in Finland, tried to measure the par282

learned at courses into competence at work,
ally needed. This is put down to the fact that
there was no cohesion between training and
work, the two function separately. Blame rests

not only with the enterprise, training institutions too need to get involved at all stages
of training. AMU the adult vocational education and training system courses are
standardised and conducted according to a
compendium. Courses are uniform and do not
take participants and their backgrounds into

-0Sts'
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least, to the employees who have to assume
responsibility for their own further vocational
qualification process. The crucial innovation

consideration. The OVE project, the Danish
pillar in the FORCE projects in the manufacturing and transport sectors (carried out by
the Danish Technological Institute (DTI) and
the Danish Royal School of Education Studies (DEL), with cofinancing from the Ministry of Labour and the National Labour Mar-

happens when they acknowledge their respon-

sibility regarding follow-up in the enterprise... The follow-up constitutes the actual
innovation and strengthening of the effects
of the course. The best effects appear when
the enterprises have defined the framework

ket Authority) looked exactly at these
problems.

for the so-called learning organisation, where
the employees are allowed to develop and pass
on course experience to the colleagues who
did not attend the course' (DTI, 1997, p. 18).

The purpose of the OVE project was to involve

employees, enterprise management, teachers
and training institutes in a collective effort to
create a continual learning process and to penetrate the wall between the training institutions and the enterprises. The project endeavoured to bring together two research traditions
in two analyses, one on industrial sociology
which took the view of the enterprise and ex-

This also has implication for the training of
teachers and trainers who become quasi-consultants to the enterprise. On the basis of this
demonstration project and a series of followup pilot projects, the Danish AMU system has
embarked on the widespread implementation
of such a model for its public system of con-

amined qualification requirements, focusing on
existing work organisation and functions while

tinuing vocational training. The integrated

emphasising throughout the need for broader
jobs. The second analysis centred on educational theory and assessed the various teach-

delivery of CVT has been placed on its strategic development agenda.

ing methods used in the AMU courses, including considerations regarding differentiation of
teaching based on the participants' background

7.3 Enterprises
Enterprises are responding to the trend towards globalisation and technological innovation and the desire for increased produc-

and also looking at their learning patterns in
the enterprise.

tivity and competitiveness. They would

This project has been a milestone in the key
skills' debate in Denmark. It concluded that
key skills are best acquired 'in context', i.e. in
relation to the workplace and not isolated in
institutions. It made suggestions as to how
individual employees, management, and external trainers could contribute to the necessary interplay between what is learned in and
outside the workplace. It made the point that

appear to be quicker to take on the challenge
of reacting to changing circumstances than
educational institutions. Contrary to the predictions of the early 1970s, there is no consensus that 'deskilling' of the workforce has
occurred. Many enterprises are turning more
intensively to training because of their need
to restructure and upgrade the skills of their

central to developing a continual learning

turnover of skills and the importance of their

process is to have these actors (who keep their
main responsibilities) involved on an ongoing

renewal time for mastering change. Train-

workforce, due to the increasingly faster
ing for the modern workplace cannot be successfully achieved apart from the enterprise.
The enterprise is the melting pot of change

basis in the preparation, training and evaluation/follow-up, to allow easy transition between work and course and course and work
respectively. Experiences demonstrated that
enterprises and training institutions have to
be brought closer together to assume joint
responsibility for the 'contents of the entire

and adaptation and it cannot await results
of scientific research for advice on how to
proceed, it must react immediately. Hence
many enterprises are integrating more learning and training into work and becoming involved themselves in higher education and

qualifying process'.

research. It is generally estimated that an
increasing number of enterprises are changing their work organisation and are devel-

This poses challenges to teachers, training
institutions, enterprise management, and not

9ge
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oping as learning enterprises or organisations. The conservative estimate of the CVTS

was that they amount to 7 to 8% of enterprises. The ILO (1998) considers the 'learning organisation' to be an ingredient of lifelong employability.

7.3.1 Learning enterprises
In restructuring their human capital (labour
force), such enterprises often turn towards
forms of work-integrated learning as part of

their human resources development plan
(see also contribution by Dehnbostel and

sations and those that exist in the USA and
Japan. The outcome of the research should
contribute to the discussion on a European
model of and infrastructure for lifelong learning.

For many intermediary and skilled workers,
pathways through career and lifelong learning usually went via the workplace. At work,
they picked up the skills they needed (with

some measure of on-the-job training) to
progress to supervisory and foreman positions

and eventually production managers. Such
career paths and traditional forms of workbased lifelong learning are now threatened
a) by the flattening and restructuring of in-

Dybowski, which describes new enterprise
learning that promotes self-organised, selfdirected learning, thus facilitating personal
as well as organisational development). The
whole work process replaces the classroom
or training centre and the focus is on development rather then training. Work is divided
into teams and each team and its members

tion graduates. 'New career paths and lifelong
learning- CALL' is a Leonardo da Vinci funded

are empowered to take responsibility for

research project that is investigating this di-

their own development and training. Learning takes place through team work and collective learning; job rotation; coaching and

lemma in the mechanical engineering and

ternal company hierarchies and b) by competition from 'side entrants' recruited by employ-

ers because of their management skills and
high qualifications, including higher educa-

chemical industries in Germany, France and
Great Britain.

mentoring by other colleagues; training
workshops; quality circles; information flow
through intranet and other forms of communication; exchange programmes with other
firms and dealing with customers; and self-

directed learning using distance learning
aids. Such transformation needs the commit-

ment of management and workers. Unions
are also finding a new role as promoters of
lifelong learning and the right of all workers to training and development.

The project is examining current company
policy on recruitment and acquisition of spe-

cialist production-managers, in an attempt
to understand the consequences of staff replacement policies, and the possibilities offered both to the company and to the employees by new forms of work and new career and

learning patterns. Through company studies in each country, it will identify the problems which ensue for both parties, and iden-

tify innovative solutions which, while
Many theories of human resource development originate in the USA and Japan and are
not yet at home in European enterprise culture. Within the framework of the European

supporting the substitution of traditional

Commission, DG Research (ex. DGXII), pro-

Working with the social partners to find new
bridging processes which give an alternative

gramme on Targeted Socio-Economic Research (TSER), a project entitled, The role of
HRD within organisations in creating opportunities for life-long learning: concepts and
practices in seven European countries, is seeking to clarify the specific European outlook
on the role which HRD in learning-oriented
organisations can fulfil in lifelong learning.
It hopes to identify differences between HRD
concepts and practices in European organi284

managers, would offer them methods of ac-

quiring new qualifications through work
process learning and new career patterns.
to both the strictly career progression and
side entry patterns will be given due importance. It will identify elements of 'good prac-

tice' that can be transferred to any country.
The quality of 'good practice' will be judged
on its role in implementing new forms of
work organisation while at the same time

strengthening the esteem in which vocational training in held.
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Participants at the Cedefop Agora 116 (1998a)

felt that, left entirely to the employer, there
is a tendency to specialise which hinders outward mobility, since the experience of workers becomes too restricted. The success of the
creaming off process in innovative, flexible
companies was blamed for the creation of neo-

form of 'incidental' or non-formal learning.
Furthermore, the disadvantage of those without any initial training was evident. In nonformal learning situations, those with initial
training are more capable of taking their own
initiative on updating their skills and competencies, while the less qualified are dependent

Taylorist companies. By rationalising their
companies, they retain and promote their
better qualified staff who are most adaptable
to new forms of work organisation caused by

on the support of others. In the car repairs
sector, for example, the trained mechanics

moves to lean production or just-in-time supply of goods, etc. Many of the lesser skilled
employees are displaced to small companies,
some of which are created to do the more rou-

Li

tine work that the main company is casting
off. But in these new `Taylorist-type' companies they have little or no opportunities for
development. Too much specialisation leads
to 'monopolisation' and 'retention'. The employees cannot use their skills outside the
company and become 'dependent', and in fact,

vulnerable because they are not being kept
'employable' should anything happen to the
company in which they work or, if their task
is eliminated. This situation is serious given
the OECD's jobs study prediction that those
now entering work can expect six or more job
changes in their working life (OECD, 1994).

7.3.2 Small and medium-sized
enterprises
The problems of SMEs in freeing employees
for external training, or providing them with
well-rounded in-house training, are well docu-

mented (Gil et al. 1994; Cedefop 1998a).
Cedefop's Agora II (1998) concluded that small
enterprises are reasonably happy with on-the-

learn from:
solving problems themselves;
regular rotation of tasks;
Ci direct employee participation;
complaints from customers;
CI doing work with a growing degree of difficulty.

The untrained mechanics rely more on asking their supervisor for help or observing an
experienced colleague and the knowledge they

gain is restricted compared to what the
trained mechanic gains from non-formal
learning. This shows that to benefit from con-

tinuing training, adequate initial training is
a sine qua non.
DELOS developing learning organisation
model in SME clusters was a transnational
project financed under the TSER. It explored
how local 'clusters' or networks could be used
to the benefit of SMEs. It examined over 300

SMEs, their existing networking behaviour
and the type of organisational learning that
went on there, to elaborate guiding principles
aimed at enhancing the role played by clusters in developing training and employment

support for SMEs. Its recommendations

job training, whereas they are reluctant to
shoulder the cost of other training and it is
unusual for them to review and plan in the

ranged from using training and labour market observatories, currently being developed
by the EU, to capture and analyse data on the
strengths and weaknesses of clusters, to ex-

light of long-term requirements. Other

ploiting local chambers of commerce to provide

Cedefop research on microenterprises in the

printing, retail and car repair sectors confirmed that most training was received in the
6 The Cedefop Agora, with three seminars annually, provides a forum for VET researchers, social
partners and policy-makers to come together and
exchange views and improve mutual awareness.
Agora II on the role of the company in lifelong learn-

ing was held in November 1997.

informal information gathering support to local clusters, or to act as the 'hub' of a European accreditation system for providing on-line
assessment and accreditation to SMEs.

7.4 Networks
Traditionally, we have the example of local
enterprise that was the centre of the community. Towns and villages were character-

jgg
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ised by their local factory or industry and
life revolved around them, not only for work
but also for social activity and social standing in the community. Japanese enterprises

still have this role, as do enterprises such
as, Volvo, VW or Skoda, around which whole

towns survive. It is important that the en-

learning partnerships) are being established
throughout England. The collaborative aims
of these partnerships are to:

raise educational and training standards;
improve the quality of provision;
increase choice and enhance the quality of

terprise collaborates as part of a community
network, in order to achieve the infrastructure that is needed in the learning society.
Today, the role of the enterprise in lifelong
learning can only be elaborated in cooperation with outside agencies, both public and
private. Networking should be part of any

guidance;
Ci improve cost effectiveness;
enhance access to local provision and widen
participation;
ID encourage coherence of local planning; and
CI avoid wasteful duplication of provision.

enterprise's strategy to get to know what

7.5 Decentralisation

resources are available locally, to contribute
to developing these resources and to share
them, for example, through inter-company

Trends towards 'individualisation' and

training. SMEs in particular need the support of a local network.

Such networks might also provide guidance
and counselling. Lifelong learning has to be
accompanied by lifelong guidance. Not all enterprises have the expertise or the capacity to
provide this type of service, and it is of most
value when considered in the local context, in
relation to local employment prospects, etc. A
review of their work on guidance to-date, by
Cedefop and the European Foundation for the
Improvement of Living and Working Conditions (Chiousse and Werquin, 1999), found that
because training no longer focuses primarily
on young people, the need for vocational guid-

ance and counselling also recurs throughout
working life. It points to the factthat counselling should be provided on a more individual
scale that analyses needs and demands case
by case, for the employed as well as the unemployed. This is interesting in relation to nonformal learning because, even if an accredita-

tion system is put in place, guidance will be
needed to indicate where individuals have gaps

in their skills and to steer them in the direction of suitable supplementary training.

With the support of the Further Education
Funding Council, Further Education Development Agency, Association of Colleges, Association of Principals of Colleges, TEC Na-

tional Council and the Local Government
Association for the National Partnership Protocol, lifelong learning partnerships (renamed
286

'pluralisation', the breakdown of traditional
bonds and dissolution of standardised structures and generally valid orders, to the ben-

efit of equally valid but different paths,
forms, systems and options, limit the possibilities for general planning and regulations.
(Dohmen, 1998). This is also true in VET. It
is more difficult to have a comprehensive
system that covers everyone's needs. At EU

level we see this in the emergence of the
subsidiarity principle. At national level,
there is more decentralisation and deregulation of responsibilities and decision-making to local level. We see examples in many
countries of the regions having a key role in
VET, France, Spain, Italy, and The Netherlands. In countries where lifelong learning

has taken root, decentralisation is also an
important feature, e.g. the municipalities'
role in adult education in Sweden or the village movement project in Finland.

The notion of the learning city was first introduced by OECD in the 1980s. The idea has
been developing in Europe through the efforts
of ELLI European Lifelong Learning initia-

tive. ELLI has initiated a number of pilot
projects which are receiving funding under
the Socrates and Leonardo da Vinci programmes. Longworth (1999) gives many examples of how cities, towns and regions are
becoming learning communities. He admits
that contrary to his and Davies prediction in
1996 that universities would take the leading role in learning communities, this role is
being filled by business and industry. He feels
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that the success of lifelong learning is based
on 'thinking globally and acting locally'. He
describes initiatives in cities such as Edinburgh and Goteborg to improve the employability of unemployed workers and employees at risk of redundancy. These were based
on transmitting the message oflifelong learning rather than specific skills. Such 'flagship'
projects, he says, must become the norm. The
learning cities and communities are also supporting social and cultural aspects of lifelong
learning that have not been covered here. One
of their greatest assets is promoting social cohesion in the community, to which the above
examples also contribute.

8. Higher education
Eurydice and the European Commission
(1999) underline that the 'massification' of
higher education has been evident in educational policies for several decades because of
the political will to ensure that the greatest
possible number of citizens obtain qualifications consistent with the increased demands
of the workplace and become successfully integrated into society. Hand in hand with this

has gone the principle of 'equal access to
higher education' which is the rationale underlying the establishment of financial support for higher education in all EU Member
States. However, 'massification' of higher
education and State support have not suffi-

ciently improved the 'social mobility' expected. Indicators relating to the social origin of students reveal that their participation
is clearly conditioned by the level of qualification of their parents (Eurydice and European Commission, 1999).

Participation in upper secondary school is
predicted to rise from 60% in 1995 to 73% in
2015 and people in this category are 32% to
38% more likely to participate in adult education and training (OECD/Statistics Canada, 1997). Potentially these people will be eli-

gible for higher education. Though not all
will seek access to university or higher level
colleges, demand for adult learning at terti-

tion and training. Kintzer (1997, p. 1) says
the 'interchange of credits, courses and articulation services between secondary-level
schools and post-secondary colleges and universities directly and positively enhance opportunities for lifelong learning'. In Europe,

the idea of credit transfer has taken root in
higher education but not so far in other forms

of education and training, apart from the
Europass training initiative. Higher education graduates may also need more training
to upgrade their skills in areas affected by
the spread of technologies (Acemoglu and
Pischke, 1999).
'As economies increasingly come to accept
and believe in the economic benefits of a life-

long learning culture, policies must be developed and implemented that support institutions which have been demonstrably
most able to support the phenomena. That
is the biggest challenge facing politicians and
policy makers' (Kintzer, 1997, p. 11). As in-

stitutions of this calibre, he identifies the
'short-cycle colleges' which provide a link
between 'lower' and 'higher' education, both
academic and vocational. These colleges of
non-university higher education have their

parallel in Europe in the 'polytechnics',
Tachhochschulen', 'community colleges', 're-

gional colleges', 'institutes of technology',
'further education colleges' and the like. They
form the ideal pivot for organising 'articula-

tion', i.e. the totality of processes and relationships involved in the systemic movements of students vertically and laterally
throughout formal and informal education
systems' (p. 1). Their merits lie in their flexibility and the linkages they provide for lifelong learning. The persuasive factors which
Kintzer cites include:

ID emphasis on vocational education and
work preparation as well as continuing
training;
flexibility of curriculum development under practitioners who often spend a percentage of their time employed in industry;

ary level will increase substantially in the
coming years, as will the demand for access
to more varied and flexible forms of educa-

Li courses location and planning more in tune
with adult needs;

Abq 0
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a flattened administrative structure more
suited to rapid decision-making and less
costly to operate for the public authorities.
The lifelong learning strategies in France and
the UK also emphasise the key role of short
flexible courses at this level.

emphasis on higher degrees with a workbased learning format which can be studied
part-time, or at a distance. Traditionally research was full-time. Universities are adapting slowly to the needs of PhD students. It is
becoming accepted that many theses are practice-based. Many participants have there own

case studies related to their work and some
As universities are the seats of much scientific research, it is not surprising that there
are quite a number of research projects currently running under EU programmes which
examine aspects of the role of higher education, particularly universities in facilitating
lifelong learning. There are many aspects to
this question. The universities themselves, in
their traditional form, are a barrier to lifelong
learning because of their limited access and

of it is funded by employers. Jarvis (1999) feels

offer of: learning possibilities, ability to exploit

years. Such developments create tensions in

and respond to developing ICT, methods of
accreditation and credit transfer, cooperation

the organisation and functioning of tradi-

with industry and the local community. 'Lifelong learning: the implications for the univer-

that it makes a lot of sense to have doctoral
research happening at the workplace, given
that the process of transferring knowledge to
practice needs to be speeded up.
Virtual campuses are growing in Europe, en-

couraged by the Erasmus programme, and

telematics-based learning opportunities
which have been made possible in recent
tional education organisations and create new
demands and challenges for the teaching staff.

A TSER project 'Implementation of virtual

sity in the EU' is a TSER project which has
recently started to analyse the implications
that lifelong learning is seen to have on traditional power structures and traditional forms

of knowledge within universities. National

environments in training and education'
started in October 1998. It is investigating
the implementation of virtual learning environments (VLE) in post-secondary public edu-

cational institutions, as well as training institutions. Three empirical studies are being
undertaken on: the teaching and learning

empirical data will be used to see how univer-

sities are transforming and reforming their
educational goals and strategies. Various partnerships of the universities with social agents
and how their involvement in market relations
is progressing will be assessed.

approaches in VLEs, especially those combin-

But the signs are that universities are rising
to the challenge of becoming institutions of
lifelong learning. The driving force of knowl-

ing face-to-face and distance learning methods; cross-cultural and academic dimensions
in European diversity, including curriculum;
and institutional and organisational factors
in fostering innovation in public educational
institutions and training companies through
the implementation of VLE.

edge is coming from ICT and the world of
work. Companies are looking for people who
can learn. In return adults are becoming more
demanding and expect courses which are relevant to their work. More students, particu-

9. Non-formal learning - recog-

nition and accreditation

larly post-graduate students are part-time.

Examinations have value as a record of

The enormous impact of the UK's Open Uni-

in the form of corporate universities, such as
the British Aerospace Virtual University. Al-

achievement at one point in time, particularly
at the end of school or university, etc. But in
most cases, they begin to lose their currency
as soon as the individual enters employment
and starts to acquire new skills, particularly

though they are rare in Europe, over 1000

in informal settings at the workplace. This

exist in the USA. A greater proportion of uni-

acquisition of knowledge is rarely given due
consideration and ways of assessing it are only
in their infancy.

versity has set a trend in this respect. Universities are also meeting with competition

versity teaching is becoming post-graduate
and vocationally oriented. There is greater
288
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It has been established that non-formal learning constitutes an important part of continuing training in companies, particularly microenterprises as seen above. This being the case,

fication system, established in 1994, defines
work-based, non-formal learning as an essential part of vocational education and training.

then there should be some mechanism for
accreditation whereby this type of learning

workplace learning in the traditional Finnish
system. The assessment is based on a portfolio and is closely linked to 'national guidelines'
which describe the competence requirements
for each trade/occupation. In 1998, 10 000
candidates passed through the system. In the
chapter in this report on non-formal learning, Bjornavald gives a comprehensive overview of the situation in the Member States
and Norway.

can be assessed for the purpose of promotion.
Indeed, it could prove useful for those engaging in human resource accounting, as a means

to evaluate intangible assets, i.e. what an
enterprise's human capital is worth in terms
of skills and competence not visible on CVs
or formal certificates. This is useful to the
enterprise is terms of promoting itself to investors and future employees but also to employees when seeking promotion or employment in another firm. It could be interpreted
as a way of collecting 'intangible' data on human resources.
Furthermore McKenzie and Wurzburg (1998)
recognise the benefits of a mechanism for assessing and recognising the learning that occurs outside formal learning institutions for

the lower skilled to validate the experience
they acquire through experience and self-directed learning on and off the job. This is also
relevant for young people in transition to work
who want to demonstrate the experience they

have accumulated in the form of placement
or odd jobs. The Cedefop Agora II (1998a) con-

cluded that as consumers, employers should
be the best judges of competencies and abilities and should therefore have an important
role in certification. However, standardisation
is necessary to assure quality, especially if an
employee intends to move on from his/her
present company, or continue independent
self-directed learning. The use of networks
might be a useful contribution, as suggested
by the DELOS project (see above).
The Cedefop project on the accreditation and
recognition of non-formal learning has been
documenting the ways in which the EU Member States are dealing with this problem. The
UK's system of National Vocational Qualification (NVQ) and the French bilan de competence, for example, are pioneering models of
assessment of prior and non-formal learning.

The UK model has been successfully marketed throughout Asia and South Africa. More
recently, the Finnish competence-based quali-

It aims to strengthen the integration of

10. Educators
As we have seen above, the general pattern
in lifelong learning is to build its foundation
on school education. Whilst most strategies
highlight the diversity of learning sites and
situations, it was UNESCO's committee report, Learning: the treasure within (1996),
which stood by the 'irreplaceable' nature of
institutional learning. In this case, the role

of the teacher or educator becomes paramount. We have also mentioned that the
school or educational institution is seen as a
weak link in the network of lifelong learning
partners. One reason for this is the neglect of
teachers that has been evident for some time.
The OECD study (1990), The teacher today, ,
detected that teachers in vocational education
and training and also in higher and adult education tend to be much neglected, compared
with issues such as curriculum development
and accreditation, etc. OECD is continuing its

research on these matters in the project
Schooling for tomorrow that, in the meantime,

has produced new findings exploited in the
chapter on 'Teachers for tomorrow's schools',
in Educational policy analysis 1998 (OECD,
1998).

'Just as committed educators fought in the
past to make the school a freer place, with
room for divergent and non-conformist ideas
and opinions, so now they must join forces
with all those involved everywhere in educational activities to develop new centres of creativity and non-conformism, in companies and

in schools, in community centres and in the

p7A.1/
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popular associations set up for cultural and

role of the VET professional, i.e. the instruc-

other purposes'. These words of Gelpi (1992,
p. 332) still ring true of the situation today,
and as he goes on to say, education is often
out of touch with the 'popular culture of experience' and 'swift and efficient international
communication seems to be confined to technology, financial activities and commercial
culture'. Today, the learning society is being
facilitated as much by the world of ICT as by
education.

tional activities required to promote the at-

Although it should not be exaggerated, there
is a tendency towards ageing of the teacher
population. A high proportion of teachers are
in their 50s, but this varies widely, from 40%
in Sweden to 13 % in Austria. The majority of
teachers in-service in 1998 were likely to have
been trained before 1980 (OECD/CERI, 1998).

As in most occupations at the time, initial
teacher training usually followed Tayloristtype specialisation. In the modern school,
teachers are now being asked to participate
in the school as a learning organisation, including more teamwork, broader functions,
administrative tasks, etc. Although in-serv-

tainment of vocational learning and expertise,
and the human resources development (HRD)
professional who organises continuing development of competence in the workplace. New
forms of education for both VET and HRD professionals need to be organised 'on the basis
of a new system of didactics, which recognises
the relationship between technology, education, training and work' (Brown ed., 1997, p.
115). The new occupational profiles for VET
and HRD professionals will be multidimen-

sional, bridging vocational and pedagogic
skills. Their education should be based on
broad occupational fields and should focus on
work process knowledge and key qualifications in order to enable them to transfer learning and competence both within an occupational family and associated fields. Europrof

concluded that these new programmes of
study, new occupational profiles and related
research provide the basis for `VET pedagogy'

as an independent area of study at university level (Brown ed., 1997).

ice training of teachers is widespread

The role of the workplace supervisor or tutor

(Eurydice, 1995), it does not provide the type

is changing to one in which initiation and

of professional development these changes
require. In the view of OECD/CERI (1998),
'how far schools are able to transform to become oriented towards lifelong learning will
hinge to a large extent on the contribution of

supervision are decreasing, and management
and organisation of teams, defining tasks and
developing the potential of colleagues in the

teachers'(p. 26) [...] 'teachers have to become

competent at transmitting a range of highlevel skills including motivation to learn, crea-

tivity and co-operation, rather than placing
too high a premium on information recall or
performance tests. They themselves have to
have the ability to learn from and teach other
teachers. Such skills, as well as their old skills
will combine in the new professionalism' (p.

team are increasing. The Leonardo 'Transnational pilot project: master 1 supervisor in
lean production' aims to contribute to the
qualifications of this group and adapt the
qualifications and curricula to new production concepts and develop modular curricula,
incorporating new communication and work
organisation methods. Longworth (1999) talks
of the teacher (trainer, tutor) role becoming
that of a 'learning counsellor'. The 'learning

counsellor' would coach and facilitate the

38).

learner in any learning site, be it school, work,
or other. The European Roundtable of Indus-

This new professionalism was the subject of

trialists recommend learning counsellors in
large companies and universities.

the Leonardo da Vinci funded project,
Europrol, which sought to combine researchbased analysis of existing structures and patterns of initial and continuing training of vo-

cational education and training (VET)
professionals with developmental work on
curriculum planning and development. It
found evidence of a convergence between the
290

Guile and Young (1996, cit. in Brown, 1997)
argue that work-based learning in its current
forms is disconnected from theoretical training with the result that practitioners are not
encouraged to connect theory and practice.
They propose a 'connective model' in which
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theory provides the concepts for analysing the
problems that arise for professionals in their
place of work, i.e. for developing and improv-

of training. The CVTS shows that 28% of all
employees in the EUR 12 had access to CVT
in 1993 (Tessaring, 1998; European Commis-

ing practice, and theoretical learning is enhanced by locating and understanding prob-

sion, 1999). The OECD's Education at a glance

lems and finding solutions. They have applied
this model to the initial and continuing training of VET professionals (but equally for post16-year old youth), which is why Brown (1997)

tain countries and it gives a breakdown by
educational attainment which illustrates that
the more-educated people are also the more

puts it forward as part of the debate about a
European curriculum development frame-

with a good basis to receive more training is

work for VET professionals, within the frame-

work of Europrof. He also examined a post-

graduate programme (certificate/diploma/
masters) in further and higher education,
which has been running at the University of
Ulster's School of Education since 1989. It is
based on a connective model combining theoretical and practical skills and knowledge, and

strong links between the institutions involved. College tutors are heavily involved in

(1996) indicates higher participation for cer-

likely to receives CVT. The tendency for those

reflected in the number of managerial and
supervisory staff participating compared to
lower categories. Again it is the higher skilled
staff who benefit from new competence devel-

opment programmes devised in the framework of restructuring, experiences such as job-

rotation and teamwork, etc. Likewise, higher
level employees are more likely to take part
in formal courses outside of work, while lower
skilled engage mainly in in-formal learning.
Research shows that direct influence of fac-

assessment and employers' representatives
are involved in a wide range of training and
support roles, as well as in course committees and exam boards.

tors like social class is declining, but their

The view persists that there is a clear 'gap'

ring, 1998] and the background report

between research-based degrees and masters
programmes, which support professional expertise. The introduction of practitioner doctorates is one attempt to support and develop

[Cedefop 1998b]).

impact is increasingly operating via their influence on access to, and success in, education (OECD/CERI, 1998). (See also relevant
chapters in the first research report [Tessa-

11.1 Educational dropouts
and the young unemployed

expertise in practice thus filling this 'gap'.
These are available at Ulster and Nottingham
Trent universities.

The education participation rate in OECD

11. Disadvantaged groups

parental pressure and aspirations for their

The Dutch strategy sees 'people as managers
of their own employability' (Ministry of Education, NL, 1998). To do this they must be life-

long learners with ability to learn and the
necessary tools and access. Currently, however, lifelong learning is a rather elitist area.
Lifelong learners tend to be those with greatest educational success in early years (OECD/
CERI, 1999). The ILO (1998) reports that lifelong learning is likely to be mainly available

to advantaged workers already in the labour
force. Women tend to be treated unequally to
access because they are more likely to spend
time out of the labour market, which in fact
means that they are thus in even greater need

&11-1

countries has been rising in recent years. This
is in part due to governments trying to raise
their achievement targets but also because of
children. Yet, on average around one quarter7
of young people leave school without completing their upper-secondary education (DurandDrouhin et al., 1998; OECD/CERI, 1998, p.
5). Because of the higher skill requirements

and greater competition for jobs (also from
older workers and the unemployed), these
young people who leave school with compulsory schooling only are deemed early school-

7 This average is based on OECD figures for the
following countries: Australia, Canada, Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Ireland, Korea, Poland,
Spain, Sweden, Turkey, United Kingdom, United
States.
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leavers and have problems finding employment. Early school leavers have the double
disadvantage of having no qualification and
no experience. They spend more time finding
their first job, and are more likely to end up

with poor quality, temporary or part-time
work. They are more likely to fall into the trap

of casual seasonal work in the hospitality or
tourism sectors. Young women are even more
vulnerable than young men over the next five
years, if they spend the first year after school
unemployed.
In its national report for the OECD on alternative approaches to financing lifelong learning, the Netherlands set a target rate of 8590% for those who should attain a 'starting
qualification', i.e. a level 2 diploma (HAVO/
VWO or MBO/apprenticeship) and not 100%,
'because international agreement exists about
the fact that approximately 10 to 15% of each
year-cohort does not possess the abilities necessary to complete upper secondary education'
(Baaijens et al., 1998, p, 47).

Getting a job early matters especially in preventing the social exclusion of those with low
attainment. However, most countries, instead

of finding a mechanism to continue their
learning and build up the basic skills which
they lack when searching for employment,
allows this group to leave the education system and then set up schemes retrospectively
to give them some remedial training. Examples of this are Youthreach in Ireland, and the

New Deal in Britain. The EU's NAPs have
given impetus to the efforts to combat unemployment and social exclusion, e.g. the Danish job-training schemes with public employ-

ers, and extension of the programmas de
garantia social (vocational integration programmes) for young people, 16 to 21 years,
who have not achieved minimum compulsory
education qualifications, in Spain. Funds are

being channelled from the structural Funds
to encourage and assist the development of

employment-training programmes with a
strong workplace learning element, for youth
out of employment for six months and for the

long-term unemployed. Nevertheless, the
shortage of jobs still remains a big problem
in many Member States, and while such programmes can prepare these people for reentry
292

to the labour market and encourage them to
develop their own lifelong learning and employability, they do not create jobs. Their motivation and efforts will quickly lapse, if they

return to unemployment. The other side of
the coin is that some countries will soon experience labour shortages and they will be
doubly penalised, if young people are not
given the necessary training and skills to take
up some of the vacant jobs.

11.2 Unemployed adults and low-skilled
workers
The `decompartmentalising', i.e. building
bridges and providing flexibility between ini-

tial and continuing training is particularly
important given the rising VET targets, upper secondary education becoming a minimum entry point to the labour market (OECD,
1997). Many of the adults in the labour mar-

ket have a standard of education way below
this level. The number of poorly qualified
adults is equal to half the school population
or more' (ibid.). Annex 3 gives an overview of
the percentages of adults, between 25 and 64,
who have not completed upper-secondary edu-

cation. Recent legislation in Norway makes
provision for such groups to obtain paid leave
to recoup firstly on lower secondary education, and progress thereafter to upper secondary qualifications, for which no financial arrangements have yet been agreed. The raising
of their educational attainment levels could
lead to more of an equitable situation with
regard to continuing vocational training, from
which currently the more highly educated
profit most. Publication of further results of
the adult literacy survey (OECD / Statistics
Canada, 1997) have increased awareness of
the need to boost the basic education of the
working population, as well as their work-related skills. This is evident from the national
strategies analysed in Annex 1.

Layard et al. (1995) feel that it is the lob of
the state to enhance peoples' general skills
those skills that will enhance their productivity wherever they work'. It is justified as a
good investment for society, which will save
later on unemployment benefits that would
otherwise have to be paid. Those who lack
educational qualifications are a major preocSSW'
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cupation of policy makers. Mass unemploy-

an obvious role in this for the trade unions.

ment is before them if they cannot update
their competence more quickly than the la-

Collective bargaining between the social partners is now covering the lifelong learning de-

bour market eliminates or exports their lowskilled jobs. The success of lifelong learning
strategies depends on them being 'affordable'

bate. New issues are on the table, such as,
the inclusion of a training component into

to all the stakeholders. But an equilibrium

normal working time. A figure of 10% has been
suggested in Norway. As we have seen above,

has yet to be found. There is wide consensus

in relation to Denmark, in practice this is a

that governments should carry the cost of

conservative figure.

providing access to training for disadvantaged

groups. There is a general reluctance on the

A person's survival in the modern informa-

part of the enterprises to contribute in the

tion society depends on continual educational

form of placements that would give them access to workplace knowledge and skills. Denmark has come up will a novel idea, `job-rotation' (extended to most other countries with

gotiate on matters of work organisation,

ESF support, through the EU job-rotation
network under the Adapt programme) which
gives the chance of paid leave to some employees who are replaced in their jobs by unemployed people, who in turn receive a period of on-the-job training. In Denmark the
initial scheme led to full-time employment for
three out of four participants. But now that
many of the unemployed are back in work,
the long-term unemployed who are next in
line for placements, and it is more difficult to
get enterprises interested.

opportunities at work, as well as broad initial training. Therefore, workers should neknowledge renewal and training. At a time
when the unions' role is waning, they have a
major role to play in negotiating workers'
right to training. This is also an important
issue for part-time workers and those with
no fixed contracts. The participants at the
Cedefop Agora II saw the right to continuing
training as a possible solution to the unpredictability of the employment situation. 'In the
absence of contracts of employment for life
and a reduction in the number of fixed-term
contracts, in the absence of an actual right to
work or contract of employment including a
clause on maintaining 'employability', recog-

a
model for fighting unemployment is a Leonardo pilot project which started in 1997 to
extend the Danish model to Austria and the
Netherlands. Schemes like these must also
become a constant feature of local networking, if suitable work-related learning oppor-

nition of the right to lifelong training is a

tunities are to be provided for the unem-

The situation of older workers is similar to
that of the less well educated, their participation in CVT is less than average. Annex 4
shows the pattern of participation in education and training over the lifespan, which
depicts a decline that accelerates after 50. In

Paid leave and job rotation in Europe

ployed.

A group less disadvantaged, but in danger of
becoming so, are the low-skilled workers in
enterprises who will be the first to lose their
jobs in times of restructuring and rationalisation. Enterprises act only with a plan for
retraining and outplacement to replace redundant workers following pressure from govern-

ment or bargaining with trade unions. Under present conditions lifelong training by
employers is only offered to the employed.
There is a need for a broader social partner
policy aimed at developing all human resources whatever their status, including the
less qualified and the unemployed. There is

worker's only guarantee of retaining his job
or finding another, giving him and his dependants security for life'. (Cedefop, 1998a, p. 78)

11.3 Older workers

western Europe, the allocation of redundancy

payments, early retirement and invalidity
pensions, as well as unemployment, helped
to reduce the numbers of older workers in the
workforce. The decline is most pronounced

among men. The participation rate for men
aged 55 to 59 is under 70% in Austria, Finland, France, Italy, and the Netherlands. In
the age group 60 to 64, participation rates are
below 40% in Austria, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, the Netherlands, and
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Poland (ILO, 1998). But the latest statistics
from Finland, from the Adult education survey 1995, show that older-worker participation in employer-sponsored training compares
favourably to that of 18 to 24 years olds, 51%
of 55 to 64 year olds compared with 33% of 18
to 24 year olds (Blomqvist et al., 1999). This
suggests that employers are beginning to re-

alise the value of older workers' experience
for the enterprise. Finland is of course a country where the problem of the ageing popula-

tion is being experienced. A committee was
set up to study the employment prospects for
older workers and its report (Ageing in working life, Komiteamientintö, 1996) held that,

generally the low level of basic education
among ageing workers is a threat to their retaining a position in working life.

cies of early retirement and invalidity pensions, introduced to deal with low employment
levels in the 1980s and to make room for the
younger generations. It also highlighted the
role of the trade unions in motivating older
workers to train.

12. Information and communication technologies
Gelpi (1992) reminds us that while new technologies and science have the possibility of

making working life and leisure better for
everyone, paradoxically, they contribute to
new forms of exclusion. He quotes Tanguy
(1983) 'scientific knowledge as such is the

cluding an ageing workforce with less young
people coming into the labour market. This
is aggravated by the tendency for young people to enter later into working life and early

same for skilled workers and managers alike,
its distribution follows a process of exclusion,
separation and reification determined by the
realities of social hierarchy'. It was therefore
important that OECD (1996) added two important words Tor all' to its maxim, 'lifelong
learning for all'. Information and communication technology (ICT) offers the potential
to the population at large to learn what, how,

retirement trends among the over-55s. A

when and where they like and, at less cost

Leonardo da Vinci project entitled 'Over 45:
causes of dismissal and the role of lifelong
learning' finished in 1998. The project focused
on good practices in continuing training and
especially lifelong learning as part of a strategy to prevent social exclusion among older
workers and to respond to workforce ageing.
The case studies examined three companies
in four countries, Sweden, Finland, Italy and
Spain. They highlight the strong commitment
to the lifelong learning principle in Scandi-

(especially in light of internet developments).
The Open University was an overwhelming

navia, the lack of any strategy in Italy and

have digital TV in 10 years, with an inte-

reforms in Spain which are currently concen-

grated personal computer (Stuart, 1999).

Most European countries, especially Scandinavia, will be faced with the problem of the

ageing population in the next 10 years, in-

trating on coordinating national training
routes sponsored by the Ministries of Education and Employment and the development
of a common qualification system. Despite the

differences of approach to training, 'good'
practice was nevertheless found to thrive in
all countries. The choice of countries was also

interesting from the point of view of exclusion of older workers and ageing patterns of
the workforce. All countries (despite persist-

success because it offered courses through
media which were available to the majority
(mail, radio and television). Computer-based
media are now taking over this role. There is
a danger that this development introduces a
new element of exclusion because not all people have access to computers, specially not
those in most need of learning'. However, it
is estimated that 70% of people in the UK will

In the context of continuing training, not all
workers will want to learn in formal settings
due to negative experiences at school, thus
preferring to learn at home or at work. For

some motivation may be a big problem.
Spurred on by the success of the Open University in the UK, the establishment of the

southern countries studied) have reached an
awareness of the need to redress their poli-

8 Wain feels that for internet to have the same effect on education as it has had on researchers and
scientists, 'there needs to be an enormous jump in
accessibility and affordability'.
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University of Industry is an attempt to make
available distance training possibilities and
training material to this target group.

In studies and policies to date, the emphasis
is on the availability of hardware and software in schools and less on the capacity of
the teacher to use these appliances and guide

his/her students in their use, so that they
enhance learning. This is reflected in the
strategies analysed in Annex I. The Council
of the EU listed 'teacher training in the use
and application of multi-media tools' as an
area of lifelong learning that needs attention,
however, only the Netherlands and Finland
earmarked it as an explicit area for action in
their strategy. There has been a feeling that
ICT could replace the teacher in the classroom
and teacher may have been wary of ICT as a
result. This is a gross misconception. ICT is,

however, accelerating the change in the role
of the teacher in the classroom, from one of
information provider to one of facilitator of
learning, both inside and removed from the
classroom. At CAL999 Virtuality in educaWhat are the future educational contexts?, University of London, 29 to 31 March
1999, the radical effect of the combination of
multimedia and electronic networks on the
learner and the teacher was the main theme.

One of the most important results that have

emerged at this event concerned learning
patterns using virtual courses, particularly
internet. Even in a very electronically literate society like the US, the dropout rates from
virtual courses are extremely high (only about
37% completion rates at Vanderbilt Univer-

sity). Three factors appear to have the most
predominant effect on completion: the time
frame given, problems using and accessing
technology (even among skilled users), and
feedback on work versus more personalised
attention. Many of the participants were slow
on take-up because they first of all had to suss

out the group which often meant wasting
valuable time at the beginning (exchanging
photos and e-mail messages, etc.), to get to
9 CAL is an annual conference on computer-assisted learning. Abstracts of CAL99 are available
at: http: 11 www.elseviernl:801 homepage 1 sag 1
cal991

know the other virtual students. More importantly, most presentations underlined that the

teacher/facilitator is busier than ever when
involved in such courses, if they are properly
run. A key to solving the problems is to have
the teacher put more planning into the course
and distributing more information prior to the
start of the course and giving supportive, individualised feedback to participants. This by
no means reduces the role of the teacher. A

presentation from the Universities of Sheffield and New South Wales highlighted a supporting role for librarians in helping learners
develop their information management skills.

One of the keynote presentations, from Australia, showed how ICT-based project work
can cut across the traditional subject-based
curriculum, allowing a student to learn elements, for example, of English, geography and

science using one ICT-package. Such developments are highly relevant to what we said
above about the provision of broader, more
general skills in initial vocational education.

13. Financing
In Member States generally, there is a problem when it comes to adequate company participation in training, though in the long run,
companies have the most to gain in terms of
skilled and competent workers. But there is
much evidence that 'learning organisations'
in particular, realise the value of training and
are ready to pay to keep their companies competitive. Since the 1960s, Becker's theory has
been widely accepted that given good labour
market conditions, employers will only invest
in company-specific skills and not in marketable skills that can be used by the employee

elsewhere, i.e. general training. However,
employees themselves might pay for it by tak-

ing lower wages during training but if they
cannot, then training provision falls below the
optimum. During periods of economic depression, their participation, becomes even more
precarious. Economists such as Acemoglu and

Pischke (see OECD, 1999) are questioning
this theory and provide evidence of employers who do provide general training. Furthermore the borderline between general and specific training is blurring.
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Adult lifelong learning is supported in a

which receive income from the 8% extracted
from Danish employees' gross income before
various tax-deductibles are subtracted. Persons receiving social subsidies do not contribute (Eggert Hansen, 1999).

number of ways. The hypothesis is that company-specific training be financed by the company. The employee is trained during working time or is financed by the employer to do
independent study outside of working time.
State supported allowances for training leave
exist on a small scale. This is most common
in France where the individual's right to training leave is guaranteed by the Labour Code'.
The State helps finance up to 70% of applications. Kallen (1996) feels that one reason why
lifelong learning policy has not developed up
to now is because legislation on paid educational leave exists in few countries and it has
been made conditional on 'professional training.' Favourable tax incentives for the company are a usual way of encouraging companies to train in most countries. It is a widely
used practice for companies taking on appren-

Individuals do not directly finance much of

their own training, so far. However, new
schemes involving loans and tax relief are
being experimented with. Layard et al. (1995)
talks about the 'outrageous discrimination' in
Britain against subdegree VET and part-time
degrees which have to be paid for by the participants, while people who take full-time degrees have their fees paid. This bias towards

providing grants and loans for academic
higher education, and young people, only, is
also an obstacle to mobility between university and colleges providing VET, and to the
development of combinations of learning and

tices or trainees. Training levies are placed

work. Since Layard was writing fees have

on companies in France (= 0.20% of wage bill)

been introduced in England and Wales, subject to means tests, but the principle of free
admission to higher education is upheld in
Germany, Greece, Ireland and Austria, and
the Nordic countries.

and also in Denmark and Ireland. Levies are
seen as an incentive for companies to invest
in training themselves rather than to poach

workers (see also contribution by Green,
Hodgson, Spours and Sakamoto in this report).

While most countries refer to the funding of
lifelong learning, the UK green paper (DfEE,
1998) refers to investment in learning. The
UK government has also been innovative in
piloting new schemes to fund education and
training. Career development loans have been
introduced to help those who wish to avail of
job-related training but can't afford to pay for

Good practice exists at the level of social partners in the Netherlands and Denmark, where

they have agreed new funding models. The
Netherlands introduced training, research
and development funds (0+0) to create a solid
basis for training in the various sectors. 0+0
funds are based on sectoral collective agreements, which are preceded by negotiations between the employers and employees and last
usually for two years. They generally include
arrangements for educational leave and may
have special arrangements for specific target
groups, such as women, lower educated em-

it. It covers a wide range of vocational courses,

lasting up to two years, plus a year's practical experience where it is part of the course.
Successful applicants can borrow up to GBP
8,000 to cover 80% of course fees (100% for
the unemployed), plus the full costs of books,
materials and other expenses like childcare.
Repayment of the loan does not start until a

ployees and migrants. 0+0 funds are managed by the employer and employee organi-

month after the course finishes or up to a
maximum of 18 months for the unemployed,
those employed and getting certain in-work
benefits, or a continuing trainee. Since it was
introduced in 1998, EUR 417 million have
been loaned to 95,000 applicants.

sations. They are financed through a levy on
the gross wage bill of the firms according to
sector. Contributions vary from 0.1% to 0.6%
(Romijn, 1999). In Denmark, in addition to

the levy, collective employer fund (AER),
which finances work placements for students
in initial training, adult and continuing training and education is financed through the 'ac-

Also in the UK, efforts are also being made to

extend the type of shared investment, common in apprenticeships and traineeships to

tivation fund'. This is one of three funds,
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anyone who wants to learn and is willing to
invest in it. Individual learning accounts or
special bank accounts are being set up to help
individuals plan and pay for learning. For 1
million starter accounts, the government is
paying in a contribution of GBP 150 for each
individual in the first year of the account,
subject to a small contribution from the individual. Employees will not be subject to tax

where there is a willingness to achieve such

or national insurance contributions on an

To our question has the paradigm really
changed, the answer must be, yes. It has

employer's contributions to a learning account
for eligible learning, as long as the employer
extends the facility to the lowest paid employ-

targets, the deficit to be made up is often quite

large. This can be observed in the national
reports to the OECD on financing lifelong
learning.

14. The paradigm change
changed in so far as, 10 years ago we were
still looking at isolated elements, such as

ees in the company on a similar basis. Em-

adult education or continuing vocational

ployers (who are being encouraged to contribute to their employees' ILAs) will receive tax
deductions on their contributions, as for other
employee training costs.

training, and today many countries are tak-

While changes will be necessary in public expenditure on education and training, private

and adult education), rather than collectively.
However, if we take the UK, the Director-Gen-

investment from enterprises, NGOs and individuals are needed to meet the ambitious
lifelong learning targets, such as those sug-

eral for Employment and Lifelong Learning,
Nick Stuart, sums up the change: 'Five years
ago even, there was no idea of widely inclusive lifelong learning. We tended to think of
different elements of post-school learning in
distinct boxes, that were separate from each
other. Now I feel we really are at the beginning of a Learning Age, in which those differ-

gested by the OCED (1996). In March 1999, a
new project funded by the TSER programme

began, involving eight countries. 'Further
training funds as an impulse for new models
of lifelong learning: Integrated funding concepts' aims to develop new concepts of funding based on existing patterns of funding in
companies and sectors which would be extended and oriented to both permanent staff
and the unemployed. It will draw up guidelines, (a) for organisations (which should provide not only for their own employees but also
for the unemployed and, through the concept

of substitution, develop new ideas and models that combine employment, training and
ongoing qualification) and, (b) for regional and

national networks and decision makers who
should combine employment and educational
policies to conform to 'integrated funding concepts'.

New models of sharing costs are necessary in

view of the tremendous costs incurred in
meeting targets, such as those recommended
by the OECD (Green et al., 1998), which range

from upper secondary education for 90% of
18 year olds and university education for 35%
of 30 year olds to retraining programmes for
100% of long-term unemployed adults. Even

ing a more holistic approach to the whole area

of education and training. In countries like
Germany the debate is still carried out on
three tiers (education, vocational pedagogy

ent elements are seen as linked coherently
together, and people are ready to act in ways
that draw on the advantages of collaboration.'
(Stuart, 1999).
Organisations and individuals are confronted

on a daily basis with the need to adapt to
change. They are also aware that this means
acquiring new knowledge and skills to cope.
There is therefore a greater urgency to learn
which cannot be ignored. Another notable difference now, in the late 1990s, is that enterprises are emerging as a driving force behind
lifelong learning. The Confederation of Finnish Industry and Employers has published its
own strategy paper entitled The never ending joy of learning (1997), while the Confederation of British Industry proposes a new
curriculum based on core skills for the new
millennium. Another contribution in this volume that looks at globalisation and its effects
on labour, restructuring, and training needs
in the company is critical of estimations as to
how widespread organisational restructuring
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in response to globalisation actually is. However, given the speed with which, for exam-

ple, e-mail and internet have infiltrated the
workplace in the past five years, it is very
likely that other effects of technological development and globalisation are also making
their mark.

task' (Dohmen, 1996, p. 99). It has to be
achieved in two stages. For the generation still
in school, the foundations must be laid before

they leave formal education and they must
emerge as lifelong learners with the motivation and incentive to direct their own learning for the rest of their lives. With regard to
adults, remedial measures must continue to

Lifelong learning must succeed, if we are to

encourage those of them who have stopped to

sustain our present society, life-style and pros-

rediscover learning in order to assure their

perity into the 21st century. But people like
Giddens (1998) and Petrel la (1999) have

own future, at work and in the learning society. Some actions are being taken at the level

warned us to be cautious about accepting

of education institutions to provide initial
education and training with greater breadth

change unquestioningly. Tobias (1999) says we
should stop thinking and planning to meet the
needs of industry for highly qualified workforce
and challenge these assumptions and policies.

Many humanists would argue that lifelong
learning has become monopolised by labour
market policy and in this way it is slimmed
down to a mechanism for renewing workers'
skills throughout their working life and maintaining 'employability', in keeping with human
capital theory, thus making it difficult to reconcile with its function in attaining social cohesion. Maybe they have a point. Kallen (1996)

thinks that this shift is inevitable, consider-

and skills relevant to modern work and society. For individuals coping with change and
the breakdown of social values, it is important to have some stability and continuity. The
workplace provides this, as long as employment remains stable. The individual him/herself is also the basis for continuity and hence
individual needs have to be catered for.

15. Where more research
is needed

ing the change in the political climate and the

Specific research that deals with the issues

evolution of the 'present-day efficiency-oriented

of implementing lifelong learning is missing.
Most of the national strategies are relatively
young and still evolving, so this is not unusual. However, before the next research reports in this series is due, it would be worthwhile attempting to investigate how lifelong

no-nonsense market economies.'

Reviewing the situation in 1987, Schutze et
al. (1987) found that no country had a 'recurrent education system' (i.e. a strategy for lifelong learning). The situation has improved

somewhat. A lifelong learning culture is

learning strategies are being implemented
and, if they are having the desired results.

emerging out of renewed interest in Grundvig's philosophy, in Scandinavia. In contrast
to the 1970s, reforms this time around have
many facets and are not just confined to the
formal school system. All the main partners,
education and training institutions, employ-

Many of the issues discussed in our various
chapters above are the subject of research in
their own right, but not in relation to lifelong
learning. What is needed is to take research,

ers, trade unions and individuals are con-

described by Stuart and to coordinate it bet-

scious of the social and economic changes tak-

ter. Over the past few years, Cedefop has been
attempting to get this process going by accompanying various EU projects to stimulate ex-

ing place around them and realise that they
must react. Norstegard (1998) thinks that life-

long learning will work this time because,
'even without government backing, enterprises and individuals are taking their own
steps in this direction'.
'Operationalization of a modern lifelong learn-

ing concept is a long-term education policy
298

as well as learning, out of these 'distinct boxes'

change and transparency between them.
More investigation is required to establish the

extent of restructuring and learning enterprises, themes which are dominating current
literature in the field, and to determine just
how widespread human resources develop-
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ments are still subcontracting part of the sup-

ment really is in enterprises, and how it can
best be carried over to SMEs.

ply to the unemployed and disadvantaged
groups to providers who are interested in
making profit rather then passing on ad-

Surveys carried out by the Norwegian committee to draw up the document New competence (NOU, 1997) clearly demonstrated that
'employees get the greater benefit from further training schemes that are structured or

implemented in such a way that they are

equate skills where needed. This criticism was
made at the conference, Competence for Europe, Berlin, from 21 to 23 April 1999 (bmb+f,
1999b). To date, companies are not adequately
involved in providing learning possibilities for

linked to their company or enterprise... Giving employees the opportunity of acquiring a

these groups. The total extent of employer
commitment is not known but it is, so far,

theoretical and conceptual background knowl-

mainly visible in 'learning enterprises' which

edge in the context of their work has a clear

have undergone structural change. Trade

advantage. This does not mean that all school-

unions are still finding their feet in their new
capacity as promoters of workers' learning.

ing per se has to happen in or focus on the
workplace but it does means that parts of the
"cohesive whole" can take place in the workplace or home' (Norstegdrd, 1998). However,

Accessibility of learning opportunities is perhaps the most well researched part of the lifelong learning. As a result training is becoming more flexible in terms of time, locations
and format (open and distance learning, com-

knowledge of this equation is limited and
more research should be done on how best to
organise and link the parts, as well as on the
learning processes in the workplace.

puter-assisted courses, modular curricula,
work-based learning). There is acceptance
that it must be affordable to all but, that targets being set in response to OECD recommendations and NAP guidelines are a new

Research is working on the deficits in the field

of training for VET and HRD professionals
but, still not enough. While national strategies are listing in-service training of teachers as a priority, the situation in schools is
still far removed from the philosophy of the
'learning counsellor'. The OECD's Education
policy analysis (1998) pointed to a lack of research on motivation to learn, informal learning and learning in older age, all of which are

financial burden which cannot be met entirely
by the state and there is no consensus on how
it should be divided. It is essential to the success of lifelong learning strategies that there
are no financial barriers for those whose need

is greatest. This condition is currently not
being promoted.

crucial to lifelong learning. Gray (1999) while

More and more, training is being related to
work. This can be seen as a motivation to
adults who are eager to learn when they see
that it has some relevance to their daily lives

elaborating on the new potential of the web
for lifelong learning says we still have to learn
about the technology-based distance support

needed to accompany such tools, and more
research is urgently needed in this area, as
demonstrated also at CAL99.

(van Riezen, 1996). OECD and UNESCO place

emphasis on the teachers and trainers in ensuring quality of education. Accreditation of
prior and non-formal learning is developing as
a means of admission to education and .train-

16. Conclusions

ing for the less qualified, and as a validation

and recognition of skills and competence

A new concept is taking shape based on a be-

lief that lifelong learning is as much about
providing young people with foundations
skills, as about recurrent learning for adults.
Responsibilities are based on realisation of
partnership between governments, employers, trade unions, communities and individuals. The partners have still to reach the stage
of fulfilling their roles adequately. Govern-

achieved independently by individuals in gen-

eral. It can therefore act as a motivation to
become a lifelong learner and facilitate progression to further education and training. ICT,

and particularly the internet, are opening up
a whole new world of possibilities, giving a new
,

meaning to local networks which can link up
to anywhere on the globe.
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17. Annexes
Annex 1

Council conclusions 1996 areas recommended
of lifelong learning for development
Points covered in national strategies*
Challenge to school system
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

IRL

Efforts to combat illiteracy and improve
communication skills
Promote success at school
School reform/improvement curricular
and administrative
Provision of quality, guidance and counselling
Promotion of school in the community
(both as educational resources and in partnerships)

Economic and social consideration
Specific measures for the long-term unemployed,
including early school leavers
8. More transition within school and from school
to training opportunities
9. Providing initial training programme focused
on needs of contemporary life
10. Active partnership education, training
and working life
11. Role of workplace as a learning environment
7.

Local community development through
education and training
12. Learning in informal settings
13. Construction of pathways from non-formal
education to formal

Continuing education and training
14. Social partnership
15. Human resources strategies in the workplace
16. Encourage investment
17. Role of the HE to cater for adults and working life
18. Creating paths between work and education
19. General adult education to enhance personal
development and possibility of employment

Pathways and links between general
and vocational education
20. Closer relationship between general and vocational
education and training of all types
21. Active involvement of student in the learning process
22. More work experience and possibilities
for its accreditation
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Council conclusions 1996 areas recommended
of lifelong learning for development (cont.)

Points covered in national strategies*
IRL

Access, certification, teaching personnel
23. More flexible instruments for certification
and accreditation
24. Ways of accrediting prior learning and experience
25. Access to higher education
26. Wide dissemination of information
on training opportunities
27. High quality initial, in-service and retraining
for teachers and trainers
28. Distinctiveness of the role of the adult educator

NL

SF

UK

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Role of new technologies
29. Flexible access and delivery using technologies
and distance education
30. Availability and use multimedia tools
in educational institutions
31. Teacher training in the use of application
of multimedia tools

X

X

*This table was drawn up on the basis of the following national strategy documents:
1. 10-point programme on recurrent education, Copenhagen: Danish Ministry of Education, 1995.
2. La formation professionnelle: Diagnostics, défis et enjeux, Paris: Secretariat d'Etat aux droits des femmes et a la formation
professionnelle, 1999.
3. Adult education in an era of lifelong learning, Green paper on adult education, Dublin: Department of Education and Science,
1998.

4. Lifelong learning: The Dutch initiative, Zoetermeer, Ministry of Education, Culture and Science, 1998.
5. The joy of learning: a national strategy for lifelong learning, Helsinki, Ministry of Education, 1997.
6. The learning age: a renaissance for a new Britain, Green Paper, London, DfEE, 1998.
7. New competence: the basis for a total policy for continuing education and training for adults. (NOU 1997:25
Oslo: Ministry of Education, Research and Church Affairs, 1997.

Abridged version),

The table gives an impression of where the emphasis rests in the countries studied. However, it should be interpreted in light of other
developments and reforms in these countries. Denmark is introducing broader vocational programmes from 2000, the UK published
its Excellence in schools, DfEE, 1997, and Learning to succeed, 1999. Since 1996, Norway has made great strides in implementing
its Reform 94 at upper-secondary school level. In Ireland, a separate white paper, Human resource development (1997), was
launched by the Department of Enterprise and Employment, which does not point towards a very integrated approach to lifelong
learning. The Council recommendations are summarised and pre-school is omitted.
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Annex 2 Overall apprenticeship statistics in the Member States 1986, 1996-97

Country

1986

1996

1997

Belgium

14,592
7,199
7,393

14,538 total
9,273 Flanders
5,265 Wallonia

5,476 Wallonia

Denmark

45,120

38,500 new entrants

31,494 new entrants'

Germany

1,805,000
696,000 new entrants

1,590,000
579,000 new entrants

1,622,000
587,000 new entrants

Greece

-

5,500

6,800

Spain

-

184,577

156,151

France

214,000

295,828

312,828

Ireland

4,849 new entrants

6,317 new entrants

7,506 new entrants

523,053

413,892

393,138

1,675

2,083

2,190

97,246

110,459

114,973

Italy

Luxembourg
The Netherlands

Austria

-

-

119,932

169,921 (1985)

37,079 new entrants

121,629
40,175 new entrants

Portugal

1,395

13,124

6,4192

Finland3

< 8,000

26,255

36,289

Sweden

The United Kingdom4

Norway

Totals

150 currently
in pilot projects
318,000

28,000

82,000

20,992 (1990)

25,836
17,588 new entrants

30,268
16,045 new entrants

3,223,843

2,874,841

2,929,311

NB:Unless otherwise stated, the statistics refer to the combined numbers of apprentices in all stages of apprenticeship.
1)

Marked decrease due to the reform of commercial training which came into force in 1996, allowing students to opt for an extra
year in school before practical training.
2) Statistics from the IEFP employment centres are missing.
3) Refers to the number of places allotted annually, the actual number of apprentices may be higher.
4) These data refer to modern apprenticeships only, there were 183,000 in traditional apprenticeship in 1995.
Source: Ni Cheallaigh, 1999.
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Annex 3 Adults not completing upper-secondary education, 1994
% of population in given age-group
Age group

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

18
14

21

30

11

15

47
24

46
38

46
40

53
44

59
55

21

35
32
18
16

28
46
38
28
27

36
57

10

12

16

50
53
59
36
78

65
65
74
46
85
84

52
72
54
66
59
28
74
73
86
56
92

North America
Canada
United States

Australasia
Australia
New Zealand

European Union
Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Ireland
Italy
The Netherlands
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
United Kingdom

Other OECD Countries
Czech Republic

38
39
53
31

70
55

71

41

44
40

15
14

22
22

31

13

21

11

32
22

31

91

48
43

Norway
Switzerland
Turkey

11

15
16

76

80

84

49
37
27
90

Average

31

37

46

58

21

Source: The OECD Observer, No 209, December 1997/January 1998, p. 15.
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Formal education
takes place mainly
in childhood.
However a large
minority of workingage adults, though a
declining proportion
of those approaching
retirement, engage
in some form of
organised learning

Data for Figure 1.1; page 74

*Belgium, Canada, Ireland, Netherlands, New Zealand, Sweden, Switzerland (French and German for IALS), United Kingdom,
United States.
Sources: OECD Education Database and International Adult Literacy Survey.
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Annex 5

care for the elderly in their homes. In the preparatory phase of the project, the partners will

Projects funded by EU programmes
referred to in the report

acquire an insight into the labour market

Title of project:

structure of the participating countries. All
partners at national level will develop and test
the model to suit their own particular circum-

stances. After the trial schemes have been

Paid leave and job rotation in Europe

a
model for battling unemployment and improving service quality

implemented, a conference will be organised
to review the results and to draw up a final
ieport.

Coordinator:

Impact: The results are expected to contribute substantially to the development of both
national and community labour market and
vocational training policies. The project can
also be seen as a breakthrough in the development of lifelong learning in Europe.

The Danish Confederation of Municipal Employees DKK, Project Manager: Torben
Moller, Hanne Sandager, E-mail: tm@dkk.dk,
hs@dkk.dk

Partners:
Netherlands Institute of Care and Welfare

EU programme funding the research:

NIZW

Leonardo da Vinci

Ger Keijsers, Deanne Radema
E-mail: g.keijsers@nizw.nl
d.radema@nizw.nl

Website:

http://www.dkk.dk/english/documents/
index.htm

Berufsforderungsinstitut bfi
Max Koch, Ernestine Kolar
E-mail: bfi.int@bfi-wien.or.at
LO-skolen coordinator
Inken Meinertz
E-mail: inken.meinertz@ping.be

Source: DKK web page

Title of project:
`LifeQual' Effective processes for acquisition

of qualifications for lifelong learning
Unison observer
Bill (William) McMillan
E-mail: w.mcmillan@unison.org.uk

Timetable:
1 January 1997 to 31 December 1999.

Short description:
The Danish job-rotation system has enjoyed

considerable success. When an employee
takes training leave, an unemployed person
can replace him or her and thereby acquire
job experience. In 1995, for example, 80,435
workers took training leave. Around 70% of
the positions made vacant were filled by unemployed people. The job-rotation model can
be used in an European context. The purpose

of this project is therefore to introduce trial

Coordinator:
Mr Graham Attwell
Institut Technik & Bildung
Grazer Strasse 2
D-28359 Bremen
Tel. (49-421) 218 46 26
Fax (49-421) 218 46 37

Partners:
IET Institute for Employment Research
University of Warwick
Warwick, United Kingdom

OCTO Center for Applied Research on Education
University of Twente
Enschede, The Netherlands

schemes in the participating countries, involv-

ing 25 to 30 people in each area. The target
group is 'service assistants', or people who

Laboratory on Sociology and Education
University of Patras

3C9
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Patras, Greece

Title of project:

Institut Technik und Bildung
Bremen University
Bremen, Germany

Lifelong learning: the implications for univer-

ITB

sities in the EU

Coordinator:
Beta Cra-Cereq Alsace
Université Louis Pasteur
Strasbourg, France

Scientific officer: Prof. Nikos Kokosalakis
Tel. (30-1) 923 79 25, (30-1) 672 85 70
Fax (30-1) 923 82 90
E-mail: nkokosa@panteion.gr

University of Tampere
Department of Education
Tampere, Finland

Centre for Social Morphology and Social

Timetable:

Panteion University
134, Leof. Sygrou, Kallithea

1998-2000

Short description:
IU to analyse research data and studies at

Policy (KEKMOKOP)

GR-176 71 Athens
Tel. (30-1) 923 84 73
Fax (30-1) 923 82 90

European, national and regional level in

Partners:

order to identify and specify structures and
agencies efficiently fostering the acquisition of qualifications for lifelong learning;

European Institute of Education
Prof. Jean-Pierre Jallade
E-mail: Jallade@dauphine.fr

[7 to search for and specify particular examples of 'good practice';
O to develop a framework for the acquisition
of qualifications for lifelong learning;
O to draw up recommendations for policy and
decision makers at European, national and
regional levels;

to develop and implement a dissemination
strategy so as to increase awareness among
VET practitioners of innovative developments fostering lifelong learning through
vocational education and training.

EU programme funding the research:
Socrates
Web site:

http://www.itb.uni-bremen.de/projekte/
lifelqual/lifeqial3.html

Institut fur Hoschulforschung Wittenberg
Dr Barbara Kehm
E-mail: kehm@hofuni-halle.de
NIFU
Dr. Ellen Brandt
E-mail: ellen.brandt@nifu.no
IVIE, S.A
Professor Jose-Gines Mora
E-mail: J.Gines.Mora@uv.es

Department of Education
Goteborg University
Professor. Berit Ask ling
E-mail: Berit.Askling@ped.gu.se
CPPP
Brunel University
Professor Maurice Kogan
E-mail: maurice.kogan@brunel.ac.uk

Timetable:
1 November 1998-31 October 2000.

Source: University of Bremen web page

Short description:
This project investigates how the universities

in the EU respond to the concept and practice of lifelong learning (LLL) and analyses
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the structural and functional implications
which the application of LLL is bound to have
for the universities.

The study is primarily qualitative and involves 28 universities from seven European
countries (France, Germany, Greece, Norway,
Spain, Sweden, UK).

EU programme funding the research:
TSER

Website:

Faculty of Economics
Prof. Dr. P. Pawlowsky
Germany

The Nottingham Trent University
Department of Human Resources Management
Mr J. Stewart
United Kingdom
Instituto per lo Sviluppo della Formazione
Dr.M. Tomassini
Italy

http://www.panteion.grikekmokop

Source: Mr N. Kokosalakis

Title of project:
The role of human resource development
(HRD) within organisations in creating oppor-

tunities for lifelong learning: concepts and
practices in seven European countries

Coordinator:
Prof. Dr. Scheerens
University of Twente Centre for Applied
Research on Education
P. 0. Box 217
7 500 AE Enschede, Netherlands
Tel. (31-53) 489 35 97
Fax (31-53) 489 37 91
E-mail: tjepkema@edte.utwente.nl

Partners:
De Vlerick School voor Management
Department of Management Behaviour
Prof. Dr. Buyens
Belgium

University of Jyvaskyla
Department of Education
Faculty of Education
Dr. T.Vaherva
Finland

BLV Learning Partners
Dr. D. Belet
France
Technische Universitat Chemnitz
Department of Business Administration

SCIENTER, Centro di Richerche e Servizi
Avanzati per la Formazione
Dr A. Cavrini
Italy

European Consortium for the Learning Organisation
Dr. M. Kelleher
Belgium

Timetable:
1 December 1997

31 December 1999.

Short description:
The research is concerned with how HRD departments in learning oriented organisations
throughout Europe envision their own role in

stimulating and supporting employees to
learn continuously, as a part of everyday work

(with the intent to contribute to organisational learning, and thus to enhance organisational competitiveness).
An attempt will be made to show differences
in outlook between HRD concepts and prac-

tices in European organisations and those
which exists in the US and Japan.

The research will go into strategies adopted

by European HRD departments to realise
their envisioned new role. Consequently the
research will analyse the facilitative factors
as well as the difficulties (the inhibiting as
well as conducive factors) they encounter during the implementation process.
To provide practical guidelines, the research
aims to analyse how practitioners cope with
these (inhibiting and conducive) factors.
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EU programme funding the research:
TSER

Website:

London TEC Council (LTC)
Mr Hywel Lloyd, Mr Patrick McVeigh
E-mail: Hywel@london-tec-council.com,
Patrick@london-tec-council.com

http://www.cordis.lultser/src/ct972026.htm

Instituut voor Toegepaste Sociaal-wetenSource: Cordis web page

Title of project:

schappen (its)
Mr Hans Moerel
E-mail: H.Moerel@its.kun.nl

Further training funds as an impulse for new
models of lifelong learning: integrated funding concepts (IFC)

Fachhochschule fuer Technik und Wirtschaft
Berlin (FHTW)
Mr Bernd Reissert
E-mail: reissert@fhtw-berlin.de

Coordinator:

Aalborg University Department of Econom-

SPI Service Gesellschaft mbH
Development Agency Jobrotation (DA)
Ms Bettina Uhrig
Tel. (49-30) 69 08 92-40,
Mr Rolf-Joachim Heger
Tel. (49-30) 69 80 85-3
E-mail: tser@jobrotation-promoter.de

ics
Politics and Public Administration (CARMA)

DA Jobrotation c/o
SPI Service Gesellschaft mbH
Boppstrasse 7
D-10967 Berlin
Tel. (49-30) 69 08 92 30
Fax (49-30) 69 08 92 32

Partners:
Norwegian Graphical Education Fund
(NGEU)

Mr Knut Flottorp
E-mail: kf@gbl.no

OSB Consultancy Ltd.
Ms Lizzi Feiler
E-mail: L.feiler@oesb.at

CINOP (Centre for the Innovation of Education and Training)
Mr Louis Spaninks
E-mail: lspaninks@cinop.nl

Instituto de Desenvolvimento de Novas
Technologias (UNINOVA)

Mr Luis M. Camarinaha-Matos
Mr Jose Antonio Barata de Oliveira
E-mail: cam@uninova.pt, jab@uninova.pt
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Mr John Houman Soerensen, Mr Jesper
Hosbond Jensen
E-mail: houman@socsci.auc.dk,
jhj@socsci.auc.dk or
Jesper.Jensen@aorg.uib.no
VITAMINE W vzw

Ms Liliane Delanote
E-mail: vitamine.w@glo.be

Timetable:
1 March 1999

30 June 2000

Short description:
Aim

The IFC aims towards integrating existing
patterns of funding with forms of lifelong
learning to develop new concepts. These must
be custom-made to suit the individual needs
of the companies in the selected sectors and
must also be oriented towards the concept of
ongoing training both for permanent staff and
for the unemployed.
ID Background
Certain European countries have been utilising sector specific funding for many years to

update skills. These funds are furnished by

the social partners and can therefore be
widely implemented. Up until now, however,
only a limited number of unemployed skilled
workers have been able to avail of the training opportunities.
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Work sectors and organisations without fund-

ing also realise the importance of continual
training for employees to keep in step with
the ongoing technological and social changes
in working life. They too must offer their staff

CEREQ
Mrs Martine Moebus

Timetable:
1997-99

opportunities for further training to remain,
or indeed become, competitive.

Short description:

Due to the present rate of unemployment in
Europe neither the funding trustees nor the

Europe has a particular problem with the recruiting and qualification of production managers. In particular the breaking up of inter-

agencies organising further qualification

nal company hierarchies, which reduce

projects can afford to target their measures
solely towards the permanent staff of their
affiliated companies. On the contrary, they

traditional access to management positions,
question the efficacy of traditional forms of
lifelong learning in favour of a 'side entry' of
highly qualified entrants to the profession. At
the same time new jobs must be found for
those who cannot keep their managerial positions, reinforcing firms 'social responsibil-

must also involve the unemployed and
through the concept of substitutions develop
new ideas and models combining employment,

training and ongoing qualification.

ity'.

Results
The presentation of new concepts and drawing up guidelines for further strategies not
only for the organisations directly involved,
but also for regional and national networks,
organisations and decision-makers who must
combine employment and educational policies
to conform with 'integrated funding concepts'.

EU programme funding the research:
TSER

Website:
N/A

Source: Mr Heger

Title of project:
CALL New career paths and lifelong learning

Coordinator
Dr Ingrid Drexel
Institut fur Sozialwissenschaftliche
Forschung e.V.
Jakob-Klar-Str. 9
D-80796 Munchen

Partners:
Institute for Employment Research
University of Warwick
Dr. Alan Brown

The project first analyses, in the fields of
mechanical engineering and the chemical industry, new methods of personnel recruitment
and of acquiring specialist and social management skills for production managers. Here
it will be particularly important to determine
the background and consequences of replacement by 'side entrants.' Secondly, innovative
methods of acquiring new qualifications, integrated into the work process and the career
pattern will be investigated for those managers who lose their leading position in production. Important to these are 'bridging learning processes', which to a considerable extent
are based on learning in the workplace and
in the work process. The identification of the
argument that argues for keeping the traditional ascent and against the generalisation
of side entry, strengthens the relative attractiveness of vocational training as compared
to university education, as it keeps promotion
paths open for vocationally qualified specialist employees.

Impact: The results of the investigation
should improve the quality and innovation of
existing national vocational training systems

and strengthen the esteem in which vocational training is held. In addition it should
provide information on socially responsible
methods of reducing hierarchical structures
in companies and so ease economic and social change.
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EU programme funding the research:
Leonardo da Vinci

Website:
http://homepages.muenchen.org/bm752233/
proj ekte/leonardo. htm#top

Ireland: Thomas Garavan
E-mail: garavant@ul.ie
Italy: Massimo Tomassini
E-mail:
Massimo_Tomassini@hypercom.trainet.it

Source: ISF website

Netherlands: Wim J. Nijhof
E-mail: nijhof@edte.utwente.nl

Title of project:

France: Anne de Blignieres Legeraud
E-mail: legrix@dep.dauphine.fr

Europrof (New forms of education of professionals in vocational education and training)

Timetable:
1995-97

Coordinator:
Germany:
Felix Rauner (Scientific Director)
E-mail: itbs@uni-bremen.de

Graham Attwell (Project Director)
E-mail: attwell@uni-bremen.de

Gerald Heidegger (Project Consultant)
E-mail: heidegger@biat.uni-flensburg.de

Partners:
Research partners:
Wales, UK: Jill Hurley
E-mail: rpd.unit@dial.pipex.com
Belgium: Mia Douterlungne
E-mail:
Mia.Douterlungne@hiva.kuleuven.ac.be
Denmark: SOren P. Nielsen
E-mail: spn@mail.delud.dk

Spain: Xavier Martinez Celorrio
E-mail: fundacio-cirem@bcn.servicom.es

Greece: Nikitas Patiniotis
E-mail: nikitas.k.patiniotis@upatras.gr

Expert Partners:
Finland: Anja Heikkinen

Short description:
1. The project is based on the idea of anthropocentric production on the idea that
workers should be given the skills and the
autonomy to shape and control technology
in the production process and to design and
control work organisations. These skills are
called shaping skills. One of the key roles
for the new VET and HRD professional is
to facilitate the development of these new
skills.
2. The project aims to develop social innovation. Innovation is seen as being based on
the skills of the workforce, on work process knowledge and on new forms of work
organisation.

3. The project is based on ideas of social inclusion that everyone has the right to
education and opportunities for learning
vocational skills and that the application
of skills for social innovation is central to
generating employment opportunities and
reducing unemployment.

4. Since VET is seen to play such a central
role in the promotion of social innovation
it is important that VET becomes recognised as a discipline in itself.

E-mail: hoanhe@uta.fi

Austria: Lorenz Lassnigg
E-mail: lassnigg@wstac.at
Sweden: Per-Erik Ellstöm
E-mail: perel@ipp.liu.se
310

5. The project aims to professionalise VET
professionals in other words to raise the
status and skills of the occupation. Therefore we believe that we need to develop
university based education programmes.
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6. The project seeks to develop a new occupational profile for VET and HRD professionals. That profile will necessarily be multi-

faceted based on the breakdown of the
traditional divide between vocational
teachers and human resource development
professionals and the integration of initial

and continuing education and organisational learning within the concept of lifelong learning.
7. The project stresses the importance of work

related process knowledge and the application of knowledge and skill in promoting sustainable innovation. The project

Tel. (34-93) 403 50 52
Fax (34-93) 403 50 14

Partners:
Dr Domingo J.
Universidad Nacional de Educación a
Distancia
Instituto Universitario de Educación a
Distancia
Spain

Dr Scheuermann
Universität des Saarlandes
Institut fur Rechtsinformatik
Germany

aims at a new curriculum for VET and
HRD professionals that combines pedagogy

Dr Kikis

with technical and vocational knowledge
and work based skills.

Foundation for Research and Technology-

8. Methodology: the project seeks to identify

common research questions leading to
transnational development tasks. The
project adopts an action research approach

bringing together research and developmental traditions.

Hellas
Institute of Applied and Computational Mathematics
Greece
Prof. Mavridis
Innovation in Education and Training Ltd.
Greece

Publication: Promoting vocational education
and training: European perspectives, Brown,
A. ed. (1997). Tampere: Tampere yliopiston
(Ammattikasvatussarja 17)

Mr Owen
University Wales
tion

EU programme funding the research:

Dr Claeys
Professional and Academic Channel for Europe 2000
Belgium

Leonardo da Vinci

Website:

Bangor, School of Educa-

Great Britain

http://www.itb.uni-bremen.de/projekte/
europrof/default.htm

Source: University of Bremen

Title of project:
Implementation of virtual environments in
training and education

Mr Pulkkinen
University of Oulu, Faculty of Education
Finland
Mr Browne
The Nottingham Trent University
Department of Secondary and Tertiary Education

Great Britain

Coordinator:

Timetable:

Dr Juana Maria Sancho
Universidad de Barcelona
Departamento de Didacuca y Organicacion
Escolar Facultad de Pedagogia
E-Barcelona 08035

1998-2000

Short description:
Taking advantage of the new information and
communication systems, many different ex-
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periences are emerging where traditional
public institutions and training organisations
are moving towards new ways of open and
distance education. Participants in what are
currently called 'virtual campuses' are now
experiencing new ways of teaching and learning. This new scenario arises tensions in the
organisation and functioning of both public
and private institutions. On the other hand,

the new ways of telematics-based learning
crosses geographical borders, challenging
E&T systems all around Europe, and posing

Fondazione Istituto Guglielmo Tagliacarne
per la Pormozione della Cultura Economica
I-Roma 00178
Tel. (39-6) 78 05 23 30
Fax (39-6) 784 21 36

Partners:
Dr Remotti
Fondazione per la Ricerca sulla Migrazione e
l'Integrazione delle Tecnologie
Italy

new questions to European cultural diversity.
The central objective of this project is to investigate the issues involved in the implementation of virtual learning environments (VLE)
in post-secondary public educational institutions, as well as in training institutions. The
project will focus particularly on looking for
a holistic view when tackling the main issues
mentioned. Within this context, the key ob-

Dr Cullen

jectives of the project are: to map out the
teaching and learning approaches in VLE,

Dr Steiner
Joanneum Research, Forschungsgesellschaft
mbH, Institut fur Technologie- und Regionalpolitik
Austria

especially those arising from combining face-

to-face and distance education methods in
traditional institutions and companies; to
critically assess the impact of European diversity on international VLE, in relation to
common elements of curriculum, language
issues, and institutional adaptation of the
E&T systems to open and distance learning;
to contribute to innovation in public educational institutions in relation to the restructuring of their functioning, the cooperation
with similar European institutions and with
the private sector when implementing VLE.

Tavistock Institute of Human Relations,
Evaluation Development and Review Unit
Great Britain
Director Wijgaerts
European Centre for Work and Society
The Netherlands

Ms Diez
Informacion y Desarollo SL

Spain

Ms Chretien

Chambre de Commerce et d'Industrie de
Paris, Institut de Formation d'Animateurs
Conseillers d'Entreprise
France

EU programme funding the research:

Timetable:

TSER

1996-98

Website:
http://xiram.doe.d5.ub.es/IVETTE/

Short description:
Often SMEs organisationally take on the

Title of project:

characteristics of a cluster. Within the cluster there is a strong integration between local
institutions, service centres, training organisations and enterprises. The organisational
formula of the cluster guarantees better av-

Developing learning organisation models in
SME clusters DELOS

updating and adjustment of qualifications.

Source: Cordis

Coordinator:
Dr Ruggiera Sarcina
312

erage performance in companies which belong
to it in terms of company results, employment,

The 'clusters' represent privileged observatories for the analysis of employment and learning dynamics. Considering the 'clusters' as a
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learning organisation permits, methodologically, to analyse the information flow and the
interactions which, in the cluster, give rise to
circular processes of competence acquisition,
shared know-how, experimenting and progressive correction of collective intervention.
In relation to SME clusters it is the group of
SMEs which acts as the learning organisation.

The 'interorganisational' learning processes
which develop in the SME clusters have not
yet been systematically studied from the point
of view of implications of collective learning,
shared development of knowledge and inter-

vention models. It is opportune to focus attention on the distinct characteristics and on
specific organisational learning processes
which arise through cooperation between
SMEs, so as to clarify their nature and to build

support methodologies to increase conscious

interventions on these issues. The project
objectives therefore are: verify the modalities
through which the SMEs clusters intervene
as learning organisation and investigate the

Coordinator:
Mr Schuler
direct tel: (49-5482) 71 31
E-mail: michael.schuler@t-online.de

Forschungsinstitut fur Arbeiterbildung an der Ruhr-Universität-Bochum
FIAB

Kirchplatz 2
D-45657 Recklinghausen
Tel. (49-236) 15 70 34
Fax (49-236) 118 33 62
subcontractor of FIAB:
Monsieur Jean-Marie Guion
France
Tel. (33-328) 42 38 75
E-Mail: jinguion@nordnet.fr

Partners:
bfw Berufsfortbildungswerk des Deutschen
Gewerkschaftsbundes
Mr Heinz Apel
Germany
Tel. (49-40) 78 85 61 10
E-mail: hamburg@bfw.de

organisational learning processes that arise

CAU Center for Work life Development

through clustering; give 'working' indications

Mrs Margaretha Milsta, Ph.D.
Sweden

capable of supporting training and occupational policies in favour of SMEs. Throughout six different countries,12 different clusters are analysed.

Publication: DELOS project

Developing
learning organisation model in SME clusters,
final report. Brussels: European Commission
Science, Research, Development, 1998.

Tel. (46-35) 16 73 65

E-Mail: margaretha.milsta@cau.hh.se
Ibw-Institut fur Bildungsforschung der Wirtschaft
Herrn Mag. Bernd Kastenhuber
Austria
Tel. (43-1) 545 167 121
E-Mail: kastenhuber@ibw.at

EU programme funding the research:
TSER

Timetable:
Started 1995

Website:
http://improving-ser.sti.jrc.it/default/
show.gx?Object.object_id=TSER---00000000000005E0&_app.page=showTSR.html

Source: Cordis

Short description:
Objectives: In an environment where new jobs

are being created through the implementation of innovative approaches in future-oriented economic fields, master craft people and
supervisors are having to face new challenges

in their day-to-day activities. Their role in

Title of project:
Transnational pilot project: master/supervisor in lean production

professional initiation and supervision seems
to be diminishing in importance, whereas new
skills such as managing and defining the objectives of groups of workers, developing the
potential of colleagues and organising team
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work are becoming an increasing priority. The

Francesca Carrera, Maria Luisa Mirabile,

aim of this project is to contribute to the

Cecilia Tomassini
Italy

changes in the qualifications of a specific category of personnel to accommodate the new
production concepts being developed in coop-

erative structures such as SMEs.

Activities: In a first phase, it is planned to
list, analyse and draw up an account of the
various national qualification systems for
master craft people and supervisors. In the
second phase, on the basis of the results of
the preceding phase, appropriate training
modules will be developed, tested, evaluated
and finalised in the form of a global concept,
which in a third phase will then be pub-

University of Technology of Helsinki

Liisa Nakari, Ilari Rantala
Finland
Tco

Eva Maria Danvind, Agneta Lembke
Sweden

Timetable: 1997-99

Short description:
Since the 1980s, many workers over the age

lished and marketed in German, Swedish,

of 45 in Europe have progressively been

French and English.

marginalised and excluded from the labour

Products: Development of a modular curriculum for master craft workers and supervisors
in the area of new communication and work
organisation methods, organisation of workshops and production of publications of the
results of the work.

market, as they are considered unable to cope
with the pace and nature of industrial change.
Early retirement has given rise to a new social category the senior worker who is no

longer regarded as productively viable. Using the lifelong learning approach, this survey and analysis project aims to contribute
to the research of new political/social solutions

EU programme funding the research:
Leonardo da Vinci

Website: N/A

Source: http://europa.eu.int/comm/dg22/
leonardo/html

Title of project:
Over 45: causes of dismissal and the role of
lifelong learning

Coordinator:
Mr Pettenello
Istituto Europeo di studi sociali-associazione
Europea (IESS-AE)
P.O. 22
1-00198 ROMA
Tel. (39-6) 884 87 79
Fax (39-6) 884 88 79

Partners:
Forcem
Rosa Bonet, José Manuel Giménez
Spain

with regard to this social category. An analysis of continuing training schemes will be conducted and several industrial case studies illustrating positive examples of reintegration

will be examined in the four partner countries. The results will be discussed at an international convention with the participation
of national and local institutions, social partners and training structures with the aim of
disseminating successful experiences in the
struggle against exclusion from active working life.

Impact: The results will be used to draw the
attention of national and local institutions to
the importance oflifelong learning in the fight
against social exclusion.

Publication:
Over 45: causes of dismissal and the role of
lifelong learning

EU programme funding the research:
Leonardo da Vinci

Website: N/A

Source: Mr Pettenello
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Training for new jobs: contents and pilot projects

Jeroen Onstenk
Abstract
The paper discusses the need for and the prospects of curricular redesign of vocational education and training as an answer to changes of job profiles and skill requirements. The first part
deals with new skills needs, developments in the labour market and the responsiveness of the
vocational education system. Two main strands could be distinguished: a general or core skills
approach (including emphasis on learning skills) and a broad occupational competence or key
competences approach.

The second part deals with new curriculum designs. It discusses whether and how these new
requirements are met by redesigning initial training and by developing new forms of continu-

ing training and learning at the workplace, in schools or in combination. Two main focal
points are distinguished: first, innovations which accentuate (learning to) learn and study and
the development of the self-directed student. Second, innovations which focus on learning how
to solve occupationally relevant problems and how to work effectively in changing organisations: the development of the self-directed professional.
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Training for new jobs: contents and pilot projects

1. The responsiveness of the
vocational educational system
This part focuses on new skill demands, developments in the labour market and-the responsiveness of the vocational educational
system. Jobs are changing at high speed because of new technology, changing markets
and the rise of new organisational paradigms.
Information and communication technology
in the workplace leads to a shift from an emphasis on action centred skill to intellective
skills (Zuboff 1988). Companies have to respond to changing market demands with regard to variety, flexibility and quality. In order to cope with both these developments, new

production and organisational concepts are
introduced which enlarge the autonomy and
responsibility of workers by enriching jobs,
integrating problem solving and quality care
in production jobs and diminishing the layers of management (Onstenk 1997b).
As a result, many firms require a work force
with more, and different, competences. These
include an increase in general abilities, such
as numeracy and literacy skills, in order to
deal with the growing amount of information
processing, as well as organisational and communicative key qualifications and technical
skills in order to effectively solve production

and organisational problems. At the same
time, a sharper and more mobile labour market asks for more employability. Employers,

management consultants and even unions
welcome the concept of employability, al-

geographically mobile, cover a broad qualitative and quantitative spectrum and prepared
to work at non-standard hours (Bolweg and
Maenhout 1996).
Most definitions of employability tend to cover

a very narrow field and to emphasise the
growing relevance of general skills. Competences regarding professional substance ap-

pear unimportant or even as a hindrance,
Whereas, in most cases, broad and deep content-specific competences are still the most
important employability tools someone could
have. In a mobile labour market the asset of
having recognised qualifications is not less,
but more important. So at the same time as
pleas for more flexibility are heard, a tendency

to establish or improve qualification structures and to establish mechanisms to recognise and certify competences acquired outside
education or training can also be observed.

Occupations can be a very strong instrument
to improve structuring and functioning of the
labour market, as well as improving people's
chances (Hovels 1998). Of course this does not

deny the need for further individualisation
and for the development of people's abilities
to plan their careers and to ensure versatility on the job market (Meijers 1995). So a new

concept of vocational education is needed
which better prepares people for this problem area, full of contradictions.

There seems to be a growing conviction in
Europe that (vocational) education should
give students the basic equipment to cater,

though it is not at all sure that they are wanting the same thing. We are on our way to a
'risk society' (Beck 1986), where everybody is
responsible for his or her own destiny.

on the one hand, for the growing demands for

In a market society individuals are forced to
rely on their competences and abilities and
their willingness to develop them. However,
at least two different images are hidden behind the concept of employability (Onstenk

ments are a challenge for vocational education and training, both of which have to respond to increasing demands with regard to
the amount of learning and training needed,
as well as to the content of training.

competences while, on the other hand, enabling workers to obtain a firmer grasp of their

opportunities for personal enrichment.
Changing job and labour market require-

and Kessels 1999). On the one side is the
mobile entrepreneurial job seeker or jOb hop-

per, always looking for opportunities and
ready to move. On the other side is the flexible, employable worker, able and willing to
attend training, perform a variety of tasks,

Vocational education is increasingly regarded
as the beginning of a vocational learning ca-

reer, rather than as the summit of skill acquisition. During working life workers will
have to attend further training and change
321
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jobs on a number of occasions. This means
that vocational education must offer a broad
base including technical, methodical, organisational, and communicative as well as learning skills. How this objective is to be reached
is less sure, and there are different answers.

(Carnevale et al. 1990; Levy 1987, 1989; Stasz

1998). The basic idea is that changing condi-

tions ask for more general, work-related
skills, as distinguished from more narrow,
occupation-specific skills. At first the growing awareness of the importance of this new
broad or core skills was matched by an even

1.1 Generic skills, key qualifications
and core competences

faster growing confusion concerning their pre-

There are different European models for the
responsiveness of training systems in adapting contents and curricula to changes in occupations and the labour market. An impor-

In the Anglo-Saxon world at the beginning
of the nineties there is common ground em-

tant theme is the inclusion of a broader
concept of skills (i.e. key qualifications, core
skills, competence transversal, broad occupational competences) in the qualification system and in vocational education. Changes in
the skill requirements of jobs and underlying
reasons (e.g. new technologies, restructuring
of work organisation, outsourcing/out-contracting, new types of jobs, changing employment patterns) are identified, as are implications for training contents and curricula.

In the European discussion it is emphasised
that the broadening of occupational requirements (problems to be solved) should lead to
a multi-dimensional analysis of skills needed
in the work place. These are not restricted to
the level of 'technical' job-specific skills. Many

approaches and definitions can be distinguished with regard to the need for a broader
concept of skill, including both more complex
and information skills, organisational skills
and social-communicative skills. Two main
strands can be distinguished, comparable respectively to the core skills and key competences strands distinguished by Kamardinen

and Streumer (1998). The third strand distinguished by these authors, the German
model of key qualifications, can be seen as a
special case of the second strand, as for example illustrated by recent use of the concept
of key competences (Heidegger and Rauner
1997).

1.1.1 Core skills and general

qualifications

The first strand centres the discussion around

the concept of basic, generic or core skills
322

cise content and conceptualisation (Onstenk
and Moerkamp 1999).

phasising core skills like communication,
mathematics, reading, writing, planning, cooperation and planning. With regard to the
United Kingdom, Brown (1998) concludes

that:
`...the national approach to core skills generated in the idea that they could be used as a
developmental tool to give structure and direction to learning in the workplace (particularly on Youth Training Schemes). As they were
used primarily in education for 16-19 year olds
core skills became identified with the more re-

medial function of equipping significant numbers of young people in each age cohort with
basic skills and understanding that they have
not acquired through the compulsory phases
of education. The association of core skills with
the skills necessary for employment was in-

terpreted as part of a wider attack, in which
an emphasis upon skills was seen as undermining the traditional model of education, with

its emphasis upon knowledge, understanding
and cognitive development'.

In the USA the Secretary of Labour's Com-

mission on Achieving Necessary Skills
(SCANS), identified in 1991 along the same
lines, a list of three foundation skills (basic
skills, thinking skills and personal qualities)
as well as five generic 'work competences' (re-

sources, interpersonal skills, information,
systems and technology) (Stasz 1998). In Aus-

tralia the Mayer Committee identified seven
strands of key competences, with three performance levels defined by complexity and
situational familiarity (Stevenson 1994):
a) collecting, analysing and organising ideas
and information;

326
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b) expressing ideas and information;

Learning skills

c) planning and organising activities;

In many countries a strong emphasis is found
on learning skills as an objective for vocational

d) working with others and in teams;

education. This could be seen as a specific
example of the core skills approach. As the

e) using mathematical ideas and techniques;

need for acquisition of new and broader

0 solving problems;

competences grows in order to enable employees to keep up with the speed of change (tech-

g) using technology.

Skills listed like this do not refer to specific
tasks or clusters of tasks employees should be
able to perform, but to general skills that employees are supposed to need to be able to work
in a whole series of jobs or even any job at all.

They can be considered as entry-skills. This
includes both elementary skills like arithmetic, reading or writing skill, general cognitive
skills (problem solving) and social-communicative or interpersonal skills. These skills are
supposed to be fundamental for performing
many tasks, for and a whole range of occupations and to ground specific occupational skills.

In many other countries there is an observable tendency to discuss changing and broadening skill needs in terms of general qualifications, albeit rarely as the dominant aspect.
In Denmark Andersen et al. (1996) propose
the concept of general qualifications. Shapiro
(1999) emphasises the acquisition of general

and personal competences as an important
objective of the major Reform 2000, which will

transform the Danish Vocational Educational
system. It could even be stated (Kamardinen
and Streumer 1998) that a variety of the Ger-

man key qualifications concept could be
grouped under these approaches, that is when
key qualifications are considered as general
labour market skills next to and apart from,
or even instead of, specific occupational skills
(Mertens 1974; Wilsdorf 1991; Geissler and

Orthey 1993). The same idea has been put
forward in the Netherlands, both in theory
and research (Nijhof and Streumer 1994; Van

nological, market driven, organisational) the
capability and willingness to learn becomes
a prerequisite for the modern worker (Nijhof

and Streumer 1998; Stasz 1998; Onstenk
1997b; Simons 1998b). Learning to learn and
self-directed learning have become important
dimensions of working life. This, of course, is
stressed in all countries and by most VET researchers. They differ, however, in the estimation of the amount of learning needed and

in the approach to learning, either as a specific skill or as a component of a broader concept of competence.

The implications of this are, in general, much
better elaborated then most other core skills.

Straka (1997) makes a distinction between
skills with regard to interest and goal setting,
executive learning strategies, cognitive and

emotional control strategies and the ability
to evaluate learning results. In many cases
the willingness of the learner and the responsibility of being his own teacher is emphasised

(Nyhan 1991). Simons (1998b), however,
stresses that at least three kinds of learning
are needed. Learnerworkers should be able
to learn (as an individual, at the team level
and at an organisational level), and to be flexible in several respects (time, place, job). They
have to know how to learn in formal settings,
but also to learn from and on the job (experiential learning on their own and especially in

cooperation) and to learn in a self-directed
goal-directed way (action learning).

Learning skills for formal and also self-directed learning may be derived from the learn-

ing functions (planning, preparation, execu-

Zolingen 1995) and in policies ,Several

tion and control of learning activities).

sectoral national bodies have included lists
of key skills in their attainment terms, although, at the same time, it is emphasised
that these have to be made concrete for the

learning or self-directed learning when there
is explicit attention to learning, including the

occupation (SER 1997).

Non-formal learning can appear as action

formulation of learning goals, a choice of
learning strategies and an explicit testing or

32 7'
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measurement of learning outcomes in various ways (not only through a standardised
test). It can also appear as experiential or incidental learning, where learning can be seen

Van Zolingen 1995). Van Zolingen (1995) iden-

as a side effect of problem solving, working or
acting. In this case there is no explicit regulation oflearning: no learning goals, no learning
strategies and no testing of learning but there
is still learning, even very important learning.

The German and Dutch discussion refers to
cognitive, organisational-strategic and socialcommunicative skills, connected to change in
the organisation and demands of work. The
concept builds on a sociological distinction
originally made by Dahrendorf (1956) between functional and extra-functional quali-

Simons presents a list of skills and attitudes

that relate to experiential learning. These
include looking for opportunities to get feedback, to reflect, to innovate and experiment
and to develop a vision. Also giving and accepting feedback, trying out new things and
making mistakes are important. Learning is

improved when the worker-learner has
theory-orientation and is interested in the
background to what he is doing. Perhaps the

most important condition Simons (1998b)
mentions is that the worker-learner should
be prepared and able to work with experts,
colleagues, managers and also clients in such
a way that he can learn from and with them.

1.1.2 Key competences and broad
occupational competence
The second strand focuses on key competences

and key qualifications. Kämäräinen and
Streumer (1998) emphasise that these concepts refer to sets of competences that transcend traditional divisions of labour and traditional occupational profiles. Competences
are related to organisational learning and to
new production concepts. In France this discussion comes under the heading 'competence
transversale', in Germany under 'key qualifications' and 'action competence' (Handlungs-

kompetenz) and in the Netherlands under a
series of concepts ranging from extra-functional to broad occupational competence.
Brown (1998) stresses the difference between
this concept and the UK-brand of core skills.
In his view, 'key qualifications' were associ-

ated from the beginning with the need to
broaden and deepen vocational education and

training, in relation to development of an
underpinning knowledge-base and increased
emphasis upon logical analytical and critical
thinking (Wilsdorf 1991; Laur-Ernst 1989;
Reetz 1989; De Jong et al. 1990; Hovels 1998;
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tified 'key qualifications' in terms of knowledge, insight, skills and attitudes.

fications , later elaborated by Kern and
Schumann (1970) in a distinction between
process-dependent and process-independent
qualifications. Mertens (1974) introduced the
concept of key qualifications, building on this
tradition, as a number of broad qualification
dimensions that are needed by workers in the
modern labour market next to their defined
in very limited terms vocation.
In the aftermath the concept has been elaborated in two directions. On the one hand it is
integrated in new descriptions of vocations in

the German dual system and in that sense
led to much broader definitions of vocational
content (Reetz 1989). From this perspective
emphasis is laid on the embeddedness of specific tasks and jobs in the labour process as a
whole (Laur-Ernst 1989) and on situated social, organisational and strategic dimensions

of occupational practices. A distinction is
made between task competence, methodical
competence and social competence (Arnold
1994). On the other hand, the concept of key
qualifications is sometimes also elaborated by
drawing up long lists of key qualifications as
qualifications next to specific occupational
content (Wilsdorf 1991). In the Netherlands
Van Zolingen (1995) attempts to combine
these perspectives by defining key qualifications as the broad, common core of occupations. She distinguishes six dimensions of key

qualifications: general-instrumental; cognitive; strategic; social-communicative; social-

normative; personality. This concept has for
some time had considerable influence on the
policy debate regarding the broadening and
innovation of vocational education (SER 1997;
Van Zolingen et al. 1997).

In the Netherlands the concept of broadly
applicable skills (De Jong et al. 1990; On-

Training for new jobs: contents and pilot projects
stenk 1992) tried to combine both traditions.
It concentrated on strategic effectiveness and

This analysis has been accepted and elaborated recently in a white paper of the Advi-

social and communicative performance

sory Committee for the qualification structure
(ACAO 1999), which makes core competences
the central element in both occupational and
qualification profiles, aiming at improvement
of vocational education as a preparation of the

skills. Strategic effectiveness involves various skills: problem solving skills; organisational skills; versatility (multi-skills, proce-

dural knowledge); and leadership skills.

demands in actual occupational practice.

Social and communicative performance refers to the social character of the work place,
both as a working environment and a social
context. It implies cooperative skills, social-

ACOA (1999) concludes that, in the Netherlands, a consensus is reached on the need and
usefulness of a clear qualification structure,
based on occupational profiles that are legitimised by social partners. There is also con-

communicative skills and cultural skills.
Both strategic and social competence imply
commitment and motivated activity. De Jong

sensus on the need for the development of

et al. (1990) proposed a list of situational
skills, that distinguished between strategic,
social-communicative and motivational dimensions, related to job management and
work environment. Strategic effectiveness
demands problem solving skills, organisa-

broad vocational education, both with regard
to the range of occupations and with regard
to threefold qualification; for an occupation,
for further (vocational) education and for citizenship. But there is a need to achieve more
coherence and comparability by developing
more elaborated formats.

tional skills, versatility (multi skills, procedural knowledge), leadership skills and me-

thodical skills. The social dimension

ACOA emphasises core competences as a
learning objective for vocational education.

demands cooperative skills, social-communi-

Four fields of competence, needed for any job,

cative skills and cultural skills. As motives
of activity Onstenk (1992) made a distinction between several aspects: professional attitudes; motivation and commitment; flex-

are distinguished:

a) vocational (vakmatige) and methodical
competences refer to the vocational content
and specific activities, assignments prob-

ibility; responsibility; and the ability to
handle emotions, fear and uncertainty.

lems and contingencies and to the development of adequate approaches to these

In a further elaboration of this approach

problems;

Onstenk (1997b) shifts emphasis to the need
for integration of so-called general skills in a

b) organisational and strategic competences

coherent ability to perform. Based on the

refer to the ability to organise and plan
tasks (task management) and to work in

analysis of occupational problems elaborated
above, he develops a concept of broad professional competence (brede vakbekwaamheid),
in which seven dimensions are distinguished,
parallel to the kind of problems a person has
to deal with in work. He defines broad occu-

specific work and organisational environ-

ments (i.e. different organisational concepts);

c) social, communicative, normative and cultural competences refer to problems connected to working in groups and the participation in the community of practice at
the level of a team, a company or a profes-

pational or professional competence as a
multi-dimensional, structured and internally
connected set of occupational technical, methodical, organisational, strategic, cooperative

sion;

and socio-communicative competences,

d) learning- and shaping competences refer to
the contribution to one's own learning and
development and the development and innovation of organisation or the profession.

geared to an adequate approach to the core
problems of the occupation. In order to respond to the need for change, to participate
in and contribute to innovation and to acquire
new competences he adds 'learning and shap-

ing competences' as necessary elements in

This elaboration could also be of relevance for

broad professional skill.

other European countries, as it includes in a
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structured and broad, occupational-centred
way the aspects distinguished in most key
qualifications, concepts or core skills lists.
Also it is compatible with the prominent UK
definition ofJob Competence of Mansfield and
Mitchell (1985, 1996), which makes a distinc-

ent tasks and handle unexpected problems
and change (contingency management). And
that must be accomplished in the context of
the organisation as a whole, that is the production process, as well as the organisational

and social-communicative environment

tion between work activities, managing different work activities, managing contingen-

(Mansfield and Mitchell 1996).

cies and managing the interfaces with the

In a specific occupation, problems occur in

work environment. Also it matches the main

specific combinations. If, for example, we look

dimensions of action competence, as discussed

at caring occupations, production demands
stem directly from the caring and nursing
tasks in relation to the patient. These can already be quite complex, requiring technical,
medical, social and emotional skills (Benner
1984). Organisational problems result from
specific task divisions, but also from changing business policies. So Dutch experiences
show a growing tension between the demand

in Germany (Dehnbostel and Walter-Lezius
1995; Heidegger and Rauner 1997).

1.2 Occupational core problems
As a result of these new demands, emphasis
is being laid on the competences workers need
in order to act adequately and to solve occu-

pational problems. In Germany the impor-

tance of action competence (Handlungskompetenz) as an objective of vocational

for a more efficient businesslike approach and
a client centred approach, which both depart

from the traditional institutionally centred

education is emphasised (Laur-Ernst 1985;

approach (Onstenk 1997a). Social-cultural de-

Heidegger and Rauner 1997). In the UK

mands have to do with formal and informal
rules within the occupational group, within
the specific team someone is working with,
but also with others, i.e. doctors. It is important to realise that these are not nicely tuned

NVQs are competence based, albeit in a much
more limited way. A central theme in this discussion is how to analyse and represent occu-

pational problems. In the Netherlands the
concept of Core Problems as a fruitful way of

both identifying essential aspects of broad
occupational competence and key qualifications, and of designing methods to deal with
this in vocational education has won some
recognition (Onstenk 1997a, 1997b; Blokhuis
and Van Zolingen 1997) and is being elaborated in concrete proposals for improvement

of Dutch qualification structures (ACOA
1999). Brown (1998) states that the attempt
to use 'core problems' as a focus for the development of 'key qualifications' (Onstenk et al.

demands, but that concrete situations can
show contradicting demands, which makes
situated deliberating and choosing necessary.
This complex combination of problems can,
for specific occupations, be condensed into
central, specific, characteristic combinations
of production problems, organisational forms

and social-cultural environments and problems. These sets could be described as the core
problems.

1990; Onstenk 1997a; Van Zolingen et al.
1997) may also have considerable value for

Core problems are central to the performance
of roles of particular groups of practitioners.
They are characterised by uncertainty, com-

the development and implementation of
broadly framed curricula for 'vocational'

plexity and conflicting considerations that

higher education in England. So, what are
core problems?

require the exercise ofjudgement. These problems may have organisational, occupational
and technical dimensions, and their solution

may require knowledge, insight, skills and
Problems in work practice do not occur one
by one separately, but in specific combinations. It is not only expected that a competent worker can perform a set of tasks and
solve the routine problems that occur, but he
also must be able to manage and plan differ326

attitudes related to these dimensions, as well
as inter-disciplinary knowledge, the application of high-level cognitive skills and the inter-related use of communication and other
core skills (Onstenk 1997a, b). These are precisely the type of issues with which new en-
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trants will have to grapple if they are to make
successful transitions from trainees or novices into experienced practitioners.
Core problems, then, are problems and dilem-

mas which are of central importance for
occupational performance. Core problems occur regularly as part of occupational practice;
they are characteristic for the profession. Professionals are expected to find an efficient and
effective approach and solution. Core problems are essential characteristics of the professional task, in which decisions and choices

must be made, in which deliberate application of knowledge and skills and the appropriate set of action alternatives in the right
speed determines the degree of expertise.
Core problems are important on two different levels for learning and the acquisition and
development of professional competence. On
a direct level the learner acquires competence

and expertise regarding central elements of
the occupation. At the same time, more general learning, problem-solving and meta-cognitive skills are developed in solving specific

erate reasoning and choices as part of the job
or task itself.

This core problem approach has a strong resemblance to the German discussion on action-centred occupational analysis. Actual
occupational practice in real working situations is characterised by a strategic and social dimension (Buck 1989). Strategic action
relates to task management and structure of
regulation, inasmuch as these are characterised by a certain amount of internal and/or
external regulation autonomy or freedom of
action (Frei, Duell and Baitsch 1984). Each
task and work environment is characterised
by a degree, however small it may be, of uncertainty, uniqueness or conflict (Buck 1989).

Core problems could offer vocational edu-

cation an integrated approach (Onstenk
1997a,b; Brown 1998). The concept of core
problems connects the determination of the
central issues of the profession with the importance of making decisions and choices in
both occupational expertise and educational
practices/ learning processes. Competence de-

and concrete core problems by learning to

velops by solving problems, meeting chal-

handle complexities, contradictions and
uncertainties. Thus learning through core

lenges, taking decisions, considering different
action possibilities, weighing up alternatives

problems contributes to the development of

(Frei et al. 1984; Onstenk 1992, 1997b;

transfer skills. Core problems can be dis-

Dreyfus and Dreyfus 1986). Core problems
also highlight the way professionals working
in one sphere increasingly have to deal with
issues that are not necessarily within a single disciplinary compass, and that they have

tinguished in breadth, depth and complexity.
They do not look the same for a beginner or
an expert (Dreyfus and Dreyfus 1986; Benner
1984). Different levels of the learning process imply different levels of complexity for core

problems as a didactic strategy.
Core problems refer to occupational situations
in which complex problems are solved, and in
which the specific characteristics of the situa-

tion, and the social context, are of central
importance. This implies uncertainty and the
need to balance different, sometimes contradictory considerations and interests against
each other. A distinction must be made be-

.twe en the level of complexity and the
situational dimension of core problems. Complexity refers to complexity of required activities: handling different kinds of information
at the same time; recognising different dimen-

sions of a problem; possible contradictions;
differences in importance; the need for delib-

to be able to work with colleagues and in
groups with different kinds of expertise
(Engestrom 1994). Young and Guile (1997)
argue that increasingly professionals need to
possess a connective, rather than an insular,
form of specialisation, which stresses the ability to look beyond traditional professional
boundaries (Brown 1998).
Situated learning theory (Brown et. al. 1989;
Raizen 1989; Scribner 1984, 1986; Lave and
Wenger 1991) and with some reservations also
activity theory (Laur-Ernst 1990; Engestrom

1994) suggest that learning in and through
the work process itself can be a very effective

way to acquire this kind of work-related
knowledge, key qualifications or broad occupational competence. But new challenges are

$1
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also raised for vocational education, to which
we turn in the second part of this chapter.

cational learning environment. Examples will

2. New curriculum designs
in vocational education

there is much innovation. Attempts are made
to create powerful learning environments in
vocational education and to develop new didactic concepts. Vocational colleges (rocs) are
increasingly interested in methods which promote self-directed and self-paced learning, but
also problem-based learning. There are also
examples from Germany, England and Denmark where there is a growing recognition of
the importance of the role of the vocational
educational school in responding to new competence demands.

This second and main part of this chapter
deals with new curriculum designs in vocational education. How are the new requirements met by redesigning initial vocational
training and by developing new forms of con-

tinuing training and learning at the workplace, in schools or in combination. This includes the development of forms of integrated

learning and problem-based education. In
many European countries new training profiles are developed in initial and in continuing training in an attempt to narrow the gap

be taken mostly from the Netherlands. In
Dutch school-based vocational education

There are many different approaches to didactic and methodical innovations in vocational education. The main development could

between vocational education and the de-

be defined as a switch from a mainly in-

mands of occupational practice. Attempts are
also made to create more integrated learning
trajectories by better coordination of learning places (BIBB 1999).

structivistic to a more constructivistic para-

Different European countries offer different
answers to the challenges of vocational education. These can be grouped in two strands,
reflecting the discussion on new competence
demands. A first group of innovations aims

at strengthening the general or core skills
dimension, but a second, and growing group
focuses on preparing students for broad occupational competence by including central occupational problems (core problems) in the
vocational curriculum, both by learning on the
job and by learning in school. Kämarainen
and Streumer (1998), who make comparable

distinctions between curriculum concepts
(atomistic and holistic; collection code and
integrative code; bipolar and integrative cur-

riculum regimes) stress the fact that that
there is a mutual relationship between curriculum design and the way new competences
or skills are defined.

digm (Salomon 1998; Simons 1998a). Impor-

tant themes relate to the content, structure
and sequence of learning places and the new
roles of teachers and coaches. New concepts
for a more active role of students have been
developed. Contents are enriched with occupational problems. Didactics aim for strong
learning environments (Brown et al. 1989),
based on constructivistic approaches, situated
learning and activity theory. An inventory of

new didactic forms in the Netherlands
(Onstenk, Moerkamp and Van Gelderen 1999)

distinguished open learning (Internet, open

learning centres); self-directed learning
(learning skills, learning styles) and problemsteered learning (discipline-oriented, practitioner-oriented). This seems also a useful distinction to analyse didactic innovations on an
European scale. This chapter will concentrate
on self-directed learning and problem-based

learning, as these seem connected most directly to both strands of competence needs.

2.1 Core skills and general
qualifications in VET

In the remainder of this chapter the central
focus of both strands, as well as some examples of 'best practices and innovations' in different countries are presented. As work-based
learning is discussed in other chapters (cf.,
for example, Dehnbostel and Dybowski 2000),
this chapter will focus on the school as a vo328

One very important result from the identification of general or core skills is the formulation of new objectives for both general and
vocational education, which should prepare
better for the labour market. There are several examples of new didactic designs aiming
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to promote general qualifications or core skills
as a learning outcome. An obvious example is
to be found in GNVQ-courses in England. Another one is the General Qualifications project

the over-lapping dimensions of personal ef-

in Denmark.

upon how GNVQ is implemented in practice,

2.1.1 Learning and teaching GNVQs
(England)

it can be a powerful vehicle for meaningful
learning and personal development. Branson
and Walsh (1999) claim that the single most

In England, GNVQs were set up as a 'middle
pathway' in a three track education and training system between vocational education and
general education. GNVQs are designed for
educational purposes to develop knowledge,

skills and understanding in a broad area of
work, such as manufacturing or business, to
improve ability to communicate well, use information technology, and work with numbers

and to develop skills in planning, handling
information, evaluating work and teamwork.
Brown and Keep (1999) remark that emphases on student choice, experiential learning,
core skills and learner autonomy were con-

fectiveness, critical autonomy and community.

Nevertheless, Brown concludes, depending

influential factor in raising esteem for GNVQ
and vocational education was the experience
of taking part in GNVQ. They found that as

individual teachers and learners had gained
first hand experience of GNVQs they had
come to hold them in high regard. To achieve
a GNVQ award, students are required to demonstrate full coverage of curriculum by meeting the performance criteria and evidence indicators for each unit. They are assessed on
the quality of their learning processes their
planning, information seeking and handling,
and evaluation as well as their learning outcomes. Harkin and Davis (1996) show how
teachers on GNVQ programmes may adopt

strained by regulations framed by state agencies. They recall the analysis of Green (1998),
who criticises the lack of a general education
foundation in British VET. This gap has been
filled by the much narrower surrogate of core
skills.

warmer, more supportive communication
styles in relating to students. Branson and

Green concludes that the English concentration on a restricted range of core or key skills
(such as communication, IT and the use of
numbers) provides a much narrower educa-

phasises that how students acquire 'knowl-

tion to a lower standard than is generally
found overseas. His conclusion is that the core

skills paradigm represents an impoverished
form of general education which is neither
adequately delivering the minimum basic
skills normally associated with an effective
general education, such as verbal articulation,
logical skills and mathematical literacy, nor

even attempting to impart a foundation of
scientific and humanistic culture adequate to
the demands of active citizenship in modern

Walsh recognise an element of paradox about
this:
`GNVQs are specified in the form of learning
outcomes. Official guidance for teachers em-

edge, skills and understanding in a broad vocational area' is not important. The important

thing is what students learn, not how they
learn it'. Yet, when asked what they liked
about GNVQ, in almost every instance, the
students and teachers involved in this research referred far more to the process of
teaching and learning sometimes referred
to as the 'GNVQ way' than to the content or
outcomes of the courses'.

According to this research the design, delivery and management of GNVQs is left in the
hands of teachers and students. Plenty of en-

societies' (Green 1998: 40). According to Green

thusiasm and imagination with respect to

it is not very likely that the core skills model

valent workers. Gleeson and Hodkinson

these tasks were witnessed. However, it was
also found that GNVQ structures, components
and (most particularly) assessment patterns

(1995) point to developments such as GNVQ
having taken place within policy discourses
which did not address any broader vision of
citizenship and learning or take into account

evidence to meet GNVQ assessment require-

of VET is able to produce broadly skilled, poly-

inspired a distinctive and fairly consistent
overall approach to teaching and learning.
The researchers stress that the gathering of
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ments is only feasible if the students take a
significant role in the management of their
learning. Also internal assessment in combination with the right to redraft and upgrade
work stimulates formative interaction between student and teacher on an individual
basis. Self-management of learning and oneto-one formative assessment were integral

In this research students and teachers
tended to summarise their favour for these
features in terms of the merits of active, responsible and meaningful learning. Among
these merits, sheer enjoyment and relish in
the process featured as much as, or more
than, benefits in terms of specific learning
outcomes.

aspects of the valued 'GNVQ way' in the
schools investigated by Branson and Walsh
(1999). They give the following comprehen-

GNVQs are intended to prepare students for
further/higher education or work. Regarding

sive observation of a GNVQ Advanced Science

the former, Branson and Walsh found that
subject knowledge and understanding were
considered to be adequate for most relevant

session. This observation, according to the
researchers, exemplifies to a greater or lesser
degree all the features of the GNVQ way of
working to which teachers and students re-

ferred in explaining their high esteem for
their GNVQ course. These included:

student management of the pace, location
and methods of work;

further/higher education courses. As to work,
most students had no intention of progressing to a job immediately after they completed
their GNVQ, but most believed that, in terms
of know-how in relevant job areas, GNVQ had
already demonstrated its value in their work
experience and/or their part-time jobs.

2.1.2 The general qualifications project
(Denmark)

mixture of independent and group work;
more student-led than teacher-led activity;
U a more interactive and democratic relation-

Core skills are often considered to be too narrowly defined (Brown 1998, 1999). Looking

ship between student and teacher than

for alternatives in this direction, Denmark

previously experienced;

offers an option. In the General Qualifications

Project (Andersen et al. 1996) a concept of
teaching was developed which aims for gen-

IJ regular use of information technology;

U independent research and reference work;
U opportunities to work on a variety of tasks
in a variety of locations;

U work set (imagined, envisaged, some of it
actually done) in meaningful business/industry or other vocational contexts;

eral qualifications. In this project the student,
the one to possess and develop the qualifications, is given a central position as a subject.
Other aspects are observed from this point of
view. By placing the subject in the centre, the
dialectic between societal and external interests and influences, and subjective qualities
and preconditions, becomes visible and accessible to analysis. According to Andersen et al.
(1996) it is necessary

U plenty of practical work;

'to take into consideration whether perhaps
U formative feedback from the teacher and
other students;
U knowledge and understanding of the content, structures and assessment requirements for the course;

U student involvement in the assessment
process and opportunities to redraft and
improve assessed work.
330

conditions outside the subject should be
changed, rather than the subject itself. If the
point of departure is in the resources of the
subject rather than its shortcomings, it might
become obvious that the real block to developing the working process is located in the

organisation of the work itself, or in other
agents in the production process, e.g. superi-

ors. Consequently the adequate process of
"qualifying" would not be to change the fea-
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tures and abilities of subjects, but to change
the framework within which they are to function'.

The analysis emphasises the importance of
paying attention to the relationship between
qualifications and qualifying at an early stage.
The circumstances under which specific types
of qualification could be developed are con-

sidered an important factor in the formulation of the needs for qualifications. In addition, the process of qualification might be
understood as having an influence on qualifi-

cation itself. Andersen et al. make the convincing point that:
the qualifications usually referred to as general [...] will often be developed as an effect

is not just a matter of what one immediately
would like to do.

'The strongest motivation is probably found
when it has the nature of personal objectives
which usually consist of a mixture of elements

linked to desire, necessity and personality
that can be both conscious and unconscious
in nature.... Motivation is also linked to content: in occupational settings one would like
to achieve something more than general per-

sonal development. But in the educational
context, it is more directional and encompasses an element of content that one would
like to cultivate or develop'.

After stressing the necessity of building on
active and positive motivation in relation to

of the how of the education (e.g. the pedagogi-

the course of education and its content,

cal form and didactic principles), rather than
an effect of the what (e.g. the content of the
education)'.

Andersen et al. list a number of conditions
that general qualifying programmes of education should meet. There must be guidance
or supervision in connection with admission

General qualifications are described by

to the programmes to ensure that participants
realise what they want to get out of them. This
requires quite radical innovative re-thinking
of the types and general procedures of guidance and supervision offered to or imposed
on applicants. To put this bluntly: it should

Andersen et al. in terms of the important features of present demands in workplaces:

Li general skills in communication, abstraction, and symbol analysis;
ID an active, structural understanding of social and working conditions;

LI personal engagement and agreement in
identity in relation to relevant activities;
Li active individual and collective potential
for development and resistance.
The decisive characteristic of all these fields,
according to Andersen et al., is that they involve personality and identity in an integrated
way, that is to say different from a mere isolated acquisition of knowledge and skills. This
sets conditions for the learning process that
first and foremost have to do with motivation.
When learning encompasses personal development, active motivation, positive and personal engagement take on the character of a
necessary condition.

Andersen et al. stress the fact that it is important to understand that active motivation

be counselling of persons rather than guidance towards an education. It should primarily have to do with clarifying the motivation
of the individual, with selection of line of education coming in second place.

Courses should give priority to, and be designed to meet, participants' needs before
those of the current labour market. This kind
of priority is also in accordance with the recruitment and personnel policy of most mod-

ern enterprises, it being more important to
attract motivated staff than people with a
qualification profile that is absolutely right.
If the motivation is there it is rarely a problem to ensure practical upgrading of qualifications or any retraining that might be necessary.

In addition, the framework and practice of the
programmes of education should be flexible
enough for participants to feel that they have
some connection with their motivational starting point. This latter is a pedagogical goal that
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many adult education teachers strive to at-

2.2 Self directed learning in VET

tain. However, it presupposes this flexibility,
i.e. that individual teachers have enough freedom to adapt content and method to the needs
of participants with many different types of
educational motivation.

A second kind of new educational designs deals
explicitly with learning competences. Now, this

is an objective that is present in most innovative designs. But some focus explicitly on this.

Finally, Andersen et al. stress that it is im-

A rather new development, seen in several
European countries, is the emphasis on pro-

learning places as a framework for, and invitation to, both professional and personal de-

moting self-steered and self-directed learning
in initial vocational education (Straka 1997).
There are several varieties of this. The conceptual framework of self-steered learning is

portant that participants can experience
velopment. They show a tendency in adult
education in Denmark for the strong sides of
programmes of education to dominate while
their less strong sides are further weakened
through the locations' physical and mental environment and their self-conception. For instance, the strength of adult vocational training programmes derives especially from their

close association with, and orientation towards, the labour market, while participant
orientation is weaker, being at best something

that individual teachers establish.
At the practical pedagogical level the importance of the motivational factor must lead to
consideration of how participants' interests

and preferences can be employed and how
they can influence the educational activities.
Andersen et al. distinguish two basic didactic dimensions, a content dimension (stretching from traditional subject-mater orientation
to problem orientation) and the direction dimension, stretching from teacher direction to
participant direction (or from other to selfdirected learning). Combining these two dimensions, four types of educational activity
are distinguished:

developed in cognitive and constructivistic
learning psychology (Boekaerts 1997), whereas

the concept of self-directed learning derives
from adult education (Tough 1979; Brookfield
1986).

In didactic approaches that aim for selfsteered learning, educational methods are
developed to foster active learning, self-steer-

ing meta-cognition and learning skills (cf.
Straka and Stöckl 1998). This is motivated
by the finding that passive or consumptive
forms of learning are less effective. These
learning theoretical insights deal with learning in general and are mostly not specifically
tested for students in vocational education,
with some exceptions (Witteman 1997; Slaats
1999). Didactic approaches in this category
are mostly general educational methods, even
if they are developed specifically for vocational

education. The characteristic of self-directed
learning is strong emphasis on the learning
process, on guidance and coaching of this proc-

1. teaching (teacher, subject-matter);

ess and on reflection on the learning process
(Straka and StOckl 1998). An example, which
is described below in more detail is the Integrated Learning Group system, developed in
Dutch vocational education.

2. exercise (teacher, problem);

Self-directed learning makes demands on edu-

4. projects (self, problem).

cational content in the sense that it must be
possible for students to work individually or
in a small group with the learning material.
This implies that the material must not only

As motivation is mostly enhanced by participation and problem orientation, the model at

contain well-formulated information, but also
guidelines and support for learning methods
and activities. A different structuring of learn-

least gives an indication that models other

ing content from traditional subjects is not

than teaching should be applied, to make personal development and general qualification
possible.

necessary per se for self-directed learning and

3. studies (self, subject-matter);
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rarely happens. In most self-directed learning literature there is made a strong contra-
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position between the teacher as a knowledge
expert a weak image for an inspired practitioner or representative of a discipline! versus the teacher as a coach learning processes.
This does not seem a very happy position for
vocational education. In an effective learning
environment the teacher should play an important role as example, model and knowledge source, with regard both to motivation
and knowledge, not only declarative facts, but
also procedural relations and processes and
conditional knowledge (Brown et al. 1989;
Lave and Wenger 1991).
Interactive Learning group System
(Netherlands)
The Interactive Learning group System (ILS)
is a method organising the learning process

in the class room. It is used in a growing
number of regional vocational colleges. The
method emphasises cooperation between students in groups as well as self-regulated learning. The method also focuses on differences

Li letting students learn from each other (ex-

change of prior knowledge or opinions
about learning subjects and about the most
effective ways of learning, including different learning styles;

Li enhancement of learning motivation and
self-reliance of students;
Li making room for other tasks than instruc-

tion by the teacher (by making students
themselves more responsible);

LI more opportunity for individual coaching
of students;

Li avoiding absenteeism by enlarging the
autonomy and responsibility of students;
Li avoiding a gap between the learning style
of students and the teaching style of teachers.
ILS is mainly based on a model of self-regu-

in learning style between students. The

lated learning, as developed by Boekaerts

teacher is expected to be more of a coach than
an instructor.

(1997). In the model a distinction is made be-

The method is inspired by theories of coop-

knowledge, cognitive strategies and cognitive
self-regulation. Secondly, motivational processes of the learner include meta-cognitive and
motivational knowledge, motivation strategies
and motivational self-regulation. In each cat-

erative learning, active learning, learning
styles, learning functions and self regulated
learning (Witteman 1997). The most important objectives of ILS are:
Li improvement of the learning style of students (deeper processing of learning subjects); knowledge is considered as a tool
(Boekaerts 1997), which should be made
operational for the student;

Li improvement in self-directed learning
abilities of students, for example by selfregulation activities or the execution of
different learning functions (Boekaerts
1997); the method emphasises and uses
differences between students with regard
to learning styles;
Li contribution to the social development of
students (stimulation of cohesion in the
class room, integration of 'black' students,
experience of collective responsibility for
learning tasks);

tween two clusters of learning processes.
Firstly, cognitive processes include subject

egory a number of relevant distinctions and
points of attention for educational innovation
are summarised. For example, subject knowledge distinguishes between declarative and
procedural knowledge. Meta-cognitive knowledge refers to knowledge about the usefulness
of strategies in relation to subject knowledge.
Motivational knowledge refers to aspects such
as self-image, professional attitude, and goal
orientation in different subjects.

Classes are divided in little groups of three,
four or five students. These groups are, by

preference, heterogeneous with regard to
learning performance, and also in relation to
learning styles and regulation styles. Instru-

ments are developed for establishing the
learning and regulation styles of students.
Lessons are organised in a more or less standardised way, consisting of seven steps:
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1. writing work on the black board;

When implementing ILS a number of bottle-

2. activating prior knowledge;

necks occur, mainly resulting from orga-

3. instruction;
4. groups work on learning tasks;
5. control, help and summarise;
6. diagnostic evaluation
7. testing (every eight weeks)
Prior knowledge is activated (2) by looking for

a couple of minutes at what students already
know about the subject and how the new learn-

ing subjects should be connected to this. Instruction (3) should not take more than 10 to
15 minutes. Groups work on tasks (4) (15-25
minutes), while the teacher coaches individual
students when there are problems, or he gives
help to groups. Control and summarise (5) demands that the teacher evaluates each group
on progress and problems. Diagnostic evaluation (6) implies a more precise evaluation of
problems, results and group processes.

nisational conditions: too little support and
coaching; too little commitment of heads of
department; too little direction from the management; not enough teachers involved in the

project; misunderstandings about responsibilities; misunderstandings about communication structures; misunderstandings about
availability of personal and financial means;
misunderstandings about schedules; misunderstandings about the adaptation of educational content; too many (unrealistic) objec-

tives; not enough adaptation of teaching
behaviour to the method; and, last but not
least, mixed enthusiasm of students.

The method concentrates on learning in the
class room situation and is strongly knowledge-oriented. ILS is best if there are well

structured assignments, meaning that the
usefulness of the method for development of
problem-solving competence for the poorly
structured core problems of the occupation
can be doubted.

More than 20 Regional Colleges have experi-

mented with ILS, supported by external
consultants and training. As an innovation
process, a top-down approach is chosen. Imple-

mentation takes place at the level of management, teachers and students. Management and
teachers have to attend introductory courses.
Teachers need competences such as:
17 skills in stimulating interactive knowledge
construction by students;

social skills in dealing with students (individual and in groups);
Zi organisational skills (in grouping students;
in structuring learning subjects in appropriate group tasks);
ID diagnostic skills

:1 individual coaching skills;

It can be concluded that introducing a new
concept like ILS is a difficult and far reaching process. Other bottlenecks are, for example: the lack of learning material suitable for
group learning; the lack of case or problembased learning material; the lack of professionalism of teachers on the topic of regulation functions for learning processes; and, last
but not at all least, a lack of suitable tests.

Of course, these bottlenecks are not peculiar
to ILS. On the contrary, many problems in
the learning process, which remain invisible
in traditional instructional teaching, become
clear when working with ILS. For example, a
student doing nothing in a traditional frontal instruction situation draws no attention,
but in ILS this becomes visible and a target
for action.

2.3 Learning for broad occupational
competence

CI understanding of (meta-cognitive aspects
of) learning processes;

Against the structural background of chang-

01 understanding of learning styles and regulation styles.

ing labour markets and growing demands
made by business on vocational education,
more and more schools are innovating their
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courses, both with respect to content (to respond to new qualification structures) and
methods (to respond to the need for broad occupational competence and learning skills, to
prepare students for an accelerating speed of
change and a lifetime of learning).
Introducing core problems in vocational education presupposes specific contents and specific didactics (Onstenk 1997a). Occupationbased problems should have a central place

with regard to content action. An holistic,
multi dimensional approach to problem solving must be developed. Curricula innovation

helps to adapt to new attainment norms. A
serious discussion both in the Netherlands
and Germany is if the attainment norms and
examination regulations really fulfil these
demands.

More interesting still is the tendency to try
out new didactic forms to answer the need for
broad occupational competence. There is an
emphasis on self-directed learning, trouble-

shooting and problem-solving, problemsteered learning, cooperative learning and
decision making. There is also a tendency to
develop stronger learning environments to
reach this objective. This includes the estab-

lishment of open learning centres in many
schools, with an emphasis on learning how to
learn and the development of problem steered
learning. This emphasis reflects both the importance attached to vocational education as

a learning environment and the recognition
of the need to teach students how to learn and

how to acquire bread occupational competence, which can be used in a broad range of
jobs and gives a strong foundation for further
competence development.

2.3.1 Core problems in vocational
education
In many European countries it is felt that
vocational education should not be satisfied
with teaching knowledge and 'technical' skills,

but should concentrate on preparing pupils
and apprentices for competent action in occupational practice. To achieve this, changes in
content and didactics of vocational education
are necessary. In Germany this has led to re-

definition of vocational training profiles

(Ausbildungsberufe), making them broader
and including action competence and methodical, systematic and social-communicative aspects. New didactic forms have been
developed, centring on action problems of the
occupation. In the Netherlands, in the 1990s,
a new qualification structure was developed
and new contents of vocational education pro-

posed, better responding to the needs of a
changing economy and labour market. New
vocational curricula have been developed. It
is questionable, however, if the objective of
delivering broad vocational competence has
been reached already. The ACOA-white paper (1999) proposes to include core problems
or core assignments in occupational and
qualification profiles to improve this.

Contents should be structured to a greater
degree according to core problems of occupational practice. Core problems can be handled

better if the professional has broad cornpetences. But pupils and apprentices (and
starting professionals) acquire these competences more easily and better by dealing
with complex and realistic occupational problems. From this perspective didactic changes
in vocational education should be directed at
stimulating self-steered learning, problemsolving, diagnostics and problem formulation.
One way of integrating knowledge acquisition

with problem-solving and core competence
development is through a focus upon core
problems as a basis for building commitment
to continuing learning and development. This
approach is most appropriate when initial
VET contains significant exposure to authentic work contexts. Core problems relate to the
central challenges found within occupational
communities of practice. This approach is
pedagogically driven, and all aspects and activities of this approach fit with the ideas previously outlined, as they are held within the
same conceptual and theoretical framework.
The common approach is underpinned by a
commitment to continued learning and occupational development as a reflexive process,
grounded in the importance of critical reflection as a basis for learning. The favoured approach to learning is also collaborative, with
a particular emphasis on the use of problem335
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based learning, situated close to the work context, so that it is possible to focus on the 'core
problems' typically meant by groups of prac-

critical in two respects. First, it is necessary
if learners are to look beyond current practice and to help shape how such problems are

titioners (Onstenk 1997a, b). The initial organisation of the problems fits with the idea
of a reflexive collaborative learning environment making use of problem-based learning.
According to Brown (1998) a didactic approach, which focuses upon 'core problems',

tackled in future. Second, it can act as a stimu-

would highlight a reflexive collaborative
learning environment making use of problem-

based learning such that:
CI it provides authentic contexts for learning
with a focus upon real (complex) problems;

lus to creativity and innovation, not least because the learners have learned the value of
applying a reflective approach to the development of their own practice and expertise.
Such an approach not only increases the likelihood of significant learning, it also provides
a framework for subsequent continuing professional development in which it is likely that
processes of new knowledge creation may be

facilitated. In this sense it helps those that
are learning within vocational education to
feel they are moving towards assuming a full

Li it is collaborative and dynamic, enabling
learners to develop shared understanding
and a sense of belonging to a dynamic community of practice, which they are helping

to change and shape;
Li it is participative and fosters active engage-

ment as the learners determine for themselves the issues that need to be addressed
when facing core problems; they can draw
upon the knowledge and skills of others in
facing these issues and also create their
own learning agenda to fill any gaps in
their knowledge and understanding;

Li it supports learning which is highly relevant, because the learning is focused upon
issues which are perceived as pressing by
practitioners;

Li it gives (possibly isolated) individuals the
opportunity to think through problems as
part of a team;
Li

it supports the development of creative and
flexible approaches to problems;

Li it supports the development of contextualised critical learning;
Li it supports reflection on and review of the
learning process as well as of the outcomes.

Reflection on core problems can give insight
into current practice and provide ideas as to

how a student or practitioner might tackle
similar problems in future. Such reflection is
336

position within particular 'communities of
practice' (Lave and Wenger 1991), and a subsequent continuing commitment to explore,

reflect upon and improve their professional
practice (Schön 1987).

One way of raising the intellectual demands
is to make use of problem-based learning where
the focus is on core problems of groups of prac-

titioners (Onstenk 1997a), acknowledging the
contribution theoretical concepts can make to

assisting individuals in understanding what
they are doing and why work practices are
subject to change (Engestrom 1994). This, of
course, also places a burden of proof on theoretical subjects. In a competence-based curriculum theoretical knowledge must be shown to
be of use in dealing with core problems. Core
problems in vocational education can be used
as a facilitator of both practical and theoreti-

cal learning (Onstenk 1997a; Brown 1998)
'Theoretical learning' is also developed through
applying the concepts for analysing the prob-

lems that arise for professionals at work and
for making explicit the assumptions underlying existing practice (Guile and Young 1996).
This conceptual knowledge can then be used
to underpin reflection on practice at a deeper
level than just 'theorising' practice. Such conceptual knowledge can have both explanatory
power and be applied to (changes in) practice.
It therefore complements the development of
practical learning, based on reflection on practice. Crucially, however, the development and
application of theoretical learning also facilitates a forward-looking perspective: enabling
thinking about how practice might be devel-
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oped in future. Indeed, a base is laid whereby
the subsequent application of the processes of
research, review and reflection in new contexts
can lead to the creation of new forms of knowledge (Engestrom 1994). The use of core problems within vocational education can according to Brown (1998) act as a springboard for
the:

ning, systems thinking and self-directed action and problem-based learning. This means
building curricula around occupational relevant tasks and problems. In many much use

exploration of and reflection on profes-

and preparation for vocational practice.

sional practice;

O development of skills, knowledge and understanding (of critical reflection) necessary to evaluate and review professional
practice;
O need to understand processes of change (as
practice increasingly takes place in complex and dynamic contexts);

ability to create new knowledge;

Ci development of theoretical knowledge to
underpin and complement reflection upon
practice;
ID study of the interplay between theory and
practice;

Li need to be able to transfer skills, knowledge and understanding from one context
to another;

O ability to handle complexity and interconnectedness of issues (including through
the formulation of mental models, schemas
or networks);

development of contextualised understandings;

of new media is anticipated for problem-based
learning.

The concept of problem-based learning is
strongly connected to vocational education
Constructivist learning psychology is also
very important for this approach, but some
other lessons are taken from it. Whereas selfdirected learning focuses on regulation, moni-

toring and meta-cognition, problem-based
learning focuses on learning in real contexts.
For vocational education this is a very useful
insight, because the context is clearly definable in occupational practice. In most cases
group work is promoted as cooperation an
important aspect of real work settings. Problem-based education can, in this respect, be
considered as a kind of simulation of occupational practice. This kind of education puts
heavy demands on the content aspect of the
curriculum. Although it is not impossible to
work with problems coming from one subject,
there is a strong preference for subject integrative and thematic problems and projects.

Problem-based learning in the Netherlands
Actual developments in the Netherlands show

that teachers and program developers are
responding to this need and are looking for
new ways to teach and to develop vocational
education as a strong learning environment.
Next to promoting self-direction in learning,
emphasis is laid on the acquisition of occupational competences. A precondition for this is

that, in the educational setting, the student
can deal with actual and complex occupational

Li translation of understanding into action,
as appropriate;

Li further development of communication
skills.

problems. There are different forms of Problem Based Education (PBE). The Main characteristic of these approaches is the fact that
learning takes place by dealing with realistic

vocational problems. In all cases these are
taken from actual occupational practice, but

2.3.2 Problem-based learning

they differ very much in the way they are formulated, the level and the complexity.

There seems to be a logical relationship between new demands made of practitioners,
with regard to problem solving, work plan-

PBE is not, in fact, a new educational form at
all. Inside and outside secondary vocational
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education attempts have been made many
times to motivate students and to improve

and often without coaching. In PBE different
kinds of tasks are distinguished; the problem

their learning through problem-based education. Dutch higher education has years of ex-

task, the strategy task, the study task, the

perience with problem based-education. It
started in higher medical education at the
University of Maastricht (Schmidt and Moust
1998). This approach, mostly referred to as

application task, the discussion task, and the
project task. In the tutor group, one student
takes the role of chairman and another student the role of reporter.

the Maastricht model', has been adopted in
higher and secondary vocational education.
The Maastricht model has a number of characteristics which recur to a greater or lesser
degree in vocational education. (Part of) the
learning subjects is treated in tutor groups of
6 to 12 students, in which is worked on spe-

It is remarkable that the 'Maastricht model'
focuses on a systematic method to deal with
learning and study tasks and to build learning groups, but pays little attention to the

cific tasks. A distinction is made between sev-

many schools themselves make tasks and as-

eral kinds of tasks (study tasks, problem
tasks, discussion tasks etc.). A model approach of working in groups is developed,

actual problems themselves. The detailed distinction in kinds of tasks says very little about

the contents. In practice this means that
signments and structure the curriculum in
blocks centred on these assignments. Of
course this means a lot of work, and often

known as the 'seven steps jumps' (seven steps
jump), consisting of seven steps to be taken
while working on a problem:

leads to big differences in approach and quality (Moerkamp et. al., 2000).

a) step 1: clarify unclear terms and concepts;

2.3.3 The 'block books' approach for the
building engineer course (Netherlands)

b) step 2: define the problem;

Recently a very interesting concept of a course

c) step 3: analyse the problem;
d) step 4: make a systematic inventory of different explanations, resulting from step 3:

e) step 5: formulate learning objectives;

0 step 6: look for extra information outside
of the group;

g) step 7: synthesise and test new information.

A school year in PBE is divided in a number
of blocks or modules, mostly lasting 10 weeks.

Each block is structured by a so called block
book, which can be seen as a combination of

design based on problem-based learning was
developed in the Netherlands. It is called the
'block books' approach, block books being a
series of booklets and more recently CDROMs which outline the curriculum for a
block of five to eight weeks and which include
assignments, problems and learning material.

This approach, although inspired by the
Maastricht model, shows some significant differences. It was designed for the level 4 course

Building Engineer. In 1999/2000 this approach has also been elaborated for courses
in road construction, electrical engineering

and engineering. The development of the
block book concept is closely related to the
introduction of the new qualification structure and to changes in occupational practice.
The project is strongly supported by the so-

study guide, work plan and learning material. The book contains objectives, planning
and description of tasks, case situations and
problems to be solved, tasks students should
do, products to be delivered and (sometimes)
suggestions for extra information sources.
Students work in small groups of 10 students,
so-called tutor groups. Tutor groups work
sometimes with coaching of a teacher (tutor)

when a new curriculum was developed, which
was centred around problem-based education
and the acquisition of executive skills (kader-
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vocational education to adopt the same methods.

The course for the building engineer was re-

structured at the beginning of the 1990s,
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vaardigheden). In 1994 the organisation of
vocational colleges (BVE Raad) installed a

nicate openly and to bear responsibility for

learning plan commission, which analysed re-

to work together and to solve problems and
conflicts in a constructive way. They must be
capable of taking decisions. Finally, motivating aspects received much attention, through
thematically clustering knowledge and skills.

search results on the future of building jobs
and on the evaluation of companies of graduates of vocational education. It turned out that

there were not that many new 'technical'
things required as most companies expressed
a great satisfaction with existing education.
This, however, was not true for organisational,
communicative and executive competences.

These were not represented in the old curriculum. A project group of teachers, dealing

with this problem, decided that executive
skills (mainly planning, problem solving and
communication) should be closely connected
to technical knowledge and skills, as any other
way would not be effective and motivational.

Integration was also supposed to lead to a
reduction of the number of different, isolated
subjects. Students should not experience the
course as a accidental series of subjects, but
should be enabled to see a clear connection to
real occupational problems.

collectively taken decisions. They must be able

Technical, personal and communicative skills
were transformed in learning objectives.
The objective of this approach was to contribute to student competences in taking autonomous decisions and bearing responsibility for

them. The student has to develop initiative
and analyse problems from different angles,
systematically and structurally solving them.
He must learn to work in teams and to deal
with people. So he needs to develop communicative skills. On top of that he must learn
how to be responsible for the environment and

work conditions and make these issues an
integral aspect of his work.

It is recognised that a student can only accomplish these tasks if he thinks lessons are

Objectives

attractive and if he becomes optimally motivated. Integration of subjects, a concentric

The objectives for the newly-designed MBO-

building of blocks, variation in didactic meth-

course for building engineers and middle

ods and attention to management skills in a

management are defined as technical, organisational, personal and communicative.

well-designed combination will have to
achieve this and lead to the expected results.

In the first place, an adequate technical level
should be reached, as laid down in the attainment norms, including specific attention to
environmental issues and quality of work in
the building site. In this respect the project
can be seen as pro-active education, where
improvement of occupational practice is an
explicit objective. The project was supported
by sectoral organisations in the field of environmental care and work quality.

Emphasis is put on the training of the stu-

In the second place personality development
(and organisational competences) was made
an explicit objective. This included being responsible and autonomous working being
able to take the initiative, take decisions and

dent as a future practitioner who, in complex
situations must act independently, must take
decisions and defend them and who must be
able in this process to make reference to different arguments and view points. The student must learn to take societal demands with
respect to environment and work quality into
account. It is expected he can take autono-

mous decisions in important aspects of the
occupation as the vocation of building engineer is characterised by a great number of
different visions and view points. The principle of self-directed learning is seen as including the recognition of the right of students to
explore independently this field of visions.

bear responsibility for them. In the third
place, attention is paid to communicative aspects. Practitioners must be able to function
as a member of a group. They must be able to
accept and understand each other, to commu-

Approach

A structured and detailed learning plan was
developed. From the beginning the student
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focuses on the occupation of building engineer.

The emphasis is put on a holistic representa-

tion of the building process, which is presented in a series of concentric projects (from
simple to more complex problems). This replaces the old way of designing the curriculum, which started with an extensive module
on 'foundations', while the rest of the building only followed much later on, even the next
school year. A second important principle is
that in the selection of learning subjects emphasis is put on a 'deep' treatment of specific

topics (like a building system, material or

group process and that the execution of the
project is considered as a role play, in which
roles in the real building team are simulated.
For assignments in the field of building design, students are given a list of specifications.

They then have to design, draw and specify
the solution. The evaluation criteria are realistic: it must be possible to actually build the
design. In assignments in the field of execution students are given materials and drawings. By choosing their own methods they can

A third principle is that the emphasis is put

make it their own project. The block books
for the first year deal with a garden house.
Apart from the, relatively simple, building
technical requirements, students also have to
take other aspects into account, for example
public planning and building regulations. Al-

on learning how to search for the information
needed, rather than on an integral presenta-

ternatively, they have to design a bridge master's house, taking into account building tech-

technique), and the development of a system-

atic problem solving approach, rather than
treating all systems, materials and techniques
superficially or only on the knowledge level.

tion in a learning book of all information

nical issues, but also water resistance and

needed to solve the problem.

management issues.

The core of the problem-based curriculum is

Didactic methods

formed by a series of assignments, which
structure the learning process in case form.

The learning plan distinguishes a large

A typical case takes about 30 study hours and

is executed in a relatively short period of 5
weeks. There is a global time schedule: 2
hours of deliberation; 6 hours of instruction
(delivering information relevant for the case
problem); 13 hours of execution (self-directed

work by students); and 6 hours of practical
instruction and exercise. Students work in
small teams (6-8 students). There is a project
per semester, divided into a number of blocks.
At the end of a project a presentation is given
to fellow students, but sometimes also to companies or parents.

number of didactic models and methods: lecture and lesson; teaching-learning conversation; cooperation in a group; role playing; prac-

tice and exercise; task; excursion; computer
supported education; self study; execution
tasks. Execution tasks, part of the case, integrate different school subjects. In a real building problem, several disciplines are necessary
(i.e. building technology, building administration, drawing etc.). Also several learning ac-

tivities (including the seven step jump) and
types of task are distinguished, based on the
Maastricht model.

The case are presented to the students in a
series of 'block books'. The series is con-

Much attention is given to the structure of
assignments preparation, planning, ap-

structed from simple to more complex assign-

proach, execution the assignment, control of
product and process and also to the degree
of structure (which diminishes in the course
of the semester).

ments, but they are all complete projects
(building assignments). Apart from the building technical work there are other aspects to
be taken into account, for example environment and work conditions.

Learning how to learn is a central point of

In block book 0, problem-based learning is
introduced to the student and the most important competences are described. It is emphasised that a report must be given of the

attention. In the recommended didactic methods the development of a systematic way of
working is by using the Leittext-method. In
this way the ascending degree of difficulty of
learning subjects is made manageable for the
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student. If, for a specific problem, there is
more than one acceptable solution or technical approach the student is made aware, during the orientation phase, of the existence of
the technical possibilities. For example, in

building a house there are four basis techniques: hard skeleton; piling up bricks; concrete elements; and concrete foundation. One
method is chosen based on the list of specifications and requirements as specified in the
assignment. This implies arguing why this
method (and not another one) is chosen and

elaborating how the method works in this
case. In principle, all methods should be used
across the whole class. Students acquire indepth knowledge of one method, but are aware
of the other possibilities and have developed

a systematic way of dealing with the other
methods when, in later practice, they come
to use this method. In this way students develop the learning competence required to
acquire other methods in occupational practice, when necessary.

acting with others; organising cooperation;
taking decisions; facing and analysing problems; solving conflicts; result-oriented work;
and splitting up of a group. The group process is explicitly made the object of reflection
and learning. An observation form is designed,
which students can use to report on the group
process. A list of criteria has also been devel-

oped to evaluate and judge the group processes. Students can have different group roles,

with every student being chairmen or group
secretary a number of times. Recently the role
of observer has been added to the curriculum:
a student has to observe the group processes
and report about them, using the observation
form.

2.3.4 Learn work tasks in 'Schwarze
Pumpe' (Germany)
In Germany, the model projects (Modellversuche) approach has produced a number
of new didactic approaches aimed at action
competences (Handlungskompetenz). So there

It is emphasised that this kind of learning and
teaching makes heavy demands on the design

of the classroom and the learning material,
and on teaching and coaching styles. Students

work on their assignments in small groups,

so a spatial structure must be adapted to
make this possible. The traditional image of
a class changes and becomes much more var-

are new ways of promoting learning on the
job (Lernen am Arbeitsplatz) and action-oriented educational design (handlungsorientiertes didaktisches Modell) There are several
examples of this, mostly focusing on problemor project-centred curriculum designs (Dehnbostel and Walter-Lezius 1995).
.

ied and noisy. Students work on different
projects and not every group works at the
same speed or in the same order. So the

A fine example is the pilot scheme Schwarze
Pumpe' [black pump] (Heidegger 1997). This

teacher has no detailed understanding about
the exact topic or progress of each group. He
can be faced with divergent questions about
objectives, information needed, problems and
bottlenecks. Although he is not supposed to
solve the problem, but rather help students
by pointing them in the right direction, stimulate thinking and reflection or suggest information sources, this does imply a great need
of active knowledge. And he has to learn how
to give strategic support, rather than giving
the 'right' answer.

education a double qualification, that is both
oriented towards skilled employment and pro-

Communicative aspects

learning (Hopfner 1995). Heidegger (1997)
stresses that:

In problem-based education, much attention
is given to communicative aspects as orientation. This involves: group responsibility; re-

'Integration of general and vocational education does not mean an enrichment of voca-

project aims to give students in vocational
vides access to higher education. It can be con-

sidered as an attempt to find effective responses to challenges resulting from the
changing needs and culture of working life
and industrial work. It also looks to respond
to the differentiated modernisation processes
of the VET system by striving for integration
of vocational and general education, enrichment of vocational learning and integration
of work and technology. The course is designed

to promote action- and shaping-oriented
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tional education by making it more like general education. On the contrary the objectives
of general education are pursued in the voca-

tional learning process itself. This implies
improvement of vocational learning by developing a central, didactic principle for the integration of numerous competences (relating

to the subject, methods, learning and social
skills) through real work tasks/processes.'
The distinctive feature of this pilot scheme is
the introduction and elaboration of the concept of 'integrating learning and work tasks'
(integrierende Lern- und Arbeitsaufgaben).
These include both occupation-specific and
more generic competences, contributing to the
development of knowledge and skills which
enable shaping-activities and support an integration of school and company and coopera-

tion of teachers and trainers (Lehrer und
Ausbilder)' (Hopfner 1995). The aim is to
bridge the gap between 'learning by working'

and 'learning by theoretical understanding'
by using integrated methods of learning itself: the competences needed for work-processes have to become subject to theoretical understanding and both scientific theories and

communicative and organisational competences must be used in the work process in

which learning is organised. Therefore the
curriculum consists of 'integrated learn- and
working tasks' which offer a wide demand of
'open' solutions the students have to find even
such which seem to be 'off-standard' (as a result of individual Gestaltung [shaping]). By

using this kind of task, methods of self-directed learning are promoted. One central
curricular idea is that general knowledge and
skills should be generated from solving occu-

pationally relevant problems and assignments: complex and rather open-ended tasks
with no set routes to follow, thus providing
opportunities for exemplary, integrated learning. The aim of the scheme is to promote or
shape the trainee's capacity for competent and
self-determined action.

conceived as a dialectic process between freedom and predetermination, between planned

and ad-hoc/situated actions, between conscious and spontaneous actions in which
plans, emotions and creativity are involved.
Human activity is moulded by reason and
emotions and guided by values. In this dialectic paradigm the duality of reason and
emotion is transcended.' (Heidegger 1997)
The training takes place both in an enterprise

and at the secondary vocational school
(Fachoberschule). By using integrated tasks
the two learning arenas can supplement and
enrich each other.

What students and teachers or trainers have
to learn/to teach is prescribed; the way (how)

to do this, and by what means, is an open
choice and decision, taking into account the
range of individual possibilities of learning
and creating conditions of learning by groups
of pupils, etc. Although students are not free

in choosing their subjects, they are free to
choose the organisational framework of learning and working: they are given the tasks and

have to find the solutions within a defined
time. They have to make use of those methods which are demanded by the task, including making use of knowledge beyond their
immediate experience, so they work with textbooks, using the facilities of the enterprise/
the school including computers, libraries. A

full integrated assignment ends with a media-supported presentation of the result, including the problem-solving process. Teachers or trainers provide information on request,
directly or by offering a 'classroom session' to
give concentrated support. Roles both of students and teachers/trainers change. The latter have to spend more time in preparing the
integrated learning and work tasks, but less
while the students are learning and working,

as students are controlling the kind and
amount of the demanded 'input' teachers/
trainers are asked to give.

'The concepts in the didactic thinking are sig-

Not all teachers are happy with this. They

nified by the German terms Gestaltung and

seem to think that in order to accomplish more
general, cognitive goals, teaching is necessary,

Mandigkeit; neither of which are easily translated to English. Gestaltung refers to the process of shaping and Mandigkeit to moral au-

thority or self-actualisation. Gestaltung is
342

even while acknowledging that practical
projects are probably a better way to prepare
for work. Apprentices have a need for, and are
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interested in, successful teaching. They judge
mostly both 'project' or 'teacher centred' intervention to be a success. Some of the teach-

Heidegger (1997) also identifies another typical problem for innovative didactic designs (cf.
Klarus 1998). The application of methods of

ers and trainers are sceptical. They doubt,
that such successes support performance in
the final examination. They talk about the
need for a 'healthy mixture', meaning that
'teacher centred' teaching has to play an important role to ensure that the aims and the
syllabus will be met. They still believe that
only this kind of teaching can ensure an as-

raises problems with regard to evaluation and
examination.

sessable 'success'.

self-directed learning which are stimulated
by open, both scientifically and vocationally
described problems of working and learning

'The effects of learning something non-stand-

ardised cannot exactly be seen either in the
results or in the behaviour of the student. So
they have to be asked about their processes of

The apprentices prefer the company learning
location and favour successful projects rather
than teacher-centred teaching. Some teachers
and trainers limit the success of learning and
working tasks to a certain class of aims. In that
sense, 'project work' can only be successful in
relation to 'independence', and 'team and communication abilities'. The actual, mainly cognitive, aims of teaching still require teacher-

centred teaching. This indicates a split of
educational aims that should be pursued together with the following attribution to the
different approaches: you need 'teacher-centred' teaching for the qualification aims, and
'project' teaching for the key qualifications.

Heidegger (1997) emphasises that this is
counter-productive, that a 'division of labour'
between approaches destroys the educational
standards of both teaching methods. This is
also indicated by suggesting that it is the job
of the school to prepare for cognitive testing

and the company to prepare for work (and
testing of the vocational demands as established by the Industrial Chamber of Com-

learning and their work-experiences. This
must be part of the evaluation. In advance
ILWT are designed according to the extent to
which they possess the potential for shaping
and how realistic related to the existing capabilities of the students it could be to ex-

pect the students to be able to find rational
solutions. Afterwards not only the results but
also the experiences both of the students and
the teachers are subject to the research process. In addition by analysing the content of the
students and teachers answers and comments
on their reflections upon what has happened
during learning and working, this will indicate some of the differences between conventional training and learning and the effects of
the new methods which include a higher level
of reflection because this is itself an important
aim of "Bildung". (Heidegger 1997)

A very important point is the need for congruency between teaching and testing. In
Schwarze Pumpe and many other educa-

tional innovations (Onstenk et al. 1999;

merce (IHK). In that sense, in the actual

Klarus 1998) lack of congruency prohibits
fully integrated learning processes. Only an

project, some learning and working tasks have
been carried out, without integrative character. This, according to Heidegger, is probably

done in both educational routes would give
an acceptable basis for testing.

the reason that some apprentices had bad
experiences with 'action orientated instruction' (handlungsorientierter Unterricht). The
occasional criteria of school projects seem to
show a complementary relationship between
the reports of teachers and apprentices. On
the one hand, apprentices are complaining
about chaos during work and the fact that no
one really knows what to do. On the other
hand, the teachers expected more independence, energy and ideas from the apprentices.

integrated assessment based on the work

'That would give the apprentices the opportunity to prove their abilities, and show that

they have gained by solving learning and
working tasks. As long as these are considered not relevant for testing, the conflict stays,
that forces teachers and students to a schizo-

phrenic interpretation of the results of the
model project. You learn quite a lot, but nothing of relevance examination. Testing is not

only for the control of the learners, but also
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for the teachers. If the testing conditions are
not extended by the specifications of the model

project, learners as well as teachers have to
stick to conventional measurements of success.' (Heidegger 1997)

The German pilot project demonstrates that
different ways of learning can only take effect if the examination tests are relevant for
the new contents and methods. On the one
hand all authorities have to agree to this and,
on the other hand, teachers of general and

vocational education need new, different

tasks must be accessible and open to the experience of students. A possible conflict between casuistic and systematic procedures
has to be balanced by using a combined sys-

tems- and action-oriented perspective. Instruction should also foster a metacognitive
perspective: by 'learning about the models
used' the conditions, necessities and restrictions of the arrangements and environments
should be thematized and reflected. Teaching
and learning should be related continuously
over longer sequences to concrete, realistic
tasks and problems which have to be selected

qualifications, i.e. they need integrated qualifications too.

or constructed with regard to the needs of

The progress of the model project is able, from

An introductory period for an industrial clerk

its logic, to clear up the described misunderstandings about construction and implementation of learning and working tasks. But it
is not able to clear up the deeper problem of

apprenticeship (Industriekaufmann) in the
sectors of business and commerce was designed as a complex teaching-learning ar-

devising an acceptable assessment regime
that supports an holistic approach to learning. This depends on changes on a broader

based on a real enterprise and represented

level and a redefinition of vocational educational objectives.

2.3.5 Learning-acting in a simulated
company (Germany)
Another German example is to be found in the
work of Achtenhagen (1999). An educational
environment is designed, taking into account
principles for teaching-learning arrangements
which should promote learning-acting (Lernhandeln). It provides the opportunity for learners to experience relatively complex facts and

problems which can be related to 'reality'.
Teaching should explicitly take into account
both prior and everyday knowledge and the
interests of students. It starts with a complex
goal and content structure which can serve as
advance organiser. Teaching concentrates on
the introduction and extension of terms and
concepts together with their intention. Here,
the decisive point for successful decontext-

goals and contents to be taught and learned.

rangement by modelling a virtual enterprise,
on a CD-ROM. The curricular goals and contents were an introduction into an enterprise
as complex economic and social system. The
unit should provide knowledge declarative
as well as strategic that could be used within
the following three years of apprenticeship in
the commercial part-time school (1-2 days per
week) as well as in the individual enterprises
of the apprentices (3-4 days per week). The
educational goal was to support the learning

processes of the apprentices in such a way
that they reached a better understanding of

the teaching-learning processes in the
Berufsschule [part-time vocational school] and

that they acquired categories which enable
them later to identify similarities and differences with regard to the work processes in
their individual learning firm which, of
course, are different to those communicated
by the virtual enterprise as experienced in
school. By this procedure, apprentices have
the opportunity to critically analyse their
work processes, but also to scrutinise the topics taught in school.

ualization is given. The teaching-learning processes fosters a clear and distinctive action and

The construction of the virtual enterprise and

activity orientation. Knowledge should be

the corresponding teaching-learning proc-

gained by solving meaningful problems.

esses take into account several questions. The

Achtenhagen stresses that for the development of adequate mental models, learning

knowledge to be taught and learned. In an-
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first question deals with the structure of
swering this, a systems-approach of business
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theory was used, focussing on business processes. Within this context declarative, but also
strategic, knowledge could be defined. The
second question deals with individual learn-

mation as necessary for the solution of the
two main exploration tasks. It can also be

ing conditions and prior knowledge of the

at home and in the firm. Apprentices who

apprentices. In the field of business and commerce, apprentices of very different ages and
prior schooling (e. g. 9 years or 13 years with
Abitur [higher education entrance qualification]) are frequently placed in one classroom.
This diminishes the learning chances of those
apprentices with lower academic schooling as,
according to Achtenhagen (1999), traditionally teachers will run their instruction according to the progress of the 'upper' part of their

solved the tasks earlier than their classmates
got additional tasks (also represented by other
media). All apprentices had to bring their solutions of the different tasks to the next lessons where they could be evaluated.

classrooms. As a result, apprentices with
lower school socialisation have less chance of
fully exploiting school instruction, or of acquiring terms and concepts for better under-

standing of work processes in their firms.
Therefore, the project runs according to a
mastery learning approach by trying to bring
all apprentices to a 85% mastery level by an
eight week period of introductory instruction,
in order to provide a basis for the concluding
teaching and learning processes.

A third question deals with selection and
structure of goals and contents. All situations
and information on the CD-ROM followed the
principles of action-orientation and learn-acting; they were organized according to a systems-approach of business theory focussing
on a process perspective and a client-orienta-

tion. The virtual enterprise and the corresponding material were developed according
to criteria out of the German didactic discussion, but also using US-American approaches.
Narrative episodes were constructed with the
stimuli for the exploration tasks and the solutions, but also provided information sources
via aerial views of the whole (real) enterprise,

an organisational chart, video clips demonstrating production processes, interviews

with clerks and workers, and computer
screens with relevant information (e.g. goods
in stock).

used, therefore, in later phases of instruction.
The learning time was free: in the classroom,

A last, main problem is how to enlarge the
complexity of the tasks in a controlled way.
The sequence starts with an exploration task.
A client asks, 'When can you deliver?' After
the solution the apprentices are given addi-

tional tasks. Then they have to solve a second exploration task: four weeks after the first

call, the client says that the promised delivery did not arrive. The apprentices have to go
through the whole system a total quality
management procedure to check the steps
of production and delivery. This corresponds
to the rules set by the real enterprise. After

that a third exploration task is given: the
apprentices have to solve the tasks first given
in the CD-ROM in their real enterprises. That
means: going through the enterprise, follow-

ing its network structure, interviewing the
employees involved, evaluating the solution
and then presenting it to the school class. The
acceptance of this procedure is very high: the
firm instructors come to the school to attend
the presentation of their firm in the vocational
classroom. Here, we can find observations on
the differences between the proceedings used

in the virtual enterprises and the business
processes in the real enterprises.

3. Redesigning VET: prospects,
problems and policies
Curriculum content and didactic methods in
vocational education have been challenged on

several levels. There are new insights in
learning and instruction. Students ask for
differentiated approaches with regard to back-

All these scenes were filmed within the real
enterprise. The apprentices had to collect all
necessary information for solving the exploration tasks though no linear solution was
possible. The CD-ROM contains more infor-

grounds, characteristics, interests and learning styles. Societal developments make new
demands on (future) citizens (Onderwijsraad
1998). Content and design in vocational education are also challenged, more directly than
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general basic, secondary or higher education,
by developments in organisations and occupations. Practitioners must be able to select

find work and to perform adequately in different and changing work situations. The substantive component of skill remains essential,

and interpret knowledge and information.

even more so in a flexible and insecure labour

They must be able to solve problems, to plan
and cooperate. In short: they need broad professional competence.

market. But it will have to include the will
and ability to expand and develop competences, including the development of new
competences and possibly the abandonment

There seems to be some synergy between
these demands. Didactic and learning theoretical insights, as well as motivational and

of old ones. Workers are supposed to take re-

learning styles of students and new demands

sponsibility for their social work unit, be it
team, company or professional group and to
contribute to the optimisation and change of

on the job, all seem to ask for didactic approaches, characterised by an emphasis on
self-directed learning, development of prob-

the work process. This in itself opens up pow-

lem solving competences, tailor made education and individual coaching and guidance,

on.

rather than frontal teaching in a class room
or simple 'watch and copy' in a work place
learning situation. This synergy gives an im-

To cater for this, vocational and continuing
education should strive for contextualised

portant push to innovations in the educational

process and has led to, sometimes drastic,
changes. In many European countries, schools

and companies are experimenting with new
models and objectives. Europe, or at least the
countries presented in this chapter, demonstrates a whole array of innovative actions in
vocational and continuing education. Some
are successful, some not; some interesting and

erful opportunities for learning. But it also
demands a broad professional base to build

general skills, learning competences and more
specific occupational competences, as speci-

fied in holistic and broad occupational profiles. These determine the first layer of educational objectives, which should be further
enlarged and elaborated in terms of personal
development, learning competences for further education and training and citizenship
competences.

deep, others slow or superficial. Countries
differ in the amount of steering and stimulation given by the government or social partners. In Germany there are guided and supported innovation programmes, whereas in
The Netherlands (and most other countries)

Most forms of vocational education and train-

educational innovation is not centrally steered
or planned, with the exception of defining new
targets and stimulating the use of ICT.

in Dutch secondary vocational education

3.1 Broad professional competence
Vocational education should give students a
better preparation for working life and lifelong learning. In order to reach that objective, qualification structures, educational tar-

ing include a larger or smaller element of
training that does not take place in the classroom, but in a practical setting or a practice-

replacing setting. Empirical research into
learning processes in practical learning stages
(Onstenk 1997b) shows a rich bundle of learn-

ing effects that can be achieved in practical
training and learning. Practical learning periods can contribute to learning how to deal
with the core problems of the occupation and
the acquisition of (elements of) broad professional skill, like planning, co-operation and

working in a team (cf. Dehnbostel and

problem-based learning must be made more
convergent, rather than the current state of
tension or even contradiction.

Dybowski, 2000). Alongside the characteristics of the job in terms of content and work
environment, the role of coaches and mentors,
both in the company and the school, are very
important.

It should be emphasised that new jobs and

Transfer can be stimulated through close con-

labour markets ask for a broadly conceptualised set of competences, to enable workers to

nection between occupational practice and
training in and out of school and by concen-

gets and new educational practices like
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trating on instruction and training of developing transfer skills, reflectivity etc. Development of concepts and procedural knowledge
should place a strong accent on the vocational
curriculum. At the same time, this curricu-

lum should be structured according to the
logic of occupational practice rather than the
logic of school subjects or disciplinary knowledge. This does not mean, however, a blind
adaptation to actual existing practices. Students should be made aware of contradictions, alternative developments and possible
choices. They must learn to handle them, act

in uncertain situations and, in this way, be
able to contribute to the further development
of the profession.

3.2 Dilemmas in didactic innovation
New educational forms also have to make
specific choices with respect to learning. These
choices must be based both on objectives with

regard to learning (i.e. learning to learn in
different ways and situations) and on a concept of an effective learning environment and
an evaluation of different aspects and possibilities for learning (educational, didactic, psychological, sociological): how do students learn
and what is the most effective form of learning; what is expected of practitioners and how

can students be best prepared for that; how
can the educational process be organised to
make flexibility and tailor-made instruction

learning specific, interesting and relevant
subject matter.

A second dilemma deals with the role of the
teacher: should he be an expert or rather act
as coach? This dilemma is closely connected
to the first: if learning skills are emphasised,
the teacher disappears as a source of knowledge and as an expert. Teachers are mainly
called for their pedagogical and didactic quali-

ties (sometimes emphasising the need to
fade!) and for their skills in coaching students
in self-directed learning. This tends to ignore
the important role of a teacher or (in appren-

ticeships and practical learning periods) a
coach or work instructor as a source of knowl-

edge, but even more importantly as a model
and a guide to the community of practice.

A third dilemma faces the choice between
broad (and much) content versus deep (and
selective) content. From the perspective of
occupational preparation, there is a temptation to put as many aspects as possible in a
curriculum. Students have then acquired at
least some knowledge of everything. This
seems, however, not very realistic, looking at
the growing amount of required knowledge

and skills and of the speed of change in required knowledge. But 'going deep' is a better option also from a learning theoretical

perspective. Deep knowledge of specific

possible?

themes (instead of superficial knowledge of
many subjects) should in that case be combined with acquisition of transfer skills.

In making these choices dilemmas occur and
trade-offs have to be made (Collins 1996). A
few of these can be are identified here.

A fourth dilemma juxtaposes thematic struc-

A first dilemma is posed by the question of
whether emphasis is to be placed on the acquisition of learning skills versus an emphasis on content. When discussing employabil-

ity, lifelong learning or core skills it is
tempting to stress the acquisition of general
learning and study skills. These skills seem
to have a life time value, whereas specific
skills sometimes are already considered to be
outdated the day they are taught. At the same,

tured content with logical and analytical
structured content. There seems to be, in
school-based vocational education, a clear
shift from a subject based approach (logicalanalytical) towards a more thematic or problem-based approach. From the learning theoretical viewpoint this shift is understandable
and beneficial: themes open up a better entrance to the integrated and complex reality
of vocational practice. The danger of a strict

emphasis on a thematic approach is a tendency to strong pragmatic and solution-ori-

time it is suggested by learning theory that
content is essential for learning. Even apart

ented knowledge and skills, acquisition of un-

from the value of specific skills for doing the
job, learning skills are developed best while

and deep understanding of processes, can be
threatened.

derpinning knowledge, but also reflection
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A final dilemma has to do with the definition

of the student as a starting practitioner as
opposed to defining the student as a student.
Working with real occupational problems,
cases or projects in a small group of co-operating students can be promoted with a refer-

ence to occupational practice. Learning in
school is organised as much as possible to resemble vocational practice. This can lead to a

neglect of the needs of students, both with
regard to their needs as learners and as human beings and future citizens (lack of developmental value and citizen-competences). And
not all vocational practice is characterised by
a team or project-based work structure. Some
(technical) occupations can be much more ad-

equately analysed this way than others. For
example, in nursing jobs the focus is much
more on a daily cycle of returning activities,
which quite regularly are disturbed by 'incidents', caused by the unpredictability of pa-

With regard to the first objective, there are
numerous activities, sometimes based on or
accompanied by scientific research and concept building, dealing with learning styles and

the development of learning skills. With regard to the second objective, attention is paid
to establishing attainment norms, based on
occupational profiles, and to the design of
educational settings for competence-oriented
problem-based learning. These are not contradictory objectives on the contrary. They
are, however, also not identical, and ask for
specific didactic strategies. Many projects and
experiments in vocational education are limited because they centre on one of these objectives, often while stating both. But in order to reach both, vocational education needs

an integration and interaction between the
development of the self-directed student
learner and the development of the competent and self-directed learning and working

tients or the contingencies of the organisation.

practitioner and flexible problem solver.

These dilemmas could be seen as perennial
dilemmas of teaching and training. It is not
possible to make a 'good' choice for all times

I have made a rough distinction in vocational

and situations. Dilemmas are inherent to

learning processes, in principle always
present and in that sense not solvable. Simons
(1998a) speaks of the core problems of teaching. A good new approach would take this kind
of dilemma into account.

educational innovations in school between
self-directed and problem-based learning. In
all new educational forms the student gets a
more active role and the role of the teacher
becomes more that of a coach of learning proc-

3.3 Policy Objective: competence
development by didactic innovation

esses. But there are big differences in the accentuation, for example, with regard to the
question of what a student is supposed to do
and how he is supported in that. Also, they
differ with respect to the objectives for lifelong learning. Self-directed learning empha-

Many companies and colleges across a

sises the acquisition of learning skills and
learning motivations which are expected to

number of countries are experimenting with
self-directed learning, problem-based learning and/or open learning, sometimes in combination. Although many approaches are still
at the experimental stage, some have already
become working models. Schools and companies are looking for ways to build into the curriculum new insights with regard to didactics and with regard to required vocational
competences. Two focal points can be distinguished. The first is an accentuation of (learning to) learn and study: the development of
the self-directed student. The second is an
accentuation of learning how to solve problems: competence development of the self-directed professional.
348

contribute to learning later in life. However,
in many cases this is restricted to learning in
formal educational settings (Simons 1998b).
Problem-based learning contributes to competence development by focusing on learning
how to solve occupational relevant problems
in realistic settings.

Open learning is often mentioned as a third
major theme of innovative vocational education. Open learning focuses on the creation of
new learning offers and environments, and on
the skills required to take advantage of these
new possibilities. Since such an offer is available later on this approach can be expected to
contribute to lifelong learning. Open learning
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is stimulated by the growing possibilities offered by ICTs. ICTs, indeed, can be used to
support both strands, but can also reinforce
more traditional forms of education (Simons
1998a). Both in the Netherlands and across
Europe, much emphasis is placed on the in-

Vocational and continuing education should
strive for contextualised general skills, learning competences and more specific occupational core competences, as specified in holistic and broad occupational profiles. These
determine the first layer of educational ob-

troduction of new technology in vocational education. Although ICTs and didactic innovation

jectives, which should be further enlarged
and elaborated in terms of personal development, learning competences for further

are often linked together, it could be argued
(Euler 1994; Collins 1996; Onstenk and Meijer

education and training and citizenship

1998) that much ICTs reinforces instructiondriven education, mostly in order to promote

competences.

more flexible forms of delivery, rather than selfdirected or problem-based learning. This is not

Discussions on standards for performance and

to deny that ICTs can be a very powerful tool
to promote self-directed learning or to support
students in competence development and in
learning to cope with occupational core problems. But a clear concept of self-directed and
problem-based learning environments is a precondition for effective use of these tools.

possible development paths taking into account societal and environmental norms and
values, should be an integral part of an analy-

sis of competences, and also be included in
the objectives and design of vocational edu-

cation. Students should be made aware of
contradictions, alternative developments and
possible choices. They must learn to handle
them, act in uncertain situations and, in this

It must also not be forgotten that, in most

way, be able to contribute to the further

countries, many vocational schools or training companies still use a traditional approach,

development of the profession. Vocational edu-

based on instruction and straight forward
knowledge transmission. For the Netherlands, the Education Inspectorate (Onderwijs-

inspectie 1998) concludes that educational
practice in most cases is still mainly traditional, despite the interest of teachers in more
varied didactic forms. The task of responding

to all new content and didactic demands is
still a heavy load for many teachers. In daily
school practice there is a huge gap between
what society would like to see as didactic innovation and what seems to be possible in the
actual class room. There are no indications

cation can have a pro-active role and support
innovative work practices.
Development of innovative didactic processes
and quality improvement of VET should be a
priority in VET policies. Innovative competence-based education asks not only for a de-

tailed and rich analysis of competences, but
also for design of a strong competence-oriented learning environment. A specific challenge is the inclusion in school-based VET of
designs to foster the learning of how to act in
complex job situations and solve problems into

actual work settings. New designs for prob-

that this situation is very different in other

lem-based learning should be developed, tried

countries (see, for example: Kämäräinen and
Streumer 1998; Brown 1998).

out and disseminated.

By way of conclusion some recommendations
could be formulated.

In most European countries attempts have
been made to reduce the barriers between
schools and work as learning sites. Innova-

Vocational education should give students a
better preparation for working life and lifelong learning. In order to reach that objective, qualification structures, educational tar-

tion in VET should focus on the inclusion of
work-based learning by establishing quality
criteria for work based learning places and
by designing curricula which integrate learning places.

gets and new educational practices like
problem-based learning must be made more
convergent, rather than the current state of
tension or even contradiction.

Programmes and instruments for accreditation of prior learning have been developed in
several countries. Interestingly enough, the
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development of new ways of evaluating
competences in vocational education has itself lagged behind. Traditional ways of testing knowledge (ie. by multiple choice or paper and pencil test) are often still dominant.
This theme needs specific attention as it is
an essential precondition for an effective introduction of competence-based education.
If the emphasis on the role of knowledge and
competence in maintaining the competitiveness of Europe is correct, innovation in the
content and didactics of vocational education
and training has to be an important element
of the European agenda, if we seriously wish
to meet this challenge. Designing and promoting new forms of self-directed and problembased learning, focusing on how to solve oc-

ganisations: the development of the self-directed professional.

4.1 Conclusions
There is a growing conviction in Europe that
(vocational) education should give students
the basic equipment to cater on the one hand

for the growing demands for competences
while, on the other hand, enabling workers
to obtain a firmer grasp of their opportunities for personal enrichment. Vocational education is increasingly regarded as the begin-

ning of a vocational learning career, rather
than as the summit of skill acquisition. During working life, workers will have to attend
further training and change jobs on a number
of occasions. New jobs and labour markets ask

cupation-relevant problems, in order to

for a broadly conceptualised set of corn-

promote competence development of (future)
workers seems to be a major challenge for the
coming years.

petences, to enable workers to find work and
to perform adequately in different and changing work situations. The broad but occupational specific problem-solving component of
skill remains essential, even more so in a flexible and insecure labour market. But it will
have to include the will and ability to expand
and develop competences, including the development of new competences and possibly

4. Summary and policy
recommendations
The paper discusses the need, and prospects,
for curricular re-design of vocational education and training as an answer to changes in
job profiles and skill requirements. It has two

the abandonment of old ones. Workers are
supposed to take responsibility for their social work unit, be it team, company or profes-

main parts. The first part deals with new

sional group and to contribute to the opti-

skills needs, developments in the labour market and the responsiveness of the vocational
educational system. Two main strands can be

misation and change of the work process. This
in itself potentially opens up powerful oppor-

distinguished: a general or core skills ap-

broad professional base to build on. The broadening of occupational requirements (problems

proach (including emphasis on learning skills)
and a broad occupational competence or key
competences approach.

tunities for learning. But it also demands a
to be solved) should lead to a multi-dimensional analysis of skills needed in the work
place. These are not restricted to the level of

The second part deals with new curriculum

'technical' job-specific skills.

design. It focuses on the question of whether,
and how, these new requirements are met by
re-design of initial training and by develop-

There seems to be agreement that vocational
education must offer a broad base including

ing new forms of continuing training and
learning at the workplace, in schools or in
combination. Here also two main focal points
are distinguished. Firstly, innovations which
accentuate (learning to) learn and study: the
development of the self-directed student. Sec-

ondly, innovations which focus on learning
how to solve occupationally relevant problems

and how to work effectively in changing or350

technical, methodical, organisational, and
communicative as well as learning skills. How
this objective is to be reached is less certain,

and there are different answers. Different
European models are distinguished according to hoe they ensure the responsiveness of
vocational education and training systems to
changes in occupations and the labour market. Many approaches and definitions can be
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ing practice, there is often a huge gap between
what is promoted as didactic innovation and
what seems to be possible in the actual class
room.

found with regard to defining new concepts
of skill, including more complex and informa-

tion skills, organisational skills and socialcommunicative skills. Two main strands can
be distinguished: a general or core skills ap-

Nevertheless, many companies and colleges
in numerous countries are involved in experimenting with self-directed learning, prob-

proach (including emphasis on learning skills)
and a broad occupational competence or key
competences approach. The second approach

lem-based learning and/or open learning,

seems more consequential, as it touches the
heart of vocational education and asks for

sometimes in combination. Although many
approaches are still at the experimental stage,
some have already become working models.
Schools and companies are looking for ways

reconsideration of both concepts and practices
in VET. The first approach, by contrast, could
be (and in many cases is) limited to an addition to VET-objectives.

to build into the curriculum new insights with
regard to didactics and with regard to needed
vocational competences. Two focal points can

The second approach seems to get more attention as there is a growing recognition of
the competences workers need in order to act
adequately and solve occupational problems.
A central theme in this discussion is how to

be distinguished. Firstly an accentuation of
(learning to) learn and study: the development
of the self-directed student. Secondly an accentuation of learning how to solve problems:

the development of the self-directed profes-

analyse and represent occupational problems.
One promising way of dealing with this is the
identification of core problems as a way of both
identifying essential aspects of broad occupational competence and key qualifications, and
of designing methods to deal with this in vocational education. Core problems, then, are
problems and dilemmas which are of central

sional. With regard to the first objective, there

are many activities, sometimes based on or
accompanied by scientific research and concept building, dealing with learning styles and

the development of learning skills. With regard to the second objective, attention is paid

to the development of attainment norms,
based on occupational profiles, and to design-

importance for occupational performance.

Core problems occur regularly as part of
occupational practice they are characteristic for the profession. Core problems refer to

occupational situations in which complex
problems are solved, and in which the specific characteristics of the situation, and the
social context, are of central importance.
Didactic and learning theoretical insights, as
well as motivational and learning styles of

students and new demands on the job, all
seem to ask for didactic approaches, characterised by an emphasis on self-directed learning, development of problem solving competences, tailor-made education and individual
coaching and guidance, rather than frontal
teaching in a class room or simple 'watch and
copy' in a work place learning situatioh.
In many schools and also in other educational settings inside or outside of companies
a traditional approach still dominates, based
on instruction and straightforward knowledge
transmission. In daily educational and train-

ing educational settings for problem-based
and project-based learning. These are not contradictory objectives on the contrary. They

are, however, also not identical, and ask for
specific didactic strategies. Many projects and
experiments in vocational education are lim-

ited because they centre on one of these objectives, often while stating both. But in order to reach both vocational education needs
an integration and interaction between the

development of the self-directed student
learner and the development of the self-directed learning and working practitioner and
flexible problem solver.

If the emphasis on the role of knowledge and
competence in maintaining the competitiveness of Europe is correct, innovation in the
content and didactics of vocational education
and training has to be an important element
of the European agenda, if we seriously wish
chance to meet this challenge. Designing and

promoting new forms of self-directed and
problem-based learning, focusing on how to
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solve occupation-relevant problems, in order
to promote competence development of (future) workers seems to be a major challenge
for the coming years.

4.2 Recommendations
Vocational education should give students a
better preparation for working life and lifelong learning. In order to reach that objective qualification structures, educational tar-

gets and new educational practices like
problem-based learning must be made more
convergent, rather than the current state of
tension or even contradiction.
Vocational and continuing education should
strive for contextualised general skills, learning competences and more specific occupational core competences, as specified in holis-

tic and broad occupational profiles. These
determine the first layer of educational objectives, which should be further enlarged and
elaborated in terms of personal development,

learning competences for further education
and training and citizenship competences.
Discussion of standards for performance and
possible development paths, taking into account societal and environmental norms and
values, should be an integral part of an analysis of competences, and also be included in
the objectives and design of vocational edu-

cation. Students should be made aware of
contradictions, alternative developments and
possible choices. They must learn to handle
them, act in uncertain situations and, in this

way, be able to contribute to the further

development of the profession. Vocational edu-

cation can have a pro-active role and support
innovative work practices.
Development of innovative didactic processes
and quality improvement of VET should be a
priority in VET policies. Innovative competence-based education does not only ask for a
detailed and rich analysis of competences, but

also for design of a strong competence-oriented learning environment. A specific challenge is the inclusion in school-based VET of
designs to foster the learning of how to act in
complex job situations and solve problems into

actual work settings. New designs for problem-based learning should be developed, tried
out and disseminated.

In most European countries attempts have
been made to reduce the barriers between
schools and work as learning sites. Innovation in VET should focus on the inclusion of
work-based learning by establishing quality
criteria for work based learning places and
by designing curricula which integrate learning places.

Programmes and instruments for accreditation of prior learning have been developed in
several countries. Interestingly enough, the

development of new ways of evaluating
competences in vocational education has itself lagged behind. Traditional ways of testing knowledge (ie. by multiple choice or paper and pencil test) are often still dominant.
This theme needs specific attention as it is
an essential precondition for an effective introduction of competence-based education.
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Vocational training and innovative practices
in the environmental sector
A comparison of five EU Member States,
with specimen cases

Roland Loos
Abstract
This report provides an overview of current developments in environment-related vocational
education and training in Austria, Greece, Denmark, Sweden and Luxembourg. After an introductory chapter on general developments, the report focuses on two subject areas: VET initiatives and contents in solar and geothermal technologies; VET initiatives and contents for lower
qualified younger unemployed people and other target groups on the labour market.
A number of case studies in these countries is presented and assessed. The report goes on with
an analysis of qualification needs for skilled workers in the field of renewable energies generally and for solar and geothermal energy utilisation in particular. An assessment is made on
what extent these innovative practices are transferable to other Member States.
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Introduction

have become necessary in companies in many
sectors.

For some years, environmental skills and
competences have been steadily increasing

Therefore it is of fundamental importance to
integrate general environmental knowledge

in importance. New EU directives, more re-

of environmental correlations and specific
vocational skills into vocational training in
the occupations concerned. But it has also
become necessary to provide basic environmental knowledge in vocational training for

strictive legislation in the Member States
and the constantly growing environmental
awareness of the general public have given
rise to new fields of activity and new markets in the environmental protection and
environmental technology sectors, and these
will also continue to increase in importance
in the future.
This trend also involves the creation of many
new jobs, although some of these 'only' constitute a shift away from work involving prod-

ucts and services that are more harmful to
the environment to more environmentally
harmless products and services.
In the context of corporate and local authority environmental protection, various measures are being adopted in an effort to reduce
energy consumption and to reduce the volumes of solid, fluid and gasiform pollutants.
Appropriate separation of wastes is aimed at
facilitating recycling of the greatest possible
quantities. The aim is also to store and destroy residual wastes in an eco-friendly way.
The reactive environmental protection previously practised has long been insufficient to
cover these activities. Preventive environmental protection is becoming ever more important. This requires a deeper understanding

of environmental correlations and greater
specific environmental know-how.

In addition to the environmental protection
technologies required for the fields mentioned,

technologies for use of renewable energy
sources in particular constitute new growth
markets in the environmental sector. In order to more easily develop these new markets

(e.g.the solar heating market, the wind energy market or the RME1 market) involving
environmentally harmless products and services, but also to comply with more restrictive
legal constraints, new skills and competences
1 Rapeseed oil methyl ester diesel (biodiesel).

most other occupations.

The first chapter of this report summarises
and compares the current status of vocational
environmental education and training in five
Member States.

In addition to basic data on vocational environmental education and training in the countries selected for the study, the analysis focuses on two main subject areas:

1. vocational training initiatives and their
content and market development in the
field of the use of solar energy (active and
passive) and the use of geothermal energy;

2. environmental education and training initiatives aimed at integrating low-skilled or
unemployed young people and other problem groups into the labour market.

Of the renewable energy sources, the use of
solar energy and geothermal energy represents fields in which training and continuing
training of skilled workers have the greatest
need for new training initiatives and content.
Skills at skilled-worker level for other renewable energy sources either primarily form part
of specific 'traditional' training courses (e.g.
hydroelectric power, biomass)2, or currently

have a greater need for training initiatives
with less new content. The latter applies to
wind energy, for example, but this would
change in the event of greater market growth
in the smaller wind generators which to date
have been little used.
2 With regard to the use of biomass, it should be
borne in mind that owing to technical innovations
and new application concepts, skills requirements
going beyond the traditional fields of forestry and
the timber industry have come into being in this
area also.
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Skills involved in the use of geothermal energy are frequently imparted in courses aimed
at providing training in solar technologies.
For this reason, and because of the close link
between the two fields in planning of an en-

ergy programme for private or industrial
buildings, it is very important to include use
of geothermal energy in the analysis.

A common structure is observed in describing the individual states, but particular account is taken of initiatives of specific impor-

tance to the relevant country. Important
initiatives from the two main subject areas
and other major measures in the field of vocational environmental education are shown
in the context of a description of initial vocational training for skilled workers, continuing vocational training, and training at universities and institutions of higher education.

In the sections on Austria, Denmark and
Sweden, initiatives by the social partners are
also mentioned, because in these countries the
social partners play an important part in vocational environmental education and training.

The survey concentrates on initial and continuing training for skilled workers in particular, but account is also taken of the most
important initiatives at all other levels of vocational training.
The country reports also take account of the
most important legislative decisions on integrating environmental education into general
and vocational education, since knowledge of
global correlations in the environment can be
regarded as a basic component of both gen-

eral and vocational environmental skills.
These decisions are shown at the beginning
of the national reports. At the end of the national descriptions, there are brief details of
the current situation as regards development
of the market for use of renewable energy
sources.

As regards the subject area 'training initiatives aimed at integrating low-skilled or unemployed young people into the labour market', Sweden is not covered in Chapter 1.
However, in the context of the specimen cases

in Chapter 2, there is a detailed description
360

of an innovative project in Sweden whose pilot phase recently ended.

In Chapter 2, following a brief discourse on
the concept and meaning of innovations from
the point of view of system theory and as regards vocational training, innovative training initiatives in the five states are described
on the basis of representative specimen cases
from four subject areas.

The two subject areas covered in Chapter 1
are again taken up and are analysed in more
detail. In the analysis of solar energy use, the
most important initiatives in Austria, Greece
and Denmark at skilled-worker level are described. Since the training requirement in the
sector is crucially determined by the market
trend, in this context the current state of development of the solar technology market in
the three countries is also described. A description is given of the most important initiatives in Denmark in the context of lowskilled young people. As already mentioned,
the relevant section on Sweden does not claim

to give a complete description of the most
important initiatives all over the country.
The third subject area covered is sector-specific initiatives by the social partners in Austria and Sweden for implementation or im-

provement of environmental vocational
training. The fourth subject area is innovative local continuing training initiatives in
Luxembourg. This subject area has been included in this report primarily because Luxembourg offers no relevant examples of the
other three subject areas.
All the specimen cases represent exemplary
initiatives in the Member States. The cases
exemplifying the first three subject areas also
constitute models for other Member States.
The two local initiatives in Luxembourg described in the context of the fourth subject
area constitute significant innovations for this
state, but in comparison with the other subject areas they are less important in terms of
a possible transfer to other states.

Chapter 3 analyses the skills requirements
for skilled workers in the field of use of renewable energy sources. It then discusses the
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extent to which, if the examples of good practice described in Chapter 2 are transferred to

other EU Member States, they can help to
improve the training level in those states. It
goes on to discuss the skills profiles required
in order to integrate low-skilled young people into the labour market, by means of envi-

ronmental vocational training. We then return to the Danish and Swedish examples of
the integration of young people into the labour market discussed in Chapter 2 and assess their transferability to other Member
States.
Chapter 4 assesses the extent of new employ-

ment and new jobs for skilled workers created by products and services in the environmental sector.
This paper is based on the results of the first
phase of the current Cedefop project, 'Observation of innovations in vocational training'.
In this project, Cedefop supports the European Commission in the dissemination of innovations in vocational training, by analys-

ing the potential for innovation in current

port, and Theo Papatheodossiou (Greek Ministry of Education) has produced the Greek

national report. The content of the present
paper is based on these reports, on earlier
reports obtained by Cedefop, and on further
telephone research and research into the literature of my own. Eight more EU Member
States are to be added to the study in the near
future.

1. Current state of development of environmental vocational training in selected EU
countries
Greece
In 1990 and 1991, laws were adopted making
it possible for teachers to include vocational

education in their lessons. Since then, the
Ministry of Education has specifically promoted environmental education projects in
Greek schools and the establishment of school
networks for (inter)active involvement in en-

vocational training approaches in the Member States and in transnational projects. In
the course of this year, Cedefop will produce
relevant research reports on four selected fo-

vironmental and environmental-protection

cal areas of vocational training, including
environmental vocational training. The re-

compulsory. Schools and teachers decide vol-

ports are intended to provide an overview of
the current situation in vocational training
in these areas, to assess innovative practice
in the focal areas, and to produce recommendations for implementation of innovative vocational training measures, directed to political decision-makers at regional, national and
Community levels.3

Within the framework of this Cedefop project,

Oliver Kress (0IBF)4 has produced national

studies on Austria, Denmark and Luxembourg, Harriet Axelsson (Halmstadt University) has produced the Swedish national re-

issues (European Commission, 1997).

Environmental education in schools is not
untarily whether they will incorporate this
subject area into lessons. In order to support
implementation of environmental education,

the Ministry of Education has initiated a
number of other measures. For example, it
was decided to establish institutes of environmental education (KPEs), in which students
can participate in environmental projects and
teachers are given the opportunity to participate in further education in the form of specific environmental seminars. The KPEs con-

stitute a connecting link between schools,
local administrations and scientific training
institutions. To date, the greatest progress
with regard to implementing environmental
education has been made in the first stage of
secondary education. A number of curricula

Loos, R., 1999. Cedefop INFO, 2/99. Identification and Dissemination of Innovation.

include ecology and environmental protection.

4 Osterreichisches Institut fur Berufsbildungs-

In the context of initial vocational training,

forschung [Austrian Institute for Vocational Training Research].

basic information on solar technologies is conveyed in some vocational specialisms. How-
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ever, environmental vocational training focuses on waste treatment. As yet there is no

postgraduate course 'European Environmen-

specific course on renewable energy sources.'

Aegean offers a degree course whose content
includes ecosystems and waste management
in a shipping context.

Continuing vocational training is primarily

provided by State-recognised continuing
training institutes (KEKs). Environmental
training offered includes courses on environ-

mentally sustainable agriculture and landscape conservation, in the context of the national parks. Courses on renewable energy
sources are also available, as are courses on
environmental protection and waste management engineering in the fields of industrial
environmental management, monitoring of
environmental pollution, and recycling. The
most important subject areas in these courses
are environmental protection and global environmental links, environmental legislation,

recycling, and treatment of municipal and
industrial wastes. Most of these courses are

available only to the unemployed. Such
courses are part-financed by the European
Social Fund. The courses normally last for 300

hours and represent by far the greater part
of the initiatives implemented by many KEKs
(Papatheodossiou, 1999).

tal Management'. The University of the

The University of Athens and other universities impart knowledge about utilisation of renewable energy sources in the context of vo-

cational training specialisms in the area of
energy technologies. The Technical University
of Athens plans to set up, in cooperation with

the First Viennese Solar School at the Viennese Institute of Vocational Advancement, an
interdisciplinary further education facility for
the utilisation of solar and geothermal energy,
in accordance with the modular concept developed by the LdV project, 'European solar
school'.6

As regards developing the renewable energies
market, Greece leads the EU in terms of solar energy heating applications. A total of 22%
of all Greek households currently have solar

heating installations.7 (Zervos, 1998.) The
Greek wind energy sector is still relatively
small. However, there is a considerable potential for developing this market, as Greece

Training measures in the field of technologies
for utilisation of renewable energy sources are
also offered by Greece's Chamber of Engineer-

has one of the greatest wind energy potentials

ing. The Centre for Renewable Energy

to the DEI national electricity network, the

Sources (KAPE) occasionally offers seminars
and short courses providing basic information
on alternative energy sources (solar heating,
geothermal energy, wind energy).

In some training courses at specialised institutions of higher education (TEIs), skills are
imparted in the field of utilisation of renewable energy sources. Skills in this field are

taught at the Athens TEI, in the context of
power engineering, for example, and at the
Heraklion TEl under the heading of mechanical engineering.
Most environmental specialisms at university
level are postgraduate courses. The Univer-

in Europe. In the case of the many Aegean
islands in particular, which are not connected
use of renewable energy sources often proves
to be more cost-effective than conventional
fossil fuel sources. The wind-driven genera-

tors currently in use are mainly hybrid systems, a combination of wind-driven generator and photovoltaics (Fissamber, 1996).

Austria
In the mid-1970s, Austria began incorporating environmental education into the general
school education system as an interdisciplinary subject. In 1981, it was incorporated into

sity of Athens, for example, offers the two-year

6 Telephone interview with F. Roiz, Head of the
First Viennese Solar School, Vienna/Thessaloniki,

5 Telephone interview with V. Fissamber, Athens/
Thessaloniki, 17.8.1999.

7 Telephone interview with A. Dimoudis, Centre
for Renewable Energy Sources (KAPE), Athens/
Thessaloniki, 16.8.1999.
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the curricula of the polytechnic schools (one-

a compulsory feature, both in vocational

year preparatory courses prior to initial vocational training). The environmental educa-

schools and in enterprises (Loos, 1996).

tion fund established by the Ministry of

In addition to the integration of environmental skills into training occupations, between
1992 and 1997 the environmental training occupation 'recycling and disposal technician'
was initiated in the field of initial vocational
training, as a training experiment. In 1998,
on the basis of this job profile (with additional
specialisms in the fields of wastewater and
wastes), two specific regular three-year train-

Education in 1992 is responsible for support-

ing environmental projects carried out by
schools throughout the country.
In 1984, the Ministry of Education set up the

'environmental education working party',
which was commissioned to implement various environmental education campaigns (e.g.
holding further education events focusing on
the environment, and advising teachers) and
to set up and coordinate an information network at national level (European Commission, 1997).

In 1998, this institution (now known as the
'environmental education forum') was mandated by the two competent ministries (the
Ministries of the Environment and Education)
to develop environmental training content for
all apprentice training/traineeships ('gearing

apprentice training/traineeships to the environment'). Another important project of the
forum with a related subject is 'ecologising
schools' (Kress, 1999).

In Austria, initial vocational training at
skilled-worker level takes place in the 'dual
system', in which, as in Germany, apprentices/

trainees receive education in vocational
schools as well as in-company training. This
assures a uniform training level and ensures
that important non-company-specific knowl-

ing occupations were created, namely 'disposal and recycling specialist wastes' and
'disposal and recycling specialist wastewater'. As yet, however, their significance is
relatively limited. In the context of the training experiment mentioned above, in 1996 only
30 trainees were trained in the whole of Austria (Kress, 1999).

Since the training occupation 'chemical
worker' was created, many young people who
previously chose8 to remain as semi-skilled
workers8 are now training in this occupation.
Young people are motivated to do this training mainly because chemical-worker training
is less demanding than that of the other two
training occupations in the chemicals sector.
In addition to information about global environmental correlations, training for this training occupation involves acquiring extensive
occupation-specific knowledge in the field of

the environment and environmental protection. For many young people, learning this

edge and skills are acquired. The training
content of each training occupation is regulated by vocational trainers, who lay down
uniform and compulsory national framework
standards.
In 1997, following an initiative by the social
partners, the Ministry for Economic Affairs
began incorporating environmental skills into
the job profiles of various training occupations
in the metal and electrical sectors. The provision of general environmental knowledge and
global environmental correlations is now a
compulsory feature of training in all training
occupations in these sectors. For four occupations, the provision of occupation-specific
environmental content during training is also

8 Previously, young people who wanted to work in

the chemicals sector but saw studying for one of
the other two training occupations as too difficult
could work only as semi-skilled workers. Training
occupations in the chemicals and paper industries
in Austria involve a high level of skills. This is essentially a positive feature, as high-quality training puts skilled workers in a stronger position on
the labour market. The creation of the somewhat
less sophisticated occupation of chemicals worker

has now also provided a satisfactory training
course in this sector for those less interested in
learning and weaker trainees.

9 In Austria, in response to a trade union initiative the discriminatory term 'Hilfsarbeiter' [unskilled or auxiliary worker] has largely been replaced by the term 'Angelernter' [semi-skilled
worker].
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occupation also means markedly changing

to assure the first-ever uniform quality stand-

their attitude to the working environment and
the external environment (Loos, 1996).

ard for this training in the EU and thus to

The social partners' training institutions

on authorised persons for hazardous goods

(BFIs'° and WIFIs") play a central and ac-

(Loos, 1998).

tive part in continuing vocational training for
skilled workers and those who have completed
secondary vocational training courses. They
initiate many innovative continuing training

The WIFI's Environmental Protection Academy offers a three-year course in environmen-

programmes in the field of environmental

training to become an authorised person for

protection and environmental technology The

wastes (first year), training to become a waste

two main examples are the First Viennese
Solar School at the BFI of Vienna and the

and recycling technician (second year), and
training to be a specialist environmental-protection technician (third year).

WIFI's Environmental Protection Academy.
Since 1995, the First Viennese Solar School at

the BFI of Vienna has offered a comprehensive continuing training programme in solar
technology and geothermal energy The target
groups addressed by the training are skilled

fulfil the skills training criteria for this skilled
worker in accordance with the EU directive

tal protection. It is structured as follows:

An important continuing training centre in
the field of ecological construction is the
Vorarlberg International School of Solar Con-

struction, which offers special continuing
training courses for architects, master build-

workers and graduates of higher technical

ers, construction engineers, planning de-

training institutions, as well as interested parties in other occupations, such as architects.
As an innovative continuing training institu-

partments, dealers in building materials, spe-

tion for skilled workers in the field of solar tech-

nology and geothermal energy, in conjunction

with initiatives in Germany it serves as a
model for the whole of the EU. The teaching
programme is primarily based on a good combination of theoretical and application-oriented
knowledge in all areas of importance to solar
technologies. Interdisciplinary training in this
field takes the form of three course modules:
photovoltaics, solar heating and heat pumps,
together with optional modules. Training ends
with a project paper and a commission-based
final examination (Loos, 1997).

In addition to environmental and other continuing training activities, the BFI of Vienna
is currently carrying out the LdV 'Synchro'
project. This involves developing and testing
training modules for authorised persons for
hazardous goods. The modules are intended

cialist teachers and energy consultants.
Environmental and financial aspects of energy saving in construction are covered in
their entirety and in terms of their specific
application. The aim is for participants in the
courses to be able to identify and assess relevant environmental and financial factors and
to apply them in practice (Kress, 1999).

Within vocational training in secondary
schools, some higher technical training institutions (HTLs) teach knowledge and skills in
the field of environmental technologies, both
in the area of renewable energy sources and
relating to waste-treatment technologies and

technology for monitoring emissions. The
most important example is HTL Pinkafeld,
where since 1998 a programme of training in
solar technologies has been offered, designed
partly on the basis of the First Viennese Solar School's modular structure.12

In the context of post-secondary vocational
10 Berufsforderungsinstitute (institutes of vocational advancement continuing training institutes of the employee organisations).

training, for some years there have been
courses at specialised institutions of higher
education with training content geared above

" Wirtschaftsforderungsinstitute (institutes for
the promotion of economic development continuing training institutes of the employers' organisations).
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First Viennese Solar School, Vienna/Thessaloniki,
16.8.1999.
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all to the requirements of industry. Some of

Denmark

them are important centres of vocational
training in environmental management and

WIFI" Innsbruck's eight-semester course in
process and environmental engineering is an-

Denmark is comparatively advanced in terms
of incorporating environmental education into
schools. Environmental education was incorporated into biology instruction in 1976. An
environmental content was incorporated into
social studies classes in 1987, and into chemistry and physics in 1989. The inclusion of an
environmental content in primary school curricula was laid down in the 1993 Law on pri-

other important example. This course provides

mary schooling (European Commission, 1997).

environmental technologies. For example, the

Viennese Chamber of Trade and Industry's
seven-semester course in tourism management offers special training in environmental management.

sound, practice-oriented and highly interdisciplinary training in the fields of process and
environmental engineering (Chamber of Trade
and Industry, WIFI course book, 1999).
At university level, the University of Soil Rec-

lamation (BOKU), Vienna, in particular of-

fers environmental vocational training.
BOKU offers the 'individual diploma course
in environmental engineering with consolidation' and the course in 'agricultural planning
and landscape conservation' (both ten semesters), and the University of Graz offers the
'individual diploma course in environmental
system sciences'. All three of the courses cited

are a minimum of ten semesters in length
(Kress, 1999).

In 1994, the Ministries of the Environment and

Education jointly formulated the objective of
incorporating a compulsory environmental
content into the curricula of all institutions
providing general education and vocational
training. In accordance with this objective, all
school-based and out-of-school education pro-

grammes should contain an environmental
element specifically adapted to suit the relevant subject or course (Kress, 1999).

Today, general environmental studies are
widely taught throughout the school system
and in apprentice training. Teaching of occupation-specific environmental skills is dependent on initiatives by the relevant schools
or enterprises."

With regard to the use of renewable energy
sources, Austria leads the EU in terms of their

Since 1993, three-day training courses in so-

use measured as a percentage of overall energy consumption. In the field of use of re-

lar heating have been held at Soborg and

newable energy sources in Austria, traditional
hydroelectric power and biomass still play a

greater part than the new growth market,
solar heating. For some years, the use of RME
diesel14 for tractors and cars has also constituted a new market, although this is currently

still a small one, limited to four regions. At
EU level, Austria is in second place behind
Greece as regards the use of solar energy for
heating" (Austrian Ministry for Economic
Affairs, Energy Recovery Agency, 1998).

Herning technical secondary schools, in cooperation with the DTI (Dansk Teknologisk
Institut Danish Institute of Technology).
The courses provide participants with theoretical knowledge and practical skills. Since
1998, a craft school has been holding courses
in photovoltaics.17

There are virtually no special training facilities for skilled workers in the field of wind
energy use, which is important to Denmark.
Employees acquire the necessary skills pri-

marily through short in-house training
courses and on-the-job training.

13 WirtschaftsfOrderungsinstitut (Institute for the
promotion of economic development).
" Rapeseed oil methyl ester diesel (biodiesel).

16 Telephone interview with B. Clematide, Copenhagen/Thessaloniki, 1.9.1999.

15 Calculated on the basis of the overall area of solar collectors installed to date.

17 Telephone interview with L. Buhl, DTI, Taastrup/
Thessalom'ki, 17.8.1999.
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An important example of environmental vocational training at university level is the twoyear course in 'environmental management
and eco-auditing' instituted in 1995, in the
field of economics. It teaches, in particular,
economic skills in the fields of corporate en-

vironmental management, environmental
planning and eco-auditing.

petences should at the same time give enterprises competitive advantages (LO, 1998).
Many production schools (produktionsskole)
have been set up in Denmark, to promote labour market integration of unemployed lowskilled young people. Young people normally
attend the production schools for 12 months,

but they can leave the school at any time if
Denmark leads the world in terms of expenditure on continuing training in relation to GNP.
All employees are explicitly entitled to receive

they have found a job or a training place. Over
5,000 young(er) unemployed people currently
attend the 107 Danish production schools.18

it. The 24 labour market vocational training
centres (Arbejdsmarkedsuddannelses center
AMU) distributed throughout the country
play a key part in continuing training. They
are managed by the labour market training

Teaching and training do not take the form of
a fixed curriculum or modules, but follow outlines. The training plan is also tailored to stu-

fund for training and continuing training,

schools offer students outlines that are

which comes under the aegis of the Ministry
of Labour. The AMU centres currently offer
19 environmental course modules. One example of these is the pilot course in 'environmental awareness'. The course content includes

strongly oriented to the environment. Examples of production schools with a strongly environmentally-oriented teaching and training
content are the Nature School at Roskilde, the
Environment and Nature School at Ringsted,
and the Pile Mdlle production school at Ishdj.
At the Pile Mdlle production school, for example, young people are offered outline training in nature and environment, children and
environment, craft outlines in wood and metal

environmental management, waste treatment and separation of wastes, and environmentally sustainable technologies. A one-year
course in 'transport and treatment of solid and
liquid wastes' has been introduced specifically
for the unemployed. The main institutions
providing continuing training courses in corporate environmental management and ecoauditing are DTI Miljdteknik in Tastrup and
TIC Danmark in Esbjerg.

In comparison with Austria, the social partners play a minor part in provision of continuing training measures, but they play a
leading part in decision-making processes
relating to public-sector continuing training
measures. The Danish trade union federation,
LO, provides environmental training courses
for its members in the trade union's own training college (Kress, 1999).

The LO has proposed a national strategy for
a green industrial policy, in which environmental training and skills development are
regarded as key factors. The aim is to develop
industrial regulatory tools to impart both external and corporate environmental knowl-

edge, and to promote increased individual
responsibility and independent action. Raising the level of employees' skills and corn366

dents' individual needs. Many production

processing, and a tourism outline with a
strong element of transnational teaching and
training activities (Foreningen for Produktionsskoler og Produktionshojskoler, 1999).19

With regard to the use of renewable energy
sources, Denmark leads Europe in terms of
the use of wind energy measured as a percentage of overall energy consumption. The
Danish wind energy market also holds a leading position worldwide. The use of biomass is

also of great importance. Solar heating has
been an important growth market in Denmark for some years. However, its market size

is not comparable with the markets in Austria or Greece. In contrast to solar heating,
the market for photovoltaics is still relatively
small, but this too is growing (Kress, 1999).
18 Telephone interview with A. Hiss, Director of the

coordination office for production schools, Vejle/
Thessaloniki, 10.9.1999.
19 Telephone interview with P. Gaarn-Larsen, Director of the EU Centre at Pile Alone production
school, Ishoj/Thessaloniki, 10.9.1999.
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Sweden
The 1985 Education Act laid down that all
teachers must respect environmental and
environmental protection values. In 1990, the
Government decided that environmental education should be incorporated into teaching
in all compulsory schools (European Commission, 1997; Weiters: Act on Education, Stockholm, 1990). In 1991, work began on drawing
up new curricula, in which the highest priority was to be attached to environmental education in addition to other areas. In 1994, the
new programme incorporating environmental education entered into force for elementary schools (European Commission, 1997).
In 1997, a Government document set out two
important objectives for schools: systematic
continuing training for teachers, with a view

to raising the level of their environmental
competences and their capacity to impart environmentally-oriented training content, and
the institution of an environmental evaluation system for schools.

In the context of continuing training for
skilled workers, it is primarily short courses
that are offered on solar technologies. The
Association of Energy Consultants holds short

courses lasting one to three days. The National Institute of Development (SIFU) and
Engineer Training (STF) also offer short
courses taking account of use of renewable
energy sources. Self-assembly groups assembling solar collectors occasionally organise
seminars or short courses providing basic information on the use and possible applications

of alternative energy sources and practical
skills for assembling solar collectors.

The most important environmental training
course at university level is the master's course

in 'environmental engineering', which takes
either two or three years. Three-year courses
available focus on the energy market (University of Harnasand) and bioenergy (University
of Umea.), and a three-year course in eco-tech-

nologies is offered by the University of
Ostersund. The Universities of Katrineholm

and Västerás offer two to three-year short
courses in energy and environmental technology. The Universities of Västerds, Karlstad,

Harnösand, Kalmar, Gavle and limed offer
energy engineering courses of the same length.

The first university-level course in solar engineering began in August 1999, the one-year
master's course at the European Solar Engineering School. This course enables graduates
of engineering colleges to acquire comprehensive training in solar technologies.20 The oneyear course covers six subjects/modules: ad-

vanced solar heating, a further course in
advanced solar heating, advanced photovoltaics, solar architecture 1 passive use of so-

lar energy, utilisation and management of
solar energy, and advanced use of solar energy for tropical climates.
Students must complete four of these six subjects and then write a dissertation. The teaching consists of lectures, seminars, discussion
groups, practical sessions, computer training
for the solar engineering field, and study vis-

its. It is intended that on completion of the
course, students should be capable of independently supervising all activities associated
with use of solar energy. They should also be
capable of understanding scientific reports on
this subject. These teaching units can also be
followed individually, as two-month courses.21

In 1991, the LO, the Swedish Trade Union
Federation, developed its own environmental
programme, in which environmental protection requirements are closely linked with occupational health and safety. A number of the
LO's sectoral trade unions offer information
courses on this subject in the workplace. The
TCO, the white-collar workers' trade union,
is implementing a project on the environmentally adapted office' in conjunction with na-

tional authorities and other organisations.
This project is designed to promote environmental awareness in the workplace. TCO has
developed a transnational evaluation system,
by means of which energy consumption and
materials are assessed via EDP. This system
is currently the only one of its kind and is in
use at international level.
TelePhone interview with S. Gustavsson, SEAS,
Stockholm/Thessaloniki, 18.8.1999.

21 European Solar Engineering School. http://
www.eses.org
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In cooperation with the social partners (SAF

and the LO), the Swedish Labour Welfare
Council has developed materials in which oc-

cupational health, corporate environmental
protection and global environmental correlations are tackled jointly (including aretslopp
ett máste i framtiden' in 1996 'ecocycles
a must in the future').
The EU-sponsored project, Sustainable Energy and Environment (SEE) aims to develop
and hold a one-year course22 for unemployed

women. In the first part of the project, SEE
ADAPT, the specific skills requirements in the
local construction sector in the field of energy

and the environment were identified. The
structure of the second part, SEE NOW, was
developed on the basis of these findings. Unemployed women from the construction sector, with university-level training (architects

and engineers), are being equipped with
sound knowledge in the field of energy and
the environment in the context of the construction sector. The aim is to equip course
participants to work as environmental and
energy consultants in the construction sector

once they have completed this training
(Axelsson, 1999)."

As regards renewable energy sources, the
market for bioenergy is highly developed in
Sweden. New fields of application have joined

traditional forestry concepts. The market is
also expected to increase considerably in the
coming years. At present, the solar energy
market is still very small.

Luxembourg
Less progress has been made with incorporating environmental education into general
education and vocational training in Luxembourg than in Denmark, Austria and Sweden.

22 The precise duration of the course is 50 weeks.
23 Harriet Axelsson was the coordinator of the SEE

NOW project and presented an initial interim report on the course to the Conference on Environmental Education and Training in Europe (European Commission) on 4.5.1999.
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In 1990, general environmental education was
added to the curriculum of primary schools.
Environmental education has been incorpo-

rated into biology lessons in secondary
schools. The training of biology teachers includes ecology, and they are given an intro-

duction to environmental education in the
course of their teacher training. For all other
teachers, only a few in-service practical training measures are available (European Commission, 1997).

The entire field of school-based vocational
training is covered by technical secondary
schools. Training is divided into three levels:

the school-based component of apprenticeship/training (supplementing in-company
apprenticeship/training, similarly to the dual
system in Germany and Austria), and middle
and higher school-leaving qualifications based
on vocational training. Within technical sec-

ondary schools, as yet only nursing and social work training includes an environmentoriented subject (environmental education
and health education). As from the summer
of 2000, it is planned that the subject 'technology, environment and health' will be introduced into business training, in the form
of two hours a week for class 10. In the context of the school-based element of apprenticeship/training, one hour a week will be devoted to environmental education and health
education in classes 10 or 11.
The question of incorporating environmental
education into chemistry and physics teaching at technical secondary schools is currently
under discussion. However, in the course of
this discussion, in which the social partners

have been involved, misgivings have been
expressed as to whether these subjects can
really provide subject-oriented and general
environmental education in line with the holistic approach aimed at.24

24 Until recently, the Biology Programme Committee had sole responsibility for vocational environmental education in schools. Now changes in school

curricula in the field of environmental education
are also discussed with the social partners. Telephone interview with P. Petry, Ministry of Education, Luxembourg/Thessaloniki, 4.10.1999.
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As regards continuing training, the social
partners associations organise continuing
training courses at the request of companies.
These are then implemented by public or pri-

vate continuing training providers. Large
companies implement their own continuing
training initiatives (e.g. the Luxembourg steel

companies). The Chamber of Trade and Industry is the most important body providing
environment-oriented continuing training
courses.

As regards general education and vocational

ferentiated into specialised subsystems, in
order to increase the ability of the social sys-

tem to adapt to new system environments
(Parsons, 1975).
From the point of view of system theory and,
in particular, according to more recent formulations, innovation can be defined as the product of reactions of the system to altered influ-

ences of the system environment. Social
systems react to influences from outside the
system by continuously adapting structural
segments within the system to the new re-

training and continuing training, Luxembourgers often take advantage of training

quirements. This is intended to ensure the
continued existence of the entire system

options available in the neighbouring countries of Germany and France, as it is not efficient for a country with a population of just

(Wilke, 1993).

In this restructuring and reorganisation, new

over 300,000 itself to provide all relevant spe-

innovative structures and products are

cific education and training. In addition to

shaped from existing elements. These are intended to maintain or improve the efficiency
of system functions. However, only social systems have the capacity for self-reference and
conscious reflection on and evaluation of their
own actions, and hence the capacity to introduce innovations. Hence only by means of the
self-reference of social systems can new, ap-

university education, this also applies, in particular, to many continuing vocational training measures. It is not uncommon for envi-

ronment-oriented and other continuing
training courses to be implemented in coop-

eration with providers of German training
activities. The ten-month course in 'landscape

conservation and environmental protection'
and the two-year course in 'waste recycling
and water treatment' are two important examples of such initiatives. The courses are
tailored to the requirements of companies in
Luxembourg and Germany and include a specialised theoretical and practical training con-

propriate, independent products and structures be developed out of existing elements
(Loos, 1994).

From the point of view of system theory, the
concept of innovation is of importance to vo-

cational training insofar as it brings to the

tent, which is taught in Luxembourg's continuing training centres and German training

fore the process of adapting structures within
the system to altered conditions outside the

centres (Kress, 1999).

system. Innovations in vocational training
systems are to be understood as 'successful'
reactions to changes in systems surrounding

2. Innovations in environmental vocational education and
training, illustrated by selected cases
2.1 The concept of innovation in system
theory and vocational training
In the classical system theory of Talcott Parsons, systems of action possess four basic func-

tions: pattern maintenance, integration, goal
attainment and adaptation. In developed societies, these four functions are further dif-

the training system or closely associated with
it. Trade and industry and the labour market
are particularly relevant here.
However, innovative vocational training practices resulting in improvements in vocational

training in a particular occupation or sector
in one state do not necessarily have the same
positive impact within another national vocational training system. Before good practice is transferred, therefore, the framework
conditions determining the efficiency of the
vocational training innovation in the Member State concerned must be analysed. An
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assessment must then be made of whether the
specific economic, legislative and social struc-

tures in the other Member State can facilitate similarly successful implementation.
The European Commission's Green Paper on
Innovation cites two approaches to assessing
innovations:

1. the innovation process;

(comprehensive training in relevant theoretical knowledge and practical skills) or in the
provision of comprehensive course modules

and trans-occupational (particularly in the
field of plumbers and electricians, but also in
associated fields) modular training courses
with project work of practical relevance and
certification on completion of the course. This
applies in particular to the initiatives in Austria and to those getting under way in Greece.

2. the result and consequences of the innovation.
In the first approach, the investigation focuses
on the process leading to an innovation. The

form and design of the process are analysed
to determine the extent to which they contain new and efficient structures. In the second approach, the result and consequences of
the innovation are analysed (Geers, 1998).
To achieve a comprehensive assessment of the
efficiency of transferring innovative vocational training practices to other Member States

or candidates for accession to the EU, both
dimensions should be included in the analysis.

In the following descriptions of innovative
vocational training practices, the analysis focuses on the second aspect. Both aspects will

be incorporated in full in the report on the

In this context, Denmark's innovation potential lies in particular in the creation of short
courses with a final written test and certification as a solar engineer, together with agreement of the players involved in the solar technology market that only solar heating and PV
installations undertaken by a certified solar
fitter will receive financial aid from the State.

Only some elements of the actual teaching
method used are innovative (e.g. project papers for the final examination). In Austria,
however, an LdV project25 aims to develop a

new teaching method with greater involvement of alternative teaching and learning
approaches for training in solar technologies
and geothermal energy.
In the context of problem groups of the un-

employed, in both the Danish production

Cedefop project 'Observation of innovations
in vocational training'.

schools and the SEE NOW project from Swe-

2.2 The potential of the selected cases
for innovation

ing approaches employed. In the Danish

In the descriptions given in this chapter, the
selected cases will, in particular, be examined
to determine to what extent they constitute
vocational training innovations for the country concerned. The selection, however, was
primarily based on cases that are also innovative for other Member States. The question

den described earlier the innovation potential lies in the alternative teaching and learnproduction schools, in the case of low-skilled
young people, they are intended, in particu-

lar, to help motivate them to learn and, as
regards content, to provide young people who

find learning difficult or are less willing to
learn with skills of their own choice, relevant
to practice.

of the specific potential of the individual cases

In the context of initiatives by the social partners, the agreements of the social partners in

for innovation transfer will be discussed in
more detail in Chapter 3.

Austria, their translation into law, and the

In the first subject area, innovative education

and training measures in the field of use of
solar and geothermal energy, the potential for
innovation lies above all in the efficient and
application-oriented design of course content
370

importing of the content of the environmental skills into dual training in occupations in
the electrical, energy and metal sectors, which
is compulsory nationwide, constitute an in25 This will be described in more detail in Chapter
2.3.
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novation. Both the process leading to legal
implementation and the content of the vocational training measure are innovative.
The innovative aspect of the RSCs is, in particular, the alternative approach to learning
or the transmission of knowledge, which acquires additional dimensions thanks to their
composition (trade unionists, workers, scientists). The group discussions provide all participants with new knowledge and open up a
wider perspective for understanding of environmental issues within and outside the enterprise.
The innovative aspect of the two local initiatives in Luxembourg also lies in alternative
learning concepts.

2.3 Use of solar and geothermal energy
in Greece, Austria and Denmark training initiatives for skilled workers
and market development
The situation in Greece

technologies (solar heating and photovoltaics)

and technologies for the use of geothermal
energy, in accordance with the three training
modules developed in the LdV 'European Solar School' project.27 Theoretical knowledge

and practical skills are to be imparted in a
well-coordinated and comprehensive fashion
for all three areas. The main target group is
skilled workers (BFI of Vienna, 1998).
Some Regional Energy Centres28 hold courses

for the unemployed on technologies for the
utilisation of renewable energy sources, which
contain innovative elements.

Here, aspects that are innovative for Greece
are the increased incorporation of provision
of practical skills, the interdisciplinary training content (solar heating, photovoltaics, passive solar energy use and, to a certain extent,
geothermal energy), and the project paper for
the final examination. An important example of an institution holding such courses is
the Regional Energy Centre of Macedonia/
Thessaloniki. In the past year, it has held six
courses on energy-saving measures for build-

a) Training initiatives

ings and on the use of renewable energy
sources. Two courses are currently in pro-

In Greece, training initiatives for skilled

gress, and others are planned for the autumn.

workers are lagging behind the skills requirements in this growth sector. In the context of
initial vocational training, as yet skills linked

Fifteen to twenty participants take part in

to this sector are imparted to only a limited
extent (Fissamber, 1996).
As yet, there is no special training programme
at skilled-worker level for solar technologies

and other technologies involving the use of

renewable energy sources. If such a programme were to be set up in the context of
initial vocational training, this would represent an important innovation for this field of
vocational training.28

each course. Courses are offered for skilled
workers and for those with higher technical
skills (TEI or university graduates). The con-

tent is adapted to suit the relevant target
group in each case, but the courses share the
common structure outlined below.
The courses involve 300 hours of classes. Some
200 of these are devoted to theoretical instruc-

tion and 100 to practical instruction. An energy audit of selected construction projects is
performed in the context of the practical in-

struction. This involves performing cost/
benefit calculations on site for energy-saving

The Technical University of Athens, in cooperation with the First Viennese Solar School,
is planning an important innovative measure

to develop training in solar technologies in

measures and installations. In the skilledworker courses, solar collectors are installed.

Greece. It is planning to set up a solar school,
to provide interdisciplinary training in solar

27 Telephone interview with F. Roiz, Head of the
First Viennese Solar School, ViennafThessaloniki,

26Telephone interview with V. Fissamber, Athens/
Thessaloniki, 17.8.1999.

28 The Regional Energy Centres are coordinated by
the regions.

16.8.1999.
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While much of the training content covers
solar technologies, one day of the course is

mately 50%. The area of collectors installed

devoted to an introduction to technologies for

to date is 2.4 million m2. No comparable market has evolved to date in other EU countries

using geothermal energy. The course ends
with a project paper (performing an energy

with a similarly favourable climate, particularly Spain and Portugal.

audit of a building). The main difference be-

tween these courses and the usual KEK29
courses lies in their more extensive practical
component and the project paper.

On average, approx. 85% of the annual hotwater requirement can be covered in households with solar systems. Large numbers of
new systems are installed each year, although

In the context of continuing vocational training, as yet usually only short courses are offered, and there is a lack of comprehensive
training measures. Local KEKs occasionally
offer continuing training courses on renewable energy sources. They are usually accessible only to unemployed school or universityleavers. These courses last for 300 hours and
do not normally involve a final examination.
Participants are merely issued with confirmation of participation. The course level depends
on the commitment of the institute concerned
and the relevant teachers. Generally speak-

the figures have fallen back slightly in the past
few years. It can be assumed that large num-

ing, it needs to be improved (Fissamber, 1996).

ing account of the average amortisation

bers of new systems will continue to be installed each year in the future (Zervos, 1998).

There is still considerable sales potential in
the field of private households. In the context
of buildings used for business purposes, the

hotel sector constitutes an important customer segment. In new buildings in particular, solar heating proves more cost-effective
than conventional fossil-fuel energy sources
(in a long-term cost/benefit calculation takterm)33. Tax concessions associated with the

b) Market development

purchase of a solar system are a statutory
regulation designed to promote expansion of

As regards developing the market, Greece

the solar heating market. A planned law

leads the EU by a long way in terms of the use

of solar energy for heating.3° Solar systems

stipulating that pipes should be provided for
in the planning and construction of new build-

began to be used more widely to heat water 25

ings, to facilitate later installation of solar

years ago. The large increase in electricity

systems, was not ratified.

prices in the 1970s and the oil crisis played a
crucial part in the sector's rapid growth.3'
At present, 22% of all Greek households have
solar heating installations.32 On some Aegean
islands the proportion is as high as approxi29 The KEKs are the State-recognised continuing
training institutes. Continuing training courses for
the unemployed run by the KEKs are co-financed
from the public purse.

Although the annual rates of new installations are now lower than the peak values of
ten years ago, the market for installations in
existing buildings has not yet reached saturation point. In this context, it is interesting
to compare Greece with Cyprus where, with
similar climatic conditions, over 60% of all
households (92% of all houses)34have solar
heating installations (Chamber of Trade and

39Both in terms of the overall area of solar collectors installed to date and in terms of the percentage of households with solar heating installations.

" The amortisation term is dependent on a household's hot-water consumption. In the Mediterra-

31The first simple technical system for using solar
energy for heating was developed by Archimedes
over 2000 years ago.

sumption (e.g. a family with two or more children),

32Telephone interview with A. Dimoudis, Centre
for Renewable Energy Sources (KAPE), Athens/
Thessaloniki, 16.8.1999.

34 However, the proportion of houses, which con-
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nean region, it averages five to six years. It is

shorter than this for households with higher conand also for hotel and holiday facilities operating
only (or principally) in the summer.

stitute the most important market segment for
solar systems, is higher in Cyprus than in Greece.
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Industry, Nicosia, 1999, Statistics on the solar heating market)35. Installation of solar
systems in new buildings will also be a dynamic market in the long term. In future, installations combining solar water heating and
part-solar space heating will play an increasingly important part.36

prise. However, the definition in the job profile remains a general one and does not stipulate comprehensive occupation-specific skills

training measures. Thus it is essentially up
to the individual enterprise or vocational
school to take the initiative.37 The Hallein
vocational school in Bundesland Salzburg of-

fers an extensive training programme for
Greece is also the market leader in exports of
solar collectors within the Single European
Market. Over 50% of all solar systems using
solar energy for heating installed in the EU
were produced in Greece. The high quality of

current products is a fundamental factor in
the large market share held by Greek solar
collectors. Some years ago, the Timokritos'
research centre and the Centre for Renewable
Energy Sources (KAPE) effected major quality improvements and expanded the range of

possible applications, in close cooperation
with the production companies.

There also appear to be considerable opportunities for developing the photovoltaics market in the near future, although here development is only just beginning. As yet, the tax
concessions for PV installations, which are
around the same level as those for solar heating systems, have had little impact on buying behaviour, in view of the fact that they
are considerably more expensive to buy than
solar heating systems. The same applies to
installations utilising geothermal energy.

skilled workers in the field of solar heating.
Since 1995, the First Viennese Solar School at

the BFI of Vienna has offered an important
and innovative continuing training programme
teaching skills in the field of solar technology
and geothermal energy to skilled workers, but
also to interested persons in other occupational
groups (e.g. graduates of higher technical training institutions and architects). As a continuing training institution for skilled workers in
this field, it serves as a model both for Austria
and, in conjunction with two initiatives in Germany, for the whole of the EU.

The particularly innovative aspects of the
First Viennese Solar School's training programme are the good combination of theoreti-

cal knowledge and practical skills and, in
terms of content, the comprehensive interdisciplinary training. All the stages in the work

(planning, installation, commissioning and
inspection of a system) are imparted to course
participants in a comprehensive and detailed

manner through a combination of various

ogy. A number of vocational schools and train-

measurement, assembly and laboratory exercises and theoretical instruction. The actual
learning content is primarily traditional, but
the measurement, assembly and laboratory
exercises (particularly in combination) also
involve a project-oriented aspect. In addition,
to complete the course, a commissioned final
examination must be taken and a project paper produced.

ing enterprises provide basic knowledge and
skills in this field. Training in sanitary engi-

The interdisciplinary training in the field of

The situation in Austria
a) Training initiatives

In the context of initial vocational training
for skilled workers, some initiatives have been

launched in the past few years involving the
provision of skills relating to solar technol-

neering and heating technology actually
stipulates provision of this basic knowledge,

both at vocational school and in the enter36 The data relates to the Republic of Cyprus.
36 In Austria, in 1998 combination systems of this
kind already accounted for almost 50% of all solar
installations.

solar technology takes the form of three course
modules:photovoltaics (electrical engineering),

solar heating and heating pumps (both from
the field of heating technology), together with
optional modules. These include EDP interpretation of heat-load calculation, economic
37 The relevant amendment of the job profiles was

the result of an initiative of the social partners.
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and ecological construction engineering and
home technology, and automatic refrigeration
for air-conditioning and refrigeration systems.

In the LdV 'European Solar School' project

People without prior relevant specialised train-

skilled workers in solar technologies throughout the EU were developed on the basis of the
First Viennese Solar School's course modules.

(1996-98)3°, training modules for standardised

and comprehensive continuing training of

ing must complete the basic modules heating
technology and electrical engineering prior to

These are already in use in courses in training institutes in two of the partner countries
(Germany and Italy). The Greek project partner, the Technical University of Athens, is
currently making plans to introduce this con-

the main modules. The main and optional modules involve 40-50 hours of instruction and can
be covered in the form of a one-week full-time
course. The whole course, excluding the basic

modules and the project paper, involves 200220 hours of instruction. In the five years the
course has been running to date, almost 500
participants have trained as solar specialists
(`Solarteur'). However, far more people have
completed one or two of the three course modules or one or more of the optional modules,
for the purpose of continuing training in their

In the current LdV project, 'model of an expanded heat pump installation and use as a

occupation (Loos, 1997).

Waldeck-Frankenberg and partners from

tinuing training course (BFI of Vienna, 1998).

As from the year 2000, the BFI of Vienna

fixed component of initial vocational training'
(1998-2000)°, the First Viennese Solar School
at the BFI of Vienna, Kreishandwerkerschaft

plans to add to the course the one-week module 'electromobiles', as an additional (optional)

module. This module aims to provide theoretical and practical knowledge about e-bicycies, e-scooters and e-cars for the disabled.
This module will be the first of its kind to be
offered by an Austrian continuing training

institute, and will thus constitute another
innovative element in the Viennese Solar
School's continuing training programme.

The planned introduction of this course unit
is a response to the market expansion of these
products in the past few years. In addition to
private individuals, who are showing an increasing interest in e-bicycles and e-scooters,
several municipalities (including the city of
Vienna) are interested in buying electricallydriven municipal vehicles following their voluntary accession to the Climate Alliance.38

Spain and Greece are developing a training
module and learning aid (handbook and CDROM) for skills training in use of geothermal
energy via heat pumps. This project is also
aimed at developing a new learning concept
involving increased use of alternative approaches (group discussions, role-play, etc.),
to transfer knowledge in the field of solar technology and geothermal energy.

b) Market development

As regards developing the market for renewable energies, Austria is in second place behind Greece at EU level as regards the use of

solar energy for heating'". Solar heating is
very highly developed in the field of low tem-

peratures in particular, and has long been a
genuinely marketable commodity. This sec-

tor is experiencing steady growth. The
Bundesländer are also providing aid to promote this market's rapid expansion. Some 1.7
million m2 of solar collectors have been installed in Austria to date.

In the past few years, two LdV projects have

developed innovative initiatives involving
transnational dissemination and application

In the 1980s and the first half of the 1990s,
self-assembly groups played a crucial part in

of the Viennese Solar School's modules on the

use of solar and geothermal energy, and restructuring of the course content in line with
skills requirements at EU level.
39 Telephone interview with F. Roiz, Head of the
First Viennese Solar School, Vienna/Thessaloniki,
30.6.1999.
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39 BFI Vienna (First Viennese Solar School) was
the product coordinator.
40 Kreishandwerkerschaft [local skilled tradesmen]
Waldeck-Frankenberg is the project coordinator.
41 Calculated on the basis of the overall area of col-

lectors installed to date.
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The modular structure of 'So !anew' training
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stimulating the solar heating market in Austria. They came into being as the result of an
initiative by environmentally aware and committed citizens. In the early years, their activities were largely restricted to the Bundes-

land Styria, but later on similar initiatives
were also launched in other Bundesländer.
This citizens' initiative in Styria gave rise to
the Renewable Energy Working Party, an organisation which, in addition to many other
activities, is currently providing basic training for municipal environment officers for the
Land Government of Styria.

Following a brief period of basic training,
members of self-assembly groups themselves
assemble solar collectors out of the individual
components. They then install them, with the
aid of a specialist engineer. The groups' basic
training usually consists of a one to two-day
seminar, normally led by expert members of
the Renewable Energy Working Party. In addition to teaching the specific and relatively
simple stages involved in assembling the collectors, the training also provides information
on possible applications of solar energy and

other alternative energy sources in the context of household energy consumption.
Self-assembly groups have declined in impor-

tance in the past few years, as thanks to the
strongly expanding market, the costs of having solar collectors installed by companies
have come down and there is now only a mini-

The situation in Denmark
a) Training initiatives

In 1992, the players involved in production
and sales of solar collectors introduced innovative measures to stimulate the solar heating market and to provide training for skilled
workers. The State energy agency and production and sales companies agreed that only
trained fitters with a solar heating certificate
may install State-subsidised solar heating.
This was designed to ensure that the systems
installed functioned correctly. As a result of
these compulsory quality criteria, there was
a significant increase in activity on the solar
heating market.
Since 1993, as a result of these agreements,
three-day training courses in solar heating

have been held at the technical secondary
schools at Sdborg and Herning, in cooperation
with the DTI, the Danish Institute of Technol-

ogy. The course provides participants with
theoretical knowledge and practical skills, and

ends with a written test. To date, 700 fitters
have completed this continuing training course

and acquired the relevant certificate.°
In 1998, the Danish Government decided on
a programme of support for the installation
of PV systems on buildings in business use.
SMEs receive cofinancing of up to 40%. These

subsidies have made the installation of PV
significantly more attractive to companies.

mal cost advantage.

Photovoltaics, the generation of electricity
from solar energy, has not yet really become
a marketable commodity. At present, it can
only be developed and launched more widely
on the market by means of an extensive programme of subsidies. Even if the low operat-

ing costs and Land subsidies are taken into
account, the investment costs are still significantly higher than the costs of electric energy

from traditional power stations° (Austrian
Ministry for Economic Affairs, Energy Recovery Agency, 1998).
42 It should be noted that in Austria, almost 65%
of electricity production from conventional power
stations is based on another 'traditional' renewable energy, water power.
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In order to assure the quality of PV systems,
in 1998 the players involved introduced an
innovative measure to stimulate the PV market similar to that introduced in 1992 for the
solar heating market. The PV industry, sales
companies and the authorities signed an agreement laying down compulsory quality criteria
both for the products and for training for skilled

workers. The aim is to avoid the errors made
in the 1980s in the field of solar heating, which
severely damaged its image for a time.

The agreement lays down that only trained
electrical fitters with a PV certificate may
install PV systems. PV systems installed by
43Telephone interview with L. Buhl, DTI, Taastrup/Thessaloniki, 17.8.1999.
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workers not fulfilling these criteria do not
receive State subsidies. A three-day course at
a technical school must be completed in order to obtain the PV certificate. The training
content involves theoretical knowledge and

practical skills, and like the solar heating

skilled young people. Young people normally
attend the production schools for 12 months,

but they can leave the school at any time if
they have found a job or a training place. Over
5000 young(er) unemployed people currently
attend the 107 Danish production schools.47

course, ends with a written test. The course
programme covers theory, practical examples
and a check list for planning and installing a

PV system. These training courses are
currently provided at the craft school at
Hadsten44, in cooperation with the DTI. The
DTI's Centre for Solar Energy occasionally
carries out quality checks on installations."
b) Market development

In the 1980s, following several years of market expansion, the Danish solar heating market experienced a significant decline in installations. This was because systems were not
functioning properly. As a result of the agree-

ments on quality assurance described, the

The innovative aspect of the production
schools is the fact that teaching and training
do not take the form of a fixed curriculum or
modules, but follow outlines, in which training is tailored to students' individual needs.
The basic concept involves learning jobs and
activities by carrying them out, i.e. learning
by doing. At the point when problems arise in
a work stage, subject-specific theoretical instruction is provided, with the aim of solving
or overcoming the problem. For example, if

there is a problem with calculating quantities of wood or different measures for pieces
of wood and items of furniture, a mathematics lesson is provided.

declining trend was successfully reversed.
For a number of years, Denmark's solar heating market has experienced fairly significant

Many production schools offer students outlines that are strongly oriented to the environment. For example, a combination of prac-

growth, but its size is not comparable with
that of the market in Austria or Greece. Unlike the solar heating market, the market for
photovoltaics is still relatively small, though
it too is growing."

tical training and theoretical instruction is

2.4 Integration of unemployed women
and young people into the labour
market via environment-oriented
continuing vocational training
- Sweden and Denmark

The fields of work and activity are often se-

Integration of unemployed young people
into the labour market in Denmark
Many production schools (produktionsskole)
have been set up in Denmark, to promote labour market integration of unemployed low-

44 Craft schools are part of the technical schools.

offered in agriculture and forestry, landscape

conservation, tourism, the textile industry,
and assembly of solar collectors (assembling
the components).
lected in collaboration with companies. Activi-

ties are learned and then routinely carried
out. This training is often combined with
teaching of multimedia skills and languages.
Areas of instruction covered by all production
schools, to a varying extent, in the context of
this problem-oriented approach to learning
are Danish, social studies, mathematics and
current affairs. Students at many production
schools can undergo a period of practical training in (local) public or private companies. In
addition, student exchange visits within and
outside Denmark are organised as part of the
schools' activities. These visits focus on basic
academic knowledge, history and culture, so-

"Telephone interview with I. Kattnik, DTI,
Taastrup/Thessaloniki, 24.8.1999.
47 Telephone interview with A. Hiss, Director of the

46Denmark leads Europe in the use of wind energy

coordination office for production schools, Vejle/
Thessaloniki, 10.9.1999.
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cial skills, and skills specific to the occupation or sector.

Integration of unemployed women into
the labour market in Sweden

The production schools cover approximately

The EU-subsidised project Sustainable Energy and Environment (SEE) was aimed at

one fifth of their financing requirement
through services and by manufacturing prod-

developing and then holding a one-year

ucts for the local market. The remainder of
the funding is provided by the State (Fore-

course for unemployed women.

ningen for Produktionsskoler og Produktionshoj skoler, 1997).

The particularly innovative aspect of the

Examples of production schools with a

of the course content with current skills re-

strongly environmentally-oriented teaching
and training content are the Nature School

at Roskilde, the Environment and Nature
School at Ringsted, and the Pile 1\40 lle production school at Ish0j.
At the Pile 1\10 11e production school, young
people are offered outline training in nature
and environment, children and environment,
craft outlines in wood and metal processing,

and a tourism outline with a strong element
of transnational teaching and training activi-

ties (Foreningen for Produktionsskoler og
Produktionshojskoler, 1999).

The nature and environment outline course
covers the routine tasks involved in biological
horticulture (growing vegetables and flowers),
in the school's own garden, and provides instruction in the theory of biological agriculture
and in overcoming all the problems arising in

the context of work in the garden (growing,
harvesting, storage). An example of activities
in the children and environment outline course
(also known as the pedagogic outline) is the
planning of a kindergarten, taking account of
environmental principles, which was then set
up. Participants also undergo periods of prac-

tical experience in kindergartens. Theory
classes are held on the basis of fundamental
environmental correlations, particularly as
regards issues relating to child rearing. In the
tourism course, practical classes are held in
the municipality's own beach area. Theory
classes cover local history, tourist services and
foreign languages.

project lies in the high level of harmonisation
quirements in the local and regional construction sector, and the strongly project-oriented
course design, attuned to the main individual
interests. In addition to providing course participants with the appropriate skills required
in the construction sector, this was also aimed

in particular at supporting increased development of key competences.

In the first part of the project, SEE ADAPT,
skills requirements in the local construction
sector in relation to energy and the environment were identified in direct collaboration
with companies. The structure of the second
part, SEE NOW, was developed on the basis
of these findings.
In the SEE NOW stage of the project, unemployed women from the construction sector,
with university-level training (architects and
engineers), were equipped with sound knowledge in the field of energy and the environment in the context of the construction sector. The aim was to equip course participants
to work as environmental and energy consultants in the construction sector once they completed this training course.

Once the curriculum had been developed, a
one-year pilot course was launched with 13

unemployed women. The course ended
in the summer of 1999. The participants in
the course had already completed their training, but had little or no professional experience.

The course structure was very flexible and

In addition to carrying out other activities,
the production schools' EU Centre coordinates

project-oriented. The emphasis was on implementation of individual projects on the basis

two projects subsidised by the EU, focusing
on training-related transnational youth exchanges.

48 The precise duration of the course is 50 weeks.
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of the participants' own proposals and interests. It was not uncommon for participants
to work in a local/regional enterprise for a
short period. Examples of this are work on
planning for a 'zero energy house'49 in the town

of Falkenberg and work on an environmental
management system in a regional enterprise
(Axelsson, 1999).

The recently completed course has not yet
been fully evaluated, but five women left the
course before it was over because they had in

the meantime found jobs as environmental

various training occupations in the metal and
electrical sectors.
The first agreements were concluded in February and March 1996 and related to incorporation of environmental skills into the job
profiles of the training occupations communications electronics engineer, sanitary and
heating engineer, and production engineer. In
subsequent years, there followed agreements
by the social partners for other occupations
and an agreement on incorporating general
environmental knowledge into all occupations

and energy consultants (Axelsson, Halmstadt
University, 1999).5°

in the metal, electrical, energy and related

2.5 Environmental training initiatives
of the social partners in Austria and
Sweden

The innovative aspects of this initiative by the
social partners are the commitment expressed
by the social partners and the specific agree-

Incorporation of occupation-specific
environmental skills into apprenticeshipltraining in the metal, electrical
and energy sectors in Austria
As a result of the steady increase in environ-

mental awareness in the population, an increasing number of customers are interested
in environmentally sustainable products and,

in particular, in alternatives to traditional
energy systems. Environmental skills and

sectors.

ments made by them on incorporating environmental skills into the job profiles of the
sectors concerned. However, other innovative
aspects are the content of these vocational
training measures and, in particular, the fact
that following their translation into law, they
are obligatory for both vocational schools and
enterprises. Similarly to the situation in Ger-

many, under the dual system in Austria,
teaching of the skills laid down in the job profile is compulsory for apprenticeship/training
(Loos, 1996).

competences have therefore become consid-

erably more important in many industrial

The relevant amendments to the law in ac-

sectors.

mining/energy trade union (Gewerkschaft

cordance with the social partners' recommendations have now been implemented by the
Ministry of Economic Affairs, which has competence in this field.51

Metall Bergbau Energie, GMBE) of the
Austrian trade union federation (Osterreichi-

The provision of general environmental

scher Gewerkschaftsbund, OGB), after a

knowledge and global environmental corre-

number of rounds of negotiations, the social

lations is now a compulsory feature of appren-

partners agreed that environmental skills

ticeship/training in all training occupations
in these sectors. For four occupations, the

In 1996, following an initiative by the metal/

should be incorporated into the job profiles of

provision of occupation-specific environmental content during training is also a compul49 This means that the all the energy consumed by

sory feature, both in vocational schools and

the house originates from renewable energy
sources.

50 Harriet Axelsson was the coordinator of the SEE

NOW project and presented an initial interim report on the course to the Conference on Environmental Education and Training in Europe (European Commission) on 4.5.1999.

51 In Austria, agreements of the social partners
carry great weight. Joint recommendations by the
social partners in the field of apprenticeship/training are usually translated into law by the Ministry of Economic Affairs.
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in enterprises". For the training occupation
sanitary and heating engineer, for example,
one of the four occupations concerned, this
means incorporating basic knowledge from
the fields of solar heating, photovoltaics and
geothermal energy into the training.
However, the definition in the job profile does
not stipulate that extensive job-specific skills

training measures must be implemented.
Thus the form the initiative takes is essentially left to the individual enterprise or vocational school. However, it is compulsory for

every enterprise and vocational school to
teach general environmental knowledge and
basic environmental correlations.
The main objectives the trade unions expect
to achieve by means of these regulations are
improved job security as a result of new orders and tasks and, in some cases, the creation of new jobs. The industrial associations
focus on more efficient customer service from
skilled workers with energy-saving products
and services. Only with their aid can industry optimally open up new markets for environmental technologies and products (Loos,
1997).

Research and Study Circles for
corporate environmental protection
in Sweden
The main innovative aspect of the Research
and Study Circles (RSCs) lies in the alternative approach to learning or the transmission
of knowledge, which acquires additional dimensions thanks to their composition (trade
unionists, workers, scientists). The group discussions provide all participants with new
knowledge and open up a wider perspective
for understanding of environmental issues
within and outside the enterprise.

local or corporate environmental problems).
The group draws up new proposals for improv-

ing local or corporate environmental protec-

tion. The participation of a scientist in the
group's meetings is designed to bring in new
findings and possible solutions. The exchange
of opinions and the discussions provide workers with an extensive and deeper understanding of corporate environmental protection and
global environmental correlations. The discussions also encourage the workers' communication skills and make them better able to
take action and solve problems on their own
account. Thus the knowledge and skills provided by the RSCs go beyond environmental
topics and corporate environmental protection
in the narrower sense of the words.

In the 1970s, the RSCs dealt in particular
with occupational health and labour law. In
the 1980s, the RSCs increasingly disappeared,
because the universities lost interest in working with them.

The RSCs were not really reborn until 1997.
Their rebirth was triggered by the LdV'Envi-

ronmeth' project when scientists from the
University of Lund, trade unionists from the
LO and workers from the KappAhl company
initiated new RSCs. A crucial part was played
by the good cooperation from the local management of the KappAhl company in Lund".
However, the close cooperation between sci-

entists and blue-collar workers in the
RSCs'discussions has consequences going beyond learning and changes of attitude on the

part of the workers. It also equips scientists
with values derived from social experience
and affects the selection of research topics for
projects (Axelsson, 1999).

2.6 Local environmental education and
training initiatives in Luxembourg

University scientists and workers meet in the

RSCs at regular intervals (usually once a
month) to discuss environmental topics (e.g.

Luxembourg offers no examples relevant to
the four subject areas addressed above. Two
regional examples have therefore been selected for description. The two local initiatives

" Definition in accordance with job profile: basic
knowledge of enterprise measures relating to sensible use of energy in the area of work relevant to
the occupation.

53 KappAhl is a commercial chain with a workforce
of 2300.
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in Luxembourg described constitute important innovations for the country itself, but in
comparison with the other examples, they are
less important in the context of transfer to
other States.

ing with wastes or safety measures for dangerous work processes. General knowledge
of environmental correlations and environmental protection measures is deepened by
means of company excursions twice a year

The technical secondary school at Dubelingen
implemented a model initiative at local level,
in cooperation with the local authority. Within

Around 50% of the workforce participate in
the excursions. The Chamber of Commerce
arranges other external continuing training
events (Kress, 1999).

the framework of an EU-subsidised project,
electrical fitters were taught general and job-

specific environmental skills during their
training.

The particularly innovative aspect of the
project is that the interdisciplinary and subject-specific training content it developed is

to other companies in the same sector.

3. Skills requirements in environmental vocational training
- transfer of innovative good
practice

used in different subjects at this school (work-

shop classes, electrical engineering, electrical systems, environmental and health education, language classes). As teacher-centred

teaching dominates education even more

3.1 Skills requirements in environmental vocational training at skilledworker level in the use of renewable
energy sources

strongly in Luxembourg than in some other

Member States, this interdisciplinary approach represents an important experience for

the students and teachers involved in the

3.1.1 Skills requirements in the use of
renewable energy sources at skilledworker level

project.54

The medium-sized company Ewald Giebel
Luxemburg GmbH (steel band galvanising
plant with 116 employees) has IS014000 certification and implements internal and exter-

The environmental knowledge required to
exercise an occupation can basically be divided into two fields:
1. general knowledge relating to environmen-

tal problems, environmental correlations
and environmental cycles;

nal continuing training programmes for its
employees in the field of environmental protection.

The in-house continuing training measures
in particular are innovative, as regards the
structure of both their organisation and their
content. Every three months, a workshop

2. occupation-specific knowledge to the extent
necessary for the relevant job.

lasting several hours is held in the work-

Every environment-oriented job involves a
fundamental need for general knowledge
about environmental problems, environmen-

place, coordinated with the shift changeover

tal correlations and environmental cycles. The

to ensure that all workers can attend. The
content of these workshops covers the spe-

importance and fundamental relevance of

cific environmental protection problems arising in the relevant workplace, such as deal-

54 Pauly M. et al., 1998. Strom sparen Umwelt
wahren. Ein Umweltprojekt fur Elektroinstalla-

teure in der Ausbildung. http://www.linbiu/
webmast/web/LTNB_Projets/stromsparen/
index.html

general environmental knowledge should not
be underestimated. A lack of understanding
of environmental correlations and cycles reduces or even completely prevents efficiency
in environment-oriented job activities. They
are of particular importance in customer ad-

visory services. For example, if a skilled
worker in a firm of fitters or electricians does
not possess the appropriate level of environmental understanding, he will not be able to
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advise customers interested in ecological

The skills required in the context of use of

products and services efficiently.

solar energy can be divided into two areas. In
addition to knowledge and skills relating spe-

An example from Austria, which makes the

cifically to solar heating, this field requires
basic knowledge of hydraulics. In photovoltaics, in addition to knowledge and skills

negative consequences of inadequate environ-

mental knowledge particularly clear, is that
of the motor vehicle mechanic, in relation to
the use of biodiesel as an alternative fuel for
cars. In Austria, several RME plants55 have
been in operation for some years in the four
Bundesländer (Upper Austria, Lower Austria,
Burgenland and Styria), producing rapeseed
oil diesel. These Bundesländer now have an
efficient sales network with many filling stations selling biodiesel.

relating specifically to this field, a basic
knowledge of electrical engineering is required.

In the context of use of geothermal energy°,
in addition to specific geothermal knowledge,
the skilled worker must have a knowledge of
and skills relating to hydraulics and 'electrical engineering.

When interested customers ask if biodiesel is

In order to provide for quality assurance of

suitable for their car, the majority of motor
vehicle mechanics in regional workshops reply that this fuel can only be used for tractors. In addition to the lack of job-specific

products and services in the field of solar tech-

knowledge (biofuel can be used in most newer
car types), many mechanics lack general en-

vironmental knowledge. They do not know
about the links between natural CO2 and the
biodiesel cycle. They do not know the fundamental difference between emissions resulting from fossil fuels and those resulting from
biodiesel. They do not know that RME diesel
represents a renewable energy source.56 The
result of this lack of knowledge is that customers interested in biofuel are informed that
this is no better for the environment than fossil fuels (Loos, 1997).

nologies, it is very important, at skilledworker level, for general environmental
knowledge and the appropriate occupationspecific basic knowledge to be imparted in

initial vocational training. This relates to
knowledge of environmental correlations, so-

lar-heating knowledge and skills in dual
training for fitters (gas/water fitters) and
photovoltaics skills in electricians' training

(electrical fitters). It is also desirable for
trainee fitters to be equipped with knowledge

relating to installing heat pumps. This is a
relatively sophisticated task, as it requires not
only considerable knowledge of hydraulics,
but also electrical knowledge. Skills training
should consist of theory classes and practical

sessions in an enterprise or training workThus a general understanding of the environment and knowledge of environmental correlations and cycles constitute the basic knowl-

shop. In continuing vocational training,

e dge on which specific environmental

products should acquire more extensive skills
via continuing training courses.58

knowledge important to the occupation concerned can build. They are important to all
occupations, as all jobs exert specific influences on the environment and environmental cycles. Their importance will increase further in future.

skilled workers in enterprises in these sectors selling and installing solar-technology

Environmental skills can also be divided into
the fields of reactive and preventive environmental protection. Knowledge on the subject
of environmental protection exclusively limited to reducing local environmental pollution

55 Plants producing rapeseed oil methyl ester diesel.

58 The difference lies in the fact that the CO, released by biodiesel was previously assimilated from
the atmosphere by the rape plant during its growth

process, and the atmosphere is therefore not subjected to additional CO2 accumulation.
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57 Minimal-depth heat pump installations primarily involve utilisation of solar energy.
58 Telephone interview with F. Roiz, Head of the
First Viennese Solar School, Vienna/Thessaloniki,
30.6.1999.
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that has occurred or to efficient handling of
wastes can be classified as reactive environmental protection, in terms of content. Environmental knowledge which also involves
preventive measures for avoiding waste, sav-

A transfer of innovation to the Member States

ing energy or using alternative energy sources
can be classified as preventive environmen-

ers would awaken customers' interest and

bordering the western Mediterranean (particularly Spain and Portugal) could play a
major part in developing the considerable
market potential. Well-qualified skilled work-

trust by giving them expert advice and offer-

tal protection. Only in principle can the two
fields of skills be completely separated. However, it should be borne in mind that an understanding of preventive environmental pro-

ing efficient installation. State or regional

tection also includes basic knowledge of

crucial support for market development and
for the implementation of vocational training
measures.

reactive environmental protection, while it is
possible to have a basic knowledge of reac-

tive environmental protection dissociated
from the context of preventive environmental protection (although this is not desirable).

3.1.2 Transfer of innovative good

practice

In Austria, the First Viennese Solar School
offers a comprehensive and interdisciplinary
programme of continuing vocational training
in solar technologies for skilled workers and
graduates of higher technical training institutions. The establishment of a similar training institution in Greece would be very significant, as the solar energy market is already
highly developed, but continuing training initiatives for skilled workers are lagging behind
market development. The University of Ath-

ens, partner in the LdV 'European Solar
School' project, coordinated by the First Viennese Solar School, plans to set up a training establishment of this kind. In this context, the heating pump module in particular
would be completely new to Greece. This field

is suffering even more than solar energy utilisation from the absence of a comprehensive

continuing training programme for skilled
workers.

It would also be desirable for a training establishment modelled on the European Solar
School to be set up in Denmark. Both the full
`Solarteue training and training in one of the
modules would open up new prospects for interested skilled workers. Workers who complete the three-day courses in solar heating
and photovoltaics in particular could use this

subsidies similar to those in Denmark, offered
on condition that the solar fitters possess the
appropriate course certificate, could provide

In Sweden, it remains to be seen how the
market develops and whether it is worth
making this continuing training provision for
the relatively small market. The universitylevel initiative launched in August 1999 could
help to stimulate the market. Given the small
size of the market for solar technology in Luxembourg, it is not worth implementing a European Solar School there at present.

3.2 Skills requirements for environmental vocational training measures to
integrate specific target groups into
the labour market
3.2.1 Skills requirements for environmental vocational training measures to
integrate low-skilled young people and
unemployed women into the labour

market
Environmental training and continuing training courses can help to better integrate young
people with few skills into the labour market. (Continuing) training courses for unemployed young people and younger participants
in the labour market should be geared to practice as much as possible, although knowledge
of theory in the context of the planned occupation should also be imparted. Occupational
fields particularly suitable for this group are
agriculture and forestry, landscape conservation, eco-tourism, wood-processing and the

production of environmental engineering
products. Waste disposal and recycling activi-

ties are another possible field, provided that

continuing training programme to extend

measures are in place to protect workers'

their knowledge and skills.

health.
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3.2.2 Transfer of innovative good

tity of employment, and this is set to expand
further in future.

Environmental vocational training plays a

However, this development does not always
mean that the net volume of employment in
an enterprise, a region, or even the economy

practice

key part in the Danish production schools. The

transferability of this model to other Member States in which no similar initiatives exist would result in new job prospects and
motivation for low-skilled young people. The
issue of financing, however, is the main stumbling block. The costs that public establishments would incur could be reduced through
increased cooperation with local/regional en-

terprises. At the same time, direct sales of
products and services to customers should be
increased.

as a whole increases on the same scale, as
sometimes it involves 'only' a shift from work
on less environmentally sustainable products
and services to work on more environmentally

sustainable products and services: the increase in the volume of employment as a result of environment-oriented activities does
not primarily create new jobs, but makes existing jobs more secure as a result of the increased utilisation of the enterprise's capacity (Loos, 1997).

The increased revenue anticipated from direct sales could motivate young people to learn
how to make more complex products or to offer more extensive services. The high level of
motivation and the good working atmosphere

in the Danish production schools show that
the conditions for implementing this project
would be good. Consequently, the concept of
the production school as a training workshop

and profit-oriented enterprise for marginalised young people could be expanded some-

what. Legislative provisions similar to those
in Denmark would also have to ensure that
the schools were permitted to undertake busi-

ness activities on this scale, and that the
young people themselves benefited from them.

With regard to the Swedish SEE NOW
project, similar sector-specific initiatives for
unemployed female graduates would help to
increase their job-related skills and competences and to reduce unemployment. The content
of the project-oriented approach in this pilot
project should be attuned to the skills requirements in the relevant country or region.

4. Creation of a new employment volume and new jobs at
skilled-worker level in the en-

The extent of the impact on employment varies from one field of environmental technology to another and one sector to another. Furthermore, the short and long-term effects may
also be just as varied, for example the effects

and consequences on individual industries
and industry as a whole in respect of workers
with different skills. Jobs are also dependent
on the mode of functioning and flexibility of
markets and the intensity of competition on

them. Since the impetus for strengthening
environmental protection does not come only

from market signals, its impact on employment is also determined by the framework
conditions of national and international environmental policy (Pfeiffer et al., 1999).

It is not possible for this report to discuss
these issues in detail or to provide quantitative data documenting the scale of the effects
on employment for the individual environmental technology sectors. At the time when
this report was completed, relatively little
quantitative data was available in this field.
In the next stages of the Cedefop project 'Observation of innovations in vocational training', the data currently available will be compared and assessed.

vironmental sector

Three key areas of environmental technology
at micro-level will be discussed in more detail below. The aim is not to conduct an over-

The new fields of activity and markets in en-

all assessment of these areas, but rather to

vironmental protection and environmental

indicate the most important issues to be taken
into account in a comprehensive analysis.

technology have created a considerable quan384
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Solar technologies

Company surveys in Austria have shown
that in a medium-sized company a company

A firm of fitters or electricians that expands
its service range to include solar technologies
acquires new markets and utilises the capacities of its employees more fully as a result of
new orders. The jobs concerned become more
secure. The enterprise profits financially from
the new orders and at the same time acquires
a new segment of the market, which helps to
ensure both that the enterprise is profitable

environment and waste officer spends on
average 20-25% of his working hours on
tasks associated with this function. The industrial sites of large companies usually
have one (or sometimes two) environment
and waste officer(s), carrying out this activ-

ity as a full-time job, while their deputies

longer term. Only rarely does the net volume
of new employment in smaller business enterprises in this sector increase as a result of

spend only part of their working hours on it.
Irrespective of whether the activities are fulltime or part-time, these work duties constitute a new net quantity of employment, since
they do not replace other tasks or activities
either within or outside the company (Loos,

these new activities to such an extent that

1997).

and that employees' jobs are secure in the

new employees have to be taken on. However,

in larger firms in particular, production and
sales of solar collectors can, with an appropriate increase in demand, create a consider-

Local-authority advisory activities on
the environment and waste

able potential for new jobs (Loos, 1997).

In recent years, in many Member States
there has been a substantial increase in the

An increase in demand would also create new
jobs in solar collector production. The number

of jobs would depend on the size of the increase in sales. So far an important production market has evolved in Greece, within the
EU, and in Cyprus, one of the candidates for
accession (Nicosia Chamber of Commerce,
1999, Statistics on the solar heating market).

Environmental protection within
companies (corporate waste and
recycling management)
As a result of new statutory regulations in
various Member States, corporate environmental protection has greatly increased in
importance, particularly as regards larger
companies. Companies are also increasingly
willing to implement environmental management systems voluntarily, in order to improve
their image in the public eye and with customers, and to be more economical in their
use of resources and thus save the company
money.

This trend has generated a quantity of new
employment in many companies. Occasionally this has also resulted in the creation of
new jobs. However, the emphasis is mainly
on creating new tasks and activities for existing jobs, rather than actual job creation.

importance of advice on the environment and

waste for local inhabitants from advisers
appointed by local authorities. Innovative
legislative measures, such as those in the
Austrian Land of Styria, where all municipalities with over 30 000 inhabitants have a
statutory obligation to employ an environment and waste adviser (to advise citizens
and those managing local-authority activities in this field), help to increase the numbers of those active in this area. Irrespective
of legislative measures, however, increasing
numbers of local authorities are showing an
interest in employing such advisers voluntarily, as a contribution to the Climate Alliance (Loos, 1997).

Local-authority and private enterprises in the waste disposal and
recycling sector
In many Member States, local-authority
waste disposal has broadened its traditional
waste collection activities to include separating waste into types (paper, glass, metal, residual and hazardous waste). However, this
has created virtually no new jobs.
On the other hand, many new jobs have come

into being in recent years in private recycling enterprises and, in some cases, local-au385
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thority59 recycling enterprises. Even in Member States where expansion of this sector has

already made great strides, there is still potential for development in the shape of types
of recyclable waste not yet, or only very rarely,

included in the recycling process. In Austria,
for example, there are 240 private enterprises
whose sole activity is recycling. They employ
1,500 people. However, there are many other
enterprises manufacturing both new and recycled products (Austrian Ministry of Economic Affairs, Energy Recovery Agency, 1999).

Only in some cases do the new employment
that has been generated in this sector and the
new jobs that have been created constitute
net gains, as in the business and product cycle they reduce the quantities of secondary
materials (paper, glass, metal, synthetics) and

hence also the work input associated with
their production. However, it would be wrong

to equate this completely with the resulting
loss of employment volume. Although there
is a reduction in production of secondary ma-

terials (paper, glass, some types of metal,
some types of synthetics) from raw materials, this being replaced by production of secondary materials from recycled wastes, the
numbers of work activities generated by recycling are higher than the numbers associated with the conventional production process.
However, only some of the additional volume

of work is generated in production itself, as
many production processes operate automatically. Other linked activities are often more
important, in particular administrative office
work and transport. This effect is intensified
by the numerous enterprise start-ups in the
recycling sector and the predominantly small-

scale industrial structure in this sector in
some Member States. An important growth
sector has come into being in this field, but
as yet no other enterprises have closed as a
result. It can be assumed that new jobs will
continue to be generated in this field in the
future. There is a particularly significant potential for new jobs and a new employment
59 In many EU Member States, the majority of recycling is carried out by private enterprises.
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volume in this sector in Member States which
is only just setting out along this path.6°

However, without a doubt, quite apart from
the important ecological dimension, the primary importance of the new environmental

work activities and markets lies in the increase in the utilisation of workforce capacities in the companies concerned, as a result
of innovative products and new services, and
hence in improved job security and support
for the dynamics of business processes.

5. Conclusions
The structure of vocational training in the
environmental sector varies in the countries
discussed. The specific national framework
conditions of the vocational training systems
have also given rise to different approaches
to environmental vocational training in the
individual countries. However, the development trends, initiatives and provision structures of environmental vocational training in
the individual countries also share many common features and similarities.

Denmark and Austria in particular have
adopted similar approaches to incorporating

environmental skills into apprenticeships/
traineeships. In both countries, an attempt
is made to achieve blanket incorporation of
environmental skills into the dual system.
In Austria, in the metal, electrical and energy
sectors, the social partners in particular have
launched major initiatives. However, agreements by the social partners and subsequent
legislative action, as in Austria, are tailored
to the specific structures of the dual training
system, and if they were to be transferred to
other Member States, they would have to take
account of the specific training structures in
the country concerned.

EU directives, EU training-subsidy programmes and project partnerships subsidised

60 Interview with T. Schulze-Bauer, Association of
Austrian Waste Disposal Companies, Vienna, May
1996.
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by the EU help to achieve an increase in train-

ing initiatives with similar basic structures
in the Member States. An example of this is
the EU directive on authorised persons for
hazardous goods, which Member States must

incorporate into national law within a set
transitional period. Among other things, the
directive lays down comprehensive training
measures in accordance with common criteria. However, the form specifically taken by
the relevant training courses is laid down at
national level. 'Synchro', an LdV project managed by the BFI ofVienna (with partners from
Greece, Germany and the United Kingdom),
is currently attempting to develop standardised transnational modules for training for
authorised persons for hazardous goods.
In the field of training for skilled workers in
solar technology and geothermal energy, Austria's First Viennese Solar School offers inter-

disciplinary training providing theoretical
content and practical skills on a large scale.
In Greece, the market leader for solar collec-

tors (both at national level and in terms of ,
exports within the Single European Market),
some specialised institutions of higher education offer a fairly comprehensive training
content in this field, but in the context of ini-

tial and continuing vocational training for
skilled workers, the training offered primarily consists of training measures for the unemployed in the form of short courses. These
courses do not usually involve a final examination.

If the BFI of Vienna's training concept and
the interdisciplinary solar-technology training course developed by the LdV 'European

Solar School' project on the basis of the
BFImodules were to be transferred to Greece
and implemented there, this would considerably raise the skills level of skilled workers
in this field. The relevant skills requirement

essentially exists. This applies both to current tasks and to innovative products and
services in this field, such as solar heating/
part-solar space heating combination systems, or energy audits for buildings. Depend-

ing on the main skills requirement, the
BFImodules could be offered individually or
in combination, as interdisciplinary training.

There is currently a greater need for the

former, but interdisciplinary training in solar heating, photovoltaics and geothermal
energy is becoming increasingly important.
The current LdVproject, 'model of an expanded heat pump installation and use as a
fixed component of initial vocational training',
under the project management of Kreishand-

werkerschaft Frankenberg (with partners
from Austria, Greece and Spain), could also
help to ensure that appropriate initiatives for
initial vocational training of skilled workers
are launched.
The one-year Master's course, 'European Solar Engineering School', introduced at a Swedish university for the first time in September
1999, shows that solar-technology training
initiatives are also being launched in Member States where market development is at a
very early stage.
In 1992, in Denmark, the State energy agency

and production and sales companies agreed
that only trained fitters with a solar heating
certificate may install State-subsidised solar
heating. This was designed to ensure that the
systems installed functioned correctly. The
three-day training courses in solar heating
have been available since 1993 at two technical secondary schools, in cooperation with the

Danish Institute of Technology. A similar
agreement was concluded in 1998 to assure
the quality of photovoltaic installations.

The Danish production schools offer special
training courses for unemployed young people (and younger labour market participants)
and, in particular, specific problem groups
among them. These courses are designed to
(re)activate or reinforce participants' motivation to learn. Particular use is made of alter-

native approaches to learning to impart
knowledge and skills. Thanks to cooperation
with industry and sales of their own products
and services, the production schools are able
to cover some of their operating costs themselves. It could be made possible or easier to

transfer this model to other countries by
means of efficient cooperation with local companies and sales of the school's products and

services bringing in the greatest possible return for the school and the young people themselves.
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The SEE NOW project, designed to provide
unemployed women graduates with sound
training qualifying them to work as environmental and energy consultants, stands out in
particular by the way in which it has coordinated the course content with the skills requirement in local and regional companies
and the project-oriented learning and work.
As a result of cooperation with industry (periods of practical experience in companies and
collaboration with companies in the context
of projects) during the pilot course, the training was even more strongly geared to application-oriented content. At the same time, the
project-oriented approach was designed to

help participants to develop increased

competences in the areas of independent planning, working and decision-making. In addi-

tion to the strong emphasis on the current
needs of industry for subject-specific skills,

forms of provision, designed in accordance
with the specialist field and skills level, but
also including different and, in particular,
alternative forms of learning. Furthermore,
for many initiatives it is important to strongly
integrate the learning of practical skills with
theoretical knowledge, in a well-coordinated
combination.
The transfer of innovative products developed
via transnational projects and project partnerships can play a crucial part in improving the
skills of employees in the Member States. It is

not uncommon for LdV projects to develop
modules and learning aids that could considerably increase the efficiency of initial or continuing vocational training in particular occupations or groups of occupations, only for them
not to be implemented in vocational training
owing to an inefficient dissemination strategy.

the fact that this course initiative imparts
these core or key skills gives it an additional
fundamental dimension as regards developing the skills and competences of the unemployed women participating. Similar initiatives could help to increase the integration of
unemployed graduates in this sector in other

countries and regions, particularly if the
course content is effectively tailored to local
and regional skills requirements.

Increased use should also be made of alternative forms of teaching and learning in the
provision of knowledge and skills. Project-ori-

ented learning and work in small groups are
particularly suitable here. However, this concept must be adapted, as regards content and

The commitment of the social partners to dis-

seminating products developed in LdV
projects can result in increased implementation and application of these innovative practices in vocational training, but this commitment needs to be appropriately encouraged,
inter alia by the project managers. In particular, trade unions and employers' associations

should also be addressed at the relevant
sectoral or occupational-group level, and they
should be actively integrated into the dissemi-

nation strategy. Higher project budgets and
compulsory documentation of the success of
an efficient dissemination strategy can open
up prospects for improved implementation of
project findings.

skills level, to suit the different training
courses. A purely project-oriented approach,
as practised in the Danish production schools,
is a suitable form for this skills level. In the
SEE NOW energy-consultant training, despite the obvious success of the course, the
project manager believed that not all the ef-

The LdV projects on improving skills in ini-

fects of the absence of any signs of a rigid

employees and employers both to project man-

course structure were positive. Therefore the

agement and to the dissemination of the results.

aim should be to achieve a balance in the
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tial and continuing vocational training for
skilled workers in the metal, electrical, energy and transport sectors discussed in this
report are good examples of commitment on
the part of the representative institutions of
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Company-based learning in the context of new forms
of learning and differentiated training paths

Peter Dehnbostel, Gisela Dybowski
Abstract
It is widely agreed that education and, in particular, vocational training should enable young
people to design their careers and their working and employment conditions. Individuals must
learn to cope with open processes and uncertainties and to take decisions on their educational
pathways. In a general perspective, vocational training has to be extended to cover larger periods of working life. The continuous updating of knowledge and abilities is a challenge for an
increasing number of workers.
The results of OECD's VOTEC project reveal a common educational strategy in a number of
countries, by increasing both 'flexibility' and 'differentiation', e.g. by creating fluid transitions
from training to work or to continuing training and by implementing approaches to improve
transparency on training opportunities. These are the strategies which have to be considered
when creating an autonomous and equivalent vocational education and training (VET) system.

At the enterprise level, principles of linking learning and work are gaining ground to improve
the quality and development of vocational training. Approaches to connect work and learning,

to integrate experiential learning, informal learning and intentional learning and to foster
self-organised learning are becoming important.
New forms of organisation, work and learning within enterprises could improve and link incompany learning with school-based learning and higher education. The concept of 'learning
enterprises' leads to more demanding forms of learning than is the case with traditional enterprise training activities. However, the relevance of firm-based learning for the modernisation
of vocational training and for a closer link between education and work has always to be
measured against its realisation of new forms of learning and whether these are considered as
a core competence of firms. This includes knowledge management, i.e. the question of how to
identify new knowledge and how to integrate it in the production process.
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Overview

academic educational paths. Conversely, if

It is widely agreed today that education and,

potential applicants by giving preference to
young people with a higher level of general
educational qualifications, as very clearly
demonstrated, for example, by the trend in

in particular, vocational training must put
young people in a position to play an active
part in shaping their own career development
paths and their own working and employment
conditions. For, in times of rapid change, it
becomes ever harder to predict the future with

any certainty. Hence those concerned must
learn to deal with open-ended processes, to
cope with uncertainty, and to take decisions
about their own training paths. Vocational

education continues to expand, companies will
tend to avoid a worsening of the standards of

France (cf. Koch 1998a, p.336).

To counter these trends towards 'mediocratic'
training, which in the past were not only widespread in France but have also had an effect

in other industrialised countries in Europe,

technology, communications and cultural life,
because constant updating of knowledge and

there is an urgent need to replace existing vocational training structures and develop new
ones. The question is whether this transformation process can be controlled by policy, i.e.
channelled in such a way that the traditional
links between the systems of general education, vocational training and employment can

skills is a requirement faced by ever greater
numbers of workers.

be broken down and that stabilisation and
development of vocational training can be

training will increasingly extend across
lengthy phases of working life, in order to cope

with the challenge of ever greater pressure of

competition in trade and industry, science,

assured.
This need for lifelong learning, which is currently arising in similar form in all advanced
industrial nations, is also becoming increasingly important in the debate on the restructuring and reform of national vocational train-

ing systems in Europe. In this context,
comparable problems are crystallising, over
and above particular characteristics of national vocational training systems. It can currently be seen that in many European countries a formal initial qualification is becoming
increasingly important for access to the labour market; its level is also rising, and its
content is becoming broader. However, rapid
changes in economic, technical and social con-

ditions are making it difficult to make voca-

tional training 'fit' employment. National
standards are too general for this, or they are
adapting too slowly to be able to meet the relevant requirements in good time. On the other
hand, vocational training is unattractive because of inadequate career paths. This brings

with it the risk of further reinforcement of
trends towards 'mediocratic' training.

This is because as long as young people or
young adults fear that entering initial vocation training will take them into a blind alley, as regards other training options and future working careers, they will prefer to follow

In a project that ran from 1991 until 1994,
'The changing role of VOTEC', the OECD car-

ried out a detailed study of the question of
the capacity of vocational training systems to
respond to socioeconomic structural change.
Although the OECD project was essentially
based on national reports, but not on system-

atic comparisons, the results of this project
and the discussions at many European conferences and seminars (cf. OECD 1994; Koch

and Reuling 1995; Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft
1996 etc.) revealed that the thrust of education policy in many European countries was
moving in the same direction: key answers
are being sought via an increase in the capacity of systems to respond via increased
flexibility and in a new quality for vocational
training via 'differentiation'.
As outlined in section 1, the objectives of increased flexibility and differentiation are being pursued by means of a variety of tools,
depending on the architecture of the relevant
systems. An attempt is being made to reorient
vocational training policy to create more fluid

transitions from vocational training to employment or continuing training, and to work
towards more uniform procedures that will

make access to the range of training avail393
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improvements and create possible links between learning in companies, in schools and
in the higher-education sector. For the idea
of the 'learning company' involves concepts
of learning more demanding than those that
have hitherto characterised vocational training and continuing training activities. How-

able more transparent. This involves simultaneously setting out fundamental development prospects, which need to be debated with
the aim of achieving an equivalent independ-

ent vocational training system.
Below the level of structural approaches and
tools aimed at differentiating and individualising vocational training, at company level

ever, according to the prospects set out in thesis form in section 4, the value and importance

principles of linked learning and work are

of company training work to modernisation
of vocational training and to closer dovetailing of the training and employment systems
will increasingly be measured in accordance

becoming ever more important to the quality
and further development of vocational training. These trends, described in section 2, are
based on changes in work, which are primarily due to the introduction of new corporate
concepts and the associated corporate reor-

with the extent to which it is actively involved
in the development and dissemination of new
forms of learning and makes this its core competence. This core competence will then also
include the structuring of knowledge management, i.e. the question of how new knowledge

ganisation and restructuring. As a result of
new corporate forms of work and learning,
wide-ranging changes are looming for vocational training practice and research, and are
of crucial importance as regards the future
prospects of initial and continuing training.

is identified and incorporated into the relevant processes.

As the relevant features of these forms of
learning show, there are considerable differ-

ences in their aims, structures and level of

1. Framework conditions for
forms and quality of learning

dissemination, yet they combine working and
learning in a systematic way, over and above
learning by experience.

Education and vocational training systems

Approaches involving greater integration of
learning by experience, informal learning and
deliberate learning are becoming important
in the context of vocational training in com-

lutions are required in order to realise and

panies, as we show in section 3. Here, a theory
of learning is defined and these concepts are

of creating links and a high level of interchangeability and of developing vocational

categorised in the context of other types of
learning and knowledge in companies. As

training into a transparent overall system. In
this context, the European debate is attaching increasing importance to requirements
and approaches such as:

are today increasingly expected to be responsive as regards new forms of greater flexibility and individualisation. Differentiated so-

many recent surveys have shown, independ-

ent learning has an important place in the
context of new forms of learning. The possibility of increasingly combining, with the aid

of independent learning, informal learning
experiences from all areas of life with organised learning experiences in vocational training and continuing training is not only likely

to create a new impetus for learning, but is
also proving to be a better route, specifically
as regards new forms of learning.
New forms of organisation, work and learning in companies involve the assumption that
it is now easier than it used to be to achieve
,
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implement these aims, owing to the different

education and training systems in Europe.
There is extensive agreement on the subject

Ci closer dovetailing of initial and continuing
training;

0 expansion of modular, flexibly designed
skills training paths;
0 models combining qualifications obtained
through vocational training and general
education (dual qualifications);
0 expansion of vocational training options via
'supplementary qualifications' facilitating

individual routes to vocational development.
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Their particular contribution to the moderni-

sation of education and training is seen as
lying in the fact that these tools make vocational training more attractive and raise its
status in relation to general education.
The common challenges outlined underline
the urgent need for vocational training research at European level, which relates to
overall transnational issues and can provide
an innovative impetus for the further development of vocational training, via compara-

tive research. A number of transnational

creased flexibility describes the creation of
structures and processes in such a way as to
make it possible for persons and systems to
react rapidly to unforeseeable developments,
changes and requirements. At the same time,

increased differentiation may lead to the
development of increased flexibility. This
applies to only a limited extent to measures
involving external differentiation.

1.1 Individualisation and differentiation of vocational training and development paths - specific national examples

projects recently implemented or currently in

progress (cf. Koch 1998a; Reuling 1996,

The following review of structural approaches

1998a; Manning 1996a, 1996b; Hanf 1999) are
providing initial information on concepts and

to differentiating and individualising vocational training relates to an evaluation of research in the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, France, Germany and Denmark.

tools for distinguishing vocational training
courses and individualising the range of train-

ing available, as regards current practice in
the European Union. Here, important aspects
are instruments for modular training, dual
qualifications, supplementary qualifications
or relevant equivalents applied by national
policies.

We must briefly outline what we mean by
the terms on which we shall be focusing in
the remainder of the text: 'individualisation',
'differentiation' and 'increased flexibility'. Individualisation describes the increasing reference to the various capacities, inclinations
and interests of individuals, in place of traditional ties and standards. Individuals are
increasingly determining their own life and

career plans and are themselves responsible for them. In the case of vocational training, individualisation means recognising the
differing training and skills development of
every individual, and gearing skills concepts
or programmes to this. This involves differ-

entiating training and skills training, .and
here a distinction must be made between 'in-

ternal' differentiation (e.g. the method involving working in small groups) and 'exter-

nal' differentiation (e.g. new training
courses). More generally, differentiation

should be seen as expressing the service and
knowledge-based society that is developing,

and at the same time it is a typical feature
distinguishing the latter from the compara-

tively clearly and transparently ordered
structures of the industrial age. Lastly, in-

United Kingdom

In the United Kingdom, individualisation
and increased flexibility have long been the
basis of education and training organisation.
Formal open access to different qualifications
and fields of employment is part of the na-

tional system. Characteristic of this is the
integration of vocational training of young
people and adults: levels of vocational quali-

fications are distinguished from standards,
and can be achieved in the context of both
initial and continuing training. Two recent
developments are worthy of note: the introduction of general vocational qualifications
(GNVQs) and modern apprenticeship. Both
can be seen as a response to criticism of the
NVQ system, qualifications that were little
used because of their high level of specialisation (Reuling 1996).
The GNVQ programmes provide individuals
with a basis for broad occupational fields and
for access to further education. In principle,
it is possible to enter the employment system
direct, with no formal qualifications. GNVQs
make the transition easier, but still necessitate lengthy periods of vocational adjustment.
In order to establish a link with the skills re-

quired in the workplace, combinations
involving NVQ units as 'supplementary
qualifications' are recommended. 'Modern
apprenticeship' is a programme created to

3P9
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reinforce work-oriented learning paths. It is
essentially based on level ISCED 3 NVQs.
Within this framework, additional units above
this level can be selected. In the case of both

GNVQs and modern apprenticeship, key
qualifications are offered in separate learning units, in order to ensure a transfer of vocational competences and skills.

In 1996, an expert committee set up by the
British Government put forward a national
skills framework, relating qualifications obtained in general education and vocational
training to one another and establishing formal equivalents according to levels of difficulty. Within this reference framework, at
horizontal level the various qualifications are
assigned to one course of general education
and two courses of vocational training.

In the past, the individual courses of education and training in England were developed
in isolation and at different times, so that this
qualification framework constitutes the first
quasi-official outline of a coherent system of
education and vocational training. This state-

ment must be qualified by adding that the
qualification framework relates only to qualifications for 16-19-year-olds, which covers the
acquisition of qualifications at levels of difficulty 1, 2 or 3 (Reuling 1998a).

tary) and A (advanced) levels, roughly
equivalent to the German Abitur. This system also provides for horizontal qualification
paths. For example, it is both possible and
reasonably common for people working towards a GNVQ to obtain, at the same time,
general qualifications in individual subjects
(GCSEs or A levels). In this way, they can
supplement their GNVQ or repeat examinations for general qualifications in order to
improve their grades. They can then decide
whether they wish to obtain further general
qualifications or general vocational qualifications (Reuling 1996, 1998a).
In principle, there is also open access to the
various NVQ levels. Trainees can enter at any
level and seek to acquire the relevant NVQ.
In practice, however, there are some problems
in going up from second to third level NVQs,
one reason being that in general NVQ quali-

fications are designed to relate to very specific occupations, and do not take account of
the importance of acquiring broad vocational
background knowledge. Therefore it is likely
to be more difficult to implement horizontal
qualification paths from GNVQs to NVQs,
because there are very clear differences between the purposes of the relevant qualifications (general vocational knowledge and skills
in school-based courses versus occupation-ori-

ented skills preferably acquired in compaIn this system, the acquisition of GCSEs, certificates obtained at 16 on completion of stage
1 of secondary education, constitutes the typical point of transition to the various training
paths. The question of which of the three edu-

nies).

cational paths, at which level, holders then

tem, the examination units and qualifications

embark on is largely dependent on the

number of subjects passed and grades obtained at GCSE level. It is important to note
that young people aged 16 or over have the
opportunity to increase the number of subjects passed and/or average grade, in order to
improve their chances of access to relevant
courses leading to general or vocational qualifications at the various levels.

In this system, the vertical qualification

Moreover, it is also difficult for elements of

different training paths to be made interchangeable because, under the current sys-

in the various educational paths are structured in very different ways. This means that
there is only limited scope for combining ex-

amination units from different educational
paths in the sense of an integrated or mixed
curriculum (Oates 1998), and reduces the
room for manoeuvre as regards individualising training paths.

The Netherlands

paths are clearly mapped out. Five GCSEs
(i.e. certificates in five different subjects)
with grades of A to C are sufficient to take

In the Netherlands, a new law on adult education and vocation training (WEB) was introduced in 1996. This law sets out to struc-

courses leading to AS (advanced supplemen-

ture various forms of vocational education and
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training and adult education in a more coher-

ent fashion (van Lieshout 1997; van Cleve
1998). Its core consists of provision for a uniform national structure of vocational qualifications, based on four levels of difficulty as
regards jobs and four related training levels.
The criteria for a job's level of difficulty are
the extent of the responsibility borne by an
employee, the complexity of the job and the
extent to which it is transferable to different
situations.

At each training level, courses leading to a
vocational qualification are offered. Their
duration is laid down in accordance with the
number of years it takes a participant on average to acquire a certificate, with each year
representing 1,600 hours of real learning time
(theoretical/practical instruction, homework,
examinations). Ultimately, the level of qualifications for admission, which are laid down
for access to each level of difficulty, is the de-

termining factor as regards the concrete
length of the course taken to achieve a voca-

tional qualification at the various levels.

the acquisition of vocational qualifications or
part-qualifications at the various levels of dif-

ficulty, as well as options for transition to
higher levels of difficulty or training courses
(including the level of specialised institutions
of higher education).
Every part-qualification involves a certificate
based on tests, which may be implemented in
a variety of ways (internal, external, internal
with external legitimation via a State-recognised test body). External legitimation of certification is stipulated for 51% of part-quali-

fications. As a rule, this relates to those
part-qualifications that cover the core of the
occupation. A quality assurance system is laid
down both for external test bodies and for regional vocational training centres. However,
companies can also carry out tests by agree-

ment with the vocational training centres,
with the certificates being issued by the latter.

The concept of part-qualifications in the
Dutch system has two aims. Firstly, trainees

There are currently a total of some 700 vocational qualifications at the various levels of
difficulty, designed and supervised by the 22

who switch to another form of training or

Landelijke

which they have passed a test. Secondly, the
combining of different part-qualifications is
intended to create more of a distinction between qualifications and thus make it easier
to enter the labour market. Hence, in addi-

sectoral organisations (LBO

Organe Beroepsonderwijs [national vocational
training authorities]). The State regards pub-

lic responsibility as consisting in ensuring
that over and above profiles of requirements
in individual sectors of the economy, account
is taken of developments affecting companies
in general, i.e. that the principle of 'profes-

break off training prematurely obtain certifi-

cates for elements already completed, in

tion to a modular approach, the new WEB also

attaches particularly great importance to the
so-called regional training centres (ROCs) (cf.

sured that they have labour market relevance
(Reuling 1998b).

Kutscha 1999). On the one hand, this is a
question of institutional integration of the
players into a regional network developing
qualifications structures and, on the other,

Every vocational qualification consists of a
number of part qualifications, which are described as learning objectives or workplaceoriented skills. The options for combining individual part-qualifications are limited. The
majority of them are compulsory qualifications, with a minority being optional. However, it is planned to offer more supplemen-

this involves mutual coordination of the content and organisation of training courses 'on
the spot'. It is hoped that this regionally based
infrastructure will improve links between the
education and employment systems, with its
greater decentralisation, reinforcement of the
autonomy of regional and local players, and
enhancement of the room for manoeuvre of
players in the private sector.

sionalism' is applied, and that when vocational qualifications are established, it is en-

tary qualifications at the higher levels of
difficulty, equivalent to the level of specialised institutions of higher education. There
are clearly defined entrance requirements for

As yet, little can be said about the results and

effects of the new structures, as the law on
adult education and vocational training has
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been in force only since January 1996. How-

ever, it can be assumed that the regulatory
framework now in place will be able to bring
about significant innovations in vocational

training, particularly in terms of increased
flexibility and differentiation within the system and as regards its orientation towards the
external situation. In this context, the concept
of creating modules must be seen as an element of a strategy of political innovation.

France
In the past, the French education system was

characterised by the fact that once a vocational training path had been embarked on,
either by choice or owing to problems at
school, this largely determined the future
educational path pursued and hence also future options for vocational development.
Against the background of the efforts made
in recent years to make vocational training
more attractive to better pupils also, formal
interchangeability within the education system has been significantly expanded.

training, and apprenticeship in particular. It
is intended that it should be possible to acquire all vocational training qualifications up
to and including the vocational baccalaureate via differentiated raising of training levels, in apprentice training centres (CFAs) in
particular. The training course leading to the
vocational baccalaureate is combined with a
significant company-based element (16-20
weeks of the two-year training period). This
corresponds to the principle of alternation,
under which systematic/school-based training
and practical instruction in the workplace are
combined (Rothe 1994). Training is divided
into 25 different subject areas (1991) and in-

cludes a programme based on fundamental
general subjects: history, geography, mathematics, French and economics.
The training path may also extend beyond the
level of secondary stage IL Specialised study
(in sections de techniciens supérieurs [STS advanced technician departments]) at lycées
d'enseignement general et technologique [colleges of general and technological education]

leads to the BTS qualification (brevet de
To facilitate transition between the vocational
and general branches of secondary education

technicien supérieur advanced technician's

(stage II), 'bridging' classes (premieres

diploma), and at instituts universitaires de
technologie (IUT - university institutes of

d'adaptation) have been established at the

technology) a diplôme universitaire de

upper stage of secondary education, to make
it possible for holders of a BEP (diploma in
occupational studies) to achieve a technological or general baccalaureate. However, major
hurdles have to be cleared before the transition can be effected, as virtually no account
is taken of previously acquired knowledge
(Chalendar 1988, p.148). As a side effect of
the need for school achievements to be comparable and capable of being taken into account with respect to the transition between
general, 'technological' and vocational education paths, vocational training has been more
strongly integrated into the logic of the functioning of the overall school system.

technologie (DUT - university technology diploma) can be obtained. However, holders of
the vocational baccalaureate face strong competition from holders of the general or technological baccalaureate for admission to these
highly selective training courses. Moreover,
those who have followed the vocational training route run an extremely high risk of failing owing to the major theoretical demands

Since 1985, there has been a training course
following on after completion of training as a
skilled worker, leading to a dual qualification,

the vocational baccalaureate. In addition to
this form, which is akin to further education,
the vocational baccalaureate can also be ac-

these courses make. If several successive
qualifications are obtained, much of the content is repeated at the next higher level, because previous work is not taken into account.

In the past ten years, a number of measures
have been implemented in an attempt to individualise vocational training and make it
flexible, over and above the State system. Individualisation has fundamentally been promoted by:

the extensive introduction of modules into
programmes following on from State school

quired in the context of phased skilled worker
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training, facilitating flexible acquisition of
qualifications;

social origin and prior education. In the wake
of the expansion in education, holders of the
Abitur, the school-leaving and university en-

ri the development of teaching software for
individual, autonomous use;

trance qualification, are also increasingly
seeking vocational training in the dual system (combined work and training). At the
same time, training places are also being
sought by young people who are disadvan-

I:1 intensive counselling on vocational training.

An essential tool for increasing flexibility is
the option, backed by legislation, of validating knowledge and occupational experience
and accumulating credits for this, in order to
obtain a qualification in stages. Finally, regulations have been put in place for taking account of vocational qualifications in national
diplomas. To complement national diplomas,
qualifications have been designed that equip
employees to perform certain tasks and at the
same time to adapt to changing situations.
In the French system, these serve as supplementary qualifications. In this context, the
following types can be distinguished:

taged owing to social problems and learning
difficulties, or who come from a different culture, based on a different language and education.

As in other industrialised nations, technical
and socioeconomic changes are also resulting
in rapid changes in specialist knowledge and
in a trend in the structure of qualifications
involving increasing demands on the one hand

vision, for young people who are still study-

while, on the other, new standards are being
set. Above all, however, it is subject to rapid
change. Even now, vocational occupations are
increasingly 'saturated' with information, i.e.
they primarily consist of the obtaining, assessment and processing of data and information,
for which general education and supplementary vocational qualifications are becoming
ever more important. Thus with regard to the
structuring of vocational training and its con-

ing at a vocational school or who are

tent and the modernisation of vocational

working for a company under a training

training practice, there is a need to develop
approaches and produce plans that take account of this increased dynamic.

FCIL

these are primarily offered at

ISCED level 2 or 3, on the initiative of com-

panies or schools under local State super-

contract. They may involve specialisations
or enhancement of the initial qualification;

CQP - these are qualifications specified
exclusively by the social partners in the relevant sectors. They are strongly geared to
job classifications (job profiles) and make

no distinction between training and continuing training;
CI 'Titres homologues' [equivalent qualifications] - these serve to provide State recognition and inclusion of vocational qualifi-

cations acquired outside the system of
State diplomas. The process can be re-

Since the early 1990s, these trends have also
given rise to a lively debate about the future

of the dual vocational training system and
about the structural reforms required in the
vocational training system as a whole. For the
scope of the reform possible in the vocational

training system has been significantly increased in recent years because companies
have increasingly been reducing their training provision and attempting to cover their
future skills requirements in other ways that
are cheaper and more efficient, and/or some

garded as an example of transparency of

of those seeking training are now turning

proof of qualification.

Germany

away from dual training, because other training paths offer better employment and career
opportunities.

The German vocational training system has,
for many years, been confronted by increasingly heterogeneous trainees, as regards their

The groups in society responsible for vocational training do not currently see prospects
for reform as lying in a largely nationalised
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and school-based vocational training, analogous to the training model implemented not
only in France, but also in the majority of EU
Member States. However, the trends outlined
make it necessary to consider more comprehensive forms of increased flexibility for and
differentiation of vocational training paths,
new combinations of school-based and dual
vocational training and continuing training,

and increased interchangeability between
general education and vocational training.
The first stage of the reform is aimed at modernising existing vocational training courses
in the dual system and creating new training
profiles for innovative fields of employment
(e.g. the information and communication sector, the printing industry and the media, the
transport sector). A fundamental principle in
the context of modernising existing training

profiles and creating new ones consists of
making training courses more dynamic and
flexible. Key features are:
Li

the acquisition of broad basic skills in the
first 18 months of training, with differentiated and dynamic skills profiles building
on these. This internal differentiation enables skills to be built up in a wide variety
of areas and also ensures that training occupations cover a very varied range of prod-

ucts and activities;
ID a combination of compulsory qualifications

(key qualifications) covering the entire
range of future fields of activity and optional qualifications (c.f. inter alia Lennartz 1997).

The second stage of the reform is aimed at

developing self-contained, standardised
'building blocks' (modules) which build on one
another and can be completed, as 'supplementary qualifications', either during initial train-

ing or immediately afterwards. They are
aimed at making vocational training more
attractive, in that they make it possible for

However, it is not yet clear how these supplementary qualifications can be combined with
traditional vocational and/or general qualifications, or who will offer and provide them.
Even if the basic strategy pursued consists of
listing these supplementary qualifications acquired in a portfolio (vocational training 'passport% the question of transparency and of the
value of the achievements described will arise
(Kloas 1997). Thus there is a need for an analytically based certification system, covering
both initial and continuing training and enabling these qualifications to be countable and

interchangeable. The introduction of credit
systems may be a first stage in transparently
documenting final qualifications, job experience, and part and supplementary qualifications. They also serve to make management
of the qualification and development process
autonomous, although careful consideration
must be given to their usefulness and to the
work involved. Thus experience of and trends
in modular approaches to vocational training,
as apparent in the UK and to some extent also
in the Netherlands, are also becoming increasingly important in connection with modernisation of the German vocational training system.

Research is also required into the possible
value of these modular concepts for continuing training and the structure of qualifications
in further education in Germany. For in view
of the need for lifelong learning, in Germany
too there is an increasing need to look at the
question of the usability and countability of
part qualifications acquired in training or at
work. Here, the English and Dutch concepts
demonstrate a way of developing flexible but

nonetheless coherent continuing training
structures. As experience to date demonstrates, a precondition for this is effective
training counselling, which informs individual trainees of the options available as

individuals to make their own choices and decisions as regards future career development

regards part qualifications and of the consequences of the relevant options in terms of
acquiring a nationally recognised continuing
training qualification.

paths, and make training better adapted to
differentiated requirements. At the same

Denmark

time, the intention is to create more fluid tran-

sitions between initial and continuing training, in terms of both timing and content.
400

In many respects, the structures in Denmark
are similar to those in Germany. This applies
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in particular to the organisation of vocational
training, in which here too the most important pillar is dual vocational training. Unlike
Germany, however, Denmark has successfully
implemented a direct link between school and
company-based forms of vocational training.
These structures promote interchangeability

between the systems and also support the
claim to equivalence of vocational training
and general education.
Since the Vocational Training Act was passed

in 1991, those completing the nine-year period of compulsory education (folkeskole)
have been able to go straight on to a vocational school. Young people who start on initial vocational training can, if they are suit-

able, switch to a vocational school in the
second year. Conversely, students at vocational schools also have the option of continu-

flexibility will be universal principles in the
new structure and organisation.

In future, initial vocational training will be
organised in two stages for everybody:

1. In the basic course, there will be a drastic
reduction in the number of training courses
hitherto available. The basic course can
take between 6 and 18 months, depending
on previous education and the combination
of modules. During the course, it will also
be possible to select units facilitating access to more advanced training courses. In
all cases, the compulsory element will involve 15 weeks of key qualifications and
can be supplemented by optional modules
on the basis of an individual plan. It ends
with an examination which constitutes a
condition for entry to the main course.

ing their initial vocational training in the
dual system. The law on the higher business
examination (HHX) and the higher technical
examination (HTX) integrated these qualifications from vocational schools into the reformed system of initial vocational training

and thus, at the same time, strengthened
these schools' position and made them equal
to schools providing general education. Both

qualifications serve as entrance qualifications for higher education institutions, but
also directly qualify holders to enter employment.

2. In the main course, specialisation takes
place. Here too, there is a compulsory element and an element in which individuals
can choose options on a modular basis. The
optional units are offered in both initial and
continuing training most colleges are active in both fields (Hanf 1999).

In Denmark there are close links between
initial vocational training, continuing training and skills training for the unemployed.
On the one hand, this method of organisation
makes it possible to coordinate the systems

In addition to purely school-based vocational
training, young people who have completed
their compulsory education also have the option of dual training in 85 occupations, with
over 200 specialist subject areas. Unlike the

as regards the content and recognition of
qualifications. On the other, the modular

situation in Germany, however, these dual

available to meet the needs of specific target
groups. Most continuing training programmes

training courses no longer include only traditional training, but also courses whose dura-

tion can range from under one year to 51/2
years. Dual training courses are organised in
blocks, with periods at vocational school alternating with training periods in companies.
However, work is currently being done on
another reform of vocational training, due to
take effect in the 1999/2000 training year.

forms of provision which have already been

prevalent in continuing training for many
years allow scope for adapting the training

are divided into relatively small learning
units. In virtually all the programmes, certificates are issued for individual courses, and
depending on individual ability, participants
can also acquire a nationally recognised general or vocational qualification by combining

individual building blocks in a series of

qualifications, a modular structure, and lo-

courses over a shorter or longer period. Building blocks from general education leading to
a school-leaving qualification can also be com-

cal/regional autonomy for vocational training
institutions. Individualisation and increased

bined with building blocks from continuing
training alongside employment (labour mar-

This is characterised by a framework for
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Figure 1: Tools/approaches for individualising and distinguishing vocational training
and development paths
Countries

UK

Netherlands

++

++

France

Germany

Denmark

Tools/approaches
Modules

+

Dual qualifications
Supplementary
qualifications/
interweaving of initial
and continuing training
Interchangeability
with courses of
general education

+

++

ket training). The certification of individual
courses, and not simply of one overall course,

also makes it possible to continue adding
qualifications later precisely at the point
where earlier studies were broken off.
The original fears of the skilled workers' trade

unions that these part qualifications in the
context of continuing training could be detri-

mental to qualifications acquired in dual
training have proved to be unfounded. It has
instead proved to be the case that sectors ex-

tensively involved in continuing training
alongside employment also have large numbers of trainees. In addition, the introduction
of modules into continuing training alongside
employment (labour market training) and the

increased flexibility have also provided a
major impetus for the reform of initial vocational training, which is also to be organised
in modular form in the year 2000 (cf. Nielse
1996).

1.2 Starting points for an independent
and equal vocational training system
The above overview is based on the results of
surveys in countries in which there are significant variations in the degree of individu-

alisation and differentiation of vocational
402
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+

+

++

+

+

+

training paths. As the generalised summary
in Figure 1 shows, the objectives of differentiation and increased flexibility are pursued
with the aid of a variety of tools. Vocational
training is being made more flexible, in an
attempt to create more fluid transitions to
employment or continuing training and to
make processes more uniform, in order to
make access to the range of training available more transparent. The compromise between State regulation and market orientation aimed at in this process leads both to
common features and to a variety of features
specific to particular countries, which can be
summarised as follows:
IJ

The trends in the UK towards a wholly
modular vocational training system are
closely linked to the concept of individualised and lifelong learning. The use of modules enables those responsible for training
to gear the training they offer more markedly to the aspirations and motivations of
individual trainees, via varying combina-

tions of modules. Examination units and
credits are becoming increasingly important as tools for achieving increased flexibility, differentiation and interchangeability. However, it still proves difficult to bring

later coherence to fragmented qualifica-
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tions, and also to eliminate the existing diversities between and within qualifications

ever, it is still very difficult even now to
relate separate qualifications systems to

from general education and vocational
training. For differences in the delimita-

one another. In addition, owing to pressure
from the expansion of education, for some

tion of the subject canon in courses of gen-

time a strategy of increasing the value of

eral education and in the occupational

vocational training has been pursued. With

fields in GNVQs and NVQs, differences in
learning and test modalities, differences in

the introduction of the vocational baccalaureate, an independent vocational train-

assigning test units and qualifications to

ing path has come into being, which in prin-

levels of difficulty within the qualification

ciple opens up the possibility of moving
across to a higher education institution.
Efforts are also being made to introduce
further dual vocational training courses
into the education system. To some extent
this has been done in the form of 'alter-

framework and, last but not least, differences in the responsibilities and regulation

mechanisms for the qualifications in the
various education and training courses are
still making it difficult today to provide options for learning in different educational

paths, which allows for opportunities to
switch between general education and vocational training, and makes them interchangeable.

The Netherlands sees its modular vocational training system as an innovative
system geared to future requirements as

regards lifelong learning, increasing
Europeanisation, and rapid industrial
change. The system's modular nature
makes flexible switching between schoolbased and dual vocational training courses
possible. At the same time, trainees have
a free choice of and can expedite entry to
the various learning modules, depending
on their existing knowledge. Training modules are also seen as offering a further benefit, in that they make occupational struc-

tures transparent, identify a quality

system, and increase flexibility via differentiation. An important part is played in
new forms of organisation by regional cooperation networks, which both coordinate
initial and continuing training and also un-

dertake coordination of the range of
training offered with labour market requirements. Methodological concepts for
vocational teaching are also elaborated, in
order to provide effective modules constituting vocational training geared to industrial change.
Ui In France, a number of initial reforms have

significantly extended the formal interchangeability of the education and vocational training systems. In practice, how-

nance' training. However, these dual training forms have little in common with the
German model of dual training, because in
them company-based training and schoolbased training are consecutive rather than
being simultaneous. Owing to the national
policy of decentralisation, the regions have

acquired important responsibilities and
powers in the vocational training field in
recent years. These are used to promote
close links between schools and companies
on a lasting basis, and increasingly to supplement national qualifications with addi-

tional local/sectoral qualifications. However, there are still socio-cultural obstacles
in the way of promotion of dual training
courses, because even today vocational
training has less social prestige in France,
since it is the path followed in particular
by students unable to go on to higher education.

In Germany, the emphasis is, firstly, on
concepts and tools relating to 'internal' dif-

ferentiation, the intention being to use
them to promote greater dynamism and
flexibility in vocational training courses.
Secondly, the aim is to individualise vocational qualifications and to create more

fluid transitions from initial training to
continuing training, by offering a wider
range of 'supplementary qualifications' in
vocational training. However, the growing

need for workers with qualifications of
varying levels and the increasing challenges faced by vocational training, in
terms of training both increasingly better
educated young people and disadvantaged
T
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young people, are also making it necessary

in respect of those seeking training in par-

to adopt an approach involving 'external
differentiation' and greater interchangeability between the paths to qualifications

ticular that this attractiveness is increasingly
being measured in terms of the options training paths offer as regards opportunities for
vocational and personal development and the
potential employment prospects they offer.

based on general education and vocational
training. Organised training courses over
and above the dual system (dual qualifications) are also being tested in pilot projects
currently in progress. In addition, efforts

are being made to introduce more interchangeability between vocational training
and education by making qualifications
obtained in vocational training equivalent
to those in general education.

Li One of the primary aims of vocational
training policy in Denmark is to ensure
that vocational training offers young people a broad, varied and comprehensive education, and provides them with options for
more advanced training. Care is therefore

It is apparent throughout Europe that the
boundaries between general education and
vocational training have recently become
more fluid: the increasing importance of languages, mathematics, science and politics and
the undisputed importance of technology and

economics as integral elements of modern
vocational training have brought about a variety of interconnections between courses of

general education and vocational training.
However, as yet education policy has not

taken this approximation of content and
structures sufficiently into account, for even
now

taken to ensure that young people who
have chosen to follow a course of vocational
training also receive a comprehensive gen-

eral education. The access paths to vocational training courses at secondary stage
II, leading to a dual qualification (qualification for an occupation plus entitlement
to enter higher education), have also been
coordinated with the access paths for ini-

tial vocational training in the sandwich
system. This means that it is possible for
students/trainees to switch from one course
to another following basic vocational training. Vocational training as a whole is cur-

rently being reformed on the basis of a
uniform framework. Key features of the
reform are modular structures, compulsory
and optional building blocks, relative au-

tonomy for training providers and closer
links between initial and continuing training.

The current efforts to modernise vocational
training bring up the question of development
prospects. A question that is becoming ever
more urgent in all European countries is that
of the properties and quality vocational training systems need to possess in order to remain attractive in future. It is now acknowledged that benefits and transparency for the
players involved are fundamental criteria of
such attractiveness. It is becoming apparent
404

Li qualifications and certificates acquired in
vocational training frequently do not constitute entitlements and 'career opportunities' equivalent to those acquired in the
school/university system;
DI qualifications acquired via continuing vo-

cational training and job experience are
inadequately recognised in terms of certification, and are rarely adequately credited in a switch to further education;

Li at best, vocational training paths in companies and the civil service end with admission to a middle level of seniority. Con-

siderably more importance is attached to
a university degree, as a formal entitlement in the context of appointments and
promotions, than to a skill acquired via
vocational training.
In comparison with school-based academic
education, initial and continuing vocational
training therefore still means 'second best' to
many today, or a time-consuming change of
direction in order to achieve access to traditional academic courses and qualifications. In
addition to strategies for making it easier to

switch from vocational training to general
education, it will therefore be necessary in
future to change the emphasis and develop
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convincing plans, if the aim is genuinely to
achieve parity of esteem, and vocational training is really to be made more attractive.

Since all previous experience has shown that

neither adaptation of vocational training to

general education nor switching to traditional school-based academic education
brings about equivalence of vocational training and general education, there is a need to
give more thought to developing a plural system of vocational training paths, which ex-

tends from initial training via continuing
training through to qualifications in the tertiary sector (higher education institutions).
Construction and expansion of such a plural
system offers the potential for an independent vocational training system genuinely to

create an alternative of equal value to the
school-based academic education route. From

the viewpoint of organisation and teaching
methodology, it is easier now than it was in
the past to realise a plural system of voca-

tional training paths from initial training
through to higher education qualifications.
For even where large areas of vocational
training are organised in the dual system, it
is apparent that owing to new forms of organisation, work and learning in undertakings (cf. section 2), it is easier than it was
before to create links and connections between learning in companies and learning
in schools and in higher education.
However, models of an independent vocational

training system geared to the future do not
go far enough if they are restricted to new
forms of training and a new quality. What is
needed is, rather, consistent expansion ofjobbased continuing training options, which facilitate subsequent acquisition of additional
skills or updating of existing qualifications in
working life. 'In many countries, the absence
of new organisational concepts for continu-

ing training are still today preventing

stronger links between the content of initial
and continuing training and, in many fields,
career planning beyond vocational training'
(Schmidt 1998, p.144). However, vocational
training becomes attractive only if, following
initial training, senior skilled worker positions and middle management positions can
be achieved via continuing training.

A transnational comparison makes it clear
that in addition to regional and sectoral continuing training qualifications, the existence
of national standards for generally recognised
continuing training qualifications constitutes
an important cornerstone in terms of making
vocational training attractive. To combat the

risk of increasing 'emigration' of ambitious
and better-performing young people from vocational training, there are strong arguments
in favour of the option already realised in individual cases, namely of building up and expanding the provision of continuing training
with dual organisation, e.g. along the lines of
the English colleges of further education or
the American community colleges.

Furthermore, access to more advanced general education courses and to higher education in particular must be improved for those
completing vocational training. Thus there is
a need to expand the early moves in this di-

rection in individual European countries,
aimed at linking particular vocational training courses with qualifications entitling holders to enter more advanced general education
courses or even higher education in universities or institutes of higher education. However, there is an even more urgent need to

expand provision of academic continuing
training at higher education institutions for
holders of vocational training qualifications
and, in addition, to establish job-based courses
of study at these institutions. But this can be

successful only if there is a change of thinking within these institutions, and if they develop, in close cooperation with undertakings,
suggested plans for the design of the content,
method, teaching and organisation of academic continuing training provision and/or of
basic courses of study, which must be jobbased (i.e. a new combination of working and
learning). Because of their proximity to practice and owing to economies of time and cost,
such possibilities could offer many young peo-

ple, but also undertakings, much more convincing solutions than conventional paths involving a laborious reorientation to traditional

school-based academic paths. Job-based
courses of study at higher education institutions therefore require ways of reducing their
length via crediting of existing vocational
qualifications. The periods aimed at should
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be between two years (bachelor) and four

principle of an occupation that provided

years (master), based on international standards and higher education qualifications. In
addition, the organisation and provision of
these courses of study should make intensive
use of multimedia learning options and thus
be geared to the needs of students with jobs.

meaning had become obsolete. 'Just like the
family, the occupation has lost its former certainties and protective functions. With the
occupation, people are losing the backbone of
their lives, which came into being with the
industrial age' (1986, p.222). Beck regards 'a
society of plural activities' as a possible fu-

2. Models and forms of
company-based learning

ture scenario, in which he sees the current
'individualisation' and 'de-standardisation' of
work as the counter-principle to its standardisation (1999, pp.62ff.).

The scope and quality of learning in modern

work processes have become increasingly
important for the restructuring of companybased training work and the development of
initial and continuing training. In particular,
it is a matter of answering the questions of

the forms in which learning takes place at
work, what it comprises, and the learning
orientations and teaching methods involved.
It must be assumed that learning in modern
work processes is very different from pedagogically organised learning. However, as yet

almost no analyses are available. The key
question is whether the learning is limited to
economic and technical goals or whether the
work opens up learning potential and learning opportunities that also promote personal
development and training processes.

Critical assessments take as their starting
point the fact that today's world of work is
characterised by the disintegration of social
ties and a reduction in the scope for identity.
Accordingly, de-traditionalism and de-stand-

ardisation are occurring, and traditional
value-oriented and social ties at work and in
the job are disintegrating, to be replaced by a
capacity for work as a function of the work

This contrasts with jobs that combine modern concepts of work and organisation with
new social ties, improved opportunities for
learning and education, and dynamic professionalism. Learning in new forms of work and
learning in particular is acquiring a new quality, and in this context, according to the most
far-reaching assumptions, new forms of work

become equivalent to forms of learning. For
example, in a recent empirical study on 'forms
of learning integrated with work', carried out
to supplement the data on continuing training in companies obtained in the context of

the FORCE European action programme,
work-based learning was categorically reevaluated. In the study by the skills-development-management working party (1998), in

addition to 'autonomous learning' and the
'learning workshop', new forms of work organisation such as teamwork and project work
were, per se, categorised as forms of learning
(pp.29ff.). Other authors speak of a change of

conception and concept in company-based
learning and continuing training in companies in the context of modern work and production planning and the associated informal,
self-organised forms of learning. According to

process, geared to flexibility and mobility. This
is derived from pressures and dynamics in the

them, traditional deliberate forms of learn-

industrial and economic systems compelling
ever more comprehensive and ever faster production, so that the work process has to be
made ever more elastic and flexible. Sennett
(1998) sees flexibility as the dominating factor in modern work processes, virtually doing
away with personality-oriented development
options and dependable social relationships.

'Qualification' should be replaced by 'competence', which would bring the 'actual individu-

And more than ten years ago Beck had already established that in the wake of 'destandardisation of paid work' the traditional
406

ing in training institutions are obsolete.
al's own organisation into the picture' (cf.
Erpenbeck and Heyse 1996, p.110).

These views supported by empirical studies
are based on changes in work that are primarily due to the introduction of new corporate
concepts and the associated reorganisation
and restructuring. With new forms of work
and learning in companies, extensive changes
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are looming for vocational training practice
and research, and are critically important to
the future of initial and continuing training.
In what follows, we shall first describe basic

carried out in environments very similar to
actual workplaces.

work-related learning models and then go into
newly developed forms of learning in companies.

In what follows, work-related learning in initial and continuing vocational training should

learning in Europe shows that, typologically
speaking, five models can be distinguished,
to which concepts and systems are assigned
in the overview that follows, by way of example: learning by working in the actual work
process (1); learning via instruction (2); learning via integration of learning through experience and deliberate learning (3); learning

be seen from the European perspective (cf.

via exploration and practical training (4);

also Dehnbostel and Dybowski 1998; Greinert
1997; Greinert/Wiemann 1992, pp.66ff.; Koch

learning in simulated work/production processes (5). Figure 2 shows the five models with

1998b; Koch and Reuling 1995). The term
'work-related learning' first needs to be defined and broken down. Work-related learning' describes learning processes within and
outside companies whose subject is the content and structures of work and work processes. On the one hand, it relates to a narrow
field that is learning-venue- and task-specific
and, on the other, it must be understood as
involving a methodological approach that re-

specimen concepts, systems and forms of

2.1 Work-related learning models

lates learning and work to one another. In the
context of the relationship between learning
venue and work site, on the basis of experience to date in Germany, work-related learning can usefully be broken down as follows:
U1 learning tied to work;

learning connected with work;
ID work-oriented learning.

Learning tied to work is distinguished by the

fact that learning venue and work site are

identical. Learning takes place in the
workplace or in the work process. On-the-job
training, group learning in the work process
and company learning islands are examples
of this. In learning connected with work, the
learning venue and the actual workplace are
separate, although they are directly connected
in terms of space and work organisation, as
for example in quality circles, learning workshops and technology centres. Work-oriented
learning takes place in central learning venues, for example in vocational schools, voca-

tional training centres and training workshops. In some cases, commissioned work is

A look at the basic forms of work-related

learning assigned to them. It also shows the

kind of work-related learning each of the
models involves.

2.1.1 Learning by working in the actual
work process
Learning in the actual work process is the
oldest and commonest form of vocational skills

training. In this form of learning, the

workplace is also the learning venue. In craft
training and traditional side-by-side training,
in which the trainee is assigned to a skilled
worker, company- or occupation-specific work

activities are learned by imitation. The
trainee learns in the company's working situation, by watching, copying, joining in, helping and trying out or simulating what is seen.
The result of the learning essentially depends

on the following factors: the specialist and
teaching competence of the trainer or the
skilled worker doing the training, the work
tasks, the organisation of the process and
structure, the workplace equipment and the
corporate culture. Learning is stimulated by
working, and motivation and identification
come into being because the products or results of the work are useful and their meaningfulness is directly apparent.
This form of training is found in Germanspeaking countries in particular, but also in
France, and has also recently been evolving
again in Central European countries such as
Poland and Hungary. In continuing training
in companies, a similar form is found, adapted

and integrated into work. Traditional training concepts, adaptation of skills in compa-
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Figure 2: Work-related learning models
Basic work-related learning models

Examples of concepts, systems,
forms of learning

(1) Learning by working in the actual work process
(learning tied to work)

Craft training; traditional side-by-side training; on-thejob training; group learning in the work process; some
training programmes and dual study courses

(2) Learning via instruction, systematic instruction in
the workplace (learning tied to work)

In-company training; four-stage method; some
training programmes and dual study courses

(3) Learning via integration of experiential learning
and deliberate learning (learning tied to or
connected with work)

Quality circles; 'learning places'; learning islands;
order-based learning; cognitive apprenticeship;
coaching; constructive learning; interactive learning

(4) Learning via exploration and practical training
(learning tied to or connected with work)

Supplementing school-based vocational training
courses, skills training in training centres, study
courses; school-based preparation for an occupation

(5) Learning in simulated work or production
processes (work-oriented learning)

nies, and learning in modern forms of work
organisation usually come under this model
of work-related learning.

2.1.2 Learning via instruction,
systematic instruction in the workplace
Systematic instruction takes place in the context of traditional dual training in a company
and in the context of skills training for starting a job or changing jobs in a company. In
this training, the master craftsman, the journeyman or the skilled worker providing train-

ing has a key role in applying and carrying
out the instruction. He selects the work tasks,
plans the work organisation and work proc-

esses, instructs the trainees, monitors the
progress of the work and evaluates its results.

One method of instruction is the four-stage
method, i.e.preparation, demonstration, imitation and practice. This and similar methods of workplace instruction, such as analytical work instruction and instruction based on
work rules, have acquired only limited importance, as training for complex work activities

in industrialised countries with companybased training has increasingly been trans408

Schools of production, order-based work in training
centres

ferred to training workshops. Training systems in these countries initially reacted to the
change in skills requirements in production
and service processes primarily by modernising training methods in learning venues away
from the workplace.

2.1.3 Learning via integration of
experiential learning and deliberate
learning
In the field of training, decentralised forms
of learning such as learning islands and learning from commissioned work have acquired
great relevance. They are characterised by the

fact that they combine learning through experience and deliberate learning via work.
One fundamental reason for this integrated
learning lies in the specific learning requirements of reorganised undertakings. Continuous processes of improvement and optimi-

sation, customer and business-process

orientation, and a high capacity for innovation necessitate the integration of work and
learning. The concept of the 'learning undertaking' can be regarded as a synonym for this
integration-based approach.
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On the basis of a national framework regulation on training objectives, schools conclude agreements with companies on the nature of practical training for each student.
The school is also responsible for monitor-

In Germany, new learning schemes have been
developed in numerous State-sponsored pilot

projects for in-company training; these
schemes have promoted the integration of
learning through experience and deliberate
learning, as regards teaching and organisa-

ing the teaching quality of the practical
training. In reality, however, the systematology and quality of practical training vary

tion. Examples are the pilot projects for new
methods such as the project and team methods and learning from commissioned work
(Schmidt-Hackenberg et al. 1989), and pilot

widely, since schools have only a limited influence on the structuring of practical training in companies.

projects on decentralised learning and the
learning-island concept (Dehnbostel et al.
1996). Innovative approaches of this kind

2.1.5 Learning in simulated work
or production processes

have been developed in similar fashion or, in
some cases, adapted, in other countries with
company-based training systems.

Work-related learning in simulated work
processes takes place in (skills) training centres and, in particular, in schools of production or training production units. The aim is

2.1.4 Learning via exploration

and practical training

to create a learning situation that approxiExploration and practical training in undertakings constitute a work-related learning
concept in which actual practice in the company is integrated into wholly school-based
training, into skills training programmes in
a centre for initial and continuing training,

mates as closely as possible to reality and facilitates the acquisition of complex skills and

and into training in institutions of higher

learning overlaps with model (3) in Figure 2,
with its combination of learning through experience and deliberate learning. However,

experiences and reflection on these. As the
setting up of quality circles and learning islands in vocational schools and skills training centres shows, this form of work-related

education. While practical training usually
takes place alongside school-based training
courses and training in higher education institutions, specifically targeted exploration
frequently supplements skills training in initial and continuing training centres. With
both forms, the main aim does not generally
consist of acquisition of workplace- or occu-

here there is no authentic learning through
experience, although in contrast to didactically structured learning in training institutions, learning is strongly influenced by the
criteria of production technology, work organisation and economics.

pation-specific qualifications. Instead, it is to

give trainees an insight into the reality of

In Western Europe, schools of production have

work and company life, and to increase the
motivation to learn via actual participation
in the work of a company. The latter relates
to periods of practical training in particular,
while trainees systematically master subjects
such as work organisation, skills training,
economics or social skills via exploration of

primarily been set up to integrate the disabled or the socially disadvantaged. No explicit

vocational training takes place in them - as
in Denmark, for example. On the other hand,

in the countries of Central and Eastern Europe, vocational schools with their training
workshops also undertake skills training on

specific issues.

the lines of the production-school model, with-

The model of work-related learning via prac-

out the function of integration into society.
They often work as suppliers for companies

tical training is particularly widespread at

or produce simple goods directly for the market. One important reason for this is to safe-

school-based training has recently been expanded by the introduction of practical training stages in companies. A typical example
is the so-called alternance scolaire in France.

guard their existence, owing to inadequate
State resources. The majority of this skills

international level. In many countries,

training can be classed as training for simple
jobs.
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2.2 Forms of company-based learning
geared to the future

instruction or group instruction. The instruction is provided by colleagues, group repre-

In the tabular depiction of models of workrelated learning, in Figure 2 under (3), qual:
ity circles, learning islands and coaching, inter alia, are listed as examples of new forms
of company-based learning. Research carried
out by the Federal Institute for Vocational
Training (BiBB Bundesinstitut far Berufsbildung) between 1996 and 1998 under the
research project 'Company strategies for innovation and learning' (cf. Dehnbostel and

velopment workers. In contrast to traditional

Dybowski 1998; Dybowski et al. 1999) showed

sentatives, superiors, trainers and staff de-

methods of instruction such as vocational
adjustment, briefings and the four-stage
method, instruction is primarily regarded by
undertakings as skills training alongside the
work or production process. Coaching, which
focuses on simulating and developing staff,
team representatives and leaders, is an example of this.

b) Quality circles

that in modern undertakings, equivalent future-oriented forms of learning have come into
being on the basis of changing organisational

Quality circles, as a tool to involve employees
in corporate problem-solving processes, were

forms and skills requirements. They are of

tried out in some of the undertakings examined as far back as the 1980s, when new production concepts were emerging. The funda-

crucial importance both for skills training, including in-company training, and for the ini-

tiation and implementation of innovations
and improvement processes. This is consistent with research and the results of projects
implemented in the context of the Leonardo
programme and the FORCE programme mentioned earlier (cf. ACEA Learning Network

1996; 1997a; 1997b; QUEM working party
1998; Brown 1997; European Communities
1999).

In the BiBB research project, pilot studies and
case studies were carried out in ten mediumsized and large undertakings. A key criterion

in selecting companies was that they should
be carrying out restructuring and reorganisation measures or should have already done
so. New learning orientations and new forms
of work and learning organisation were of crucial importance to the empirical and qualitative research. The approach and significance

of the future-oriented forms of learning examined in this context are outlined briefly
below. As the brief descriptions of these forms

of learning show, there are considerable differences in their objectives, structures and
level of dissemination, but they combine work
and learning in a systematic form that goes
beyond learning through experience.

a) Instructionlcoaching
This form of learning is used in all the undertakings examined, and may involve individual
410

mental aims of quality circles have today been
transferred to forms of work organisation such

as teamwork and project work. Objectives
such as participation, cooperation, problem
solving and improvement of skills can obviously be realised at least just as well in these
forms of work organisation as in separately
instituted circles.

c) Learning workshops
The learning workshop as a form of learning
is aimed at resolving company problems connected with production and cooperation and
at acquiring specialist knowledge and improving work productivity. Learning in a learning
workshop, connected to work and based on
experience, is aimed above all at acquisition
of skills and competences directly required in
the work process. The undertakings examined
are familiar with the learning workshop as a
form of continuing training, but do not use it
as an independent form of learning. Instead,
in some cases project work is geared to the
learning workshop model, particularly with
regard to communication, problem solving
and the exchange of experience.

d) Decentralised learningllearning islands
Learning islands and other decentralised
learning venues such as learning stations and

41
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skills centres were initially set up in the context of the series of pilot studies mentioned

These six forms of learning or, to be more pre-

earlier. In the majority of the undertakings
studied, learning venues of this kind have
been in existence for only a few years. The

regarded as symptomatic of modern industrial
work processes. They have in common the fact

concept of decentralised learning provides for
a shift from centralised, formal and systematic learning structures in favour of increased
flexibility, more open structures and work-related learning, and for orientation in princi-

tematic learning and work education, achieving a favourable starting situation for restruc-

ple towards dynamically structured profes-

sionalism. At the same time, learning in

cise, forms of learning organisation, can be

that jobs and work processes are expanded
and enriched from the point of view of sys-

turing, of proven quality, of in-company
learning concepts. Learning based on experience and integrated into work activities is specifically combined with deliberate learning.

decentralised learning venues is combined
with learning in central learning venues, with
the aim of optimising learning potential and
the benefits of learning.

e) Order-based learning
This form of learning was originally developed

in the craft trade and in small industrial companies, in which there were virtually no organised forms of learning. The research has
shown that customer orders within and outside the company are implemented in the form
of order-based learning in the training of some
medium-sized and large companies. Orders
are planned, implemented and evaluated in
coherent fashion. They are didactically and
methodically processed, with the emphasis on
customer orientation as a communication and
structuring process and on holistic implemen-

tation. Order-based learning may also take
place in the context of other forms of learning, such as instruction or learning islands.

f) Interactive learning
Interactive learning has been postulated for
many years as an innovative form of learning for modern work processes. Research has
shown that it is used as a form of learning,
either on its own or in combination with other

forms of learning, but that it has not gained
widespread acceptance. In principle, interactive learning at work takes place on both an
individual and group basis, and organising
and controlling the learning processes oneself are an important element. Software learn-

ing materials used according to the learning
requirement arising in the job concerned can
accordingly be regarded as teach-yourself
media.

A fundamental distinction can be made between forms of in-company learning aimed at
the acquisition of competences that specifically include deliberate learning and go beyond the relevant job-oriented requirements,

and forms in which skills and competences
are acquired informally and remain limited
to work requirements dictated by the situation. The forms of learning outlined, as forms

of learning organisation specifically introduced and involving the addition of a learning infrastructure to the workplace, fall into
the first category. A distinction must be made
between these and the second category of incompany learning, modern forms of work organisation, in which learning through experience plays an important part, for instance
in order to implement continuous processes
of improvement and optimisation, but learning is not specifically incorporated in organised fashion.

Research into company strategies for learning and innovation has shown that learning
through experience is extremely effective in
the following forms of work organisation:
project work, rotation, vocational adjustment
and continuous improvement processes. Thus
learning at work can in principle be traced
back to two different types of organisation:
forms of learning organisation, in which deliberate learning and learning through experience are specifically and systematically com-

bined, and forms of work organisation, in
which learning takes place informally and on
the basis of experience. According to the un-

dertakings studied, independent forms of
learning organisation are apparently not considered necessary if sufficient learning takes
place on the basis of experience, in modern
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Figure 3: Organisational typology of learning in the company
Learning off the job

Learning on the job

Form of learning
organisation

Form of work
organisation

Courses, seminars

Instruction,
coaching

Teamwork

Meetings/ events/ workshops

Quality circles

Rotation

\.7

\7
Skills training centre/
teaching workshop/ learning office

'Learning place'

Project work

Institutions of higher education

Learning islands, decentralised learning

Vocational
adjustment

Benchmarking

Interactive
learning

Continuous improvement processes

N7

forms of work organisation, and can be utilised to optimise work processes.

sents a new form of in-company off-the-job

learning. Figure 3 shows the various types
and forms of in-company learning.

The BiBB research has also shown that another type of in-company learning, learning
off the job, is undergoing significant change.
It is consistently apparent that the scope and
teaching and methodological investment of
previous forms of off-the-job learning are not

being maintained. Priority is clearly being
given to learning on the job, related to and
associated with the job. There are accordingly

fewer traditional, systematically structured
specialist courses and seminars. Work-related
events such as support workshops for teamwork and project work are increasingly being

3. Reorientation of learning
and the changing role of
training staff
The models described and, in particular, the
new forms of in-company learning show that
learning processes are increasingly important
in modern forms of work and organisation.
Learning is aimed at developing the compe-

tence of individual employees and social

offered and implemented. In general, skills
and vocational training measures in central
educational establishments and institutions

groups. From the companies' point of view,
the primary aim is to facilitate and expedite
processes of improvement, optimisation and

increasingly relate to social and methodological topics. In addition, benchmarking repre-

development. Learning potential in the
workplace is utilised and in some cases com-
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bined with systematic learning. The particular advantages of learning in modern work
processes are:

CI the seriousness and binding nature of the
work process;
01 the fact that the workplace is the learning
venue serves to orient and motivate;

Li the modernity, openness, concrete nature
and contingency of the work content; and

learning through experience and deliberate
learning is crucially important. It is a constituent of forms of learning in companies and
accords with self-organised learning and lifelong learning. For teaching staff, these learn-

ing orientations also involve a fundamental
change of function and role.

3.1 Integration of experiential learning
and deliberate learning
In general, learning through experience takes

place via reflection on experiences that are

Ci the opportunities for experience-based
learning, organised by the individual.

always preceded by action. In practice, experience-based knowledge appears in the form

of intuition or a feeling for materials, maThe need to deal with new skills requirements
and a world that is changing both within and
outside work is the starting point for reorien-

tation of learning and for topical teaching
methods in vocational training. In recent
years, not only have new forms of learning
and learning orientations come into being, but

comprehensive teaching concepts and a
change in the foundations of learning theory
are also emerging, such as learning through
doing and constructive learning in particular.
New learning potential, structuring possibilities and forms of learning at work give rise to
the question of the extent to which the company itself can become the starting point for
new learning and teaching orientations.

In this context, it is apparent that in principle new learning orientations and forms of
learning necessitate expansion of traditional
teaching theories and models. Informal and

chines, work processes and social situations.
A distinction must be made between action
based on experience and experience-based
knowledge, and technically/rationally based
action. Experience-based learning, which has
traditionally been very important, is becoming even more important in the context of new
corporate concepts and the new forms of learn-

ing described. For new corporate work and
organisational concepts necessitate processes
of optimisation, communication and learning
for which learning through experience at work

is essential. Dewey (1993, in particular
pp.186ff.) saw reality as disclosing itself via
experience-based learning on the basis of the
learner's own self-determined activity, in real
courses of action. The sequence 'action experience reflection' and its ongoing continuation, taking account of previous processes of

experience and realisation, is then seen as
'evolutionary progress', on condition that

experience-related learning processes at work
and in other places with no organised system
of learning are not taken into account in traditional teaching methods. These relate only
to deliberate learning, i.e.systematic and organised learning. In addition, the prevailing
didactic understanding of individual learning

learners take action to learn on their own initiative and, if possible, of their own accord.

processes takes virtually no account of the
learning of social groups and organisations.

1995, p.882; Reich 1996, pp.197ff.).

Inclusion of them compels vocational- training to implement didactic processes and de-

To aid understanding of the concept, it should
first be noted that a distinction must be made
between experience-based learning, informal

velopments that take more account of real
experiences and subjective concerns, and distinguish training courses and living patterns.
As demonstrated in the new forms of learn-

ing in the previous section, integration of

On this basis, reality will disclose itself to
individuals via processes of learning and experience. This approach is correctly seen as a
forerunner or precursor of the constructive

learning approach (Gerstenmaier/Mandl

learning and learning by implication. Informal learning is the overall term for experience-based learning and learning by implication. Informal learning must be understood
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Figure 4: Types of learning and knowledge in companies
Theoretical
N. knowledge

Deliberate
training
S.
S.
S.
S.

e

In-company
learning

Informal
learning

Experiental
learning
Implicit
learning

as meaning learning that is not organised
and has no formal framework, in the world
of life and work. It is people's fundamental,
'natural' self-teaching, which, according to
Dohmen (1999), has the following characteristics:
it does not take place in particular educational institutions remote from everyday
life and work;
CI

there is no planned curriculum and it is
not professionally organised, but tends to
be triggered by events or to arise by chance
and sporadically from situations of changing practical requirements;

:I it is not arranged in a pedagogically conscious way, with a system of subjects, examinations and entitlements, but tends to
be unaware, casual, a holistic response to
a problem, and related to coping with situations and with life in general;
ID

it does not involve stockpiling learning remote from practice, but is directly experienced in its 'natural' function of supporting life and survival.

/Tr

Action
knowledge

Experiental
knowledge

implication, it can be said that experiencebased learning, as understood by Dewey, takes
place via reflective processing of experiences,

while learning by implication tends to occur
without reflection or awareness. As Fischer
(1999) says, learning by implication is 'a learn-

ing process of whose course and result the
learner is unaware, or which at least cannot
immediately be put into words'. Relevant ex-

amples of this are recognising a face in a
crowd without knowing why, or learning to
ride a bicycle without knowing the underlying rules and laws.
If we look at in-company learning, the types
of learning addressed, in combination with
other types of learning and knowledge, can
be classified as follows, as shown in Figure 4:
in in-company learning, a fundamental distinction needs to be made between informal

and deliberate learning, with the latter being organised and formally geared to the pro-

vision of set learning content and learning
objectives. While deliberate learning is from
the outset aimed at achieving a specified result, with informal learning a result becomes
apparent without generally having been deliberately aimed at. Of course this does not

mean that the actions on which informal
To make a rough distinction between the two
subordinate concepts (they can, in any case,

learning is based are unintentional. They are

only be distinguished in analytical terms),
experience-based learning and learning by

simply geared to corporate and entrepreneurial objectives and purposes, and not to
learning options.
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The experiential knowledge built up via in-

hand, in sophisticated work organisation and
in modern work and organisational concepts,
both the need for learning and opportunities
for it are increasing. The question of the extent to which this also involves an expansion
of external experiences and experience-based

formal learning and the theoretical knowledge

built up via deliberate learning are brought
together in practical knowledge. As the over-

view shows, experiential knowledge is acquired not only via learning through experi-

learning cannot be answered at the current

ence and learning by implication, but also via
deliberate learning. This is due to the fact that
informal learning takes place, even if by the
way, in virtually all life and work situations.
Conversely, theoretical knowledge is enriched
by knowledge acquired from learning through

stage of development. In any case, new experiences are coming into being. Although these
essentially relate to mediatised work activities geared to cognition, they still involve sensory and practical elements.

experience, which evolves into theoretical
knowledge via reflection on experiences.

It is now characteristic of forms of learning
such as quality circles and learning islands
that they do not remain bound to learning
through experience and the possible restriction on learning that this implies. They are
characterised by the fact that they combine
experiential learning with deliberate learning,

Experience at work relates to sensory, cognitive, emotional and social processes. The extent to which each of these is brought to bear
is essentially dependent on work duties and
objects, process and structural organisation,
social relationships and the corporate culture.
Here, clear boundaries are set by the logic of
entrepreneurial business and organisational
processes. Opportunities and scope for experience are tied to technical and economic objectives and intended purposes. Even if these
boundaries are extended by the learning options in modern work processes mentioned,

calculations. The extent and boundaries of
experience-based learning are crucially de-

even if in varying forms and with varying objectives. An example of this concept is 'learning islands', the new form of learning that has
a number of points in common with other decentralised forms of learning such as quality
circles and learning workshops. Learning islands are used for both initial and continuing
training, although they were originally developed in the context of initial training. Learning islands and other decentralised forms of
learning supplement the work infrastructure
of traditional workplaces with a learning infrastructure, i.e. equipment, learning materi-

pendent on the extent to which economic and

als and audiovisual media are added to

pedagogical objectives approximate to one
another and overlap, a question which is virtually unanswerable in view of the change
companies are currently undergoing.

workplaces, and learning processes are specifically monitored at work. Similarly to the situation described in respect of different forms of

ultimately experience-based learning and
structuring of work and work organisation so
as to promote learning are subject to business

teamwork, the distinctions are not always
clear, or alternatively no clear distinctions can
be drawn at the current stage of development.
The common features of these forms of learning are summarised in Figure 5.

Another restriction on experience-based
learning lies in work processes that are increasingly characterised by information and
communication technology. It is apparent that

experience-based learning is no longer taking place in the way that it did in traditional
industrial and craftwork environments. Some

The traditional model of learning in the

of the external experiences constituting a precondition for reflection are being changed by
the application of new technologies, and some

learning in decentralised forms of learning,
and new learning paths are opened up. The

are disappearing. In particular, active work
activities governed to a great extent by the
sensory organs of sight, hearing and touch are

ance with principles that promote learning,
such as authenticity, an appropriate situation
and social bonds. It is true that the learning

increasingly being reduced. On the other

is tied to work, but it is not restricted to expe-

workplace is considerably expanded by the

integration of deliberate and experiential
relevant place of work is structured in accord-
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Figure 5: Decentralised forms of learning (including learning islands, learning stations, skills support)

Work infrastructure

Learning infrastructure

Work resources, machines

Learning opportunities (in terms
of practice and time)

Work structure, process and
structural organisation

Work tasks with learning content

Work tasks

Learning objectives and content

Orientation to the business
process, customers, services

Cooperative work/learning groups

Skills requirements

Monitoring of work/learning
processes

Experiential learning - deliberate learning

rience-related learning processes or on the job

training. Work activities and the related reflection are interrelated with the expressed
objectives and content of in-company training work. Experience-based learning processes are systematically combined with deliberate learning.
These new forms of in-company learning illustrate a change of perspective in corporate
skills concepts. Linear and hierarchically determined patterns of thought, behaviour and
orientation are being replaced by independ-

riences and subjective concerns and to take
account of differing training paths and lifestyles. At the same time, this is combined with
a change in the balance between teaching and
learning: learning is acquiring greater impor-

tance in relation to teaching, and teaching is
understood and implemented in the sense of
monitoring and moderating. This will be explained in the last part of this chapter.

The extent to which these new learning options are brought to bear is essentially dependent on work tasks and objects, the proc-

ent, participatory and process-based approaches to activities and learning. It is

ess and structural organisation, social

becoming possible for processes and developments increasingly to incorporate real expe-

provement, optimisation and design processes
in modern work processes necessitate learn-
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Figure 6: Principles of instruction-based and constructive learning and teaching
Instruction-based learning and teaching

Constructive learning and teaching

Learning is receptive, and is largely linear and
systematic

Learning as an active/constructive, self-governed,
situation-based process, the results of which
cannot be predicted

The teacher teaches, demonstrates, explains;
the learner imitates, takes in

The learner plays an active, largely self-determined
part; the teacher is an adviser and helps to
structure learning processes

Learning content is seen as closed systems
of knowledge or elements thereof

Learning content and knowledge are not selfcontained, they are dependent on individual and
social contexts

ing as a situation-based process organised by
the individual. Active learning becomes necessary, linked to previous action, experience

3.2 Learning organised by the individual
in new forms of work and learning

and reflection. In particular, this involves

'Self-organisation' and learning organised by

adding constructive orientations to traditional
instruction-based teaching and learning. The
focus is on the learner, as an active subject,

the individual are a fundamental, constitu-

reflecting on himself. On the basis of individual activity and self-determination, reality is opened up by individual processes of
learning and experience. This means that in
principle, experiential learning also involves
the development of general competences,
stimulating personal development. Figure 6
compares the instruction-based and constructive principles of learning and teaching.

In the new forms of learning, and in modern

work processes in general, active learning
with individual reflection will take place in
complex contexts, but to only a limited degree.

Receptive learning will also continue in certain work situations, for example when new
technical systems are introduced or work organisation processes are changed. Complementary deliberate learning processes have
also proved to be necessary, as ultimately opportunities and scope for experience are tied
to technical and economic objectives and in-

tive function of new forms of work and learning. In this context, self-organisation should
not initially be understood as being based on
theoretical principles of learning or teaching,
but as a key organisational principle of modern work and organisational concepts. Con-

sequently, pilot projects on decentralised
learning and the institution of learning islands carried out in the Federal Republic of
Germany were characterised by an understanding of decentralisation which involves
increasing self-organisation and autonomy.
Here, decentralisation is understood as being
a process of transferring and delegating tasks
and competences from central, management

and work-preparation areas to operational
areas and areas providing added value. In
these areas, the scope of work, structuring
options, decision-making powers and respon-

sibilities are increased, in order to improve
quality and performance standards, development and innovation processes and, at the
same time, the opportunities to identify with
the work.

tended purposes. In general, it will not be
possible to acquire comprehensive vocational
competences solely or primarily via experien-

tial learning in a restricted situation.

'Self-organisation' in this sense also involves
learning organised by the individual, irrespective of whether it takes place on the basis of
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experience or deliberately. In the forms of
work and learning cited, self-organised learning takes place in the process of work and in
organised team meetings. Processes of self-

realised in practice, which are mainly
planned, implemented and checked on
one's own responsibility and under one's
own control.

organisation are an important precondition
for implementing processes of continuous

Key text method: learning is imparted by

improvement and optimisation and for stimu-

texts on dealing with a task, so that as

lating the development of knowledge and a
capacity for innovation. For example, if one
considers semi-autonomous teamwork, it can
be seen that it involves a broad spectrum of
learning. Regular team meetings, internal coordination and rotation, representation of the
team by a spokesperson, and high levels of

much as possible is learnt independently.
These 'key texts' consist of key questions,
a work plan and check sheets, and basic
principles.

autonomy, scope for decision-making, and responsibility involve a potential for social and
methodological learning that is almost never
found in traditional work processes. From the
point of view of teaching and learning theory,
teamwork involves many individual and collective learning processes. Collective learning
in groups also requires self-regulatory learning processes, via discussions and reflection
(Dubs 1993, p.451), processes that are an ele-

ment of corporate knowledge management.
However, where teamwork is organised in a
less complex and comprehensive way, and in
other forms of work, there is a risk that selforganised learning will be reduced to learning based on adaptation to the work function.
This risk can be combated by combining the
learning with deliberate learning or with central learning venues with organised teaching.

Z1 Team method: learning in a group, which
usually carries out work tasks or projects
in a self-organised and cooperative way.
ID Four-stage method: teaching and learning
via practical work-based instruction in the
company in a process comprising the fol-

lowing stages: preparation, explanation
and demonstration, imitation and practice.

lj Side-by-side method: learning via impressions and experience at work that are not
specifically and systematically organised.

Ci Teaching discussion: learning by absorbing issues and factors raised in in-company

vocational training, in order to impart
skills content via discussion.

The traditional methods were rapidly proving incapable of coping with the emerging

an important part in initial and continuing

objectives of comprehensive vocational competence, integrality, and the acquisition of key
skills. The new methods, aimed at self-organi-

training in the 1970s, in other words at a time
when preliminary academic study and closed
curriculum concepts were to the fore. In vo-

sation, cooperation and integrality, anticipated much of what modern work processes
require in the way of comprehensive skills,

cational training, three approaches to selforganised learning in particular were developed and tested: the project method, the key

which are increasingly being realised.

Self-organised learning was already playing

text method and the team method. Sometimes

these methods were understood as supplementing traditional methods such as the fourstage method, the side-by-side method and the
teaching discussion, and sometimes they were
seen as alternatives to them. These methods,

cited as examples, can briefly be characterised as follows:

lj Project method: learning is geared to holistic work tasks and projects that can be

Differentiated work and job processes necessitate individual profiles of skills and cornpetences and devotion of more time to con-

tinuing training, in the context of lifelong
learning. This lifelong learning extends to all
forms of organised and informal learning. The
structuring and organisation of training and
learning phases is to some extent dependent
on individual preferences. Consequently, individual organisation of one's own learning
processes is proving to be an increasingly im-

portant competence, in order to structure
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learning not only individually, but also continuously. The possibility of increasingly com-

bining, with the aid of self-organised learning, informal learning experiences from all
areas of life with organised learning experi-

ences in initial and continuing vocational
training is not only likely to create a new impetus for learning, but is also proving to be
the better option, specifically as regards new
forms of learning.

mean that it is increasingly proving its worth
in organisational forms such as self-organised
learning, which is acquiring growing importance both directly within the work process
and in the context of company projects, con-

tinuous improvement processes and other
models of participation, as a learning and
development process not only for individuals
but also for groups and organisations.
A fundamental aspect of self-organised learn-

As many recent studies have shown, self-organised learning has an important place in
the world of work. Surveys in the context of

the continuing training reporting system
(BMBF [German Ministry of Education, Science, Research and Technology] 1996) and the
latest European FORCE survey show that in

Germany, for example, the overwhelming
majority of people in paid employment frequently acquire further vocational skills by
teaching themselves and trying things out in
the workplace, and also regard this kind of
learning as the most important way of acquiring knowledge (Griinewald 1997).

However, the search for efficient forms of
learning has also for some time characterised
the efforts of many companies to reorient and
develop their own initial and continuing training activities. This is because new forms of

ing lies in the fact that by solving work-related problems, specialist and social competences are gradually built up and developed.
This happens on the basis of a high level of
responsibility for oneself in the skills acquisition process, which promotes personal involvement and the right to a say. Learners
should act on their own account within set
framework conditions and utilise these in accordance with their own objectives and concerns. At the same time, it is necessary to acknowledge and decide what is required in the
way of specialist knowledge and/or what spe-

cialist questions require experts to be consulted. Thus people do not learn by applying
rules and regulations, but instead they learn
to solve problems independently or jointly, in
groups, and in the process they learn to cope
with uncertainties in social situations.

work and organisation make increased de-

Lastly, it is also necessary to look at the many

mands on the ability of skilled workers to direct their own work and take responsibility
for themselves. Strategically speaking, new
forms of participation and empowerment of
employees are becoming increasingly impor-

misgivings expressed about self-organised
learning in a differentiated way. For example, Lipsmeier draws attention to disadvantages and problems of self-organised learning, such as 'encouragement of anonymity

tant to safeguarding the competitiveness of
undertakings. Today, willingness and ability
to learn and participate on the part of em-

because learning becomes very private',

ployees and groups of employees are regarded

as essential, in order to achieve continuous
improvements, assure quality, have a market
presence geared to customers, and produce
intelligent products and services.
These new company requirements for selforganisation make it necessary to use learning on the job more consistently and systematically than hitherto for skills training of all
employees and to promote company organi-

'learning difficulties and also the risk of failure become private/re-privatisation of the continuing training risk', 'isolated learning with
little in the way of contact', resulting in 'loneliness and resignation' and 'lack of immediacy,

transparency, situational and practical relevance' (Lipsmeier 1991, pp.111 f.).

Furthermore, there are some grounds for fear-

sation processes. The efficiency and compara-

ing that with strict financial calculations in
the field of continuing training, and in view
of strong pressure on job performance, selforganised learning in the workplace leads to
a reversion to simple basic skills. For if in-

tively cheap nature of this skills training

sufficient time is made available, virtually no
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reflection phases and development periods are
allowed, and no specific help is provided, for
example in the form of coaching or advice from
experienced in-house or external experts, selforganised learning is largely reduced to prin-

ciples of learning by doing, or learning by
watching. However, this type of learning is
virtually incapable of developing the capacities required for independent working, dealing flexibly with changing work tasks and,

last but not least, independent continuing
learning.

3.3 Changing tasks and role of training
staff
Company trainers and other skilled workers
involved in initial and continuing training play

role of training staff are expanding. This is
particularly apparent for 'traditional' trainers, in that they have to take on additional
continuing training tasks and are involved in
various ways in tasks that are part of company organisational development. In individual cases, for example in imparting additional skills and monitoring learning islands,
the form involved integrates initial and continuing training. Overall, this means that the
quality and scope of skills training for trainers must be expanded and that new training
concepts must be implemented. Against this
background, the prospective structuring of
skills training for full-time trainers and other
skilled workers whose tasks include skills
training must be geared to two conceptional
requirements:

a key part in initiating and designing new
forms of learning and realising new learning

1. firstly, integration of specialist, social, per-

concepts. The forms of learning described
above, self-organised and lifelong learning, and

sonal and work- and occupation-related
teaching content;

the integration of experiential and deliberate
learning are topical and important examples

2. secondly, a structural link with real work,

of these new tasks. Staff involved in initial and

continuing training in inter-company and external training centres and teaching staff in
vocational schools are also confronted with
these new tasks, although in a different form.
The comments that follow concentrate on training staff in companies, following on from the
preceding sections.

organisational and corporate processes,
with processes of organisational and staff
development being particularly important.

This integrated and work-oriented concept
means that the trainer's job is fundamentally
enhanced in the sense of the relationship to
work as defined in 2.1. The tasks and functions of the full-time trainer no longer unilat-

The new tasks facing staff involved in initial
and continuing training can be clearly seen
in the context of changing company skills requirements and objectives such as the acquisition of comprehensive vocational competence and orientation to customer, business
and improvement processes. There is a considerable increase in the demands made on
training staff as a result of technological and
work-organisation developments, the increasing mediatisation and tertiarisation of work,
and changing starting conditions and interests on the part of learners. In undertakings
with a long history of training, it is also ap-

parent that the hitherto clear divisions between trainers, trainers in continuing training and staff development workers are no
longer sustainable. In line with the general
integration of tasks, job enlargement and job
enrichment in work structuring, the tasks and
420

erally relate to learning sequences in the
training workshop, organised into systematic
training and vocational education, but in prin-

ciple involve orientation to teaching and
learning processes in real work tasks and real
work processes. This involves a range of tasks

extending from new teaching methods via
supplementary coordination of learning organisation to turning company workplaces

into learning venues. There is a radical
change in the previous 'teaching' and 'instructing' activity: this is partially replaced
by processes of monitoring, moderation and
coaching. As explained in section 3, these
methods should be regarded as complementing traditional training and teaching methods, even if they are predominant in some innovative forms of learning and work, e.g. in
learning islands and semi-autonomous teamwork.
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In principle, these tasks also apply to skilled

half to four million skilled workers involved

workers providing training and to other

in training activities in the workplace

skilled workers involved in initial and continuing training on site. In European countries in which vocational training has made
little headway or is less developed than is the
case in the Federal Republic of Germany and
in Austria, skilled workers involved in skills
training on site have an important role in any
case, and here too there is a need for skills
training for these skilled workers to change
and be enhanced (Attwell 1997; Brown et al.
1994; Schön 1983; Young and Guile 1997).
Among other things, the emphasis must definitely be on opening up the workplace and
structuring it as a learning venue. This task,
which involves creating functional learning

(Schmidt-Hackenberg et al. 1999).

environments at work, is not without tensions
and contradictions. On the one hand, activities in the workplace are subject to economic
criteria and calculations but, on the other, the
workplace, as a learning venue, must also be

to open up learning potential and learning
opportunities on site, to structure learning
environments and to develop learning approaches in the context of job tasks and job
experiences. The training of full-time trainers and other skilled workers involved in

assessed in terms of the objectives of work
and vocational education. Or to put it another

way, the specialist vocational activities of
skilled workers on site continue to be based
on economic objectives, while the activities

It is all the more important to implement new

training measures for a broad-based target
group. The new forms of learning and work,
which integrate deliberate and experiential

learning, and promote and require experience-based work processes, must be monitored by appropriately qualified skilled workers. To date, concepts of training for trainers
have taken virtually no account of this group
of skilled workers, i.e. primarily team leaders and team spokespersons, and project managers and master craftsmen. There is now a
need for training measures that equip people

training needs to be coordinated and in some
cases implemented jointly. The training concept must be geared to the needs of an integrated and work-oriented concept, as mentioned above.

involved in work and vocational education are
committed to providing comprehensive skills
and vocational training.

The new Regulation on the 'training of train-

This area of conflict affects not only trainers
and skilled workers whose tasks also include
provision of initial and continuing training,

ers' (Ausbildung der Ausbilder, AdA) that
entered into force in Germany in November
1998 addresses this need above all by structuring the activities of trainers into seven

but increasingly also people in companies
whose jobs involve moderating and coaching

tasks in modern work processes, i.e. team
leaders and team spokespersons, project managers, quality assessors, organisation development workers, etc. In comparison with fulltime trainers, whose numbers are in any case

decreasing in modern undertakings, this
group, which includes skilled workers providing training, is larger and certainly more important. To give an idea of the relative sizes
of the groups, the relative proportions of trainers and skilled workers providing training in
the Federal Republic of Germany are, for example, as follows: an up-to-date representative survey by the Federal Institute for Vocational Training has established that there are
some 70,000 full-time trainers registered with

the chambers, but also around three and a

fields of action (Hensge 1998). The previous
subject-based system is dropped, and the emphasis is on promoting competence as regards
action, methods and planning, and on building up a new competence for trainers based
on action-oriented roles. However, the Regu-

lation has little relevance for other skilled
workers, even though there is a justified demand for skilled workers involved in training to be included in the new regulation on
suitability of trainers (Steinborn 1999).
An example of a programme targeting other
skilled workers is the continuing training on
work-oriented learning, for skilled workers
involved in training, developed by Bayer AG
in Leverkusen (Dehnbostel and Dybowski
1997/98, pp.121ff.). This programme developed out of the pilot project 'Continuing train-
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ing of part-time and full-time trainers in company applications against the background of
changing training requirements', and having
been developed in the first half of the 1990s,

has been successfully applied in many medium-sized companies. It provides for opening up of the workplace via workplace analysis and the embedding of training of skilled
workers involved in training in the framework
of company staff and organisational development. The latter has proved to be necessary
in other approaches to continuing training for
company training work, as opposed to training geared solely to work and vocational education. For training for new or expanded tasks
is always associated with questions of status,

promotion and remuneration, and the new
tasks are usually interwoven with staff and
organisational development processes and
results.
The continuing training programme consists
of the following four blocks, each of which lasts

a maximum of two days:

1. conditions and structures for `job-oriented
learning', the role of the company and of

systems. This facilitates rapid and specific
action when problems arise and in the event
of sudden faults in the process and structural
organisation. In the framework of the exploration, systematic thinking and understanding of the context are acquired or at least improved in association with experiences.
Exploration of one's own workplace and of the

learning situations inherent in it is unusual
and has no history. Therefore trainers and
other skilled workers must learn to make situ-

ations that cannot usually be systematically
planned manageable via workplace analysis,
and to structure them as learning tasks. It is
helpful to use methods derived from principles
of experience-driven learning. Here too, the
importance of experiential knowledge and ex-

periential learning is as great as it is in the
context of the new forms of learning and work
described earlier. In addition, it is crucial for
participants to elaborate the content for themselves. This ensures that it is based on experience and is transparent, and can be transferred
to situations in the company. It also means that
productive use is made of participants' skills
and their specific personal qualities.

part-time trainers in initial and continuing training (Block 1);

2. analysis of jobs and activities, tools and
processes and their application in the seminar (Block 2);
3. methodological procedures for guidance on
lob-oriented learning' (Block 3);

4. specimen work analyses in the company,
structuring of 'educational arrangements'
in the workplace (Block 4).

In continuing training, in addition to workplace exploration and workplace analysis,
business issues are addressed, e.g. the need
to be aware of quality and costs, and in this
way a deeper insight into the overall life of
the company and its business is acquired.
Teaching and methodological exercises are
carried out in order to equip skilled workers
to deal with learners and so that they develop
competence in structuring teaching/learning
arrangements. This may be done, for example, from the angle of discovery-based learn-

ing, in which work tasks are performed at

In the programme, the training is closely
linked to the skilled workers' vocational experience. One key task consists of reflecting
company and work situations and, by exploring their own workplaces, identifying and
opening up the learning potential and learning opportunities inherent in them. As this
workplace exploration is not restricted solely
to the tasks arising in the workplace, but also

various workplaces in the company, followed
by systematic reflection on them in evaluative discussion. Overall, the teaching methodology of the training programme ensures
that different methods, such as individual and
group work, visualisation and presentation,
are used in such a way as to serve as examples of the actual initial and continuing training activities of skilled workers.

includes the source and objectives of the tasks

and the work organisation, it gives rise to a
good overview of company correlations and
422

The experience gained in developing and test-

ing this training programme makes it clear
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Figure 7: Pedagogic arrangement
Learner

Content/ situation

Teacher

Method

Organisation

Possibilities

that learning on the job goes further than all
three elements of the classic didactic triad of
'content - teacher learner'. Here, the limitations of school-based teaching, as mentioned

earlier, are clearly apparent. The teaching

Obstacles

'pedagogic arrangement' is a field of action,
which has its own dynamic and its own independent context, and whose situation is governed by the work process. The person doing
the teaching is in the centre of the diagram

content can no longer be restricted to the subject content of a particular field, but must follow the trend of being oriented towards events

because of the high level of demands he faces.

in the company and work organisation as a
whole. The person doing the teaching must

worker and as trainer providing initial and
continuing training, must endeavour to give
the learner an increasing active, independ-

be in a position to take on the role of`arranger'

of work situations with learning content, in
addition to those of instructor, moderator and
monitor of learning processes. Thus, the role
of learners also becomes more constructive:

they acquire an opportunity to master tasks
relatively independently, depending on their
experience, and to learn from this.

Training in the workplace requires a peda-

gogic arrangement, in the structuring of
which all those involved make a specific contribution, as Figure 7 shows.

To prevent misunderstanding, it should be
pointed out that the arrangement of the factors, separately and in relationship to one
another, should by no means be seen in a rigid

and schematic light. On the contrary, the

But this positioning should also be seen as

dynamic, as the teacher, both as skilled

ent role. Over time, his function increasingly
becomes that of a 'learning monitor', who uses
his specialised experience and his knowledge
of work and corporate organisation to prepare
job tasks in such a way as to facilitate an optimum learning process.

4. Summary: in-company training work as an interface between the vocational training
and employment systems
In modern work processes, action as an activity with a specific aim is undergoing a fiindamental change. Action determined by planning
and preparation of work in narrowly defined
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tasks is being replaced by reflective, open and

action and the subject and, above all, the

subject-oriented action. In the wake of this

needs of corporate processes of innovation and
organisational development. The approach to

development, action-oriented learning and the
acquisition of comprehensive vocational competence to act have become guiding principles

of vocational training, set against the background of the changes in work processes and
the world of work mentioned earlier. In the
context of reorganisation and restructuring,
work requires different skills, not only because
of the regained breadth of fields of activity, but

also as a result of structuring options involving open work processes, holistic work tasks
and the fine structuring of work organisation.
These tasks have in common that they represent renunciation of the Taylorist performance
principle, reintegration of hitherto separated
work functions, and a high level of control of
and responsibility for their own work on the

part of skilled workers. Teamwork and
autodidactic concepts are a priority, and people are expected to work on their own initiative and to have opportunities to do their own
planning and structuring.

The forms of learning outlined relate to action that is both product- and results-oriented
and reflective, and is characterised by room
for manoeuvre and responsibility. Learning
which one organises oneself, which combines

experiences and deliberate learning, is intended to make individuals and groups capable of taking advantage of the opportunities
for structuring and control demanded. Integrated and self-organised learning, and also

lifelong learning, are initially based not on
pedagogic aims, but on business aims and

the subject and to the relevance of training
derived from the logic of economic and corporate conceptional considerations opens up new
possibilities for vocational training in relation
to work, and calls into question the traditional

functional view of continuing training in the
company. Continuing training in the company
can no longer be seen as adaptation to work

organisation and technology, while adult
training is defined in terms of giving priority
to relevance to the subject of training.
As we have shown, current forms of learning
and learning arrangements in companies are

distinguished by the fact that an important
part is played by the relevance of the subject
and the training. Even if the rebirth of learning in companies, with new forms and a new
quality, is based on company considerations
involving efficiency and reorganisation, this
does not stand in the way of an increasingly
humanistic justification for company training
work and, at the same time, relevance to the

company's operational interests and individual training interests. Not only do the new
forms of learning and learning arrangements
contribute to the relevance of company train-

ing work to the subject and to training, but
so too does understanding of organisational
development, an understanding aimed both
at optimisation of productivity and performance and at increased opportunities for participation and work which stimulates personality.

aims relating to the development of corporate

organisation. Unlike pedagogically based
learning arrangements, the emphasis is not

Training work of this kind in the company has

on the acquisition of subject-related knowledge and education, and on specific selected
relevant activities, but on activities geared to

vocational training and employment systems.

business processes and profitability. Thus self-

a key function at the interface between the
It essentially relates to entitlement to skills
in the sense of mastering the current and future needs of the employment system and to

organised learning is strongly influenced by
teamwork and by taking responsibility for
work activities involving new skills, and lifelong learning is influenced by the dynamic of

entitlement to training in the sense of au-

corporate innovation and by processes of continuous improvement and optimisation.

competence as regards vocational activity, and

In-company training must take as its starting point the primacy of orientation towards

tonomy and personal development. These entitlements come together in the guiding prin-

ciple of the acquisition of comprehensive
here the term 'competence' covers both the
skills aspect and the subjective aspect of reflection and personal development. If the
needs of the employment system are directly
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brought to bear in forms of work and learning, the needs of the vocational training system are, in particular, met by means of start-

ing points for learning, and vocational
development paths.
As we said at the beginning, vocational training and development paths that are interwoven with the employment system are of par-

ticular benefit, since they are characterised
by a marked capacity to adapt and react. The
increased flexibility and differentiation required have their starting point in vocational
training, and via a systematic combination of
working and learning they point the way to
prospects for development that are particularly apparent in dual and flexible training

assessed and evaluated. The recording and
evaluation must take as their starting point
the fact that competences acquired on the job
are extremely dependent on work situations
and learning potentials. Thus simple, repetitive jobs offer minimal learning potential and
opportunities to learn, and virtually no experiential learning takes place in them. On the
other hand, in complex work situations full
of variety, intensive experiential learning usually takes place, since there is great learning

potential and work-oriented learning processes are necessary and possible. A system of

evaluation and certification needs to be developed, covering both initial and continuing
training, to facilitate transferability and interchangeability between these two field of

courses. These training courses bring the

training, which have hitherto been completely

employment and vocational training systems
together and assign in-company training work
the function of a hinge between the two sys-

separate. This is a key task for in-company
training work in the operational field. Here,
trainers and other skilled workers involved
in initial and continuing training have a part
to play that is just as important as their role

tems. The starting points for a vocational
training system that is independent and of
equal value, as discussed, and the development of a plural system of vocational training paths should be seen from this perspec-

in the opening up and structuring of the
workplace as a learning venue, as described
earlier.

tive.

to skills and competences accjuired through
experiential and informal learning on the job.
This is the case throughout Europe, although
there are considerable differences, as estab-

In the context of new forms of learning, differentiated training paths and recognition of
informal learning, attention must be drawn
to two additional fields of research and development, which should be addressed as a
priority in education and training policy and
in structuring in-company training work: interweaving of initial and continuing training
and interweaving of corporate organisational
development and vocational training. It must
be assumed that the clear separation of ini-

lished by Bjornavold (1999) on the basis of 15

tial and continuing training in some voca-

national studies in Europe on 'non-formal

tional training systems will gradually be abolished and replaced by links and differentiated

However, as we stated at the beginning, insufficient account is taken of existing qualifications and certificates in vocational training as regards going on to more advanced
paths in the higher education sector, and insufficient recognition and certification is given

learning'. According to these studies, in some
European countries skills acquired informally
are already recorded and certified at national
level, in Finland and the UK, for example. The
studies also show that there is a strong European trend towards developing and applying
methods of identifying, evaluating and recognising learning outside formal vocational

training institutions.
In order to recognise and certify experiential
learning, the results and competences ensuing from this learning need to be recorded,

transition points, as described in this study.
Future requirements cannot be exclusively or
principally met within initial vocational training, for in a number of major fields of activity
it is a long time since it was possible to learn

a vocation and practise it throughout one's
working life. Even with people who have been

working in their occupation for a long time,
their current vocational knowledge usually
has little in common with the knowledge and
skills they acquired in their training. From

this point of view, initial training serves,
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above all, as a basic prerequisite for entering
a skilled occupation.

As a result of the importance new forms of
learning and differentiated training courses
have acquired in modern corporate and organisational concepts, vocational training
could achieve a new strategic dimension for

and a redefinition of company learning and
development paths, which make a change in
company personnel development strategies
essential in the medium and long term. This

the development of the company organisation.

brings with it an opportunity to reposition vocational training in companies, although only
on condition that company skills training acquires relatively independent significance in
the interrelationship of technological devel-

For company reorganisation and restructuring processes are aimed at more than relocating competences downwards, with the desired effect being a dilution and levelling out
of the hierarchy. They also involve, rather, a
restructuring of forms of work and learning

opment, changing activities and job-related
skills. A corresponding linkage between incompany vocational training and organisational development is indicated in a number
of reorganisation processes, and this needs to
be intensified.
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individual performance, social exclusion and transition from
education/training to work;
VET research in selected non-EU countries.

We hope that this publication coupled with the complementary
synthesis report, will enhance understanding of research undertaken

within Europe and contribute to closer cooperation between
researchers and decision makers at all levels.
Pascaline Descy, Manfred Tessaring
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Globalisation, division of labour and training needs from
a company view

Johan Dejonckheere, Geert Van Hootegem
Abstract
In a global economy, where competition for innovation dominates and customers no longer
accept standardised mass products or services but ask for individual solutions, markets become unstable, insecure and complex. Companies have to develop organisational structures
and channels of information flow that can cope with uncertainty. There is widespread agreement that production can no longer be organised according to Tayloristic and Fordist principles and most studies talk about a 'new organisation logic'. More flexible organisation forms
are needed which allow for extensive information and knowledge exchange to improve and
speed up innovation processes. Key elements of the new organisation logic are outsourcing of
non-core activities, transition to a process-oriented structure, introduction of teamwork, empowerment, participation in decision-making, etc. The central argument is that global competitiveness can only be achieved through changes in labour deployment policy and human
resource orientation. Labour can no longer be considered a risk factor or something to be kept
in line by means of a maximum division of labour. On the contrary, division of labour has to be
reduced and human capital fully exploited. Until now, empirical research has not shown a
widespread implementation of new organisation concepts.
Globalisation and changes in the division of labour require new skills, competences and work
attitudes from employees. This imposes major challenges on vocational and educational training: work-process knowledge, on-the-job training, multiskilling, creativity, lifelong learning,
employability, etc. have become keywords. Competences acquired in this new VET philosophy
can influence and enhance the process of globalisatiori-and changing division of labour.
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Globalisation, division of labour and training needs from a company view

In the first chapter, we briefly discuss some
general features of globalisation. We then
analyse the consequences of globalisation on
company restructuring, and more specifically
on the division of labour. In the third chapter, we explore the challenges imposed by
these changes on required qualifications and
company training needs. Finally, we draw
some more general conclusions.

1. Globalisation in general
1.1 Introduction: the transnational
strategy
Globalisation can be defined as a 'process
through which an increasing proportion of
economic, social and cultural transactions
take place directly or indirectly between parties in different countries' (Radice 1999, p. 3).
However, in literature, there appears to be a
lack of consensus about what globalisation is

and means, let alone what consequences it
brings. There are almost as many concepts of
globalisation as there are disciplines (Parker
1996).

The distinction between multi and transnational strategies stems from the 1980s. For
M. Porter, competition in the global economy

requires the integration of activities on a
worldwide basis rather than splitting the
world into isolated markets or sites for operations (1986). Porter described global indus-

tries as those in which a firm's competitive
position in one country is significantly influenced by its position in other countries. Global industries, therefore, impose daunting coordination requirements upon firms that seek
to compete successfully. These requirements

are best met by so-called 'transnational
companies'. Bartlett and Ghosdal (1989) con-

trasted transnational enterprises to companies using global, multinational or international strategies.

The global strategy is used when an enterprise locates its headquarters in one country
while its operations are performed in one or
more other countries. Many domestic organi-

sations adopted this approach to broaden
their markets by exporting their products.
Under this approach, an organisation operates in a centralised manner. Efficiency, obtained through economies of scale, is the key
criterion of effectiveness sought by the global

Very often, a distinction is made between internationalisation and globalisation. Interna-

company.

tionalisation refers to an increasing spread

In a multinational strategy, national or regional operations are relatively autonomous
and decentralised to increase sensitivity to
differences among the individual countries in
which it operates. The key competitive issue
is responsiveness to local markets.

of economic activity across national bounda-

ries (Lane 1995). There are two ways in
achieving this. Firms can extend their markets across national borders by exporting a
significant share of their production. In this
case, production remains in the home country but distribution networks may be built up
in foreign countries. Firms can also place a
significant proportion of direct investment in
foreign countries. A company that operates
in many different countries but retains a clear
home base in one particular country is called
a multinational company (MNC). The concept

of globalisation goes a step furtherAt has
given rise to the emergence of companies tran-

Under an international strategy, enterprises
compete on a worldwide basis against other
international companies. The international
approach calls for a more horizontal structure
and establishes strategic links between countries in which a firm operates. Because the key
to success lies in an enterprise's ability to transfer knowledge to overseas units, learning constitutes its key issue (Boudrea et al. 1998).

scending national borders, i.e. transnational

have a national home base but source, produce and market on a global scale, as indicated by their business strategy' (Lane 1995,

According to Bartlett and Ghosdal (1989), organisations will be most competitive if they
simultaneously meet the challenges of global
efficiency, local responsiveness and learning.

p. 83).

Meeting these challenges requires a firm to

companies (TNC). These companies 'no longer
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adopt a so-called transnational strategy in
which each organisational activity is performed in a location where it can be best
accomplished. Clearly, the transnational strategy poses the greatest challenges for organisations seeking to increase global competitive-

ness. The primary difficulty is to design an
organisational form capable of being efficient
and responsive, enabling transfer of knowledge
across locations. According to Boudreau et al.
(1998), designing effective transnational organisations depends to great extent on the effective deployment of advanced information
and communication technologies.
Up to now, some general issues related to com-

pany strategies in a global context have been
addressed. We now elaborate further on new
competitive criteria emerging in the global

environment (1.2) and the relationship between globalisation and modern technologies
(1.3), since these aspects can influence emerging changes in the division of labour and company training needs. The next paragraph (1.4)
gives some basic characteristics of the proc-

ess of globalisation and we end by raising
some critical points on the so-called globalisation thesis (1.5).

that to participate in global competition today, companies in all parts of the world must
be capable of selling high quality products and
services for a reasonable price and of delivering them within a short period of time. 'Price,
quality and time can be seen as entrance barriers to the global market. Success, however,
should depend upon the capability of companies to be first on the market with new prod-

ucts that meet their customer's demands'
(Schienstock et al. 1999, p. 50). Under the
conditions of global competition, innovativeness, flexibility and customisation are thought
to be the key criteria for economic success.

This change in dominant competition criteria has caused major structural changes in
work (Schienstock et al. 1999). Huys et al.
(1995), consider flexibility and flexible automation to be important driving forces behind
organisational restructuring. Initially, automation and high productivity was only possible combined with mass production, whereas
customer orientation required small batch
production. As a consequence, a choice had to
be made between standardised, price competitive mass production and customer oriented,

small batch quality production. The emergence of microelectronics and the break-

1.2 New competitive criteria in the
global economy

through of flexible automation contributed to

Globalisation has contributed greatly to the

to meet new market demands in high volume
production too. Furthermore, modern technology allows the 'small batch producer' to improve his cost-efficiency. In this way, the tra-

the undermining of this traditional distinction. Flexible automation makes it possible

stiffening of competition as national monopolies or oligopolies have collapsed. However, the

fact that globalisation at the same time results in the establishment of new competition
criteria is even more important. In the 1980s,

organisations in the global economy were
thought to be most successful if they simultaneously met the challenges of global efficiency, local responsiveness and learning (cf.
supra; Bartlett and Ghosdal 1989). A decade
later, the global competition criteria were ex-

ditional gap between productivity and
flexibility seems to have narrowed. Sorge and
Streeck (1988) call this strategy of combining
productivity and flexibility 'diversified quality production'. Especially in high wage countries, it could be an important survival strat-

egy to remain competitive in the global
market (Huys et al. 1995).

amined again in an extensive survey by
Schienstock et al. (1999).1 The study argues
1 HIVA-researchers, Van Hootegem and Huys,
were also involved in this survey. We will regularly refer to the text, since it gives a comprehensive overview of emerging changes in the current
economic environment as well as organisational
answers to new challenges.
10
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In summary, innovativeness, customisation
and flexibility are considered to be the most
important competitive criteria in a global context. Customisation and flexibility are related
to Bartlett and Ghosdal's local responsiveness
and can have serious implications for the division of labour when conducting business on

a global scale. Innovativeness refers to the

Globalisation, division of labour and training needs from a company view

learning and knowledge aspect in an inter-

and that human work will occur more and

national context. Learning and innovation are

more through the intermediary of ICTs'

closely related, as learning is an important
and necessary input in the innovation process (Lundvall and Johnson 1993). This can
modify employee skill needs and therefore

(Schienstock et al. 1999). We now look at the

company training needs. These issues are yet
to be fully addressed. We first underline the

1.3.1 From globalisation to innovations
in the field of ICTs

relationship between this evolution and the
process of globalisation.

importance given in literature to customisation, flexibility and innovativeness in a glo-

bal context in a quotation from the first

The international motto 'act global, think local' (Parker 1996, p. 485) puts a heavy burden

Cedefop background report:

on the information processing capacity of companies. Literature has long recognised the com-

'All relevant international studies on the subject confirm that the decisive factors affecting the competitiveness of companies are:

plex information processing needs associated
with conducting business operations on a glo-

bal scale. Managing interdependencies between nations is inherently more complex than

the capacity for rapid product and process

managing activities within a single nation,

innovation and the introduction of new
products on the market (innovativeness,

resulting in huge demands for coordination and
communication. ICTs can help meet these de-

time to market);

mands. Information processing needs, resulting from globalisation, speeded up the development of new ICTs. The global economy has
proven to be an ideal environment for enhanc-

swift reactions to dynamic changes in the
environment and turbulent markets (customer orientation, flexibility);

ing innovations in the field of ICTs. At the same

time, the growing application of modern ICTs

Li the internationalisation of corporate strategies (globalisation, ability to take action
on worldwide markets)' (Dybowski 1998,

throughout the economy is a main factor in
supporting and accelerating the process of
globalisation.

p. 117).

1.3 The relationship between
information and communication
technologies and globalisation

1.3.2 From ICTs to increased

globalisation
There is little doubt that modern ICTs have

speeded up the process of globalisation.
There is widespread agreement that the content of work is increasingly determined by

activities such as information acquisition,
processing and information-based decisionmaking. Major innovations in the field of information and communication technologies
(ICTs) have enhanced and contributed to this
evolution. It is essential to appreciate that the
impact of new ICTs is not limited to a sepa-

rate information business as a leading sector. 'What really takes place is the informatisation of the whole economy, with, more and
more jobs for white-collar as well as blue-collar workers including information work to a
greater extent. What really characterises the

current transformation process, is the fact
that all sectors and industries are increasingly interpenetrated by information work

Boudreau et al. (1998) go one step further.
They argue in favour of an active role for information technologies in creating competi-

tive advantages under business configurations, rather than a passive adaptation to
changing processing needs. ICTs not only en-

hance the process of globalisation, but strategic use of ICTs also allows companies to cre-

ate competitive advantages. First, modern
ICTs can overcome spatial and temporal dispersion that accompanies an increased glo-

bal reach. This characteristic is extremely
important for a transnational firm, operating
more effectively if it can transcend geographi-

cal boundaries. Further, ICTs facilitate setting up networks of alliances and partnerships with other organisations. Electronic
networking has almost become a prerequisite
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Figure 1: The new competitive landscape

Globalisation
Worldwide economic development

New competitive landscape
Hypercompetitive markets

New economic alliances and rules
Blurring of industrial boundaries
Liberalisation of developing economies
Increasing strategic discontinuities
and disequilibrium conditions

Extreme emphasis on price, quality
and satisfaction of customer needs

Technological revolution
Increasing rate of technological change
and diffusion of ITCs
Increasing knowledge intensity
Information age

Increasing focus on innovation and
continuous learning

Changing career dynamics and
employee expectations

Source: Based on Hitt et al. 1998, p. 24.

for survival in global competition. The authors
consider flexibility to be a decisive advantage

for many services this direct relationship be-

of modern ICTs. Parts of (virtual) organisational networks may be formed, disbanded
and reformed to respond rapidly to changing
business needs. Flexibility is an important
asset for transnational companies because
opportunities in global markets are constantly
shifting (Boudreau et al. 1998).

broken up. As Soete (1996) puts it: 'Information and communication technologies, almost
by definition, allow for the increased tradability of service activities, particularly those
which have been most constrained by the geographical or time proximity of production and
consumption. By bringing in a space or time/
storage dimension, information technology
will make possible the separation of produc-

The arguments above indicate why ICTs can
have a stimulating effect on globalisation in
general. We now take a closer look at devel-

opments in the service sector. Services are
often characterised as activities in which output is essentially consumed when produced
(Quinn 1986). Due to modern ICTs, however,
12

tween production and consumption can be

tion from consumption of such activities,
hence increasing the possibility of such activities' (p. 48). We can therefore conclude that
ICTs not only enhance globalisation in indus-

trial activities, but also and especially allow
for globalisation of service activities.

Globalisation, division of labour and training needs from a company view

1.3.3 Conclusion

or national levels. But in recent years, economic logic has been extended in two ways:

We conclude by arguing that technological
development and globalisation mutually reinforce each other. Modern ICTs create better opportunities for conducting business op-

to change, but at the same time, the changing nature of these processes creates addi-

a) the disconnection between production and
consumption and the logic of the 'make or
buy' decision increasingly takes place in a
mondial, rather than a regional or national
perspective. Companies have a growing international choice of locations for each of
their activities. It is no longer enough for
a would-be host country to create a competitive macroeconomic landscape. It must
also provide the right conditions to attract
or keep individual business activities. The

tional demands on the system. Technological
developments change the application possi-

Vilvoorde) illustrates this. Renault-

erations on a global scale. Globalisation
creates special needs enhancing technological development. This is also the conclusion
of a study devoted to the introduction of the
ICT application e-mail (Van den Hooff 1997).
The introduction of e-mail enables processes

bilities, while developments in application
change demands on the technology in hand.

Thus, the development of new ICTs and
globalisation becomes increasingly interwoven. The two concepts are frequently associated with each other in literature. It there-

fore becomes difficult, if not impossible, to

attribute certain evolutions to one or the
other. It is the dynamic interaction between
technological revolution and globalisation

that is expected to cause changes in the
competitive landscape (and by consequence

in organisational restructuring, skill and
training needs; cf. infra). The following
scheme illustrates this interrelationship between globalisation and the technological
revolution. It also recaptures the link with
(some of) the above-mentioned changing com-

petitive criteria.

1.4 Some basic characteristics of the
global economy
In this paragraph, we give some important
characteristics of the process of globalisation.
In our opinion, the most important aspect of

globalisation is the far-reaching spatial disconnection between production and consump-

tion. Economic goods are no longer created
where or close to where they are consumed,
but where they can be created most efficiently.
An increasing part of activities becomes sub-

ject to the 'make it or buy it' decision.

These tendencies are not new at all. They
have been around for a long time at regional

closure of the Belgian Renault plant (in

Vilvoorde was perfectly cost-effective and
delivered high quality products. For years,
the plant had been Renault's number one
in the field of flexibility. Still, the plant had
to disappear a couple of years ago. There
was overcapacity in the sector and Renault
wanted greater concentration of its activities. In Vilvoorde, there was no place for
such a concentration movement. Further,
other Renault plants had gradually eliminated their 'flexibility gap' with Vilvoorde.
The plant, locally seen a well performing
company, obviously no longer fitted in with
the global strategy of Renault;

b) the disconnection between production and
consumption no longer limits itself to industrial activities. Modern ICTs make it
possible to disconnect the production and
consumption of services too. Services there-

fore become tradable, and the creation of
them unlinked to location. The increased
use of remote call centres for the handling
of customer queries illustrates this tendency very well. In Belgium, for example
some companies recently decided to close
down their internal customer departments
and relocate the handling of customer queries to countries like Ireland, Canada, etc.
To put in it in terms of Williamson's transaction cost approach (1981), the impact of the
site asset specificity of economic transactions
seems to decrease. Due to the application of
new communication techniques and changing
transport patterns, production processes become more mobile. The undermining of the
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site-specificity of economic transactions is

fectively wherever companies can take advan-

enhanced by the implementation of new

tage of the local environment (Ernst and

logistical systems, overcoming disadvantages
in the field of storage and transhipment which
are inherent to delocalisation (Van Hootegem
1999). In the services sector, site-specificity
tends to decreases too, due to the increasing
informatisation of work and digitalisation of
information (Schienstock et al. 1999). The following quotation (Huws 1999, p. 50) proclaims
'the death of site specificity' very well:

Lundvall 1997). Cost-sensitive production is
transferred to those regions with cheap labour
while knowledge-intensive production and
services will be located in regions with highly
qualified labour and a well-developed infor-

'No longer constrained to have most of their
information processing activities on one site,
corporations are now free to seek out the best
location on an activity by activity basis, with
the whole world to choose from. Thus a company might decide to get its manufacturing

In the following paragraph, we submit a theoretical approach to an empirical test.

done in Mexico, its R&D in California, its data

1.5.1 The globalisation thesis

entry in the Philippines, its software development in India and establish two call centres, one in Canada and one in the Nether-

More than a decade ago, Porter (1986; cf.

lands. In each case, the site would be selected

ties on a worldwide basis' and 'firm whose

on the basis of availability of skills and the
advantageousness of other local labour market conditions, tax regime, etc. If the market
became more competitive, or local workers
started demanding higher wages or better
conditions, or the local tax regime changed,
it might switch: it might, for instance, go to
Indonesia for manufacturing, to the Domini-

competitive position in one country is significantly influenced by its position in other countries'. Nowadays, this situation is thought to
be applicable to an increasing amount of companies:

mation infrastructure, as illustrated in the
quotation above.

Up to now, we focused on theoretical arguments regarding the process of globalisation.

1.5 How global is our economy?

Rhetoric versus reality

supra) talked about the 'integration of activi-

'There is little doubt that the competitive
landscape has changed dramatically over
the past dozen years. [...] Organisations
have extended their activities around the
world' (Boudrau et al. 1998, p. 120).

can Republic for data entry, to Russia for pro-

gramming or start using homeworkers for
some of the more routine call centre functions'.

Research has shown that companies anticipate more success in regaining global competitiveness if they benefit from the specific
advantages of their regional environment.
Those companies that have reacted specifically to different environments have been
more successful than others who believed in
a 'one best way' of organising business (Kern
1994). Due to intensive global competition,

IJ 'Organisations and their executives are

companies are forced to look for the most supportive environment for specific functions or
products worldwide.

'The market has become the credo and

deeply involved in one of the greatest trans-

formations of all time. The geographic
boundaries, psychic distances, and politically imposed national borders that have
defined our concepts of space and time have

been substantially altered' (Zahra 1998, p.
10).

globalisation has become the master concept of our time. [. ..] No country today appears to be immune to the pressures emanating from the globalisation trend' (Lee

As cost leadership has to be combined with
high quality, quick delivery and product dif-

1999, p. 23).

ferentiation, companies break down their
value chain into discrete functions and locate
them where they can be performed most ef14

The quotations above can serve as illustrations of how the topic of globalisation is usu-
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ally dealt with in literature. It has become
almost axiomatic that business success depends on expanding the global reach of the
organisation and that this evolution is accelerated by innovations in the field of ICTs.
According to the new orthodoxy, we have entered a new phase in world history in which
cross-border flows in goods and services, investment, finance and technology are creating a world market where the law of one price

ucts are concrete and material. Materialised

activities remain very important in our
economy and allocation of them continues to
be influenced by site asset specificity. For an
example of the persisting importance of the
'site' or location, we return to the Renault con-

graph, we gather some criticism of the mainstream literature on globalisation.

cern. A few months after the closure of the
plant in Belgium, a new plant was opened in
Russia, aimed at conquering the East-European market. Apparently, proximity to the
market is still highly appreciated by a 'global' concern such as Renault. It is often argued that labour costs and regulations force
enterprises to relocate their production in
other countries. Several empirical studies
have shown, however, that this is not true on
the whole: labour costs are relatively low in
automatised plants like automotive industry;
many of these relocations are done to enter
new markets (e.g. eastern Europe) and not to
replace existing production in 'old' markets.

1.5.2 Criticism of the globalisation
thesis

Hirst and Thompson (1996) question the
globalisation thesis on the grounds that its

prevails. 'Globalists assume that the world
economy is now so integrated that the constraints of location and of institutional frame-

works are increasingly irrelevant; that corporations can simply take a «random wally>
in the world market, escaping the confines of
any nation-state' (Weiss 1998, p. 185). Some

authors, however, dare to question this socalled 'globalisation thesis'. In the next para-

One of the authors seriously questioning ten-

dencies prevailing in literature is U. Huws
(1999): 'Perhaps one of the most dangerous
illusions is the notion that the new information technologies mean that anything can now

be done by anyone, anywhere and that the
entire population of the globe has become a
potential workforce. [. ..] Although it is full of
euphemistic descriptions of the odeath of distance>> or the oend of geography», the literature on globalisation is surprisingly short on
empirical evidence' (p. 47).

supporters can only offer evidence of the internationalisation of the economy and not its
globalisation the difference between these
concepts being explained earlier on. The empirical centrepiece of Hirst and Thompson's
book entitled Globalisation in question (1996),
shows that multinational corporations remain

predominantly grounded in the national
economies from which they originate, conduct-

ing most of their activities there and repatriating profits. 'Thus Unilever and Shell are
really still Dutch companies, GM and AT&T
are American and Toyota and Sony Japanese

companies. There are still very few true
The author continues by arguing that far from
all human activities are delocalisable. On the

TNCs. The main logic remains the MNC-pat-

contrary, the majority of jobs are still, and
seem likely to remain, firmly anchored to a
given spot because they involve the extraction of raw materials, their processing, the

than a global economy' (Waters 1998, p. 11).
This is also the conclusion of the investiga-

manufacture of material commodities, transport, construction or the delivery of physical
services. The so-called 'dematerialisation thesis' does not apply to a whole range of activities, and the author speaks of the 'myth of the

laying claim to being 'global' is seen as a mark
of respectability for the modern company, the
number of genuinely transnational companies

weightless economy' (Huws 1999). In the same

Lane (1995) gives more or less the same criti-

line, Waters (1998) argues that the impact of
globalisation will be greatest where products
are mobile and fluid and lowest where prod-

cism by arguing that 'there has been a notable increase in world trade and an escalation
in foreign direct investment, accompanied by

tern, characterising an international rather
tion of the 100 largest companies in the world

by Ruigrok and Van Tulder (1995b). While

still seems to be rather small.
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new forms of international integration and by
some weakening of national institutions. But
globalisation, however defined, is as yet only

The importance of intra-regional trade now
extends well beyond Europe. In the period
from 1986 to 1992, for example, intra-Asian

an emergent rather than a completed proc-

trade rose from 32.4 to 47.7%, reversing

ess , which has resulted in various geographical blocs rather than in one global
sphere' (p. 99).

Other critics even doubt whether the process
of economic internationalisation has accelerated so much or is such a new phenomenon
as suggested in literature. They do so on the
basis of empirical data on international trade
and direct foreign investment. Proportionally,
the most important industrial countries did
not conduct more international trade in 1994
than in 1914 (Ruigrok and Van Tulder 1995a).
The ratio between the world supply of foreign

the traditional dominance of trade with the
US (Weiss 1998).

1.5.3 Conclusion

Mainstream literature takes it for granted
that the competitive landscape has changed
dramatically in recent years, that geographic
boundaries and physical distances have disappeared, that economic activity becomes
dematerialised, that business success depends
on expanding the global reach of the organi-

duction was even lower in 1991 than in 1913
(Cuyvers 1994). Based on these indicators, it

sation, etc. A small but growing number of
sceptics question these claims by pointing to
the lack of empirical evidence, the enduring
importance of site specificity, the increasing
regionalisation instead of globalisation, the

seems hard to disagree that the present period is by no means unprecedented (Weiss
1998). Furthermore, we can point to three

national strategy in relation to the attention
it receives in literature, etc. In the eyes of the

direct investment and the total world pro-

additional trends inconsistent with the

small quantitative importance of transcritics, globalisation is a 'vogue word of mod-

globalisation thesis (Wade 1996; Weiss 1998,
p. 156):

ern marketing literature' (Vandenbroucke

a) the national bases of production. Even if
we accept that national economies are increasingly integrated through trade and
investment flows, it nevertheless remains
the case that in all but the smallest economies, international trade constitutes quite

1998, p. 167).

We agree with the critics that tendencies pre-

vailing in mainstream literature should be
taken with a pinch of salt. But, the fact that
globalisation should be considered as an emer-

a small share of GDP. For example, exports

gent rather than a completed process (Lane

account for 12% or less of GDP in Japan,
the US and a single Europe, meaning that
around 90% of production is still undertaken for the domestic market;

the debate on the consequences of globalisation. On the contrary, discussion on future
consequences should start today. In the next

b) north-south divisions. Whereas globalisa-

tion predicts more even distribution between north and south, world trade, production and investment remain highly
concentrated in the wealthy northern countries of the OECD;

c) regionalisation. Finally, this predominantly northern trade and investment is
itself becoming more geographically concentrated in intra-regional patterns. IntraEuropean trade, for example, now accounts
for some 62% of Europe's total export trade.
16

1996, p. 8), that entered the popular lexicon
as the new buzz-word for the 1990s' (Weiss

1995) is no reason to brush aside or postpone

paragraph, we start this discussion by investigating the consequences of globalisation on
work and the division of labour.

2. Globalisation and changes
in the division of labour
There is widespread agreement that the
emerging global economy, together with widespread use of modern ICTs, will bring with it

new ways of organising production (Schienstock et al. 1999). Studies proclaim the end of
both Taylorism and Fordism and talk about
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the new organisation logic'. This new logic is
based upon a new division of labour. In this
chapter, we will try to characterise the new
division of labour and establish the link with
globalisation. Before we can do so, we have to

describe the logic shaping the traditional
Taylorist/Fordist organisation model and
reach a conceptual framework for under-

1999). A stable distribution of productivity

gains between labour and capital was

achieved, as well as a stable relationship between consumption and investments (Dancet
1985). Beyond that, a social security system
was developed, safeguarding employees from

social exclusion. Of course, the transfer of
productivity gains to the employee side did

standing what is actually meant by 'division
of labour'. This is a necessary step towards
assessing changes in the division of labour,
due to globalisation. In the following paragraphs we examine whether globalisation has
changed traditional organisation logic and
contributed to new ways of organising work
and dividing labour.

not occur automatically. It was part of the socalled Fordist compromise: in exchange for
recognition and profit sharing, employees and
their representatives had to hand over all control in the field of the organisation of work.
Employees had to accept new production processes and leave their introduction to the employer (Dancet 1985).

2.1 The four meanings of Fordism

The resulting Fordist production model was
based on two important principles, namely
'functional specialisation and vertical integration' (Schienstock et al. 1999, p. 59). In the
following, we further elaborate on these two

The term Fordism has been operationalised

in countless ways in literature. These
operationalisations can be grouped into four
categories, covering various levels of analysis. We first take a look at the relationship
between mass production and mass consumption at macro-level (2.1.1). We then descend
to the interorganisational (2.1.2) and organisational (2.1.3) levels and investigate in detail the traditional division of labour between
and in organisations. Finally (2.1.4), we focus on the employment relationship corresponding to this division of labour. The training aspect of the relationship will then lead
us into the next chapter.

2.1.1 The Fordist compromise
This approach, stemming from the so-called
French Regulation-school, places capital ac-

cumulation in the spotlight. By applying
Tayloristic principles (cf. infra) in large-scale

production processes, mass production of

principles. Before we can go to functional spe-

cialisation and division of labour within
companies, we first have to figure out which
activities of the production chain are grouped
within one company. We call that the interorganisational division of labour.

2.1.2 Vertical integration
The second meaning of Fordism relates to
large-scale organisations, resulting from the
internalisation of upstream process parts:
from commodities to final products. Fordist
companies indeed tried to produce as many
of their final products and components as possible in house. The following quotation from

Ford Times (July 1908) illustrates this logic

very well: 'In this plant, everything from
screws to upholstery that enters into Ford
cars will be manufactured' (Williams et al.

standardised products gradually became pos-

1992). In doing so, Ford was obviously max-

sible. Mass production led to productivity
gains, which were partly used to augment

imising the hierarchical or vertical integration of the production process. This even re-

employee wages. This resulted in a significant
increase in employee purchasing power, sup-

sulted in the acquisition of rubber plantations
and iron mines.

porting the demand for durable consumer
goods. This, again, forced up employers' de-

mands for capital goods and their investments, enhancing productivity and wages. In
this way, mass consumption became the complement of mass production (Van Hootegem

The logic of vertical integration can be explained by transaction cost theory. The argument is that vertical integration will reduce
companies' control expenses (Schienstock et
al. 1999). Internalising upstream segments
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of production processes allows companies to
overcome market failures and to realise economies of scale.
Since Ford, the vertically integrated company

model stood for many other industrial (and
even service) companies (Van Hootegem
1999). Today, however, the principle of verti-

cal integration is increasingly questioned:
company borders become more fluid and the
interorganisational division of labour less evi-

look at the division of labour within companies, we focus on the way in which these operations are divided, grouped and linked to
each other, i.e. the structure of the division of
labour. The division of labour is the process
of splitting up the operations to be performed,
so that each job ultimately performs only a
(small) portion of the total production process. The division of labour can vary across the
following three dimensions (Huys et al. 1995,
p. 13-18):

dent. We will return to that later on. First,
we focus on the best known, but perhaps also
the most contested, meaning of Fordism, i.e.
the application of Tayloristic production principles.

2.1.3 The Tayloristic division of labour
In this paragraph, we look at the division of
labour within Fordist companies. We try to
do so in a coherent way using a conceptual
framework that takes the 'structure of the division of labour' as its focal point.2 Before we

can apply it, we first have to introduce the

1. Production organisation. This is the result
of the specific grouping and clustering of

the functions of preparation, execution,
support and organisation over various company divisions or production groups. There
are several possibilities open up for a company:

The structuring of execution can be 'opera-

tion-oriented' (identical operations are
grouped into production groups or departments; each group or department specialises in one or a few operations); 'flow-ori-

language of the framework.

ented' (more or less the same, but the

2.1.3.1 What do we mean by 'division of
labour'?

sequence of operations is fixed: the products go through all the necessary processes
in a fixed and sequential order); or 'product oriented' (one product, product family
or product-market combination, is largely

The final goal of a company consists of producing certain goods or services. We call that
the company's execution function. To be able
to produce goods or services, some adjacent
activities are indispensable. Production has
to be prepared (think of design, R&D, etc.),
supported (e.g. quality control, maintenance)
and organised (e.g. regulation, coordination).
Therefore, companies can be reduced to clusters carrying out preparatory, executive, supportive and organising operations. When we

2 The conceptual framework, largely based on the
socio-technical approach, was used in the so-called
Belgian 'trend study'. This study aimed at answering the question whether the Tayloristic division
of labour is a thing of the past or not. The descrip-

tion and further application of the framework is
widely based upon Huys et al. (1995), Sels and Van

Hootegem (1998), Huys et al. (1999) and Van
Hootegem (1999). These are also the studies we
refer to for a more detailed exploration of the
framework and its practical application.

finished off in a clearly demarcated
processing phase; each group makes one
type of product).

Supporting and preparatory operations can

be concentrated as much as possible in
separate staff divisions, giving rise to such
classic divisions as maintenance, quality
assurance, logistics, training, etc. However,
an organisation can also chose to deconcentrate these operations, i.e. closely link
or even incorporate them into the production departments. Each department is then
responsible for its own maintenance, quality assurance, and so on.

With respect to organisational operations,
finally, firms may choose to centralise decision-making as much as possible at the
pinnacle of the organisation, or to decentralise authority by devolving it to the production units. A decentralised organisation
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is characterised by greater horizontal coordination, whereas a centralised organisation implies a form of vertical (in most
instances top-down) coordination or indirect coordination via a higher management
level.

2. Production technology. The 'production organisation' indicates the division of operations between departments or production

groups. Part of the operations, however,
can be executed automatically. In production segments, machines, computers, robots, etc. are taking over an increasing

number of operations from workers.
Variable 'production technology' says some-

thing about the division of operations between capital and labour within departments or production groups.

In this context, a distinction can be made
between rigid technology i.e. technology
that is fixed by the mechanical structure
of the machine itself and flexible technology, which in the first instance refers
to programmability. Flexible machines (e.g.
robots, CNC-machine tools, flexible manu-

facturing systems) are functional for a
large variety of purposes, problems and
situations.
Most studies assessing the impact of technological advancement limit themselves to
the execution function or manufacturing
cycle. Automation, of course, can also have

an impact on preparation and support as
well as on execution. In fact, some forms
of flexible automation make it possible and

some forms of modern ICTs possess the
capacity to blur the traditional dividing
lines between the operations to be performed. We call those integrated technologies.

3. Work organisation. A portion of all opera-

tions attributed to a department can be
taken over by technical systems. Since
automation is seldom complete, a number
of residual tasks remain. Automation can
also create new tasks. 'Work organisation'
describes how residual and new tasks are
grouped together into work places. With
these work places correspond functions:

overall packages of preparatory, executive,

supportive and organising operations
tasks.
Concerning execution tasks, a company can
roughly choose between very narrow functions i.e. those in which the employee specialises in one single execution task or part

of a task. Broad tasks on the other hand
consist of multiple execution tasks. The
characteristics 'narrow' and 'broad' indicate
the 'width' of the functions. Also the 'composition' of a function can vary. Segregated
functions consist exclusively of execution
tasks, whereas integrated jobs also include
preparatory and/or supportive tasks.
Decisions in the field of the production organi-

sation, production technology and work organisation, yield into a specific 'production
concept'. This term covers the entire range of
options related to the production process. The
various dimensions can be assembled to form
a multidimensional analytical framework to
describe the traditional Fordist or Tayloristic
production concept and to discover the dimensions of new production concepts.

2.1.3.2 Division of labour in the Fordist
production concepts

It is clear that Taylorism and its practical
application in the Fordist production concept
involves systematic analysis of labour process and a far-reaching division of labour, in
accordance with several principles (e.g. the
divorce of planning and doing, of direct and
indirect work, etc.) (Huys et al. 1999). Central to the traditional production concept is
the idea that experts outside production ought
to design the job and the methods and tools
for carrying out tasks (Taylor 1972). These
principles typically result in a staff-line organisation, in which preparatory and supportive staff divisions operate alongside traditional production departments (concentration
and centralisation). The production departments group that we have called segregated
and narrow production jobs, consists of highly
specialised, short-cycle and repetitive tasks.

These are organised in a flow or operationoriented structure, in which rigid mechanisation is applied. The major characteristics
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Table 1: Traditional versus new production concept

Dimensions of the
division of labour
1.

Traditional production concept

New production concept

Execution operations

Flow or operation-oriented

Product or process-oriented

Preparation and support

Concentration

Deconcentration

Organising operations

Centralisation

Decentralisation

Nature of technology

Rigid mechanisation

Flexible mechanisation

Integration of company
functions

Execution

Integration

Width of the function

Narrow

Broad

Composition of the
function

Segregated

Integrated

Production organisation

2. Production technique

3. Labour organisation

Source: Based on Huys et al. 1999, p. 74.

of the traditional production concept are summarised in Table 1.

The consequent application of the traditional

production concept leads to a situation in
which the division of labour can be maximised. As Table 1 indicates, the framework can
also be used to describe the ideal antithesis
of the traditional production concept (Huys
et al. 1995). This antithesis is the new production concept, in which the most optimal
division of labour is estimated to be much
more restricted.
In the following section, we briefly summarise the Fordist employment relationship, corresponding to the traditional production concept. We again explain the antithesis in the
form of a new employment relationship.

2.1.4 The Fordist employment

relationship
The introduction of Taylorist forms of division
of labour implied a loss of craftsmanship and
20

autonomy. Employees saw their work split up

into routine repetitive tasks. Workers were
pinned down to one job. Horizontal mobility
was kept to a minimum, and required qualifications were kept at a low level. Even train-

ing could be minimised. Actual production
workers generally had a short period of onthe job training. Thus, very little attention
was paid to what is called nowadays 'vocational education and training', let alone 'lifelong learning'. Labour was viewed as an article of consumption, not tied to the specific
skills and characteristics of the employee, at
the risk of seriously undermining employee
involvement and commitment (Huys et al.
1995). Ford attempted to change the conditions of employment to encourage greater
commitment on the part of the worker. His
plants not only had to be 'a place to be', but
also 'a place to stay' (Van Hootegem 1999).
The permanent employment contract therefore became the symbol of the Fordist employ-

ment relationship. The introduction of higher
wages and stable wage systems had an analogous function: increasing stability and cohe-
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Table 2: Traditional versus new employment relationship
Traditional employment
relationship

New employment
relationship

Contractual flexibility

Stability

Core-periphery

Temporal flexibility

Traditional (e.g. overtime)

New forms
of temporal flexibility

Vertical mobility

High

Low

Horizontal mobility

Low

High (e.g. polyvalency)

Remuneration

Determined, based on
hierarchy of functions

Flexible

Educational profile
organisation

Low profile

Intensive and continuous learning

Recruitment

Low profile

Strong profile, focus on
potential development

Source: Based on Huys et al. 1999, p. 74.

sion. Company-specific training ensured that
employees in Tayloristic-Fordist companies
were able to perform their fragmented functions adequately. The other characteristics of

the Fordist employment relationship are
listed in Table 2.

2.1.5 Summary

To assess the impact of globalisation, we
turned the clock back and went to the area
where companies were not yet confronted with
current globalisation pressures. We looked at

the gradual development of Fordism and focused on the inter- and intra-organisational
division of labour. It became clear that Fordist
companies simultaneously try to minimise
inter-organisational dependency by means of
vertical integration and maximise intra-organisational division of labour by means of
the Tayloristic production concept. This also
appears in the overview in Table 3.
The following paragraphs focus on the ques-

tion mark in the last column. We will go

through the different levels of analysis once
again thereby focusing on inter- and intraorganisational division of labour and ask
ourselves what is left of the Fordist principles in the global environment at the end of

the 20th century. At first (2.2), we take a
rather theoretical point of view and try answering the question on the basis of mainstream literature. In paragraph 2.3, we sub-

mit theoretically expected changes to an
empirical test.

2.2 Globalisation and the end
of Fordism: theory
2.2.1 The end of mass production and
consumption
2.2.1.1 The undermining of the traditional
Fordist assumptions

The basic assumption of the traditional
Fordist model was the existence of more or
less unlimited demand for highly standardised consumer goods. At the same time, due
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Table 3: The traditional organisational logic and division of labour
Level of analysis

The traditional model

1. Macro level

The Fordist compromise
between mass production
and consumption

2. Inter-organisational
division of labour

Vertical integration

3. Intra-organisational
division of labour

Maximal division of labour
Tayloristic production concept

4. Personnel strategy
(+ VET implications)

Fordist employment
relationship
Low level of required
qualifications and little
attention to VET

to national monopolies or oligopolies, compa-

The impact of globalisation

consumption.

from mainstream literature and had to make
way for their post-Fordist counterparts: standardisation has been replaced by customisation, differentiation or individualisation;
cost efficiency by innovativity and creativity;
simplicity by complexity; stability by flexibility; etc. The global landscape can obviously
no longer be characterised as a simple compromise between mass production and consumption. This can be related to the growing
importance of service activities, which are
inherently more difficult to create in mass in

Nowadays, the basic assumptions of Fordism

advance (although modern ICTs can create opportunities in that direction see Chapter 1:

nies were not confronted with competitors
from abroad. We can characterise the environmental situation as complacent, secure
and simple (Schienstock et al. 1999). As it was

possible to anticipate market trends for a
longer period of time, the production process
could be organised in a highly standardised,
fragmented and formalised way. That is mass

production. We have already explained its
mutually enforcing relationship with mass

are seriously put into question. It is widely
acknowledged that globalisation has contributed to the undermining of traditional assumptions. The following quotation illustrates

this very well: 'In a globalising economy,
where innovation competition dominates and
customers no longer accept standardised mass

increased tradability of services).
-

2.2.1.2 The growing importance of service
activities and changing priorities within the
company value chain3

products or services, but ask for individual

Future society, it is often argued, will be a
service society if current society is not al-

solutions, markets become unstable, insecure
and complex' (Schienstock et al. 1999, p. 59).
The Fordist key words gradually disappeared

3 This paragraph is to a great extent based upon
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Schienstock et al. (1999, Section 6, pp. 50-53).
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ready one. Structural changes in work are
characterised by a growing share of services.
Not only the service sector, but also so-called
'secondary services' are gaining importance
(Parmentier et al. 1993). These do not service the immediate demand of end users, but
they are defined as those services which improve the production through increased sup-

port and use of human capital. 'Secondary

services' are generally characterised as
'knowledge-intensive business services'. They
not only include indirect work processes but
also management processes.
Quicker innovation, imposed by globalisation,
means that a far greater proportion of the pro-

duction process than before must be accounted for by a knowledge-intensive 'design
process', and a smaller proportion by the 'material process'. To a certain extent, we can see

similar trends in the service sector. We argued above that modern ICTs, in close interaction with globalisation, make it possible to
disconnect the production and consumption
of services. If services are tradable, their attraction for customers very much depends on
their contents. Therefore, the design of such

services becomes increasingly important.
Moreover, when services are no longer immediately consumed, doing research to improve
existing or developing new services becomes
worthwhile.

The fact that an increasing amount of work
is going into design and research processes is
only one aspect of the changes in the structure of work caused by the globalisation process. As customisation becomes increasingly
important, more work will also go into marketing. First of all, it is becoming important
to know more about customers' needs to provide products or services that can be sold. Further, as customers no longer accept standardised solutions for their problems, but look for
specialised solutions they are sometimes not
even able to define clearly, it becomes necessary to develop new products or services in
close cooperation with them. The globalisation

process also places high demands on man-

ice processes is becoming a process of learning and continuous improvement.
2.2.1.3 Conclusions

From the argumentation above, it becomes
clear that globalisation has contributed to the

undermining of mass production and consumption. Globalisation, in close interaction
with technological revolution, has given rise
to a new competitive landscape, imposing new
competitive criteria and priorities on companies (see 1.2). If the economic context and
challenges have changed, so will the organisational answers. Companies are expected to
restructure themselves to survive in global
competition and meet new competitive criteria. Staudt (1994), calls this challenge to company management the 'management of non-

routine processes' which, more than ever
today, covers organisational and personnel development in addition to corporate and technological development (Dybowski 1998).

The discussion on personnel development is
postponed to the next chapter. In the following, we focus on the organisational development and the 'new organisational logic' due
to global competition. It is often argued that
this new organisational logic is turning the
traditional division of labour upside down
(Schienstock et al. 1999). As in the previous
paragraph, we let the division of labour between companies precede the division of labour within companies. We do so because we
can only investigate the intra-organisational
division of labour, once we know which operations are executed within the company and
which are no longer. This is important since
globalisation is expected to change traditional
company boundaries.

2.2.2 Towards vertical deintegration4
2.2.2.1 Downsizing and outsourcing: make it
or buy it?

The strategy of vertical deintegration can be
associated with downsizing and outsourcing.

agement. Planning is becoming more difficult

under conditions of increasing uncertainty.
The same is true for the organisation function, since the design of production and serv-

This paragraph is to a great extent based upon
Schienstock et al. (1999, Section 7.2, pp. 57-64).
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The main reason for big companies to reduce
their size, is to become leaner to get the same

entrepreneurial dynamism, innovativeness
and informalism as small companies often
have and to be able to react as quickly and
flexibly as they do (Schienstock et al. 1999).

to the firm's divisions, while at the same time
they become fully responsible for costs and
profit. The tasks and responsibilities of headquarters, on the other hand, are reduced quite

significantly. According to Hedlund and

activities and concentrate on these, an in-

Rolander (1990), in so-called 'heterarchically'
organised companies responsibility for product groups, functions and specific territories
can be decentralised in such a way that many

creasing number of functions is becoming sub-

parts have a say in the company's decision-

ject to 'make or buy' decisions. Globalisation
has changed the nature and increased the importance of these decisions. The number of
`buy'-opportunities drastically increased in

making process. Loose coupling and direct ne-

Nowadays, as companies reflect on their core

the global market. If units cannot compete
with offers from all over the world, they are
at risk of being outsourced. All functions and
processes that do not belong to the core of the
business can be subcontracted to other companies specialising in these activities. But not

only peripheral functions are outsourced,
sometimes even functions that can be considered as core business processes, such as de-

sign, become legally independent through
outsourcing.

This logic of downsizing and outsourcing is
expected to bring about smaller organisations
with a more simple structure, which are supplied more frequently in smaller batches and
therefore become more dependent on other
companies. However, formal organisational
relationships do not automatically turn into

market relationships; instead, many outsourced parts are still linked very closely with
and are economically controlled by the core
company, based on long-term exchange agreements. In the end, a company might develop

that subcontracts almost all activities and is
only concerned with the management of all
activities in the chain conducted by other companies. This can be called a 'hollow company',
because it is not completely, but almost empty

(Van Hootegem 1999). Electronic networks
make such partnerships possible, since they
reduce the costs of coordination and transaction.

2.2.2.2 Cost and profit centres

The establishment of 'cost and profit centres'
is another strategy to reduce vertical integration. In this strategy, more autonomy is given

gotiation among subunits, particularly concerning transfer prices, is typical for a 'profit
centre organisation'.
The restructuring of service functions within
companies is also part of the organisational
renewal process. Finance, purchasing, personnel, accounting, long-term planning controlling and logistics are integrated in service or
advice centres, to deliver necessary services
within the company and to external agencies,
to take responsibility for corporate development, and to ensure the organisation's goals
are attained. These centres are also responsible for costs, time and the quality of their
services (Schienstock et al. 1999).

The strategy of vertical deintegration brings
along drastic changes compared to the Fordist
area. We could argue that on the hand, market mechanisms are brought into the company
by means of cost and profit centres, 'make or
buy'-decisions, etc. But at the same time, organisational mechanism seems to have entered the global market, e.g. in the form of
the establishment of long-term relationships
between companies, organisational networks,
etc. The resulting changes in traditional company borders will have their implications on
the splitting up of operations to be performed
in one company. We now focus on changes
within this intra-organisational division of labour.

2.2.3 The end of traditional division of
labour and employment relationships
2.2.3.1 The emergence of new production
concepts

The consequent application of the Tayloristic

principles leads to a situation in which the
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division of labour can be maximised. It has
already been said that emergence of a new
organising principle is being suggested in literature. A principle that entails not more, but
less division of labour. It is in this climate that

human working activity remains essential to
secure process continuity and the effective use

of capital-intensive production technology.
System regulators can be called upon to confront unforeseen circumstances. They should

Kern and Schumann's (1984) Das Ende der
Arbeitsteilung? has to be situated. These authors' observations in the chemical, automotive and machine tool industries led them to
report developments which would threaten

be granted autonomy to select the action
which they deem to be the most adequate

the dominant position of Taylorism and

report: 'The human element becomes increas-

Fordism as production concepts. They observed the rise of new production concepts

technical plants' (p. 283).

based on their 'feeling' in the daily running
of the process. Tessaring (1998) already made

this point in the first Cedefop background

ingly important for the smooth running of

which they perceived to be the result of a ra-

tionalisation process that the companies in
question were being forced to accept to keep

their heads above water in the competitive
international arena.

This 'rehabilitation' of human labour requires
an appropriate employment relationship. The
characteristics of the so-called new employment relationship, corresponding to new production concepts, were enumerated in Table

The crucial feature of Kern and Schumann's
new production concept is a shift from con-

2. In this relationship, vertical is being re-

centrated planning and support towards

ibility, etc. Important in the context of this
contribution is attention being paid to an 'in-

deconcentration and decentralisation (see Table 1). This is expected to benefit a company's

sensory capacity, the capacity for adequate
action selection and innovative capacity (Sels
and Van Hootegem 1998). Moreover, once pre-

paratory and supportive operations are
deconcentrated and integrated into production divisions, there would be more room for
integrated production jobs not only consisting of direct production tasks. In a productoriented structure, all operations and tools
required for the production of a single product can be brought together. Since activities
are then performed together that were traditionally spread all over the organisation, the
structure can be called 'process-oriented', the
focus no longer being on individual (parts of)
tasks, but on the process of creating a complete product. In grouping together non-simi-

lar operations and tasks, this structure can
pave the way for job enlargement (Huys et

placed by horizontal mobility, stability by flex-

tensive and continuous learning organisation'
and focus on the 'potential development in-

tensive and continuous learning activities'.
Later on, we return in more detail to changes
in the training of employees and VET systems.

First, we want to elaborate on the relation-

ship between globalisation and expected
changes in the division of labour. In doing so,

we bring together some of the arguments
raised up to now.

2.2.3.2 Globalisation and changes
in the traditional division of labour
Globalisation is considered as one of the main

reasons or causes of the emergence of new
production concepts, and by consequence, a
reduction in the division of labour. We already

cited Kern and Schumann, and their belief
new production concepts are necessary to keep

al. 1999).

heads above water in the competitive international arena. According to this view, in-

Within the new production concept, importance should be given to the emergence of a
new type of worker: the 'system regulator',
who instead of performing standardised
tasks is more engaged in problem-solving
processes. Products are increasingly made by
machines, but because of the limits to which
processes can be controlled by technology,

creased international competition and
globalisation are held responsible for the new

organisation logic. The literature survey of
Schienstock et al. (1999) also revealed that a
lot of authors point to global competition as

an important factor causing organisational
transformation. 'Production and service processes are altering in response to global corn25
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Table 4: The traditional division of labour and the expected impact of globalisation
Level of analysis

The traditional model

The impact of globalisation?

1. Macro level

Standardisation:
mass production
and consumption

Differentiation,
customisation
individualisation

Stability and simplicity

Flexibility and complexity

Vertical integration
downsizing and outsourcing

Vertical de-integration:

'The bigger, the better'

'Small is beautiful'

Maximal division of labour

Minimal division of labour

Tayloristic production concept

New production concept

Fordist employment
relationship

New employment
relationship

Low level of required
qualifications and
little attention to VET

High level of
qualifications and
major challenges for VET

2. Inter-organisational
division of labour

3. Intra-organisational
division of labour

4. Personnel strategy

(+ VET implications)

petition' (Lammont 1999, p. 5), or as it was
stated in the first Cedefop background report:
'What is characteristic of these changes [...]
is the efforts of the companies to encounter

the demands and problems arising from
changing global markets, fierce international
competition and the need for more innovations' (Dybowski 1998, p. 117).

Obviously, the Fordist production model is
thought no longer to be suitable to meet the

'demands and problems arising from the
changing global markets'. The traditional
model is linked to a specific form of information flow: it contains channels in which only
a vertical flow of information is possible and
through which the action of hierarchically arranged units is controlled. Actually, this model
includes built-in mechanisms to block information flows. Due to its bureaucratic structure and far-reaching division of labour, the
26

model produces too many interfaces, which
become a hindrance to communication and
information exchange (Van Hootegem 1999).
Globalisation therefore exerts a need for restructuring the division of labour, which facilitates information exchange and learning
processes instead of blocking them.
It is widely acknowledged that ICTs will play
an important role in organisation restructuring. We have already pointed to the mutually
reinforcing relationship between technological development and globalisation (see above:
Section 1.3). However, the exact role of ICTs

in organisation restructuring is highly controversial. In a research area mainly concerned with new technologies, there is always

a danger of falling into technological determinism. Others, such as Schienstock et al.
(1999), explicitly avoid such determinism:
`ICTs will have an important role to play in
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the development of new organisation forms,
but they are not seen as a determining factor.
They open up «occasions» for organising production processes, but as to technology applications and organisation forms, both are open
to other drivers of change [...]' (p. 59).

In conclusion, the central argument is that
the basic criteria in achieving global competitiveness innovativity, flexibility, customer

that they do not change the fundamental nature of the Fordist-Taylorist production system' (Huys et al. 1999, p. 86).

Van Hootegem (1999), further extended the

empirical basis of this so-called Belgian
Trend-study aimed at answering the question whether the Tayloristic division of labour
is a thing of the past or not on the basis of

20 longitudinal in-depth case studies on

orientation can only be achieved through
organisation restructuring and changes in the
policy of labour deployment. Labour can no
longer be considered as a risk factor, something to be kept in line by means of a maximum division of labour. On the contrary, di-

changing patterns in the division of labour.
He concludes that contemporary organisations do work on their division of labour, but
one can rarely speak of a drastic or fundamental organisational renewal or restructur-

vision of labour should to be reduced to survive

thought is still predominant' (Van Hootegem

in global competition. This also appears from
the following table, giving an overview of the
expected impact of globalisation on the traditional Fordist logic.

1999).

In the next paragraph, we question whether
the new organisation logic is really spreading itself at the pace suggested in literature.
We do so because 'in literature, there is much
rhetoric on the need for strategic change [...],
but there are still a lot of questions to be answered concerning the rate of diffusion of
these transformations' (Sels and Van Hootegem 1998, p. 542).

2.3 Globalisation and the end of the
Fordism: rhetoric versus reality?
2.3.1 Empirical research
on new production concepts
In view of the all the assertions above, it is
very surprising that empirical research on organisational restructuring sometimes tells a
different story. Several sector-wide studies
(chemical, automobile, machine tool and clothing industry) have investigated the transformation from a traditional Tayloristic division
of labour to a new sociotechnical division of
labour (Huys et al. 1995). Although in some
respects changes in the organisational struc-

ture do take place, the effects on the work
content of production workers remain limited,

ing: 'In general, the Tayloristic body of

Not only in Belgium, have widespread surveys on organisational restructuring been organised. The German SOFI team executed a
similar Trendreport in the automotive, machine tool and chemical industry in Germany
in the beginning of the 1990s. Schumann et
al. (1994) came to the following conclusion:
'These new types of organisation are spreading in manufacturing sectors, too, and are
gaining ground against the .old fashioned>,
ones. Nevertheless, due to missed opportunities in the 1980s the dynamic development in
the past decade can be characterised more as
vilgrim steps»: two forward, one back, than
as purposeful modernisation. These deficiencies are becoming very visible in the current
structural crisis' (p. 648).

We finally refer to two research results on
transforming work systems in the United
States (Appelbaum and Batt 1994). A largescale survey, in which 476 of the largest 1000

firms participated, reported that only one
quarter had made significant changes in the
organisation and management of work and
in human resource practices that support the
developments suggested in literature. But
even in these firms, the changes usually affected no more than 20% of employees. 'This
has led some observers to conclude that between 5 and 10% of the work force in large

with a continuing domination of merely
implementational and small jobs. 'The

firms is affected by major organisational

changes taking place have in common the fact

on research of the American Society for Train-

changes' (Appelbaum and Batt 1994). Based

G
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ing and Development, Carnevale (1992, p. 53)

estimates that 'only 13 percent of American
employers have organised employees in high
performance work systems that deemphasise
hierarchy and emphasise collaboration and
teamwork. Those systems encompass a meagre 2 percent of US workers'.

2.3.2 In search of explanations
The above research findings do not say that
nothing is changing at all. But the least we

can say is that the empirically assessed
changes do not allow (yet?) for a general breakthrough of new production concepts. In the first

This brings us to a second possible explanation of the discrepancy between theory and
practice.

The starting point is right, but there are al-

ternative possibilities, compatible with
Tayloristic and Fordist methods, to meet the
demands of changing market circumstances
(Fruytier 1994). The authors of the Belgian
Trend-study support this idea and argue that
traditional organisation principles are much
more adaptable to current developments than
expected. 'According to our data, it is beginning to look more and more as though improvements in flexibility and quality of pro-

Cedefop report, Dybowksi (1998) also stipulated that 'There is no analytically or empirically substantiated basis on which to answer
the question of the extent to which new production or organisational concepts have been
implemented and disseminated [...]' (p. 148).
This discrepancy between expectations surrounding the new production concept in litera-

duction can in fact be achieved without

ture and the empirical observations of the

tem of autonomous teams, but rather through
the more intensive control of the overall production flow made possible by information
technology, in which all parts have to switch
simultaneously like cogs in a cogwheel. [...]
This kind of flexibility in no way requires a

same, ask for an explanation. In general, there
are two possibilities (Fruytier 1994):

A first possibility is that the starting point is
wrong: changes which are assumed to be taking place in the market and which were sup-

posed to impede the continuation of the
Taylorist production concept have not materialised or are only present to a limited ex-

tent (Huys et al. 1999). Mainstream literature puts globalisation in front as a driving
force behind organisational restructuring.
Without denying its prevalence, we have already critically questioned the pace of evolution of globalisation pressure as it is suggested
in literature (see Chapter 1, Section 1.5). Almost without exception, new performance cri-

departing from the structuring principles of
traditional concepts' (Huys et al. 1999, p. 87).

Modern ICTs play an important role in this
process of adaptation: 'Anyone visiting a car
assembly will notice that the amazing production flexibility is achieved not by some sys-

return to 'craft production' in which plants
are increasingly engaged in the manufacture
of specialised goods tailored to the needs of

particular consumers and produced by
broadly skilled workers using capital equipment that can make various models' (Huys et
al. 1999, p. 87). The authors therefore conclude that the quantitative importance of the
new types of (division of) labour is still small
and bears no relationship to the attention it
receives in literature.

teria

Van Hootegem (1999) takes a more or less simi-

flexibility, etc. are given a determining role

lar perspective and further elaborates on the
specific format of the 'alternative possibilities

such as innovativeness, creativity,
customisation, extreme quality-orientation,
in the necessity of organisational change. On
the basis of empirical research, Van Hootegem
(1999) concludes that these are only tendencies, very rarely taking place together. Thus,

the assessment of changing performance
criteria in the global market can at least bear
some nuance. However, one cannot deny organisations being confronted with new challenges.
28
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compatible with the Tayloristic production con-

cept'. His empirical research makes him conclude that we cannot speak of a far-reaching
'detaylorisation'. Companies tend to stick to
traditional structures of execution, being flow
or operation, rather than process oriented. But

simultaneously, companies try to integrate
some ingredients of the new production concept (e.g. de-concentration of maintenance

Globalisation, division of labour and training needs from a company view
tasks, limitation of the number of hierarchical
levels, etc.). In fact, some of the disfunctions of
Taylorism are tackled and refined, leading to
an optimalisation of the classic model. These
tendencies, however, do not alter the width and
composition of functions drastically. They do

not imply a clean break with the past and

to scaling down or to 'small and beautiful' com-

panies.

This is also the conclusion when looking at

what happens with activities being outa not so common perspective in literature. Companies taking over activities of
sourced

therefore, the author prefers the prefix 'neo'rather than 'post'-Taylorism/Fordism (Van

others obviously increase, rather than de-

Hootegem 1999).

tivities of different, sometimes competing,

crease, their scale. Very often, outsourced accompanies become integrated in one company.

2.3.3 Empirical research on outsourcing
Furthermore, Van Hootegem (1999) submitted literature on downsizing and outsourcing
(see above: Section 2.2.2) to an empirical test.
Several critical remarks can be addressed to
so-called 'small is beautiful' literature.

Once again, the fastness of organisational
change suggested in literature contrasts heavily with the slowness of empiricism. Of course,
there is no use in denying some activities are
more frequently handed over to other companies than previously (e.g. cleaning), and some
companies subcontract large parts of their production process (e.g. complete subassembly divisions). In general, however, the process of
outsourcing is taking off rather slowly and few
organisations feel influenced by a heavy 'centrifugal force', making them focus on their core
activities alone whilst outsourcing the rest.

Empirical research shows that companies do

not decide themselves without taking on
board universally supposed environmental influences. Empirical data make us favour the
'organisational choice approach', in which a
degree of freedom is given to cope with (changing) challenges in the company environment.
How else can we explain that some organisations outsource certain activities, while oth-

ers, operating in exactly the same environment, keep the same activities in house (Van
Hootegem 1999)?

Thirdly, companies not only engage in
outsourcing, but also in 'insourcing' activities.
An increasing amount of activities even become subject to two-way traffic. Organisations
can perfectly outsource some activities, while

simultaneously attracting new ones. In other
words, outsourcing does not necessarily lead

This is, for example, the case in the automotive industry. This tendency contrasts with
the frequently mentioned process of `SMEisation' in literature. It leads to scaling up or
increasing scale rather than scaling down or
decreasing scale, on the component level. We
sometimes observe reintegration of formerly
outsourced divisions. In addition, companies
try to get financial control of outsourced units
and then act as 'shareholders' with a somewhat different philosophy.

2.4 Summary and conclusion
In this second chapter, we looked in detail at

organisational restructuring and changing
patterns within the division of labour. Before
we could assess the impact of globalisation
on the division of labour, we took a step back

in the first paragraph and looked at the traditional Fordist organisation logic and the
associated far-reaching Tayloristic division of
labour. The remainder of this chapter was devoted to a critical examination of the impact

of globalisation on the traditional organisa-

tional logic. We asked ourselves whether
globalisation really seals the fate of Fordist
compromise and pushes organisations more
in the direction of new production concepts
with less division of labour, and a corresponding new employment relationship.

In the second paragraph, we tried answering
this question based upon arguments found in
literature. On the basis of mainstream literature, we had to answer the questions positively: globalisation has drastically changed
the competitive landscape; it has imposed new

performance criteria on companies and to
meet the new challenges, companies are restructuring themselves; they want to get rid
of Fordist and Tayloristic principles and pre-

fi
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fer drastic reduction of the division of labour
to make optimal advantage of human capital. It soon became obvious that very few tendencies proclaimed in literature are based on

true empirical evidence. Rather, they are
based on extrapolation of trends emerging in
specific company settings or niche markets.

sational logic, new production concepts and a
new division of labour.

The data also reject the idea of environmental determinism, in which changes in the com-

pany environment (e.g. related to globali-

sation) force organisations to react in a

a service society' (Parmentier 1993). However,

specific direction (e.g. restructuring towards
less division of labour). While going through
literature, we found a lot of implicit or explicit
adherents of this theory. We believe more in
a degree of organisational choice, in which
organisations are seen as non-determined social systems and in which the same challenge
can give rise to different answers or equivalent solution strategies (Van Hootegem 1999).
According to this view, the environment only
forces companies to make a selection from a
whole range of possible reactions. Not reacting is one possibility, as is e.g. working on the
inter- or intra-organisational division of labour. Thus, we see the transition to new production concepts and a significant reduction
in the division of labour as on option, rather

there are good reasons to expect organisational changes in the first instance in indus-

globalisation pressures.

Therefore, we took a closer look at the empirical data in hand in the third paragraph.
These data tell us a somewhat different story

than the one suggested by literature. They
suggest a transition to 'neo'- rather than 'post'Taylorism or Fordism. The ground principles

of Fordism and Taylorism survive, be it
adapted to meet current challenges of, for example, globalisation.
Of course, the empirical research findings we

have presented are strongly limited. The
greatest disadvantage is that they are almost
exclusively production and industry oriented,
whereas 'the future society is expected to be

trial sectors. After all, these sectors were the
first being confronted heavily with competition from newly industrialising countries and
with globalisation pressures. The saturation
of classical mass consumption was primarily
felt on the product markets. In other words,
the crisis of the Fordist compromise mainly
affected industrial organisations (Van Hootegem 1999).

A second limitation of the presented research
results is the very limited set of industrial sectors (e.g. automotive industry, chemical indus-

than an inevitable process to react to

Table 5 summarises the argumentation raised
in this chapter. In the next chapter, we elaborate further on the question of the impact of
globalisation on employee skill needs, company training needs and VET systems.

3. Globalisation and challenges
to employee skills and company training needs

try, etc.). Because of the limitations of the
empirical research available, we have to be
extremely careful in extrapolating its results
(and thereby falling into the same trap as a

The content ofjobs and their inherent qualification and training needs is influenced by
the kind of division of labour implemented in

considerable portion of literature).
On the basis of the data, we cannot conclude

potential changes in the division oflabour and
content of jobs due to increased globalisation.
Think of the integration of previously sepa-

that traditional organisation principles re-

rated operations in one job, the transforma-

main dominant anywhere and anytime. But,
taking Popper's falsification theory into account examples have no probative value but
counter-examples do , we can at least conclude that empirical data reject the idea of a
general paradigm shift towards a new organi-

tion of work as a problem-solving process, the

30

the organisation. Up to now, we pointed at

increased importance of information work,
etc. These tendencies although we have criti-

cally questioned the pace of their evolution
and emasculated their unavoidability can
seriously influence required skills, the need
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Table 5: The impact of globalisation on the traditional organisation model
Level of analysis

The traditional
model

The impact of globalisation?
Empirical research ...
Mainstream literature

1. Macro level

Standardisation:
mass production
and consumption

Differentiation,
customisation
individualisation

Stability
and simplicity

Flexibility
and complexity

Vertical integration

Vertical deintegration:
downsizing and
outsourcing

... indicates slowness
of outsourcing process
... allows for scaling-up
as an alternative
to scaling down

'The bigger, the better'

'Small is beautiful'

'Organisational choice'

Tayloristic production
concept

New production
concept

... supports the idea
of 'neo' rather than
'post' Taylorism

2. Inter-organisational
division of labour

3. Intra-organisational
division of labour

... nuances the assessment of changing
performance criteria
in the global market

I

4. Personnel strategy
(+ VET implications)

Maximal division
of labour

Minimal division
of labour

'Organisational choice'

Fordist employment
relationship

New employment
relationship

... supports the idea
of 'neo'- rather
than 'post'-Fordism

Low level of required
qualifications and
little attention to VET

High level of required
qualifications and
major challenges
for VET

for learning and company training needs. This
becomes clear from the following citations:

cording to the authors, the major challenges

'Continuous learning has become an essential
prerequisite for achieving global competitiyeness' (Hitt et al. 1998, p. 22). Zahra and O'Neill
(1998) highlight organisational learning as an
important means for organisational transformation and successful adaptation in a global
context. Inkpen (1998) stresses the importance
of knowledge as the source of sustainable advantage in global markets. Also Roberts et al.
(1998) view knowledge as the cornerstone of
competitive superiority in global markets. Ac-

skill deployment: getting the right skills
to where they are needed in the organi-

to managing a global workforce are:

sation regardless of geographical location;

Ei knowledge and innovation dissemination:

spreading knowledge and practices
throughout the organisation, regardless of
where they originate;

identifying and developing talent on a global basis: identifying who has the ability

4E9
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to function effectively in a global organi-

cies and other attributes, embodied in indi-

sation and developing those abilities'

viduals which are relevant to economic activities' (p. 9). This definition indicates that human capital is a multidimensional concept. In

(Roberts et al. 1998, p. 94).

The citations and quotations above all support the idea of a general 'rehabilitation of

line with Schienstock et al. (1999), we will

human capital' and upskilling of the workforce

proposed by the OECD, differentiating be-

in the global context. Since globalisation is
considered to be a major reason behind organisational restructuring and changing nature of work, it is thought to impose major

tween knowledge and skills or competencies.
But instead of talking about 'other attributes',
we will speak about work orientations.

changes on required skills and training needs.
In this way, globalisation is expected to create a lot of challenges for vocational and educational training in general.

Although knowledge is a contested concept,
some important categories of knowledge have
been established. In this respect, we can dif-

Several of these arguments have already been
put forward in other Cedefop contributions.

knowledge and practical knowledge. Within
the second aspect of qualification, the skill
aspect, we differentiate between professional,
managerial, social and international skills.
The concept of skills, however, is gradually
shifting towards the broader concept of competence, which stresses particularly the ability to handle complex and unclear situations.
In the orientation aspect, quality consciousness and reliability on the one hand, and crea-

For example, Tessaring (1998, p. 271-317)
elaborated on the future of skills and competencies in general, and made an explicit link
with the changing nature of work. Dybowski
(1998, p. 115-156) investigated the impact of
new technologies and work organisation on
VET. The impact of ICTs closely linked to
the process of globalisation on VET has al-

ready been studied by Straka and Stöckl
(1998, p. 183-214).

We see no use in repeating the arguments
made in these contributions. We would rather
try to position the separate discussions in the
framework of our contribution and focus on
critical extensions of what has already been
said repeatedly in literature. In this chapter,
we want to go further than the idea of 'a general trend towards higher qualifications and

more training to survive in global competition'. Instead, we want to specify which new
qualifications are seen as becoming indispensable in the global economy and how they can
be achieved. But first, we have to specify what
we mean by 'human capital' to be able to assess the impact of globalisation.

mainly follow the definition of human capital

ferentiate between theoretical or abstract
knowledge, content knowledge, technical

tivity, innovativeness and entrepreneurial
spirit on the other hand, are seen as important qualifications, which have to be cultivated to really gain the advantage of new organisation forms (Schienstock et al. 1999, p.
75).

3.2 The need for human capital
in the global economy5
3.2.1 Knowledge
Due to the increased importance of problemsolving activities, workers can be confronted
with new and unfamiliar tasks for which no
solutions are as yet available. We repeat that
in literature, globalisation and the resulting

needs to innovate more rapidly and to take
customer preferences into account more care-

3.1 What do we mean by 'human
capital'?

fully, are seen as driving forces behind the

No generally accepted definition of human
capital and skills exists. In the OECD report

amount of activities becoming automated,

(1998) on 'Human Capital Investment' the following meaning of human capital is adopted:
it comprises the knowledge, skills, competen32

transformation of work into a process of problem-solving. Another reason is the increasing

5 This paragraph follows the structure of Schienstock et al. (1999, §10, pp. 72-84).
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with the paradoxical consequence of the

For a more detailed investigation of the

greater dependency on human intervention
if technology refuses to work (Huys et al.
1995). In such situations, workers can draw

changing competence needs due to the in-

only to a limited extent on their content

report. We want to add that, together with

knowledge of the job. Instead, they need more
theoretical or abstract knowledge (Schienstock

some other critiques, we dare questioning the
popular view that 'almost every job involves
regular contact with modern ICTs'. Many companies, particularly small ones, still operate
with little technology and if ICTs are used in
a company, the share of the total workforce

et al. 1999): 'To find solutions to new problems, workers should have the ability to ask

the right questions, find the information
needed, and select the most suitable aids and
tools. They must be able to conceptualise new
problems in such a way that they can search
for solutions by proceeding in the appropriate systemic and methodological way' (p. 76).

It should be noted that the advanced use of
modern ICTs can erode the importance of abstract-theoretical qualifications, because ICTs
allow for a worldwide exchange of solutions.
It is a quite common company strategy to in-

put solutions to all kinds of potential problems in a standardised database, accessible
from all over the world. By continuously updating and extending the database with newly
emerging problems and their corresponding
solutions, a lot of so-called problem-solving

work is limited to looking up the most suit-

creasing informatisation of work, we refer to
the contribution of Brodahl in this background

actually doing so can vary considerably. In
many jobs, it seems that the actual level of IT
skills needed is still fairly low (Dench et al.
1998). These things are undoubtedly changing very fast, but it is not (yet) clear to what
extent.

Concerning the knowledge aspect, we want
to identify a third trend emerging in literature. To be able to handle complex technical
systems, not only abstract and technical, but
also practical knowledge is expected to grow
in importance. We already referred to the increased importance of problem-solving activities, and the role of modern ICTs in exchang-

ing solutions on a global basis. It is obvious
that ICTs can reduce the quantitative impor-

able action in the database. In this sense, ICTs
and globalisation allow for a continuing codi-

tance of doing real problem-solving work. But

fication of formerly uncodified knowledge.
However, extensive use of modern ICTs will
demand a new kind of knowledge from em-

qualifications for (exceptional) problems, for
which no solutions are (yet) available, might
even increase. In such situations, uncertainties cannot be solved on the strength of theo-

ployees.

company dependence on problem-solving

retical knowledge and a systematic way of
The advanced use of modern ICTs in the global economy is fundamentally influencing the
demand for new qualifications. Modern ICTs
make the exchange of information and knowledge between different actors much easier, as

they bridge both time and space (Fulk and
DeSantis 1995). It is expected that, due to
easy access to technological databases, vastly

expanded connectivity and a sharp rise in
communication bandwidth, modern ICTs will
speed up innovation processes within and/or

between firms significantly. Those advantages, however, can only be realised if all
employees know how to use modern ICTs in a
creative way. Technical knowledge, therefore,
is becoming a key qualification. One can also
speak about digital knowledge (Schienstock
et al. 1999) or production intelligence.
r

thinking alone; a kind of knowledge is needed
which enables people to react immediately to

new and uncertain situations.
Practical knowledge can be characterised in
different ways: 'Someone has a right feeling

for a material, an ability to detect pitch
changes in the sound of technical systems or
the ability to make decisions without reflec-

tion, to use their intuition and improvise.
Practical knowledge can be seen as the particular contribution of human labour to the
production process' (Schienstock et al. 1999,
p. 78). To make this contribution, one should
obviously understand the overall production
and work process. We can call that work process knowledge. An understanding of the work
process is much broader than an understand-
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ing of the worker's individual task (Lammont

1999). Acquiring work process knowledge
would mean 'breaking out of the narrow experience of the worker's own task and appreciating that there is a variety of alternative

work processes, that work processes are
rooted in historical processes and that the
current work process in the organisation is
not fixed and may change' (Kruse 1996).

is broad and integrated functions, asking for

a wide spectrum of skills in the sense of
multiskilling.
If an organisation engages in far-reaching decentralisation of decision-making in Chapter 2, we critically questioned the pace of this

evolution , workers should be able to plan,
organise and also control their work autono-

The process of organising a business globally
calls for a range of new skills, which can be
classified as international skills (Dertouzos et
al. 1989). Today, an increasing amount of companies more frequently deal with foreign cli-

mously or together with colleagues in a team.
All these tasks planning, organising, negotiating, control, etc. are seen as typical management functions, which means that new
forms of organisation can only function well
if the workers acquire the necessary managerial competencies. To this, we could add the
need for being able to manage information

ents, suppliers, subsidiaries, 'sister compa-

flows.

3.2.2 Skills and competencies

nies', etc. In these international relationships,

it is not only crucial to have the ability to
speak foreign languages and, more in general,
to have the necessary communicative skills.
Cooperation is much easier if one also knows

about the culture, tastes, customs, institutions, etc. of the partner's country. In litera-

ture (see e.g. Roberts et al. 1998), a lot of
alternatives are suggested to acquire inter-

Due to deconcentration and decentralisation
tendencies, workers would also have more
direct contact with members of other work
groups. Social skills and competencies would
therefore become extremely important. These
are often related to the ability to take part in
teamwork processes in such a way that all

participants are satisfied and that the out-

national skills (e.g. aspatial careers in different countries), sometimes including the use
of modern ICTs (e.g. virtual teamwork with
international partners).

come of the group work will be seen as a collective achievement. Another reason why so-

Apart from the questions how many compa-

suppliers and customers (Schienstock et al.

nies are truly global and how many employees

1999).

within these companies really need international skills and get involved in programmes
aimed at stimulating them, globalisation obviously has a direct influence on the need for
international skills. We now look at skills and
competencies, only indirectly influenced by
the process of globalisation.

cial competencies can become important is
that, together with higher levels of autonomy,
workers would more often speak directly to

3.2.3 Work orientations
Since price, quality and time can be seen as
entrance barriers to the global market (see
above; Section 1.2), orientations such as qual-

ity consciousness, precision, accuracy, etc.
have not lost their importance. Another fac-

When it comes to professional skills, globali-

tor is immediacy. Modern ICTs, such as

sation is expected to speed up the need for
multiskilling, defined as the possession of
skills that exceed the boundaries of one spe-

e-mail, mean that documents arrive almost
immediately, and people expect immediate
replies. This not only creates new pressures

cific profession (Schienstock et al. 1999). This
expectation is based upon the assumption that
globalisation forces companies to restructure
themselves in the direction of less division of

on workers but also diminishes the time available to consult with colleagues or supervisors

labour, deconcentration of preparatory and
supportive operations and decentralisation of
decision-making (see Chapter 2). The result

about the right way to respond; the knowledge must be immediately at hand.
In line with the in international business device widely known as 'innovate or die' (Hitt
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Table 6: Qualifications needed in the global economy

Qualifications

;

Knowledge
Theoretical knowledge
Technical (digital) knowledge
Practical, work process knowledge

Underlying cause

Work as a process of problem-solving
Introduction of modern ICTs
Increased uncertainty, risk situations caused by
technical integration

Skills and competencies
Professional skills, multiskilling
International skills
Social skills
Management skills

Work orientations
Quality consciousness, reliability
Creativity, entrepreneurship
Leadership
New work virtues

Integration of tasks, despecialisation, group work
Globalisation of markets and production
Direct interaction within and between work groups,
customisation, direct interaction with suppliers
Flat hierarchies, decentralisation,
increased information exchange

Quality and time as key aspects of global competition
Innovativeness as key element of global competition
Coordination of autonomous work groups
Commitment, trust, industrial citizenship

Source: Schienstock et al. 1999, p. 83.

et al. 1998, p. 36), creativity and entrepreneurial spirit are considered to become crucially important virtues. The transformation
of such abstract concepts as 'continuous improvement' or a 'constantly learning organisation' into a reality inside a company very
much depends on a creative workforce. Some-

times it is argued that a 'new way of thinking' for all members of the company is needed
to develop an innovative and constantly learn-

ing organisation. Commitment and trust are
seen as important aspects of such a new way
of thinking. It must be based on an understanding that only a joint effort of management and workers to improve innovativeness
can lead to success in global competition.

3.2.4 Globalisation and upskilling:
some training aspects
Table 6 summarises the arguments elaborated so far, concerning future qualification
needs in the global economy. The table obvi-

ously supports the upskilling thesis, the idea
of a general tendency towards higher qualification needs. If human capital becomes increasingly important in the global economy,
so will the necessity to invest in it. The main
argumentation says that, .without investing
in human capital, companies will neither be
able to manage the fundamental restructuring of their production processes and business
organisation necessary for them to stay com-

petitive in global markets, nor will they be
capable of deriving the maximum benefit from

the new organisation forms that have been
established..
The question is now how acquisition of the
qualifications listed in Table 6 can be stimulated. Certain qualifications, such as theoretical or abstract knowledge, technical knowledge or international skills can, at least partly,

be taught in specific educational settings. It
is, however, obvious that a great number of
other qualifications cannot be acquired in an
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education process separated from the production process. Instead, they have to be developed continuously in learning processes
taking place within day-to-day business. Some
examples of qualifications that workers would
acquire mainly while going about their dayto-day business and cooperating with other
people are social skills, practical and work
process knowledge, etc.
Practical knowledge and work process knowledge can be considered as examples of 'tacit
knowledge' as they cannot easily be codified.
Instead, they should be accumulated by proc-

esses of 'learning by doing' or 'learning by
using' (Schienstock et al. 1999, p. 78). Within
this context, Tessaring (1998) stresses the importance of 'training for experience-led working'. He links the growing importance for hu-

man work with concrete business processes
becoming more unpredictable. The required
qualifications to prevent and manage those
unpredictabilities come from experience-led
working. According to Tessaring (1998), 'new
forms of training, including «experience mak-

ing>, thus gain in importance in vocational
training and further training, but also require
new learning arrangements' (p. 283-284).

increasingly important around the world
(Lammont 1999).

3.3 Once again: rhetoric versus reality?
At first sight, globalisation is expected to result in an extremely high-skilled workforce, in
which everybody should simultaneously pos-

sess the knowledge, skills and work orientations enumerated in Table 6 and in which
everybody has the ability and willingness to
learn continuously for the rest of his/her life.

It is hard to believe this is a representative
picture of today's average workforce. Obviously,

a lot of things have to be put into perspective.
Some nuance was already given in the enumeration of the requirements: ICTs can reduce
the demand for problem-solving qualifications,
it is an illusion that 'every job involves a lot of
information work', few companies are yet truly
global, not all employees within global companies need international skills, etc. We now
draw attention to some other opinions deviating from the upskilling thesis.

3.3.1 Globalisation and deskilling
Doug Henwood, for example, heavily criticises

the upskilling thesis and upgrading of work-

In general, we found a lot of arguments in
literature for the reorientation of VET from
teaching to learning and the integration of
working and learning . 'The traditional path

ers in the global economy of the US. He investigated the widespread idea that the most rap-

idly growing job categories in the global
economy are knowledge-intensive so-called
.symbolic analysts>, and that the problem is

followed in vocational education in Europe of
defining vocational training and working on
the job as two distinct areas with only exter-

that many people don't have the right skills'

nal contacts and a separate organisation of
learning and working, is leading to a dead
end. Growing competitivity requirements in

of the fastest growing occupations between

the form of cost economies, higher quality and
shorter timing, are at present compelling com-

panies to undertake permanent learning, adaptation and innovation processes in order to
remain on the market' (Dybowski 1998, p.
144-145).

(Henwood 1998, p. 17). He did so on the basis
of projections of the Bureau of Labour Studies

1996 and 2006: 'Of the top 30, those that look
like symbolic analysts account for only 9% of
employment now and 16% of projected growth.
Most look quite mundane. It's hard to see from
this how .the problem is that many people don't

have the right skills». It is, however, easy to
see the polarising tendencies in today's labour
market [...]'(Henwood 1998, p. 18).

This quotation from the first Cedefop background report also reestablishes the link between the need for learning on the one hand
and globalisation and the resulting market
pressures on the other. The global economy
and global competition are considered to be
major reasons for lifelong learning becoming
36

Livingstone (1998) engaged in a more detailed

discussion of employees 'having the right

skills' or not. The author concludes that
around 20% of the (American and Canadian)
labour force is underemployed, in the sense
that they accept jobs with lower diploma and
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qualification requirements than the ones they
actually dispose of. We see the same tendencies in Europe. In Belgium and the Nether-

ferent locations and under different conditions
of employment' (Huws 1999, p. 39-40).

lands for example, in about one third of all

The examples above mainly refer to skills associated with the use of ICTs in a global context. Schienstock et al. (1999) also suggests
looking at the concept of innovation more critically. Very often diversification and innovation are based on the standardisation of parts
of the whole product. Despite the widely sup-

vacancies, a person is recruited having a
higher diploma than the one actually asked
for (Pollet et al. 1999). Beyond that, organisations are likely to ask higher diploma and
qualification requirements than what is actually needed to do the job in hand. These ten-

dencies give rise to the emergence of what
Livingstone calls a 'performance gap', i.e. a

situation in which the employee is overqualified to perform his/her tasks. In view of
the upskilling thesis (see above), it is striking to see that the phenomenon of overqualification has significantly increased in recent
years (Livingstone, 1998).

Schienstock et al. (1999) also warn us no to
conflate the increasing transmission of data
between remote people with the acquisition
of knowledge and a general upskilling movement. A number of recent studies on call centres in particular cast serious doubt on the

argument that there is a general trend towards knowledge-intensive work. On the con-

trary, they suggest that these new forms of
work, enhanced by the process of globalisation, exhibit an extreme case of repetitive,
tightly controlled, machine-paced, and less
knowledge-intensive Taylorised work (Fernie
and Metcalfe 1987; Reardon 1996). O'Siochru

and Jordan (1999) even talk about the new
sweatshops of the millennium'. That is also
the tenor of the following quotation: 'The use
of computer-generated scripts which pop up
on the screen to be read verbatim by the operator can reduce the skill requirements to a
minimum. This sort of work is also amenable

ported tendency of higher qualification or
reskilling in literature, it is important to see
that globalisation does not always require
higher qualifications from the entire workforce. In fact, globalisation can sometimes
result in new kinds of work reducing the skill
requirements to a minimum. To put it in other
words, 'routine work will survive' (Schienstock
et al. 1999, p. 49).

3.3.2 Upskilling versus deskilling:
organisational choice
From the examples given by the upskilling
and deskilling adherents, it has become clear
that globalisation can, but does not necessarily have to yield into more knowledge, higher
skill requirements and renewed work orien-

tations. How can we reconcile this with the
enumeration of new qualifications in Table 6?
Some of these qualifications were a direct consequence of the process of globalisation (e.g.

the need for international skills, a creative
and entrepreneurial mindset aimed at achieving innovativeness). Others were only indirectly influenced through the underlying assumptions of the concurrence of globalisation

with the use of modern ICTs (e.g. digital
knowledge), other technologies (e.g. practical
knowledge), organisational restructuring (e.g.

multiskilling), decentralisation of decision-

to a high degree of remote monitoring and
control. Studies of call centre workers in the
UK have found that the work is highly controlled, relatively low-paid, frequently in-

making (e.g. managerial skills), etc. These assumptions, obviously, constitute the weak el-

volves round-the-clock shift-working and produces a very rapid rate of staff turnover, with

drawn from them.

ement of the argument. If the assumptions
do not hold, neither will the consequences

.burn-out» typically occurring after 12 to 20
months on the job. The evidence suggests that,
far from constituting some new kind of knowledge workers, formerly unknown to economics, these are the Taylorised, deskilled descen-

In general, we can say that the elaboration of
a lot of newly required skills is based upon
the premise of globalisation resulting in less

dants of earlier forms of office worker, even
though the work may be taking place at dif-

logic. In the first chapter of this contribution,
we critically examined the concept of globali-

division of labour and a new organisation
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sation itself. In the second chapter, it has become clear that the new logic is far from wide-

spread and should be considered as one option out of a whole range of possibilities. If
the organisation logic is subject to organisational choice, so are the qualification requirements needed to occupy the functions result-

ing from the choice. We therefore prefer
talking about up skilling as a possibility,

situation in which a large company decides
to move or close down one of its plants. As
lifelong employment and job security are

gradually fading and more and more employees have to accept precarious jobs, employability gains in importance. VET sys-

tems should be adapted such that

individual employees and the local labour
market are able to get over possible shocks

rather than a general rule. Much will depend
upon the organisational choices in the field
of the division of labour. Since these choices
will determine the learning opportunities for
workers, they will also have important conse-

caused by globalisation. In our opinion,
VET should try to enhance employability

quences on the possibilities for on-the-job

Within the vocational training system, ICT
applications and the resulting qualification
needs should get major attention. That is
because ICTs become important in an increasing amount of sectors and functions.

learning (Lammont 1999).
We will now briefly point to some challenges
VET faces due to the process of globalisation.
Out of necessity, we limit ourselves to some
general trends. After all, the specific training
needs of individual companies will be influ-

enced to a great extent by organisational

such that employees are less vulnerable to
the negative consequences of globalisation.

Furthermore, the ICT sector itself faces
quantitative as well as qualitative labour
market shortages. Vocational training
should contribute to reducing the qualita-

choices regarding the division of labour and
the use of human capital. Of course, the causality can also be turned around, in the sense
that VET programmes can (should) anticipate
and facilitate the process of organisational
restructuring and thus might influence the
process of globalisation.

tive ones. Finally, due to globalisation, ICT

3.4 Globalisation and challenges to VET

ates additional qualification but also train-

applications can occur anywhere on the
globe. It is important for a region to develop the necessary skills before activities
get outsourced abroad.

We also want to mention that the widespread use of modern ICTs not only cre-

ing needs. At the same time, ICTs can
Schienstock et al. (1999) argue that 'there
is no general trend towards knowledgebased work. Instead, we can expect some

impact on the delivery of training too. Many

kind of polarisation with increasingly

learning centres, computer packages which

knowledge-based jobs on the one hand and

personnel can work through in their own

more repetitive and less information and

free time, etc. There has also been a growth

knowledge-intensive work on the other' (p.
50). We already quoted Henwood (1998)
and his reference to the 'polarising tenden-

in distance learning and experimentation

cies in the labour market' (see above).
Henwood fears that globalisation might
even speed up the process of polarisation.
In our opinion, this contains a major challenge for vocational and educational training systems. VET should try to avoid the
exclusion of those falling out of the upper
segment of highly qualified personnel.
Due to globalisation, local labour markets
can suffer from large 'shocks'. Think of the
38

employers already utilise IT to deliver
training, through the provision of open

with the delivery of learning to people who

are unable to attend classes regularly, or
who want to learn in their own free time
(Schienstock et al. 1999). Multimedia,
hypermedia, Internet and the World Wide
Web have led to an almost boundless opti-

mism concerning the optimising of both
teaching and learning (Lammont 1999).
The new media can give rise to new learning formats and venues in general and especially in vocational training. They allow

for a transition from instructional to
constructive learning-teaching concepts as
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well as from other to self-direction in learn-

ing (see Straka and Stöckl 1998, p. 183214 for a further discussion).

4. Globalisation and challenges
to VET: some policy recommendations
1. The observation that few tendencies prevailing in literature are based on empirical
evidence, does not mean they do not exist;
neither is it a reason to postpone debate. How-

ever it is an urgent reason to emphasise the
need for a greater empirical underpinning of
the theory. Since (a lack of) learning opportunities are undeniably anchored in organisational structures, more specifically in the division of labour (cf. also infra), we argue in
favour of the introduction of permanent observatories in the field of work organisation.
These should log common practices and trace
change processes with regard to the usage of
technology, division of labour and employment

relationships within different industrial and
service sectors. This information will allow us

to formulate the challenges faced by VET
more precisely. We now elaborate further on
some of these challenges.
2. Within the vocational training system, ICT
applications and resulting qualification needs
should get major attention because ICTs are
becoming important in an increasing amount
of sectors and functions. Further, the ICT sec-

tor faces quantitative as well as qualitative
labour market shortages. Vocational training
should contribute to reducing the qualitative
ones. Finally, due to globalisation, ICT applications can occur anywhere on the globe. It is
important for every region to develop neces-

sary skills before activities get outsourced
abroad.

3. We also want to mention that the widespread use of modern ICTs not only creates
additional qualification but also training
needs. At the same time, ICTs can impact on
the delivery of training. Many employers al-

ready utilise IT to deliver training, through
the provision of open learning centres and
computer packages which staff can work

through in their own free time, etc. There has
also been growth in distance learning and ex-

perimentation with the delivery of learning
to people unable to attend classes regularly,
or who want to learn in their own free time

(Schienstock et al. 1999). Multimedia,
hypermedia, Internet and the World Wide

Web have led to almost boundless optimism
concerning the optimising of both teaching
and learning (Lammont 1999). The new media can give rise to new learning formats and
venues in general and especially in vocational
training. They allow for transition from instructional to constructivistic learning-teaching concepts as well as from other to self-direction in learning. For further discussion of
these new possibilities, we refer to Straka and
StOckl (1998, p. 183-214).

4. Schienstock et al. (1999) argue that 'there
is no general trend towards knowledge-based
work. Instead, we can expect some kind of

polarisation with increasingly knowledgebased jobs on the one hand and more repetitive and less information and knowledge-intensive work on the other' (p. 50). We already
quoted Henwood (1998) and his reference to
the 'polarising tendencies in the labour market'. Henwood fears that globalisation might
even speed up the process of polarisation. In
our opinion, this contains a major challenge
for vocational and educational training systems. VET should try to avoid the exclusion
of those falling out of the upper segment of
highly qualified personnel.
5. Due to globalisation, local labour markets
can suffer from large 'shocks'. Think of the
situation in which a large company decides
to move or close down one of its plants. As
lifelong employment and job security are
gradually fading and more and more employees have to accept precarious jobs, employability gains in importance. VET systems should
be adapted so that individual employees and

the local labour market are able to get over
possible shocks caused by globalisation. In our

opinion, VET should try to enhance employability so that employees are less vulnerable
to the nefast consequences of globalisation.
However, it is often forgotten that enhancing
employability heavily relies on the learning
possibilities offered by work organisation.
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6. Learning opportunities not only presup-

learning programmes, where only the costs

pose varied work, with different and new chal-

and not the benefits can be calculated before-

lenges (task requirements), but equally autonomy to deal with task requirements, the
possibility to develop own strategies and to

hand. It might be useful to develop programmes aimed at subsidising innovative

improve and change them (control capacity).
VET policy often takes these presuppositions

for granted, whereas empirical research

training programmes and learning initiatives.

5. Summary

shows that the conditions are far from always

fulfilled. In our opinion, there is no use in
pushing employees to expand their competences through further training and edu-

This contribution focused on the relationship
between globalisation, division of labour and

cation, without asking the question whether
there is enoughpull in the work organisation
to assimilate the competences in hand. Increasing learning opportunities for workers
has to go hand in hand with organisational
restructuring towards less division of labour.

clear or simple relationship emerged between
these three concepts. They seemed to be randomly chosen. Yet, a lot of authors have tried
to connect or relate the concepts in one way
or another. Emerging changes in the division
of labour have been attributed to the process

Up to now, decisions regarding the division of

of globalisation. Globalisation, as well as

labour have remained the absolute prerogative of the employer side, as if VET policy
stops at the gateway of the organisation. VET

changes in the division of labour, are expected
to require new skills, competencies and work

company training needs. At first sight, no

7. The question is now how organisations can

attitudes from employees. On the one hand,
this imposes major challenges on vocational
and educational training (VET) programmes.
On the other hand, competencies acquired in
a renewed VET philosophy will further influence the process of globalisation and changing division of labour.

be stimulated to engage in organisational
reorientation facilitating employee, and

On the basis of extrapolation of emerging

policy should go further; more attention
should be given to the demand side of the debate, i.e. the division of labour within companies.

thereby organisational, learning. We are con-

vinced that VET policy can make an additional effort, e.g. through active promotion
and distribution of information on the advantages of a new organisational logic, better use
of human capital, organisational learning, etc.
Quite often, companies are willing to introduce teamwork or reduce their division of labour, but they lack the know-how to do it adequately. It is very important to disseminate

good practice examples to a wider public,
thereby taking optimal advantage of available
experience. If necessary, counsellors or consultants can be placed at companies' disposal.
Furthermore, sharp competition can prevent

companies from experimenting with new

trends, the 'artificial triangle' between
globalisation, division of labour and company
training needs has been disentangled. In this

contribution, we have given an overview of
how this is done. It has become clear that lit-

tle tendencies prevailing in literature are
based on true empirical evidence. We have
critically questioned the pace of evolution of
tendencies and tried to formulate alternative
hypotheses. But even if things are changing
much more slowly than suggested in literature, there is no harm in already looking at
potential consequences of future changes. It
is useful to take into account the consequences
of globalisation on the division of labour and

company training needs.
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Training, mobility and regulation of the wage
relationship: specific and transversal forms

Said Hanchane
With the assistance of Philippe Mehaut
Abstract
Debates on the role of training within economic growth and labour markets touch upon public
policies and the roles of enterprises and individuals concerning the formation and accumulation of human capital. This paper discusses the main trends in current research devoted to an
economic analysis of the wage-labour link. This refers to questions linked to the structure and
mode of functioning of internal and external labour markets as well as to the difficulties of
empirical uerification of the theories of dual labour markets and segmentation.

The paper examines the crisis of internal labour markets in France and new configurations of
its system of mobility. The characteristics of other forms of the wage-labour link are also discussed, focusing on the functioning, transformation and 1 or on the crisis of occupational labour markets in Germany and Great Britain compared to France. The paper concludes by
indicating new relationships these countries have established in vocational training to understand better the principal evolutions of the current wage-labour link.
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Introduction
For a long time now there has been some debate about the role of training, in relation both
to the European growth model and to the functioning of the labour market. This debate affects both public policies and the role of enterprises and individuals in the formation and

accumulation of 'human capital'. The main
European theses, clearly summarised in the
European Commission's White Paper (1995)
on the learning society, emphasise two aspects:

With globalisation and the advent of the
'information society' Europe must embark
on high added value production systems,
in which knowledge plays a central role.

people, this is not a universal trend (Steedmann 1999, forthcoming). They emphasise
that the position and rate of return of continuing training differ (Aventur and Möbus
1999) depending on whether the training is
pursued at the initiative of the individual or

the enterprise. Similar trends emerge in
methods of mobilising the employees and improving their skills, but they are reflected in

actual practices, in relation for example to
recruitment or continuing training, that are
consistent with national models which may
be in the process of change yet retain certain
strong, long-term structural features.
The identification of these structural features,

and of what makes them dynamic, thus becomes a central factor in the adjustment of
Community or national policies.

So the level of employee qualification needs

to be upgraded in the long term. This kind
of strategy depends on the quality of the
initial training and of the life-long acquisition of knowledge, which is the responsibility of the individual and enterprises in

the way that they manage their human
resources.
Ci The trend in means of acquiring knowledge
(the place of the new information and communication technologies) on the one hand

and the labour market trend on the other
(towards greater flexibility) should lead to
substantial changes to the prevailing rules,

in regard both to training systems (new
forms of training, changes in means of acquiring certificates) and to the labour markets themselves (deregulation or new regulations).
In view of this situation, a number of proposals have been put forward for 'a strategy for
Europe'. At the same time, many studies on
the way enterprises manage their human resources, on how these link up with national

training systems and on the role of (initial
and continuing) training in the labour market emphasise the contingent nature of these
methods of human resources management in

relation to the national situations. For instance, they draw attention to the fact that
although the labour markets of some European countries are increasingly closing their
doors to poorly trained individuals and young

But it is extremely difficult to identify them:
the theoretical references are heterogeneous;
a number of clearly identified national mod-

els predominate, but there is some doubt
whether they can be transposed to the 15 EU
countries (or there is simply a lack of data)
and it is difficult to introduce any dynamism
into analyses that emphasise the stylised facts
that are characteristic of each country.

By focusing on the three large countries in
which these kinds of analyses prevail (we will

discuss the limitations of this option in our
conclusions), we shall try, first of all, to iden-

tify the main trends of current research relating to the economic analysis of the wage
relationship. We shall look in depth at issues

raised in the debates on the structure and
operation of the labour market and at the difficulties of analysing them in empirical terms;
we will take dualism as an illustration of this
(Part I).
We will then summarise the conclusion relating to France and make a detailed analysis of
the crisis in the French internal labour markets and the new patterns of its mobility system (Part II).

Part III will look more openly at the features
of other forms of organising the wage relationship. We will describe the principles governing the operation, transformation and/or
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crisis in the occupational labour markets in
Germany and the United Kingdom (drawing
a comparison with the situation in France
throughout this study).
Part IV will take a more direct look at these
three countries' new approach to vocational

training, as a means of identifying more
closely the main trends of the wage relationship today.
In our conclusion, we shall come back to the
questions raised by this type of work, in or-

der both to determine the prospects for research and further study and to identify the
'new practices' of human resources management and the new public training and employment policies.

1. Theoretical and empirical
foundations of the wage relationship
1.1 Specific features of the wage

relationship

In economic policy, economists realised from

the outset that the wage relationship was a
special feature of other market relationships.
A purely neo-classical market analysis cannot produce any relevant analysis of the wage
relationship. Inflexibility and institutional
rules (wage grids, rules on mobility, on access

from arguing that wage differentials were jus-

tified on the basis of compensatory differences, Adam Smith believed that certain institutional constraints could lead to unequal
treatment between equally qualified individuals. The way the apprenticeship system operated and corporate practices were, in his view,

obstacles to mobility and therefore reduced
the pressure of competition to level out wage
differentials.
This caveat is echoed in later works, which
regard this as the main principle for regulating the wage relationship and go on to establish the theory of the 'segmentation of the la-

bour market'. In the following we shall
emphasise the change in economic thinking
about the operation of the labour market, to
help us analyse recent works on the subject
and describe certain stylised facts more precisely.

To begin with, we have to refer back to what
was a very important historical approach and
one supported by, among others, Cairnes and
Mill (see Marsden 1989 for more details), relating to non-competitive groups. According
to this way of thinking, the segmentation of
the labour market stems from the existence
of social groups seeking to protect their activity, their source of income, from competition. They restrict access to these so-called

'non-competitive' activities by tying it to a
costly investment in education. Social class

to continuing training, performance incen-

and education are also determining factors in
the early segmentation of the market insofar

tives, early retirement and retirement) are not

as the market is segmented well before an

directly controlled by the market or, more
generally, by the kind of coordination proposed by Walras.

However important Adam Smith (1776) considered his theory of compensatory differences

as a means of constructing a competitive
mechanism for analysing the labour market,

individual enters into working life. Wage inequalities are not primarily determined by the
principle of compensation that Adam Smith
presents as the dominant law of payment for
work. The existence of these non-competing
groups is an obstacle to competition and to
equalising the rates of return of the various
investments in education.

he clearly recognised that the competitive
wage theory remained incomplete if it did not
take account of the balance of power between
the partners to the wage relationship'. Aside
1 The author points to this difficulty in Chapter 8;

At that time the aim was simply to reduce
the inequalities in access to education in order to reduce the power of the more fortunate

and therefore, implicitly, more educated
groups. It is worth noting that the conse-

Zylberberg (1996; p.8)

quences of the education-based solution in
France as in other European countries tend
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to undermine this approach. We must not forget that the phenomenon of downgrading at
the moment of recruitment has been worsening since the early 1990s, although the objective of bringing 80% of a same age group up

to baccalaureat level has been enshrined in
French law since 1989.

Pigou (1945) justifies the non-competitive
nature of the wage relationship by referring
to the phenomenon of union coalitions or the

heterogeneous nature of the labour factor,
while also regarding the specificity of the latter, depending on the production centres, as

the fundamental cause of the segmentation
of the labour market. This specificity can be
explained by factors linked to the type of technology, its localisation and the characteristics
of the employment field that, in the end, make
the labour factor less mobile.

These findings were examined in rather more
depth from the 1950s onwards, leading to the
formulation of what is regarded as the modern version of the segmentation theory. The
new approach focused on the complexity of

modern capitalism and on the stronger role
of the institutions in western society. The existence of coalitions (unions of employees,

This has produced a 'balkanised' labour mar-

ket in which a set of institutional rules defines the limits between the internal and external components of the market. Because of
this balkanisation, neo-classical theory cannot accurately describe the entire labour market. It can only describe its external component. The theory of market unicity is no longer
tenable and Kerr (1954) distinguishes three
types of labour market: competitive markets

without union organisation, trade markets
and enterprise markets.
There are certain barriers to access to the latter two markets: the need to have obtained a
certificate of completed training or the employer's decision to hire the employee2. From
the outset, there are certain questions about

the obstacles to entry to these markets and
the original hypothesis of segmentation in the
few empirical works we refer to below. Kerr
(1954) emphasises that there is little chance
of mobility between them. The administrative
rules and their management take precedence
over the technical characteristics of the qualification (Marsden 1989, Ch. 5). That reduces
the career opportunities of workers who have
the necessary capacities but find themselves
excluded from these markets. Kerr (op. cit.)

branches, industrial groups, etc.) and the

describes them as 'non-citizens without

many forms of state intervention in the market (by legislation or by the employer) are real
factors that need to be integrated explicitly
in any analysis of the labour market. It shows
that there are a great many levels involved
in the negotiation of the employment relationship and that they reach beyond the framework of the two players strictly involved in

rights'.

the wage relationship. In the view of Kerr
(1954), the institutional rules of the labour
market create frontiers between the labour
markets and make those frontiers that al-

The trade and enterprise markets are internal labour markets. Kerr (op. cit.) and Dunlop
(1958) give a definition of the internal labour

markets that was then also adopted by
Doeringer and Piore (1971) on the basis of
entirely different objectives, as we shall see
later. The internal labour market is an administrative entity within which the allocation of labour and the fixing of prices are gov-

ready exist even clearer and more difficult to
cross. They specify the points of competition,
the groups that have access to this competition and the conditions under which they take
part (op. cit.). Kerr identifies five sources of

erned by a body of rules and administrative
procedures. Conversely, on what is called the
external market, the price and allocation of
labour are determined by the play of labour
supply and demand. For Kerr, the main outcome of the institutional rules is a separation

barriers that divide the labour market into
distinct compartments: the employees' individual preferences, the employers' prefer-

2 Contrary to the theory of non-competing groups,
individuals who are already in the labour market

ences, the activities of the body of workers as
a community, those of the community of employers and, lastly, the activities of the state.

find their access to the market restricted at the
point of entry to these markets; access is no longer
decided even before they enter working life.

u
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between the labour market, in the sense of a
process of allocating employees to jobs, and
the method of determining wages.

In the view of Marsden (1989), one of the
main attractions of the concept of 'balkanisation' is that it makes it possible to reconcile the influence of market forces and of institutional and social forces.

This overview shows that the analysis of the
wage relationship must be more broadly based
than it is in the traditional hypotheses of economic science, which concentrate on the scarcity of resources or the rationality of behaviour.

Compared with other market relationships,
the wage relationship is marked by a tension

between two perspectives: the first is the
market perspective, the second focuses on the
special features of transactions involving labour services. The great difficulty of labour
economics was and still is how to find a synthesis between these two perspectives, which

have long seemed antagonistic (Cahuc and
Zylberberg 1996). The wage relationship is in
effect marked by three special features:

1. Firstly, the wage relationship can be regarded as one governed by a principle of
informational asymmetry, to the benefit of
the employer. The employer is regarded as
the holder of information who wishes to

impose a certain behaviour on the employee; that entails the risk of compromis-

ing his objectives, for he may come up
against the classical problem of moral un-

certainty or adverse selection. So at the
heart of this approach lies the idea of the
employer's power of command, insofar as
he is hiring the labour services. Labour law
and all the institutional characteristics of
an economy therefore play an important
role in regulating the wage relationship.

2. Secondly, economists all agree that the
wage relationship can only be assessed
over the long term, given the non-fulfilment of the employment contract. This
particular feature derives from the nature
of the object exchanged and the time devoted to the work and the way it is organ50

ised. Rules on promotion by seniority and
external mobility can only be looked at over
time and may be specific to the enterprise
or be the more general characteristics of a
type of social organisation.

3. Thirdly, the wage relationship is a collective relationship. The production of goods
and services requires methods of enterprise
and employee organisation that vary from
one society to another and one era to another.

Given these special features, it would be pre-

mature at this point to speak of a predominant form of wage relationship, evaluate its
effectiveness or assume it was irreversible.
In fact, there is a substantial body of international research today that looks at the crisis
of employment in western societies and emphasises the specific national features of systems of education, training and labour market operation.

Our own earlier research work and the small
number of international comparisons carried

out in this field have shown that the influence of the institutions and of the rules on

the functioning of the labour market in
France, in Germany and also in the United
Kingdom is the determining factor for explain-

ing the mobility mechanisms at the start of
working life and those relating to mediumterm careers more generally. For example it
is becoming increasingly legitimate to speak
of 'integration a la francaise', of the French
internal labour market, the English occupational labour market, the German qualification model or even of the Japanese model of
skills (Marsden 1998).

In a more extreme and general fashion,
Marsden (1998) very recently concluded that
the societal effect remains one the most important findings of multidisciplinary and comparative research in the social sciences.
In the second edition of their work, Doeringer
and Piore (1985) return to the attack and try
to show that the conceptual specificity of in-

ternal labour markets in relation to all the
developments to which it has given rise since
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1971 when their work first appeared, developments which reflect a neo-classical trend.
The authors emphasise that the findings of
international comparisons seems to point to
the important role of institutions and social
relations in the emergence of internal labour
markets.

1.2 Segmentation of the labour market
and mobility mechanisms: from a
complex concept to the problem of
empirical tests
The empirical literature (whether econometric or descriptive) looks at the concept of in-

ternal labour markets and, in particular,
questions the dualist vision of segmentation.

Recent findings, based largely on international comparisons and a number of econometric tests, show that the description of the
labour market cannot be reduced to two segments and even less to a supposedly univer-

sal concept such as that of the internal labour market.
In the following we will present the results of
the research on which our questions are based.

1.2.1 Why do internal labour markets
exist? Preliminary concepts

The two authors regard job stability as the
predominant feature of the internal labour
market. This long-term commitment in regard

to the wage relationship is founded on the
theory of specific training investment (Becker
1993). A particular feature of this kind of investment is that it raises productivity only in
the investing enterprise. This mechanism explains why the wage relationship is then more
stable. It runs counter to what is called gen-

eral training, which finds outlets in many
enterprises.
In their second chapter Doeringer and Piore
(1971) therefore discuss the specific investment theory posited by Becker (1993) as one
of the options that would encourage enterprises and employees to maintain a durable
relationship. Indeed the tendency to look to
investment returns may be reduced if the two
parties share the costs of specific investment
in training. For example, the employees may
finance their own training if their wages are
below those offered on the external market.
For their part, the enterprises will invest in

training if there is a disparity between the
employees' marginal productivity and their,
wage levels. Under these circumstances, employees are dissuaded from leaving the en-

terprise while the enterprise is dissuaded
from laying them off. As a result, the optimal

According to Doeringer and Piore (1971),. the

segmentation of the labour market results
from the existence of markets in the form of
administrative entities whose mode of coordination cannot be explained by competition

theory. These entities are 'internal labour
markets' and the authors try to explain their
existence by constructing a synthesis between
the theory of specific human capital posited

by Becker (1993) and the institutionalist
theory (Ballot 1996; Marsden 1989; Taubman
and Wachter 1986; Wachter and Wright 1990).

These markets exist because of the mutual
advantage offered to the workers and the
employers when there is a need for specific
forms of training. They result from the behaviour of enterprises, which minimise the
costs of investment in training in order to
adapt to the introduction of a specific technology. That specific technology results in
specific jobs and qualifications, within a given

enterprise, and guarantees job stability.

wage profile will grow with seniority if the
investment is repeated. This corresponds to
the practice of paying bonuses or promoting
on the basis of seniority. It has led to some
authors to put forward the idea of an econometric test of dualism. In the primary sector,
where the internal labour markets are situated, the function of earnings will be consistent with the human capital model, while in
the secondary sector wages are not affected
by the accumulation of human capital. This
observation was to be translated by the definition of two segments, which merely repre-

sent a simplified version of the theory of
Doeringer and Piore (1971) for the secondary
sector or Piore (1975) for the primary. From a

strictly econometric point of view, this approach basically led to a consideration of two
functions of earnings, with or without methodological precautions, which were believed
to reflect the organisation of the labour market around two forms of the wage relationship.
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The justification put forward by Doeringer
and Piore (1971) for the existence of internal labour markets may seem a little per-

will lose in productivity since the internal labour market depends on specific investment
in matching the two sides.

plexing in the face of enterprise training poli-

cies, where it is always difficult to posit a
dichotomy between the general and the specific. Furthermore, some recent versions of

In addition to specific qualifications, Doeringer
and Piore (1971, Ch.2) also identify other fac-

the human capital theory show that it may

tors that contribute to generating internal labour markets, factors that also derive from the

be in the enterprise's interest to finance gen-

specificity of the technology. They relate to on-

eral training (Katz and Ziderman 1990;

the-job training and workplace habits.

Stankiewicz 1995). Ballot (1996) puts forward an interesting argument. Western so-

cieties are characterised by innovation,
which produces quasi-monopoly returns. The

general training of employees promotes innovation and access to these quasi-returns,
which is an incentive to the enterprise to finance it provided the manpower turnover
rate is not too high.

On-the-job training forms part of the causal
chain that Marsden (1989) deduces from the

literature on internal labour markets:

investment in human capital and another

specificity of the technology 4 specificity of
the job 4 advantages of on-the-job training
4 specificity of the qualification 4 type of internal mobility 4 structure of the internal labour market. Depending on the job for which
the worker is hired, on-the-job training enables him either to acquire the skills required
for that job or is a prerequisite for making
use of his formal education. In every case, it

specific investment, involving the match between the employee and the enterprise. This

is the production process that governs the
training process. It is that which penalises

Moreover, we must draw a distinction, as
Watcher and Wright (1990) do, between the

second investment relates to the situation
where the employee and the employer are
'well-matched'. That implies a larger anticipated surplus than the surplus that would
result from the random allocation of an employee to a job. The scale of this surplus can
be determined by the employees and the enterprises of the internal labour market via the

mistakes and rewards the 'novices' progress
and therefore acts as an impetus to training.
The more specific the technology used within
the enterprise, the more specific the jobs will
be, and the training associated with these jobs
will be more profitable if it is done on the job.
In extreme cases, a worker can learn simply
by observing more experienced workers. The
cost of this training is even lower if it reflects

intermediary of the external market. This
market is in fact described as the point where
enterprises and employees invest little in the
employment relationship. Firms can lay off
employees and employees can leave the enterprise at little cost. In the extreme case, the
irrecoverable costs characteristic of internal
labour markets do not exist. The two parties
have little to lose when the contract between
them comes to an end. At that point the external market offers external opportunities for

the internal labour market employees and
therefore defines the limit below which their
'internal' wages cannot fall. For enterprises,
the external market represents a reservoir of
manpower and the extent to which they draw
on it determines the scale of the surplus. In
fact, if enterprises recruit external employees rather than turning to employees already
integrated in the internal labour market, they

the promotion steps: workers progress from
job to job, with each job teaching them the
skills needed for the next job. So on-the-job
training is clearly the source of the specificity
of the qualification. Transposed to the working environment, specificity discourages any

standardised training. It renders the skills
thus produced very specific to the context in
which they were acquired.

In this context, minimising the loss of irrecoverable costs of specific investments (in the

event that both parties bear them), encourages the employer and the employee to estab-

lish an enduring employment relationship.
Aside from specific investment, therefore,
what really promotes this enduring relationship is all the costs of manpower turnover
(cost of adjustment to the working environ-
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ment, to the co-workers, of acquiring the en-

terprise culture, ...anything relating to the
non-formal training peculiar to the enterprise
and usually acquired on the job).

The stability of the employment relationship
or the desire to create and maintain that sta-

bility is one reason for the development of
internal labour markets. Job stability does in

Recent literature willingly acknowledges that
there is no question today of a general theory

of internal labour markets. In any case, the
proliferation of manpower management rules,

the dynamic of their development and their
specific nature according to country suggest
that any one-dimensional attempt to justify

fact promote the creation of social groups that

the existence of these markets would be a very
reductionist approach. If we adopt the recommendation by Wachter and Wright (1990) who

tend to establish 'a body of unwritten rules

propose a general theory of internal labour

that govern the actions of their members and
relations between members and non-members' (Doeringer and Piore 1971, p.23). These

markets we would have to study the four factors cited above at one and the same time. As

are the rules that Doeringer and Piore call

it stands at present, the literature on these
markets is still rather hybrid, which is our

workplace custom.

first general criticism of it.

They are based on past or repeated practices
and govern many aspects of the employment
relationship because of their stabilising influence and because wages, like the allocation of work within the internal labour market, are very much subject to the influence of
custom. Promotion by seniority and redundancy rules, administrative wage structures,
for example, form part of these rules and are
therefore difficult to change. Even if these
rules originally reflected economic forces, cus-

1.2.2 The multidimensional

justification of internal labour markets
or the impasse of a general theory of
internal labour markets
The presence of specific investments cannot
by itself ensure the existence of internal la-

bour markets. According to Wachter and
Wright (1990) it is justified in the context of
an integrated approach to several factors that
fall within contract theory.

tom makes them rigid and difficult to adjust
in response to the dynamic of economic forces

(Doeringer and Piore 1971, p. 40). Stability
also leads to rigid and irreversible administrative rules, which, de facto, consolidates the
internal labour market structure. Employers
are in favour of this consolidation because it
reduces turnover costs while workers like it
if their qualifications are specific to the enterprise.
Aside from arguments based on the specific
nature of certain investments, other factors
relating to contract theory also play a part
in the maximisation of the surplus by the two
parties and ensure a stable employment relationship. According to Wachter and Wright
(1990), they suggest that internal labour markets came into being as a result of the combined effect of four factors: investment specifically related to matching, the risk aversion
differential between employees and onployers, the asymmetry between the information
held by the two parties and the transaction
costs.

The first of these factors goes back to the implicit contracts concluded between employers and employees, directly linked to the ex-

istence of specific investments. If all that
existed on the market were general qualifi-

cations (which are therefore transferable
without loss from one enterprise to another),

changes to the supply and demand of the
goods produced would have repercussions on
wages and jobs as a result of market forces.

When the employer and the employee take
responsibility for specific investment, such

changes, unless anticipated, can produce
losses for both parties. In this context, and
because they are supposed to be more averse
to risks than their employers, employees accept a lower wage rate provided their earnings are guaranteed. The employers, who can
diversify their portfolio, agree to take the risk

of a decline in activity in return for the reduction of wage costs. So the employer offers an insurance service against economic
ups and downs. This transfer of the risk benefits both parties.
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bility of the wage relationship. But it is an
argument explaining the durability of that

in relation to wages. Workers already employed in an enterprise have an advantage
over outsiders, which gives them a certain

relationship once it has been created and it is

monopoly power thanks either to the specific

a factor that complements specific invest-

nature of the continuing training or to the

ments.

rules based on the implicit employment contract (Taubman and Wachter 1986, p. 1189).

Risk aversion cannot in itself explain the sta-

Following the same logic of the maximisation
of the benefits to both parties of the employ-

ment relationship, the contract concluded
between them must prevent any 'opportunistic' use of the information advantage each has

over the other. In fact, only the employees
have information on their own efforts and only

the employers know the state of the market
and the technology. The two parties cannot
obtain this information at the same cost and
the party that has more information can use
it for 'opportunistic' purposes. In this context
of asymmetrical information, if the contract
is to be effective it must ensure that the information is provided by the party that can
acquire it at the lowest cost and must discourage any strategic use of that information.

Doeringer and Piore (1971) believe that the
minimisation of the costs of manpower turnover and more generally of the costs of specific

investments are the main source of internal
labour markets. Wachter and Wright (1990)
believe that it is the combination of four factors specific investment in matching, risk

aversion, asymmetrical information and
that lies at the source of
internal labour markets and justifies their
transaction costs

institutional operating rules. In other words,
it is because of the uncertainty and the transaction costs that the employment contract, in
which the two parties agree on the general
principles of the employment relationship,

becomes an adequate management instru-

If both parties try to maximise the coalition

surplus, they will also seek to reduce the
transaction costs. Since the negotiation and
formulation of the employer-employee contract tend to involve high transaction costs,
the two parties agree only on the general principles. It is too difficult to anticipate every contingency. The contracts then become enforce-

able given that the enterprise has to protect
its reputation on the labour market and therefore refrain from any strategic behaviour.

ment'. The employment contract is the solution to what Simon (1978) calls limited rationality, i.e. the fact that the human mind
cannot provide for every contingency (reduce
a complex and uncertain world to a manageable body of contingent contracts).

The internal labour market promotes joint
investment in specific training by creating a
climate of confidence, removes the fear of exploitation, guarantees wages, etc. It constitutes an effective system for encouraging co-

operation and therefore triumphing over
In other words, the individuals cannot effectively turn to the external market again because of the transaction costs and the costs of
permanent wage contract bargaining, while
the enterprise can reduce these costs by internalising them.

opportunism in the enterprise and reducing
the costly bargaining on wages and employment (Doeringer and Piore 1971). Finally, by
offering both parties mutual advantages, it
makes the employment relationship more
enduring.

Finally, the segmentation of the labour market is perceived as a response to the uncertainty on a market that contains a particular
production factor the labour factor and
that turns this market into a point of 'idiosyncratic exchange' (Williamson, 1975).

The theoretical difficulties involved in formu-

'Idiosyncratic' jobs on the internal labour

specified commodity (labour) for wages' (B.

lating a sufficiently general approach to the

internal labour markets explains why the
Conversely, the external labour market that operates according to neo-classical principles uses
sales contracts, defined as the exchange of a fully
3

market relieve the pressures of competition

Reynaud, 1992).
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theory of segmentation was applied empirically to the dualist version.

1.2.3 Operation and justification of the
dualist structure of the labour market

The structure of the labour market becomes
even more complex with the split Doeringer
and Piore (1971) see within the secondary
sector. In fact the secondary market is made
up of three groups ofjobs. The first group con-

sists of unstructured jobs with characteris-

The concept of the dualism of the labour mar-

ket was formulated on the basis of several
theoretical and empirical options in order to
describe stylised facts linked to forms of mobility, integration, unemployment and also to
the effectiveness of certain assistance measures for youth training.
1.2.3.1 Early definitions of dualism

There are in fact few works that set out more
complex labour market structures than those
described by the simple dualist models. Piore
(1975) draws a distinction within the primary
sector between an inferior and a superior seg-

ment. The attributes of the internal labour
market are plain to see in the first segment
rigid wages, promotion and training policies
conducted by the firms and all the coordination rules that lead to a very stable workforce
within the enterprise. The second segment,
however, is marked by highly qualified jobs
involving responsibility, where the absence of
rules produces great mobility between firms,
an aspect which brings this segment closer to
the secondary sector. In the light of this, it
seems excessive to represent the entire primary sector as being organised around internal labour markets.
With the introduction of alternative means of
adjustment between employees and employers dropping out or consultation Cahuc and
Zajdela (1991) also manage to reveal and justify the presence of a comparable dualism even
within the primary sector. According to their
model, it suffices for the enterprise or the employees to decide not to set up means of consultation through a collective organisation
the union and to choose to drop out for them
to come under the secondary sector. Ye t this

dualism is still distinct from the traditional
definition in that it too reveals wage rigidity
by operating on the basis of a model of efficiency wages. The difference between the two
main sectors in fact lies in the level of the firms'
manpower turnover costs.

tics similar to those of jobs defined by competition theory The second group consists ofjobs
which reflect the formal structure of internal

labour markets but where there are multiple
access pathways and difficult working conditions. They too are marked by low wages and
very little upward promotion. The secondary
sector jobs in the third group are marked by
almost no chances at all of promotion and can
occasionally be found in internal labour markets where primary sector jobs also exist.
Some econometric studies always regard the
contract rules as a relevant criterion of segmentation (Cases and Lolivier 1994; Joutard
and Werquin 1992). Aside from the problem
of appointment a priori, according to this prin-

ciple the distinction between the segments
may be based on the intensity of manpower
turnover or, quite simply, on the scale of ex-

ternal mobility. Yet these phenomena can
sometimes be the mechanism by which optimum matching occurs in an economy without that being a strong or single characteris-

tic of individuals with the least human
capital.
1.2.3.2 An alternative use of dualism

The split of the labour market between these
two segments widens even more with their
use for alternative labour market theories. If
they are neo-classical, these theories aim to
give a better explanation of mobility phenomena; if they are post-Keynesian, they try to
justify involuntary unemployment.
The phenomena of internal and external mobility may depend on a special matching proc-

ess between employers and employees
(Erikson 1991). At the time he enters working life, the individual's type of human capital is unknown; he is in an external market.
Investment in human capital is assumed to
be non-specific to a firm. Once the type of
human capital has been identified, two alternatives emerge. If the individual joins an en-
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terprise that matches his type, promotion is
internal; if that is not the case, he has to turn
to the external market to obtain that promotion. Certain economists have often interpreted the use of fixed-term contracts for in-

however, lead to a sub-optimal situation in
that the skills of some employees would be
under-used. Where a fair wage system exists
at the level of the entire market, the enterprise may find itself in a situation where it

tegrating young people in working life as part
of this kind of matching process.

need no longer fear its employees will leave.
That could slow down promotions and, once
again, lead to a sub-optimal use of the employees' experience for higher-qualified jobs
within or outside the enterprise.

Davis (1993) shows that the existence of job

segments marked by a low level of human
capital and little job security is the result of a
particular kind of anticipation on the part of
employees and enterprises4. The two parties
may in effect anticipate a risk of undervaluing their investments during the bargaining
process, which is reflected in a level of human capital and job quality (e.g. in terms of

stability, training potential and wages) that
is lower than it should be in an optimum social situation. Under these conditions, only
jobs covered by a wage grid clarified ex-ante
can lead to optimum matching and to quality.
jobs.
The allocation of an employee to a job, especially a promotion, acts as a signal sent to the
external market about the evaluation of that
employee by his superiors (Waldman 1984)5.

More generally, assuming that an employee's

productivity depends more on the specific
match between the employee and his employer, the matching models propose, for example, an alternative concept of mobility and
consider that there is no such thing as a good

or bad employee in absolute terms. In that
case, the external market is the result of all
the matches that have not proved very profitable for the employees and the enterprises.
It is the means by which a convergence occurs towards the optimum matches (Ballot
1996; Wachter and Wright 1990). More specifically, according to the model of Jovanovic
(1979), the productivity of a match becomes
clear gradually, through experience. The employer will never dismiss an employee but will

Other enterprises may use this information
to decide whether or not to hire a promoted
employee. In extreme cases, one could argue

lower his wages if the productivity observed

that job stability and slow internal promotion
are a signal of the employee's inability to upgrade his human capital even further on the

ployee to leave since he can obtain better

market and/or in the enterprise hiring him.
The most mobile individuals would be those

On the basis of these theoretical examples, it
might seem misleading to describe a labour
market structure based on a dualist view of
segmentation. The two forms of mobility (in-

whose qualifications are most sought after on
the market. Moreover, enterprises may strategically reduce their promotion rates to discourage employees from leaving and to reduce

their manpower turnover costs. That can,
4 Davis (1993) describes a process of random
matching between employers and employees where

the two sides make specific investments prior to
encountering eachother.

This approach is in fact based on a more competitive equilibrium than that of Davis (1993). Jobseekers may meet other employers at no cost, sup-

posing that the latter have more information at
their disposal to assess their employees' productive capacity and that the market only looks at
jobs that are filled and at promotions.
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in the course of employment proves lower than

he expected. This is an incentive to the emwages elsewhere.

ternal and external) and the special case of
stability within an enterprise and a job, may
derive from strategies that are far more complex than a simple differentiation of jobs by
the level of human capital required. In other
words the human capital can be upgraded (in
terms of pay, maintenance and improvement

through continuing training), but that does
not necessarily reflect the intrinsic character-

istics of the jobs but rather the particular
strategies of the firms and employees. Whatever their forms of mobility, the employees can

draw on the same stock of human capital.
More surprisingly, stability in a job without
promotion can be a sign that there is little
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chance of upgrading the human capital and
of the risks of unemployment in face of an
external market constantly disturbed by employees who offer the most sought-after quali-

fications. Similarly, the differentiation between individuals who are mobile internally
or externally would reflect not so much the
level of human capital as the qualifications
specific to different jobs.

1.2.3.3 Mobility mechanisms and their
effects in the dualist version of segmentation:
negative feedback effects

According to the dualist version of the segmentation theory (Doeringer and Piore 1971;
Dickens and Lang 1985, 1987; Taubman and
Wachter 1986), the way the labour market
structure functions explains the barriers to
entry to jobs in the primary sector, which lead

to a segmentation of the market in the long
term.
It is because the labour market operates in a

manner that discriminates against young
people and the most fragile social groups in
western societies that the diagnoses that can
be derived from the dualist version of segmentation become meaningful. Many economists

and observers believe that the revival of sustained growth will not generate worthwhile
jobs for the population group moving within
a circle of insecurity (laid off, unemployed,
low-skilled jobs, etc.). This group has not adequately maintained or applied its knowledge

and skills over the long term, while the revival of growth will necessarily have to draw

on workers with the appropriate skills and
who can be mobilised immediately. Given this

situation, the idea of introducing measures
to help them enter working life has to be con-

sidered. These measures are aimed at limiting the destruction of the human capital of
young people entering the labour market and
adapting that capital, so as to avoid the risk
of the revival of growth very quickly losing
its momentum.

Yet these measures aimed at young people
make up part of the complexity of the general
pattern because they contribute to creating a

multitude of intermediate positions on the
labour market in which young people find

themselves, quite apart from the types of work

that are a natural result of the employment
crisis, such as part-time jobs and temporary
and fixed-term contracts. If we add to that
the fact that the rise in the general training
level creates problems of downgrading at the
moment of hiring and possibly difficulties in

relation to career management and wage
scales, it is easy to understand why, as far as
we know at present, the benefits of these integration measures remain questionable.

The approach to the concept of dualism in
terms of 'negative feedback effects' is original not so much in that it recognises the differentiations between types of jobs and categories of workers or that categories in an
inferior position are mainly found in 'bad
jobs', but because it recognises the existence
of barriers that make it difficult for workers
from the secondary sector to gain access to
the internal labour markets of the primary
sector. These barriers become stronger over
time. This explains why the dualist structure of the market has recurred from one period to another. Hence the need to use longi-

tudinal data to take account of wage

movements on the labour market (Favereau
et al. 1991). Yet, even if we share this view,
we must note that to design a test based on
longitudinal data that can show that these

barriers exist poses delicate and at times
insoluble problems of specification and assessment from the outset.
In general, we can list three approaches that
help explain this dualism. They are radically
different from the alternative proposals of, for
instance, match models. The first consists of
studying the method of operation of internal
labour markets (Taubman and Wachter 1986;
Wachter and Wright 1990). The second is to
study the secondary sector and the permanent
effects to which the individual is exposed as
he moves through that sector: the negative

feedback effects (Taubman and Wachter
1986). The third combines the first two. On
the basis of the hypotheses about the training-wages relationship in the two segments,
it sets up system transformation models to
show that the wages-formation mechanisms
are different; one is sensitive to the accumulation of human capital while the other is not.
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In Annex 1 we summarise the main advances
in research and the difficulties and ambiguities involved in testing the segmentation hypothesis.

bour market. The wage level is low and not
very sensitive to the acquisition of human
capital. If an individual has begun by taking
jobs offered in this sector, he is more likely to
end up in an insecure work situation.

The concept of negative feedback effects may

help explain the ex-post allocation of the
workforce and the phenomenon of barriers to
entry to quality jobs. These feedback effects
refer to the relationship between an individual's first experience on the labour market and

In the end, workers who are 'trapped' in jobs
in this sector from the start of their working
life can never catch up with workers in the
primary sector, in terms of wages or qualifications.

his most recent observed behaviour. This
theory is fundamentally empirico-deductive.

The existence of the barriers is a response to
the argument put forward under the theory
of human capital that secondary sector work-

ers can gain access to stable and well-paid
jobs by improving their stock of human capital. In the view of Berger and Piore (1980),
the programmes of aid to integration are an
inadequate means of removing these barriers. They believe a more effective solution
would be to pursue policies of income support
for secondary sector workers in order to stabilise the global demand of an economy and
prevent its extension6.

Yet we have no model available for determining the level of occupational or wage mobility
that is compatible with the hypothesis of the
theory of human capital or that of segmentation. In most cases, we have to operate on the
basis of approximations or 'common sense'.

In general, it is very difficult to test the feedback effects in a rigorous manner.

To understand this mechanism we must first
assume that individuals change their utility
function in line with the changes in their constraints.

Yet we can put forward a hypothesis that is
The barriers in question are endogenous; they
are created by the existence of the secondary

sector and reflect the negative feedback effects on it. These effects relate to a causality
whose mechanism operates in the sense of
'Bad jobs Bad worker'7: unstable jobs are
bound to lower the qualification of the workers. Since jobs are rationed in the primary
sector, enterprises hire those workers in the
queue who do not send out negative signals
about their qualifications.
The secondary sector does not reward human
capital and does not give the workers access
to training or to occupational experience that
can be transferred or is recognised on the la-

much easier to test. It is based on the fact
that an individual's utility function depends,
at a later stage, on his experience on the la-

bour market. In econometric terms, that
means testing the existence of a state of dependence: the situation of an individual, at a
given moment, can be explained by his past
situations.

We then assume that experience has longterm effects. Adopting that point of view,
Taubman and Wachter (1986) consider that
the human capital model can be interpreted
as a model of feedback effects. For like any
other durable goods, the introduction of hu-

man capital in a model implies that past
events influence present behaviour. Yet it remains very difficult to identify, on a separate

6 We must not forget that according to this theory
the existence of insecure jobs is explained by the
instability of global economic demand.

Although the literature is fairly explicit about
the play of the chain of cause and effect in the secondary system, that is less true of the causality of
'Good Jobs ) Good Worker' in the primary sector.
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basis, the effect of human capital as such,
especially if it does not take a very explicit
(e.g. exponential) form, and the feedback effects implied by the passage from job to job.

Very broadly speaking, we could regard a
negative feedback effect as reflecting a situa-
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tion in which an individual is considered to
have accumulated human capital (an insecure
job, an integration measure) which is, however, offset by a negative impact on his wages
or worsens his chances of finding a 'good quality' job.

This makes it clear in the end that the object
of the dualist approach to segmentation is to
ask how occupational experience is built up
over time, how it accompanies, improves and/
or lowers the level of initial training. So from
a strictly econometric point of view, we could
say that this approach assumes a dependent
state as opposed to individual heterogeneity.

In this light, the appropriate longitudinal
approach becomes an essential means of modelling8.

Yet very few empirical studies have been undertaken in this area to evaluate the validity
of dualism and look at the origins and conse-

quences of the mobility phenomena at the
beginning of working life.

of individuals to increase their wages: trainees and those who obtained higher pay than
their reference wages. The only way to obtain
higher wages is to return to studying. As a
general rule, therefore, the end result probably conflicts with the objectives of youth

employment policy. The measures create
negative feedback effects and help strengthen
the barriers to 'good jobs'. Lastly, they act as
a second filter, underpinning the filter created
by the educational system. So it is justified to
ask about the real significance of these inte-

gration measures in the present French labour market situation. Some studies (Verdier
1996) ask whether state intervention has not
simply been balanced out by the consolida-

tion of a dualism whose victims are young
people supported by integration aids, especially non-market measures.
Contrary to some findings in the early 1990s
which tended to focus on the central role of
real experience on the labour market rather
than the initial diploma and specialised train-

ing in France, these studies show that the
variables in relation to the initial conditions,

1.2.3.4 De facto dualism: selected findings
from French data
Certain studies noting that young people have

i.e. in particular the training level and diploma and any specialised training, cannot
be disregarded in favour of the variables of

tended to have longer-term job stability in
France in recent years adopt the approach

acquired experience as an explanation of hav-

described earlier. They posit that integration
can be defined as a process that is explained

school.

by the complex two-way influence between the

The general conclusion is that adjusting the
labour market or, inversely, adjusting young
people to the labour market is not the only
solution. Although this is not really surpris-

observed and non-observed initial human
capital and the jobs performed on the labour
market (Balsan et al. 1994; Balsan et al. 1996;
Eckert and Hanchane 1997).
Certain findings, for example, show that 'investment' in an integration measure does not
imply additional wage benefits. The integra-

tion aids cannot be distinguished from the
other situations (unemployment, non-employ-

ment, national service) in terms of their effects on wages. They only enable a minority
8 In our view, an appropriate longitudinal approach is one based on individual and temporal
data and that uses methods that can identify the
effect of this dual dimension in order to identify
more clearly the parameters of interest of a given
model.
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ing a job, even up to six years after leaving

ing, the solution seems to lie in a compromise
between initial training and job preparation.

2. Decline in the effect of seniority, new external market

patterns or crisis in the French
internal labour market
However interesting the above findings may
seem, we must point out that another body of
literature shows that the interpretation of a
dualist labour market structure according to
the general theory put forward by Doeringer
and Piore (1971) is no longer self-evident and
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indeed seems totally fallacious. Let us briefly
emphasise firstly that stability in a job without promotion can indicate that there is little
chance of upgrading the human capital and

can draw from this is that a dualist representation of the labour market (e.g. internal and
external mobility) would not have managed
adequately to control all the selection biases
(Hanchane and Joutard 1998) and therefore
drastically reduces the manifest heterogeneity of the labour market.

that there is a risk of unemployment faced
with an external market disturbed by the con-

stant movement of employees offering the
most sought-after qualifications. Secondly,
this interpretation partly reflects the crisis
in the French internal labour market, which
is reflected by a fall in the returns for senior-

As a sign of the transformation of the French
internal labour market, these works also show
that we could admit a market segmentation

totally opposed to the one proposed by the

ity.

theories of Doeringer and Piore (1971) or Dickens and Lang (1985, 1987). The lowest returns

Contrary to the views of Doeringer and Piore,
who explained the existence of internal labour

on diplomas are situated in the segment that
probably comes under what theory describes
as the 'internal mobility and continuing training' internal labour market.

markets by emphasising that they were of
mutual economic and social advantage to
employees and enterprises, we can note that,
in the case of France, this way of regulating
the wage relationship resembles what Kerr
regarded as the formation of monopolies that
ought to be controlled by the public authori-

ties for the greater benefit of society as a
whole.

Contrary to the analyses by Doeringer and
Piore (1971), the way the French internal labour market currently regulates the wage re-

lationship is ineffectual to say the least.
Verdier (1996) shows that the high rate of closure of enterprises that hire young people can

be explained by the fact that the social partners share the desire to protect the 'insiders'
who are vulnerable because their qualifica-

That would mean accepting a totally counterintuitive segmentation: the job segment nearest to the secondary market (external mobil-

ity without continuing training) produces
higher educational returns than the job segment close to an internal labour market (internal mobility and continuing training).

The most marked result is that even in systems characterised by internal mobility, seniority is no longer a significant factor. That is
exactly the same result found by Beret (1992)
and by Goux and Maurin (1994) based on dif-

ferent samples and without distinction between job segmentsm.

tions are often poor and too specific; they leave
it to the state to combat youth unemployment,

for instance through integration measures.
Moreover, when French internal labour mar-

kets open up, it is largely to hire holders of
higher education diplomas, while at the same
time increasingly downgrading them, which
reduces the promotion chances of employees
with a lower level of qualification.

However fragile, these first results illustrate
the consequences of certain changes and spe-

cific features of the French labour market
compared with that of other industrialised
countries.

After all, the hypotheses on which the tests
are based are founded on institutional research that is limited in time and space. Some

Recent econometric and comparative findings
support this view.

Indeed the results of certain multi-sectoral
models show that one of the first lessons one
9 See Marsden (1989) for detailed theoretical
analyses to this effect.
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il) The classical argument that the human capital
variables are endogenous can be put forward to
interpret this result. Non-observable characteristics can explain why some employees, in some seg-

ments, are both better paid and have seniority in
their enterprises. That results in the effect of seniority being poorly measured and not identified
(Goux and Maurin 1994).
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French economists therefore consider it unjustified to discuss the way the French labour
market works on the basis of Anglo-Saxon
concepts of segmentation.
In fact, the empirical features noted in regard
to the various segments of the French labour
market and the decline in the effect of seniority in some of them confirm the relevance of
analyses deriving from studies that lay emphasis on the complex reorganisation of the
labour market. It is reflected by a blockage

and a crisis in the internal labour markets
on the one hand, together with an intensification of the movements and patterns emerging on the external market on the other (Beret 1992; Maurice et al. 1982; Silvestre 1986;
Verdier 1996).

external market seems to be becoming the site

of the most efficient strategies for workers
who have achieved a minimum investment at
school. These trends suggest that the French

labour market is going through a period of
profound restructuring. Beret (1992) distinguishes three cases:
CI the emergence of an external market that
enhances the value of some individuals.

:I the existence of an internal labour market
that is positive in terms of wages and that
requires experience and/or training accord-

ing to the productive changes resulting
from technical changes.

Ci an internal labour market that survives
despite wages that are not improving. This

type of segment was also identified by

All these works, often based on international
comparisons, show that the French qualificational space (or occupational space)" has

Silvestre (1986). He treats it as a body of
fixed employees whose internal mobility
and sustained efforts at continuing training have not yet fundamentally changed
their behaviour.

been built around close links between the
workers and their job. This structure is the
result of systems of classification that mark
out the pathways that are internal or external to the enterprises (Silvestre 1986). Accord-

ing to this pattern, the workforce was characterised more by a huge absence of training,
in particular vocational training, which therefore gave more value to the skills produced

So unlike the standard definitions of dualism,
in the end and under these conditions external mobility appears as a specific character-

istic of unqualified workers in a secondary
segment of the French labour market. Wage

rupt' the way the labour market functions.

rises based on seniority will tend to disappear
in favour of rises related to external mobility
(hiring experienced workers, recruitment of

That is reflected in the rigidity of the French
internal labour markets, which do not have

young trainees), in contrast to the way the
internal labour markets were regulated dur-

the institutional mechanisms or forms that

ing the 1960s and 1970s (Verdier, 1996). This

would allow them to redeploy more effectively.

trend will continue to mark occupational labour markets which, over and above initial
training, will also attach more value to the
individual's acquis in terms of experience and
continuing training.

by the enterprises themselves and acquired
within them. Meanwhile the crisis was to 'dis-

Beret (1992) shows that in this new context,
seniority will increase while its returns will
fall, or become zero, in terms of access to the
most qualified jobs and of wages, while the

11 In these studies, the principles governing the
progress of mobility (initial or continuing training; vocational or general training; change of enterprise or rotation between tasks; progression
from job to job or recognition of status, etc.) are
based on a set of rules (written or not) which, when
applied repeatedly, define the lines of force of what
the authors propose calling the 'occupational space'

or 'qualificational space'. This definition is taken
from Silvestre (1986, p. 55).

In that sense, this situation does not conflict
with the predictions of models based on dif-

ferent basic assumptions and hypotheses.
Long seniority in a given job may send out a
bad signal about the promotion possibilities

of employees outside their enterprises
(Waldman 1984). In this model, the most externally mobile individuals are those whose

qualifications are most sought after on the
market. This analysis supports other results

8
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obtained from French data (Balsan et al.
1996); Hanchane and Joutard 1998; Beret
1992).

If they ignore that fact, public policies concerned with the training-employment relationship will often be less effective.

ing the current poor performance of the

Thus Eyraud, Marsden and Silvestre (1990)
rightly note that for a long time, and in a generally systematic manner, it was thought that
the various countries' economic institutions
would converge towards a common model
when they faced analogous problems arising
from economic development and technical
change. In many cases and at precise moments in history, economic policies introduce
intervention measures based on a quasi-uni-

French internal labour market.

versal view of the world which underestimates

Beret (1992) shows, in Enquêtes Emploi 1984-

1987, that promotions are more frequent on
the external than the internal labour market.
Moreover, Balsan, Hanchane and Werquin
(1996) draw on the same survey to show that
higher wages are an incentive for employees
already in work to seek another job.
Other observations fuel the debate surround-

In fact, regardless of the symbolic importance
of a diploma in French society, the recent phe-

the specific institutional features of the societies in question.

nomenon of accentuated pursuit of higher
education studies Would have had a disas-

An example in point is the French situation
in the 1980s. During that period, the state

trous effect according to the analysis grid set
out here. In using it, Verdier (1996) notes that
the wish to protect employees who have little
initial training and occupy jobs in traditional
French internal labour markets explains why

hesitated between three policy lines which are
difficult to reconcile (Verdier 1995) and took
very little account of the specific patterns and

the adjustments that have occurred on the
labour market in recent years could only be
mechanical; they relate to the peripheral
market area, namely young people. That

ment relationship.

makes it easy to understand the phenomenon
of the selective exclusion' of young people,
which gives rise to an accentuated pursuit of

further studies to minimise the damage

developments of the internal/external markets or more generally of the training-employ-

1. The first is the German approach, which
seeks to enhance the value of vocational
education and training and promote linked
work and training schemes. In France, the
possibility for holders of the CAP (voca-

tional training certificate) and the BEP

caused by downgrading on hiring, against

(technical school certificate) to extend their

which even young people leaving higher education are no longer protected.

studies until they obtain a vocational

3. Organisational principles of
the wage relationship: specific
institutional features, rules on
manpower management, mobility and training
The literature incorporating international
comparisons regards the forms taken by the
wage relationship in given societies as generally based on rules, which are very rarely reversible and whose development dynamic is
sensitive to the particular forms of the organisation of employment and training systems.
62

baccalaureat enhances the value of vocational training while at the same time doing it a disservice by keeping it symbolically dependent vis a vis the more general
courses.
2. The second is the Japanese policy of developing general training while leaving it up
to the enterprises to adapt the workforce to
technological and organisational changes.
A typical objective under this approach is

for 80% of a same age group to reach
baccalaureat level.

3. The third is the British policy of lowering
wage costs. Public aids and rules on recruitment specific to young people make it possible to reduce wage costs and contain only
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limited undertakings on the part of the enterprises to provide vocational training.

Moreover, important reforms such as the
greater focus on vocational secondary education (introduction of vocational baccalaureats)

have not in the end affected or transformed
the structure of the training-employment relationship in some countries, for the reasons

set out above. Looking at the situation in
France in the same context as that in the
USA, Buechteman and Soloff (1995) consider

that in this respect vocational baccalaureats
were introduced partly with the aim of making up for the shortage of intermediate skills,
on the basis of a sound hypothesis about the
structural organisational and technological
changes during the 1980s. But they point out
that the persistence of internal training and
promotion structures has led employers to
continue giving preference to the traditional
diplomas rather than to vocational certificates
under their recruitment and promotion policy.
This approach devalued the vocational skills
and qualifications obtained under these new
programmes. Before pursuing this discussion,
we must specify the foundations of the thesis
we will be putting forward as a grid for interpreting the different national situations. This
approach, inspired by Silvestre's work, con-

sists in abandoning the idea of the chronological priority of the act of education and
training in relation to the act of production.
Instead, we should build a 'circular causality'
between the construction of jobs and qualifications on the one hand and the structuring
of the educational and training system on the

other. This theoretical assumption helped
underline the diversity of the European countries' labour market responses to the crisis in

the 1980s and more recently (Freyssinet
1990).

In the following we will focus our discussion
on three aspects in order to describe the situ-

training and indicate the demarcation lines.
That will then enable us to discuss in detail
the principles governing the systems of mobility, recruitment or integration at the beginning of working life in these three countries.

3.1 Institutions and labour markets:
between occupational labour markets
and internal labour markets
3.1.1 Comparison between France and
Germany
Among the early research work on which the
two current models of the labour market are

based, we can cite the research undertaken
by Maurice, Sellier and Silvestre (1982) on
the societal effect (Lallement 1999; Marsden
1989; Verdier 1996). The authors point out
that in France the ratio of managerial staff is
relatively higher than in Germany, while the

wage gaps in industry between unskilled
workers and managerial staff are much wider.

This situation conflicts with the elementary
rules of liberal economic theory. The scarcity
of German managerial staff should in fact lead
to higher wages.

In an attempt to clarify this paradox, the authors move away from the sociology of organi-

sations and neo-classical economic analysis
to show that the management of the wage
relationship is determined more by institutional factors that vary by country and are

closely linked to the system of vocational
training, the organisation of qualified work,
the collective rules governing the workplace
and the structure of authority within the enterprise.
They then identify two forms of labour market the internal and the occupational labour
market which they see as supporting their
interpretation of the observed phenomena.

ation in Germany, France and the United
Kingdom. We believe it is essential to give a
detailed definition of the dominant forms of
the wage relationship in these three societies,
namely the internal labour markets and the
occupational labour markets. Secondly, we
will describe the organisation and promotion
of initial vocational training and continuing

The existence of internal labour markets in
'France explains why the enterprises have so
much influence on training and job management. That is the only justification for the decision to opt for a high ratio of managerial staff.
To that must be added a second characteristic,
to which we referred earlier and which is linked
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to the organisation of work: the close link between the individual and his job.

The situation in Germany is different. Vocational training, in fact the dual system, is a

channel used by many more employees in
Germany than in France. Employment is de-

fers radically in nature from one side of the
Rhine to the other: basically, it is a labour
market organisation rule in Germany (Reynaud 1987), while in France it is a signal of
enhanced labour market value. This difference helps explain the predominance on the
two sides of the Rhine of two means of con-

fined on the basis of qualification and the

structing the labour market and, more

wage relationship tends largely to be governed
by the occupational labour market. Moreover,
vocational training is a means of making the

broadly, the training-employment relationship. In Germany the occupational labour

qualified workers more homogeneous. The
result, therefore, is greater polyvalence than

in France, which reduces the managerial
staff's workload, promotes cooperation between employees and adequately explains the
observed wage gap.

market system is based on transferable qualifications (Marsden 1989), while in France it
is marked by internal labour markets that are
traditionally based on specific qualifications
acquired over the long term through seniority (Eyraud et al. 1990). The reforms undertaken in France in the 1980s were indeed reflected in the creation of new initial training

Two systems of recognition of qualifications
could therefore be identified. The German system based predominantly on efficiency and
performance differs from the French system

schemes, such as the vocational baccalaureats, and the development of higher-level
technical training, such as the vocational
training certificate (BTS) and the technical

which is based mainly on seniority. That means
that in Germany, vocational training diplomas

college diploma (DUT), but the impact of these

remain the essential criteria for qualification,
whereas in France the duration of service in
an enterprise determines promotion.

tural situation in the country. Although youth

Earlier on we pointed out that the French
system the internal labour market is currently being destabilised, largely because seniority is becoming a less determining factor,
while the German system remains effective.
Inspite of the attempts to give a stronger vocational focus to higher education in France,

changes depended very much on the structraining has acquired a more vocational focus in France, it tends to produce skills that

are only potentially usable (Mtibus and
Sevestre 1991), while in Germany training
remains directed at building up skills validated prior to entry into the enterprise as an
ordinary worker. In short, this difference between a system of signals that govern the com-

level of uncertainty.

petition for access to employment (Thurow
1975) and a system of rules on the organisation of the (vocational) labour market applies
across the board in any Franco-German comparison.

In a kind of extension to this approach, MObus
and Verdier (1999) take a new look at the de-

3.1.2 Comparison between France
and the United Kingdom

some current research still shows that the
German system is more able to reduce the

bate and the findings. They compare France
and Germany and consider the foundations
of the policies for the development of voca-

tional training in relation to the rules governing the operation of the labour market and

The United Kingdom is another example of a
occupational labour market. Many research
works have identified the way the UK mar-

countries.

ket works and studied the various means of
regulating employment there (Eyraud et al.
1990; Freyssinet 1990; Garonna and Ryan

They base their arguments on the example of

1989; Lefresne 1998; Marsden and Ryan 1990;
Moncel 1998).

the acquisition of qualifications in the two

the vocational diploma. This diploma, the
product of a social bargaining process and a
basis for regulating the labour market, dif-

The UK system is described as making it pos-

sible to acquire a qualification at the begin-
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ning of working life; the apprenticeship system is often described as an example. An apprenticeship gives the worker a qualification
that is valid beyond the confines of the enterprise and explains why the British apprentice has greater chances of promotion than
his French counterpart.
Surveys conducted in the 1980s and referred
to by Eyraud, Marsden and Silvestre (1990)
show that in the private sector of the manufacturing industry, three times as many qualified workers were recruited from the external sector as from within the enterprise.

During the same period, a totally different
approach was taken in France, and one which
became even more accentuated according to
the findings of our earlier analyses. In France,
educational training has to be accompanied
by practical experience that is expensive and
generally paid for by the employers. So the
employers prefer to hire qualified young work-

ers for low-paid jobs in small enterprises,

through apprenticeship and can then rise
within the occupational labour markets
thanks to their vocational certificates.
We should not forget that the British apprenticeship system and rules on the wage rela-

tionship have changed radically since the
break in 1979. In 1980 the government introduced the youth training scheme (YTS) a
vocational integration system open to all
young school-leavers at the age of 16. In 1990
Freyssinet wondered whether the apprentice-

ship system was in danger of coming to an
end in the UK. This scheme is a radical break

with the earlier system. In the main, it reduces the opportunities for long-term training leading to recognised qualifications, replacing them by short-term modular training
schemes that vary according to the individual

and lead to no recognised qualification
(Freyssinet, 1990).

In the following we will discuss the recent
changes in the labour markets of the three

rather than recruiting them, as adults, for less
qualified jobs, but with the possibility of promotion at a later date (Germe 1986). And as

countries following the various reforms intro-

we have seen, it is often difficult for enterprises in an internal labour market to recruit
workers for qualified jobs directly from the
external market while the existing workers
have gained access to these jobs through internal mobility channels.

sis.

This makes it easier to identify the current
procedures for recruiting young workers in
France (Verdier 1996) and the national pathways of worker integration in the two countries (Freyssinet 1990; Moncel 1999).

In the 1980s, as it still is to some extent today, France has been described as a country
in which young people tended to be selected
on the basis of their level of diploma, obtained
through a school education system with little

focus on the vocational aspect but strongly
marked by the principles of mobility imposed

by the internal labour markets system: advancement towards seniority.
The United Kingdom has been described as a
country where young people have easier ac-

cess to the various levels of qualification

duced by the public authorities and the way
the players involved have reacted to the criAfter these examples that clarify the specific
features of the wage relationship, we will conclude by defining the concept of the occupational labour market and broadly outline the
features that demarcate it from the internal
labour market discussed above.

3.1.3 The concept of the occupational

labour market
In view of the above developments, it is clear
that the occupational labour market contains
certain features that make it a kind of public
good (Marsden 1989).
We can list at least two of these features. The
first is the establishment of quality standards

in relation to the combination of acquired
abilities and the level achieved by individuals trained for a given occupation. The second is that there is a certain uniformity of job
content from one enterprise to another. These
are the two features that ensure that qualifications are transferable.

,
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Table 1: Distinctive features of the occupational labour market and the internal labour market
Function

Occupational labour market

Internal labour market

Training

Apprenticeship

Nature of continuing training

Standardised according
to the rules of the trade
At trade level
No recognised role in the acquisition of the qualification or the
level of pay
Maintenance of the qualification

Experience gained
in the enterprise
Non-standardised, specific
to the enterprise concerned
At enterprise level
Strong influence on the acquisition of the qualification and the
level of pay
Downgrading

Transferability of qualification
Seniority

Level of qualification in the event
of change of enterprise
Control over the content
of the work

level

Based on protection of the trade

Organisation of the workers

Based on the trade

Main object of the negotiations
on flexibility

Demarcation rules between jobs

Based on a system of rules
applicable to all employees
of the enterprise (e.g. system
of classification)
Based on the enterprise
and the branch of activity
General rules applicable
to the entire workforce

Source: Eyraud, Marsden and Silvestre 1990.

Consequently, unlike the situation in internal labour markets, the two parties in the
wage relationship are less likely to face the
risk of informational asymmetry or the ad-

workforce that corresponds to the qualifications they need from that market. Moreover,
the employees can find the training they need
in order to gain access to that market, even if

verse effects of non-fulfilment of the employment contract.

certain recent events suggest that the observed barriers to access to the internal la-

Employers wanting to recruit qualified work-

ers from occupational labour markets must
generally offer jobs whose content complies
with the norm, so that these new recruits can
integrate with the other workers. If enter-

bour markets, in France for example, can be
as great as those observed in the case of access to apprenticeship and therefore to the
occupational labour markets. These markets
are considered to be stronger in the United
Kingdom than in Germany.

prises offer jobs whose content is not consist-

ent with the qualification of the recruited
worker, they will have to provide additional
training or under-use the worker's knowledge.
But thanks to the fact that it is now easier to
transfer qualifications and given that workers now have more chance of keeping up their
knowledge through occupational practice,
they are more likely to find the kind of jobs
for which they were trained.
A new market, the occupational labour market, is now replacing the complex mechanisms

of constant arbitration between recourse to

the internal and/or external markets. The
enterprises can now directly recruit the
66

All these features would justify adopting the
concept of a public good to define these occupational labour markets. In a society where

the workers have the right to change employer, the adoption of a qualification standard means that it is difficult to prevent a given
enterprise from having access to the market.
In the long term, the standardisation of the
system of qualification leads to a better distribution of the fixed costs of regulating the
wage relationship. As we saw earlier, the scale
of the fixed costs, the irrecoverable costs, is a
constant of internal labour markets and could
in many wayg explain why there are certain
blockages in these markets in France.
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The reader may refer to Marsden (1989) or to

Eyraud, Marsden and Silvestre (1990) for a
more detailed description of the other char-

Linked work and training forms part of the
cooperative model, of which France is as an
example.

acteristics of occupational labour markets and

the features that distinguish them from internal labour markets (Table 1).
Lastly, we may note that the dominant type
of labour market tends to have two central
characteristics, which we shall describe and
analyse below on the basis of their recent con-

figurations in the three countries. These are
the systems of training and mobility.

4. The new relationship with
vocational training in the internal labour markets and the
occupational labour markets
Vocational training, which forms the basis of
mobility systems in the three countries, has
undergone changes that are likely to modify

the broad principles of workforce management in the three countries. There is a body
of research to support this argument, of which
we shall present the main lines.

On a global basis, therefore, there are three
main methods of organising vocational training and promoting and managing its relationship with the labour market.

4.1 Definition of vocational training
systems
In the case of the United Kingdom (the mar-

ket model), vocational training derives directly from the factor of labour and the quali-

fication signals emanating from the labour
market. Its development and organisation are

left in the hands of the partners directly involved in the wage relationship. The enterprises propose and provide training geared to
their direct needs.

The threats hanging over means of acquiring qualifications in the United Kingdom
(Freyssinet 1990) destabilised the apprenticeship system there and thus also the occupational labour markets. Faced with the

employment crisis, the latter opted for

In his endeavour to classify and identify the

policy lines totally opposed to their German
counterpart. The very large-scale develop-

training systems that exist today, Greinert
(1997) draws attention to the fact that these
systems are variants and/or combinations

ment of youth training schemes and training credits resulted in integration formulas
devoid of any real training content (Moncel

that are difficult to pinpoint in any pure

1998).

form.

Referring back to Max Weber's sociology of
power, the author identifies three models of
regulating vocational training: tradition, the
market, and bureaucratic rationalism based

In the case of France (bureaucratic model),
vocational training is regulated by the state
or the bureaucracy. This is a college-based
training model. Its specificity resides in the
fact that a tiered system of vocational train-

Japan and the USA, come under the first
model (the market); France, together with

ing colleges is closely involved in the general
educational system. This link-up between the
two systems is also reflected in the direct links
between school-leaving and vocational quali-

Italy and Sweden come under the third (bureaucracy).

wages and which often gives rise to dual quali-

on law. That enables him to define three
types of training. The United Kingdom, like

fications, which are closely correlated with

of a market controlled by the state applies

fications: the baccalaureat certificate and the
status of qualified worker. Because of its elitist organisation, this system leave little margin for manoeuvre for successful linked work
and training schemes; we described this situation in France above (Möbus and Verdier

only to the German-speaking countries.

1999).

Germany comes under a mixed form of organi-

sation, subject to both the market and bureaucracy; here we find a cooperative organisational model: the dual system. This model
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Table 2: Trend in the distribution of manpower supply flows in the dual system (Germany)
Origin of apprentices by course
or earlier training measure
Distribution in %
Secondary General
School (Hauptschule)
with or without
certificate
Intermediate School
(Realschule)
Grammar School
(Gymnasium) with
leaving certificate
(Abitur)
Vocational training
at schools, basic
voc. training year,
pre-voc. training year
(incl. not stated)

Educational origin of apprentices
in 1996 by sector of specialisation
Industrial and
commercial
sector (c)
24.7
of which 1.5%
without
certificate

50.9
of which 5.2 %
without
certificate

35.3

36.2

30.5

16.2

15.3

22.9

5.1

19.3

14.8

13.6

10.7

1970 (a)

1985 (a)

1990 (b)

1996 (c)

79.8

39

30.5

34.5

18.9

32.7

34.0

1.3

10.7

17.5

Crafts
sector (c)

_

.

Sources: a: Grando and M6bus 1988; b: BMBW 1992/93 (Grund- und Strukturdaten); c: BMBF 1997 (Grund- und Strukturdaten;
East and West Germany; only new entrants to apprenticeship training).

The German case is described as the cooperative type of training model. The state more or
less precisely defines the overall conditions
governing the vocational training provided by
the enterprises and other private sector entities. So it is a model of a market controlled by

the state. One important aspect of this kind
of model is that vocational training is clearly
demarcated from the general, public, school
training system. Vocational qualifications are
defined according to the qualification profiles
sought by the enterprises.

Apart from them, the state and interested
groups (unions, professional associations, etc.)
also have a say in defining the training objec-

tives. The enterprises are the host structures

for implementing the training measures.
Nonetheless the vocational training processes
must observe the standards fixed by the state.

macro-institutional regulatory instruments.
Since they form part of these instruments, the
vocational training systems have undergone
changes in all three countries in recent years.

The relevant literature discusses:
IU the collapse or bankruptcy of the English
apprenticeship system and predicts the disappearance of the occupational labour market in the UK (Freyssinet 1990; Lefresne

1998, 1994; Moncel 1998; CampinosDubernet and Grando 1988);

Li the crisis in the German dual system
(Greinert 1997) and its confusion (Beret et

al. 1997), after the period up to the mid1980s when it exerted a strong attractive
force (Möbus and Grando 1988), and the
rising youth unemployment (Krais and
Trommer 1995);

4.2 Crisis and recent changes in
vocational training systems

the astonishing rise in France in the num-

It has often been noted that the crisis had a
strong impact on the macro-economic and

particular the development of vocational
training and the appearance of new programmes in this context (the vocational
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During the 1990s this situation resulted in

baccalaureats are often cited as an example) and the institutional inability to transform the crisis-hit internal labour markets
into occupational labour markets (Beret
1992; Möbus and Verdier 1999; Hanchane
and Joutard 1998; Verdier 1996).

what is now often termed the crisis in the dual
system. The number of dual system diploma
holders began to fall from 1987 (Table 3). The

worsening labour market, the poor chances
of occupational promotion and the growing
number of higher education leavers (Table 4)
are some of the factors that explain this situ-

Below, we shall briefly review the literature
on the subject.

ation.

4.2.1 Crisis or confusion in the dual

The pursuit of long educational courses of

system?

study reflects a family's decision to give their

The dual system continued to attract young
Germans until the mid-1980s (Mobus and
Grando 1988). This can be explained by the

Table 3: Trend in the number of diploma
holders leaving the dual system and rate
of transition to unemployment (Germany)

deterioration of the labour market in the early
1980s and the population growth in the late
1960s. The increased competition for entry to

Year

the labour market helped raise the apprentices' general level of skills, evaluated on the
basis of the trend in manpower supply flows
(Table 2). This trend in the level of the apprentices' general skills led to a redefinition
of the duties assigned by the enterprises (Beret et al. 1997).

Number of
diploma holders
in December
(in thousands)

Probability of
certificate
holders
experiencing
unemployment (%)

1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

This first disruption was accompanied by
worsening employment conditions for the
holders of dual system certificates, who

1991

tended more and more to occupy non or semiqualified posts; according to Tessaring (1993)
the proportion rose from 25% to 30%. Moreo-

1992
1993
1994
1995
1996

ver, the broader supply of training places,
which was intended to contain the inflow of

675.0
680.1
643.1

601.6
531.6
498.3
453.6
443.4
436.5
409.8
390.2

14.0
14.2
13.6
12.9
11.8
12.1

12.6
17.1

demand in the first half of the 1980s, was reflected in a fall in the wage returns of the dual

_

certificate (Buttler and Tessaring 1995,

Sources: 1986-1993: IAB (in Zedler 1994); 1994-96: BMBF
1997

quoted by Beret et al. 1997).

Table 4: Trend in the flows of higher education leavers (Germany)

Original course
Hauptschule with
or without certificate
Completion
of Realschule
Gymnasium
with Abitur

1960 (a)

1970 (b)

1985 (b)

1990 (a)

73.0

62.6

37.9

31.2

18.2

25.6

33.2

35.0

8.8

11.8

29.0

33.8

Sources: a: Grando and MObus 1988; b: Drexel 1993.
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children a wider choice and more options

Let us also point out that various research

(Schober and Tessaring 1993, quoted by Beret et al. 1997).

works (Lutz 1993; Streeck 1989), which are
based on a very detailed analysis of the enterprises' human resources policies (Drexel
1992), underline the mutually reinforcing effect of the various training institutions and

So the dual diploma is perceived less and less
as a final diploma. Instead it is becoming an
asset for the pursuit of higher education stud-

ies while at the same time providing the reassurance of a qualification recognised on the
labour market in the event of failure.
Greinert (1997) lists specific structural factors
that lead enterprises to leave the dual system.
The volume of production work is falling and

the German labour market now contains an
adequate number of candidates from higher
education or vocational colleges whose adaptation to the world of work can be achieved at
modest cost. We shall see how this opportunistic behaviour, at a time when training levels
were rising, became increasingly widespread
during the 1990s and produced one of the most
marked phenomena in the wage relationship
in France today, namely downgrading.

Another essential factor for understanding
the crisis in the dual system is the greater
focus on selection and competition (Möbus and

Verdier 1999). This is reflected in the rising
rate of disruption. Greinert (1997) believes
that as the dual system lost its main function
of qualifying the most talented young people,

the internal processes of replacement and
selection gained pace. For example, today
baccalaureat holders tend to fill the interesting training jobs in the commercial sector and
the services sector; the jobs they leave vacant
are then filled by college leavers. These barriers are a source of frustration, which could
explain the rate of disruption.

the labour market; that guarantees strong
initial vocational training for young Germans,
in which the enterprises are closely involved

on a stable basis, together with open access
to continuing training, based both on individual initiative and on support from the enterprises. The relative stability of the dual
system could therefore be explained partly by

the strength of the 'German style' system of
professional, the density and coherence of the
professional organisations of employers and
the role of the employees' organisations. An

examination of the 'critical periods', when
severe staffing cuts go hand in hand with rising unemployment, shows that a compromise
was often found, without resorting to binding public rules, to guarantee that new trainees could enter the market. The social compromise would in some way involve maintaining
this system for young people and would shift
the unemployment risk to other categories.

Kern (1993) puts forward the same type of
argument regarding the importance of institutional factors: the characteristics of the vocational training system, the role of industrial

relations, the scale and density of the networks interlinking the firms (e.g. contractor/
subcontractor). To that list he adds the regulatory role played by the German state.
Yet two important questions must be considered.

The first (Lutz and Boyer 1992; Kern and
Schumann 1984) concerns the internal seg-

Perhaps it is a little soon at this point to assume that the occupational labour markets
will resist this to a greater or lesser extent,

mentation, during the apprenticeship and on

but there have been enough observations
pointing out that the German vocational

defining the policies of German enterprises,
but secondary forms of segmentation exist.

training system will tend to be organised on
the basis of merit. The risk of a shortage of
qualified manpower may seriously damage
the very foundations of the rules governing
the wage relationship in Germany (Beret et
al. 1997; Krais and Trommer 1995; Möbus and
Verdier 1999; Greinert 1997).
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the labour market. The 'internalised vocational' markets are mainly responsible for
The apprenticeship is in fact divided into sev-

eral segments that do not all have the same
social value. A part of this apprenticeship (es-

pecially in small enterprises) also provides
poorly or averagely qualified manpower for
the large enterprises. So secondary markets
do exist, side by side with highly institution-
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alised forms of 'primary' markets. An examination of enterprise reorganisation policies
(Kern and Schumann 1984) would speak in
favour of certain 'primary' sectors moving in
a flexible and positive direction (but probably
at the price of losing some of the characteristics of the trade in question) but also of the
maintenance or development of certain 'secondary' sectors. If the gap between these two

sectors widened, that could weaken the internal coherence of the apprenticeship system, by encouraging a more open division by
levels (of training), which would accentuate
family strategies of seeking a better apprenticeship or longer studies for their children.

The second question, posed in particular by
Lutz (1993), concerns the adaptation/adjustment of the internal labour markets system
to the new requirements of flexibility. He believes we should not confine ourselves to the
opposition between supposedly rigid internal labour markets (ILMs) and deregulated
markets. Instead the problem is how to adapt

the rules of these labour markets (and the
enterprises' methods of human resources
management that obey these rules) to the
new conditions of work organisation and in-

ternal flexibility within enterprises. This
relates to the organisation 'by trades' of the
apprenticeship and to the division of labour.

consensus, whereas in the United Kingdom
it is one of the instruments on which the trade
unions depended in order to strengthen their
position vis a vis the employers; in its tradi-

tional form it enabled them to control the
transmission of professional skills, access to
the labour market as well as the division and
organisation of work in the workshop (Freyssinet 1990).
By the beginning of the 1980s this system was
no longer viable because of internal tensions,

which worsened with the employment crisis
(Lefresne 1994). There is now very good reason to believe that the occupational labour
market has suffered serious damage. The introduction of new vocational training programmes for young people, launched by public authorities whose objective until recently
was to marginalise the unions, runs entirely
counter to the principles for regulating the

occupational labour markets in the UK
(Lefresne 1998).

Although the wage relationship was based on
entirely different rules at least until the early
1980s, Lefresne (1998) repeats the hypothesis
he put forward in 1992 regarding the convergence of the pathways for entry into working
life in France and in the United Kingdom.

If more emphasis is put on multi-disciplinary
skills, if the trade loses some of its identity,
other forms of division must then be invented
within the apprenticeship. Moreover, if mo-

Under the impact of the crisis in youth employment and with a view to setting up competition rules, the government intervened directly in the field of training and launched

bility becomes transversal rather than vertical (Drexel 1992), this may interfere with
the traditional vertical promotion pathways
and make the dual system less attractive.
That would create a need for internal adap-

the Youth Training Scheme (YTS) (Balchin et

tations (to the apprenticeship policies, to the

firms' continuing training policies and the
recognition of that training) in order to en-

Ashton 1995; Lefresne 1994, 1998; Moncel
1999).

The programme is addressed to all 16-yearold school leavers. It offers one year of linked

work and training with a minimum of 13
weeks of courses outside the enterprise. In

courage the system to move towards 'flexible
regulation'.

1986 the scheme was opened to 17-year-old
school leavers and also offered the possibility
of a second year of training.

4.2.2 The failure of apprenticeship in
the United Kingdom and the
disappearance of the occupational
labour market

Side by side with this scheme the state has
set up a National Vocational Qualification

In the course of German history, apprenticeship has appeared as an institution based on

(NVQ) system, in line with the move towards
the European harmonisation of diplomas and
its decision to break with the earlier apprenticeship system, which was characterised by
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the acquisition of a collective occupational
identity (Lefresne 1994).

to train qualified workers and technicians at
Level III in the NVQ system could change the

way young people use these schemes and
By 1990 the shortage of qualifications became
abundantly clear and it was to become a strik-

bring the system closer to the French system
of linked work and training schemes.

ing feature of the employment and training
crisis in the United Kingdom. A survey found
that only 33% of British workers had a recognised qualification, against 66% in Germany
and 50% in France.

The government attempted to make up for
this backwardness by setting up the Training Entreprises Councils (TECs) and Local
Enterprise Companies (LECs)12. The enterprises have no financial obligation to provide
continuing training and therefore de facto can

more or less directly control the supply of
training in order to respond to what are often
short-term needs.
Because of the contradiction between setting
up a national system of codified qualifications

and fragmented training schemes with no
long-term aims, the NVQs and SVQs are used
by only a tiny number of enterprises (Lefresne
1994). Moreover, even turning the YTS into
the YT (Youth Training) in 1990 in order to

attract more young people to the Level II
qualification proved a failure. The poor success of this measure to produce qualifications
can be explained in part by the increased pursuit of further studies.

Unlike the situation in France, the youth
strategy in the UK can be interpreted more
as a choice between participation in education and participation in these schemes. That

Today it is being asked whether a process of
school-based vocational training could emerge
in the United Kingdom. Indeed the subject of
one of the debates currently taking place in
the UK is whether the development of fulltime vocational training schemes, the GNVQs
(General National Vocational Qualifications),
would lead to the creation of genuine broadlybased vocational courses within the educational system and to the production of intermediate qualifications. Lefresne (1998) refers
to the work of Ryan (1995) and Gospel (1997),
who doubt whether that is likely. On the one
hand there is a shortage of human and technical resources, on the other these schemes
represent too radical a break with the usual

means of acquiring qualifications at the
workplace in the UK.
Moreover, spurred on by the process of extending the duration of initial training, manpower
recruitment strategies have changed considerably, as can also be noted in France (Forgeot
and Gautié 1997, or Hanchane 1998). Unlike
the old apprenticeship system, the pursuit of
further studies disadvantages leavers with a
low level of initial training. It can be argued
that a signalling system emerges in relation
to recruitment behaviour. That would reduce
any chances of the survival of a occupational

labour market. The NVQs and the GNVQs
would act more as a filter instead of as genu-

explains why the entry age for these schemes
is lower than in France.

ine programmes to build up transferable

According to Lefresne (1998), the introduction

More generally, the controversial question

of the Modern Apprenticeshie programme

qualifications.
(Marsden 1989) of the collapse of the 'British

style' apprenticeship system is considered
12 These are independent structures tied by commercial contract to the ministry of employment and

made up two thirds of representatives of enterprises, in particular of the largest firms, and one
third of representatives from the teaching world,
associations and unions.
13 This programme makes the employment contract

compulsory, unlike Youth Training, and includes
an undertaking to complete the apprenticeship.
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from a different angle by Finegold and Soskice
(1988), Soskice (1991) and in other studies of
the low skill equilibrium' thesis. On the ques-

tion of enterprise recruitment and training
strategies, they contrast countries (Japan,
Germany...), where good links are emerging
between continuing training and retraining
consistent with a high added value production, with others (United Kingdom) where the
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reverse is true. Political reasons (notably the
dismantling of the apprenticeship system),
institutional reasons (poor coherence and organisation of British employers), reasons connected with the financial system (e.g. the na-

ture of relations with the banking system

the northern ones (see Boyd Black 1994, for a

criticism of these theses, in particular on
employees' commitment to their enterprise).

4.2.3 The trend in vocational training
in France

which gives British firms shorter-term finan-

cial profitability prospects compared with
their German counterparts) tend to lead to
shorter-term strategies of human resources
management. These institutional determining factors lead in a sense to initial training
being organised in a manner that leaves (left?)

little room for vocational training, with the
majority of young people leaving school very

early (aged between 16 and 18) to work in
poorly qualified jobs. This abundant source
of cheap labour enables enterprises to compete, although mainly in medium or lowerrange products and services, provided they
adapt rapidly as they go along. Moreover the
authors consider that the core number of firms
that would like to follow different strategies
is too small. That means that enterprises that
would like to actively train their workforce
risk seeing their workers poached, a risk they
will not take.
Overall, the policies of human resources management are therefore most likely to be short

In the 1960s there was little initial vocational
training in France. As we have said, the internal labour markets were structured round
a poorly trained workforce and the building
up of qualifications and the whole machinery
governing promotion was very sensitive to the

build-up of experience and seniority. The
1980s saw a redirection of public training
policy that could be described as quasi-structural.

After falling in the 1980s, the proportion of
the GDP (gross domestic product) allocated
to school and higher education rose strongly
from 1989 on; it reached 4 % in 1993 and has
stayed around the same level since then (3,9%
in 1983, 3,4% in 1989). In 1993 this expenditure accounted for more than 20% of the national budget for the first time, to reach 21%
in 1997 (DEP Evaluation and Long-range
Planning Directorate 1997).

Over a period of less than 15 years, the pro-

term, leaving little room for the systematic

portion of a same generation reaching

development of continuing training. The findings of the CVTS surveys seem to contradict

baccalaureat level doubled: from 34% in 1980
to 70% in 1994. Nearly two thirds of a same
age group now achieved the baccalaureat. As

these assertions to some extent. They show
the United Kingdom as a country where firms
invest quite heavily in training. However, the
nature of this investment tends more towards
adaptation on the job (which is generally the

practice for new job entrants) than towards
the long-term development of transferable
qualifications, which would in fact not conflict with Soskice's views. Current developments in the initial training policy in the UK,
the attempts to create a system of transfer-

able certifications based on experience,
through the NVQs, could then modify the
model. However, here too, Steedmann (1999)
shows that in terms both of stock and of flow
(young people), the characteristics of workforce training, as of recruitment policies (low

discrimination in regard to the low-skilled)
mean that the United Kingdom is still closer
to the southern countries (e.g. Portugal) than

a result the proportion of students also rose
strongly. For example, nearly 33% of students

leaving training courses held higher education diplomas, which meant the figure had
doubled in 20 years (Beret et al. 1997).

The main characteristic of the trend in the
situation of young people under the age of 25
in France in the 1980s was a very rapid fall
in their rate of working activity, less than 10%
between 1983 and 1991, which represents the
lowest level in any of the large industrialised
countries.

From 1991 on, the proportion of 17-18-yearolds in full-time education remained one of
the highest in the world, nearly as high as in
Germany and considerably higher than in the
United Kingdom.
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The development of initial vocational training remains one of the major features of the
trend in the French system. In particular, it
is marked by the spread of higher technical
training, the DUT (technical college diploma)
and the BTS (higher vocational training certificate), and the introduction of vocational
baccalaureats.

spect, the large number of diploma levels in
France for a same initial vocational training
course (e.g. mechanical engineering) is highly
symptomatic; de facto it implies that the holders of these very different levels of certificate

have to compete on the labour market. The

'French style' selection method, based on
school performance, still survives and consti-

tutes a very powerful 'societal convention'
The reason for the growth in the number of
young people completing vocational and technical training lies in the decision to enhance
the value of this type of education in response

to supposed structural changes within the
productive system (organisational changes

whose legitimacy is rarely disputed. It guides
individual and collective educational choices,

with the recurrent risk of devaluing technical training, or at least a tendency to regard
it as inadequate.

and technological innovation). Moreover, the
reform of the diploma system that began in
the 1980s proved a permanent process; a great

Accordingly, a sizeable number of young peo-

many new specialised courses were set up
while others disappeared (there were 744 of

1984 and 1992 (from 33% to 60% for the DUT,
from 20% to 39% for the BTS) with, it is true,

them in 1997). In 1987 alone, 89 specialised

especially in the second case, a large number

courses were introduced and 112 were

of specialist training courses during a third
year of study. The general trend, however, is

dropped or reformed (Kirsch, 1998).

ple continue to study after their technical
training; the figure nearly doubled between

still to reproduce the trend that emerged with

The vocational baccalaureat was the first diploma based on alternating periods of work
within the enterprise and full-time education
in a training establishment. Since then, training periods within the enterprise have formed
part of the BEP (technical school certificate)
and BTS (higher vocational training certifi-

the technical baccalaureat (85% continued
with higher education studies towards a diploma originally designed to promote integra-

tion in the labour market), especially since
the DUT, involving selective courses, attracts

a great many general baccalaureat holders
who want to continue their studies.

cate) courses. The high number of applications

to enterprises has given rise to a variety of
organisational problems, especially for the
enterprises, whose intake capacity and in
particular guidance capacity have not increased at the same rate. Moreover, they have
to provide linked work and training schemes
and, in particular, apprenticeships under the

employment contract. In recent years there
has been a tangible growth in the inflow of
apprentices, thanks in particular to major financial incentives (tax reliefs, exemption from
social security contributions, exemption from
the apprenticeship tax). While significant, the
inflow of apprentices progressing to Levels IV
and upwards, introduced by the 1987 law on
apprenticeship as an integral training system,
remains modest (Beret et al. 1997).

Nonetheless, initial vocational training has
grown, as a result of being integrated in the
system of general training levels. In that re74

According to Beret et al. (1997), these changes

virtually lead to the building up of transversal productive values because they are based
on a selectivity (signalling value) that is high
enough thanks to the general level of training attained and form part of an employment system that is largely based on the construction of productive values through the
knowledge acquired in a succession of internal labour market jobs. Thus, even if recent
studies have shown that the increase in edu-

cation has spread to every occupation
(Béduwé and Espinasse 1995), that does not
imply that the rules for building up qualifi-

cations and the related wages have not
changed.

Beret et al. (1997) identify three risks of the
destabilisation of what used to be the prevail-

ing link between training and the labour
market:
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The French system attaches most value to
abstract abilities, i.e. reflects an approach
based on the level of schooling as a pathway to the baccalaureat, the first 'university' certificate that symbolises the mastery of these abilities. This level, attained

by a minority (one in four) in the early
1970s, largely in non-vocational courses,
could be regarded as fairly homogeneous,
at least more so than the lower levels, from
the point of view of the abilities it filtered.
The development of vocational training,
whether at baccalaureat level or in shortterm higher education (together with the
increasing vocational focus of second-year

university studies) introduced a certain
heterogeneity into general/vocational
training with the emergence of transver-

5. Conclusion
Looking at this body of research work, two
major groups of conclusions can be drawn, one

relating to the scientific approach, the other
to (public and private) training policies.

A) Limits and relevance of 'societal
models'
This survey, originally meant to cover five
countries, was then limited to three. That immediately brings up the question of whether
these models can give an exhaustive account
of the situation in all the EU countries. However controversial, the theory of societal models seems a fairly sound means of character-

ising the dominant methods of human

sal technical productive abilities linked to
high abstract abilities.

resources management in the countries re-

:I The differentiated use of general and tech-

of these models? Do they reflect a variant/

nical courses, as a result of the educa-

adaptation of the types we have identified (e.g.

tional options available under the system,
also produces a relative heterogeneity in

the type of abilities filtered for a given
level (BEP > technical and vocational
baccalaureats, DUT/BTS > second-year

general or specialist university courses,...). In other words, students who had
left the higher-value, general education

system leading to the baccalaureat and
therefore tended on average to have fewer

recognised abilities, could in this way

viewed. But what is the position of the northern or southern European countries in terms

should Austria and Denmark be regarded as
special versions of occupational labour markets), or combinations of them, or are there
other, radically different models? Several re-

cent works, especially in the context of
Leonardo (VTML 1998; CATEWE 2000, forth-

coming publication) endeavour to widen our
understanding of the institutional configurations of other countries, and even of the Europe of Fifteen as a whole, although focusing
more on youth integration. Significant efforts

come back to that system whether or not
their general abilities were structured to
the productive values attached to possible subsequent or earlier technical train-

will therefore have to be made in coming years

ing.

Another question is how to 'prove' the existence of these models. On the one hand, as we

Given the value attached to this level in
France, the marked rise in full-time bacca-

laureat-level education downgrades the
lower levels, which tend to become 'residual'

in terms of quality, while the higher levels
reflect a complex kind of hierarchy which re-

sults from the variety of possible combinations of general/vocational education and
training and the greater heterogeneity of the

players' other abilities. This necessarily
leads to wider disparities in skills between
and within the different levels on the labour
market.

to test the relevance of these approaches in a
more exhaustive manner.

have seen, there is some controversy as to
whether labour market segmentations exist.
There is often little evidence of longitudinal
data, within and outside the enterprises, that
would make it possible to test these models
reliably. In fact individual data would have
to be matched with enterprise data, which is
rarely feasible. Moreover, there are very few
models that include stylised institutional features as variables. Most of them were developed in the field of industrial relations, but
they rarely consider initial training systems
or methods of continuing training
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A third question concerns the dynamic of
these models. Because they try to establish
ideal types and focus on the relationship between training systems, industrial relations

systems and the management methods of
enterprises, these models give priority to iden-

tifying structural characteristics. Most of
them date back to the theories of the 1970s
and their premises are based on a fairly stable world. After the series of upheavals caused

by the opening up of Europe, globalisation,
the major changes in training systems and
the emergence of new organisational models,
more emphasis should now be laid on the dynamic: the questions should now focus less
on characterising the societal areas than on
describing the ways in which they change (or
resist).

B) In the context of training policies,
what does this kind of analysis suggest?
The first suggestion relates to the current
heterogeneity of the combinations between
training and labour market rules. The rela-

ship between training and work), but it is not
true of others. The hypotheses about a European system of individual accreditation, for
example, are difficult to accept in regard to
national systems that are highly regulated by
diplomas or other forms of certification that
have a major structural impact on industrial
relations (e.g. in Germany). Similarly, even
though the emphasis on the role of the individual in maintaining his skills is understandable, there have to be incentives to do so on

the labour market. In France, for example,
the low wage advantages currently obtained
from continuing training tend to be more of a
disincentive. Training policies must therefore

of necessity take account of societal conditions, possibly with a view to modifying and
improving them. They must be modulated on

a national basis so that they can take due
account of these national societal conditions.

A second suggestion, following on from the
first, concerns the coherence of the relationship between training, the firms' human resources policies and the dimensions of the la-

tionship between training and mobility, training and wages, etc. takes a different form from
one country to another. All the analyses emphasise the importance of a qualified work-

bour market. If it is established that this

force and therefore of training, in terms of

simply be isolated policies. They must, for example, have structural links with policies affecting the organisation of work (improvement

competitiveness between firms, internal and
external flexibility and combating exclusion

from the labour market (Steedmann 1999,
forthcoming). Moreover they all show that
common trends are emerging, such as the
search for greater flexibility on the internal
labour markets or new training and work
combinations (Delcourt and Méhaut 1995).
This is consistent with some of the statements

in the White Paper (European Commission
1995) (such as a new concept of the relation-

coherent relationship exists in each national
framework (which, as we saw above, remains
to be proved), then training policies cannot

in working conditions, policies on working
hours); they must be mainstreamed into industrial relations policies at both enterprise
and national level. However effective their
training dimension may be, it can only achieve

its full effect through these links. That will
probably mean these policies have to be formulated with the participation of all the players on the labour market.
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Annex 1.

The problem of segmentation
tests: the use of earnings functions to validate the dualist
hypothesis

lection bias is another problem on top of those
connected with non-observed individual heterogeneity, all of which makes the test findings even more ambiguous.

Segmentation a priori and selection
bias

tains no testable empirical hypothesis for

In the early empirical works'5, the dual hypothesis was tested by comparing two equations of wages estimations for two sub-samples of a population. Different estimations
would provide empirical proof that these two
labour markets exist. However, the findings
of this test are distorted by the bias in the

identifying the limits between the segments

sample selection.

Although observed reality shows that the labour market is segmented, there is no explicit
segmentation model on the basis of which we
can clearly define ways of testing this theory.
Indeed the literature on segmentation con-

or determining the appropriate number of
these segments. Most of the empirical works
are based on the dual version of the theory.
These analyses tend to relate to the features

Most of these works are in fact empirico-de-

according to which the two labour market

sectors is explained ex-post. The procedure

sectors can be characterised:

for delimiting the segments is based on a

the differences in the returns on education
and occupational experience between the
segments with each segment having different mechanisms for fixing wages and the
theory of human capital not applying to the
secondary labour market14; and

the absence of mobility between them, in

other words the barriers to entry to the
primary sector. The negative feedback ef-

fects which make the transition through
the secondary sector into an obstacle to
finding a job in the higher segment are interpreted as a check on mobility.

ductive by nature; the allocation of manpower between the primary and secondary
system of a priori classification and fails to
take account of the endogenous nature of a
segment. This criticism was advanced first
by Cain (1976); splitting the labour force in
two on the basis of wages received and an
estimated earnings function for each of the
sub-samples creates a selection bias. This
bias emerges each time 'a selected sample
from within a larger population is used to
test behavioural relations' (Heckman, 1979).
So it is not surprising that school education
has less impact on earnings in the secondary segment since, by definition, it excludes
the high values of the dependent variable of
the regression equation.

The empirical validation of these hypotheses
faces two types of methodological difficulty:

In the view of Psacharopoulos (1978) a priori

how to define and determine the segments
and how to apply the appropriate statistical
and econometric techniques. The various
analyses in fact represent a fragile empirical
basis given how difficult it is to demarcate
between sectors that are 'econometrically'

variable is a tautological form of reasoning: if
the segments are defined on the basis of the
wage level, the correlation between earnings
and this type of segment tends to produce a
stronger gradient in the function of earnings
in the primary sector. So the tests of the dual
hypothesis are linked in a circular manner to
the definitions of the segments.

neutral from the point of view of the phenomena to be studied. It is difficult to define this
demarcation econometrically because the se-

segmentation on the basis of the dependent

15 See Dickens and Lang (1985), Heckman and Hotz

14 In this sector, wages are not affected by the build-

up of human capital.

(1986), Taubman and Wachter (1986) for a survey
of these works.
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Figure 1: Functions of earnings and selection bias
In wages

Regression straight line
for the entire population (A)

(C)

.............
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......... ... .......

...... .......... ..

Regression straight line
for the truncated population

Duration of school education (S)

The selection bias results not only from the
truncation of the data but also from the fact

whose non-observed characteristics (abilities,
talents, motivation...) are low, which situates
their wages lower than they would have expected for their level of school education. The

that the position of the individuals in the
wages hierarchy, on which the design of the
sample is based, is the result of individual
choices that are not independent of non-observed characteristics.

return on their years of studies will, consequently, be low for this group.

The dotted straight line shows the impact of
the selection bias; even if regression straight
line (A) correctly translates the individuals'
behaviour whatever their wages, the single
statistical method used here tends to differentiate them.

More precisely, the separate regressions on
the sub-samples can produce biased estimated
coefficients if in fact only one earnings func-

tion, represented by straight line (A) in the
figure below, characterises the entire population. Straight line (A) reflects the positive relationship between education and wages; to
simplify matters, the function of earnings is
reduced to the model of school education. The
variability of the residues of this function is
represented by the points around the straight
line.

The aim of the empirical studies comparing
two earnings functions is to test the validity

of the dualist version of segmentation are
open to two criticisms. The first derives from

the fact that the results are subject to a selection bias and confer an artificial superiority on the dual hypothesis. The second is that
no conclusions can be drawn without also testing whether barriers to entry to the primary
sector actually exist.

For low-waged individuals (below C in this
figure), the relationship between job income
and education is biased downwards because
the residue of the function of earnings for this
sub-population is correlated negatively with
the level of school education S, even if this
correlation is nil for the entire population. In
fact, in the low-waged segment, we only find
individuals who have high-level diplomas but

Improved tests of the dualism of the
labour market
The first improvement involves dividing the
two segments in the same way and correct-

r - .)
ts.
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Figure 2: Theory of human capital

Wage log

**

Education

ing the selection bias on the basis of the approach developed by Heckman (1976 and
1979) and then comparing the estimated coefficients of the two earnings functions.
On the basis of this test conducted on a male
Panamanian population, Heckman and Hotz

(1986) conclude that a dual labour market
exists.

However, it is only valid on the basis of restrictive hypotheses; the functional form of
the earnings equation, assuming a nil hypothesis of a non-dual market, needs to be known
for the population considered, the variable of
the duration of studies must be exogenous
and, lastly, given the selection rule, the conditional average of the residues of the earnings function must be estimated consistently
(which means specifying the distribution of
this term). In other words, if the test is to be
reliable, the model must be specified correctly.

But there is no evidence that, for example,
the education-wages relationship is a linear
one, even though the earnings functions on
which the studies of dualism are based are
linear. In fact there is nothing in economic
theory to suggest that individuals with, for

years. We have no a priori knowledge of the
functional relationship between job returns
and education, or of that between wages and
any other productive attribute. Once the selection biases have been corrected, the conclusions that argue in favour of the dual hypothesis could quite simply be a misinterpretation
resulting from an error in specification (such
as the presence of non-linearity in the equations.

The graphs proposed by Dickens and Lang
(1985) show the ambiguity of the test when

it is based on a comparison between two
wages equations that supposedly describe
the dual hypothesis and a single equation
that supposedly represents a single labour
market.

It is assumed that the educational level
achieved and the non-observed characteristics, which are not correlated with education,
can in themselves explain the wage level. In
that case, the log-linear regression shown
below (figure 2) translates the functioning of
a labour market compatible with the theory
of human capital.

instance, five years of education are only half

Assuming that the theory of a dual labour

as productive as those who studied for ten

market is more descriptive of the labour mar-
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Figure 3: Dualist labour market theory

ket than the theory of human capital, we obtain the following:
The question is not only whether, on the basis of the analysed data, it is easier to adjust
two equations than one, but also whether, over
the same time, these two regressions are consistent with the predicates of the dual theory.

In fact, as pointed out by Dickens and Lang
(1985, p. 795), the fact that the two equations
prove more explanatory than a single regression can in no case constitute in itself a test
of the dual hypothesis. Figure 4 illustrates
this situation.

The two linear regressions adjust the data
better than a single one, although that does
not mean this validates the dualist theory: to
do that, one of the two equations should have
had a positive slope while the second was hori-

zontal and situated below the first for most
of the observations. So the dual hypothesis

mated coefficients of this function of earnings
must be proportional to the coefficients of a
linear (or logistic) probability model that determines participation in the low-wages sector. The test can be formulated differently: if
the corrected earnings function of the selection bias for the high-wages segment does not
explain earnings in the low-wages sector, then

a dual market exists. Once again, on the basis of this approach, Heckman and Hotz (1986)

conclude that there is a dual labour market
in Panama.
These tests for dualism are based on the hypothesis that the true functional form of the
wages equation in the scenario of a competitive market is known. They also assume that
threshold C of the figure illustrated above is
the perfect criterion for defining the primary
and secondary sectors, while the division of
the population into two segments is based on
an arbitrary selection criterion.

can be regarded as valid by implication if the

true relationship between education and

Taking it as their primary objective to avoid

wages is non-linear.

this ad hoc selection, Dickens and Lang (1985)
estimate a model based on a change of endog-

An alternative test of the same nil hypothesis is to check whether a single earnings
function estimated for the entire population

enous regime with an unknown separation

can predict the low-wages segment. The esti80

rule. They try to specify two wages equations
and a third equation that predicts the allocation of the individuals to one or the other of
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Figure 4: Theory of human capital based on a non-linear education-wage relationship
Wage log

***
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**

Education

the segments, while at the same time estimating these three regressions. The individual probability of belonging to a particu-

lar sector is calculated a posteriori and is
conditional on the information provided by the
wages.

Despite these precautions, the empirical evi-

capital that are mechanically higher in one
of the two sectors. In fact, if we assume that
one sector needs to recruit a high proportion
of qualified employees, it will have to attract
more workers with adequate abilities by attaching more value to the human capital and
de facto pursuing a wage policy, which is a
source of disparities with the other sector.

dence of distinct wages equations still does not

invalidate the hypothesis of the competitive
functioning of the labour market: the presence
of a highly heterogeneous workforce faced with
a demand that is also differentiated can generate major wage disparities in a context that
is nonetheless competitive. On the supply side,
workers are distinguished among themselves

Lastly, wage disparities can reveal imperfections on the labour market only if non-compensatory wage differences in the sense that
these differences do more than compensate
for the cost of investment in human capital
are exhibited.

by the abilities acquired during their education and/or employment. These abilities, de-

Tests of barriers to entry
to the primary sector

scribed only in part by information such as the
duration of school education or experience, re-

So far, the tests of the dual hypothesis based

on a comparison of the earnings functions

sult in an investment whose cost is Orrectly
compensated by the differential of the wage

linked to the two segments do not lead to the

obtained (theory of compensatory differences,
Smith 1776; Rosen, 1986).

functions is compatible with the human capi-

conclusion that obtaining distinct earnings
tal theory. If individuals are free to choose

Similarly, if wages equations are regarded as
functions of inverse demand (Lancaster 1971;
Rosen and Willis 1979) it becomes possible to
justify, in a competitive framework, coefficients/prices linked to the variables of human

their job segment, the returns from education
and the implicit prices of the other characteristics can differ between the primary and the

secondary sector without that necessarily
being evidence of dualism.
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Dickens and Lang (1985, 1987) propose a test.
It relates to the crucial hypothesis of the dual-

ist theory, namely the rationing of primary
sector jobs (this hypothesis can be extended to
the existence of negative feedback effects which

make entry to the primary sector more difficult for secondary sector individuals who could

potentially have had access to it). The existence of barriers to entry is the central hypothesis of the segmentation theory because the
existence of intersectoral mobility would imply the equalisation of wages between sectors,

based on the estimation of these entry costs.
This test of rationing, whose consequence is
the existence of a more or less long queue to
entry to the primary sector, was carried out by
Magnac (1991) using Colombian data. Based
on Roy's model, extended to correct the different selectivity biases, it does not lead to a re-

jection of the competition hypothesis. The
analysis also shows the existence of compara-

tive individual advantages between sectors;
the wage disparity proves to be the result of a
markedly heterogeneous workforce.

leaving aside compensatory differences. It rep-

resents a major break with the theory of human capital (Dickens and Lang 1985, p. 793).
So the nil hypothesis of non-rationing has to
be tested, while at the same time assuming
that individuals maximise their earnings with
no cost of mobility between the segments and
that the distribution of the residues of the earnings functions is known. Under this nil hypothesis the coefficients of the equation of change
of regime should be proportional to the difference between the coefficients of the correspond-

ing variables in the two earnings functions.
Rejection of proportionality is interpreted as
acceptance of the segmentation hypothesis.
Dickens and Lang (1985) show on the basis of
American data that at least some secondary-

sector workers (non-white workers) do face
barriers to entry to the primary sector.

Since the test based on comparing two earnings functions in which the allocation of work-

ers to the market segments is based on an
arbitrary criterion, various improvements
have been made:
CI correction of the selection biases,

endogenisation of the choice of sector and
supplementing the analysis with a test of

the rationing hypothesis with no cost of
mobility between sectors,

lastly, the endogenisation of the choice of
sector, taking account of the effect of rationing on this choice (via an individual
mobility cost).
Yet the results of the tests can still be biased.
Heckman and Hotz (1986) set out the reasons
for this bias. The first is that the labour mar-

ket can comprise more than two segments.
Once again, rejecting the hypothesis of non
dualism is not informative. In fact the hypothesis of the absence of a cost of mobility between
sectors is not pragmatically tenable and in con-

sequence the deciding rule determining the
allocation between the two sectors is not properly specified. The segmentation test proposed
by Magnac (1991) makes it possible to move
away from this hypothesis. It centres the indi-

vidual's choice of employment sector on the
conditions of entry to each of these sectors.
While a neo-classical theory of the labour mar-

ket

based on the model proposed by Roy
regards wages as the only factor of
access to jobs, the model of the segmentation
hypothesis takes account of the existence of
(1951)

barriers to entry to the primary sector through
a queue. The cost of entry corresponds to the
capacity of each individual to join this queue.
A test of the segmented market hypothesis is

Dualism proves to be a very poor description
of the market. So the conclusion drawn from
the test is erroneous if one of the segments is

itself heterogeneous which, in the view of
Piore (1975) is the case for the primary sector. In that case, the sectoral choices are not
rationed, the model is simply badly specified
because it translates a uni-varied problem of
choice where the real problem of choice is
multi-varied. A second source of error lies in
the poor specifications of the model's equa-

tions; the hypotheses that the residues are
standard and the earnings functions are linear are wrong. Lastly, (non-monetary) arguments other than wages play their part in the
choice of segment. The employees seek to max-

imise their utility and not their earnings16.
16 Note that Heckman and Sedlacek (1985) reject
the hypothesis of income maximisation.
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Nested employment structures
or segmented labour market

choice and the earnings functions. To the
extent that each employee is allocated to a
segment, the observed wages are governed

This section takes stock of the advances in

by mechanisms proper to the functioning of

the most recent French empirical works to test

the segmentation of the labour market from
the point of view of the various difficulties we
have set out. These advances consist in avoid-

ing dualism and putting forward a description of the labour market that takes account
of its complexity. This makes it possible to
highlight the elements of specificity of segmentation 'a la francaise' and to offer empirical interpretations, for the case of France, that

are in no way based on the analyses of

the segment. To disregard this allocation
could lead to a selection bias and result in a
non-convergent OLS (ordinary least square)
method of estimation for each wages equation. So Hanchane and Joutard introduce a
corrector term into these equations, based
on probabilities of choice, which corrects any
possible bias at the level of the parameters
and the standard deviations.
However rigorous the estimation procedure,

Doeringer and Piore (1971).

this approach is open to at least two criticisms,

Hanchane and Joutard (1998) adopt and set
out an approach that can reveal the heterogeneous nature of the labour market by the
interaction of two criteria: continuing vocational training and type of mobility, internal

our to answer in their second work. These
criticisms relate to the ad hoc nature of the

or external. This multi-sectoral approach
leads to the definition of four segments: internal mobility without continuing training,
internal mobility with continuing training,
external mobility without continuing training, external mobility with continuing training. Aside from the fact that they identify a
more varied segmentation, these criteria, in

particular the type of mobility, lie at the
heart of the theoretical thinking on the question of enhancing the value of human capital.

From a methodological point of view, this
approach means estimating a model with
several regimes. There are two stages to the

approach. First, Hanchane et Joutard

(1998) estimate selection equations drawn
from discrete choice models to obtain initial information on the structure of the labour market. The analysis is supplemented
by an estimation of the potential earnings
function for each of the segments. Drawing
on the approach of Lee (1983), the two authors specify four potential wages equations
for each employee. When the employees
have been situated on one of the segments
under consideration, information is available for each of them on the 'choice' made
and the wages; this information is extracted
from a model that contains the equations of

which Hanchane and Joutard (1998) endeavcriterion of allocating individuals to the various sectors and to the very questionable hypothesis of the independence of the non-ap-

propriate alternatives (IAA), on which the
first stage of estimation of the allocation
model is based.

The approach proposed by Hanchane and
Joutard offers two advantages: it allows them
to suspend the IAA hypothesis and therefore

to give a more varied description of the labour market while also resolving the problem
of a priori allocation.

The authors start out from the idea that although it may be justified to distinguish between four market segments, some individu-

als may also possess characteristics that
mean they can be allocated to several segments indiscriminately. So there would be
segments that apparently differed according
to the ad hoc criteria, but some of them would

comprise jobs with common attributes, e.g.
a type of human capital. To the extent that
part of the human capital possessed by the
employee and required for the job remains
unobserved, one could envisage, without any
a priori, several models of allocation to these
segments. At that point, the method chosen
by Hanchane and Joutard consists of estimating several nested logit models, based on
the thinking of Amenya and Shimono (1989).
They discriminate between the various models using the test developed by Vuong (1989)
5 r. ,7 0
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to identify the best structure for adjusting
the data. Because it allows different empirical associations to be envisaged between seg-

ments, this method provides a highly flexible means of describing the functioning of
the labour market.
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Abstract
This contribution discusses the main driving forces of the employment and training behaviour
of small and medium-sized enterprises in Germany, Spain, France, Italy and the UK After an
'anatomy' of SMEs, the paper attempts to locate their place and evolution in the current changes
of the production system: creation and substitution, determinants of the demography of SMEs,
ambivalence of technological intensity and innovations. Investigations on entrepreneurship
and its contribution to the economic dynamism and job creation are also discussed.
The second part deals with SMEs as actors on the labour market. Special attention is given to
the utilisation of external labour force, to their recruitment behaviour and their role in the
professional integration of young people.

The third part discusses the training behaviour of SMEs. Research dealing with the intervention of SMEs in the construction or development of professional competences and employability is presented. Experimentation of continuing vocational training in enterprise networks, at
territorial level or in professional branches is also presented. The emergence of new more flexible training settings more adapted to SMEs and especially to small and micro-enterprises is
tested. These settings contribute to dislocation of the traditional model of training based on the
unity of time, place and action.
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1. General introduction

to SMEs becoming both a central feature of
economic, social and employment policies and
a mythical being, a paragon of virtue.

In a macroeconomic environment that has for

some years been marked by the continuing
contraction of employment and structural

It was during the 1980s that SMEs really
made their comeback. It was a comeback

changes on labour markets, the EU's economic

made possible by a whole range of factors that
have been enumerated a thousand times: col-

and political decision-makers have come to
focus their attention on small and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs)1. SMEs have long
been ignored or underestimated, with attention focusing on the large organisations that
were believed to be the only ones capable of
fostering growth and modernity; now, there
is a fairly widespread consensus that SMEs
are in fact the main source of economic dynamism, innovation and job creation.

1.1 SMEs make a comeback
This interest in SMEs is not new, and their
value was highlighted in some early works
(Marbach, the German who advanced the
theory of the Mittelstand', in 1942; and, more
recently, the ideologist Schumacher in 1978,
the pragmatist Birch in 1979, etc.)2. Of course,
this trend has not returned overnight, nor in
the same way in every country. What is striking about the most recent history of the phe-

nomenon is its extent and intensity, which
have, in most of the developed countries, led

1 In addition to SMEs for small and medium-sized
enterprises, we shall also be using some other abbreviations in this document: SMIs for small and
medium-sized industries, VSEs for very small enterprises with fewer than ten employees, SEs for
small enterprises with fewer than 50 employees,

and LEs for large enterprises with, unless otherwise stated, more than 250 employees.
2 In this respect, it is difficult to better the monumental work conducted on the initiative of the International Commission of the History of Social

Movements and Social Structures (attached to
Unesco via the International Committee of Historical Sciences) and modestly called a 'survey' (In-

ternational Commission of the History of Social
Movements and Social Structures, 1981). This
project included no fewer than 31 reports on 28

countries in the five continents, drawn up by
(many) historians, economists (fewer than today)

and highly respected sociologists and political
economists. Most of these reports were based on
research conducted by working parties set up in

lapse of mass production, trend towards the
decentralisation and fragmentation of major
groups as a result of the discovery of new

sources of competitiveness based on the
adaptability and flexibility of small production structures (Piore and Sabel, 1984), the
tertiarisation of society, etc. We should also
mention the hopes raised by the burgeoning
of enterprise creation that came in the tracks
of Birch's work and observation of entrepreneurial dynamism in the United States, which
it was felt might check unemployment and
give a second wind to employment policies
that had too often been limited to defensive
measures.
Indeed, the figures leave little room for doubt

about the significance of SMEs in our economies: in 1996, for example, the European
Economic Area3, plus Switzerland, had some
nineteen million private, non-agricultural enterprises employing a total of more than 110
million people. Of these, 99.8% could be cat-

the countries being studied and drew on the work
of more than 200 researchers. The reports are remarkable in their historical depth and scope, all
including extensive bibliographies and all beautifully written. Just two regrets: that small traders
and craftsmen are given greater coverage than the
small industries of the time, and that coverage of

Italy was cut short because of the author's ill

health.
3 Most of the statistics reproduced here are drawn
from two major instruments: the series of reports
produced by the European Network for SME Research [ENSR], the most recent of which (1997)

covers 19 countries (the 15 EU Member States,
plus Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway and Switzerland); and the 'harmonised statistics' for the 15
Member States provided by Eurostat in its regular reports on Enterprises in Europe, of which we
consulted the fourth and fifth (European Commission, 1996, 1998). In addition to these two major
sources, we also consulted the European Commission document (1998).
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Table 1.1: Breakdown of enterprises by country and number of employees, in percentages, and total
number of enterprises by country, in thousands (1996)

Very small
enterprises
Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
UK
EU

86.1

96.5
92.4
94.4
92.9
88.1

97.0
89.8
94.4
84.2
90.5
93.8
94.9
91.0
94.5
93.0

SMEs
Small
Medium-

sized

LEs

Total

0.6
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.4

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

Total

Sub-

total
%

10.8
2.9
6.3
4.5
5.8
10.0
2.6
8.0

2.4
0.5

5.1

0.5
3.0
1.4
0.9
0.6

12.4
7.7
5.3
4.4
7.4
4.7
5.9

1.1

0.9
1.1

1.5

0.4
1.6

1.3

0.7
0.9

99.4
99.8
99.8
99.8
99.8
99.6
99.9
99.4
99.9
99.6
99.6
99.9
99.9
99.7
99.8
99.8

0.1

0.6
0.1

0.4
0.4
0.1
0.1

0.3
0.2
0.2

(1 000)
220
800
230
205
2 085
3 440
580
80
3 345
15

530
690
2 335
285
3 760
18 590

_
Source: ENSR, 1997. p. 326.

Table 1.2: Enterprises in the European Union in 1995: breakdown by country

EU - 15
B

DK
D

EL
E

F

IRL
I

L

NL
A
P

FIN
S

UK

Number of
enterprises
(in thousands)

Number of people
employed
(in millions)

Proportion of total
employment accounted
for by SMEs (in %) (1)

18 049.53
594.64
235.73
3 334.78
746.86
2 349.67
2 116.24
70.86
3 251.88
17.99
488.61
237.39
656.76
180.13
243.55
3 355.01

111.76
3.68
1.55

65.7
72.6
69.5
57.7
86.5
79.4
65.9
67.0
79.9
71.6
60.6
64.5
79.5
57.4
61.0
56.9

30.03
1.73
10.93
15.34
0.74
13.98
0.18
5.22
2.59
2.86
1.07
2.11

20.12

_
1) SME: enterprises with 0-249 employees.
NB: 1994 figures in the cases of EL, I, NL and A.
Source: European Commission/Eurostat, 1998, p. 38.
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egorised as SMEs (0-249 employees) and 93%
as VSEs (0-9 employees), accounting respectively for 65% and 33% of total employment
and 60% and 25% of total turnover (see Table
1.1). If we include non-commercial activities

and agriculture, we can calculate that more
than one person in two in the EU Member
States is working in an SME, 45% in small
enterprises (with fewer than 50 employees)
and a third in enterprises with fewer than ten
employees (European Commission, 1996,
1998).

Of course, the relative role of SMEs in the
economy and on the labour market and the
average size of enterprises vary from one sector to another and from one Member State to

another (see Tables 1.2 and 1.3), and there
are many possible ways of interpreting this
'comeback' of small production structures.
Similarly, the breakdown of employment by
staffing levels varies from one country to another (see Table 1.4). Indeed, the overall figures conceal significant complexity and SMEs
still represent a landscape that it is difficult

to map. This is why it is essential that further research be conducted to provide us with
a clearer picture.

The world of research has not been immune
to the developments mentioned above. Torres
(1997, 1998), tracing its recent history in the
French-speaking countries in particular, identifies three major periods since the mid-1960s.
During the first period (1965-1975), research
followed the Aston school of thought (Pugh et
al., 1968, 1969), focusing on the effects of enterprise size on organisation and functioning

(Blau, 1970; Child and Mansfield, 1972;
Minzberg, 1982; and Desreumaux, 1992). The
second period (1975-1985) saw the coexistence

of two distinct currents of research: one focusing on the specificity of SMEs and seeking
to identify not only the diversity of possible

forms but also the constants, permanences
and common features; the other focusing on
the diversity of SMEs and, by examining the
many contingencies faced by them, attempting to construct typologies and thereby reduce
their heterogeneity. Finally, the third period,
which began in the mid-1980s, saw the world
of research oscillating between a conception
that, whilst developing the theory concern-

ing the specificity of SMES, also focused on

the many variations in the unique features
of small firms (the 'synthesising' current), and
an investigation of the processes of the 'denaturation' of the general model of SMEs, henceforth dependent upon or even dominated by
large enterprises (loss of autonomy, rationalisation, etc.).

The Torres theory is all the more attractive
in that it accounts for a movement of thought

that, despite some inevitable differences in
the timing of its emergence caused by varying national situations, has become fairly
widespread, not only in the French-speaking
countries but in most EU Member States. This
is, in any event, what emerges from an overview of research on SMEs in the five Member
States we chose to study (D, E, F, I, UK).

1.2 Outline of this report
Following this brief introduction (Part 1), Part

2 of this report provides a summary of the
main research we consulted in studying employment and training practices in SMEs,
specifically in the five countries mentioned
above. It is prevailing trends and the cutting
edge in each country that matter here more
than the details, which we go into later in the
report.

Part 3 focuses primarily on definitional and
demographic data (enterprise formation/dis-

solution). The main difficulty lies in the
ephemeral and diverse nature of our subject
(see Section 3.1). What is the relationship
between a very small enterprise [VSE] of the
craft type and a medium-sized industrial enterprise? What is the relationship between an
independent, privately owned enterprise and
an SME that is part of a group or a franchise
network? What is the relationship between
an SME in the manufacturing sector and an
SME in the service sector? This is why it is
more appropriate to speak of SMEs in the plu-

ral rather than use a generalised singular.
We take a particularly close look at the methods of approach that researchers use to tackle
this heterogeneity (Section 3.2). After studying its anatomy or morphology, we also aim to
identify the main results of European research
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Table 1.3: Structure of private enterprises (excluding the primary sector), by size of workforce and
by country (1996)
Average
size

Number of enterprises
(in thousands)
220
800
230
205
2 085
3 440
580
80
3 345

Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Ireland
Italy

Luxembourg
Netherlands
Portugal
Spain
Sweden

7
5
7
8
3

LE
LE
LE

VSE
LE

11

VSE
SME

4

15

EU

SME
VSE
SME

5

12
10
4
5
7
5
6

530
690
2 335
285
3 760
18 590

UK

-

11

Dominant size
category*

LE

SME
VSE
LE
LE
LE

*A country is said to be 'dominated' by very small enterprises, small and medium-sized enterprises or large enterprises respectively if
very small enterprises, small and medium-sized enterprises or large enterprises account for the majority of jobs.
Source: Calculations made by EIM Small Business Research and Consultancy on the basis of Eurostat/DG XXIII figures (European
Commission, 1998).

Table 1.4: Breakdown of employment by size of workforce and by country in 1996

Very small
enterprises
Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
UK

25
48
30
23
32
24
47

EU

33

SMEs
Small
MediumSubsized
total
% of employment
19
14

21

22

18

18
16

18
17
15
14
14
14

48

21

11

65
73
70
56
66
57
79
49
80

19

26

29

71

26
38
47
25

19

15
18
12
16
12
14

60
79
79
59
59
66

31

16
19

20

23
19
17
16
19

11

_
Source: ENSR, 1997: 327.
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LEs

Total

Total

35
27
30
44
34
43

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

(1 000)
2 470
3 835
1 590
1 030
15 310
29 090
1 585
840
14 040
155
5 295
2 800
10 910
2 030
20 420
111 405

21
51

20
29
40
21
21
41
41

34
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on entrepreneurship, that is, on enterprisecreation practices and their contribution to
economic dynamism and job creation (Section
3.3). A final section looks at the demographics
of SMEs in an attempt to clarify their role and
development in the current reorganisation of
production systems (Section 3.4).

Part 4 focuses on SMEs as a player on labour
markets, that is, the specific effects they have
in terms of structuring employment, on both
the quantitative (Section 4.1) and qualitative
(Section 4.4) levels, and, more generally, the
main factors determining their practices (Section 4.2). Particular attention is also paid to
methods of using external labour, recruitment
practices and SMEs' role in the occupational
integration of young people (Section 4.3). Fi-

nally, a fifth section looks at European research on the development of self-employment

(Section 4.5), particularly as regards very
small enterprises [VSEs].
The aim of Part 5, on the training practices of

SMEs, is to identify research on the use of
vocational training both initial and continuing by SMEs (Sections 5.1 and 5.2)4. The
perspective we have chosen also enables us
to maintain our focus on the training/employment relationship and to articulate this new
field of research with the former. At the same

time, bearing in mind the needs of policymakers, it is an opportunity to present some
research on the main factors determining the
demand for training in SMEs.
Taking note of research that indicates SMEs'
disadvantaged position in terms of accessing
and using the more institutionalised and external forms of continuing vocational training, we look at the body of research that attempts to identify the specific contribution

that small establishments make in terms of
informal, in-house or 'on-the-job' training, the

assumption being, for example, that individual skills are not acquired only through
structured training provision but also as a
result of experiences in which mobility be4 We shall be abbreviating the terms 'vocational
training', 'continuing training' and 'continuing vocational training' to TT', 'CT' and 'CVT', respectively, in the remainder of this report.
tP

tween and within enterprises plays a considerable role (Section 5.3). From this point of
view, examination of practices and views concerning training in SMEs is an opportunity
to rethink the traditional models of the training/employment relationship and question the
rules governing the recognition and certification of skills acquired in a working situation
alongside, in addition to or instead of accredited training processes (validation of occupational skills, job classification, etc.).
Taking a step back, the final section (Section
5.4) attempts to identify the new types of regu-

lations that are currently emerging in relation to (initial and continuing) vocational

training in most European countries. It

emerges, among other things, that the shift
towards a 'skills-based approach', work on the
validation of skills acquired informally and a
number of innovations currently at play might
in many respects be seen as an opening of the
door to vocational training within SMEs.

Finally, our general conclusion (Part 6) aims
to draw the main lessons from this careful examination of the European literature by identifying the most useful points for public policies.

2. European literature under
review: a risky but enlightening venture
What we are trying to do here might seem presumptuous, particularly since no previous research has given rise to such an attempt. However we do have close on more than 500
references works in our bibliography and we
are not making any claims about being exhaustive or, still less, doing the work of the
historians. We are not interested in going into
detail; on the contrary, what we want to do is
to achieve an overview and identify the most
salient points that emerge from the available
body of work, and especially those works that

have attempted to look at the relationships
between SMEs, employment and I or training.

Our reading of the literature has been far from

superficial. For each country, we have tried
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to develop an overall picture by identifying
the most common themes or issues and tracing the major trends affecting them. We shall
offer some working hypotheses that could be
studied in greater depth.

2.1 France: a national tradition which
does not favour SMEs
First, we shall look at the situation in France
not because we see it in a particularly favourable light but because, on the contrary,
it seems that, of the five countries we stud-

ied, France is furthest from answering the
questions associated with SMEs This is
largely due to the traditional predominance
.

of large enterprises, both in industrial policy
and in academic research. Yet France does not
have the greatest concentration of large en-

terprise s. Although the concentration is
higher than the average for Europe of 15, it
is lower than the concentration in, for example, Finland, Belgium, Germany, the UK and
Sweden; we also know that the imbalance
between large and small enterprises has more
to do with sectoral features than national differences (European Commission, 1996, p. 34).

So, the reasons for France's indifference to
SMEs needs to be sought in socially and historically constructed images. Without claiming to offer a fully detailed analysis of the situation, we should simply like to mention two
aspects here: public policies and research developments.

2.1.1 The institutional and academic
predominance of the large-enterprise
model
As J. Saglio (1995) has commented, the major reference for French public policy until the
late 1970s was virtually always the large enterprise. It is in fact around this predominant
figure that major modernisation projects have
been organised and planned. It can be argued
that reciprocal ignorance or a 'mutual aversion', doubtless caused by contrasting sociological positions, has long reigned in France

between SMEs and national institutions.
'Public institutions saw SMEs as an archaic
industrial world inhabited by untamed capitalists who had little respect for their social
and fiscal obligations' and, 'in SMEs' eyes, the
100

world of the State was inhabited by useless,
unproductive bureaUcrats who knew nothing
of the realities of economic life and its constraints' (Saglio, 1995, p. 22). Moreover, the
majority of SME managers have tended to be
extremely distrustful of large enterprises and

the various monopolies, which are always
suspected often with good reason
luding with the State.

of col-

At the same time, in academic research, SMEs
have long been perceived as a hangover from

the past. Other than in research by historians on early industry and a few scant references in historical overviews of industry,
SMEs have virtually always been defined
negatively or in terms of their shortcomings
in relation to large enterprises5: they did not
adhere to the rules of the division of labour,
they were run more 'simply' and in a less formalised way, they were backward in terms of
development, etc. In brief, they were too small
and their economic role was deemed to be too
insignificant to merit researchers' attention.
So, an interest in SMEs was for fanatics, militants or those with a love for the exotic.
This would explain (or at least, this is our hypothesis) why, after this long period of lack of

interest, the first works on SMEs that appeared in the late 1970s initially took the literary form of the essay' and a fairly utopian
ideological position. So, small structures appear as improbable, paradoxical, akin to the
social experimentation in new spaces ('country factories', self-centred development, alternative enterprises, etc.), based on ideologies
that challenged major systems and the allpowerfulness of the Fordist-Taylorist model
(on this point, see, among others, Chavanes,
1975; Chevalier, 1977; Gorz, 1980; Mendras,
1979; Rosanvallon, 1976, 1980).

2.1.2 Obsession with the modernisation
of SMEs

Despite its significance and specificity, it
would be a mistake to reduce the turning
point of the 1980s to an academic curiosity
In other words, 'non-large enterprises', to use the
term coined by J. Saglio (1995).
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for, as in most other European countries, it
was at the very time when mass production
and the big industrial conglomerates went
into crisis (restructuring), when unemployment was rising and the economy was becom-

ing increasingly tertiarised, that the movement to rehabilitate SMEs really began in
France.
However, the social components of the French
conception of SMEs continued to hold sway

throughout the last decade and, therefore,
right up to now. This would, in our opinion,
explain the shift in the thinking of all France's
economic and political institutions, all coming to focus on one notion: SMEs need to be

modernised and rationalised. Subtext: we
need to guide them towards the large-enterprise model. This point of view can be illustrated in many ways by, for example, stressing
the development of public aid or stigmatising

decision-makers' recurrent voluntarism and
concern for small structures (setting up science parks, an inclination to create industrial
districts 'a la française', etc.).

Throughout the 1980s and, therefore, right
up to today, the research community has
failed to escape this strong social trend. Apart
from a few scattered and sometimes isolated

teams, particularly those researching the

gies in relation to their social and organisation appropriation; it nonetheless remains
that the point of reference they use to assess

changes in production systems is still the
large enterprise and mass production.

2.1.3 From tangible technologies to
intangible technologies
Indeed, in the late 1980s and early 1990s,
there was already a very gradual shift away
from tangible production technologies and
towards the intangible technologies of management, training and organisation. It is in
this context that we need to see, for example, the works of Le Bas and Clerc (1988).

Studying SMEs' attitude to automation in
the mechanical-engineering sector, these
authors noted (and deplored) the fact that
'hypo-firms' (the smallest SMEs) were resistant to automation, while 'large' SMEs were
more structured and more in favour of it. In

addressing the former, they stress the importance of external consultancy and training as 'driving factors' (p. 105) in the ration-

alisation of SMEs. A little later (Le Bas,
1989), they are back again: automation
projects have more chance of being successful in SMEs if they are both coordinated with

industrial strategy and based on properly
managed training processes. These processes

logical development and innovation as an instrument of modernisation and competitive-

must cover not only technical content but
also new standards of management, organisational routines, the anticipation of economic changes, etc. This 'broadening of the
field' and mobilisation of all the players are
termed 'industrial apprenticeship' and conceived according to the standards of large
enterprises, as they are in virtually every
other work based, for example, on Ministry
of Industry statistics showing that the main
factors determining SMEs' attitude to training are size SEs with fewer than 50 em-

ness for SMEs (Jacot and Lajoinie, 1988;
Rosanvallon, 1986; Hollard et al., 1987;

more than 200 employees

craft industry or small traders (Zarca, 1986;
Auvolat, 1982; Auvolat et al., 1985; Gresle,
1981), and, as we shall see, with the exception of some economists and sociologists specialising in 'industrial districts' and working
under the auspices of the Centre d'Etudes de
l'Emploi [CEE] and the Groupe Lyonnais de
Sociologie Industrielle [Glysi], this community
has whether we like it or not largely gone

along with an approach that sees techno-

D'Iribarne, 1986; Maurice et al., 1986). Even
if not every researcher has succumbed to the
dogma of technological determinism that the
decision-makers are always so quick to pro-

ployees 'train less' than enterprises with
the age of direc-

tors and managers on average higher in
SEs (Bucaille and Costa de Beauregard,
1989; Debrinay, 1990), etc. Recently, of

pound; if they note in general the spread of

course, a number of works on investment and
modernisation in SMEs have focused on is-

flexible technologies in small enterprises, especially in the machine tools sector; if they
are quick to look at the issue of new technolo-

Forte, 1995), but they are far from representing the majority of recent research.

sues relating to employment (Heraud and
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2.1.4 The relationship between SMEs and
employment: a relatively recent issue
Despite a few high-quality trailblazers that
are already rather old (Greffe, 1984; Baroin
and Fracheboud, 1983; Da lle and Bounine,
1987), it is reasonable to say that this area of
research is relatively new in France, as compared with the UK, Germany and Italy. The
research coordinated by Greffe, Baroin and
Fracheboud certainly provides us with all the
ingredients we need for debate, together with

a number of equally weighty contributions
and equally inspiring subtitles: `SMEs potential employment reservoir' (X. Greffe),

`SMEs and employment in France' (D.

It is not for us to describe and explain these
shortcomings in detail here. However, in addition to the chronic absence in France of ongoing relations between the world of research
and occupational organisations (for the reasons mentioned earlier), one would very probably be able to identify some persistent divisions in the scientific community as regards
SMEs. First and foremost, are SMEs really a
subject for scientific research in France? Some

researchers think not and are not afraid to
say so, despite a logomachic work that argues
to the contrary (Grasser et al., 1999).

2.1.5 Highly compartmentalised
academic research

Baroin), `SMEs and job creation in France' (F.

Eymard-Duvernay and M. Delattre), 'social
relations in SMEs in France' (J.-Y. Boulin, J.P. Huiban et al.), 'the unemployed creating
or recreating occupational activity' (S. Pflieger
and F. Tabourin), 'which policy for SMEs?' (X.

Greffe). There are also some similarly indepth international comparisons: Belgium (A.
M. Kumps and R. Witterwuklghe), Italy (S.
Brusco and P. Garonna), the Federal Republic of Germany (W. Steindle), the UK (G.
Gudgin and then D. J. Storey), the European
Community (J. Morley) and even Japan (E.
Leclerc) and the USA (D. Baroin).

In the main, however, none of this work has
been followed through and, although aca-

demic output on SMEs' role in the current
transformation of production systems is particularly abundant (see Part 2), research on

their impact on the number, structure and
content ofjobs is only in its infancy (Couraut,

Trouvé, 1999). The same is true as regards
the specific features of vocational training and
the building up of professional skills and status in SMEs (see Part 5). Apart from the regu-

lar, annual comment on the lack of training,
based on administrative statistics (Bentabet,
Marion et al., 1999), and a few recent breakthroughs by a Céreq team as regards personnel management and training in very small
enterprises (Bentabet et al., 1999), the field
is essentially occupied by critical analyses of
the 1971 law on continuing training and the
difficulty of adapting it to the specific context
of SMEs (on this point, see the works of E.
Verdier, 1990b, c, 1991).
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Evidently, in France more than in any other
country, a considerable effort needs to be made

if SMEs are not to be reduced either to a byproduct of the development of major groups
or to large enterprises 'in miniature' (Saglio,
1995). This is why it is difficult, in France, to
break away from studying the major bodies

of macrostatistics that define SMEs as residual forms of early industry by comparison
with large enterprises, to recognise entrepreneurs' active role in the development of new
managerial styles, and to move away from a
definition that is too closely bound up with
the traditional configuration of independent
SMEs, and instead to focus on their inclusion
and integration in various sectors, regions,
networks or inter-enterprise competitive/co-

operative relations, as in the case of the
socioeconomic study of localised production
systems. These three ways of distancing ourselves from the dominant models (of the large
enterprise and the independent small enter-

prise) nevertheless derive from some relatively distinct currents of research.
On the one hand, it is certainly important to
take account of Government documents that
attempt to meet the need to know more about

SMEs so that appropriate policies can be
adopted. Examples are the regular reports on
SMIs (small and medium sized industries) pro-

duced by SESSI (Service des Statistiques
Industrielles du Ministere de l'Industrie [Industrial Statistics Service of the Ministry of
Industry] 1995, 1999). By definition, however,

these cover only enterprises in the industrial
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sector with more than 20 employees. The same

ertheless already proved to be promising

applies to INSEE's Enquête sur les Petits

(Bentabet et al., 1999).

Etablissements Industrie ls [Survey of Small
Industrial Establishments]. Researchers certainly do not make sufficient use of these major statistical sources. Mention might also be
made of the recent implementation of a Dares6
(Ministere de l'Emploi et de la Solidarite [Min-

istry of Employment and Solidarity]) programme focusing on SMEs (Dares, 1995).

On the other hand, with regard to academic
research, we need to distinguish: firstly, teams
of economists and sociologists (for example, the
Centre d'Etudes de l'Emploi in Paris, Céreq and

2.1.6 The various fields of research on

initial and continuing vocational

training

In the area of vocational training in France,
we can distinguish various currents of scientific output. The first we are going to mention here are highly prolific but pay little or
no attention to SMEs.

0 First and foremost, there is an historical

its research team on employment and train-

current (for example, Agulhon, 1994), whose
major arguments all or virtually all point

ing in SMEs, the 'Mutations des Territoires en

to chronic problems concerning the appro-

Europe' Laboratory of the University of

priate linking of 'technical', 'vocational', 'spe-

Montpellier, which focuses more particularly
on SMEs' role in local development, and the
Groupe Lyonnais de Sociologie Industrielle,
part of whose remit is to study local SME sys-

cialist' or 'skills-centred' training with the
production system, because these forms of
training have been socially devalued or per-

tems), whose work could be analysed and cross-

have undergone massive decline over recent

referenced to enable us to reconsider the en-

years (CAP-BEP)8, because they lower

terprise model; secondly, the more openly

standards (as in the case of 'Bac Pros')9, because they generate new aspirations to pursue more general university studies (BTS-

ceived as routes to failure, because they

management-centred approaches, associated

in particular with the Association Inter-

DUT)1°. Like it or not, and despite recent
attempts to rehabilitate these forms of initial training via systems of apprenticeship
or combined training and work, this situation is the result of a sort of 'social pact' at
national level (Trouvé, 1996b).

nationale de Recherche en PME [AIREPME

International Association for Research on
SMEs], of links between France (with a strong
Montpellier/Metz-Nancy axis) and Quebec, the
mainspring of an International French-Speaking Conference on SMEs7. However, the latter
tend to concentrate more on identifying SMEs'
microeconomic performance or on epistemological issues (Julien and Marchesnay, 1988;

Marchesnay and Fourcade, 1997; Mahé de

0 Then there is a current that more or less
comprises the works produced by Cereq
and its associated centres" or offshoots,

Boislandelle, 1998a, 1998b) than on SMEs' em-

ployment and training practices or, even less,
on the effects of public policies on the development of SMEs. There is currently no interface
between these two major groups (economists
and sociologists on the one hand and managers on the other) (on this point, see Trouvé,
1999). The potential for the 'cross-fertilisation'
of research on Very Small Enterprises has nev6 Dares: Direction de l'Animation de la Recherche,
des Etudes et des Statistiques [Directorate for the
Promotion of Research, Studies and Statistics].

The fourth conference, organised' by the Universities of Nancy and Metz, was held in October 1998.

8 CAP: Certificat d'Aptitude Professionnelle [Certificate of Vocational Skills]; BEP: Brevet d'Etudes
Professionnelles [Certificate of Vocational Studies].

9 Bac Pro: Baccalauréat Professionnel [General
Certificate of Vocational Education].

10 BTS: Brevet de Technicien Superieur [Higher
Technician's Certificate]; DUT: Diplôme Universitaire de Technologie [University Diploma in Technology].

" Cereq: Centre d'Etudes et de Recherches sur les
Qualifications [Centre for Studies and Research

on Skills and Qualifications]. 10 place de la

Joliette, 13 474 Marseille, Cedex 02.
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comprising an immense reservoir of research on the relationship between training and employment and on occupational
integration and transitions, linking them
to the functioning of labour markets and

2.1.7 Statistical data: consistent
evidence of unequal access to
continuing vocational training (CVT)
organised by enterprises

in some cases taking account of issues con-

tional, regional and, more recently, a

The field of CVT is highly specific. In France,
it functions as a compensatory device, a second opportunity for those who have been unable to obtain not only the educational quali-

comparative and international perspec-

fications that exercise such a 'tyranny' (M.

tive.

Godet) throughout working life, but also the

Some leading works mark out the first

skills that, on a social level, determine the
kind of jobs each individual might expect to

cerning the transformation of organisations and production activities, from a na-

group, comprising mainly works produced
by Cereq but also others, the common feature being their failure to take account of
SMEs. We shall mention a few here, with-

out any wish to be exhaustive and omitting the even more prolific editorial output of journals12, collections, numerous
articles, conference proceedings and sundry communications: Géhin and Méhaut
(1993), Vernières (coordinator) (1997),
Friot and Rose (directors) (1996), Rose
(1998), Vernieres (1997) and, particularly,

Aventur and Möbus (1999), but also
Tanguy L. (director) (1986), Coutrot and

Dubar (1992), Nicole-Drancourt and
Roulleau-Berger (1995).

Three other fields seem worthy of mention and of being described in greater detail. These are Government publications,
both in the field of initial training (particularly apprenticeships) and in the field
of continuing training (particularly the
figures regularly produced on the basis of
'24-83' tax declarations); the rare but illuminating research on mismatches between the legal provisions covering con-

tinuing training and the situation of
SMEs (works of E. Verdier); and finally, a

recent spate of qualitative studies and

get13. However, looked at from another angle,

CVT is also a source of information on the
ways in which enterprises make use oflabour.
It is in this latter aspect that government data
cast particular light on SMEs' investment in
CVT.

Among others, two major, complementary
sources can be drawn on here: on the one

hand, the general data published by the
Ministere de l'Emploi et de la Solidarité
(Dares, but also the Delegation a la Formation Professionnelle [Delegation responsible
for Vocational Training]) and, on the other,
Cereq's annual report on La FPC financee
par les entreprises [CVT funded by enterprises].

01 The former, which covers major 'aggregates', provides reference data on structures, changes in expenditure and financial transfers with regard to continuing

training, either by type of expenditure
(training in the strict sense, pay for trainees and relief on social security contributions, sundry capital investment) or by target group (young people joining the job
market for the first time, jobseekers and
groups with difficulties, people already in
employment). In 1997, government figures

case studies covering both practices and
perceptions concerning continuing vocational training in SMEs and VSEs, and

showed that, in France, 'expenditure by

the relationship between training and

'3We shall see later that the social and occupational functions of continuing training vary considerably from one country to another. For exam-

employment.

12 Particularly Cereq's Formation Emploi [Employment Training] and Dares' Travail et Emploi [Work
and Employment].
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ple, according to Vickerstaff (1992, p. 8), whereas
it is typically seen as a response to the skills gap
on the labour market in the UK, in other countries it seems to be vital to the effective use of labour (investment, prevention of wastage).
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enterprises is equivalent to State expenditure (55 billion French francs)'. More than
80% of enterprises' expenditure is on em-

between this category and LEs remains con-

ployee training as part of a training plan
or in the form of individual educational
leave. The remaining 20% (10.4 billion

are weakest and training efforts least significant (BTP building and public works, hotel
and catering trade, agriculture, etc.). The of-

French francs) goes on funding special employment and training contracts ('contrats

de qualification', 'contrats d'adaptation'
and 'contrats d'orientation'), and apprenticeships (Chanut and Baudequin-Gelard,
1999). Special training for young people
under the age of 26 'accounts for 22% of
overall expenditure, with more than half
of this being spent on apprenticeships and
a quarter on employment and training con-

tracts' (or 'government-aided employment'). Finally, expenditure on training
jobseekers and groups with difficulties accounts for 20% of overall expenditure on
vocational training. The most recent figures indicate that, in very recent years, it
is young people who have been the main
beneficiaries of the increase in expenditure.

0 The report produced regularly by Cereq is

much more specific (see, for example,
Bentabet E., Marion I., Zygmunt Ch., 1999)

and enables us to compare training practices in Small Enterprises (with 10-50 em-

ployees) with those in larger ones. Of
course, however, the data cover only 'official' training (that is, government-recog-

nised training) organised by enterprises

stant. Finally, it is in sectors of activity in
which SEs predominate that the indicators

ficial statistics thus regularly highlight inequalities of access to CVT, depending on size
of enterprise.

2.1.8 The inappropriateness of legal
provisions to SMEs
Verdier should be congratulated for having
tackled this issue on numerous occasions and
for linking it with consideration of the institutional conditions of CVT in France (Verdier,

1990a, b, c; 1991; 1999). He argues that the
gaps in SMEs' contribution to CVT in France
are largely due to the mismatch between the
approaches supported by law and actual train-

ing practices in small establishments. His
theory is nevertheless so central that we shall
look at it again in more depth in Part 5 (Section 5.1).

2.1.9 The breakthrough of qualitative
studies: SMEs between market and
State
It would be unjust to end this rapid overview
of training practices in SMEs in France without mentioning the new doors being opened
by more qualitative analyses and case stud-

and therefore provide information mostly
on more structured forms of CVT. This is
why they have long indicated SME 'defi-

ies. Verdier blazed the trail with his works
on the role of enterprise strategies in training practices in SMEs (1990b, 1991). Two

cits' in this area, with the exception of

more recent publications have followed in his

'length of training periods' (see Part 5, Table 5.4), in terms of level of financial commitment and rates of access to training by

footsteps: Bentabet et al. (1999) investigating the main factors determining training and

personnel management practices in Very

workers (8.3% for men and 10.4% for

Small Enterprises in eight sectors of activity
and proposing a model to reduce the extreme

women in enterprises with 10-19 employees, compared with 56% and 49% respec-

heterogeneity of the field, and Campinos-

tively in enterprises with 2 000 or more

Dubernet (1999) following up a series of highly

employees).

detailed reports on the relationship between
training and employment in the metalworking and machinery industry, the plastics industry and the electrical and electronics sec-

Certainly, the past few years have seen a
slight increase in SMEs' contribution to CVT
However, 'the category of Small Enterprises
(10-50 employees) is having difficulty in ris-

ing above the legal minimum' (Bentabet,
Marion, Zygmunt, 1999, p. 13) and the gap

tor.

Most of these works are amply commented
upon in the rest of this report.
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2.2 The UK: research on SMEs'

contribution to employment and their
place in the new model of vocational
education and training (VET)

3. A third focus of research was the spectacu-

lar increase in self-employment. In June
1979, there were 1.9 million people in the
UK (7.5% of the working population) who
could be deemed to be self-employed; by
June 1990, this figure had already risen to
3.3 million, or 12.2% of the working population (Campbell and Daly, 1991).

According to Atkinson and Storey (1994), most

of the research during the 1980s on the relationships between small firms and employment in the UK focused on four main issues:

4. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, re1. The first was to attempt to quantify job
creation in small firms. Most of the re-

search on employment in small firms began to be superseded. More and more researchers were examining the interactions
between small firms and local labour markets. They looked at how small enterprises
procured their workforce, how they were
developing their management capacities,
how they coped with the constraints of the
labour market and, finally, how all of that
might influence an enterprise's performance.

search drew on the seminal work of David
Birch in the USA (1979) on the relationship between the size of enterprises and
their ability to create jobs. Numerous attempts were made to transfer Birch's meth-

odology to the UK and other European
countries and to verify whether similar
results could be obtained.

It is reasonable to say that this research
focused on the total number of jobs, on the

quantity of employment. According to
Atkinson and Storey, it was usually based
on the inferences that could be drawn from
some very extensive but far from complete
databases. Hence the many criticisms lev-

elled at it, particularly as regards methodology (appropriateness of sampling techniques, variability of results depending on
the point in the economic cycle, etc.).
2. A second category of research focused more

on the quality of employment in small
firms. For example, some authors continued to look at the nature of industrial relations in SMEs, trade union activity, the
specific availability of employee training,
pay and other benefits, and the application
of legislation on employment and working
hours. We need to remember that, during
this period (1980s), majority politics aimed
to free (or 'protect', according to Atkinson
and Storey) small firms from trade union
pressure and legislation on worker protection. The idea behind this was that more
jobs would be created and unemployment
levels would drop. This is why much research in the UK examined the influence
of public policies on the changes affecting

the structure, conditions and content of
jobs.
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These are the four points we shall be examining mostly here, keeping as close as we can to
Atkinson and Storey (1994).

2.2.1 The significance of small firms in
creating new jobs
Most British research can be seen as an extension of Birch's work in the USA (1979) and

the subsequent debate. We know that Birch
always claimed that, during the 1970s, two
thirds of the increase in job numbers in the
USA could be attributed to small firms with
fewer than 20 employees.

On the basis of the unprecedented boom in
enterprise creation during the period 19861989, research in the UK also tried to demonstrate that small firms were a major source
of job creation. For example, Gallagher and
Steward (1986), Doyle and Gallagher (1987)
and even Daly et al. (1991) claimed that very

small enterprises (with fewer than ten employees) had created 500 000 jobs between
1987 and 1989. They added that this represented about half of net job growth over this
period, even though enterprises of this size
employed less than a fifth of the total labour
force. Of course, they did not break this down

by sector and their findings reflect a major
concentration of small firms in the service
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sector. They also noted that, in the case of
employment in the manufacturing sector,
small firms' contribution was probably less

In their turn, Storey, Keasey et al. (1987) es-

significant.

ade a quarter of them accounted for 50% of
jobs created.

timated that, for every 100 enterprises created in the early 1980s, by the end of the dec-

The first criticisms of Birch came from
Armington and Odle (1982), who, using the
same body of data, were unable to reproduce
their predecessor's results. Their work was
followed by many others, the best known being those of Storey and Johnson (1986), arguing that the overestimation of employment in
SMEs had been caused by the poor quality of
databases.

2.2.2 The controversial effects of
government policies on employment
growth in SMEs

Johnson demonstrated on several occasions
(1989, 1991) that the rise in the relative sig-

These results are used by some researchers
to feed the debate on policies concerning
SMEs. Commenting on the Thatcherite policies of the 1980s, which gave indiscriminate
support to small firms (reducing social security contributions, administrative constraints
or trade union pressure in order to create an

nificance of SMEs in employment terms in the

'enterprise culture'), they show that these

UK since the early 1970s was due more to

policies produced a very unequal development

the contraction of employment in large firms
than to its growth in small ones: the increase
in importance of small establishments may

of employment among small enterprises.

therefore reflect the decline in large firms,

rather than the growth of small firms'
(Atkinson and Storey, 1994, p. 6). Later,
Brown et al. (1990) advanced the idea taken
up on numerous occasions since that account
had to be taken not only of gross job creation
but also of new small enterprises going out of
business and that the emphasis needed to be

placed on whether or not the employment

Some benefited, others did not. Furthermore,
as Karlsson et al. (1993, pp. 7-8) incontestably argue: although the 'enterprise culture'

supported by Mrs Thatcher in the UK 'was
accompanied by a substantial increase in the
total number of registrations of new enterprises (of the order of 30% between 1980 and
1990), similar growth also occurred in coun-

tries that did not follow the same vigorous
policy (of removing State interference) [...]

being created by small enterprises was dura-

which would imply that policy incitements are
not the only cause of the phenomenon [...] or

ble.

that contradictory policies can lead to the
same result'.

Using some very different yet complementary
lines of argument, all these authors agree that

there is some doubt about the real contribution SMEs make to job creation. For most of

2.2.3 Research on the quality of
employment in small firms

them, SMEs' performance in terms of employ-

As we shall see later (Part 4), British re-

ment creation is dependent upon a small

searchers took an earlier and greater interest than their European colleagues in job

number of enterprises that experience rapid
growth: these are Storey and Johnson's (1986)

'fast growers' or 'high-flying firms', which,

quality and working conditions in SMEs. Like
Brown et al. in the USA (1990), and using a

although in the minority, have a considerable
impact on results. This conclusion is now so
widely accepted that, having been the cham-

number of objective indicators, they mostly

pions of an overly generalising approach,

respects the small firm provides a better environment for the employee than is possible

Gallagher and Miller (1991) have been won
round. In a comparative study of Scotland and
South-East England, they were, for example,

able to establish that the enterprises they
described as 'flyers' represented 18% of their
sample but accounted for 92% of jobs created.

focused on questioning the idyllic picture once
depicted by the Bolton Committee ('in many

in most large firms', 1971). Scott, Roberts and
Holroyd (1989) argue, for example, that workers in small firms have terms and conditions
of employment that are generally less favour-

able than those of workers in large enter-
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prises, and it is now accepted that, although
their level ofjob satisfaction might be higher,
they have lower pay and earnings, less job

tinuous, more irregular, less predictable and
less open to systemisation than large enterprises' relationship with it.

security, less extensive trade union protection,

more difficulty in accessing training and
longer working hours.

The main results they obtain cast doubt on
the received notion whereby SMEs usually

North, Smallbone and Leigh (1994) develop
another argument: contrary to what might be
expected, the SMEs included in their large
sample did not make more use of a non-core
workforce (part-timers, temporary contracts

have difficulty in recruiting workers. In fact,
according to these authors, not all SMEs experience this problem, which depends upon
the sector (whether or not a specialist labour
market is involved), the skills required and,
most importantly, the size of the enterprise.
It is in fact when they are growing that small
firms have recruitment problems. Their rela-

or homeworking) during the 1980s. In all

tions with the labour market become more

these aspects, the typical practices of the sec-

frequent and more difficult. They have to enter into competition and organise their internal market. Also, the more recruitment problems a firm has had, the more it will tend to
use formal methods of selecting new employees (the more a business has experienced recruitment difficulties, the less likely it is to
stick with word of mouth and other informal
methods, and the more likely to supplement
them, or indeed replace them, with more formal ones' (p. 72)). Conversely, it is easier for

Drawing on a longitudinal study of a sample

of small and medium-sized enterprises,

tor were maintained. Here, too, the authors
claim that changes in the structure and quality of employment in SMEs were concentrated

in a small number of enterprises.

Let us leave aside the research on the spectacular success of self-employment, which was

particularly prominent in the UK. We shall
be covering this in Part 4 (see Section 4.5).
For the moment, we shall focus on two other
strong areas of British research: a study of
the interactions between SMEs and the labour market and the even more original work
on the relationship between small firms' strategic behaviour on the products market and
their employment practices.

2.2.4 Interactions between the labour
market and small firms
It is only very recently that British research
has begun to take an interest in the complex
relations between small firms and the labour
market. In doing so, it has tried to solve three
types of problem: Firstly, what specific contribution do SMEs make to the functioning of
the labour market? Secondly and conversely,
how does the labour market respond to SMEs'
needs? And thirdly, what role do local labour
markets play in SMEs' employment management?

[p The first two questions have been addressed, in particular, by Atkinson and
Meager (1994). In general terms, these authors note that small firms' relationship with
the external labour market is more discon108

VSEs (enterprises with fewer than ten employees) to draw on available labour within
the extended family or neighbourhood, with-

out using overly sophisticated methods of
communication and selection. This is why
they complain less than enterprises with more
than ten employees about the shortage of formal skills and qualifications, with the exception, of course, of VSEs in the intellectual services sector or areas requiring state-of-the-art
technical skills.

Another finding: difficulties in finding what
they need on the labour market are probably
more common in fast-growing small firms

than in typical small firms, and also more
common in firms run by managers than in

those run by owner-managers, who are
strongly attached to their autonomy and
power of control. The latter are still in the
majority (65% owner-managers in Atkinson
and Meager's surveys).
Furthermore, British research emphasises
the importance of local labour markets, dis-

tinguishing, in particular, the urban, semi-

urban and rural environments (North,
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Smallbone and Leigh, 1994). However, the
approach, like that of Scandinavian researchers, seems to be more 'regional' than 'local'
(Johannison, 1993; Davidsson, Lindmark et
al., 1993) and, in this respect, differs considerably from the analyses conducted in countries such as France and Italy.

2.2.5 Competitive strategies and
employment practices

sometimes in such rapid succession that
some critics have seen it as a symptom of a
very short-term policy and a lack of institu-

tionalisation". This is not the place to describe the various phases and the numerous
programmes that have marked the period.
They are, in any event, regularly described,
defined and discussed in textbooks on the
subject (Creagh, 1999), because changes in
the British VET system have in many ways
served, if not as a model to follow, at least as

Finally, we cannot complete this rapid sketch

an indispensable reference for all the EU

of British research on SMEs without men-

Member States.

tioning the particular importance of the work
conducted within the 'small business' sector
itself. Drawing on longitudinal empirical surveys, which sometimes combine quantitative

and qualitative methods, this concerns, in
particular, the relations between small firms'

market strategies and their employment
practices (Reid et al., 1993; Reid, 1993). Indeed, we should not forget that analysis of

the structure and dynamics of an industry
is a vital part of any analysis of enterprises'
strategic practices. Similarly, we need to re-

'The levy arrangements of the 1964 Act were
unpopular with small firms and their opposition to the measure, voiced to a large extent
through the Bolton Committee of Inquiry into

Small Firms in 1971, helped to modify the
arrangements to the levy exemption system.
The Industrial Training Boards were also felt
by some to be organised by the big firms for
the big firms; they were criticised as foster-

ing expensive off-the-job training and not
appreciating the merits of more informal on-

member that there are differences in eco-

the-job methods characteristic of smaller

nomic viability within a given sector (measured by performance gaps in relation to the

firms' (Vickerstaff, 1992, p. 9).

sectoral average), which are often greater
than intersectoral differences. One might
also hypothesise that differences in the employment practices of SMEs in the same sector can largely be explained by the differing
strategic choices made by competitors (see
Part 4).

Instead, we shall be looking at research that
has emphasised SMEs' role in the reforms,
raising two complementary questions: what
are the merits of the new programmes that
have been adopted as regards SMEs? How
have they been analysed and evaluated by
researchers? The first question could be divided into two and would strictly speaking

We shall discuss research on the subject of
vocational training in SMEs later.

have two points of entry, depending on
'whether SMEs are [considered as] 'custom-

ers' or 'providers' in the training market
2.2.6 Reforms of the education and
vocational training system"
As regards education and vocational training, no European country has experienced
as great an upheaval as the UK over recent
years. Over the past 20 years, a whole series
of reforms have come one after the other,

place' (Hyland and Matlay, 1997, p. 131). In

other words, we have two subquestions:
firstly, how have the TECs [Training Enterprise Councils] and LECs [Local Enterprise
Companies] (see Box 2.2) met SMEs' train15 'Rapid and frequent policy change has itself been
a policy, consistent with the emerging British Model

of placing maximum emphasis on short-term appraisal of an institution's performance. With this
14 This part of the report owes much to M. Creagh,
Lecturer HRM/Enterprise Groups, of the Cranfield
School of Management, who selected the literature
and drafted a summary (Creagh, 1999).

has come a concomitant downgrading of the role of

experience and of stable institutions which were
likely to be seen as sources of rigidity and resistance to rapid change' (Crouch et al., 1999, p. 129).
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Box 2.1: Industrial Training Boards and the SMEs
'Industrial Training Boards were national statutory organisations for training based on industries or commercial sectors. They were established under the 1964 Industrial Training Act and could levy firms in their
sector and then use these funds to pay for training' (Vickerstaff, 1998).

Box 2.2: Development and delivery of Modern Apprenticeships [MAS]
'In the last thirty years various remedies for Britain's training problems have been tried. These vary from the
Training Levy of the 1964 Act and the Industrial Training Boards, through Manpower Services Commission/
Training Agency sponsored schemes such as TOPs, YOP, YTS, YT, etc., to the current development of the
Training and Enterprise Councils [TECs] (in England and Wales) and of the Local Enterprise Company
[LECs] (in Scotland). TECs are to operate as local networks for gathering information on labour market
needs, managing government training schemes and providing training and enterprise advice and support'
(Vickerstaff, 1992, p. 1).

'As part of government's policy to recreate a market-led training system, the TECs and LECs were established during 1990-1991' (Parker and Vickerstaff, 1996, p. 251).
'The TILECs were conceived as locally-based employer-led organisations [...]. They are organised as limited guarantee companies; the majority of their board members are business leaders and they are responsible for a sizeable range of government unemployment, training and enterprise schemes. [...] They are
geographical rather than industry or sector-based' (Vickerstaff and Parker, 1995, p. 58).

'The Youth Opportunities Scheme [YOPS] was launched in 1978. This evolved into the Youth Training
Scheme [YTS], which was launched in 1983 and was the heart of the government's training programme. It
was a scheme for 16 and 17 year olds. It began as a one-year scheme but in 1985 it became a two-year
scheme. In 1990 it became Youth Training [YT]' (Creagh, 1999, p. 4).
'National Vocational Qualifications [NVOs] are qualifications based on work experience whose purpose is
to accredit skills deriving essentially from experience in the workplace. They are designed to be very flexible, without any compulsory programme or method of study. There is no fixed rule on length or place of
training. These qualifications are subdivided into five levels, from basic level 1 to advanced level 5.'
Source: European Commission, Eurostat, Cedefop, 1997.

ing needs (this is the most common option,

chosen, for example, by Vickerstaff and
Parker, 1995; Parker and Vickerstaff, 1996;
and, more recently, Vickerstaff again, 1998)?
Secondly, what are SMEs' specific training
needs and what role might they play in VET
policies and strategies (this is the approach

public policies and their development, placing the emphasis on integrating young people and combating unemployment, the second gives preference to enterprise logics and
SMEs' specific way of investing in human
capital.

taken by Vickerstaff, 1992; Matlay, 1997; and
Hyland and Matlay, 1997)? On closer inspec-

Originally, SMEs were certainly not a central
focus of the policies defined by decision-mak-

tion, these two methods of approach are not
interchangeable for, whereas the first concentrates mainly on the appropriateness of

ers. In general, it is undoubtedly easier to
argue the structural lack of qualifications

110

among the labour force, particularly interme-
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diate qualifications16, which is seen as the
UK's main handicap in terms of economic
competitiveness, together with the political
will exhibited by the Conservative Government to do away with corporatist conceptions
and trade union influence on bodies such as
the Industrial Training Boards [ITBs], which
was considered to be excessive. In the 1960s
and 1970s, the ITBs were based on a tripar-

tite approach ('government, employers and
trade unions') and certainly, before being dismantled in the 1980s, they had some power
of control over labour markets via apprenticeships, coordinating the training needs of the
production apparatus (see Box 2.1).

Many of the programmes that have emerged
since the late 1980s, however, particularly via
the TECs and LECs, have placed the emphasis more explicitly on meeting SMEs' needs
and dealing with the issues of local economic
development'''. In any event, it is these two

This is why, although most researchers acknowledge that it is too early to assess the
long-term impact of the new structure ofVET,

a feature of their most recent work is to endeavour to forge an explicit link between vocational training and the SME issue.
So, what conclusions can we draw from the
wealth of literature? For purposes of clarity,
we must distinguish between research on the
integration of young people and research on
SMEs. They do not necessarily represent two
periods, since the various types of reforms
very often overlap, but they are at the least,
two different approaches, two registers of application, or rather, two lines of interpretation. The former focus more on the processes
of occupational integration, while the latter
are oriented more towards SMEs' needs or
the need to make the new system more likely

'to reach the SME sector' (Parker and
Vickerstaff, 1996, p. 255).

aspects combined that are highlighted by
Parker and Vickerstaff (1996), both by quoting a self-congratulatory official document:

2.2.7 Occupational integration and
SMEs

'Employer involvement in education and
training is being secured through TECs. We
have now, for the first time, given leadership
of training to top business people and other
key local people and the power and resources
to apply local solutions to local needs' (DES/
DE/WO, 1991, paragraph 2.14), and by stating that `TECs and LECs are relatively new
mechanisms for trying to forge a policy alliance on training and enterprise issues in the
micropolitical context of local business communities. The 'local' employer-led basis of
TEC or LEC organisations has been seen by
many as their major benefit over industry-

According to Lefresne (1999, p. 198), the first
group of measures, comprising the YTS programme that later became YT, should clearly

be interpreted as an application of the policies to increase the flexibility of the labour

market' that were conducted during the
1980s. It is marked by 'massive, unprecedented State intervention in the field of vo-

cational training'. In her thesis, offering a
European comparison of occupational integration systems and public employment policies,

she concludes, in particular, with regard to
the UK:

based organisations such as the Industrial
Training Boards [ITBs] in the 1960s and
1970s (the Industry Training Organisations

that the various programmes concerning

[ITOs] as they have become)' (1996, p. 252).

achieved 'varying levels of performance': in

the integration of young people have
1996, only half of the participants completed a training scheme, whilst a third
obtained a vocational qualification (Labour
Market Trends, December 1997). According to Lefresne, there are three reasons for
these mediocre results: the lack of legiti-

16In 1988, for example, only 33% of British work-

ers had a recognised qualification, as against 66%
in Germany and a little over 50% in France (OECD,
1989).

" Meanwhile, during the 1980s, 'it has been acknowledged that small firms have a vital role to
play in the wider attempt to regenerate the UK
economy' (Parker and Vickerstaff, 1996, p. 252).

Leaving aside programmes concerning adult
jobseekers.
18

Sr-,
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macy of the system, which is based on the
will of the Government but in which the
other players (particularly trade union organisations) are little involved or excluded;

more explicitly in the new structure of
training or at least, that is what the literature suggests particularly via the
TECs and LECs, real 'institutional pillars

the counterproductive effects of Workfare19,

of reform' (Lefresne, 1999, p. 207) and

which pushes young people into registering for training schemes without having
thought through their plan for the future;
and the perverse effects of the method of
managing programmes run by the TECs,
which favours short-term results ('Output-

points of convergence between employment
and vocational-training policies. The same

related funding')20;

ID young people's general disillusionment
with apprenticeships: whereas the old YTS
still had 400 000 participants in 1989 and
saw its apogee in 1986-1987, with 60% of

young people aged 16-17 finding a place

period saw a new phase of regulation,
marked by a wish for decentralisation, devolving powers and responsibilities to local level as a way of combating 'a tendency
for small business owners to be generally
sceptical of the benefits of government involvement in industry' (Vickerstaff, 1992,
p. 1). Hence, 'the government wants employers to take the lead in improving the
quantity and quality of training and seeks
to devolve responsibility for the delivery

on the labour market, YT had no more than
276 000 participants in January 1992 and
230 000 in January 1997.

of government-funded training schemes
and enterprise initiatives, as far as possi-

As regards the issue of SMEs, Vickerstaff
adds with irony that 'YTS has been attractive to small firms but not always for training reasons' (1992, p. 9) and, a few years

At the same time, a whole series of Government reports emphasise the central role

later, that the legacy ofYouth Training [YT]
has for many had the combined effect of undermining the image of 'training' for young

people and of 'scheme' for employers'
(Vickerstaff, 1998, p. 218). And many other

authors attribute the main gaps in the programme to policy failings (Hodkinson et al.,
1995, 1996; Hyland, 1994, 1996).

It was mainly in the late 1980s and early
1990s that the subject of SMEs appeared
19 That is, a mechanism whereby the granting of
unemployment benefits is dependent upon participation at whatever cost in employment-policy
programmes.

2"The criteria of efficiency used are constructed
on the basis of the number of candidates undergoing training, the number of NVQs awarded for
every hundred trainees completing their course
and the cost of training. This means that no account is taken of the nature of the training provided, or its level, or the type of training body involved.' This means that training tends to be of a
low level, accentuating the segmentation of the
labour market, and with marked differences from
one TEC to another.
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ble, to local areas' (idem).

of SMEs in economic competitiveness (DTI,

1994 and, in particular, 1996). This is all
the more significant in that, in the UK as
in many other countries, recent interest in
SMEs has focused mainly on their economic role and much less on their methods of human resources management or
their training practices (Pettigrew et aL,
1990; Hendry et al., 1991, p. 2).

2.2.8 The limitations of a market-based
approach
In their empirical studies and critical analyses, which essential elements do researchers
point out as regards the TECs and LECs?
It was Vickerstaff (1992) who first noted,
on the basis of some research conducted in

Kent, that, despite the TECs, the vast
majority of SMEs were still not aware of
the programmes available to them. Also,
they still thought of training solely in terms

of external class-based tuition and not as
a much broader activity. Finally, the author raises a formidable question about the
use of skills in SMEs: 'whether many of the
skills shortages reported by employers [in

the SMEs] are amenable to training solu-

The employment and training practices of SMEs

Box 2.3: ITOs and TECs: a disappointment for the smallest enterprises?
Of the many providers of training for SMEs, the ITOs and TECs have played a particular role over the past
few years. The ITOs are agencies based on a sectoral approach. They are the successors of the Industrial
Training Boards. Like the TECs, they subcontract training provision to a very large number of providers in
the private and public sectors, which might be prejudicial to any real awareness of SMEs' training needs.
According to a survey conducted by Curran et al. (1996), only a quarter off SMEs had made use of the ITOs'
and TECs' training services and the amount of contact was clearly correlated to size of enterprise, with the
smallest being least likely to use these services. The reasons the authors give for this discrepancy, together
with SEs' distrust of external training, are cost and their inability to define their training needs or decide
upon training strategies. As regards ITOs' and TECs' programmes, the authors point out that they have
inadequate resources to reach a large number of enterprises and overcome the resistances of SME managers.

tions or whether in fact the problems lie
elsewhere, namely in inflated or discriminatory selection criteria' (p. 8).

TECs"closeness to the customer' that
is, SMEs that are particularly ques-

Vickerstaff and Parker (1995), looking at
the 104 TECs and LECs then in existence,
offered an initial assessment of their abil-

These two authors, together with others

ity to meet the specific needs of SMEs.
They found five major obstacles 'which
could affect success in 'reaching SMEs",
which is the main challenge for 40% of
them: managers' traditional scepticism
about government initiatives; the lack of
human and financial resources; the varied needs of small firms; the isolation of
SMEs (not belonging to business net-

ways under-represented2' on the Administrative Boards of TECs and that industry tends
to prevail over services. Among the factors
favouring TECs' adjustment to SMEs' needs,
they paradoxically note the significance of the

works); and a system of aid for enterprises
that is too fragmented and not very trans-

parent.

tioned.
(CLES, 1992; Vaughan, 1993; Abbott, 1994),

note that small enterprises are virtually al-

networks they have been able to establish
with ITOs [Industrial Training Organisations], which are sectoral structures that were

reformed after the disappearance of the old
ITBs [Industrial Training Boards], but also
the extreme diversity of the historical and
territorial conditions influencing their operation.

0 The same authors return to the subject a
year later (Parker and Vickerstaff, 1996),
listing and scientifically discussing one by

So, there are no end of diagnoses, all of which
are also possible avenues of research for those

one all the criticisms levelled against
TECs and LECs during their first five

interested in SMEs right through to works
on the difficulty of adjusting NVQs to small

years of existence (1990-1995): 'unelected
and unaccountable' local bodies, overly de-

firms' needs (see Box 2.2). In our opinion, they

pendent upon the government, without
any leadership on the part of employers,
"dumping ground' for the government's
unemployment policies', inefficient because they are too small or, on the contrary, too large and therefore too distant
from the local communities they are sup-

posed to serve, etc. It is organisational
mechanisms, management methods and

are very important even if, at the moment,

most of them end in failure (IES, 1995;
Robinson, 1996). Some authors concentrate

" Vickerstaff (1992) notes that two-thirds of the
Board must be private sector employers who are
chairmen (sic!), chief executives or the top operational managers at local level of major companies'
(Training Commission, 1989, p. 6).
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on how their distributi6n in the SME world

(though still open to many interpretations)

might be improved (Hyland and Mat lay,
tem: the main problems are the high cost of

meets our purpose, but mostly because of the
unique nature of their contribution to scientific analysis of SMEs, the labour market and

training, the inflexibility of the NCVQ frame-

training.

1997). Others condemn the rigidity of the sys-

work, and a mismatch between industrial
training needs and officially endorsed VET
policy' (Hodkinson et al., 1996). Finally, for
Hales et al. (1996, p. 2), there is more chance
of NVQs being adopted if enterprises already

have a 'training culture' and he feels that
NVQs' place in the reform should be reconsidered.

Despite the considerable national effort already invested in it, we can see, from system-

atic analysis, that the reform of the education and vocational training system in the UK
still has a long way to go. In any event, it has
still not managed to induce SMEs to commit

themselves, clearly and definitively, to the
path of training (see Box 2.3), and many researchers are close to feeling that a return to
the 'levy system' or occupational regulations
might ease the dysfunction of an approach
that is totally market-oriented. But, of course,
SMEs are not always victims: 'Is training on
the small business owner/manager's agenda?'
wonders Matlay (1997).

2.3 Italy22: the basic model of the

district and vocational training as
'productive socialisation'
Without wishing to ignore the macrostatistical data, produced mainly by ISTAT23, re-

search on the specific issue of small enterprises in southern Italy (De Vivo, 1997) or
systematic comparisons between large and

small enterprises (Contino and Revelli,
1992), which are far less abundant in Italy
than they are elsewhere, we have chosen to
focus mainly on SMEs organised at district
level, not only because their stylised nature

About thirty years ago (in the 1970s), a model
of economic development that formed the ba-

sis for all later research on SMEs in Italy
emerged in a number of Italian regions (Tus-

cany, Emilia Romagna and the Marches in
central Italy; the Veneto in the north-east,
etc.). During a period when the Fordist model
reigned supreme in large industries, we find
some effective forms of production organisation that owe nothing to this dominant model,
nor to that of the traditional small enterprise,
often perceived as a hangover from the past,

nor even to the subcontracting model,
whereby SMEs are constantly subjugated to
large enterprises.

2.3.1 The SME theory is indissociable
from the model of the district
The main figure of this alternative model is
illustrated by the spread and concentration
of a very dense fabric of SMEs in and around
medium-sized towns away from major industrial centres, specialising in particular fields
(textiles, ceramics, engineering, leather and
footwear, etc.) and forming real production
systems whose performance astonishes every
commentator. This generic figure is defined
variously in the literature, depending on the
author, as the archetype of 'extensive industrialisation' or 'peripheral industrialisation',
'local production systems' or 'area systems' or
'SME systems' (Garofoli, 1983a, b), but it is
the concept of 'industrial districts' that has
been most widely adopted and has served as
a common 'clue' and point of reference for most

of the research conducted in Italy.

It was during the late 1970s and early 1980s

that a series of authors from various disci22This section owes much to the expertise of B.
Courault of the Centre d'Etudes de l'Emploi and
his 'selective, analytical bibliography' on employment and vocational training in SMEs in Italy,
CEE, July 1999, 58 pp.
23 Istituto Nazionale di Statistica [National Statistics Institute], via Cesare Balbo 16, Rome.

plines, who might be seen as the founding fa-

thers, established the main elements of the
theoretical model. These included the econo-

mists Becattini (1975, 1978, 1979, 1987),
Brusco (1982, 1986), Fuà (1983) and Garofoli
(1981, 1983a, b), and the sociologists Bagnasco
(1977, 1985, 1988), Trigilia (1986) and Paci
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(1979, 1980). An initial ILO publication, coordinated by Pyke et al. (1990), later tried to give
an account of this first wave of research.

The former course of action makes it possible
to account both for the social conditions of the
collective mobilisation of players and skills,

theory of 'single markets' (1919), and believed
that economic functioning and success do not

via the 'qualities of craft industry entrepreneurs', and for the extreme flexibility of the
labour force in industrial districts. The latter, which might be seen as an economic redeployment operation, similarly liberates the
entrepreneurial abilities of former skilled
employees, who depend upon the local community in sharing out the various phases of
production. What emerges is an interpretation of the industrial district as comprising

simply obey the laws of competition but are

two levels 'in osmosis' (Becattini): firstly, it is

2.3.2 The social structuring of markets
as the basis of the model and its
reproduction
To a greater or lesser degree, all these trail-

blazing researchers were inspired by the
thinking of A. Marshall, particularly his

also largely explained by forms of cooperation

an economic network formed by relations

and solidarity set up at territorial level by

among enterprises belonging to the same in-

SME managers. These substitute 'area effects'
for traditional economies of scale. This means
it is precisely these social and political condi-

tions, which rest upon a whole collection of

dustry but specialising in complementary
phases of production. At the same time, and
perhaps more importantly, it is a social network of workers who are capable of shifting

unwritten, shared standards, values and

their position on the labour market very

rules, which have to be identified to explain

quickly and frequently, of setting themselves
up in business and employing other workers,
in short, of becoming heads of enterprises and,
from one day to the next, becoming employees again and blending into the collective context of the market of skills that small enter-

the functioning and overall performance of in-

dustrial districts.
We shall pass over the twin origin and reasons for the expansion of industrial districts,
which undoubtedly lie, on the one hand, in
some very ancient roots, going back to the first

industry, that explain why the particular industrial economy of the district developed
mainly in regions with a strong commercial,
urban and craft industry tradition itself
strongly interlinked with family structures of
agricultural origin and, on the other hand,
in the 'production decentralisation' movement
led by Italian employers since the 1970s to
counter the many crises facing the Taylorist
organisation of labour. Since this latter period, which has served to accelerate the process, industrialists have been externalising an
increasing proportion of their output, drawing on specialists and technicians in their own
workshops, whom they have been encouraging to set up on their own account24.
24This historic shift did not herald the death of
large industry, as Piore and Sabel (1984) had a
little too naively predicted. Indeed, whilst main-

prises draw on or reject, according to a
constant flow within the region (Solinas,
1982).

This latter form is essential to an understanding of the SME system, since it shows that,
in Italy, the economic regulation of localised
systems is inseparable from the functioning

of the labour and employment market, just
as it is inseparable from forms of local social

and political structuring (as pointed out on
many occasions by Trigilia, 1986, 1988).
Hence, although they might exist, issues concerning vocational training in SMEs tend not
to be apparent, since, in the context of industrial districts, the occupational mobility (be-

tween enterprises or between different statuses) and job flows that are a part of the
however, it needs a stable organisational base,
which seems to be offered by the districts. "Have
it done' became the password of large enterprises

taining its economic importance, 'it is not as pow-

and replaced the old rule that said it was more

erful as it was in structuring society and determines the lives and futures of a smaller number

economical for the phases and intermediate opera-

of people' (Benko et al., 1998). At the same time,

tions involved in manufacturing an end product
to be conducted in-house' (Courault, 1999).
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reassessments, either of the potential

enterprise dynamic serve as a means of pro-

viding training and capitalising upon the

developments of the canonic model of the
district in the face of today's major macroeconomic transformations and particu-

skills of the labour force at local level (Solinas,

1982, 1996). In this respect, although the industrial district is a specific model of SME
development25, it is also a kind of total pro-

larly the processes of globalisation and
deindustrialisation or in the light of the

duction combination whose coherence can be
understood only if, in the same analysis, we

district's internal capacity for regulation.

combine elements that would normally be
separate in other countries, such as SMEs,

Three likely ways forward are usually men-

the regions, widespread industrialisation, local development, employment and training.

changing forms (Varaldo and Ferrucci, 1997);
the decline or even disappearance of an excep-

tioned: permanence of the model, despite
tional model that has now become obsolete
(Bologna and Fumagalli, 1997); and, somewhere between the two, gradual integration
of the model in an economy comprising networks that spread beyond the local area. The

2.3.3 The 'three waves' of research on
SlifEs

Having established this theoretical base, we
can, with Courault (1999), distinguish three
waves of research that have dominated the
Italian literature on SMEs over the past few

latter option is taken up, in particular, by
Rullani and Romano (1998), who pose the ques-

tion of the internationalisation of districts,
applying the post-Fordist theory not only to

decades:

large enterprises (like P. Veltz in France) but
also to SMEs. In plain language, these authors
believe the districts will open their doors to
the outside world and that this process will be
marked by, for example, the delocalisation of
production, investment in distribution outside
the region, and even, in some cases, takeovers
by multinationals of all or some of a district's

initially, the period of theoretical development that we have just described: this be-

gan in the late 1970s and continued
throughout the 1980s (see, in particular,
the works of Brusco and Bagnasco);

I:I then the 1980s saw the parallel emergence
of a sort of second generation of researchers who produced a multitude of local case
studies and served to test out the consistence of the general model. Thus, we have
the works of the 'Florentine school', following in the footsteps of Becattini (Garofoli,

enterprises. These changes would, in turn,
imply new forms of regulation in the internal
functioning of districts, which it will be important to study (particularly hierarchisation, the
emergence of leading firms, etc.).

Sforzi, Dei Ottati, Bellandi, etc.), the

On this question of current alternatives to the
district, one concept seems to be more or less
generally accepted: both the permanence and
the transformation of the original paradigm
of the district. Whereas most of the original
elements will remain, they will be subject to

'Modena school', following in Brusco's foot-

steps (Russo, Solinas), and the 'Turin
school', comprising Bagnasco, Trigilia and
all the rest (Fuà, Capecchi, Paci, etc.), not
forgetting their many successors, or Piore
and Sabel's work (1984), which brought the
model of 'flexible specialisation' onto the
international level;

constant reorganisation. For some authors,
however, it is social values that are shifting
the least in the reorganisation of the districts.
Indeed, these values are linked to a set of 'basic institutions' that are capable of 'enduring
a whole range of historical circumstances: the

CI finally, since the early 1990s, we have been
seeing the development of new works that

are reinterpretations, rereadings and

family, religious or political communities,
school, informal groups' (G. Becattini, in
Belfanti and Maccabelli, 1997).

25 B. Courault (1999) notes that Italians speak in-

At the same time, a number of research works
are looking at individual issues in depth: those

terchangeably of the 'district model' or 'districtorganised' SMEs.
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of Bologna and Fumagalli (1997), for example,
on the unique position of craft industry in entrepreneurial dynamics and the conditions for
reproducing the model; or Paci (1999), taking

another look at the sources of 'interpersonal
trust' in localised SME systems; and not forgetting Capecchi's original contributions on
training (1995), a domain that is still the poor
relative in research on SMEs in Italy, outside
the schema of the 'production socialisation'
essentially linked to the processes of mobility,
as we mentioned earlier. Demonstrating the
effects of vocational training on the entrepreneurial dynamic and local development, this
author in particular demystifies the notion of
a chronic mismatching of vocational training
with SMEs' needs26. Moreover, he emphasises
the return effects of flexible specialisation on

can research of the 1960s, which argued that

there could be no industrialisation process
without concentration and large enterprises.
Whilst the model of the large enterprise and
mass industrialisation predominated, a little
as it did in the more resolutely Fordist France,
the issue of vocational training remained sec-

ondary: Tindeed] from the viewpoint of the
large enterprise, how is the relationship between industrial development and training
policies interpreted? The answer is very simple: a sufficient condition for industrial development is the existence of a small number
of specialists (highly specialised technical
personnel and engineers) capable of coordinating the huge amount of work entrusted to
workers solely responsible for performing
tasks of execution' (Capecchi, 1995, p. 358).

business apprenticeship.

At the end of this overview of the literature,
we can conclude that Italian researchers' interest in SMEs has never waned since the late
1970s. Whatever their discipline (industrial or
labour economics, history, sociology, etc.), it is
continuity that predominates, based on an especially robust theoretical model that has been

persistently reinterpreted or reanalysed, particularly in the light of a plethora of regional
or local commentaries. Here, we are touching
on the specific and unique nature of the Italian model of the SME.

2.3.4 Think industrial development
before training policies
Yet, it would be wrong to believe that it has
always been so. Capecchi (1995), whose aim
was to rewrite the history of Italian sociology
in the light of the process of industrial development and training, notes that she was initially influenced institutionally by the Ameri-

26 On the basis of a study he conducted of Emilia

Romagna in 1983, the author notes that the regions that have experienced very high levels of in-

dustrial development, which have been all the
more astonishing in that they were unexpected,
have succeeded in absorbing everyone leaving
school with a certificate of secondary education,
and also of proving that graduates can move out
of paid employment and set up their own businesses' (1995, p. 360).
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In other ways, however, the approach adopted
by the industrial districts has also long made

it impossible to think of vocational training
as a specific, priority issue or as an independent subject of research. Why? The answer is
tackled in a number of works, such as those
of Calza Bini (1995).

2.3.5 'Training' or the 'socialisation of
knowledge'?
In integrating the education/employment relationship in research on and analyses of the
labour market in Italy, Calza Bini acknowledges the thematic significance of territorial
diversity and production decentralisation in
research into the economics and sociology of
work in Italy. However, he notes that the education/employment relationship is apparently
not taken into consideration in the various
models of development of the 'Three Italies'

and is particularly underestimated in a
number of analyses of the success of the 'Third

Italy' and the failure of the Mezzogiorno'
(1995, p. 379). In other words and this comment could also be applied to French research
on 'localised industrial systems' or 'SME systems' whilst 'resources in terms of human

capital' are seen as the basis for the social
construction of the models, analysis in terms
of jobs and training has long been neglected,
with the emphasis being placed on analysis

of production organisation and enterprise
models (particularly of the small enterprise).
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In the ideal/typical case of the industrial districts, we can see that the education/employment relationship in Italy has been neither a
social issue nor a subject of specific research.

Because the model implies evidence of
socialisation and the acquisition of skills, both

at work and in day-to-day relationships: 'in
this situation, education for work takes place
much more via the social environment of the
community or the family environment, where

They distinguish, for example, the young people of the Mezzogiorno who have no access to

employment, unless they can make use of
networks of social relations or because of the
lack of industrial production structures, from
the overqualified young people in urban centres and northern Italy, whose new expectations are out of line with the supply of work.

structures' (Calza Bini, 1995, p. 380). It is the

So, a whole range of social mechanisms are
coming into question, with the relationship
between training and forms of occupational
socialisation playing a central role. Hence,

deep sense of professionalism a l'italienne,

running parallel to these new advances in

that is, a form of employability that rests less
on the institutional validation of skills (as in
Germany or France) than on social recognition of the experiences accumulated by individuals, workers and small employers27.

research, the social partners' recent commitment both to combating the extreme fragmentation of the vocational training system and
to reforming the labour market, particularly
via the introduction of special provisions for
the integration of young people (greater flex-

2.3.6 Regional differences in unemployment levels and the new challenge of the
integration of young people

ibility of employment regulations and the

the culture of experience and memory of
know-how are shared, than via educational

adoption, in 1983, of the 'contratto di
formazione lavoro' [CFL work training contract]). In this new shift, it is paradoxically

It is, of course, rising unemployment, particu-

(given their position in society) not SMEs that

larly among young people28, and growing
awareness of regional disparities that are,

are the privileged beneficiaries of new policies (as is the case in, for example, the UK),
but rather population groups with integration
problems, that is, the unemployed or even

somewhat belatedly, going to place the issue

of the training/employment relationship at
the centre of social concerns and scientific
research. These are a result both of the crisis
in the model of major Fordist concentrations

in northern Italy and the opening up of regional economies (and particularly district
economies). Going beyond a strictly quantitative reading of the problems on the labour
market, a whole series of empirical works at-

tempt to analyse not only the socio-territorial and family factors in the phenomenon of
underemployment, but also the effects in
terms of 'de-socialisation', leading to 'deskilling' and the disappearance of traditional

methods of apprenticeship (Pugliese and
Altieri, 1990; Mingione, 1992; Calza Bini,
Mingione and Pugliese, 1993; Pugliese, 1993).
27 Most of the research stresses this weakness of
institutional standards in the Italian model of vo-

'young people, women and people from southern Italy' (Jobert, 1995, p. 275). However, we

must not forget that, in Italy, the regional
bases of vocational training are not being
questioned and that, of the 500 000 or so
young people who were employed under work

training contracts every year in the late
1980s, nearly half were taken on as trainees
in the industrial sector and 70% in small en-

terprises with fewer than 50 employees
(Bulgrelli and Giovine, 1988).

2.4 Germany: the historic role of the
Wittelstand'29 in regulation of the
labour market and the training/
employment relationship
If an SME theory (German: KMU = kleine
und mittlere Unternehmen) is possible out-

cational training (Campinos-Dubernet and
Grando, 1988; Lefresne, 1999, pp. 239-256).

29 References to the German body of scientific re-

29 In 1995, 74% of unemployed people in Italy were

(1999) and processed by H. Reineke, to whom we
should like to express our thanks.

search were gathered by J. Reindl and M. Fecht
under the age of 30.
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side Italy, it is in Germany that we need to
look for it. We are unlikely to find one anywhere else, and certainly not in France, as
we saw earlier. It derives from a very old
conception of the SME as the basis of 'the
social order'.

2.4.1 SMEs: an economic reality that is
inseparable from social history
The term 'soziale Ordnung' (the social order)
used by many authors is particularly strong
and needs to be retained, because it largely

explains the historical importance of the
Mittelstand' (roughly: middle stratum"): with
its origins in the pressure groups that had a
decisive impact on public life during the 1930s
and 1940s (Scheuch, 1976), and prolonged
beyond 1945 by the creation of many institutes of research on small and medium-sized
enterprises that have survived to this day, this
tradition makes SMEs and particularly me-

dium-sized enterprises a pillar of the
macropolitical regulation that functions
alongside or above market forces. Just as

the large enterprise that predominated in the
works of economists and industrial sociologists still inspired by Marx' and Schumpeter's
prophecies about the disappearance of small

establishments. During this period, SMEs
were seen as a residual and retrograde form
of economic development (Scheuch, 1976);
since the middle of the last decade, however,
difficulties in getting out of economic crisis
and the changes that are affecting production
systems (particularly the growth of the tertiary sector) have turned SMEs into 'bearers of

hope' (Woffnungstrager') or even the 'main

driving force behind structural change'
(`Trager des Strukturwandels') (Buchter,
1998). As well as examining SMEs' specific
features, research simultaneously or successively focused on their economic prosperity
and their ability to solve the problems of underemployment. In general, this second period of euphoria and idealisation is denounced
in the most recent German literature, being
replaced by a more moderate view of the real

contribution SMEs are making to modern
economies (Hilbert and Sperling, 1993).

much as being an economic reality, the SMEs

or rather, the Mittelstand that is its highest expression is an (internal and external)

2.4.2 ...but a neglected subject of
research prior to the 1980s

place of social integration, for which F.
Marbach produced a theory long ago (1942).
Contrary to Schumpeter's and Marx' predictions of the late nineteenth century that SMEs
would purely and simply vanish, wiped out
by large enterprises and monopolies, Marbach
suggested that the development of society and

the social balance are guaranteed precisely
by these intermediate bodies (the 'Mittellagen'; intermediate strata). The SME is, of
course, a place of work (Arbeitsplatz), but it

Despite their deep roots in collective representations, or perhaps even because of these
ideological origins, SMEs have not captured
the attention of researchers in the social and
economic sciences in Germany any more than
they have in any other country, with the exception, perhaps, of the craft industry sector.

More often than not, they have remained in
the margins of the dominant model of the

large rational organisation that was at the

is also a privileged place of socialisation

time considered to be the only path (Schrift-

(Scheuch, 1976, p. 318).

macher) to technical, economic and social
modernisation. They were perceived as the

Not one significant German publication on
SMEs mentions this earlier work. Not one
provides an overview of the ebb and flow of
work dedicated to them. Less empirical than
that of British researchers, the point of view
taken by German researchers is virtually always connected with social history: up until
the 1980s, they tell us, it was the model of

outmoded production structures of a past era
('liesiduen einer vergangenen Epoche').

This is why, during this period, when any
research was done on SMEs, it could not help

being somewhat mean-minded and condescending about their shortcomings. At least,
that is the approach reported by Scheuch
(1976), who goes on to denounce the `Massengesellschaft' (mass society) and to defend and

celebrate SMEs. He tries, for example, to

3° Self-employed and employers of SMEs
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demonstrate that, compared with large enterprises, relative pay in small establishments is not much lower (but is he talking
about real small enterprises or 'large SMEs'
in the German style?), that the number of
skilled workers (Facharbeiter) is higher and
that SMEs are more innovative. In an astonishingly modern text, he also notes that
the 'mixture of enterprises of different sizes
in the economic structure is surprisingly consistent' (Vie Art der Mischung von Betriebsgroflen erweist sich als erstaunlich konstant',
p. 308), that in many areas there is no direct
competition between SMEs and large enter-

prises, that the flexibility of small production lines makes up for any disadvantages
in terms of costs, that the expected standardisation of tastes has not happened, and
that what is actually happening is a 'paral-

of little interest. This is why small firms are
particularly successful in craft or personal
services and manufacturing, which require
a high degree of specialisation, a high level
of professionalism and an ability to solve clients' individual problems because of strong
decentralisation. This is the segmentationist

theory, to which we shall return later and
which simultaneously explains the re-emergence of SMEs and the maintenance, or even
strengthening, of structures devoted to mass
production.
However, in the mid 1980s, under the influence and convergence of Piore and Sabel's
theories (1984) on the one hand, and Kern and
Schumann's (1984) on the other, German re-

searchers, like their counterparts in most

number of goods combined with growing dif-

European countries, were pushed into adopting a moregeneralist position, linking the new
rise of SMEs with the worldwide breakdown

lel development of mass demand for a

ferentiation' ('eine parallele Entwicklung

of the Fordist model and the virtually uni-

zwischen Massennachfrage far eine Anzahl

versal re-emergence of small production lines,

Giiterkategorien kombiniert mit zuneh-

and announcing the emergence of a produc-

mender Differenzierung'; Scheuch, 1976, p.

tion system that does away with Taylorist

314).

labour division.

2.4.3 From vindication to the
identification and analysis of unique

Whatever the case, there is certainly a link
between the paradigmatic shift in forms of
production organisation and rationalisation
and the renewed significance of small and

This way of thinking re-emerged in the mid

medium-sized production units (Manz, 1993),
and this turning point is a period of euphoria
with regard to SMEs, mainly because of the

features

1980s, which saw a real rehabilitation of
SMEs in the world of research. The many rea-

sons for this rediscovery have been abundantly described and are in the main associated with changes in market conditions, the
saturation of mass demand and the shift from

sellers' markets to buyers' markets' ('die
Umwandlung von Verkaufer- in Kaufermeirkte') (Hilbert and Sperling, 1993, p. 19),
and a growing need for flexibility and adaptability, which gives SMEs a competitive advantage.

The 'new prosperity of SMEs' is, then, a re-

flection of their unique potential, which
Leicht (1995)

like Sombart before him

explains in terms of their role as 'Marktspezialisten' and 'Marktlokalisten' (market
specialists and market localists), enabling
them to occupy a place in the market that
large enterprises find difficult to access or
120

employment potential they are assumed to
have. They become paragons of virtue: tendentially closer to the market; more clientoriented; they are assumed to have consider-

able needs in terms of skills; they might
promote a renaissance of continuing training
or a reactivation of regional and local development policies; they might play a role in re-

generating structurally disadvantaged regions; and might even be able to support a
new conception of investment in human capital (Buchter, 1998). In brief, to use the title of

a publication by K. Aiginger and G. Tichy
(1984) 'the greatness of small firms ' (Vie
Grbfle der Kleinen') again

On the scientific level, researchers are trying
to get away from the discourse of 'failure' and
develop studies that are more clearly centred
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however, we see a new interest in their role as
social integrators. Although they apply different management criteria (Pfohl, Kellerwessel,
1990), they also represent 'another social world'
(Kotthoff and Reindl, 1990) of which the cat-

sation; Manz, 1993), which imposes a slimming programme on large enterprises incapable of reacting quickly enough to new environmental conditions, the 'backwardness
of SMEs' becomes an advantage, particularly
because of the new importance of socio-organisational innovation. So, can SMEs be
seen as a new 'path of industrial modernisa-

egories of managerial theory (mostly drawn
from the large enterprise model) fail to take

tion', a possible point of passage towards
post-Fordism (Dohse, thirgens, Malsch,

sufficient account (Kotthoff, 1993). This same
author also wonders: are SMEs really organi-

1985)?

sations? ('sind Klein- und Mittelbetriebe
aberhaupt Organisationen?') (Kotthoff, 1993,
p. 234). Not necessarily.

In the early 1990s, however, this positive image of SMEs begins to crack and look more
like a 'fantasy' (a `14Tunsch-Konzepe, according to Hilbert and Sperling, 1993, p. 192) than

To begin with, contrary to the functioning of
large organisations, SEs' functioning depends

a genuine radical break with the dominant
processes of industrialisation. This is what

mainly upon the personality of the owner/

authors like, for example, Manz (1993) try to
demonstrate, drawing on empirical research

on the unique characteristics of SMEs. Analyses, of course, focus on the microeconomic di-

mension. In addition and more importantly,

manager of which it is 'a reflection of his person' (Vas Spiegelbild seiner Person', according to Gantzel, quoted in Kotthoff, 1993, p.

235), hence a marked bent in German research for sociological typologies of SME man-

agers. Also, they are more permeable to the
environment and enjoy no great political or
public power. Their existence is precarious

on the processes of technical and organisational innovation in SMEs in the machine
tools sector. According to Manz, there is undoubtedly a very close link between the renaissance of SMEs as bearers of hope and the

profound crisis in the Taylorist model of
rationalisation in large organisations. This

and their life span relatively short. This

notwithstanding, however, SMEs are not mas-

means that, if SMEs are acting in a situation
in which their market power is limited, they
cannot organise the market in their favour,

tering all the new requirements of modernisation, particularly at the `socio-innovative'

as the big monopolies can. They therefore
need to adapt rather than plan: 'Small entrepreneurs' limited ability to influence and
shape the market means they have to use

level.

Preindustrial structures of domination (patriarchy, authoritarianism, etc.) are still very
present in SMEs, preventing the democrati-

tegic planning' ('die geringe Fiihigkeit der

sation of social relations. With the exception
of the socioeconomic configurations present

kleinen Unternehmer, den Markt nach ihrem
Bilde zu beeinflussen und zu formen, zwingt

in the well-known industrial districts 'a
l'italienne' (though they too are threatened by

sie zu einer vom strategischen Planen sehr

the new forms of capitalist accumulation),
these structural and cultural shortcomings

approaches that are very different from stra-

verschiedenen Verhaltensdisposition...')
(Kotthoff, 1993, p. 238). Their unique strength
lies in pragmatism, experimentation, improvi-

sation, extremely rapid reaction to change,
instead and in place of the 'intellectualising',

analytical and abstract procedures that are
common in LEs.

2.4.4 From euphoria to realism
The turn of the 1980s, therefore, saw a com-

plete reversal of approach. Faced with the
'reflexive Modernisierung' (reflexive moderni-

end by neutralising SMEs' competitive advan-

tages. The 'people-centred' and 'return-towork' production alternatives that had been
hoped for (BrOdner and Pekruhl, 1991) are
thrown into question by the way in which
markets actually work. For example, in seeking to identify the potential for technological
and social modernisation of SMEs in the machine tools sector, an example of the 'Mittelstand', Manz (1993) discovers some far more
complex hybrids between the Taylorist workshops and those where group work and small
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production lines confirm the reskilling theory
so dear to Kern and Schuman. Moreover, in
some cases, the use of new information and
communication technologies [NICTs] is lead-

in Germany that the engineering and machine tools sector was a model for innova-

ing to a rise in the number of white-collar
workers, accentuating the division between
design, preparation and planning and ex-

Nevertheless, from another perspective, the
fact of belonging to a particular sector neither inexorably condemns an enterprise to
decline nor unequivocally guarantees its success, because the sector's influence is not to-

ecution of work. In brief, SMEs do not enjoy

sufficiently unequivocal conditions for
socio-organisational innovations that break
with Taylorist rationalisation practices, even
in the machine tools sector.

During this same period, this kind of disillusionment can also be seen in another series of works for example, those of Hilbert
and Sperling (1993). These authors, who
studied 225 enterprises in four segments of
the manufacturing sector (timber processing,
textiles and clothing, machine tools, electrical and electronics industry), conclude that,

quantitatively, it is, in the end, enterprises
whose autonomy (`Manovrierfahigkeie) is the
most limited and entrepreneurs who see col-

laborators more as a problem than a potential that are in the majority! Thus we come
to a `KMU-Realiteit' (SME reality; Büchter,
1998).

2.4.5 A special way of dealing with the
diversity of SMEs: the 'segmentationist'
theory
Not all SMEs are in a favourable position to
offer a credible, lasting alternative to mass

tive and flexible SMEs.

tally deterministic. SMEs' situation also
depends on their strategic position and orientation, in other words, on their managers'
disposition. Their chances do not depend
solely on 'hard facts' but also on 'business
mentality', which is a decisive factor. For example, are they focusing on product innovation or increased productivity and economies
of scale? Are they trying to maintain their
closeness to the end client and their autonomy,

or are they giving preference to subcontracting? Are they targeting niche markets or mass
markets (Kotthoff, 1993, p. 238)?

This is why it is helpful to take an approach
that we shall call `segmentationist', like the
one suggested by Leicht (1995), which shows
that the success of small enterprises in the
same sectoral environment varies depending
on whether they are operating on a market
on which they are in competition with large
enterprises or whether, conversely, they are
operating on segmented markets on which
enterprises of varying sizes can coexist by
working with a different efficiency potential.

production. This is the great relativist dis-

Just like the organisational models of the

covery of the 1990s, not only in Germany but

large enterprise, there is no 'one best way' for
SMEs, and SMEs are not necessarily a good
example for large enterprises to follow. There
are many possible paths of development, say
Hilbert and Sperling (1993, p. 194). The regional environment is also vital, and SMEs

also in other countries. Firstly, as Kotthoff
(1993) comments, the challenges vary from
one sector and industry to another. For example, although the number of enterprises
in the service sector has increased, it has
fallen in the industrial sector (Leicht and
Stockmann, 1993; Sorge, 1996). In the timber-processing and furniture-manufacturing

industries, for example, SMEs are often
highly dependent on central purchasing organisations. This means their challenge is

'to become more autonomous within that
dependence' (Kotthoff, 1993). Similarly, in
the textiles and clothing industry, there is
growing competition from countries with lowcost labour. Conversely, it has often been felt
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that are established in the more industrialised regions have the best chance of success
(Buchter, 1998). All these elements mean that,

in the latter half of the 1990s, German researchers began to identify not so much SMEs'

'shortcomings' as their limitations for example, their lack of human resources and
capital (Simons, 1997) or their increasingly
precarious position in subcontracting relation-

ships, particularly in the automobile sector
(Fieten, 1995; Koch and Strutynski, 1996).
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2.4.6 The controversy around new
information and communication
technologies [NICTs]
This rapid overview of the German literature
on SMEs would not be complete if we failed
to mention an issue already raised in our discussion of the situation in France. Simulta-

In brief, SMEs do not need to be 'high-tech' to
succeed or to create a large number of jobs.

2.4.7 SMEs in the restructuring of the
industrial apparatus of the new Lander
Finally, we shall focus on a unique feature of
German research: in the updating of analy-

neously with the new realism that marked
research in the late 1980s and eaily 1990s,

ses cloncerning the need to increase the
regionalisation of institutional support for

the literature changes direction and becomes
marked by the question of the modernisation
of SMEs in the face of, in particular, the pressure of foreign competition on costs and the
globalisation that imposes new forms of rationalisation. Some approaches might be nor-

SMEs, an especially important place is reserved for SMEs' role in the integration process of the new Lander. We know, in particular, that the dislocation of industrial combines
(`Kombinate') in the former East Germany has

mative and focus on the organisation of
production: 'Produktionsplanune , Steue-

SMEs. Whereas, in the days of the GDR, 90%
of workers worked in 270 combines, there are

given rise to the creation of a multitude of

rungssystene ,Innovationsprozesse' and, par-

now 460 000 SMEs, employing 3.1 million

ticularly, 'neue Technologien' (production planning, regulation system, innovation processes,
new technologies). Might these new technolo-

workers (Semlinger, 1995).

gies give rise to new non-Taylorist concepts?

Most of the research indicates that two processes have taken place, one after the other:

Are they a factor in the modernisation and

first, a shift towards privatisation and the

emancipation of SMEs or, on the contrary, are

breaking-up of large conglomerates; and then
the development of Government-aided enterprise creation. Enterprises that emerged as a
result of the former process have survived bet-

SMEs and especially those with fewer than
100 employees being particularly sidelined
by them?

ter than those created under the latter and
Here again, we cannot talk in generalisations.

Many researchers stress the reality of the
deficit in financial and information resources
(Modrow-Thiel, Rossmann, Wächter, 1993;
Hilbert and Sperling, 1995), particularly for
SEs with fewer than 100 employees, and they

note that enterprises with more than 100
employees are more open to NICTs (Hilbert
and Sperling, 1995; Wittstock, 1990). Once
again, SMEs in industrialised regions are in
a more favourable position because they can
draw on local and regional provision of technological advice, since the level of technico-

organisational penetration depends on the
sector and manufacturing processes involved.

have provided more jobs. On the other hand,
several works show that the failure of newlycreated enterprises is no greater in the East

than it is in the West (Hinz and Wilsdorf,
1998; Brixy and Kohaut, 1998); that sector is

a powerful determinant; and that, with the
gradual harmonisation of SME development
in the East and West, it is regional differences

that are the most important (Baunach and
Schmude, 1998). Hence the idea of developing targeted aid to suit the individual regions.
Also, managers' level of skills and occupational experience seem to be decisive. What

emerges as a general rule, however, is that
there are many possible strategies and paths

to success. There is no prevailing model
However, one result is fairly clearly established
and is of very great significance here: the SME
sectors in which employment growth is strong-

est are, in particular, the craft industry
('Handwerk'), construction, maintenance and
repairs, and installation activities precisely
areas that are traditionally very difficult for
new technologies to penetrate (thichter, 1998).

(Brussig, 1998).

2.4.8 Structural change and SMEs'
role in constructing skills and
qualifications
As in other countries, there is no shortage of
macrostatistical data on vocational training,
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both initial and continuing, in Germany.
These data are regularly drawn up by the
BIBB31 and are mostly coordinated with the
European FORCE programme. They cover

initial vocational training (`Berufsausbildung'); the dual system of apprenticeship ('das

duale System'); adult training ('Weiterbildung), both vocational and non-vocational
('berufliche Weiterbildung' and `nichtberufliche Weiterbildung'); and 'AFG-gefOrderte
Weiterbildung'32, whether this is organised by
the enterprise (`Betriebliche Weiterbildung') or

in the form of individual continuing training
('individuelle Weiterbildung'), according to a

particularly complex structure that is described and explained by, among others, Alt,
Sauter and Tillmann (1994). Some very in-

teresting data are also to be found in the
Berufsbildungsbericht (annual report on vocational training) produced by the BMBW
(Bundesminister far Bildung und Wissenschaft [Federal Office for Education and Science], 1992, 1998).

There are also works specifically devoted to
SMEs' practices as regards vocational training. As part of their contribution to this report, Reindl and Fecht (1999) drew up a list
that includes, in particular, the recent works
of K.-H. Schmidt (1984a), Büchter (1998),

Faulstich (1992), Leicht and Tur Castello
(1998) and Mendis (1991), as well as numerous other research papers or theses. Generally, Reindl and Fecht believe that `SMEs and,
in particular, craft enterprises, have always
provided above-average quantities of voca-

whether the training level is adequate to fulfil new technological and social requirements'.
According to the authors, much of this criticism derives from excessive use of criteria
drawn from the large enterprise model: 'training systems and planning, apprentice workshops, theoretical instruction, teaching staff

trained in VET. The fact is, however, that
SMEs do not necessarily train more badly, but
that they train differently' (idem, p. 15). From
this viewpoint, it should be possible to argue

that training of human capital 'tends to be
more highly skilled in SMEs than in large
enterprises. The specific production models
in small enterprises (small series, individual
manufacture, rapidly changing production
programmes, the need to respond flexibly to
market fluctuations, etc.) necessitate skilled,
versatile employees.'
In examining the contradiction between two
conceptions of SMEs one placing the accent
on their inadequacies as regards the qualitative appropriateness of their staff and their
unattractiveness to more highly skilled workers; the other perceiving them as the main
driving force behind innovation and job creation the works of Leicht and Tur Castello
(1998) are an example of an entire German
literature on this subject. One of their hypotheses (verified) is that SMEs' needs in terms of
skills are closely dependent upon the industry in which they operate.

2.4.9 Skills and qualifications
structures and globalisation

tional training. They train far more young
people than they need and can later employ'
(1999, p. 15). This means their objective role
is very often to supply large enterprises with
skilled labour.

Despite all this, SMEs' practices are always
severely criticised: `SMEs tend to exploit
young people instead of training them'. Moreo-

ver, 'nowadays people have doubts as to

Generally speaking, the level of skills and
qualifications (particularly formal qualifications) enjoyed by SMEs' workers has risen
over recent years. Of course, SMEs still have

fewer university graduates (`Akademiker')
than large enterprises (p. 51), but there are
some SMEs in which the recent rise in the
level of skills and qualifications has been
greater than in large enterprises: particularly
in 'modern' sectors, among 'global players' (p.

32 AFG: ArbeitsfOrderungsgesetz [Law on the promotion of work].
31 BIBB: Bundesinstitut far Berufsbildung [Federal
Institute for Vocational Training], Berlin and Bonn.
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13), in some small units that have become
subcontractors to large enterprises undergoing reorganisation, in SMEs in the services
sector that are highly intellectually intensive,
and in self-employed activities or the liberal
professions ('Selbstandige, Freie Berufe'). By
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Table 2.1: Breakdown of trainees and training rates per size of enterprise 1996 (National figures;
old Lander)

_
Size of enterprise

Trainees (%)

Employees (%) (1)

Training rate (2)

1-4

11.1

5-19
20-49
50-199
200-499
> 500

27.7

8.8
18.3
13.2
21.6
13.5
24.7
100

6.9
8.3
5.9
4.5
4.4

Tota I

13.1

17.8
10.8
18.5
100

4.1

5.5

(1) Number of employees paying social security contributions.
(2) Percentage of trainees of the total number of employees.
Source: Bundesanstalt far Arbeit [Federal Employment Office]; own estimates, lfm Mannheim.

contrast, there are still many SEs in sectors
and markets that do not require high levels
of skills or qualifications (hotel and catering
trade, commerce, hairdressing, etc.) or which

vocational training rather than continuing

are slowing down (textiles, leather, etc.). How-

it is in small enterprises rather than large

ever, we should not overemphasise the supposed effects of globalisation on skills structures, which is actually affecting only 2-12%
of SEs, depending on the industry to which
they belong. Also, the service industries and
craft sector, in which small enterprises predominate, are less affected by globalisation
than by new information and communication
technologies, which are having a positive effect on the development of their human capital (Falk and Pfeiffer, 1998). It is moreover
impossible to evaluate the quality of the labour factor in SEs simply from the point of
view of technological modernisation, which
would immediately relegate traditional crafts-

enterprises that the knowledge and know-how

manship to the status of 'a relic of ancient

tices)34. It might therefore be argued that, on

vocational training that is being best adjusted

to the needs of small enterprises (and particularly craft enterprises). At the same time,

acquired through apprenticeships are proving to be most 'useful' ('verwertbar').

On the former point, in 1996, small enterprises most of them craft enterprises with
fewer than 20 employees took on 39% of all
apprentices, even though they accounted for
only 27% of the total employed population. In
addition to this, small enterprises train twice
as many workers as they need (in 1992, they
employed 30.8% of skilled workers and had
taken on 57.8% as apprentices, whereas large
industry, which accounted for 30.8% of skilled

workers, had trained only 19% as appren-

times' (p. 9).

the quantitative level, small enterprises'

Another significant conclusion emerges from
the works of Leicht and Tur Castello (1998):

contribution to the initial training of young
people outstrips their needs and that, in Gérmany, the intensity of training via apprenticeships lessens with the size of enterprise

in Germany, at the very moment when the
dual apprenticeship system is experiencing a
degree of disaffection", it is precisely initial
33 For example, in the old Lander, the demand for
apprenticeships fell by 39% between 1984 and 1994
and supply fell by 31% (or 503 000 places) over the

same period. This crisis is usually attributed, at
least in part, to the tendency for young people to
pursue general, university studies.

(see Table 2.1). Also; on the qualitative level,

the knowledge arid know-how acquired

34 According to a survey conducted by the Institut
far Arbeitsmarkt- und Berufsforschung (IAB) [The
Institute of Employment Research] of the Bundesanstalt far Arbeit [Federal Employment Service],
cited by Kucera (1997, p. 66).
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through apprenticeships seem to be more 'us-

now entered a phase of disequilibrium, in

able' in small enterprises than they are in
large ones (Strohmeyer, 1998, quoted in

which young people leaving the training system and SMEs themselves have become main

Leicht and Tur Castello, 1998, p. 34, SchauMid 3). This is what emerges from a survey
conducted by the BIBB and IAB35 over two
periods (1985-1986 and 1991-1992).

stakeholders: the former, because of their

Leicht and Tur Castello summarise this point

of view: 'while there has been a steady increase in the number of employees in SMEs
with an apprenticeship or similar qualification since the 1970s, in large enterprises their
numbers have greatly decreased again during the recession. (...) In many branches of
the production industry in particular, SMEs
remain the shrinking refuge for skilled workers' (1998, p. 80).

On the second point, there is no doubt that
the acceleration of technological and eco-

growing inclination for long, full-time training courses and for disciplines that tend to

take them into large enterprises (management, bank administration, insurance, marketing, etc.), but also because of their increasingly marked tendency to leave the
enterprises in which they have done their apprenticeships often SEs to take jobs in
larger enterprises and, finally, because of the

difficulty more disadvantaged groups (unskilled, the 'Ungelernte') have in accessing

the system of apprenticeship; the latter
(SMEs), because they are indirectly up
against the increasingly selective attitude of
large enterprises36 as regards young people's
skills and qualifications, which means they

are left with the least skilled and qualified

nomic change is causing a permanent devalu-

candidates. 'The integration vocation' of

ation of the human capital acquired by SE
employees during their initial vocational
training, which confirms the crucial importance of continuing vocational training. In-

SMEs is not being questioned; it is being 'dis-

deed, over recent years, more and more
employees have taken part in training programmes. By this criterion, however, the rate

of participation in SEs is still lower than in
LEs (p. 38, Figure 4). It is also lower in the

placed'. Indeed, a definite split is appearing
in the dual system, which was based on the
potential continuity and mobility of trained,
skilled workers' career paths in small enterprises. The risk is that this split will accentuate not only the inequalities between small
and large enterprises but also the dualism
of the labour market..

craft industry and commerce than it is in
industry, other services or the liberal professions. Finally, the smaller the enterprise, the
greater the difference between the need identified and workforce participation in continuing training, in other words, the difference

between needs and actual participation in
continuing vocational training is always
more marked in SEs than in LEs... and these
differences are all the more marked in some
industries (p. 41).

2.4.10 SMEs: stakeholders in the

crisis and in the restructuring of the
vocational training system
Of course, all these elements are the product of an historical social and institutional
compromise. That compromise has however
35 Institut fur Arbeitsmarkt- und Berufsforschung.
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This is why, in Germany as in many other
countries (see Part 5), the interaction between employment policies and the policies
guiding vocational training is becoming increasingly evident (Schömann, 1995). It is
in this context that we need to understand
the adoption of the German law on the promotion of work ('Arbeitsforderungsgesetz') of

1985, whose purpose was to make the employment status of young people coming out
of the apprenticeship system more flexible
(use of fixed-term contracts, part-time working, disconnection between young people's
initial training and jobs offered, 'exchange

36 Indeed, large enterprises are increasingly trying to attract young people who have an 'Abitur'
or students from the Rachhochschulen% to the
detriment of young people with lesser qualifications.
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programmes' that enable large enterprises
undergoing restructuring to make former
apprentices available to craft enterprises,
etc.) and to prevent the occupational exclu-

ESEE survey that has been conducted since
1990 Encuesta sobre Estrategias Empresariales [Survey of Business Strategies]), as
is the coordination of human resources man-

sion of young people least likely to gain access to apprenticeships. However, by contrast

research constantly returns to the triple di-

with the situation in other countries, these
'new employment regulations' linked to vocational training are still subject to heavy
collective regulation, particularly via negotiated collective agreements, usually at industry level (Lefresne, 1999. p. 289).

2.5 Spain: lots of SMEs - little research
It is a known fact that Spain is one of the European countries with the highest density of
SMEs (`PYMES'). However, short of taking a
closer look and searching beyond a bibliogra-

agement37 and enterprise strategy. Most of the

mension of competitiveness: the general economic and institutional framework, the struc-

ture of the sector, and strategic choices at
enterprise level (Serra Penis, 1996; Aragon
Sanchez and Sanchez Marin, 1998). It is also
by no means sure that the good results (profitability, operating margin, etc.) at micro level
are reflected in a better competitive position
at national level in Spain. In fact, the oppo-

site seems to be true (Camisón Zornoza,
1996b).

phy that is shorter than those for the other

2.5.2 SMEs at the centre of new labour
market regulations?

countries studied here (some fifty references,
works and articles over the last decade), the
least one can say is that research on the three
issues of SMEs, employment and training is
not very advanced. However, we need to note
three salient features:

Another unique feature: the (rare) studies on
SMEs' contribution to employment virtually
always cover both the kind of jobs involved
(particularly the type of contracts of employment used an important issue in Spain in

recent years in terms of the flexibility and
2.5.1 Works on the economic role of SMEs
There are many works on the place and function of SMEs in the Spanish economy and its

integration in the European Community
(Perez Gonzalez C., 1997), or in the shift towards globalisation. However, it is virtually
always their microeconomic performance that
is examined (Camisón Zornoza, 1996a and b;
Fernandez et al., 1996; Montoya Sanchez,
1997). In this field, it is mainly strategic con-

cerns that have held researchers' attention
since the early 1990s (Churruca et al., 1995;
Maqueda Lafuente, 1992; Lorenzo Gómez and
Sanchez Perez, 1997).

For example, several empirical studies seem
to confirm that there are greater competitive
differences between enterprises in the same

growing insecurity ofjobs) and the characteristics of the workforce (age and length of service, level of training, etc.: Impi, 1995 and, in
particular, Para et al., 1995). Mention should
also be made of some recent research on human resources management and training as
factors in SMEs' competitiveness (Aragon and

Sanz, 1997; Ferrer Ortega, 1999), but researchers tend to have difficulties in finding
points of anchorage in analytical models out-

side that of the large enterprise (Aragón
Sanchez and Sanchez Marin, 1998). Finally,
it is no surprise to find some regional studies, including, for example, Garcia Ordófiez'
study of Andalusia (1997). There are some
interesting scenarios that are worth comparing with regionalised approaches in the UK
and Scandinavia.

sector (intra-sectoral differentiation) than

2.5.3 Government research

(Fernandez, 1993). It is moreover extraordinary to note that this dimension (strategic behaviour) is covered by major statistical works
(Impi, 1995, pp. 59-113, see also, in particular, the use that can be made of the annual

Our body of reference also includes many pub-

between enterprises in different sectors

lications on national and regional (Autono37 In the British sense.
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mous Communities) policies applying to

3.1 A generic `SME', or SMEs in the

SMEs in Spain (Ipmi, 1995, pp. 115-168; Ice,
1998), and documents of a more administra-

plural?

tive nature on provisions, financial instru-

The first question that any discussion of SMEs
comes up against is how to define its subject.
Between the nominalist optimism adopted by

ments and advisory aids for SMEs38.

Italy) in which SMEs have the most important role in the production apparatus, repre-

the European Union (1996), whereby SMEs
are to be defined purely in terms of their size,
that is, the size of their workforce, and a relativism that, by multiplying the other available
variables ad infinitum, risks diluting the subject to such an extent that it becomes unrecognisable, the middle path is indeed narrow and
full of difficulties. What we have to accept is
that 'there is no standard, scientific, univer-

senting close on 80% of total employment (European Commission, 1998).

sally accepted definition of small and mediumsized enterprises' (Eurostat, 1996, p. 13).

3. The role of SMEs in the

3.1.1 A subject with unclear definitional
boundaries

Generally speaking, apart from these references, one might note and/or deplore the lack
of major scientific studies on SMEs, and particularly medium-sized enterprises, in Spain
(Clifford and Cavanagh, 1989). This is all the
more striking in that Spain is one of the coun-

tries (together with Greece, Portugal and

transformation of production
systems: social and methodological diversity
What does research on SMEs do to reduce or
deal with the extreme diversity of its subject?
How does it account for the role and development of SMEs in the current reshaping of production systems? What are the main factors

determining the demographic dynamics of
SMEs? What are the main lessons to be drawn
from the most recent research on enterprise?

These are the questions we shall be trying to
answer in the first section of this part of our
report.
38 Published by the Dirección General de Politica
de la Pequeiia y Mediana Empresa, Ministerio de

Economia y Hacienda, Secretariat de Estado de
Comercio, Turismo y de la Pequeria y Mediana
Empresa [Directorate-General for Policy concerning Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises, Ministry of the Economy and Treasury Secretary of State
for Commerce, Tourism and Small and MediumSized Enterprises].
39 Strictly speaking, the recommendation published

by the Commission in the Official Journal of the
European Communities (L 107/6, 1996) on adopting a common definition of SMEs recommended
including two other criteria: turnover (less than
ECU 40 million) or balance sheet total (less than
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Although most of the statistics, and particularly comparative statistics, now adhere to the
'European standard' (with enterprises with
fewer than 250 employees being deemed to be
SMEs) and its segmentations° (as in the case
of, for example, data from the European SME
Observatory, ENSR, 1996, 1997), we know that
the criterion of size is inadequate. However,
even though this criterion has been criticised,
especially by researchers, it can serve as a 'provisional concept', a 'preconception', which is a
useful and definite tool for much research: inadequate, then, but essential.

In most cases, therefore, it is size that is taken
into account because 'there is always a close

ECU 27 million) and economic independence. How-

ever, given the difficulties involved in obtaining
sufficiently detailed, standardised statistical information on all the EU Member States, it is not
always possible to take these latter two criteria
into consideration (ENSR, 1997).
4° That is, 'Very Small Enterprises (hereinafter referred to as VSEs) with fewer than ten employees,

including enterprises with no employees, that is
self-employed people; Small Enterprises [SEs] with
10-49 employees; and Medium-Sized Enterprises

[MEs], with 50-249 employees'. This means that,
still according to the same definition, enterprises
with 250 or more employees must be deemed to be
Large Enterprises [LEs].
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Table 3.1. Classification of firms by size (employment numbers) in several OECD countries
Eurostat F, D, Jap

N, CH

UK, DK,

A

E

I

OECD

FIN

VSE
SE
ME
LE

0-9
10-49
50-249
250 +

1-49

50-499
500+

1-20

21-99
100+

1-50

51-200
201 +

1-9

10-100
101 +

0-49
10-99
50-499
100-499
500 +

0-19
20-99
100-499
500 +

link between enterprises' size and some of
their practices' (Savoye, 1994), and it is, of

particularly as regards employment and

course, the enterprise (and not the establishment that is part of a group) that is the statistical reference unit. However, the accepted
size varies over time and space: in France,
for example, until recently, statistics might
have included as SMEs enterprises with as
many as 499 employees (INSEE, 1994), like
in the USA. Furthermore, whereas in France,
Germany and Japan, enterprises are deemed
to be small firms if they have 1-49 employees, the figure drops to 1-20 employees in

purpose of the enterprise or its owner, as suggested by an examination of the German literature and the repeated investigations of the
European SME Observatory?41 Do we need to
include the criterion of independence in the
general definition of SME and should independence be defined in legal or financial terms
(for an enterprise to be deemed to be an SME,
the European Commission recommends that
'it may not be 25% or more owned by a large

Norway and Switzerland. Medium-sized firms

prises')? This definition is used by, for example, Varyam and Kraybill (1992), with their
notion of 'ownership', and by Duchéneaut, in
his extensive case studies (1995, 1996). But

have a workforce of 50-499 employees in
France and Germany, but the figure drops to
51-200 employees in the UK, Denmark and
Finland, 21-100 employees in Norway, and 10100 in Austria.

It is, therefore, impossible to ignore the extreme diversity in the field. What is the relationship between a Very Small Enterprise
[VSE] of the craft industry type and a medium-sized industrial enterprise? What is the
relationship between an independent, privately-owned Small Enterprise [SE] and an
SME that is part of a group or franchise network? What is the relationship between an

SME in the manufacturing sector, which
might well have a hundred employees, and
an SME providing consultancy services for
enterprises, which will only very rarely have

training, by cross-referencing the size and

enterprise or jointly by several large enter-

then do we run the risk of ignoring the current dynamic, whereby SMEs (and especially
SMIs) are being integrated, in various ways,
in larger groups or networks of enterprises?

For example, the 1980s saw an increase in
the number of franchises (Stanworth, 1988;
Stanworth and Purdy, 1994; Fried and Elard,
1997).

Then there is sectoral differentiation, which
as we shall see later often proves to be the
most pertinent; so pertinent, in fact, that authors like Curran et al. (1991) do not hesitate
to include it in their basic definition of SMEs,
together with size. In addition, of course, other

criteria demand more subtle segmentations

more than 50 employees?

This diversity itself rests upon a whole range
of criteria and dimensions that are revealed
by most of the research (Cross, 1983; Dunne
and Hughes, 1990), which, whilst deepening
our knowledge of SMEs, paradoxically help
to muddle the definition. For example, should
we give a special place to craft enterprises,

41 It should be noted that, in Germany, the craft
industry is the subject of special national legislation ('Handwerksordnung' No 127 of 28 December
1965) and included 127 occupations in 1994, with
623 000 enterprises employing 5 138 000 workers,

which is equivalent to 8.2 employees per enterprise, as against only 2.5 per enterprise in France
and 2.3 in Italy (ENSR, 1996, p. 102 et seq).
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and are mentioned by many researchers. For

example, with regard to the industry concerned (Kotthoff and Reindl, 1990; Leicht and

Stromeyer, 1995), the age of the enterprise
(Evans, 1987), or its strategic position in re-

lation to the products or services market
(Bentabet et al., 1999; Trouvé, 1999). Finally,
also the notion that the small firm sector was

match the one developed, for example, by Alfred D. Chandler, for large enterprises. At the
very most, we have to content ourselves with

partial formalisations and constructions of
'average scope', whose richness and diversity
correspond to the many facets of the subject
under study.

an homogeneous entity, suffering similar

3.2 The various methods of approach

problems and experiencing similar opportunities, is fundamentally misguided' (Atkinson
and Storey, 1994, p. 4).

Without aiming to be exhaustive, we can now
distinguish several methods of approaching

the subject of SMEs, which have gradually

3.1.2 The social components of the

definition
From this perspective, we can see that international comparisons are especially risky, and
all the more so in that the organisation and
size of enterprises, as well as survey methods, are closely dependent not only on the
nature of the economic fabric but also on institutional and social conditions within each

country (tax and social security systems,
availability of grant aid, etc.).
We have to get used to this idea: SMEs are a
social institution, a product of unique national

been developed alongside major econometric
studies that are too exclusively based on 'size
effects'. We shall focus on seven of these approaches that we feel have helped to enhance
our knowledge of SMEs over recent, years:
macrostatistical approaches , longitudinal ap-

proaches, approaches by branch, territorial
approaches, manager typologies, ethnographic

studies and, finally, international comparisons. We shall leave aside the latter, because
it potentially cuts across the six others and
will be discussed on many occasions during
this report. In its place, we shall offer a short

commentary on recent ethnographic approaches.

historical and social conditions. Is it by
chance, for example, that Birch's work (1979,

1987; Birch, Haggerty, Parsons, 1997)
emerged and was pursued in the USA and
the UK, seeing SMEs as the main vehicle of
the enterprise ideology and the basic unit of
a market economy? Might it not be possible
to interpret the vogue of research on SMEs
in Quebec as an affirmation of French-speaking culture against the North American cult
of gigantism? In Europe, is it not true that
the view of SMEs as family enterprises actually had a solid anthropological basis for a
very long time (hypotheses formulated by 0.
Torrès)? Furthermore, in a European area in
search of unity, might it not also be possible
to distinguish an SME culture 'et l'italienne' ,
deeply rooted in particular geographical areas, and a German conception of SMEs as
guarantors of the continuing strength of the

It should be noted that these approaches are
not mutually exclusive and can be combined
in many ways, thus offering an abundance of
new paths for future research. For example,
macrostatistical approaches might be combined with typologies concerning 'local forms
of organisation of the production apparatus',
as in the recent works of Hecquet and Lainé
in France (1998); similarly, there is often a

continuum between territorial studies and
longitudinal approaches, as illustrated by the
syntheses produced by Atkinson and Storey
(1994) or Karlsson et al. (1993), or the Italian
case studies and 'revisitations' of a number

of French researchers (Ganne, 1999; De
Banville and Vennin, 1999); and comparative

works can draw on quantitative data or be
based on intensive, qualitative research, and
so on.

social fabric?

The value of these various methods of apFor all these reasons, with the exception of
Italy and Germany, it would be difficult to establish a general theory for SMEs that would
130

proach is that they attempt to reduce the heterogeneity of the subject `SME', particularly
by using statistical or qualitative typologies,
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and particularly to avoid a regressive, inadequate conception of SMEs, by emphasising
their unique features and making the effort
to demonstrate that small enterprises are not

Research on new relationships between SEs
and LEs: power relations or productive
interaction?

'large enterprises in miniature'. In some cases,
however, although it gives us a better under-

A memorable and somewhat artificial debate
has traditionally run between the respective
'champions' of large enterprises and of SMEs.
For the former (Harrison, 1994-a,b), in terms
of rationalising production, streamlining organisation and returning to 'core competen-

standing of SMEs' role in the current transformation of socio-production systems, the
approach strictly focusing on enterprise movements does not always give rise to an analysis of the effects on the number and structure
of jobs, and still less on SMEs' training practices. This, at least, is what emerges from a
careful examination of the international lit-

erature on the subject (Courault, Trouvé,
1999).

cies', large enterprises have characteristics
similar to those of SMEs (flexibility, reactiv-

ity, ability to tackle small markets), sometimes incorporating NICTs: in brief, they have
become capable of 'reconciling their large size
with small-scale production', according to the

theories of Davis, Haltiwanger and Schuh

3.2.1 Macrostatistical studies:
rethinking SMEILE relations in new
approaches to production

(1996). For the latter, such as Kirchhoff in the
USA (1994), Davidsson in Sweden (Davidsson
et al., 1996) and Baldwin and Picot in Canada
(1995), it is a question of understanding how

Macrostatistical studies have virtually always

the production system works on the basis of
unique coordination between SMEs and LEs,
with, in particular, LEs' productivity being
supported by SMEs' flexibility, especially as
a means of reducing the weight of bureaucratic structuresz".

been conducted for administrative and descriptive purposes. This applies to databases
built by institutions devoted to SMEs or SMIs,
be they Government-commissioned (for exam-

ple, the major works of SESSI in France),
transnational (the publications of the European Commission, Eurostat or the OECD), or
instigated by occupational organisations (for
example, the works of IMPI in Spain, 1995).

Their purpose is usually to identify SMEs'
place and development in production systems,
particularly by comparing their structures by

size of workforce. This is why they tend to
give preference to analyses by major aggregates based on the effects of size and sector

rather than using other variables that are
more difficult to process. Moreover, since
'panellised' data are only rarely available,
most of them tend to use 'successive pictures',
which give an inadequate account of the processes and dynamics of change over time. This
description is, of course, highly simplified, but
it does give a good idea of the methodological
challenges being faced by macrostatistical research.

This debate is doubtless being continued today between, on the one hand, the partisans
of the theory of domination or the 'repercussion' on SEs of the forms of rationalisation
being used by large enterprises, particularly
through the study of subcontracting relation-

ships, for example, from a multi-industry
viewpoint (Ardenti and Vrain, 1998) or in the

automotive industry (Mathieu and Gorgeu,
1995), and, on the other hand, those who argue for the complementary nature of the two
forms of enterprises, emphasising the mar-

gins for manoeuvre that can be taken by
SMEs (Kotthoff and Reindl, 1990; Reid, 1993;

Marchesnay and Fourcade, 1997). As we
shall see later, these two approaches can, in

SEs and LEs and the new production ap-

42 The notion that large enterprises are no longer
creating jobs because of their subcontracting strategies does not mean they are not playing a role in
employment growth. Indeed, their search for flexibility in adapting production to demand is leading them to forge alliances with other enterprises
and with a peripheral workforce' (Gass, 1996, p.

proaches being taken by SMEs.

65).

However, some good results are being
achieved: for example, some current research
is looking at the new relationships between
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our opinion, be combined: although large organisations undoubtedly have an impact on

the structure of the production apparatus
and although we cannot ignore the rise in
subcontracting43, some SMEs are able to develop strategic positions that give them some

protection against too strong a dependence
on dominant large enterprises44. It is nonetheless true that current changes in the apparatus of production are, if not calling into
question, at least considerably confusing the
'pure' model of the private small enterprise
(Bentabet et al., 1999), a phenomenon that

some authors are quick to interpret as a
symptom of the disappearance of SMEs
(Curvalle, 1994; Dubost, 1995).
In any event, analysis of macrostatistical data

indicates that it is impossible to dissociate
SMEs' demographic dynamic and contribution
to employment from the development of large

enterprises and inter-enterprise relations in
general (Baudry, 1995), even though many,
sometimes contradictory, interpretations can
be made of this: 'what happens therefore to
the large-firm sector must inevitably influence

smaller firms and vice versa. Hence it is essential to examine key developments amongst
larger firms in order to better understand the
small-firm sector' (Karlsson et al., 1993, p. 7).
An excellent illustration is provided in France

by a line of thought that runs from Delattre
(1982) to Boccara (1998) via Parent (1995a, b):
43 The special position of subcontracting SMEs is

of vital significance. Apart from by the authors
cited here, the issue was also covered by, in particular, Bonneau, Gardes et al. in the late 1980s
(1989). On the basis of a questionnaire-based survey of 355 enterprises, of which two thirds have
fewer than 50 employees, 80% are single establishments and 75% are independent subcontractors, they show that, depending on the sector, 7%
of them have experienced a rise in the number of
unskilled workers (26% in the smelting industry
and 14% in the plastics sector) and that the smaller

they are the less increase they are seeing in the
number of skilled workers (28% of enterprises with
20-49 employees and 69% of enterprises with 200
or more employees). It is sectors in which the pro-

portion of skilled workers was already greatest
(boiler-making, electronics and engineering) that
have continued to see a rise in skill levels. On the
other hand, 49% of enterprises have improved their

skills structure by increasing the proportion of
132

Boccara, in particular, shows that it is mainly
in SMEs that either belong to groups or oper-

ate within their sphere ('circulating SMEs',
that is, SMEs that enter and leave group control) that there is the most evident growth in
employment (these SMEs created 300 000 jobs
during the period 1984-1992).
On this basis, it would be possible to identify
several areas of separate or combined investigation, depending on the chosen reading of
the situation: either focusing on the fragmen-

tation, decentralisation, externalisation,
deconcentration or hiving-off of large groups,
not forgetting the other forms of co-contract-

ing, franchising, co-design or multiple partnerships45, or concentrating on the current
endogenous development of a new SME architecture, with the development of microgroups (SESSI, 1995) or networks organised
on geographical or other bases, which statistical methods are still having much difficulty
in covering (INSEE, 1997). This means that
it is mainly the relations of financial dependence that have been studied. Yet, in many
cases, it is still too soon to give a breakdown
of SMEs or LEs by the most value-creative
segments (strategic aspects), particularly in
value chains that run from industry to distribution. Also, forms of cooperation (legal, com-

mercial) or the sharing of quantitative and
qualitative human resources by SMEs and
LEs are still relative strangers to statistical
professional and managerial employees and engineers and/or technicians. According to this criterion, and many others, it is again size and sector
that are the determining factors. For example, although the use of temporary labour increases with
size, either in intensity or frequency, it is in the
smelting industry and the plastics sector that enterprises make most use of fixed-term contracts
(9% and 7%, respectively). For the moment, it is
the plastics sector and boiler-making industry that
are the highest consumers.
" We shall see later that it is precisely these SMEs
that retain their autonomy or 'market power' that

are the highest performers in terms of the quantity and quality of employment they provide.
45 A stronger typology of these many SME/LE relations can be found in F. Saget, in Commission of
the European Communities (1989, pp. 49-65). See
also the ENSR publication (1996, pp. 157-178).
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observation. Apart from the methodological
issues concerning the comparability of variables used in international comparisons, these
are the two essential limitations of macrostatistical approaches, which are partly solved
in research with a more qualitative or monographic bent, as well as in approaches focusing on a single industry (see later).
Research on new production approaches in
SMEs (and especially SMIs)

Attempting to construct some typologies on
the basis of a very considerable number of
organisation variables for some extensive
samples of French and German SMIs (small
and medium sized industries), Moati, Pouquet
et al. (1997) distinguish four major categories
(and eight subcategories) of SMIs, depending

on their production approaches (degree of
openness to the environment, internal nature
and organisation of the technical system and
development, degree of specialisation, degree
of consideration of human resources and the
organisation of work, etc). The final breakdown is: 39.6% 'traditional SMIs', 31% 'cognitive SMIs', 16.5% 'Taylorist SMIs' and 12.9%

'lean commercial' SMIs. Whereas 'traditional
SMIs' are a highly diversified group, which
tend to operate in sectors that are not highly
competitive and perceive their environment
as safe and stable, 'cognitive SMIs' are usually to be found in medium to high-technology sectors, requiring increasingly high skill

levels among workers and constant adjustments. Taylorist SMIs' tend to be in competitive, 'everyday' sectors, and 'lean commercials'
are in sectors experiencing growing competitive pressure, leading to reduced performance
and a need to reorganise to adapt to changes

on the market. This is not the place to de-

can coexist among SMIs in the same sector. The adoption of a particular production approach thus seems to be as much
the product of a strategic choice as a standard response to a certain sectoral environment' (p. 119). Among traditional SMIs, for
example, there may be both passive, closed
enterprises and SMIs exploiting a 'technological niche';

2. on the other hand, looking at public aid for

SMIs, the authors demonstrate that this
aid is used very differently, depending on
the production approach involved. Briefly,
although 'Taylorist' SMIs, for example, are
over-represented among SMIs receiving
aid concerning production factors (capital

investment, aid for recruitment and termination of contracts, etc), 'cognitive' SMIs

are more highly subsidised by aid for innovation. Also, among the 'cognitives', we
need to distinguish those that are 'close to
science' (high-tech SMIs) and 'global tech-

nologists', which are relatively disconnected from production activity, work in
networks that make more 'eclectic' use of
aid. The former are certainly given greater
preference in France than they are in Germany, where public aid although used
less seems to be distributed more evenly.
Combining recommendations with strict
observation, the authors draw an inspir-

ing conclusion from their empirical research: we need to encourage the mainte-

nance of an aid system that is rich and
diverse enough to provide appropriate support for each enterprise category, in accordance with the requirements of the relevant
production approach' (p. 192). Neverthe-

less, they comment that 'in France and
Germany, it is precisely the enterprises

scribe the content of each of these types, which

that are being most marginalized by ma-

would require considerable discussion. We
shall simply mention two major aspects:

jor developments in the organisation of production those that, overall, have the poorest economic results that are benefiting

1. on the one hand, Moati, Pouquet et al. show

least from public enterprise aid and criticising it most' (p. 166).

that 'the sector to which an enterprise belongs does not necessarily indicate the type
of production approach it will adopt' (p.
178). In other words, although some characteristics of the sectoral environment will
be more or less favourable to their dissemi-

nation, 'different production approaches

3.2.2 Longitudinal research:
understanding processes
We have seen that the main problem facing
macroeconomic research lay usually in the im-
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possibility of giving an account of developments within a given enterprise population

ning of the period. The survivors are responsible for employment growth of 18% in the panel,

in two successive surveys. Now, we know that
enterprise movements are not simply a question of quantity but also of quality. For example, the disappearance of an enterprise might

but this general trend conceals a difference
between survivors whose workforce has in-

be attributable to a cessation of trading or a
change in legal status. Similarly, a new enterprise might be a genuine creation 'from
scratch' or the result of a transfer of activities from one enterprise to another. If the instrument of observation is too distanced from
the field or if the categories of analysis are
too loose, there is a major risk of losing a vital part of the information. This type of difficulty is usually dealt with by replacing the
examination of processes with a sequence of
'stills'. Longitudinal approaches serve precisely to avoid this problem.

A good example is provided by an important

study conducted by North, Smallbone and
Leigh (1994), which had the twin merits of
looking at the contribution made to employment by mature rather than newly-formed

creased (52%) and those who have seen a drop
in the number of people they employ (36%).

This research is a 'concentrate' of many observations that are repeated again and again

in English and European literature. Medium-term trends in the demographics of en-

terprises and jobs conceal a multitude of
changes affecting SMEs which are very difficult to identify in the short term or in terms
of dynamics. The 'non-survivors' are usually

smaller than the 'survivors' and belong to
specific sectors. Among the 'survivors', on the
other hand, it is the largest enterprises (with
more than 50 employees) that have lost the
most jobs. Another discovery: it is SMEs in
rural areas that perform best in terms of employment, with 50% job increases in most sec-

changes in work processes and their impact
on jobs during the 1980s. The authors study

tors, as against 6.7% in London and 23% in
semi-urban areas. Finally, there is a statistically significant correlation between the
economic development of the SMEs studied
and the number ofjobs they create, since 83%
of jobs created are in enterprises that dou-

a panel of 293 enterprises in existence in 1979,

bled their turnover during the 1980s. The

which was later expanded to a retrospective
sample for the period 1979-1990. The SMEs

authors use this to draw a useful conclusion:
'From a policy point of view, it suggests that
focusing on job creation per se may be less
successful in generating employment in the

SMEs and, at the same time, examining

chosen are all independent, employ fewer
than 100 workers, and operate in eight sectors of manufacturing industry, ranging from
labour-intensive sectors (clothing, furniture)
to higher or medium-technology sectors (elec-

(1994, p. 222).

tronics, scientific instruments). Moreover,
they cover three distinct geographical zones
(urban, semi-urban and rural).

The authors thus confirm Storey's theory
(1988), which is repeatedly cited in the lit-

What is the value of this research on the methodological level and, particularly, what are its
most important contributions? Firstly, it may
be noted that the authors do not simply study

SMEs' situation at the beginning and end of
the reference period, but are able to describe
how these enterprises have developed throughout the 1980s and, therefore, to comment upon

the processes that have led some of them to
survive and change (the 'survivors') and others to disappear (the `non-survivors'). There are

124 non-survivors, causing the loss of 2 631
jobs, or 37% of the jobs provided at the begin134

longer term than focusing on those firms
which have the greatest growth potential'

erature: a substantial proportion of job creation in SMEs tends to be concentrated in a
relatively small number of firms.

With regard to changes in the labour process46, North, Smallbone and Leigh focus par46D
",y'labour

process', the authors mean not only
the status of employed workers (full-time/parttime, gender distribution, degree of contrast between core and peripheral workers), but also the
proportion of skilled workers, the skills level required by production and the degrees of demarcation between the various skills levels.
a kJ
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ticularly on the likely increase in (numerical
or functional) flexibility in SMEs. They follow Shutt and Whittington (1987) in demon-

strating small firms' dependence on large
firms' fragmentation strategies, but they do

not find any significant increase in the
number of part-time or 'peripheral' workers,
which is an employment practice used by a
minority of SMEs. Indeed, SMEs seem to prefer to use overtime as a way of adjusting the
quantity of labour. As regards functional flex-

ibility, although the authors note a slight increase in the number of skilled workers, they
are struck by the great staNity of the kinds
of skills required by enterprise managers over
the reference period. It is, of course, in the
minority of SMEs working in technologically

sensitive sectors that the most significant

down into major sectoral aggregates is inadequate if we want to perceive the full complexity and diversity of behaviour patterns
among SMEs in the same sector. For purely
descriptive purposes, the notion of 'system'
adds an interpretative and dynamic dimension to research on inter-enterprise relations.
It also makes it possible to look at industrial
economics and strategic management in combination, revealing that SMEs' economic performance and labour management are largely

dependent on the position they occupy in
'chains of value' (Porter, 1990; Chevalier,
1997). The specific purpose is to understand
how the characteristics of final demand struc-

ture and restructure new inter-relations between design, production and distribution and
how they influence both the internal organi-

changes are taking place, but the trend is towards `upskilling' or 'reskilling' rather than
towards the `deskilling' that is nonetheless
evident in some firms manufacturing electronic products.

sation of enterprises (technologies, ways of
using capital and labour, etc.) and relations
between enterprises (redefinition of enter-

The conclusion the authors draw from this
longitudinal study of SMEs over the period

For example, are SMEs in a position to ap-

1979-1990 and a study of SMEs' practices as
regards employment and use oflabour is that,
during the 1980s, most adjustments in SMEs
were marginal and few firms have introduced

radical changes in their labour process. In
most cases, there was no 'radical break' in the
way SMEs manage the labour factor. It was
very difficult to find SMEs with a clear strat-

egy of human resources management: only
16% of the London panel could be considered
as having an 'explicit labour strategy' and the
structural adjustments they made concerned

factors other than forms of labour: 'adjustments to other aspects of the firm, such as
products, markets, and the organisational
structure, were more common than labour
process adjustments' (p. 253).

prise boundaries, networks, partnerships,
domination, etc.).
propriate the most value-generating segments
in a given system or, on the contrary, are they

ghettoised in activities that keep them distanced from these segments, to the benefit of
large groups? This is the major question that
needs to be asked, though the notions of 'market power' or 'added value' in the micro and
macroeconomic sense are not of very much
help here. Some SMEs are indeed able to succeed without occupying a particularly large
market, as in the case of 'niche' enterprises

in particular; on the other hand, in an

economy of diversity, it is precisely the 'priceless' value of a product or service, as judged
by the end-client, that counts more than quantity or price. This is why a good knowledge of
this end-client, acquired via direct contact, is
always a distinct advantage of high-performance SMEs.

3.2.3 From sector to system:

coordinating industrial economics and
strategic management

It has been repeatedly argued that the
sectoral variable is, together with size, undoubtedly the one that best explains the quan-

titative management of labour in SMEs. At
the same time, we have seen that a break-

Of course, economists do not always look at

enterprise strategies in this way, which is
why they find it difficult to explain efficiency
differences between SMEs in the same sector
(Trouvé, 1999). It is nevertheless suggested

by many recent works on the restructuring
of some systems, such as agri-foodstuffs
(Lamanthe, 1998), transport or logistics, tex-
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tiles and clothing or even the automotive in-

dustry. In the textiles and clothing sector,
though with some differences depending on
the country concerned, SMEs are losing their
once dominant role in production and moving into distribution. This is leading to a redistribution of jobs, whose impact is being
felt both in former production areas and in
SMEs, which are being forced to take up new
positions either upstream (for example, in

design or innovation) or downstream (for
example, making use of new distribution circuits) or in new 'interface' service functions
(Courault and Parat, 1998).
In the automotive sector (Gorgeu and Mathieu,
1995, 1998, 1999), we are seeing the hierarchi-

sation of subcontracting levels, orchestrated
by manufacturers or final assemblers, who are
using just-in-time organisation methods and
therefore forcing a reduction in the number
and concentration of first-level suppliers, as
well as their relocation (neighbourhood factories). So, what is the role of SMEs in the
reorganisation of this system? The authors
cited above show, in particular, that SMEs in
the sector have some specific features in terms

of their method of labour management, depending on their level in hierarchical subcon-

3.2.4 Territorial approaches: in the
shadow of the recurrent model of
industrial districts 'et l'italienne'
It is a known fact that, more than anything
else, SMEs' development depends on conditions associated with their local environment.

This is why much of the research on them,

particularly that inspired by Marshall
(Marshall, 1906 and 1919; Marshall and
Marshall, 1891)47, has very quickly placed the
emphasis on their inclusion in a specific economic, social and historical context. We have

seen that, in some countries, such as Italy,
research on SMEs has always taken this approach, whereas, in other countries (Germany,

the UK, France), the crisis in mass production has led to its re-emergence (Piore and
Sabel, 1984). Finally, it might be claimed that
this approach remains a source of inspiration
for analyses of the development of networked
firms (Veltz, 1997; Rullani, 1998; Gastaldi,
1999).

Localised SMEs or the district model

An abundance of literature that cannot possibly be looked at in detail here serves as a

tracting relations. For example, although
manufacturers are losing jobs, equipment

basis for identifying some major focuses in the
majority of works that have combined analysis of SME fabrics and their territorial organi-

suppliers are gaining them; but this is less a
quantitative labour transfer than a new dis-

sation. Firstly, there are various paths for the

formation and development of enterprises

tribution of skills and skills-management
methods from one end of the system to the
other. In this respect, it is possible to make

47 The issue of industrial districts is a long-stand-

two reasonable hypotheses: firstly, in systems
including SMEs as players, it can be argued
that their position is more decisive than their
size and even that the former determines the

latter; secondly, there is a link between the
hierarchisation into subcontracting chains organised by the dominant enterprises in certain systems and the segmentation of the la-

bour market, as B. Baudry confirms in a
recent piece of research (1994). In the case of
the automotive industry, one of the economic
interpretations of the vertical disintegration
of large groups is the potential and frequent
cost differential between in-house production
(in a large enterprise) and external supply (by
SMEs), because of labour costs' (De Banville
and Chanaron, 1991, p. 56).
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ing subject of economic analysis identified and
theorised by A. Marshall. 'Districts' are localised
industrial systems of SMEs whose roots lie in the
historical forms of the small semi-industrial, semi-

artisanal workshops of early industry, described
and analysed by Marshall in the form that existed
locally and historically in and around Manchester
in the early twentieth century (Industry and Trade,
1919). The market is not governed solely by the

principle of competition, whereby only the best
profit at the best price to the satisfaction of all;
cooperation and solidarity are also principles that
in exceptional cases replace the basic economic
rules. Marshall has inspired research on large enterprises and SMEs, with each form being synony-

mous with a distinct organisation 'theorised' according to different principles: broad specialisation and integration for large enterprises and geographical concentration and narrow specialisation
for SMEs grouped in districts (Courault, 1999).
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that cannot be reduced either to the purely
individual emergence of small firms or to the
model of growth illustrated by a small enterprise that turns into a large one; one of these
paths is represented by the recurring model
of the 'districts a l'italienne' that we described
earlier. According to the founding fathers, this
model is conceived as a localised system of

contexts (see the considerations of DATAR in
France). This is also why a number of researchers have endlessly returned to the model, or to

similar configurations, to refine its interpretation and compare it with current or earlier
observations. For example, in France alone, we
might mention the collective research coordinated by B. Ganne (1992). From an accumula-

inter-enterprise organisation, usually com-

tion of research over the years, it finally

prising a myriad of craft and industrial SMEs
concentrated in small or medium-sized urban
areas around one or more specialised industrial production.

emerges that the examples found elsewhere,
in other national contexts, have remained exceptions that have never given rise to an Italian-style generalisation of the model. Simplifying somewhat, one might almost say that
three schools of thought can be identified here:
the most naive or most technocratic is the idea

At economic level, this geographical proximity of a multitude of SMEs, sharing the entire
production process on the basis of a very strict
division of labour48, generates 'area economies'

that have advantages over economies of scale
(Becattini, 1987). However, these 'localised
systems of production and innovation' cannot
be conceived without the substructure of the
'local community', which is the basis of their
economic success. Because of the geographical
proximity and, above all, the social intimacy
of entrepreneurs, relations of cooperation and
trust are built up alongside competition and
market relations. These two dimensions are
indissociable and essential to the formation of
'SME districts'. Becattini reiterates this: it is
impossible to separate analysis of the production system from the social conditions underlying that system (in Pyke et al., 1990). According to Bagnasco (1988), like the market

itself, the district is a 'social construct' that
brings together a decentralised production sys-

tem, unique ways of using labour and strong

of trying to establish districts everywhere
(DATAR); the one that one sees everywhere,
from Italy to China, Taiwan to Peru, Brazil to
India: works illustrating this school are cited
in the survey of the literature by Benko et al.
(1998); and finally, there is the school that sees
the district as a socio-production model that is
unique and highly specific to Italy: this is the
line taken by Courault and Ganne, with the
latter putting forward the very realistic notion
that there is no need for peripheral areas to be

integrated in 'localised production units' to

guarantee the industrial success of some
SMEs. He provides evidence of this in a forthcoming publication (1999) that combines the
local and longitudinal approach to show that
SMEs can develop alongside new types of geo-

graphical groupings (based, for example, on
occupation-based approaches) that are very
different from the localist' model of the Italian districts.

local cooperation mechanisms, as well as a self-

groups being partners in local institutions

The notion of network: renewed analysis
of relations between SMEs and large
enterprises?

guaranteeing the permanence and reproduction of the system.

We shall now move from SME districts to 'sys-

regulating political system at local level (see
the works of Trigilia), with socio-occupational

temised' or 'networked' SMEs. The former
It is because they have been unaware of the
coexistence of all these elements in a single
unit that a number of economic decision-makers have regularly toyed with the idea of importing the 'district' model into other national

term focuses expressly on SMEs. Network or
systems-based approaches look more particularly at relations between SMEs and large enterprises: some focus on the 'SME-isation' of

groups in new production organisations at
world level (Raveyre, 1988, 1999); others con-

48`The district is a concrete example of the localised division of labour' (Becattini, 1992, p. 39).

centrate attention on the restructurings that
are taking place as a result of SMEs' individual routes to internationalisation (Ganne,
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1999); while still others put the emphasis on
new forms of territorial structuring, based on
new relationships between SMEs, between
SMEs and markets, SMEs and groups, internal and external local relations (Rullani and
Romano, 1998).

In any event, although there is no universal

system. Maqueda Lafuente in Spain has made
similar proposals, including more qualitative
criteria (1992, p. 16).

This is not the place to discuss these definitions, which we feel are flawed by many presuppositions, particularly the one concerning
'simplicity', which was a feature attributed

model of the SME, the network seems to prefigure some infinitely flexible and open extensive forms which, although they represent
the continuation of district-based SME systems, might in the future become a favoured
way of restructuring groups, bringing SMEs

to SMEs a long time ago by Mintzberg (1982).

and large enterprises together. As regards
methodology, however, it might be noted that

The multi-rationality of SME managers,
according to M. Bauer

these 'new forms of organisation' and interfirm relationships, particularly in the post-

A very special place must be given here to

Fordist context, once again prove the need for

improved integration of local and global
analyses, qualitative research and macrostatistical studies. On this latter point, despite some recent inroads (see, in particular,
the works of Hecquet and Lainé 1998 on
industry in France), a statistical typology of
networks has yet to be devised and is proving
to be a highly complex task (INSEE, 1997).

3.2.5 The virtues of socioeconomic
typologies: enterprise profiles, manager

profiles

We have already seen the value of typologies,
and typologies based on a multi-criteria, socioeconomic definition of SMEs are certainly

the richest. Julien and GREPME (1997, pp.
1-16) attempt to draw up a relatively exhaustive bibliography before proposing a 'complex
global typology' integrating several 'continuums': the material dimension (number of employees, assets, turnover), sector or branch of
activity, type of market, centralisation or control and structure or organisation, level of independence, type of strategy followed, type
of technology used and use or non-use of innovation' (idem, p. 10), and proposing a mul-

However, despite the good workability of
quantitative variables, it has to be said that
qualitative typologies have considerably enhanced knowledge of SMEs in recent years.

typologies that combine analysis of managers'
sociological profiles and analysis of enterprise
profiles, for, as M. Bauer, expert on the subject, says there can be no sociology of enterprise without a sociology of its managers, par-

ticularly when we are talking about SMEs
(1990). In his examination of small business,
Bauer (1993) proposes a model that he constructs in the form of a law on the multi-rationality of managers: 'an SME owner/manager
works not only on the basis of an economic rationale, but also on the basis of a political rationale and a family rationale' (p. 12). Thus
we have a 'tripod' based on homo economicus
(selling), homo politicus (conserving) and pater familias (sharing). Whilst the rationality
of homo economicus is socially valued, that of
the two others is concealed by the skilful approach of managers and their firms hidden,
but no less effective for that, one might say.
However, there are also various different economic rationalities that is, no fewer than five
different figures, ordered in accordance with

two dimensions: entrepreneurial and patrimonial, sometimes the two together. The same
applies to homo politicus, whose various fig-

ures reflect the different ways of preparing

tidimensional definition of the concept of
SME: small size, centralisation of management, little (internal) functional specialisation, an intuitive or relatively unformalised

succession, depending on whether there are po-

strategy, an internal information system that
is relatively uncomplicated or not highly organised, and a simple external information

familias, his behaviour can be understood only
with reference to his dynastic concerns. What
is the degree of family/enterprise differentia-
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tential successors in the enterprise, whether
they belong to the family or not, whether there

is just one successor or several. As for pater
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tion (number of children working in the enter-

out being patrimonial, as we have already

prise, number of children kept by the enter-

shown (Bentabet et al., 1999). Of course, some

prise)? Bauer finishes by listing no fewer than

new manager profiles are emerging (Ardenti
and Vrain, 1995b, 1998), but, whatever their
previous path and whatever their social and
cultural capital, small entrepreneurs' limited
ability to influence the market forces them
into a pattern that is very different from the
strategic planning that one is more likely to
find in Les. 'Our investigation concludes that

480 different SME management styles and,
therefore, 480 different `SMEs': according to
him, this is the price we have to pay for moving away from the 'theoretical firm' invented
by microeconomics and towards real enterprises. However, wary of too deterministic an

interpretation of his theory, Bauer warns us
that the role played by owner/managers in
building 'their' enterprise explains why the typology of owner/managers is so similar to the
typology of enterprises. Similar does not mean
the same, however, and it would be ridiculous
to confound analytically an enterprise and its
owner/manager' (p. 225).
Kotthoff's sociology of small business

This same approach is taken by the works of

the "social breeding ground" for entrepreneurial success is the biographical constellation of the entrepreneur himself, whom I call
the entrepreneurial social character' (p. 236).
According to the reference publications, we
find six or seven models of enterprises: the
small family business, the "boss's" business;
the dynamic/charismatic empire, the degenerate family enterprise; the manager-run enterprise deeply rooted in small-scale business,
and the technocratic manager-run enterprise'.

Kotthoff (1993) in Germany: according to him,

the paradigms and constructs that serve as

We should be taking a risk if we were to en-

reference frameworks or are used for organisational or management theories have nothing to do with the reality of SMEs. The difference between an SME and an LE begins with
the basic notion of organisation. And, before
all else, 'are small and medium-sized enterprises actually organisations?' (1993, p. 234).
Nothing is less certain if organisation means:
'a permanent institution, which acquires relative independence by establishing a boundary
between itself and its environment, which also
renders itself largely independent, via membership roles, of the persons active within it,
of their moods, personal fate and fluctuations,
and which is public in nature and carries political weight owing to its size'. SMEs are, on
the contrary, based on 'personality, with virtually no independence of their environment and
no public character, and their permanence is
more than a little precarious' (p. 234).

ter into the richness of this nomenclature,
which concerns not only managers' culture
but also the culture shared by professional
and managerial staff and employees. This

The personal and private nature of the family economy means its destiny is intimately
bound up with that of the owner and his family because the entrepreneur is the focal point
of the enterprise' (Gantzel, 1962). The entrepreneur is, then, the key to understanding the
economics, organisation and management of
SMEs. Certainly, not all SMEs are family
businesses, but they can be Tamilialist' with-

subject is, in any case, covered in some depth
elsewhere (Kotthoff and Reindl, 1990). We
shall simply note three things: firstly, the typology is based on forms of social regulation
('Sozialordnungen'), including the background
and role of the owner, the strength and nature

of the hierarchy, working conditions, skills
levels, methods of pay, nature of relations
among workers, the strength of collective
forms of representation (enterprise culture),
and the surrounding social environment. Secondly, there are two possible forms of social
order: the family-type 'pragmatic production
community' and SMEs that are already sub-

ject to a bureaucratic, authoritarian order
('seelenlose Arbeitshäuser' or 'factories without soul'). The former is based on close, interdependent relationships between owner and

employees ('gemeinschaftliche Sozialordnung'); the second is known as 'instrumental'
('instrumentalistische Sozialordnung').
A general feature of the world of SMEs is the
predominance of the community-based social
order, which applies in three-quarters of the
cases studied. Thirdly, one might think there

J
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Table 3.2: Typologies of entrepreneurs, according to various authors
Authors

Typologies
proposed

Boswell

Laufer

Lecointre

(1971)
conservative
rational
expansionist
craftsman
entrepreneur
manager

(1975)
manager and

(1977)

innovator
owner
technician
craftsman

autonomous
family production organisations
'survival
enterprises'
growth
enterprises

Marmuse
(1992)
(1988)
PIG' entrepre- craftsman
neur (permaentrepreneur
nence-indemanager
pendencegrowth)
'GAP' entrepreneur (growthautonomypermanence)

Marchesnay

Source: Ivanaj and Géhin, 1997, p. 86.

would be a relationship, even some coherence,
between enterprise policy, labour system and
method of social regulation Csoziale Ordnune,
as argued by some French authors (Bentabet
et al., 1999). According to Kotthoff and Reindl
(1990), this is not the case: for example, SMEs

in the machine tools sector, which are product-focused and have a very highly skilled labour system, might be based on the same 'social order' as small enterprises in the textiles
and clothing industry, which, on the contrary,

explaining VSEs' practices (sector/industry,
legal status and place in the chain of value,
territorial roots, degree of structuring of occupations exercised, strategic orientations and
managers' career path and profile). This gives
rise to a model constructed on the basis of the
continuum and breaks between three stylised
VSE types (traditional independent VSEs;
managerial VSEs, that is, ones that are 'integrated' in large groups or 'modernised% and
entrepreneurial VSEs.

have their eye on economies of scale and oper-

ate in a highly Taylorist labour system. This
literary debate merits further research.

3.2.6 Ethnographic studies
Finally, we need to mention a number of works

Other authors, such as Ivanaj and Géhin

deriving explicitly from the ethnographic

(1997) in France, explore the relations between

method, which tend either to be based on 'par-

the manager's values, perceived as a value

ticipatory observation', as in the case of

system, and strategic behaviour'. This covers,
for example, aspects as diverse as sociocultural
choices (religion, politics, the family, the individual, work, etc.) and entrepreneurial values

Holliday (1995) or Ram (1994), or to be part
of the current of action-research or 'interactive research' applied to management, as propounded by Plane (1998). In the former case,
researchers study the real life of the organi-

(acceptance of risk, conception of growth, profit,

security, etc.). Ivanaj and Géhin offer a relatively full survey of recent research in this field

in the French-speaking countries and, for example, provide a table of the most commonly
used typologies (see Table 3.2).
It is of this tradition that our own works are a

part, seeking to identify the links between
market strategies, labour management practices and training in very small enterprises
(Bentabet et al., 1999, pp. 99-117). On the basis of qualitative research covering eight sectors of activity, we have identified six variables
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sation of production' and try to understand
the players' behaviour patterns from their
point of view. In the latter, researchers formulate scientific or operational knowledge on
the basis of four principles: `- the knowledge
formulated is based on fieldwork; fieldwork

is adapted to facts and situations that might
influence it; the players have an important
role in the research process; the researchers are responsible for interpreting the information and theoretical constructs deriving
from the research'. Researchers should, in
particular, focus on the relationships between
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Table 3.3: The fate of newly-created or relaunched enterprises in France (by sector)

Survival rate
after five years
Agri-foodstuffs industry
Hotel and catering trade
Household services
Industry
Enterprise services
Transport and
tele-communications
Commerce
Construction and civil
engineering

1987-1992

failure on start-up?) and growth, permanence

or performance (is it possible to identify in
advance people who are capable of creating
enterprises with strong potential for development?49 How can we support them?)

62
44
66
53
54

%
%
%
%
%

53 %
44 %
49 %

_
Source: D. Francoz and J. Bonneau (1994).

3.3.1 Flourishing research that
demystifies the image of the 'inspired'
entrepreneur
On this point, following a euphoric phase during the 1980s, most research today offers a vi-

sion that is more 'lucid', 'more complex' and
more measured with regard to enterprise creation and, first and foremost, its repercussions
in terms of jobs (Saporta, 1994). We know, in

particular, that no more than 50% of newlycreated enterprises in Europe survive for more

than five years. Of course, this survival rate
'the formal and the informal', 'the visible and
the concealed', 'words and actions', 'what is
implicit and what is explicit'. Furthermore,
all of this research is based on intensive, qualitative methodologies that are highly appropriate to the formulation of theories, which
can then be complemented by empirical methods of verification of a statistical nature.

3.3 From 'Schumpeterist'
('Schumpeterian') entrepreneur to
socialised creator
As we shall see later, it is important not to
confuse entrepreneurship with employment
creation. The fact that a lot of new enterprises
are being created does not necessarily mean

that a lot of jobs are being created, too
(Schmidt N., 1989). Nor should we confuse
entrepreneur profile and manager profile: for,
although an entrepreneur is capable of creating an enterprise by introducing 'new combinations of means of production' (Schumpeter,
1935), a manager will ensure its survival. Although entrepreneurship 'is not a profession'
(idem, p. 325), a manager's realism is not always reflected in strong creativity or the ex-

pansion of activities. Yet these two figures
represent two complementary aspects that

are a major focus of attention for today's
decision-makers (OECD, 1998a) and the subject of a particularly abundant literature, especially in the English-speaking countries:
creation (what are the factors of success and

varies from one sector to another, as is so
clearly demonstrated by Francoz and Bonneau
(1994, see Table 3.3), but it is usually lower
for sole traders than it is for small enterprises
involving more than one person. For example,

Callies (1989a and b) shows that more than
60% of new enterprises still have no employees after four years. Also, 'most research shows

that a rapid increase in employment by enterprise-creators is still a relatively rare occur-

rence, particularly if the creator began as a
sole trader' (Saporta, 1994, p. 75). In France,

a now rather old study that has served as a
reference work (Brun and Mouriaux, 1993),
which looked at 1 082 enterprises created in
1989, showed that only one of these enterprises

had exceeded the threshold of 50 employees
three years after start-up, and that only 12%
employed more than five people. This latter
percentage fell to 1% when the initial workforce

comprised only the enterprise-creator.
In Germany, too, the 1980s saw a net increase

in the number of small enterprises and jobs
they had created (Paulini, 1997). However,
Briiderl (1998) notes that there is plenty of
room to feel pessimistic about the fact that a
49 It should be noted that this category of entrepreneurship, known as 'continued entrepreneurship' because enterprise creation is followed by eco-

nomic growth, jobs and investment, provides the
continuum between entrepreneur and manager, as
described earlier.
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third of newly-created enterprises disappear
during the first five years and that, of the survivors, only a quarter show a significant increase in jobs, meaning that only very few new

enterprises actually manage to grow. There
are nevertheless some positive aspects on the

macroeconomic level since, according to
Bruderl, the 4% of new enterprises that have

a strong expansion dynamic are bearers of
structural economic change. Even Marbach
(1942) had noted that the value of SMEs lies

not in their individual existence but in the
aggregates they form. We therefore need to
distinguish between the individual fragility
of small enterprises and their strength as a
group (`Starke des Aggregats', Leicht and
Strohmeyer, 1995, p. 7). This is a notion dear
to Schumpeter: SMEs are a perfect illustration of the phenomenon of creative destruction and demographic turbulence (1934).
Nor should we have any misconceptions about
recently-created innovative SEs: in Germany,

their rate of creation is paradoxically slower
than it was in the 1980s, with their proportion of new enterprises in manufacturing industry falling from 8% to 6.7% between 1990
and 1995 (Nerlinger, 1998). In the UK, Oakey
(1991) obtained similar results in a piece of
longitudinal research on the biotechnologies
sector. These small 'high-tech' firms need re-

not to overestimate the role that technology
might play in generating employment.

3.3.2 Enterprise creation and the labour
market
In order to understand the mechanisms of enterprise creation, many researchers have tried
to identify the relationship between enterprise

creation and the functioning of the labour
market. On this point, everyone is aware of
the unresolved controversy about 'push and
pull factors' in the works of the prolific Ameri-

can researcher D. Audretsch (1993). On one
side, the increase in enterprise creation is explained by a 'push' factor an upsurge in the
number of unemployed workers, who are, in
some cases, being encouraged by public policy

to create their own enterprises. On the other
side, it is argued that enterprise creation is
being 'pulled' by demand for additional goods
and services or, in other words, by economic
growth. In the USA, neither Audretsch himself, focusing on industry, nor other researchers taking a regional perspective (for example,
Reynolds et al., 1993) have found any link be-

tween the rate of enterprise creation and the
high level of unemployment. In fact, they have

found quite the opposite, that is, that the
number of new enterprises created is lowest
in regions with high unemployment levels.

gional university infrastructures and have
little impact on enterprise and employmentcreation dynamics at regional and national

level. Of course, there are many aid programmes aimed at them, but these programmes tend to be fairly ineffectual because

of lack of transparency. In France, Arnould
and Abonnat (1999) identified no fewer than
37 different types of aid (at regional, national
and European level) available in 1999 to small
firms based on new information and communication technologies [NICTs]. Young innova-

tive enterprises (particularly those using
NICTs) need to be covered by some more in-

depth research so that we can understand

One might wonder whether these results can
be generalised to cover Europe either all or
part of it. Indeed, a considerable amount of

research has been done over the past few
years in France and Germany on the phenomenon of enterprise creation by jobseekers. A
distinction has even been drawn between 'entrepreneurial creations', which are the result

of a project, calculation or rational forethought, and 'social-integration creations' by
players whose objectives are more defensive
and comprise exercising on their own account
knowledge and know-how acquired during
previous employment (Saporta, 1994). Several

their medium and long-term development and
their contribution both to the development of

quite substantial works have shown the
significance and effectiveness of public

new industries and to employment. Work

enterprise-creation aid for the unemployed

could also be done on international comparisons of their financing (Nerlinger, 1998). Gen-

(Aucouturier, 1997; Aucouturier et al., 1996).

erally speaking, however, virtually all the
current research agrees that it is important

However, the national and macrostatistical
data in this field are both limited and uncon-
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vincing. With one exception: Johannisson
(1993) in Sweden imitates Reynolds in looking at the determinants of enterprise 'volatility', region by region. Having identified four

conditions that affect enterprise creation
(market for goods or services, availability of
resources, start-up environment and the occupational backgrounds of those creating enterprises), he stresses the importance of the
last two, which concern the spatial and sociological sources of creativity (presence of craft
workers, local networks, availability and dissemination of role models, etc.), which are
similar to the 'industrial atmosphere', the air
that one breathes', as described by Marshall.
Again in Sweden, Davidsson et al. (1993) ex-

amine 80 labour markets and focus on the
qualitative factors that influence SME dynamics, such as enterprise networks, etc.
Now at last, apart from the difficulty of making international comparisons on this tricky
issue, we realise that rates of enterprise creation (usually calculated in relation to 10 000
people aged 16-64) not only vary from country to country (OECD, 1998, p. 53), but that
the most marked differences are within individual countries (Reynolds and Storey, 1993),
with the rate varying, for example, from 1 to
4 in France or the USA, 1 to 3 in Italy and 1
to 2 in Germany.

in Europe (1998, pp. 65-80). Apart from mentioning the influence of economic cycles (which
seem once again to contradict the theory concerning unemployment's 'push effect' on en-

terprise creation) and the fact that there are
some economic sectors in which SMEs predominate (vehicle recovery, sales and repairs;

personal services; hotel and catering trade,
etc.) and others dominated by large enterprises (post and telecommunications, mining
and energy, automotive industry, etc.), the
aforementioned document distinguishes two
major European areas in the mid-1990s: the
South (Portugal, Spain, Italy and Greece),

plus France, is characterised by a lower
growth rate of enterprise creation in service
activities (about one third of new enterprises)
and by a very high rate of creation in commerce and the hotel and catering trade (ranging from 41.2% in Spain to 45% in Portugal);
and the North (Denmark, the Netherlands,
Finland, Sweden and the UK), where, on the
contrary, the majority of enterprise creations

are in the service sector (usually close on
50%), with every country in the North seeing
more enterprise creation in services than in
commerce and the hotel and catering trade.
In these latter sectors, however, closures are
exceeding creations in both North and South,
whilst the service sector is experiencing more
creations than closures (except in Sweden).

We shall not be returning to the question of
the value of studying the beneficial effects of
the geographical concentration of enterprises
and economic activities (Isard, 1956, cited by

Yet, this approach, using aggregate figures,

Bonnet). Instead, we shall concentrate on two
other starting points mentioned repeatedly in
the European literature: sectoral criteria and

services for enterprises? This is why attempts

the characteristics of entrepreneurs. The
former relate to an almost deterministic conception of enterprise creation; the latter are
of a more sociological nature (and perhaps
equally strong determinants), for they cannot be reduced to the simple psychological
profiles or other 'cognitive maps' of enterprisecreators, which are often wrongly considered
to be the ultimate explanatory factor.

3.3.3 Sectoral variables
On this first point, we can draw on the European Commission's fifth report on Enterprises

seems inadequate. Which services are we talk-

ing about? Services for private individuals,
neighbourhood services or high-added-value

to produce a model based on intra-sectoral
methods of regulating the demographics of
establishments or enterprises, such as the one
proposed by Bonnet (1998), seem useful. Using economic indicators, Bonnet suggests that
we distinguish four methods of regulation
we leave it up to the reader to match the corresponding subsectors with each of the following definitions:
competitive sectors that are slowing down,
where we are seeing a drop in the number
of establishments and enterprises, though

with the possibility of a strong revival if
the barriers to entry (measured by average size of workforce) are weak;
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0 growing competitive sectors, where numbers of establishments and enterprises are

capital', their ability to 'entreprendre' [under-

rising, particularly in sectors with weak en-

from necessarily being an initiator or pioneer

take] (Boutillier and Uzunidis, 1999). Far

try barriers, and where the number of en-

in an area in which 'imitators' dominate

terprise closures (voluntary cessation of ac-

(Paulini, 1997), entrepreneurs tend to come
at the end of a long family line, often through
several generations, and operate in a clearly
defined sociocultural environment. This is

tivity and bankruptcy) is increasing
because of the high number of enterprise
creations;
ID concentrated sectors, which set up strategic entry barriers (price policies, commer-

why we need to study their socio-occupational
backgrounds, the beliefs that result from that

cial capacities, etc.) that obstruct enterprise creation. This means there is a low

background, and the processes that have led
them to create an enterprise, being careful
not to confuse, as is too often the case, 'their

turnover in terms of the production fabric;

moral and ethical value system' (Max Weber),

finally, concentrated sectors which operate
a more subtle regulation of enterprise flows,
combining, on the one hand, opportunities
for entry into market niches or technological niches (presence of markets that are dis-

which usually tends towards individualism,
with the process of creation, which instead
highlights the interactions between creators
and their original or current social or occupational environment, institutional aid or partnership opportunities (enterprise/university),
circles of innovators, etc.

missed by large enterprises because they
require the use of highly specialised technologies which are dependent upon the
knowledge of a few specialists who have
decided to exploit some spheres on their own

account) and, on the other, restructurings.'

3.3.4 The social determinants
of 'enterprise spirit'

An imagery deriving from neoclassical
thought continues to perceive the entrepreneur as an isolated player, free of all determination, spontaneous and endowed with
exceptional personal faculties that set him
apart. This is the simplistic reading commonly
applied to Schumpeter's theories50. However,

most current research on entrepreneurs is
trying to prove the influence of their 'social
50 Indeed, it is at the price of a loose interpretation

that the Schumpeterist entrepreneur appears to
be an isolated player in full control of his intentions for, although for Schumpeter, an entrepreneur questions routines, he is nonetheless influenced by the socioeconomic system of which he is
a part: 'economic and social phenomena are moved

by an internal impulse and the resulting situations force individuals and groups to adopt, for
better or for worse, specific patterns of behaviour:

not, of course, because these situations deprive
them of their freedom of choice, but because they
shape their preferences and reduce the number of
choices open to them' (1979, p. 17).
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Hence the many current categorisations that
distinguish, for example, entrepreneurs 'from

entrepreneurial environments' and 'constrained entrepreneurs' (Bonnet, 1998),
'emerging entrepreneurs', capable of seizing a
market opportunity previously un- or underexploited by other enterprises, and 'adaptive
entrepreneurs', who are reacting to unemployment and/or job insecurity (Marchesnay, 1986).
Hence also the value of studies that cover the
transitions between paid employment or unemployment and enterprise creation and selfemployment (on this point, see the works of
Caussat and Olier, 1997; Aucouturier, 1994,
1996, for France). In particular, Aucouturier
shows that unemployed people in receipt of aid
for enterprise creation usually create smaller

enterprises than other entrepreneurs, that
they are, in other words, not employers in the
same way as other entrepreneurs (82% have
no employees and three-quarters of them are
sole traders, particularly in the craft sector and
commerce).

Hence, finally, a recent focus on alternative
forms of creation and enterprise: 'new socioeconomic entrepreneurship' (OECD, 1998, pp.

125-139), 'integration enterprises', most of
which are very small, 'associative' or 'intermediate' enterprises, etc., not forgetting research on 'interstitial' entrepreneurial crea5 EJO
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tivity in the urban environment (RoulleauBerger et al., 1997) or in immigrant communities in many European countries.

In the end, it is the figure of the 'socialised'
entrepreneur that emerges, whether researchers place the emphasis on family environment
(Carrasco, 1997; Lafferrere, 1998; Boutiller
and Uzunidis, 1999), sociocultural and political context (as in the case of the Italian industrial districts or 'regionalist' studies of the UK
and Sweden), or on the individual occupational
backgrounds of enterprise-creators, and espe-

cially that of the professional or managerial
staff who leave large enterprises or consultancies to set up their own small enterprise (case
studies by Ardenti and Vrain, 1998).

In the first case, there is abundant literature
and it would be presumptuous to attempt to
draw up an inventory. We shall, however,
mention the work of Monchois and Bonneau
(1996) who, on the basis of an extensive study
of 81 000 newly-created enterprises in 1994,

financial dimension or replace the transmission of 'informal human capital' (Lafferrere,
1998)5'.

These results determine our understanding
of the limitations of the most voluntarist public policies that seek either to promote enterprise creation by limiting unemployment benefits (leverage on the supply side of labour)
or to arouse or reawaken the enterprise spirit'

or 'entrepreneurial culture' by lowering the
cost of labour, reducing administrative constraints and costs or neutralising trade union pressure (leverage on the demand side).
The former ignore the fact that it is in the
regions least affected by unemployment that
enterprise creation is most dynamic, as shown
by Meager (1992) in the cases of Germany and
the UK; the latter, by doing nothing about the
social factors that determine people's ability
to become entrepreneurs and offering indiscriminate support to SMEs, fail both to stay
the unequal development (on both the socio-

show that 42.1% of those creating or relaunching them had previously been in employment, 43.6% had been unemployed (61%
for less than a year) and 14.3% had been occupationally inactive. Asked whether anybody

in their family was an enterprise head or in
self-employment, 72% said yes and 28% said

no. Similar results have been obtained by a

number of research projects at European
level, both recently and in the past (Gollac
and Laulhé, 1987; Viennet, 1988; Keeble and
Walker, 1993). Kombou and Kochanski (1988)

also demonstrate the influence of the enterprise-creator's social category on the sector
and size of the enterprise created.
So, what is to be done about the difficulty of
gaining access to credit, which is often said

to prevent potential entrepreneurs from
putting their ideas into action? Of course, the
hypothesis of a connection between a person's
inheritance and the likelihood of their setting
up in business on their own account has been

formulated and verified many times on the
econometric level, particularly in the English-

speaking countries. What emerges from the
most recent research on entrepreneurship,
however, is that policies to aid or encourage
enterprise creation cannot be reduced to their

51 Laferrère's research in France offers some very
interesting findings: firstly, 64% of self-employed
people have a self-employed father or father-inlaw (and the figure is still 30% if we exclude farmers); self-employed people have few qualifications
(51% did not progress beyond primary-school stud-

ies and 9% have a university qualification, as
against 39% and 17% for all employees, excluding
self-employed people in the liberal professions).
Also, among self-employed people, qualifications

(particularly beyond baccalauréat level) tend to
have a negative effect on the probability of becom-

ing an entrepreneur; in other words, the more
qualified the son of a self-employed person is, the
less likely he is to become a self-employed entre-

preneur. These comments apply particularly to
self-employed traders or craftspeople, as opposed
to 'heads of enterprise', whose formal human capital is often similar to that of employed people. Finally, we should note a very important finding: using a variable of 'length of time between leaving
the school or university system and entering paid
work', Lafferrère (1998) finds this period to be twice
as long in the case of self-employed sons of selfemployed fathers as it is among employees (three

years as against a year and a half). This means
one might hypothesise that this period is a period
of unpaid apprenticeship with the parent, which,
though not leading to a recognised qualification,

favours the informal transmission of entrepreneurial knowledge and know-how. An argument
to remember for the third part of this report on
vocational training.
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logical and geographical levels) of this ability

and, as we shall see, to create a significant
number of jobs.

3.4 For a demography of SMEs
nonetheless...
Despite the relativism that is a feature of their
definition (see earlier in this report), we still
need a demography of SMEs. In an economic
context marked by significant change, it is as
important to study their physiological dynamics as it is to study their anatomy or morphol-

(ENSR, 1996, pp. 131-136). Although, for example, Germany and Austria have high rates
of creation, this is largely because these coun-

tries use a broad definition of the notion of
creation. Conversely, although Denmark,
Spain and Portugal have low creation rates,
this is a reflection of the narrow definitions
and sources adopted in these countries.

period of development52. And why not a genetics of SMEs, or even an embryology, capable of identifying the forms and movements
that precede their administrative birth?

It is therefore important not to forget the extreme diversity of entry methods (creations
from scratch, re-launches, takeovers and acquisitions)53. Growth also implies several independent or associated methods: internal,
external, contractual (assignment, cooperation, alliance), and, of course, exits might imply redeployment (moving out of one sector
into another), cessations of activity, voluntary
changes in legal status (re-launch, takeover),
or involuntary exits caused by failure or bankruptcy54. What sources do we use? What unit
of investigation (establishment, enterprise,

3.4.1 From anatomy to physiology

choose? These are the questions most com-

ogy. We therefore need to pay attention to
their metabolism when they are simply cruising along nicely, their catabolism when they
are going through a period of decline and their

anabolism when they are going through a

With the demography of SMEs, we shift from
anatomy to physiology, since it involves studying the creation and disappearance of enterprises or, more precisely, three aspects of their
dynamics: 'their entry into, growth in and exit

group)? What level of aggregation do we
monly put forward, but we shall not be examining them here; instead, we shall be concen-

trating on the main themes and results that
seem to be most certain in European research
on the demography of SMEs.

from' the production system (Moati et al.,
1997, p. 5). We shall not dwell here on the

Four main issues are usually covered in the
literature: 1. Who are the new entrants and

formidable methodological and practical problems posed by measuring and observing these

what processes underlie the emergence of new

variables, particularly from a comparative
viewpoint at European level. The European

determining entries? 3. When the focus is on
entry and exit flows, it is the phenomenon of
volatility that holds the attention; 4. Finally,

SME Observatory makes regular mention of

enterprises? 2. What are the main factors

it and demonstrates that there is no stand-

what interpretations can we make of the

ard definition of the creation and disappearance of enterprises, that the breadth of the
definition varies from one country to another

movements of SMEs as a whole in the economic system? We shall examine these ques-

52 Particularly the specific 'turbulence' of the SME
environment. Birch, for example, commented that

53 According to Bonneau and Monchois (1996), the
breakdown of entry methods in the case of France
in 1994 was as follows: 7.9% pure creation; 2.6%
reactivation; 2.1% relaunch, or a total creation rate
of 12.7% for the entire economy, excluding agriculture and financial services.

enterprises that develop harmoniously during
their first five years then come up against difficulties and often disappear, whereas those that
have reached maturity and show all the signs of
good health have, by contrast, usually had a difficult beginning. Is it not possible that the metabolism so typical of young SMEs has an educational

purpose, via trial and error and the gradual discovery of the most effective production combinations? (Dalle et Bounine, 1987).

tions one by one.

54 In France, although 210 000-240 000 enterprises,

or about 10% of all enterprises (excluding takeovers), cease trading every year, there are on average four times more cessations without liquidation than there are bankruptcies (Francoz, 1996).
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Box 3.1. Enterprise creation and job creation: a few determining factors56
The size of the enterprise when it is created: enterprises that have no employees at the outset create fewer
jobs (Dunne and Hughes, 1994; Saporta, 1994; Mouriaux, 1994).
Legal status:sole traders create fewer jobs than small structures taking the form of limited companies (Brun
and Mouriaux, 1993).
Methods of creation: although pure creations are in the majority, they create fewer jobs than re-launches or
acquisitions (Bonneau and Francoz, 1995).

Regional or local environment: spread of role models in the environment (Büchter, 1998; Johannisson,
1993); effects of geographical concentration (Italian industrial districts).
Trading strategy adopted by the enterprise-creator: independence from distribution circuits (or direct contact with the end client) promotes job creation, as do differentiation or niche strategies as opposed to price
competition (Trouvé, 1999); subcontracting SMEs also tend to be less secure (Fieten, 1995; Koch and
Strutynski, 1996).

Sector and/or branch of activity: services tend to create more jobs than industry (Leicht and Stockmann,
1993; Sorge, 1996), but intra-sectoral manoeuvres are more decisive than sectoral factors (Kotthoff and
Reindl, 1990). There is some uncertainty about the number and quality of jobs created by small 'high-tech'
firms (Oakey, 1991; Nerlinger, 1998).
Occupational background of enterprise-creators and self-employment: the former unemployed create more
small enterprises than other groups (82% have no employees when they set up their enterprise); unemployed people in receipt of aid provide less employment than any other group of enterprise-creators and the

enterprises they set up tend to be one-man businesses (three-quarters of enterprises, as against one
enterprise in two created in the form of a company by a person previously in employment; the former
unemployed usually set themselves up as craftspeople or salesmen (Aucouturier, 1997).

3.4.2 More pure creations than
transfers55, but fewer jobs than
in existing or re-launched SMEs.

dustry alone). We shall see later, moreover,
that these figures are vital if we are to under-

stand the link between enterprise creation
and job creation, since, combining case stud-

With regard to new entrants and despite the

various definitions (broad or narrow), the
majority of studies indicate that most entry
flows are accounted for by very small structures that emerge from nothing. In France,
in 1994, pure creations accounted for 57% of
enterprise creations, and 73% involved enterprises with no employees (nearly 60% in in-

ies and national macrostatistical analyses,
many authors succeed in demonstrating not
only that recently-created enterprises make
a lesser contribution to employment than
creations involving the transfer of activities,
but also that the more employees they have
at the outset, the stronger their chances of
creating jobs (Mouriaux, 1994; Bonneau,
1994; Bonneau and Francoz, 1995).

These are forms of creation involving the total
or partial transfer of existing activities (Mouriaux,
55

1994), that is, the creation of new subsidiaries,
takeovers and mergers, delocations and changes
of activity.

Our concern here is less the factors determining
enterprise creation than the factors that influence
job creation via enterprise creation.
56
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In other words, although one might rejoice at
the fact that creations from nothing account
for the large majority of new enterprises (57%,
according to Bonneau, 1994), enterprise creation does not necessarily mean the creation
of a new activity, since 'externalisation, virtual employment and also re-launches or the

creation of subsidiaries are all parameters
that limit the field of genuinely new enterprises'. Nor is it _synonymous with 'job crea-

tion', since, during their first five years of
existence, pure creations generate about half
as many jobs as re-launches and acquisitions
(Bonneau and Francoz, 1995). For example,
in the early 1990s, just 1.1% of enterprises
created and re-launched in France had more
than 190 employees on start-up. In the UK,
74% of enterprises created between 1987 and
1989 employed fewer than five people in 1989
(Daly et at, cited by Love, 1996), but it might

also be noted that the percentage of newly
created enterprises whose initial workforce
comprised 1-4 employees varied from 10% in
Denmark and Sweden to 48% in the UK, 36%

in the Netherlands, 21% in France and 26%
in Italy (European Commission, 1998, p. 73).
Generally speaking, however, enterprises entering the production system as a result of
acquisition or the setting-up of a subsidiary
are, on average, smaller than those resulting
from pure creations, though they are also less
numerous in most countries.

3.4.3 The main determinants of the
demography of SMEs
Many works tackle this decisive issue, but
without obtaining any definitive results. The
factors determining the dynamics of SMEs,
taken as meaning the development 'from birth
to death, through all the changes they undergo
in the interim', are both multiple and in complex interaction (Karlsson, Johannisson and
Storey, 1993). This is why we have to appreci-

ate and admire the systematic survey conducted by Moati et al. (1997) of the international literature multidisciplinary, both

theoretical and empirical, on the micro-

they are insufficient to 'reveal the full complexity of the phenomena under study'. In the case

of sectoral determinants, research is focusing
increasingly on segmentations, the purpose
being to demonstrate the intra-sectoral efficiency differentials between enterprises, as
strategic variables (Trouvé, 1999).

It is becoming apparent, in the case of enter-

prises being created from scratch, that, in
addition to sectoral variables and the 'technological regimes' (Audretsch, 1995) that are
a feature of such enterprises (attractiveness,

extent of entry barriers, etc.), the weight of
the creator/manager's personal characteristics is vital (ability to seize opportunities,
mobilisation of networks, personal background, etc.). This aspect is covered by all the

research on 'entrepreneurship' that we mentioned earlier. We shall concentrate here on
the factors determining growth and 'exit'.
As regards the growth of enterprises, the superiority of VSEs (fewer than 10 employees)
with the largest number of employees at the

time of creation is once again confirmed
(Moati et al., 1997, p. 34; Dunne and Hughes,
1994, on British figures; Dunne et al., 1988,
on the USA).
With respect to the microeconomic factors de-

termining exit, it is mainly the size and age

of enterprises that have been studied. We
know that the survival rate of newly-created
enterprises five years after start-up is 49% in
France and that it is surprisingly similar and
stable in most other European countries: 4953% in the UK, 58% in Ireland, 45% in Italy,
60% in the Netherlands, 50% in Portugal, etc.
(Moati et al., 1997, p. 41). Drawing on a study
of establishments in the American manufacturing industry, Audretsch (1995) has shown,
for example, that 57% of exits involve estab-

lishments that have been in operation for
fewer than 10 years (of which 19% involve es-

tablishments that have been in operation for
one or two years), as against 23% involving
enterprises that have been in operation for
more than 20 years.

economic and sectoral determinants of enterprise demography. This is why we shall pursue this point. In the case of microeconomic

Birch (1979, 1987) had already pointed to this:

determinants, there is an abundant harvest
leading to some unquestionable results, but

newly-created small enterprises are faced
more than anything else by a serious selec-
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tion process during their first few years of
existence. It is also during this period that
they can best test their relative efficiency level
(Jovanovic, 1982), and those that survive for

more than five years are not the ones that
have experienced the fewest problems quite
the contrary (Da lle and Bounine, 1987). This

means that, from a strictly empirical viewpoint, there is a link between the size and age
of enterprises and the likelihood of them leaving the production system: in France, in 1996,
90% of failed enterprises had fewer than 10

employees. It might be argued that, whilst
large enterprises (or establishments) are slimming down but have a greater chance of sur-

vival, the smallest, youngest SEs are more
likely to disappear than in the past.
However, there are other factors determining
exit, that is, the disappearance or transformation of small enterprises. This is paradoxically
the case of 'entry methods', that is, their creation: in France, SINE data (INSEE) show, first
and foremost, that, during SEs' first few years
of existence, the mortality rate of pure creations is higher than that of re-launches. Then,
size on entry, which should certainly be a decisive variable guiding public policy, is once again

France (1995), etc. In this case, as in the case
of factors explaining growth, chances of survival are positively affected if the enterprisecreator is a former professional or managerial
employee or was previously self-employed and
has had access to advice during the start-up
phase. Works on the strategic positioning of
enterprises are both scarce and in their infancy
because of economists' and sociologists' reluctance to acquire and apply the knowledge specific to management disciplines (Trouvé, 1999).

3.4.4 The ambivalence of technological
intensity and innovation
One might also cite technological intensity

and capacity for innovation, which EU
decision-makers have often seen as an essential vector of the creation, development and
survival of SMEs. However, these variables,
which cannot be taken for granted, prove to
be particularly ambivalent according to several pieces of research. As regards the technological intensity on which considerable expectations tend to be based (small 'high-tech'
firms), it is by no means certain that it automatically guarantees SMEs' success or the
generation of a significant number of jobs. It

highlighted: still in France, the survival rate
after five years for one-man businesses set up
in 1987 was only 45%; the percentage rose in
line with size, reaching 65% for enterprises

would be worth assessing the growing signifi-

with 6-9 employees and 10 employees or more

tion of networks) in the new operational regimes being adopted by SMEs (De Banville
and Vennin, 1999; Ganne, 1999).

(Bonneau and Thirion, 1997). The American
and German figures are identical. Of course,
accounting ratios (debts/own funds) are not
ignored by management-centred research. For
example, ability to access external funding: an
enterprise that benefits from bank support has
a stronger chance of survival. Similarly, more
and more research is emphasising the importance of 'intangible' support networks (advice,
training and information) in improving SEs'
survival rates and chances of consolidation
during periods of growth.
The profile of enterprise-creators is also used
to explain SEs' likelihood of survival, paiticu-

larly their age and the significance of their
cultural capital (qualifications, occupational
experience): examples are Bruderl et al. (1992)
in Germany, Storey (1994) and Cressy (1996)

on British firms, Bonneau and Francoz in

cance of 'investments of form', intangible
investments (training, organisation, humanresource-management technologies, mobilisa-

Similarly, as regards innovation, it would be

wrong to believe that SMEs are by nature
more innovative than large enterprises or that
those that develop the most strongly and rapidly have higher levels of productivity and in-

novative activity, as is a little too naively
thought by a number of commentators (such
as Geroski and Pomroy, 1990; Geroski, 1995),
following on from Audretsch (1991). The re-

verse sometimes proves to be true, that is,
that product and process innovation is positively correlated to increase in size (Hughes,
1997, Figure 4), and, here too, the most recent research tends not to exaggerate the importance of technological innovation, since
there is no question of determinism (Baldwin,
1995), even if there is sometimes noted to be
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a very positive relationship between innovation during one period and chances of survival

ated by firms in situ, the significance of the

during a later period (Cosh, Hughes and

ted that, on this point, most of the research

Wood, 1996a, b). What are we talking about?
Breakaway innovations or incremental inno-

currently available focuses almost exclusively

vations (that is, marginal and progressive)?

show that service activities are more volatile.
Also, sectoral analyses are too superficial and
incapable of giving an account of the more subtle intrasectoral segmentations that alone can
both explain some of the efficiency differences

Product innovation, process innovation or organisational innovation, which it is increasingly difficult to separate? Not to mention the
great variety of effects these different types
of innovation might have on employment.
In many cases, it is neither technology nor innovation that are in themselves a distinct ad-

sector is confirmed. However, it is to be regret-

on industrial sectors, when all the statistics

between enterprises in the same sector and
demonstrate that SMEs and large enterprises
in the same sector are not necessarily in competition with each other.

vantage for SMEs, but rather their place on
the market and in the value chain or their geographical consolidation which brings us back

to research on sector, industry or system
(Courault, Trouvé, 1999), even regional differences (see, on this point, Davidsson et al., 1993;
research on 'innovative environments', Aydalot,
1986; Julien and Marchesnay, 1996, pp. 89-102;
and virtually all the Italian researchers), when
it is not a question of more subtle intra-sectoral
differences (Kotthoff, 1993; Fernández, 1993)
or strategic positioning (Trouvé, 1999).

It is moreover this relationship between SMEs

and large enterprises which forms the basis
for the analyses of the current evolution of
systems of production.

4. SMEs as players

on the labour markets
What real contribution do SMEs currently
make to employment? What characterises
those SMEs that create the most jobs (key vari-

As we shall see when we come to look at employment, SMEs tend to operate on interstitial markets. Where, despite everything, they
enter a sector that is highly capital-intensive
or characterised by substantial economies of
scale except in the case of an acquisition
rather than a pure creation SMEs' survival

becomes more difficult and their independence is at risk. 'Grow rapidly or disappear',
this is the dilemma these SMEs face when
they come up against what Audretsch (1995)

ables: size, sector, strategies)? Is it true, as is
often said, that SMEs are the best places for
getting young people into work, or older workers back into work? What is the current place
of self-employment? These are the questions
we shall try to answer here as we look in particular at the formative role of SMEs in labour market dynamics.
Most of the research published in the developed
countries over the last 20 years has shown that

calls the barriers to survival'. The significance

small firms play the greatest role in creating

of these barriers, together with 'barriers to

new jobs. With unemployment rising, these find-

entry', means that the sectors concerned tend
to contain a fringe of ephemeral small enterprises, which explains the high level of constant entry and exit flows and, therefore, SEs'
volatility, at both sectoral and macroeconomic
level (see, in particular, Dunne et al., 1988;
Geroski, 1991).

ings clearly affected political and economic

It is clear that, provided we distinguish clearly,
as advised by Evans and Siegfried (1992), between the influence of sectoral features on the
demography of firms created from nothing and
their influence on the demography of units cre150

strategies, which therefore sought to encourage
SMEs. Apparently simple statements nevertheless hide a large number of questions.

4.1 The quantitative contribution of
SMEs to employment: an open question
For example, is it not too easy to confuse the
demographic growth in the number of SMEs
with the increase in jobs they provide? It is
true that in the case of SMEs there is a close
correlation between the creation or final clo-
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sure of enterprises and the creation or gross

Another potential source of confusion is

destruction ofjobs. This varies from one coun-

whether people speak of the general contribution made by SMEs to employment or to the
net creation of new jobs. Are they talking about
job creation by existing SMEs or by new ones?
On this point, Birch himself had already made
the distinction between 'new firms' and 'small
firms expansion' (1979). Just as the creation
of a firm does not necessarily mean the creation of new activity (see Part I), job creation
does not mean the creation of new jobs.

try to another, but it is always more evident
for SMEs than for LEs. In Spain, in the period 1991-1995, the creation of new firms accounted on average for 38.5% of new jobs created in small firms (less than 200 employees)
compared with 13% in large firms (more than

200); in terms of job losses, 22.7% were due
to closures of small enterprises and only 16%
to closures of large ones. Moreover, recently
created enterprises show on average a 15%
higher amount of gross job creation than other
enterprises (Ruano, 1997).

Also, while some SMEs create a lot of jobs,
others also destroy a lot. There are even some
that create and destroy jobs simultaneously.

More than that, those that create the most

On the other hand, international comparisons
show that while SMEs are increasing as a proportion of all enterprises in most countries,

jobs are sometimes the ones that also destroy
the most, as the French Employment Minis-

in some employment is rising at the same

try's DMMO/EMMO surveys regularly show58!

time, while in others it is constant. Moreover,

while, in any given country, there may be a

Hence the need for a clear distinction between
stocks and flows of jobs (like stocks and flows

net increase in the number of SMEs as a

of enterprises) and gross creations and

whole, this does not necessarily result in an
increase in employment in all sections of the

destructions and net creations of jobs.

workforce. In the United Kingdom, for example, only Very Small Enterprises (VSEs) are
experiencing net growth in both their number
and the number of people they employ. Likewise in Germany, a lot of research has shown
that it is firms with 1 to 19 employees in particular that are showing the clearest net employment growth57.

Finally, when speaking of the contribution

At the same time, not all small enterprises,
especially the smallest of them (VSEs), are
likely to be in a transitional stage towards

Monthly Surveys of Labour Movements. The first
relate to firms with 50 employees or more, the second to those with between 10 and 49 employees.

larger units. In the typology adopted by

59 According to this author, if we define SMEs as all
enterprises with a workforce of 10 to 499, we shall

made by SMEs to employment, we should al-

ways distinguish their endogenous growth
from the flows of exogenous creations and
destructions resulting from the dynamics of
the productive apparatus (Bonneau, 19909.
58Monthly Returns of Labour Movements and

Madinier in 1986, he distinguished roughly
between structurally 'dynamic' small enter-

find that the change in their stock is in theory the
result of five factors combined: VSEs (Very Small

prises, which had been expanding steadily for
several years, especially those in the tertiary
sector with an average of 30 employees, then
enterprises in decline, mostly with more than
60 employees, especially in the industrial sec-

Enterprises) growing and crossing the 10-employee

threshold, direct creations of enterprises with at
least 10 employees from the outset, terminations
of business, SME staff reductions that make them
VSEs (again), and staff reductions or the reorganisation of production in large enterprises of 500 employees or more. Loveman and Sengenberger (1991)
proposed five reasons for the rise in the proportion
of total employment provided by enterprises in the
developed economies: an increase in the creation of
new enterprises; a fall in the mortality of small enterprises; an increase in the stock of small enter-

tor, and finally mostly stagnant very small
enterprises in the commerce and service sectors, which would remain very small or small.
This typology is still valid in part today.

prises ('births minus deaths'); net job creation in
existing small firms; and a fall in the number of
jobs in existing large enterprises, making them, in

57 In Japan, on the other hand, all sizes are growing in number, but their workforces are relatively
constant (Doi and Cowling, 1998).

uC

the course of time, small firms (again).
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All the questions raised bring us back first of
all to a methodological debate from which we
shall try to draw the main lessons. This debate is dealt with in particular in two OECD
publications (1996-a; 1998: pp. 49-52). In most

countries, macrostatistical corpuses are used
to detect not only the relative performance of
SMEs in job creation (gross, net) but also the

main variables in the creation, destruction
and simultaneous rotation of jobs.

4.1.1 The seminal work of D. Birch on
the volume of employment
As we have already mentioned, it was David
Birch (1979) who initiated a cycle of research
on the relationship between enterprise size
and job creation (see introduction) that has
continued unbroken. He found that 82% of the
new jobs created in the American economy

4.1.2 An unquestionable contribution to
the stock of jobs ...
No one denies that SMEs are 'providers' of
jobs. In the EU alone, we have in fact seen
that they now account for more than one job
in two and, in particular, among them, VSEs
(less than 10 employees) employ as many people as large enterprises (employing over 250),
that is 33% as against 34%.

Neither is there any doubt that this proportion of jobs in SMEs (regardless of the statistical definition adopted) has grown steadily
over the last twenty years (Sengenberger et
al., 1990; Robson and Gallagher, 1994; Storey, 1994). This is a powerful and more or less

between 1969 and 1976 were created by SMEs

general trend going hand in hand with the
general reduction in the average size of enterprises and establishments, especially in
manufacturing industry.

with less than 100 employees. He repeated
the work (Birch et al., 1997) for the period

Finally, in the period 1988 to 1998, Very Small

1992 to 1996 (86% of net job creations).

After Birch, a lot of studies claimed to reach
similar findings, and for a long time these fed
through into the official pronouncements of
politicians and economic decision-makers. We
saw earlier that the Anglo-Saxon tradition is

Enterprises seem to have stood up the best
between 1990 and 1993, when all sizes of
workforce were affected by the decline in
employment (ENSR, 1996: p. 69, 1997: p. 62).

4.1.3 ... but questions regarding their

role in net job creation

particularly prolific, with, for example,
Gallagher and Steward (1986), Doyle and
Gallagher (1987), Daly et al. (1991); but if A.G. Schmidt (1996) is to be believed, German
researchers have not been outdone in the mat-

These are therefore all established facts, but
if we look beyond excessive generalisations,
a number of questions arise which, while not
raising fundamental objections, do seriously

ter (Bade, 1985; Bock, 1985; Dahremöller,
1985; Irsch, 1985; Fritsch, 1984; Hull, 1984;

put into perspective or clarify excessively
blunt opinions. Apart from the national, re-

Steinle, 1984). All these studies used longitudinal panel data and took more or less the same
approach: they looked at the number of new
jobs created by growing establishments or enterprises and the number of jobs destroyed by
establishments or enterprises losing jobs and

gional and sectoral differences (Steinle, 1984)

established the difference between the two,
that is the net creation or destruction of employment. When the rates of job creation, job
destruction and the net employment trend (job
creations less destructions) were calculated by
size of enterprise, small establishments or en-

terprises then generally seemed to have the
highest rate of creation and destruction. Also,
the net trend seemed greater for SMEs than
in large enterprises.
152

that must always be taken into account, we
shall now briefly review the questions raised.
Methodological difficulties

In the most recent work on the contribution
made by SMEs to the volume of employment,

all or nearly all researchers have begun by
stressing the methodological inadequacies
and unsuitability of the databases used by
Birch and his successors. For example, by
using other techniques considered more reliable and subject to a strict distinction between

'gross creations' and 'net creations' of jobs
according to a scheme repeated many times
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Figure 4.1 The job generation process

BIRTHS
+
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= NET JOB CHANGE
(Total net jobs;
net new jobs)

CONTRACTIONS

= GROSS JOB
LOSSES

OUT MOVES
+

= CLOSURES

DEATHS

Source: Storey and Johnson (1987a).
NB.: terms in parentheses are synonyms.

in the literature (Figure 2.1), some have arrived at very different results. Such is the
case, for example, of Hughes (1997)60, or
Davis, Haltiwanger and Schuh (1996), who
are probably the most critical of what they
call the 'conventional wisdom'. Using new
calculation techniques, these authors in fact
show that while SMEs show larger gross job
gains and losses than large enterprises, 'we
find no strong or systematic relationship between net job growth rates and either firm or
plant size' (1996: p. 312). They also pave the
way for a more qualitative approach, claiming that large enterprises and existing jobs
show greater security and 'durability' than
small enterprises and new jobs.

They are set out in highly pedagogical fashion by Baldwin and Picot (1995: p. 319):
1. First, there is the 'size distribution fallacy',
which fails to distinguish between stocks
and flows of jobs (Maurin, 1995) and over-

looks the threshold crossing phenomena
between surveys (Story, 1994): a positive
employment balance in one size category is
just as likely to be the result of an increase

in that particular category as of a reduction or increase in size categories immediately above or below. It is in fact difficult
for successive interval panel studies to take
account of such exogenous job movements.
The very concept of a process is glossed over,

and what makes matters even worse is that
production systems are always being reconstructed and the size of establishments is

In general, the literature contains two arguments and two caveats that have to do with
the selection bias of the reference samples.

tending to fall. Longitudinal data would
therefore be needed allowing individual establishments to be identified. Even this approach however is not immune to error and
no doubt requires considerable resources.

60 'Net job 'creation' is the difference between gross
job 'creation' and gross job 'destruction" (1997: 5).
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2. Then there is the 'regression-to-the-mean
fallacy' caused by temporary deviations be-

tween employment and the optimum size
of enterprises in the long term. The ones
that regress are those that have just grown
in size, and those that increase have had
to cut back their workforce temporarily
(Hughes, 1997). By using different techniques to correct the effects of this bias,

The author draws from these findings a conclusion concerning public policy: `if relevant
statistical data are missing, then there is no
sound empirical basis for economic policy decisions' (p. 551). In this, he is supported by a
number of Anglo-Saxon authors who hold
that, even if small firms are a major source of
job creation, there is no sound evidence that

public expenditure on job creation has a

Baldwin and Picot (1995) nevertheless
manage to show that the net creation of
jobs is still higher in the smallest estab-

greater impact when concentrated exclusively

lishments than in the large ones.

unless we are sticking to a traditional, restric-

It could also be pointed out that all this re-

search was conducted in the main in the
manufacturing sector and in the context of
North America. The inclusion of service activities could change the picture radically.
Moreover, what it tends to call into question
is not the general contribution made by SMEs
to employment but the overestimating of it.

on small firms rather than anywhere else
(Brown, Hamilton and Medoff, 1990). And
tive definition of an SME as a strictly independent unit, why should SMEs forming part
of a group, a chain, a district or a network
not be described as SMEs? As Hilbert and
Sperling stress, 'there is only so much that
SMEs can do' [...] (1993: p. 194). From their
study of small firms in the Paderborn area,
they show that they are not in themselves
capable of eliminating mass unemployment.

They are, as it were, in the slipstream of

Endogenous or exogenous creation?

Nixdorf, which provides them with an efficient
infrastructure, especially for vocational train-

Another question arises concerning the inter-

ing for their staff.

pretation of the statistical data. Is the role
played by SMEs in job creation strictly endogenous or is it derived from exogenous ef-

SMEs create a lot of jobs, but they also
destroy a lot ...

fects, in particular the process of slimming
down or externalising the categories of larger
enterprises?

This question is in particular very much to
the fore in German literature starting from
the mid-1980s. Reviewing most of the relevant work, A.-G. Schmidt (1996) notes for
example that a large proportion of the jobs
created in SMEs are the result either of stra-

tegic reorganisation by large enterprises
seeking to focus on their core business
(downsizing, outsourcing, development of
subcontracting), or of the creation of subsidiaries or franchises: in a number of databases,
for example, the opening of a new shop by a

retailing group may appear as the creation
of a new enterprise. In all these cases, even
if there is a marked trend towards smaller
and smaller production units, this is not suf-

Another thing highlighted in research attacking an over generalising view of SMEs as jobcreators is that while small firms do create a
lot ofjobs, they also destroy a lot, which means
that they are also and especially involved in

animating the labour market with constant
ebbs and flows and a redistribution ofjobs. This

was demonstrated at the time by Berthier and
Parent (1994) or E. Maurin (1995) for France.
Maurin, for example, showed that while small
firms (less than 50 employees) made up 98%
of the total and accounted for about 55% ofjobs
(including 26% in VSE alone, i.e. those employ-

ing less than 10), in order to obtain 'an annual
net change in jobs whose amplitude rarely exceeds 1%, ten to fifteen times as many jobs are
gained and lost, and the smaller the firms are,
the more they are caught up in this job redis-

dische Unternehmen' [small and medium

tribution' (1995: p. 30). In similar vein, the
work done by Birch, which is still quoted in
admiration of the American job-creation ma-

Schmidt, 1996: p. 550).

chine', itself stressed the necessary turbulence
of environments favourable to the spread and

ficient reason to describe them as `mittelstein-

firms] in the qualitative sense (A.-G.
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even the growth of SMEs (Da Ile and Bounine,
1987).

Hence the question: what are the
characteristics of the SMEs that create the
most jobs?

The same idea comes out in a lot of other

research, including that by Davis and
Haltiwanger (1996: p. 301) and by Ou lton and

Hart (1996): SMEs play a key role in the dynamics (creation and abolition, 'creative destruction': Kirchhoff, 1994) and regulation of
labour markets. For many of them, the important thing is not to survive but to change.
It is nevertheless true that this (liberal) business logic makes little of job instability and

the employees who are caught up in these
Brownian movements. This is the question we

Two questions follow, rather than one. What
are the distinguishing characteristics (or 'features') of the minority of small firms that cre-

ate the most jobs in their category (North,
Smallbone and Leigh, 1994, and Westhead
and Birley, 1995, for a remarkable analytical
text)? What are the constraints, if any, preventing most small firms from growing and
which are not experienced by small 'high-fly-

ing firms' or 'fast growers'? We shall try to
answer these two questions in the section
below (4.2), where we consider the main determinants of SMEs' employment practice.

shall tackle in paragraphs 2.3 and 2.4.
and of those that create jobs, only a few
create a lot
...

Another thing that has an indirect bearing

Before doing so, however, let us draw two
main conclusions from our scrutiny of this
vast ocean of research into the relationship

on public policy is that it has been known for

between the size of enterprises and their

a long time that not all small firms are net
job-creators and that only a small number of

quantitative contribution to employment.

'fast growers' contribute to the category's over-

1. From a scientific point of view, first of all,
we would point out the contradiction be-

all performance. This is the common theme
of a lot of empirical research that has been

done in the United Kingdom in particular
based on the work of Storey and Johnson
(1986, 1987-a). Even if the findings do not

tween the extreme sophistication of the
measurements used to assess the precise
place of SMEs in job creation62 and the
uncertain nature of the results finally ob-

always agree one hundred percent61, the general idea has been confirmed many times over,

tained. We have to acknowledge the facts:
'the procedure for quantifying the precise

in particular by Hughes (1997) and also by

contribution made by small firms to job
creation is not wholly satisfactorily re-

Gallagher and Miller (1991) who, after many
doubts, ultimately come out in its support. In

solved in current times' (Cowling and Story,
1998: p. 8). In fact, they depend on the tools

a comparison of Scotland and South East
England, they find that the firms they de-

used, the quantity, nature and size of the
enterprises included in different countries'

scribe as 'flyers' represent 18% of their sample but contribute 92% of the jobs created.

Therefore, 'in essence, any apparent rapid

databases, the period covered by the study,
the stage in the economic cycle, etc.

rate of job creation amongst small firms as a
whole is strongly influenced amongst small
firms, the performance of the group is significantly influenced by only a few fast growers'
(Atkinson and Strorey, 1994: p. 8).

2. Hence the tortuous formulations and extreme caution recommended by the European Commission in this field (European
Commission, 1998). True, SMEs make an
appreciable contribution to the stock ofjobs

in the countries of the EU and their place
61 Thus, while Storey, Keam et al. consider that for

every 100 enterprises created at the start of the
1980s, at the end of the decade a good quarter con-

62According to Kirchhoff and Greene (1998: p. 167),

tribute 50% of the jobs created (1987), the same
Storey notes (in 1994) that only 4% of enterprises
created ten years earlier created 50% of the jobs
in the surviving enterprises.

authors such as Picot, Baldwin and Dupuy, for example, have detected no less than 18 methods of
calculating the respective contributions of SMEs
and LEs to job creation!
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in employment has been growing for several years. But while SMEs tend to create
more jobs than large enterprises, they also
destroy more. So much so that the net flow,
that is the difference between job creation
and job destruction, seems to be virtually
constant irrespective of the size of the enterprise' and 'only the smallest enterprises
seem to have a greater net flow', that is,

some light on public policies in spite of every-

they 'create more jobs than large enterprises'. We should add that this applies
only to 'survivors', which are generally
young and subject to a very harsh selec-

spread') reduction in administrative and tax

thing. This is what a large number of UK
authors try to do in their discussions of the
soundness of the Thatcherite policies of the
1980s. We have already seen that some consider that aids specifically targeted at SMEs
could be a problem given the increasing interaction between them and large enterprises
and that, secondly, an undifferentiated ('wide-

constraints could exacerbate the unequal

of enterprises belonging to the same

growth in employment among SMEs, some
(the 'growers') profiting from this windfall
effect while others are left by the roadside
because of their poor profitability. One could
however, for the same reasons, question aids
targeted exclusively at small firms with high
potential.

workforce size class, or even the same sector of activity, varies greatly' and so on. In

Neither should we forget that the main inter-

other words, there are other factors (than

est of economic policy should not be the

size) that determine growth in employment
(ENSR, 1997: p. 148).

number of jobs but their quality that is their

tion process. However, this does not mean
that, among the survivors, 'all very small

enterprises grow more rapidly than all
large enterprises', since the rate of growth

There are therefore two possible ways out of
this conundrum. One would be theoretical or
methodological and would involve examining
in more depth and discussing both the data
collected, the methods of statistical processing, and the interpretations. This is the path
suggested by the OECD (1996), among others. On this point we must note that most of
the critical studies made are far from being
unanimous. Most of them were made in the

United States and in the industrial sector
(whereas most SMEs are found in services),
and they need to be pursued in greater depth
from both the theoretical and methodological
point of view and from that of the still very
limited international comparisons (European
Commission, 1998). They should look at sectors most likely to show the greatest expansion in employment: business services, personal services, leisure, hotels and catering,
health and education. Moreover, the studies
referred to say nothing about the effect on job
creation of the financial and strategic links
between SEs and LEs.

Another possible way out is that despite the
many uncertainties still surrounding the research mentioned, a few of the best substantiated findings could still be used to try to shed
156

stability, durability and intrinsic quality.
Davis and Haltiwanger (1996) have already
stressed this, as has Ruano (1997) in Spain.
They have nevertheless also drawn our attention to a possible new perverse effect: if public policies are more concerned with the durability and quality ofjobs as an objective than

with numbers, this destroys the argument
that aid should by preference be directed at
SMEs, since job quality generally increases
with the size of the enterprise.

Finally, as Hughes remarks, the admirable
exercises in measuring job creation tell us
nothing about the direction of causation': 'finally, and perhaps most importantly, whatever may be claimed for job generation studies in terms of numbers ofjobs created by size
class, they are themselves merely accounting
exercises and tell us nothing about the direc-

tion of causation' (1997: p. 8). This lack of
causal analysis or 'analysis of causation' is
moreover just as harmful to the scientific approach as it is to the needs of policy guidance:
'Why so few succeed in sustaining growth?'.
The important thing in the latter is to be able

to analyse and understand the factors that
act in favour of the spectacular or discrete
growth of some SMEs at the same time as
those that prevent the others from expanding. Why should we not therefore be inter-

The employment and training practices of SMEs
ested in the youngest SMEs, as advocated by
Serra Penis (they grow more quickly, true, but
they are more unstable and their development
more risky)? On the other hand, why not promote the oldest SMEs, which are stable and
survive, as Robson and Gallagher (1994) propose?

This causal relationship is the subject of a

In his analysis of the specific behaviour and
development of family businesses in the industrial sector in Spain during 1994 (drawing on the ESEE survey), Juan Casado (1996),

after indicating that the skill structures and
wages of family businesses are inferior to
those of non-family businesses, shows that
when the economic cycle was in a 'recovery'
phase after the 1993 depression, family busi-

number of pieces of research which we shall
now examine.

nesses (with less than 200 employees) created
more jobs than non-family businesses (with
less than 200 employees), with +3% growth

4.2 The main factors determining SME
employment practice

compared to -0.2%, and more than family
businesses with more than 200 employees,
which remained stable, while non-family

Providing we can reconcile two literatures

firms with more than 200 employees continued to shed jobs (p. 92). Nevertheless, it is
true that today, in Spain as elsewhere, we are
witnessing a substantial shift from the core
of family funding to outside partners and capi-

that are traditionally and inexorably separate
(the one concerned with growth factors and
the other focusing on job creation)63, one might

in general terms distinguish between two series of factors that have been the subject of
particular study with a view to explaining how
SMEs behave on the labour market.

4.2.1 The traditional variables
The first 'package' would contain the work

that has shown the effect of the major
sociodemographic variables available in the

crudest databases and which are easily
objectified. We shall not return to these, since
they have been amply commented on earlier
in this paper. They are the size of the firm, of
course, its sector, its life cycle (i.e. its age), and
its legal status: independent (self-employed),
integrated, in company form or family. On this

latter point, it will be noted that most work
shows that family SMEs ('family businesses')
perform better economically and in terms of
jobs than do non-family businesses (see an international survey of such research in Trouvé,
1999: pp. 31-44).

tal and also an increase in foreign capital
(Camisón, 1996-b, figures 18 and 19).

There are however a number of other factors,
such as the mode of production or innovation
capacity. According to Atkinson and Meager,
who see size as the determining factor but not
the only one ('employment size is clearly not
the sole determinant of typical small business
practices') (1994: p. 32), account must also be
taken of four characteristics of the environment: the balance and tensions of supply and

demand on the external labour market, the
characteristics of other competitors (are they
small or large enterprises? are the products
they sell everyday products or not?), the political and institutional regime (favourable to

SMEs or not?) and the territorial physical
environment (see figure 4.3)64.

The second group might include work that
is based either on frankly qualitative monographs or on the mobilisation of statistical clas-

sifications complemented by supplementary
63 Hughes is in fact right to make a strict distinction between 'business growth' and lob generation'
(1997: p. 4), since the growth of enterprises (measured by their profitability, productivity or market
share) does not necessarily result in a growth in
their workforce. It is nevertheless true that pros-

perous enterprises tend to increase in size

(Baldwin, 1995), although the relationship is not
automatic, since there are firms whose growth is
poor in terms of jobs.

64 Apart from the Italian work already referred to,
which sees the local system as a space for professional mobility (Solinas, 1982, 1996), the decentralisation taking place in most EU countries has,
for example, resulted in certain institutional publications developing a regional or even subregional
aspect in the light of structural fund programmes
(European Commission, 1998: pp. 139-181).
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segmentations that can be built only a
posteriori from qualitative empirical studies65.

the sizes above that stagnated or declined. On
the other hand, some sources say that VSEs

We believe that over the last few years this
second corpus has made the greatest contri-

with 1-4 employees and SEs with 20 to 49
experienced only a modest increase (Leicht

bution to our knowledge of SME behaviour on

and Stockmann, 1993).

the labour market. Although it is part of this
kind of approach, we shall not be returning to

What is the reason for SEs with 5 to 19 em-

the effect of the profile, the sociological trajectory or the career path of SME managers. This

ployees being so prosperous? That is the question that these authors tackle here. They point

is known to be a key variable that has given

out first of all that these small enterprises

rise to a number of typologies which Ivanaj and
Géhin (1997) have recently tried to review for

sion der Kleinbetriebe kommt nur in einer

the French-speaking countries. We have already looked at that several times above.

4.2.2 The strategic behaviour variable
and SME models
We are more interested in looking at what
seems to us to be a new breakthrough in a
field that is all the more fertile because it requires a multidisciplinary approach. We are
referring here to work on the effect of competition strategies on the employment practices
of SMEs. We have referred elsewhere to this
as yet not very systematised approach based

operate in quite specific branches66: 'Expanbestimmten 'Branchenumwelt" (Leicht, 1995:
p. 178) and more particularly on markets not
dominated by LEs. We are therefore back with
the very old intuitions of W. Sombart, who believed that SMEs essentially occupy three spe-

cific areas: the area of individualised work,
in which adaptation to the individual case is
required (...); the area of localised work, i.e.
work that must be carried out in a particular
place, and in which a sales area of limited size

serves as natural protection for the craft; the
area of repair work, which is of little interest to capitalism' (Sombart, 1929: p. 27).

on a survey of the international literature

The specific potential of SMEs would there-

(Trouvé, 1999). We shall discuss it below on
the basis of three series of publications: German, British and French.

fore be explained by their roles as market
specialists (`Marktspezialisten') and market
localists (`Marktlokalisten') which enable
them to retain in the long term ground that

The work of Leicht and the segmentationist
theories

is difficult for LEs to access and which is of
little interest to them. Leicht also argues that
the sector is not enough to explain the expansion or decline of certain sizes of enterprises,
since the true potential of SEs lies more than

Most German work constantly stresses that,
over all, the greatest net job gains observed
since the mid-1970s are found in small firms
with between 5 and 19 employees (Leicht,
1995; p. 85; Leicht, Strohmeyer, 1995: chart
p. 20) and this expansion took place even in
the manufacturing sector, which means that,
in Germany at least, it is not due only to the
development of services, as is too often believed. According to the Statistisches Bundesamt [German Federal Statistical Office], be-

tween 1970 and 1987 the growth in the rate
of employment and enterprises was greatest
in those with up to 49 employees, while all

65 This is the case referred to below of the German
works by Leicht; Leicht, Strohmeyer; Hilbert and
Sperling.
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anything in their control of particular

intra-sectoral segments that include types of
production (series or to order, for example)
and market. For example, in the small retailers sector we can see both the disappearance

66 The authors referred to sometimes use the terms
'branch' and 'sector' without distinction, but we consider the former to be the more suitable because it
specifically defines the activity (or activities) of those
enterprises which, further on, we shall call the prod-

uct/effective market pair(s). It is therefore closer to
the enterprises' microeconomic operation than the

term 'sector', a statistical category that embraces
at macroeconomic level 'all enterprises with the
same principal activity' (on this point, cf. INSEE,
1997-98 or Morvan, 1985: pp. 345-347).
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ofTante-Emma-Läden' (corner shops) and the
new expansion of advanced technology centres, organic food shops, video rental shops,
etc. For this reason, he proposes an approach

Alongside the work done by Leicht, we must

that we shall call segmentationalist ('ein

strategic manoeuvres of prosperous, job-cre-

segmentspezifisches Modell') capable of differ-

ating SEs and try to articulate them firstly
with the career paths and profiles of their

entiating SEs according to their ability to
manoeuvre on the market.
He argues that the most prosperous SEs and
the ones that generate the most employment
occupy in particular segments where they are
very close to the final customer, producing
goods or services for which there is little demand or for which demand fluctuates greatly,
at all events where SEs and LEs are not really in competition with each other. They also
require a great deal of decentralisation and a
high level of professionalism that most of the
time is not conducive to rationalisation, internationalisation or standardisation. Such is
the case, for example, of the building craft
trades, material services ('stoffliche Dienste'),
design, construction, installation, repair or

maintenance activities, or technologically
more modern activities (precision engineering, optics, computer assembly) and professional services to business (accountancy, consultancy) or to individuals (social and health
services) that involve an ability to find tailormade solutions to individual problems (Leicht
and Strohmeyer, 1998).

also mention that done by Hilbert and

Sperling (1993). In our opinion, these two
authors go further in that they explain the

managers (by distinguishing between, for example, 'technical entrepreneurs' and 'managerial entrepreneurs') and, secondly, with the

skill structures of their labour force. They
therefore show that there is a great variety
of possible developments open to SMEs. They

could lie anywhere on a spectrum ranging
from an 'offensive productive concept' to a 'de-

fensive productive concept', depending on
their degree of dependence on the market.

In the first concept, the SEs representing
about one third of their sample practise a
flexible specialisation that protects them
from dependency or from competing too
much with LEs. They are found mainly in
the mechanical engineering, machine tools
and computer industry sectors. They survive because they specialise in one market
(they are `Markt-Spezialisten'), because
they are able to offer technical backup serv-

ices and in particular because they have
direct commercial access to the final consumer. These SEs develop a policy of having highly skilled staff; recruiting in par-

ticular young people from whom they
Conversely, where there is direct (actual or
potential) competition between SEs and LEs,
the former are always under threat. Certain
craft activities, for example, or branches covering inflexible basic needs (leather, clothing,
food) have gradually been replaced by mass
production or delocalised. SEs are therefore

expanding in all activities that are remote
from mass production and where Taylorist/
Fordist concepts cannot apply. Contrary to the
thesis put forward by Piore and Sabel (1984),
however, the expansion of SEs and their production model does not, according to Leicht,
presage the end of mass production, since they

demand a high level of commitment and
flexibility. They are generally recent (appearing in the 1970s and 80s) and managed by 'technical entrepreneurs' (technischer Entrepreneur), frequently engineers
with several years' professional experience
in their sector. This offensive production
system may of course benefit from a particularly favourable regional labour market, sometimes structured by the presence
of large enterprises that play a supporting

role: continuing training infrastructure,
availability of skilled personnel, etc.

are not really in direct competition with LE
methods of organisation. Rather, the specific
nature of their field of activity makes them
structural elements complementary to the

Li At the other end of the spectrum, which
represents around 40% of the enterprises
studied, SEs are obliged to apply a defen-

production process of large organisations

nied by economic retrenchment and staff
cut-backs. Most of them are small firms in

(Leicht, 1995: p. 179).

sive concept of production, often accompa-
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the timber or textiles/clothing industries.
Mainly subcontractors (they are 'MarktZulieferer') dominated by their contractors
and therefore insecure, one way or another
they apply traditional rationalisation models: minimising costs and increasing productivity. Their flexibility is based more on

a deregulation of labour relations than on
new forms of organisation. They are found
especially in the motor industry, mechanical engineering or furniture manufacture.
ID Between these two extremes, Hilbert and

Sperling identify two other types of SE
(1993: pp. 20 et seq.): the 'Markt-Newcomer', that is new entrants, like those that
explain the American employment mira-

cle, especially in services. A smaller
number are however also found in the
manufacturing trades, especially in the

which scientists often use as a model for an
innovative and flexible KMU, they manage
to distinguish no less than three major types
of generic market strategy, analysing their
links with work systems and labour relations.
Thus, there are both strategic-conceptual enterprise strategies ('strategisch-konzeptionelle
Unternehmenspolitik'), enterprises shifting to
markets with economies of scale ('auf Massen-

miirkte und Skalenertrage ausweichende
Unternehmenspolitik') and traditional reactive strategies (` konventionnell orientierte
reaktive Unternehmenspolitik'), each with
very different modes of organisation, production and labour mobilisation (1990: pp. 53-72).

The same also applies in the furniture industry and in textiles/clothing, where SEs whose
operation is based on a great variety of competitive advantages and handicaps may exist
side by side.

creation of craft businesses (Weitzel, 1986);

then the 'Markt-Lokalisten' who satisfy
everyday needs for goods or personal or

The competitive variables

repair services in a limited area.

1993: p. 130). Like Leicht, however, Hilbert and

Hence the need to pursue further the recent
research into the links between competition
strategies and forms of employment and labour management in SMEs. There are serious obstacles to such an approach, which by
implication involves bringing together the
disciplines of industrial and labour econom-

Sperling show there is no sectoral determin-

ics, the sociology of enterprises and their man-

ism. For example, in the motor industry, where

agers, and management, which are normally

dependent subcontracting SEs predominate,

institutionally separate, even though they

we can find a 'Produktstrategie der diversifierten Qualitatsproduktion' (production
strategy of diversified quality production)

have in common that they have all favoured
the large enterprise model. Some studies are

(Streeck, 1986). Likewise, we can find 'Markt-

might mention the work by Reid (1993) and
Reid et al. (1993) in Great Britain, based on
surveys that are already quite old (1985-1988)
of recent enterprises (average three years old)

SMEs may therefore move in a broad spectrum

ranging from the 'poverty economy' to 'niche
production' (`Zwischen Armutsökonomie und
Nischenproduktion') (Hilbert and Sperling,

Spezialisten' (market specialists) in textiles/
clothing. These, it is true, are chiefly medium-

sized firms that have the resources to give
themselves direct access to distribution and the
final consumer or to take control of design and

today showing the way, however. Of these, one

employing between 8 and 15 people. They also

innovation higher up the value chain.

try to combine quantitative and qualitative
methods, field approaches and statistical
data, while drawing on the 'competitive ad-

For these authors, therefore, the business

vantages' model inspired by M. Porter (1980,

policy adopted by managers always predomi-

1985).

nates over the sectoral determinants which,
for their part, do no more than define the room

This train of thought developed later and

for manoeuvre open to the managers' strate-

gic inspiration. This is more or less what

more sporadically in France owing to a persistent lack of interest in employment mat-

Kotthoff and Reindl (1990) also find from their
own qualitative empirical material. By focus-

ters on the part of managers and no less
chronic disdain by sociologists and economists

ing particularly on the machine-tool sector,

for categories of analysis derived from stra-
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tegic management (Julien and Marchesnay,
1988; Mahé de Boislandelle, 1998, 1st ed.

managers and their positioning strategy (in-

1988; Bentabet et al., 1999; or even Moati and
Pouquet, 1996). Unlike G. Reid, most of these

highly differentiated segments. On the other
hand, the qualitative analysis of the forms of

researchers are not interested solely in SEs
in the start-up phase.

labour management they adopt would be

For example, Julien and Marchesnay formulated the strong hypothesis of a causal relationship between the firm's strategic manage-

ment and the practices it adopts for taking
on staff and, more generally, in labour management [...]. The policies adopted in labour
management may vary according to the competitive advantage sought by the firm ['manager's objectives]' (1988: pp. 242 and 251).
Mahé de Boislandelle related the employment

variable to the 'basis of competitiveness
adopted'. Bentabet et al. ventured to study

tentional or 'emerging') on specialised or

worth looking at in more detail, as we shall
now try to suggest.

4.3 Recourse to the external market
and forms of labour management
By dint of studying the contribution made by
SMEs to employment on the basis of creations/
destructions of enterprises, we might forget
that they grow, develop and reach a cruising
speed at which they interact with the labour
market in a specific way. However, it is only
very recently that researchers have taken an

interest in this. It is true that the articula-

micro-firms (very often neglected, even in re-

tion or engaging of small firms with the ex-

search on SMEs) from intersectoral monographs, trying to model the links between
market strategies and labour management
and training behaviour. Finally, Moati and
Pouquet used an extensive database of 233
industrial sectors to show that '80% of employment flows are intra-sectoral by nature',
which means that they are caused mainly by
differences in performance between enterprises in the same sector. According to these
authors, two factors facilitate job creation: a
favourable environment (growth sector, low

ternal labour market, what Atkinson and

intensity of competition, etc.) and 'a strategic

positioning conducive to differentiation or
focalisation, that is non-price competitiveness,

which shields them from the imperative of
chasing productivity'.

Lastly, we should note a recent compilation

of international literature on competitive
strategies and employment practices in SMEs
(Trouvé, 1999). It is concerned in particular
with enterprises in a 'front-line situation', that
is fast growing and job-rich SEs, world class
SMEs and SMEs based on new technologies.
This systematic search comes to the same conclusions: even though the variables of size and
sector still seem very significant, they do not
go far enough in explaining the employment
practices of the SMEs considered. They have
to be linked to finer segmentations through
more qualitative approaches, for example

such as the profile and career path of the

Meager call 'small business engagement with
the external labour market' (1994: p. 38) are
very different to those of a large firm. In particular, 'for the small business ... the process
is likely to be irregular, less predictable and
less capable of systematisation' (idem: p. 39).

In most countries, macrostatistical corpuses
are likely to tell us first of all about small firms'
recruitment practices, especially of young persons being absorbed into employment, from the
characteristics of the young people and the jobs
they are offered. Exploitations of this kind are

nevertheless not yet very widespread, especially when it comes to international, sectoral
or intrasectoral comparisons. While a programme of this kind could prove very fruitful,
it is still very ambitious, especially since the
role of SMEs in regulating employment cannot be considered independently of the schemes
that exist in most European countries for introducing people into working life and questions of initial training and the related forms
of social recognition of qualifications (Lefresne,
1998, 1999).

Faced with the destabilisation of the internal
markets of large enterprises and, at the same

time, the proliferation of new forms of
employment on the periphery of what was
hitherto the dominant model (temporary,
part-time or fixed-term jobs, employment-un-
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employment and training-employment transitions, insecure status, etc.), might not SMEs
act like a 'transitional market' (Gazier, 1998;
Schmid, 1998), like an area of 'intermediate
positions' between the external market and
the internal market (Lefresne, 1998, p. 111)
for young persons looking for a way into working life? Looking beyond young people, might

not small firms play a role in transition and
mobility throughout working life, becoming
the preferred way back into work for 'older
workers'67 who have been expelled from large
organisations? On the other hand, up to what
point is the labour market not nowadays seg-

mented or polarised, with an unbridgeable
gap between a relatively stable 'primary' sector of jobs and labour in the internal markets

of large enterprises and a less stable, more
externalised 'secondary' segment typical of
small enterprises?
One thing is certain: the countless surveys of
SMEs' supposed skills needs (as of their training 'needs') have shown their limits. Most often commissioned by economic and political
decision-makers in a hurry, most of them have

resulted only in false certainties

...

and in

measuring the gaps between the avowed intentions and actual practices of SME managers. Conversely, the more general research

prises employing between 11 and 49 persons),

compared with only 10% in enterprises employing more than fifty.
In France, even though the DMMO-EMM068
surveys have not so far been used very much
for this purpose and even though micro-firms

(under 10 employees) remain outside their
scope, they do provide a good picture of the
flows of labour and jobs (entries and exits) by
size of enterprise. They again show that it is

the smallest establishments in the service,
commerce, education/health and social sectors
and in personal services that absorb the most
entrants, with 18.8%, 18.4%, 13.5% and 11.7%
respectively (i.e. 62.4% of entries for all these
sectors together). These are however also the
sectors with the most exits.

If we take SMEs to be enterprises with fewer
than 200 employees, we find that they absorb
nearly three-quarters of young people under

the age of 25 (73.5%) and even more older
workers (77%), 42.7% of them in SEs with
fewer than 50 employees alone (Table 4.1)69.

Looking at the levels of training shown in the
Employment Survey data, we find that 42.2%
of young people completing vocational training of levels V and V bis are taken on by VSEs,

much more illuminating (see in particular

compared with 28% for levels III, II and I,
most of whom (51%) are recruited by large
enterprises with over 500 employees. There
seems therefore to be quite a clear break be-

Bentabet et al., 1999).

tween the two groups of beginners and of en-

into manpower management practices in
small firms (including job and training management practices) have often proved to be

terprises: there is a larger proportion of the

4.3.1 A privileged role in finding young
people their first jobs ... and helping
'older' workers back into work
Most European statistics stress the fact that
there is always a higher proportion of young
workers (aged 15-24) in small enterprises
(with less than 50 employees), especially in
commerce and hotels and catering (European
Commission, 1998: pp. 102-103). For the EU
countries as a whole, this would in fact represent about 26% of the persons employed (or
around 13% in VSEs and the same in enter67According to the INSEE definition, 'older workers' are those over the age of 50.
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68The Monthly Return of Labour Movements
(DMMO) for establishments of 50 employees and

over and the Survey of Labour Movements

(EMMO) for establishments of 10 to 49 employees
allow us to establish, among other things, both the

number and the type of contracts concluded and
the reasons for cancellation or leaving by occupational categories during each month or each quarter preceding the survey.
69 The data in Table 4.1 and the figures that follow
concerning the Employment Survey (Trouvé, 1996)
are taken from personal processings of the DARES
files (Direction de l'Animation de la Recherche, des
Etudes et des Statistiques [Directorate for the Promotion of Research, Studies and Statistics], Ministry of Employment).
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Table 4.1: Breakdown of entrants by age and size of enterprise in France
1.

Size of enterprise
Age groups

14-25 years
51 years and over

10-49

50-99

100-199

200

employees

employees

employees

employees
and more

36.5 %
42.7 %

18.5 %
17.1 %

18.2 %
17.1 %

26.8 %
23.1 %

Total

100 %
100 %

Source: Dares, DMMO, EMMO surveys, 1996.

less well qualified (levels V and below, i.e. V
bis and VI) in SEs, while persons with higher

education (especially vocational qualifications: levels III and above, i.e. II and I) are
more easily absorbed by SMEs with more than

50 employees and especially by large enterprises employing more than 500. Young entrants of level IV (that is, leaving secondary
education with the equivalent of ISCED 3 (In-

ternational Standard Classification of Education in the European nomenclature) are
more or less equally divided between enterprises of less than 50 employees and those
with more than 50, but while this level seems
to be a 'floor' for the larger enterprises, it looks
more like a 'ceiling' for the smaller ones.

4.3.2 Internal markets and dualisation
of labour in SMEs
The opposition between large enterprises and
SMEs has all too often been superimposed on

the dualist segmentation of internal market
and external market and, even more, associated with the primary market secondary
market split. To simplify a little, we could
therefore distinguish between large enterprises providing internal stability and mobility, high wages, good working conditions and
career prospects and where the organisation

would contribute to training for recognised
qualifications ('primary market') and small
enterprises where the opposite characteristics prevail, that is making much use of the
external market, paying low wages, individualising the wage relationship and neglecting
working conditions and the lever of continuing training ('secondary market').

This is without counting the fact that, in
theory, internal markets are not confined to

the administrative unit of the enterprise
(there are trade or sector internal markets in
which SMEs are involved and which allow
employees to pass from one establishment to
another without leaving their trade or profession, as in hotels and catering or building
and civil engineering) or the physical boundaries of the establishment (e.g. establishments
belonging to a network or forming part of a
group). True, the alternative: renewal of the
workforce / internal mobility is still statistically relevant for contrasting SMEs and large

enterprises at least in part (Podevin, 1990;
1994), but an over-stylised reading of dualism fails to take proper account of a number
of empirical observations that reveal an internal market and indeed a dualism of labour
even within SMEs (Trouvé, 1995: pp. 148150). Thus, it is not rare, even in very small
enterprises, to see the coexistence of, on the

one hand, a relatively stable and generally
old market segment (employees of 10 to 15
years' standing), loyal and well trained, the
hard core of the workforce, and, on the other,

a segment of rather young workers moving
on the periphery and whom Ses have a lot of
difficulty in retaining (Bentabet et al., 1999:
pp. 78-79) and it is no doubt in this light that
the fainous 'skills needs' of SMEs ought to be
examined.

This is the 'mixed market' concept advanced
by Gambier and Vernières (1991) and which
would seem in the end to be the most appropriate for understanding that several forms of

market may exist side by side in the same
SME. Thus, the enterprise's employment practices would be the articulation of two aspects

internalisation and externalisation that
could at any given moment predominate to a
greater or lesser extent'. Considering 'human
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resources management' to be a border function on the intersection between the external
and internal market, Hendry et al. (1991: pp.
37-39) are saying nothing different when they
state: 'many of the SMEs possess a variety of
skill groups and operate simultaneously within

a number of labour markets', concluding by
identifying no less than seven categories of
market in their nevertheless small sample of
SMEs (idem: pp. 28-36). If they are to be believed, there would be even more if a greater
number of units were studied.

4.3.3 The hypothesis of SMEs as a

'transitional market'

Note also that while 22.6% of the young persons starting in VSEs in France are apprentices, no more than 3.4% are in large enterprises with more than 500 employees (Trouvé,
1996), which is also confirmed by the annual
German panel surveys conducted by the IAB
(jahrliche Betriebsbefragung des Instituts far

points out, for example, that three-quarters
of unemployed persons recruited in Germany
in 1994 were taken on by enterprises with less
than 50 employees 1997: p. 50), and especially that much use is made of them in employment policy (Gubian, Holcblat, 1999), that
would be enough to allow us to consider SMEs
a real 'transitional market' (Schmid, 1998: p.
12; Schmid and Gazier, 1999) between training and employment (including the use of as-

sistance schemes to get young people into
work), between unemployment and employment (as we have just seen), between employment and withdrawal from working life (as
we saw earlier), and between domestic work
and employment (see the status of home helps
in the configuration of one-person businesses).
Such a hypothesis would, among other things,
involve articulating analysis of SMEs' behav-

iour on the labour market with that of their

role in individuals' career paths, not only
when they first start work, but throughout
their working lives.

Arbeitsmarkt- und Berufsforschung der
Bundesanstalt far Arbeit): small craft enterprises currently take on twice as many apprentices as large enterprises.

We should of course distinguish here the
SMEs that take on the greatest number of
young people according to the former's sector
of activity and the level of qualification of the
latter. We know, for example, that vast numbers of young unskilled building and construction workers join VSEs (54.8%) or enterprises
with fewer than 50 employees (74.6%). Similarly, 48% of unskilled engineering workers

start out in VSEs and 61% in Ses with less
than 50 employees. On the other hand, unskilled handling workers tend to join firms
with more than 50 employees (68%), especially medium-sized enterprises (employing
50-499), which themselves take on 46% of
unskilled handling workers. Moreover, it is
SMEs that take on the most new young sales
staff (69.5%), especially VSEs (47.6%), while

enterprises with more than 500 employees
take only 17.4%. New young hotel workers are

taken on by SEs (74%) and especially VSEs
(44.7%).

Other French observations deserve to be mentioned and checked out for European comparison purposes. Among these one might single
out that by Bruand (1991) based on Cereq career pattern surveys during the 1980s, according to which a significant proportion of young
people starting out in the smallest enterprises
(one third) move to a larger establishment in
the first five years of their working lives. This
would be in line with the DMMO and EMMO
surveys already mentioned, which showed that
the 'reasons for leaving' given by young persons under 25 included 18.5% 'resignations' in
small enterprises compared with 8.5% in enterprises employing over 200 people, or with
the comparison of first job stability rates arrived at by Céreq: 17% for VSEs and 47% for

large enterprises. Which means that while
SMEs play a considerable part in providing
young people with their first jobs, the posts
that they offer are far from being the most stable and therefore the most 'desirable' from their

point of view. That is why many still regard
them as 'staging posts', and the SMEs have a
lot of difficulty in retaining staff. Other sources
also confirm this kind of drift of young work-

ers from small enterprises to medium-sized
However, if we add the not insignificant role
of SMEs in re-employing jobseekers (Leicht
164

and large enterprises as they go through working life (Bruand, 1991).
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Another finding could be stressed: despite

A good example is given in a particularly thor-

their greater capacity to accommodate young
persons with low skill levels, the pivotal role
of SMEs and VSEs in particular in introducing young people to work has for some years
now tended to extend to all young people, regardless of their initial level of training. Thus,
Cereq's Observatoire des Entrees dans la Vie
Active [Observatory of Entries into Working
Life] showed that 30% of young people leav-

ough study by Atkinson and Meager (1994).
Taking up an hypothesis formulated in their
earlier work (Atkinson, Meager and Wilson),

ing higher education in 1992 were in 1994
working in enterprises with between 1 and

49 employees, and 13% in VSEs alone
(Bentabet et al., 1999: pp. 45-46). Could this
trend towards higher levels be connected with
sectoral effects (development of high-value-

added services), the shifting of Ses in the
value chain, with, for example, the development of VSEs as part of large groups (franchising, retail chains, division into subsidiaries), the arrival of a new entrepreneurial class,
or the greater loss of status of young graduates on the labour market? The work done by
Dares and the Céreq's Generation 92 Survey
should enable us to give a better answer to
questions of this kind, but it is unfortunately
not yet available.

the two authors state that, in the course of
their development, small enterprises have to
cross four successive thresholds, each representing things that have to be taken into account in policies of assistance to SMEs, for
example:
ID The 'entry threshold', which corresponds to
the decision to take on an employee, espe-

cially for a self-employed person who
crosses the threshold when he engages his
first employee. Most of the time, he then
uses casual workers, members of the family, or works long hours. This threshold is
situated at zero employees.

The 'delegation threshold', which represents the moment when the owner-manager (the 'one man band') is no longer selfsufficient and leaves production or direct
sales, for example, to concern himself with
management. This threshold does not lie

thresholds'

at a particular level of workforce, but at
the time when the small firm's quantitative growth is accompanied by a qualitative change in its method of organisation.

The statistical data on the labour market and
on the integration of young people into working life are not however enough to explain to-

The 'formalisation threshold', which is the
point where the organisation's complexity
demands systematisation, both in order to

tally the recruitment practices observed in
SMEs. If we are to understand them better,

organise the internal labour market and

4.3.4 The question of 'crossing

we must reintegrate them into a more general
understanding of the methods of labour management in small structures. This is what we
said in a recent publication (Bentabet et al.,
1999) and it is supported by a number ofAnglo-

Saxon authors who consider the most important fields of human resources management
in small enterprises still to be the selection
and retention of staff' (Hornsby and Kuratko,
1990). That is why they are particularly interested in the required manpower characteristics, the sources used for recruitment, and the
selection tools deployed by SMEs, most often
comparing them with Les (Golhar, Deshpande,
1997), without for all that overlooking the 'mo-

tives', that is the representations underlying
the behaviour of their managers.

661

to have recourse to the external market. It
is, for example, the moment when planned
recruitment procedures appear.

CI Finally, the 'functional threshold', where
the activity's development demands a personnel policy based on professionals and
specialists and the emergence of specialist
functions. In particular, we see the appearance of formal and ongoing relations with
the labour market.
According to the two authors, while the SME's

workforce is the 'inescapable' variable of its
specific 'labour market behaviour', it is not
the only one. That is why they propose an
empirical analysis grid including four other
key factors (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2: Characteristics of firm
Fixed for
given firm
Variable for
given firm
.......

........

.......

.....

Industry/sector

..

Employment
practice/experience

Characteristics of
owner/proprietor/
manager

V

Managerial approach
and professionalism

Source: Atkinson and Meager, 1994: p. 35

The influence of the foregoing five variables
on the behaviour of small firms is also affected
by many factors reflecting the characteristics

of the environment in which the enterprise
moves, according to the following scheme,
which is self-explanatory:

ban) or sector. However, the demand for labour is generally quite far removed from the
conventional deterministic models derived
from large organisations: apart from the powerful inertia of small structures to preserve
their autonomy, we note in particular the lack
of planning, the predominance of short-term

The two authors state that, contrary to what
is generally believed and unlike the financial
problems that remain predominant regardless of their size, the recruitment problems
encountered by small firms increase regularly
with their size. Thus, Very Small Enterprises

influences over employment decisions and the

have fewer difficulties on this point (since they
can take on family members or relations) than

prises (Atkinson and Meager, 1994: p. 70) and

firms with 10 to 50 employees, for which re-

pends closely on the occupation of the persons

cruitment is the second cause of problems
with the environment.

recruited: whereas managers tend to be recruited from a distance", three-quarters of

As for the players who take the recruitment
decision and the procedures they follow, they

are closely dependent on the 'managerial
structure and practices' current in SMEs. In
a survey covering 2 836 units, the intervention of the one owner-manager, who is always

the majority shareholder, can nevertheless
increase from 50% to 83%, depending on the

size of the enterprise, its location (rural/ur166

use of more informal local selection procedures in the smallest SMEs or for the least
skilled manpower needs. Thus, for manual
workers access to the workforce 'by word of
mouth' is still going strong in large enter-

the area of the labour market explored de-

7° Small rapidly growing firms are more willing to
recruit managers from outside with experience of

large enterprises; 'typical small firms' tend to recruit internally, but when they do have recourse
to the external market, they tend to recruit people
who have worked or are working in small firms;
finally, small slowly growing enterprises tend to
recruit managers from within their sector because
they are less likely 'to rock the boat'! On this point
see also Ardenti and VraM (1999).
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Figure 4.3: Environmental characteristics
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Source: Atkinson and Meager, 1994: p. 37

manual workers are contacted within a ra-

of 'human resources management' (hereinaf-

dius of 5 miles.

ter HRM) in SMEs; and secondly, the attempts

to formalise and construct theoretical concepts and frames of reference. Let us briefly

4.3.5 Extending the analysis to forms of
labour management

look at these two groups.

Empirical studies: results tending to
contradict the specificity theory

More widely, we could look at work analysing

the specific forms of labour management in
SMEs" and including the employment (and
training) practices found in them. Some authors have made this their speciality, such as
Mahé de Boislandelle in France (1998 a and
b), McEvoy in the United States (1984) or

Most conventional research into HRM practices in small enterprises is essentially evolutionist, since most of the time it makes them
into a smaller and incomplete model of the
large enterprise. The conclusion then drawn
is that there is some backwardness in their
functional structure (only very rarely do they

Pettigrew, Arthur and Hendry (1990) and
again Hendry, Jones, Arthur and Pettigrew
(1991) in Great Britain. In what is in the end
quite a small stock of publications (at least in
the opinion ofJulien, 1997: p. 260), we might,
with Mahé de Boislandelle (1998 b), pick out

have a dedicated 'personnel management'
section), inadequate planning and a failure
to integrate human resources into the enterprise's strategy. A number of older authors
have attributed the inefficiency or even the

two other directions: firstly, the empirical
analyses of the practices and representations

failure of certain SMEs to these failings
(McEvoy, 1984).
71 We prefer to use this term here rather than 'Human Resources Management' (HRM) used by many
authors, since the latter seems to have more overtones of the rational technologies of the large enterprise.

Closer to our own position, on the other hand,
some authors have argued for.the specificity
theory and have shown that there was far from

being a consensus on the link between the

6"
!
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degree of formalisation, professionalisation or

differentiation of HRM and the success of
SMEs (Julien, 1997)72, since the labour characteristics and needs of small enterprises are

very different from those of the large enterprises (Deshpande and Golhar, 1994). And
while some researchers (e.g. Hornsby and
Kuratko, 1990) have sometimes highlighted
a recent coming together of personnel prac-

graphic profile of the entrepreneur, the managers and the employees; the entrepreneurial
vision; the presence of trade unions and the
SME's production system (idem: p. 300).

More or less the same idea is developed by
Mahé de Boislandelle in France; he includes
in his 'social mix' model (1998-a: pp. 113-114)

SMEs are likely to owe this less to their internal progression than to their increasing

personal variables concerning the manager,
contextual variables (internal) of the organisation and environmental variables determining 'the SME's HRM system' and which are

integration into groups, the emergence of new

all pointers for future empirical research

managers (Ardenti and Vrain, 1999) or the

(idem: p. 72).

tices between the two types of enterprise,

spread of new forms of organisation like just-

in-time and Total Quality Management
(Deshpande and Golhar, 1994).
The theoretical models: convergence towards
a contingency model
The theoretical models are geared towards approaches of the quota type, which in the end
are the only ones able to take account of the
extreme diversity of forms of labour manage-

ment and their present dynamics in SMEs
(Fabi, Garand et al., 1994). An almost impossible multitude of factors (internal and external) are involved in their organisation, activities and HRM practices, and Julien attempts
a fairly exhaustive compilation of them from
the literature (1997: pp. 293-299). He mentions: organisational size; field of activity; the
enterprise's financial and material resources;

organisational strategies; the sociodemo72 If Aragon Sanchez and Sanchez Marin (1998) are
to be believed, nothing can be taken completely for
granted about the relationship between methods of

HRM and competitiveness, either. In an empirical
study of 602 industrial SMEs in the Murcia region,
they ask whether the SMEs that are the most competitive according to the resources and skills theory
(technological capital, reputation, quality, size, in-

ternationalisation) have HRM practices that are
significantly different from the less competitive
enterprises. While some findings confirm what was
expected (the most competitive SMEs are the ones
that give the most training and have put in place a
system of staff appraisal), others appear more paradoxical: for example, the most competitive enter-

prises are the ones with the highest proportion of
jobs on fixed-term contracts, they do not particularly value independent working or job security, etc.
This deserves to be examined in greater depth.

According to all these authors, like Julien and
Marchesnay (1988: pp. 70 et seq.) who already

distinguished between entrepreneurs whom
they designated by the letters P.I.G. (peren-

niality, independence, growth) or G.A.P.
(growth, autonomy, perenniality), the managers' vision and their system of representation
play a particularly determining role in the nature, complexity, diversity and degree of formalisation of HRM (Garand, 1993, and Figure 4.4). Moreover, the degree of formalisation
of HRM practices seems to be a key indicator
of SME development. On this point, we should
not, of course, overlook 'imported practices'
(resulting, for example, from the use of outside consultants or the subcontracting of certain HRM activities such as payroll manage-

ment, employer training, the use of payroll
software or training management) or 'induced
practices' for the purpose of contractual cooperation with other SMEs, such as franchising,
relations with prime contractors, or ISO 9000

certification. These are very important dynamics capable of transforming HRM practices radically (on this point see Ardenti and
Vrain, 1998). This is what makes Bentabet et
al. (1999) say that all the conditions are now
present for the emergence, even in a VSE context, of a managerial model of rationalised or
'modernised' human resources management.

Like these last authors, Hendry et al. (1991)
consider it essential to locate the practices of
HR development in SMEs in relation to their
market and competitiveness strategies. They
stress the importance of these strategies and
of the process of organisational development,
that is the life cycle and age of the enterprises,
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Figure 4.4: Manager profiling axes
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Individual ideology
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The arrows (<
>) indicate that the position on each axis lies on a continuum stretching from one extreme to the other.
Source: Mahé de Boislandelle, 1998: p. 20.

---,

for understanding their skill needs. That is

show the former at a disadvantage. Their

without a doubt an extremely fruitful avenue
of research for the future if we are to gain a
better understanding of the articulations between strategic behaviour, performance and
methods of human resources management in

wages are generally lower, their use of continuing training less frequent, their level of
unionisation and therefore of employee protection lower, the security of the jobs they offer less evident. This was found in the United

SMEs.

States by Brown, Hamilton and Medoff
(1990), for whom 'workers in large firms have
a superior employment package'.

4.4 The current outbreak of work on
job quality
So far, we have looked at the contribution that
SMEs make to employment only from a quantitative point of view and it must be said that

most research in Europe and elsewhere has
given particular precedence to this point of
view. However, we have for some years now
been witnessing the opening of new areas of
investigation into the quality of jobs and of
working conditions that are radically changing the reading of the specific contributions
made by SMEs to employment. These have
grown particularly in Germany, the United
States, Canada and the United Kingdom, as
well as in Spain, where, as we have already
seen, the most 'weighty' statistical studies
(concerning the economic and financial per-

In the case of Great Britain, Scott et al. (1989)
stressed the effects of enterprise size on wage
differences, and Curran and Stanworth (1981)
argued with many others that job satisfaction,
often presented as compensating for the lower
level of wages in SMEs, in fact depends more
on the sector of activity, and the age or quali-

fications of the workers than on the size of
the enterprises. Rainnie (1989) concluded in
the matter of labour relations that 'small isn't
beautiful'.
In Spain, Camisón Zornoza (1996-b) has underlined the higher percentage of temporary
workers ('eventuales') in SMEs, and the Impi
for its part regularly notes a greater number
of hours worked, lower wages and an overall

formance of SMEs in particular) seldom over-

lower skill level than in LEs (1995: p. 63).

look the data on the structure of their jobs

Another salient feature of SMEs that contributes directly to making employment contracts

and the skills of their workforce.

less stable is the lower seniority of the
4.4.1 Comparison between small and
large enterprises

workforce. In 1995, 59.7% of workers had been

We have to begin with a first set of works that
try to compare the quality ofjobs in small and

longer than 8 years (Para et al., 1995: pp. 29
and 64). This would seem to confirm the existence of a hard core and a periphery for jobs
and labour within SMEs.

there for less than 2 years and only 10.7%

large enterprises and that most frequently
(

6 r,
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In Germany, with the exception of the work
by Scheuch (1976), a great scientific defender
of SMEs who, basing himself on Bundesministerium far Arbeit [Federal Ministry of
Employment] surveys (1973), claimed that
out of a set of 11 variables, only wages and
working hours were more favourable in LEs
than in SMEs, most research confirms the
same findings. For example, the research by
Wagner (1997) shows the 'effects of size' on

term market efficiency, but neglects longer-

wages, other benefits (end-of-year bonus,

Baldwin, for his part, uses a study of the
manufacturing sector in Canada between

13th month, profit-sharing), job security, opportunities to improve qualifications/skills,
continuing training, participation, etc. Con-

sidering that most enterprises in Germany
are SMEs employing a large proportion of
the workforce while remaining outside the
conventional joint management system, she
recommends the adoption of a minimum

term productive efficiency. Overall, the author
does not find the policies of encouraging SMEs

by making the labour market more flexible
very convincing. On the other hand, a renewed
efficiency in SMEs could come from improv-

ing their manpower skills and from strategies of inter-enterprise cooperation as in the
example of 'third Italy'.

1973 and 1992 to maintain that if SMEs have

absorbed most jobs in recent years, it is because the changes that have taken place in
relative factor costs are more favourable to
them and because they traditionally use the

labour factor more than the capital factor
(1998: p. 363). He then formulates the strong

policies to improving the quality of jobs in

hypothesis that 'to some extent, growth in
the small plant segment has probably been
the result of wage flexibility in this sector'

SMEs.

(idem: p. 363). In other words, if SMEs make

4.4.2 The hypothesis of a link between
job creation and job quality: 'do more
jobs mean worse jobs?'

such a big contribution to job creation, it is
because the jobs they create are of poorer
quality than in large enterprises. From the
research point of view, this means that we
need to articulate the quantity and quality

Today, studies are tending to converge to-

of jobs in SMEs conceptually and empirically

wage and administrative barriers to dismissal rather than directly gearing public

wards the idea that working conditions in SEs
and large enterprises cannot be compared and
that the accent should be placed on the relationship between the growth of employment
in SMEs and the process of deregulating the
labour markets and making them more flex-

and to pay greater attention to industrial

ible in the developed countries. This theory
is supported in particular by Sengenberger

esis. In fact, according to these authors, a

(1988) and by Baldwin (1998).

rent success and the changes on the labour
market and the increasing fragility of the

Sengenberger asks whether the trend for jobs
to move towards SMEs is not closely linked
to the reduction in the quality of working conditions and jobs and in wages. He notes that
the abolition of protection against dismissal
('hollektiver Kandigungsschutz') for SE employees since 1985 is likely to have perverse
effects: it will now be more difficult for SMEs
to find skilled staff. Another possible counterproductive effect of Government policies is
that the strategy of reducing wage costs may
result in lower productivity in SMEs and encourage LEs to use them as 'cost absorbers'.
This is because deregulation is built on short-

wage relationship, which is more widespread

relations in SMEs than European work has
done hitherto.
In France, authors like Grasser, Lhotel and
Sacher (1999) have come close to this hypoth-

parallel should be drawn between SMEs' cur-

in SMEs than in large enterprises, where
there is still a strong internal market.

In reality, the somewhat hasty nature of
these hypotheses (or rather of the interpretations we give them) overlooks a whole series of questions surrounding the methodological difficulty of precisely defining the
concept of job quality, and international com-

parisons could be very useful for making
them operational. It is these two elements
that a study by Cowling and Storey (1998)
attempts to tackle on behalf of the Dublin

6r.
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Foundation73. According to these authors, job
quality cannot in fact be grasped one-dimensionally. It is in fact a composite concept, con-

working and employment conditions therefore probably have an effect on the success

structed empirically from a number of indicators, some of which reveal the deficiencies

employees' working conditions;

and others the superiority of SMEs. The
question is not therefore a simple one and it
no doubt calls for further investigation. They

also note that international comparisons
(European ones especially) are at present
more of a research programme for the future
than a present-day reality.

of his business and on how he sees his
O that information on total employment and
especially on net job creation is very hard
to obtain because of the high staff turnover in micro-enterprises;

O that international comparisons are even
more difficult because there is no harmonisation of the indicators and concepts used

4.4.3 The work of the Dublin

in the socioeconomic approach to labour
and employment problems;

Foundation
It was in 1998 that the Dublin Foundation
embarked on a programme of research into lob
quality' in SMEs. In this connection, it has already held two workshops (17-18 September

O that the nature (or absence) of contracts
in micro-enterprises (whether or not family firms) requires specific approach methodologies for studying employment condi-

1998 and 22-23 April 1999) with the aim of
reviewing European research in the field.

tions. Researchers will therefore have to
make a clearer link between quantitative
and qualitative methods and use their im-

The subjects of the workshops were 'Employment conditions in EU micro-firms' and 'Jobs
in EU micro-firms: a trade-off between quantity and quality?'. Still very much articulated
around the debate about job creation in small

agination to identify new indicators and go
beyond the limits of the databases hitherto
available;

enterprises, these sessions sought to define
the research priorities and the instruments
for collecting data (key variables) on employ-

ment conditions in SEs. Among the workshop's conclusions and recommendations, we
can note:

O that multidisciplinary approaches are also
essential.

4.4.4 The Cowling and Storey report
(1998): from the elaboration of
indicators to the difficulties of international comparison

O the urgent need for particular examination
of the micro-enterprises segment of SMEs,
since these account for 1/3 of jobs and 93%

In their report to the Dublin Foundation,

of establishments in the EU (including

ing full comparative information on all the

firms with no employees);

job quality variables in the 15 European countries that they analysed. The Foundation for

O that decision-makers often put the emphasis on pay and the length of contracts, although these two variables are not among
the priorities expressed by either employees or employers;

Cowling and Storey note first of all that there
is at present no database capable of provid-

its part tried to create a European corpus in
1996, but this does not contain any information on the wages and remuneration variable,
which is probably one of the most important.
Choosing to confine their exploratory analy-

O that in micro-firms, the employer is also a
'worker' or one of the workers. His own

sis to the case of Portugal, using the database compiled by the Dublin Foundation, they

look in turn at the registers of the macroeconomy and labour market dynamics, the
73 European Foundation for the Improvement of
Living and Working Conditions (Dublin).
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activity, degrees of job stability, wages and
methods of remuneration, quantities of hours
worked, the relationship between training
and employment, training levels, working

conditions, job satisfaction, etc.), and the

just industry), using the series of 20 variables
identified in their own work and drawing on
the Dublin European Foundation's databases,
the gaps in which could be plugged by national
monographs, especially for the study of wages.

study of 20 job quality indicators (dependent
variables) by size of enterprise.

4.5 The galaxy of self-employment:

It emerges very clearly from this study focused

on one country that while SEs are at a disadvantage compared with large ones in four job
quality variables, they are capable of doing
better than them in four other variables. For
the remainder of the 20 other variables used,
however, there seems to be no significant difference between large enterprises and SMEs.
It is, however, sometimes necessary to make a
clear distinction between enterprises with no
employees ('self-employed'), micro-enterprises
(1 to 9 employees) and small firms (10 to 49
employees). Likewise, other independent variables may play a not insignificant role alongside that of size: for example, the sector of ac-

tivity, the job characteristics, the personal
characteristics of the employees (sex, age, level
of training) and their occupational category.

In the final part of their report, Cowling and
Storey nevertheless review the principal dimensions or factors that should be taken into
account when measuring job quality:

Li wages and other benefits: 'no doubt the

alternative to unemployment or optical
illusion?
Our approach to SME behaviour on the labour market would not be complete without
giving special place to 'self-employment'. The

interest shown in this phenomenon by both
labour market policies and academic research
is the result of its considerable growth over
the last 20 years in many developed economies (OECD, 1998-a). Today, especially, it is
considered an important source of new jobs
and an alternative to paid employment. Selfemployment is also seen as a possible solution both for new entrants to the labour market and for the jobless. Finally, we find that
in a number of countries (France, UK, Spain)
self-employment has been encouraged by policies of providing financial support and advice
aimed particularly at the unemployed or persons at risk of losing their jobs.

4.5.1 The contribution of international
comparisons

most indisputable factor in measuring job
quality' according to the authors;
Li the ability to acquire training;

The self-employed are generally considered
to make up about 9.5% of the workforce in
Europe today (that is, the number of self-employed relative to the total number of persons

Li pay structure (the measurement of per-

with a job), but with the figure differing

formance and productivity has an effect on
the variability of the compensation of employees);
Li type of contract (fixed-term contracts increase employee uncertainty);

greatly from one country to another. Thus,
although the various sources do not come up
with the same figures74, we can distinguish

:I working hours;
Li job security and permanence;
Li working conditions (health, safety, autonomy, involvement in decision-making,

mark, Germany, France, Netherlands, etc.)
and Southern Europe (with Spain, Italy, Por-

subjective well-being).

After proposing a conceptual analysis framework for examining the relations between job
creation and job quality in detail (pp. 69-73),
they suggest focusing on SMEs, calling for

future studies of all sectors of activity (not
172

between Northern Europe, where the percentage of self-employed is relatively small (Dentugal, etc.) where it often exceeds 15%, reaching as high as 30% in Greece (see Figure 4.5).
However, it must be said that the criteria for
74 The differences may in fact result either from
the different definitions adopted by the various
sources used, or quite simply from the difficulty of
marking out the reality of self-employment statistically.
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Figure 4.5: Self-employed with no employees as a percentage of all persons with a job, 1995
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defining self-employment differ from one

ices, and liberal professions (Luber, Gangl and

country to another.

Leicht, 1997). This internal structural trend
is also noted by Granato and Leicht (1996),
who stress the growth of human capital in
self-employment. They say in fact that while

The proportion of self-employed was calculated by dividing the number of self-employed
by the total number of persons with a job.

This distribution is held to reflect the enterprise size structure, and the high level of selfemployment in the southern countries would
be explained by the high proportion of both

the proportion of employees having completed
university education rose from 7% to 13% of

the working population between 1970 and
1993, it rose from 12% to 21% among the self-

catering predominate to the extent of repre-

employed. They also point out that the presence of the self-employed in services (especially business services) rose from 8% to 16%
between 1970 and 1993, that it remained constant in the manufacturing sector (from 24.7%
to 24.1%), and that the number of female selfemployed has increased, as has that of selfemployed persons of foreign origin (from 2%

senting as much as 50% of the self-employed,

to 7%)75.

VSEs and agricultural activities in their
economies. Moreover, the breakdown of self-

employed by sector is not the same in the
South and North of Europe. In the former case
(Italy, Spain, Portugal), commerce, hotels and

compared with no more than one third in
France and the Netherlands, one quarter in
Great Britain and the United States and only

In England, the growth in self-employment
has often been seen in parallel with the drift

one fifth in Germany (Luber, Gangl and
Leicht, 1997: p. 4, Table 1).

4.5.2 Structural trends in selfemployment
It is nevertheless true that in most countries
the internal structure of self-employment is
changing. For example, Germany has for sev-

eral years now been witnessing a relative
growth in 'modern services', knowledge serv-

75 Bogenhold and Schmidt draw particular attention to the creation of businesses by foreigners on
German territory: around 245 000 self-employed
today offer nearly 800 000 jobs (1998). For their
part, Jones, McEvoy and Barrett show that selfemployment varies considerably according to ethnic group. Whereas 13% of whites could be considered self-employed in the period 1989 to 1991, the
figure was 7.2% for the Guyanan working population with a job and 20% for Pakistanis and Indians.
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from industry to service activities, technological progress, the break-up of large enterprises,
and Government efforts to promote an enterprise culture. Between 1981 and 1991, there
was also faster growth (in the region of over
80%) in the number of self-employed among

the youngest population groups (aged 16 to
24) than in any other age group (Campbell
and Daly, 1991).

4.5.3 Forced self-employment and

'entrepreneurial culture'

Most research also points out that the rate of
self-employment has increased in the majority of OECD countries (with the exception of
Japan, Luxembourg and Denmark), especially
since the mid-1970s (OECD, 1992). This is

more especially the case in Great Britain,
Spain and Sweden, but also in Germany.
Could this be the sign of the emergence of a

new 'entrepreneurial spirit' bearing with it
the hope of many new jobs? Not necessarily,
because a high number of self-employed does
not necessarily imply a greater taste for risk,
or greater creativity or commitment. It could
just as much be the result of the state of the
labour market, processes of 'downsizing' in
large enterprises and rising unemployment,
all of which have magnified the phenomenon
of 'forced self-employment' over recent years
(Granato and Leicht, 1996). Not necessarily,
either, since a person going self-employed is
not necessarily accompanied by the creation
of a lot of extra jobs. From this point of view,
Germany and Denmark are still a case apart,
since in those countries half the self-employed
have been able to create other jobs, compared
with only a third or even a quarter in the other
Western countries. In Great Britain, there has
actually been a very sharp decline in the pro-

tica), he compares 37 000 observations of a
population of men aged 21 to 65 between 1985

and 1991 and tries to see what are the factors influencing the decision to become selfemployed. Is it possible to estimate the effect
of unemployment on the probability of embarking on self-employment for the long term?
Is it possible to distinguish between self-employment with and without employees? What
reasons can be found for moving from selfemployment to paid employment or from selfemployment to unemployment? Two sets of

interacting variables then emerge from his
study: the state of the labour market (and
especially job rationing) and the personal
characteristics of the individuals (family situation, age, level of training, previous experience of self-employment and former status,
i.e. employee or unemployed). Like Evans and
Leighton (1989), he finds that an unfavourable macroeconomic situation increases the
probability that low-skilled waged individuals will become self-employed. He also finds

that the enterprises created by the unemployed encounter more difficulties (high percentage of failures) than those created by persons coming from a job.

Finally, and this is no doubt a crucial result,
Carrasco shows that when individuals have
recently experienced unemployment, if they
are driven to become self-employed, especially

portion of self-employed employing other

by the withdrawal of benefits, they are more
likely to abandon self-employment after a few
months to return to unemployment than are
self-employed persons who were previously
wage earners (Carrasco, 1997: p. 29). This
seems to imply that employment policies designed to encourage self-employment among
the unemployed would do well to think twice
before simplifying extremely complex questions.

wage earners, since between 1981 and 1991
the proportion of self-employed with employ-

This problem is also addressed in much re-

ees fell from 40% to 31% (Campbell and Daly,
1991).

cent German literature opening a very closely

argued debate, both theoretical and empirical, on the culture of self-employment (`Kultur

Hence the interest of work looking at the
many transitions between paid work, unemployment and self-employment. One example
is Carrasco for Spain (1997). Taking as his
source the Encuesta Continua de Presupuestos

Familiares (Instituto Nacional de Estadis174

der Selbstandigkeit'), which might be translated and extended to mean 'entrepreneurial
culture' (Bogenhold and Schmidt, 1999). It
shows that independence cannot be reduced
to its legal or statistical aspects and that the
enterprise spirit' also has a cultural dimen-
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sion that ought to be worked on in the context of general vocational or university training, especially by involving intermediate institutions at regional level. In this connection,
Frick (1998: p. 36) considers the British culture of entrepreneurship to be inappropriate
for Germany because of its ideological content
and the predominance it gives to the fight for
capital at the expense of dependent jobs. In
other cultural contexts, the spread of the enterprise spirit would have to be a long-term
social project rather than a set of defensive

measures seeking only to curb unemployment.

4.5.4 Increasingly fluid boundaries
between employees and the self-

getting around the regulations; but these new
self-employed workers are in most cases completely tied to their former employer who is
their only source of work' (Marchand, 1998:
p. 9). On the other hand, 'some paid activities
may consist of the provision of services where,
conversely, certain tasks can be externalised
to persons not on the payroll, while neverthe-

less maintaining ties of subordination between the two parties'. In other words, at the
same time as the wage link is being loosened,
we are seeing the appearance of new forms of
dependence based on commercial contracts.
Is this not the case, for example, of integrated
or franchised small businesses whose wage
'independence' is paid for by economic depend-

ence (Bentabet et al., 1999)?

employed

In France, the recent work of 0. Marchand
(1998) also tends towards caution and tempers the enthusiasm surrounding the growth
in self-employment". The author begins by
establishing that, with the exception of the

5. The role of SMEs in training
and in generating professional
skills and status

United Kingdom and Sweden, employees have
never been such a high proportion of the working population, approaching as much as 90%

National and European literature on initial

in the main industrialised countries (idem:

cerned less with mobilising this immense

p.. 8, table 2). However much we may debate
the methods of constructing the statistics, he
observes in particular that the place currently
held by self-employment is part of the qualitative changes affecting the structure of paid
employment in the long term. From this point

of view, what we are witnessing today is a
blurring of the traditional split between the
status of paid work and self-employment, especially with the externalisation of activities
on the periphery of enterprises, subcontracting and hiving off: 'work on the margins of
the paid workforce is growing, either in the
form of jobs with the weakest of links with

and continuing vocational training is particularly prolific. This third section will be con-

source than with focusing more particularly
on work highlighting the relationship SMEs
maintain with vocational training, either as
users or as a specific forum for generating
manpower skills. Special attention will be
paid to examining the quantitative defining
data that have recently been trying to make
international comparisons, to the main factors determining SME training practices and,
finally, to the main changes taking place in
most European countries to make vocational
training the foremost source of SME competitiveness.

employee status... or in the form of bogus self-

We have just looked at the research into

employment or bogus subcontracting. In the
building industry, for example, firms have
been very successful in encouraging certain
workers to set up on their own, which may
enable them to save on wage overheads by

SMEs' contribution to employment and human capital formation, which is a crucial factor in competitiveness for the developed countries (Ridinger, 1997). However, we now know

76The self-employed are initially defined negatively here as 'those who do not draw a wage or
who pay it to themselves'.

From this point of view, as Kucera (1997: 57)

that the quantity of manpower alone is not
the only important factor in determining the
process of growth and competitiveness in an
economy, but the skill level of its workers.

notes, entrepreneurship and skilled labour
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('Qualifiziertheit der Arbeit') go together. That

is why it has become necessary to examine
the role of SMEs, not only in job creation but
also in the mobilisation and development of
labour qualities.
The question is not new. As early as in 1986,
a seminar organised by Cedefop and coordi-

nated by I. Drexel sought to take stock of
training in SMEs, and in many respects, this
constitutes an excellent point of reference.
The question has undoubtedly become more
complex, however, given the pressing nature
of the underlying issues (see the European

Commission's White Paper: Enseigner et
vers la société cognitive [Teaching and learning: towards a cognitive society])

apprendre

and the many national initiatives to which
this has given rise in most EU countries over
recent years (Aventur and Möbus, 1999).

The field of scientific research is not exempt
from this complexity. First, as A. D'Iribarne

(1993) points out, there are many areas of
knowledge. They may, for example, be concerned with 'initial training for young people,
continuing training for people of working age,
whether or not in work, work itself, which
allows us to relate questions of 'qualifications'
and skills to those of training, staff selection
by enterprises and the place of the diploma,
training techniques and the cognitive processes of apprenticeship [..] and how all the
above should be seen in the light of the general operation of the labour market (occupational integration, exclusion from activity,
etc.).'

Moreover, when the researcher takes a
transnational interest in all these
phenomena, he comes up against familiar but
particularly stubborn difficulties: how, for example, to achieve sufficiently reliable comparability between analytical categories that
are highly marked by national contexts. What
is there in common, for example, between the

concept of apprenticeship in Germany and
that in France? What relationship is there
between a skilled worker in Italy, France or
Germany when the basis of training, methods of selection, or their place in labour organisation and in career prospects or social
status are not the same? How should we re176

spond to the present instability of our main

points of reference resulting from the

reconfiguration of the institutional edifices of
vocational training in most European countries? While it is true that statistical sources
like the Labour Force Survey or the Community survey of continuing vocational training
in enterprises (CVTS) have enabled tremen-

dous progress to be made, they are still recent and in need of further development. At
least, that is what emerges from the publications that deal with them.
We propose here to begin by using this corpus to distinguish between SME behaviour

in the matter of initial vocational training
(5.1) and then of CVT (5.2). In fact, despite
the present 'easing of the separation between
initial training and continuing training' noted
by Aventur, Campo and Möbus (1999: 2)77, the

distinction between these two registers,
'which together help to produce the qualifications and skills of the working population', is
maintained in most of the work consulted.

Then, building on a critique of the statistical
tools, we shall investigate the specifics of SME
training practices (5.3). Finally, by looking at

the biggest trends at work in the new forms
of regulating vocational training systems in
most EU countries, we shall try to interpret
them as opportunities to be grasped to enable
SMEs to develop their training potential in
the future (5.4).
The first two sections will describe the most
striking studies on the demand for vocational
77 It will in fact be noted that this tendency to over-

lapping of the initial and continuing vocational
training systems is shared almost unanimously in
all the countries of the EU. For example, alternat-

ing training arrangements (sandwich courses)
have been available to adults in Denmark (recurrent training') since 1992; in other countries, like
Finland and the Netherlands, training systems including apprenticeship are accessible to adults.
Similarly, in the new Lander of Germany, 'conventional' apprenticeship has been extended to young
adults over the age of 27. In France, combined work

and training contracts are financed by the Continuing Vocational Training funds, while new forms
of skill validation are available both to young peo-

ple and to adults in the course of their working
lives (Aventur and Möbus, 1999).
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training by SMEs and the use they make of
it, either on the basis of their skill needs in
their recruitment practices (especially relat-

to be regretted that these databases, which
tell us about both the structure of the initial
training system in each country and enter-

ing to young people) or in terms of initiatives
for the development of their existing workforce. The resulting table shows a wide variation.

prises' in-house training practices, cover only
enterprises with 10 or more employees and
at present disregard training for jobseekers.

The result is that Very Small Enterprises

(VSEs), which account for the greatest

It is true that in most EU countries small
structures play a key role in getting young

number of establishments in Europe, are once
again excluded from the official statistics for
technical reasons.

people into work and are very much involved
in apprenticeship schemes. However, they are
finding it increasingly difficult both to absorb
and retain the most highly qualified of them
and to complete their initial training. Moreo-

5.1 SMEs and initial training: providing
a job and/or training?

ver, in the southern countries in particular

Political and economic decision-makers have

there is a gap between the specific skills they
demand and the qualifications produced by
the vocational or technical training structures
(as in France, Spain and Italy, for example).
Their use of Continuing Vocational Training,
if not always characterised by an 'inertia' that
leads Verdier (1991: p. 42) to describe them
as 'extras' rather than 'players', at least shows
a kind of deficit or withdrawal as compared

for many years striven to make vocational
training a major axis of the fight against unemployment among young people and to upgrade the average skills that service and craft
SMEs more particularly need. If the statistical data produced on the subject at European
level are to be believed, this kind of training
seems in fact to be a form of protection against
the difficulties of occupational integration.

to the largest enterprises when observed at

5.1.1 The general effectiveness of

European level. Behind this overall analysis,
however, most research work encourages us
to measure national, sectoral or size category
differences very carefully, paying particular
attention to the factors explaining the (small)
use made of training by SMEs.

vocational training on the labour
market

vocational training has made some important

In the countries of the EU, almost one third
(29%) of young Europeans between the ages
of 15 and 19 are today enrolled on an initial
vocational training programme. This encouraging figure, however, masks major disparities between countries, since participation is

breakthroughs in recent years. One might

very high in Austria (55%) and Belgium (45%)

mention, for example, the Report by the European Commission (DG XXII), Eurostat and
Cedefop (1997) concerned both with initial
vocational training from an analysis of 167

but less so in Ireland (17%) and Portugal

As we said earlier, from a statistical point of

view comparative European research into

(12%), the situation of young persons in the
other Member States being between 20% and
40% (Figure 5.1).

programmes in 15 Member States (VETEurostat) and the survey of continuing voca=

tional training within the firm, which collected information from a representative

sample of 50 000 enterprises (CVTS
Eurostat). See also the supplementary dossiers of the European Commission (1999) or the
University of Sheffield's Centre for Training
Policy Studies (European Commission, 1999)
and the study produced by Cereq (Aventur
and Möbus, 1999), which is exemplary in its
depth and exhaustiveness. It is however much

.

Like the proportion of young persons involved
in initial vocational training, the combination
of general and vocational training varies enormously from one country to another. While in
some countries vocational education predominates over general education (as in Germany
or Austria, where 78% of pupils are engaged

in vocational education at ISCED 3 level, in

Italy with 73% and the Netherlands with
70%), in others it tends to be general training that prevails over vocational with the lat-
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Figure 5.1: Rate of participation in initial vocational training among the population aged 15-19
years. 1993/1994, %
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Source: European Commission, Eurostat, Cedefop (1997)

Box 5.1: The International Standard Classification of Education (ISCED)78
Isced 0 (Pre-primary)
lsced 1 (Primary): begins between 4 and 7 years, is always compulsory and normally lasts 5 or 6 years;
Isced 2 (Lower secondary): forms part of compulsory schooling in all EU countries. The end of this level
often corresponds to the end of full-time compulsory schooling;
Isced 3 (Higher secondary): begins around the age of 14 or 15 and is either a general, a vocational or a
technical education. Level required for access to higher education or end of schooling;
Isced 5, 6, 7 (Higher education):
- without university degree (5)
- first university degree (6)
- programmes leading to a post-graduate qualification (7)

ter engaging for example no more than 41%
of young persons at ISCED 3 level in Spain,
33% in Greece and 23% in Ireland and Portu-

gal. Between these two extremes we find
France (with 53%), Denmark and Finland
(with 54%) and the United Kingdom with

2, only 11.5% (one half the number) of those
who also have some vocational training are
jobseekers (Figure 5.2). Vocational training
therefore seems to speed up integration into
working life, especially for young people with

58%.

In the same publication (European Commission, Eurostat, Cedefop, 1997), we also find
that, for an equal level of initial training, vocational training is more effective on the labour market than general training alone79. In
Europe, in fact, while 23.5% of young persons
are unemployed after undergoing only general training corresponding to ISCED 0, 1 and
178

78This nomenclature used in international comparisons at present has a few imperfections and is
to be revised in the near future (European Commission et al., 1997).
79With the exception of Sweden, however, where
vocational training is institutionally independent
of the production system. In this case, the school
system alone is responsible for getting young people into the right jobs.
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Figure 5.1: Rate of unemployment among young persons aged 20-29 having only a basic
education and among those with further vocational education - 1995 - %
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low levels of qualification. It also offers them
better prospects of being taken on and greater

ficulties in finding work and to encourage

job security, except in Greece, Portugal or

aspects to this 'structural adjustment', and

firms to recruit them. There are generally two

Spain, where the proportion of young persons

they are particularly well analysed by

with a general education predominates at

Lefresne in a recent thesis (1999):

ISCED 3, that is the level immediately above
compulsory schooling (Box 5.1).

Li firstly, the employment status is made more
flexible and/or financial incentives are in-

troduced to encourage the integration of

5.1.2 Growing interplay between
training policies and employment
policies
Strictly speaking, analysis of SME behaviour
in relation to the education and initial voca-

tional training structures would involve a

young persons, which are of particular advantage to SMEs;
Li at the same time, vocational training needs
to be developed or upgraded with the introduction of new ways of bringing school

close articulation not only between the problems of training and occupational integration

and enterprise closer together, that is of
managing the training-employment tran-

but also between training and employment

sition, with particular use made of apprenticeship and alternate training.

and labour market policies, firstly because the
absence of an internal market in SMEs means

they have greater recourse to the external
market than do large enterprises; and sec-

There is no shortage of examples on both these
fronts:

ondly because the imbalances observed on the
labour market have in most EU countries resulted in the adoption of policies designed to

Li for the first one might, for example, quote
the case of Spain, where they have for sev-

make employment standards more flexible,
especially for young people experiencing dif-

eral years been relaxing the recruitment
rules by making greater use of temporary
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employment contracts for getting young
people into work. There is also the United
Kingdom, where wage costs have been re-

duced by breaking the link between the
wages of young persons and adults, especially through the Youth Training Scheme
(cf. Box 2.2) adopted in 1982, which has
enabled many enterprises, especially the
smallest ones, to take on juvenile labour

at lower costs. We should also mention
Italy, where new rules have introduced a

'starting wage' below the collectively
agreed rate of pay for new entrants to the
labour market and where there are now
financial incentives for enterprises to recruit young persons on a part-time basis.
Or even Germany, considered exemplary
so far as the training-employment transition is concerned, where, given the growing number of young people without jobs
on completing their apprenticeship, the
Employment Promotion Act (1985) allowed

enterprises to use fixed-term employment

contracts (18 months) or to offer young
persons completing their apprenticeship
jobs unrelated to their training specialisation. Not to mention the introduction of 'exchange programmes' allowing large enterprises, which are increasingly unwilling to
retain apprentices even though they helped

to train them, to make them available to
craft trade enterprises (Zedler, 1994).
In the matter of bringing the educational
system closer to the production system, we
could highlight the development of apprenticeship and alternate training courses: in
Italy with the training and employment contract (CFL) introduced by the Law of 1983;

European countries SMEs have been expected to play a key role in these arrangements. We could go further, and say that
just as training has increasingly found a
place in active employment policies (as Join-

Lambert et al., 1997, show for France), so
the greater attention being paid to getting

people into or back into work has more
clearly shaped the initial or continuing
training programmes for which SMEs have
been the preferred vehicle.

5.1.3 The contribution of SMEs to the
occupational socialisation of young
people: between tradition and new deal
Despite the great diversity of national traditions, SMEs have long been making an established contribution to the occupational
socialisation of young people coming out of
education. Whether their contribution has
formed the basis of a highly institutionalised
system of career organisation (as in Germany

and Austria), has been taken over and
strengthened by occupational structures (as
in the United Kingdom), has served to pick
up those who have fallen by the wayside in a
social system dominated by educational quali-

fications (as in Spain and especially in
France), or the ground SMEs occupy has been
neglected by the public player (as in Italy).

Apart from the disparities between countries
(Aventur and Möbus, 1999), research reveals

the importance of sectors (Curran, 1990;
Curran et al., 1996; Dti, 1995), territories and
local labour markets (Sperling, 1993) and the

recent changes in production systems

in the United Kingdom with the Youth

(Christe, 1998; Leicht, 1995; CampinosDubernet, 1999). In the rest of this chapter

Training scheme; in Sweden with the vocational integration courses; in Spain with the
introduction of training contracts for gradu-

we.shall try to show how all these factors work
together.

ate students or of the (reformed) apprenticeship proper. In all these cases, training
strategies overlap with strategies for the
vocational integration of young people; reforms of the education and training system
go hand in hand with reforms of the labour

In simple terms there could be said to be two

market. Specifically, in exchange for financial assistance, enterprises agree in theory,

at least

to contribute to the training of

young people. We find however that in most
180

types of national tradition in Europe as regards initial vocational training: countries
where it has historically been socially discred-

ited (as in France, the United Kingdom and
also Italy and Spain) and countries where it
has been highly structured and has become
the centrepiece of the training system as a
whole (Germany, Austria, Netherlands). A few
examples will suffice:
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Box 5.2: The place of apprenticeship in French small enterprises
In France, small units are the main enterprises making use of apprenticeship contracts (72% in 1996). The
rise in hirings on assisted contracts since 1987 plays an important part in raising the level of qualifications
within small enterprises. Apprenticeship in particular may be a 'Trojan Horse' of the first order (Bentabet et

al., 1999). Already, 24% of young persons taken on by such firms are engaged as apprentices but, in
particular, this method of training under a contract of employment alternating periods of schooling with
periods in the enterprise, is no longer the preserve of young persons preparing for a CAP certificate. It is
also open to persons wishing to take a vocational ' baccalauréaf or a higher technical certificate (brevet de
technicien supérieur - BTS) and now even for some future engineers (Perot and Simon-Zarca, 1998). Finally, apprenticeship contracts are a crucial factor in the hiring of young unskilled workers in small firms in
France. Having recruited them, however, do those firms nevertheless help to train them or help them to
complete their training?

In France, for example, vocational training has traditionally helped to provide workers for craft trades and large industrial firms.
The modern form of apprenticeship, based on
the law of 1971, recognises this as a type of
initial training 'marked by a school-type diploma (issued by the Ministry of Education)
and which sets all the base rules: employment
contract, work in the enterprise alternating
with training at the apprentice training centre (CFA)' (Aventur and Maus, 1999: p. 195).

It operated in parallel with the technical
branches, which have become much more developed in recent years and which have frequently proved more appropriate for continuing studies.

to vocational integration for young people. In
other words, with the exception of long-term
higher education, whenever training became

vocationalised it failed in its initial task
(Trouvé, 1996). At the same time, we see a
rapid structural change in the populations

taking apprenticeships: whilst training in
preparation for the basic levels of qualification (CAP: Certificat d'Aptitude Professionnelle) is on the decline, that leading to the
highest level diplomas (Bac + 2 and beyond)
is growing rapidly. This trend is highly significant for our subject: while the former
sometimes after a few adjustments was relevant to SME needs and more especially to
those of the smallest among them, the latter,
which may now lead to qualification as an en-

Because it recruited from the lowest levels of
education, vocational apprenticeship was in
France long considered the 'way of failure'.

For that reason, it still occupies a minority
position by comparison with general education, which is considered the 'royal route' if
not to social success then at least to a secure
job and, above all else, to avoiding unemployment (Box 5.2).

Despite the many attempts to upgrade this
type of training in recent years, we have seen
a rapid growth in numbers pursuing studies
beyond baccalaureat level (especially technical) and short vocational courses (DUT-BTS)8°

which were originally intended as a fast route

gineer, are probably more suitable for large
enterprises.

However, this SME / LE distinction is not
perhaps the most relevant today, because
another split along sector lines has appeared within the SME category. It is true
that small, even very small, establishments
(hotels & catering, building, small retailers,
agri-food industry and car repairs) continue
to dominate the sectors that take the most
starters with the lowest level of initial training. There are however also small enterprise

sectors that are growing and demanding
higher and higher skills acquired during initial training, such as business, legal and management services, computer engineering, so-

cial work & health, tourism & leisure,
80 Equivalent to ISCED 6 at European level.

education, etc.
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There is therefore a great danger that we will
see a dualism developing at the 'young' end
of the labour market, not necessarily involving a distinction according to enterprise size
(the smallest always taking young people with
the lowest level of training), but according to
their position in the production system, which
would allow some SMEs in innovative growth

be said that it is used mainly by 19-24 year
olds most of whom have no more than the compulsory level of schooling and 73.3% of whom

are taken on by SEs with fewer than 50 on
the payroll.

people coming out of the training system. This

At the other end of the scale from the above
two countries, in Germany the apprenticeship
model seems to have stood up better as a vector of vocational socialisation for young peo-

point remains to be further considered and

ple, and SMEs have not always been 'con-

explored in the future on the basis of Cereq's
'Generation 92' career pattern survey of 1992leavers polled in 1997.

demned' to accepting the least-qualified young

sectors to recruit the best-qualified young

persons. It is nevertheless true that the dual
system is at present undergoing a crisis be-

cause of a drop in the number of training
[:1 In Italy, attention has only recently been
paid to initial vocational training. Here, too,
the young people engaging in national (at vocational institutes) or regional vocational education from the age of 14 are the ones who
have failed to gain access to the general or
technological streams. Vocational training

course attendance rates nevertheless vary
enormously from one region to another.

The alternate training system available to
young people offers apprenticeship and the

places available and especially because young

people are finding it more attractive to continue their studies (Möbus, 1999: p. 24). As
in Italy, there are more young people in industry than elsewhere, but numbers are no
doubt declining by comparison with the craft
trades and especially the liberal professions,
which are gaining ground82. In this country,
too, there is therefore, alongside the changes
in volume, a structural change in the subjects
taken, by sector.

work-training contract (`Contratto di

On this point, however, it would seem that

Formazione-Lavoro'). The former scheme is
provided directly and in the majority of cases
by enterprises81 and is 'concerned almost ex-

many sectors dominated by SE s are still

clusively with training manual and non-

all sectors taken together, Leicht (1995) notes
an increase in the proportion of skilled workers as well as in the proportion of enterprises
employing 50 or less. Above that, the proportion stabilises at around 26%. The proportion

manual workers' for SEs in the industrial sector (Margirier, 1999: p. 275): in 1994, 57.7%
of apprentices were in fact in manufacturing
industry, compared with 17.9% in commerce
and tourism and 13.4% in construction. The
latter was created in October 1984 to combat
youth unemployment and offer a qualification

to academic failures. It therefore acts as a
'safety net'. In most cases, training is dispensed by enterprises internally and a certificate is issued by the employer at the end,
which is endorsed by the local employment
agency, but it is not really a qualification.
Despite its usefulness, this formula, like ap-

prenticeship, is in decline, since 220 000
young persons were involved in 1994 compared with 530 000 in 1989. It must however
81 Whereas the State Vocational Institutes and the
Regional Vocational Training Centres serve only a
small proportion of the 14-18 and 19-25 age groups.
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marked by a great need for training and for
highly skilled workers (Facharbeiter). Thus,

of unskilled workers increases in line with
size, from 7.8% in SEs of 1-4 employees to
32.4% for enterprises employing more than
500 (Table 5.1).

Also, according to the same author, it is SEs
with between 5 and 19 employees (which have

the greatest employment growth) that contribute the most to young persons' apprenticeship (10.7% of apprentices, compared to 4.8%
in the over-500s). The author states that the
manpower with the highest skills in relative
82 Unlike Austria, another mecca of apprenticeship,

where the craft trades predominate (55%), compared with 17% in commerce and 'only' 13% in industry and 11% in tourism and transport.
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Table 5.1: Distribution of occupational statuses by size class in West Germany - 1987* national
economy / %
I

Total (employees)

Occupational
status
Active
proprietors
Assisting
family
members
White collar
workers/
officials
Skilled
workers
Unskilled
workers
Trainees
Total (million)
100%

By class size 1987 (employees)

1970

1987

1-4

5-19

20-49

50-199

200-499

> 500

9.6

9.2

43.5

9.9

1.9

0.5

0.1

0.0

3.0

2.2

10.4

2.4

0.2

0.0

0.0

0.0

30.0

38.1

28.8

41.1

41.0

40.8

39.8

36.4

22.1

20.9

5.9

19.5

26.1

24.7

22.7

26.4

29.7
5.6

22.9
6.8

7.8
3.6

16.4
10.7

22.3
8.4

27.7
6.2

32.0
5.4

32.4
4.8

21.259

22.055

3.304

5.295

2.576

3.766

2.469

4.645

Source: Statistisches Bundesamt [Federal Statistical Office], own calculations.
* In workplaces; not including local and regional authorities, social security and PNPIs.

terms is found in an environment characterised by growing employment (craft trades,
investment goods, material services). On the
other hand, SEs in sectors dominated by LEs
have a higher proportion of unskilled workers, which, according to him, means that the
extraordinary growth of SEs is neither due
entirely to a relatively lower skill level than
LEs nor attributable to a 'shift' in unskilled
activities from LEs to SEs (1995: p. 232). In
some cases, therefore, the professionalism of
highly skilled workers and craftsmen is indeed a prosperity potential even and especially in small enterprises, since their level of
adaptability is a precondition for non-Taylorist concepts of flexible work organisation.

Like Christe (1998), Leicht puts particular
stress on the sectoral and regional heterogeneity of SME situations. Hilbert and Sperling
(1993), like Mendius (1988), say precisely that
from their study of a sample of enterprises in
the Paderborn area of Germany, noting that

in Germany craft enterprises and highly
structured large enterprises make the biggest

contributions to apprenticeship (Table 5.2).
This would mean there are sectors that do
more than is strictly sufficient to meet their
own needs (engineering, metal structures)
and others that do less (wood, plastics, clothing). Moreover, the reason why nearly 60% of
SMEs in the area studied do not train apprentices would quite simply be that they have no
need for skilled labour or that they can easily

recruit apprentices trained by other enterprises.

In Germany, as elsewhere, however, it is
worth taking note of recent work presented
by other authors. Kucera (1997), for example,
comments that the craft trades are finding it
increasingly difficult to get skilled manpower,
because young people are abandoning apprenticeship for higher university studies. We are
therefore seeing a kind of 'negative selection'

(p. 69), now reinforced by a trend among
skilled workers trained by apprenticeship to
change trades (40% according to Henninges,
1994) and to move from the traditional craft
trades and small firms to larger enterprises.
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Table 5.2: Average rate of apprenticeship* by
establishment size category in Germany, 1994

1-9 employees
10-49 employees
50-499 employees
500 employees and over
Total

%
7.9
6.6
4.6
4.5
5.6

* Rate of apprenticeship: number of apprentices/total
workforce
Source: Schaubilder zur Berufsbildung, 1996 edition, Vol 1:
Training, BIBB (Former West Germany).

In the former case, it is to be feared that SEs
will, for the best qualified young people leaving the training system, become at best a stepping stone to larger enterprises (as a number
of surveys of early career paths in France have

shown: Mansuy et al., 1999), or, at worst,
something better than nothing and, possibly,
an 'escape hatch' for the most resourceless
among them. Such alternatives may be formulated differently depending on the national
context, either, for example, because the stress
is on the extreme inertia affecting recruitment
in the smallest enterprises (as in Spain, for
example, where they still discriminate against

young people leaving vocational training,
This calls into question the efficiency of the
apprenticeship system as a whole, which is
apparently confirmed by three BIBB and IAB
surveys quoted by Kucera (1997: p. 71) show-

ing that the use of initial vocational training
has declined in the working population and
that the gap between the content of apprenticeship and the demands of working life is
widening.
It is clear from a reading of all these studies
that the apprenticeship system is today facing difficulties of adjustment where the place
of SMEs seems to be very much weakened, if
not called into question. There are two main,
convergent, reasons for this:

1. firstly, the general raising of the level of
education over recent years in most EU
countries, with 66% of the population aged

30-34 having in 1995 reached a level of
studies equivalent to at least the second
cycle of secondary education, that is ISCED
3 or above (Box 5.1). This is accompanied
by a sociological change in the aspirations

of young people, who are choosing either
to continue their studies or to join large
enterprises where working conditions are
more favourable over all (on this point see

Modrow-Thiel, Ramann and Wächter,
1993).

2. Secondly, the crisis in the traditional forms
of apprenticeship or, rather, in apprentice-

ship preparing for traditional trades, re-

sulting from the effects of structural
changes in the economy on the skills/qualifications required.
184

since this is not highly valued), or because of
the weakness of the institutional frameworks
(as in Italy, where the certificate on completion of apprenticeship is issued by the enterprise alone and there is no legal requirement

governing the precise breakdown between
time spent on training and on work), or as a
result of the far-reaching sociological changes
affecting the mentality of young people, who
are increasingly being attracted to longer and

more prestigious forms of training. Such is
the case in Germany, for example, but also in

France, where recent changes in the structure of 'user' enterprises and apprenticeship
populations or in 'assisted places' in the market sector83, clearly illustrate this problem. In
the case of apprenticeship, for example, while
very small enterprises in the traditional user
sectors are tending to decline in number, enterprises with more than 50 employees are
growing the most. This must also be seen in
83 Apart from apprenticeship the French combined

training and work system includes the contrat de

qualification, contrat d'adaptation and contrat
d'orientation. Only the first two are of interest here,
being based on the conclusion of a contract between

the employers and a public or private-sector educational establishment setting out how the sandwich course will be organised. While the first type
are fixed-term contracts (6-24 months) for young
people aged 16-25 who have been unable to acquire

a qualification during their schooling or whose
qualifications do not provide access to employment,

the second type are fixed-term or permanent contracts (6-12 months) for young persons aged 16-25
leaving the education system after completing a
full cycle of initial training that needs to be complemented by general, vocational and technological education.

The employment and training practices of SMEs

the light of the trend in the educational at-

tive, that is building on in-depth theoretical

tainment of apprentices: while the lowest levels of training are static, the higher levels of
education are growing (Sanchez, 1999-a). As

knowledge already obtained. According to this
author, the incompleteness of the professionalisation profiles produced by the school sys-

for combined training and work, that is socalled 'assisted' jobs in the market sector in
the French terminology, they seem to be going the same way. While in 1998 most such
contracts were still being signed in establishments with less than 50 employees (72% of
contrats de qualification and 49% of contrats
d'adaptation)84, they are making particular
headway in units with more than 50 employees and are of interest to populations of increasingly skilled young people (Sanchez,

tem obliges some SMEs to take responsibility for completing young people's education.
However, the constraints of competition and
the growth of subcontracting are now making them less able to do so, especially given
the risk that the young people they train will
then be recruited by other enterprises. Hence
the development of the use of intermediate
formulae to test young people's abilities before taking them on (interim, apprenticeship,
assisted contracts with the cost of the vocational apprenticeship recovered from the public authorities).

1999-b).

The analysis of the structural changes to systems of production in turn leads to a variety
of possible developments, almost all of which
may exist side by side. It explains, for example, the increasing difficulties encountered by
SMEs in continuing to play a preferential role
in training and vocational integration and an

increasingly evident dualisation between
small enterprises in the traditional sectors
(sometimes condemned to be the only place
where the least qualified young people can
find their first jobs or where people in difficulty can get (back) into work) and small enterprises in high-technology sectors or intel-

lectually sophisticated services with the
highest skill needs. On the first point, the de-

tailed investigations made by CampinosDubernet in France (1999) are highly illuminating: while SMEs take 80% of young
secondary-school leavers (Levels V and IV)86,

they are less and less able to provide the additional training in practical skills in some
sectors of activity (mechanical engineering,
plastics technology) where know-how is induc-

84 It is interesting to note that in addition to training/employment schemes, some measures taken
to help jobseekers aged over 25, such as Employment Initiative Contracts, have also been used on
a massive scale by VSEs with 1-5 employees (44.4%

of persons recruited in 1995) and SEs with less
than 50 employees (83% of persons in the same
period) (Charpail and Zilberman, 1999).
88That is the equivalent if ISCED 2 and 3 at European level (cf. Box 5.1).

5.2 SME use of CVT:

low use of formalised training
The greatest paradoxes of SMEs are well
known: while characterised by less favourable
skill structures than LEs, they seem to make

less use than LEs of structured continuing
vocational training programmes. While they
apparently play a key role in getting young
people into work, especially those with low
skill levels (see above), most of them seem to
be incapable of developing their skills and
improving their long-term employability. 'Although owner / manager attitudes to vocational education and training are largely positive, its actual provision fails significantly to
keep pace with the perceived needs of small
firms' (Matlay, 1997: p. 587)86. We have al-

ready seen that most present-day research
seeks to complicate the most unequivocal
opinions about initial vocational training. So
what about continuing vocational training?
Can any useful conclusions be drawn, not only
from national studies but also from those on
a European scale?
According to D'Iribarne (1988), the basic 'ingredients' of continuing training systems are
similar from one country to another (players
with their roles and objectives, intervention

structures, operational structures, instruments and levels of intervention), but they are
88At least, this is what appears from a survey conducted by the author of over 2 000 SMEs.
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Figure 5.3: The employer's role in initial vocational training and continuing training
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Source: 'Initial and continuing vocational training in Europe', March 1999.

often very strangely combined, with strong
coherences peculiar to each country, since they

are generally 'heavy social constructs'. For

example, the articulation between initial
training and continuing training at the employer's initiative often proves highly dis-

apprenticeship), employers need to initiate
the individual into the specific knowledge/
skills of an enterprise or branch.
The second case is that of Germany. Here, en-

criminating.

terprises are very much involved in initial
training (by way of apprenticeship) and in-

5.2.1 The articulation between initial
and continuing training: great
differences between countries

vest less in continuing vocational training (on
this point see also Gehin and Méhaut, 1993).
The picture is much the same in Austria and,
to a lesser extent, the Netherlands.

The use made of CT is in fact the result not
only of the extent to which it is institutionalised in each country, but also of the links between CT and the initial education system
and the labour market. In other words, the
practices of continuing training at the employ-

er's instigation have to be placed in the context of how initial vocational training is organised in the country concerned. That, at
least, is the hypothesis advanced by Aventur,
Campo and Möbus (1999).

The third situation is that found in Italy,
Spain, Portugal and Greece. In these countries there is a progressive complementarity
between the efforts to structure initial vocational training and the emergence of rules for
the organisation of continuing training.

Looked at in this light, Denmark's position
seems unique, since apprenticeship and employer's initiative continuing training exist on

an equal footing, the two types of training
being considered very much complementary.

Several situations can then be distinguished
(Figure 5.3). Roughly speaking, the first case
is where enterprises invest heavily in continuing training in addition to initial vocational
training focused on apprenticeships and academic qualifications. Here, CT is seen as a

Other work, however, (see in particular European Commission et al., 1997 or European
Commission, 1999), based on the findings of
the Continuing Vocational Training Survey

way of 'catching up' or a 'second chance'. That
is the route taken by France, and also by Sweden, where, for other reasons (there being no

stresses the inequalities of access to continuing vocational training between different sizes
of enterprise.
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(CVTS) covering 12 Member States of the EU,
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I

Figure 5.4: Enterprises offering continuing vocational training by size of enterprise
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5.2.2 European work on inequalities of

even in the smallest of them (Table 5.3). But
it is worth asking whether the survey meth-

access to CVT

ods used (administrative survey, questionAccording to this research, while more than
one half (57%) of enterprises with more than
10 employees organise continuing vocational
training courses for their employees (repre-

naires, etc.) do not favour this configuration.

senting a participation rate of about one third:
28%), this figure masks great differences between enterprises according to their size (Fig-

creases with their size, regardless of its type.
In other words, contrary to what is commonly
believed, apprenticeship on the job operates
less as a substitute than as a complement to
formalised training in all enterprise categories.

ure 5.4). In fact, in those with more than 1
000 employees, almost one in two employees
has the benefit of a vocational training course

It is true that training 'in work situation'
accounts for a significant proportion and that

the use enterprises make of training in-

during the year. On the other hand, in the
smallest enterprises (between 10 and 50 employees), only one in ten has that opportunity.

Moreover, there is a marked distinction between the rate of participation (volume of
training received by employees) in enterprises

Of course, the use made of CVT also varies
considerably from one sector to another. Thus,

the rate of staff participation is approaching
60% in enterprises in sectors that have experienced rapid organisational and technological change over recent years (energy, posts
and telecommunications, banking and insurance). In hotels and catering, construction,
retailing and repairs, on the other hand, sectors where small enterprises predominate, the
participation rates are only 23%, 14.7% and
27% respectively.

We shall see below that courses are the preferred type of CVT offered by enterprises,
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offering CT courses and in enterprises as a
whole. For this reason, not only are employees of small enterprises less likely to be employed by one that offers training, but even

where training is provided, they have less
chance of taking part than do employees of
large enterprises.
On a qualitative level, finally, SEs make less
effort than LEs to assess their manpower and
skill needs (European Commission, 1999: p.
53) and fewer of them have staff specialising
in training management (only 15% of enterprises with 10 to 499 employees against 93%
for enterprises with more than 2 000 employ187
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Table 5.3: Enterprises offering different types of training by size of enterprise (per cent)
_

Size

Courses

10-49
50-99
100-249
259-499
500-999
1 000 +
Total

I

Training
in work
situation

Conferences,
workshops,
seminars

Job
rotation,
etc.

34
50
58
69
74
85
38

29
49
63

10

10

21

21

30
38
47
50

28
38
43
52

14

13

36
63
76
85
93
92
43

71

76
80
34

Self

training

_
Source: European Commission, 1999.

Table 5.4: General data on enterprise-funded continuing vocational training by size of enterprise in
France, 1996
20-49

10-19

500-1 999

50-499

2 000 +

Total

employees employees employees employees employees

Number of enterprises
Expenditure
(in millions of FRF)
Rate of financial
participation (%) (3)
Employees
% of enterprises
providing training (1)
Rate of access (%) (2)

30 673

53037

26 774

2 001

390

112 875

892

3 826

11 735

9 619

19 404

45 476

2.52
3 501 814

3 .48
1 862 244

4.87
2 511 718

3.25
10 036 415

76.2
29.9

96.6
47.3

98.2
52.8

48.0
35.0

1.73

449 822
26.9
8.7

1

1.87
710 817

43.8
12.9

Source: Exploitation of tax return No 24.83, Cereq.

(1) Having had at least one person on a course
(2) Not including combined training and work
(3) Total training expenditure x 100 / total payroll

ees). Moreover, they are less likely to have a
training plan or a training budget (idem: p.
55). However, where they do have a training
plan, SEs (10-49) have almost the same participation rate as large enterprises (44% compared with 49%). There is therefore probably
a link of cause and effect between the existence of a training plan and the level of development of CT practices (idem: p. 60).

two registers are moreover closely linked, and
the size of the enterprise in fact plays an im-

The French data, which are quite precise on

by those employing 10-19 (Table 5.4); the
gap between the proportion of employees
with access to VT in small enterprises and
in the largest ones has tended to grow despite a higher growth in the rate of finan-

portant part in the disparities in training access between occupational categories.

1. On the one hand, SEs have difficulty in
raising themselves above the statutory
threshold (1.5% of the payroll) and participation by enterprises with 2 000 employ-

ees and over is three times greater than
the subject, complete the picture of CVT 'defi-

cits' in SEs. They show in particular that the
two national objectives set by the 1971 law
for equalising opportunities for both enterprises and individuals have not been met. The
188

cial participation of the smallest enter-
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Table 5.5: Trend in enterprises' (10+ employees) rate of financial participation in funding of
continuing vocational training in France
_
Number of employees
1975
1985
1996
Growth
Growth

1049
20-49
50-499
500-1 999
2 000+
Total

0.70
0.89
1.17
1.49
2.53
1.63

1.14
1.20

1.73
1.87
2.52
3.48

1.51

2.12
3.62
2.24

4.87
3.25

95/75
+ 140 %
+ 103 %
+ 117 %
+ 135 %

+ 94 %
+ 100 %

I

96-94
+ 7.5 %
+ 1.1 %
+ 1.6 %
- 0.9 %
3.8 %
1.2 %
_

Source: Exploitation of tax return No 24.83, Cereq.

prises by comparison with the largest in
the long term (Table 5.5).

tries to put the emphasis on the inadequacy
of the supply of continuing training in the respective national context; the other gives more

2. On the other hand, not only does enterprise

size

affect the disparity between

socioprofessional categories (for example,

an unskilled manual worker in an enterprise of 2 000+ employees has in fact twice
as much chance of access to training as an
executive in a small enterprise), but in particular, socioprofessional inequalities in the

priority to the specific nature of the demand

for training in SMEs and the more or less
spontaneous adjustments of which they are
capable. We shall now look at these two aspects and try to stylise them.

end appear greater in small enterprises

1. The first interpretation harks back to the
failure of normative models: SMEs' deficiencies in continuing training are explained by

than in large ones: for example, the difference between the rates of access of execu-

the chronic inadequacy of the institutional
structures. This is the problem discussed by

tives and unskilled manual workers was

such authors as Verdier in France or the Brit-

5.6 in 1993 for enterprises with 10-19 employees, as against 1.9 for enterprises with
2 000+ employees (Bentabet et al., 1999).
In other words, in the French context, SEs
are more elitist than LEs.

ish analysts, who on this point have voiced
the same criticism of both the old system of
vocational training (corporatist regulation)
and the new institutional framework of VET
(see Chapter 2.2 of this paper, which is devoted to this point).

There seems therefore to be a broad consensus at European level around two findings
based on statistical data: overall, SMEs make
less and different use of continuing training
than do large enterprises for developing or renewing their employees' skills. While the lat-

ter tend to favour organised training, the
former prefer on the job training and make
greater use of new staff recruitment. Over all,
they recruit more than they train (A.Tentur et
al., 1998).

5.2.3 Two interpretations of the deficiencies of formalised training in SMEs

In the case of France, whether the law of 16

July 1971 is seen as 'a statist institutional
edifice' (Santelmann, 1999) or the product of
a 'negotiated legislative' path (Verdier, 1999:
p. 11), most authors agree that in its excessive formalism it is far removed from the specific needs of SMEs. It is a common thread
throughout Verdier's successive studies: there
is a contradiction between the formalised na-

ture of the law, whose model remains the
course disconnected from production and
work, and the specific characteristics of SMEs.
By introducing an obligation to spend money

on continuing training for all enterprises
Two interpretative approaches are generally
encountered to these two findings: the one

employing 10 persons or more without distinction, it has merely reproduced the gap
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between enterprises that already trained
their employees and those that were clearly
lagging behind. It has also proved incapable
of dismantling the structural inequalities be-

tween SMEs and LEs, most of which are
nowadays almost always above the statutory
minimum (Verdier, 1991).

The same author also highlights the relative

failure of the intermediate institutions' responsible for mutualising the funding in-

the Italian type the career paths of both workers and employers could in many respects be

seen as apprenticeships, something all the
more relevant because in Italy VT, like the
rest of the state-run educational system, does
not inspire much confidence. Devolved to the
regions since the law of 1992, some believe it
has got even worse (Giorgetti, 1995). Hence
the massive differences within that country
and the divisions of which the North-South
divide is just one example, with SMEs in the

tended for CT (joint bodies or employers' trade

South lacking an adequate system of train-

associations) that were initially supposed to
act as interfaces 'between the central norms'
and the specific needs of enterprises. In most

ing (Bernardi and Trivellato, 1994).

cases, they were unable to avoid transfers
benefiting larger enterprises. Bentabet et al.
(1999) reiterated this diagnosis, focusing more
particularly on the extension of the norms to

very small enterprises (law of December
1991). Despite the statistical data being less
precise than for enterprises with more than
10 employees and covering a smaller field,
they showed that mutualisation was of particular benefit to VSEs in certain sectors, such
as business services, because of their greater

ability to decipher a supply system that had
become increasingly opaque and complex as
time went on.
There is another possible interpretation: faced
with the deficiencies in the official schemes
or in parallel with them, SMEs may be capable of generating dynamic adaptive behaviour

like any player on the labour market. If that
is the case, they do not necessarily train less
than large enterprises, but they do train differently, preferring in particular apprenticeships in the work situation. Before examining this thesis in more detail (cf. 5.2), it must
be understood that it has been supported by
a large number of Italian authors, especially
those interested in the processes of constructing vocational qualifications and acquiring

This thesis of SME adaptability is also developed by some German researchers, however.

Buchter (1998), for example, believes that,
contrary to what is said in public, few SMEs
are complaining of skill problems. The only
ones to do so are those that need and already
have a highly skilled workforce, especially in

the high-tech sectors. But, he argues, most
have shown a remarkable adaptability thanks

to 'muddling through' and to existing skill
reserves built up piecemeal over a long period. In an institutionally and socially stable
context, moreover, they are able to 'count on
their employees' to adapt (learning by doing')
and on cooperation between suppliers and
manufacturers.

5.2.4 The main factors determining

demand for training
More generally, a lot of European research
tries to answer the question of the main factors determining training practice in SMEs.
A few examples will be mentioned here.
5.2.4.1 The key variables

Curran et al. (1996) stress the importance of
size, sector, market conditions and the legal
and institutional framework. The size of the

skills, not only by way of formal, codified ap-

enterprise is certainly important in that it

prenticeships, but in their articulations with
the activity of work and social experience (on
this point see Meghnani, 1992, 1995). Thus,
Capecchi (1993, 1995) cites the case of local
communities with a strong technical tradition
that have been able to train generations of
craftsmen or technicians in Emilia Romagna.
We also saw earlier that in local systems of

determines the material resources available
and the likelihood that the training effort will
pay for itself (the enterprise's 'internal mar-
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ket'). The effect is not the same in every coun-

try, however. In Denmark, for example, the
link between enterprise size and the amount
of use made of continuing training is not as
clear as elsewhere and this 'atypical' situa-
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tion deserves further analysis. Also, while the

of 'traditional' training), those concerned with
the supply (excessive cost of training, inappropriate training methods, lack of pedagogical skills and especially insufficient knowl-

split between small and large enterprises is

particularly acute in the south of Europe
(France, Italy, Spain, Greece and Portugal),
the same does not apply in the northern countries.

edge of SMEs on the part of trainers), and,
lastly, those connected with the environment
(excessive red tape involved when SMEs apply for official assistance, lack of LE/SME cooperation for training heads of SMEs, etc.)88.
All these factors are inextricably linked. The
authors describe them as a 'jigsaw puzzle' and
they try to complete it on the basis of 36 examples of 'good practice' and 11 sets of recommendations.

Looking at VSEs, other authors (Bentabet et
al., 1999) add to the list the legal status of the
enterprises (independent, company form, subsidiary) or their place in the value chains, the
methods of access to the profession (closed /
open)87 and the sociological profile of their
managers, not to mention the local or territorial contexts in which small firms operate, and
their strategic behaviour (that is the productservice/market pairs). The researchers men-

Looking more specifically at the obstacles to

the use of formalised training in SMEs,

tioned consider this a key variable, e.g.

Grasser et al. (1999: p. 26) summarise in this
way the obstacles 'tirelessly recorded and repeated' in the literature: 'inadequate own re-

Verdier (1990-b: p. 299), for whom 'recourse
to continuing training is linked to the enterprises' position and that of their activities in
the production chain. It also depends on the
characteristics of the resources deployed in
the productive combination'. Drawing on a
study of professional electronics, this author
in fact notes with Grando that the capital intensity,, the technical nature of the products
and the job structures, which favour the best
qualified levels, entail a massive use of continuing training (Grando and Verdier, 1988).
Therefore, taking into account the heterogeneous nature of production structures in the
French context, it is not so much the prescrip-

sources for training their employees themselves; a relatively limited temporal economic

perspective preventing SMEs from implementing a proper training policy; difficulties
in 'releasing' staff because they cannot be replaced temporarily; the impossibility of offering career prospects and internal promotion

and the fear that, once trained, staff will
leave, making it difficult to encourage training or to get employees to value it'. The au-

thors say that financial incentives have no
effect on these last points.

tive nature of the statutory provisions that

Inadequate supply ... and the impasse of
needs analysis

makes them particularly difficult to apply to
SMEs as their excessively homogeneous nature (Box 5.3).

Inadequacy of supply has also been suggested
as a barrier to the development of CT in SMEs

On the basis of a consultation of experts, Gil

and an ignorance of SMEs' true needs has

S., Allesch J., Prei13-Allesch D. (1993) for their

often been blamed for this. Hence, enterprises
have for some years now been the subject of a
growing number of studies seeking to clarify

part make a systematic analysis of the barriers separating heads of small firms from the
world of training. They identify no less than
70 factors most commonly mentioned in specialist literature, dividing them into three categories: factors relating to demand (like the
lack of training infrastructures in sector associations, the small entrepreneur's rejection

their 'skill needs' and to give decision-makers concrete answers. However, most of these
analyses have proved extremely disappointing in use. One reason for this has been methodological difficulties following the necessary
88 This factor should not be underrated. In France
it has in fact been the subject of a position paper
containing 37 administrative simplification meas-

87 In some branches of the craft trades, for example, the possession of a certificate of competency
is for the manager both an operating permit and a
protected way in for exercising his profession.

ures recommended by the State Secretary for
SMEs.
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Box 5.3: Market constraint, industrial strategies, type of qualification requiredand training practices
in SMEs
The example of professional electronics
-

-

subcontractors dependent on short-term orders from their clients are not able to make long-term investments in training:
Enterprises of this kind are often involved in bottom-of-the-range products and prefer qualities like 'dexterity or tenacity' which have little to do with formalised training;
a subcontractor who becomes his backers"partner' has to meet quality standards that result in formalising and/or raising the enterprise's skill levels:
Less dependent on prices and with a longer-term outlook, he is also able to invest in training, making it
part of an industrial strategy;
a designer of specific products meeting his clients' particular demands combines great technical knowledge with skills built up over a period of time, often on the job:

Use of courses will be only ad hoc, motivated by the desire to familiarise his employees with a new
process, for example; these will then pass the knowledge on to their colleagues;
designers who themselves place orders with subcontractors in order to concentrate use of their high
skills on product design, assembly techniques and marketing. The corresponding technicians, engineers and sales staff are however often active on an inter-enterprise job market and their employer is
exposed to periodic external mobility:
The return on training is not therefore guaranteed, and these enterprises sometimes confine themselves
to ad hoc training; building staff loyalty or constructing an internal market determine the enterprise's
reliability in the medium term.
Source: After Grando and Verdier (1988) and Verdier (1991: p. 44).

abandonment of normative models based on
the large enterprise (on this point see a whole
gamut of German literature, including: Stockman and V. Bardeleben, 1993, Kai ler, 1992;
Paulsen 1992, Kramer, 1995), and they have
also proved disappointing when it comes to

use, introspection in the matter of skill and
training needs not being an SME speciality,

implementing new training practices more
tailored to the needs expressed.

every enterprise or group of enterprises with

Some empirical research in Germany has
shown that, unlike the technocratic concept
developed in regional, national or European
institutions, SMEs seldom consider skills an
essential part of their strategy (Höfkes and

especially for the smallest of them (Lehmann,
Speckmann, 1993), or the demands expressed
are so specific that they would require tailor-

made training, of necessity expensive, for

identical interests. Finally, even if the CT
available were highly adjusted and differentiated according to the enterprises or regions
concerned, that would not mean that it became a strategic part of enterprises' consid-

eration of their future reorganisation

Beyer, 1995). A simple cost-benefit calculation
is enough to make them reject formal, planned

(Modrow-Thiel, Rof3mann, Wachter, 1993).
Hence, some researchers say it would be better to stop looking at needs that are often ar-

CT as not applicable and in the end to prefer

tificially wrung out of SME managers and

ad hoc adjustments that are closer to the

instead to use empirical studies to look more
closely at how they manage their manpower
(Bentabet et al., 1999).

needs of a small enterprise. According to the
authors, this has been encouraged by the lack
of a law on CVT in Germany.
As for the famous and countless 'needs analy-

ses', either the information collected is too
vague and too general to be of any practical
192

Another point of view is taken by Hyland and
Matlay (1997), who use an extensive survey
of 2 000 independent small enterprises in five
different sectors of activity in the West Mid-
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lands as a basis for in-depth interviews with
246 of their managers. We find here a mixture of internal and external factors like the
enterprise's stance on the market of products
or services, the prevailing economic and institutional climate, which are described as the
most important at the same time as the lack
of training schemes relevant to their specific
needs' (87% and 81% for respondents from
industry and services respectively), while the
availability and cost of training and the 'inevitable time constraints' are mentioned only
half as often. As to the more 'personal' or 'secondary' factors affecting SME bosses' attitudes to training, the authors consider that
'by far the most important was the previous
education and training experiences of the individuals concerned' (1997: p. 133). That is
why it is interesting to think about manager
training.

5.2.5 The importance of manager

training

Special attention has always been paid to
'management resources' (Manz, 1993) as a
factor explaining SMEs' continuing training
practices. In general, two registers can be distinguished concerning either the initial training of the managers themselves or their continuing training. The first has been studied
especially from a sociological point of view and

concerns significant determinants over which
decision-makers have little control. We looked

at them ourselves in the context of a localised production system, examining the social
construction of entrepreneurial behaviours'

(Trouvé, 1989). The second may either be
linked to the experience of the managers by
way of concepts of self-examination as developed by Le Meur (1993), of sociology of action

as in Perrien (1994), or of previous career
paths as in Ardenti and Vrain (1998, 1999) -,
or be considered a preferred lever of policies to stimulate training in SMEs by way of formal training for their managers or for enterprise creators (Education Permanente, 1993;
Melis et al., 1993).

terms of survival, profitability and turnover
and employment growth (e.g. Bell et al., 1992;

Hewitt, 1993; Kinsella et al., 1994). Never-

theless, it is 'rather sparse' according to
Westhead and Storey (1996), or fails to take
direct account of access to training as an explained variable. In every case it tends to be
the SMEs' economic performance that is examined and the findings seem fairly inconclusive. For example, while Cosh, Duncan and
Hughes (1998) do find a correlation between
formal manager training and growth in turno-

ver and employment from a survey of 1 640
SMEs employing less than 500 people over
two different periods in the United Kingdom
(1987-90 and 1990-95), they fail to check it
against the profit level. At the same time, they
develop a finely shaded opinion, suggesting
that formal training affects the survival and
performance of SMEs of a particular size or
during some periods but not others. Kitching
(1998) comments: 'in itself, this constitutes
an advance over previous thinking that training necessarily leads to increased chances of
survival or improved business performance
for small enterprise owner-managers and suggests that policy-makers may better employ
public resources by targeting training at specific kinds of small enterprise'.
Westhead and Storey (1996) go further. In a
remarkably well-documented article that sets
out to examine the European and non-European literature on the subject (Canada, US,
Australia), they show that the link between
management training for managers and the
economic performance of SMEs is very 'weak'

and that training in management is less relevant in SMEs than in LEs. They take up the
argument adduced by Baldwin et al. (1994)
for Canada, according to whom 'business success was not associated with training alone'.

In an earlier publication, they had already
found this to be due primarily to the methodological failings of the studies claiming to

establish a relationship (Storey and
Westhead, 1994). Considering on the one hand

that the main characteristic of SMEs in rela-

tion to LEs is the 'external' uncertainty to
In this latter field, some international literature does indeed look at the links between

'management training' for managers and
owner-managers and SME performance in

which they are subject and which causes them

to take a short-term view incompatible with
investment in training, even in management,
they think the same reason explains the low
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demand from managers who are not owners
and consider there to be an urgent need for
'additional carefully conducted research' in
the field.

ther can SMEs be held to be definitely unsuitable for formalised training. This would

Here we have findings (or rather a lack of

as is shown by the work by Serfaty and

them) that contradict the certainties of those
who defend training and HRM and that ought
to be seriously considered by future research.
What should we say, then, of the empirical
work of Baldwin et al. (1994), who show, in
general terms, that the most successful businesses tended to train fewer workers than a
less successful group of firms. In addition, the

Delame (1991) for France or the European
data presented in Table 5.3. True, for the
former, on-the-job training always carries
more weight than official training in SEs
(about three times more), but it still repre-

more successful firms were more likely to provide formal training and less likely to under-

take informal training'? True, these authors
add that 'The results for training might disappoint the advocates of the importance of
training. This should not be so. The results
do not mean that training is counter-productive. They only indicate that the more successful do no more training than the less-suc-

cessful firms' (1998: p. 78). Clearly, a

explain why taking account of the relative importance of informal practices does not necessarily narrow the gap between SEs and LEs,

sents about 1/3 of the financial effort of large
enterprises with more than 1 000 employees
and the importance of undeclared courses increases with size. So what is the real picture?

5.3.1 The inadequacy of the tools for
measuring SME involvement in

vocational training
Firstly, it should be pointed out that the defi-

cit thesis is concerned at least in part with
the inadequacy of today's tools for measur-

distinction would have to be made according

ing, observing and comparing continuing vocational training practices, either for compar-

to the extent of the training (generalised to
all staff or targeted on a subpopulation) and

comparison purposes.

the differences between the formal and informal nature of training better identified. Most
of the European research that we shall look
at now has in fact been concerned with this
latter opposition.

5.3 The ambiguities of 'Training on the

Job'

As we have seen, for most of the research concerned with statistical data, SMEs make less

use of training than do large organisations,
especially in the most structured form, and
they make inadequate use of the skills avail-

ing SMEs with LEs or for international
To begin with, most national statistical systems use a restrictive definition of training89
and find it hard to record the informal training practices that predominate in SMEs. How-

ever, the same applies to the theories on human capital formation, which more often than
not look only at the number of years' schooling or the completion of a level of education
as capital-forming activities (OECD, 1998: p.
88). Among the many studies that all come to
this conclusion, one might mention those by
Hendry et al., 1991, Goss and Jones, 1992,

Vickerstaff, 1992, Nove et al., 1995 and

able in their environment. This is what causes
Perrien (1994) to say that the trainer remains

Bentabet et al., 1999. That is why a lot of the
research is given over to a criticism of the sta-

on the SME's doorstep'. Most of the time,
therefore, it remains for qualitative mono-

tistical sources and to defining the concept
and the various types of training (Box 5.4).

graphs to show that, in small firms, the deficit would be offset by a wider use of informal
or implicit training in the work situation.
Care should however be taken with this overworked argument. While it would be absurd
to deny that large enterprises have any ability to provide on-the-job apprenticeships, nei194

89 On the other hand, Curran et al. (1996) note that
'a wide definition of 'training' covers both in-house

and informal training as well as external training
including that leading to formal qualifications' (p.
17).
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Box 5.4: Training typologies
1. Formal Off-the-job Training: all forms of instruction that take place away from the workplace and which
are designed to increase knowledge and skills in relation to the job. Such training may be provided by
public-sector institutions (i.e. colleges of further education) or private-sector bodies. Such training may but not necessarily lead to a recognised qualification.

2. Formal On-the-Job Training: training geared directly to the acquisition of a level of qualification necessary for the job held but which takes place separately from production activities. This training is often
provided by private-sector bodies, such as equipment suppliers, to ensure that employees know how to
use the equipment better.
3. Informal On-the-Job Training: any activity that increases the knowledge and skills of individuals in relation to the tasks they have to perform, but not requiring more than very short periods of time away from
production activities. For example, new employees or the less skilled may be 'mentored' by more experienced or better-trained ones who advise them if they encounter problems.

4. Informal Off-the-Job Training: Activities that develop individual skills but which are intermittent and of
limited duration and do not necessarily lead to clearly defined qualifications. It may mean, for example,
attending trade shows, taking part in seminars or workshops, visiting suppliers or other enterprises in
the sector, studying work-related documents in their own time.
We can also distinguish:

initial training (formal or informal) accompanying 'induction into the job role' or for new or recently promoted employees starting their jobs.
continuing training (formal or informal) designed to enable the firm's present employees to maintain or
enhance their skills or acquire new ones.
Finally, the training process may be described in terms of three dimensions:
duration: may vary from less than an hour to several years, be continuous or broken down into several
periods, sometimes planned in advance according to precise objectives.
intensity. may vary regardless of the degree of formalisation of the training. The length, complexity and
stratification of the training required depends on the standard of competence defined and required by
the employers (cf. the national system of vocational qualifications NVQs in England and SVQs in
Scotland). Similar distinctions may also operate in some informal training.
scope: this may be divided on the basis of whether the skills acquired are easy or difficult to measure.
The 'informal' label is generally applied in the latter case. However, the least well-defined and least
measurable training may be of prime importance, as in the case of economic activities involving the
production and handling of intangible goods.
Source: After Curran et al., 1996: pp. 2-3.

Comparative data on the subject at European

level are even more difficult to come by.
Felstead et al. (1998) warn us that the interpretation of statistics on training at European
level is full of pitfalls and must be undertaken
with the utmost care'. The issue here is not

only the divergent national concepts of training (Campanelli et al., 1994) but also the data
collection techniques and the breaks in time
series that occur despite the 'harmonisation
and synchronisation' work done by Eurostat
in particular since 1960 (1992: p. 53).
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5.3.2 Uses and limitations of the cottage

industry paradigm

The on-the-job training argument is very often used to relativise or qualify the apparently
irrevocable verdict on SME handicaps in the

matter of training. Such is the case of the
many qualitative analyses of practices, which
have at least shown all the complexity of apprenticeships in the work situation. The upshot of such investigations is most often that

SMEs not only contribute less to skills formation, be it because of their different arrangements more integrated into daily pro-

duction activity or by concentrating their
training in particular moments in their development, such as on their creation, when
making new investments, when they change

hands, or when quality policies are introduced. Moreover, the skills that they create
or maintain are not the same as those acquired by formal, codified apprenticeship, either. From this point of view, they are more

suited to passing on initial or 'elementary
knowledge and skills', just as they are 'a more
favourable landscape for practical apprenticeships', or at least less abstract than large enterprises (Drexel et al., 1986).
What we are marking out here is the paradigm

of the craft trades, whose advantages many
researchers are trying to identify in order to
see whether they might be extended to all
small enterprises, whether the accent is on the
particular forms of socialisation to which they
give rise (Zarca, 1986; Combes, 1988; Bentabet
et al., 1999), or they are trying to think in terms
of their contribution to general human capital
formation. This is what Kucera (1997) does in
particular, drawing on the German example
which shows that apprenticeship and continuing vocational training in a craft trade situation have significant advantages: on the one
hand, they allow the product and the skills of
the apprentice (Auszubildende') to be produced
simultaneously (`Kuppelproduktion') for a net
cost (that is, the gross cost less the advantages
brought by the apprentice) that increases with

The positive external effects of on-the-job apprenticeships are therefore considerable, and

all the more so since a major proportion of
the individuals trained by apprenticeship,
especially in the craft trades, are able either
to create their own enterprises or to go for a
complete change of career, often moving to
larger enterprises. Such is the case, for example, in France (Bruand, ...) and Germany,
where nearly 40% of craft workers change
their trade (Henninges, 1994). Should we see
these processes of mobility, especially at the

start of a career, as an imperfection in the
training-employment relationship and a poor
use of the initial vocational training, or should
we, as we did above (cf. Chapter 4.3), consider
VSEs to be acting as a place of transition on
the labour market?
Nevertheless, it would be wrong to reduce the

SME training model to that of informal apprenticeships, contrasting it without qualification with the essentially more formalised
model of the large enterprise (Verdier 1990b: p. 303), because, for one thing, large enter-

prises are not unaware of the processes by
which skills are passed on at the workplace
and, for another, small enterprises are not
chronically unsuited to formal external training. What needs to be rethought are the ways

in which different forms of training are articulated, so as to avoid 'courses' becoming so
disconnected from the actual performance of
work as to be far removed from the realities
of SMEs, while at the same time preventing

apprenticeship from becoming so closely
adapted to the job in hand as to preclude any
kind of inter-enterprise transfer or mobility.

5.3.3 SEs are not unsuited to codified

training or to using outside training
Several situations are adduced in the literature to explain that the prospects for developing structured external training in SMEs
are not zero, even in the smallest of them.

production activities makes for greater versatility.

[:1 First of all because of the heterogeneity of
the field of SMEs: highlighting three major
configurations of SMEs / VSEs, Bentabet et
al. (1999) stress their greater or lesser reservations about institutionalised arrangements
for training. Represented in the first of these
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size; on the other, they offer a proximity to
working practice that college apprenticeships
cannot provide; finally, their integration into
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by the most widespread traditional small
firms, 'family firms' and the self-employed,
where the employment relationship between
the head of the enterprise and the employee
is the most personalised and where the building of skills depends very little on formal
qualifications and formal continuing training,

enterprises find it most difficult to provide
training in the form of 'courses' outside the
work situation. The second configuration,

tancies), we find that a number of at least
partial responses to small enterprises' training needs involve identifying specific moments and publics that facilitate investment

in training in those enterprises. Thus, the
transfer of an enterprise, the purchase of new
equipment and its corollary the expansion of
activity, as well as changes in product-mar-

ket pairs, improvements in quality or the
tightening of management constraints (deliv-

described as 'ideal-typical', involves 'managerial, integrated or modernised VSEs/SMEs' at

ery times, just-in-time) are important moments that very often open a wider breach

the opposite end of the spectrum. They are
extremely sensitive to the market through
their involvement in various networks (franchise, branch, part of a group) and the methods of human resources management are

into management problems which in turn call

much more formalised than before with vocational diplomas being required and significant
use made of external formal continuing training. Employees can be assumed to have wide
access to training in this situation. The third

configuration is indicative of practices half
way between the previous two. It embraces
'entrepreneurial VSEs/SMEs' where the pattern of activity is marked by breaks and innovations enabling the enterprise to differ-

entiate its products or services, where

employment relationships are in the process
of being formalised and where the skills required are both the product of a technical culture and the result of experience in a particular field. Here, continuing training is marked

for training. As for the publics concerned,
young people and especially husband and wife

teams, they also help to structure the training supply. Thus, in the report by the European Commission, Eurostat and Cedefop
(1997), based on data derived from the Labour Force Survey, a chapter is devoted to CT
for the self-employed as compared to employ-

ees. Among other things, they state that,
among the self-employed (with no employees)
women undertake the most continuing vocational training (almost 4% of them, compared
with just over 2% for men).

Finally, observation of innovating SMEs in
the field of training could be a very great help,
especially since it would enable us to understand why some small enterprises are able to

adopt 'atypical' behaviours, that is training
policies that are not normally very widespread

rather by a hybridisation between the two
previous models: both external and formal,

in similar firms. An example of this type of

but also 'on the job' and most often provided
by other employees through a 'trickle-down

Rosanvallon (1990) and Rosanvallon (1990).
These authors begin by pointing out that new
training policies in SMEs do not come about
by chance but are very much based on internal factors or external management mechanisms that facilitate them.

effect'.

Training practices must therefore be examined in the light of this extreme differentiation of the SME fabric as it appears in most
of the most recent work. The targets and possible expansions of training in SMEs should
be designed on the basis of this différentia-

approach is given in the work of Bel and

For the former, note will be taken of the enterprise's history, the manager's personality
and his ability to set a strategy ('in 2/3 of units

tion.

studied, training innovation goes hand in
hand with the arrival of a new manager').

Then, training practices can also be differentiated according to the time span and life
cycle of SMEs. Looking at the supply of train-

Analysing innovating initiatives in SMEs in
the Rheine-Alpes region, they in turn recognise that, far from ruling each other out, formalised training and training incorporated
into the work situation are complementary,
since innovation is an expression of the abil-

ing and the regulatory abilities contributed
by the intermediate players (consular bodies,
trade associations, public or private consul-
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ity to formalise needs and of the specific meth-

working methods, between training and needs

ods of implementation: 'the most innovative
enterprises recognise the limits of training on
the job, especially its ability to ensure mas-

analysis, between training and production

tery of new, more complex working situations.

sideration to be given to the institutional

They make greater use of formal training in

machinery of vocational training, as can at
present be seen in most EU countries.

the form of courses with a theoretical content'
(Bel and Rosanvallon, 1990: p. 65). It is true,

within the enterprise...' (Bel and Rosanvallon,
1990: p. 85), but it also requires overall con-

the authors add, that measuring the training
effort in terms of courses shown in official

5.4 Towards new forms of regulation...

returns (e.g. the famous 24.83 in France) does
not make for a complete appraisal of the train-

It is not our purpose here to go back over the
many examples of the reform of national continuing vocational training structures examined in detail in outstanding publications (e.g.
Cedefop, 1983, for the structure of the sys-

ing effort, but the small amount of formal
training generally shown for SMEs in national and European statistics 'is revealing
of real or potential major imbalances between
the content of the training policies deployed
and what is needed to cope with the changes
that are taking place' (p. 42).

So far as external factors are concerned,
Rosanvallon (1990), like many others, puts
particular stress on the emergence of a large

number of 'new players and training skill
networks', including local authorities, private
companies providing consultancy and assist-

ance with training, sundry agencies, etc. In
this sense, the emergence of innovating training practices forms part of a wider process of
integrating SMEs-SMIs into external skills
networks providing aid and assistance, par-

ticularly in training', which must be seen
alongside the rise and development of new
profiles of entrepreneurs, the recruitment or
arrival of engineers and managers who remain in contact with their old networks' and
also alongside the current trends in the ways
SMEs-SMIs articulate with large industrial
groups (Bel and Rosanvallon, 1990: p. 82).

Finally, it is clear that the establishment of
new systems of apprenticeship and skill production' cannot be reduced to ad hoc inter-

ventions targeted on enterprises alone.

Innovatory schemes are of necessity complex
and need to deploy a larger number of players using more diverse methods of training.
Without a doubt, 'such many-sided and var-

ied reshaping' is, potentially at least, more
appropriate to the specific nature of SMEs-

SMIs because of its modular nature and
greater integration 'between the organisation

of courses and experimentation with new
198

tems, and Aventur and Möbus, 1999, for a
study of their recent dynamics). It seems to
us more interesting to bring out the main
trends and current changes of course that may
augur well for the future development of vocational training in SMEs. We shall look here

at three in particular: firstly, the present
swing of enterprises towards skill mobilisation; secondly, the ways of identifying, validating and accrediting informal apprenticeships; thirdly, the debates on technological
and organisational innovation for a training
appropriate for SMEs.

5.4.1 The shift towards a 'skills' logic:
between individualisation and

institutionalisation

For a number of years now, there has been a
marked trend in most European countries to
build enterprises' competitiveness on the 'mobilisation of skills'. Clearly, this is not something unique to SMEs. One might even say
that it is inspired more by the technologies of
Human Resources Management common in
large enterprises. But the notion of 'skill' carries with it three ideas that are very close to
the models of professional competence and

status validation currently encountered in
SMEs.

Following the skills logic, first of all, the specific command of work situations takes priority over both the trade-related systems of rec-

ognition that are structured by professional
relationships (as in the old British corporatist

tradition), over diplomas and theoretical
knowledge (as in the French-style institu-
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tional, statist control), over the jobs or positions held (as in bureaucratic organisations)
or over socially incorporated knowledge (as
in the Italian forms of local regulation).

the skills logic could be all the more important for assuming a weakening of the wage
relationship and its conventional framework
and an individualisation of training.9' There

Secondly, looking at training, as A. Vinokur

need to be studied and debated, while not forgetting the dangers that V. Merle refers to as

notes, the skills logic corresponds to a requirement for 'downstream piloting' of apprentice-

ship systems, a piloting 'characterised by a
separation of the skill transmission function
from the certification function' (quoted by V.
Merle, 1997: p. 49). From this point of view,
the process of apprenticeship is less impor-

is a whole series of articulations here that
'tendentiar in the European Commission's
White Paper (1995), those of a 'free market in
skills [where] only the individual and his skill

remain' (1997: p. 42) with no other form of
regulation than the short-term needs of enterprises.

tant than the result, that is the command of
work situations in all their complexity. However, SME managers and especially VSE man-

agers who are their caricature are saying
nothing different: 'training takes place in the
enterprise itself' and the use of professional
know-how can be validated without any formal training or instruction or even diplomas
(Bentabet et al., 1999). Moreover, in the British NVQ system, often held up as an example
of the 'skills' approach, apprenticeship courses
and their content are not specified.
Thirdly, the recent theoretical widening of the
concept of skill to include social and relational
know-how may be applied to SMEs in traditional commerce and service activities (sales,
catering, accommodation, etc.).

Some critical analysts have said that the rise
in the concept of 'skill' should be seen in parallel with the weakening of the 'qualification
paradigm' (Rainbird, 1995: p. 246), which was
based on strong professional, institutional or
societal regulation (on the British, French or
German models)90. In fact, it appears at a time

when the traditional collective regulations in
the field of work and training are in crisis and

the small enterprise model is, according to
some, becoming established as an organisational alternative to the rigid professional
relations of the Fordist era. In plain terms,
in an area where trade unions are so little
involved and where SMEs have such reservations about initiatives taken by the State,
9"To speak of qualification', Rainbird says of the
British case, 'is to speak of the role of skilled work-

ers and their trade unions in the enterprise'
(workplace) (1995: p. 231).

In this extreme case, there would be the risk

of excessive individualisation resulting in
desocialisation, that is a failure to take into
account the collective contexts in which voca-

tional skills are acquired and, ultimately,
quite simply a return to elitist mechanisms
(exclusion of individuals from the labour market, aggravation of the rifts between SEs and
LEs, dualisation within the SME sector). That
is why we must be attentive to the new com-

promises built in each country between the
various players on the labour and training
markets, since the adoption of a skills logic
would paradoxically require the adoption of
strong institutional norms, be they inspired
by the State or regional institutions (as in the
United Kingdom, France or Spain) or born out

of collective bargaining between the social
partners (as in Germany).
This is how we must understand the gradual
hybridisation of the new CVT systems being

built in most EU countries. In the United
Kingdom, for example, where the edifice of
TECs and LECs inspired by a liberal, decentralised concept and powered by the market
91 Such individualisation of training can in fact already be seen in the concept of 'co-investment' that
is emerging in several EU countries and which in-

volves a financial sharing between the individuals in training and their enterprise or the State to
adjust to new forms of employment (training partly
in leisure time in Denmark and Germany, 'Youth
Credit' in the United Kingdom). It is also explicitly suggested in the concept of 'individual right to
training', which would operate as a system of credit
throughout working life, as recently proposed by
J. Delors (1999: p. 5) as part of the reform of the
French CVT system.
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('market-led training system': Parker,

These are all described and discussed at

Vickerstaff, 1996: p. 251) may be combined
with a highly voluntaristic action by the State
resulting in a kind of 'organised laissez-faire'
(Bouder, 1999: 387). Similarly, the guidance
and organisation of NVQs at national level
can adapt to programmes of support for individuals (Youth Credit, Career Development
Loans) or for enterprises to enable them to
invest in human resources (Investors in People). Likewise, too, the leadership of large local enterprises on TECs can coexist with the

length by Bjornavold (1997-a; -b; -c; -d).

While not adopting a specifically SME-centred stance, he reviews the context that encouraged the emergence at European level of
measures for the validation of skills acquired

outside the formal education and training
system alongside the traditional certification
procedures based on formal education. He re-

fers both to the calling into question of the
social and professional value of qualifications

quest for new balances that will allow the

in rapidly changing production systems, the

specific nature of SME needs to be recognised

emergence of new organisational perspectives
and practices in enterprises, requiring a more
diversified approach to questions of apprenticeship and skill formation', the development
of training throughout life, and especially the

by the establishment of ad hoc committees
and even a programme adopted in 1995 (Skills

for Small Business). In France, where the
skills approach is not really institutionalised
as a tool for human resources management,
but is recognised as an individual right ('skill
balances'), the Ministry of Education (Education Nationale) is still the dominant player
for certification. The establishment of machin-

ery for validating vocational experience and
of Vocational Skill Certificates (Certificats de
Qualifications Professionnelles CQP) have
however helped to get the training role of enterprises recognised and the power to oversee and evaluate employment and training
reference systems opened up to other players
(on this point see Feutrié, 1997). There are
many other examples of new combinations of
players accompanying the progressive diversification of systems of qualification and forms
of certification.

5.4.2 Recognition and validation of
professional or informal experience

changes that have taken place in the operation of labour markets where internal recruitment practices (which presuppose at least a
relative transparency of professional experience) have weakened while the strategic importance to enterprises of looking to external
markets has increased, which implies taking
a closer interest in the formal and especially
the informal or 'invisible' skills of candidates
for recruitment (Bjornavold, 1997-c, pp. 5-6).

We can see here that the first and fourth arguments are the ones most in line with the
SME issue, firstly because SMEs (especially
the smallest among them and in some national contexts more than others) are always
quick to question the value of qualifications
produced by school systems, and secondly
because more intensive use is made of external markets in SEs than in LEs. While the
approaches to the validation of non-formal

Another movement is emerging that could

experience are appropriate to the ideas of

prove favourable to the development of training in SMEs. We are referring to the policies
adopted by the EU, in particular through the
Leonardo da Vinci programme and illustrated
by the White Paper (European Commission,
1995) concerning systems for the identification, validation and recognition of informal

SMEs, they are nevertheless limited, not only

experience for improving transparency and
skill transfer92. It is not our place here to go
into the methodological and epistemological
debates to which such a set of measures has
given rise, or even to list the current studies
or international comparisons on the subject.

skills portfolio' (Individual Portfolio Project), the
idea of a Personal Skills Card put forward in the
Livre Blanc (1995), the EU Skills Accreditation
system and the 'Euro-validation project' conducted
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92A number of benchmarks may be quoted in the
European Commission's guidelines for identifying
and validating existing and/or informal experience:

the project launched in 1993 for an 'individual

in five countries as part of the Leonardo programme (on this point see Bjornavold, 1997-c,
Chapter 4).
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by their ability to formalise implicit skills93,
but especially by their sociology, that is the

various national or European political guide-

cultural norms they carry. In other words,

seeks to make systems for the recognition of
skills homogeneous and give them greater
credibility, but which runs the risk of being
far removed from specific SME practice, and
a decentralised strategy ('from the bottom up')
which, while offering pragmatic solutions and

going back to the three aspects suggested by
Bjornavold (1997-d), while the identification
of non-formal skills is going well methodologi-

cally and scientifically, and while their validation requires top-level decision-making authorities at European level, their recognition

depends for its part on social values at national level and in the enterprise.
As Bjornavold (1997-d) suggests, a discussion

of instrumental approaches (their 'validity'
and 'reliability') must not neglect the questions of their acceptability and credibility,,

lines, between a centralised strategy that

a degree of flexibility, risks lacking legitimacy
and being too piecemeal.

Despite these reservations, SMEs could well
be a crucial arena today as well as a poten-

tial laboratory for experimentation and for
building public policies for the recognition of
non-formal skills.

which are sociological in nature. In a way, 'cre-

ating a system for recognising non-formal
experience is tantamount to changing the social definition of skills' (idem: p. 43). We know

in fact that any national or European system
of this kind adopted may very well not be followed by SMEs, either because they lack the
means to do so or out of ideological reluctance:

despite making much of their specific contribution to the construction of skills, they generally rely on the legitimacy conferred by official certification arrangements. Moreover,
they have historically been kept away from
the legitimation authorities (whether or not
central)94. This, at any rate, is what emerges

not only from a historical analysis of CVT
systems in most European countries, but also
from how they have developed, leaving SMEs
little say in the most socially recognised certification and validation processes. Hence the

5.4.3 Technological and organisational
innovations: mirages or a way to make
SME training practices more dynamic?
While considering the questions raised above,
we should not at the same time overlook the
many pedagogical innovation and experimen-

tation schemes aimed at making continuing
vocational training more appropriate for small

enterprises, be it by using the new distance
learning technologies or by organising training in networks or enterprise or businessmen's clubs on a regional or branch basis. This

is a vast new field for the systematic observation of 'best practice', so we shall merely
mention it here.
5.4.3.1 Use of new education technologies:
hopes and open questions

dilemma, never completely resolved, in the

93 Hence the relative failure of the application of
the 'skills portfolio', especially in the context of
transnational worker mobility.
94 Hence their difficulty in participating directly
in such bodies as the British TECs or the National
Council for Vocational Qualifications, set up in

1986, in the French institutional structures for

validating professional experience or for constructing the Certificats de Qualification Professionnelle,

which is organised on a branch basis where large
enterprises predominate (on this point see Feutrié,

1997) or in Spain, where the Repertorio de

Certificados de Profesionalidad is compiled jointly
by the Ministry of Labour and the Ministry of Education.

Subject to the distinction between employee
training and manager training, the application to SMEs of new education technologies

(modular, individualised, multimedia, assisted self-instruction, 'open and distance'
learning) has already been widely discussed

in the European literature. Some see their
flexibility and accessibility as helping to spell

the end of the traditional model and therefore as being better geared to SMEs' needs.
However, this new multifaceted paradigm,
which already has its monographs, its Neth-

erlands-based European Federation

(FFFOD), its 'abundance of local initiatives',
its websites, etc. (Actualité de la Formation
Permanente, 1998) is still far from being sta-
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Box 5.5: Commitments to Develop Vocational Training in France (EDDFs - Engagements de
Développement de la Formation en France) in France
Created in 1984, the EDDFs are intended for enterprises that are under a statutory obligation to take part in
the development of vocational training and which increase the quantity and quality of their training effort as

part of a programme extending over several years. The aim is to support projects to raise the level of
employees' qualifications and skills as required by technological and economic change.
Aid is granted in particular to small and medium-sized enterprises (be they self-employed, or group subsidiaries). Thus, 90% of enterprises involved in EDDFs have fewer than 50 employees. Two thirds of trainees
are manual and non-manual workers.
Enterprises' training plans must form part of a development strategy. They are for the most part negotiated
at the level of occupational branches, where problems of modernisation and competitiveness can be raised

globally and coherently; they also cover a period of several years so that training schemes can take a
medium-term view. They can also be decided on a territorial basis, with interprofessional organisations, for
example, for local development purposes. For the most part, EDDF framework agreements are negotiated
between the State and one or more trade organisations; however, employee representatives ensure they
are properly implemented through their involvement in supervisory committees.
This scheme is currently under review. It could be improved in three ways: by giving greater place to local
initiatives (30% of credits are still managed at national level) while preserving the benefits of branch-level
negotiation; by expanding the scope of EDDFs to include experiments in e.g. internal training and skills
validation; and by simplifying procedures so as to extend the scheme to enterprises normally bypassed by
public intervention, especially small enterprises that are not group subsidiaries.
Source: Ministry of Labour, Employment and Vocational Training, Les Outils du changement du travail (aides au conseil, aides a
l'action) Guide.

ble. Moreover, it does not in itself allow SME
needs to be clarified, neither does it allow us
to resolve the difficult (impossible?) transition
between the traditional concept of training in
SMEs, where the transmission of skills symbolically requires the proximity of trainer and

5.4.3.2 'Networks': genuine alternative,
magic formula or additive?

trainee, and the forms of distance learning
encouraged by new technologies. Finally,
rather than being an instigating factor, the
use of the new 'training engineering' based

political decision-makers have come to think
that the best way to influence SME training
behaviour would be to apply pressure to the
existing forms of cooperation, be they in the
form of customer/supplier relations, partnerships, groupings, associations, clubs or various kinds of interrelating networks. That is
the lesson to be drawn, for example, from observation of Italian-style industrial districts
or French-style localised production systems,
but which is also provided by some evaluation work on the United Kingdom's TECs and

on information and communications technolo-

gies is never really anything more than an
effect of new production and skill management practices, themselves a response to innovative behaviour shown by only a minority
of SME managers (Fournet and Bedin, 1998).
Most of the time, the training dimension remains a determined variable. It is the expression and lever of more global changes affecting methods of workforce management and
enhancement in SMEs-SMIs' (Hillau, 1987).
202

The findings of research into the effects of
inter-enterprise organisations on their training dynamics seem less uncertain. Hence,

LECs. Many of these aspects have already
been mentioned (Chapters 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and
this fifth section). We shall now concentrate
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on the essentials, always remembering that

training can then be seen as a medium-term

these selected configurations are not all based
on the same rationale: some are the product
of a historical heritage, others are constructs
or artefacts born of changing production systems and a political or entrepreneurial desire
to modernise SMEs.

thing (Verdier, 1990-b: p. 300).

There are however other possibilities, involving adjustments or improvements to institutional arrangements, following different national traditions that are at least as important

as the major European trends and converIn Italy, local systems of inter-enterprise cooperation and competition have a training role
for SME employees and bosses at the same
time as collectively incorporated vocational

training operates as an engine of entrepreneurial dynamics (Capecchi, 1995), and the
recent development of external networks
(Castaldi, 1999) or the present CVT reforms
(Treu, 1997) must be analysed in the light of
this initial model, either as challenging it or
as continuing it with adjustments.
In the French example, the work on local development and localised production systems
must be mobilised, such as the work by Laget
(1994) with his 'small enterprise', 'local' and
'training' triplet, or that by Bel (1992) which,
taking the mythical example of the Arve Valley, shows how the relations between the different players help to develop the skills of the
workforce in a system of SMEs specialising
in screw-cutting.

gences described earlier. Such is the case, for

example, of the French Government's contract-based training and employment assist-

ance schemes like the Engagements de
Développement de la Formation Professionnelle (EDDFs) [Commitments to develop

vocational training in France] that have in
many cases enabled the priority targeting of
public action on small enterprises and the
reality of their situations to be reconciled with
branch and/or regional negotiations and provided a strong incentive to incorporate training into a medium-term strategy (Box 5.5).

But does such an exemplary arrangement not
always favour those enterprises that are the
best equipped to find 'a compromise between

public norms and SME practices?' Verdier
(1990-b: p. 309) asks. The institutional arrangements to encourage training have no
more succeeded in reducing the inequalities
of SME access to training up until now than
the networks themselves manufacture train-

Another example is the in-depth appraisals
of TECs and LECs made by Vickerstaff and
Parker (1995). They stress the importance of

ing within SMEs.

inter-enterprise networks or of existing forms
of cooperation between enterprises and local,

6. Conclusions

regional and professional bodies in getting
LECs to make greater headway with SMEs.

Inter-enterprise relationships may, it is true,
help to loosen the constraints on enterprises;

The stance adopted in this concluding chapter is not entirely prescriptive: firstly because
the breadth and complexity of the ground explored defies all simplification; secondly because we are strangely lacking in perspective
and lucidity as we emerge from this bibliographical confusion; and thirdly because the
Purpose of this dossier was not so much to
analyse employment and training policies in
the EU and to make recommendations as to
examine the research into SME employment
and training practices. The political dimension has not been forgotten for all that, espe-

agreements may, in part at least, take the

cially when the subject is broached by the

place of market forces and widen SMEs' temporal horizons: investment in manpower and

work quoted, but also because we are trying
here to present the findings that appear to us

However, enterprise networks and the externalisation of training into networks are not a
panacea for SMEs. In Germany, for example,
Lehmann and Speckmann (1993) show how
difficult it is to make a success of 'artificial'
projects for networks of cooperation between
small enterprises and public and private sector institutions.
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to be the most significant and the most useful to decision-makers without stepping into
their shoes ourselves.
Dealing with the question of SMEs at European level is in many ways a challenge. Despite the Community being unanimous in its
sensitivity to the decisive role they play in
economic growth and competitiveness, small

small independent family enterprise is still
in the majority (especially in the countries of
Southern Europe), it is tending to diminish
in favour of small structures caught up in
networks of dependency or multiple interde-

pendency with other small enterprises or
large groups. These changes must be the
starting point for tackling the employment
and training behaviour of SMEs, which is

enterprises are still approached in a great

what most European research generally does.

variety of ways in different countries, both as
regards industrial, employment and training
policy, and in the field of research. On the one

6.1 The employment practices of SMEs

hand, their very definition, not to mention
their economic weight, varies considerably
from one country to another. On the other,
their unequal place in national traditions
means that research work must always be

rj On the first field of investigation ('SMEs
and employment'), research work into the re-

contextualised. Finally, with the exception of
Germany and Italy, SMEs have almost never
been a scientific subject in their own right for
the academic world.

convincingly that such a relationship is not
obvious, firstly because the proportion of
newly created enterprises surviving for more

lationship between enterprise creation and job
creation is the first to be mobilised. Contrary
to what is commonly thought, it shows very

than five years does not generally exceed 50%.

Secondly, the rapid growth in those enterDespite these three difficulties, we know that
SMEs have in recent years become a preferred
focus for transnational policies that have not

prises' workforce is a relatively marginal phe-

been content with designing funding pro-

ten overlook. These include the sector or
branch, the territorial bonds, the creator's
previous career path, the strategic stance

grammes for enterprise creation, plant mod-

ernisation, research and development and
technological innovation, but have sought to
draw up guidelines for investment in human
resources, now considered the major source
of competitiveness. At the same time, they
have become a new field of research, with a
large quantity of empirical work, national or
comparative, theoretical or geared to decisionmaking.
We shall not go back over the reasons for this

relatively recent interest in SMEs. Mostly,
they have to do with their expansion in serv-

nomenon subject to a number of conditions
that the defenders of enterprise creation of-

adopted (cf. Box 3.1), and, above all, the size
of the enterprise when first created (the potential of newly created enterprises to create
jobs increases with the number of employees
on start-up). There is also some uncertainty
about the number and quality of the jobs cre-

ated by small 'high-tech' firms. In short, in
France at least, while there are more pure
creations than resumptions or transfers of
activity, they also create fewer jobs. Finally,
enterprise creation does not appear to create
more jobs than existing small firms do.

ice economies, the reconfiguration of produc-

tion systems marked by the crisis in large
productive concentrations and by the simultaneous redeployment of small structures that
are more agile and more capable of meeting a
demand that is increasingly unstable and diversified. Let us not forget, either, the persistence of unemployment in Europe that has
made SMEs 'harbingers of hope'.

These developments are however heteronomous, and even if the generic model of the
204

Hence the dilemmas surrounding political intervention to encourage or accompany enterprise creation: apart from administrative simplification ('one-stop shops') (ENSR, 1997: p.

102), should we be arguing for undifferentiated aid for all enterprise creation (by
creating an 'enterprise culture', for example),
or rather for measures targeted on particular
small enterprises? In that case, what would
be the criteria for targeting? 'Assisting employment through growth, or rather assist-
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ing enterprise growth through skilled labour'
(Sem linger, 1995: p. 2)? We now know that
financial aid to creation alone is not enough,
but that it must be accompanied by manage-

ment support to avoid creators starting out
with too small a workforce. In the end, should
we be assisting enterprise creation or 'caring

for the stock of existing SMEs' by making
more counselling available, since paying attention to SE creation is justified less by their
employment potential (which is frankly uncertain) than by the problems resulting from
their being too small and the obstacles to their
development (Sem linger, 1995: p. 21)? And to

round off, should we remain with these dilemmas or construct complernentarities between all these options?

enterprises? Must they not rather be interpreted, at least in part, as a consequence of
the restructuring taking place in large enterprises? What emerges from all this in any case
is that the behaviour of SMEs as regards employment cannot be studied in isolation from
an observation of what is happening in large
enterprises.

0 Moreover, while SMEs create jobs, they
also destroy a lot, and this is not without significance. The example of the 'American job-

creation machine' and the phenomenon of
'creative destruction' invoked by Schumpeter
have often made people think they were right
to consider job turnover an essential feature
of a dynamic economy, a contribution to struc-

tural change and the responsiveness of the
ID Another widely held opinion that was to
be tested scientifically and in the end proved
more difficult and more complex to substantiate than expected was the claim that `SMEs
create the most jobs in our societies'. More

labour markets. There is, however, also a suspicion that, at a high level, job turnover gen-

difficult because the speed of the changes taking place in production systems today makes

vent small enterprises and workers from

it increasingly hard to identify the specific
contribution SMEs make to the creation and
growth of employment. More complex, too,
because the concepts of 'creation' and especially lob/employment' are themselves being

called into question. On this point, there
seems at present to be a tremendous distance
between the certainties of common thought
(for which there is no doubt that half of Europe's working population with a job are currently employed in SMEs) and the barrenness
of the methodological debates that inevitably

follow when this is contrasted with the research. The overall movement of the latter is
relatively clear, however:
It is true that the proportion ofjobs in SMEs
has been on an upward trend in most EU coun-

tries for a number of years. One might for all
that question the specific role of SMEs in generating new jobs, especially since the accounting methods used to make the transition from
'stocks' to 'flows', from static to dynamic or lon-

gitudinal data, are unreliable and controversial. The main question raised here is whether
the job creations observed are endogenous or

erates and amplifies processes whereby the
labour force, especially the frailest sections
of it, becomes more insecure. It may also pre-

making the best investment in training, the
former giving priority to outside recruitment

(flexibility) instead of stabilising their
workforce and using internal flexibility, the
latter by withdrawing from vocational training and work, sometimes at the cost of exclusion, and instead going for longer and more
'noble' forms of training or towards enterprises with more stable jobs, sometimes at the
risk of being overqualified.

Then, not all SMEs create employment,
only a small number do so. Hence the crucial
question: which ones create the most jobs and,
more generally, what are the key factors determining employment behaviour in the specific case of SMEs? On this point, research

shows that the size variable is not the most
important, but that it would benefit from being combined with other variables such as
sector, the sociological profile of the managers, and, more important still, the competitiveness strategies adopted by the managers.
This is the line taken by a series of recent
studies in France, the United Kingdom and
Germany in particular.

exogenous. Should they be counted as creations

In most cases, SME performance in the field

or as the fruit of internal growth within small

of employment is then associated with

6,41
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product-service/market pairs based on differentiation or even specialisation. It may however also be associated with a particular po-

vocational training inevitably has a methodological prerequisite. The difficulty here has to
do first of all with the impossibility of getting

sitioning of small enterprises in the value

an overall picture at European level when

chains, enabling them, for example, to avoid
being too dependent on distribution circuits
or having to fight competitively on mass markets, seeking instead direct contact with the

there is such diversity of both institutions and

final customer. From a scientific point of view,
the advantage of such approaches is that they
encourage a transdisciplinary stance combin-

that have taken place in the education and

practices rooted in 'heavy structures' and
deeply anchored national cultures, and secondly with the complexity of the recent changes

ing industrial economics, management and

vocational training systems of most EU countries. The lack of perspective here is obvious,
especially with the main thrust of research in

sociology. From a methodological point of view,

this field lying in attempts to assess the im-

they are based on the quest for complementarities between purely statistical studies and
more empirical, qualitative investigations and
monographs, the former offering possibilities
for generalisation and framework data use-

pact of the changes on SME training practices.

ful to decision-makers, the latter yielding
models closer to reality but less easy to use
because of their complexity. They may nevertheless serve to improve the former.

Other approaches again allow this analytical
segmentation of the variables to be avoided
by integrating employment practices into the
productive combination as a whole by means
of `(holistic) enterprise' or 'labour management models'.
I:3 Over the last few years, however, another
question has come to the fore in the relationship between SMEs and employment, that the
issue is not only the number of jobs but also
the forms of employment created in SMEs.

What, in particular, about their durability,
their stability and their content? Again, such
approaches require articulations between disciplines concerned with employment and those

focusing on work. Bringing these disciplines
together is more than mere scientific debate.
It opens the door to questions that might renew aid policies for the creation and development of employment in SMEs by making a
connection with issues of job and manpower

quality, that is qualifications and the construction of skills. This is the second subject
tackled by our report.

6.2 SMEs and vocational training
Like the examination of research about employment, examination of that on SMEs and
206

Hence the impression that tracing the 'best
practices' in both national and transnational
policies and in enterprises themselves is some-

times substituted for the establishment of a
corpus of scientific data that is sufficiently
generalisable or reliable to guide decision-makers. From a methodological point of view, we

also find a permanent tension between attempts to establish a statistical corpus, especially one where data can be compared at European level, and monographic investigations,
which are more qualitative and more intensive but much less open to generalisation. Fi.nally, the main contribution of research in this
field seems to reside less in immediate and
unambiguous answers to the questions put by
decision-makers than in an effort to relativise
what are sometimes over-sharp judgements on
SME training practices.

What are the most significant points that
emerge from all the work consulted?

First of all, while most research now tries to
show up strong articulations (especially institutional ones) between initial vocational
training and continuing vocational training,
this distinction still seems very relevant for
sounding out SME training behaviour. While
in the former register they may be considered
a key player in training and especially in getting young people into work95, in the second
they are more like 'extras'.
95 It will be recalled that, with the exception of Denmark, Ireland, Finland, Sweden and the United Kingdom, small enterprises employ a higher proportion
of young people (aged 15-24) than large enterprises
(European Commission, 1998: pp. 102-103).
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In the first case, it is not surprising to see
research taking an interest both in the links
between vocational training and the emer-

of apprenticeship and that it is now high time

gence of new types of employment and in the
various attempts to bring school and (small)

of occupational or non-formal experience con-

enterprises closer together. However, the
training function of SMEs and their role in
vocational integration now seem to be marking time in most EU countries, both because

of the changes to the production apparatus
and because of young persons' sociological
development. There is then a great danger
that we shall see a rift developing not only
between SEs and LEs, but within the SE sector itself, a dualism between those capable of
absorbing young people with medium to high

qualification levels and the rest, the most
numerous, that would be condemned to take
on the most insecure people. That is why the
role of public policies is absolutely central here

in organising the labour market and rethinking the patterns of initial vocational training.

account was taken of them. Hence the current work on the recognition and validation
verging with the processes of individualisation of training, the development of skills logics, the rediscovery of the notion of 'trade'
(especially in craft activities) and the many
experiments in new teaching technologies and

networking as a way of disseminating CVT
in SMEs. In any case, not all SMEs are incapable of appropriating the most codified forms
of training. Some even turn out to be providing at least as much training as large enterprises (this is true of the SEs and especially
the inserted or integrated VSEs analysed by
Bentabet et al., 1999)96, if not more (on this
point see Lange and Gros, 1987).
In the field of public CVT policies, we have
for several years been seeing a clear concentration on the needs of SMEs. New ways of

structuring the field are appearing in most
So far as continuing vocational training is con-

countries, generally based on a variety of com-

cerned, most of the statistical data compiled
at European level show what little use SMEs
make of the most formalised forms of training. This deficit is moreover closely linked to
the articulations between initial and continuing training in the various countries. It also

binations of several levers, depending on the

shows that the training available and the

in France) and a laisser-faire where the em-

normative models adopted most of the time

ployer is free to choose (as in the United
Kingdom, but also in Germany, Austria,
Luxembourg, Sweden and Portugal), with

by public policy or training intermediaries are
inadequately matched, even though it is they

who are responsible for making the link be-

tween enterprises' needs and institutional
guidelines.

A lot of work then tries to identify the main

national tradition, summarised by Aventur
and Möbus (1999) as follows:

0 a necessary arbitration between a statutory funding obligation on employers (as

a whole series of 'intermediate' regulations
involving limited constraints, flanked by
collective agreements (as in Italy, the Netherlands or Denmark) or tripartite accords
(as in Spain);

factors determining SME demand for continu-

ing training. It again emerges that, contrary

to the interpretations given by statistical
corpuses, the effects of size and sector must
not be given too much weight. Other factors

are involved, like strategic guidance and
modes of production, or the sociological profile and previous career path of the manag-

ers. Other research tries to demonstrate
SMEs' ability to adapt outside the formal
models of continuing training. Not only do
these allow the measurement tools traditionally used to be put into perspective, but they
also show that there are many different forms

0 the adoption of public financial incentives
to enterprises in the form of subsidies and
tax credits in about half the countries of

the EU, including: France (with the

EDDFs, see Box 5.5), but also Germany,
the Netherlands and even the United Kingdom and Ireland. In Sweden and Denmark
in particular, these aids allow a jobseeker
to be recruited and trained to replace an
employee who has gone away for training;
96 The same reasoning may also be applied to the
employment policies of 'integrated' SEs and VSEs.
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ID subsidies to support and structure the sup-

stream of training actions and counselling.

ply of training (especially in the Nordic
countries), but also and especially incentives to improve the quality of training

Hence the interest shown, too, in regio-

(ISO 9000 standards) and regulation

'Regionalpolitik von unten' Buchter, 1998),
and in the diversification and transversality

through the introduction of vocational certificates like the NVQ in the United Kingdom, directories of vocational certificates
in Spain, Portugal, etc.

finally, the establishment of organisations

created specifically to mediate between
(small) enterprises, the public authorities
and employees, such as the United Kingdom's TECs or the Organismes Paritaires
Collecteurs Agreés in France.

True, none of these schemes and arrangements will solve every problem, especially the
main paradox of SMEs when it comes to con-

tinuing vocational training: those that have
most need of it seek it the least. Hence the
importance of increasing empirical research
into the factors that make 'reaching SMEs'
easier (Vickerstaff and Parker, 1995) up-
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nalisation (German researchers refer to the
'Regionalisierung der Regionalpolitik' and
of actions (combining, for example, technologi-

cal and/or organisational modernisation with
training).

Nevertheless, we should not forget, either,
that outside enterprise practice, continuing
training (throughout life') is also a matter of
individual projects and that it could therefore
be the subject of new research into 'employability'. This would have the merit of being
deliberately at the crossroads between training, employment and mobility, between individuals and enterprises. A new field of inquiry
could then be opened into the role of SMEs in

the individual's career path, not only at the
stage of initial training or starting the first
job, but also in occupational change and mobility `throughout working life'. But let us not

try the reader's patience.
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Human resource development in Europe at the crossroads

Barry Nyhan
Abstract
This paper examines the concept and practice of human resource development (HRD) from a
European perspective. It locates HRD, which is seen to refer specifically to learning, training
and development activities, within the context of underlying people management theories (human resource management HRM) or what can be termed as 'industrial or working life cultures'. The paper contrasts two theories of HRD derived from different ways of conceiving human resource management. The one that has more in common with classical European industrial
values is the humanistic-developmental tradition. The competing model, which it is argued is
growing in prominence in Europe, is the instrumental-utilitarian way of looking at human
resources. The paper concludes that Europe is at the crossroads at the moment in its search for
a signpost leading it to human resource management practices that are socially sustainable.
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Human resource development in Europe

1. Introduction
The term 'human resource development'
(HRD) refers to educational training and development activities related to working life.
Although it is often used in a very wide sense
to refer to all work related learning activities,
more accurately, it relates to development and
learning activities of those who are at work
and have completed their basic vocational or
professional education and training. These
activities are often referred to also as continuing vocational training (CVT). However, HRD

is not a stand-alone concept, but is derived
from theories of 'human resource management' (HRM; see Box 1 for notes on key terms

used in this paper).

This paper firstly looks at the emergence of
'human resource management' strategies in
the context of the challenges facing European
companies. It traces the origins of the inter-

nationally influential Harvard 'Human Resource Management model' which espouses hu-

manistic-development principles. This model
gives a high priority to generative human development and learning activities as a prerequisite for long term business success. In rais-

ing the question

is there a distinctive

European HRD model the paper examines
the values and policies underlying what can
be loosely called a European industrial/working life and vocational education training cul-

ture in relation to the above international
model. The effects of the emergence of a com-

peting utilitarian and instrumental model of
HRM radically challenging the one above, are
then examined. This latter model of HRM in-

spired by neo-tayloristic work organisation
principles and neo liberal economics portrays
'human resource development' as a contingent
activity shaped mainly by environmental factors. The paper concludes by discussing the
future direction of HRD strategies in the context of building a socially sustainable industrial/ working life society in Europe.

at the crossroads

attitudes to work organisation 'human resource management' in order to respond to
the dramatic changes taking place in both the
global and European business environments.
These challenges have been outlined in countless publications, but just to recall them, four
of the major change factors are briefly summarised here.

1. Firstly, world business has witnessed a
major decrease in markets for mass produced goods and a significant increase in
demand for more customised 'high quality'
goods;

2. secondly, the globalisation of world trade
has threatened the competitiveness of European industries;

3. thirdly the creation of the Single European Market on the one hand, and the
opening up of a market economy in the
eastern parts of Europe on the other hand,

have forced all European companies to
rethink their work organisation strategies;

4. fourthly advances in Information and Communication Technologies have raised questions about investment in and use of these

technologies and the work organisation
implications in introducing them.

In response to these new challenges companies began to adopt new more 'flexible' (both
internal and external) types of work organisation which are reflected in new forms of a
workforce management strategies and be-

came known as 'human resource management' strategies (see Sparrow and Hiltrop
1994; Miles and Snow 1984). These theories

of HRM entailed the abandonment of centralised bureaucratic work production strategies according to which everyone had a
clearly designed function, suited to an age
of sustained mass production and the adoption of a new organic workforce model which

devolved wider responsibilities (both verti-

2. New ways of organising work

cally and horizontally) to employees, although excluding financial control which
tended to continue to be centralised. This

Over the last fifteen or so years European

entailed putting a heavy emphasis on HRD

companies have had to radically revise their

practices such as team building, multi-
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Box 1: Notes on key terms
The terms elaborated below are interpreted by authors in many different ways. The practice often determines the theory. Below, these terms are described as they are used in this paper.

Industrial/working life cultural traditions
This refers to the guiding principles and assumptions according to which a society or a company/institution designs its work organisation and work management systems (Taylorism, for example, forms an
industrial/working life cultural tradition.

Personnel management
This term which is now giving way more and more to 'human resource management' (HRM) refers to a
specialist function or department within companies (or workplaces) dealing with the building of efficient
and satisfactory (just) working systems from the human perspective. Initially 'personnel management'
had more of a reformist purpose counterbalancing the excesses introduced by mass industrialisation.
Beginning with a concern for promoting social welfare and fair employment practices, it took on board
'scientific management' practices and 'human relations' concepts.

Typical activities undertaken are:

Recruitment and selection, training and development, performance appraisal, industrial relations, compensation and benefits and health and safety.

Human resource management (HRM)

This represents a transformation of the 'personnel management' function from being an ancillary service
to senior management to that of a strategic influencing role under the responsibility of a director who is a
co-equal board member. Instead of being a separate and specialist (and often a kind of occasional)
function the management of human resources becomes an embedded company strategy and the concern of all line management who must carry out activities formerly passed on to personnel management.

Human resources development (HRD)

This can be interpreted in a wide or in a narrow sense. For some commentators HRD is almost synonymous with HRM. More commonly however, HRD refers to learning and competence development actions, although these are integrated with other HRM actions and have an organisational learning and
developmental form as much as an individualistic one.

Continuing vocational training (CVT)

This is another term used which is closely related to HRD but can have a wide or a narrow meaning. Ant
et al. (1996) adopt a non restrictive definition in their review of continuing vocational training in Europe
taking it to cover more or less the same ground as HRD. A narrow interpretation of CVT restricts it to
training activities at craft or worker level excluding management development and organisational learning
actions.
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at the crossroads

skilling, work based learning in order to promote greater degrees of functional flexibility' (OECD 1999, p. 183).

ernment, as well as the traditional company
controlling groups of shareholders and management.

2.1 Humanistic-developmental

From an employee work relations perspective the model represents a radical departure from the `tayloristic' scientific manage-

tradition
On of the most influential models of 'Human
Resource Management' which has had a major impact on the European and the wider international business and research (Hollinstead
1995) is the 'humanistic-developmental' model

devised by Beer et al (1984, 1985) at the
Harvard Business School. The strength of this
model is that it attempts to align the goals of a

ment (instrumental) view based on tight
control of employees in an atmosphere of
mistrust, towards one based on winning their
commitment in a context of mutuality of pur-

pose. It also lays great emphasis on intensive HRD in generating high levels of em-

ployee competence. The other expected

company's effectiveness with those of indi-

outcomes of this HRM philosophy which are
seen as justifying the risk in moving from a

vidual well being and positive benefits for so-

'control' to a 'commitment' based approach

ciety.

are:

Z1 greater loyalty to one's organisation and
on the part of individuals a greater sense
of self-worth and a sense of belonging;

Zi cost effectiveness in relation to turnover
of staff, low rates of absenteeism as well
as societal and individual costs;
greater congruence between managementand employees, between different groups
of employees, and between employees and
their families and society as a whole (Beer
et al. 1984).

stakeholder interests is introduced. All of

2.2 From a 'personnel management'
to a 'human resource management'
perspective

those with a stake in the company have a role
in influencing company policy. This includes
employees, trade unions, the community, gov-

One of the main implications of adopting this
'Human Resource Management' model is that

It is in the interconnected triangular dimension of the Harvard model that the notion of

1 The extent to which, what are termed, flexible
work organisation practices have been introduced
in firms is discussed in an OECD report (1999).
According to that report the position is far from clear
as it is difficult to separate empirical changes from
'management fads'. According to Ellstrom's review

of international research in this area, including
OECD studies, about 25 to 50 per cent of companies have adopted 'transformed work systems' to
some extent (Ellstrom 1999). However, a complication in estimating the degree of implementation of

these practices is the lack of a clear definition of
what is meant by flexible work organisation approaches. Authors often fail to differentiate between

external flexibility such as outsourcing and internal flexibility based on devolved management and
autonomous work groups. One of the hypotheses
postulated in the OECD report (1999) is that these
changes represent a pendulum swing from management philosophies based on 'tight management
control' to ones based on 'employee commitment'.
This paper argues that these represent two competing HRM philosophies, the one being instrumen-

tal and utilitarian and the other humanistic and
developmental. Further material on this issue is to
be found in the section of this paper entitled 'level

of implementation' and in the papers of J.
Dejonckheere and G. v. Hootegem in this report.
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human resource policies are integrated with
all activities of the company. This is illustrated by the fact that the implementation of
'people related' policies is devolved to front
line supervisory management levels. Because
this entails a shift from a compartmentalised
view of the management of 'people related
issues', under the responsibility of a specialised 'personnel department', to an integrated
notion, the overall change has been described
in terms of a movement from a 'personnel
management' to a HRM perspective. The demise of the 'personnel management' approach
was due to the fact that as a specialist function it failed to place human resource policies
as a strategic issue in the company. In the
era of HRM, a very senior management person who is normally a member of the board (a

director of human resources) ensures that
enlightened 'people policies' are embedded in
a systemic manner throughout the organisation.

The overall effect of the adoption of this human resource strategy is that the 'human fac-

tor' is assigned a key influencing role with
regard to the shape of the company's business, organisational and technological parameters. This entails involving all employees in company change and development
actions. A prerequisite for this is the continu-

ous building of broad competence levels
through formal and non-formal learning initiatives.
This HRM model, therefore, has given a great

impetus to HRD activities as one of the key
objectives to be addressed in an integrated
HRM policy closely linked to the issues of re-

cruitment; career management; organisational development; work design; pay and
benefits and employee relations' (Sparrow
and Hiltrop 1994; McLagan 1999). Regarding the boundaries between HRM and HRD
in reality, some authors such as McLagan argue for more integration seeing the distinc-

tion between them as too fine (McLagan,
ibid.).

3. HRD and competence development
In line with the theory presented above, 'Human Resource Development' objectives are focused on developing the 'competence' of employees. The notion of 'competence development',

within a HRD framework, lays the emphasis
on a comprehensive programme for all employees including intermediate and frontline workers as well as management. This is in contrast

to a development approach that is biased towards enhancing management's skills.
The term 'competence' refers to a person's ability to carry out a series of actions (or a whole
complex action) in an autonomous or independent manner. Competence gives one the ability

to be able to perform in a highly proficient
manner in a variety of social contexts, generalising know how and transferring it from one
context or situation to another, be it related to
work or personal life. According to Docherty

and Marking (1997; see also Docherty and
Dilschmann 1992) 'competence' relates to an
individual's ability to execute tasks to meet
external demands and is based on the understanding of the individual as an interpreting,
acting and problem solving human being. This
notion of competence is closely related to the

concept of 'core competences' which entail
generalist knowledge allied to a capacity for
deliberation, judgement and action (Nyhan
1993). Competence gives one the ability to
make connections between theoretical knowledge, practical knowledge gained from experience, constantly building up one's 'practical
knowledge' to use in the different situations of
one's life.

3.1 Learning organisation
This contextual/situated and 'high transfer
value' notion of 'competence' has generated
theories and promoted 'social innovations' related to the integration of learning and working and individual with organisational learning agendas. Senge (1990, 1997) who is one of

the foremost exponents of the concept of a
2 In a HRM context the term 'employee relations'
is preferred to ' industrial relations'.
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learning organisation as offering possibilities
for professional as well as personal growth,
asks why is it not possible for people to at-
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opment measures are being implemented,

tain company goals 'in a work environment
that is close to the things that workers really

even though sufficient research has not been
carried out, and as already stated in footnote
1, according to EllstrOm's review of the recent
findings, somewhere between 25 to 50 percent of companies have adopted them, at least
to some degree (Ellstrom 1999). In the study
of Cressey and Kelleher (1999), undertaken
in the auspices of the European Commission's
Leonardo da Vinci programme, it was found

value in life' (Senge 1997, p. 144).

For Senge all significant learning for action
is social and collective by nature.3 A prereq-

uisite for learning is the development of 'a
sense of connectedness, a sense of working
together in a system and an understanding
of how each part of the system is affected or
being affected by other parts and where the
whole is greater than the sum of the parts'

that there was a great degree of consensus
among employer and employee representatives (the 'social partners') in large companies

(p. 129). Learning is about sharing knowledge
and this occurs when people are genuinely interested in helping one another develop new
capacities for action.

in the car manufacturing, telecommunications and banking sectors in the UK, Germany

and Sweden about the need to adopt these
new HRD models. A different rather sceptical view about the impact of this new models,
however, is that the interest by the manage-ment and academic community in these concepts is perhaps more due to their attractive

A learning organisation can be described as
'an institution which involves all its members
in increasing organisational and individual
competence, through continuously reflecting on
how strategic and everyday tasks are handled'
(Nyhan 1999). These two dimensions, organi-

presentation by management gurus rather
than solid research evidence (OECD 1999).
Méhaut and Delcourt (1997, p. 30) argue that
neither on the European nor global stage do
we see convergence towards a uniform model
of new forms of work and learning organisations away from the `old"tayloristic' control

sational effectiveness and individual competence are seen as interdependent factors. Organisational effectiveness provides an impetus
for individual learning, while the latter in turn
contributes to an increase in organisational
effectiveness. If this model is implemented in
an idealised situation, line workers are learning as a result of being assigned challenging
tasks and through being assisted to continuously reflect on those tasks, so as to learn from
them. The work content therefore becomes the
learning content, as work and learning become
part of a constant improvement spiral having

model. According to Poell (1998, p. 6) instead
of understanding the changes in work organi-

sation in terms of the replacement of one
dominant 'tayloristic' model by a new dominant one we should pay attention to the diverse ways in which work and learning is organised.

In any assessment of the implementation of
these strategies, it must be acknowledged
that the adoption of radical transformative
learning approaches is a complex process.
There is often a big difference between what
people say they are doing (or perhaps what
they would like to do) and what they are actually doing. First impressions can be deceptive. One has to deeply analyse companies
to see the extent of the changes achieved. In
one intensive study of a eleven European
companies, that claimed to have introduced
radical learning organisation principles (and
at first sight seemed to have done so) it was
found that many of the changes had an impact only of introducing new learning methodologies at the frontline (shop floor) level

an impact on the competence level of individual
workers, the collective learning of work groups

and the total organisation (Nyhan 1999; Stahl
et al. 1993).

3.2 Level of implementation
As regards the degree to which these 'Human
Resource Development' or competence devel3 Prahalad (1993) uses the term 'core competence'
in a similar way to Senge although in a different
sense to the way it was used earlier, to mean the
'collective competence' or 'collective learning' of an
organisation, in particular referring to the ability

to co-ordinate and integrate different skills and
technologies.
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or at a level of management structure without any transformation in a company's val-

ues/vision/culture (Docherty and Nyhan
1997; Nyhan 1999; Nyhan forthcoming). A
genuine transformative level of change, in-

ternally driven and built on radical new
insights about the contribution which em-

ployees can make to the company, was
achieved by only five of the eleven companies examined. This entailed radical change
at all levels of the organisation in relation to
values, structures and work processes. This
required the following elements visionary
leadership from the chief executive, the development of a 'shared vision' generated by

everyone in the company, risk taking by
management and employees, the development of a long term strategic programme and
a commitment to follow it through in all its

Albert in his book 'Capitalism Against Capitalism' (1993) contrasts the European continental economic and industrial model, what
he terms the 'Rhine Model' with that of the
Anglo-American' one. According to the 'Rhine
Model', management and trade unions loosely
'share' power (in Germany 'co-determine' poli-

cies) with the state playing a major role in
areas like initial vocational education and
training and providing a safety net for those
who lose their jobs. This model has existed
for nearly a century in Germany, the Netherlands and France and in many respects, although taking a different form, in the Nordic
countries. The Anglo-American' model, which
mainly applies to the US (but also to the UK

in many respects) gives a greater reign to
market capitalism, stressing the state's subordination to the economy and business ac-

time consuming practical steps. What is

tivities, with a consequent lesser focus on gov-

more, the study also showed how fragile human resource innovation can be. Opportuni-

ernment intervention. Some of the European
traditions outlined above have been enshrined
in European Union legislation or agreements
such as the Social Charter (in 1989) the European Works Council Directive (in 1994) and
the European Confidence Pact for Employment (in 1996). Of course this is not to deny
the fact that the manner in which these agreements are applied differs in line with national

ties to change can so easily be let pass by,
and major gains made, often after the expenditure of enormous effort in terms of time

and finances, can be lost overnight (Nyhan
1999, p. 20).

4. HRD in Europe
4.1 European industrial/working life
cultural traditions

Member State traditions and legislative
frameworks. Thus the 'principle of subsidiarity' which was enshrined in the European Union Maastricht Treaty strikes a balance between the 'unifying' policy making role

Historically, within Europe, more particularly
northern continental and Nordic Europe, one

of the EU and the diverse autonomous positions of the Member States.4

finds many different versions of what can
loosely be called a European industrial development/working life model based on common

threads running through national and
sectoral traditions and common problems encountered in the different historical paths and
choices taken on the road towards industri-

Within a common European heritage, of
course, significant cultural differences exist
between the different countries which affect
how issues surrounding work and learning
are understood and related policies and strategies implemented.

alisation. European industrial/working life
cultural traditions differ from those in the US
in that they place much greater emphasis on
the role of skilled workers rather than man-

Trompenaar (1993) carried out an extensive
worldwide survey of people in the business
world to find out the corporate cultural fac-

agers (in particular in small and medium
sized companies), on the role of social partners in the employment relationship and en-

Brewster et al. 1993; Guest 1990; Pieper

4 Art. 127 of the EU Treaty is a good example of
how this works out in practice regarding the implementation of vocational education and train-

1990).

ing policies.

visage an intervening role by Government (see
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Box 2: Different 'national corporate cultures'
'Power oriented' corporate culture'
A leader in this hierarchical but person oriented culture can be seen as a caring 'patron', who knows
better than his subordinates what is good for them and in appealing to their deepest feelings, directs
them on how things should be done. This form of leadership can be referred to as 'management by
subjectives'. The ways of thinking and learning in such cultures tend to be intuitive, holistic, lateral and
error correcting, and according to Trompenaar are typical of Spain and to a lesser degree France and
Belgium.

'Role oriented' corporate culture'
This is based on a bureaucratic division of labour with the various rules and functions prescribed in
advance. When each role is performed in accordance with the overall system then tasks are effectively
completed. The approach to thinking and learning in this culture, which according to Trompenaar is
typical of Germany and to a lesser extent Denmark and Netherlands is logical, analytical, vertical and
rational.
'Project oriented' corporate culture'
This third category differs from the power and role oriented cultures in being egalitarian. Even though it
resembles the role-oriented model in being impersonal and task oriented, it differs from it in that the jobs
people do are not fixed in advance. The UK (and the US) are seen as having many examples of these
kinds of companies where thinking and learning patterns are problem centred, practical and crossdisciplinary.

'Fulfilment oriented' corporate culture'
This is based on the notion that organisations are secondary to the fulfilment of individuals. These kinds
of organisations which operate in an environment of intense emotional commitment are, according to
Trompenaar, typical of Sweden. The approaches to thinking and learning in these organisations are
creative, ad hoc and inspirational (one has to question the rhetoric as opposed to the reality!).
Source: Trompenaar (1993).

tors influencing how they perceive and design

work organisation. He developed a fourfold
typology 'power oriented', 'role oriented',
'project oriented' and 'fulfilment oriented' corporate culture. A resume of how these four
types apply in a European context is provided
in Box 2.

4.2 Europe and humanistic-developmental HRD
Despite the American origin of the Harvard
human resources model described earlier, it
can be argued that its 'humanistic-developmental' perspective and in particular its effort to align company objectives with those of
the needs of the individual and society as a
whole, complement mainstream European in-

dustrial and working life traditions. The adoption, or at least the application of its underlying principle of embedding 'open' and devel-

opmental 'people management' and learning
activities in all aspects of a company's activities, by many large European countries in the
late 1980s and 1990s had a positive impact
in revitalising practices that were often being implemented in a rather regimental (and
Tayloristic) fashion. The dynamic and integrated organisational perspective also chal-

lenged the rather compartmentalised and
rigid thinking of those in charge of vocational
education and training institutes. It certainly
improved the status of 'personnel' and 'training and development' functions within enter-

prises and gave rise to new University and
Business School courses in this area.
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Perhaps one of the most noteworthy effects of
the HRM movement was the modernisation of

peripheral countries and regions in Europe
which did not have a well developed industrial
development tradition. So, for example, for a

country like Ireland coming late to industrialisation and cut off from progressive continental European industrial/working life traditions,

the investment by American and European
multinational companies with sophisticated
and enlightened modern management systems, many of them with humanistic-development approaches, had an impact not only on
the economic development of the country, but
also offered illustrated lessons on how to de-

sign organisations that promote human systems for development and learning.
The humanistic-developmental HRM model
also can be seen to share some common underlying principles with European originated
innovation movements. The `sociotechnical'
systems thinking tradition is one of them. The
original work in this area was undertaken by
the Tavistock Institute in the UK in the 1950s
and implemented in particular in the Nordic
countries (e.g. the Norwegian 'Work Democracy Programme' in the 1960s) and also in the
Netherlands. The work organisation design,

ence' or 'shaping' in German Vestaltung')
by the workforce of the work environment is
essential to ensure productivity and create an
environment in which people learn continu-

ously. This concept has similarities with
'sociotechnical' thinking but differs from it in
that it is derived from the discipline of voca-

tional education and training rather than a
top down 'systems design' approach. It also
gives an active role to workers in continuously

modifying and developing new work processes. Through this, they are also developing
'practical expert knowledge', called 'work proc-

ess knowledge' which can only be learned in
an experiential (bottom up) fashion. In relation to technology, this means that the knowhow and the competence in the workers' heads
must be superior to the 'software know how'
embedded in the technology This concept is

based on the notion that the cornerstone of
effective production systems is the expertise
or 'work process knowledge' of the human
being and not the technology. According to a
related concept of 'anthropocentric technology' (or 'human centred technology') 'it is
only when the technologies allow the development of human capabilities and skills that
they become optimally productive' (Wobbe
1990, p. 11).

put forward by the `sociotechnical' school, cen-

tring on the notion of 'semi-autonomous
groups', stressed the benefits to be derived (in
relation to efficiency and worker satisfaction

perspectives) from workers having control
over and shaping their work and technological environment. There is emphasis on introducing the latest technology but designed in

a way to fully harness workers' skills and
motivation. The benefits to be derived from
such a `sociotechnical' tradition are seen to
be superior productivity and work performance as well as a more fulfilling work environment in the form of challenging work that
also offers opportunities for learning and de-

This emphasis on the centrality of the skilled
worker (intermediate level profession or craft/
trade level) who has a high degree of discretion, authority and responsibility can be seen

as one of the hallmarks of the more highly
developed indigenous human resource poli-

cies in Europe. This gives them a clear
stakeholder role within the company reflected in the wages offered. This role is
strengthened by an occupational identity
through membership of a professional group
and in the extended society by what has been
termed an 'industrial citizenship'. Referring
back to the German context, Hendry (1991)

velopment.

states that it is not a platitude to say that

The relationship between the 'humanistic'
human resource management tradition and

Germany's greatest asset is her people. While
the German concept of HRM differs from the
US originated humanistic model, both of them

the concept of 'social shaping of technology
and work', which came from the German tra-

dition is also worth commenting on (see
Rauner 1988; Heidegger 1997). According to
this concept a high degree of control ('influ242

concur in recognising the need for a highly
motivated, flexible and trained workforce.
HRM, therefore, should not be considered a
new or alien concept for German organisations.
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5. A competing human

resource strategy
A recent study of HRD trends within seven
European countries (Ter Horst et al. 1999)
concluded that in the face of globalisation,
there appears to be a tendency towards convergence in the human resource policies of
Europe, the United States and Japan. According to the study, the common aspects of human resource policies between large companies in the three most powerful global trading

blocks are seen to be more significant than
the differences. This conclusion is drawn on
the basis that the globalisation of business is
forcing all companies, who wish to compete
in world markets, to adopt human resource
policies focused on meeting companies' imme-

diate business performance objectives. This
emphasis on more or less short term performance objectives gives rise to a contingent and
situational view of human resources along the
lines of Trompenaar's 'project based' corporate
business culture outlined above.

In line with this, many companies today see
themselves more like loose 'market led net-

works' rather than organisations. These
networks are constantly redefining their
structures offering project based work opportunities for people in a dynamic market environment. We live in the age of the contingent
worker in which jobs are being replaced by
'projects'. In the United Kingdom, Brown and

Keep (1999) make the point that taylorism'
and 'neo-taylorism' still offer a powerful model
of competitive advantage, in particular within

the service sector. In a large study of British
manufacturing companies, Acroyd and Proctor (1998, p. 171, cit. in Brown and Keep 1999)

conclude that profitability is not secured
through the acquisition of a highly trained

at the crossroads

three years. This news received a euphoric reception in the Paris Bourse. The new finance
director justified the cost cutting exercise by
stating that: 'Our principal rivals have clearly
announced firm intentions to target Europe.
We want to react before anything happens' (International Herald Tribune, September 11-12,
1999, p. 11). This newspaper report went on to
note that while the family controlled company
has traditionally been considered as paternalistic towards employees and unresponsive to
shareholders, three months after taking over
as president, however, Eduouard Michelin, 36,

appears eager to break away from the old

school management style of his father,
Francois, and introduce business practices he
learned in the United States.'

This is an example of growth in 'shareholder
power' in European companies which accord-

ing to an article in The Economist (2000)
promises to remake European capitalism.
German critics of the Mannesmann hostile
take over of Vodafone in early 2000 see this
as the first severe blow to the country's well
found Rhineland capitalism model built on
consensus and close ties between bankers,

business, employers, trade unions and the
government. This article goes on to state that
behind this trend towards shareholder power
is a new generation of managers who believe
that 'firms belong to shareholders, not bosses
or 'society'. Germany is singled out here because it is a stronghold of the classical European social market economy, but taking Europe as a whole there has been a merger boom

in response to shareholder pressures in recent years. The values of mergers and acquisitions in Europe for 1999 was 1,200 billion
dollars, an increase of 50 percent over 1998
and 700 per cent over 1994 (source cited in
The Economist, 2000 Thompson, Financial
Securities Data).

'core' labour force but by a combination of rela-

tively unskilled labour and a willingness to
utilise external sources of production'.
In France, on the same day that the Michelin
tyre manufacturing company announced a net
profit of EUR 292 million for the first half of
1999, up 17 percent from a year ago, the com-

pany also announced that it would cut its
workforce in Europe by 7,500 over the next

In line with the above trend, HRM policies
are driven principally by the situational context in the external market environment. This
entails adapting human resource policies to
fit in with the corporate business strategy
Companies `upskill' or `downskill' as the mar-

ket demands. Brought to its logical conclusion, human resources are a contingent, instrumental factor with no inherent value in
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their own right.' Accordingly, HRD as a distinct activity may or may not be a part of the
HRM policy, but based on the principle of 'external flexibility', human resource stocks can
be renewed more effectively through a process of short term 'project based' recruitment,

While in an earlier book Handy (1989) portrayed the arrival of a flexible labour market

outsourcing products and services, down-

ing them with opportunities for choice and

sizing staff etc. The concept of 'business proc-

personal fulfilment, he changed his mind later

ess engineering' (see Hammer and Champy
1993) entailing an overnight reshaping of
one's organisation, and indeed the whole supply and sales chains with an emphasis on cost

on, saying that although this situation may
be in the interests of the elite highly skilled
professionals the 'symbolic analysts' who

cutting and downsizing the number of employees, offers a way of implementing this form of

it was not really enhancing the quality of
working life for the average person (Handy

'Human Resource Management'.

1994).

This is referred to as the 'hard' model of human resources derived from tayloristic and
neo-tayloristic/neoliberal thinking. It is con-

According to Sennett: 'in attacking rigid bureaucracy and emphasising risk, it is claimed,

trasted with the `soft"humanistic' model

their lives. In fact the new order substitutes
new controls rather than simply abolishing
the rules of the past but these new controls
are also hard to understand' and represent
'an illegible regime of power' (Sennett 1998,
p. 10). In addressing the question The HRM
organisation rhetoric or reality?' Sisson

which attempts to match company needs with

individual career development and wider
societal effects. The 'hard model' is based on
the 'external flexibility' (or 'numerical flexibility') of the outside labour market (the classi-

cal free market 'hire and fire' approach) as
distinct from the 'internal flexibility' (or 'functional flexibility') of the workforce within the
company, which is cultivated through continuously developing people's competence and ca-

pacity for change. The difference between
these two strategies is that one entails a 'redundancy of parts (people)' approach in which
people are constantly replaced in accordance

with its flexible companies (or as he also called

them 'shamrock companies') as offering people (with their portfolio of skills) liberation
from rigid employment patterns and provid-

comprise a small percentage of the workforce

flexibility gives people more freedom to shape

(1994, p. 15) contrasts the 'rhetoric' of certain

HRM slogans with their 'reality' counterpoints 'flexibility' often means that 'management can do what it wants'; 'lean production' can in fact be 'mean production' and 'team
working' can mean 'reducing the individual's
discretion'.

with the tasks that need to be undertaken,

Adler and Cole (1993) attempt to resolve the

while the other implies a 'redundancy of function' approach (Morgan 1986, pp. 98-100) ac-

polarisation of the 'instrumental' with the

cording to which, even though jobs may
change, the company sees it to be in its long

term interests to retain people, within the
firm, sufficiently well skilled (or being retrained) to take over new tasks. The dominance of neoliberal policies across the world
is strengthening the position of those putting
forward this 'redundancy of parts' view and
is strongly challenging the 'humanistic-developmental' model of human resources.

5 A human resource director of a major international firm, shedding much of its workforce in a
restructuring exercise, facetiously referred to his
job title as 'human remains' director.
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'humanistic' type of work organisation'. The
result is the concept of 'democratic taylorism'
which seeks to integrate the characteristics
of efficient bureaucracy along neo-tayloristic

lines with a genuine humanising environment (characterised by good working conditions and training opportunities). They see

this as an 'enabling' formal system rather
6 This a kind of 'third way' work organisation version of Giddens' political and societal 'third way'
concept that attempts to go beyond the two dominant political philosophies social democracy
(which is rooted in Keynesian demand-manage-

ment, interventionist government, the welfare
state and egalitarianism) and neo-liberalism/ market fundamentalism (Giddens 1998).
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than a 'coercive' one. They argue that it is
romantic nonsense to talk about the notion

at the crossroads

nomic Research Conference, in 19998, when
he spoke about creating a 'socially sustainable learning economy'. This approach appears to be in continuity with the wider implications of 'sociotechnical systems theory',
which addressed the issue of building strong
institutions in turbulent social environments.

of a workplace characterised by autonomous

workgroups and see the 'humanised lean
production' plant of NUMMI a joint venture between Toyota and General motors in
the US as offering a model that can be implemented in practice. The NUMMI plant,

This means according to Emery and Trist

according to Adler and Cole, represents a

(1965) that interconnected organisations must
contribute to the creation of shared value sys-

good balance between the exigencies of effi-

ciency and satisfying work, making what

tems that have meaning for all of them and
so guide their actions.

they term a 'humanised' work environment.
This environment has a good layout, is ergonomically well designed and has good worker

For Lundvall and Borras the neoliberal solution and the neo-protectionist solution must
give way to the 'new new deal' which focuses
in particular on the learning capability of the
weak learners, people and regions (Lundvall

support facilities. It combines features of
'lean production' systems with classical
Fordist ones, with workers having responsi-

bility for quality assurance and routine

and Borrás 1997, p. 38). In this regard the

maintenance (see Cressey and Kelleher 1999;
El lstrom 1999).

regional territorial dimension become important because 'territory and proximity play a
central role in the genesis of tacit knowledge

6. Future direction for HRD
in Europe

and the capacity to exploit it. The region is
increasingly the level at which innovation is
produced through regional networks of innovators, local clusters and the cross-fertilising
effects of research institutes.' (ibid. p.39) The
concept of the 'learning region' is put forward
as a model for mobilising all of the actors in a
region to build inclusive innovation policies
addressing integrated economic and social development goals (see Nyhan et al. 2000).

This raises the question about the future role
of the 'Human Resource Development' policies in a European context.

In discussing the challenge of globalisation
from a European point of view, Lundvall and
Borrás (1997) in their report 'The Globalising
Learning Economy: Implications for Innova-

tion Policy'7 argue for wide transformative
social innovations, laying an emphasis on

The central message of Lundvall and Borras

building societal frameworks focusing on new
forms of interorganisational cooperation and
alliances between enterprises and knowledge

ture direction of HRD policies within indus-

is very relevant to the debate about the fu-

tries for the reason that companies cannot
survive without learning from and contributing to their environment. However, to do so,

producers. They talk of the need to build

innovation at the level of the company is

'learning economies' which enhance the learning capability of individuals, firms regions and
countries. What is more, Lundvall developed
this notion further at the European Socio-Eco-

called for. Coriat (1995) refers to organisational innovation as being the missing link in
European competitiveness. He calls for new
organisational models to be developed in a
research process which is concurrent with
experimentation by enterprises. This means
research imbedded in practice that will provide practical knowledge for a new genera-

7 In this publication, which is an analysis and syn-

thesis of the findings of seven major European
socio-economic research projects, covering many
disciplines, supported by the European Commission's Fourth Framework Targeted Socio-Economic
Programme, Lundvall and Borras have attempted
to provide policy makers with an overview of the
implications of these studies for innovation policies and identify the direction of further research.

8 This conference, organised by the European
Commission, took place in Brussels on April 2830, 1999.
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tion of managers and professionals within

selves or merely submit to the dictates of those

firms.

espousing the utilitarian view of human resources, which is derived from perspectives
and values outside of the 'human resource
development' one. Having overcome most of

Returning to the question of 'humanistic' versus 'instrumental' models, the need to have a
more business-led focus of HRD was put forward by Harrison (1999), a European keynote
speaker at the Academy of Human Resources
Development Conference at Washington in
1999. To the contrary, McLagan (1999), a lead-

the inefficiencies and lack of competitiveness
which became apparent in European compa-

nies in the 1997s and 1980s, particularly in
the face of superior Japanese innovativeness
and productivity, surely the challenge now is

ing American keynote speaker at the same
event, criticised the 'mechanistic, more authoritarian worldview' in which people are

to devise innovative solutions which look be-

seen as 'resources in the sense of being

ing economy'.

yond the present situation and can contribute to building a 'socially sustainable learn-

optimised and even exploited'. She pointed out

the 'dichotomy between this utilitarian view
which is based on behaviourism with the generative view which is based on humanistic
philosophy'. She went on to ask the question:
should the HRD specialist become a performance engineer and systems consultant or focus on unleashing the capacity of people so
that they can work for themselves? (p. 17)
In responding to the above question, it would
appear to be an abdication of the role of the
HRD professionals were they to adjust them-
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Perhaps the reflection of the 'business guru'
Handy (1994, p. 1) should be kept in mind by

the HRD research and practitioner community in building a future model: 'In the pursuit of these goals (economic growth and effi-

ciency) we can be tempted to forget that is
we, we individual men and women, who
should be the measure of all things, not made

to measure for something else. It is easy to
lose oneself in efficiency, to treat that efficiency as an end in itself and not as a means
to other ends'.
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Sven-Age Westphalen
Abstract
Human capital encapsulates individuals' attributes of use in the labour market, while reporting on human capital, on the other hand, is primarily associated with the enterprise level. This
apparent paradox is partly due to the fact that the identification of an individual's knowledge,
competences and skills as well as their acquisition, maintenance and upgrading, i.e. the input
side to human capital, is only rarely related to the output, i.e. human capital, irrespective of the
former being the very substance in the latter. This lack of interconnection is primarily due to
different traditions where human capital is considered in purely economic terms whereas the
individual's acquisition of knowledge is primarily related to the pedagogical, sociological and
psychological fields. One reason for this being, of course, that the notion of human capital does
originate from within economy and, further, that economists still relate human capital primarily to the enterprise level and I or at macro-economic level while generally neglecting the individual's level.

In this paper human capital is defined as 'the knowledge, skills, competences and other attributes embodied in individuals or groups of individuals acquired during their life and used
to produce goods, services or ideas in market circumstancesi
The paper will focus on the enterprise level and primarily with an economic perspective, but, as
indicated above, other levels and dimensions will play a significant role throughout the paper.
This is particularly the case when it comes to reporting on human capital, and when it comes
to an analysis of the interests of the main stakeholders.

1 For discussion of the definition, please refer to the chapter on theoretical and methodological considerations.
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1. The socio-economic context

gin at enterprise level, human capital is now
subject to various levels and dimensions, as
illustrated in Table 1.12.

Technological, commercial and organisational developments have changed the labour
market. Shorter life cycles of goods and serv-

Levels and especially dimensions are to a

ices, increased and globalised competition,
the growing importance of intangible assets
at all stages in production cycles and new

great extent interrelated with many overlaps.
This must be kept in mind while working with
human capital in general and reporting on it
in particular. It is therefore critical to have a

forms of work organisation have transformed

clear understanding of the various stake-

both the workplace and the skills required
to perform a given task. This requires new
qualifications from employees and a new

jectives for concrete methods when also keep-

perception of the workforce and work organi-

sation from employers in that 'traditional'
instrumental skills are no longer viewed as
sufficient to maintain competitiveness; flexibility, responsibility and involvement of the
workforce must be added as well as new dimensions to the management and organisa-

holders' interests as well as the specific ob-

ing in mind related levels and dimensions
while exploring possibilities and limitations
on the notion of human capital and the reporting of it.

1.1 Macro-economy and human capital:
the endogenous growth theory

tion of work.

Human capital is related to the economic in-

The strict distinction between knowledge

teraction of the labour market and it is the
human knowledge as a production factor,

workers, skilled workers and unskilled work-

which is of interest as opposed to, for instance,

ers is thus diminishing following the more
horizontal organisation of work which leads

social or cultural interactions3. It is thus the
human capital's contribution to economic development which is looked into. As such, human capital is closely related to physical and
financial capital though it must be treated dif-

to higher utilisation of knowledge found in all

employees at all levels and not necessarily
limited to the employees' core work. The enterprises' knowledge base is not only identified in special units such as the management
group, the R&D department or the sales division, it is increasingly being diversified covering the entire workforce.

ferently, both theoretically and in practice due

to its intangible nature.
Although being acknowledged theoretically,

human capital has tended to be hidden un-

der residual factors in economic growth
Achieving a competitive edge for individuals,
enterprises and societies alike is increasingly
becoming synonymous with the notion of hu-

man capital. This is partly justified by the
growing importance of intangible assets in
enterprises, of which human capital constitutes a major element and by the emphasis
from both public and private bodies on human capital as a saviour of competitiveness,
reduction of unemployment and expansion of
economic wealth.

Human capital has therefore become the focal point for theoretical and methodological
considerations, and analyses as well as for
numerous pilot projects initiated by practitioners, researchers and policy-makers alike.
Further, and irrespective of its economic ori-

theory'', primarily due to the difficulties in the
measurement of human capital and other intangible values. However, the exogenous fac2 See for instance Coleman 1988, Fukuyama 1995
and Goleman 1996.

3 The notion 'social capital' refers to the influence
of the social setting for the development of human
capital. As such, social capital can be seen as going beyond the scientifically established boundaries between the social and economic spheres of
life. See Goleman 1996, Fukuyama 1995, Putnam
1995, World Bank 1999.

4 A classic example is the Solow residual, i.e. the
part of growth which is not explained within his
growth model that is based on the growth of labour and capital.
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Table 1.1: Levels and dimensions of human capital

Level / Politics
Dimension

Economy

Sociology

Psychology

Individual

Increase
earnings
Increase
competitiveness
Share the costs
related to education
and training

Increase
equality
Improve the
enterprise image
Implement
the lifelong
learning concept

Increase
self-esteem
Improve work
environment
The notion
of a dynamic
government/ society

Enterprise

Government

Increase
skills level
Comply with
surrounding society
Complement
labour market and
employment policies

NB: Different levels as well as different dimensions may have identical objectives. The examples given must, therefore, be treated as
indicative rather than exhaustive.

tors, i.e. the growth of (homogeneous) labour,

investment and general technical progress

relative to national wealth8. However, these
are very crude measures and often only refer

has become less and less sufficient to explain
growth, development and productivity, both
at micro and at macro levels. Mainly because
intangible input into the economy has grown
and may even have exceeded investments in
physical capital5.

to school attainment and, thereby, neglect

Consequently, endogenous growth theory has
gained momentum in recent years by opposing the classical notion of exogenous factors

This perspective conflicts with the demand
from governments for international comparisons of national educational achievements,

determining growth6. Instead, they include
explicitly endogenous factors, foremost the
accumulation of human capital to explain

which focus on the quality of the output. While
this perspective focuses predominantly on the

growth and growth differentials between
States'. The production of human capital in
terms of the allocation of resources to the for-

mation of knowledge in the labour force is
thus being internalised rather than just being a 'residual' factor.
While macro economic theory has begun to
include human capital as a decisive, endogenous growth factor, actual knowledge is still
sparse. The most widespread method used for
examining the influence of human capital on
economic growth, is investment in education

training outside the formal education system,

for instance vocational training not leading
to formal qualifications or informal training.
Further, they do not include the quality of the
output.

formal education system and primarily the
general education segment, it is not directly
related to economic growth. Benchmarking
has taken place for a long time, for example
through surveys by IEA9.

As Steedman phrases it: 'growth economists
are concerned principally with human capital as an input, that is, one among a number
of independent variables influencing economic

growth. Until now, they have had little interest in how (efficiently or inefficiently) those
inputs have been produced. Governments and
policy-makers view stocks of human capital
as outputs of educational provision that is,
as a dependant variable and their questions

5 See for instance Ernst & Young and OECD
(1997).

6 For a discussion of neo-classical versus endogenous growth analysis, see McCallum 1996.

8 See OECD's annual publications Education at a
glance, Psacharopoulos and Ariagada 1986, Barro
and Lee 1993, Psacharopoulos 1994 and 1995.

7 For the economic models, see Lucas 1988, Rebelo
1991 and a review by McCallum 1996.

9 The International Association for the Evaluation
of Educational Achievement (IEA).
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largely concern relative efficiency in the way
resources devoted to education are used.'1°

not, generally, provide any indication of the
returns on investments in education and training outside the formal education and training

Bearing in mind the practical and methodo-

structures, such as continuing vocational training, training supplementing initial vocational
training, etc. This is particularly important for
decisions on further investments by individuals, since the return on such investments may
be invisible or even non-existent, especially in

logical limitations to both approaches, it is still
a long way to go before the creation of human
capital outside the formal educational system

will affect macro-economic thinking and be
visible to wealth creation at macro level. This
is to a certain degree paradoxical to the intense

promotion of investments in human capital
formation outside formal systems notably
through the notion of lifelong learning, which
has taken place since the mid-1990s.

1.2 Micro-economy and human capital:

the returns to human capital
As opposed to the macro level, calculating
costs and returns on human capital at micro
economic level has a long history which dates
back to at least the Roman times and includes
calculations on slaves, soldiers and workers.
However, it was in the 1960s that the human
capital theory in its present meaning was introduced. The theory was originally based on

the assumption that investments in human
capital do pay off because the correlation between years of schooling or on-the-job training and income demonstrates that there is a
positive rate of return11. This correlation was
soon questioned both from a theoretical perspective as well as from empirical findings.
Nevertheless, it is still the dominant method
used to indicate returns on investments in human capital to individuals although supplemented by screening and signalling theories12.

Still, returns to individuals are fairly easily
captured through the correlation of education
and life earnings at an aggregate level. There
are serious limitations, though. Methods do

Steedman 1996.

money terms. Theoretically, a higher level of
human capital embodied in individuals, i.e. the

increased level of labour market relevant
knowledge obtained through additional training, should be reflected in the income. However, just as an increase in income does not
necessarily stem from increased productivity,
increased knowledge does not necessarily result in higher income.

Above all, the human capital theory does not
identify the stock of human capital but merely
the correlation between input of education and

the return. At enterprise level, this is inadequate since their primary objective is the operational utilisation of human capital; hence,

generalisations and abstract correlation between measures are of relatively little use.

This leads to the most underdeveloped research area: the meso-economic or enterprise
level, where the same uncertainty regarding

returns on investments can be identified.
While the input side or the investments in
maintaining or upgrading the human capital
in enterprises is fairly easy to identify through
measuring the direct and indirect costs, little
is known about the output side and especially
the returns on such investments13. Even if this

is not a new problem, no reliable evaluation
method has so far been developed". Human
resource accounting which originated as a response to this 'black spot' has not yet provided
an adequate response.

More limited approaches, such as utility
analyses on the cost and benefits of employ-

11Refer to Blaug 1985, Flamholtz 1985 and Schultz

1961 for further details on the roots of the human
capital theory.
13 See Barrett, HOvels, den Boer and Kraayvanger

12For screening and signalling theories, see Weiss

1995. One serious attempt to expand the human
capital theory can be found in OECD 1996, p. 1923.

1998.

14 See for instance, Kirkpatrick 1959, one of the
founding fathers of modern evaluation methods.
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ment strategies and of health and security
policies, have, however, developed into stand-

Table 1.2: Correlation methods at different
levels

ard practice in many enterprises". Although
these elements play important parts in current thinking on reporting on or accounting
for human capital, they too do not measure

Level
Society

the stock of human capital. However, they do

Enterprise

provide an input-output relation in specific
areas related to human capital; that is, the

Individual

costs and benefit of maintaining a good safety
and health environment and by outlining the
costs and benefits of strategies where enter-

Methods
Investment in education relative
to national wealth
Investment in training relative
to enterprise performance
Years of schooling relative
to life income

prises rely on a high staff turnover. This is
information of direct relevance to enterprises

and although human capital cannot be re-

based on a high level of uncertainty and lack
of actual knowledge. This is even more the

duced to a technical issue about cost and benefit alone, it does provide an easily understood
and relatively simple method of evaluation.

case when discussing the cost distribution

Nevertheless, utility analyses, despite their
practicability, do little to capture the mainte-

in the total level of investments in human

nance and upgrading or a specification of the
enterprises' stock of human capital. In other
words, equivalent methods for measuring the
stock of human capital or returns on investments in training have not been developed.
The increasing use of benchmarking is therefore partly the cause for the lack of informa-

tion on the return side, in that they primarily focus on investments/processes or the

between individuals, enterprises and the public sector and, further, how to find additional
funding for the perceived need for an increase

capital.

Lack of reliable and precise information on
the return side of investments in human capital formation is one of the basic reasons why
indicators other than financial ones are being used to capture the positive returns. This
is also the reason why, ultimately, non-financial reporting methods and benchmarking are
being utilised as proxy measures.

input side rather than the output side. Hence,
benchmarking will only compare the enterprises' input to human capital formation and

1.3 The abstraction of human capital
within economic theory

not how these investments are capitalised.

As mentioned in the introduction, human

However, benchmarking does provide the tool
for providing information on the correlation
between, say investments in training and net
profits. Hence, some indirect measures on the

capital cannot be captured in economic terms
alone. The fact that human capital, and espe-

returns of investments can be established

cially its acquisition, maintenance and upgrading can only be measured indirectly is not
satisfactory from economists' points of view.

through benchmarking.

Especially, since the return on investments
is only captured indirectly, as exemplified in

Benchmarking does not, however, provide a
method for measuring directly the returns to
training investments in enterprises.

Table 1.2 below.

Proposing increased investments in continuous or lifelong learning by policy-makers, researchers and some practitioners is therefore

proxy indicators. However, to capture fully the

15For the latter, see the European Agency for

porting on human capital must be developed
both for the input and the output sides.

Safety and Health at Work 1998.
,
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The ongoing sophistication of methods does
overcome some of the weaknesses in using

notion of human capital, a more stringent
theoretical and methodological framework
must be established and for the enterprise
level in particular, standard methods for re-
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2. The theoretical and methodological context

be identified, i.e. the societal level, which in
effect is the crude accumulation of individuals' and organisations' human capital".

2.1 Defining human capital

2.2 A theoretical framework for

Human capital can be defined strictly within
an economic context, i.e. as a production factor, or it can have a more universal meaning.
Treating human beings as economic entities

Since human capital at enterprise level is

in a purely market related context often
causes some confusion and opposition since
it is viewed as a simplification of human values. It is, however, necessary to differentiate

between different sets of perspectives and
objectives. This can be illustrated with the
distinction between general and vocational
education: general education provides the individual with knowledge in order to participate in society, i.e. the social, cultural, economic, etc. life spheres, whereas vocational
education is targeted entirely at the demands
of labour markets, i.e. the economic sphere

reporting on human capital at
enterprise level
relatively underdeveloped within economic
theory building and at the same time emphasis for reporting on human capital at enterprise level is growing, it seems necessary to
go beyond economic theories to explain this
development. This can partly be captured by
the emerging distinction between managers'
perception of enterprises' relations with the
surrounding world.
Three approaches can be identified18:

Li the shareholder approach;

only.

Li the enlightened stakeholder approach;

As indicated in Chapter 1, human capital will
be defined within an economic context; further, human capital is embodied in both individuals and in organisations, and the acquisition of human capital is a process which also
has a fixed value albeit not necessarily in economic figures.

Li the stakeholder approach.

Given these considerations, human capital

is defined as 'the knowledge, skills,

competences and other attributes embodied
in individuals or groups of individuals acquired during their life and used to produce
goods, services or ideas in market circumstances16'.

This is the basic understanding of human
capital being formed around the formation

2.2.1 The shareholder approach
The shareholder approach equates the traditional identification of the management of a
company with the shareholders of an enterprise. The approach follows the logic of enterprises being established and managed for the
benefit of shareholders and for the benefit of

actual and potential creditors.
Following this logic, accounting and disclosures are provided both for shareholders to
exercice and maintain full control over the enterprise and for actual and potential creditors.

and utilisation of knowledge,-be it in individu-

als or in organisations. A third level can also

16This definition is based on OECD (1996) and
OECD (1998) with two important deviations; collective human capital has been included whereas

the non-market relation has been excluded. See

also Grojer and Johanson (1996) and Bullen,
Flamholtz and Sackman (1989).

" See the discussion in 1.1 above, or refer to
Rouhesmaa and BjurstrOm from the Finnish Ministry of Labour 1996, Serageldin from the World
Bank 1996, the European Commission 1996 and
OECD 1996.
18 The following part is primarily based on a con-

sultation document from the Company Law Review Steering Group under the British Department
for Trade and Industry 1999.
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Given that shareholders are identified as
those having an actual or potential economic
interest in the enterprise, disclosures are primarily if not entirely related to the economic

performance of the enterprise reported by

haps even customers should provide equally
relevant input into the formation of the enterprise's objectives and its management. It
follows that companies cannot be identified

means of figures.

through their shareholders alone. Instead,
enterprises are identified as entities in soci-

Shareholder values thus reflect that it is the

ety with their own ethos which management
of the enterprise must comply with.

owners (and to a certain degree also the creditors) of an enterprise that exclusively define
the objectives of the enterprise within the limits of public regulations and that the ultimate
objective is to secure the maximum value for
shareholders.

2.2.2 The enlightened shareholder
approach
The enlightened shareholder approach also
recognises that the ultimate objective of an
enterprise is to secure the maximum value

for shareholders; however, the means to
achieve this end differ. This approach emphasises that an exclusive focus on the short-term
financial bottom line may result in a suboptimum result for shareholders since sound longterm investments and, hence, long-term gains
will not be sought.

It follows from the three approaches that it
depends on the management perspective of
the company, the interests of the company
as well as the best means to achieve these
objectives, whether non-statutory reports
and accounts will be developed and utilised.
Growth in non-compulsory reporting at enterprise level suggests, however, that the traditional shareholder approach is diminishing

in importance, and that the enlightened
shareholder and the stakeholder approaches
are growing in importance. This is reflected
in many analyses of enterprises' roles in societies as well as in enterprise and government
initiated initiatives focusing on the roles of
enterprises outside those of money generation
and provider of workplaces.

2.3 Reporting on human capital
This approach emphasises long-term relation-

ships with employees, subcontractors, customers and others who may affect the longterm objectives of the enterprise. Further,
they will respond proactively to trends and
developments in society and to public regulations.

Reporting on human capital is one of the
means used by enterprises to address the dual
aims of maintaining traditional shareholder
values and also complying with the interests
of stakeholders. As indicated in Figure 2.1 be-

low, reporting on human capital can take
place at three levels.

Still, the shareholders decide on the objectives

of the enterprise.

2.2.3 The stakeholder approach
A contradictory argument summarised as the

stakeholder approach, is that the ultimate
objective of maximising shareholder value will
not achieve maximum prosperity and welfare

for neither shareholders nor other stake-

However, following the different approaches
to enterprises, as discussed in 2.2 above, reporting on human capital is gradually changing its focus. Newly developed approaches link

reporting on human capital within broader
issues, such as internal management or external information provision, rather than focusing on accounting frameworks. The shift
can be illustrated by saying that reporting is

holders or society as a whole.

now becoming the means rather than the objective. This also implies that the notion 're-

This approach overrides the notion of shareholders as the sole and ultimate stakeholder
of an enterprise. Rather, other stakeholders
such as employees, subcontractors and per-

porting' must be interpreted in its widest
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meaning, i.e. a systematised disclosure of information rather than being associated only
with financial statements.
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Figure 2.1 Reporting on human capital
Reporting level

Human capital in societies

Society level

Human capital in enterprises

Enterprise level

Individual learning pass

Individual level

>

Individual human capital

Collective human capital

Clear cut demarcations between different approaches cannot be made, since most ap-

Complementary to individual human capital
is collective human capital, the latter reflect-

proaches tend to overlap. Nevertheless, even
a primitive division of main approaches, as
provided in Table 2.1, indicates the gradual
shift of orientation.

ing knowledge obtained in groups of individu-

als, be it in organisations or outside, which
accumulates in individuals and perhaps also
in organisations. Some researchers and practitioners refer to intellectual capital as the to-

tal of human, organisational and customer
capitals. They define intellectual capital as

This broad overview must be broken down to

each level presented in Table 1.1 to understand recent developments better.

follows: 'human capital is the knowledge that
each individual has and generates; organisational capital is that knowledge that has been

2.2.1 Reporting at individual level

captured/institutionalised within the structure, processes and culture of an organisation;
and customer capital is the perception of value
obtained by a customer from doing business
with a supplier of goods and/or services.'20

Reporting on human capital does already take

place at individual level, both formally and
informally, by means of diplomas, certificates,
written statements, curricula vitae, etc. Much
work is currently taking place to provide even

better reporting mechanisms for individuals'
knowledge, for instance the European Union's
promotion of the cross-national Europass for
apprenticeships. Other initiatives include the
identification, assessment and recognition of

While organisational capital relates to the

non-formal learning19.

enterprise level alone, it does not encompass
collective human capital formed outside the
organisation. Inclusion of the organisation's
culture is, however, interesting and may have
connotations to other intangible assets, such

19 For the latter, see Bjornavold 1997.

29 Edvinsson 1997.
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Table 2.1: Main approaches to reporting on human capital

I

_
Approach

Calculating
costs of
personnel policies

Human capital
accounting

Human accounting
management

Strategic
management

mid 1960s
Financial utility of
personnel selection

early 1960s
Financial value
of enterprises'
human capital

late 1970s
Learning and dissemination of knowledge as internal
management
strategy

Methods
applied

Utility
analysis

The learning
organisation
Knowledge
management

Reporting
framework

Cost and benefit
calculations

Human resource
accounting
Human resource
costing and
accounting
Financial
statements

early 1990s
The combination of
financial indicators,
human capital,
internal business
processes, customer
relations and
innovation
The Balanced
Scorecard

Period
of origin
Characteristic

Non-financial
statements (if any)

Generic
performance
measurements

--,
NB: period of origin indicates when the approach was introduced. The methods mentioned may, therefore, be much younger.

Table 2.2: Stages for reporting on human capital at enterprise level
Stage

Characteristics

Period

Stage 1

Human capital within
accounting frameworks

From early 1960s

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

Human capital within
internally oriented
management frameworks
Human capital within
globally oriented
management frameworks
Human capital
as audit systems

Methods
Human resource
accounting
Some utility analyses
Learning organisation

From late 1970s

Knowledge management
From early 1990s

The Balanced Scorecard

From early/mid 1990s

Investors in People
Benchmarking measures

NB: Each of the stages still exists, although Stage 1 in its purest form is declining, while Stage 4 is only just becoming apparent.

as goodwill. Still, it is outside the notion of
human capital.

management principles and beyond. Four
stages are thus observable, as indicated in
Table 2.2.

2.2.2 Reporting at enterprise level
Reporting at enterprise level is, as already
stated, gradually moving from accounting to
258

Originally, the ambition was to put value on
human capital within an accounting framework, i.e. to put a value on human capital and
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include it as an asset in financial statements.
While this element is still being debated among

scholars, it is largely being deemed unrealistic, simply because the measurement problems
seem unlikely to be overcome and, further, even
if they were to be overcome, human capital does

not generally qualify as an asset within accountancy standards21. Though some methods

and approaches still consider this to be a viable path, the notion of enlarging financial

statements with human capital assets is
quickly fading away. The economic dimension
still plays a dominant role, though.

needs related to the growing dominance of
intangible inputs to production. The fourth
stage must therefore be considered to be a
pragmatic but also an incomplete solution to
the demand for improved information on human capital at enterprise level, seen from the
perspective of researchers and policy-makers.
However, growing utilisation of audit systems
and participation in benchmark programmes

by enterprises indicates that the methods
have a practical usability, which overrides
theoretical and methodological concerns.

2.2.3 Reporting at society level
The first stage is predominantly based on accounting principles, while the second stage is
initiated from a management perspective focusing on the optimised use of human capital
as a means to gain a competitive edge. The
third stage operates with a global perspective,

i.e. the enterprise and, consequently its human capital, interacting with the surrounding world. Human capital is a dominant element upon which strategies are formulated
and implemented and forms a major input to
the assessment of enterprises' total value.

Estimations on the stock of human capital at
society level is primarily done by measuring
educational attainment the highest level of
education completed of members of the adult

population. As mentioned under 1. 1, this
method tends to overlook other important inputs to human capital not visible through formal education, such as work experience, nonformal learning, etc. Another more reliable
method is to test individuals for certain abili-

ties. However, this is possible only as spot
which is difficult to attribute at national level.

The fourth stage combines basic information
on investments in human capital with human
capital strategies and evaluation of returns.

Most reporting on the stock of human capital

At the current standing, this approach is
fairly less ambitious than for instance the

societal returns on investments in education,
i.e. human capital is defined as education or

Balanced Scorecard and other, advanced management approaches identified at Stage 3. On
the other hand, the more pragmatic approach
seems to gain more momentum in that it can
be a useful instrument internally and be used

an input factor22. Consequently, these surveys

human capital stock in societies, they merely
reflect the societal investment level in formal
education.

to benchmark enterprises within and across
sectors as well as across countries. As such,

As was the case at enterprise level, incomplete

it seems to be more applicable than other

proxy indicators and benchmarking rather

methods and, further, is more readily compa-

than output measures are utilised to estimate
and report on the stock of human capital at
society level. However, some have started to

rable to quality management systems and
other alternative reporting mechanisms.

at society level has been linked with the

do not provide a measure on the totality of

push forward the need for a more sophisticated

However, methods to be identified with the
fourth stage leave out some of the black spots,

which other methods have tried to respond
to. Consequently, the fourth stage does not

human capital account at national level, such
as the Federation of Danish Trade Unions23.
Further, the regional level is being introduced,
among others by the World Bank.

provide a solution to all relevant information
22 See Psacharopoulos 1994 and 1995.

21 See International Accounting Standards Cornmittee 1998.
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2.3 Methodological considerations
From the previous sections it has become ap-

parent that many weaknesses of reporting
methods originate from lack of adequate
measuring techniques. This relates primarily
to identification of human capital and especially how to measure it.

2.3.1 Identification of human capital
Identification of human capital can be strati-

fied into three elements: first, a consistent
framework must be established which captures both the definition of the term itself and
the levels and dimensions related to the term,
e.g. as outlined in Table 1. Second, identifica-

tion of the processes related to the acquisition, maintenance and development of knowledge at individual level must be established,
since it is at individual level that knowledge

is acquired, maintained and developed
through learning, be it formal, informal or
non-formal learning, and work experience24.

Third, one must differentiate between individual and collective human capital. Collective human capital encompasses work organi-

sation and processes, information networks
and other forms of intangible, non-visible
knowledge embedded in a group of persons
rather than in individuals. It can to some degree be defined as knowledge that remains in
the organisation even if individuals are replaced25.

Identification of human capital and the various forms it takes to acquire, maintain and
develop it have undergone considerable research in recent years, notably within the in24 See Bjornhvold and Sellin 1998, Bjornávold 1997.

25 Scandia, a Swedish insurance company, has been

one of the pioneers within organisational intellec-

tual and structural capitals. For further details,
see Edvinsson and Malone (1997). It must be noted
that collective and organisational human/intellectual capitals do not merge totally, although for sim-

plicity it is presented as such in this paper.

formal and non-formal segments of learning.
Even though some theoretical and methodological difficulties are still present26, it is justifiable to conclude with Hartog that `... the
main problem is not so much how to define
human capital as how to measure it'.27

2.3.2 Measuring human capital
Identification of human capital does not in
itself imply that it will be measured. Given
the intangible nature of human capital and
the difficulties in establishing reliable measuring techniques, crude proxy indicators such
as market value over booked value28 or costs

of input over output activities at enterprise
level have been used rather than actual measurements29.

Essentially, two different methods can be
identified, one used to measure the stock of
human capital and one used to measure the
costs related to acquire, maintain and develop
the stock of capital.

Non-economic measurement methods can be
linked either to formal or to real human capital. Formal human capital will be measured
through proxy indicators, such as educational
attainment, years of schooling and/or other

indicators such as job positions, number of
years in job positions, etc. This is primarily
related to individual and society levels. Real
human capital can be measured directly at
individual level by means of interviews, tests
and/or examinations.

Economic measurement methods are related
to the costs and benefits of acquiring, mainnot be overemphasised given that the dominant
feature on the labour market and related to competitiveness at individual, enterprise and society
levels is still the level of skills identified through
formal learning. Formal learning is thus also likely
in the future to be the guiding determinant for com-

petitiveness and job creation as illustrated by
Pfeiffer (1997).

" See Hartog 1999.
26 See also Bjornávold 1997, European Commission
1997, Bjornavold and Sellin 1998, Frederiksen and

28 See Ernst & Young and OECD 1997.

Westphalen 1998. It should be noted that the focus on informal and non-formal learning should

29 Refer also to Chapter 1 of this paper.
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Table 3.1: The stakeholders at different levels
Level

Main stakeholders

Other stakeholders

International state organisations
Governments

International organisations

Society

Enterprise

Individual

Trade unions
Investors
Enterprises
Employees

Local governments
The 'political consumer'
Employers' associations
Subcontractors
Potential employees
Dependants

taining and developing human capital. This
is related to all three levels, individual, organisation and society. This includes direct
and indirect education and training and al-

ment in human capital is less easy to detect
as is choosing between alternative strategies
related to human capital and, not least, the

ternative costs as well as returns on any given
investment, be it time and/or money. Further,

stakeholders.

it also includes returns on existing stock of
human capital and depreciation of it.
The inability to establish reliable and verifiable measurement systems is the biggest challenge for reporting on human capital. However,

despite the shortcomings so far in establishing a coherent measurement methodology, less

technical hindrances also add to the reasons
why such methods are not better developed,
at least when it comes to measuring returns
on any given investment in training:
Zi the cost-effectiveness of the training may
be so obvious that formal evaluation is unnecessary;
1:1

it may be impossible or prohibitively expensive to obtain the data necessary for a
formal evaluation of training".

Identification of the stock of human capital
may therefore to some degree be sufficient to
identify future needs and demands, be it at
individual, organisation or society levels.
However, this leaves the economic dimension

distribution of costs between different

3. Political considerations and
the stakeholders
There are ultimately two paths for introducing reporting on enterprises' human capital
on a large scale; public regulation or market
forces. If both fail, i.e. if there is not sufficient
political support or not enough market incentives, reporting on human capital will remain
a technical exercise at macro-economic level
and a description of knowledge, competences
and skills at individual level.

In this process, the interests and dedication
of the main stakeholders become vital.

3.1 The stakeholders
A stakeholder is defined as an individual, private organisation or public body having a direct interest in or being able to influence the
widespread use of human capital reports. Table 3.1 provides an overview of stakeholders
at various levels31.

unexposed, and without measuring the economic consequences, over- and under-investSee Dougherty 1992, p. 551-552.

31 See Frederiksen and Westphalen 1998 for an indepth stakeholder analysis. Table 3.1 is partly copied from this report, p. 24.
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3.1.1 International state organisations
International state organisations are generally very active within the area of human
capital. But even though the OECD has promoted investments in and to a certain degree reporting on human capital, it has so
far abstained from clear recommendations
and has not provided specific frameworks.
The European Commission favours treating
capital investment and investment in training on an equal basis. In this respect, the
European Commission proposes that support

structures be established at European level
for the measurement of investment in education and training and promotion of investment in human resources". However, the European Commission too, has abstained from

specifically influencing development, i.e.
they have not provided or supported specific
frameworks".

to report on human capital, both in private
enterprises and public organisations".

3.1.3 Trade unions
Generally, trade unions are not deeply involved in reporting on human capital. Still,
concerns on the approach to human relations
at enterprise level have been raised. For instance, ILO has, in the context of the crisis of
trade unions globally, stated that 'The inherent risk is one of focusing attention on a purely
economic even econometric approach to

human relations' (ILO 1997, p. 222).

Exceptions to this observation are, again, to
be found in Scandinavian countries where
trade unions have developed policies on report-

ing on human capital as well as participated
in the development of framework models and
the testing of them. LO, the Danish Confederation of Trade Unions, has been involved be-

3.1.2 Governments

cause: `LO has certain reservations about ty-

ing employee development too closely to
Governments' interests can be summarised

technical principles of accounting; and for that

as a concern for efficiency of educational pro-

very reason, one of the critical points in the
knowledge account will be whether we can

vision, cost sharing on further development
of society's stock of human capital and internal optimisation of its own stock of human
capital. Consequently, they have a self-interest as well as a societal concern for estab-

lishing reporting mechanisms on human
capital. Governments may, therefore, be a
driving force for popularising human capital reports or, ultimately, installing regulation for compulsory reporting at enterprise
level. The Danish government has summarised as follows: 'We have to contribute to
creating a basis for companies', consultants'
and investors' use of intellectual capital accounts in Denmark by actively participating
in international development of guidelines34!

Until now, however, it is primarily Scandinavian governments and the Netherlands,
which have supported pilot studies on how

manage to include the right things.36' Further,
LO sees reporting on human capital as a means
not only to fulfil economic requirements but
also to meet social and ethical objectives and,
furthermore, see it in connection with lifelong
learning and the learning organisation, i.e. as
a means to improve the workplace.

To secure maximum influence for its members, LO has developed a participatory strategy, i.e. it has developed information and
training material so that members can influence the development of a HCA system. Still,

it is important to note that this approach is
based on the common interests of both enter-

35 See for instance www.efs.dk (English version
exists on the site) for information on the Danish
government's project. See also Dutch Ministry of

32 See European Commission, 1995, p. 70-72.

Economic Affairs 1999.

33 See OECD 1996, Ernst & Young and OECD 1997,

36 See foreword to LO, 1998. Knowledge account is

OECD 1998, European Commission 1995.

the name of a human resource accounting system

34 Danish Ministry of Business and Industry, 1999,
P. 3.

developed by Jan Mouritsen, Professor, for the
Agency for the Promotion of Trade and Industry
under the Danish Ministry of Commerce.
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prise and employees. The cornerstone of this
strategy is that employees be directly involved
in and exert influence on enterprises' training and development programmes through
informed discussions of the outcome of such

Most commonly, enterprises introduce reports
on human capital to obtain:

ID an external information system to attract
investors;

programmes. The outcome is divided into
work efficiency, creativity, staff turnover and

absenteeism, which reflect both the enterprises' need for profitability and the employees' interest in a good working environment.

an internal information system on human
resource issues;

1:1 a cost-benefit analysis of investments in
human resources;

3.1.4 Investors
The investors' perspective has been the focal

point for most of the work initiated by the
OECD in this area. The reason has been the
focus on measuring the real value of enterprises given that financial statements do not
fully capture the intangible assets in enterprises, notably the knowledge of employees
in high-tech sectors. However, until now investors have shown relatively little interest
in such information.
The empirical findings in the Danish project
further underline that enterprises do not have

investors in mind as the primary target for
producing human capital reports (see Chap-

ID improvement in human resource management.

However, many pilot projects indicate that
other objectives besides the officially stated
ones play an increasingly decisive role. These
include38:

:I maintain or improve enterprise image in
society;

01 indicate social responsibility and ethical
values to the outside world;
improve marketing to present and potential customers;

ter 3.1.5 below).

CI benchmark human resource management
and development;

3.1.5 Enterprises
Reasons for enterprises to start reporting on
human capital generally come from a belief
in management that it will improve performance. Still, external pressures exerted by investors, trade unions or governments, or internal pressures exerted by trade unions or
individuals may also influence the decision.
Nevertheless, the decision to start reporting
on human capital is taken by management of
the enterprise and ambitions differ accordingly. Skandia, for instance, a Swedish international insurance company, considers new
indicators and collects new data for their human capital reports, while the Danish Environmental Protection Agency bases their hu-

ED attract qualified labour force;

Li retain qualified labour force.

A Danish project initiated by the Ministry
of Business supports the theory that enterprises give a high ranking to human resource
development in HCA. Of the 10 Danish and
Swedish enterprises included in the project,
nine list human resource development as the
main objective in having an HCA. Only three
enterprises include customers and only one

enterprise lists investors and external reporting, respectively, in their objectives for
HCA39.

man capital report on existing human
resource data".

38 See Frederiksen and Westphalen 1998, p.30.
37 See Frederiksen and Westphalen 1998, the case
studies.

33 See The Danish Trade and Industry Development Council, 1997, p. 25-27.
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However, when enterprises estimate the effects

of their HRA, investors' and external stakeholders play a role almost equal to human resource development, productivity effects and
creation of an enterprise spirit. This indicates

expressed by a shop steward in an enterprise
developing human capital accounts: 'There is

nothing wrong with being measured and
weighed, as long as it is done fairly.'42

that a non-stated objective behind much HCA
is actually to acquire information directed towards investors and external stakeholders.

Still, employees generally are not particularly

A more recent study provides more detailed
information on the reasons behind enterprises
producing human capital reports. Results of
the study are presented in Chapter 4.2, Ta-

In summing up; generally, stakeholders do not

ble 4.3.

interested until after it has been introduced
by management.
formulate policies or strategies concerning
reporting on enterprises' human capital. Exceptions come from relatively few, isolated
pilot projects at enterprise level formulated
by dedicated management and, notably, from

Finally, it must be emphasised that use of
HCA is already widespread in some countries.

In a survey of human resource managers in
companies with more than 200 employees located in Stockholm, Sweden, 70% of the re-

spondents said they were applying HCA in
some way. Most organisations had started at
the beginning of the 1990s. An investigation
conducted by the Swedish Association of Local Authorities found that 22% of the 276 respondents had decided to use HCA. Only from
5% to 15% of the personnel, accounting and

financial managers asserted they were not
interested in HCA40.

3.1.6 Employees

Scandinavian countries where both social
partners and governments are actively involved. However, not even these countries or
otherwise active international organisations
have formulated clear policies and most work/

support is still dedicated to testing and/or
theorising rather than decision-making or
active promotion of reporting frameworks.

3.2 Market forces or public regulation
Despite interest in reporting on enterprises'
human capital, a clear strategy for popularising reporting on a large scale has not yet
emerged. The core elements for a wider dissemination are thus related to relevance, applicability and promotion.

Employees are listed as main stakeholders
since they are the core element in any reporting mechanism being introduced and, further,
reporting on human capital can be viewed as

an instrument 'to create a new contract between company and employee. The individual
takes responsibility for his or her own training. We are trying to create key figures for the
new contract. The employee undertakes to seek
knowledge and education, while the company
undertakes to make the employee suitable for
employment... This can lead to an "every man
for himself' attitude'.41 On the other hand, as
40 See Grojer and Johanson, 1996. N.B. Johansson

refers to the use of HRCA, which is one specific
form of HRA.

41Jan Mouritsen, Professor, Department of
Informatics and Financial Management at

The relevance is not generally disputed by insiders. Most researchers, policy-makers and
practitioners see the importance of reporting
on human capital as a means to improve over-

all performance of enterprises. But, as indicated above, relevance has many faces fol-

lowing stakeholders' different objectives.
Consequently, it remains questionable whether
all objectives, insofar as they are being formu-

lated by a small group of experts, dedicated
practitioners or in general political statements,
can be captured in one framework.

It follows that if the importance of reporting
on enterprises' human capital is only captured

by insiders and their judgement is correct,

Handelshojskolen Kobenhavn, from LO, 1998.

42 Danish Ministry of Business and Industry, 1998,
p. 12.
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Table 3.3: Methods to promote reporting on human capital

_
Method
The unstructiiied
voluntary marketbased method

The systematised
voluntary rewarding
market-based
method
The voluntary
rewarding method
initiated by public
authorities
The compulsory
method

,

Explanation

Examples

Isolated pilot studies are initiated by
individual enterprises or consultancy
companies/ researchers develop and
promote approaches and methods

Knowledge accounts
Social reports
Human resource audit
Holistic balance sheet
Intellectual capital statements
ISO 9000 standards
Benchmark programmes

Develop a consistent framework
operational across sectors and
countries and promote large scale
through inherent rewards and image
gains
Develop a consistent framework
supported by rewarding mechanisms
once introduced and approved
at enterprise level
Identify disclosure on human capital
as a public concern and prepare
(inter)national regulations and standards

Investors in People, UK
European label for innovative projects
in language learning, EU
Green accounts, Denmark

v

NB: Since there is a lack of examples directly related to human capital, examples related to alternative reporting and quality
standards are used.

then other factors limit the process from proceeding beyond the testing phase.

Four ways can be identified for promoting
such a reporting framework, as outlined in
Table 3.3.

This leads to the applicability of reporting
frameworks; i.e. whether applicable reporting tools can be established and, if so, what

The unstructured, voluntary market-based
method has prevailed until now. This could

information to disclose; financial or non-finan-

be seen as an experimental phase where dif-

cial indicators or both? It can be argued that
even if human capital is a powerful analytical notion, only little progress has been made
in terms of its practical utility43. Many pilot
studies have failed when it comes to wider
dissemination, either because the framework
was too limited in scope, deemed unreliable
for external use or because they lacked value
added compared to other reporting tools.

ferent methods and approaches are being
tested. However, after almost 10 years of
testing, the position is still not clear. Contimtation of pilot tests indicates that either

Inevitably, wider dissemination depends on
the establishment of a reporting framework,
deemed both relevant, relatively easy to apply at enterprise level and subject to external
audit. Further, reporting must be promoted
and become available as well as attractive to
a wider range of enterprises than have hitherto shown interest.
43See Schuller, 1997.

no reliable method has emerged, no consensus can be reached or that stakeholders are

reluctant to commit themselves to a given
standard.
Some would argue that this is also an indication that reporting on human capital will remain an internal management procedure or
be part of an enterprise's external promotion
catalogue with little general interest nor support. However, the Investors in People award
programme, discussed in detail in Chapter 4,
as well as the growing use of benchmark programmes suggest there is widespread interest in reporting on human capital when the

framework for doing so is within practical
reach at enterprise level.
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Signals of market preferences for specific
methods are thus emerging and a market
standard within human capital reporting may
be on its way. In contrast, there is little sign
of public authorities at national or international levels, willing to commit themselves to
promotion activities regarding voluntary rewarding mechanisms as is the case within
other spheres of enterprise issues. It is surprising that since the European year of lifelong learning in 1996, despite governments
and international organisations advocating
strongly for increased investment in human
capital, none with the notable exception of

the United Kingdom

have provided an

awarding mechanism for reporting on such
investments. The European Union, in particular, having introduced awarding mechanisms
or supporting such mechanisms within environmental friendly production, quality promotion and, most recently, a European label for

ments of the stock of human capital in enterprises, be it depreciation, formation or utilisation of human capital. Some, if not the majority, would not, however, classify themselves
as human capital reporting tools. Rather, they
are identified as management tools, cost and

benefit analyses or quality training standards. This indicates that at enterprise level,
reporting on human capital has to be related
to practice, i.e. its usability should be clear
for management. The best way of securing
this is either through financial indicators, i.e.
showing the relation between a given procedure and the costs and benefits or through
improved management, i.e. showing that the
policies introduced clearly improve overall
performance.
There follows a description of approaches aim-

ing at providing frameworks for developing
some sort of human capital reports. The ex-

innovative projects in language learning,

ample s presented will only include ap-

should feel an obligation to introduce such a
scheme within reporting on human capital.
Especially since it would supplement policies
on lifelong learning which the European Union reintroduced in 1996.

proaches, which have already gained certain
popularity or are likely to become widespread
relatively quickly. Consequently, some examples are very limited in scope and may not
rightfully qualify as a human capital account
instrument, such as the Investors in People
programme. They are included, none the less,
because they do provide us with tools, indispensable in human capital accounts and because they highlight that financial indicators
and overall performance are not necessarily
the only reasons for undertaking investment
in human resources.

Consequently, it seems unlikely that public
authorities are going to issue any form of regulation in the near future. Therefore, if a stand-

ardised framework for reporting on human
capital is to emerge on a similar scale as ISO
standards or TQM within quality management, it must be market initiated".

4. Current reporting frameworks
The development of an advanced framework,

which can capture the full range of human
capital and report within reliable reporting
mechanisms and be subject to standard auditing control systems, seems not to be a realistic option at the moment. Instead, current

reporting frameworks concentrate on ele-

4.1 Intellectual capital accounts, Denmark
The Danish Ministry of Business and Industry is testing a framework model for human
capital accounts. The project started in 1997
and should be finalised in 2000 with a fully
developed human capital account. Due to the
time framework, there is a lack of details on
specific guidelines to be developed from individual experiences. It is therefore not possible to present a human capital account frame-

work, as such, but merely to present some
44 In 1991, the Swedish government proposed a legal obligation for organisations with more than 100
employees to provide an account of personnel costs

in the annual report but withdrew it again.

mid-term experiences.
According to the Danish minister at the time,
Mr Jan Trojborg, the project should 'give an
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Table 4.3: Firms own indication of motives for developing an HC report
The firm will use
HC accounts to
Retain employees
Attract new employees
Secure adequate training
Have a career planning tool
Secure updating of knowledge
Show that knowledge is the most
important asset
Improve cooperation with suppliers
Attract and retain customers
Create innovation
within the company
Show externally that the company
is innovative
Show that human resources
are the most important assets
Attract investors
Create opportunities for loans
Support strategies

Strongly

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

4.35
8.70
0.00
8.70
4.35

8.70
8.70
8.70
34.78
21.74

52.17
17.39
43.48
39.13
17.39

34.78
65.22
47.83
17.39
56.52

0.00
21.74
4.35

0.00
13.04
8.70

4.35
30.43
13.04

30.43
21.74
8.70

65.22
13.04
65.22

0.00

4.35

17.39

21.74

56.52

0.00

4.35

8.70

26.09

60.87

0.00
21.74
43.48
0.00

4.35
17.39
26.09
0.00

0.00
30.43
17.39
8.70

21.74
17.39
4.35
26.09

73.91
13.04

Neutral

Agree

agree
_

8.70
65.22

--...
NB: the survey is based on interviews with managers in 23 companies participating in the Danish project.
Source: Bukh, Larsen and Mouritsen 1999.

overview of the factors that create development within the company: the people working for it, their qualifications and the way in
which they carry out their work... If things
are not in order and are not consistent with
the market or the strategy the company is following, this will become apparent in the intellectual accounts'."

The Danish ministry stresses the need for a
broad interpretation of knowledge and provides some examples of figures which could be

included in an intellectual capital account":
CI

In 1999, the first report on the mid-term experiences of the project was published'''. Each
participating enterprise is developing a highly
individualised human capital account and,
consequently, experiences are individualised.
Generalisation and guidelines will be developed by the end of 2000. Consequently, the
experiences gained are not systematised other
than the following rough indications of the
enterprises' approaches":

costs of training,

1:1 IT skills,
Zi

1:1 employee satisfaction,
CI costs per process,
CI customer satisfaction.

ij some companies work with databases of

the seniority value of each employee,

employee competences;

Zi running-in time for new organisational
units,

45 Danish Ministry of Business and Industry, 1998,
P. 3.

46 See Danish Ministry of Business and Industry,
1998, p. 4.

others work with systems for formalisation
and sharing the company's experience re47 See Danish Ministry of Business and Industry,
1999. See also www.efs.dk.
48 See Danish Ministry of Business and Industry,
1999, p. 4.
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garding products, customers, technology

a) current personnel resources:

and processes relating to knowledge of the

different company and innovation processes, intellectual property rights, etc.;

amount and structure,
use of the working time,
labour costs,
travel expenses;

O
[0

O
O

0 many companies have introduced employee

and customer satisfaction analyses and
thus view knowledge as more 'implicit' relations between persons;

b) future need for personnel resources:
demand and supply of the personnel;

CI

0 some companies focus on the description
of organisational procedures regarding information technology, casework and other

c) development and support of HR:

Motivation and ability to work:

factors. Companies view knowledge as the
mechanisms binding people, technologies
and processes together.

work satisfaction,
competence,
absence due to illness,
absence due to occupational accidents,
personnel turnover;

[0

O
O
O

A survey tried, however, to research the reasons why companies get involved in developing human capital accounts.

[0

Personnel investments:
Based on this relatively small sample, it is clear

that presentation of the company as a knowledge intensive enterprise to attract employees
and customers and as support for overall business strategies are of overall importance. In
contrast, that human capital reports are conceived for or aimed at investors and suppliers
is of relatively little importance. This clearly
indicates that human capital reports are used
as much as external reporting tools as they are
for internal management purposes.

development and support of work satisfaction and work ability,
training and educational activities,
occupational health services,
replacement costs of the personnel;

:I
Li
Li
Li

d) HR output and productivity:
O
O
O

financial indicators,
customer satisfaction,
job requirements, performance, merit
pay;

The Danish government's interest in intellec-

tual capital accounts must be seen in the

e) financial HCA information:

macro perspective of maintaining the competi-

tiveness of Danish enterprises. Further, they
also see the testing of a framework for intellectual capital accounts as a means of establishing a common intellectual capital account

Cost and income calculation:
10

balance sheet calculation,

The data gathered provides information on50:

internationally, thus expressing the role of
governments to provide regulation.

4.2 The Finnish model

10 how cost-effectively human resources are
managed, so that the organisation benefits
from its human capital as much as possible;

The Finnish Ministry of Finance established
a project on human resource accounting in
1995 aimed at the public sector but attributable to private enterprises as well. Based on
a working paper developed by the Finnish
government together with its social partners,
an HRA system with the following main categories was tested in the public sector49:
268

0 how the organisation has taken care of its
personnel, so that they have both quanti49 See Rouhesmaa and BjurstrOm, 1996, Chapter 4.

5° See Rouhesmaa and Bjurstriim, 1996, Chapter
4.
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tatively and qualitatively adequate human
resources;
how the quality of work and working conditions, personnel resources, efficiency and
personnel wellbeing has been handled.
According to a survey in 1998, HRA is implemented by 28% of respondents in the public

sector". However, the Finnish model seems
closer to the French social accounts than to
the Danish project on human capital accounts
and the trend seems to be more and more towards broader intellectual capital accounting.

Both private and public organisations are
searching for alternatives to HRA and purely
financial metrics and indicators52. Still, the
HCA forms a solid background on statistical
indicators for further development of the tool,
be it for individual human capital reportirig
or supporting generic management tools.

counts so they can be used for management
purposes". If successful, experiences from the
social accounts will provide valuable information on definitions, gathering techniques, etc.

4.4 Investors in People, the United
Kingdom
Investors in People (IiP) is a standard on
training investments developed in the United
Kingdom which has been in operation since
1991. In early 1999, more than 33,000 organisations (which include enterprises, schools,
public and private organisations, etc.) covering 33% of the total workforce in UK were
committed to the standard (according to statistics from DfEE). The standard has been introduced in other countries, albeit until now
unsuccessfully.

The standard is a relatively simple training

4.3 Social accounts in France

needs analysis within a larger framework oriented towards implementing structured training methods. The standard includes four prin-

Since 1977, enterprises have been required
by law to provide social accounts in France
(more than 300 employees from 1982). The
social accounts are entirely for internal reasons and primarily aimed at providing information for the benefit of the employees' bargaining position towards management.

ciples (and 24 indicators) within an action
line, as described in Figure 4.1 below. The
standard is based on a common framework
but with a high degree of flexibility within
each indicator. Further, some indicators are
policy- rather than process-oriented, such as
management commitment. Of the four prin-

Social accounts provide a richness of detailed

ciples, one is solely devoted to commitment of
management and awareness of employees.

information on employees, education and
training, etc. The number of indicators is
counted in hundreds following specific descriptions and definitions. It is by far the most
detailed compulsory reporting mechanism on
employees that enterprises have to develop.
This indicates the administrative and organi-

sational burden on enterprises and, consequently, the problems in viewing social ac-

The relatively broad framework does imply
that each IiP plan is highly individualised
according to the need and wishes of the individual organisation. From a standardisation
point of view this is a weakness but from a
usability point of view, i.e. the organisation
itself, it is a strength which optimises use of
the framework.

counts as useful for management purposes.

Once an organisation has been rewarded the
Even if social accounts are not perceived as a

human capital reporting method they are
closely related. Presently, discussions are go-

ing on in France to improve the social ac-

investors award, it has to be renewed on a
yearly basis. From year to year between 85
and 95% of awarded organisations want to
maintain the award. The reasons are listed
in Table 4.1 below based on a survey from
1995.

" See Eronen and Ahonen 1999, p. 7.
52

See Eronen and Ahonen 1999, p. 3.

53

See Fruleux 1999.
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Figure 4.1 liP principles and model

liP's four principles: commitment, planning, action and evaluation.
1. Review

> 2. Action

> 3. Assessment

It is clear from Table 4.1 that organisations
generally value the award albeit most of the
reasons only indirectly relate to overall performance. This highlights the perspectives for
new enterprise statements as well as the irrelevance for having such information tied
into traditional financial statements; report-

ing on human capital via the IiP focus on
training and training processes is simply operating on a different level. This is underlined
by the anticipated benefits realised from organisations involved in IiP, as described in
Table 4.2 below.

Again, the benefits are highly visible but it is
meaningless to try to present this within the

> 4. Achievement

Continuous

> 5. mprovement
i

Table 4.1 Reasons for maintaining
the investors award
%

Good for image
of organisation
Better management
of training
Improved training
processes
Improve employee moral,
motivation, commitment, etc.
Business
benefits

Other

38.9
27.9

26.3
20.3
15.5
18.9

framework of a traditional financial statement. The problem is whether it can be reliably reported annually at organisational level
with a satisfactory degree of comparability.
And whether this is relevant as long as the
relevance of using the IiP is obvious for the
organisation itselfl

4.5 ISO quality management Guidelines for training; ISO/DIS 10015
The ISO standard on training was planned
to come into force late in 1999 and forms part

of the standards on quality assurance and
quality management. The standard as such
is not markedly different from other methods

within the area of training needs' analyses
but has the advantage of being an international standard. More importantly, it gradually builds up a database of the competences
of employees in the enterprise having chosen
the ISO standard which eventually can
be easily adopted as a means to report on human capital.

Consequently, the interesting aspect of the
ISO model, presented in Figure 4.2 below, is

NB: multiple responses allowed.
Source: Hi liege and Mora lee 1996.

Table 4.2: Anticipated benefits realised
from organisations involved in liP
%

Improved staff motivation
and morale
Improved workplace
relationships
Improved skills and
quality of workforce
Increased quality of goods
and services
Improved
image
Improved customer
satisfaction
Improved financial
performance

NB: multiple responses allowed.
Source: Hi !lege and Mora lee 1996.
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68.7
67.8

65.3
65.1

62.5
56.5
43.1
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Figure 4.2 ISO's training cycle
1. identify and analyse
training needs

4. outcomes

2. plan the training

3. provide training

current standing on human
capital reporting frameworks

not the model as such but the perspectives
for enterprises over time while using the
standard. The standard will gradually build
up a comprehensive database in each enter-

4.6 The

prise; a database which will provide a detailed

over the past 10 to 15 years. If human re-

overview of the competences and qualifications of the workforce, i.e. the enterprise's
human capital.

human capital reports, reports have existed

It is the requirement to identify systematically the competences needed compared to the
existing competence of its personnel. The ISO

standard will provide a tool for standardising the information and, hence, the opportunity to store the information for future uses.
It is specified that: the organisation should
identify the competence needed for each task
that affects the quality of products, assess the
competence of the employees to perform the
task, and develop plans to close any gaps'.54
This provides the ultimate tool for mapping
the present stock of human capital at enterprise level and constantly upgrade this information. Further, if used properly the standard will also provide information on the flow
of human capital, both actual stocks and required stock, over time!

From this perspective, the ISO standard has
the potential of paving the way for reporting
on human capital.

54

ISO 1998: Draft international standard ISO/DIS

10015, p. 7.
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Human capital reports have been developed
source accounting and social reports count as

for the past 30 to 35 years. Still, reports combining measuring and managing human capital for both external and internal reasons are
a recent phenomenon.

Even more recent are attempts to systematise the development of standardised human
capital report frameworks. Currently, such
attempts exist in Denmark, the Netherlands
and in the international Meritum project under the European Union's TSER programme.

In the latter participate Denmark, Finland,
Norway, Sweden, Spain and France thus underlining that structured impulses are coming from the Scandinavian countries in par-

ticular. To this must be added numerous
methods developed by consultant companies
most of which, however, seem to be biased

towards internal management objectives.
This renders them incomplete if judged from
the experiences of the Danish project and from

the stakeholder analysis in Chapter 3. This
is why the Dutch experiment has not been

described in greater detail, because they
formed a project by inviting four consultant
companies to develop a human capital framework, which, in its initial stages seems to suffer from traditional consultancy weaknesses.
Finally, the individual enterprise approaches
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suffer from their very individual styles and
lack of generalisation.
Consequently, the examples present the cur-

rent state of the art outside individual attempts and consultant companies' methods.
This may not look promising for the future of
human capital reporting!

5. Research findings: from
theoretical intentions to applicable methods
The first question is whether standard reporting tools can be developed? On the one hand,

they do already exist but at such a low abstraction level that they only barely qualify
as being a human capital reporting tool. On
the other hand, the very problem is whether
standards in an area where the process is
deemed as important as the end result, i.e.
the report, can be developed and made operational.

The final question is who is to ensure that
human capital reports become widely used?
Governments trying to steer development by
incentives rather than by laws may pursue
establishing one or the other variation of human capital reporting as a policy programme.

It indicates that governments do commit
themselves by supporting a specific framework but leave it to market forces supported
by incentives to make it become widespread.
This may be a very successful approach as in
the UK case of Investors in People and is
likely to be the approach adopted by the Danish government once their pilot project is finalised in 2000 and can be implemented.

But government regulation or steering is not
the only way for reporting on human capital
to become widespread as market forces may
create their own momentum. This has been

the case with quality and environmental
standards, etc. Presently, different forms of
human capital reporting, together with intellectual capital management, social accounts,
ethical accounts, etc., are becoming inevitable elements in consultant companies tool-

One way of solving the dilemma is establish-

boxes55. This may be a first indication of things

ing a minimum set of standard indicators,

being set in motion. However, it is still not
clear in which direction.

which will satisfy the need for reliability and

comparability while still leaving room for
manoeuvre taking individual requirements
and perspectives into account. This is the
approach guiding the Danish project although
the framework as such is not yet developed.

The next question is whether reporting on
human capital should be compulsory or voluntarily. This question is not yet answered
definitively but it seems that public authorities are reluctant to force a reporting method
on enterprises. Further, the French experience does not seem to support the idea of regu-

lation. Having said that, it must be underlined that the intention behind the French'
social accounts was to provide employees with

a tool to strengthen their bargaining power

against management. This approach will
naturally hamper any perception of this being a tool for mutual benefit. Therefore, the
French example is not of much relevance today and seems more to be an anachronism
from an earlier era than being related to modern management and reporting ideas.
272

The ISO 10015 on quality management of
training, as well as the Investors in People
programme, are examples of a minimalist
approach to human capital reporting although
training and related areas constitute a major

element within reporting on human capital.
Business Excellence, the Balanced Scorecard
and other generic management approaches
are at first sight all embracing. However, a
closer look reveals that they are limited in
three perspectives: first, they seem to operate on a high abstraction level. They do not
provide tools or indicators, which can transform them into an operational tool at enterprise level. Notwithstanding their usefulness
at a strategic level they remain theoretical
tools. Second, and as a consequence of the
first, these tools are of relatively little use in
the day-to-day running of an organisation
55 See for instance KPMG, Ernst & Young, Arthur
Andersen, ICM, etc. Accountancy organisations are
also exploring opportunities.
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unless they are transformed into specific tools.

they include specific measurement elements

This requires for instance a human capital

on which most management theories fall short.

reporting mechanism. Third, the need for pronally can never be fulfilled by these tools since

Potentially, human capital reports are therefore a complex form of measuring, reporting

they remain management tools.

and acting at the same time56 which may over-

viding reliable and valid information exter-

come the barriers between static measuring

Consequently, between the minimalist and
generic approach specific tools are necessary,

which can address the specific needs at enterprise level for gathering information as
well as providing the framework for external
reporting. This is the reason why experimentation is ongoing. Further, different stakeholders will have different orientation points
and, hence, focus on different aspects. An inherent risk, unless governments are involved,
may be that only incomplete reporting tools

with fragmented or highly individualised
frameworks will be developed. Frameworks
that will not satisfy the full range of needs
and demands, as expressed by a full range of
stakeholders, will fail to become more than a
short-lived fad.

6. Conclusion; recent trends
and likely future of reporting
on human capital
Human capital is about measuring and reporting fixed values and processes related to

gathering, developing and disseminating
knowledge. From this very broad framework,
a new approach which combines reporting on
and management of enterprises' human capital is emerging. The methods being developed
focus either on specific elements or on the to-

tality of elements constituting human capital and the utilisation of it.
With the increasing dominance of intangible
assets, first and foremost knowledge in production, reporting on human capital seems to
be a method on which future estimates on enterprise performance as well as future strategies can more efficiently be made. This is the
advantage over other reporting methods, notably financial statements, and is the constituent factor in most strategic management tools
developed in recent years. The benefits of human capital reports in this connection are that

and active managing. However, there are substantial problems to overcome before the potential will be realised.

6.1 Society level

Reporting on human capital is still surrounded by a high degree of indecisiveness
regarding its direction, as indicated in Figure 6.1 below. Although human capital is becoming part of mainstream macroeconomics
and statistics, it still falls short of being used
in a coherent manner. Rather, human capital
is replacing the black holes in macroeconomic

theory, which used to be covered under the
notion of externalities or residual factors and,
further, within macrostatistics, human capital has become synonymous with education
alone.
This is primarily due to methodological prob-

lems deriving from the intangible nature of
human capital indicating that direct measurement seems unlikely to appear in the near
future. Instead, proxy indicators linked to
factors feeding into the creation of human
capital will prevail, and proxy measures related to output will remain on the level of com-

parisons. This may be in the form of benchmarking or through statistical observations
of the correlation between input investments
in human capital and output performance of
economies, be it at micro or macro level.
It must not be neglected, however, that proxy
indicators- may be satisfactory for a number
of purposes, although they may not provide a
complete description. Indeed, the balance between full knowledge and operational measures does inevitably lead to imperfect infor-

mation provision but also leads to constant
improvements and refinements if only the
scope changes. The very notion of reporting
56 See Larsen, Bukh and Mouritsen 1999.
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Figure 6.1 The crossroad for reporting on human capital
Internal management

Non-financial indicators

Financial indicators

External reporting

on human capital can thus be seen as a shift
in orientation among economists, statisticians
and other research areas on the one hand and
policy-makers and other stakeholders on the

fled labour force, thus intensifying the need

other. The notion of human capital has re-

management tools at enterprise level, certain
developments utilising human capital as defined in this paper have arisen. Although still
primarily occupied with the input side, some
programmes like Investors in People in the
UK and various benchmarking programmes,
do evaluate the return side based on a standardised framework.

sulted in inclusion of the enterprise level as a
focal point for measuring investments in and
returns on human capital formation in enterprises, which was relatively neglected by researchers and policy-makers for a long time.

6.2 Enterprise level
Enterprises are gradually showing more interest in reporting on human capital. There
are a number of reasons for this development.
The shift of responsibilities between the pri-

for policies to retain the workforce.

Within the area of internal reporting and

Ambitious human capital report frameworks
like the Danish project try to incorporate various elements while servicing both internal

management as well as external reporting

vate and public spheres have made enter-

needs, as presented in Figure 6.1. Gradually,

prises increasingly willing or under pressure
to take on social responsibilities. Further, the
emergence of the political consumer will force

it appears that financial indicators become
relatively less important while indicators related to human resource management, work
environment and development and dissemi-

enterprises to respond to market pressures
beyond the actual product being produced (e.g.
working conditions, environmental protection
and production methods). This has already led

nation of knowledge gain momentum57.

to pressure for reporting on human capital in
some cases, e.g. as a minimum to document
that child labour is not being exploited. Fur-

man capital reporting as a response to

thermore, in the light of a rapidly ageing

tions. Further, the development of new products, production methods and work organi-

population, which will make the labour force

It is thus important to maintain focus on hu-

societal and industrial changes, leading to
more transparent enterprises and organisa-

with the right qualifications scarce, enterprises are trying to find new means to attract
and retain labour. Finally, the decentralised

and individualised bargaining pattern will
contribute to the mobility of the well-quali.274

57 For more detail, please refer to the papers presented at the OECD symposium in Amsterdam,
June 1999. http://www.oecd.org/dsti/sti/industry/
indcomp/act/Ams-conf/symposium.htm.
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sation, both internally and across companies,

has created the knowledge society, which
requires fundamentally different management and reporting tools from those of the
industrial age.
The question is whether human capital will
develop out of economic theories into a new
reporting framework for enterprises with all

its consequences. And if so, whether this
framework will lead to a fixed set of standards relative to those within management and
quality control. Another possibility supported by the initial phases of the Dutch and
Danish governments' pilot projects may simply be government programmes for supporting and strengthening enterprises' use of human capital!

6.3 The future of reporting on human
capital: the quest for indicators
Actual development of a standard reporting
framework will depend on whether stakeholders will start formulating clear policies
on human capital; if not, they may find themselves overtaken by consultants and practitioners developing their own brands. Even-

support. Scandinavian governments and social partners and the Dutch government have
begun to position themselves, generally along
a stakeholder approach. It seems likely that
human capital reporting frameworks with a

minimum of standardised indicators will
emerge. They will not become compulsory, at
least in the short term, but will be promoted
through financial, consultative and/or political incentives.

Enterprises are increasingly operating with
alternative internal and external reporting
systems, from financial statements over green
accounts to ethical accounts with human capi-

tal reporting being only one (sub)system.
Thus, given that a single human capital reporting method has not manifested itself
qualitatively nor quantitatively so far, relatively few enterprises are utilising human
capital reporting. Instead, widespread management approaches like the Balanced Scorecard, the learning organisation and business
excellence prevail and are often, misleadingly,
believed to encompass human capital reporting, although they would greatly benefit from
doing so.

tually, one or a few of these will become

Unless general approaches are developed sup-

market leaders, such as at the current stage
of the Balanced Scorecard or the Investors in

ported by governments and/or international

People programme in the UK. The risk, if considered to be a risk, may be that focus will be

likely to focus increasingly on the management perspective only while neglecting the
measurement and reporting elements. If this
is the future, other benefits of human capital

on short-term internal management needs
and thus remain in the traditional shareholder perspective, and not incorporate the
need for external reporting expressed by
stakeholders. If this dissemination strategy
prevails, human capital reporting is likely to
be short-lived, never to become widespread,
since consultancy methods are too limited in
focus.

On further dissemination of reporting tools
and having at least some standardisation,
international organisations have, until now,
been dragging their feet to avoid taking a clear
standpoint despite expressing strong, general

organisations, human capital reporting is

reporting, such as attracting qualified employees, will not be fulfilled.

On the other hand, if a set of minimum indicators is established, which is the likely outcome of the Danish project, the potential of
human capital reporting is likely to be reached
for the benefit of not only management but

also for other stakeholders. The Danish
project has from mid-1999 become a Scandinavian project, which further underlines that
human capital reporting is gaining momentum!
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Vocational training research
on the basis of enterprise surveys:
An international perspective

Lutz Bellmann
Abstract
Reliable information on trends in labour market demand and enterprises' skills requirements
is increasingly of interest not only to those researching the labour market and occupations but
also to the labour market players themselves. However, as yet only inadequate information on
establishments and enterprises is available. One result of this is that research activities are
concentrating on the supply side of the labour market.
The presentation of empirical studies based on establishment and enterprise data demonstrates

the potential that research of this kind offers for vocational training research. This report
therefore covers the skills requirements arising in the context of enterprises' increasing flexibil-

ity, in-company vocational training and the employment of trainees on completion of their
training, and the trends discernible in the field of continuing in-company training. In this
context, matched employer-employee data records are also discussed. With data records of this
kind, it will in future be possible to analyse labour market demand and supply jointly.

The advantages, but also the disadvantages, of longitudinal surveys as opposed to cross-sectional surveys are also brought out. The advantages of longitudinal surveys lie in the survey,
i.e. the fieldwork, the sampling and the questionnaire design. Longitudinal analysis, as opposed to cross-sectional analysis, offers other advantages in the shape of the allowances made
for the heterogeneity of individual businesses, and consideration of the links between cause
and effect and of processes of adjustment. Certain questions can be analysed only by means of
panel data. The increased significance of measurement errors and selectivity problems can be
regarded as a disadvantage of longitudinal data, including the panel mortality caused by
various factors. As a rule, the collection of longitudinal data is considerably more costly and
time-consuming, and it also takes a few years before evaluations of them can be presented.
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Vocational training research on the basis of enterprise surveys

1. Introduction

records, and studies with particularly interesting but non-representative data records.
Panel data records are preferable to one-off

Politicians, scientists and employers themselves have an increasing interest in reliable
information on trends in labour market demand and companies' skills requirements.
The main reasons for this are the persistently
high level of unemployment and the associated under-utilisation of human resources,
and reinforcement of the quality of locations

cross-sectional surveys, not only owing to the
more interesting evaluation options they offer, but also for technical reasons associated
with surveys and questionnaires.

via investment in human capital. The OECD's
Jobs Study (1996), for example, cited lack of
flexibility on the part of companies as one of

the main reasons for the European employment problem.

Section 3 therefore systematically compares
the advantages and disadvantages of these
two methods of gathering data.
Section 4 contains conclusions in the form of
recommendations for structuring and evaluating company and enterprise surveys focus-

ing on vocational training and continuing
training.

However, in comparison with the data available on the supply side of the labour market,
the data available on the demand side is inadequate. Hitherto, various public bodies and
research institutes have concentrated on surveying individuals. Establishment and enterprise data is systematically collected, but seldom with regard to employment and skills
aspects and the variables determining these.

In order to be able to analyse and possibly
reduce the continuing problems in the context of the labour market and training, there
is a need for reliable data on the demand side
of the labour market. Hamermesh (1993, p.
400) has also drawn attention to the interdependence of research activities and data availability thus addressed.

Naturally, vocational training issues are
among the most important subjects that can
be researched using establishment and enterprise data (cf. e.g. Lynch 1998, p. 54).
This report will therefore describe the potential which analysis of establishment and enterprise surveys holds for vocational training
research. This will be done in several stages.
The next section presents a review of research

dealing with issues relating to vocational
training and continuing training and to company skills requirements on the basis of establishment and enterprise data. The review
includes both studies with particularly highquality data records, in particular panel data

2. Vocational training studies
based on establishment and

enterprise data
2.1 Introduction
In the field of vocational training research,
there are very many questions which can really only be adequately analysed by using and
combining both personal and company/enter-

prise data. In addition to the trend in the
skills structure and skills requirements and

questions relating to recruitment and the
quest for staff, they include any problems aris-

ing with particular skills groups and with
employment under-utilising skills (over-education), and also the increasingly important
evaluation of publicly subsidised training and
continuing training.

These are, of course, interesting and important topics, but are mentioned only in passing in this report, which concentrates on the
following topics: skills requirements generated in the context of increased flexibility in
companies, in-company vocational training
and employment of trainees on completion of
training (so-called second threshold), and the
development trends discernible in the field of
in-company continuing training. Not only do
these topics cover major fields of debate, but
they are also particularly suitable for demonstrating the potential of establishment and
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enterprise surveys for vocational training
analysis.

CI segmentation by creating autonomous and
autarkic 'centres' (integration of functions,
holding structures, new independence for

parts of the company in their locations,

2.2 Promotion of flexibility in
companies

fractal plant, manufacturing islands, companies within companies);

The European Commission has emphasised
the link between external and internal flexibility and their significance for economic
growth, competitiveness and employment. In
a world of increasing competition, companies
are endeavouring to structure work organisation more flexibly in order to be able to respond more appropriately to external chal-

lenge s and opportunities (cf. European
Commission 1993). In the process, it has been
acknowledged that workforce flexibility is the
key to entrepreneurial success. A particularly

crucial part is played by the capacity of employees to adapt in line with business needs
by acquiring new knowledge and skills.

learning organisation in the sense of transferring improvement processes from central staff departments to specialist departments (continuous improvement process);

rj intensification of teamwork (semi-autonomous teams, project teams, work circles,
coordination bodies);
:I and total quality control (TQM), i.e. moni-

toring and maintenance of quality at all
business and production levels.
Brewster, Hegewisch and Mayne (1994) criticise the fact that labour market flexibility has

usually been measured and regarded as a

2.2.1 Business process re-engineering

problem not from the corporate point of view,

Since the early 1990s, in management practice all sectors have adopted a management
concept rightly described as a 'megatrend' and
by some as a 'management revolution'. Lean
production, lean management, lean enterprise
and lean company are terms in common use.
The more wide-ranging term 'lean management', or 'business process re-engineering', is
superseding 'lean production', because the
aim is to structure not just the plant or factory but the company as a whole in accordance with lean principles (cf. Hammer and
Champy 1994).
'Lean' organisation structures differ markedly
from Taylorist forms of organisation, which
produce significant 'organisational waste' in

but indirectly via staffing increases and decreases (numerical flexibility), atypical and
also precarious employment relationships,
part-time work, fixed-term contracts, seasonal
employment and labour-law regulations. It is

true that the distinction between core and
marginal workforces leads back to company
level, whether it be under the segmentation
theories of the 1970s (cf. Doeringer and Piore
1971, Sengenberger 1975) or Atkinson's (1985)
concept of the flexible company, but it remains

blurred, with little empirical foundation and
strategically unclear, since it is not possible
to verify that companies form and use core
and marginal workforces as part of their personnel strategy.

the form of job and interface ballast. All
reorganisations are aimed at making better

In any case, the combination of the two argu-

use of the potential skills and motivation of

flexibility outside companies is closely linked
to flexibility within them. If external flexibility is too high or too common, this can have a
negative impact on per capita productivity, the
business commitment to efficient workforces,

on-site employees (cf. e.g. Frieling 1992). To
this end, powers and responsibility are consistently decentralised.

The current range of reorganisation measures
includes, in particular:

ID flattening of hierarchies (hierarchical levels, management spreads);
282
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ments led to the finding that labour market

recruitment, and the necessary job rotation
within the enterprise. There is no in-company
training or continuing training for temporary
staff, employees with fixed-term contracts,
persons in seasonal employment, persons in
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insignificant employment, part-time workers,
marginal workforces, etc., one reason being
that it is not economic.
This means that functional flexibility in companies and for all personnel is crucial to the
ability to tackle external requirements necessitating adaptation strategically, in the sense
of a company policy decision geared to the long

term. Thus productivity advances must be organised, work organisation must be adapted
in line with market, customer and production

requirements, collectively agreed and individually desired working hours must be balanced out with the longer operating times
required, and in-company skills training and
participation of employees must be extended.

organisations on the basis of four characteristics: organised improvement of knowledge and
capacities, delegation of responsibility, flat organisation structures and individualised pay
systems. From this perspective, the key interest lies in findings on the structure of the organisation as a whole, its human resources and
strategy, and not simply in the way in which
workers are used.

2.2.3 Studies based on the IAB

establishment panel
As with the NUTEK study (1996, esp. Chapter 4), therefore, the empirical analysis in the
study by Bellmann et al. (1996) focuses on the
distribution of flexible organisations. Thus the
authors do not simply provide an overview of

The slimming down of large private companies, whose depth of production has been reduced in the context of lean management con-

increased flexibility of working hours and
business processes and flexible wages, but
also report on product and process innova-

cepts, has also led to hiving off of service areas
and the emergence of service enterprises close
to the means of production. The effect of these

tions, research and development, and the po-

developments on the capacities, skills and

tistics of the Federal Institute for Employment, information was also provided on the

competences required in enterprises of different sizes is therefore at the top of the research
agenda.

2.2.2 Case studies
Looked at empirically, human resources management practice has been the subject of com-

pany case studies in many European countries, such as the Price Waterhouse Cranfield
study (cf. Brewster et al. 1994), and studies

by Hutchinson and Brewster (1994) and
Doherty and Nyhan (1997). It is also interesting to compare trends in these companies
and US companies, and such a comparisori
definitely indicates that they are converging
(cf. Nyhan 1999). Case studies have also given

rise to work on intellectual capital accounts
(cf. Westphalen 1999, Danish Agency for
Trade and Industry, Ministry of Business and
Industry 1999).

Given the arguments put forward, it is not
surprising that there is a widespread view that

the focus on labour market flexibility is too
narrow and a broader perspective based on
organisation theory should be chosen. The
Swedish NUTEK study (1996) defines flexible

sition in respect of training and continuing
training. On the basis of the employment stasignificance of newly created and altered employment structures.

There is still great scientific interest in the
impact on employment including individual
skills groups when flexible forms of organisation are introduced and extended. Bellmann
(1999) investigated the impact on employment

of innovative processes and organisational
change for individual groups of employees
with the IAB [Institute of labour market and
vocational research Institut far Arbeitsmarkt- und Berufsforschung] establishment
panel. The IAB establishment panel (cf.Box
1) is a survey of establishments carried out
annually in Germany since 1993, which provides a representative view of all establishment size classes and sectors.

Since 1996, the survey has also been carried

out in the new Lander and East Berlin, so
that in 1998 approximately 10000 establishments were involved in the panel. In order
that new establishment creations and establishment closures can be included, every year
new establishments entering the market are
incorporated into the panel. Survey units are
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Box 1: lAB establishment panel
Oral survey, annual, from 1993 onwards in West Germany and from 1996 onwards in East Germany too.

Questionnaire: standard element and changing focal points
Scope of survey: 9200 (1998) establishments
Sampling based on the establishment file in the employee statistics of the Federal Institute for
Employment.
Topics in the IAB establishment panel:
Number of persons employed and employment trend
Skills and employee structure
Business policy, business planning and investment
Training places
In-company training and continuing training (1997 and 1999)
Wages and salaries
Working and business hours (1999)
Public support via wage and investment subsidies
Contact with the employment office (1995)
Works council and collective agreements
Sources: Bel Iniann (1997); Bellmann et al. (1998).

drawn from it on the basis of the employment
statistics of the Federal Employment service,

which are also used to weight the data col-

medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in particular in the next few years, since there is empirical evidence that here flexible forms of or-

lected (cf. Bender et al. 1996).

ganisation are much less common than in

The employment trend in the period from 1993
to 1996 in the old Lander shows a decrease in
workers without vocational training, while the

larger enterprises. It is also apparent that improvements in technical status and organisational changes have a negative effect on the
trend in part-time employment.

other skills groups have increased. This applies particularly markedly to graduates. The
findings of the JAB establishment panel also
show that the employment trend is more favourable in establishments in the manufactur-

2.3 In-company vocational training and
employment of trainees on completion
of training

ing industry and in closely associated services
implementing innovative processes. This affects skilled blue- and white-collar workers in

2.3.1 Overview

particular. Organisational changes (such as

Bellmann (1998) and Bellmann and Neu-

teamwork, flattening of hierarchies, downward

baumer (1999a, 1999b) based on the IAB establishment panel, on the subject of determi-

transfer of responsibility, combined departments, institution of units calculating costs and
profits themselves, introduction ofjust-in-time
production) reduce the number of employees,

at least in the short term.

This section reports on studies by Dietrich and

nants of company training intensity and
participation in training and of employment
of trainees by the companies providing training on completion of training. It goes on to

describe the 'early recognition system for
In the longer term, however, in the wake of
organisational changes an increase ensues in
the employment of individual skills groups,
e.g. skilled workers. There is a great potential for organisational change in small and
284

skills trends', in which a total of nine research
institutes in Germany are involved. Last but

not least, it reports on the research of
Bardeleben et al. (1995) on the costs and benefits of in-company vocational training.
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2.3.2 Company training intensity and

participation in training

prove to be the determinants helping to explain ongoing training activities in an enterprise. The sectoral comparison possible on the

Using the data from the IAB establishment

panel, Dietrich and Bellmann (1998) and
Bellmann and Neubäumer (1999a) investigated the attitude to training in companies
in West and East Germany. The studies cited
contain representative findings on enterprise

basis of the IAB establishment panel shows
above-average training activity in establishments in the production sectors of the chemicals industry, iron and steel production and
vehicle manufacture, while there is below-av-

erage participation in dual training by the

participation in training, measured as the
number of establishments in relation to all

production-oriented service sectors.

establishments (training company ratio) and
as the number of trainees in relation to employees liable to contribute to social security
(training ratio), in both cases by sector of the
economy and establishment size. The determinants of the training company ratio and
the training ratio are also analysed.

Bellmann and Lahner (1998b) also investi-

This shows that SMEs provide an above-aver-

age amount of training. The ratio falls with
establishment size. This means that when
SMEs provide training, they train a relatively
large number of young people in proportion to
their number of employees. As many very small
enterprises provide no training whatsoever, the

training company ratio rises with the size of
the company. These two overlapping trends
mean that in West and East Germany, more
than 50% of all trainees are found in establishments with fewer than 50 employees.

In a multi-variant analysis, the number of
trainees is treated as a dependent variable
and possible reasons determining this as an
independent variable. All data available for
the years 1993-1997 is used (this means, for
example, that enterprises repeatedly involved
in the survey are taken into account more

than once). This leads to a substantial increase in the number of cases to be incorporated into the analysis.
This analysis of the attitude of establishments
to training results in the following finding: in

addition to the general trend of a reduction
in the number of establishments in West Ger-

many providing training between 1993 and
1997, the sector, size and anticipated turnover of the enterprise and the proportion of
skilled workers and women in its workforce,
as well as the type of region (city, surrounding countryside or other) in which it is located

gated, again on the basis of the IAB establishment panel, why establishments do not provide training. Questions were asked about the
possible lack of the necessary preconditions in
establishments (justifiability of training), but
also about training costs, later employment of
trainees who successfully complete their training, and the lack of suitable applicants, as reasons why enterprises are less willing to provide training. A question was also asked about
the involvement of employment offices in arranging training places.
Lastly, establishments were also asked if they
wished to extend or restrict their training activities. This information can, for example, be

compared with the anticipated employment
trend (cf. Bellmann and Lahner 1998a). This
shows that, on average, establishment training provision in the establishments surveyed
has not decreased to the same extent as employment.

2.3.3 Employment of trainees in the
training company on completion of

training

In principle, the transition from school-based
forms of training in dual training into employment is still a relatively smooth one for young
skilled workers. Here, the fact that companies
are involved in training is advantageous. However, the difficult situation on the labour market also affects the entry into working life of
those starting out on completion of training.

Bellmann and Neubäumer (1999b) investigated employment by the training company
of trainees who successfully complete their
training, on the basis of the IAB establishment panel.

,
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The study discusses the influence of the relevant sector, establishment size, the anticipated trend in employment and turnover and
the technical status of machinery and plant,
the proportion of turnover used for product
innovations and improvements, and variables
in respect of whether the establishment does
its own research and development and/or market research. It also takes account of variables

relating to the establishment structure, such
as the proportions of white-collar workers,
woman and skilled workers in the workforce
and the proportion of employees with fixedterm contracts, the extent of pressure of competition, the staff turnover rate, capital intensity, and variables in respect of whether the
establishment is independent and whether it

of nine institutes1. Not only does this network
apply a very interesting mix of different methods, but it also draws on various data sources
for analysis.

The activities of three of the institutes focus
on surveys of establishments and enterprises.
The Federal Institute for Vocational Training
(BiBB Bundesinstitut far Berufsbildung)
has developed a system of some 1500 reference enterprises willing to take part in shortterm representative surveys of topical train-

ing and continuing training issues. For
example, they are asked questions about
changes ensuing in the wake of product and

process innovations and organisational
changes, changes arising in skills, or changes

in existing training arrangements required

is bound by collective agreements.

from the enterprises' point of view.

The empirical findings show that establishments are trying to cover their own need for
skilled workers themselves in the long term,
via vocational training. The wishes of those
completing training correspond to this concern, since they want the training establishment to give them permanent jobs. However,
if there is a short-term fall in profits or the

INFAS (Institut far angewandte Sozialwissenschaft

Institute of applied social sci-

ence) studies the skills trend in the service
sector, using as a tool regional case studies
on the skills required by SMEs in particularly
dynamic markets such as software develop-

ment and sales, Internet service providers,

business situation worsens, the establishment is unable to take on trainees on completion of training. The arrangements laid

advertising and specialised trade for information and communication technology

down in collective agreements for employment of trainees on completion of training

The Institute of structural policy and economic research (ISW Institut far Sozial-

are also important, but they often govern

politik und WirtschaftsfOrderung Halle-Leipzig e. V. ) investigates 'fashionable skills', in
order to use them as a basis for early identification of skills requirements. Interviews are
conducted with companies which play a trendsetting role in their sector or region or as regards their products, and therefore detect new

only fixed-term contracts and part-time employment.

2.3.4 Early recognition system for skills

trends

Since 1998, Germany has had a network
known as the early recognition system for
skills trends (cf. Alex and Bau 1998, Kloas
1999 for a brief description), involving a total

1 The following institutes are involved in this net-

skills requirements much earlier than their
competitors. It is also important to identify
skills requirements ensuing from the use of
trendsetting technologies.
stitute of applied social science), Institut far

work: Bundesinstitut far Berufsbildung (BiBB),

Sozialpolitik und Wirtschaftsforderung Halle-Leipzig e.V (ISW) [Institute of social policy and promo-

Fraunhofer Institut fiir Arbeitswirtschaft und Organisation [Fraunhofer Institute for the work-based
economy and organisation], Institut far Arbeitsmarkt- und Berufsforschung (JAB) [Institute of la-

tion of economic development], Infratest Burke

bour market and vocational research], INFAS

and the Wissenschaftszentrum Berlin [Scientific

[Federal Institute for Vocational Training],

(Institut far angewandte Sozialwissenschaft
286

In-

Sozialforschung, Kuratorium der Deutschen

Wirtschaft fiir Berufsbildung [Board of trustees of
German trade and industry for vocational training],
Centre of Berlin].
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2.3.5 Costs and benefits of in-company

vocational training

The section goes on to describe the studies
of Gerlach and Jirjahn (1998) and Dull and
Bellmann (1998, 1999), which also use econo-

The Federal Institute for Vocational Training
(BiBB) carried out a series of company surveys to identify the costs and benefits of incompany vocational training (cf. Bardeleben

metric methods to investigate in-company
continuing training provision and continuing training intensity including considering men and women and differently skilled

et al. 1995, 1997; Kau 1994)2. These were sup-

employees separately. Lastly, it presents spe-

plemented by case studies. It proved to be

cial surveys on the subject of in-company

easier to identify the costs of vocational train-

continuing training by the institute of

ing than the benefits. The companies were

German trade and industry [Institut der

also asked the reasons why they trained their
skilled workers themselves instead of recruiting them externally from the labour market.

deutschen Wirtschaft] (cf. WeiB 1990, 1994,

The argument put forward was that skilled
workers are only available by means of voca-

tional training, since they are not available
on the external labour market. Within the
framework of the company's own vocational
training, it is possible to identify the employ-

1997), Eurostat (cf.European Commission
1998a), and the American Society for Training and Development (ASTD) (cf. Bassi and
McMurrer 1998, 1999; Bassi and Van Buren
1999a, 1999b).

2.4.2 Studies on the returns from incompany continuing training

ees with the best skills and knowledge. Incompany vocational training increases loyalty
to the company and thus also reduces the staff

Prais (1987), Prais and Wagner (1988), Prais

turnover rate.

(1987, 1989) investigated the effects on productivity of various vocational training systems in a whole series of publications based

2.4 The trend in in-company continuing

training

et al. (1989), and Steedman and Wagner

on company data from Japan, the UK and
Germany. They attributed the higher level of

2.4.1 Overview

This section summarises empirical studies
with differing structures on in-company continuing training, based on enterprise and com-

productivity in Germany to better-skilled
workers, owing to a better vocational training system and to the work organisation,
while taking account of differences in real
capital.

pany data.3 It begins with German/British
studies from the 1980s, the studies of Holzer
et al. (1993), Bartel (1994), Bishop (1994),
Lynch and Black (1995), and Black and Lynch

(1996, 1997), which are ambitious in their
evaluation methods and use econometric
methods to investigate the returns from continuing training. They assume a broad definition and take these as pr'oxies for the returns from continuing training.
In Cedefop's first report on vocational training
research in Europe (Tessaring 1998), the BiBB's
company surveys on the costs and benefits of incompany vocational training are covered in Part
2, Chapter 3.3.
3 In Cedefop's first report on vocational training
research in Europe (Tessaring 1998), this subject
is discussed in Part 3, Chapter 4.4.

On the basis of a survey of 171/250 companies in the manufacturing sector in the US
State of Michigan, Holzer et al. (1993) investigated whether allocation of training subsidies has a positive effect on the company's
productivity. The reject rate was used as the
figure for measuring productivity. A compari-

son of the trend in companies which had received a training subsidy with that in companies whose applications were rejected shows
that the training subsidy reduces the reject
rate by 7%.
Lynch and Black (1995) and Black and Lynch

(1996, 1997) carried out cross-sectional
evaluations based on the Workforce National

Employers Survey (NES) of the National

Center on Educational Quality of the
Workforce, a telephone survey of 2,945 corn1,1,3 n
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panies, and longitudinal evaluations based
on a database generated via interplay between the NES and the Longitudinal Research Database of the US Bureau of Cen-

2.4.3 Determinants of in-company

sus. In the cross-sectional analyses, although
not in the longitudinal analyses, they estab-

tion of the fundamental factors influencing
in-company continuing training on the basis

lished that productivity was influenced by
the proportion of participants in continuing

of a panel data record generated in 1993, 1994
and 1995 covering 1,022 (1993), 849 (1994)
and 721 (1995) manufacturing companies in
Lower Saxony. The authors show that the factors promoting in-company continuing train-

training. They put this finding down to relatively poor recording of in-company continuing training. Interestingly, their study shows
that organisational change has a significant
effect. This needs to be examined further. On

continuing training
Gerlach and Jirjahn (1998) research the ques-

ing activities include the skills structure of
the workforce, increasing enterprise size, in-

the basis of a comparable survey of 654

tegration with other enterprises, modern

(1993) and 215 (1997) companies in Ireland,

work organisation, employee participation,

Barrett and O'Connell (1999) were able to
ask very specific questions about enterprise-

performance incentives within the enterprise,
the existence of a works council, and a com-

specific and general continuing training.

pany strategy based on research and devel-

They were able to establish that general, but
not enterprise-specific, accumulation of hu-

opment.

man capital had a positive and significant

The growing number of enterprises with con-

effect. These studies are closely aligned with
the increasingly important evaluation studies in the field of publicly funded continuing
training.

tinuing training in line with the proportion

Supplementing the questions also asked in
the other surveys, in the data records used in
the study of Frazis et al. (1998), companies
were asked for more precise information on
training and continuing training, pay levels
and productivity in relation to two employees selected at random. This procedure is intended to reduce the problems arising from
the great heterogeneity of the employees in
an individual company. The most important
finding is the greater involvement of larger
enterprises in in-company continuing training and the stronger fostering of skilled employees.

Action-oriented approaches can be regarded

as an alternative to the above approaches,
which sometimes involve very sophisticated

of graduates and skilled workers in the
workforce is seen by the authors as evidence
of a business calculation leading to greater
willingness to invest in the human capital of
workers from whom returns can be expected.
There appears to be little likelihood that enterprises will make a greater investment in
continuing training for employees with skills
deficits and hence indirectly improve their la-

bour market prospects. Against the background of this finding, one also has to take a
sceptical view of the willingness of enterprises

to take on the long-term unemployed, even
on a trial basis, as long as they can call on
jobseekers lacking the stigma of a lengthy
break in employment.
Following on from the study by Gerlach and
Jirjahn (1998), the IAB also carried out research into company-subsidised continuing

training, adopting a similar approach. The
authors take their basic data from the infor-

econometrics. The question also arises of
whether a partnership is possible between
companies and scientists in evaluating continuing training measures, also in the sense

mation in the 1997 IAB establishment panel

of monitoring training. The way in which this
could work and the conditions that would need
to be met are also discussed by BUchter (1999),

continuing training provision and of the intensity of continuing training in establishments.
An enterprise is subsidising continuing train-

Krekel and Beicht (1998) and Barrett et al.

ing if it has financed a continuing training

(1998, p.36).

measure for at least one employee in the first
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survey, which focused on in-company continu-

ing training. Dull and Bellmann (1998) research the determinants both of in-company
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six months of the survey year, by bearing costs

or releasing employees for participation in
measures. The intensity of the establishment's
use of continuing training is given by the proportion of participants in continuing training
in the establishment's overall workforce4.

The descriptive evaluations presented clearly
show a heterogeneous picture for continuing
training activities in establishments. An average of four in ten establishments in both East

proportion of trainees, investment in modernisation in the form of EDP, and the proportion
of employees working overtime. These are the
key factors determining both funding and the

extent of the continuing training options offered by the establishment, i.e. the intensity
of continuing training in the establishment.
Thus the authors demonstrate that establishment decisions on promoting continuing training are linked in particular to technical mod-

ernisation and a skills bottleneck which

and West Germany undertook continuing
training activities in the first six months of

cannot be resolved by taking on new staff.

1997. While in the smallest establishments (up
to nine employees), only three in ten establishments offer any continuing training measures
at all, in enterprises with up to 49 employees

In another study, Dull and Bellmann (1999)
move beyond their original questions in order to determine the likelihood of continuing
training for a skills group on the basis of the
proportion of participants in continuing training from this group in all employees with this

the figure rises to more than 50%. Virtually
all establishments with 1,000 or more employees implement continuing training measures.
The increasing readiness of establishments to
offer continuing training as their size increases
applies equally to establishments in the old and
new Lander. A similarly differentiated picture

level of skills.

In the old Lander, the likelihood that these
employees will participate in in-company continuing training varies according to their level

emerges if establishments are classified by

of skills: skilled workers are most likely to

sector. Skills training measures for employees

receive continuing training, and unskilled and
semi-skilled workers are the least likely. This
applies to both the manufacturing sector and
the private service sector. In the new Lander,

are most frequently implemented by enterprises in the following sectors: mining/energy
and water supply, banking and insurance, the

health sector, education/publishing and the
public sector (local authorities/social security
system). They are least often implemented by
establishments in the agriculture sector and

in the hotel and restaurant industry and the
cleaning sector. This again applies equally to
West and East Germany. Taken together, these
findings show that there are considerable variations in continuing training provision according to sector and establishment size.

In multi-variant analyses, the most important

factors are the skills structure of the workforce, the proportion of industrial workers, the

To achieve this, the details of cases of participation had to be translated into numbers of people.
The methodological approach is described by Dull
and Bellmann (1998, pp. 223f.). The time of commencement of continuing training measures can
be determined on the basis of individual questionnaires on the one hand or, on the other, by recording continuing training costs in the CVTS survey
(cf. OECD 1999, pp. 135ff.).

the likelihood of continuing training essentially follows the same pattern, but in a comparison of different establishment sizes, the

intensity of continuing training of skilled
workers is higher in smaller establishments,
while on the other hand it is higher for unskilled and semi-skilled workers in large es-

tablishments. In in-company continuing
training, selection can be linked to the corporate framework conditions and to the application of specific staff deployment and work

organisation concepts. It may be supposed
that enterprises with their own personnel
management system are more likely to implement systematic personnel work in the
form of continuous in-service and continuing
training, while establishments with no separation of functions of this kind are more likely

to tend to make adhoc adjustments in line
with current needs.
The authors also offer some evidence of the
relationship between training and continuing
training within establishments. The higher
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Box 2: Company surveys of the Institute of German trade and industry, Cologne
Written survey 1987, 1992, 1996, mainly covering companies with continuing training activities (1996: 98%)

Largely unchanged questionnaire
Scope of survey: 1,369 companies (1996)

Topics: types of continuing training events, duration, participants, costs
Sources: We i f3 (1997).

the proportion of trainees in the establishment, the more likely skilled workers are

to participate in in-company continuing
training. In large enterprises, unskilled and
semi-skilled workers also tend to be included

in in-company continuing training. As the
establishment size falls, however, in-company
continuing training activities decrease. While

large enterprises tend to have a strategy of
supplementing knowledge acquired in vocational training with job-specific special knowledge in additional continuing training stages,
in SMEs 'dual' training strategies of this kind

appear to founder owing to the question of
costs. The findings available suggest that
large establishments implement a complementary strategy in relation to vocational
training and continuing training, in which
job-related continuing training supplements
the vocational training of junior staff. Owing

to the human and financial resources required, smaller establishments do not implement systematic continuing training of their
employees. Here, initial vocational training
is the only pillar of the efforts made to impart vocational skills. Responsibility for continuing training lies with employees themselves (although in some cases networks of
SMEs arrange continuing training, or there
are linked systems).

2.4.4 Continuing training surveys by the
Institute of German trade and industry
The distinguishing feature of the written company survey implemented by the Institute of
German trade and industry in West and East
Germany (cf. Box 2) is the fact that it uses a

CI

the number of participants and the amount
of time involved for them;

O the range of in-company continuing training activities (on the job learning, self-regu-

lated learning, internal/external lectures,
internal/external information events, retraining measures);
the timing of continuing training;
O the level of expenditure per employee;
O developments in continuing training;
0 the problems involved in releasing employees, and;
CI

trends in the regulation of continuing
training.

It can be seen that enterprises prefer shorter
events, organised in-house. In the author's
view, it all amounts to organising continuing

training in a time-saving and just-in-time
manner (cf. WeiB 1997, p.9). The breakthrough with regard to the 'new' media that
keeps being signalled has not yet come about.

A look at future trends shows the greatest
growth taking place in on the job learning and
self-regulated learning. Two thirds of enter-

prises see a need to intensify monitoring of
success, and almost as many want to improve
the cost-effectiveness of continuing training
(cf. WeiB 1997).

2.4.5 Eurostat (Statistical Office of the
European Communities) Continuing
Vocational Training Survey (CVTS)

largely unchanged questionnaire, to make

In the years from 1991 to 1994, the European
Commission addressed itself to companies in

time-based comparisons possible. Questions
were asked about the following:

the private sector in the individual Member
States with the FORCE action programme
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(Formation continue en Europe), in order to
support companies' efforts in the field of continuing vocational training. Interviews were
carried out with 50000 representatives of companies with 10 or more employees. However,

important sectors of the economy like agriculture, education and health care and the
civil service were not included in the survey.
In the context of this action programme, surveys on continuing vocational training were
carried out in 12 Member States with the aim
of acquiring data facilitating a comparison of
the quality and quantity of actual continuing
training activities in companies in the individual Member States.
In Germany, a two-stage survey concept was
developed, consisting of a preliminary survey
and a main survey. The main purpose of the
preliminary survey was to obtain initial findings on continuing vocational training provision in companies. In the main survey which
followed, these findings were consolidated and
supplemented by further content. This stage
of the survey covered all companies that had
responded in the preliminary survey and had
not expressly indicated that they did not wish

to participate in the main survey. This was
designed to ensure that it was not only companies active in continuing training that participated in the survey.
Selected findings were published by the European Commission (1998a) and the Euro-

pean Commission, Eurostat and Cedefop
(1997, 1999, forthcoming)5. The CVTS contains international comparative data on
the number of companies offering continuing vocational training by size and sector
of the economy;

the number of participants in continuing
training/external courses, in-house courses
(continuing training on the job), participation in lectures, specialist meetings, trade
fair events, job rotation and self-regulated
learning.

In Cedefop's first report on vocational training
research in Europe (Tessaring 1998), the Continu-

In addition,

U in in-house and external courses, participants are broken down according to sex,
occupational activity (managers and scientists, engineers, office and sales staff

and blue-collar workers), sector of the
economy, duration of course, content of
continuing training, type of supplier and
costs (including in relation to overall labour costs);
the time spent on participation in courses
and the continuing training intensity are
measured in relation to working hours and
the number of participants.
For countries which provided Eurostat with
micro-data records, i.e. all countries except
Germany and the Netherlands°,
the assessment of companies' future skills
requirements was analysed;
O the participation of certain groups in continuing training events was also described;

O the trend in forms of continuing training
was assessed; and
the reasons why some enterprises implemented no continuing training measures
were analysed.
Apart from the fact that in 1994 there were
(still) some differences in the data collection
methods used by the countries concerned (cf.
European Commission 1998a, pp. 12f.), the
CVTS offers an extremely valuable potential
for analysis. Above all, country-specific differences in the willingness of companies to
offer employees skills training and in the intensity of continuing training can be investigated. At the same time, differences between
the countries as regards sector and enterprise

size structures can also be included, as can
differences in types of supplier. It would also

be interesting to indicate lines of development, although the topicality and relevance
of the findings are impaired by delays in provision.

6 The corresponding findings for Germany can be

ing Vocational Training Survey (CVTS) is discussed

found in Schmidt (1995) and Grunewald and

in Part 3, Chapter 4.4.

Moraal (1996).

,
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Since the survey and hence also the question-

naire are specifically tailored to the field of
in-company continuing training, however, it
is not possible to take account of important
company determinants of willingness to provide continuing training and continuing training intensity, such as investment activity, the
company's technical status and the existence
of a works council, as included by Dull and
Bellmann (1998, 1999). Admittedly the works
council is not involved in the everyday life of
the enterprise, but only in the event of major

rationalisation, as shown in the study by
Sadowski and Pull (1997).

2.4.6 Benchmarking by the American
Society for Training and Development

1:1 the significance of training in the field of
technical knowledge and skills; and

Ui the introduction of innovative forms of
training, work and remuneration.
The success of and return on investment in
training and continuing training was evaluated by creating sub-samples and comparative

groups. For example, Bassi and McMurrer
(1998, 1999) compared companies whose per
capita investment in training and continuing
training was above the mean sum for all companies with those below the mean, firstly in
terms of value added per employee, secondly

as regards gross returns per employee, and
thirdly as regards the relationship between

(ASTD)

market value and book value. More favourable
findings are obtained for companies investing

Since 1997, the American Society for Training and Development (ASTD) has carried out
an annual written survey of member companies on a voluntary basis'. Corporate invest-

relatively more strongly in training and continuing training. It should, however; be noted
that it was only possible to include 40companies in these analyses, since in some cases reference had to be made to published data in
the public domain.

ment in training and continuing training is
surveyed in the first part, and the returns in
the second part. In return for answering the
questions asked, companies can participate
in ASTD's Benchmarking Service. Evaluations based on the data have been published

in individual publications by Bassi and
McMurrer (1998, 1999) and Bassi and Van
Buren (1999a, 1999b). In 1998, 1220 companies took part, more than one third of which
had their headquarters outside the USA.
The companies were of all sizes and came from

all sectors of the economy. The questions related to

expenditure on training and continuing
training;
Ui the proportion of participants in continuing training measures;
the use of external continuing training providers;

the use of modern learning technologies;

7 The model surveys on the subject of in-company

continuing training by the US Bureau of Labor
Statistics will simply be mentioned here (cf. Frazis
et al. 1995, 1998).
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The fact that small numbers of companies
took part in both surveys considerably limits
the meaningfulness of the studies. There are
procedures for correcting possible distortions
in selection, but with very small samples they
are of very limited use (cf. Huselid and Becker
1996).

Bassi and Van Buren (1999a) report on the
findings of an analysis comparing 55 companies selected, with the aid of a cluster analysis, as leading edge companies with the remaining companies. The same authors have
also compared the leading edge companies and

all companies participating in benchmarking
with regard to expenditure on training and continuing training and the returns achieved. One

criticism must be made, namely that only 85

of 754 companies in the 'other companies'
group surveyed in 1998 were able to provide
details in respect of the same company unit as
for 1997. Interestingly, the empirical results
obtained clearly supported a positive connection between training and continuing training
on the one hand and company operating efficiency on the other. However, the association
cannot necessarily be interpreted as a causal
one, since more efficient companies also have

Vocational training research on the basis of enterprise surveys
more financial resources available for training and continuing training than do less successful companies. In other words, the direction of the association cannot be derived from
the correlations identified.
In addition, there was also a positive association with the introduction of innovative forms

of training, work and remuneration. In this
respect, this finding confirms research by
Kling (1995) and Ichniowski et al. (1997).
Admittedly the latter obtained, on the basis

tensity of in-company continuing training, con-

tinue to be determined not only by the structural characteristics of companies, but also by
the range of vocational activities in the enterprise and changes in this. Conversely, an analy-

sis of individual career paths, e.g. based on
employee surveys, should also, of course, include factors relating to enterprise structure.
For studies of this kind, it is necessary to develop data records in which employers and
employees are matched. As far as I know, how-

of only a small panel survey of 26 steelworks
in the USA, the finding that utilisation of in-

ever, no research of this kind is as yet avail-

dividual personnel policy measures has a

in-company training and continuing training,

lesser effect than a combined approach. OECD
(1999) reviews similar studies.

as covered in sections 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4. To date,

2.5 Matched employer-employee data

These will be discussed below.

able on the subjects of company flexibility and

the only studies available are in the field of
pay structure and labour market demand.

records
A supplementary questionnaire in the French
Willis (1986, p.598), in his contribution to the
Handbook of Labor Economics, indicated that

the development of matched employer-em-

1987 employee survey contained detailed
questions on the use of new technologies.
Kramarz (1994) and Entorf and Kramarz

In their contribution to the new Handbook of

(1997, 1998) matched this data with the company data available for 1978-1987. In the context of a multi-variant approach, the authors
examined the question of whether employees
using new technologies earn better because

Labor Economics, Abowd and Kramarz

they have better knowledge and skills than

(1999a) cite some 100 studies from 15 countries, most of which have been produced only
in the past five years, many as yet only in the
form of discussion papers. Thus this is a research field that is developing very fast.

when there is a shortage of them than at times
when there is a glut. In this respect, extrapolation of rates of transition between different
class stages, types of school or education sys-

other employees or because new technologies
increase productivity. The authors come to the
conclusion that technologies based on the use
of new information technologies have a relatively minor direct effect. Instead, these technologies are used by better-qualified employees, who also become more productive when
they have acquired experience with these new
technologies. Goux and Maurin (1997) also
matched data from an employee survey and
a company survey, in order to examine participation in in-company continuing training
and the effects of continuing training on individual incomes and dismissal patterns. Troske
(1999) and Bayard and Troske (1999) use similarly structured data records from the US Bu-

tems (general education versus vocational
training) is dependent on provision of voca-

reau of Census and conclude that large enterprises are in a better position to recruit

tional training places (cf. Behringer and

skilled employees, and can organise them into

Ulrich 1997).

teams and use them in combination with a

In-company training rates and rates of employ-

high-quality capital stock. Schone (1999) uses
Norwegian data to analyse the effect of continuing training measures on pay.

ployee data records was crucial to the progress

of research in the fields of pay structure
theory and human capital theory.

Provisional estimates of the future trend in
the number of applicants for training places
in the dual system are confronted by the prob-

lem that applicants for training places take
account of the trend in training place provision. Fewer people apply for training places

ment of successful trainees, as well as the in-
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Bellmann et al. (1999) examined the flexibil-

ity of the skills structure on the basis of
matched data records from the IAB establishment panel and the employment statistics of

the Federal Institute for Employment. The
employee statistics contain, inter alia, individual details of the pay subject to social security contributions of employees liable to pay
such contributions (cf. Bender et al. 1996). On
this basis, it was possible to estimate a translog cost system for six skills groups (blue- and

white-collar workers each divided into unskilled/semi-skilled, skilled and highly skilled

that by Krebs et al., six or seven, depending
on the company size.
Another advantage of matched employer-employee data records lies in the associated opportunity to carry out consistency checks (cf.
Hamermesh 1999).

Hildreth and Pudney (1999) and Abowd and

Kramarz (1999b) review the econometric
problems arising in the context of analysis of
matched employer-employee data records and
the solution to them.

employees) in the manufacturing sector in
West Germany in 1995. The substitution options ensuing from the company cost function
for groups with different skills were examined. The substitution relationships identified
within the individual blue-collar groups are

very similar to those within the individual
white-collar groups: skilled and, to a lesser
extent, highly skilled employees prove to be
substitutes for unskilled/semi-skilled employees. This finding could go at least some way
towards explaining the increase in unemployment among the unskilled and semi-skilled.

2.6 Establishments or enterprises as
survey units
An important question for empirical analyses is that of the suitable survey unit. In official statistics, the 'establishment' is under-

stood as being the local unit in which a

company's activities, i.e. the production of
goods or services, are actually carried out. The

'establishment' survey concept is also preferred to the enterprise level in other panel
studies in the Federal Republic of Germany
(the Hannover Firm panel and the NIFA panel

At this point, mention should be made of the

in the mechanical engineering sector)

labour market supply and demand panels

(cf. Brand and Carstensen 1995, pp. 2f.;

drawn up at two-yearly intervals since 1993
by the Dutch Organisatie voor Strategisch
Arbeidsmarktonderzoek (OSA Organisation

Hauptmanns and Ostendorf 1994, pp. 3f.),

for strategic labour market research) (cf.
Allaart 1996), and of the possibility that
arises, with very large data records of individuals (e.g. social security data), of aggre-

gating the resulting personal information
under the relevant enterprise number. Another good example of this is the study by
Laaksonen and Vainiomäki (1997). This offers further opportunities for combining supply- and demand-side data. However, to date

these have not been applied to vocational
training research issues. Haltiwanger (1998)
regards the possibility of surveying, in enterprise surveys, not only representatives and
enterprise management, but also individual
employees, as a critical one, because it involves a selection problem. The studies by
Frazis et al. (1998) and Krebs et al. (1998)
constitute examples of such a procedure. In
the study by Frazis et al., two selected employees per enterprise were surveyed, and in
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even if, in the context of individual questions
on labour market policy or company policy,
individual players are surveyed who are not
themselves among those responsible for decision-making at company level. The 'establishment' is normally the suitable survey unit for
the questions to the IAB establishment panel,
as the unit in which employment and person-

nel policy and their determinants manifest
themselves in the form of the corresponding
business sizes or personnel structures. In the
context of company reorganisations and organisational change, as discussed in section
2.2 of this article, a link is apparent between
enterprises employment and personnel policy
and organisation of local performance, i.e. the
establishments. At the same time, business

statistics such as turnover, working hours,
wages and salaries and others are directly
available for establishments. A similar argument can be put forward in the case of vocational training research. Interestingly, it was
also apparent in the context of the 1993 CVTS
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Box 3: Selected enterprise and company surveys with information on vocational training

Country Title
-EU

USA

Subject
_

Continuing Vocational
Training Survey (CVTS)
Price Waterhouse
Cranfield Study
National Employer Survey
(NES)
Longitudinal Research
Database
BLS Survey of Employer
Provided Training
ASTD State of the Industry
Report

D

IAB enterprise panel

Hanover firm panel

Early recognition system,
skills trend
Costs and benefits of incompany vocational
training
Continuing training surveys

Continuing
training
Management
practice

_ Organisation
Eurostat

Year(s)

National Center
on the Educational Quality
US Bureau of
Census
US Bureau of
Labor Statistics
American Society since
1997
for Training and
Development

Continuing
training
Continuing
training
Management
practice
Personnel and
employment
policy

Personnel and
employment
policy
Vocational
training
Vocational
training

1999
Brewster et al.
1994
Lynch/Black
1995

Troske 1999
Frazis et al. 1995
Bassi/McMurrer
1998, 1999
Troske 1999

Institute for
labour market
and vocational
research (IAB) of
the Federal
Institute for
Employment
University of
Hanover

since
1993

Bellmann et al.
1996, 1999

19931995

Brand/
Carstensen 1995

Nine institutes

since
1998
since
1994

Alex/Bau 1998

1987,
1992,
1996

Weif3 1997

Federal Institute
for Vocational
Training
Institute of
German trade
and industry

Continuing
training

Publications

1993 Cedefop 1997,

von Bardeleben
et al. 1995, 1997

_
survey that in-company continuing training

data was often not available at enterprise
level and therefore had to be collected in a
decentralised way (cf. Federal Statistical Office 1996, p.4). However, certain information
on business activity such as the ownership,
funding and marketing structures can be collected only at enterprise level (cf. Licht and
Stahl 1995)8, so that it is likely to be extremely
Changes occurring here may also be important
influencing factors, e.g. for business success variables, as demonstrated by McGuckin and Nguyen
8

(1999).

difficult to determine the influence they exert on vocational training variables, if this
information is not available (in full) at establishment level.

2.7 Interim summary
In the field of vocational training research,
many topics can really only be adequately
covered by means of personal, enterprise and
establishment data. Box 3 gives another sum-

mary of the most important enterprise and
establishment surveys from various countries.
The European Commission (1998b) reviews
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Table 1: Selected results of the lAB establishment panel related to training and continuing training
(proportions in %)

Establishments entitled to train
Establishments entitled to train which also actually do so
Training companies (= training companies ratio)
Trainees as a percentage of all employees (= training ratio)
Trainees employed by the training establishment
on completion of training
Establishments promoting continuing training
(= continuing training company ratio)
Employees participating in continuing training measures
Women participating in continuing training measures
Unskilled and semi-skilled workers participating
in continuing training measures
Skilled workers participating in continuing training measures
Blue-collar workers and unskilled white-collar workers participating
in continuing training measures
Skilled blue- and white-collar workers participating in continuing
training measures

West Germany _ East Germany
58
47
27
4.3

49

58

46

37
18
17

39
22
25

7
18

20

15

24

29

36

51

29
6.0

9

--,..
The data on in-company vocational training relates to 1998.
The data on in-company continuing training relates to the first six months of 1997.
Source: lAB establishment panel 1993.
Note:

other research, e.g. on company demography.

This report draws attention to the potential
of data from establishment and enterprise
surveys for analysis.

Additional skills requirements arise in the
context of establishment measures to increase

flexibility. Organisational changes such as

teamwork, flattening of hierarchies, the
downward transfer of responsibility, departmental mergers, the institution of units which
determine their own costs and results, and
the introduction of just-in-time production
tend to increase demand for employees with
vocational training qualifications. The slimming down of large companies leads to hiving off of service areas and the emergence of
service establishments close to the means of
production. The effects of this trend on requirements as regards capacities, skills and
competences in establishments are also on the
research agenda. Here, the key concern is to
obtain insight into the structure of the organisation as a whole, its human resources and
strategy, and not simply the utilisation and
deployment of employees.
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The second subject covered in this section was
in-company vocational training and employment of trainees on completion of training, in

the training company. Research into participation in in-company training was presented,

with participation being measured, for instance, as the number of trainees in relation
to the number of employees liable for social
security contributions and to the reasons for
non-participation in in-company vocational
training, by means of the IAB establishment
panel (cf. Table 1 for a summary of selected
results). Differences as regards specific enterprise sizes and sectors were also discussed,
as were development trends. Studies on employment of trainees on completion of training show that establishments implementing
long-term planning and investment employ
more trainees, relatively speaking, but that
current problems in the establishment defi-

nitely exert an influence. The section also
mentioned the 'early recognition system for
skills trends' network, in which a total of nine

institutes in Germany are involved, and in
which a very interesting mix of different
methods is employed. Since 1995, the Federal
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Institute for Vocational Training has been researching the costs and benefits of in-company
vocational training.

The third area covered was the development
trends discernible in the field of in-company
continuing training on the basis of establishment and enterprise data. From the methodological point of view, studies examining the
returns and above all the effect of continuing

training measures on productivity, using
panel-based analytical methods and establishment and enterprise data, are comparatively ambitious. These studies have much in

ing, I have covered the research of the Institute of German trade and industry, since this

facilitates time-based comparisons. Since
1997, the American Society for Training and
Development (ASTD) has been carrying out
surveys involving company-related questions
as well as continuing training questions. The
development of matched employer-employee
data records is also likely to continue to offer
interesting prospects for the further development of vocational training research. However, as yet there has been no research on this
basis in the field of training and continuing
training. Lastly, the question of the suitable

common with studies evaluating publicly

survey unit was addressed. In vocational

funded continuing training measures, which
my report did not cover.

training topics, surveys of establishments offer the advantage that at this level the necessary data is directly available.

Other studies examine in-company continuing training provision and the intensity of incompany continuing training, including for
individual skills groups. On the basis of data
from the JAB establishment panel (again, cf.
Table 1 for a summary of selected results), it
is apparent that skilled employees are most
likely to be given opportunities for continuing training, and unskilled and semi-skilled
employees are the least likely. The Continuing Vocational Training Survey (CVTS) carried out by Eurostat in the years 1991-1994
is probably the largest investigation ever carried out in the field of vocational training research, in terms of data collection. Questions
are asked on the form of continuing training
offered, the group of people involved, the time

involved for participants, future skills requirements and the estimated development
of forms of continuing training. Enterprises
not offering their employees continuing train-

ing are asked about their reasons for this.
Another strength of these data records is the
opportunity to carry out international coin':
parisons. Improvements are required in ihe
area of coordination of the questionnaire in
the countries involved (as yet a standardised
questionnaire has not been used), in the surveying of important determinants of decisions
on continuing training, and in the area of the
time span between data collection and publication of the results.

In addition to this most important research
in the field of in-company continuing train-

3. Advantages and disadvantages of longitudinal as
opposed to cross-sectional
studies
3.1 Overview
The previous section clearly showed the importance and potential of broad-based empiri-

cal studies using establishment and enter-

prise data for many areas of vocational
training and skills research. This section will
bring out the advantages, but also the disadvantages, of longitudinal research as opposed
to cross-sectional research. In this context, a
distinction must be made between advantages
and disadvantages in respect of data collection and in respect of evaluation of data or
interpretation of the results.
With the exception of the JAB establishment
panel, the previous section described only sur-

veys designed as cross-sectional studies. It
must also be mentioned that the longitudinal
data records cited were not usually evaluated
as such. In other words, to date in most cases
only the data from individual survey waves has
been evaluated, and the longitudinal informa-

tion has not yet been used. Thus, as yet, not
all the advantages offered by longitudinal data
records have been utilised, but only the technical advantages as regards the survey.
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The structure of the IAB establishment panel

can be used as an example demonstrating
the specific advantages of repeated surveying of the same establishment unit, as well
as the problems, in comparison with a survey of different establishment units in different years. The sampling, the fieldwork
and then the questionnaire design will be
discussed.

3.2 Sampling
In the IAB establishment panel, sampling is
done in accordance with the principles of the
so-called optimum sample (Pflanzagl 1978,

pp. 162ff.), divided into 16 sectors of the
economy and ten establishment size classes.
Table 2 shows the enterprise size classes, the
number of establishments surveyed, the selection probabilities and the response rates
in the individual establishment size classes.

It is apparent that the number of establishments responding and the probability of selection increase steadily with the establish-

ment size, measured as the number of
employees (e.g. in class 1, up to 4 employees, probability of selection is 0.1%, whereas

in the class with 5,000 or more employees,
this rises to 91.27%). In the lower classes,
the margin between the sizes of the small-

est and largest establishment is much

smaller than in the higher classes. Hence the
establishments in the lower classes are much
less heterogeneous than those in the higher
classes. In order to compensate for these differences in heterogeneity, an effort is made
to survey a larger number of establishments

(also known as the basic sample)9 would have
no opportunity to be included in the sample.

This sampling procedure gives rise to two
important aspects as regards assessing the
advantages and disadvantages of longitudinal as opposed to cross-sectional surveys of
establishments. Firstly, with larger establishments the probability of selection is so high
that in the case of most establishments with
over 1,000 employees° it is de facto impossible to abstain from repeated surveying of the
same enterprise unit, because almost all the
establishments actually available for survey
in the higher establishment size classes have
already been covered in the basic survey. For
according to Table 2, the probability of selec-

tion is 87.65% in enterprises with between
1,000 and 5,000 employees and as high as
91.27% in enterprises with over 5,000 employ-

ees. In West Germany, just under one quarter of the establishments covered by the sampling belong to these two size classes.
Secondly, with newly founded establishments
the probability of survival is much lower than
it is with long-established ones. Consequently
panel mortality is higher for these establishments than for long-established ones, even if

enterprise representatives in the two groups
are equally willing to respond. Therefore, in
the IAB establishment panel, a disproportionately large number of newly founded establishments are included in the sample. With a
cross-sectional survey, there would be no need
for this so-called over-sampling, which takes

account of future panel mortality owing to
possible establishment closures.

in the higher classes than in the lower

classes. The number of cases suitable for
evaluation is based on the establishment
response rate in relation to specific establishment sizes and sectors of the economy.

9 Unlike other enterprise surveys, such as the
Hanover firm panel (cf. Brand and Carstensen

While this concludes the sampling procedure
for the first survey wave, as from the second

the IAB establishment panel survey is not re-

wave an additional sample is drawn from
newly created establishments. This ensures
that the data record constitutes a representa-

1995) and Eurostat's Continuing Vocational Training Survey (CVTS) (cf. section 2.4.5 of this report),

stricted to individual sectors of the economy or es-

tablishment sizes. The only condition is that the
enterprise should employ at least one worker liable for social security contributions (in the pri-

tive cross-section, via appropriate projections. Without the additional sample, estab-

vate households sector, at least five workers liable
for social security contributions must be employed).

lishments founded or employing, for the first
time, workers liable for social security contributions after the first sampling procedure

1° In the CVTS, as from a company size of 1,000
employees every third company is surveyed (cf.
European Commission 1998a, p. 12).
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Table 2: Numbers of enterprises surveyed and responding, probability of selection by establishment
size in West Germany in the lAB establishment panel
Number of
establishments
surveyed')

Probability
of selection

Number of
establishments
responding

Response
rate

1 to 4
5 to 9
10 to 19
20 to 49
50 to 99
100 to 199
200 to 499
500 to 999
1,000 to 4,999
5,000 or more

1,072

0.0011

431

625
250
299
542
350
376
615
304
924

0.67
0.64

115

0.0015
0.0030
0.0089
0.0153
0.0304
0.0862
0.1504
0.8765
0.9127

Total

6,923

0.0043

Number of employees')

466
862
535
543
923
479
1,497

0.71

0.70
0.72
0.77
0.74
0.71

71

0.72
0.73

4,356

0.71

1) Total number of employees as at 30.6.1992
2) This represents the uncorrected gross sample. For various reasons, approx. 800 establishments could not be included in the
survey, e.g. because at the time of the survey they were no longer in existence.
Source: lAB establishment panel 1993.

3.3 Fieldwork

3.4 Questionnaire design

The JAB establishment panel imposes particularly stringent requirements as regards
data quality. This can be assured firstly by
the high-quality sample based on establishments' statistical data in respect of employees, which establishments with employees liable for social security contributions have a

In the IAB establishment panel, the questionnaire is designed using a modular approach
(cf. Bellmann et al. 1999). In repeat surveys,

statutory obligation to notify, and secondly by

a high response rate (60-70% of enterprises
surveyed for the first time, 80% of enterprises
in subsequent surveys). In addition, Infratest
Burke Sozialforschung subjects interviewers'
data to a relatively intensive process of checking for completeness, consistency and plausibility, including follow-up telephone calls to

the establishments surveyed. With longitudinal surveys, previous values can also be
taken into account in checking data.
In the long term, the personal contact between
respondents and interviewers also has a posi-

the questionnaire can be shorter if certain
details of establishments do not constantly
change and questions about these are therefore asked only in the initial survey and at
certain intervals. The various waves also focus on different aspects.
When the same establishment units are surveyed regularly, with an establishment panel
as the instrument, extensive comparability of
the questions asked in each wave is assured.
Since the proportion of enterprises participating in the survey also depends on the length
of the questionnaire, a modular questionnaire
structure was selected in the IAB establishment panel. Hence the questions in certain

parts of the questionnaire are asked only
every two to three years.

tive effect on willingness to participate. As
Table 3 shows, everywhere where it has been
possible to use the same interviewer as in the

3.5 Evaluation

previous year, the response rates are mark-

The first advantage of longitudinal data as
opposed to cross-sectional data is the possibility of taking into account the heterogene-

edly higher than where there has been a
change of interviewer.
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Table 3: Response rates, utilisation and use of interviewers (basis: establishment respondents from
Wave 5 (1997), excluding refusals in advance for Wave 6 (1998))
Response rate in Wave 6 (1998)
Same interviewer
Different
as previous year
interviewer
Overall
West
East

82.1%
81.2%
82.9%

--to:O%

68.2%
71.3%

Source: IAB establishment panel.

ity of the establishments and the consideration of the relationship between cause and
effect (cf. Baltagi 1995). More complex and
hence more sophisticated behaviour models
can be formulated on the basis of longitudinal data. Establishments' behaviour as regards adaptation can be investigated much
better with longitudinal data than with crosssectional data. There are also certain questions that can be analysed only by means of
panel data. There is an increase in the number
of cases and of degrees of freedom, a reduction in problems as regards multi-collinearity,
and an increase in the efficiency of estimates
of regression. Disadvantages are the greater
significance of measuring errors and selectiv-

ships can be analysed, as information provided at different times is available and effects cannot precede causes11.

Adjustments in line with new balances on the

labour market are of great interest for economic policy, since different economic policy
measures must be judged differently in terms
of the time required for the intended aims to
be achieved. The reason for delayed reactions
is the costs arising when employee numbers
change. These adjustment-related costs may

extend over more than one time period (cf.
Hamermesh 1993). Dynamic adjustment mod-

els therefore need to be evaluated. This can
only be done by means of panel data.

ity problems, including the panel mortality
caused by various factors. These advantages
and disadvantages of longitudinal data as
opposed to cross-sectional data will be dis-

Certain issues can be examined only via longitudinal data. These include the question of
whether training companies simply do not

cussed in more detail below.

train during individual time periods, or
whether they make a lasting decision to in-

A regression model is specified by defining

variables. Distorted results are obtained
from the assessment of regression coefficients if influential variables are suppressed.
This is a serious problem, to which a solution unfortunately cannot always be found,
since influential variables often escape no-

tice or at least are not included in the data
records available. One of these is the individual heterogeneity of enterprises. However, when panel data is used, this is not a
problem if its influence does not change over
time and the regression model is formulated
in terms of first differences, not size levels.
The influence of this variable, which is un-

observed but does not change over time, is
'cancelled' out by means of first differences.
With longitudinal data, cause/effect relation300

stitute their own in-company vocational training.

Thus it is easier to research developments
over time on the basis of repeated surveys of
the same business units than if different units
are surveyed. In this way, it is easier to make
a distinction between changes in the behaviour of the same business units and changes
based on changes in the composition of the
aggregate under consideration. For example,
the decline in provision of training places in
Germany is caused both by a display of cau-

" Nevertheless, foreseeable changes can be antici-

pated, which means that chains of causality can
be identified to only a limited extent.
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tion on the part of training companies and by
the increasing importance of enterprises with

3.6 Interim summary

no connection with training, which as yet,
therefore, do not provide training, e.g. service centres, temping companies, young entrepreneurs or foreign companies. The latter are
endeavouring to establish themselves on the

To summarise, it can be stated that longitudinal surveys are more time-consuming and
costly than cross-sectional surveys, but offer
important advantages. This also applies, at
least in part, to repeated cross-sectional sur-

market and are less concerned about their

veys.

own possible future need for workers.

If the results of different survey waves can
be evaluated in summarised form in longitudinal analyses, higher case figures ensue, so
that the number of degrees of freedom increases. Thus at a given level of test statistics, it becomes easier to draw statistical con-

clusions. Admittedly it must be possible to
pool the data records, but this is a property
that can be tested for. Problems of multicollinearity are reduced, because the level of
variance contained in the explanatory variables increases. This means that the results
are more reliable. Measurement errors are
generated by incorrect delimitations, inaccurate answers, or the efficiency of estimates
and sampling errors. Incorrect information
arises as a result of unclear questions, inaccurate memories (especially if questions are
asked about events some time in the past),
deliberate misinformation (e.g. prestige bias),

information from incompetent persons, interviewer effects and processing errors (cf.
Kalton, Kasprzyk and McMillen 1989).

The decision on continued participation in a
survey may be dependent on the same factors whose influence on in-company training
and continuing training is to be investigated,
such as the answers to questions about busi-

ness returns, the anticipated employment
trend, the anticipated trend in in-company
vocational training or the quest for staff. The
ensuing selectivity represents a major prob-

lem for the modelling and interpretation of

results. Kalton, Kasprzyk and McMillen
(1989) examined several panels from the point
of view of panel mortality and concluded that
it increases from wave to wave but at a de-

creasing rate. However, the research of
Hartmann and Kohaut (1999) in the context
of the IAB establishment panel showed that
panel mortality has only a minimal influence
on the results obtained.

I have been able to use the example of the
IAB establishment panel to show that there
is no difference between longitudinal surveys

and repeated cross-sectional surveys with
regard to the selection group in the context of
the larger establishments surveyed, because

larger establishments were intended to be
taken into account to a disproportionate extent in the sample. In the case of the IAB es-

tablishment panel, Infratest Burke Sozialforschung, which is responsible for collecting
the data, subjects interviewers' data to a relatively intensive process of checking for completeness, consistency and plausibility. At the
same time, owing to the longitudinal nature

of the survey, previous values can be taken
into account and follow-up telephone calls can
be made to collect further information. In ad-

dition, the personal contact between interviewer and establishment is the most important precondition for high participation rates.
In longitudinal surveys, the questionnaire can
be designed using a modular approach. Therefore the questionnaire can be shorter, as in
the case of certain details of establishments,
which do not constantly change, questions
only need to be asked in the initial survey and
at certain intervals.
In the context of evaluation, the main advantages of longitudinal data as opposed to crosssectional data lie in the possibility of taking
into account the heterogeneity of establishments and the consideration of the relationship between cause and effect. More complex
and hence more sophisticated behaviour models can be formulated on the basis of longitudinal data. Enterprises' behaviour as regards
adaptation can be investigated much better

with longitudinal data than with cross-sectional data. There are also certain topics that
can be investigated only by means of panel
data. However, statistical advantages are also
offset by the selectivity problems occurring
e
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in longitudinal research, including those
caused by panel mortality.

4. Conclusions
The selected studies on company flexibility

and in-company training and continuing
training discussed have shown that in future
establishment and company surveys will be
an essential instrument for vocational training research. What do the ideal data records
look like in this context? Similarly to the IAB

wissenschaftlichen Institut, WSI) in Germany
and the British Workplace and Industrial Relations Survey (WIRS). Last but not least, it

is very important to resolve data protection
problems, since in future both research into
the demand for labour and vocational training research based on establishment and enterprise data will have greater weight only if
the data collected can be evaluated not only
by employees of the institutions collecting it,
but also by other scientists (cf. Bender, Brand
and Kohaut 1999).

establishment panel, questions should be

In evaluating establishment and enterprise

asked about the intensity of in-company train-

surveys, which I argue should be available in
longitudinal form, the greatest potential lies
in using panel econometric methods of analy-

ing and continuing training, as well as the
skills structure and skills requirements.

sis. It is necessary to include a number of
A list of questions about various aspects of
company personnel and employment policy
must be asked, in order to cover influencing
factors that are important from the point of
view of vocational training research, e.g. factors influencing the intensity of in-company

training and continuing training and skills
development. The survey should be carried
out annually on the basis of a panel, since this

gives rise to major technical advantages as
regards the survey, the questionnaire and
evaluation. In addition, it would be productive to interview a representative group of
employees in the companies participating in
the survey and to build up matched employeremployee data records.

If questions of continuing training actually
implemented or financed within the enterprise are also addressed, it would not be sufficient to use (only) data such as the social
security data in the employee statistics of the
Federal Institute for Employment in Germany. Admittedly the selection problem arising in a survey of workforce members would

have to be solved. In this respect, administrative data offers advantages if it relates to
the majority of employees in the enterprises
covered. In this context, it would also be of
great interest to include surveys of employee
representatives at establishment level in the
establishment and enterprise units surveyed
(cf. the works council and staff council surveys carried out by the Institute of economic
and social science (Wirtschafts- und Sozial302

questions on various aspects of company personnel and employment policy because when
econometric procedures are used, the most important factors influencing in-company training and continuing training, for example, can
be identified. In addition, the use of matched
employer-employee data records has the advantage that supply-side influencing factors
can be taken into account as well as demandside factors. If matched employer-employee

data records are built up on the basis of administrative data, no selection problem arises
as regards surveying of employees, but fewer
variables are available. However, the social
security data in the employee statistics of the
Federal Institute for Employment includes
information on employees' qualifications,
their occupations and their pay, in longitudinal form.
An important potential for analysis ensues if
similar data records are generated in different countries, so that international comparisons are possible. Although institutions are
of very great importance in vocational training, their positive or negative influence on
vocational training cannot be determined in
national studies alone, if they are national institutions. Ideally, data collection should be
coordinated in the countries concerned, as in
Eurostat's Continuing Vocational Training
Survey (CVTS). The first steps in this direction have already been taken in the field of
research into continuing training and company flexibility. As yet, however, little re-
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search is available into questions of initial
vocational training, skills requirements, recruitment and other important issues in vocational training research. Since it is likely
to be at least very difficult to determine the
factors influencing in-company training and

mental mergers, the institution of units which
calculate their own costs and results, and the
introduction of just-in-time production tend
to increase demand for employees with vocational training qualifications. The slimming
down of large companies leads to hiving off of

continuing training, for example, in different
countries, strict limits are set for the use of
econometric methods. On the basis of a good

service areas and the emergence of service
enterprises close to the means of production.
The effects of these trends on requirements
as regards capacities, skills and competences

register of establishments and enterprises,
however, projected results for countries as a
whole can be compared with one another.

5. Summary
Politicians, scientists and employers themselves have an increasing interest in reliable
information on trends in labour market demand and companies' skills requirements.
The main reasons for this are the persistently
high level of unemployment and the associ-

ated under-utilisation of human resources,
and reinforcement of the quality of locations
via investment in human capital. However,
in comparison with the data available on the

supply side of the labour market, the data
available on the demand side is inadequate.
Hitherto various public bodies and research

institutes have concentrated on surveying
individuals. Company and enterprise data is
systematically collected, but seldom with regard to employment and skills aspects and
the variables determining these. In order to
be able to analyse and possibly reduce the
continuing problems in the context of the labour market and training, there is a need for
reliable data on the company side of the labour market.

in enterprises are also on the research agenda.

Here, the key concern is again to obtain insight into the structure of the organisation
as a whole, its human resources and strategy, and not simply the utilisation and deployment of employees.
The second subject covered in this section was
in-company vocational training and employment of trainees on completion of training, in
the training enterprise. Research into participation in in-company training was reviewed,

with participation being measured, for instance, as the number of trainees in relation
to the number of employees liable for social
security contributions, and to the reasons for
non-participation in in-company vocational
training. Differences as regards specific enterprise sizes and sectors were also discussed,
as were development trends. Studies on employment of trainees on completion of training show that establishments implementing
long-term planning and investment employ
more trainees, relatively speaking, but that
current problems in the establishment definitely exert an influence. This section also
discussed the 'early recognition system for
skills trends' network, in which a total of nine
institutes in Germany are involved, and in

which a very interesting mix of different
Many topics in the field of vocational training research can be adequately covered only
by means of personal, establishment and enterprise data. This report has shown the potential which analysis of company and enterprise data offers in respect of three important
subject areas.

methods is employed. Since 1995, the Federal

Institute for Vocational Training has been
researching the costs and benefits of in-company vocational training.

crease flexibility. Organisational changes such

The third area covered was the development
trends discernible in the field of in-company
continuing training on the basis of establishment and enterprise data. From the methodological point of view, studies examining the
returns and above all the effect of continuing

as teamwork, flattening of hierarchies, the
downward transfer of responsibility, depart-

training measures on productivity, using
panel-based analytical methods and estab-

Firstly, additional skills requirements arise
in the context of enterprise measures to in-
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lishment and enterprise data, are comparatively ambitious. These studies are closely

ever, as yet there has been no research on this

aligned with studies evaluating publicly

basis in the field of training and continuing
training. Lastly, the question of the suitable

funded continuing training measures, which
my report did not cover.

survey unit was addressed. In vocational

A fundamentally different path is followed by
approaches involving action-oriented evaluation, e.g. in the context of monitoring of con-

tinuing training. Other studies examine incompany continuing training provision and
the intensity of in-company continuing training, including for individual skills groups. It
is apparent from these that skilled employees are most likely to be given opportunities

for continuing training and unskilled and
semi-skilled employees are the least likely.
The Continuing Vocational Training Survey
(CVTS) carried out by Eurostat in the years
1991-1994 is probably the largest investigation ever carried out in the field of vocational
training research, in terms of data collection.
Questions are asked on the form of continuing training offered, the group of people in-

volved, the time involved for participants,
future skills requirements and the estimated
development of forms of continuing training.
Enterprises not offering their employees con-

tinuing training are asked about their reasons for this. Another strength of these data
records is the opportunity to carry out international comparisons. Improvements are required in the area of coordination of the questionnaire in the countries involved (as yet a

standardised questionnaire has not been
used), in the surveying of important determinants of decisions on continuing training, and
in the area of the time span between data collection and publication of the results.

In addition to this most important research
in the field of in-company continuing training, I have covered the research of the Institute of German trade and industry, since this
facilitates time-based comparisons. Since
1997, the American Society for Training and
Development (ASTD) has been carrying out
surveys involving company-related questions
as well as continuing training questions. The
development of matched employer-employee
data records is also likely to continue to offer
interesting prospects for the further development of vocational training research. How304

training topics, surveys of enterprises offer
the advantage that at this level the necessary
data is directly available.

Longitudinal surveys are much more timeconsuming and costly than cross-sectional
surveys, but offer important advantages. I
have been able to use the example of the IAB

establishment panel to show that there are
only partial differences between longitudinal
surveys and repeated cross-sectional surveys
with regard to the selection group in the context of the establishments surveyed, because

larger establishments were designed to be
taken into account to a disproportionate extent in the sample, and therefore virtually all
of them have to be surveyed. In the case of
the IAB establishment panel, Infratest Burke
Sozialforschung, which is responsible for collecting the data, subjects interviewers' data
to a relatively intensive process of checking
for completeness, consistency and plausibility. At the same time, owing to the longitudinal nature of the survey, previous values can
be taken into account and follow-up telephone
calls can be made to collect further information. In addition, the personal contact between

interviewer and establishment is the most
important precondition for high participation
rates. In longitudinal surveys, the question-

naire can be designed using a modular approach. Therefore the questionnaire can be
shorter, as in the case of certain details of establishments, which do not constantly change,
questions only need to be asked in the initial
survey and at certain intervals.
In the context of evaluation, the main advantages of longitudinal data as opposed to crosssectional data lie in the possibility of taking
into account the heterogeneity of establishments and the consideration of the relationship between cause and effect. More complex
and hence more sophisticated behaviour models can be formulated on the basis of longitudinal data. Establishments' behaviour as re-

gards adaptation can be investigated much
better with longitudinal data than with crosssectional data. There are also certain topics
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that can be investigated only by means of
panel data. However, statistical advantages
curring in longitudinal research, including

ment policy because when econometric procedures are used, the most important factors
influencing in-company training and continuing training, for example, can be identified.

those caused by panel mortality.

In addition, the use of matched employer-

are also offset by the selectivity problems oc-

employee data records has the advantage that
supply-side influencing factors can be taken
into account as well as demand-side factors.

Lastly, it is recommended that company and
enterprise surveys be developed and evaluated, focusing on vocational training and continuing training. Similarly to the IAB estab-

An important potential for analysis ensues if
similar data records are generated in different countries, so that international comparisons are possible. Although institutions are
of very great importance in vocational training, their positive or negative influence on
vocational training cannot be determined in
national studies alone, if they are national institutions. Ideally, data collection should be
coordinated in the countries concerned, as in
Eurostat's Continuing Vocational Training
Survey (CVTS). The first steps in this direction have already been taken in the field of
research into continuing training and company flexibility. As yet, however, little research is available into questions of initial
vocational training, skills requirements, recruitment and other important issues in vocational training research. Since it is likely
to be at least very difficult to determine the
factors influencing in-company training and
continuing training, for example, in different
countries, strict limits are set for the use of
econometric methods. On the basis of a good

lishment panel, questions should be asked
about the intensity of in-company training
and continuing training, as well as the skills
structure and skills requirements. A list of
questions about various aspects of company
personnel and employment policy must be
asked, in order to cover influencing factors
that are important from the point of view of
vocational training research, e.g. factors influencing the intensity of in-company training and continuing training and skills devel-

opment. The survey should be carried out
annually on the basis of a panel, since this
gives rise to major technical advantages as
regards the survey, the questionnaire and the
evaluation. In addition, it would be produc-

tive to interview a representative group of
employees in the companies participating in
the survey and to build up matched employeremployee data records.

The greatest potential offered by establish-

ment and enterprise surveys lies in using

register of establishments and enterprises,

econometric analysis methods. It is necessary
to include a number of questions on various

however, projected results for countries as a
whole can be compared with one another.

aspects of company personnel and employ-
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The skills market: dynamics and regulation

Jordi Planas, Jean François Giret,
Guillem Sala, Jean Vincens
Abstract
This report deals with the dynamics of the balance between the supply of and the demand for
skills in the labour market in developed countries, especially those of the European Union. In
a context of radical changes in the demand for labour, which have resulted primarily from the
development of international trade and technological progress, the transformation of the nature and content of work is forcing the productive system to adapt to new skills within a very
short period of time, which often bears no relation to the traditional timescale for the acquisition of qualifications. At the same time, as the average number of years of study per head of
population in Europe continues to rise, generations of increasingly highly qualified young
people are finding it no easier to obtain employment. On the basis of this twofold observation,
the aim of our research is to examine the way in which adjustments are made in the skills
market and the role of initial and further-training systems in the regulation of that market.

We have tried to distance ourselves from traditional methods of analysing the relationship
between training and employment, which often boil down to an appraisal of the relevance of
formal qualifications to the demands of the workplace. These methods tend to present the
problem in terms of a functional relationship between a customer (the productive system) and
a supplier (the education system). For our part, we intend to study the relationship between
skills and employment. This amounts to confirming the hypothesis that human productive
capacity is divisible into a number of components that may be acquired in various places, at
various times and by various means. If this hypothesis is true, the relationship between the
production and consumption of know-how must be more complex than is generally assumed.
This complexity is made all the greater by the fact that the production of skills is, by nature, a
fairly unpredictable process. The more distant the horizon, the more difficult it is to anticipate future needs. Beyond a certain horizon, then, the demand for skills is intrinsically unforeseeable. Moreover, if we assume that an individual's various skill levels are constantly
changing, that these changes are wrought by the education system and 1 or the production
system and I or simply by social interaction, it becomes necessary to consider the production of

skills as a system of cooperation between the educational and the productive spheres. This
cooperation is entirely intuitive and interactive. Each of the two systems establishes its strategy in response to the action of the other. Each acts on different information, but the information is subject to that same intrinsic unpredictability as soon as any attempt is made to adopt
a long-term perspective.
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The skills market: dynamics and regulation

1. Introduction: contextual
elements and proposed line
of approach

In the view of Castells (1996), these changes
are linked to an expansion and 'rejuvenation'
of capitalism, which are opening a new chap-

This report deals with the regulation of the

(1999, p.14'7), the essence of globalisation does

supply of and the demand for skills in the labour market in developed countries, especially
those of the European Union. Economic and
social changes in those countries help to determine the ways in which their labour markets operate and develop. In particular, they
are locked into a process of globalisation and
technological change, especially in the domain
of new information technology. This global
transformation process is liable to vary in its
impact on individual countries, regions, economic sectors, etc.

not lie purely in trade figures and investment
volumes or in the extent to which a national
economy is truly national but in a new way of

1.1 The demand structure: globalisation, information technology (IT) and
unemployment
Various authors (Castells, 1996; Petit, 1998;
Vinokur, 1999, etc.) share the view that the
socioeconomic changes experienced by our
societies and labour markets are ascribable
to 'globalisation' (some speak of 'information
capitalism' or of the 'economy of the knowledge-based society', etc.).

This phenomenon has its roots in the 1980s
and is characterised by a number of major
changes:
ID quicker and cheaper exchanges of goods
and information;
CI free (or largely unrestricted) movement of
goods, services and capital;
CI concentration of the world's capital into
fewer hands;
CI widespread monopolistic competition, even

in traditionally 'non-commercial' spheres
such as education and training;
CI internationalisation of development funding;

CI government support designed to increase
the productivity and competitiveness of national economies, perhaps at the expense
of social protection; and,
CI globalisation of production facilities and
sales outlets as international borders become more open.

ter in its history, a chapter that he calls 'information capitalism'. As Carnoy emphasises

perceiving socio-economic time and space.

In this framework, it is recognised that the
changes prompted by the spread of new information technology have three characteristic features:
acceleration;
turbulence; and
universality.

These three characteristics require the sort
of precise analysis that transcends the scope
of this report. Acceleration should be understood as the frequency of changes within a
given length of time, turbulence relates to the
diversity of places within the production system where changes are liable to occur, and

universality denotes the speed with which
these changes permeate the entire economy.
Changes in demand have also been reflected
in more restricted access to jobs and hence to

serious mass unemployment, affecting all
groups in the labour market, but particularly
young people and the least qualified. The ef-

fect of these changes has therefore been to
increase uncertainty about the future nature
and level of demand in the medium and long
term.

1.2 Changes on the supply side: an
ageing population, rising educational

attainment levels and more training
opportunities.

Turning now to changes in the supply of labour, we might ask how the active population
has been developing in relation to the changes

in the production system. If we examine the
development of the supply of labour in the
countries of the European Union, some broad
trends are discernible in almost every Member State:
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a general increase in the number of university and college graduates in the labour
market, each generation emerging from the

education system more highly qualified
than the one before;

tems have adopted a strategy which often
dovetails with government policy in those
countries of the European Union where the
education system is tightly controlled by the
state a rational response to the various developments in the labour market?

an increase in economic activity rates
which is directly linked to educational attainment levels, especially among women
(Cedefop, 1998a, pp. 40-46);

major demographic changes (Cedefop,
1998a, pp. 36-40), including the ageing of
populations, which is transforming the web
of relationships between initial education,
further training and occupational experience;

an increase in the number of places on
training courses and of opportunities for
training outside schools and colleges and
hence in the prospects of acquiring skills

National statistics on youth unemployment
and the results of random surveys show that,
in all countries, young people with higher
qualifications are more likely to find work.
Qualified young people, however, compete in
the labour market with older jobseekers who

have fewer qualifications but more experience. Given the structure of labour markets,
recruitment decisions do not always favour
the best-qualified candidate (Béduwé and
Espinasse, 1996a), and in certain countries
of the Union we see the emergence and growth

of phenomena such as job downgrading or
reluctance to employ job applicants who are
perceived as overqualified.

which diplomas cannot even begin to
measure (Cedefop, 1997a, and Planas,

How should the educational sphere (initial

1990);

and further training, general and profes-

CI changes in production processes and work
organisation which have tended to create
more opportunities for on-the-job training
(Cedefop, 1995 and 1998b);
I:I the development of education and training
into a process of lifelong learning;
Zi polarisation of the lifelong-learning process
on the basis of differences in initial educa-

sional education, formal and informal education) respond to this situation? It cannot
remain inactive in a society in which change
is gathering momentum, in which new technology is being superseded ever more quickly
and in which individuals spend increasingly
long periods of time in pursuit of knowledge

and skills in short, in a society whose future shape is less predictable or, more precisely, is predictable within an ever shorter
time frame.

tion levels (Cedefop, 1997a, and Planas,
1996), effectively closing the door to lifelong

How are young people (and others) to be pre-

learning on those who enter the labour
market with low skill levels (Steedman,

pared for a labour market in which the required skills are increasingly ephemeral and
for a working world in which businesses, in

1999, and Cedefop, 1999); and finally,

the face of ever fiercer monopolistic competi-

Z1 the gradual transformation of training into
a commercial product, which has had a sig-

nificant impact on the supply structure

tion, have to slash the time it takes to turn
innovative ideas into products and to put
those products on the market?

within the labour market.
If we examine how education systems have
evolved in recent decades, it becomes apparent that the countries of Europe have largely
opted to prolong the process of formal education at a time when youth unemployment has
been high. Is this strategy that education sys316

How does one resolve this problem, which is
essentially about the divergence between the
horizons of the production system (i.e. technological innovations and order books) and
those of the education system, which operates

in terms of an individual's lifetime and the
time it takes to implement educational re-
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forms? Is an increase in training really compatible with the needs of the economy?

qualified people and thus provides one of the
means by which the performance of the education system can be evaluated.

1.3 The proposed line of approach

ing this problem of disparate timescales

This model certainly corresponds to some extent with the way in which politicians and
the public at large, for that matter see the
problem: businesses and their employees need
qualifications, and the purpose of education

(Friedman, 1997). From a more educational

and training systems is to satisfy that need.

A problem of this type can be addressed from
many angles. Some think that price flexibility is an essential and sufficient means of solv-

point of view, the problem might be approached through curricula and examination
requirements. We could also investigate behaviour patterns and expectations, which are
the driving forces of negotiation between the
players in this field. Widely though their approaches may vary, all scholars are interested
in the same fundamental problem, namely the
development of skills and their integration

into society and the business world. Some
analysts, bewitched by the speed of technological progress in particular areas, have even
concluded that the development ofjob descriptions is now totally unpredictable, and so they
implicitly consider our type of research to be

futile, because they have overestimated the
speed and universality of technological change
while underestimating the adaptability of our
societies.

Let us examine the 'canonical' form which is
used to describe relations between the worlds
of business and education and which we shall

refer to in this report as the customer-sup-

This equation, however, raises a host of old
familiar problems (Blaug, 1970).
The customer-supplier model is based on the

simplistic assumption that every course of
training leads to employment in one of a restricted and clearly defined range of jobs.
Conversely, each job presupposes the successful completion of one of a restricted and clearly

defined range of training courses. This perception has at least two drawbacks: from a
technical point of view it clearly depends directly on the breadth of the designated occupational and qualification categories, while
from a factual point of view it is clearly erroneous; one need only study a table of occupations and formal qualifications to see that,
however wide or narrow the designated categories, there is little evidence to suggest that
this type of correspondence between jobs and
training courses exists outside the trades and
professions for which specific qualifications
are required by law.

plier model. An example of this model is pro-

vided in Cedefop's first research (Cedefop,
1998a, p.35).

According to the perception described above,
the product exchanged in the marketplace is

Such a model is extremely potent. It describes

aptitude, certified by a degree, diploma or
other formal qualification or at least by evi-

the main interactions in terms of economic
logic. It serves to reduce the bulk of the em-

dence of a completed learning process within
the education system. This highly restrictive

pirical and theoretical research in this domain
to order and enables statisticians to structure

hypothesis, however, has attracted strong

the available data. It serves to identify the

main underlying trends that govern the
awarding of qualifications and brings into focus the various interpretations of the body of
theoretical knowledge.

At a certain level of macroeconomic abstraction, it touches on reality. The education system provides at least part of the training that

producers receive. The labour market uses

criticism (Carnoy and Levin, 1985; Tanguy,
1985). The strict interdependence of training
and employment which underlies such a hypothesis implies a perfect level of information
about what every job entails and about the
way in which job descriptions will develop.
The 'suppliers' will not be able to satisfy the
'customers' unless the latter can clearly describe their present and future needs. This is
subject to two conditions, which are only very
partially fulfilled.
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a) Jobs must be defined in terms of 'pre-

by momentous changes that have affected

scribed' job descriptions, i.e. the tasks they
entail must be entirely specifiable.

both the supply of labour and the demand for
labour.

b) The medium- and long-term development
of jobs must be predictable, i.e. we must
know how technology and markets are going to develop.

If, for the sake of realism, we abandon the
purely functionalist rationale and its implicit

It is incontestable (and, it must be said, universally accepted) that these conditions cannot realistically be fulfilled. Be that as it may,

hypotheses of a perfect supply of information
and ideal education systems, we must propose
a new rationale based on the concept of skills
and on a dynamic view of their creation. This
implies that we should put forward an almost

completely revised analysis of the mecha-

this model remains very largely the basic

nisms by which people are placed in employ-

frame of reference.

ment and by which their skills are brought
into line with their tasks. It also means that

If one thing emerges clearly from the debate
between the two sides of industry, it is that
education and training have long been presented (and still are, to a degree) as a panacea for all the ills of society, especially those

we shall have to redefine the very concept of
mismatches.

inflicted by unemployment.
Among labour-market analysts, the customer-

supplier model still has many adherents.
Some of them apply it directly in order to
make forecasts about training requirements
and to fashion instruments with which the
education system can be guided. This is the
case in the developing countries, but it also
happens in developed countries. These researchers, in other words, believe that the
advantages to be gained from such an approach in terms of deducing the production
level of education systems from variations in
economic production and in global macroeconomic performance justify the statistical risk
inherent in the acceptance of technically un-

sound hypotheses. Recent developments in
the realm of endogenous growth have confirmed them in this belief.
The relationship between the creation of human productive capacity and its use in production and development is not a straightforward one. It does seem to us, however, that it
is possible, and indeed desirable, to see that
relationship in less mechanical terms and to

regard it as more dependent on the interactivity of the market and more in tune with
the changes in our societies. To put it another
way, we are suggesting an approach that fits
more neatly into the contextual framework
we have just presented, characterised as it is
318

This new perspective will lead us, in the
course of the present report, to reply to three
types of question.

1. How is human capital to be defined and
measured when we no longer regard certificates as the sole proof of qualification?
How do we then recognise and certify the

assets that are actually exchanged in the
labour market?
2. What role do demand for labour and, more
particularly, technological and organisational change play in the development of
skill requirements?

3. How is a balanced skills market to be defined and achieved? And what constraints
and adjustment mechanisms does this entail?

2. How can human productive
capacity be defined and measured?
In this chapter, we shall address the various
problems associated with any attempt to define and measure human productive capacity

in the context of the economic and social
changes that our societies are currently undergoing. Our examination will be conducted
in three stages.

a) We shall try to circumscribe the concepts
of qualification and skill.
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b) We shall then relate the concept of skill to
the problem of measuring human productive capacity.

c) Finally, we shall examine the diverse solutions that have been adopted to address
the problem of recognising skills.

2.1 Qualification and skill: a matching
pair or two different perceptions of the
labour market?
Human productive capacity, people's capacity to perform tasks or achieve objectives
what we shall call skill for the sake of simplicity and as the closest approximation covers a host of terminological concepts.

Moreover, the definition of each term often
varies within the scientific world, either from
one discipline to another or from one school
of thought to another, as well as within the
working world (for example the debate in
France between management and the unions

and the answer self-evident. However, as soon
as we move away from the standard neoclassical paradigm, the answer becomes less obvious. Irrespective of the duality of the labour
market/job market, there is evidently little to

be gained by suggesting that work/labour is
exchanged in the market if work or labour
cannot be regarded as a homogeneous good
or as an entity with fully defined characteris-

tics. Attempting to understand the labour
market, in other words to discover how people are allocated to economically useful tasks,
entails a careful definition of the characteristics of labour and an evaluation of the heterogeneity of productive capacities, not only
between workers but also the range of ability
levels within any given individual as examined by cognitive scientists and ergonomists.

This is clearly all the more essential if our
aim in conducting such an analysis is to learn

lessons about the education system and its
regulation.

on the concept of skills).

To simplify the debate, we shall formulate our
proposition around the concepts of qualification and skill.

In fact, the terminology used in this domain
is largely derived in two different ways from
the language of industrial relations.

It is plainly not a simple question of termi-

1. Some of it is the vocabulary (and the semantics) used in the market to match supply
with demand. In a market characterised by
extremely imperfect information, such match-

ing is a crucial factor. At the institutional
level, the debate on certificates, on their recognition and on the extent to which they feature in collective agreements and pay scales,
demonstrates the importance of words. At the
political level, the current debate on the recognition of skills acquired on the job by means

of 'pseudo-diplomas' illustrates what an extension of this vocabulary can imply. At :the
theoretical level, the theory of signals and its
concomitant, the theory of information, also
show us that words, the concepts they repre-

sent and the strategic use that is made of
them are themselves a balancing mechanism.

2. The terminology and the underlying conceptual debate pose a fundamental question:
what exactly is exchanged in the labour market? The question may appear incongruous

nology. As Lichtenberger wrote (1999, p.93),
scarcely anyone still disputes today that the
emergence of the concept of competence in the

domain of industrial relations and in the
management of human resources is no mere

cyclical effect associated with a particular
style of management or with the erosion of
previously acquired guarantees but is actually a sign of profound change.
Accordingly, no consideration of the relationship between the production system and the
education can ignore this debate.
Summing up such a debate, however, is no easy

task. Three elements seem to be essential if
we are to define what this debate is all about.
a) On the one hand, there are clearly observable changes in the way in which labour is
mobilised and used in the market.

b) On the other hand, behind the terminology there lies an issue that is crucial to the
development of social and industrial rela-
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tions. Governments, employers and labour
are establishing their positions in a debate

which is gradually taking centre stage
within the collective-bargaining process
and may well come to be at the heart of
the future development of labour law.
c) Finally, acceptance of the concept of competence as part of the currency of collec-

tive bargaining necessarily implies that
competence, i.e. skills, must be made measurable and negotiable. This brings us back
to the problem of formal recognition.

2.1.1 From qualification to skill quantitative and qualitative changes

to the skill level of a labour force, taking no
account of training in the workplace.' But, as
Blaug (1970) emphasised, one of the main
problems of the educational economy concerns
the way in which training, and especially initial education, contributes to the qualification
of the labour force. At the individual level, this
qualification is a complex function of basic intelligence, psychomotor capacity, occupational
experience, formal or informal training in the
workplace and educational attainment. More

recently, using approaches that often vary
widely from one discipline to another, researchers have been trying to introduce the
concept of skills, which seems to be gradually
superseding that of qualifications. Going be-

If we identify qualification (productive capacity) with the certification provided by the sys-

yond the purely semantic debate, let us examine more closely the scope and purpose of
this concept in the definition and measure-

tem of education and (chiefly initial) training, the problem is a simple one.

ment of productive capacity.

A certificate is required for a job, except in
the case of unskilled work performed by noncertificated employees. One is a necessary and

sufficient condition of the other, provided
there is no shortage of work for holders of a
particular certificate.
Imbalances can take two forms. There may
be too many qualified people for a given type
of employment, or there may be too few quali-

fied people for the available jobs. In either
case, it would be necessary and sufficient to
produce exactly the right number of people
with the certificate in question in order to
redress the balance.

Expressed in this intentionally rather provocative way, these are the first principles of

educational planning based on anticipated
market requirements in terms of qualifications (the 'manpower approach'), as examined
by Blaug some 30 years ago. This approach
often completely assimilates initial education
1 Ahamad and Blaug (1973, p.13) put it this way:

This means that educational plans which are
drawn up on that basis may over-estimate the

The concept of skill sometimes referred to
as competence2 has been developed as a better means of describing the complex diversity of ways in which the productive capaci-

ties of individuals are amassed. There are,
of course, 'explicit' initial and further education and training, but there is also on-thejob training, which may be entirely informal
or partly formal and may or may not lead to
the award of a certificate, and there is also
the social learning process. This complexity
is accompanied by an array of acquisition
mechanisms which is made all the more extensive by the fact that most skills can be
acquired by different complementary and/or
alternative means.
This concept, then, is presented as a key to
better understanding and measurement of
individual human capital in a context of an
expanding education system and diversification of training scenarios. The purpose of this
concept of skills is to arrive at a definition of
individual human capital which more accurately reflects the way that capital is used in
the workplace by taking due account of the
extracurricular acquisition of knowledge and
skills. Its aim is to embody the complexity,

change in investment necessary for different types
of education, since part of the forecast shortages
and surpluses will tend to be eliminated by on-thejob training and by employers' retraining schemes.

2 The concept of skill that we shall use in the rest
of this report is defined in subsection 2.1.2 below.
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the individuality and the efficiency of human
labour. Skill is at least partially at odds with
the concept of qualifications, which is based
on the principles of standardisation, transparency and formal recognition. The concept of
skill is intended to go beyond the idea of prescribed work that is basic to the Taylorist sys-

tem of industrial management, but it also
calls into question both the advantages and
drawbacks of the occupational recognition
that derived from Taylorist work organisation.
To cite Lichtenberger (1999, p.94), we should
not become involved in a similar process to-

day in the confrontations about the primacy
of skill, which is both decried as symbolising
the dismantling of hard-won gains and lauded
as recognition of a neglected asset, namely

the identification of employees with their
work or, as one trade unionist put it, the human side of work.

formance) (Devallae, 1998, p.13). It is also an
ability to mobilise a specific combination of

knowledge and of know-how in order to
achieve a given performance standard.
Conventional training alone will not develop
skill. It is necessary, says Delavallae (1998,
pp.13-14), to put trainees into learning situations that will enable them to use the knowledge they have acquired in training and thus
to enrich the know-how they will require for
the solution of new problems and to monitor
their progress closely.. Training, be it initial
or further training, is presented here as one
input among several in the creation of skill.

In most cases, it is a necessary condition.
Only in exceptional cases is it the sole condition.

closely related to his or her ability to solve prob-

In this model, enterprises need to recognise
the skills of individuals, but certificates or
academic records alone do not provide them
with the necessary information. The informa-

lems; such problems are generally new and
cannot always be resolved by recourse to ex-

tion that can be obtained from certificates and
CVs is imprecise and inadequate, as is dem-

isting systems (Legrand-Lafoy and Roussillon,

onstrated in Mincer's literature on the functions of education and experience as well as

The skill of an individual seems to be more

1995). If this is the nature of skill, we might
wonder whether it can be exclusively acquired
in the scholastic environment. Indeed, it seems
more likely to be an intrinsic function of a person's job and to be definable by the extent to
which it matches the requirements of that job.
Skill appears to be dissociable from the concept of occupational experience, even if formal
training is the essential source of basic skills
and the bedrock on which experience can be
built up.
This accumulation of experience is quite different to the 'learning by doing' to which Arrow refers. It is not merely a matter of simple
productivity gains achieved through training
in competitive tasks performed in a Taylorist
context. On the contrary, it is about gathering experience of a non-routine nature, resulting from the active involvement of the individual. This idea of the dynamic development

of skills is reflected in the managerial approach. The literature in which that approach

is propounded defines it as a process, as a
chain of operations set off by a particular event

(the intention of resolving a problem) which
transforms inputs (resources) into output (per-

in the report by Espinasse and Vincens (1998)

on the development of the relationship between certificates, occupations and pay levels in the five largest countries of the European Union, which is even more relevant to
our present analysis.

2.1.2 Towards a definition of skill
Let us now consider the purpose of thinking

in terms of skills. If we accept that skill is
really the good that is traded in the labour
market, how does this alter the analysis of
matches and mismatches between qualifications and job requirements?
If we may come back to the problems involved

in the definition of skill, our aim is neither to
propose a precise and exhaustive definition
of skill nor to resort to one of the many definitions that exist in academic literature or in
the field of industrial relations. Defining skill
is more than a mere academic exercise; it is a
vital social issue for all interested parties in
every country (Merle, 1997), an issue on which

consensus is seldom achieved.
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Instead of an outright definition, we shall try
to plant a few markers in order to stake out
more clearly our understanding of skill. This
understanding is based on three characteristics on which we believe there is consensus.

a) Skill is a vector
The skill of an individual is the conjunction
of a number of elementary capacities (knowledge, know-how, life skills, etc.). Each individual is equipped with a vector which is specific to him or her and which would probably
turn out to be unique if it were defined in sufficient detail. Reducing this vector to a set of

tiative. Skill cannot be regarded as a stock of
fixed knowledge that is acquired once and for
all time at the start of a person's active life.
On the contrary, skills are developed throughout one's working life or at least during the
first years of an individual's career. After a
certain period, the marginal utility of the time
spent in various forms of training diminishes

as its marginal cost increases, eventually
reaching a point at which individuals have
no more to gain by developing their skills.

b) The economic value of a skill is specific to each job (i.e. work situation) and
to each company

formal qualifications is often a rather unrealistic simplification, for if skill were synonymous with qualification, how could individuals with the same diploma have different job
and career prospects, for example? Each component in this vector is acquired by different

As a general rule, workers will not use all the
skills they possess in the performance of their

means. Some are acquired through explicit
formal training, others are obtained in less
formal contexts, such as training on the job
and learning by doing, while others are acquired in social life outside the workplace or
are simply inborn (or picked up in infancy or

ductive skill depends on the conditions in

early childhood). Lastly, some skills may also

In the behaviourist and evolutionary ap-

be acquired by some combination of these

proaches, skill is seen as an accumulation of
knowledge resulting from a collective learning process within an organisation. One of the
problems lies in assessing the extent to which
individual skill contributes to the collective
competence of a company, organisation or
team of employees. For example, the collective competence of individuals i and j will be
greater than the sum of their individual skills
if they form an organisation, thus:

means.
The purpose of applying Lancaster's producer/
consumer model (1966 see Box1 below) is to
provide a dynamic and individualised explanation of the production of skills on the basis

of knowledge, seen here as a production input. The same skill level may be attained by
various combinations of inputs. This level will

tasks. Different situations in the workplace
will demand the use of different skills. There
is no intrinsic or absolute skill. Useful or prowhich an occupation is pursued. Some authors

even doubt the very existence of individual
skill or at least that it can materialise fully
outside the collective context.

depend on the individual's ability at the start
of the process, on the knowledge he or she has

acquired through implicit and explicit training and the time invested by the individual
in the absorption of knowledge. The two main
production methods are explicit training, especially initial education, and implicit training, through occupational experience, but we
cannot exclude other less formal means of skill

production. Initial education and the acqui-

C. . > C. + C.

Within a company, the concept of skill is not
only a matter of know-how when it comes to
solving problems affecting the relationship

between the company and its environment
but also of know-how in dealing with relationships within the company (Marengo,
1995). Skill is therefore understood as the

sition of experience in or away from the

result of efforts made by the company to cre-

workplace enable individuals to amass spe-

ate capital in the form of human resources

cific knowledge but also to develop other quali-

and information (Devry, Debuisson and

ties which are often of a more general nature,
such as the ability to learn and personal ini-

Torre, 1998, p.126). Unlike individual skill,
this collective competence is an intrinsic part
140
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Box 1: A model of skill acquisition
Let us return to Lancaster's consumer/producer model. Skills are produced by the individual on the basis of
the acquisition of a body of knowledge. The fundamental hypothesis is that skill may be regarded as an
output which depends on a temporal production process in which various inputs are used. In Lancaster's
theory, each skill is associated with the satisfaction of a need, and the individual seeks to satisfy the most
useful combination of needs.
If skill is defined in Lancaster's terms as a collection of characteristics produced from consumed goods, i.e.

knowledge (Lancaster, 1966), it may be notated as a vector of characteristics at date t. This vector is
represented as Z ti. At any given moment, the production of an individual's skill Zi at date t may be expressed
in the following formula:
tIT0W, Ei)

f(xi, tiET,

The individual will be able to produce his or her characteristic skill on the basis of the types of knowledge (x,)
he or she wishes to acquire (scientific knowledge, technical knowledge, relational knowledge, etc.),3of the

time he or she devotes to the three means of acquiring knowledge (ET represents explicit training, ITW
stands for implicit training in the workplace, and ITOW is implicit training outside the workplace) and of the
individual's own initial capacity to produce these skills (Ei).
The utility of an individual's set of satisfied needs, which will depend on the skills the individual has produced,
may be expressed in the following formula:

U=
Each skill (Z) has a production cost
w.(tiET

=

tilTOW)

tilTW

The individual is restricted by his or her monetary income, which may be derived from an economic activity
for which he or she is remunerated with wage w or from other sources of funding (student grant, parental
assistance, etc.), which we shall notate as v. We shall assume here that w will not be dependent on Z during
the skill-production phase.4
px = wtw + v
A further constraint on the individual is the time (t) that he or she is able to devote either to paid employment
or to a course of training (h).
tFE

T = th + tw

tFIE

tFIHE

tw

The individual's potential income (R) is therefore equal to the cost of the inputs involved in the acquisition of
knowledge (book purchases, course fees, etc.) and to the opportunity cost involved in sacrificing a regular
wage for the period of the various training courses.
+w

th=R

The maximisation formula may be presented algebraically like this:
Max

subject to the following constraints:
px = wtw + v
T = th + tw

The number of areas of knowledge will not necessarily correspond to the number of skills.
3

The question of the economic value of these skills
is not explored in the model; it is merely assumed
4

that acquired skills will enhance the utility of the
individual. The assumption that pay does not depend on acquired skills is only tenable in the short
term and that w will increasingly become a function of Z.
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of the organisation and is created by a collective learning process based on interaction

put to the test would be a considerably more
reliable 'signal' (as defined in Spence, 1974)

(Lundvall, 1997) or on organisational knowledge creation. In the view of Nonaka (1993),
interactions between different skills are developed by the production of tacit and codified knowledge in a crystallisation process.

of the productivity levels that individuals

When this happens, the tacit and codified
knowledge that has been created and acquired becomes part of a company's capital

other hand, they have to translate those skills
into a potential level of productivity for each
job vacancy.

assets.' This process of modifying and recreating skills constitutes a system of organisational knowledge creation in the sense that

The fact that a jobseeker possesses a degree

the organisation retains and reveals the
traces of those players who, collectively and
through individual interaction, have created

knowledge. The knowledge creation itself
results from a process of incessant updating
of the forms of knowledge in the framework
of a specific activity (Devry, Debuisson and
Torre, 1998, pp.123-124).
It is, however, obvious that this collective competence poses problems of measurability, rec-

ognition and, above all, of transferability to
the individuals who make up the organisa-

might be expected to achieve in a given job.
Recruiters are faced with a twofold problem.

On the one hand, they have to identify the
skills that the individual possesses; on the

or diploma gives prospective employers a
rough guide to the sort of performance they
might expect from such a candidate, more or
less irrespective of the job in question. Selection on the basis of skill levels, however, is

liable to result in the recruitment of candi-

dates with widely disparate productivity
potentials if skill is not clearly measured,
which is why it is essential to measure skills
accurately or to assess and recognise them.

2.2 Skill: from concept to measurement

tion.

According to Wolf (1994), while skills are of
major importance in national and European
policies, there is still a need to reach agree-

c) It is not easily measurable in advance

ment on what skill actually means. The issues of definition and measurement, says

(other than in terms of probability)
The vectorial dimension of skill, the range of
variations in the relative importance of indi-

vidual skills and the vast array of working
situations in which these skills come into play

make it impossible to determine in advance
how a particular set of skills will translate
into productivity. In any recruitment process,
the employer initially seeks indicators of applicants' productivity potential. This information is partly provided by paper qualifications
(Arrow, 1973), which are an imperfect measure of the individual's propensity to work productively. An examination, on the other hand,
in which the various skills of applicants were

Wolf, are crucial. The skills of individuals in
the labour market pose problems in terms of
measurement and, in a more general sense,
in terms of management of the information
required for dealings in the labour market.

There is a need to try to conceptualise the
measurement of skills and to standardise the
instruments of evaluation.
In fact, it is just as essential to know the value
of human resources as it is to know the value
of the other factors of production. It is simply
more complex to measure the former than the

latter. The problems involved in such an
evaluation may be categorised under two
headings:

5 The question of the economic value of these skills
is not explored in the model; it is merely assumed

that acquired skills will enhance the utility of the
individual. The assumption that pay does not depend on acquired skills is only tenable in the short
term and that w will increasingly become a function of Z.
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a) the 'macroeconomic' problem of evaluating
the available human capital;
b) the 'microeconomic' problem of information

and human-resource management for employees and employers.
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2.2.1 What statistical concept can be
used for the macroeconomic analysis
of skill?
During the eighties, the 'global' measurement
of human capital became a particularly ticklish problem, as Castells emphasises (1997,
p.58): For the first time in history, the human
mind has become a direct productive asset,
rather than just a decisive production factor;
its significance and productive value is also
changed by its cultivation, through training
in the broadest sense.

Those years were marked by a significant
change in the nature of investments. The balance between physical and intangible investments varied widely. An OECD report (1996)
shows that, in 1987, expenditure on intangibles was the major form of investment in Germany, Sweden and the United Kingdom. The

the structural disruption of the active
population caused by mass training systems, including higher education;
L:1 the accelerated transformation of employment structures and job descriptions;
Zi the obsolescence of skills in the labour market;

Li the restriction of the internal markets
within labour markets and its impact on
careers and on informal mechanisms for
the production and recognition of skills.

We are familiar with the limitations of any
attempt to codify knowledge (Lundvall and
Borths, 1997). The main limitation is undoubtedly the distinction between codified
and tacit knowledge. It is a key element in
identifying and understanding the nature of
the cognitive changes in which the very con-

report also highlights the complementary
nature of these two types of investment as

cept of skills is rooted.

well as the high level of technology that these
investments had generated.

It is clear that the intrinsic complexity of the

The volume of intangible investment has a
direct bearing on production methods and,
moreover, on the development of production
models. The statistical measurement of skill
is therefore a challenge to those who are responsible for macroeconomic management.
Growth models and analyses too often estimate the impact of the human factor indi-

rectly by means of an external indicator
(Denison, 1962), which is more or less well
adapted for use in the model or analysis. No

direct account is taken of certificates, although they are admittedly very imperfect
indicators of skill, and analysts are content
to include two types of labour (skilled and
unskilled) among the factors of production.

The challenge is to endow macroeconomic
analyses with a more precise conceptualisation of the stock of human resources and to

create the statistical tools with which such

concept of knowledge, combined with the constraints of collecting and codifying the necessary statistics, make it impossible to effect a
direct macroeconomic measurement of skills

and that economists will therefore have to
make do with indirect measurements.
The simplest way of measuring skills indirectly is to assess the quality of the labour
force on the basis of its stock of formal qualifications. This has two strategic advantages.

Li The information is available and can be
quite reliably codified.
LI This makes it possible to design models on
the basis of a heterogeneous labour force,
the various components of which are competing for access to jobs.
This solution also presents a number of disad-

vantages, because it ignores such factors as

analyses can be conducted (IFAC, 1998).

occupational experience, seniority in the labour
market and the acquisition of knowledge out-

To convince ourselves of this, we need only
call to mind some problems that are examined with the aid of a proper macroeconomic
analysis of human resources. For example:

side the education and production systems.
One means of introducing the concept of skill
into macroeconomic analysis was suggested in
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Figure 1: Minimum skill requirement for appointment to executive posts in company
administration in France
Executives in company administration
(representation of the minimum skill requirement)

-1990
- - - 1982

2

4

6

8

10

12

Number of year's formal education after the age of 14

Source: 1982 and 1990 censuses, INSEE (Institut national de la statistique et des Etudes Economiques - National institute for
statistics and economic studies).

the framework of the Cedefop Diplomas and

the Labour Market project (Béduwé and
Espinasse, 1995b). It consists in considering a
simplified concept of skill based on a vector
with two components: the educational qualification (possibly measured by the length of the
course of study required for its attainment) and
the employee's total seniority (for which age
might serve as a suitable approximation).

This method would enable analysts to take
account of empirical evidence which is available in all countries of the European Union.

Apart from the regulated trades and professions, access to which depends on possession
of a legally prescribed diploma or degree, all
trades and professions have members with a
variety of qualification levels and seniority.
Statistical analysis very clearly demonstrates,
in each country and in every period, a substitution effect between the acquisition of these
two components of skill.

The curve on the graph in Figurel gives an
example of this sort of equivalence in the domain of access to employment. By way of ex326

ample, let us consider the minimum level of
educational attainment and professional experience of survey respondents in executive
posts in company administration in France
for the years 1982 and 1990 (Figurel).6 These

posts are open to first-time job applicants,
provided the time they have spent in second-

ary education and at university and/or college comes to a combined total of 12 years!
In other words, only the highest level of educational achievement can compensate for a
lack of professional experience. Conversely,
such posts are also open to non-graduates
who have more than 20 years' professional
experience.' Employees whose levels of edu6 These two curves were drawn on the basis of a
method proposed by J.M. Espinasse (1997) to define the minimum skill requirements. They represent minimum combinations of educational attainment (established on the basis of the respondents'
declared qualification level) and seniority in the
labour market (calculated on the basis of age and
estimated date of completion of formal education)
7 Measured on the basis of seniority in the labour
market.
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cational attainment and/or professional experience exceed these thresholds automati-

cally possess the minimum skill requirements for executive posts. In practice, recruitment decisions are plainly not based on
the criteria of formal qualifications and professional experience alone. Not all of those
who are eligible8 for a particular type of post

will be appointed. Candidates will be expected to possess other skills too. This way
of quantifying the concept of skill is obviously
very restrictive. It does, however, provide the

basis for a macroeconomic approach to the
measurement of skill.

2.2.2 The measurement of skills and its
microeconomic foundations
The word 'skill' (French competence)9, in the
sense in which we use it here, has only begun
to find its way into the vocabulary of economics and has hardly ever been tested. The concept itself, however, is not really new.

Human capital, as originally defined, comprises all the productive capacities of each
individual, including his or her operational
aptitude in the widest sense (general knowledge, specialised knowledge, know-how, experience, etc.). The two main instruments for
the creation of human capital are in-service
training (experience and continuing vocational training) and initial training within the
education system. In the view of Becker (1993,

p.19),1° schooling is at the heart of this creation of human capital: Human capital analysis assumes that schooling raises earning and
productivity mainly by providing knowledge,
skills, and a way of analysing problems. However, he modifies this statement a few paragraphs further on (p.20): Of course, learning
and training also occur outside of schools, especially on jobs. Even college graduates are
not well prepared for the labor market when
they leave school, and they are fitted into their

jobs through formal and informal training
programs. The amount of on-the-job training
8 In terms of experience and qualifications.
9 See section 2.3.1.
10 Third edition of Human Capital.

ranges from an hour or so at simple jobs like
dishwashing to several years at complicated
tasks like engineering in an auto plant.

Becker, then, does not dismiss the other
means of creating human capital, such as the

informal training that individuals receive
within the family, through their social contacts and even during their national service.
He says that other activities which are not
directly linked to the training process contrib-

ute to the creation of human capital and increase individual productivity. In particular,
the various activities in which jobseekers engage during their jobsearch enable them to
increase their knowledge of the labour market and so to invest in their own productive
potential.
Expressed in such general terms, the definition of human capital is hard to criticise, but
the reduction of this general definition to the
oversimplified equation
qualification = length of study

which is found in many applications of empirical findings is no doubt rooted in the need
for measurements which is inherent in statistical and econometric approaches. In meas-

uring human capital, a lack of data often
makes it impossible to take account of the
diversity of forms that human capital can take
and the various ways in which it can be cre-

ated, while the polarisation of educational
economists on the subject of formal qualifications is also a stumbling block. Nevertheless,

even when the theory of human capital was
still in its infancy, Rosen (1972, p.326) emphasised that experience, which is a proxy for
implicit training, appears in many cases as a

more important skill factor than initial education: Yet, much evidence suggests that a
large fraction of directly marketable skills
possessed by individuals are not acquired from
formal schooling, but rather from work experience.

More recently, the introduction of the concept
of the job into neoclassical analysis of the labour market (Lazear, 1995a and 1995b) paves
the way for a new conception of qualification
which is closer to the concept of skill and less
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closely related to initial education. Lazear
states (1995b, p.263), in connection with the
limited significance of the correlation between
education and pay levels within a specific occupational category or company, that For example, rates of return to education estimated
by using within-firm data might be very low

because a firm's decision to hire a worker
trades off unobservables against observed
variations in education. All workers hired into

a given job might have the same amount of
human capital irrespective of differences in
their level of schooling. However, the relation-

ships between skill and pay levels and, more
generally, between skill and jobs, while commonly acknowledged, remain largely unexplored, although some empirical studies have
stressed the important role of particular skills
in relation to educational attainment. (Lee,
1986; Black and Lynch, 1996)
Acknowledging that skills are heterogeneous
necessarily entails addressing the problem of
their transferability, for skill is all the more

marketable if it can be transferred. Is the
transferability of skill linked to the way in
which it is acquired? Is skill or, to be more
precise, a skill more easily transferable if it
is acquired through initial education (to put
it in more general terms, an through an explicit form of training) or if it is acquired on
the job?

in the level of generality or specificity of the
skills on which the respective authors based
their analyses. In other words, it derives from
a lack of consistency in the measurement of
skill or competence.

Opting for the view that skill should be considered as a vector is one way of circumventing this lack of consistency. Rather than being considered in its immeasurable globality,
skill is broken down into a number of distinct
elements which are easier to calibrate and are
open to more precise analysis.

2.3 Recognition of skills, industrial
relations and regulation of the labour
market: towards a new dynamism?
The debate about qualification versus skill is
no mere academic exercise. Not only is it high
on the political and social agendas, particularly in the context of pay negotiations; it is
also at the heart of the issue of mobility within
the labour market.

2.3.1 Skill at the centre of industrial
relations
A consensus on the concept of qualification,

though achieved at the end of a long, hard
struggle, is now one of the cornerstones of
industrial relations as we know them. Its

To Perkins and Salomon (1989), work experi-

impact on collective bargaining, on the nature
of employment contracts and on pay scales is

ence often appears to be a more effective
means of producing transferable skills than

crucial and has been the subject of an enormous wealth of literature.

initial education. Taking the opposite view,
Nordhaug and Gronhaug (1994, p.91)11 emphasise that competence acquired through
education generally proves to be transferable

As Barbier et al. (1996) stress, the concept of
qualification is attached to the social model
of the glorious thirties, which was character-

to a larger number of companies than the com-

ised by the development of large industrial

petence that is born of experience. The ap-

corporations, the Taylorist system of scientific
work organisation, the centralisation of managerial functions, centralised pay negotiations,
workforces structured on the basis of seniority, strong trade unionism, and so forth.

parent contradiction between these two propo-

sitions probably derives from the difference
" Individual competence may be gained through
education and experience in the work place. Competence obtained through education is general in
the sense that is applicable in more than one firm
and often in a variety of jobs. Competence gained
through experience is more or less specialised by
being linked to the idiosyncracy of the firm in which
it has been acquired.
328

The concept of qualification, in the form in
which it is recognised by management and
labour in at least some countries of the EU,12
12Especially in France and Spain.
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is associated with the idea of a stock of knowledge which is necessary and sufficient for the

pursuit of a given occupation and on the ba-

sis of which hierarchical ranking and pay
structures can be determined. This knowledge
and its validity are held to be certified by the
formal education system (schools and, in some
cases, institutions of further and higher education) so much so that, in some languages,

terms of basic or specialised skills, that indi-

viduals have to fulfil in the course of their
working lives call into question the validity
of the concept of a trade or profession as a
relatively stable body of predefined knowledge

and abilities that can be encompassed in a
similarly stable curriculum of initial education which qualifies individuals for employment in particular occupations.

qualifications and certificates are synonymous terms.

In order to arrive at a better understanding
of the nature and dimension of the changes
that are taking place, we must examine the
role played by the traditional concept of qualification in the labour market and its association with the idea of certification.

In different ways in different countries, but
throughout the European Union, qualification and the manner in which it is certified
remain important elements of industrial relations.
They largely define the structure of the hierarchy, the allocation of responsibilities and
employees' pay levels. In the recent past, formal qualifications were plainly a fundamen-

tal element in the regulation of the labour
market. They continue to play a key role to a
great extent, even though this role is gradually changing as technology transforms or-

ganisational structures and as new generations appear in the labour market with ever
more degrees and diplomas.

The concept of skill is quite a different matter. It relates to a person's capacity to assume
a specific and measurable set of responsibilities in the context of a given occupation. It
therefore constitutes a revalorisation du travail concret a revaluation of actual work
(Lichtenberger, 1999, p.93). The manner in
which this capacity is acquired is of little im-

Today, that body of knowledge and knowhow which is defined as a trade or profession is less and less stable, and its role in
industrial relations, though not disappearing, is tending to change. The symbol of this

change is a shift in terminological usage
which reflects the desire to move from the
measurement of productive potential by
membership of a trade or profession or by
educational qualifications towards a less
organic type of on-the-job measurement.
Behind this change lie two incontrovertible
facts: on the one hand, there are the objec-

tive changes in the content and character
of trades and professions, and on the other
hand there is the pressure for a certain degree of deregulation, or for a new form of
regulation, of industrial relations in which
membership of a trade or profession and ex-

ternal certification have traditionally been
a key element in the collective definition
and association of employees and in the establishment of their vested rights. These
changes pose new challenges. They are a
source of new conflicts and require new com-

promises, which, according to Y. Lichtenberger (1999, p.104), can only take shape
in .the context of a redefinition of work itself, of its purpose, of the value of the diverse forms of investment, of development
prospects, etc., and thus of the concept of
skill.

Such a transformation also entails a profound change in the very nature of the em-

portance, and its link with the certificates

ployment contract. Main Suppiot (1994) enu-

awarded by the education system is loosen-

merated the principal developments in this

ing.

direction, while conceding that none of them
had yet been fully absorbed. Subordination,
he said, has been constantly diluted, organisations are delegating increasing powers of
initiative and responsibility, the link between
work and pay is loosening in favour of greater

The accelerating pace of change to which we

referred before has also made itself felt in
several aspects of individuals' careers. The

changing skill requirements, whether in
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continuity of income, given the vagaries of
working life,13 etc.

One effect of the erosion of the traditional
importance of trades and professions is the
development of 'transverse' skills, in other
words skills which can be used (and re-used)
in a wide range of real working situations and
which may apply to operations carried out by
members of quite distinct trades and professions and may therefore cut across boundaries drawn in collective agreements and pay
scales. These skills assume a strategic value
in the careers of individuals. They also play a
strategic role in the new forms of work organisation and risk management.

Our education and training systems, as we
shall see below, are stll far from establishing

transparent, i.e. clear and legitimised, systems for the recognition of skills that have
been validated either by the training systems
themselves or by the labour market. This deficit has a fundamental bearing on the devel-

staff who were indispensable to the production process. Today, without actually reneging on collective agreements, firms are trying to lessen their impact. In particular, ca-

reer patterns and individual training programmes, which, in accordance with the idea
of an internal labour market, had long been

institutionalised in career plans and sometimes even in collective agreements, are now
more likely to be left to the initiative of the
individual employee.

A reduction in the average length of service
within companies is observable in most countries of the European Union, albeit to a varying extent from one country to another and
more especially from one generation to another of the active population. While the phenomenon is most conspicuous in the countries
of Southern Europe, such as Spain, average
seniority has fallen in all countries of the EU
and among all age groups represented in the
labour market."

industrial relations which can meet the challenges that already confront us.

Finally, if we seek to move from a trainingbased approach to employment to a skillsbased approach, we must bear in mind that,

Following a period during which companies

over and above all the concepts and socioeconomic analysis, we are also dealing with a sub-

tried to foster loyalty among their staff by

ject at the heart of industrial relations and

developing internal labour markets and concluding collective agreements in which training and promotion prospects were guaranteed,
the business world is now retreating, at least

collective bargaining. It is quite likely that this

opment of a system of further training and

partially, from this policy, which was designed
not only to prevent industrial conflict but also
to ensure a constant supply of quality labour.

debate will soon affect the very definition of
the employment contract and of the relationship between employers and employees.

2.3.2 Recognition of skills and mobility

within the labour market

This retreat began in the early eighties, when

companies began to reserve the benefits of
secure employment for the members of their
13 Lichtenberger (1999, p.104), for example, takes
up the hypotheses advanced by Suppiot (1994) and
says that, even if people in stable occupations es-

The transformation of occupational structures, the pace of technological innovation and

certain institutional changes have been conducive to the accelerated growth of mobility

cape this dualisation of the labour market, the

14 European statistics (Eurostat Labour Force Sur-

change in the nature of employment contracts poses
them no fewer problems The new reference value
of a specific job of work, perceived as a service and

vey) for the period 1992-97 reveal that the percentage of employees with less than one year's

not as a good, possessing social utility and value
for other people besides an employer, the value of
accountability, which is not about the apportionment of blame but about a stake in the struggle to
overcome the risks and vicissitudes of business activity these values are only beginning to emerge
as portents of social confrontations to come.
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service has generally been rising in all age catego-

ries throughout Europe and especially in the
youngest age groups. The European average rose
from 49% to 52% for employees under the age of
20, from 33% to 39% for the 20-24 age bracket and
from 21% to 23% for those aged 25-29. It remained
fairly stable in the case of employees over the age
of 30, rising from 10.09% to only 10.12%.
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in the labour market, although voluntary

In addition, major changes have been observ-

mobility will undoubtedly wane during periods of high unemployment.

able in the forms of employment contracts,
changes designed to bring greater flexibility
to employment relationships. These changes
relate to key elements of the 'standard' employment contract from which most national
labour rights derive. One such element is the

At the same time, the labour market in many
countries of the European Union, especially
in the South, has been marked by companies'
more frequent recourse to the external labour

market at the expense of their own pool of
labour. This tendency reflects one of the solutions adopted by businesses, along with inse-

cure terms of employment, subcontracting,
outsourcing and so on, to resolve a central

problem arising from the effects of globalisation on developed economies, namely
the need to reduce the wage bill for the sake
of competitiveness without (excessively) reducing nominal wages for fear of provoking

social unrest: One of the methods used to
achieve this aim has been the reduction of the
number of tiers in company hierarchies. This
reduction automatically limits the promotion
prospects of company employees. Moreover,
the in-house labour market, which primarily

serves to prevent the loss of skilled labour,
entails a number of costs, which become unnecessary at a time when labour is no longer
in short supply. Finally, this internal market
is a long-term managerial instrument which
operates on the assumption that company
labour needs are constant and foreseeable.
The accelerating life cycle of skills tends to

'permanence' of contracts. Many factors
(outsourcing, subcontracting, direct labour,
etc.), if not destroying these principles, contribute at the very least to restricting their
impact as well as effecting profound changes
in the very nature of contractual relations between enterprises and workers (Dupuy and
Larré, 1998). Lastly, telework will no doubt
further complicate the traditional relationship between employers and employees.
The identification and validation of skills used
to take place for the most part within compa-

nies. The company's prolonged first-hand
knowledge of its employees was, in a sense,
the basis of their career development and the
key to the company's efficient deployment of
its human resources. The gradual demise of
these forms of skill recognition, which derive

their legitimacy from the internal labour
market, creates a more pressing need for tan-

gible evidence of skill at a time when the
abundance of certificates held by the active
population is tending to obscure the evidential value of each certificate.

diminish the expedience of such a policy.

Labour mobility in Europe is reaching levels
that are comparable with those in economies
which have traditionally been more open, particularly the US economy, even though the bulk
of this movement between companies is occurring within the borders of individual countries
(Tassinopoulos and Werner, 1998). Human-resource management is increasingly character-

ised by recourse to the external labour market. This implies a greater need for informa-

Such a situation complicates the recognition
of skills and the management of human resources. In fact, monitoring career development is not only a matter for companies but
also concerns the organisations in their vicinity. Human resources are developed to some
extent by a host of agents outside the education system professional bodies, civic associations, etc. some of which have no transparent and legitimised mechanisms for recognising the acquisition of skills.

tion about skills, both for firms and for
jobseekers. The informal mechanisms for recognising skills acquired after initial education,

At the present time there are still very few
recognition systems'5 which can accommodate

which have historically been very closely linked

to the existence of internal labour markets
(Doeringer and Piore, 1971), are dwindling in
importance as the balance swings in favour of
the external market and as skill requirements
change ever more rapidly.

15 There are exceptions, for example the individu-

alised monitoring of members of certain professions or the informal mechanisms which have traditionally operated or have been developed within
particular economic sectors or geographical areas.
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this huge wave of more numerous, more diversified and longer training processes. For
the moment, it remains difficult to imagine
how the transparency required for the transferability of skills acquired from a variety of
sources can be achieved.
The challenge for each individual throughout

his or her career is to turn to account the
knowledge and skills that have been acquired
informally. It must be possible to draw up an
inventory of this knowledge and these skills
in a form that third parties can recognise, so
that such a portfolio of informal qualifications

lege and university entrance qualifications.
These programmes, however, are generally
run on a small scale and meet with stiff resistance from the educational establishment.
A more common phenomenon are the systems
whereby credits awarded for work experience
help to qualify applicants for access to courses
of continuing vocational training and for setting up in business. This recognition of informal learning processes could rectify the para-

has a guaranteed market value. It is an es-

doxical situation that exists in all European
countries in which those who already have
the highest qualifications benefit most from
further training.

sential record of the individual's achievement
and sometimes the only record. It is also an

Finally, recognition of skills acquired outside

insurance policy against the risks of downgrading and the disadvantages of a career
interruption.

the formal education system can also be an
effective instrument against exclusion from
the labour market and/or from further train-

ing. We are thinking here in particular of
Having one's skill recognised and being able
to market it are crucially important. Failure
to do so can lead to exclusion from a market
which successive new generations are flooding with a welter of paper qualifications, imperfect though they may be as skill indica-

tors. Just as the absence of certificates is a
handicap for young first-timer jobseekers,
others are handicapped by the absence of explicit recognition of the skills they have acquired in the course of their working lives.

those employees who, because of their age and
their occupational history, do not possess for-

mal qualifications but are nevertheless well
endowed with practical know-how.
As Marsden (1994, p.20) points out, if the qualifications associated with a job and specific to a

company lose some of their appeal because
employment in the internal labour markets is
becoming less secure than in the past, an effective system for the recognition of acquired
skills could serve as an acceptable compromise.

In the view of Jacques Delcourt, expressed at
the AGORAII seminar, the non-validation or
non-certification of training or achievement
is something that particularly affects lowerskilled workers and those who have failed at
school. These workers are liable to find their
access to vocational training blocked because
of the low level of general education they have
received or, worse still, because they have no
formal qualifications certifying any level of
education at all. This applies especially to the

The author proposes on the one hand that the

older generations, who have generally re-

2.4 From recognition to validation of
skills

ceived less schooling. It applies even more to
young people who have come out of the education system empty-handed. There are some
programmes that enable individuals to have
the knowledge and skills they have obtained

creation of qualification systems based on skills

should be supported (the success of which
would depend on the establishment of an appropriate regulatory system) and on the other
hand that care should be taken to ensure that
appropriate incentives existed for employees
to undergo training and for companies to provide training opportunities (Marsden, 1994,
pp.20 and 21).

The preceding paragraphs have shown that
the problem posed by the conceptualisation
of skills cannot be reduced to a problem of

outside educational institutions validated
with certificates that are recognised by the

measurement. Measurement, however, is still

education system as equivalent to certain col-

knowledge depend on measurement in some
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form or another. Many efforts are made, par-

tial and imperfect though they may be, to
measure skills. These efforts are one of the
keys to the transparency that is required of
the various subsystems of skill production as
well as the labour markets.

The technical structure of the measuring instruments and the associated vocabulary may
indirectly influence the perceptions of skill
that are establishing themselves and the information systems that derive from these per-

ceptions. Definitions and measurements,
then, have a potential impact on the information structure of the market, on training
policies and on industrial relations.

The attempts to make the market transparent by recognising individual skills involve the

development of various forms of 'standardisation' and/or 'matching', which inevitably
favour certain specific skills at the expense
of others. They also highlight the differences
between the various philosophies of education, training and work and, in more general
terms, of society.

In that respect, the semantic (and statistical)
debate is the tip of an iceberg comprising all
the domains of education and production or,
more broadly speaking, an element in a wider
economic and social debate that is very much

dominated by the single philosophy of

These efforts are being pursued in several
directions (BjornAvold 1997b).

At an individual level, skills acquired
through the 'formal' systems are evaluated
by a 'diploma' (in the generic sense, i.e. any
paper qualification). They are only one element of the human capital, or skills profile, of an individual and, cumulatively, of
a country. Several countries are therefore

in the process of introducing systems for
the evaluation of qualifications and skills
acquired informally with a view to measuring the available national resources of
human capital, making the labour market
more transparent and arriving at a more

precise definition of the potential (or
'value') of that section of the labour force
whose skills have mainly been acquired
outside the formal systems. This is particularly important in the case of those with
the fewest formal qualifications and the
older age groups.

CI At the company level, there is a gradual
movement towards evaluation and stocktaking in the realm of intangible assets,
including human resources. Since methods

for the evaluation of intangibles are still
relatively new, there is a tendency to underestimate them (OECD, 1996) in both
budgetary procedures and general resource
management.

neoliberalism (Alaluf, 1992).

If this debate remains technocratic in nature,
it is liable to exclude skill, the traded asset,

from the definition of the rules governing
wage differentials. However, as A. d'Iribarne

(1996, tr. from p.30) points out, if the proclaimed intention to reconcile, through lifelong
learning, the prospects for economic competitiveness, personal developmentand social co-

hesion is to have any chance of success, the
actors with leading roles in the dismantlement

and reconstruction processes must agree to
play supporting roles.
At the present time, considerable efforts are
being made in Europe to evaluate and recognise qualifications as such, whether formal
or informal, irrespective of where and how
they were acquired.

CI At government level, it is noticeable that
governments have been trying to introduce

new methods of quantifying public expenditure of human capital. These efforts
do not seem to be having much impact on
the rationale or operational structures of
the education system.

The aim for governments is to initiate the
creation of efficient systems to define and inventory specific skills, thereby guaranteeing

the transparency of labour markets. To that
end, their strategy will no doubt consist in
establishing collective definition parameters
with a view to laying down ground rules for
skill evaluation and certification methods.
This role is similar to the one played by governments in the commodity and service markets.
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Recognition of skills implies the creation of a
common, comprehensible and universally rec-

ognised language. That requires technical
instruments for the validation of acquired
skills as well as legitimisation processes.
BjornAvold (1997a and b) and Cedefop, 1998a,

pp.189-198) enumerates the developments
that are taking place and the real benefits of
constructing a mechanism to measure skills
acquired by informal means.

2.4.1 Dialogue and guidance
From a comparison of the French Bilan de
competence, the British APL-NVQ system and

the Netherlands system, Bjornavold concludes that each of them uses the following
four instruments in combination.
a) interviews with the person who is being
assessed,
b) evaluation and diagnostics,

Whatever the means of acquisition and whatever the type of skill, there are two qualities

c) self-assessment, and

that the certification system must possess:

d) more or less 'conventional' examinations.

validity and legitimacy.

The ways in which these instruments are

If the methodology of skill recognition is to
be devised in a wide variety of situations and
institutional contexts, it requires the establishment of common objectives and codes of
practice. The pivotal priority for any methodology of this kind is to ensure that skills can
be made transparent and transferable.

used in practice do not differ radically from
one country to another. The analysis shows
that evaluation is based on a combination of
a candidate's own contribution and the for-

The methodological approaches that have
been tried out are diverse and are rooted in

neither restrict their appraisal to 'objective'
performance indicators nor base their decision on subjective data or self-assessment

the context of each country. A detailed analysis of the various proposals would constitute

a research study in its own right (see the
material produced in this domain by the
Cedefop team headed by Bjornavold). Despite

the diversity of methods, we shall identify a
few common elements which can contribute
to a general consideration of the issue.
In the view of Bjornavold (1997b), we should

distinguish between two quite different
methodological approaches: those based on

malised technical instruments. Assessors
always take account of the applicant's reflections on his or her own practical experience
and of the applicant's self-assessment. They

alone.

This sort of two-track approach is a characteristic of the process of evaluating and recognising skills. The methods in use are designed to combine the individual and contextual dimensions of skill assessment. These
skills are specific to the candidate, but they
must be legitimate in the eyes of third par-

ties, i.e. other employees, companies and
training institutions.

dialogue and guidance (these include the
French Bilan de competence16, the British
APL-NVQ17 system and the Netherlands system) and those based on specialised compu-

ter systems (such as the European skill-accreditation system (European Commission,
1996).

As for the formal qualification (the 'certificate'), the main distinction between the different systems is that some, like the French
system, certify acquired skills in a record of
achievement ('portefeuille de competences'),
while others, like the British system, accord
formal recognition by means of a certificate
or diploma awarded under the system of national vocational qualifications (NVQs). In the

16A form of skills analysis.

17 Accreditation of Prior Learning
cational Qualifications
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latter case, such certificates can not only be
used in the labour market but can also serve
as a 'bridge' between the formal and informal
training systems.
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2.4.2 Specialised systems
For some years now, new computerised instru-

ments for the evaluation of informally acquired skills have been in use. The justification for this type of approach is that such instruments reduce costs, can be extended to
all types of skill and are objective. In some
countries, these methods coexist with the conventional methodology described above.

legal basis and legitimacy is pertinent, because they are not so much alternative terms
as complementary factors in the efficiency of
the system. The legislature cannot prescribe
mechanisms for recognising and harmonising
skills without having previously brokered a
compromise between diverse and often divergent interests.

The introduction of totally automated solutions can only partly satisfy the need for trans-

Let us take the case of Ireland, for example,
which is pursuing the following aims:
1:1 to develop a specialised system enabling
individuals to access information about the
occupations that interest them;

to provide individuals with easier access

to assessment standards to make them
aware of the demands associated with the
acquisition of particular qualifications;

to define a standardised method of compiling a record of achievement;

D to help individuals to identify more clearly
the additional training they require.

At the present time, the most ambitious initiatives in this field have come from the European Union, the prime example being the
European skill-accreditation system. One of
the fundamental aims of this system is to offer all individuals the opportunity to have
their skills assessed; the results of this assessment would then be recorded in a personal

record book. The technological basis of this
project comprises electronic tools which are
universally accessible through the Internet.

parency on which the recognition of knowledge and skills is based. To be suitable, according to Bjornavold (1997b), solutions must

take account of the social dimension of the
methods they involve and must focus explicitly on the issues of acceptability and legitimacy. One strategy is to devote very close at-

tention to the legitimacy of the institutions
responsible for validation.

To be legitimate, institutions must satisfy at
least three conditions (Bjornh.vold, 1997b, P77).

a) All the players involved must be consulted
and must make their positions clear.

b) Relevant and useful information must always be common knowledge.

c) A consensus must be reached, and sanctions must be available to deal with abuses.

The policy of skill validation that is being
defined will inevitably have far-reaching effects on the development of the education and
training systems. It will also have an impact
on all the systems of industrial relations. It

must therefore be examined and evaluated
from both of these perspectives.

The main difficulties of the latter type of approach lie in the obvious limitations of a pro-

2.5 Conclusions

cedure which is totally automated, in their
European and hence multicultural dimension
and, at a more fundamental level, in the difficulty of translating elements of knowledge
into signals that can be evaluated.

As we have seen, the shift from qualifications

to skills is emerging as an undercurrent,
caused on the one hand by changes in pro-

2.4.3 Skill and legitimacy

duction deriving from the development processes which we highlighted in the introduction (Chapter 1) and with which we shall deal

The impact of these methods is closely connected with their legal basis and their legitimacy (OECD, 1996). The distinction between

in greater detail in the next chapter (Chapter 3) and on the other hand by changes in
the processes whereby human capital is created within individuals.
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From this, we conclude that the skill of the
individual, in other words the sum total of
the specific characteristics which determine
his or her productive capacity in a given con-

text, is becoming the tradeable asset in the
labour market.
The vectorial quality of skills means that the
process by which they are produced necessar-

ily involves co-production by a variety of
agents, a process governed by the interchangeability of their components and not by
any rigidly prescribed procedure.

This change, however, is not solely a change
in the technical aspects of the production process. It is occurring in a wider framework of
equally profound changes in industrial relations, in the very substance of employment
contracts and in the role and place of education and training systems in the production
of human capital.
The changes that are taking place also require
more refined information systems which are
able, on the one hand, to appreciate the specific nature of individual skills, irrespective
of the conditions in which they were acquired,
yet equally capable, on the other hand, of constructing an information system that is sufficiently standardised and transparent to man-

The definition of the concept of skills itself,
the instruments for measuring them, the certification mechanisms and the processes by
which these systems are legitimised neces-

sarily imply a change in the ground rules,
since the various participating players defend interests which are often conflicting.
Thus the definition of the operational concept of skills will not be the result of scientific analyses but rather of a 'collective interpretation', which will take account of the
more or less informal balance of power that
exists between business, labour and government and of the social context in which they
operate.

3. Skill levels, individual skills
and demand for labour
The traditional model of the relationship be-

tween formal training and employment to
which we have referred in the foregoing chapters assigns a leading role to the demand for

labour in the development of skill levels
within an economy.

For the proponents of the manpower approach, the mere observation of a fluctuation
in global output translates into a shift in the
level of demand for skilled labour. They infer

age human resources; such management

directly from this that education systems

must be based on increasing mobility of labour as well as on individual career development and the principle of lifelong learning.

should adjust their output levels.
The theoreticians of endogenous growth have

noted that the production system increases
These information systems on human skills
are already being created in various countries
in an uncoordinated manner, each system taking account of specific national circumstances.

They naturally tend to be more refined than
systems based on formal qualifications. Be

its productivity when it employs more highly
skilled labour. They therefore ascribe these
gains to higher public investment in explicit
training.

in the labour market would, as Eymard-

Both of these groups believe that analysis of
the demand for labour in relation to the production of goods and services and economic
growth has or should have direct repercussions on the output of education systems
and, moreover, on the quantitative and qualitative equilibrium of the labour market.

Duvernay and Marchal (1997) point out, be
illusory. The measurement and validation of

The present chapter, which is devoted to a

skills is developing with a wide margin of tol-

study of the influence of technological and or-

erance, determined by the coordinates that
society has plotted in any given context.

ganisational innovations on the demand for
and the use of manpower, is written from a
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that as it may, they remain imperfect, as
Marsden comments when he writes of these
new 'skill-based qualification systems', which
coexist with the older systems. To aim for com-

plete transparency of individual skill levels
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different perspective to that of the traditional
model.

We have adopted a non-determinist position
with regard to technology and the innovation
process. In other words, we do not regard tech-

nology as an independent variable that is
solely responsible per se for its effects on the

various elements of the production process
and on the management of human resources.
On the contrary, without denying the importance of technological innovation, we postulate that its influence is conditioned by factors inside and outside the enterprise itself,
prominent among which are management
strategies and objectives.
Be that as it may, we shall analyse the influence of technological progress and organisational change on the demand for qualifications
(Section 3.1) and skills (Section 3.2), but we
shall also try to identify the contextual ele-

ments that do most to strengthen these influences.

We shall organise the body of literature analysed in this chapter into two categories based
on two fairly distinct schools of thought.

The first school essentially reasons in terms
of labour along the lines of classical macroeconomics. It does not differentiate much between types of manpower, generally confining itself to a distinction between skilled and
unskilled labour. Within this framework, the
influence of technological progress, organisational changes and institutional constraints
is analysed.
The second school of thought comprises those

authors who are more explicit in addressing
the heterogeneous nature of the manpower
factor and adopt an approach based more or
less directly on the concept of skill. Their aim

is to understand how the market absorbs
variations in the demand for specific skills,
variations caused not only by growth or fluctuating production levels but also by tech-

nological progress and organisational

change, without necessarily resorting to adaptation of the system of basic formal education or even of continuing vocational training.

3.1 From techno-economic development
to a skilled labour force
The eighties were marked by a widening of
the gap between skilled and unskilled workers in most developed countries. This was
primarily reflected in a comparative loss of
status for low-skilled workers, whose relative
pay levels and/or employment prospects deteriorated.

The impact of technological and organisational innovation on employment is the subject of widespread polemics, in which two
broad sets of questions have been raised: one
of these relates to the volume of employment
and the other to its characteristics. The analysis of the development of demand for skilled
labour serves as a framework in which these
two types of question can be addressed.

Many empirical studies discuss the various
factors that can contribute to a fall in demand
for unskilled labour. It is a matter of unbalanced technological progress (Berman et al.,
1994; Entorf and Kramarz, 1994) but also of
fiercer competition with countries where pay
levels are low (Wood, 1994; Sachs and Shatz,
1994; Bonnaz et al., 1994) or of changes in
the structure of trade in goods (Krugman and
Lawrence, 1993) and of the changing sectoral
balance of employment (Berman, Bound and
Griliches, 1994). The findings of these studies generally indicate that the fall in the percentage of low-skilled workers is not simply

linked to the decline of those sectors of the
economy which chiefly employ that type of
labour. This reinforces the hypothesis that
technological progress pays a leading and direct role in the significant loss of low-skilled
jobs. Most of the studies conducted in the
English-speaking world only hold international trade responsible for 15 to 50% of the
fall in demand for unskilled labourm while
emphasising the role of technological progress
(Bound and.Johnson, 1992; Borjas, Freeman
18 These conclusions, however, are not unanimously

accepted, particularly because they do not take
account of the relative development of pay levels
in the various sectors of the economy and the role
of wage flexibility as a strategy used by businesses
to adapt to international competition.
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Table 1: The main factors affecting skilled and unskilled labour in economic theory

Unbalanced technological
progress
Freer trade with developing
countries
Increase in the minimum
wage
Increase in the supply
of skilled labour
Greater wage
flexibility

Real

Real

wages
for UL

wages
for SL

UL unemployment
rate

-

?

+

+

-

-

-

+

+

-

-

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

-

+

-

-

-

+

-

-

?

-

-

-

-

+
-

+
+

+
0

Relative
volume
of jobs
for UL

Relative
pay levels
for UL

Relative
price
of ULintensive
goods

-

-

-

--L

Empirical findings:
Continental Europe
United States

UL: unskilled labour; SL: skilled labour
Source: Cotis, Germain and Quinet, 1997.

and Katz, 1991; Krugman and Lawrence,
1993; Katz and Murphy, 1991; Lawrence and

Slaughter, 1993; Berman, Bound and
Griliches, 1994).

Four types of factor are generally cited to explain the fall in demand for unskilled labour:
a) macroeconomic shocks;

In most cases they stress the role of the
disequilibrium of technological progress
(Cotis, Germain and Quinet, 1997). Whereas
technological progress used to be regarded as
a source of deskilling, the advent of the new
forms of information technology have altered

this assessment. It has become the ally of
skilled labour, usurping the role of unskilled
labour.

b) accelerated involvement in international
trade;

3.1.1 Technological progress

c) institutional pressure on the labour market; and,

If we take a more detailed look at the literature on the technological progress of recent

d) technical and organisational changes.

progress and the demand for skilled labour
frequenty emerges as an extremely complex
one and depends on the level of observation

These factors can act on the labour market in
different ways and can take different forms
in different countries (see Table 1 below). We
have chosen to focus on the influence of the

and demand for skilled labour

decades, the relationship between such

adopted by the researcher (Spenner, 1985). In
general terms, there are two opposing ideas:

last-named factor, technical and organisa-

1. The use of technology creates new occupa-

tional changes. Most empirical studies, especially in the English-speaking world, assign
a principal role to these changes in explaining the fall in demand for unskilled labour.

tions (Nelson and Phelps, 1966), which
sometimes necessitate higher skill levels
within the workforce as the production
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applies, however, when the technology in
question mobilises other forms of technical capital to supplement education. Welch
(1970) was one of the first to demonstrate
a complementary relationship between the
value of education and investment in technology.

2. As new technologies emerge, the degree of
automation is sometimes so high that it becomes possible to entrust production tasks
to less skilled employees. Technology may

be the basis of an investment that serves
as a substitute for education: human skills
are replaced by the capacities that machinery and software can provide.
These two ideas proceed from different assessments of the complementary relationship be-

tween skill levels and physical capital. Most

of the empirical studies (Griliches, 1969;
Hamermesh, 1993; Dormont, 1995) tend to
suggest that capital and skilled labour are pcomplementary,19 whereas unskilled labour is
a p-substitute for both capital and skilled labour. These studies keep emphasising that the
most highly educated employees have a comparative advantage when it comes to learning
about and applying new technology. General

education fosters an ability to cope with the
unknown and strengthens the adaptability of
an enterprise, which justifies the payment of
salary premiums to university and college
graduates (Murphy and Welch, 1989). Bartel
and Lichtenberger (1987), on the other hand,

defend the idea that the degree of cornplementarity between skilled labour and capital depends on the average age of the capital.
Recently acquired machinery calls for the provision of a specific course of explicit training.

But as time passes, this gives way to a less
formal learning process based on the use of
labour with lower levels of initial education.

Technology therefore demands different types
of labour at different times.
In fact, the use of new technology by the least-

skilled category of labour is often very difficult to analyse. Technology can hasten general downgrading of the workforce by simplifying their tasks or, conversely, it can significantly upgrade the workforce by presenting
additional training opportunities.
According to one interpretation, the 'technological experience' is a factor which standardises jobs through the mechanisation or automation of tasks. This probably happens whenever a given physical investment is widely
made within an industry, requiring the same
skill profile and therefore generating a supply of labour with the appropriate skills. In
this case, the jobs concerned are unlikely to
involve a variety of tasks, and so they become

standardised. This ultimately reduces the
development and career prospects of the lowest-skilled workers.

The second interpretation, by contrast, sees
technology as a means of access to jobs and
training for low-skilled and unskilled labour.
It is in fact possible to use the least educated
employees in the new roles resulting from
technological innovation. This idea seems to
be confirmed by the findings of Bartel and
Sicherman (1995), who based their research
on the data from the National Longitudinal
Survey of Youth relating to the industrial sector for the years 1987 to 1992. They observed

that the higher an individual's education
level, the better were his or her chances of
obtaining training within a company, but they
particularly noted that technological progress
lessened this impact of education on training.
This finding also seems to be consistent with
the logic of those companies which use further training to give their least-qualified em-

ployees the opportunity to work with new
19 Capital and skilled labour are said to be p-complementary if, at a constant production level, a rise

in the relative price of capital results in a fall in
the relative use of skilled labour.
Unskilled labour is said to be a p -substitute for
capital (or skilled labour) if, at a constant production level, a rise in the relative price of capital (or
of skilled labour) results in an increase in the relative use of unskilled labour.

technology. As Bartel and Sicherman (1995,
p.13) put it, thus it appears that technological change has acted to reduce the gap in the
stocks of human capital accumulated by different education groups through formal company training. Lastly, Levin and Rumberger
(1989), referring to numerous studies conducted in the United States over the previ-
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ous decade, concluded that some factors (par-

ticularly the shift in the balance of employment towards the service sector) would increase global demand for skilled labour, while
others, such as the introduction of new state-

of-the-art technology, could contribute to
deskilling of some jobs at the very least.

In France, Goux and Maurin (1995a) show
that the introduction of robots or digitally
controlled machinery seems to reduce the
need for managerial staff to a greater extent
than it reduces demand for white- and bluecollar workers, who are still required to look

after the new machinery. In terms of the
whole French population, they observe a

findings. Nevertheless, a French study based
on data from individuals tends to validate this

selection hypothesis. Entorf and Kramatz
(1994) concluded that the selective effect of
new technology is probably accompanied by
the exclusion of part of the workforce. Gollac
and Kramatz (1997), however, demonstratethat the workers who operate the new technology are protected from the risk of unemployment in the short term.
Even though the generally accepted rule concerning the role of capital as a complement to
skilled labour and a substitute for unskilled
labour seems to be fairly sound, it is observ-

able that the links between technological

capital-for-labour substitution effect resulting from technological progress, but this effect does not generate any impetus in favour

progress and types of labour are still the subject of a broad empirical debate. This debate
still seems to have a long way to run, because

of educationally qualified labour.2° The more

it is very plain in the case in point that the
empirical results are difficult to reduce to a
common denominator and that they are af-

recent findings of Greenan et al. (1999),
based on company data, suggest the opposite, indicating a significant degree of correlation between computerisation and higher
skill levels; these results compare with those
obtained on the basis of American statistics
by Bernt et al. (1992) and by Autor et al.
(1997). All of these research findings show
that the percentage of blue-collar workers in
industrial and service companies, as well as
of white-collar workers in non-managerial
posts in service enterprises, decreases as the
companies' degree of computerisation and
their input in terms of research and studies
increase (Greenan et al., 1999, p.427).

fected by research methods (Castatio Collado,
1994).

3.1.2 Organisation change and demand
for skilled labour
Has the transition from a Fordist system of
work organisation to a more flexible system
altered the nature of companies' demand for
skilled labour? In general terms, technological innovations and the increase in physical
and human capital have played a key role in
the transformation of the Taylorist system
(Milgrom and Robert, 1990; Boyer, 1994). The

The possibility of an initial selection bias,
whereby companies select from the certificated applicants for each job category those
considered most likely to maximise the benefits of the relevant new equipment, has been
studied, but such a bias would not alter these

20 What they say is this: If we except the traditional

(but tenuous) links between the accumulation of
capital and the number of specialised and managerial posts, the net effect of the new technologies

organisational structure of companies is
changing and is being reorganised around
teams that are more directly linked to central management.
This transition encourages versatility and decision-making by the workforce, even in the
absence of technological innovations (Lindbeck
and Snower, 1996). Alongside the appearance
of new types of technology, the diversification
of demand has also undermined the principles
of Taylorism and Fordism (Stankiewicz, 1988).

on the development of employment structures seems

at the end of the day to have played a less important role in France than the increase in the supply
of workers with educational qualifications and the
decrease in their relative pay levels (tr. from Goux
and Martin, 1995a, p.31).
340
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working methods and organisation among bluecollar employees.
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installation operators in the chemical industry and system managers in the machine-tool
industry). Decision-making is devolved to the
shop floor in response to a situation in which
customised manufacture is becoming essential. Versatility as a principle of work organisation, however, is liable to create a new type
of segmentation of the labour market, both

According to one radical view, the establishment of new production facilities is accompa-

nied by a redefinition, and possibly even
demolition, of the boundaries between the
constituent tasks of standardised jobs. The
new equipment takes care of some of the tasks
for which employees with specific know-how

have hitherto been required (Freyssinet,
1977). The simplification of jobs is reflected

within and between companies (Caroli,

in the downgrading of those who perform

Greenan and Guellec, 1997).

them (skilled workers, ledger clerks, etc.) and
reduces the opportunities for on-the-job training by eliminating the need to learn.

Some empirical studies in France have identified links between the development of demand
for skilled labour and organisational change
in companies, although they do emphasise the

The Taylorist model is based on the standardisation of jobs. It boils down to a rationalisation of labour, characterised by minimal product diversity, sharp horizontal division of labour (and hence a vertical flow of information)
and little flexibility of capital (as well as copious stocks). Tasks are split up, and each individual operation is optimised, which leaves little scope for general or specialised training. In

complexity of the correlation. Greenan and
Guellec (1994), in a study based on French
industrial firms,22 highlight the existence of
a significant link between work organisation,
technology and the skill level of the workforce.

Companies in which communication is most

intensive are also those with the highestskilled workforces and those which use the
most up-to-date automated equipment. On

the first half of the twentieth century (especially in the United States), the spread of this
type of work organisation enabled companies
to bring in workers who had little education

the basis of data from British and French companies, Caroli and Van Reenen (1998) reach

a similar conclusion, identifying a positive

or training but who were quickly able to

correlation between the probability of organisational change within an enterprise and the
proportion of certificated employees in that

achieve a prescribed level of productivity in the
performance of 'scientifically organised' tasks.

enterprise. A study by Greenan (1996a),23
however, shows that the effect of change on
the demand for skilled labour varies in accordance with the nature of the innovation in

Alternative organisational models take account of the contribution that training makes

to human behaviour in a more satisfying

question. If it is an organisational innovation,

working environment. Investments in training are again being seen as a more abstract
form of rationalisation, relating less directly
to productive acts, which in turn are less precisely defined, than to a set of practices and
behaviour patterns that are required in order to create and maintain a flexibile process
and cohesive operational teams.

it influences the employment structure by
shifting the balance between skilled and unskilled labour, which sometimes results in a
reduction in the overall payroll. Companies
22 Two surveys were used for this study: the work-

ing methods and organisation survey of 1500
manual workers conducted by INSEE (Institut
national de la statistique et des Etudes Economiques National institute for statistics and economic studies) in 1987, and the innovation sur-

In some industries (the car, machine-tool and

chemical industries) where state-of-the-art
technology is in use, neither the market nor
the product warrant rationalisation along
Taylorist lines. Kern and Schumann (1989)
note that the introduction of new technology

vey, involving 7,000 enterprises, which INSEE conducted in 1991.

in German industry has been accompanied by

23 We refer here to the survey on organisational

a diversification of job descriptions and the
broad use of the skills of a limited number of
workers (line operators in the car industry,

Studies on Industrial Strategies and Statistics)

change conducted from 1988 to 1993 by the SESSI
(Services des statisques industrielles - Service for

with a sample of 822 businesses.
1,0

I
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that have opted to move towards a 'flexible'
form of organisation24 will increase their pro-

portion of skilled labour without increasing
the size of their workforce. For blue-collar
workers, the organisational change means a
wider range of tasks within a single job. Technological innovation, on the other hand, leads
to fewer job cuts and is less drastic in its im-

pact on employment than organisational
change. Technological innovation does not
affect the company's skill structure. However,
such innovation is made by companies with a
specific skill structure.

3.2 From labour to skill: what about
the role of demand?
In the previous subsection, we showed that
demand had an impact on skill levels, which
were implicitly assimilated in most of the
studies to formal qualifications (or, worse still,

with the duration of a person's formal education). Let us now consider what impact demand could have if the system operated on
the basis of practical skills. Have the gradual
erosion of Fordist organisation and the influence of new technology on the production proc-

ess actually changed the nature of the skills
So according to the various studies, significant links do exist between organisational

change and the skill level of a company's
workforce, although these links are generally
quite difficult to analyse. Like technological
progress, organisational change seems to lead
to an upgrading of the workforce, but there
again empirical findings often depend on the
level of observation adopted by the researcher.
Moreover, many factors associated to a greater
or lesser extent with technological progress
or organisational change influence relative de-

that companies demand? If they have, to what

extent has the development of the nature of
these skills altered the relationship between
the education system and the production system?

mand for unskilled labour. For example, a
relative abundance of formally qualified labour combined with rigid real wages will be

Understanding the problem of technological
progress in terms of skills as defined in Chapter 2 not only enables us to return to a more
refined view of labour as a heterogeneous production factor than is presented in the simple dichotomy of skilled and unskilled labour
but also lets us take account of the demand
for labour without automatically assimilating
skill with possession of the ability to perform

conducive to the substitution of qualified la-

one specific job or with a person's level of edu-

bour for unqualified labour, even if such a

cational attainment. This change of position
to embrace the idea of skill as a vector enables us to appreciate more clearly the impact
on the labour market of technological progress, as Bouadballah et al. emphasise: The
problem of heterogeneity of labour is not only
rooted in educational investment or in the origins of individuals but also within the enterprise itself, where it is a function of the division of labour adopted by the company... Ideally, the definition of the skill level required
by an enterprise or an industry could be based
on a harmonisation model reflecting the numerous dimensions of the tasks that employ-

substitution is neither technically nor organisationally essential. This hypothesis has more

adherents in Western Europe than in the
United States, where human capital has be-

come more expensive as well as being in
greater demand than hitherto (Levy and
Murname, 1992). It rekindles the question of
a possible trade-off between pay inequalities

and the risk of unemployment (Cahuc and
Zylberberg, 1996; Cahuc et al., 1999) and triggers debates on the influence of the minimum

wage and of compulsory employers' welfare
contributions on the cost of unskilled labour.25

24 In the sense of Aoki's 'Model J'.

25 From this perspective, the hypotheses that technological progress destroys unskilled labour and that
the relative cost of unskilled labour is too high have
influenced the debate on the minimum wage (Dolado
et al., 1996; Abowd et al., 1997; CSERC [Conseil

supérieure de l'emploi,des revenus et des colits -

National council for employment, income and costs],
1999) and on the role of compulsory non-wage labour charges (Dreze and Malinvaud, 1994; Sneessens

and Shadma-Mehta, 1995). The institutional constraints that affect the cost of labour in general and
of unskilled labour in particular have accelerated the

substitution of capital for labour and, by transitivity, the substitution of skilled labour for unskilled.
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Table 2

Skill development and company strategies

Nature of development

Conditions of skill development
As it happens
Before the event

Entirely foreseeable
Probable
Unforeseeable

Ex ante

In situ

Scenario 1
Scenario 2
Scenario 3

Scenario 4
Scenario 5
Scenario 6

Source: Lad (1998).

ees are performing at any given time (Bouadballah et aL, 1999, p.197).

purposes in the period to come. The firm only

3.2.1 Skills and technological progress

it entirely foresees the changes. This textbook

Abandoning the 'match/mismatch' approach,
let us consider the skills that workers require
in order to adapt to technological and organisational changes. Several types of skill can help

a worker to adapt to an environment which is
developing as a result of significant and relatively frequent technological progress.
Let us consider first of all how a company can
be induced to develop these skills in an environment that has been destabilised by factors
such as technological progress. In this type of
unstable environment, it is in the company's
interests to define a genuine manpower-management strategy that will minimise the cost

of adaptation. On the basis of the analytical
framework proposed by Léné (1998), two types

of strategy are conceivable.

has to pay training costs but does not incur
any adaptation or opportunity costs, because
case, however, does not translate into practice. In this matter, more than in any other,
the idea of perfect information is an illusion.
In Scenario 2, the firm is now unable to foresee the exact nature of the required skills and
takes precautions to ensure that it is not over-

taken by events. The diversification of the
employees' initial skills is one way of reducing the cost of adaptation. As is done with an
investment portfolio, the company diversifies
its assets to guard against the risk of failure
to adapt to changes.

In Scenarios 3, 4, 5 and 6, the nature of the
company's work is such that it cannot anticipate its skill requirements because of unexpected extraneous events, such as the appearance of a new form of technology. Its only pos-

sible strategy is to develop the adaptability

a) The firm may seek to reduce the risk of
failure to adapt by trying to anticipate future developments and by broadening the
skills of its employees 'before the event'.
b) The company may develop its employees'
adaptability in situ by working on their response to developments as they happen in

order to reduce the amount of time and
money required for the adaptation process.

Which of these two strategies is chosen will
depend on the nature of the future change and
the extent to which it is foreseeable.

of the workforce. The quest for flexibility involves the achievement of greater versatility,

the ability to respond more rapidly to the
promptings of the market or to technological
developments.
This can be done at four different levels (Léné,
1998):

a) increasing the learning capacity of an employee, for example by reducing in regular
stages the discrepancy between the skills
required for a post and the skill of the incumbent;

In Scenario 1, the company need only teach

b) providing a series of learning experiences;
this succession of experiences increases the

its employees the skills that will serve its

productivity of the training process by
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Box 2: Skills and new technology in the United States
On the basis of a study of the relationship between skill requirements and technology in the United States,
Levin and Rumberger (1989) put forward a list of 13 skills that determined an employee's adaptability to
new forms of technology and work organisation:27
1.

2.

initiative and dynamism
cooperation

3. teamwork
ability and willingness to teach and learn from colleagues
evaluation
6. communication (good use of communication channels)
7. reasoning
8. identification and resolution of problems
9. decision-making
10. acquisition and use of information
11. planning and establishment of aims and priorities
12. knowing how to learn (cognitive and emotional qualities)
13. openness to multiculturalism
4.
5.

means of gateway effects ('learning by
learning' Stiglitz [1987]);
c) increasing the transferability of learning
outcomes; interdisciplinary skills are the
foundation stones of a diversified economy,
and complementary learning processes are

reflected in shared production savings;
d) encouraging the 'learning company' (Amadieu and Cadin, 1996) and the development
of cognitive skills, which require diversified activities, cooperation and functions
which are not rigidly compartmentalised.

Adaptability is called for here in changing
conditions of production and is identifiable,
for example, in some of the phenomena we
have described, such as functional mobility.
It may require more knowledge, and hence
more training, in cases where tasks are quite

highly differentiated and possess a certain
degree of complexity. Nevertheless, in general

terms, adaptability tends to imply a more
behavioural set of skills, which can be acquired in the course of socialisation processes
(Castillo, 1988). It is a matter, in other words,
of demonstrating adaptability when the work
process itself demands only a very low level
of training. The term 'adaptability' therefore
relates to the temporary or generally inse344

nature of employment and describes
the non-voluntary performance of a variety
of tasks and duties.
cure

It is clear from this context that enlisting the
help of the education system in the quest for
adaptability is not necessarily the most rational or the commonest strategy for companies to pursue, especially when we consider
the time it takes to produce skills.26
At a more macroeconomic level, the analysis
undertaken by Bishop (1998) on the basis of
American data also indicates that the rise in
the level of education in general and of initial
education in particular does not necessarily
meet the needs of a production system in the
throes of a radical transformation. Moreover,

Levin and Rumberger (1989) state that the
level of qualification (i.e. formal qualifications) demanded by the labour market will
not alter appreciably in the near future. What
is more likely to alter, on the other hand, are
26 On this point, see chapter 4 of the present report.
27 In the view of Levin and Rumberger, these skills

should not replace the traditional knowledge and
techniques that workers are expected to possess
and practise but must supplement them.
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the types of qualification that will be needed
as new technology and new forms of work organisation demand different types of aptitude
(communication and reasoning skills, for instance). In the case of young people's education, the main aim, say Levin and Rumberger,
is to provide not so much the level of instruction as the type of education that workers will

matching an accumulated body of knowledge
with a set of relatively foreseeable and standardised job requirements. Individual skill, on

need. The school system must prepare the
future labour force to adapt to change rather
than simply teaching them what they would
need to work in a posulated stable environ-

presented by Aoki (1990) and based on versa-

ment (see Box 2).

The useful skills in companies of this type are

In even more general terms, Howel and Wolff
(1992) conclude that the emphasis is gradually shifting from motor skills (manual dex-

terity and physical strength) to cognitive
skills (ability to interact with others and management skills).

3.2.2 Skills and organisational changes
The emergence of new models of work organisation is leading to the transformation of people's skill profiles. Numerous studies seem to

show that the old definition of needs, based
on a uniform body of knowledge, remains nec-

the other hand, depends more on versatility
and the ability to respond to new situations.

Let us examine, for example, the organisation of work in the Japanese firm 'Model J'

tility and decentralisation of information,
which seems to correspond to the 'holistic firm'

described by Lindbeck and Snower (1996).

the ability to process information, to solve
problems and to adapt to the physical, and
particularly the human, environment through
understanding and cooperation between colleagues. However, although there is a wealth
of human capital in Japan, the acquisition of
the individual and collective skills on which
the success of 'Model J' depends is based on
the internal market (Inohara, 1991) and not
only on the performance of the education systems.

Technological progress and organisational
change, moreover, are very closely bound up
in the development of these individual skills.

essary but is no longer sufficient. Veltz and
Zarifian, for example, consider that the skill

In Europe and the United States, the 1980s

profiles of people and organisations, of course,

ties that were required following the intro-

are still defined by reference to specialised

duction of new technology (Adler, 1987) and
into changes in systems of work organisation.
In this context, skill (Table 3) seems to be a
vector, the points in which are responsibility,
expertise, interdependence and training. Office work, where computerisation has necessitated an upgrading of skills and job descriptions,29 is a prime example of this phenomenon.

knowledge, but they increasingly include the
ability to apply that knowledge to specific situ-

ations and chains of events. Maintaining
equipment, for example, implies the ability to
react to breakdowns but also the ability to foresee them... (Veltz and Zarifian, 1993, p.19).
The skill profile associated with a particular

job is based on an exhaustive description of
an employee's duties and hence of the knowledge he or she must be able to apply; this is a
legacy of the Fordist model of the division of
labour. Educational qualifications were never
enough to equip employees for their job, even
if that job only comprised standardised tasks,

saw the emergence of research into the quali-

Explicit training, however, is not the natural response to the development of this skill
profile, whether in industry or the service
sector. Jones and Wood (1984) cite the example of the introduction of new electronic

but they did go at least part of the way29 to
29 This upgrading of skills includes attendance at

for unskilled labour, such as the unique code of
conduct and morality on which the Ford Motor
Company based its recruitment and wages poli-

formal educational courses in subjects such as
banking systems to supplement on-the-job training, daily practice in teamwork, constant efforts
to improve one's own aptitude and to familiarise

cies.

oneself with new services, etc.

28 Other considerations were involved, particulary
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Table 3: Old and new skill profiles

Skill factors
Responsibility

Old profile

New profile

Based on conduct
(effort, discipline)

Based on initiative
(maintaining the continuity
of the process)
Cognitive
(identifying and solving
problems)
System-based
(teamwork and
interdependence
of functions and levels
of command)
Lifelong learning
(frequently updated)

Expertise

Linked to experience
(manual dexterity or routine)

Interdependence

Sequential
(only with colleagues at the
immediately previous and
subsequent stage of the
production chain)
Acquired once and for all

Training

IN
_

Source: Adler, 1987.

technology in a transmission-systems plant,

necessitating the use of tacit specialised
knowledge that the machine operators possessed. This knowledge, which they had acquired through experience, enabled the company to effect the transition to the new production methods without having to provide
special training.

egies adopted by the management and by the
staff and their representatives determine the
pace and intensity of the technological inno-

vation, the way in which it is implemented
and its impact. According to Lope, Miguélez
et Ros (1992, p. 52), the will of the company

is the main determinant of the characteristics of technological innovation.

In France, in a study on manufacturing industry," Greenan (1996b) shows that the
links between skills and work organisation

At the end of the day, even within a single

will depend primarily on the type of company.
The 'flexible' firm, for example, is character-

pany strategies mirror the segmentation of
the labour market. For example, the various

ised by development of the skills of all categories of labour, which goes hand in hand
with an increase in employees' responsibilities, a reduction in the number of tiers within
the hierarchy and the creation of operational
teams. In other enterprises, organisational
change affects only some of the firm's employees and has little impact on skill development.

groups of employees benefit to varying extents

For our part, we wish to emphasise the fundamental role of the players involved in a
process of change in determining how that
change is implemented. In practice, the strat-

SESSI survey on organisational change from
1988 to 1993, based on a sample of 1496 businesses.
30

enterprise, various forms of skill management
will establish themselves (Lope 1994). Com-

from the training provided by companies
(Cedefop, 1997b). In general, training programmes connected with technological or or-

ganisational innovations and with policies
designed to promote worker participation are
administered in a selective manner. Training

is segmented on the basis of quantity and
quality criteria and is targeted at strategic
groups of employees within the enterprise
while neglecting others. In this respect, it
seems appropriate to distinguish between the
core of a company and its periphery in the context of human-resources management and to
postulate a tendency to polarise the two.

Other factors besides industrial relations influence decisions on technological and organisational innovation. Working conditions and
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the characteristics of the market in which the
company operates cannot be ignored.

of human-resources management that these
processes entail.

3.3 Conclusions

It is far from certain that companies, with the

Let us say in conclusion that our aim in this
chapter has been to show the way in which
the problems of general skill levels and individual skills have been related to the development of demand in the labour market. We
have sought to discover whether changes in
demand really have created a new need in
terms of skill levels and, if so, what the nature of that new requirement is, given that a

aim of ensuring that highly adaptable individuals are on their payroll, will choose a
strategy based entirely or even principally
on recourse to the formal systems of education and training.

4. The skills market and its
regulation

person's skill level, or qualification in the

We have briefly outlined the value of the con-

wider sense, is no longer considered as a homogeneous entity that can be assimilated to
his or her level of educational attainment.

cept of skills as an instrument for analysing
the labour market. We have also provided a
rapid review of the interaction between the

The findings of the various studies underline
the complexity of the link between technologi-

cal and organisational changes on the one
hand and the demand for skills on the other.
It is clear that companies will try to avail itself of manpower with the highest possible
average level of competence and, above all,
with the greatest capacity for rapid adapta-

tion of its skills to a market dominated by
increasingly short-term planning.

main thrust of economic development and the
redefinition of the demand for labour. We have

explicitly advanced the hypothesis that the
good which is traded in the market is neither
labour as an amorphous entity nor a form of
qualification that is synonymous with the
product of purely explicit training. We have
assumed that the traded item is the skill profile of the individual, in other words a set of
characteristics which are specific to the individual and which govern his or her productive capacity in a given context.

The most generally accepted conclusion on the

impact of innovative processes is that their

We shall now try to use this view of things to

relationship with skilled labour is complementary; the transition from the perception of skill
as qualification for a job to that of skill as gen-

analyse the procedures by which skills are
traded in the marketplace. To that end we
shall try to identify the structural reasons
which lead to difficulties in matching avail-

eral competence redefines the nature of the
relationship between the process of innovation and productive capacity.

Skills are not homogeneous, and their usefulness depends on their being practised in
real working situations. However, in a context of changing circumstances within the production system, adaptability emerges as a key
skill.

On the one hand, adaptability (or the ability
to deal effectively with unfamiliar and unex-

pected situations) is based on the trans-

able skills with required skills. We shall then
consider how the market maintains a balance
in spite of the discrepancy between the horizons of suppliers and demanders. That will
lead us on to propose a new definition of mismatches and a way of analysing the methods
used to resolve them. We shall examine more
specifically the consequences of our analysis

for education and training systems and for
their regulation and their ambitions.

4.1 The discrepancy between temporal
horizons

versality and transferability of skills. On the

other hand, it constitutes the basis of their
durability in the context of the current innovative processes and of the diversity of forms

The question of qualification or skill requirements elicits different answers, depending on
the temporal horizon within which it is asked.
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The answer to the question is fundamentally
diachronic, as are any mismatches between
supply and demand for qualifications. The
effect of the changes that are taking place in
connection with the globalisation process is
that decisions relating to the production, circulation and accumulation of capital are governed by short-term priorities, whereas decisions relating to human and social reproduction demand a long-term, or indeed ultra-longterm, perspective (Vinokur, 1999).

In the relationship between the supply of
skills and demand for skills, time plays a wide

variety of roles. Time features as the period
required for the acquisition of skills and as
their useful lifespan; it is used to define the
horizons of forward planning and hence as a
unit of economic measurement. If we are to
define these roles more precisely, it would
seem useful to distinguish between the two

groups of players (individuals and enterprises) in order to highlight the incompatibility of the time frames in which their respective economic calculations are performed.

skills that relate to communication or access
to information; other skills, however, are more
easily 'renewable', subject to certain conditions. We should emphasise the 'long life' of
the first set of skills, which derives from the
fact that they form a framework for subsequent learning processes and/or from their

transferability (a prime asset in a rapidly
changing world), as well as the broad range
of contexts to which they are applicable.
In the context of numerous efforts to distinguish these skills from other skills of a cyclical nature, they have been given names such
as 'key skills', 'core competences', 'transverse
skills' and more besides.

So it is possible to distinguish, albeit rather
schematically, 'framework' skills (which normally have a long lifespan), 'transverse' skills
(which can be used in a wide range of situations) and `specific/cyclical' skills. A further
breakdown of these skills into personal, social and productive uses is difficult and probably serves no purpose.

4.1.1 Formal education and the origin
of skills: the temporal dimension of
supply

Most training activities impart each type of
skill, but the various forms of training and
the institutions which provide them are of a
specialised character and are essentially de-

So that we can more clearly understand the

signed to create skills of a specific type;

temporal dimension of supply and of the consumption of skills, we must first identify the
various aspects of a skill in terms of the most

schools, for example, aim or certainly should
aim to impart 'framework' and 'transverse'

probable time and place of acquisition, its
place in the structure of all individual skills

further training endeavour primarily to teach
'specific/cyclical' skills. In-house company
training, for its part, imparts skills connected
with teamwork, the use of specific technology and company organisation.

and its lifespan.

Skills are not isotropic, nor do they endure
for the same length of time or become obsolete simultaneously. But categorising skills in
isolation, outside the context of their application, is a difficult task and demands a formidably rigorous approach. At the same time, it
is obvious that skills do not all possess the
same quality or the same productive and social value, either for individuals who are developing their 'human capital' or for companies when they recruit new staff.

skills, whereas institutions which provide

4.1.1.1 Skills and the individual's horizon
Time has two functions in relation to the skills

of an individual: the first is the period spent
learning a skill, which usually coincides with
part of the initial education process or further training, be it implicit or explicit, in-service or outside the work context, and the sec-

ond is the period spent using one's acquired
skills.

A number of skills are accorded the status of
'prerequisites' and are of an 'irreversible' character; this is the case, for example, with the
348

The time spent acquiring skills comprises the
period spent in general education and initial
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vocational training and the time devoted to
training during one's working life. Since individuals sometimes work during their initial

education (cf. Béduwé et al., 1999; Planas
1999), a clearer definition of terms would be

desirable, and perhaps a distinction ought
also to be made between framework training
courses, as in the initial education process,

and adaptation courses, advanced training
and occupational retraining, which build on

The time frame within which young people
expect and the society in which they live
expects them to reap the benefits of their
initial education and, in more general terms,
of all their acquired skills should be the duration of their active lives, in other words the
long term. This is a very different perspective to the short-term ad hoc nature of a demand for skills in response to a temporary
shortage.

the original framework.

The time taken to produce qualifications is
tending to increase. First of all, initial education is becoming longer, either because the
period of compulsory education is being extended by law or because continuation in edu-

cation beyond the minimum school-leaving
age is becoming increasingly important in
practice. In addition, the time taken to produce the skills connected with framework
training is also increasing as a consequence
of the strategic choices made by individuals.
Initial education, moreover, is irreversible for
at least two reasons. On the one hand, such a
long period of full-time education would be
impossible to repeat in a person's lifetime. On
the other hand, we are only young once, and

the customary time for initial education is
when individuals are at their most malleable,
both mentally and physically, which reinforces
the irreversibility of the initial education process.

This extension, be it compulsory or otherwise, of the initial education period helps to
establish its irreversibility; this is not to say
that it is less adjustable but rather that it is
firmer and more adaptable and opens more
doors to lifelong learning (Cedefop, 1997b;
Planas, 1990 and 1996). When young people
receive their initial education, they naturally

have long-term strategies, since they are
aware that investments in this education
process form the basis of their future social
and professional status (A. and P. D'Iribarne,
1993), and/or of their prospects of obtaining
further training. The maximum time horizon to which these young people's educational decisions relate will necessarily coincide with the envisaged duration of their active lives.

The contradiction between these two temporal perspectives emerges clearly from a comparison between individuals and enterprises.
Individuals, possessing skills from which they
wish to derive benefit over a long period of
time, are subject to antithetical forces: on the
one hand the long duration of their active lives
increases the length of time they spend in formal education, while on the other hand the
pace of economic change implies a shorter
lifespan for the skills they acquire. Like any
other product, it might be thought that a skill
has a fixed life cycle shorter for some skills,
longer for others which has to be respected.
This confronts the individual with a problem
regarding the obsolescence and transferability of his or her acquired skills. In their economic calculations, individuals cannot be certain how long their skills will serve them and

must take that uncertainty into account if
they are to recoup their investment.
Moreover, the individual calculation will depend on the various institutions which regulate the supply of skills in the labour market.
The school system, but families, associations
and companies too, play an important part in
the configuration of young people's initial education. The experience provided by families
and the social environment, as well as work
performed as a student, just like the knowledge imparted by the education system, endow young people with a basic set of skills.

Empirical studies in France and Spain, for
example, show that young people who have
had jobs during their time at school and/or
university are at an advantage when they
seek work after completing their education
(Planas, 1990; Béduwé and Cahuzac, 1997;
Béduwé et aL, 1999). The skills acquired dur-

ing these informal educational experiences
often serve no direct occupational purpose nor
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have they always been intentionally acquired,

4.1.1.2 The global supply of skills

but they constitute an essential part of the
key or transverse skills, the productive value
of which is rising." The time taken to acquire
these skills is often lengthy, and their profile
is not always explicit, which makes them difficult for conventional information systems to
pinpoint."

The previous point showed the temporal horizons that govern the supply of skills at the
individual level. We must now ask how long
it would take to renew the global supply of
skills.

Two major processes can influence this reTo put it schematically, three types of institution can influence the production of skills in
the countries of the European Union:

a) educational institutions from all the systems of initial education and initial vocational training;

b) institutions governing explicit further
training; and,
c) institutions influencing the acquisition of
social and occupational skills outside the
education system.
These three categories of player have reached
very different levels of institutionalisation
and recognition, differences which exceed
even the disparities between them in terms
of market value. In the various countries of
the EU, the rationales behind these institu-

newal.

1. The first is linked to the demographic renewal of the generation leaving the system of
initial education. The cohort embarking on its

first year in the education system will not
necessarily receive the same training as the
one entering its second year. It is this phenomenon which has prompted observers to
describe the active population as a stack of
cohorts that differ not only in terms of numbers (possibly) but also and this is especially
true of the past 30 to 40 years in terms of
the length, nature and content of the initial

and basic training they receive (EDEX,

and their practice differs widely, depending
on the degree of involvement and coordination of government, employers and labour
within such institutions (Soskice and Hancke,

1999)." These changes in the length and specialisation of training may be interpreted as
responses to the demands of the market or as
relatively autonomous processes which depend on the relationship between the demand
of individual and families for training on the
one hand and public education policy on the
other. In the first of these processes, changes
in the overall supply of skills are primarily
linked to the pace of the changes that affect

tional categories are extremely diverse
(Vaniscotte, 1996; Aventur and MObus, 1996),

1997). Moreover, the time frames within

two consecutive cohorts as well as to the

which the aforementioned skills are produced,
if not totally variable, differ widely in accordance with the respective national philosophies
underlying each of the institutions. The individual, when calculating, must therefore take
account of these disparate time frames within
which skills are produced.

length of the training cycle and its degree of
specialisation. For example, we might conclude that it is possible to alter the structure
of the output of engineers, in other words to

" This type of skill can be likened to the social skill
postulated by Dutrenit (1997), which relates to the
ability to perform the activities of everyday life in
all spheres with a minimum of correction from oth-

dents begin to specialise at quite an early

ers and with a certain sense of responsibility and
initiative.

adjust the balance between the various
specialisations, within two or three years,
because a substantial core of the engineering
curriculum is common to all specialisations.
Conversely, in many countries medical stustage, which makes response times very long;
the output of physicians could not be altered
within two or three years, even if it were possible to alter the distribution of matriculated

32 It is, however, possible to associate certain types
of less commonplace careers with certain forms of

recruitment on the part of employers (StoefflerKern and Tchibozo, 1999)

33We refer here to the WP1 phase of the EDEX
project (for the website see footnote 40).
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students among the various medical specialisations within that time frame. About 3% of
the total supply of labour is renewed every
year, which limits the scope for adaptation.
Furthermore, the average size of cohort coming out of the education system is diminishing from one generation to the next because
of the falling birth rate.
Another question that arises is that of the selfregulation of this global supply of skills, irrespective of the capacity of the initial-training
system. Do the various market operators, and

particularly young people themselves, correctly anticipate the development of the demand for skills, particularly by taking due
account of the time required for the production of skills? Working within this framework,
several empirical researchers have suggested
a number of ways to create a model that would
indicate whether individuals' training choices

depend on their present situation in the labour market or on anticipation of their future

situation. In a 'cobweb' type of model, it is
assumed that students deduce the future labour-market situation from the present situation, which creates cycles of endogenous fluc-

tuations34 and sometimes totally chaotic developments. The main exponent of this hypothesis was Freeman (1976), who tested it
on young American engineers.35 An alterna-

tive hypothesis, developed primarily by
Zarkin (1983) and Siow (1984), assumes that
individuals in the labour market have rational
expectations on the basis of the available information. In other words, students are able
to anticipate perfectly any changes in the way
in which the demand for skills is developing.
Borghans, De Grip and Heike (1996) tested

these two hypotheses on data relating to
Dutch students and seemed to conclude that
34According to this model, the number of first-year
students enrolled on a course in year t will depend

on the starting salaries of those who completed
the course in year t-1 but will also affect the level
of salaries in year t+4, when they enter the labour
market after four years of study.
35 See also De Meulemeester (1992 and 1995), for
example, for applications of the cobweb model in
the Belgian labour market, where it was tested on

young graduates, particularly graduates of engineering and commercial colleges.

the former was slightly superior to the latter;
most of their findings would indicate that the
cobweb model had performed marginally better. Finally, the hypothesis of rational expectations on the part of students seems to have

been largely invalidated by the Dutch research as indeed it had been in Belgium too
(De Meulemeester, 1992 and 1995).
2. The second process whereby the global sup-

ply of skills can be adjusted is that of further
training. In this case, the pace of change depends on the nature of the desired modification and on the way in which it fits into work-

ing practices. It is likely, for example, that
changes to certain characteristics of wordprocessing software would be easily assimilated by users. But the bulk of the forces that

determine how quickly skill profiles are
adapted by means of further training depend
on interaction between the relevant players
companies, individuals and public authorities. It is clear that a society in which compa-

nies' management of human resources is
based on a long-term perspective and in which
individuals are able to keep building upon the

framework of initial education they have all
received will be better able to alter the stock
of skills held by the entire active population.

In our societies, the initial education of the
population and hence, in economic terms,
that of the active population is irreversible
in the sense that an inadequate basic framework of initial education tends to exclude individuals from jobs as well as from subsequent

training opportunities (Steedman, 1999),
since initial education forms the basis of fur-

ther training. Within the system of initial
education system itself, although the practice
of re-entering the education system as well
as changes of course and of university have
become a prominent feature of the development of higher education in many countries
of the EU, the scope for acquiring knowledge,
and hence skills, is not isotropic. It would be
easier, for example, for a graduate in chemi-

cal engineering to supplement his or her
qualifications by doing a year of economics or

business management than the reverse.
When we speak of the time taken to produce
qualifications and skills, we must also distin-
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guish between the lengthy period required for
basic framework-type training courses and for
the experience that shapes a person's life history and human capital on the one hand and

the short periods required for specialised
training of a cyclical nature on the other. Thus

the strategies used to produce qualifications
and skills are necessarily the result of a combination of many instruments that are avail-

more complex, because the enterprise is both
a consumer and a producer of skills, and it is
impossible to draw a rigid line between these
two roles, since some specific skills can be
acquired concurrently from the education and
production systems.

systems.

We shall now examine the temporal dimension of the need for skills, beginning with the
needs of the company then moving on to the
wider context.

In practice, one of the main aspects of the

4.1.2.1 Skill provision at the company level

able in the various education and training

change that has taken place in the education

and training systems of the industrialised

The time constraints on a company will be

countries is that of the concurrent use of time
for basic and specialised training. Our education systems are divided into a minimum
of four subsystems, which are institutional-

determined by two groups of variables.

ised to a greater or lesser degree from one
country to another: there are the school, college and university system, the system for the
occupational integration or reintegration of
young people or adults who are unemployed

First of all, they will depend on the company's strategic horizon (Galtier, 1996). If the
company intends to continue its present activity over a very long period of time, its hori-

zon is distant, and its main problem is the

or at risk (transitional measures, youth

uncertainty that inevitably accompanies any
project. If, on the other hand, the company is
operating within a shorter time frame, it will

schemes for women, etc.), the system of lifelong learning and the system based on experience, which is tending to become institutionalised as mechanisms are established for the
recognition of informally acquired skills. Cur-

probable that a change will also occur in its
demand for labour, in other words in the set
of skills it requires in order to adapt to the
new use of its capital.

schemes, sandwich courses, reintegration

rent research shows that these systems are
gradually becoming more complementary

than mutually exclusive (Planas, 1996;
Bjornavold, 1997b; Steedman, 1999), which
suggests that the development of skill is governed by the principle of the polarisation of
training paths on the basis of the initial education process.

intend to alter the use of its capital in the
relatively near future. It is therefore highly

The time constraints will also depend on the

'staff dimension' that obtains within the
enterprise. By staff dimension, we mean all
the factors which make up the company's human-resources policy and which determine

whether the company has an internal market, a training policy, etc., and, if so, how these

are structured.

4.1.2 Enterprises and the need for skills:
'customer' requirements
In the customer-supplier model that was introduced in the introduction to this report, the
enterprise is the main user of the qualification in terms of essential knowledge and
abilities produced by the education system.
It is one of the natural outlets for the products of the education system.

The combination of the two groups of variables determine company policy: It is obvious
that a company working within a short time
frame will try to obtain the skills it needs from
the market without any soul-searching about
the future use of those skills. A company that
operates within a lengthy time frame, on the

other hand, as well as securing the skills it

If we think in terms of skills, as we have been

needs for its short-term goals, may also try to
create a bank of skills for its future needs. It
will tend to develop a training policy and will

doing in this chapter, the analysis becomes

have regard to the potential of individuals
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when it recruits new staff. Nevertheless, even
if a company has long-term goals, it may not
have a long-term staffing policy and may be

For more than a decade, the structure of productive organisations and the system of work
organisation have been undergoing profound

content to take what it needs from the market at any given time. The state of the labour
market is plainly of great importance in this
respect.

transformations. In particular, the rigidity

It is essential to bear in mine that the in-

1999).37 The instability and uncertainty of
the markets and the fluctuations in demand
call for new and more dynamic organisation
and production methods and hence new and

dustrial-relations model which governed the
economy until the eighties was characterised
by a high degree of institutionalisation and

state intervention and was based on a system of work organisation with a marked divi-

of the Taylorist model of scientific management has been challenged at the same time

as flexible decentralised organisational
structures are being developed (Martin,

more flexible methods of manpower management.

sion of labour and standardisation of tasks
and that it based the use of labour on the concept of skill levels (skilled/semi-skilled/un-

skilled). Since the eighties and particularly
in the course of the nineties, competition between companies has become increasingly

global in nature, and uncertainty has beset
productive organisations; the labour force is
becoming segmented and diversified, and the

trade unions are being weakened. Nation
states are losing a certain amount of their
power to control the national economy. The
authority of the traditional collective mecha-

nisms to regulate working conditions and
terms of employment is gradually being
eroded (Miguelez and Prieto, 1999). Person-

nel administration, in short, is turning into
'human-resource management'.
The tradition of industrial relations has therefore been jeopardised by companies' growing

preoccupation with 'management'. In the
English-speaking world, at the cutting edge
of business-management theory, concepts
such as 'human-resource management' (Sto-

rey, 1995), with its inherent idea of a
workforce committed to the goals of the com-

pany, are gradually replacing conventional
theories of industrial relations and their view
of a labour market governed by partisan interests and conflicts (Kölher, 1999). The tidal
wave of human-resource management is en-

But the new forms of industrial relations, and
especially the aforementioned individualisation of companies' relations with their staff,
are very important developments. Companies
are, of necessity, developing their systems of
human-resource management to take account
of the temporal dimension. However, the procedures they adopt for that purpose vary considerably, especially because of the need for
greater flexibility in the use of labour, involving recourse to both the internal and the external labour markets. As the Cedefop report
on current vocational education and training
research in Europe shows (Cedefop, 1998a,
Part Two, Chapter 2), the time frame within
which companies operate, in conjunction with
the timescales governing the supply and demand of labour, are closely linked to the flexibility of their human resources, which derives

in turn from their manpower-management
policy.

This way of managing human resources, however, may jeopardise the functioning of a company's internal labour market, depending on

the skills that the company requires. If the
skill level is low and the desired skills are
commonplace, according to Eliasson and
VikersjO (1997), a large firm will often do bet-

ter to recruit the skills it seeks in the local

training, career development and even pay.

labour market than to provide in-house training for its employees. Conversely, where the
skill level is high and the skills are relatively
rare, the company can and must establish an
internal system to develop those skills.

36 See chapter 2 (sections 2.1 and 2.3) on this point.

37 See also Part Three of the present report.

gulfing the structure of industrial relations,
breaking it down into a variety of individual

negotiating mechanisms in the realms of
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In the domain of recruitment, and hence external flexibility, companies faced with new
skill requirements have changed their recruitment procedures with the aid of new methods for the identification of skills39(Alpin and

Shackleton, 1997). As levels of educational
attainment continue to rise, employers seem
to be trying harder to find evidence of personal qualities that are difficult to evaluate,
more or less irrespective of degrees, diplomas

or any other formal certification the individual may possess. Alpin and Shackleton
(1997), referring to research conducted by
Bartram (1995), specify that these selection
methods will depend primarily on the size of
the company, with small and medium-sized
businesses attaching greater importance to
personal qualities such as integrity, honesty

cific demand to materialise and increasing the
foreseeability of that demand.
The growth of global demand is often regarded
as inevitable; it can serve to enhance the efficiency of the production system, provided that

it can take place without delay. For that reason, workers have to adapt, and the identification of a mismatch, or the fear that a mismatch will emerge, will then result in action
on the supply side. It would not be idle to explore this postulate, because the demand for
skills is not rigidly dictated by technology; it
is the product of numerous choices on the part
of organisations and even institutions, and the
dictates of technology are sometimes a secondary consideration when those choices are
made.

and interest in the work of the company.
Eymard-Duvernay and Marchal (1997), incidentally, conclude their work on recruitment
by stressing the need to use a combination of

4.1.3 To what extent does supply
determine demand?

methods for selecting staff and identifying

The problem of skill requirements cannot be
presented in terms of mere adaptation to the
needs of the moment but rather in terms of

skills. This, they say, is the only way to inject

dynamism into the workings of the labour
market. Otherwise, the aim of complete trans-

foresighted management of human re-

parency is illusory, and even if it could be
achieved, it would be harmful (Eymard-

sources. This being the case, we can then
start to consider the supply situation as a

Duvernay and Marchal, 1997, p.226).

challenge to companies, prompting them to
respond by making more and better use of
the available skills. As Bruno puts it when
referring to mismatches between supply and

4.1.2.2 The global demand for skills
The development of competition in the product market, due for example to the opening of

international trade or to technological and
organisational changes,39has direct repercussions on demand for skills in the labour market. One of the problems for the production
system is that it has to try to adapt this constantly changing demand for skills to the supply of labour that is available in the market.
Obviously, these adjustment problems may be
fairly minimal on a macroeconomic scale, even

if particular companies or industries do experience temporary skill shortages. Any attempt to regulate this demand for skills would
involve reducing the time taken for the spe38 Such as the production within companies of 'skill

profiles' and 'skill frameworks' (Alpin and

demand, In most industrialised countries
there is a perceptible sort of sequential order
whereby cognitive advances made by the company executives lead to technological and or-

ganisational changes, which also require
greater knowledge on the part of workers on
the shop floor, while cultural development at
grass-roots level within the company creates
new opportunities which directors and middle management perceive and subsequently
exploit. Consequently, the process is in permanent imbalance, which makes the occurrence of mismatches easy to explain, impossible to avoid and, we have to say, desirable ...
(Bruno, 1998, p.3). At the macroeconomic
level, empirical evidence shows that the distribution of formal qualifications within the
labour market tends to follow what has been

Shackleton, 1997, p.13).

termed the 'supply effect' (Mallet et al.,
1997). The results of a macrostatistical

39 We referred to this point in chapter 3.

analysis conducted in six countries of the EU
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4.2 From modular skills to modified

(France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands,
Spain and the UK) confirm that the avail-

requirements

ability of young people with a higher level of
education and training, generation after gen-

In a context in which the demand for qualifications is undergoing radical change, mainly
as a result of technological and organisational
changes, the development of the nature and
content of jobs compels the production sys-

eration, who enter the working population
leads to changes in the structure of qualifications within occupational categories by
means of a simple knock-on effect. Everything would seem to indicate that the various occupations take from the labour mar-

tem to alter its skill requirements at very
short notice, often on a timescale far removed
from the one that has traditionally governed

ket what they find and not what they require
in terms of their specific needs. According to
these findings, the development of certifica-

the production of skills and the associated
qualifications. At the same time, as Europeans spend an increasing number of years in

tion levels in each occupation can be ex-

formal education against a backdrop of high
unemployment, the education system is producing an ever-growing number of qualifications and qualified people. As they 'multiply',
however, diplomas seem to be less and less
able to provide all the information that is re-

plained by the general growth in the number

of certificates rather than by particular recruitment patterns within each occupation.
This development could have been expected
on the basis of factors such as an increase in

the numbers in an occupation or the speed
with which the skill requirements for the
various occupations are changing (Cedefop,

quired for the recruitment and promotion
processes.

1997a).

Accordingly, we must investigate the way in

which adjustments are made in the skills
market. Several questions arise. Are there
mismatches between supply and demand,

The overall result of this analysis is somewhat

troubling in relation to the general ideas on
which education policies are founded. The
widespread belief that the development of

and, if so, what kind of mismatches are they?
How are adjustments then made? What role

initial education responds to changes in com-

can the education system play in these ad-

pany demand, or at least that each occupation harnesses this development in accordance with its own internal dynamics, is not
really compatible with the homogeneity observed in the distribution of qualified individuals throughout all occupations.

justments? Before answering these questions,

let us begin by returning to the constraints
that affect any attempt to adjust the balance
between the supply of skills and the demand
for skills.

4.2.1 Adjustment and associated
constraints

In the light of these findings, it is plausible to
consider that the rising level of qualification

is based more on a social demand for exogenous training than on the requirements of
companies. This is not to say that these extraneously generated dynamics have no effects on job content and on company behav-

Notwithstanding the problem of the temporal dimension, the mechanisms for adjusting
the balance between supply and demand in
respect of qualifications or, to be more precise, in respect of skills do not work instantaneously and are based on various different

iour, as Bruno indicated (see above).40

principles. In this subsection, we shall present
40 In the framework of the Targeted Socio-Economic

the three main constraints to which these

Research (TSER) programme administered by Directorate-General Research of the European Commission, a research project on educational expan-

mechanisms are subject:

a) the non-economic functions of the education and training systems;
b) the amount of information available in the
skills market; and,

sion and the labour market (EDEX) is currently
being conducted with a view to examining these
findings in greater detail
(website: http://193.49.48.153/edex/)

(
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c) the institutions that regulate the supply
of and demand for skills.

4.2.1.1 The multifunctional nature of the
education system

The first category of constraint is deeply ingrained in the multifunctional nature of the
education system and, more generally, of all
explicit education and training systems. The
value of a diploma exceeds the productive
value assigned to it by the market. We must
avoid an over-simplistic view of the education
system and its role, because the general demand for education and training is relatively
independent of the skill requirements of the
production system. The demand for formal

necessary to understand the mechanisms,
which are probably different in every country, whereby each country uses its education
system to confer various grades of 'nobility',
which are based today on conception rather
than execution and on independence and responsibility rather than service to others.

The question of the relationship between
training and jobs, of the correspondence between training levels and job status, is a similar sort of problem. The education system produces skills but also produces a social hierar-

chy; as far as the elite groups within that

qualifications in social and professional life.
The growth in the demand for education and

hierarchy are concerned, the system confers
its highest status on people in careers with a
very broad professional function (A. and P.
D'Iribarne, 1993). Nevertheless, the general
rise in education levels poses the problem of
reconciling a status conferred by the educa-

training its not purely associated with job

tion system with a production system that

prospects, expected productivity gains and the

remains more hierarchical than the education
system. This, according to Carnoy and Levin
(1985), is a manifestation of the conflict between the dynamics of capitalism and those
of the democratic state.

education derives from the role of formal

material rewards that individuals hope to
reap from their qualifications. Carnoy (1982)

said that, even in an economy that proved
incapable of absorbing an increase in the
number of certificated people and required
some of them to accept jobs hitherto occupied

by employees with less training, the incentives that had prompted the rise in education
levels would continue to operate. After almost

20 years, these words still ring true.
P. and A. D'Iribarne (1993 and 1999) underline the importance of the symbolic role of
education in France. It is not possible, they
say, to understand the relationship between

the education system and the production
system in France while neglecting the symbolic aspect of education. And that presupposes an understanding of the role played in
modern France by the distinction between
that which is more noble and that which is
less so. [...] In contemporary French society,
a person's 'scholastic nobility', acquired by
virtue of his path through the education system, will determine, and determine for the
rest of his days, his degree of personal nobility. (P. and A. D'Iribarne, 1999, p.28). What is

true of France is also true, albeit in different
ways, of the countries of 'Old Europe'. In order to comprehend the relationship between
the systems of education and production, it is
356

4.2.1.2 The information value of skill

The rise in the education levels of the active
population is inevitably transforming the role
of training and certification as signals. In fact,
the profusion of paper qualifications diminishes their market value, which is the main
hypothesis of the credentialist theories, and
affects their classification value. The hierarchy established by the education system tends
to become ever less clearly reflected in the
employment hierarchy. The grading process
initiated by the educational institutions when
they award diplomas only comes to fruition

in the pursuit of an occupation, when the
employee's acquired skills assume their full
significance. Differentiating mechanisms sup-

plement or alter the hierarchical model
drafted by the education system when it
awarded its diplomas.

Although educational qualifications are part
of the hierarchical structure that is erected
within the production system, they are only
the foundation stones. The proliferation of
diplomas modifies the information they con-
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vey to the labour market. The abundance of
signals kills the signal and shrouds the array
of qualifications in the marketplace and the
skills they represent. If the number of years
of study increases and if there is little differentiation in the training offered to young people,41 the information value of the diploma will

diminish, except in the case of its absence,
where the negative signal will be amplified.
The education system is therefore proving less
and less able to supply all the information that

is required for the recruitment and promotion processes.42 Formally qualified recruits
possess productivity potential which the productive organisations must turn to account.
Responsibility for training lies with individuals, whereas the power to codify it in terms of
skills often rests with employers. Recognition
of new codifications of skills poses numerous
problems, as we saw in Chapter 2, with regard to both the measurement of each skill

skills market, even though that stability
sometimes appears to be under threat (Géhin
and Méhaut, 1993; Moncel, 1996; Récio, 1999).

The segmentation process has affected not
only the funding of skill production but also
the transferability of skills and therefore, ultimately, their consumption by institutionalising the rules governing their acquisition.
The acquisition of skills in less and less regulated, less and less institutionalised markets,
necessarily undermines the existing forms of
regulation, especially in relation to new entrants to the labour market. This development

has to be taken into account if we want to
understand the adjustment mechanisms that
will apply to the skills market of the future.

4.2.2 Towards a new definition
of mismatches
In an analysis in terms of skills such as we

4.2.1.3 The institutions

have presented here, a mismatch at any given
moment in time is not a problem per se. If we
apply strictly commercial standards, the duration and cost of the adjustment process are

Besides the bodies within the education system, various other institutions regulate the
skills market on a more or less formal basis.
From the family to careers-guidance officers,
from social networks to the state, which often sets a minimum price for skills, from small
businesses to entire industries, from the trade
unions to the employers' organisations, a host

tional period (opportunity costs resulting from
a delayed response).

and acceptance of the codifications by the vari-

ous players in the labour market.

of institutions are involved to a greater or
lesser extent in the production and use of
skills.

The role of these institutions in the segmentation of the labour markets in Europe in recent decades has been of particular significance. The stability of the internal and occupational labour markets in each country has
had a great impact on the regulation of the
41Especially if the selection rate at the start and
the final certification rate remain constant.
42 There are quite clearly considerable differences

between the European countries in this respect,
as Hannan et al. (1996) emphasise, especially between the countries using a dual system of alternating on-the-job training and formal education
and the other countries.

the only significant factors. In other words,
the mismatch problem that is inherent, for
example, in an underskilled economy generates at least two types of cost: the direct cost
of adapting to the new skill requirement (the
cost of training, for instance) and the indirect
costs associated with the length of the transi-

At the macroeconomic level, let us consider
two types of imbalance between supply and
demand with regard to skills and two time
frames the short term and the long term
corresponding to cyclical and structural imbalances respectively.

In his analysis of financial markets in the
General Theory of Employment, Interest and
Mond, Keynes ranks expectations on the basis of the time frame within which the enterprise is able to judge whether they have been
fulfilled:I' Keynes thus distinguishes between

short-term expectations, corresponding to
43 On this point we can refer to Favereau (1986),
who extends the Keynesian analysis to the commodity market.
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Table 4: Types of mismatch

Cyclical imbalance

Growth in demand for skills
Growth in the supply of skills

production and employment decisions that
can quickly be reversed, and long-term expec-

tations, involving investment decisions that
are often irreversible, with regard to largely
or entirely unforeseeable events with macroeconomic repercussions. Whereas short-term
expectations are usually fulfilled, long-term
expectations pose a number of problems. As
Faveraux notes (1986, p.253), the Keynesian
analysis may be adapted to the commodity
and service markets, even though these markets have only treated short-term expectations as extraneous variables and are only
concerned with companies' long-term expectations in so far as they affect the workings
of the financial markets. One might also try
to transpose this analysis to the skills market by distinguishing short-term cyclical im-

balances from long-term structural disequilibrium. Short term imbalances will be
due to exogenous shocks which affect the supply of skills or the demand for skills but have
no irreversible macroeconomic impact. Long-

term imbalances of a more structural nature
will relate to more irreversible strategic decisions taken in a context of profound uncertainty,44 in which the various players' decisions could have chaotic results.
At the same time, these two imbalances, the
structural and the cyclical, might be reflected
in a jobs squeeze and a surfeit of skills or in a
skill shortage. Quite clearly, these are not alternatives, and there could be an intermediary situation in which an oversupply of some
44 We wish to contrast two types of uncertainty. The

first derives from a context of imperfect information, in which the various economic operators will
be able to predict the future 'state of the world' with
a fair degree of probability. This primarily shortterm uncertainty is envisaged in neoclassiocal economic theory This type of uncertainty, however, was
sharply criticised by Keynes, who said that human
decisions with a bearing on the future could not be

inspired by a purely mathematical projection, be358

Structural imbalance

A

skills coexisted with a shortage of others. For
the sake of simplicity, however, we shall hypothesise that one type of imbalance would
be strongly predominant at any given time.
The first situation will occur when the supply
of skills is increased, as a result of education
policies, for instance, while demand remains
more or less constant or develops independently of supply variations. The second situation will tend to occur when demand for skills
grows because of technical progress or organisational changes, while the supply of skills
remains constant or increases by a far smaller
amount than demand.

The four possible types of mismatch are presented in Table 4:

The first row of Table 4 indicates the type of
skills shortage that some European reports
have envisaged (European Commission, 1992).

This scenario has posed challenges and elicited responses that have often been encountered over the past four or five decades in the

various countries of the EU. This scenario
originally provided the justification for the con-

sensus which led to the rise in education levels in Europe in the course of these decades
and for the development of both national and
Community vocational-training policies supported by the European Social Fund.
The second row, on the other hand, relates to

situations in which there is a glut of skills,
cause the basis for such a decision did not exist - a
view endorsed by Knight, who stated that the term
uncertainty must be restricted to 'non-quantitative'
views about the future, and it is this 'true' uncertainty and not risk, 1.4, which forms the basis of

economic decision-making (quoted by Orleans,
1986). The second type of uncertainty is therefore a

profound uncertainty, which is unforeseeable and
is most likely to result from the appearance of new
knowledge that resists all rational programming.
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and particularly of formal qualifications,
within the economy. This type of mismatch,

which generally arises from an overabundance of skilled labour, has increasingly profound adverse effects on the labour market.
On the one hand, educationally qualified peo-

ple, especially those in the youngest age
groups, find themselves downgraded in relation to the initial education they have received
and/or consider themselves overqualified for
the work they are expected to perform.45 At
the same time, the glut of certificated manpower restricts or ruins the employment and
training prospects of individuals with insufficient education. Nor does further training,
be it formal or informal (i.e. on-the-job training), represent a second chance in most cases
(Planas, 1996), because it is generally provided on a selective basis to those with a certain level of basic theoretical knowledge.46

Let us now consider the characteristics of
these imbalances and the options for adjusting training systems in the light of the constraints presented above. Needless to say, we
shall only be able to examine some of the adjustment options here. Training systems are
not the only solution to mismatch problems;
it is perfectly possible to rectify a shortage or
surplus of skills by acting on production technology. However, we shall consider such actions here as exogenous factors.

Case A: cyclical imbalance and skill
shortage
This first case relates primarily to the active

population within the labour market. The
company chooses from the market the skills
45 With regard to these two perspectives, reference
may be made in particular to the studies by AlbaRamirez (1993) and by Garcia-Serrano and MaloOcaria (1995) in Spain or by Forgeot and Gautier
(1997) in France.

46 This level of knowledge is necessary in order to

transcend the narrow know-how connected with
work that can often be learned on the job with the
aid of informal instruction from an experienced
worker. Without this theoretical knowledge, it is
difficult to imagine how recognised skills can be
any more than a set of memorised instructions for
specific operations (Marsden, 1994)

which it lacks and which will minimise its
adjustment costs. It will select the range of
skills that is closest to the vector it seeks. It
may choose these skills from its internal labour market, redeploying its existing human
capital or possibly by offering further training. It can also recruit from the external market, engaging young people with formal qualifications or more experienced workers who are
unemployed or are enrolled with a temporaryemployment agency. Lastly, it can lure em-

ployees away from other companies. On a
macroeconomic scale, this is liable to increase
the price of skill without resolving the short-

age. Other options exist, such as reorganising the workforce or subcontracting, which
would make a third party responsible for finding the necessary skill.

Any structural adjustments to the system of
initial education, on the other hand, are liable to create irreversible situations at quite
considerable expense without meeting the
short-term needs. Adjustment times would be

lengthy, and several cohorts would emerge
from the education system to find that their
course choices had been based on false assumptions and were now irreversible. The
idea is fairly simple and universally recognised: to meet an immediate need for compu-

ter engineers (for the millennium bug, for
example), it is not enough to create one or
more new engineering courses. For one thing,
it will take quite a long time to establish and
run a new training course, and the chances
that it will meet the short-term need of the
production system may be reduced by intervening variations in the needs of the system,
possibly stemming from technological or organisational changes. For another thing, the
vast majority of the engineers coming out of
the education system will be inexperienced
and are therefore unlikely to be fully opera-

tional within a short period of time. Quite
clearly there are other options besides this
rather extreme example; further training, for
instance, would serve to accelerate the adjustment process. Such measures, however, must
be temporary, lest they create structural imbalances.
The speed of adjustment depends on flexibility of supply. Any constraint that limits this
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flexibility will delay the adjustment process,
even if we assume perfect information on the
development of the skill requirement. That
is why the system of initial education, because

The second possibility relates to a shortage
of certain skills that have to be adapted to
specific individual profiles. The solution for
the education system in this case is to create
initial or further training courses as a means

of its multifunctional nature, its long-term
perspective and its reaction times, cannot
easily deliver a precise short-term response

of adjusting the training structure to take
account of this need.

to labour shortages. This does not in any way
imply that that the education system is powerless or ineffective in the face of specific labour shortages. On the contrary, it affords the
best protection against a skill bottleneck by
offering a high level of general training which

In both these situations, the education system can pursue either of two compatible strategies. The first is to opt for general training,
thereby making the new skill easily transferable to people in all occupations. That will lay

serves to reduce the time and expense in-

the foundations for more learning, enabling
young people to adapt to the growing demand
for skills. But it will not make them instantly
competitive in the labour market. The second
strategy is to make 'ready-to-use' manpower
available in the labour market by providing
instruction in the skills that trainees need in
order to find jobs on completing their education. In the medium term, however, this option poses the problem of obsolescence and
redeployability of the skills in question.

volved in the production of essential skills.47
But every nation has developed further-training institutions which, in certain conditions,
have furnished proof of their ability to resolve
this type of imbalance. They offer the advantage of responding more flexibly to a sudden

demand for specific skills while shortening
adjustment times. Further training, however,
remains highly dependent on the level of initial education that employees have previously

attained.
The response that turns out to be most effective in this case is a combination of specialised training (as brief and inexpensive as possible) built on a foundation of previously acquired skills and hence based on knowledge
of the individual skill profiles of the active

Case B: Structural imbalance and shill
shortage
On the basis of the plausible but unverifiable
hypothesis that the development of our societies and production systems will generate

population in the labour market, however

demand for higher skill levels in the long

their skills may have been acquired. This entails linking the various training systems and
facilities (co-production).

term, we can foresee two possible types of skill

shortage.

The first is that a skill might generally be in
short supply because of job growth within the
economy. This is currently the case in France
and Spain, for example, with regard to foreign-language and computer skills. It is conceivable that these two skills will become a
structural necessity for a great number ofjobs
in the modern economy. In this situation the
education system has to intervene by offering courses which will enable people to acquire at least some degree of proficiency in
these skills.

Case C: Cyclical imbalance and a glut
of skills

47 This argument reinforces the 'learning by learning' theory as expounded by Stiglitz (1987).

is conceivable that the phenomena of frustrated ambitions among overqualified young
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A cyclical imbalance corresponding to a sharp
variation in supply may result from deficien-

cies in the market and in the various institutions which regulate the supply of and demand for skills.

This type of short-term imbalance does not
necessarily create inefficiency within the production system, which is able to adapt to supply growth (Bruno, 1998). It may even stimulate technological and organisational changes
within enterprises. However, if it persists, it
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people and career bottlenecks for experienced
employees will begin to outweigh the benefits
of such an imbalance.

That, in fact, will depend on the precise characteristics of the imbalance. We shall explore
two possibilities:

1. The new cohorts emerging from the education system may be overqualified in
other words overeducated in relation to
the specifications listed in the job adver-

seekers themselves who incur the adjustment costs.
For those cohorts that are already part of the
active population, the problem is primarily
about experience acquired on the job and further training. Work experience can play an
ambivalent role. It may enhance an employee's adaptability by providing first-hand examples that are similar to the new situation
faced by the workforce and by enabling the
employee to become accustomed to mixing and

skills acquired in the education system are

matching all the skills that can be used in
the new situation. But work experience can

liable to go unused and that the price of

also have the opposite effect if it only provides

these surplus skills will fall, all other

the employee with practice in daily routines,
deeply ingraining particular habits and making it more difficult for the employee to shake

tisement. This implies that some of the

things being equal. This will translate, for
example, into a reduction in the financial
benefits of education for new entrants to
the labour market or an increase in graduate unemployment, which could lead to a
reduction in the initial investment in hu-

man capital by subsequent generations.
The evidence suggests, however, that no
such mechanism is at work (Carnoy, 1982).

these off and adapt to new requirements.
Further training is, by definition, a means of

adaptation to new skill requirements. But
these requirements must also be clearly identified, and the conditions for an efficient transition (prior training, motivation, etc.) must
be guaranteed.

Besides the explanations in terms of opportunity costs, young people's current educational strategy can be justified by the fact

Case D: Structural imbalance
and a glut of skills

that investment in general training enables them to preserve or improve their rela-

tive position within the labour market,
even if their job prospects or salary expectations are diminishing in absolute terms.48

2. The new cohorts may not have the skills

that companies require, as a result of

The existence of a structural imbalance associated with sharp variations in the supply of
skills poses the same problems as in the pre-

vious case, but this time the problems are
considerably more serious, because the market and the institutions have repeatedly failed
to regulate the supply of skills.

growth in demand. Young people may resolve this mismatch by acquiring skills in
the labour market during the first years of
their active lives. Now that access to internal labour markets has been closed in
certain countries of the European Union,49
young people find themselves compelled to
acquire skills in a number of insecure jobs
before gaining a sound foothold in the la-

The multifunctional nature of the education
system, the consensus established by individuals, business and government on the desirability of educational growth and the weak
influence of prices as regulators of access to
training are undoubtedly the main causes of
this potential imbalance.

bour market. In this case, it is the job-

The fact that access to education costs next
to nothing in most countries of the EU means
that cost has virtually no role to play in regu-

48 The explanation of these strategies has been
extensively developed in specialised literature,
particularly by Boudon (1973) and Thurow (1975).
49We refer especially to the studies by Recio (1999)
for Spain and Moncel (1996) for France.

lating entry to the system. In certain conditions, it might be possible to correct this imbalance by ensuring that people know the
truth about the financial benefits of education, about career opportunities and about the
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probability of academic success or failure.
This type of approach, however, poses the
problem of accurate short-term anticipation
of behavioural changes on the part of those
who determine the supply of skills and demand patterns. Another option would be to

tics of the 'long term' which were defined in
the introduction, particularly the shortage of
information and the uncertainty it breeds.

reintroduce some degree of competition

pend on identification of the 'durable', which,

(Glennester, 1991) into an education market
which, according to the advocates of the liberal approach, is too dependent on the centralised decisions of the public authorities.

if we think of skills, can only be defined in
terms of those which allow access to other

This would serve to match the quality and
quantity of the supply of formal qualifications,

and more particularly of skills, with the demand emanating from the production system

by virtue of direct regulation by the price
mechanism. Competition between educational establishments and training systems
(Rapple, 1992; Blair and Stoley, 1995) would

serve to reduce the distortions in the skills
market. Once again, however, this is an option that ignores the antithesis between the
timescales governing the production and consumption of skills.5°

In a context of uncertainty, more than in any

other situation, long-term adjustments de-

skills as yet unknown and thus implicitly defy

long-term definition. In other words, it is a
matter of defining the framework skills and
of focusing on adjustment measures with a
view to ultimate general acquisition of those
skills.

This will surely ask questions of the institutions responsible for initial education but also
of those involved in further training which
perform, in a manner of speaking, the task of

teaching adults to read and write all over
again.

The initial-training institutions must examine the content and methods of compulsory

Finally, it must be said that the arrival of
masses of certificated young people in the
European labour markets over the past 25
years has neither created any irreversible

education (Cedefop, 1999) and on the content
and priorities of upper-secondary, further and
higher education.

structural imbalances nor led to any profound
changes in the methods by which holders of

One aspect of these essential reflections on
initial education which ought to have pro-

certificates are selected within the various

found long-term effects is its 'cultural' reform.

occupations (Mallet et al., 1997; Beduwe and
Giret, 1999). On the contrary, it is observable
that the percentage of certificated employees
is fairly constant from one occupation to another, even if we make allowance for technological progress (Giret and Masjuan, 1999).

4.2.3 Predicting long-term needs
in situations of uncertainty: a case
for qualitative adjustments?

Despite the constant repetition of the mantra
that training is a matter of 'lifelong learning',
our systems still tend to act as if initial education were the time for learning everything,
once and for all. As a result, they are inclined
to respond to the emergence of new knowledge and scholarship by adding to the structure, which is liable to make them less and
less effective. Today, providing a good basic

education means making crucial cultural
ing and anticipating long-term needs that

choices about the strategic content of basic
education.

ought to be addressed. The exercise we conducted over the last few pages necessitates
further reflection, based on the characteris-

The increase in the knowledge and 'wisdom'

We should examine the possibility of forecast-

that is available in our societies (thanks to
scientific development and its propagation by
the new forms of information and communi-

5° Unless we assume that all the competing training systems operate on the basis of perfect information.
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rather been grafted onto the traditional mod-

4.2.4 Regulation of education

els of cultural values and access to knowledge.
In addition, the introduction of the 'skills cul-

and training institutions

ture' as opposed to the 'knowledge culture' is
still proceeding very tentatively in our systems of initial education. Blaug (1999) highlights this point when he defends the idea of

Institutional regulation is also a complex matter. The education system, by dint of its diverse
functions, cannot decide independently to restrict the annual flow of qualified pupils, stu-

qualitative adjustments to education sys-

dents and trainees from its establishments.

tems.51

Although it is possible to achieve this effect by

This being the case, it is essential to define a
'minimum training platform' (Cedefop, 1999).

In general terms, our school systems have
responded to increases in knowledge by adding to the structure without any real effort to
be selective and hence to establish priorities.
In this way, our school systems have incorpo-

rated more knowledge, more foreign lan-

tightening entry requirements or by reducing
pass rates, the whole issue remains a social
and political minefield. On the one hand, a high
cultural and social value attaches to education

in most countries of the EU; it is the key to
upward mobility for individuals, many of whom
come from deprived social backgrounds. On the

other hand, the internal inertia we alluded to
above makes the education system a complex

guages and specialised languages, have diver-

organisation (Hoenack, 1994), based on a some-

sified their methodology and fostered interdisciplinary skills, etc., without establishing
priorities or, to put it another way, without
defining the essential core of our culture. The

what contradictory incentive system (Carnoy

effect of this accumulation on school curricula

by the educational establishments and a production system with a more pronounced and
stabler hierarchical structure, which, according to Carnoy and Levin (1985), is a manifestation of the conflict between the dynamics of
capitalism and those of democratic government. Nor should we ignore the sometimes
antithetical interests of the various players
involved in the operation of the education sys-

has differed between countries but, in general, the key knowledge and skills have not
been targeted. The purpose of defining the
minimum training platform is therefore to
guarantee the dissemination of key knowledge and skills and thus to lower people's expectations of initial education, which should

not involve itself in every possible field of
knowledge but serve as a reliable gateway to
lifelong learning.

and Levin, 1985; Franchi, 1992). A general rise
in education levels, for example, poses the problem of the linkage between the grading effected

tem. Even if they are in more or less tacit agree-

Changes in this direction are 'spontaneously'

ment on the internal regulation of the system,
their aims will not automatically be compatible with staff cuts or with major changes in

validated,52but they are still too limited in their

the methods used for the dissemination of

effects. There is a noticeable absence of any
determined bid to put framework skills at the
core of initial education, and why should they
not be introduced as an element of the re-education process in further education?

knowledge or even in the nature of that knowledge.

51Blaug (1999, p. 6) states, for example, This is
to deny that workers do need a minimum threshold of competencies in order to perform adequately
on a job, and one comprehensive American study

tried to specify these minimum computational,
reading and communication skills. While these

specifications are largely qualitative and not

quantitative in nature, and hence cannot be mechanically applied to different types of school
leavers, they suggest that at best so-called at-risk
students, namely school leavers from immigrant

A more general explanation of this deficiency
in terms of the players' strategies may be that
minority and extremely poor families, might fail
to meet the minimum standards, which brings us
back to the question of how to help the potential
school leavers without drawing undue attention
to them.
52 Educational innovations and a shift in the curriculum towards more application-based courses
in secondary and higher education are occurring
in all Member States on the basis of a greater or
lesser degree of judicious guidance.
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of a 'consensus' in favour of raising education
levels (Béduwé and Espinasse, 1995b) in the
context of a job shortage. Keeping young people in the initial education system is an effec-

tive way for governments to deflate the active population and, more specifically, to reduce youth unemployment while responding
to a recurrent aspiration of society to raise
the general level of knowledge. Because of the
shortage of work, young people perceive a fall

in the opportunity cost of continuing their
education and prefer to preserve the advantages of student life than to venture into the
uncertainty of a deeply depressed labour mar-

new qualities that are now needed because of

changes in work organisation, behavioural
skills are eclipsing know-how, not because the
latter has declined in importance, but because
there is an abundance of know-how in the la-

bour market, and possessing it is no longer
an adequate distinction. In this context, numerous new forms of private recruitment
mechanisms are emerging new employability indicators, social networks, etc. (Vinokur,
1995) to supplement or replace the institutional or market mechanisms for the reconciliation of supply and demand in the domain
of jobs and labour.

ket. Moreover, by simply perusing a breakdown of the unemployment figures by level of
education, young people will see that graduates are more likely to find a job, even if the
level of qualification required for such jobs cor-

Given this rise in the supply of qualified labour, the emergence of a new type of certification based on skill is regarded as a priority
objective, especially as the demand for flex-

responds to an ever diminishing extent with
the education level of a young graduate. For

ibility imposed on every sector of the economy
has hardly spared the education system. Criti-

that reason, most parents encourage their

cism of the present system has been steadily
growing, as Vinokur (1995) emphasises, and
apparently, certificates are even regarded by
some as a standard 'imposed'54 by the education system. Unless it were the subject of negotiation among the various institutions, the
gradual replacement of certificates by skill as
the recognised qualification would undermine
the social edifices associated with certificates
(D'Iribarne, 1996) and, in the wider context,
the systems of industrial relations that exist
in most countries of the European Union. In
those countries, however, there are no signs
that any other type of credential is establishing itself as an alternative to the educational
certificate for the time being. This, suggests
Marsden, is due to the absence of prior agreement among the various players: The measures designed to reform the qualification sys-

sons and daughters to continue their education at college or university. Lastly, employers, who do not have to finance this raising of
education standards, can make use of this rise
in the general skill levels of the labour force
to drive down pay levels while enjoying the
benefits of a workforce that is better educated
and hence likely to adapt better to changing
circumstances. An analysis of the arguments
advanced in the eighties and nineties by gov-

ernments, trade unions and employers in
Spain on the subject of education and training highlights a desire to increase the general level of education of the labour force that
is most often unconnected to the needs of the
production system (Llorens et al., 1996).

A surplus of certificate holders raises the
problem of relevant information in the labour

market. It is very clear that, from a credentialist point of view, this situation is highly

53 This constraint, however, weighs far more heav-

with the deficiency (caused by overabun-

ily on new entrants to the labour market than on
experienced workers. The past experience of the
latter, recorded in a CV for example, does tell the
prospective employer about the candidate's productive potential, even though this type of information is not generally presented in a very standardised manner.

dance) of the institutionalised differentiation
criterion (the certificate), employers have recourse to more individualised criteria, particularly behavioural attributes. Besides the

54 Or negotiated, in cases where companies generate competition bet ween training establishments.
This perception of certificates seems to be increasingly significant in the United States.

inefficient, because it does not enable prospective employers to identify clearly the produc-

tive capacity of job applicants.53 On the demand side, skill requirements themselves are
becoming less standardised because, faced
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tems on the basis of recognised skills, which

4.3 Conclusions

could be regarded as components of wider
qualifications, offer an opportunity to preserve
transferability where it already exists and even
to introduce it where it is still very limited at
the present time. But 1...1 the reforms have little chance of success unless appropriate incentives can be established for the various players and a suitable framework for cooperation
between employers and employees. Unless that
happens, the capacity of European businesses
to adapt to economic change will remain lim-

ited, and the human cost will rise sharply
(Marsden, 1994, p.23).

In order to adapt, the education system must
develop the information value of its certificates and encourage the various operators in

the labour market to recognise the skills it
imparts. Education systems are currently try-

ing to send out a far greater volume of signals about the content and quality55 of the
courses they teach. In the realm of initial education, this is done primarily by intensifying
relations between the education and produc-

tion systems, which promotes certain types
of course, such as apprenticeships, or serves
to involve all the economic players in the
mechanisms by which certificates are created

(Möbus and Verdier, 1997). In the realm of
further training, the education system can
play a part and can even organise a new type
of certification by combining the validation
of skills acquired on the job with more theoretical training modules.

The aims of this chapter were to foster a bet-

ter understanding of the mismatches that
currently exist in the skills market and to
define the mechanisms with which these imbalances can be corrected. We shall conclude
our reflections with a few remarks on these
points.

It seemed to us that it was difficult to arrive
at an objective and precise assessment of the
mismatch problems in the skills market for
several reasons:

First of all, to speak of mismatches in the
skills market as opposed to the qualifications
market is to refer to a situation which is far
more difficult to grasp. As the average period
of formal education has lengthened in most
European countries, the role of initial training and formal qualifications has been changing. Although their function as a preliminary
filter has been reinforced, final decisions on
recruitment and promotion seem to be determined to an increasing extent by the skill factor. As we saw in chapter 2 above, the ways
in which skills are produced and acquired are

extremely diverse. In the skills market the
divergences between the time frames within
which the various players operate prohibit
any instantaneous adjustment of the market;
the production of skills is a long-term process, with a horizon that stretches at least as
far as the active lives of the individuals in
the labour market, whereas the consumption

Finally, we cannot rule out long-term self-

of skills is determined to a great extent by

regulation by the market. A persistent glut of
certificated labour would result, for example,
in lower returns from education for new en-

short-term fluctuations.

mechanisms and/or a shortage of job opportunities or, possibly, a freeze on social mobility. In such a situation, it might be in young
people's interests to invest less in their education. That, however, will ultimately depend

Moreover, the development and institutionalisation of new subsystems of vocational
training, such as continuing training, youthtraining schemes, recognition of informally
acquired knowledge and skills, etc., tend to
increase the complementarity of the various
forms of skill acquisition, which can some-

on the stability of the consensus and on

times make them less substitutable. Para-

whether and to what extent the various players have an incentive to break it.

doxically, this development does not seem to

trants to the labour market, downskilling

55 On this point, the reader is referred to issue no.
15 of the European Journal Vocational Training,
published by Cedefop in 1998.

shorten the time frame within which skills
are produced. On the contrary, it exacerbates
the initial complexity of the 'multifunctional'

training systems, in which the creation of
skills for use in the productive system is but
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one of several objectives. The demand for

they are not easily foreseeable. A structural

skills is based on quite a different type of logic.

skills deficit is damaging to both the individuals who are affected by it and to the compa-

Its development is always closely linked with
the continuous process of change in the productive system, with the development of in-

ternational trade and with technological
change, and these factors tend to shorten the
time frames in which it operates. The problem for the productive system will be to try to
reduce, as quickly as possible, the discrepancy
between this demand and the pool of skills
that are available in the labour market so that
it can remain competitive.

Thinking in terms of adjustments ultimately
means harnessing the dynamics of social interaction which determine the motivation of
the various economic players. There is no reason whatever why different players should be
motivated in the same way or why they should
all aspire to reduce the number of mismatches
between skill levels and jobs.

If we consider four highly theoretical types of
disequilibrium based on time frames and on

a shortage or glut of skills in the market, it
emerges clearly that the dynamics of adjustment differ widely, depending on the extent
to which the future state of the market is foreseeable. In the short term, cyclical imbalances
are often foreseeable and therefore less detrimental. A glut of skills might even present
a business with an opportunity, encouraging

it to make better use of its available skills
and thereby serving as a source of innovation.

It is the existence of unused and/or easily
redeployable skills that gives an economy the

freedom to make the best use of the pool of
available skills from day to day, to make the
labour market work and to integrate technical progress and growth. Skill shortages may
be measured by the amount of time and adjustment expenditure that individuals and
companies have to invest in order to acquire
the missing skills. If these required skills are
clearly identified and based on simple framework skills, the shortfall is generally made
up by means of ad hoc decisions which can
quickly be reversed. In this context, further
training of a formal or informal nature serves
as a rapid response to a specific skill shortage. Long-term structural imbalances, however, are more difficult to anticipate because
366

nies who incur the necessary adjustment
costs. At the other extreme, a structural glut
of skills, like 'overeducation', may seem to be
something of a challenge to our economies,
since it confronts them with the need to make
the best possible use of an increasingly abundant stock of human capital. Failure to use
the potential of an individual will often result in frustrated ambitions, thereby creating a sense of social exclusion and alienation
from the production process which will be reflected in company productivity figures. The

overproduction and/or underutilisation of
skills may seem like a waste of resources. At

the same time, it is the key to the effective
dynamic allocation of the labour force to the
jobs that have to be done and is thus a guarantee for businesses, individuals and society
at large. Avoiding any waste of resources and
preventing the frustration of people's expectations while maintaining the flexibility that
will enable individuals to adjust their skill
profiles in response to the continual redefinition of economic needs is one of the central
problems facing all modern economies. It is a
political problem in the most emphatic sense
of the term, because the difficulties arising
from imperfect information and from the incompatibility of the time frame within which
skills are produced with the time frame within

which new skills become necessary make it
structurally impossible to devise a solution
based on reliable economic or social calculations. The way in which the initial education
process is administered can be likened to a
short-sighted surgeon performing an irrevers-

ible operation; as it trains individuals, the
system produces knowledge over a lengthy
period of time without being able to foresee
the future development of skill requirements,
even though such development is liable to affect the entire careers of its trainees.

Any attempt to regulate this type of structural imbalance must involve an identification of that which is 'sustainable% in other
words, the priority aims in the long term must
be to identify framework skills and to ensure
that they are acquired by everyone. This im-

plies that adjustments to the system of ini-
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tial education should focus on quality rather
than diversity and should include, for example, the development of minimum skill platforms which will guarantee access to other
forms of skill acquisition, such as systems of
lifelong learning.

that human productive capacity is divisible
into a number of components that may be
acquired in various places, at various times
and by various means. If this hypothesis is
true, the relationship between the production
and consumption of know-how must be more
complex than is generally assumed.

Finally, it should be said that the huge influx
of young certificate holders into the European

It is clear that our reflections have yet to reach
their final destination. Their merit lies in the

labour markets over the past 25 years has
neither created irreversible structural imbalances nor effected profound changes in the
ways in which the various trades and professions select qualified job applicants. On the
contrary, statistical findings reveal a fairly

fact that they shift the issue towards new
ground, namely that of skills, the macrosocial
dimension of which has yet to receive much
attention, and that they see the origin of skills

in the framework of structural cooperation
between the education system and the pro-

steady production of qualified personnel
across the entire range of occupations, irrespective of technological progress; individuals would appear to be recruited to the vari-

duction system.

It seems appropriate to conclude this report
by presenting some points for consideration
that derive directly from our approach.

ous trades and professions on the basis of
what is to be found in the labour market
rather than in response to specific needs.

5.1 Is the state of the market
'determinable'?

5. General conclusions

The skills that are available in the market
are produced by complex mechanisms in

In this report we have presented a selection
of the literature that deals with the question
of deploying labour in a way that will guarantee the development of the economy and of
employees' careers.

which even if we simplify the equation drastically by excluding the role of social life at
least two factors are involved: the education

system (initial education and further training) and the production systems. These two
systems are jointly and severally responsible

This selection derives from a simple idea that

underlies the basic approach of the EDEX
network, to which the authors of the present

for the availability of know-how.

report belong; this approach has been directly
validated by the network's own empirical research findings (Mallet et al., 1997).

To suggest that the education system, whatever its forms and methods, is the only place,
or even the main place, where specific skills
are created is to misunderstand completely
the true nature of the labour market.

The idea may be summed up simply: in order
to understand more clearly how individuals

are assigned to jobs, we must distance ourselves from traditional ways of analysing the
relationship between training and employ-

The production of skills is inherently chaotic
in the sense that, at any given moment, the
future state of the market, i.e. the nature and
volume of skills being traded, is not yet (totally) determined. The longer the timescale,

ment. All too often, these methods boil down
to an analysis of educational certificates and

employment. They induce researchers to

the greater the uncertainty. It therefore becomes structurally unforeseeable beyond a

present the problem in terms of a functional
relationship between a customer (the produc-

certain horizon.

tive system) and a supplier (the education
system). For our part, we intend to study the
relationship between skills and employment.
This amounts to confirming the hypothesis

This assertion goes beyond the classic problems of momentary imperfect information.
This imperfection in the market results from
r-
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the difficulty of correctly determining the
skills required for a job and of assessing the
future performance of an individual in that
job on the basis of the signals he or she sends
out. In fact, the productive value of an individual with a given set of characteristics will
depend on that individual's interaction with
the job and the working environment. Ascrib-

ing skills to an individual, even at the
present moment, remains an exercise in

ally find themselves in a job involving the use
of technology that was unknown at the time
of their initial education.

Beyond a certain horizon, we do not know
what the skill requirement will be, just as we
do not know the nature and volume of the
skills that will be available. It is a fact of life
which we have to accept and which, in itself,
gives no grounds for concern.

probability. However, a mistake can be eas-

ily corrected, because the individual 'mismatch' will quickly become apparent and can
be rectified by terminating the employment

contract or by honing the employee's skills
(by means of explicit further training or in a

Let us imagine an education system that could
produce people who were trained specifically
for the jobs that would exist at a given time,

in other words taught to perform the tasks
pertaining to those jobs and to them alone.

less formal manner). Finally, the problem can
be solved at least in theory by creating
greater 'transparency', for example of infor-

That would constitute a barrier to innovation
and to economic development.

mation in the market.

It is thanks to the existence of unused or easily redeployable skills that economies find the
scope to optimise the use of their human capi-

The inherent imperfection of information in

the skills market lies in the very nature of
human work and economic development.
Globalisation, technical progress and the development of monopolistic competition tend
to reduce the time frame within which reli-

able information is available. Outside that
time frame, rational expectations are all we
have.
This chaotic dimension applies to the demand
for skills. A number of techniques, tools and
concepts that will be used in future years by
the young people who are being educated to-

day are not yet operational at the present

tal from day to day, that the labour market
can function and that technical progress and
economic growth can be absorbed.

Overproducing and/or underusing skills may
seem like a waste of resources. But it is also
the prerequisite for efficient dynamic deployment of labour and therefore a guarantee for
enterprises, employees and society at large.
Avoiding wastage of resources and the frus-

trations associated with underused human
capacity while maintaining the flexibility that
is necessary to enable individual qualities to

readjust to needs that are constantly being

time, and some will be based on fundamental
discoveries that have yet to be made.

redefined: that is one of the central problems
of modern economies. It is a political problem

It also applies and this is not such a widespread idea to the supply of skills. Individuals, in the course of their working lives, draw
repertoire of skills. These changes result from

problems of imperfect information and of the
incompatibility between the timescales that
govern the production of skills and their consumption make it structurally impossible to
find a solution based on reliable economic or
social calculations.

the interaction between their initial education (in school and in society) and the series

Satisfying people's aspirations, rewarding

of productive tasks they subsequently perform

their efforts and achieving economic develop-

on their experiences in and outside the
workplace to adjust and supplement their

in the true sense of the term, because the

(possibly coupled with additional training
they receive). These interactions are strictly
individual and, as such, are strictly unfore-

ment by deploying the main source of the
wealth of nations their human capital is a
great art and will never be reducible to eco-

seeable. They are even less foreseeable in the
case of careers in which individuals eventu-

nomic models or, worse still, to economic planning.
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This clearly does not mean that information
about the system or reflection on future developments are worthless. On the contrary, it
is essential to guide the system by advancing
rational hypotheses on the future of society
and on the durability of human skills. What
it simply means is that we must refrain from

known stage of technological progress. Complementary by nature, the two systems act in

the framework of a division of labour and
must therefore coordinate their efforts.

postulating the existence of fixed, rigid chains
of causation between the information that is
collected, the decisions that are taken and the
effects that are produced.

The transition from school to work, what we
call the insertion professionnelle [vocational
integration] in France, is a very special moment in the cooperation between the two systems as it is then that their strategies come
into contact and undergo fine tuning.

5.2 Skill: two producers, one product?

It is also the moment when the differences
between the interests of the two systems come

If we assume that an individual's skill (and
its various components) undergo constant
change, that this change is effected by the
education system and/or the production system and/or simply by social interaction, it

into play. The fact is that the transition, i.e.
the acquisition of the specific skills that were
not produced during the young person's ini-

becomes necessary to consider the production
of skills as a system of cooperation between

policy to operate an internal labour market,
this will induce such companies to bear the
brunt of the cost. As these policies are restricted or reversed, an increasing share of

the educational and the productive spheres.
This cooperation is entirely intuitive and interactive. Each of the two systems establishes

its strategy in response to the action of the

tial education, has its price, which each of the
players tries to avoid paying. If it is company

these costs is transferred to young people, who
are compelled to take the sort of insecure jobs

other. Each acts on different information, but
the information is subject to that same intrinsic unpredictability as soon as any attempt is
made to adopt a long-term perspective.

that are characteristic of the first years of a
person's working life, and to the public au-

We are confronted with a game which, despite
occasional conflicts of interest, is globally cooperative by virtue of the durability of human

beings and their participation in productive

The transition from school to work is the moment when the production system stocks up
with 'semi-finished' products. At that precise
moment, the production system has a cus-

activity.

tomer/supplier relationship with the education

Their actions are sequential. The young person goes through the education system before
entering the production system. This remains
true even if it is possible to have one foot in
each camp (apprentices or students with jobs)
or to come and go between the two systems.

The components of the skill on which both
systems work may be the same. They are often distinct. The purpose of the system of initial education is to produce individual skills

which are durable and adaptable and which
can be converted fairly easily into know-how

as information about actual requirements
crystallises. The production system creates
concrete skills that are compatible with the
effective operation of organisations at a

thorities, which have to pay for support
schemes and unemployment benefits.

system, and its normal behaviour as a customer is to try to obtain the best products at
the lowest prices. It is in the company's interests to transform immediately and more or less
intensely the skills it acquires at that moment.

It is not part of the task of enterprises to produce skills for themselves. The contribution

of the production system to the creation of
skill is therefore forced upon it to an extent.
It only makes this contribution because, at a
given moment, certain specific skills can be
more efficiently produced in the enterprise.
It may simply be a by-product of the work
process. It is often a voluntary measure and
is organised in the framework of a company's

human-resource management policy in the
expectation of higher productivity.
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This remains true even when companies invest heavily in the training of their employees (under young-specialist programmes, for
example). The level of its training investment
may prompt a company to create an explicit

training structure, more or less parallel to

ing companies' in-house procedures, for example). Others, such as basic general knowl-

edge, are clearly the domain of the public
authorities and hence of the systems they
administer.

the traditional school and college system and
totally disconnected from the company's productive activity. It is still true when the en-

5.3 Initial education:
managing the unforeseeable?

terprise, through the various forms of apprenticeship, agrees to become directly in-

The role and function of initial education appear to be highly complex. Its produces for
the ultra-long term (the lifetime of individuals). The knowledge it disseminates will be
used in whole or in part in a society about
which there is little reliable information, the
details of its future application of technology
being practically a closed book. Once young
people leave the education system, they will
draw on what they have learned in order to
expand and adapt their skills. The tactics they
will employ to make these adjustments will
depend on the jobs they do, on the environment that confronts them and on the network
of relations they establish. These tactics will
also be determined by the education they have
received at school, which constitutes a stock

volved in the initial education of young people.

In all of these cases, skill is regarded by the
company as an intermediate good which must
subsequently be turned to account in order to
provide a return on the company's investment.
Otherwise, the company will suffer a net loss
or, to put it another way, will be subsidising
its competitors.

The education system and the production system therefore have clearly differing positions
in relation to the production of skills.

The aim of the education system is to allow
everyone to fulfil his or her potential as far
as possible. Though operating in a context of

of capital that is both irreversible and irreplaceable. The fact is that no individual can

extremely imperfect information, it is re-

as is done during the initial education process or ever forget absolutely everything he or
she has learned at school.

quired to adopt a long-term perspective. One
of its aims will be to develop the framework
skills that seem likely to prove durable and
to provide the best basis for subsequent further training, whether explicit or implicit.

The production system only concerns itself
with the creation of skills within the scope of
its productive activity and is subject to the
constraints that are imposed by that activity.
Its action is determined on the basis of relatively complete and contextualised information. It perceives training as an intermediate
activity, albeit an indispensable one in virtually all cases, but also considers it essential
to minimise the cost of training.

This diversity of aims is reflected in a particular type of division of labour. The specific skills that the two systems try to foster
on a priority basis are not the same ones (in
general). Some skill components cannot be
taught by the education system (implement370

ever devote so much time to self-development

Educationalists are well aware of the extreme
difficulty of this exercise. There seems to be
less such awareness among some others, who
persist in trying to guide education systems

on the basis of forecasts derived from projected trends in the production of goods and
services. This approach, while recognisably
logical in economic terms, is unsustainable
outside a certain time frame, for it is quite
obviously incapable of taking into account the

complexity and endogenous nature of the
mechanisms by which skill is produced in the
medium or long term.

The existence of a horizon beyond which the

systems' strategic policy can no longer be
based on knowledge and has to rely on rational expectations reveals a sharp division
within the raft of policies for the development
of skills.
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Some of these policies result in decisions
whose impact on skill requirements is fore-

It is conceivable that in quite a few cases
short-term adaptation and long-term devel-

seeable, while the effects of other decisions
lie outside our present field of vision.

opment will prove to be incompatible to a certain extent. A number of cyclical adjustments
to the definition of education policies in gen-

In the first case, the producers of skill possess more or less perfect information about
the nature and volume of demand for skills.

eral and vocational-training policies in particular are due to the difficulty of choosing
between two strategies: prioritising integration, thereby setting in motion the virtuous
circle of skill creation through work experi-

In the second case, such information does not

exist, nor could it. None the less, the future
availability of skills is always on the agenda
for the systems of initial education, since their
mission is to provide training that will last a
lifetime.

Two strategies compete to determine the nature of initial-training policies:
a) According priority to the familiar, i.e. train-

ing young people on the basis of familiar

technology and adapting them to the

ence, or providing long-term protection
against skill obsolescence at the risk of retarding access to employment.

5.4 Lifelong learning: social measure
or economic policy?
Lifelong learning, which was conceived as a
dynamic means of adapting individual skill
profiles to the needs of the production system, is not in itself a new idea. On the con-

present state of the market. This has the

trary, it represents a normal and stable

advantage of making the trainee more immediately effective and facilitating his or
her integration into employment. The dis-

means of ensuring that skills are produced
and that the market operates smoothly. It is

advantage of this approach is that it involves heavy investment in 'perishable'
technology and transfers a greater part of
the long-term management of knowledge
away from the education system.

effectively the only way to reconcile changes
in production levels, the integration of tech-

nological advances and organisational reform. The fact is that our societies have always managed to absorb technological and
organisational changes just as they have
managed to adapt to variations in produc-

b) Embracing the unfamiliar. Attention is fo-

tion. What is relatively new and recent is the

cused on sustainability, on skills that

willingness of the public authorities to address the problem and to try and place explicit training (continuing vocational training in the present case) at the heart of the
adaptation mechanism.

stand a good chance of being usable for a
very long time, irrespective of short-term
productive considerations. There is a dan-

ger that this attempt to facilitate the
trainee's long-term adaptation will make

it more difficult for the trainee to find
work and will retard his or her inevitable
accumulation of skill outside the education system.

The concept of lifelong learning covers two
distinctly different situations.

The first relates to marginal adjustments to
clearly identified specific skills. Such fine-tun-

Presenting these two approaches as alternatives is actually a distortion of reality. In fact,
the legitimate aim of the education system is
to equip young people with directly usable
skills while endowing them with the quali-

ties they need to maintain a high level of
know-how throughout their working lives. It
is difficult, however, to merge these two approaches, especially when the aim is to provide training that is applicable to everyone.

ing, which is the key to the smooth and sustainable operation of the market, depends on
the fulfilment of three conditions:

a) a clear training strategy, based on direct
and thorough familiarity with the knowledge to be imparted or the behaviour patterns to be inculcated;
b) effective involvement of the trainee;
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c) previously acquired skills, especially basic

skills, that the trainee needs in order to
follow his or her training programme;
skills, of course, are not uniform in scope,
and some skills are either impossible or too
expensive for a company to. modify.

If these conditions are met, companies may
opt, on the basis of efficiency criteria, for either of two solutions: providing their staff

with further training or letting them learn
on the job at the expense of temporary reductions in productivity.

On the other hand, some members of the active population, young and not so young, are
more or less totally excluded from social life
and the pursuit of a career because of deficiencies in their basic skills. For that reason,
efforts are being made in the domain of social
welfare to make them more employable and
to limit the impact of their exclusion, which

entails a second type of adjustment. These
measures are the subject of a government ini-

tiative. It is naturally very difficult for the
public sector to plan measures that fulfil all
three of the criteria we defined above.
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Economic performance of education and training:
costs and benefits

Alan Barrett
Abstract
One of the most fundamental principles in economics is that resources should be allocated to
ensure the highest possible return. It is not sufficient that an investment yields a positive return; efficiency in the allocation of resources requires that the highest return is derived from a
particular investment. While such thinking forms the cornerstone on which investments in
financial assets are made, its application in the area of human capital investment is less well
established.
Many papers have been written which seek to measure the benefits of education and training
but very few have attempted to relate costs and benefits. This paper explores the issue of empirically estimating the return to education and training. Concerning the benefits of education
and training, three types of research works are distinguished. The first group looks at how the
earnings of individuals with greater amounts of training differ from those with less training.
The second group looks at how firms that offer higher amounts of training differ from other
forms in terms of productivity growth. The third set of papers is concerned with how growth
rates across countries can be related to differences in investment in education. In addition, the
concept of market failure can be employed to illuminate our concerns in this area.
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Economic performance of education and training: costs and benefits

1. Introduction

are numerous and comprehensive reviews are
offered elsewhere.

One of the most fundamental principles in
economics is that resources should be allocated to ensure the highest possible return.
It is not sufficient that an investment yields
a positive return; efficiency in the allocation
of resources requires that the highest return

Throughout the review of the papers, I will
assess the difficulty of estimating reliable
rates of return to education and training. An

is derived from a particular investment. While
such thinking forms the cornerstone on which
investments in financial assets are made, its

application in the area of human capital investment is less well established.

Given Becker's theoretical formulation of
education and training in terms of an investment model, the relative underdevelopment
of the empirical side of the investment ap-

enumeration of the difficulties provides a clue

as to why such estimation is rarely carried
out in the form of estimating properly defined
rates of return. I will make a proposal on how
more robust rate of return estimates could be

made but the issue remains of whether research effort can be most usefully devoted to
refining our efforts in estimating returns or
to approaching the issue from a different perspective. I will briefly suggest how the concept of market failure can be employed to illuminate our concerns in this area.

proach to human capital is perhaps somewhat surprising. Many papers have been

2. Individuals and wages

written which seek to measure the benefits
of education and training but very few have
attempted to relate costs and benefits. The
term 'returns to education' is frequently used

I mentioned in the introduction that many
studies have measured the benefits of addi-

in papers that look at how extra years of
schooling are rewarded in the labour market but the use of the term is misleading. By
'return', the authors usually mean the coefficient on years of schooling in a Mincer-type

earnings equation. Such a measure says
nothing about how the benefits of education
are related to the costs so they leave us without a true measure of 'return', correctly defined.
In this paper, I will explore the issue of empirically estimating the return to education
and training. I will look at a selection of papers that have attempted to measure the benefits of education and training. The papers I
focus on are of three types. The first group of
papers looks at how the earnings of individuals with greater amounts of training differ

from those with less training. The second
group looks at how firms that offer higher
amounts of training differ from other firms
in terms of productivity growth. The third set
of papers is concerned with how growth rates
across countries can be related to differences
in investment in education. I will not consider
papers that look at how earnings of individuals differ with years of schooling; such papers

tional years of schooling by estimating
Mincer-type wage equations and including a
measure of schooling. The studies that I will
discuss in this subsection apply a similar approach and use a measure of training received
as an explanatory variable in the wage equation.
Before looking at the studies, it is worth think-

ing about what precisely is being estimated
through the use of a wage equation and how
the estimated effects relate to the notion of a

rate of return. By including a measure of
training in a wage equation, the wage difference associated with different levels of training is estimated. The precise interpretation

of the estimate depends on the measure of
training used. Often, some measure of time
spent in training is used so the estimated coefficient on training can be interpreted as the
effect of an extra unit of time spent in training on wages.

While this quantity is of interest, it is not a
rate of return in the strict sense of the word.
For a rate of return to be estimated it would
be necessary to calculate the costs of the train-

ing and the benefits. While the wage equation provides an estimate of one benefit, there
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are benefits to the employee from training
other than a wage increase. Let us consider
both the costs and benefits in turn.
If we are interested in the individual's return
on training, then we must focus on the costs
incurred by the individual. Where the employee pays out-of-pocket expenses, that element of the costs is readily identifiable and
quantifiable. Beyond that, however, matters

be required if a true estimate of the rate of
return were to be calculated. No studies have

done this so let us look at the studies that
have at least looked at the wage effects of
training. Such studies are at least a start on
the road to rate of return estimates. I will
explore their usefulness in contributing to
rate of return calculations and will end the
section by suggesting how they might be expanded.

get complicated. We know from Becker's work

that employees may incur training costs
through reduced wages. The difficulty in try-

ing to measure the cost that the worker incurs in this case arises because we do not
know what the employee's wage would have
been in the absence of the training. Similarly,
if the worker undertakes training in his/her
own time, we do not know how to place a value
on that time which could be spent doing other

things. Finally, if the employer incurs the full
cost of training and the worker receives some

benefit, it would appear that the rate of return from the perspective of the employee is
infinite. In this situation, it would clearly be
desirable to calculate some sort of combined
return across the employee and the employer.

While the wage increase associated with
training is clearly a benefit to the employee,
it is unlikely to be the only benefit if a comprehensive rate of return is to be calculated,
other benefits should ideally be valued and
included in the calculation. Clearly, this is
far from simple. The provision of training reduces the likelihood that someone will suf-

fer unemployment. This means that training increases lifetime earnings for a reason
other than the increase in wages. Calculations that simply look at the wage increase
at a point in time miss this element but it
could be quantitatively important. Another
benefit from training is the increased job
satisfaction that we associate with being
better able to perform a task or with the increased responsibility that training can lead
to. While this is another important benefit
of training, its quantification is difficult and
so its inclusion in a rate of return estimate
is problematic.
The valuation and calculation of the full costs
to the individual and the full benefits would
386

Booth (1991) uses a large-scale British data
set from 1987 in measuring the benefits of
training. While she finds a positive effect of
training on wages, especially for women, the
measure of training used provides a first insight into the difficulty of reliably estimating
a rate of return to training. The information
on training is provided by the individuals recalling the amount of training they received
in the past two years. While asking people to
recall what qualifications they have received
is unlikely to cause too much difficulty, a ques-

tion would have to be asked about how reliable responses can be when recalling training. In the case of 'formal job-related training
courses' the individuals were asked to recall
how many days of training they received. In
the case of informal training, the individuals
were only asked to recall if they had received
any such training across a range of categories in the last two years. The information on
informal training is likely to be more reliable
but because of its crudeness, it would be less
useful in estimating a rate of return. Even in
the case of the information on formal training, while the number of days of training may
contain some information on training intensity it is far from perfect.

A paper similar in style to Booth (1991) is
Lynch (1992). She uses a data set that was
generated in the United States. A large group
of young people was interviewed each year

between 1979 and 1983; in each interview
they were asked about the amount of training they had received that year, along with
questions on wages and other aspects of their
labour market experience. Given that the in-

dividuals are recalling their training in the
current year and not over two years, as was
the case in Booth (1991), it is likely that her
measure of training is more reliable.
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The value in Lynch's paper comes not from a

better effort at estimating the rate of return
to training. Instead, she uncovers some inter-

of our general interest in the rate of return to
training, we can ask how far it gets us in that
context. Recall that what has been estimated

esting results about the relative impact of

is how wages respond to training inputs.

training received with the current employer
and with a previous employer. Off-the-job
training with either the current or a previous
employer is observed to lead to higher wages

There is no information provided on the costs
of the training so a rate of return calculation
is not possible. Also, a wage increase repre-

for the individuals involved. However, on-the-

job training with a previous employer is not
rewarded by current employers. The immediate question that this gives rise to is why one
form of training is recognised and valued by
current employers while the other is not. One
possible explanation is that the nature of the
off-the-job training provided by a previous
employer may be more readily observable to a
current employer. This would be true if the offthe-job training was provided in a structured
way whereby a certificate was awarded.

sents only part of the payoff for training. If
productivity has increased more rapidly than
any wage increase, the employer has appropriated some of the benefit. For this reason,
a focus on wage increases may understate the
full impact of training.
The second point concerns the issue of mobility of employees between firms. As discussed,
one of the important issues in the economics
of training is the extent to which trained employees take their skills and move elsewhere.
Two concerns arise. First, employers are less
likely to provide training if they think work-

A related issue concerns the implications of
Lynch's findings for the investment decisions
of individuals and firms. The finding that the

ers will leave. Second, if workers build up
skills that are specific to one firm, the value
of these skills is then lost when they move

training provided by one employer is re-

elsewhere. In this way, the economics of training sees costs of mobility and so a limited reading of the literature might leave someone with
the conclusion that mobility was undesirable.

warded by another implies that the original
employer is not capturing all the return to

the training investment. For this reason,
while the original employer may have been
prepared to provide the training, he/she will
not have paid for it. The individual would have

had an incentive to pay for the training, as
they are reaping the benefit even though they
have moved to a new employer. The opposite
holds in respect of the on-the-job training. As
there is no wage gain with a new employer,
an employee who might consider moving has
no incentive to invest in on-the-job training.

Clearly, these are the types of issues that
Becker brought to the fore in discussing general and specific training. As regards rate of
return estimation, the issue implied is that a

correct assessment of training benefits requires a knowledge of to whom the benefits
accrue and an ability to measure benefits even
when they are spread across employers.

A broader reading of labour economics points
to the benefits of employee mobility between

employers and so counteracts the view that
might emerge from the training literature. As
discussed in Filer et al. (1996), economic effi-

ciency requires that employees sort themselves into jobs where they are most productive. Often, employees cannot know where
they will be most productive so an element of
'job shopping' can occur whereby they try a
number of positions by way of gathering information. Even if employees have found their
most productive position at one point in time,
demand shifts across occupations can result
in different jobs becoming better matches so
again, mobility is economically beneficial.

In addition to the theory in this area some
Before leaving Lynch's paper, two additional
points should be made. First, it must be em-

empirical studies have shown the value to individuals of mobility across jobs. For exam-

phasised that her paper has great value in

ple, Bjorklund and Holmlund (1989) have

pursuing its objective of uncovering the relative impacts of training provided by the current and previous employer. However, as part

shown that wage gains from changing jobs in

Sweden were 2% while research in Canada
has shown increases of 9% (Abbott and Beach
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1994; Abbott et al. 1995). Assuming these
wage gains result from employees finding

is enormously important because it shows
that attempting to estimate the full return

themselves in positions where they are more
productive, there is clearly an efficiency gain
in them moving. Even if they have lost the
use of some specific human capital, the loss
is more than offset by the productivity gains.
The concern remains, however, that the first
employer loses whatever investments they

on training by observing wage increases will

have made in the employee and hence the
employer may not make such investments.
The issue of the effects of training on wages

and productivity is addressed in Bishop
(1994). This paper again looks at the impact
on the wages of individuals of training but
because the data was generated at the level
of firms, Bishop is able to go beyond the analysis of both Booth (1991) and Lynch (1992). He

uses two data sets, both of which contain information provided by employers on two of
their recent hires. By tracking the two individuals across a large number of firms and
by assessing how the experiences of the two

lead to an underestimate of the return to
training. Similar to Lynch (1992), Bishop also
finds an effect of training provided by a pre-

vious employer in the current workplace.
While Lynch's findings were restricted to wage

effects, Bishop demonstrates that previously
acquired training increases productivity with
the current employer. As noted when discussing Lynch (1992), this implies that some employers benefit from the training investments
of others; as those who paid for the training
are not recouping the full benefit, there is a
reduced incentive for investment in training.
Before leaving papers that have looked at the
effects of training on the wages of individuals,
I want to draw attention to an important point
that is emphasised by Groot et al. (1994). In
estimating the effect of training on individu-

als' wages, it is usual to look at a sample of
people and to look at how much more is earned

differ in terms of training received, wage

by those with more training, controlling for

growth and job performance, Bishop is able
to measure the impact of training not just on
wages but also on productivity.

other factors that influence wages. When look-

One possible advantage of Bishop's measure

of training is that it is the employers' estimates of the amount of training. In the cases
of both Booth (1991) and Lynch (1992), it was

the individuals who had provided the information. As employers are more likely to have
kept records, it is likely that their information will be more accurate than that of the
individuals who rely on memory. Bishop adds

to the reliability of his training measure by

going beyond the 'days measure' used by

ing at the results that emerge, it must be remembered that training is not distributed randomly across the population. Instead, those
who are likely to benefit from training are
likely to acquire more of it. This could be because they choose themselves to train more or
because an employer sees their potential and
provides them with more training relative to
less able employees. Either way, any observed
relationship between training and wages may

partly reflect the greater propensity to train
by those who will use it best. The random distribution of training would produce a smaller
relationship between training and wages.

Booth and others. He creates a training-time

index' by multiplying the amount of time
spent in training by the value of the time. The
value of the trainee's time is taken to be their
wage rate; the value of any time devoted by

another employee to the training of the

trainee is also factored in according to their
wage rate. In this way, Bishop produces a
measure of training input that goes much further towards being an ideal measure.
Bishop's main finding is that training raises
productivity more than it raises wages. This
388

As regards the estimation of the rate of return to training, an analysis of training benefits that does not take account of this 'selfselection' issue could seriously overstate the
rate of return to training that would apply to
a random selection of people. Groot et al.
(1994) find for their sample that there would
be no benefit from training for those who did
not participate, had they participated, so the
issue is a real concern. Statistical techniques
are available to overcome the difficulty so in
some senses this particular problem is less of
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a concern when it comes to the estimation of
rates of return to training. Nevertheless, it is
important that researchers are aware of the
difficulty and are sufficiently competent with
the techniques to overcome it.

isfaction of the employees leads them to work

harder or because of a reduced tendency to
quit. In estimating the effect of training, these
effects would be of interest but in estimating
the underlying rate of return, these 'interme-

diate' effects can be captured by looking at
I began this section by pointing out that the
studies I was about to explore were limited
as regards making rate of return calculations.
The crucial omissions are the failure to relate costs and benefits and the failure to meas-

ure benefits in a broader manner. I return to
this issue below when I consider how work in
this area can be expanded.

3. Firms and productivity

profitability.

In this subsection, I will consider some of the
studies which, in addition to Bishop (1994)
mentioned above, have attempted to measure
the effect of training on productivity by drawing on samples of firms. Although profitability would capture more directly the return to
training for companies, little work has been
done on that angle. As with the previous discussion of individuals and wages, it will be
seen that while the studies are of value, they

I now want to consider the returns to train-

do not try to estimate the rate of return to

ing from the perspective of the firm. I will follow a similar approach to the one just adopted

training, thereby leaving a gap.

in the case of individuals. I will firstly ask

One of the earliest studies to look directly at
the link between training provided by companies and subsequent productivity growth
in those companies was Holzer et al. (1993).
They generated a data set from a number of
companies that applied for training grants
under a programme run by the state government of Michigan. They found that training
did lead to productivity growth but the methodological details are of greatest interest so I

what would I ideally like to see measured and
will then look at what the studies have actually explored. As with the case of individuals,
it will be seen that the existing work is some
distance from what we would like.

It seems reasonable to say that individuals'
interest in training may be multifaceted, in
the sense that they may undertake training
in the hope of getting a wage increase, reducing their chances of unemployment or improving their job satisfaction. However, in the case
of firms the interest in training is likely to be
more narrowly focused on increasing profitability. It may be true that some firms have a
sense of social responsibility or, in the case of

family-run firms, an interest in providing
employment. In most cases, however, firms'
primary concern is in making profits. As such,

the rate of return calculation of greatest interest to firms should be the increased profitability that arises from spending on training.
The route through which training increases
profitability can be multifaceted. The most direct link would be the increase in each work-

er's productivity that comes about through
training. Another link between training and
profitability would arise if training improved
job satisfaction among employees. Productivity could increase because the increased sat-

will consider some of these.

The first methodological issue is the point on
self-selection, discussed already in the context of Groot et al. (1994). The first selection
issue arises from the fact that all the firms in

the sample had demonstrated an interest in
training through applying for a grant (even
though not all firms were actually awarded a
grant). Holzer et al. maintain that this will
produce a downward bias in their estimated
effect of training on firm performance. As they

are more interested in uncovering an effect
of training, rather than in precisely measuring it, they are unconcerned about this bias.
Clearly though, were a rate of return estimate
to be made, this difficulty could not be ignored.

The second selection issue arises because the
firms who respond to the survey are not necessarily a random draw from the full sample.
In particular, firms who had a positive experience of a programme are more likely to re-
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spond to a survey about that programme. Although the authors explore this second selection issue to a degree, they do not employ any
statistical techniques to overcome it, largely
because some more casual observation leads
them to believe that it is not a large problem.

Finally, Holzer et al. use annual hours of
training per employee as their measure of
training. I have already discussed under
Bishop (1994) that measures of training need
to be cost-based if a rate of return calculation
is to be undertaken. Simply looking at hours

tells us little about cost as I do not know if
The second methodological issue concerns the

time period of analysis. If an analysis were
conducted in which training provided in a
particular year was related to productivity in

the same year, the estimated relationship
would almost certainly be biased. It could be
that the most productive firms could afford
to undertake more training, whereby the causation ran from productivity to training. This
would produce an upward bias in the measured effect of training. It could also be that
some firms had unobservable characteristics
that lead them to be more productive and to
provide more training. For example, if firms

have good managers, it could be that they
have positive impacts on productivity and

expensive instructors were hired, if expensive
equipment was used and what the value is of
the foregone time of the trainees.

I noted above in the context of another paper
that the deficiencies I am pointing out with
regard to rate of return estimates are not necessarily criticisms of papers. Holzer et al. were

not trying to estimate a rate of return so it
would be unfair to criticise them on that basis. My interest in discussing their methodology is based on the notion that the estimation
of the benefits of training, which must underpin a rate of return estimate, would be based
on a methodology similar to the one they use.

training. A regression analysis will produce
a positive estimate of the effect of training on
productivity but clearly this may be a false
conclusion. At least partly to overcome this
difficulty, Holzer et al. estimate the effect of
training on subsequent productivity growth.
To do this, it is necessary to have information
on the firms at two points in time. While this

A paper similar to that of Holzer et al. is

might seem like a simple requirement, in

than the scrappage rate; it is based on sales

practice it can cause difficulties. There is the
added expense of surveying companies at two
points in time or the added complications that
arise by surveying them once and asking for
retrospective information.

per employee which is clearly much closer to
the ideal concept of productivity or output per
worker. However, her measure of training is
much weaker than that used by Holzer et al.
For each of the companies in her sample, the
workforce is divided into seven categories. The
data provide information on what proportion
of these seven categories receive some sort of
training in each of the companies and this is

An additional methodological issue that arises
in the Holzer et al. paper concerns the meas-

urement of productivity. Rather than using
some measure of output per worker, the authors rely on what they describe as their most
reliable measure of the quality of output, the
scrappage rate. This is the proportion of items
that must be scrapped because of faults. There
is clearly of value in estimating whether training has the effect of reducing the scrappage

Bartel (1994). Like Holzer et al., her approach
is based on the idea of estimating in a regres-

sion context the relationship between training and productivity. Her paper is an interesting contrast with the earlier paper in terms
of its data strengths and weaknesses. Bartel's
measure of productivity is much more direct

Bartel's measure of training intensity. This
is much weaker than Holzer et al.'s measure.
Bartel again finds a positive relationship between training and productivity growth but
her work clearly leaves us a long way from a
rate of return measure.

rate but this is a long way from measuring

The data limitations that characterise the

productivity effects. The scrappage rate could

be reduced if all employees worked more

papers of Holzer et al. and Bartel have more
recently been overcome to some degree in a

slowly; this in turn could actually reduce productivity.

series of papers by Sandra Black and Lisa
Lynch (Lynch and Black 1995; Black and

390
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the data set that they use 'was designed to

estimating a rate of return to training, it is a
first step because the productivity gain that

overcome some of the limitations of previous

results from training would generally be

studies and to collect more precise data on
human-capital inputs and establishments'.
One dimension along which the Black and

agreed to be an important component of the
total benefit. Mincer (1991) takes estimates
from a range of studies of the type just pre-

Lynch data are superior is the number of observations. Whereas Holzer et al. and Bartel
had data sets with around 250 observations,
Black and Lynch have information on 1,621

sented and attempts to translate them into

Lynch 1996, 1997). As the authors describe,

manufacturing companies and 1,324 nonmanufacturing companies. Clearly, such numbers give Black and Lynch much greater flex-

ibility in the issues they can explore as cell
sizes will remain sufficiently large as the data
are cut in different categories.

The other dimension along which the Black
and Lynch data are superior is the information on training. The usefulness of this information is seen in the results presented in the
1995 and 1996 papers. According to their results, simply looking at the numbers of employees trained does not lead to an observed
positive relationship between training and
productivity. However, by looking at types of
training provided, positive relationships are
observed. For example, in manufacturing, the
higher the proportion of training that is offthe-job, the higher is the effect on productivity. In non-manufacturing, training in computer skills was seen to have a positive effect
on productivity.

Although the data used by Barrett and
O'Connell (1998) share with Holzer et al. and
with Bartel the difficulty of a limited number

of observations, their data also share with
Black and Lynch a richness in terms of the
dimensions of training included. The most
original and useful element of these dimensions was the division of training into general and specific categories, where the distill&

tion follows that of Becker. They find that
while specific training does not have a statistically significant effect on productivity, general training does. As such, their results sup-

port those of Black and Lynch in that they
show that the type of training matters.
I have now considered a range of studies that
have sought to estimate the effect of training
on productivity. While this is not the same as

rate of return estimates. To do this it is necessary to introduce a variable that I have not
yet considered, namely, the depreciation rate.
The studies I have looked at have typically
estimated the effect of training on productivity within a short time period. However, it
seems reasonable to assume that the benefits
of training would last beyond the immediate
period. I am not aware of any work that has
attempted to empirically establish how fast
training depreciates. It may be possible to
derive some proxy estimates from the shape
of the experience-earnings profile but in general, we do not know what the depreciation
rate of training is. Mincer assumes an annual
depreciation rate of 4% and produces rate of
return estimates that range from 8.7% to 26%.

These estimates would be quite sensitive to
the depreciation rate assumed so their reliability would have to be questioned.

Before leaving studies of the link between
training and productivity, I will draw attention to two additional pieces that have focused
on methodological issues in this area. The first
piece is by Barron, Berger and Black (1997,
Chapter 5). They study the issue of differences
between workers and their employers in survey responses to questions about the amount

of training received, plus other labour market matters such as hours worked and wage
rates. By separately surveying employers and

their workers, Barron et al. develop a very
direct test of the differences. They find that
firms generally report more training than
workers and describe the correlation between
responses as being 'surprisingly low'. What
is perhaps more surprising is that the differ-

ences in responses are of a similar order of
magnitude for formal and informal training.
A reasonable expectation would have been
that greater agreement would exist about formal training. The implication of these findings for rate of return estimation is severe. If

we are unsure about the reported information on training, even data sets like Black and
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Lynch's become suspect in spite of their apparent richness.

ter outcomes in terms of pay and employment
relative to public training programmes. How-

ever, comparisons between apprenticeships
A second paper that has addressed the methodological issues in this area is Huse lid and
Becker (1996). They consider two separate,

and vocational schooling show more mixed results. Another area of comparison explored is

yet related, problems. When discussing

ary schooling. Psacharopoulos (1994) discusses
how rate-of-return analysis has shown technical and vocational education to be less benefi-

Holzer et al. above, I talked about the need to

have information on firms at two points in
time for meaningful estimates of the effects
of training to be derived. To generate such

that between general and vocational second-

cial than more general, academic education.
The ILO (1998), however, is sceptical of the use

information and avoid recall difficulties, it is
useful to survey firms at two points in time.
Huse lid and Becker point out that survey response rates from firms are typically quite low
and certainly lower than response rates from
individuals. While this is a problem in a onceoff cross-section, it is considerably more of a
problem in a short panel. In the example of a
survey the authors use, the response rate from
the two surveys leaves usable information on
only 10% of the original firms. Clearly such a
low response rate raises questions about how
representative a sample can be.

of the rate of return methodology in establishing priorities between vocational and general
secondary education. In particular the ILO ar-

The second problem considered by Huse lid
and Becker again derives from the need to

ductivity differences between plants in the
Netherlands, Britain and the United States.
The first study focused on the first two countries (Mason and van Ark 1993) and found
that the higher level of productivity in Dutch
plants relative to those in Britain was partly
related to a higher proportion of the Dutch
employees having craft-level skills and tech-

estimate how training leads to changes in
productivity. In order to look at changes, it is
necessary to difference the data. If the crosssectional data suffer from measurement error, differencing compounds the associated

difficulties. From the work of Barron et al.
(1997), we know that measurement error is

indeed a problem so the issue raised by
Huse lid and Becker is an important one.

3.1 Different forms of training
The discussion so far has generally looked at
the impact of training, broadly defined, with
less emphasis on work that explicitly aims to
compare the effects of different types of training. In this section, I will briefly look at some
such studies. Much of the discussion is taken
from ILO (1998).
One issue that has been addressed is whether
apprenticeships provide participants with better subsequent labour market outcomes relative to other forms of skill acquisition. According to Ryan (1998), the evidence for developed
countries is that apprenticeship does yield bet392

gues that the external benefits of vocational
training are not adequately factored into the
analysis. They also argue that the more im-

portant policy issue is the exploitation of
complementarities between different levels
and types of education.

Yet another comparison in this area has been
between different systems of human capital
use. Two studies of the engineering industry
have attempted to assess the reason for pro-

nical qualifications. In the second study (Ma-

son and Finegold 1995) the higher level of
productivity in the US plant was found to be
related to the presence of a greater number
of graduate engineers.
These comparisons of different elements of
human capital investment and raise the issue of whether it is more useful to asses the
value of training generally relative to other
possible investments or whether we should
focus within training and assess relative values of different approaches. Even the answer
to this question depends on the relative costs
and benefits. The benefits here are the information that can be generated on rates of return while the costs are the expense of generating those rates. To the extent that work to

date has looked at training broadly defined
and generally found evidence suggesting a
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healthy return to training expenditures, it
could be argued that the 'within training'

which have prompted people to look beyond
the Solow model.

analysis would now be of greater value.

4. Economic growth and education
In this section, I want to consider the research

Romer (1994) discusses the sources of these
developments and makes the following points.
One difficulty with the Solow model concerned
its predictions on crosscountry growth experi-

ences. Given its neo-classical underpinning,
the model predicted that convergence in in-

that has been concerned with the impact of
human capital investments on the level of
national income and the growth rate of in-

come levels across countries would be observed.

come per capita. Much of the work on this issue has been done within the general context
of growth theory. Growth theory in turn has
been dominated by the move from neo-classical models of growth to endogenous growth

countries growing faster than richer ones.

models. As such, any discussion relating to
this area must incorporate elements of these
competing views.

My approach will be as follows. In the appendix, I outline the Solow growth model (1956)
which is the starting point for much of devel-

opments in this area. This appendix is in-

Simple analyses of cross-country growth ex-

periences do not reveal a pattern of poorer
A second difficulty with the Solow model ac-

cording to Romer was the manner in which
technological change was treated. There is
something intellectually unsatisfying about

treating technological change as being
exogenous, especially as it is the engine of per

capita output growth in the Solow model.
Romer (1994) notes that technological advancement typically comes about through conscious economic decisions made by individuals and firms. Hence, an exogenous treatment

tended for those with a particular interest in
the theory; other readers can proceed directly
onto the next section. In the section that fol-

seemed to avoid that fact. In addition, the

lows, I give more recent theoretical work; this
may again be of greater interest to some readers relative others but it is useful to consider
the mechanisms through which human capital is thought to influence growth. Then I go

payments to capital and labour would exhaust
output. In order for firms to recoup the benefits of research and development, it was necessary that scope exist for prices to be above
marginal cost. For Romer, the need to move

on to consider the empirical work of recent
years that, broadly speaking, estimates how

beyond perfect competition in modelling of
this nature was the real motivator for what

variations in human capital investment

Solow model assumed a world of perfect com-

petition, one implication of which was that

became known as endogenous growth theory.

across countries are related to variations in
output per head and its growth. I will end the
section with an assessment of the work.

4.1 Recent theory of economic growth
The Solow model (which is discussed in the
appendix) is a highly abstract version of an
enormously complex phenomenon. It analyses growth per capita in terms of simple savings and investment functions and population
growth. In spite of its simplicity empirical
explorations of the US economy showed the

Romer's (1986) model represents one of the
early attempts at 'endogenising' growth. He
included an assumption that broke away from
the constant returns to scale assumption that
characterised the Solow model. He did this
by including in the production function a term
that he calls 'knowledge'. Labelling the knowledge that each firm produces through its own

research and development as k, the sum of
knowledge across firms as K and some fixed
factor of production as x, the production function can be written as:

model in a good light as it predicted well much

of the American growth experience of the
twentieth century. However, in more recent
years a number of issues have been raised

Y = f(k, K, x)

This says that the output of each firm is partly

dependent on the knowledge generated by
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other firms. As this knowledge cannot be kept

changes in h = h(t) 8[1-u(t)].

'spillovers' in knowledge whereby all firms
benefit from the research and development
of others. By assuming that the production
function exhibits increasing returns in K, an

Lucas tests his model against the data for the
US and finds that while his model performs
well, it does not perform substantially better
than the So low model. In spite of this, he still

internal dynamic is generated that makes

maintains that an advance has been made

growth endogenous to the system. Increases
in output lead to more resources being available for research and development; this in
turn leads to more knowledge being generated and hence more output. By extension,
this model also predicted that convergence
across countries might not arise.

because the model that includes human capital in this manner is at least consistent with
cross-country differences in the growth experience.

Lucas (1988), like Romer (1986), tries to introduce an endogenous engine of growth into
a growth model and uses human capital for

duction process, and not outside of it as his
first model suggests. This distinction can be
interpreted as that between formal education

this purpose. He proposes two variations.
First, he takes human capital to be the general skill level that a worker possesses and
denotes this h. Each worker can add to his
human capital by devoting part of his non-

and learning on-the-job. He assumes there are
two consumption goods, ci and c2. The production of good i is summarised as:

secret or perfectly patented, there are

leisure time to human capital accumulation.
Assume that each worker devotes a fraction
u of his time to production and 1-u to human
capital production. If there are N(h) workers
with skill level h, the effective workforce in
production is
uNhdh

Lucas' (1988) second approach to incorporat-

ing human capital hinges on the idea that
human capital is generated during the pro-

Ci = hi u. N

where hi is the human capital specialised to
the production of good i and ui is the fraction
of the workforce devoted to the production of
good i. To operationalise the idea that human
capital accumulation is the outcome of the
production process, Lucas assumes that the
growth in hi is related to the effort devoted to
the production of good i, ui:

In addition to the effect of each individual's
human capital on production, Lucas proposes

an additional effect. He assumes that there
is an external effect of human capital (not
unlike Romer's external effect of knowledge)
whereby the average amount of human capital in the economy also enters as an argument

in the production function. As such, Lucas
writes the production function as follows:
Y = A f (K, uhN).ha

where ha is the average level of human capital in the economy.

For human capital to become the engine of
growth in the model, Lucas needs to specify
the manner in which human capital is accumulated. He does this by assuming that human capital accumulation is a linear function
of the existing level of human capital:
394

changes in hi = hi öi ui

While this equation for human capital growth
may look very similar to the version above, the
interpretation is quite different. In the equation above, the value u refers to time away from

the production of consumption goods; in this
equation, it refers to time spent in the production of consumer goods. Either way, human
capital contributes to economic growth and is
the engine for continued growth.

Romer (1990) introduces human capital into
his growth model in another novel way. He
specifies three types of skills:
L, physical skills like eye-hand co-ordination
and strength;
E, educatonal skills acquired in primary and
secondary school; and
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S, scientific talent acquired in post-secondary education.

In addition to the educational variables,
Romer also specifies an experience variable
Z that denotes total man-hours of time spent

increases in the amount of capital and labour

and a residual; the residual was thought to
capture improvements in capital and labour,
or alternatively put, technological improvements and human capital improvements.
Griliches (1996) discusses this work and

consumer goods. Instead, S enters the model

writes about his efforts and those of others to
develop measures of human capital that could
be used in these growth accounting exercises.
One approach was to weight different types
of labour (such as educational groups) by their
market wage. The basic finding was that educational improvements could explain about a

through its effect on )(C. The list of X includes

third of the residual that could not be ex-

as yet undiscovered inputs. Research is de-

plained by the growth in capital or labour.

on-the-job.

Consumption goods are produced using L, E,
Z and intermediate producer durables XC =
occ vi Note that scientific education S

is not a direct input into the production of

voted to developing new inputs that make the
production of consumer goods cheaper. The
research process is improved by S and this is
the mechanism through which S impacts upon
economic growth. One of the values of Romer's

(1990) approach is its explicit treatment of
different forms of human capital which can
be exploited in an empirical framework.
Mankiw, Romer and Weil (1992) also explic-

itly include human capital in their theoretical model but unlike Lucas and Romer, they
base their model in the neo-classical spirit of
Solow. The specify their production function
to be:
Y = Ka 1-1° (AL)i-a-P

With the development of cross-country
datasets, the focus on a single economy shifted

to international comparisons of the growth
experience. Romer (1990) contains an empirical exploration of the growth process across
countries and how human capital affects the
pattern of growth across countries. The data
used by Romer partly come from those assem-

bled by Summers and Heston (1988); the
measures of human capital are taken from
the annual statistical yearbooks published by

Unesco. The main human capital variable
used is literacy. One reason for this relates to
a general problem when undertaking crosscountry analysis, namely, the difficulty of finding variables that are consistently defined and-

measured across countries and over time.
where H is the stock of human capital. They
do not assume increasing returns or the ex-

istence of externalities. They go on to test
their model and their results will be outlined
below. For now, it is sufficient to note that
this is a theory emphasising the importance
of human capital in explaining economic
growth but which does not rely on the type of

assumptions which characterise the endog-

Romer chooses to focus on literacy partly for

this reason. His results therefore relate primarily to the connection between basic literacy and the rate of growth in output per
head and the rate of investment.
The variables used by Romer are as follows
(it is worth listing them as Barro (1991), discussed below, uses a similar set):

enous growth models.

C: a constant;

4.2 The empirics of economic growth
Y60: real per capita income in 1960;
Much of the early empirical work on economic

growth was concerned with what became
known as growth accounting. By this it was

GROWTH: the annual average rate of growth
of Y60 over the years 1960 to 1985;

meant that annual growth rates for an
economy (typically the United States) were
broken down into the sources of that growth,

GOV: the share of GDP devoted to government

following Solow's model. These sources were

goods;

spending on items other than investment
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INV: the share of GDP devoted to investment;

LT60: the percentage of the population that

is literate in a survey year that is close to

could be that investment, the growth in output and the growth in literacy are simultaneously determined; the directions of causation
are less clear.

1960;

Barro (1991) begins with the observation that
LT-DIFF: changes in the literacy rate between
1960 and 1980;

NP60: the consumption of newsprint in 1960;

RD60: the number of radios per 1000 inhabitants in 1960.

The sample included all the market economies included in the Summers and Heston
data, except for Kuwait and Saudi Arabia;
this left 112 countries. Regressions were run

in which the dependent variable was
GROWTH. The basic results show that the
initial level of education (as measured by literacy levels) had a positive partial correla-

tion with growth but subsequent analysis
throws a question mark over this result.
Romer is concerned about measurement error in both the income and literacy variables
and so reestimates the basic equations using instrumental variables.

one implication of the neo-classical growth
models, such as Solow's (1956), is that a coun-

try's per capita income growth should be inversely related to its initial level of per capita
income. Alternatively put, there should be
convergence between countries in terms of per

capita income. Barro then notes that these
hypotheses appear to conflict with the evidence and that there is little evidence of con-

vergence. His empirical work attempts to
work out this contradiction. Whereas many
studies had previously focused on the variables that Solow emphasised, namely the sav-

ings rate and population growth, Barro, like
Romer (1990), incorporates human capital
into his empirical modelling.
Again like Romer (1990), Barro draws on the
data of Summers and Heston (1988) and ex-

amines 98 countries for the years 1960 to
1985; his data are supplemented with data
from the United Nations, the World Bank plus

some other sources. While Romer used lit-

The reestimations give rise to a number of
issues. Once instrumental variables are used
to correct for measurement error in the income and literacy variables, neither is found
to be significantly related to the rate of output growth. Part of the explanation for this
arises because of the correlation between literacy and income. As such, Romer runs separate regressions in which he excludes literacy
and then income. While income on its own is
found to have a significant effect on growth,
no such significant effect is found for literacy.
This finding of no significant effect of human
capital is counter-intuitive but further analysis by Romer uncovers the reason for the re-

sult. The initial level of literacy and its rate
of change are found to be positively correlated
with investment. Once investment is excluded
from the regressions both the level of literacy

eracy as his measure of human capital across
countries, Barro uses school enrollment rates.
In particular, his human capital variables are
the 1960 rates of primary school and second-

ary school enrollment. By including these
variables in cross-country regressions with
the growth rate as the dependent variable,
Barro can assess what impact their inclusion
has on the relationship between initial levels
of income and growth.

The human capital variables are found to
have a positive and significant relationship
with per capita growth. In addition, and this
is the point stressed by Barro, once the human capital variables are included, the initial level of income is found to have a negative and significant coefficient. This leads him

ful in interpreting the partial correlations. It

to note that Tor a given starting value of per
capita GDP, a country's subsequent growth
rate is positively related to [these] measures
of initial human capital'. He goes on to note
that 'given the human capital variables, subsequent growth is substantially negatively
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and the rate of change are found to have a
significant effect on the growth rate. However,
as Romer points out it is important to be care-
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related to the initial level of per capita GDP'.
The implication of this latter statement is that
while convergence may occur, it is conditional
on there being an initial level of human capital. In this way, the importance of human capital from a macroeconomic perspective is seen.

I noted in the theory section that Mankiw,

Benhabib and Speigel (1994) have made a
particularly useful contribution which seeks
to discover the mechanism through which
human capital affects growth and income lev-

els. In the theoretical section above, human
capital was modelled as affecting output in
two broad ways. First, in a model like Mankiw,
Romer and Weil (1992) human capital affects

Romer and Weil (1992) construct a Solow-type
model in which they explicitly include human

output directly by being another input in the

capital. Their core empirical concern is then
the following. The standard Solow model,
which does not explicitly include human capital, assumes that all output is paid to capital
and labour according to their marginal prod-

Romer (1990), we see human capital entering the picture in a second manner. Here human capital affects output indirectly by increasing total factor productivity. In Romer's
case, the mechanism was that greater scientific skills increase the rate at which new and
improved intermediate outputs were developed. The introduction of the new intermediate products into the production function acts

ucts; this is a consequence of the constant
returns assumption. The shares of output that
are observed to be paid to capital and labour
can then be taken as measures of their marginal products. This in turn allows us to calculate the elasticities of output with respect
to capital and labour growth. One empirical
difficulty for the Solow model is that regression estimates of the effect of investment on

output tended to be greater than that predicted by the model. This result was one of
the motivators of the thinking behind endogenous growth theory, discussed above.
Mankiw, Romer and Weil (1992) use the percentage of the working age population that is

production function. But in a model like

as an impetus to growth. Benhabib and
Speigel (1994) refer to Romer's mechanism as
a possible source of human capital's affect on
output but they also mention the mechanism

of Nelson and Phelps (1966). They suggest
that the importance of human capital arises

in the adapting of new technologies from
abroad. Some countries will be technological
leaders; others will need to acquire and use
technologies being developed by the technological leader. Human capital facilitates this.

in secondary school as their measure of human capital. They find that by adding human

Benhabib and Speigels' (1994) empirical work
tries to establish which of the two broad pat-

capital to the type of cross-country regressions

terns of influence of human capital is true.

which are run by Barro and Romer, the estimated elasticity of output with respect to investment becomes more in line with the predictions of the Solow model. This is because
investment leads to higher income levels that
in turn leads to higher levels of human capital.

They find no support for the Mankiw, Romer
and Weil (1992) view. This is surprising given

They also find that human capital, as they
measure it, is positively and significantly related to the level of national income for the
sample of countries that they examine. Their
confidence in their augmented-Solow model
is reinforced by the finding that 80% of the
variation in income levels across 98 countries
can be explained by three variables: investment, human capital and the sum of population growth, technological change and depreciation.

the positive results that Mankiw et al. produced. Benhabib and Speigel address the discrepancy; one explanation lies in the different measures of human capital used. Support

is found for the Romer/Nelson and Phelps
view. But in addition to the roles suggested
by these authors, Benhabib and Speigel also
discuss how their results point to the importance of human capital for countries trying
to attract physical capital, or foreign direct
investment.
In giving a general review of the work in this
area, Griliches (1996) describes as robust the
finding that the initial average level of schooling makes a positive contribution to growth.
However, he also makes reference to 'the re-
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peated finding' that 'changes in the estimated
level of schooling or human capital do not con-

tribute to growth, at least as measured over
the 1965-85 period'. He offers one possible
explanation of this apparent contradiction; in
many countries increased numbers of educated people were absorbed in the public sector. To the degree that public sector employees make smaller contributions to economic
growth, the increase in human capital will not
have translated into economic growth.

Whether this argument by Griliches is true
or not, it does draw attention to the possibility of a break in the link between human capital accumulation and growth.

mulation, additions to the human capital stock
do not add to growth.

Apart from the difficulties of demonstrating
a link between human capital and growth, any
effort at estimating a 'macro' return to education or training would have kreat difficulty
in accounting for other benefits of training.
For example, higher levels of human capital
are often associated with reduced levels of
crime. However, to capture this effect across
countries with any degree of reliability would
be enormously difficult. For this reason, both
empirical and theoretical work at this level
can best be directed towards uncovering the

mechanism through which education and
training influence growth.

5. Discussion

The work at the level of individuals and firms
provides much more scope for estimating re-

I have now reviewed the research that has
been done on the impact of training on the
wages of individuals, the impact of training
on productivity and the impact of education
on growth rates and income levels across
countries. I now want to discuss what has
emerged from two perspectives. First, I will
discuss the implications for research; I will
then go on to discuss the implications for

liable rates of return but as was made clear

policy.

in the discussion above, there are many difficulties when it comes to such returns. In the
case of individuals, these difficulties are not
entirely insurmountable so let me propose an
approach that would at least go some way to

improving our estimates in this area. As I
noted when discussing the benefits to individuals of training, in order to make a valid
rate of return calculation it is necessary to
have a full valuation of all costs and benefits.

5.1 Implications for research

To the extent that individuals pay out of
pocket expenses, this element of cost is trans-

In terms of calculating rates of return to education and training, the cross-country work
provides the least scope for producing any-

thing that might resemble a reliable rate of
return.
The work that has been done across countries
appears to show that an initial level of human
capital is a necessary condition for development. However, as discussed by Benhabib and

Speigels (1994), the precise mechanism
through which education affects growth is unclear. Romer's (1990) finding of a positive correlation between investment in physical capi-

tal and an initial level of human capital
suggests that human capital is a necessary condition for development. However, the evidence
is much weaker when we ask if human capital
provides a sufficient condition for development.
It could be that without physical capital accu-

parent. If the individual partly pays for the
training through reduced wages, it is clearly
more difficult to estimate costs but it is not
impossible. Through the estimation of wage
equations, it is possible to estimate what the
wage of an individual would be given a range
of characteristics. By comparing a hypotheti-

cal individual with a similar person who is
being trained, it is possible to derive an estimate of the wage disadvantage suffered while
training.
But can we get a full valuation of the benefits
to the individual of training? The wage gain
has clearly been studied at length so we cer-

tainly have information on that point. The
reduced incidence of unemployment could be

estimated using a panel of individuals and
associating differences in unemployment incidence and duration across individuals with
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differences in training acquired. By applying
the estimates over the life-cycle it would be
possible to estimate how life-time earnings

would be affected by training, through the
reduced unemployment effect.

Valuing the intangible effects of training
would be the most difficult element of this
exercise but again it is possible to get some
estimate. Take the case of increased job satisfaction. As no market exists in which people can buy job satisfaction, we do not know
what people are willing to pay for increased
job satisfaction or how they value it. But this
issue has arisen in other areas of economics,
in particular environmental economics, and
innovative approaches have been developed
to put values on "goods" that are not valued
in the marketplace.

tion they derived from any training they received. Such an approach would be laden with

difficulties but as the methodology has been
developed and refined in environmental economics, the lessons learned could be adopted.
Possibly the biggest difficulty would arise
from the employees' incentive to overstate the
value of the job satisfaction if they valued the

training for other reasons but thought that
overstating the benefits would lead to increased training provision. One way of avoiding this would be to survey employees about
training with previous employers; responses
to these questions would be less likely to influence existing employers.

By carefully calculating costs and benefits in
the manner just described, it should be possi-

ble to generate rate of return estimates for
individuals. As the exercise for firms is more

One such approach is called 'contingent valuation'. Any standard textbook on environmental economics will contain a discussion of this

straightforward, rate of return estimates

technique; one such example is Pearce and

should also be possible for that group. If we
accept that profitability captures the primary
concern of the firm, rates of return could be

Turner (1991). To illustrate how this operates

calculated using the type of survey-based

I will use as an example an area of scenic
beauty. If a proposal exists to construct a
motorway that will destroy the scenic attributes of the area the issue arises of what

studies discussed above but focusing on profitability rather than productivity. Also, more
information on the costs of training would be
required. Such work could be supplemented
with efforts to uncover the precise link between training and any increase in profitability, such as reduced turnover.

value people place on the scenic area. Without such a valuation it is not possible to determine whether the value of the motorway
is sufficient to warrant the destruction of the
area. Contingent valuation generates an estimate of the value by surveying people and
asking how much they would be prepared to
pay to keep the scenic area. Alternatively they
can be asked how much they would be willing to accept to forego the scenic area. Either
way, it is possible to generate an estimate of

the value using carefully designed survey
techniques to overcome some obvious diffièul-

ties with the method.
This approach to estimating value for 'goods'
that are not traded in the marketplace could
in principle be extended to provide an estimate of the value of the intangible effects of
training. Referring again to the benefit of increased job satisfaction, it would be possible
to get an estimate of the value of this benefit

by surveying workers and asking them to
place a value on the increased job satisfac-

In spite of the possibilities, difficulties remain and so the issue arises of whether we
should pursue the estimation of more reliable rates of return to employer-provided

training or whether our research efforts
might be better directed. To look at the issue from an entirely different perspective,
let us stand back from the details and ask
why we want to know the rate of return to
training? In essence, we want to know because we believe the level of investment
might be higher or lower than that which is
optimal but without a rate of return estimate
we cannot know. But rather than pursuing
the issue by searching for an improved rate
of return estimate, can we ask why there
might be under or overinvestment? Alternatively put, can we ask why the free market
might give rise to suboptimal levels of invest-

ment in training?
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Let me develop this with a concrete example.
Ever since Becker's work on general and spe-

cific training, we have been aware that under conditions of perfect competition in the
labour market employers will not pay for
training that can be used by the employee
elsewhere, i.e. general training. This is because employees can take the general train-

human capital may be unfounded. If this is
so, then rate of return estimates may not be
of great importance. However, the endogenous growth theory developments discussed
above have introduced a new set of concerns

over market failure in human capital. If the
externalities of the sort suggested by Romer

and Lucas are large and prevalent, then

ing and use it elsewhere, thereby denying the
first employer a chance to recoup the investment. However, employees might pay for the

underinvestment in human capital from the
aggregate perspective will arise. I have noted

training through lower wages during the
training period. If there is some constraint
on employees' ability to take lower wages

macrolevel will be unproductive. For this reason, it appears that efforts to deepen our un-

(such as a minimum wage) then they may not

receive general training and so the level of
training provision will be below the optimum.

In this situation, the rate of return to train-

already that estimating returns at this
derstanding of the link between education,
training and growth and the possible existence of externalities and hence market failure may represent the most fruitful research
avenue.

ing will be high relative to other investments.

Hence, we could get an insight in to the

5.2 Implications for policy

underprovision of training by estimating the
rate of return or by identifying a reason for
its underprovision.

The central question I want to address in this
final section is whether governments should

This line of thinking will be familiar to labour
economists. However, more recent work that

contribute to the funding of employer-provided training in the light of the research results discussed above. I will not consider the

has been written about by Acemoglu and

issue of education as the case for government

Pischke (1999a and b) has begun to cast some
doubt on the rigid implications of the Becker
theory They provide examples of where employers do provide and pay for general training and present scenarios which show rational
economic behaviour on the part of the firms.
For example, Bishop and Kang (1996) discuss
a situation of asymmetric information. When
an employee is not able to signal perfectly the

funding in that area is well understood and
accepted. As always, the principles upon
which this question should be answered can
be taken from elementary public economics.

generality of the training that they have re-

must ask what market failure arises in the

ceived with one employer to another, skills that

case of employer-provided training.

are technically general become de facto specific. In this situation, the employer has an
incentive to contribute to the provision of general training. Acemoglu and Pischke (1999b)
show how wage compression can produce the
same effect of turning general skills into de
facto specific skills. If workers who receive
training cannot go elsewhere and earn a wage
equal to their marginal product because wages
have been compressed, for example by unions,
then the mobility argument which is crucial
to Becker's result breaks down.

The Acemoglu and Pischke line would suggest that concerns about underinvestment in
400

We know that government intervention
should occur where there is market failure
such as the existence of externalities or public goods, or where the government wishes to
alter the distribution of resources. Hence, we

There are two standard arguments given in
respect of employer-provided training. A mar-

ket failure can arise in the case of employer
provision of training because an employee
may quit, thereby preventing the employer
from gaining a return on the training. A sec-

ond market failure can arise in that either
firms or individuals with liquidity constraints
may not be able to borrow money to finance
training.

In the light of the studies presented above, I
would argue that there is evidence to suggest
that market failures may not be as prevalent
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as is sometimes thought. The papers by
Acemoglu and Pischke address the issue of
market failure quite directly and cast doubt
on its prevalence. Many of the studies that
looked at the effect of training on company
productivity are also indicative. As they generally found a positive effect of training on
productivity, this would suggest that trained
employees are not necessarily leaving but
rather stay and allow the training they received to translate into productivity increases.
We have also seen evidence that training increases profitability so it would generally appear that companies have an incentive to undertake training.

Even if companies have an incentive to undertake training, they may not undertake if
they, or the employees, face liquidity constraints. In the case of large firms, it seems
unlikely that this is a real constraint. As such,
if governments were to fund training in these

large companies it is likely that all that is

being achieved is the subsidisation of an activity that would have occurred anyway. As
the training would be of value to the firm and
they are in a position to finance it, the training would probably be undertaken in the absence of any government funding. In this way
the government's money is not only wasted
as the money is transferred to a company that
is already profitable, it is being transferred
in a way that is counter to standard distributional considerations.

For firms which face genuine liquidity constraints, and these will typically be smaller

sized enterprises, there remains an argument in favour of government funding. In
this case, government funding will lead to
training being provided that would not otherwise have been. What is more, by not offering finance to larger firms who are less
likely to face liquidity constraints, extra resources are available for smaller firms, or for
other programmes.
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multipled by the marginal propensity to save,
s. In terms of our notation:

Appendix
The So low model

Investment per capita = sflk).
Any discussion of growth theory must begin
with an outline of the So low growth model
(So low 1956). This model has been enormously

influential in terms of generating empirical
work on growth and additional theoretical

Population growth is assumed to be at an
exogenous rate of n. If capital per head is to
be kept constant, investment per head would
have to be at a rate of nk.

work which has departed from the So low view.

The model begins with the aggregate production function, which shows how output (Y) is

a function of the amount of capital (K) and
labour (L) employed, and the state of technology (A):
Y = A f (K,L)

Output increases with additional amounts of
K and L, but at a decreasing rate if more L or
K is added to a fixed amount of the other factor (i.e. diminishing marginal returns). If both
K and L are increased by the same proportion, output also increases by that proportion

(i.e. constant returns to scale). Should the

Combining these assumptions, we can say the
following:

changes in capital per head (k) = sf(k)

nk.

Given the assumptions employed by Solow,

the model generated an additional crucial
implication. In the 'steady state', growth in
output per capital will be zero; investment per
head will be sufficient to maintain capital per

head but this in turn will be enough only to
maintain output per head. This result is derived from the assumption of diminishing
marginal productivity. To understand why,
assume initially that
sf(k) > nk.

amount of K and L remain the same but technology improves (i.e. an increase in A) then
the amount of output produced also increases.

Here, investment per capita is greater than

The focus of the model is on how output per

the required replacement rate. As such, capital per head will rise and so sf(k) and nk will

capita grows over time so a restatement of

rise also. But by the assumption of dimin-

the production function allows for a focus on
this point. Given the assumption of constant
returns to scale, it is possible to re-write the
production function in per capita terms:

ishing returns sf(k) will eventually rise more

Y/L = A f (K/L, 1).

slowly than nk and so will eventually will
equal nk. A similar logic applies if sf(k) < nk.

Now capital per head will be falling, until
sf(k) = nk.

Denoting per capita values by lower case letters, we can write this as:

Given that output growth per person will be
zero in the steady state, the model predicts
that output per head will only increase if A

Y = A f (k),

increases, i.e. there is a technological improve-

assumed to be equal to savings per capita,
which in turn is equal to output per capita

ment. This in turn took the focus away from
human capital as being the engine of growth.
Exercises that looked at the sources of economic growth typically measured increases
in L and K and labelled the additional growth
that could not be accounted for by changes in
K and L as the Solow residual. While it was
conceded that the residual may be picking up
improvements in human capital, the focus of
the exercise follows the explicit factors which
Solow had modelled and hence relegated all
besides capital and labour into the residual.
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i.e. output per head is a function of capital
per head and the state of technology.

Moving on to issues of growth, Solow noted
that changes in capital per head would be the
result of investment per head and population
growth (assuming that all the population are
in the labour force, which is a useful simplifying assumption). Investment per capita is

Economic performance of education and training: costs and benefits
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Unemployment and skills from a dynamic perspective

Joost Bollens
Abstract
It has been suggested that during the last decades the relative labour market position of the
low-skilled has declined markedly, due to a variety of factors. Some authors attribute a substantial part of the explanation of recent European unemployment history to this relative demand shift against the low-skilled. A general increase in skill mismatch is, in their view, one of
the main causes of the peculiar persistence that has characterised European unemployment in
the past 20 years. This view, howevet; has not gone unchallenged. Others have argued that the
observed persistence is caused by other factors, the incidence of long-term unemployment and

everything this brings about, being one of the most important. In this contribution, the two
rival views, their microeconomic underpinning and the available empirical evidence as well as
the corresponding policy implications are compared.
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Unemployment and skills from a dynamic perspective

1. Introduction

some implications for organisation of a VET
policy to alleviate unemployment problems.

There is undeniably a relationship between
skills and unemployment. Compared to bet-

In this contribution, a comparison is made of
the two rival views. Although both theories
originally stem from a macroeconomic perspective, i.e. a highly stylised and aggregated
world, and essentially deal with macro phe-

ter educated workers, the unemployment
rates for workers with low educational attainment, are, almost without exception, consistently higher throughout the EU. As such, this

nomena, most attention will be devoted to
their microeconomic underpinning and the
available empirical evidence at this level.

is not a new phenomenon. However, it has
been suggested that during the last decades
the relative labour market position of the lowskilled has declined markedly, due to a variety of factors. Some authors attribute a sub-

2. Basic facts

stantial part of the explanation of recent

2.1 Unemployment

European unemployment history to this relative demand shift against the low-skilled. A
general increase in skill mismatch is, in their
view, one of the main causes of the peculiar
persistence that has characterised European
unemployment in the last twenty years.

A good overview of the recent unemployment
history of European countries can be obtained

from looking at Figure 1. Two particular
evolutions attract attention. A first remarkable observation is that, while US unemployment rates were invariably above European

This view, however, has not gone unchal-

rates during the first part of the observed time

lenged. Others have argued that the observed
persistence is caused by other factors, the incidence of long-term unemployment and everything what this brings about, being one of
the most important.

span (and for that matter, also during the
1960s and the beginning of the 1970s), from
1983 onwards US unemployment rates are

consistently below European. If a straight
trend line was drawn through US and EU
unemployment evolution, the US line would
decrease, starting at 10% in 1975 and arriving at 5% to 6% in 1997. The European trend

From a policy point of view, it is important to
know which view is most in line with reality.
Depending on the chosen theory, policy prescriptions differ. More particularly, there are

line, on the contrary, would definitely increase.

Figure 1: Unemployment rates in the EU, US and Japan, 1975-97
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Table 1: Long-term unemployment (in %)

EUR15
Belgium
Denmark
West Germany
Germany
Greece
Spain
France
Ireland
Italy
Netherlands
Austria
Portugal
Finland
Sweden
UK

1985
53.5
69.2
38.6
47.9

1990
51.0
68.2
32.5
46.0

46.2
58.5
46.8
64.0
65.8
58.8

51.8
54.7
44.8
66.7
70.8

56.1

47.5

11.7
48.1

7.0
35.5

1995
49.1

62.4
28.1

48.7
51.2
54.6
40.2
61.4
63.6
46.6
27.5
50.9
37.0
20.2
43.6

47.1

1996
48.2
61.2
26.6

1997
49.0
60.5
27.2

47.8
56.7
52.9
38.3
59.6
65.6
49.0
25.7
53.0
35.9

50.1

19.1

39.8

55.7
51.8
39.6
56.6
66.3
49.2
28.5
55.4
29.6
34.2
38.6

_
Source: European Commission 1999.

Another striking observation relates to the

differ between educational attainment

cyclical behaviour of both series. The US series displays a nice cyclical pattern, with alternating valleys and peaks. In the European
series, on the other hand, in the observed time
span there was actually only one substantial
decline. Still, there seems to be some relation-

groups, typically the lower skilled experiencing a much higher probability of being unemployed than the higher skilled, although there
are a few exceptional countries with a reverse

ship between the behaviour of both series.
Whenever US unemployment starts to rise,
European unemployment will follow suit, suggesting a common underlying cause. However,
once peaked, US unemployment starts to decrease quite instantaneously, while European
unemployment seems to need much more time.

2.2 Unemployment duration
and educational attainment

relationship. Tables 4 and 6 to 8 document
the relation between educational attainment
and unemployment rates. While this inverse
relationship is not particularly European, nor
limited to the past 30 years, there are some

indications that the position of the lower
skilled has markedly deteriorated in recent
history.

A last remarkable fact regards the relation
between skills and unemployment duration.
As Table 2 indicates, long-term unemployment is disproportionately hitting lower-

Someone who is in unemployment for at least
one year, is called long-term unemployed. As

skilled workers.

can be seen from Table 1, long-term unemployment is quite significant in most European countries, contrary to the US, where
long-term unemployment as a percentage of
total unemployment is almost negligible (6%
in 1990 for North America).

2.3 Summary: some stylised facts

Another important feature of unemployment
relates to the fact that unemployment rates

Ci over time, unemployment rates have

408

Under the proviso that not all countries in
the EU have experienced an identical development, still some stylised facts can nevertheless be drawn from the preceding figures:
grown, sometimes dramatically;
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Table 2: Long-term unemployment, 1997, age groups 25 to 64
Composition of LTU
H

Austria
Belgium
Germany
Denmark
Spain
Finland
France
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Netherlands
Portugal
Sweden
UK

M

0.03 (2)

0.58

0.11

0.31

0.14
0.19
0.19
0.07
0.09
0.15
0.07
0.09
0.19
0.05
0.13
0.09

0.58
0.52
0.18
0.48
0.37
0.44
0.16
0.34
0.40
0.14
0.49
0.30

Composition of unemployment
L
0.38
0.58
0.28
0.30
0.64
0.45
0.54
0.41

0.77
0.57
0.42
0.81

0.38
0.61

H
0.06 (1)

0.61

0.14
0.15
0.20
0.18

0.33
0.60

0.11

0.13
0.16

0.5 (4)

M
1.3

Austria
Belgium
Germany
Denmark
Spain
Finland
France
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Netherlands
Portugal
Sweden
UK

1.8

4.3

2.7

5.1

1.1

1.6
10.6

7.6
1.5
2.1

3.0
1.4
4.6
1.7
1.3
1.7
1.0

4.4
3.9
5.6
3.1

5.7
2.2
4.0
3.6
2.4

0.51

0.16
0.56

0.11

0.41
0.41
0.21

0.09
0.19
0.05
0.13
0.13

0.32
0.38
0.14
0.55
0.33

LTU rates
H

M

L
0.33
0.53
0.25
0.29
0.65
0.33
0.47
0.44
0.68
0.59
0.42
0.81

0.32
0.54

Unemployment rates
L

H

2.7
9.2
9.7
2.8
10.5
8.6
7.7
3.4
9.9
6.7
3.7
3.8
6.0
3.9

2.7 (3)

3.4
5.7
3.4
13.3
5.5
6.6
5.5
3.5
6.6
3.3
2.0
4.2
3.0

M

4.2
7.0
9.8
4.6
17.5

L
7.3
12.7
16.3
7.9
19.1

4.1

16.3
15.0
6.3
14.2
10.3
7.0

6.5

6.1

10.1

12.6
7.7

13.1

9.7
9.0
6.5
8.0

5.9

Source: Eurostat, labour force survey and own calculations.
Legend: Educational attainment: H = Third level education; M = Upper secondary Level; L = Less than upper secondary level
(1) If U is the number of unemployed, and U" is the number of unemployed with third level education, etc., then 0.06 is equal to U"/U,
i.e. the share of group H in unemployment.
(2) Analogously, if ULTU is the number of long-term unemployed (12 months or more), and UH-LTU is the number of long-term
unemployed with third level education, then 0.03 is equal to UH_LTU/ULTU i.e. the share of group H in long-term unemployment.

(3) If W" is the number of employed with third level education, then LF" = (W" + U") is the number of persons with third level
education in the labour force, and then 2.7 is equal to (UH/LF")X100, i.e. the unemployment rate for group H.
(4) Here the same denominator is used to scale the number of long-term unemployed from group H, etc., i.e. 0.5 is equal to (U"-LT"/
LF" )X100.
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Figure 2: Beveridge curve: postulated evolution

A

Unemployment rate (%)

ent nature, i.e. once the unemployment

force for EU unemployment growth (Bean
1994; Layard et al. 1991). This evolution

rate has gone up, e.g. in a period of a cyclical downturn, it has a tendency to remain

is particular for EU countries. In North
America, both inflow and outflow rates are

on this higher level, i.e. it does not return
to its initial equilibrium level, even when
the business cycle becomes more favour-

high, and consequently, the duration of a
typical unemployment spell is low, while

I:1 unemployment appears to have a persist-

able;

typically, the unemployment rates are
higher for lower skilled than for higher
skilled workers, even though the share of
the lower skilled in the labour force is decreasing over time;
the incidence of long-term unemployment

(more than one year) is on a historically
unprecedented high level. Moreover, it is
typically the lower skilled workers who are
worst hit by long-term unemployment;

0 here it is noteworthy that over time, inflow rates into unemployment in EC countries changed little. What did change over
time are the outflow rates, which dropped

substantially. In other words, increase in
unemployment rates can not be attributed
to an increased probability of losing a job.
It is the decreased probability of finding
one, once unemployed, that is the driving

in Nordic countries and Japan, at least
until the end of the 1980s, inflow rates
were low, and outflow rates were high,
which also gave rise to a low duration
(ibid.);

high unemployment rates sometimes go
hand in hand with high vacancy rates.
This latter relationship can be illustrated by
the so-called Beveridge curve (OECD 1993;
Calmfors 1994; Van Der Linden 1997). The
Beveridge curve depicts the relationship between the number of job seekers (unemployment rate) with the number of vacant jobs
(vacancy rate). This relationship is assumed
to be inverse, i.e. an increase in the number
of vacancies will ceteris paribus reduce the
number of unemployed, and vice versa. This
curve can be seen as a measure for the effectiveness of the matching process between vacancies and unemployed (Calmfors 1994). The

observed evolutions (higher unemployment
rates, persistence, simultaneously high unem-
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ployment and high vacancy rates) imply that
over time the Beveridge curve has shifted outwards, as depicted in Figure 2. A point like A

is typical for the beginning of the 1970s,
whereas a point like B corresponds to the actual situation, i.e. the unemployment rate com-

patible with a given vacancy rate is much
higher than it used to be.

Subsequent developments proved Friedman
and Phelps correct. With the 1970s came an
era of stagflation, where rising inflation rates
went together with high unemployment. Both
authors had, in their refutation of the Phillips
curve, put forward the notion 'natural rate of
unemployment'. This natural rate is a kind
of long-term equilibrium rate of unemployment. Actual unemployment rates can differ,

Apparently, the matching process has become
less efficient over time. How can this be explained? In the next section, we introduce two
competing theoretical frameworks that both
fit the above-mentioned observations. One is
an approach of equilibrium unemployment,

but in the end they will drift towards this
underlying equilibrium value. The natural
rate depends on the 'actual structural char-

enriched with a hysteresis component. The

nominal variables, such as the level of aggregate demand. A demand shock, e.g. a traditional stimulation of demand by fiscal policy,
will affect the actual unemployment rates, but
not the equilibrium rate. Thus unemployment
will drift towards its equilibrium value.

other emphasises the importance of skill mismatch. The remainder of this survey will be

devoted to an elaboration of the different
claims put forward by these theories to establish which theory is most in line with reality. This is important, because, as will be
duly shown, policy prescriptions differ, depending on the chosen theory.

acteristics of the labour and commodity mar-

kets' (Friedman 1968, as quoted by Cross
1995). The natural rate does not depend on

As already said, macroeconomic developments
in the 1970s coincided with the predictions of

the natural rate hypothesis. A series of sup-

3. Explaining the facts
3.1 Equilibrium unemployment,
persistence, hysteresis and state
dependence
3.1.1 Equilibrium unemployment and
hysteresis
To grasp the main gist of the first approach
we labelled 'equilibrium unemployment, enriched with hysteresis', we start with a short
intellectual history of the main ideas.

ply shocks (e.g. rise in commodity prices, such

as oil) led to a sharp increase in the actual
unemployment and inflation rates in the
OECD. With the 1980s, however, came some
rather puzzling new developments, especially
in Europe. As a reaction to the high levels of

inflation, at the beginning of the 1980s
disinflationary policies were pursued, with a
tight monetary policy, and a major and prolonged fiscal contraction (Blanchard and Summers 1986a, 1986b). This large, adverse de-

mand shock resulted in a further rise of
(European) unemployment.

tionship between inflation and unemploy-

After inflation had been stabilised at a lower
level by 1985, and after a beneficial oil shock
in 1985-86, the original factors that had propelled unemployment growth, had largely dis-

ment. According to the then prevailing con-

appeared. One expected now a substantial

sensus, one could achieve and maintain a
permanently low level of unemployment

decrease of unemployment. This, however, did
not occur (Cross 1995; Bean 1994; Layard et

merely by tolerating a permanently high level
of inflation (Mankiw 1990). However, in 1968
Milton Friedman and Edmund Phelps, inde-

al. 1991;). Or, put differently, as the equilibrium unemployment rate is the rate at which
inflation is constant, the then prevailing actual unemployment rate appeared to be the
equilibrium rate, suggesting that not only the
actual, but also the equilibrium unemployment rate had risen sharply.

During the 1960s, economic policy-making
was to a large extent founded on the so-called
Phillips curve, which posits an inverse rela-

pendently, concluded that the trade-off between inflation and unemployment as described by the Phillips curve, could not be
generally true.
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'While this could as a matter of logic be due
to shocks increasing both the equilibrium and
the actual rates, empirical attempts to identify such shocks have failed. Lower productivity growth and higher oil prices may help

flation, which, violating the natural rate hypothesis, can partly be determined by nomi-

explain the 1970s, but there are very few iden-

that past events affect the current short-run
NAIRU. But there is no long-term "hysteresis": there is a unique long-term NAIRU. In
the end, the unemployment rate always re-

tifiable adverse shocks which can explain a
doubling of equilibrium unemployment in the
1980s' (Blanchard and Summers 1986a, page
1, our italics).

At this point, the issue of hysteresis was
brought forward. The persistence of European
unemployment rates, which could not be reconciled with prevailing theory, switched attention away 'from the original source of increase in unemployment toward the question
of how the effects of shocks are propagated over

time, leading to an equilibrium rate of unemployment that depends not only on the current
values of the relevant forcing variables, but
also on the history of unemployment' (Bean,
1994, p. 603).

By introducing hysteresis, one incorporates
the empirical observation of the 1980s that,
once unemployment has risen, it has a tendency to remain at this higher level, so that
today's equilibrium unemployment level depends partly on past unemployment. Several
possible explanations for the emergence of

nal variables, such as aggregate demand,
which affect actual unemployment. Therefore,
'there is short-term "hysteresis", in the sense

verts.' (LNJ 1991, p. 10).

The underlying mechanism is as follows. An
increase in actual unemployment rates leads
to an increase of long-term unemployment.

For reasons which will be elaborated later
(see 3.1.2), long-term unemployment leads
to a distance between the long-term unemployed and the labour market, in fact rendering them unemployable. Therefore, they
no longer exert a downward pressure on
wages, which is in a sense a change in the
structural characteristics of the labour market. The effectiveness of a given level of unemployment i.e. the exertion of a downward
pressure on the wage is lower, the higher the
share of the long-term unemployed. The equilibrium rate of unemployment determined by
wage-setting and price-setting, will therefore

at any given level of unemployment be
higher, the higher the share of the long-term
unemployed.

persistent unemployment have been given: in-

sider-outsider models (and hiring and firing
costs) (e.g. Blanchard and Summers 1986a,
1986b; Lindbeck and Snower 1986, 1987),
outsider characteristics (e.g. Budd et al. 1987;
Franz 1987; Price 1988; Tötsch 1988; Layard
et al. 1991), and capital shortage (Modigliani
et al. 1987; Burda 1988; Bean 1989)1.

For the sake of completeness, it should be
mentioned that LNJ also consider insider
power as a potential source for hysteresis. The

We will principally discuss the 'outsider char-

argument runs essentially as follows: 'if last
year's workforce was small relative to this
year's expected employment, then [requesting] a higher wage this year will involve little extra risk, since most existing workers are
already safe.' (LNJ 1991, p. 28). However, on

acteristics' explanation. In their influential

the basis of empirical evidence, they conclude

1991 textbook, R. Layard, S. Nickell and R.
Jackman (or LNJ for short), use the acronym
NAIRU, which stands for 'non acceleratinginflation rate of unemployment'. The long-run

that the outsider is more important than this
insider variant.

NAIRU happens to be equal to the natural
rate of unemployment. However, there is some

'short-run NAIRU', consistent with stable in-

The capital shortage version of hysteresis
states that depressed demand has negative
effects on investment and capital accumulation, induced by the reduction of capacity utilisation (Heylen ,1993).

1 Some other references are Bean 1994; Cross 1995;

Cross et al. 1997; Franz 1990; Graafland 1990;
Roed 1997.
412

The measurement of persistence has been a
hot topic in applied econometrics, but has now
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Hysteresis
Hysteresis is derived from the ancient Greek Da-rem), meaning to come later, and was first used in physics
by James Ewing in 1881 (Cross 1995). Amable et al. 1995, as well as Cross 1995, argue that the hysteresis
concept as used in economics, does not square with the usage of the term in physical sciences. Although
this is largely a discussion of semantics, the arguments are convincing:

Hysteresis in essentially a non-linear phenomenon, as opposed to the linear version used in economics.
'The equilibrium unemployment rate no longer returns to the status quo ante once a temporary shock is
reversed, but instead displays remanence. This means that the new equilibrium will not be the same as the
old, but will remain displaced' (which can not be reconciled with the natural rate hypothesis). Moreover, 'the
equilibrium rate of unemployment retains a selective memory of past shocks: It neither forgets all past
shocks, as in the natural rate hypothesis; nor does it, like the elephant, remember all past shocks'. 'Only the
non-dominated extremum values of shocks affect the equilibrium path', implying that 'shocks arising from
changes in nominal variables, can, by way of the selective memory process, shape the equilibrium path for
unemployment'. Which, again, contradicts the natural rate hypothesis.
What is generally called 'hysteresis' in economic usage, therefore, is not hysteresis at all, but rather 'a form
of persistence of deviations from the natural equilibrium path'. From now on, we will avoid usage of the term
'hysteresis', and will speak about 'persistence' instead.

been pushed somewhat into the background.

behaviour of (un)-employment, labour force

Models that attempt to model the dynamic
behaviour of unemployment are to some ex-

and wage formation. Table 3 gives model
simulations of a temporary labour demand

tent rather empty or data driven, and, at best,
say something about persistence, but seldom
are able to discriminate between the possible
causes or mechanisms of this persistence, and
are thus not particularly helpful from a policy
point of view. Moreover, the statistical tests
used in these exercises are often questioned
(since they have very low 'power' against alternatives).

shock (see p. 26). (The authors also investigate the dynamics of permanent shocks).

A recent collection of papers (Henry and
Snower 1996) from the IMF (International;
Monetary Fund) is interesting because, using a comparable methodology for different
European countries, it concludes that there
is quite a lot of variation in the degree of persistence between individual European countries. The authors use structural VAR2 models, simultaneously modelling the dynamic
VAR stands for vector autoregression, which is
the multiple time-series generalisation of the more
usual (single) autoregression, in which a variable
2

is regressed on its own past values. Traditional
macroeconomic model-building is very theory
driven, (an) economic theory is necessary to im-

Though these results should be handled with
care, they suggest that most major European
economies exhibit a substantial degree of unemployment persistence (Spain is also included
in the study, albeit not in the table). Moreover,

they suggest that the degree to which each
country is characterised by this persistence,
differs significantly. 'In France, persistence
seems relatively low, but the minimum wage
and social security policy have probably led to
high trend rates in unemployment. Over the
1980s, unemployment has risen in Spain, but
persistence has declined. In Germany [.. I the
Table 3: Unemployment: indices of persistence
I

France
Germany (West)
Italy
United Kingdom

Mean lag*
(in years)
3.0
6.5
5.0
5.0
_

pose restrictions. The VAR approach on the other

hand, is rather atheoretical, just trying to model
and forecast the simultaneous behaviour of the
important macroeconomic variables, with as little
interference of theory as possible.

* The mean lag is the familiar half-life of the response to the
shock. Half-lives are taken to be the time taken to get halfway
to full equilibrium, in the case of a temporary shock, this
means halfway to the base solution.
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Figure 3: Survivor curve: % of inflowers that remain unemployed after x months
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responsiveness of the general labour market
to shocks appears low [.. J. Italy and the United
Kingdom exemplify policy initiatives that can

improve the resilience of the economy to
shocks. The evidence that this is happening is
not clear, however, even in the United Kingdom, where reform has been in train for over a
decade.' (see p. 31-32). Persistence in Spain is
confirmed by Dolado and Jimeno 1997. Some
other recent studies are Song and Wu 1997,
1998; both using panel data and panel-based
tests, and Roed 1996. The only robust result
seems to be that the hysteresis hypothesis is

rejected for the US. For other countries, results remain rather inconclusive.

3.1.2 The duration of unemployment
The persistence in the LNJ view of the world

is, to a large extent, due to the existence of
long-term unemployment. In this section we
review how long-term unemployment could
lead to persistence. We start with a short description of exit rates.
3.1.2.1 Exit rates
Consider an age group (cohort) of persons who
become unemployed at a given moment t. As
time goes by, some will leave unemployment
(because they find a job, or because they leave
414

60

Time (in months)

the labour force), while others will remain in
unemployment. This can be graphically illustrated with a so-called survivor curve (Figure 3).

At point 0 on the horizontal axis, the cohort
flows into unemployment. Therefore all, i.e.
100%, are still in unemployment. Twelve
months later, in this example, 50% of the origi-

nal group remain in unemployment ('survive'), indicating that in this first year 50%
have left unemployment. The exit rate in this
first year, i.e. the probability of leaving, is thus
50%. In the same fashion, we can compute
the exit rate in the second year as the ratio of
the number of persons who will have left unemployment by the end of the second year to
the number of persons who were still unemployed at the beginning of the second year.

Exit rates are taken over time periods of one
year. It is of course possible to extend the idea

to shorter periods of time, e.g. months, or
weeks. By the same logic, one can make the
time period infinitesimally small. In this case,
the exit rate is called a hazard rate. The hazard rate is an instantaneous exit rate, or, in
other words, the probability of leaving a particular state (e.g. unemployment) at point t
(say, after 12 months), given that one has re-

mained in that state until t (say, during 12
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months). Over time, hazard rates can be either constant, increasing or decreasing. A con-

Assuming that negative duration dependence
is present, there have to be some processes or

stant hazard implies that the probability of

forces that act during the course of the un-

leaving unemployment does not change over
time, i.e. the duration of the unemployment
spell does not influence the exit probability
('someone who is long-term unemployed has,
ceteris paribus, essentially the same probability of leaving unemployment today as someone who is only in unemployment since six
months').

When the hazard is not constant, one speaks
of duration dependence. When the hazard is

employment spell. Some of these processes are

readily identifiable.
CI The fact of being unemployed, especially for
persons that find it hard to find another job,
can trigger off a process of discouragement

and demotivation, which eventually can
lead to habituation and resignation (see
Section 4.2). This will probably lead to a reduction of the job search activity, and hence
to a reduction of the exit probability.

decreasing over time, also called negative
duration dependence, the probability of leav-

ing unemployment becomes smaller, the
longer one remains unemployed. The reverse
holds in case of positive duration dependence,
i.e. when the hazard rate increases.
3.1.2.2 State dependence

People do differ. Characteristics such as age,
gender, educational attainment, work expe-

rience, ethnicity, etc. do have an important
impact on the probability of leaving (and in
the first place, on the probability of entering)

unemployment. When one states that there
is negative duration dependence in the hazard rates out of unemployment, one actually
claims that the length of the stay in unemployment, i.e. the duration itself has, in some
sense an autonomous impact on the exit probability, over and above the impact of the aforementioned individual characteristics. Nega-

tive duration dependence implies that
something happens or changes during the
stay in unemployment, either because the unemployed themselves change, or because they
are perceived to have changed.
In fact, there is a huge and thusfar unresolved

debate on these matters. A lot of research
points to negative duration dependence and
thus state dependence, but there is also a lot
of evidence that points to the absence of duration dependence. In this last case, observed

differences in hazard rates are completely

Ui Being in unemployment, particularly longterm, can lead to a /oss or an erosion of ac-

quired skills (be it skills acquired by formal or informal learning, or more general
skills (such as reading and writing) or more

specific skills) (Phelps 1972a; Pissarides
1992; Acemoglu 1992). Moreover, even if
there is no loss, previously acquired skills
and knowledge can quickly become obsolete and outdated when no longer used and
updated. Working is, in a sense, continuous training on the job (Section 4.3). If ero-

sion and depreciation of skills take place
over an unemployment spell, there is a direct effect on employability, and hence on
the exit probability.

Unemployment, and more particularly
long-term unemployment, is said to affect
work attitudes and work discipline (Phelps
1972a) such as keeping appointments (e.g.
starting on time), accepting authority, being able to concentrate on one task for a

longer period, social functioning and in
general meeting the strict requirements
which exist within most labour situations.
This process does not necessarily affect the
individual's employability in a direct way,
since a loss of work attitudes is not always
directly observable and often only becomes
apparent after he/she has been hired. Indirectly, it can be of influence if potential
employers come to associate long-term unemployment with loss of work attitudes.

accounted for by heterogeneity, i.e. personal

characteristics that were already present at
the beginning of the unemployment spell (in
Section 4.1 the evidence will be surveyed).

Ci This last mechanism can be generalised as
a loss of reputation argument. Given that
a hiring process is a situation with asym-
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metrical information, where the potential
employer normally has only limited information about the productivity of a potential employee, employers may use the un-

employment duration as a signal of
productivity, and thus rank candidates by
their unemployment duration (Blanchard
1991; Blanchard and Diamond 1994) (see
Section 4.4). This can be seen as a form of
statistical discrimination (Phelps 1972b;
Arrow 1972). If this mechanism acts, the
hazard rate obviously will decrease with
duration. Note that this will be the case,
even if the former explanations have no or
only a marginal significance (Cockx 1998).
This mechanism will possibly be reinforced
if public employment services discriminate
between unemployed with different unemployment durations (Winter-Ebmer 1991).

The common practice of ranking unemployed by their employability in order to
tailor activities, can easily become a selffulfilling prophecy.

3.1.3 Relation with observed facts
and policy conclusions
Two of the most singular stylised facts from
Section 2.3, namely persistent unemployment
and the apparently shifted Beveridge-curve,
can be readily explained. A rise in unemployment, due to a succession of severe negative
shocks, leads to long-term unemployment.
The long-term unemployed become disenfran-

chised from the labour market, which,
through the mechanism(s) described above,
leads to persistence. As the long-term unemployed become unemployable, the number of
effective unemployed will be lower than the
total number of unemployed, and therefore,
a higher unemployment rate will be compatible with a given vacancy rate.

As to the huge differences between the unemployment rates of different skill levels, LNJ
observe that the lower skilled are more likely

to become unemployed than higher skill
groups, but that, once unemployed, they do
not remain unemployed longer.' Therefore
3 This empirical evidence produced by LNJ relates
only to the US and UK labour markets which are
hardly comparable with continental economies.
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their higher unemployment rates are primarily due to higher inflow rates and not to a
longer average duration (LNJ, 1991, p. 44-45,
figures for Britain 1984 and the USA 1987).

The authors acknowledge the importance of

skill mismatch, but argue that skill (and
other) mismatches are not a new phenomenon. Mismatch existed before the advent of

the rise in European unemployment, and
moreover, according to the authors, did not
increase afterwards (except Sweden). Therefore, in their opinion, skill mismatch can not
be held responsible for the observed changes
in unemployment.
What has changed over the past decades, is
the emergence and tremendous growth of
long-term unemployment. The policy implications thus center on the prevention of longterm unemployment and the activation of the
(long-term) unemployed. If long-term unemployment leads to discouragement and habituation, loss of skills and worker attitudes, it is
important to act preventively by creating e.g.
temporary work experience and recruitment

subsidies programmes to prevent the disenfranchising processes. The long-term unemployed on the other hand, can be reactivated
by training programmes that upgrade lost or
outdated skills, and reestablish worker attitudes. Mandatory participation can be a solution for problems of habituation, while job-

search programmes can be a remedy for
discouragement (Cockx 1998).

These are the main ingredients of what has
come to be known as active labour market
policy (Calmfors 1994). These policies are
strongly advocated by the OECD (1994), and
are also recommended by the EU Luxembourg
Summit of 1997.

3.2 Structural unemployment and skill
mismatch
3.2.1 A shift in the demand for unskilled
workers
In the persistence-framework elaborated in
the previous sections, a rise in actual unemployment can have long-lasting consequences,

but the underlying equilibrium unemployment rate is not necessarily affected. In the
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end unemployment will tend to its long-run

For the time being, educational attainment

equilibrium. Active labour market policies will

is taken as a proxy for skill level (see Section
3.2.4). But even then, it is difficult to obtain
figures that are really comparable over longer
time periods (due to changing definitions of
unemployment, changing categories of educational attainment, etc.).

be necessary to enfranchise disenfranchised
workers, but once this has been achieved,
these policies are no longer needed.
A rival view states that during the course of
past decades, not only actual, but also equilibrium unemployment rates have increased. This
line of reasoning builds on the observation that
over time, there has been a dramatic deterioration in the position of the low-skilled members of the labour force. In Europe, the shift in
demand against the low skilled reveals itself

in growing unemployment differentials between higher and lower-skilled workers. In the

US labour market on the other hand, where
wage rigidity is lower, the demand shift manifests itself through a substantial decline in the
relative wages of the lower skilled, generating
an increase in wage inequality.

Over time the qualification level of the population increases (Tessaring 1998). The shift
in demand against the low-skilled, however,
is not counterbalanced by this analogous shift

in the skill composition of labour supply.
Given the downward rigid wages, the lowskilled get struck in unemployment, and
become long-term unemployed. Long-term un-

employment persists because those unemployed do not possess the skills demanded by
the labour market, and not, or not necessarily, because they become disenfranchised. In
other words, this view does not demand nega-

tive duration dependence in the exit rates

Table 4 records the evolution of unemployment

rates for low and high education groups for
several countries. The table is taken from
Nickell and Bell 1996, p. 303. It gives unemployment rates for low and high education
groups over time, and only for males (the relationship between unemployment and skill level
tends to be stronger for males, OECD 1994).
It indicates that there has indeed been a dete-

rioration for the low education groups over
time, although a reverse process has taken
place in some countries more recently. The
North American countries and the UK are said
to have a less rigid wage formation, which is
thought to account for their particular evolution (Blau and Kahn 1996). Table 5 gives some

indications about the evolution of relative
wages, and it suggests that earnings inequality in the US has increased, while the same
seems to be the case in the UK more recently.

Some more recent figures can be found in
Tables 6 to 8 which confirm that the unemployment risk is unevenly distributed among
the working population: typically unemployment rates decline with educational attainment, Italy, Portugal and Spain being remarkable exceptions.

from unemployment, and can be compatible

with pure heterogeneity (compare Section

3.2.2 Structural changes

3.1.2.2).

There has undeniably been a shift in demand
The demand shift against the low-skilled, together with the relative wage rigidity, is seen
by several authors as an explanation for the
persistence of high unemployment in Europe
(Krugman 1994; Drke and Sneessens 1997).
It is in this context that the notion 'skill mismatch' is introduced. Loosely speaking, skill

against the low-skilled, particularly during
the 1980s. How can this be explained? The
three following explanations are put forward
(Drèze and Sneessens 1997):

However, before elaborating this concept, we
will give some figures on the claimed demand

a) skill-biased technological change: the introduction of new technologies leads to an
increase in demand for more highly-skilled
labour, at the expense of the low-skilled.
The underlying mechanisms are related to
the fact that more highly-skilled labour can

shift against the low-skilled, and subse-

adapt more easily to new technologies,

quently, a brief overview of possible causes.

many types of new technology are related

mismatch is a mismatch between the skill
composition of labour demand and supply.
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Table 4: Unemployment rates by level of educational attainment (males only)

Total (UR)
High education (UR,)
Low education (UR,)
Ratio (UR, / URh)
Difference (UR,-URh)

3.1

1983-90
5.6

1.7

3.1

2.2

6.4
3.8
4.7

13.0
4.2
9.9

10.7

Total (UR)
High education (URh)
Low education (UR,)
Ratio (UR, / URp)
Difference (UR,-UR.)

7.7
12.2
4.6
0.38
-4.7

11.2
13.1
7.3

11.2
12.5

Netherlands

Total (UR)
High education (URh)
Low education (UR)
Ratio (UR, / URh)
Difference (UR,-UR.)

6.3
3.2
7.0
2.2
3.8

10.0
5.7
14.0
2.5
8.3

6.8
5.0
9.9
2.0
4.9

Spain

Total (UR)
High education (UR,)
Low education (UR,)
Ratio (UR, / URh)
Difference (UR,-UR.)

8.9
6.2
10.6

15.1

4.4

16.9
9.9
19.6
2.0
9.7

Total (UR)
High education (URh)
Low education (UR,)
Ratio (UR, / URh)
Difference (UR-URE)

2.4

2.5

1.0

1.1

2.9
2.9

3.3
3.0
2.2

Total (UR)
High education (UIR,)
Low education (UR)
Ratio (UR, / UR.)
Difference (UR,-URh)

5.0
2.4
7.5

Total (UR)
High education (URh)
Low education (UR)
Ratio (UR, / UR.)
Difference (U13,-URh)

6.8
2.5
8.3
3.3
5.8

Total (UR)
High education (UR.)
Low education (UR)
Ratio (UR, / UR.)
Difference (UR,-URh)

4.9
2.0
7.8
3.9
5.8

Country
Germany

Italy

Sweden

UK

Canada

US

1971-82

1.7

1.9

3.1

5.1

Source: Nickell and Bell, 1996; See Nickell and Bell, 1995 for sources and construction.
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0.55
-5.8

1991-93
4.1

4.9
8.5

7.5
0.6
-5.0

9.0
20.0
2.2
11.0

5.8
2.8
6.9
2.5
4.1

9.0
4.4
15.9
3.6
11.5

10.8
6.2

9.1

11.5
5.1
16.1

3.9
11.9

17.1

2.6
10.9

3.1

3.2

8.0

11.0

6.2
2.4
11.3
4.7
8.9

6.0
3.0
11.0

3.7
8.0
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Table 5: Ratio of earnings by educational qualification: level E/level A (levels D and E/level A for
Germany)
Early
1970s
France, men
France, women
Germany, men
Netherlands, men
Netherlands, women
UK, men
US, men
US, women

3.85
3.11

Late
1970s
4.23
3.20

Early
1980s

1980s

Early
1990s

3.81
3.11

2.00
1.96
2.20
1.83
1.92
1.85

Middle/late

1.69
1.94
1.78

1.94
1.86
1.87
1.87
2.33
2.15

2.04
2.47
2.32

--N.

...

Source: OECD job study, 1994. Level A corresponds to primary education or no qualifications, level E corresponds to university
education or equivalent.

to machines taking over the repetitive
tasks traditionally performed by lowskilled labour and the observation that

put forward because there were few identifiable shocks which could explain the unemployment history in the 1980s.

computer technology leads to a greater increase in productivity among more highlyskilled workers than low-skilled workers;

As to the last effect, trade with low-wage coun-

b) `deindustrialisation': the structural shift
from employment in industrial sectors to
the services sectors. Many jobs have been
lost in industry. Moreover, this loss of employment relates largely to low-skilled jobs,

as is clear from the fact that in the 1980s,
employment among white-collar, highlyskilled employees in industry in countries
such as Germany, France and Italy actually increased (OECD 1996). The ad hoc
labour market survey of the EC, conducted
in 1994, shows that 70% of all jobs in industry and retail are skilled jobs (Tessaring
1998);

tries has indeed risen over time: the proportion of imports into EU countries from nonOECD countries amounted to 5% in 1970 and
had risen to 12% by 1990 (OECD 1996). From
a traditional Heckscher-Ohlin model of trade,
one can deduce that, given certain conditions,

this kind of trade will eventually lead to an
equalisation of factor prices (wages) between

the trading countries. None the less, most
studies on this matter observe that this increase only had a relatively small effect on
the division of wages and employment (OECD

1996). The main argument is that, although
trade with low-wage countries has increased,

overall this trade is relatively small within
European GNP. Moreover, this type of trade

c) increased competition from low-wage countries which have abundant low-skilled, low-

paid labour. This can be interpreted as an
increased implicit supply of less educated
workers.

A quantitative assessment of these three effects and of their relative importance is difficult. There still remains a vigorous debate as
to the question whether these effects actually
do exist. This can hardly be surprising, given
that, referring once again to the quotation of
Blanchard and Summers in Section 3.1.1, the
'hysteresis'-assumption in the first place was

relates chiefly to manufactured goods and
therefore primarily exerts an influence on the
secondary sector, a sector that is increasingly
losing importance.

Teindustrialisation' on the other hand, can
hardly be denied. However, the destruction
of jobs in the secondary sector in many countries went together with a dramatic increase
in service sector employment. Moreover, in
addition to the many highly-skilled jobs, many
low-skilled white-collar jobs have been created in the services sectors of the aforementioned countries.
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Table 6: Unemployment rates by level of educational attainment (male and female)
1989

Germany

Pre-primary, primary
Lower secondary
Upper secondary
Higher non-university
University
Total

Italy

Pre-primary, primary
Lower secondary
Upper secondary
Higher non-university
University
Total

Netherlands

Pre-primary, primary
Lower secondary
Upper secondary
Higher non-university
University
Total

Spain

Pre-primary, primary
Lower secondary
Upper secondary
Higher non-university
University
Total

Sweden

Pre-primary, primary
Lower secondary
Upper secondary
Higher non-university
University
Total

UK

Pre-primary, primary
Lower secondary
Upper secondary
Higher non-university
University
Total

Canada

Pre-primary, primary
Lower secondary
Upper secondary
Higher non-university
University
Total

US

Pre-primary, primary
Lower secondary
Upper secondary
Higher non-university
University
Total

x
13.8

6.8
3.7
4.5
7.3
5.9
6.8
7.7
x
4.8

6.6
13.6
7.6

4.8
4.6
5.0
6.5

1995

11.1

07.9

6.5
4.7

13.3

7.9
5.2
4.7
8.1
9.1

7.9
x

7.3
8.5

4.8

x
3.9

x
4.1

5.6

5.6

12.7
15.6

15.3
17.6

20.6

13.1

14.1

x

12.5
9.9
14.7
x

10.7
12.9
x
1.4
0.9

0.9
1.0
1.0
x
10.0
5.6
2.7
2.4

6.4
10.3
9.8
6.8
5.0

3.6
6.7
8.5
9.1

4.6
3.3
2.2
4.4

---..
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1992
x
8.9
6.4
4.5
3.7
6.2
6.5
7.8
8.2
x
6.0
7.4

854

4.6
4.3
2.3
2.0
3.8
x
12.3
8.3
3.3
3.6
8.4

.

18.5
16.6
13.8
19.0
10.1

8.7
4.8
4.2
7.8
12.2

7.4
4.1

3.5
7.4

15.5
15.0

13.0

9.7
9.0
5.2
10.0

8.6
7.5
4.6
8.3

13.2
13.7
7.2

4.6
2.9
6.6

10.0

5.0
3.6
2.5
4.7
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Table 6 (Continued)

Belgium

Pre-primary, primary
Lower secondary
Upper secondary
Higher non-university
University
Total

France

Pre-primary, primary
Lower secondary
Upper secondary
Higher non-university
University
Total

Ireland

Pre-primary, primary
Lower secondary
Upper secondary
Higher non-university
University
Total

Portugal

Pre-primary, primary
Lower secondary
Upper secondary
Higher non-university
University
Total

Denmark

Pre-primary, primary
Lower secondary
Upper secondary
Higher non-university
University
Total

Finland

Austria

Pre-primary, primary
Lower secondary
Upper secondary
Higher non-university
University

1989
14.0
9.2
4.7
2.7
2.0
7.5
11.8
10.5

6.6
3.4
3.0
8.1

25.8
15.1

6.6
3.9
2.6
13.9
6.0
5.8
6.4
6.0

1992
19.9
7.9
4.7
2.3
2.2
7.8
10.8
13.2
7.4
4.6
4.4
8.8
22.5
17.3
9.3
5.8
3.3
13.6
5.4
5.1

1995
13.4

7.5
3.5
3.6
8.5
14.0

8.9
5.9
7.0
9.7
16.4

7.6
5.0
3.4
10.7
6.2

4.5

6.4
3.1

12.1

1.9
1.8
4.9
x
15.6

7.1

9.1

4.0
3.4
8.3

5.8
4.8
10.6

6.1

6.0
x

3.3
5.8
14.6

8.3
5.3
4.3
10.0

x

x

4.1
3.1

14.9
12.1

16.1

1.6
1.7

5.7
3.4

Total

3.0

Pre-primary, primary
Lower secondary
Upper secondary
Higher non-university
University

x

11.4
x

9.7
6.2
15.8

3.6
2.4
x

5.6
3.2
x

2.9

1.1

1.3

2.1

Total

2.7

3.6

3.5

21.6

5.7

1.4

_
Source: OECD, Education at a glance, several issues; Figures for persons aged 25-64.
Legend: x=no data available
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Table 7: Unemployment rates by educational attainment (persons aged 25 to 59)
_
B

Third level education (URh)
Upper secondary (URm)
Less than upper secondary (URI)
Total (UR)
Ratiol (UR, / URh)

D

Third level education (URh)
Upper secondary (URm)
Less than upper secondary (URI)
Total (UR)
Ratiol (UR, / URh)

F

Third level education (URh)
Upper secondary (URm)
Less than upper secondary (URI)
Total (UR)
Ratiol (UR, / URh)
Third level education (URh)
Upper secondary (URm)
Less than upper secondary (URI)
Total (UR)
Ratiol (UR, / URh)
Third level education (URh)
Upper secondary (URm)
Less than upper secondary (UR)
Total (UR)
Ratiol (UR, / URh)
Ratio2 (UR, / URm)
Third level education (URh)
Upper secondary (URm)
Less than upper secondary (URI)
Total (UR)
Ratiol (UR, / URh)

Third level education (URO
Upper secondary (URm)
Less than upper secondary (URI)
Total (UR)
Ratiol (UR, / URh)
Ratio2 (UR, / URm)

I

4.9
6.0
10.4
6.4
2.2
1.7

Ratio2 (UR, / URm)

IRL

3.6

4.9

Ratio2 (UR, / URm)
E

8.1

Ratio2 (UR, / URm)

Ratio2 (UR, / URm)

GR

1995
3.4
7.7
12.4

1.2

Ratio2 (UR, / URm)

DK

-

8.1

14.2
8.2
2.9
1.7
5.7
8.6
6.4

7.0

6.1

4.9
2.4

2.7
1.7
5.3
8.8
14.5
8.8
2.7
1.6
5.6

8.1

1.8
x
x
x

x
x

9.1

x
5.6
9.0

6.7
7.3

6.7
7.3

1.2

1.2

0.74
14.7
19.3

0.74
14.3
17.9
21.2
19.0
1.5

0.74
13.6
17.5
19.9
17.9
1.5

1.2

1.1

6.5
9.9
14.8
10.9
2.3

6.7
9.8
15.3

1.5

1.5

4.2
7.3
17.3
10.7

3.4
6.5
14.9
9.2
4.4
2.3
7.0

21.1

19.4
1.4
1.0
6.5
9.1
14.1

10.2
2.2
1.6
4.2

7.5
16.9
10.8
4.0
2.2

Third level education (URO
Upper secondary (URm)
Less than upper secondary (UR,)
Total (UR)
Ratiol (UR, / URh)

r

1997
3.3
7.0
12.8
7.7
3.9
1.8
3.4
4.6

1.1

7.1

7.6
9.6
8.6
1.3
1.3

Ratio2 (UR, / URm)
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1996
3.7
7.6
13.6
8.4
3.7
1.8
3.8
6.0
10.4

856

4.1

2.4
6.4
8.0
10.1

9.0
1.6
1.3

11.0

2.3

8.1

10.6
9.2
1.5
1.3
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Table 7: (continued)

NL

Third level education (URh)

Upper secondary (Lift)

A

Less than upper secondary (URI)
Total (UR)
Ratiol (URI / URh)
Ratio2 (URI / UR,)
Third level education (URh)
Upper secondary (UR,h)
Less than upper secondary (URI)
Total (UR)
Ratiol (URI / URh)
Ratio2 (URI / UIRm)

P

FIN

S

UK

Third level education (URI)
Upper secondary (UR,)
Less than upper secondary (UR)
Total (UR)
Ratiol (URI / URh)
Ratio2 (URI / UR,)
Third level education (URO
Upper secondary (UR,)
Less than upper secondary (URI)
Total (UR)
Ratiol (URI / URh)
Ratio2 (URI / UR)
Third level education (URO
Upper secondary (UR,)
Less than upper secondary (URI)
Total (UR)
Ratiol (URI / URh)

1995
4.7
5.8
10.7
6.2
2.3
1.8
2.4
3.7
6.0

1996
4.0
4.8

4.1

5.1

2.5
1.6
3.2
6.7
6.4
6.0
2.0
0.95
8.9
15.5
18.8
14.2

2.8

8.1

5.5
2.0
1.7
2.6
4.7
7.4

1.6

3.3
6.1

6.8
6.2
2.0
1.1

1997
3.3
4.0
7.2
4.7
2.2
1.8
2.7
4.2
7.5
4.8
2.8
1.8
2.3
6.5
6.2
5.7
2.7
0.95
5.7
13.4
16.8
12.4
2.9

2.1

6.7
12.7
17.0
12.4
2.5

1.2
3.5
7.7
8.9
6.7
2.5

1.3

1.2

4.3
9.5
10.0
8.2
2.3

4.1

Ratio2 (URI / URrn)

1.2

Third level education (URO
Upper secondary (URm)
Less than upper secondary (URI)
Total (UR)
Ratiol (URI / URh)
Ratio2 (URI / UR,)

3.8
7.2
9.8
7.5
2.6
1.4

1.0
3.6
6.6
9.4
7.0

-A.,

10.1

11.9

8.9
2.9
1.2
3.0

2.6

5.8
7.90
5.9
2.6

1.4

1.4

_
Source: Eurostat, labour force survey.
Legend: x=no data available
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Table 8: Unemployment rates by educational attainment (males aged 25 to 59)

D

Third level education (URh)
Upper secondary (UIRrn)

Less than upper secondary (URI)
Total (UR)
Ratiol (URI / URh)
Ratio2 (URI / UR,,,)

Third level education (URh)
Upper secondary (UR,n)
Less than upper secondary (URI)
Total (UR)
Ratiol (URI / URh)

I

Ratio2 (URI / URn,)

NL

Third level education (URO

E

Upper secondary (UIR,,,)
Less than upper secondary (UIR1)
Total (UR)
Ratiol (URI / URh)
Ratio2 (URI / URn,)
Third level education (URh)

Upper secondary (URn)
Less than upper secondary (URI)
Total (UR)
Ratiol (URI / URh)
Ratio2 (URI / URn,)
S

Third level education (URh)
Upper secondary (UIR,)
Less than upper secondary (URI)
Total (UR)
Ratiol (URI / URh)
Ratio2 (URI / URn,)

UK

Third level education (URh)
Upper secondary (UR,)
Less than upper secondary (URI)
Total (UR)
Ratiol (URI / URh)
Ratio2 (URI / UR,)

1995
4.2
6.5
14.3
6.9
3.4
2.2
4.5
5.3
7.5
6.5
1.7
1.4
4.3
4.7
9.5
5.3
2.2
2.0
10.7
13.4
16.8

1996
4.7
7.9
15.5
8.0
3.3
2.0
4.6
5.8
7.9
6.9

1997

1.7
1.4

1.6
1.4

03.5
3.4
6.3
4.3

2.8
2.9
5.2
3.5

1.8
1.8
10.3

15.1

14.9
1.7
1.4

1.9
1.8
9.8
11.6
15.7
13.8
1.6
1.3

1995-97

x
x
x
x
x
x

5.2
6.1

8.4
7.3

4.8
5.7
7.9
6.9
1.7
1.4
3.5

3.7
7.0
4.4
2.0

5.1

5.1

8.7
9.6
7.6
2.7

10.4
10.7

10.4

9.1

2.0

9.6
2.3

1.9
10.3
12.4
16.5
14.6
1.6
1.3
4.6
9.8
10.7
8.8
2.3

1.1

1.0

1.1

1.1

4.2
7.9
12.3
8.7
2.9

4.2
7.2

3.9

11.9

11.3

8.2
2.8

3.3
6.2
9.7
6.7
2.9

1.5

1.6

1.5

1.5

1.6
1.2
3.6

12.1
17.1

11.9

7.1

7.9
2.9

Legend: x=no data available

This leaves the skill-biased technological

tury, yet the average unemployment rate has

change argument (or SBTC for short) as the

remained virtually unchanged' (Bean and

main culprit, to some extent by default. A
powerful counter argument against the role

Pissarides 1991, p. 330).

of SBTC is that, at least in the long run, there

However, this does not necessarily preclude
that there can be a short run relationship. In
fact, in recent years there has been a renewed
research interest in the issue of SBTC. The
general proliferation of computer technology

is no relationship between technological
change (and SBTC for that matter) and unemployment: 'output per head has roughly
tripled since the middle of the nineteenth cen424
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in the 1980s is regarded as an important explanation for the asymmetrical effects of technological change (Krueger 1993; Autor et al.
1998). Machin and Van Reenen (1998) find a
strong relationship between technical change
(measured both by R&D intensity and by com-

puter usage) and the changing relative demand for skilled workers, not only for the US
and Japan, but also for a number of European
countries (Denmark, France, Germany, Sweden and the UK).

Berman et al. (1998) state that a comparable

kind of SBTC occurred simultaneously in
many countries (the research is limited to the
manufacturing sector) in the 1980s and 1990s,
and therefore can be regarded as pervasive.
Draper and Manders (1997) conclude that in
the Netherlands, over the period 1972-93, la-

bour-saving technological change explains
most of the displacement of low-skilled workers. Greenhalgh et al. (1997) conclude for the

UK that, although trade and technological
change both have a negative impact on the
employment of the lower skilled, and changing domestic demand was more favourable for

higher skilled workers, the technological
change effects were by far the largest. This is
confirmed by Machin (1996).
Summing up, one can conclude that most au-

thors give the highest weight to the SBTC
argument, while trade and deindustrialisation effects seem to have had a minor contribution. However, even the role of SBTC has
not been unchallenged, and the empirical evidence remains fairly limited and circumstan-

tial, as stressed by Drèze and Sneessens
(1997). These authors, on the other hand,
warn that some of the described mechanisms

can become more important in the future.
European trade with low wage countries having been relatively negligible to date, presumably will become more important. In particu-

market, but also occurs within firms, i.e. on
internal labour markets (Schettkat 1992). A
mismatch situation then refers to a situation
where some matches for one reason or another

are difficult to achieve, resulting in either
vacancies that remain unfilled, or in high
unemployment in certain regions or among
certain groups, and possibly the simultaneous existence of both difficult to fill vacancies
and high unemployment.

This description of mismatch is rather loose,
reflecting to some extent the state of the art
of mismatch research. Quoting the editor of
an influential book on the proceedings of a
conference on mismatch:
The major result of this volume, in my opinion, consists in highlighting the looseness of
the "mismatch" concept [...] which explains
why different mismatch definitions lead to
such widely varying judgements on the same
observable facts' (Padoa-Schioppa 1991, p. 2).
One element on which there seems to be grow-

ing consensus, is the fact that the use of the
concept 'mismatch' is to be limited to structural, long-term imbalances. This implies that
frictional unemployment, induced by turnover and job search, and resulting in a permanent coexistence of a certain level of unemployment and unfilled vacancies, is ruled out
as a form of mismatch, since it is essentially
a short-term phenomenon.

Different forms of mismatch can be distinguished:

skill mismatch, which implies that there is
a mismatch with respect to skills, i.e. that
the skill requirements ofjobs differ from the
skill composition of labour supply;

lar, trade with eastern Europe is thought to

Li regional or geographic mismatch, which
implies that there will be simultaneously

be still far from having exerted its full effects.

regions which witness high unemployment,

3.2.3 Mismatch

When a jobseeker finds a job, a match has
been realised between a worker and a vacancy.
This matching process not only relates to what

is conventionally described as the labour

and regions where the labour market is
tight. This is essentially a problem of low
geographic mobility (either of workers or
of jobs);

D industrial or sectoral mismatch, which, to
a certain degree can be related to occupa-
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tional and/or geographical mismatches,
and therefore will not be completely independent.

3.2.4 Definitions and measurement
problems
The measurement of mismatch is concerned
with measuring the level and trends in mismatch. Several rival measures have been proposed. These measures are generally applicable for all kinds of mismatches. However,
in what follows, we will focus on skill mismatch.
A first series of empirical measures use data
on unemployment and vacancies. IfU1 is the
number of unemployed in category i, and U is
total unemployment (over all categories), then
the proportion of unemployed in category i

(e.g. skill category, region, sector, etc.) is
U, /U, or ill, for short. Analogously, if Vi is the

number of vacancies in category i, and V the
total number of vacancies, the share of category i is equal to V, /V, denoted vi. A first

let a vacancy turn out to be hard to fill and
therefore be filled by somebody who is not
really qualified. Then does the vacancy cease
to exist?' (Muysken 1994, p. 1).

Secondly, as opposed to unemployment figures, generally there does not exist one specific channel through which all, or most, vacancies are posted. A lot of countries collect
vacancy figures based on the registration of
vacancies by the public employment services

(PES). A problem with this source is that,
apart from its rather administrative nature,
employers often have little incentive to notify their vacancies, especially when unemployment is high. For Flanders (Belgium) for
example, it is known that the number of vacancies registered at the PES is only a fraction of the total number of vacancies, despite
a legal obligation for all enterprises (with 20
or more employees) to notify. In addition, the
vacancies reported tend to be those which are
hardest to fill.

measure is as follows (Jackman and Roper

A third problem with these administrative
data, is the fact that they are sensitive to in-

1987; Franz 1991):

stitutional changes and do not seem to be com-

M1 = (1/2)

I uivi I

If Ili = NT, for all categories, M1 will be 0, indi-

cating that the coexistence of unemployed and
vacant jobs is not associated with a dispersion
between categories. If there are no categories
where there is simultaneously unemployment
and vacancies, M1 will be equal to 1 (note that

u = u = 1, and analogously, v = v = 1). A
similar measure is as follows (Jackman and

parable over time, making it hard to detect
trends. For Germany, an analysis based on
the official unemployment and vacancy figures shows little if any shift in the U/V relationship since 1970. However, between 1970
and 1985 the share of vacancies mediated by
the PES is thought to have fallen from 45%
to under 25% (Abraham 1991). In the UK, an
opposite trend has been witnessed; here the
share of notified vacancies has increased over
time (cited above).

Roper 1987; Bean and Pissarides 1991):
M2 = 1

(u 1.vi)112

M2 will, like Ml, move between 0 and 1, under the same conditions.

Though intuitively appealing, the practical
application of these measures has been limited because few countries have suitable vacancy data. Vacancies are difficult to measure
(Muysken 1994). In the first place, the notion
has some ambiguous features. Muykens illustrates this with the following example, which
is quite relevant for mismatch measures:
426

Alternative sources of information about vacancies are the 'help-want' advertisement (e.g.
in newspapers). Here is a danger of duplicate

measurement, and it is also questionable
whether advertisement behaviour has been
constant over time, minimising the potential
to detect real trends.
A last source of vacancy data, namely large
vacancy surveys regularly conducted, happens to be the most reliable one. However, this
approach is not very widespread because it is

costly. In addition, countries that have conducted surveys have often only done so inci-
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dentally, the Netherlands being an exception
(Muysken 1994).

During the past few years in Belgium, an
annual vacancy survey has been conducted

such as M1 and M2, which do take vacancy
rates into account. In other words, if hiring
behaviour differs between categories, neither
the dispersion of absolute, nor relative unemployment rates is necessarily a good mismatch

(Simoens et al. 1997; Deno lf and Denys 1996,
1998). These surveys suggest yet another po-

proxy.

tential problem for vacancy figures, which is
more general, i.e. regardless of their source.

On the other hand, if hiring behaviour is iden-

It is shown that the required qualifications
in vacancies are only one side of the picture:
although for 1997, 42% of a representative

sample of 1600 vacancies required only a
lower secondary education degree, 67% of
those low-skilled vacancies were eventually
filled by candidates holding higher degrees.
The same phenomenon of overeducation has
been found for the other years.

Since disaggregated vacancy data are not
available for many countries, or are not very
reliable if they are, some mismatch measures
have been proposed which only use information about unemployment. If N denotes the

tical everywhere, it can be shown that both
M1 and M2 depend on the dispersion of relative unemployment rates, which provides an
argument for preferring the relative above the
absolute variant.

However, this debate is far from concluded.
Some authors derive on the basis of their theo-

retical model that relative unemployment
rates are preferable to construct a mismatch
indicator (Layard et al. 1991), while others,
using another theoretical model, derive that
the differences between unemployment rates
are preferable (e.g. Sneessens and ShadmanMetha 1995, Sneessens et al. 1997).

labour force (i.e. both workers and unem-

Thus, Sneessens et al. 1997 argue that the

ployed), and N, is the corresponding number
for category i, one can construct the following

variance of relative unemployment rates as a

measure (Jackman, Layard and Savouri
1991):

measure can be defended, provided one is
willing to assume that for all categories the
wages are equally sensitive to their own

M3 = (1/2) var [ (U, /N,)/(U/N) ii

unemploment rates. This, according to these
authors, need not be a very realistic assumption 'when the focus is on the effect of down-

that is, measure 3 is based upon the disper-

ward wage rigidities at the low end of the

sion (measured with the variance) of the relative unemployment rates for each category.

wage spectrum (least-skilled workers)' (see p.

Here one can discuss whether it is the dispersion of relative unemployment rates (as
in M3) which is relevant or rather if the disr

8). In the event that for some category the
wage is less sensitive to its own unemployment rate, (typically when categories relate
to skills, less or not at all if categories relate

persion of absolute unemployment rates

to regions or sectors), the contribution of

should be studied (var (U, /N)). If aggregate
unemployment U is not stable, e.g. is increas-

structural disturbances to the change in the
equilibrium unemployment rate should be
measured by the change in the discrepancy

ing, it is possible that the absolute and the
relative measure will move in opposite directions.

between the unemployment rates of each category, rather than by the variance of relative
unemployment rates.

As noted by Abraham (1991), if hiring behaviour differs between sectors (or between skill
categories), a given categorical unemployment

Another forceful critique of the variance of

rate may imply quite different categorical
vacancy rates. Then, an increase in the dispersion of categorical unemployment rates,

mismatch has been made by Entorf (Entorf
1998). He derives that if unemployment fig-

relative unemployment rates as a measure for

holding mean unemployment constant, might

ures reveal additive upward shifts, this measure will be biased towards zero. Both with de-

either raise or lower the value of measures

terministic and stochastic shifts, these
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'measures of mismatch are likely to decline
without any changes in the relative structure
of sectors, skills or other grouping criteria'
(Entorf 1998, P. 43). In addition, it is shown
that there is empirical evidence for sustaining the claim that actual unemployment figures in fact behave like a non-stationary time
series. Therefore, the mismatch trends based
on this indicator might be a simple statistical artifact.

and recurring adult education, it is well

A feature by which all the measures are

ment, is not necessarily a hindrance.

plagued, is the fact that the obtained results
often crucially depend on the classification
used, that is, whether the categories used are
more or less disaggregated. If the unemployment categories are too fine, implying that

A similar relationship between the level of
educational attainment and the probability
of gaining work experience is less obvious
(apart from the higher unemployment rates

workers who compete for the same kind ofjobs

are assigned to different categories, the mismatch may be exaggerated. If the categories

are too coarse, probably the more realistic
case, mismatch may be understated. Moreover, one can argue that, as regards skills, the
degree of heterogeneity within classifications
has risen over time, which, again, jeopardises
the potential for studying trends. Tor example, factory operatives might once have been
largely interchangeable, but today there may
be an important distinction between factory

known that participation is not evenly distrib-

uted among the population. Typically, the
higher educated tend to participate more in
adult education and training (OECD 1997).
Though the correlation between the acquired
formal educational attainment and the probability of participating in adult education will
be far from perfect, its existence suggests that

neglect of the training aspect in an operationalisation of skills by educational attain-

for the low skilled). However, one can argue
that the low skill, bad job trap' (Snower 1996),
where bad jobs are the ones associated with
low wages, deficient training and low productivity, also relates to a rather limited potential to gain work experience valued by the labour market.

Educational attainment indices also have a
few drawbacks. Educational categories used
in different countries are notoriously difficult

to compare, which hampers international

operatives who have education or training
that prepares them to work with computer-

comparisons. However, for the present pur-

ised technologies and those who do not'

countries which have to be made. Therefore
the requirement is that the educational classification remains reasonably stable over time
within a country, which in general seems to
be a realistic assumption.

(Abraham 1991, p. 466). Another disturbing
feature, at least for occupational classifications, is that an occupation can easily change
as is illustrated by the fact that a lot of job
changers do report changes in occupation.

poses, it is primarily comparisons within

This may explain why skill measures in empirical applications often rely on educational

Another drawback relates to the fact that
educational attainment is not necessary a
good indicator of the quality of education

categories, rather than on occupational or

(OECD 1994). Thus, in the US, where educa-

professional classifications. However, education as proxy for skills is not without its problems either. Skills can, broadly speaking, be
acquired in three different ways: by formal
education, by training and by experience (onthe-job training, work experience). When educational attainment is taken as proxy for the
skill level, obviously two potentially important skill determinants are neglected.

tional attainment at the level of secondary
education is measured by time spent in formal education, wide variation can obviously
be observed in pupil performance levels for a
given level of educational attainment. This
seems to be less of a problem for most European countries, which normally have a form
of performance testing, at least at the end of
secondary education.

As for the training component, which we define broadly to include all kinds of permanent

Still, the more general critique regarding the
effects of the level of aggregation in any clas-
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sification on the 'observed' mismatch results,
remains in full force for a classification based

on educational attainment. For example, a
tertiary level of educational attainment often comprises both academic and vocational
degrees, and one can argue that it would be
preferable to distinguish between those two
fields.

Based on the preceding discussion, one can
conclude that, while educational attainments
cannot simply be equated to skill levels, they
are the best proxy available for skills. However, a recent contribution of Manacorda and
Manning (1997) puts this conclusion in an
entirely different perspective.

They state that, when assessing whether
there has been a shift in relative demand

skills distribution is constant and their wage
relative to the average is also constant' (see
p. 3-4). Now, someone's position in skill distribution is determined by his or her educational attainment, but, as the supply of educated labour grows over time, the position of
a person with a given educational attainment
will be falling over time: assume that educational level X corresponds to the median position at a certain point in time, half of the
labour force having a higher and half having
a lower level.
As the labour force becomes more educated,
10 years later, level X will have moved to the
left, say to the 40th percentile, with 60% of
the labour force having a higher educational

level. In this framework, a neutral change

against the lower-skilled, it is of course nec-

implies that unemployment rates are constant
for a given position in the skill distribution,

essary to take into account the changes in
relative supply. That is, a shift in relative

but the consequence is that unemployment

demand that is entirely offset by a comparable change in the skill composition of the labour force need not be problematic. This last
situation can be called a neutral change, as

opposed to an asymmetric, non-neutral or
skill-biased change. Jackman et al. (1996, as
quoted by Manacorda and Manning 1997) call
a change neutral if the relative demand and
supply changes mean that the unemployment

rates for different skill groups are constant
through time and the relative wages of different skill groups are constant as well.
Manacorda and Manning (1997) remark that,
if the relative supply of better educated groups
(education being taken as a measure of skills)
increases over time, and if the unemployment
rates of higher educated workers are lower,
which seem to be two reasonable assumptions

for most countries, this kind of 'neutral
change' inevitably must lead to lower aggriegate unemployment. They argue that the foregoing definition of neutral change therefore
is not very sensible, and propose a rival definition, which leads to yet another measure of
skill mismatch.

rates for a given educational level will be increasing over time, at least if the labour force
is becoming more educated. Another consequence is that the aggregate unemployment
rate will remain constant. This is, according
to the authors, a more sensible assumption,
because over the past century there have been

dramatic increases in educational attainments without a noticeable trend in the unemployment rate.
While conceptually appealing, this definition

of neutral change is much harder to operationalise empirically than the conventional
definition. Whereas someone's level of education is directly observable, his/her position in

the skill distribution is not directly observable, because the classification of educational
levels typically consists of discrete categories.

The authors assume that the level of human
,capital also varies within educational catego-

ries. Therefore, they have to impose some
structure on the distribution of human capital within a given level of education.

A skill mismatch measure based on this
framework will, in a comparison over time,

compare changes in the position of skill
They 'define changes in demands and supplies

for different skills (with other relevant factors constant) as neutral if the unemployment

rate of the person at a given position in the

groups, and therefore possibly lead to results
which differ a lot from a more classical measure which compares changes in the position
of educational groups. In Section 4.5 some
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empirical results regarding the level and
trends in skill mismatch are surveyed.
A last criticism which can be made of all the
preceding measures of mismatch, is the fact
that they conceive, or at least measure, mis-

match as a one-dimensional phenomenon.
Entorf (1998, p. 27) shows that, in a simple
world with two regions and two skill categories and thus four possible combinations, one
can easily construct examples in which a situation of perfect mismatch (all the unemployed
in the first region being concentrated in the
first skill category, and all vacancies in this
region being in the second skill category, and
the other way round for the other region) completely fades whenever one measures the mismatch along one dimension, either region or
skill.
The necessity to measure mismatch as a mul-

tidimensional phenomenon is empirically
comfirmed by Sneessens et al. 1997, who ob-

tain different results for the measured level
of skill mismatch, depending on whether regional mismatch has been controlled or not.
Moreover, 'even with very detailed levels of
disaggregation, mismatch measurement remains subject to potential misinterpretations.
Structural problems might occur due to missing mobility also within well defined sectors.
Recent evidence reveals that workers tend to
move within sectors, rather than across sectors [.. J. Thus, the very important aspect of
match and mismatch within sectors is not captured by the data, and the idea that mismatch

could be reduced by moving labour across
sectoral borders may be misleading.' (Entorf
1998, p. 28).

3.2.5 Relation with observed facts
and policy conclusions
An increase in the level of mismatch (and skill

mismatch) on the labour market will, other
things being equal, lead to an outward shift
of the Beveridge curve, such as the shift described in Section 2.3. Increased mismatch
can thus be a sufficient condition for this shift,
but is not a necessary condition: the observed

shift as such does not prove that mismatch
problems actually have increased.
430

For example, the framework developed in
Section 3.1 offers a rival explanation. The
hypothesis that (skill) mismatch increased, on
the other hand, offers a more straightforward
explanation for the apparent deterioration of

the position of the lower skilled than the
theory of disenfranchised unemployed. To
some extent, the opposite holds for an explanation of the increased share and persistence
of long-term unemployment. While this ob-

servation is perfectly compatible with increased mismatch, the disenfranchised-work-

ers-approach is perhaps a more straight
forward explanation. However, as in reality
the lower skilled are typically over-represented in long-term unemployment, these two
phenomena are difficult to distinguish.
As regards policy, a situation of increased skill

mismatch probably will not be permanently
alleviated, let alone solved, by the classical
ingredients of an active labour market policy.
Temporary work experience and recruitment
subsidies programmes will be of little help.
'As soon as the subsidy is cancelled, the lowskilled worker will lose his job and unemploy-

ment will persist' (Sneessens 1995b, p. 19).
Mandatory participation will be counterproductive, while job-search programmes will be
discouraging for the lower skilled.

Several authors emphasise that only measures that aim at changing the relative cost of
low-skilled workers (permanent subsidy, labour tax cut, lower social insurance contributions on the minimum and low wages, etc.)
will prove effective to eliminate the skill mismatch problem (Drèze and Malinvaud 1994;
Sneessens 1995b; Drke and Sneessens 1997).
This position can be defended, but it may be
too pessimistic. As skill mismatch is primarily a problem oflow skills which are no longer
in demand (admittedly, no longer in demand
at the going wage rate), obviously there has
to be some scope to remedy the skills problem through training and education.

On the other hand, it is doubtful whether traditional programmes of labour market train-

ing, which either aim at upgrading lost or
outdated skills and reestablishing worker attitudes, or have a rather narrow and special-

ised content and therefore are targeted on
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workers who already possess a lot of qualifi-

cations, will prove sufficient. What these
training programmes have in common, is their
average short duration. The upgrading of the

skill level of the lower-skilled, on the other

hand, can only be brought about by programmes that are sufficiently long.

3.3 Job competition

The skill mismatch-hypothesis and the
theory of unemployment persistence due to
the disenfranchising effects of long-term unemployment can both explain the stylised
facts outlined in Section 2.3. Which theory

is more in line with reality, is largely an
empirical matter. An empirical judgement
however, will not prove easy, among other
things because, even on a theoretical level,

there is not really a consensus as to how
mismatch should be defined, let alone meas-

ured. Yet, as already mentioned earlier, an
examination of the behaviour of the exit rates
from unemployment could possibly give an
indication of which theory is dominant for a
given country. That is to say, if for a particular country one observes that negative duration dependence is absent or negligible,

this will be a strong indication for downplaying the role of the disenfranchised work-

ers hypothesis. If, on the other hand, one
observes negative duration dependence, both
hypotheses become possible (or a mixture of
them). The criterion of the duration depend-

ence thus is at best a half-hearted judgement.

And even a situation of pure heterogeneity
(where duration dependence is absent) will
not prove that mismatch is to be the preferred
explanation. As pointed out by Cockx (1998),

ever, with an upswing of economic activity and

a tightening of the labour market, the position of the lower skilled should improve again,
at least, if job competition is the only mecha-

nism in operation.

Job competition, in other words, can not explain unemployment persistence and therefore is, at best, a secondary explanation. This
does not mean that job competition has to be
excluded from the recent unemployment history of some countries. It is quite possible that
it has substantially aggravated the position
of the lower skilled, on top of the already devastating (joint) effect of skill mismatch and/

or persistent long-term unemployment. It
cannot be attributed a role of protagonist, either in explaining unemployment growth or
in explaining unemployment persistence.

4. Corroborating evidence
4.1 State dependence versus
heterogeneity
4.1.1 Introduction
In an empirical attempt to model the effect of
unemployment duration on the exit probability, the basic variable is unemployment duration. Duration data are typically analysed
with a specially adapted statistical tool, socalled hazard models ('event history models',
'duration models', 'survival analysis'). In conventional statistical approaches, such as OLS
regression, the omission of a relevant inde-

pendent variable will bias the estimators of
coefficients that are included only if the omitted variable correlates with the included variable (a typical example being the regression
of income on years of schooling, omitting a

a job competition hypothesis could equally
well be responsible for high heterogeneity in

measure of ability). In hazard models, this

exit rates. Job competition (ladder-effect, displacement-effect, bumping) occurs in a context of high unemployment. The higher skilled
can always fill the vacancies which initially
were intended for lower skilled. Therefore, a
cyclical downturn with an increase in unem-

are not correlated with included variables.

ployment will hit the lower skilled much
harder than the higher skilled, because the
latter can always descend the skills-ladder,
while the former soon reach the bottom. How-

bias will be present even if omitted variables
More disturbing yet, the omission of relevant
variables will lead to the impression that the
hazard rate out of unemployment is characterised by negative duration dependence, even
if the hazard rate is constant. This is due to a
sorting out process. The intuition behind this
result can be shown with the following sim-

ple example. Suppose that there are two
groups of people in unemployment, say the
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Figure 4: Spurious duration dependence

High-skill

Low-skill
Time

low-skilled and the high-skilled. Suppose further that the high-skilled at each point in time
have a high and constant probability of leaving unemployment, while the low-skilled also
have a constant hazard rate, which however,
as opposed to the high-skilled, is low. Figure
4 gives the hazard lines for both groups.
Now, if a student of this group of unemployed
for one reason or another is not able to iden-

tify who belongs to the high-skill group and
who belongs to the low-skill group, he will observe the dotted line, which suggests that hazard rates are decreasing. This can be explained
as follows: at the beginning (inflow into unemployment), the population consists of both highskilled and low-skilled unemployed. However,

since the high-skilled have a high propensity
to leave, as time goes by, i.e. if we move to the
right, the share of high-skilled still left in unemployment will steadily decline. The share
of low-skilled unemployed therefore will increase. The share of persons with high exit
rates will decrease, and in the end only persons with low exit rates will be left. Without
information with respect to skill, one will therefore, wrongfully, be inclined to infer that haz-

ard rates are declining, i.e. that there is nega432

tive duration dependence. This is called spurious duration dependence, due to unobserved
heterogeneity.

The crux of this argument is that in hazard
models it is extremely important to model
heterogeneity. Characteristics such as age,
gender, educational attainment, work experience, ethnicity, etc., which have an important impact on the probability of leaving un-

employment, will often be available and
therefore can be included. However, other
characteristics such as motivation, temperament, appearance, clothing, demeanour, or
even certain aspects of acquired skills (command of language, literacy skills) will, more
often than not, not be available for research
and yet could exert a great influence on the
exit rate from unemployment.

One has to admit that in more recent applications, attempts have been made to model
unobserved heterogeneity (going from rather
mechanical 'ad hoc' procedures to more advanced approaches which impose less 'difficult to justify' structure on data (Chamberlain 1985; Lancaster 1990)). Therefore, one
should primarily be sceptical about first gen-
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eration studies that demonstrate negative
duration dependence.

As to the empirical standing of state dependence versus heterogeneity, Meager and Evans
(1998) give a useful overview:

4.1.2 Survey of some empirical results
The economic analysis of unemployment duration is based on job search theory (Devine
and Kiefer 1991, 1993). A basic job search

model predicts that hazard rates out of unemployment will be constant. After all, if an
unemployed person finds out that obtaining
a job is more difficult than expected, and the
duration of the unemployment spell therefore
longer than expected, he/she can always reduce his/her demands (be it by lowering the
reservation wage, or by accepting job offers
which he/she up to then did not consider). On
the other hand, it can be argued that the prevailing systems of unemployment compensation interfere with this simple reasoning.

It is often asserted that unemployment benefit levels, replacement rates, the duration of
entitlement to unemployment benefits and
other aspects of unemployment compensation
policies have an important impact on the probability of exit from unemployment. However,

in a comprehensive survey of literature,
Atkinson and Micklewright conclude that 'on

the empirical side, we have found that, despite the large literature, there is relatively
little evidence concerning several potentially
important effects of unemployment compensation on labor market transitions' (Atkinson
and Micklewright 1991, p. 1721).
More recent research confirms this conclusion

to some extent. Several authors find no effects (Groot and Jehoel-Gijsbers 1992, Netherlands; Hernaes and Strom 1996, Norway;

Wadsworth 1992, UK; Schmitt and Wadsworth 1993, UK; Gorter and Gorter 1993,
Netherlands;), while others find small and
sometimes more important effects (Stancanelli 1996, UK; Jensen and Verner 1996,

'Early US research with panel data, particularly on young people, suggested that an explanation rooted in heterogeneity had more
explanatory power [Ellwood 1982, Chamberlain 1985, Lynch 1985]. European research
yielded somewhat different results initially,
however. Thus youth unemployment studies
in the UK [Lynch 1989, Narendranathan and
Elias 1993] indicated a role for both factors,

[...]. Further UK studies, [Jackman and
Layard 1991, Narendranathan and Stewart
1989, Layard et al. 1991] however, indicated
evidence of state dependence, with the probability of a spell of unemployment ending being negatively related to the duration of that
spell (after allowing for heterogeneity, both

observed and unobserved). Recently, how-

ever, the balance of evidence has shifted
again. Research in the UK quoted in Elias

(1996), as well as that of Portugal and
Addison (1995) and van den Berg and van
Ours (1996) for the US, and van den Berg
and van Ours (1994) for France, the Netherlands and the UK, suggest a limited role for
state dependence, and that most variation
in observed durations of unemployment can
be explained by heterogeneity [...].' (Meager
and Evans 1998, p.14.).
A few qualifications: van den Berg and van
Ours (1994) find little support for state dependence, however, with one remarkable exception: for British male unemployed they

find strong genuine negative duration dependence and little empirical evidence that
heterogeneity counts for this group. Similarly,
van den Berg and van Ours (1996) report for

US white males negative duration dependence which dominates heterogeneity.

Slovak Republic; Winter-Ebmer 1998, Austria; Ahn and Ugidos-Olazabal 1995, Spain;

Korpi (1995) starts from the observation that
earlier Swedish studies have repeatedly reported non-negative or constant duration dependence in the hazard. The author attributes

Lilja 1993, Finland). The overall picture

this result to the (then actually) large scale

therefore is quite blurry, although this reflects

of the labour market programmes, which typi-

to a certain degree the huge differences between the unemployment compensation policies of different European countries.

cally focused on the unemployed with the

Denmark; Lubyova and Van Ours 1997,

worst employment prospects. Dejemeppe and
Cockx (1998b) find for Wallonia (Belgium)
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important heterogeneity effects, and a limited
role for negative duration dependence.

Feather (1990) reviews a wide panoply of pos-

sible theoretical explanations for this observed reduction of psychological health. One

The bottom line of this review seems to be
that, given the present state of the art, the
evidence points increasingly towards heterogeneity at the expense of duration dependence. The US and the UK, however, at least
for males, are clearly exceptions to this general observation.

approach, developed by Jahoda, starts from
the functions of paid employment (Jahoda

4.2 The impact of unemployment on

tivity. The loss of a job will quite possibly involve a deprivation of both the manifest and

psychological wellbeing

1982). Apart from manifest functions, such as

earning a wage, employment is thought to
have several latent functions: imposition of a
time structure, provision of social contacts,
involvement in shared goals, assignment of
status and identity, and enforcement of ac-

the latent functions, which then is linked to

The impact of unemployment on psychological wellbeing has been profoundly studied and

psychological wellbeing.

documented by social psychologists. Early
work started back in the 1930s with the now
classical Die Arbeitslosen von Marienthal,
published in 1933 by Jahoda, Lazarsfeld and
Zeisl. In the recent past, a lot of research at-

Another, not necessarily conflicting explana-

tention has been devoted to the problem, both

on theoretical and empirical levels (Jahoda
1982, Hayes and Nuttman 1981, Ellwood
1982, Kelvin and Jarett 1985, O'Brien 1986,

Schaufeli 1988, Banks and Ullah 1988,
Catalano and Dooley 1988, Furnham 1988,
Fryer 1992, Gershuny 1993, Winefield et al.

1993, Leana and Feldman 1994, Burnett
1994, Whelan 1994, Cazals et al. 1995,
Hovland et al. 1996, Under lid 1996, Smari et
al. 1997, Winefield 1997, Wanberg et al. 1997,
Tanis 1998, Theodossiou 1998).

De Witte (1993) offers a comprehensive sur-

vey of empirical studies, in particular with

respect to long-term unempfoyment.
McFadyen and Thomas (1997) make a useful comparison between the psychological ap-

proach and the economic models of job
search.
Longitudinal studies in several countries have
shown that becoming unemployed often goes
hand in hand with a significant deterioration
of psychological health (De Witte 1993). Gold-

smith and Darity (1992) cite a study that
linked unemployment to significantly higher
levels of anxiety, depression, somatisation,
hostility and paranoia. Besides the impact on
psychological health, physiological changes
have also been reported (Baum et al. 1986 give
some references).
434

tion is that becoming unemployed is either
initially perceived as uncontrollable, e.g.
when due to a layoff, or over time becomes
perceived as uncontrollable, e.g. due to a prolonged but fruitless search. This loss of control 'reduces an individual's perception of internal locus of control, presumably leading to

a sense of helplessness' (Darity and Goldsmith, 1993, p. 60). 'Helplessness theory' can

be summarised as follows: 'highly desired
outcomes are believed improbable [...] and the
individual expects that no response in his rep-

ertoire will change their likelihood'

(Abramson et al. 1978, as quoted by Feather
1990, p. 71). However, not all authors agree
that loss of control immediately leads to helplessness. Wortham and Brehm (1975) state
that the first response of an individual to a
loss of control is one of 'reactance', i.e. trying
to reestablish control. As soon as it becomes
apparent that this can not be successful, helplessness emerges.
Now, as stated by De Witte (1993), the deterioration of psychological health typically will
stabilise after a certain period of time. The
stabilisation of psychological wellbeing, albeit
on a lower level, is explained by an adaptation process: the long-term unemployed adapt
to their new role and withdraw from the labour market by lowering their employment
commitment and their job search.
Thus, the line of reasoning is as follows: upon
becoming unemployed, the unemployed persons experience a serious deterioration of
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their psychological wellbeing, e.g. due to a
deprivation of manifest and latent functions
and/or due to a sense of helplessness. This
results in a high level of stress, possibly cumulating, if it becomes clear that the probability of finding another job is small. These
unemployed therefore will become discouraged and demotivated. However, high stress
levels are not sustainable for long periods of
time. Therefore, as the unemployment spells
becomes longer, in an attempt to reduce cognitive dissonance, the unemployed will adapt
to the new situation, by changing their preferences. The long-term unemployed thus will
withdraw from the labour market and lower

their employment commitment. Job search
will be substantially reduced. Psychological
health settles on a stable albeit lower level.

status and work conditions in comparison
with their previous job (which of course can
be explained by the lowering of their reservation wage). Whether this sacrifice itself affects
the restoration of psychological wellbeing or

not, however, is not mentioned by the last
author.

On balance, and acknowledging that this
short and selective overview does no justice
to what has become a discipline in its own

right, one can conclude that the empirical
evidence collected during the past 20 years
by students on the psychological impact of
unemployment, does sustain the hypothesis
that long-term unemployment is character-

In the event that a long-term unemployed

ised by negative duration dependence4. The
key observation is that long-term unemployed
will tend to lower their employment commitment and will reduce their job search activ-

does find a job, according to De Witte (1993)

ity.

this will lead to a substantial and instantaneous improvement in psychological wellbeing, possibly even to a restoration of the sta-

tus quo ante. Darity and Goldsmith (1993)
confirm that a myriad of studies find improved psychological wellbeing upon reemployment. However, they question whether
this necessarily means that all adverse effects
of unemployment are transitory and are read-

ily offset by reemployment. They cite some
studies that reported adverse psychological
effects of unemployment that were not fully
offset immediately by the emotional improve-

ment due to reemployment. They conclude
that 'it is evident that there is at least an extended interval where motivation and performance are likely to be reduced relative to
the baseline even after reemployment';(see p.
61).

However, this last observation could be related to the fact that the long-term unem-

This last observation, however, is not entirely
confirmed in non-social-psychology literature.
Layard et al. (1991) review several job search

surveys (US and UK), and conclude that,
while unemployment duration does not seem
to affect the time spent searching (hours per
week), it does seem to affect the effectiveness
of searching (less active methods, such as direct contacts with employers, as duration increases). However, they conclude that search
activity only declines to a rather small extent
with duration.

4.3 Loss and obsolescence of skills
The discrepancy between the number of authors who support the idea of loss and obsolescence of skills during protracted spells of

unemployment and the number of studies
that really give empirical evidence is enormous.

ployed sometimes accept jobs that do not fully

utilise their skills, which could account for
some residual helplessness, since it is reported that 'satisfactory employment, relative
to dissatisfied employment, increases self-es-

teem and decreases depressive effect to a
greater extent' (see p. 61). De Witte (1993)
also mentions that it has been reported repeatedly that long-term unemployed, when
finding another job, often sacrifice on wage,

4 Although not directly related to this section, it is
noteworthy that occupational skills training programmes for the unemployed are reported to have
had a beneficial effect on the psychological distress
of participants, by improvements in self-esteem,
life satisfaction, and reductions in levels of depression (Creed et al. 1996, who also give some useful
references). It is, however, not reported whether
these beneficial effects were durable or not.
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Basically, three mechanisms can be distinguished that relate unemployment to the retention and acquisition of skills:

Acquisition of skills
Social psychology literature also gives some

insights into the acquisition of new skills.
a) unemployment may lead to a loss or erosion of acquired skills, primarily because
they are no longer practiced due to being
out of work;
b) unemployment may lead to an obsolescence
of acquired skills;

c) unemployment may reduce (temporarily or
permanently) the individual's potential to
learn and acquire new skills;

Loss of skills
Some broad indications can be obtained from

the International Adult Literacy Survey
(IALS)-study (OECD 1997), which measured
the literacy skills of adults in several OECD
countries. A broad concept of literacy skills
was used. Unsurprisingly, the literacy skills
correlate with educational attainment. However, one consistently observed that literacy

skills correlated with the labour force status of a respondent. Thus the unemployed
score lower on literacy skills than working
people. Obviously, to draw conclusions, one
should check on educational attainment, but
such exercises have not yet been reported.
Moreover, since the IALS results are based
on cross-sections of the population, one can
never be sure about the direction of causal-

ity: do the responding unemployed in the
sample score lower on literacy due to their
being unemployed, or are they unemployed
because they possess less literacy skills in
the first place?

Obsolescence of skills

Helplessness, so the theory goes, may reduce
the motivation to acquire new skills, and possibly also diminish cognitive efficiency so that
the unemployed may find it more difficult to
learn new skills, even if they are motivated.
Helpless people are for instance reported not
to memory scan as rapidly as someone who is
not helpless5 (Darity and Goldsmith 1993).
Fleming et al. (1984) report that, in a laboratory setting, a control group of employed persons solved significantly more problems than
the group of unemployed. Moreover, the stress
levels of the unemployed rose during the task.
Baum et al. (1986) compared persons who had
recently entered unemployment with persons
who were unemployed for between three to
five months. They found that the longer-term
unemployed persisted less on very difficult
tasks requiring both persistence and concentration, and also solved less tasks. It is, however, not reported whether cognitive efficiency
and motivation are restored upon reemploy-

ment. The results do suggest that training
programmes for the unemployed could benefit from psychological support.

4.4 Employer behaviour
Employers may use unemployment duration

as a signal for productivity, and thus rank
candidates rather indiscriminately by their
unemployment duration. In that case longterm unemployment leads to a loss of reputation and stigmatisation. Empirical evidence
about such behaviour can be obtained from
employer surveys. Meager and Evans (1998)
give an overview of several studies which all
confirm that a significant share of employers
do take account, when recruiting, of unem-

From the alleged great and increasing im-

ployment duration: Atkinson et al. 1996,

portance of on-the-job training and non-formal learning, coupled with the observation

Colbjornsen et aL 1992, ESRI 1991, Gazier
and Silvera 1993, Meager and Metcalf 1987,
Ronayne and Creedon 1993. This list covers
the UK, Norway, Ireland and France.

that employed persons participate more in
training and education, one can infer that
unemployment, while not necessarily bringing about an absolute decrease in acquired

skills, will tend to widen the relative skill
gap compared to those remaining in employment.
436

5 Memory scanning is searching the memory for
appropriate information.
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These results are confirmed for Flanders (Belgium) in Lamberts (1993), and for Austria by
Winter-Ebmer (1991). It can be concluded that

this kind of behaviour is quite consistently
present in a lot of countries, which is an important indicator for supporting the presence
of state dependence.

From a policy point of view, it is important
whether discriminating behaviour is based on
an objective evaluation by employers on the
basis of previous experiences (e.g. because loss

Sneessens and Shadman-Metha (1995) and
Sneessens (1995), using differences between
unemployment rates, observe a significant
increase in skill mismatch for France in recent decades. Sneessens et al. (1997) state
that most of the increase in structural unemployment in France is related to skill mismatch, while increases in structural unemployment (skill and regional mismatches) are
capable of explaining 75% of the increase in
actual unemployment, at least until 1990.

of skill, loss of worker attitudes, etc. really
are prevalent), or on a more subjective, to
some extent prejudiced, appraisal of the employability of the long-term unemployed' in
general. If the latter case is more common,
information campaigns and programmes to

For Spain, the picture is more complex. The
increase in structural unemployment only represents 55 to 60% of actual unemployment

promote the employment of long-term unem-

Franz (1991), working with both unemployment and vacancy figures for Germany, does
detect some regional and skill mismatches,
but states that it is less obvious whether these
imbalances have increased.

ployed to unmask received wisdom might
remedy the problem. If the former is more
common, a quite different approach is called
for, e.g. policies to remedy loss of skills, work
attitudes and the like.

4.5 Mismatch

changes, the remainder relating to a movement
along the Beveridge curve (instead of a shift).

Manacorda and Manning (1997), measuring
skill mismatch based on their concept of the

skill distribution, find evidence for an in-

An empirical evaluation of the importance of,

creased skill mismatch in the US and the UK,

and the trends in skill mismatch has been
made by different authors, using different

but find no increase for France, the Netherlands, Germany and Italy.

measures, based on sometimes substantially
different theoretical underpinnings. Unsurprisingly, the resulting picture is most varied.

Layard, Nickell and Jackman (1991) (and
subsequent work), using a measure based on
relative unemployment rates, observe sub-

stantial mismatch in a variety of countries
(occupational, sectoral, industrial and age
mismatch), but do not detect a trend evolution. Mismatch therefore is important, they
assess that the combined sources of mismatch
can be held responsible for raising Britain's
unemployment by some 40 % above what it
would have been otherwise, but the particular unemployment evolution of the past decades cannot be attributed to an increased mis-

match. In their view, other forces were at
work. Bean and Pissarides (1991), using a
comparable measure, do not find compelling
evidence for technology-induced skill mismatch in Britain.

Entorf (1998) uses highly disaggregated data
for Germany. Using panel-econometrics on a
panel of 40 occupational groups for the period 1971 to 1992, he obtains that the matching efficiency is declining over time. However,

matching efficiency seems to vary with the
prevailing economic situation. Thus periods
of easy match are typically times of high un-

employment (1975/76 and 1983/84), and
therefore he concludes that high unemployment is accompanied by lower mismatch.
Moreover, the general level of mismatch is
higher in the 1980s than in the 1970s.
After this overview, one may have the feeling

that research results are rather inconsistent
and therefore not very conclusive. However,
although there is not a clear picture of the evo-

lution of mismatch over time, most authors
find, irrespective of the approach they use, that

the level of mismatch is not negligible, and
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sometimes even substantial. This observation
warrants a policy interest in mismatch problems. Whether a policy oriented towards reducing mismatch problems will be enough, or
whether it has to be supplemented by policies
aimed at other malfunctionings of the labour
market, depends on whether there has been
an unfavourable trend in mismatch or not.

ture of both explanations has been, and still
is, responsible for the particular unemploy-

ment problems encountered by European
countries. This, however, does not preclude
that different countries struggle with a different mix, some having predominantly a skill
mismatch problem, while others are more ob-

structed by the burden of long-term unemployment.

At present this last question cannot be answered unambiguously. Much more work is
needed, both at theoretical level, to obtain a
better theoretical underpinning of the mismatch concept (which possibly will lead to
some convergence in the now widely differ-

ent approaches), and at empirical level, to
establish richer data with consistent time
series and preferably, at a more disaggregated
and multidimensional level.

As regards this last aspect, the last Holy Grail
of labour economics, LEE (linked employer-

employee data) (Hamermesh 1999), which

consists of linking household data with
establisment/firm data, looks promising.

4.6 Conclusion
On balance, the evidence is quite mixed. Some

observations (e.g. the fact that genuine duration dependence appears to be negligible in a
lot of countries; see Section 4.1.2 for France,
the Netherlands, United Kingdom and Wallonia), are a strong argument against the theory
of unemployment persistence due to the disenfranchising effects of long-term unemployment. Other elements, in particular the well
documented observation regarding recruitment behaviour, as well as vast theoretical and
empirical literature regarding the effects of
(long-term) unemployment on wellbeing and
job search behaviour, corroborate this theory.
The demonstration of an increase in (skill)
mismatch over time, on the other hand, has
been notoriously difficult, due to measurement
problems and the absence of suitable data, and
also due to lack of consensus among its students. To decide that an increase in skill mismatch problems is not relevant because such

an increase has not yet been demonstrated

In this contribution, is was asserted that the
policy mix necessary to tackle and remedy a
situation of skill mismatch is potentially quite
different from active labour market policies
that aim at the activation of the unemployed
and prevention of long-term unemployment.
While some countries or even particular regions within countries predominantly have a
mismatch problem, other countries or regions
seem to have less of a problem, so a differentiated policy approach is called for.
While this may sound logical, the actual policy

approach recommended by the EU through
its guidelines starts from the premise that European unemployment can be alleviated by a
uniform and common set of policies for all
countries. The two first guidelines are directed at the prevention of long-term unemployment. While the prevention of long-term
unemployment may be a goal in its own right,
e.g. for social and political reasons, the eco-

nomic rationale for preventive policies,
namely the claim that unemployment duration itself has a clear negative impact on employability, is questioned by a growing number

of empirical results.

The massive deployment of labour market
programmes that seek to intervene in the
early stages of an individual's unemployment
spell, e.g. training for the unemployed which

has an important share, can thus be questioned on two grounds.

In the first place, dead-weight effects can be
taken to be substantial, since early intervention will direct scarce resources towards the
unemployed who would leave unemployment
early anyway.

convincingly, is possibly too hasty.

Therefore, a conclusion could be that a mix438

Second, for those unemployed really at risk
of becoming long-term unemployed, early in-
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tervention could be warranted provided it
were possible to identify who is at risk and
who is not (literature is rather pessimistic on
the possibility of early identification). However, even if the unemployed at risk would
benefit from current early interventionist programmes if they were targeted exclusively at
the groups at risk which is questionable
since existing measures either lack enough
depth to remedy their problems fundamentally (e.g. short training courses), or only have
a temporary nature (e.g. temporary wage subsidies) it stands to reason that the unemployed at risk will not benefit much when all
the unemployed are targeted.

As regards the problems encoutered when

know which view is most in line with reality.
Depending on the chosen theory, policy prescriptions differ. More in particular, there are

some implications for the organisation of a
VET policy to alleviate unemployment problems.

In this contribution, a comparison is made of
the two rival views. Although both theories
originally stem from a macroeconomic perspective, i.e. a highly stylised and aggregated
world, and essentially deal with macro phe-

nomena, most attention will be devoted to
their microeconomic underpinning and the
available empirical evidence on this level.

5.2 Some stylised facts

measuring mismatch phenomena, the absence

of suitable and internationally comparable

CI Over time, unemployment rates have

vacancy data has been one of the main obsta-

grown, sometimes dramatically;

cles. It could be argued that here remains a
challenge for the EU statistical authorities.

unemployment appears to have a persist-

ent nature, i.e. once the unemployment

5. Summary
5.1 Introduction
There is undeniably a relationship between
skills and unemployment. In comparison with
better-educated workers, the unemployment
rates for workers with low educational attainment, are, almost without exception, consistently higher throughout the EU. This is not a
new phenomenon. However, it has been sug-

gested that during past decades the relative
labour market position of the low-skilled has
declined markedly, due to a variety of factors.

Some authors attribute a substantial part of
the explanation of recent European unemployment history to this relative demand shift
against the low-skilled. A general increase in

skill mismatch is, in their view, one of the
main causes of the peculiar persistence that
has characterised European unemployment
in the past 20 years.

rate has gone up, e.g. in a period of a cyclical downturn, it has a tendency to remain

on this higher level, i.e. it does not return
to its initial equilibrium level, even when
the business cycle becomes more favourable;

typically, unemployment rates are higher
for lower-skilled than for higher-skilled

workers, even though the share of the
lower skilled in the labour force is decreasing over time;

Ci the incidence of the long-term unemployment (more than one year) is on a historically unprecedented high level. Moreover,
it is typically the lower-skilled workers who

are hit most by long-term unemployment;

CI high unemployment rates sometimes go
hand in hand with high vacancy rates.

5.3 Theoretical background
This view, however, has not gone unchallenged. Others have argued that this persistence is caused by other factors, such as long-

term unemployment and everything this

5.3.1 A first theory: equilibrium
unemployment, persistence, hysteresis
and state dependence

brings about.
From a policy point of view, it is important to

By introducing hysteresis, one incorporates the
empirical observation of the 1980s that, once
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unemployment has risen, it has a tendency to

remain on this higher level, so that today's
equilibrium unemployment level depends
partly on past unemployment. Several possible explanations for the emergence of persistent unemployment have been given. We have
principally discussed the 'outsider characteristics' explanation. The underlying mechanism
is as follows. An increase in actual unemployment rates leads to an increase in long-term
unemployment. For reasons which have been
elaborated in section 3.1.2, long-term unem-

ployment is thought to lead to a distance
between the long-term unemployed and the la-

bour market, in fact rendering them unemployable. Therefore, they no longer exert
downward pressure on wages.

How can long-term unemployment lead to
persistence? The basic idea is that the length

ID unemployment, and more particularly
long-term unemployment, is said to affect
work attitudes and work discipline, which,
indirectly, can be of influence if potential

employers come to associate long-term
unemployment with loss of work attitudes;

[21 this last mechanism can be generalised as
a loss of reputation argument. Given that
a hiring process is a situation with asymmetrical information, where the potential

employer normally has only limited and
incomplete information about the productivity of a potential employee, employers
may use the unemployment duration as a
signal of productivity, and thus rank candidates by their unemployment duration.
If this mechanism acts, the exit rate obviously will decrease with duration.

of stay in unemployment, i.e. the duration has

an impact on the exit probability, over and
above the impact of individual characteristics,
such as age, gender, educational attainment,
work experience, ethnicity etc. Negative duration dependence (which is present if the exit

Two of the most singular stylised facts from
Section 2, namely persistent unemployment
and the apparently shifted Beveridge curve

(simultaneously more unemployment and
more vacancies), can be readily explained with

rates from unemployment decrease, the

the former theory. A rise in unemployment

longer one is unemployed) implies that some-

due to a succession of severe negative shocks
leads to long-term unemployment. The long-

thing happens or changes during the stay in

unemployment, either because the unemployed themselves change, or because they are
perceived to have changed. The following processes have been suggested:

term unemployed become disenfranchised
from the labour market, which, through the
mechanism(s) described above, leads to persistence. As the long-term unemployed become unemployable, the number of effective

persons that find it hard to find another

unemployed will be lower than the total
number of unemployed, and therefore, a

job, can trigger off a process of discouragement and demotivation, which eventually

higher unemployment rate will be compatible
with a given vacancy rate.

the fact of being unemployed, especially for

can lead to habituation and resignation.
This will probably lead to a reduction of
the job search activity, and hence to a reduction of the exit probability;
being in unemployment, particularly longterm unemployment, can lead to a loss or

an erosion of acquired skills. Moreover,
even if there is no loss, still the once acquired skills and knowledge can quickly
become obsolete and outdated when no
longer used and updated. If erosion and
depreciation of skills take place over an un-

employment spell, there is a direct effect
on one's employability, and hence on the
exit probability;
440

In past decades, there was an emergence and
tremendous growth of long-term unemployment. The policy implications thus centre on
the prevention of long-term unemployment
and activation of the (long-term) unemployed.
If long-term unemployment leads to discouragement and habituation, loss of skills and

worker attitudes, it is important to act preventively by creating e.g. temporary work
experience and recruitment subsidies programmes to prevent the disenfranchising
processes. The long-term unemployed can be
reactivated by training programmes that upgrade lost or outdated skills and reestablish
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worker attitudes. Mandatory participation

troduction of new technologies leads to an

can be a solution for problems of habituation,
while job-search programmes can be a remedy for discouragement. These are the main
ingredients of what has come to be known as
active labour market policy.

increase in the demand for more highlyskilled labour, at the expense of the low-

5.3.2 A rival theory: structural
unemployment and skill mismatch

skilled;

b) 'deindustrialisation': the structural shift
from employment in industrial sectors to
the services sectors;
c) increased competition from low-wage coun-

This line of reasoning builds on the observation that over time, there has been a dramatic

tries abundant in low-skilled, low-paid la-

deterioration in the position of low-skilled
members of the labour force. In Europe, the
shift in demand against the low-skilled re-

workers.

veals itself in growing unemployment differentials between the higher and lower skilled
workers. In the US labour market on the other
hand, where wage rigidity is lower, the demand shift manifests itself through a substantial decline in the relative wages of the lower

skilled, generating an increase in wage inequality. Over time the qualification level of

bour. This can be interpreted as an increased implicit supply of less educated
Most authors give the highest weight to the
skill biased technological change argument,
while the trade and the deindustrialisation
effects seem to have had a minor contribution.
However, even the role of SBTC has not been
unchallenged, and the empirical evidence remains fairly limited and circumstantial.

the population increases. The shift in demand
against the low-skilled, however, is not counterbalanced by this analogous shift in the skill
composition of labour supply. Given the downward rigid wages, the low-skilled get struck
in unemployment, and become long-term unemployed. Long-term unemployment persists
because those unemployed do not possess the

The measurement of mismatch is concerned
with measuring the level and trends in mismatch. Several rival measures have been pro-

skills demanded by the labour market, and

cancy data. Therefore, some mismatch meas-

not, or not necessarily, because they become

ures have been proposed which only use

disenfranchised. In other words, this view
does not demand negative duration dependence in exit rates from unemployment, and

information about unemployment (measurement problems and rival measures are discussed in the report).

posed. A first series of empirical measures use

data on unemployment and vacancies.
Though intuitively appealing, the practical
application of these measures has been limited because few countries have suitable va-

can be compatible with pure heterogeneity.

How does this framework fit the stylised
The demand shift against the low-skilled, to-

gether with the relative wage rigidity, has
been designated by several authors as an explanation for the persistence of high unemployment in Europe. It is in this context that

facts? An increase in the level of mismatch
(and skill mismatch) on the labour market
will, other things being equal, lead to an outward shift of the Beveridge curve. Increased
mismatch can be a sufficient condition for this

the notion 'skill mismatch' is introduced.

shift, but is not a necessary condition. For

Loosely speaking, skill mismatch is a mis-

example, the framework developed in Section
3.1 offers a rival explanation. The hypothesis
that (skill) mismatch increased, offers a more
straightforward explanation for the apparent

match between the skill composition of labour
demand and supply.

To explain the shift in demand against the
low-skilled, the three following explanations
are put forward:

a) skill-biased technological change: the in-

deterioration of the position of the lower
skilled than the theory of disenfranchised
unemployed.

As regards policy, a situation of increased
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skill mismatch will probably not be perma-

nently alleviated, let alone solved, by the
classical ingredients of an active labour market policy. Temporary work experience pro-

grammes and recruitment subsidies programmes will be of little help. As soon as the
subsidy is cancelled, the low-skilled worker
will lose his/her job and unemployment will

persist. Mandatory participation will be
counterproductive, while job-search programmes will be discouraging for the lower
skilled. Several authors emphasise that only
measures aimed at changing the relative cost
of low-skilled workers (permanent subsidy,
labour tax cut, lower social insurance contributions on the minimum and low wages,
etc.) will prove effective. This position can
be defended, but it may be too pessimistic.
As skill mismatch is primarily a problem of
low skills no longer required (admittedly, no
longer required at the going wage rate), obviously there has to be some scope to remedy the skills problem through training and
education. On the other hand, it is doubtful

enfranchised workers hypothesis. If on the
other hand, one observes negative duration
dependence, both hypotheses become possible (or a mixture of them). The criterion of
duration dependence is thus at best a halfhearted judgement.
And even a situation of pure heterogeneity
will not prove that mismatch is the preferred
explanation. A job competition hypothesis,
where higher skilled fill vacancies which initially were intended for lower skilled, could
equally well be responsible for high hetero-

geneity in exit rates. However, with an upswing of economic activity, and a tightening
of the labour market, the position of the lower
skilled should improve again, at least, if job

competition is the only mechanism operating. Job competition, in other words, can not

explain unemployment persistence and
therefore is, at best, a secondary explanation.

5.4 Corroborating evidence

whether traditional programmes of labour
market training, which either aim at upgrading lost or outdated skills and re-establish-

State dependence versus heterogeneity

ing worker attitudes, or have a rather nar-

The bottom line of a review of recent research

row and specialised content and therefore are

seems to be that, given the present state of
the art, the evidence points increasingly towards heterogeneity at the expense of duration dependence. The US and the UK, how-

targeted at workers who already possess a
lot of qualifications, will prove sufficient.

5.3.3 Job competition

ever, at least for males, are clearly exceptions
to this general observation.

The skill mismatch hypothesis and the theory
of unemployment persistence due to disenfranchising effects of long-term unemployment can both explain the stylised facts from
Section 2.3. Which theory is more in line with

reality, is largely an empirical matter. An
empirical judgement however, will not prove
easy, among other things because, even at a
theoretical level, there is not really a consen-

sus as to how mismatch should be defined,
let alone be measured. Yet, as already mentioned earlier, an examination of the behaviour of the exit rates from unemployment
could possibly give an indication of which
theory is dominant for a given country. That
is to say, if for a particular country one observes that negative duration dependence is
absent or negligible, this will be a strong indication for downplaying the role of the dis442
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Discouragement and habituation
On balance one can conclude that the empirical evidence collected during the past 20
years by students on the psychological impact of unemployment, does sustain the hy-

pothesis that long-term unemployment is
characterised by negative duration dependence.

Loss and obsolescence of skills
The discrepancy between the number of authors who support the idea of loss and obsolescence of skills during protracted spells of

unemployment and the number of studies
that really give empirical evidence is enormous. The few references found seem to support the claim.

Unemployment and skills from a dynamic perspective

Employer behaviour
From a survey of literature it can be concluded

that a significant share of employers do take
account, when recruiting, of unemployment
duration. This kind of behaviour is quite consistently present in a lot of countries, which
is an important indicator for supporting the
presence of state dependence. From a policy
point of view, it is important whether discrimi-

swered unambiguously. Much more work is
needed, both at theoretical level, to obtain a
better theoretical underpinning of the mismatch concept (which possibly will lead to
some convergence in the now widely differ-

ent approaches), and at empirical level, to
establish richer data with consistent time
series and preferably, at a more disaggregated
level.

5.5 Conclusion

nating behaviour is based on an objective
evaluation by employers on the basis of previous experiences (e.g. because loss of skill,
loss of worker attitudes, etc. really are prevalent), or on a more subjective, to some extent
prejudiced, appraisal of the employability of
the long-term unemployed' in general. If the
latter case is more common, information campaigns and programmes to promote the employment of long-term unemployed to unmask
received wisdom might remedy the problem.
If the former is more common, a quite different approach is called for.

Mismatch

On balance, the evidence is quite mixed. Some

observations (e.g. the fact that genuine duration dependence appears to be negligible in a

lot of countries), are a strong argument
against the theory of unemployment persistence due to the disenfranchising effects of
long-term unemployment. Other elements, in
particular the well documented observation
regarding recruitment behaviour, as well as
vast theoretical and empirical literature regarding the effects of (long-term) unemployment on wellbeing and job search behaviour,
corroborate this theory.

The demonstration of an increase in (skill)
An empirical evaluation of the importance of

and the trends in skill mismatch has been
made by different authors, using different
measures, based on sometimes substantially
different theoretical underpinnings.
Unsurprisingly, the resulting picture is most
varied. The overview (in the report), may give

the feeling that research results are rather
inconsistent and therefore not very conclusive.
However, although there is not a clear picture
of the evolution of mismatch over time, most
authors find, irrespective of the approach they
use, that the level of mismatch is not negligible, and sometimes even substantial.

mismatch over time has been notoriously difficult, due to measurement problems and the
absence of suitable data, and also due to lack
of consensus among its students. To decide
that an increase in skill mismatch problems
is not relevant because such an increase has

not yet been demonstrated convincingly, is
possibly too hasty.

Therefore, a conclusion could be that a mixture of both explanations has been, and still
is, responsible for the particular unemploy-

ment problems encountered by European
countries. This, however, does not preclude
that different countries struggle with a different mix, some having predominantly a skill

This observation warrants a policy interest

mismatch problem, while others are more

in mismatch problems. Whether a policy oriented towards reducing mismatch problems
will be enough, or whether it has to be sup-

obstructed by the burden of long-term unemployment.

plemented by policies aimed at other malfunctionings of the labour market, depends
on whether there has been an unfavourable
trend in mismatch or not.

In this contribution, is was asserted that the
policy mix necessary to tackle and remedy a

At present this last question cannot be an-

situation of skill mismatch is potentially quite
different from active labour market policies
that aim at the activation of the unemployed
and prevention of long-term unemployment.
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While some countries, or even particular regions within countries predominantly have a
mismatch problem, other countries or regions
seem to have less of a problem, so a differentiated policy approach is called for.
While this may sound logical, the actual policy

approach recommended by the EU through
its guidelines starts from the premise that
European unemployment can be alleviated by
a uniform and common set of policies for all

countries. The two first guidelines are directed at the prevention of long-term unemployment. While the prevention of long-term
unemployment may be a goal in its own right,
e.g. for social and political reasons, the eco-

nomic rationale for preventive policies,
namely the claim that unemployment duration itself has a clear negative impact on employability, is questioned by a growing number

of empirical results.

The massive deployment of labour market
programmes that seek to intervene in the
early stages of an individual's unemployment

spell, e.g. training for the unemployed which

has an important share, can thus be questioned on two grounds.

In the first place, dead-weight effects can be
taken to be substantial, since early intervention will direct scarce resources towards the
unemployed who would leave unemployment
early anyway. Second, for those unemployed
really at risk of becoming long-term unemployed, early intervention could be warranted
provided it were possible to identify who is at
risk and who is not (literature is rather pessimistic on the possibility of early identification).

However, even if the unemployed at risk
would benefit from current early intervention-

ist programmes if they were targeted exclusively at the groups at risk which is questionable since existing measures either lack
enough depth to remedy their problems fundamentally (e.g. short training courses), or
only have a temporary nature (e.g. temporary
wage subsidies) it stands to reason that the

unemployed at risk will not benefit much
when all the unemployed are targeted.
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Overqualification: reasons, measurement issues and typological affinity to unemployment

Felix Michel
Abstract
This paper focuses primarily on two essential aspects of overqualification research: the reasons
why people find themselves in underskilled jobs and the problems involved in establishing a
valid means of identifying such a situation.

Starting with an extensive terminological discussion, the paper briefly introduces the various
theories explaining the phenomenon of overqualification and discusses some influential fac-

tors that have rarely been examined in any work of literature, namely institutional and
macroeconomic conditions and labour utility and productivity assessments on the supply and
demand sides.
The next step is a systematic examination of the problems involved in identifying underskilled
jobs. It begins with an explanation of the two main measurement strategies (the 'objective' and
the 'subjective' approaches) and their diverse variants including unorthodox measurement processes. Thereafter, an extension of the subjective measurement strategy is introduced; in terms of
validity, it is probably superior to the forms of categorisation that have been used hitherto.
The paper goes on to provide a comprehensive review of research literature, beginning with the
origins of the debate in the educational expansion of the 1970s and 1980s. It retraces the academic discussion on the overqualification problem in the United States, then portrays the German situation as an example of the early development of overqualification research outside the
United States. It goes on to introduce more recent work from the United States and Europe,
including international comparative studies.

On the basis of longitudinal data from Germany, the theoretical analogy between unemployment and overqualification is empirically tested. The first part of this test focuses on four
subjective indicators, which are tested for divergences between unemployed people, people in
underskilled jobs and people whose jobs match their qualifications; the four indicators, which
are already established in the field of static unemployment research, are problem-solving skills,
morale, concerns about the future and participation in the political process. In the second part
of the test, the set of instruments used in dynamic unemployment research is applied to analyse
overqualification. The analysis is based on examples of movements from various types of employment status into underskilled work and from underskilled work into unemployment (downward career moves) as well as transitions from underskilled to adequately skilled jobs (up-

ward career moves). Particular interest attaches to the question of the extent to which
underskilled work and unemployment are alternative situations. Finally, the paper examines
longer-term income effects of overqualification. Here, too, the main question is whether a period spent in an underskilled job creates income effects which as should theoretically be the
case lie somewhere between the effects of a period spent in an adequately skilled job and those
of a spell of unemployment.
The study ends with a catalogue of methodological conclusions, aimed at employment researchers, and substantive considerations, aimed at policymakers in the fields of education and employment.
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'There can never be too much education' (Rumberger, 1981b, p. 7).
'He is an overeducated s.o.b.' (Harry S. Truman on J. William Fulbright)1

1. Introduction2

Unused and therefore unproductive skills also

come into the reckoning when individuals

have jobs for which they are palpably
It has gradually come to be recognised and is
now an unchallenged truism that the human
capital a society has accumulated in the form
of education, and especially vocational education, is a crucial location factor in the con-

overqualified. The analogy between such

text of global economic competition. If the
matter is considered in this light, however,
the entire human capital created through the
education system is not what counts but only
that which is 'productively' invested in the

only part of the human capital of overqualified

economy. Because of the mass unemployment

that prevails in most European countries,
substantial volumes of human capital are lying dormant. The result of this is economic
underachievement by the Member States of
the European Union. The 'superfluous' skills
and qualifications, in other words those for
which there is no demand in the labour market, are not just temporarily sidelined but are
also rapidly devalued as a result of disuse and
the consequent absence of training opportunities. This hysteresis phenomenon, in which
the unbalanced labour market is both an effect of past unemployment and a cause of future unemployment, causes the problems to
escalate with the passage of time.

underskilled work, where the employee's level
of training exceeds the job requirements, and

unemployment is unmistakable: the entire
human capital of jobseekers lies idle, while
employees lies idle. The latter phenomenon
is also absolutely relevant to national economies; its significance can be measured if the
number of overqualified employees' is multiplied by the amount of skill wastage. The skill
wastage may be empirically calculated, for
example, as the difference between the remuneration of overqualified employees and the

amount they would be earning if their job
matched their skill and qualification level
(see, for example, Duncan and Hoffmann,
1981; Daly et al. (forthcoming) and Biichel and

WeiBhuhn, 1997c and 1998). It is therefore
no coincidence that the editors of the present
report have combined the sections on unemployment and overqualification into a single
section. A structural analogy between unemployed status and overqualification can also
be derived from the terminological definition
laid down by the OECD,4 which uses 'unemployment and underemployment' as a concep-

The losses to national economies and the so-

tual entity within its system. It divides the

cial problems that are generated by unemployment are clearly recognised, not only in
employment research but by the general public too. One of the main aims of this study is

to draw attention to the fact that the actual
surplus of vocational skills and qualifications
produced by the education system considerably exceeds the surplus indicated by unemployment statistics, even if analyses of hid-

den labour reserves are taken into account.

3 The overqualified percentage of the labour force
varies widely, depending on the measurement process (on this central problem of overqualification
research, see for example Smith (1986), Groot and
Maassen van den Brink (forthcoming) and section
5 of the present study, which goes into some detail
on the subject). The crucial point, however, is that

this percentage is so high in all the Western industrialised countries that it cannot be ignored.
For example, it exceeds the national unemployment rate in every country. Hartog (1997) and

Borghans et al. (1998), as well as Groot and

1 s.o.b. = son of a bitch. Source: Die Zeit of 17 Feb-

ruary 1995, p. 9.

The author thanks Manfred Tessaring for most
important observations and Johannes Giesecke for

his valuable assistance in implementing an enhanced version of literature management software.
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Maassen van den Brink (forthcoming) and Hartog
(1999b) provide international comparisons of the
frequency with which overqualification is observed.

Resolution I of the International Conference of
Labour Statisticians (ICLS) on the ILO: see OECD,
1995a, pp. 44-45.
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category 'underemployment', into two sub-

and which numerous studies have amply dem-

categories, namely 'visible' and 'invisible' underemployment. The first term relates to peo-

onstrated is therefore systematically underestimated whenever overqualification is left
out of the equation.

ple who are employed but who have fewer
working hours than they would wish (see for
example Terry, 1981); the second term describes underskilled work (`... refers to individuals who are working in jobs where their
skills are not adequately utilised').5
At first sight, both of these subcategories appear almost too disparate to be two halves of
the same whole. Visible underemployment is

structurally closer to unemployed status,
since the individual is working less than he
or she would wish; in structural terms, it is
akin to the German status of Kurzarbeit, applicable to employees on short time. On closer
inspection, however, typological analogies are
impossible to overlook. In neither of the situations can the full economic value of an individual's vocational skill be realised; in the case

of visible underemployment, this is because
of an unwanted part-time working arrangement, which is ultimately due to restricted
demand for the available skill profile; in the
case of invisible underemployment, the reason is the low skill level required for the jobs
that overqualified individuals take, presumably for want of something better.
The analogy between overqualification in gen-

eral and unemployment lies in the fact that
both are due to the aforementioned lack of
demand for particular skills with unemployment reflecting a total absence of demand and
overqualification a shortfall in the volume of

demand. The deficit in market demand for
vocational skills and qualifications which is

This typological analogy is presented in tabular form in some of the more recent publications of the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Hecker (1992, Table 1, p.4), for example,
presents annual figures under the following
three headings: 'All graduates in the labor
force', 'Graduates in jobs that require a degree', 'Graduates in jobs that do not require a
degree or who are unemployed', the last column being divided into two subcolumns for
graduates in non-graduate posts and unemployed graduates.

The structural analogy between unemployment and overqualification, however, has
scarcely featured in employment research and
its empirical surveying strategies. When re-

searchers examine underskilled work and
unemployment simultaneously or accord a
similar level of priority to both, they are inclined to assume rather intuitively that both
phenomena are serious problems for those
who are affected by them and that their widespread occurrence on a macroeconomic scale
may be regarded as a symptom of a profound
disorder in the labour market.' One exception
is an earlier study of mine (Michel (1998b),
which undertakes the first systematic examination with the instruments of dynamic unemployment research based on career cycles,
assessing for example the probability of access to, continuation in and withdrawal from
employment as well as the long-term effects
of a period of overqualification.

a consequence of chronic mass unemployment

The question arises as to why the causal link
between dormant vocational skills and lower
living standards has been clearly recognised
and adequately researched in connection with

5 It should be noted that the term 'underemployment' is sometimes used in a different sense. RuizQuintanilla and Claes (1996), for example, include
part-time work, temporary work and unemployment in this category, ignoring the fact that the
first two forms, especially part-time work, are often undertaken on a voluntary basis; this broad

attention has been devoted to the problem of
insufficient coordination between the educa-

definition, however, is contrary to the intention underlying the OECD terminology. Another entirely
unorthodox version is proposed by Lichter (1988),

6 See for example Bielinski et al. (1994 and 1995)

unemployment, whereas considerably less

who uses a category labelled 'underemployment

in relation to eastern Germany, which seems to
illustrate this phenomenon particularly well, or

by low income'.

Cedefop (Tessaring, 1998) in the European context.
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tion system and the labour market, a prob-

lem that manifests itself in the form of
overqualification.7

must give way to a division between jobseekers plus people in underskilled jobs on
the one hand and employed persons whose
jobs match their skill and qualification levels

There are probably three main reasons. First
of all, unemployment is a particularly flagrant
waste of human capital, because the loss is
absolute. Secondly, unemployment imposes a
burden on national economies not only because the unemployed do not contribute to a
country's productive output but also because
part of the national product has to be diverted
into a fund for the payment of unemployment
benefits. And thirdly an aspect that probably should not be underestimated the precise volume of dormant human capital that
results from unemployment has been statistically measured and recorded. Official sta-

on the other.9 It is evident that this type of

tistics relating to overqualification, on the

The present study pursues three principal

other hand, do not flag any problem, especially

objectives. Once the terminological concepts
have been clarified, we shall present the first
comprehensive investigation designed to establish which of the competing labour-market theories can help to explain the persist-

not in the highly aggregated form in which
such statistics are characteristically produced
and studied.8 Take the example of a man with
a doctorate in philosophy who works as a taxi
driver. He is not unemployed and therefore
receives no state benefits on the contrary,
as far as the skill-related labour-market statistics are concerned, he even helps to furnish
evidence that the economy employs philoso-

phers and hence that there is a demand for
philosophers. This signal is then transmitted
to universities and their arts faculties and

approach must take account of the fact that a
considerably higher volume of skill lies dormant when individuals are unemployed than
when they are in overqualification, nor can it

be denied that unemployment has a far
greater impact on both the individual and
society than the phenomenon of overqualification. Nevertheless, as far as the utility of
acquired vocational knowledge and skill is
concerned, there is still a typological analogy

between unemployment and overqualification.

ence of overqualification (section 3). A
politically guided improvement of the interaction between the education system and the
labour market, and hence an increase in the
efficiency of the education system, cannot be
achieved without knowledge of these causal

compiled, and access to these figures is frequently

9 On this point, compare the generally analogous
but considerably more radical and empirically almost unworkable approach presented by Muller
and Beck (1993): 'We are speaking [...] of underutilisation of the production factor labour when
we refer to members of a country's active population who either do not have a job, even though they
are prepared to work for the going rate of pay (unemployment type A) or do have a job but are not
used efficiently in the production process (this is
what we call hidden unemployment; unemployment type B)' (pp.54-55, including text in parentheses). The employees whom Muller and Beck
define as 'not used efficiently' come from a wide
variety of categories, such as employees who are
surplus to requirements but cannot be dismissed,
employees whose job dissatisfaction is reflected in
reduced productivity and 'people who, in accordance with the accepted norms of administrative
theory, remain in posts in which their services are
effectively superfluous' [!] (p.54). For a critique of
the conventional dichotomous division of the ac-

restricted by the authorities. For an example of
this type of approach in connection with the subject of the present study, see Plicht et al., 1994.

tive population into employed and unemployed persons in a broader context, see also Sulliven, 1981,
pp.335ff.

philosophy departments.

If dormant skills in the labour market are
taken into consideration, it follows from the
preceding observations that a new dividing
line has to be drawn when we examine the
labour market. The conventional boundary
between jobseekers and employed persons
7 The contrast here between the public interest
and the present state of research is particularly
striking (cf. Michel, 1996b).

Although it is theoretically possible to differentiate, i.e. to break official data down into narrower

categories, it is often impossible in practice, because such differentiation presupposes access to
the original figures from which the statistics were
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links.1° To supplement this investigation, we
shall also review the current state of empirical research (section 4).

skill-matched employment on the one hand
and unemployment or overqualification on the

other. Section 7 draws conclusions from the
preceding reflections and findings.

Our second objective is to discuss in detail the

measurement problems associated with any
attempt to define overqualification. It will
emerge from this discussion that the volume
of overqualification is less accurately measurable than unemployment. At the same time,
it will become apparent that these measurement problems not only make international
comparisons in the field of overqualification
more difficult than those relating to unemployment; the diversity of measurement strategies, to which varying degrees of validity can

be ascribed, also leads us to the unsatisfactory conclusion that there is scarcely a consensus on the volume of overqualification
within the various national economies. This
part of the study concludes with the presentation of our own model for the categorisa-

2. Subject of the study
and definitions
The term 'overqualification' is generally used

to describe a situation in which the knowledge and skills acquired through the education system are not exploited to the full. This
definition is clearly very vague. For that reason, German researchers at any rate do not
speak of overqualification unless the required
skill level for the job is so far below the for-

mal qualification of the employee that the
work could obviously be performed by someone with a lower level of formal qualification.

tion of overqualification.

This interpretation is not unconnected to the
degree of formalisation of vocational training.

The third objective of the study is to substantiate empirically the postulated analogy be-

The more institutionally standardised the
qualification, the more plausible this approach appears. Applied to a rigidly segmented system such as the German one,

tween jobseeker status and overqualified
employee status. To this end, section 6 pursues an integrated approach, contrasting subjective indicators that are firmly established
in employment research, such as satisfaction
with life and concerns about the future, for
unemployed people, people in underskilled
jobs and those whose jobs match their qualification levels. The section also contains a lon-

gitudinal analysis of movements between
these three types of employment status with

a view to establishing whether significant
exchange processes are observable, particularly between unemployment and overqualification, and whether the gap between these
two situations is narrower than that between

which is divided into vocational training (non-

academic) and higher vocational education
(academic), this means that, on the one hand,
people who have undergone vocational training in the form of an apprenticeship, for instance and are now in jobs for which no formal vocational qualification is required (e.g.
a carpenter who works as a car-park attendant) and, on the other hand, graduates in jobs
which could be done by people without higher
educational qualifications (e.g. an engineering graduate working as a technician or even

as a fast-food chef) are considered to be in
overqualification.

As the definition shows, the important factor
.is the vertical dimension of occupational flex-. .
.

1° Despite a comprehensive body of relevant Ameri-

can literature, this type of in-depth analysis has

not the horizontal dimension." Al-

though the latter also results in the disuse of

yet to be performed in the United States. As Hecker

knowledge and skills acquired during the

says, 'Currently, we do not know how many college graduates take noncollege-level jobs because
of labor market supply-and-demand conditions,
how many do so because their individual educational backgrounds limit their options, and how
many do so through deliberate choice.' (Hecker,

training process (if a qualified nurse, for example, works as a medical technician), the

1995b, p.41).

p.1'78).

" On this distinction, see also Plicht et al., 1994,
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type of 'skill spillage' that occurs when the
training curriculum is out of alignment with
the job description is considered to be inherently unavoidable when jobs are allocated to
jobseekers.

below) and even thereafter, in a few cases (see
for example Dooley (1986) or Lambropoulos

and Psacharopoulos (1992), who implicitly
said the same thing, albeit in another con-

text and without using the term 'overeducation') these concepts were used not only

It may be assumed that this form of horizontal mismatch will become increasingly commonplace as the industrial division of labour
grows in complexity. Accordingly, a high inci-

dence of horizontal mismatches in a national
economy can scarcely be cited as evidence of
an inefficient education system. In Germany,

for example, a very high percentage of the
active population state that they are not work-

ing in the occupation for which they were
trained. Not least among the reasons for this
is the fact that the dual system of alternating
practical and theoretical training is based on
a highly refined catalogue of occupational disciplines; an employee can therefore claim not

to be doing the job for which he was trained
even though the content of his actual job is
very similar to the one in which he is quali-

fied. Such 'skill spills', i.e. elements in the
training curriculum that are not needed at
work, also tend to affect every person who
starts a new job.

So the decisive question is whether an employee's post could also have been filled by
someone with a lower level of formal qualification, which would mean that the employ-

ee's vocational training represents a wasted
personal investment, at least in part. In the
case of the qualified nurse who was mentioned

above, however, this situation is unlikely to

obtain, since it may be assumed that she
would not have obtained her post as a medical technician if she had not been trained to
an equivalent standard in an associated discipline; her fellow technicians may therefore
be expected to possess a similar level of qualification.

In the literature from the English-speaking
world in which the terminology of employ-

ment research is coined, the terms 'overeducation' and, to a lesser extent, 'overqualification' have won acceptance as labels
for the phenomenon described in this study.
It should be noted, however, that in the initial phase of this discussion (see point 5.2.1
460

to refer to an individual in an underskilled
job but also to refer in macroeconomic terms
to a surfeit, or alleged surfeit, of paper qualifications in the labour market, which mani-

fests itself, for instance, in diminishing
returns from higher qualifications (cf. Rumberger, 1981c, p.294). However, other terms
in frequent use, namely 'skill underutilization'
(see for example Kalleberg and Sorensen,
1973, p.21'7, as well as Staines and Quinn,
1979, p. 8) and 'surplus schooling' (see for
example B.Tsang et al., 1991), relate explicitly to the individual. The term 'mismatch'
occurs occasionally; from each of the contexts

in which it is used, it is clear that the mismatch is between the formal qualification
level and the skill level of the job (see for example Clogg and Sullivan, 1983, p.121); now
and then the term 'occupational mismatch' is
also encountered (Clogg, 1979, and Sullivan,
1978). This concept, however, seems to pose
semantic problems, because in the strictly literal sense it includes overskilled jobs," which
are irrelevant in the context of our study and
which, in a different framework, would have
to be regarded as overqualification."

Other designations have not stood the test of
time, such as 'overtraining' (Kalleberg and
Sorensen, 1973) or the term 'nominal overeducation', which Halaby used (1984, p.48) and
ascribed to Clogg and Shockey (1984), although

12 Such a situation would arise, for example, if the
holder of a master craftsman's certificate were the

only non-graduate member of the management
team of a sizeable construction company.

13The difference between the theoretical approaches to the phenomena of underskilled and
overskilled work is reflected, for example, in the
fact that the proponents of the theory of career
mobility (Sicherman and Galor, 1990) explicitly
state that they can only explain the persistence of

overqualification, not the occurrence of un-

derqualified activity (cf. Sicherman, 1991, pp.109110).
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this reference could not be traced. The same

fate awaited the terms Grauzonentatigkeit
Cgrey-area activity% which Schlegelmilch used

in 1982, and 'inappropriateness of skills'
(Tessaring, 1998). Nor could Mincer win accept-

ance for his proposed alternatives to 'overeducation'. He criticised the tendency to confuse 'education' with 'schooling', which was

As always happens in neoclassical models, a
stable balance would be restored; any remaining imbalances between the supply of skilled

labour and the demand for skilled labour,
which would manifest themselves in unemployment and underskilled work, would then
be no more than frictional loss.

only part of an individual's education, and sug-

Criticism of this view begins at the same

gested the terms 'overschooling' and 'mis-

points as the familiar criticism that has been
levelled at the neoclassical understanding of
unemployment. Market operators seem even
less likely to conform to neoclassical theory
in their responses to overqualification than
they do in responding to unemployment. The

schooling' (Mincer, 1984, p.208).

Finally, there is surely a touch of irony in the

fact that the expression 'invisible underemployment' which was quoted from the OECD
terminology in the introduction to this study
is conspicuous by its virtual absence from the

information gaps are even wider, which means

body of literature on the subject of over-

that longer reaction times may be expected
on both sides of the market. Trusting solely

qualification

in the healing powers of market forces to over-

nomen est omen!

come overqualification 'in the long term'

3. Theoretical reflections on
the causes of overqualification
3.1 Overqualification from the
neoclassical perspective
From a neoclassical point of view, the phenomenon of overqualification, like that of

unemployment, is a 'non-event'. Where
overqualification occurs, the neoclassical view
is that it can only be the symptom of a temporary imbalance. This opinion is expressed by

the authors of earlier conventional macroeconomic studies on overqualification (see for
example Freeman, 1976b).

In the longer-term adjustment process, for
which, these authors believed, political support would be needed, the stiffer competition
for adequately skilled jobs would lead to pay
reductions at the top end of the labour market. This in turn would induce companies to
adapt their production structures, the general
effect of which would be an increase in demand for higher qualifications. On the supply side always assuming perfect information the diminishing return on higher levels
of skill and qualifications would make advanced training a less attractive proposition.
The demand-side adjustment would thus be

reinforced by a reduction in the supply of
skilled labour.

therefore seems just as inadvisable as it is in
the case of unemployment; Keynes' criticism
of the neoclassical insistence on patience is
very apt here too. As he said, 'In the long run
we are all dead'.

3.2 Decision-making in the event of an
individual mismatch between a
person's skill profile and the job
description
In the general empirical literature on the sub-

ject of overqualification, the labour-market
theories referred to in point 3.3.1 below are
generally cited as possible ways of explain-

ing the phenomenon. These various approaches are then evaluated in the light of
research findings to establish their empirical
legitimacy. The observable degree of concurrence among all the relevant empirical studies is remarkably high.
None of the studies presented in section 4 focuses on the precept that the interests of both
employers and employees must always be reconciled in any job-matching process, a precept which is very important if we are to grasp
the overall picture (Franz, 1991, chapter 6).

Most of the attempts to explain the persistence of overqualification that are enumerated
in point 3.3.1 below are only able to explain
the calculation underlying the decision taken
by one side; apart from the theory of career
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mobility and even in that theory the interests of the employers' side are only implicitly
assumed there is not a single theory that

can explain why the same decision is taken
simultaneously by different players.
Equally scant attention is devoted in the body
of empirical literature to investigation of the
decision-making options of both sides in the
labour market. In fact, the nature of the decision-making problem differs quite markedly
between the supply and the demand side.

The employee's decision
For the employees' side, the implicit alternative to underskilled work is normally unemployment or withdrawal into the hidden
reserve (for empirical evidence see Schlegel-

milch, 1982 and 1983b). According to this

premise, the main difference between

overqualified employees and the unemployed
is the former's unconditional desire for a job,
what Schlegelmilch refers to as an 'I'd have

done almost anything' attitude (Schlegel-

Such a decision could be taken, for example,
if advantageous non-monetary working conditions, such as a lighter workload, a shorter
journey from home to work, a job with high
regional status, shorter working hours (if preferred), etc., outweighed the monetary disadvantages of an underskilled job in relation to
adequately skilled employment and if income

maximisation were not the basis of the
jobseeker's decision (see point 3.4.3 below,
where this factor is addressed in greater detail). Moreover, it might also happen, albeit
more rarely, that a higher net income can be
earned at least in the short term from
overqualification than could be obtained from
a well-matched job (cf. Lucas, 1977).

Although all the indicators suggest that this
favourable pay differential will not be sustainable in the long run (see for example Michel,
1994b), if the jobseeker does not possess this
information or only wants to do the job for a

limited time, it is entirely logical for him or
her to accept an underskilled job as an alternative to more appropriate employment. There

milch, 1982, p.414).

is empirical evidence of both the aforementioned types of decision in the present report.

It must clearly be assumed implicitly, once
again that a person's acceptance of an
underskilled job will have been preceded by a

The employer's decision

fruitless search for more suitable employment.
This perspective, however, systematically obscures two other possible scenarios. Firstly, a
spontaneous switch from another form of economic inactivity (that of the non-jobseeker) to
overqualification is conceivable if an acceptable underskilled job offer were to materialise
an unexpected opportunity, obviously and

if that job seemed likely to benefit the individual more than continued inactivity.
It is also conceivable that underskilled work
could be a genuine alternative to adequately
skilled employment. This implies a 'voluntary'
choice of lower job status. Teichler (1994,
p.30), in a résumé of the findings of a study
by Teichler et al. (1992), surprisingly reports
that the majority of the academic respondents
who were in underskilled posts had voluntarily chosen that employment status; Hecker
(1995b, p.41) also discusses the same option
in the U.S. context, though without empirically testing a hypothesis.
462

The motives behind the employer's decision
almost never feature as a subject of empirical
literature either. Nevertheless, this decision is
quite different to that of the employee. The
main alternative in empirical terms to appointing an overqualified candidate is most probably the selection of an applicant whose skills
and qualifications are commensurate with the
job description. This, however, presupposes the
absence of restrictions on the supply side.

It is entirely conceivable, for example, that
the local labour market might be unable to
deliver a 'suitable' person for a particular job,
i.e. one whose skills and qualifications match

the job profile, perhaps because of the specific nature of the job in question. At the same
time, the job might not be important enough

to warrant the additional cost of casting the
recruitment net beyond the local area. In this
situation it would be futile to investigate the
employer's motives for choosing an overqualified applicant.
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This turns the spotlight onto another option
that is open to employers: if there is not even
an overqualified candidate for a post, or if

also contains other components, which are
created as the employees gather work experience or which reflect their length of service
with a company, for example. If these diverse
components are interchangeable, it is conceivable that various people whose components
are mixed in different proportions might possess an equal stock of human capital. In such

overqualification is automatically regarded as

a reason for rejection of an application, the
employer may simply decide not to fill the post
at all.14

When the empirical effectiveness of the competing attempts to explain the persistence of
overqualification is assessed, due consideration must be given to the difference between
the parameters governing the employer's and

a case, measuring the extent of a mismatch

the employee's decisions. This means that,

This more methodological aspect of over-

on the sole basis of formal qualifications would

not furnish proof of inefficient skill deployment in the labour market.

even if an explanatory method (based on one
party's decision) proves to be especially effective, it is still only a partial analysis, and the

qualification, however, only comes into play if
a DOT/GED approach is adopted to measure

the degree of overqualification; such an approach is not based on employees' subjective
self-reported estimates but on a standard set
of measures of required schooling for various
occupational categories (see subsection 4.1
below). Accordingly, the human capital approach (Becker, 1964) is never used to explain
the persistence of overqualification, except by
Sichermann (1991), who makes a study of this

persistence of the phenomenon will not be
fully explained unless plausible explanations
are found for the behaviour of the other party.

3.3 Explanatory methods based on
partial analysis
3.3.1 Established methods

aspect of the overqualification problem (p.114).

The explanatory methods we call 'established'
here are those that have featured in empirical

Since the human capital theory may be de-

studies in the field of overqualification re-

tion 3.1 above), Rumberger's comment,

duced from neoclassical premises (see subsec-

search. This, however, does not automatically
imply anything about the popularity of a given
method or its empirical substantiation.

'overeducation does not really exist in this conception' (Rumberger, 1981b, p.24) applies to the
theory of human capital too.

The human capital theory

Nevertheless, the great versatility of the hu-

man-capital theory surfaces once again in
partial analyses in the field of overqualifi-

The human capital of employees comprises
not only the certified knowledge they have
acquired at schools or technical colleges but

cation research when, for example, it is dem-

onstrated in western Germany that, in the
course of a career in which a person's jobs
generally match his or her qualifications,

14 It should be noted, however, that the employer's

assessment at this stage is based purely on paper
qualifications. This systematically ignores the role
of 'soft skills', to which increasing importance is
attached (see for example Blaschke, 1987). There
is much evidence to suggest that such qualities
especially in the service sector are often a neces-

transitional periods spent in overqualification
result in less erosion of human capital and
1

sary, though not sufficient, condition for a successful career (in the case presented here, professional
expertise normally certified by a formal qualification would also be essential). It is not inconceivable, however, that professional expertise and
'soft skills' could be alternatives. This would mean
that a job applicant's soft skills could compensate,
at least in part, for a lack of professional expertise
and/or paper qualifications.

hence of subsequent earning power

than

equivalent periods of unemployment (see subsection 6.6 below).

The assignment theory
The assignment theory, which was established

by Tinbergen (1956), following preparatory
work by Roy (1951), and was further devel-

oped by Sattinger (1975), Rosen (1978),
Hartog (1980, 1981a and 1981b) and Mac-
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Donald (1982) proceeds from the assumption
that people with different skill levels are assigned to jobs with different requirement levels. Given the complexity of this allocation

process, mistakes are inevitable. In other
words, the phenomenon of underskilled (and

overskilled) employment is inherent in an
intricately structured market economy. The
income effect of such mismatches is examined
in assignment literature, which is able to dem-

onstrate that the income differential arising
from the discrepancy between individuals'
formal qualifications and their job descriptions is exclusively incurred by neither the
employer, as the job-competition model might
lead us to expect, or by the employee, as the

human-capital theory would suggest, but is
actually divided between both parties (Hartog, 1986). Hartog shows this explicitly for a
case of directly measured overqualification
(Hartog, 1985a). The ratio in which this income effect is split between the two parties
can also be established for Germany and other
countries." When the income losses incurred
by each party from a mismatch are reduced,
this eases the pressure on either side to avoid
overqualification and makes the phenomenon
all the more persistent.

This resolves the crucial problem of uncertainty or imperfect information, since candidates with a higher or more relevant educational qualification are expected to be more
productive than others. The certificate only
acts as a signal, a screening mechanism and
a filter in the recruitment situation. Once the
new recruit has started work, he or she can
be extensively tested, as can the efficiency of
the basis on which the recruitment decision
was made, in other words the approaches we
are discussing here; the effect of the certificate diminishes rapidly: 'To the extent that
the employer does filter and does so accurately, the value of the college filter is reduced'
(Arrow, 1973, p.215). Even if some certificates
and/or their holders prove unproductive when

put to the test, this will scarcely change employers' decision-making criteria, since employees with higher educational qualifications
are more productive on average than their
less-educated colleagues: what counts is the
level of expectation. So it is not the actual
human capital that yields an investment dividend but the certificate. To put it another way,
the certificate, being a manifest quantity, is a
tangible indicator of the holder's human capi-

tal, which, being a latent quantity, is not directly measurable at least not in the recruit-

ment situation; presumably these two

Filtering, signalling and screening
approaches

quantities are not perfectly equal. On the

Filtering, signalling and screening approaches" all proceed in similar ways from
the assumption that human capital created
in formal education does not directly determine employees' pay levels. The exact future
productivity of job applicants is not recognisable to a prospective employer, who faces the

problem of 'hiring as investment under uncertainty' (Spence, 1973, p.356). The quality
of the applicants' training certificates serves
as a manifest indicator of the latent variable
'future productivity'.

basis of these premises too, the return on individual certificates may be expected to fall
when the market experiences a glut oflabour;
nevertheless, the fact that a certificate attesting to a higher level of education is not only
directly rewarded but also indirectly, because
it serves as a key to skilled employment, tends
to increase demand for higher qualifications
within the education system, irrespective of
market demand for labour.

This growing demand is further stimulated
by factors extraneous to the labour market,
namely the non-monetary returns to higher
education, such as the accretion of social sta-

15 See Rumberger, 1987 (United States), Daly et

al., forthcoming (United States and Germany),
Alba-Ramirez, 1993 (Spain) and Kiker et al., 1997
(Portugal).

16See Arrow, 1973; Spence, 1973 and 1974;

Taubman and Wales, 1974, pp.153 ff.; Stiglitz,
1975.
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tus and prestige; here too, the educational
certificate serves as a signalling device.17 If

the demand for labour with the skills and
"On this aspect of formal qualifications, see
Smith, 1986, p.98.
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qualifications in question cannot keep pace
with this expansion, the result once all the
matched posts have been filled will be a rise
in the unemployment rate for people with
higher qualifications and/or an increase in

qua non for the jobs for which certificate holders apply.'9

overqualification.18

The job-competition theory is based on the
premise that an individual's place in the job
queue is largely determined by the nature of
the underlying variable 'education'. A higher
level of education whether or not the job
actually requires it implies lower training
costs for employers. It will likewise take less

The distinctive feature of the aforementioned
approaches is that they are almost impossible to test empirically within a microeconomic
framework. Although nearly all the relevant
empirical studies on the subject of overqualification resort to these approaches when they

advance their explanatory hypotheses, they
offer no explicit test. They circumvent the
measurement problem by relying on the fact

Job-competition model

time and effort to familiarise individuals with

a job for which they are overqualified than
for one that matches their formal qualifications.

that the empirical legitimacy of these approaches is generally held to be irrefutable.
This probably applies even more to European
countries with sophisticated systems of voca-

tional education than, for example, to the
United States. In Germany, for instance, virtually every job offer at least above a mod-

est skill level

stipulates that applicants

should possess a specific formal qualification.

The function of the required certificate as a
signal and a screening device is not altered
by the fact that, in recent times, especially at
the highly skilled end of the jobs market, mere

evidence of vocational training is no longer
enough to secure a job. Additional tests, such
as those conducted in the assessment centres
of large companies, seem to be a response to
the appreciable weakening of the signal emitted by university degrees, for example. The
implication which may not be entirely unfounded is that we are seeing a decline in
universities' ability to measure their students'

skills and to translate the results of their
measurements into a valid form of certifica-

tion when students complete their degree
courses. The signal function of a certificate,
however, is unquestionably preserved by virtue of the fact that, while it may not be a sufficient qualification in itself, in the vast ma-

jority of cases it is probably at least a sine

Still greater importance attaches to the training costs involved in upgrading employees'
skills and qualifications. The preference is to
invest in employees who, on account of their
educational background, are likely to be the

cheapest to train. Accordingly, it is the
overqualified candidates who raise the highest expectations in terms of returns on further educational investments and who therefore stand the greatest chance of being sent
on training courses; these corporate expectations and the strategy of externalising training costs to which they relate (in the case of
overqualified employees, the education system has already footed a good part of the bill)
put overqualified people in pole position in
the labour queue, ahead of those whose qualifications match the job description; in short,
overqualified people have a head start in the
recruitment stakes (Thurow, 1975, pp.75ff ,
pp.86 et seq. and pp. 91 ff.).

This model is therefore able to explain an
employer's motivation for preferring overqualified candidates and, by the same token,
the persistence of overqualification.

An important point is that the candidates'
formal qualifications only determine their
position in the job queue. They do not, however, affect the income they can expect to earn;

that is determined by the job description
18 For detailed treatment of this phenomenon, see
Rumberger, 1981b, pp. 25ff. , as well as Tsang and
Levin, 1985, p.95.

19 See also Rippe, 1984, pp.76 ff., on this point and,

for a more general analysis, WeiBhuhn, 1978.
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alone.20 So all that Thurow's job-competition

model directly explains is the motivation of
employers to put cost and productivity considerations first and opt for the candidate with
the best formal qualifications.

This does not directly explain the incentive
for the candidate to accept an underskilled
job, because he or she cannot expect an education premium. Indirectly, though, the desire to acquire the highest possible level of
educational certificate in order to secure the
best possible position in the job queue helps
to perpetuate overqualification from the supply side. If overqualification is always an option, this strategy seems rational, irrespective of the structure of demand for labour. The
demand for education in this case is not based

on absolute expectations but is governed by
the desire to secure the best possible relative
position in the labour market, even at the risk
of subsequent devaluation of qualifications.
The upshot of this is that people with higher
qualifications are squeezing the less qualified
out of the jobs they have traditionally occupied.2' This applies at least to jobs with more
than minimal skill requirements (cf. van Ours
and Ridder, 1995). In this respect, the job-com-

petition model is therefore compatible with
the approaches described on the preceding
pages .22

Rumberger writes, '[...] the model does offer
an intuitively appealing interpretation of the
phenomenon of overeducation' (Rumberger,
1981b, p.29); this may be the reason why this
is the most frequently cited approach in the
empirical literature on overqualification.
There is, however, one serious problem in re-

lation to empirical testing, although it has
2° The same applies to non-monetary returns (see
von Henninges, 1996, p.81).
21 For a more detailed treatment of this point, see
Rumberger, 1981b, pp.27 ff., as well as Tsang and
Levin, 1985, p.95).

22 For a more extensive discussion of this aspect,
including employers' productivity considerations,
see point 2.3.4 above.
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surprisingly gone unmentioned in the literature that has been produced to date. This concerns the question of the type of training in
which overqualified employees are expected
to enjoy comparative advantages over their
colleagues with well-matched jobs and less
schooling. Is it initial training, when they are
new to their jobs, in other words the training
of recruits for their posts? Or do these advantages relate to future training courses to upgrade their skills and qualifications, particularly in connection with career development
within the company? Thurow is not at all specific on this point.
The classic test of the job-competition model
in relation to overqualification involves a comparison between the training activities undertaken by employees in underskilled jobs and
those undertaken by employees in appropriate jobs (see for example Groot, 1993a and

Hersch, 1995). If the validity of the initial
premise is to be proved, it must be demonstrable that overqualified employees undergo

less training than those whose jobs match
their qualification levels, since people with
better formal qualifications need shorter familiarisation periods and less training. In
order to substantiate the second premise,
however, we should need to arrive at the opposite result, since the greater learning capacity of the more highly educated employees will reduce training costs and therefore
increase the return on investments in further

training; at constant required skill levels,
employees in underskilled jobs are therefore
more likely to be sent for training than their
less-educated colleagUes whose jobs and quali-

fications are well matched.
There are several reasons why the second in-

terpretation appears more credible. In very
undemanding jobs, which would be underskilled for any employee, familiarisation normally takes the form of learning by doing. At
least in European surveys, however, most of

the training reported by overqualified respondents is formal in nature. If this line of
argument is pursued, the training activities
reported in surveys must relate primarily to
further training designed to upgrade skills

and qualifications. Such an interpretation
also draws an analogy with the theory of ca-
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reer mobility (see below). This not only concerns the employer's motivation but also that
of the employee: the prospect of being at the

the basis that, on the one hand, employees
need a certain amount of time in the initial
phase of their careers to find a 'good' match.

front of the queue for further training and

Employers, on the other hand, do not respond
quickly enough if at all to mismatches,
sometimes because of a risk-avoidance strat-

thus of achieving at least limited promotion
is likely to increase a jobseeker's willingness
to accept overqualification.

egy based on the precept that 'a bird in the
hand is worth two in the bush', and therefore
miss the opportunity to test whether the employee's skills are better matched to the requirements of a different job and hence the
chance of improving their company's overall

The job-matching theory
The theory of job-matching, which was developed in the 1970s, may be loosely divided into
two types of model. In the first category, jobs
are understood as 'pure search goods'. Information about an alternative job, in which an
employee's qualifications and the job description are likely to be more closely matched, is
obtainable at all times. If such an alternative

efficiency.

In the empirical studies on overqualification,
the job-matching theory is only used on the

odd occasion as a means of explaining the
phenomenon. Sicherman (1991) uses it implic-

is available elsewhere, the employee will

itly in testing his career mobility model:

switch companies (Burdett, 1978; Jovanovic,
1979a; Mortensen, 1988). In the second category of model, jobs are interpreted as 'experience goods': 'That is, the only way to determine
the quality of a particular match is to form the
match and "experience it" (Jovanovic, 1979b,
p.973, quoting from Nelson, 1970; for studies
Jovanovic, 1979b; Topel and Ward, 1992).

`Overeducation might be an indication for a
bad match in the sense that the worker's education might qualify him for a better-paying
job. In such a case, it is likely that eventually
the worker will change his job, that is, his
occupation, firm, or both' (p.105). Sicherman
tests it explicitly when he compares the job
tenure of employees whose job descriptions
are commensurate with their qualifications

Length of service with one company is traditionally regarded as a suitable indicator of the
quality of a match: 'Job tenure is my (match)
quality indicator under the assumption that
"good matches endure" (Bowlus, 1995, p.336;
for analogous rationalisation, see for example Schasse, 1991, and Topel and Ward, 1992).

and those who are overqualified for their jobs.
His finding that mismatched employees have
shorter job tenures (p.106) is hardly surprising. To the extent, however, that a short stay
with a company is a traditional indicator of a
mismatch, as was mentioned above, this test
is tautological in a sense; the best it can do is
to verify the validity of the mismatch indica-

The assumption is that a mismatch will be

tor selected by the job-matching theorists,

identified relatively quickly by one of the parties, and the employment contract will be ter-

namely job tenure.

minated. A good match, on the other hand,

Alba-Ramirez (1993) chooses a more effective

benefits both sides, and the contract will

test. He not only uses the duration of jobs,

therefore last longer.

which can be observed longitudinally, but also

on this type of model, see Johnson, 1978;

In the context of the present study, it seems
logical to measure the quality of the match
directly by reference to the correlation between qualifications and job descriptions.
Employment in a job that is commensurate
with one's level of training is obviously more
likely to prove a good match than overqualification. Accordingly, the 'experience-goods'
variant of the job-matching theory is able to
explain the persistence of overqualification on

has recourse to the employee's earlier career
history. He examines the connection between
the average duration of all previous jobs and

the current job match. The analysis is extended to include two further partial indicators: whether the employee has ever changed
firms and whether the employee has more
than five years of seniority in his or her current job. On this basis, Alba-Ramirez likewise

finds empirical evidence to validate the
theory.
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There are, however, two weak spots in this

train of thought. The first is that Alba-

of trial and error in various jobs with several
different employers.

Ramirez is only able to use prior work experience, a 'potential' measure; this is likely to
cause serious reliability problems, especially
in the case of older working women. The second is that he includes in the calculation the
employee's seniority in his or her present job,
which is a piece of right-censored data at the
time of observation. Where employees have
only had their present jobs for a short time,
moreover, it will not yet be possible to establish a valid correlation between job duration
and match quality.23

For this reason, it seems advisable to regard
the frequency of job moves as a direct measure of occupational experience in empirical
tests.24 This would be used to check whether
an increase in the number of career moves
actually reduces the probability of a subsequent mismatch between formal qualification
and job requirements. A specific test (Michel,
1998b, p.139) demonstrates that contrary
to theoretical expectations overqualified

employees have a record of considerably
greater career mobility than those in jobs that
match their level of training. This finding does
more to prove the plausibility of the segmentation approach (see below), which predicts
weak company attachment among employees
in undemanding jobs.

In the present study, we intend to test the
empirical evidence for the 'experience-goods'

version of the job-matching approach even
more explicitly.

The expectation raised by the theory is clearly

that the match between the demands of the
job and the worker's skills and qualifications
will be all the more perfect the older and more

Career mobility theory

The theory of career mobility, developed by
Sicherman and Galor (1990) on the basis of
Rosen's groundwork (1972), postulates that
the return on investments in higher levels of
education not only manifests itself in higher

experienced an employee is (Franz, 1991,
p.203).

Although the argument that 'older and more
experienced' employees stand a better chance

starting pay but also in better prospects of

of being in a well-matched job by virtue of the

promotion within a company or of an upward
move to another company. In other words, it
focuses on income development over a period
of time and may be regarded as a refinement
of the human-capital theory. If tests control
for required skill levels, promotion prospects
will increase with rising education levels.

progressive improvement in their ability to
assess their own career prospects is certainly
plausible, it does raise the question of the
validity of the personal attributes cited by
Franz. Merely growing older is obviously not
enough in itself. The second attribute, increas-

ing experience, certainly seems to be more
serviceable. If experience is not intended to
be synonymous with age, it is plainly not experience of life but occupational experience
that is meant here. The theory does not suggest that occupational experience, which in
this context means the knowledge accumulated by the employee about his or her productive capacity and the uses to which it can
be put in the labour market, is likely to in-

One proposition (`Corollary 2') is as follows:

'Individuals may choose an entry level in
which the direct returns to schooling are lower
than those in other feasible entry levels if the
effect of schooling on the probability of pro-

24 Even within the work of individual authors, this

configuration is presented in different ways and
hence inconsistently. Hersch (1991), for example,

crease through continuous employment in one
and the same job but only through a process

rightly speaks of employees who 'move into better
matching jobs' (p.144), which they clearly cannot
do unless they make a change (such as obtaining
promotion within a company or moving to another
company), whereas Hersch (1995) refers generally

23Alba-Ramirez, like Sicherman (1991), establishes a strong positive correlation between job

to 'previous work experience' (p.620), which is
measured in total years of employment.

tenure and match quality (pp.2'72-273).
r.
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motion is higher in this entry level' (Sicherman and Galor, 1990, p.1'7'7).

Sicherman (1991) operationalises this sort of
promotion as both a 'move to higher-level occupation' and the attainment of a 'higher wage

level' (p.109). A motive for accepting an
underskilled job can be deduced from the
above hypothesis: `[.. .] it will be rational for
some individuals to spend a portion of their
working careers in occupations that require
a lower level of schooling than they have acquired. This observation can serve as a par-

tial explanation for the phenomenon of
'overeducation" (Sicherman and Galor, 1990,
pp.1T7-1'78; cf. Sicherman, 1987). The higher

the probability of promotion, however, the
greater is the possibility that the employee
will quit if promotion is not approved; this is
the other proposition (Vorollary 1') of the ca-

ing increasingly commonplace in the academic
world, whereby individuals are not appointed

to traditional academic posts until they have
completed a traineeship in the institution in
question.25 The 'course fee' that the trainee is
implicitly expected to pay for his or her onthe-job training thus assumes the nature of
an investment.
In a subsequent study, Sicherman (1991) went

back to the test of the theory developed in
Sicherman and Galor (1990) and tailored it
explicitly to the phenomenon of overqualification. He found clear evidence, which is
hardly surprising, of the validity of the career mobility theory he helped to construct.
Employees in underskilled jobs, he estab-

lished, are younger than those in wellmatched jobs, have a higher rate of internal
promotion and switch companies more often.

reer mobility theory (see Sicherman and
Alba-Ramirez (1993) arrives at similar re-

Galor, 1990, p.1'76).

The appeal of the career mobility theory does
not derive solely from its high degree of plausibility but also from the fact that unusually it can explain both parties' motivation
for accepting an individual job/education mismatch by means of the same approach.

sults. The problem with the approach adopted
in both studies, however, is that, in compar-

ing employees in underskilled and wellmatched jobs, they operate with a constant
level of formal qualification but different levels of skill requirement. If the structures they
identify correlate highly with job levels, the

findings will inevitably be misinterpreted,
Employees forego part of what they could be
earning now in exchange for a favoured position in the promotion queue, thereby investing in increased future earning power. If, after some time in the job, they feel that their
employer has reneged on the deal, their only
option is to move to another company.

because a causal link will be imputed between
the various identified effects and the job/edu-

For employers this arrangement is enticing
in the sense that it gives them an opportu-

In a test the author conducted on this theory
(Rachel, 1998b, pp.140 ff.), allowance was

nity to 'test' new recruits, whose high level of
qualification predestines them for managerial
functions, at a reduced rate of pay over a certain period of time. There is something of an
analogy between this and the training process under the German Duales System of alternating classroom and workplace training,
in which the company with which a trainee

cation mismatch, although it is possible that
the differences between the two groups are
entirely due to the fact that the members of
one group have more demanding jobs than
those of the other group.

made for this possibility by ensuring that,
once the conventional qualification-based test
had been completed, the effect of overqualification was only investigated for certain jobs

which were as homogeneous as possible in
terms of required skill levels. The test shows
first of all that there is no significant differ-

has been working decides at the end of the
training course whether to offer the trainee
an employment contract, in other words to
'promote' him or her to the status of a skilled

25`Evidently, in many companies, an employee's
precise job is not determined until he or she has
successfully completed the traineeship programme'

worker. A comparable configuration is becorn-

(iwd, 1994b, p.5).
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ence between the promotion prospects of
overqualified employees and those of adequately educated employees. Secondly, on
the basis of the same investigative strategy,
the test actually did indicate a negative correlation between the internal promotion of an
overqualified employee and the probability of
that employee leaving the company, just as
the theory predicts, but it also demonstrated
the same phenomenon for adequately edu-

markets was developed by Frank (1978b; see
also Frank, 1978a). He criticised the fact that
the difference in the incidence of mismatches
between male and female employees had al-

ways been ascribed to the personal characteristics of men and women (see for example

Gwartney, 1970, Cohen, 1971, and Fuchs,
1971) and that the residual variance had been
rather feebly explained away as 'discrimination' (see for example Oaxaca, 1973).

cated employees. These findings clearly do not

deliver a resounding endorsement of the career mobility theory.

A theory of differential overqualification may

In a more extensive test by Michel and

pected rate of pay is governed by the skill level

be outlined as follows. The starting point is
an income-maximising jobseeker. The ex-

Mertens (2000, and forthcoming), the Sicherman (1991) findings are replicated with German data (full-time male employees in western Germany) with the required skill level
again being held constant. This test actually
demonstrates a higher probability of promotion into an occupational group with a greater
mass of human capital for overqualified employees than for those with adequate educa-

of the job alone, like the expectations in the
job-competition model and the production

tion. This also applies if we pursue the ap-

formance of their duties. This overquali-

proach adopted by Robst (1995a), who
analyses changes in occupational status

theory (Frank, 1978b, p.362).

If 'qualification' is defined very broadly,
jobseekers are, to a certain extent, overqualified for every job for which they are eligible
to apply, since they will always possess certain knowledge that is never used in the per-

rather than transfers from one occupational
group to another. It has been demonstrated,
however, that these findings largely derive
from blurred distinctions between categories
of occupational status. If changes in income
are examined instead, and if the test controls
for the base effect (income in the base year),
it emerges that overqualified employees ex-

fication gives rise to a wage deduction from
the 'optimum' (purely education-dependent)
income which would be obtained if a perfect
match were to be made (p.362). The economically rational strategy for a single individual
is therefore simple: the individual identifies
that vacancy in the market system for which
he or she is least overqualified. The sampling
distribution of the degree of qualification depends on the total number of vacancies in all

perience less wage growth than their ad-

markets combined;26 this follows from the fact

equately educated colleagues. This finding is
consistent with that of the sociological stud-

that the mobility of an individual within his
or her own region is not restricted.27 The expected degree of overqualification (and hence

ies which have established a link between
better job/education matches and brighter
career prospects (see for example Sorensen,

loss of pay) for the single searcher approaches

1977, and Spilerman and Lunde, 1991, p.'716).

zero as the total number of vacancies in all
markets approaches infinity.

This is another finding which undermines the
attempt made in Sicherman (1991) to apply
the theory of career mobility to the phenomenon of overqualification.

In the case of married couples, the search
problem is considerably more complex. Assuming an inclination towards paid employ-

The theory of differential overqualification

A remarkable theoretical approach to the explanation of a greater risk of mismatch between formal qualification and job require-

ments for married women in restricted
470

26 On the concept of local labour markets, see for
example Topel, 1986.

27 Frank chooses not to include transaction costs
in the calculation underlying a migration decision.
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ment on the part of both spouses, their aim
would be to maximise the joint income. Because of the formal basis of the spouses' re-

search to find the best possible job for herself
within that market.

spective rates of pay, it is not possible simply
to find the lowest possible degree of combined
overqualification; consideration must also be
given to the spouses' education levels, which

Assuming that the couple are entirely free to
migrate, the crucial point is that the husband
is clearly able to conduct his search across the
whole range of local markets, in other words
to apply for any suitable job vacancy in any
market. The wife's subsequent search, however, is restricted to the local job market selected by the man. Since the number of job
vacancies in the local market is smaller very
much smaller than in the global market,
the wife may logically be expected to find a
poorer match. This disadvantage will surely

may differ (pp.363-364). The optimisation
process is further complicated by the assumed
condition that both spouses will have to find
work in the same local job market. Four gen-

eral properties of the expectations with re-

gard to a married couple are identified
(pp.364-365):

i) The expected amount of the added overqualification degrees of a searching couple

will exceed the expected degree of overqualification for a single searcher.
ii) The expected degree of overqualification of

a husband will be lower than that of his
wife, if his qualification is higher than her's
(and vice versa).

iii)The expected degrees of overqualification
for both partners will approach zero as the

be all the greater if the husband finds his
optimum job in a small local market.
The disadvantaged position of married women
may be reflected in either of two ways. If the
woman is unable to take up a more attractive
job offer at another location because her hus-

band has already found his optimum job locally and is not prepared to move, she is a
'tied stayer' (Mincer, 1978). If, on the other
hand, the man has decided to accept a lucra-

tive job offer far away from the couple's

total number of vacancies in the market

present home, his wife is compelled to move

system approaches infinity.

with him, irrespective of the quality of her
current job or her employment prospects at

iv)The expected degrees of overqualification
for couples are not, as in the single-worker

the new place of residence; she is a 'tied
mover'. So whereas marriage tends to en-

case, independent of the distribution of

hance a man's status in the labour market,28

vacancies across local labour markets. The
expected degrees of overqualification in-

the opposite may be expected to apply to
women.

crease as vacancies are more evenly dis-

tributed across local labour markets
always assuming that migration is a possibility for the couple.

A high degree of empirical plausibility makes
this another persuasive theoretical approach.
It does not even rely on the assumption that

the man will adopt an irrational 'macho'
In this dilemma, the sheer complexity of which
will overwhelm any couples trying to maximise their household income, Frank (1978b) says

that the husband takes the initiative and acts
in accordance with a 'male chauvinist family
location decision rule' (p.364). He begins by
seeking the best possible job for himself once
he has performed the simple task of identifying the vacancy for which he is least overqualified (see above); in so doing, he also determines the local labour market in which both
spouses will work. Once this decision has been

taken, the wife conducts her own individual

stance to establish the family location against
the interests of his partner. Since, in terms of
the whole population, the average level of formal qualification for husbands is always observably higher than that of wives, and since
married women work fewer hours on average
than married men, the use of the 'male chau-

vinist family location decision rule' should
generally be rational too, given the aim of
28 For a summary of the various reasons for this,
see Cornwell and Rupert, 1997.
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maximising the total household income especially as it seems impossible to fully reconcile both sides' interests, not only because of
the mathematical complexity of the decisionmaking operation but also because of crucial
information gaps.

port the theory of differential overquali-

When Frank tested the theory (Frank, 1978b),

kets (p.282).

fication, since the dummy variables they incorporated to denote different sizes of region
did not have a significant effect in the model
used to establish whether the probability of a
married women being overqualified for her job

was greater in smaller than in larger mar-

the test was not explicitly tailored to overThis test was reproduced in Michel, 1998b,

qualification but took the form of an income
analysis.29 Studies have traditionally focused
on the 'tied stayer' variant, presumably because of data limitations.

p.143 ff.31The author's study was also the first

to include tied movers in such a test. It also
took heed of the criticism made by McGoldrick

and Robst (1996) that the number of job vacancies was an inadequate indicator of the
shortage of jobs since it did not take account
of the number of people seeking those jobs; a
more suitable measure of the 'tightness' of the

An income-based analysis, however, raises
significant methodological problems. If an
unequivocal causal link is to be established

between the phenomenon of differential

labour market, they said, would be the re-

overqualification and income differentials, it
will be necessary to control for those incomelevel variations between larger and smaller
local labour markets (the usual distinction is

gional unemployment rate. At the same time,

for the sake of greater validity, this test included not only married couples but cohabiting couples too; married people not living to-

between municipal and regional markets)
which are not productivity-dependent. Such
variations include, for example, local weighting allowances designed to compensate for
higher housing costs. In addition, there would
be a need to control for differences between
municipal and regional occupational structures, for instance by including several hundred occupational dummies in the income es-

gether, on the other hand, were treated as

timates. None of the studies that have

though it also controlled for the regional unemployment rate (see above). The problem of
equating the place of residence with the job

single.

Like its predecessors, this study had to adopt
an implicitly assumed correlative trend between the number of job vacancies, the total
number ofjobs and the population of the place

of residence when it tested the theory, al-

appeared to date have come up with a satisfactory solution to this problem.

location can, however, be overcome by at least

A less complex approach can be adopted if the

examination of relative incomes (which are
only used, after all, as indicators of the job/
education mismatch that this theory studies)
is replaced by direct examination of the mis-

a proxy construction which controls for the
distance from home to work.
The study demonstrated that married women

in rural areas actually do register a signifi-

match, which might be done by measuring the
degree of under- or overqualification. The only

cantly above-average overqualification rate if

example of this line of enquiry is found in

home to work is taken into consideration. This

and only if

an estimated distance from

McGoldrick and Robst (1996)," who concluded

high-risk group can therefore avoid the

that there was no empirical evidence to sup-

overqualification syndrome if they commute
into larger urban areas. However, where married women living in sparsely populated areas are unable or unwilling to commute, the

29For similar approaches, see Topel, 1986, and
Ofek and Merrill, 1997.
3° Teichler (1994), who focuses on Germany, identifies academics who have 'voluntarily' chosen underemployment in preference to a more appropri-

ate post because they wanted to be close to their
partner (p.30).
472
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matched job in the vicinity of their home is
atypically high. This finding accords with the
expectations of the theory.
The job-search theory

why people accept underskilled jobs, because
a lower wage is likely to equate with a lower
required skill level, for which the jobseeker
will often be overqualified. The findings contained in Büchel (1992), for example, show

that a high percentage of skilled workers in
The basic assumption of the job-search theory

West Germany can only escape from a lengthy

(Stigler, 1961)32 is that jobseekers adopt a

spell of unemployment by accepting jobs in
which their specialised skills are not required.

search strategy which will maximise their potential lifetime earnings. In the basic model of
the theory, which has subsequently been extended in many different ways, it is assumed
that, from a density function of wage offers,
postulated as a known quantity, the jobseeker
chooses the number of offers that will optimise

the job search process. Once this chosen
number of job offers has been reached, the
jobseeker will select the highest wage on offer.
The longer the jobseeker waits, the greater his
or her chance of receiving an even higher wage
offer. However, the longer the duration of the
job search, which equates to a period of unemployment, the higher the cost to the jobseeker,
not only in terms of higher direct expenditure
arising from job applications but also in terms
of opportunity costs, in other words the income
the jobseeker has foregone in order to wait for
a better offer, minus any unemployment ben-

efit he or she might have received in the interim period. There is also a danger that acquired skills will become increasingly obsolete

during that period.
As the job search goes on, the jobseeker's target wage may be expected to decrease, since
the time limit on a person's working life will
compel the jobseeker to operated within a restricted time frame. The longer the search for

work lasts, the less will remain of the
jobseeker's working life. After the wage level,
this is the second decisive parameter governing the maximisation oflifetime earnings. The
job search is maximised if the marginal cost

It may therefore come as a surprise to discover that, in the existing body of literature
on overqualification, the job-search theory is
hardly ever cited as a means of explaining the

phenomenon. One implicit exception is
Patrinos (1995), who explains the acceptance
of overqualification as a response to abnormally heavy pressure to find work but generally focuses on the economic resources at the
disposal of jobseekers.

With regard to the serviceability of the job-

search theory in the context of overqualification, however, it should be noted that the
theory can only explain the temporary, shortterm occurrence of overqualification, since it
explicitly relates to off-the-job searches only.
The theory is therefore unable to explain why

overqualified people, having taken undemanding jobs, are then unsuccessful in their
on-the-job search for a better job, which in
this context would mean a job that is commensurate with their qualifications (on this
expectation, see Rosenfeld, 1992). Hence,
since the theory can only explain mismatches
caused by frictional loss, it is not capable of
explaining the persistence of a high percentage of overqualified employees in the labour
force.

3.3.2 Unorthodox approaches
Rumberger (1981, pp.29ff.) speaks of two un-

of seeking a job is matched by the marginal
increase in future earnings.

orthodox approaches to the explanation of
persistent overqualification. One of these is
the segmentation approach, and the other is

The expected decrease in the target wage as
the off-the-job search continues may mean
that the job-search theory can help to explain

a 'radical' approach; in American terminology
in this field, 'radical' stands for 'Marxist'.

Segmentation approach
32 For a review of the most important refinements
of this theory, see Lippman and McCall, 1976 a, b.

The segmentation approach rejects the homogeneous neoclassical model of the labour mar-
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ket as unrealistic and postulates the existence of labour-market segments in which
widely disparate working conditions obtain.

The assignment of labour to these market
segments is decided by employers on the ba-

sis of a 'discriminatory' weighting of individual screening indicators, such as formal
qualification; it is asserted that opportunities
to move from one segment to another are extremely limited.
In the original model presented by Doeringer
and Piore (1971), the basic assumption was

that the U.S. labour market is essentially a
dual market. The primary market is chiefly
reserved for the traditional core workforces,
and jobs in that market are characterised by
high wages, employment stability and good
career prospects. In a secondary or peripheral labour market with unskilled, poorly remunerated and insecure jobs, employers re-

cruit their fringe workforces in times of
prosperity; when cyclical downturns come
along these fringe workers can be fairly easily offloaded with minimal transaction costs,
because they are loosely attached to the company, which has accordingly invested little in
the development of their human capital".

of all things, should be used as the decisive
skill-categorisation criterion largely defies
logic. The skill level required for a job is traditionally operationalised on the basis of the

wage paid for that job, a variable that is
hardly likely to be governed by 'natural'
thresholds such as the difference between the
wage of an unskilled or semi-skilled worker
and that of a skilled worker. The infinite array of criteria that could be selected to distin-

guish between segments of the labour market and the resulting diversity of typological
segmentation, which could hardly stand up
to a validity test, have already come in for
criticism from several sources, and rightly so
(cf. Blien, 1986, p.147).

The segmentation approach does help to explain the persistence of overqualification in
conjunction with the screening approach and
the job-competition model. If all suitable jobs
in the primary segment of the labour market
are initially occupied, jobseekers who are less
well equipped to withstand the screening de-

vices (applicants with lower pass grades
where formal qualification is the screening
device, for example) have to settle for jobs in
the peripheral segment. Since the boundary

of regional characteristics, have seldom

between the segments tends to be impervious, the result is a state-dependence effect,
whereby the fact that a person works in the
peripheral segment becomes a further negative screening device (see also Rumberger,

gained general currency. In the West German

1981b, p.32).

Sengenberger (1974) claimed to have identi-

Neubäumer, 1993 (see also Neubäumer, 1997,
and forthcoming), adds a noteworthy dimension to conventional consideration of market

This simple methodological concept has
proved to be highly resilient. Individual refinements, such as attempts to take account

labour market, for example, Lutz and
fied a separate segment of the 'specialised
labour market' which was characterised by
insecure conditions of employment for skilled
workers with good formal qualifications. This
regional distinction was intended to take account of the fact that the Federal Republic of

Germany, unlike the United States, had an
established system of alternating on-the-job
and theoretical training.
This distinction, however, is open to criticism
on the grounds that every job requires a cer-

tain degree of skill, however minimal. Why
successful completion of an apprenticeship,

segmentation in the present context by postulating the segmentation not only of the la-

bour market but also the market in course
places within the system of vocational train-

ing. In those occupations and industries
where training and working conditions are
poor (e.g. for hairdressers), training is provided in excess of requirements not only
because the cost-benefit ratio of training is
especially favourable to employers in these
areas of activity but also and this is the nub

of Neubäumer's argument

as a means of

coping with the loss of the best trainees, who
move upmarket when they have served their

apprenticeship. Because even the training

33 For an overview, see Cain, 1976.
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market is segmented, the less gifted applicants for training places, even though they

size, the labour force comes under increasing
pressure to toe the line', while wages are subject to downward pressure (for more precise
details, see Rumberger, 1981b, pp.32 ff.; for a
brief outline, see Levin, 1995, pp. 14-15). The
systematic overproduction of qualifications in
the education system (which can be manipu-

are aware of the aforementioned situation, are
compelled to accept training places in the pe-

ripheral segment of the training market. In
so doing, they are also running the risk, once
they have completed their course, of neither
finding an appropriate job in the occupation
for which they have trained nor of moving into

lated by the capitalists in a capitalist state
monopoly) therefore serves the purpose of

a better segment of the market (assuming

systematically weakening the working class
in the never-ending class conflict (cf. Bowles

they are prepared to switch to another occupation). In such circumstances, their only al-

and Gintis, 1976, quoted in Rumberger,

ternative is often to settle for a relatively

1981b, p.35).

menial job.

This view, however, is invalidated by the fact

Because its underlying hypothesis possesses

that the systematic expansion of education

a certain plausibility, the popularity of the
segmentation approach remains undiminished. In very specific areas of the labour
market, it is certainly possible to observe

provision and the associated desire for an end

to elitist educational privilege for the upper
classes were being consistently advocated in
the sixties by supporters of the far Left too.

structures that are consistent with the propositions of the segmentation approach (see for
example Büchel, 1994a). Economics-based
analyses of overqualification, however, rarely
have recourse to the segmentation approach.
One reason may be that the approach cannot
be built on theoretically self-contained foundations. The propositions of the segmentation
approach can be easily constructed in a partially analytical manner on the basis of hy-

Even as recently as the mid-eighties, voices
in West Germany were calling for the problem of the overqualification of highly qualified labour and the question of the whereabouts and professional situation of university

and college graduates to be 'addressed in
terms of class theory' (Krais, 1983, p.36).

Although there are unmistakable signs in

potheses deriving from various microeconomic

some European countries that employers may
indeed be deriving certain benefits from the
current mass unemployment, such as the re-

theories, such as the screening approach or
the job-competition model34 but this also

sultant erosion of trade-union power, this

means that supposedly 'segmented' structures
in the labour market can be explained in economic terms without recourse to the segmentation approach.

alone is scarcely able to explain satisfactorily

why the phenomena of unemployment and
overqualification are so persistent. A disinclination on the part of employers to take effective action to eliminate such inefficient

The Marxist dialectical approach

deployment of human capital, even if such an
assessment could be substantiated, would be
easily explicable within the framework of an
empirical analytical theory, because it is no
more than economically rational behaviour.
A connection between overqualification and
class conflict seems to be even more spurious.

From a Marxist perspective, the incidence of
overqualification on a large scale serves the
interests of capital. The phenomenon therefore performs a similar structural function to

mass unemployment, in that overqualified
employees are regarded as a reserve army
whose members could easily be reactivated
(i.e. drafted into more demanding jobs) if the
need arose. As this reserve of skills grows in

-

The Marxist dialectic approach to economics

has, of course, lost much of its appeal over
the last few years. The sole purpose of describ-

ing it here is to ensure that all the relevant
theories are chronicled in this literature sur34 See for example Hartog, 1985a, p.281.

vey for the sake of completeness.
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3.4 Extraneous conditions

3.4.1 Institutional regulation
The methods based on partial analysis which

are used to explain the persistence of
overqualification and which were outlined in
point 3.3.1 above are abstracted from the con-

offer is defined. As these criteria become increasingly rigid, sometimes even compelling
an unemployed individual to chose between
underskilled work and loss of benefits, we may
expect the percentage of overqualified employees to rise.

ditions imposed by the institutional frame-

In Germany, for instance, these criteria have
recently been considerably tightened in re-

work. In addition to the indirect effect of these
conditions, it is likely that their practical application will have a direct impact too. In the

sponse to the sustained rise in unemployment. Staff directive 30/90 of the Federal
Employment Services (Bundesanstalt far

countries of Europe with their highly developed welfare systems and their traditionally
high degree of corporatism, such conditions
will probably have a far greater effect than,
for example, in the United States, where most

Arbeit), dated 19 March 1990, rescinded one
of the provisions of staff directive 100/82 of

of the aforementioned approaches were developed. Remarkably, scarcely any of the relevant

empirical works examine this aspect of
overqualification.35

13April1982, which laid down that placement in employment at a lower skill level
should only be effected if, despite adequate
and appropriate efforts to fill the post in
question over a period normally lasting three
weeks, no jobseeker with the required lower
skill level could be recruited.

One important factor in people's willingness
to accept overqualification is likely to be the
differential between the rate of unemployment benefit or, alternatively, social security
and the rate of pay for underskilled (normally
simple) work. This brings two regulatory arrangements into play minimum wages secured by the trade unions and the rate of un-

On 1 April 1997, the new section 103b of the
Promotion of Employment Act (ArbeitsfOrde-

employment benefit and social security

offers, and in the following three months this
figure rises to 30%; from the start of the seventh month, a job offer is considered reasonable if the net wage (minus necessary employment-related expenditure) is at least equal to
the rate of unemployment benefit (paragraph
3); in the case of full-time work, commuting
times of up to three hours per day are considered reasonable (paragraph 4), as are temporary separation of spouses and 'Occupations
[...] for which the employee is or is not trained
or which he or she has or has not previously
pursued' (paragraph 5 (my italics); see Federal Law Gazette (Bundesgesetzblatt) 1997/I,
No 20 of 27 March 1997, p.'700). Although

payments set by the government. In recent
times, as the 'jobs miracle' has unfolded in
the United States, more and more voices in a
number of European countries have been criticising the excessively narrow gap between the
minimum wage and welfare benefits. As the
gap narrows, the volume of overqualification
may be expected to fall, because in the eyes
of many jobseekers the reward for economic

activity is not the pay itself but only the
amount by which the wage exceeds the rate
of welfare benefit. It does not 'pay', in other
words, to take a cheap job.

rungsgesetz) entered into force, drastically
curtailing once more the right of unemployed

people to reject job offers. In the first three
months of unemployment, offers of jobs paying up to 20% less than the jobseeker's previ-

ous employment are classed as reasonable

The employment authorities are trying to

these rules seem highly restrictive at first

counteract these calculations by enforcing the

sight, the German welfare system is still rela-

statutory criteria by which a reasonable job

tively generous by international standards;
in the United States, for example, entitlement

35 Tsang and Levin (1985, p.101) and Rumberger
(1981b, pp.124-125) are exceptions, although their
propositions are couched in very general terms.
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to unemployment benefit is subject to the
strict proviso that any available job offer
normally at the minimum wage must be
accepted.
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It is evident that curtailing the right to reject
job offers will not of itself influence the per-

centage of jobs that are occupied by overqualified people. The impact of such a measure will very much depend on the way in which

jobcentres apply the relevant legislation. In
Germany, for example, there are some grounds

for assuming that, even before the latest
amendment of the Employment of Promotion
Act, the criteria for the definition of reasonable work,36 which were already rigorously for-

employee whose company wishes to offload
him for productivity reasons has no prospect
of finding a job commensurate with his level
of training and that he therefore invokes his
right to protection against dismissal. In the
United States, he could expect dismissal and
a place in the dole queue, but in countries with
sophisticated systems of statutory protection
against dismissal, such systems tend to in-

crease the overqualified percentage of the
active labour force.

mulated, were not applied very consistently.
Another institutional condition which probably

Some evidence for this allegation may be derived from the fact that labour offices rarely
order the suspension of benefits for rejection
of a job offer under section119(1)(2) to (1)(4)
of the Promotion of Employment Act (see for
example the official bulletin (ANBA) of the

has a considerable impact on the percentage

Federal Employment Services, issue No 7/
1997, Ubersichten II, 7/8, pp.1042-3). This
finding may indicate that very few offers of

tries. The external effects of this funding

underskilled work have been rejected in practice, which would point to the efficiency of the
strict criteria for the definition of reasonable

steady flow of overqualified graduates. While
the acquisition of educational qualifications at
prices 'below the market rate' amounts to rational behaviour in the eyes of the individual,

job offers. But if this is the case, at a time
when it is difficult to place jobseekers, the rising level of unemployment should be accompanied by a parallel rise in the percentage of
jobs occupied by overqualified employees; this,

however, is not borne out by the available
empirical data (see Buchel and Weil3huhn,
1997a and 1998).

of jobs occupied by overqualified employees is
the funding structure of the various component

parts of the education system. Higher education in Germany, for example, is largely statefunded, which is not the case in other coun-

structure grossly distort the situation in the
education market and are liable to produce a

since, given the current imbalance between
supply and demand, highly qualified j obseekers are still in pole position in the labour
market, in terms of the national economy it
generates an excess demand for education.

Besides the conditions enumerated above,
there are a host of other governmental or semi-

The formulation of statutory provisions governing protection against dismissal may be
cited as another institutionally imposed condition that influences the volume of overqualification. In this domain too, there are great
differences between many European countries
and the United States, for example. It is conceivable, for instance, that an overqualified

the administrative order issued by the Federal

governmental regulatory mechanisms which
can directly affect the qualification structure
of the labour force and hence, ceteris paribus,
the percentage of overqualified employees.
These mechanisms include the setting of quality standards in the education system, the formulation of rules governing scholarships and
student grants and so forth.37 A detailed discussion of every conceivable contributing factor would be an unnecessary digression in the
present context; the sole purpose of this part
of the study has been to draw attention to the

Employment Services (Bundesanstalt far Arbeit)
in Nuremberg on 16 March 1982 concerning as-

*hich the employment structure operates.

36 See section 1, and more especially section 2(3) of

sessment of the reasonableness of a job offer

potential impact of the basic conditions in

(Zumutbarkeits-Anordnung documented in the
special issue of ANBA, dated 15 April 1982). The
author wishes to thank Mr Reichel of the Federal

Employment Services for putting together the

37 See for example Keller, 1997, and Marsden, 1997,

relevant documentation.

on the effects of deregulation.
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3.4.2 The production structure and
conditions in the labour market
The changes that the production structure
undergoes in the course of time as a result

Besides the aforementioned structural
changes that take place over a lengthy period,
more rapid changes in conditions within the
labour market might also conceivably influ-

ence the overall balance between the skill

of technological progress, for example can
have a direct effect on the overqualified percentage of the labour force. For example, the

profiles ofjobs and those of their incumbents.
It may be expected, for example, that contrac-

incidence of underskilled jobs may be expected

which result from cyclical or seasonal fluctua-

to rise if qualifications which were once in

tions will directly affect the probability of

demand in the labour market (and were therefore produced by the education system) have

individuals being compelled to accept overqualification, not least on the basis of the hypothesis that overqualification is a direct alternative to unemployment in many cases.
Michel and Weil3huhn (1998) cite actual evidence of dependence and inverse dependence of the aggregate growth of unemployment on the level of overqualification.

been devalued over a period of time as the
conditions of production have changed. A clas-

sic example of this would be the training of
blacksmiths. In addition, job descriptions and
skill profiles for particular occupations may
change so dramatically with the passage of
time that even those employees whose qualifications originally matched their job requirements will eventually come to realise that
they are no longer qualified to do their job by
present-day standards. Such a development

is observable in journalism, for example.
While it is conceivable that further training
could update employees' skill and qualification levels, horizontal effects, which are not
the subject of the present study, are likely to
prove more significant than vertical effects.
Irrespective of their empirical significance,
however, such structural effects are possible

and should therefore be investigated as a
means of explaining the occurrence of overqualification.
The findings contained in Michel (1998b, Ta-

ble 5.16, p.216), however, show that this is

not the most common route to overqualification. These findings, which were controlled for a number of variables several socio-

tions and expansions of the labour market

3.4.3 Employees' utility preferences
The theoretical approaches discussed in point

3.3.1 above all assume behaviour patterns
based on income maximisation. If this assumption is set aside and utility maximisation
takes the place of income maximisation, new
factors come to light factors which are relevant in the context of overqualification.

In the typical dichotomy between unemploy-

ment and overqualification, leisure time38
plays a key role as a preference in a conventional assessment of the utility of a job offer.
A change in the importance attached to leisure time, for example as part of a general
shift in social values or as a regionally (as
opposed to nationally, for example) conditioned reassessment of leisure time in Europe
will therefore directly affect the percentage
of jobs occupied by overqualified employees.

economic characteristics of the employee
sample and general economic conditions
reveal that overqualification is immediately
preceded by unemployment, by full-time

The linkage is likely to be even less elastic
with unemployment as the alternative than

training and by voluntary economic inactivity far more frequently than by adequately

ment, since the 'distorting' base effect of unemployment benefit has to be taken into account.

skilled employment.38

38 The most common access route is from unemployment, followed by full-time training, with voluntary inactivity in third place.
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with the conventional alternative of a form of

economic inactivity other than unemploy-

39 It may seem euphemistic to refer to a period of

unemployment as 'leisure time' but is nevertheless based on specialised usage.
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As for the alternative status of employment
commensurate with qualification level, which
has been largely neglected in the discussion
of the phenomenon of overqualification (see

subsection 3.2 above), the connections between utility preferences and the decision to
be taken are presumably even more intricate.
Individuals who are not out to maximise their
income have to assess a complex set of job
characteristics.° When people take more demanding jobs, they can expect heavier work-

loads, longer journeys to and from work,
greater pressure to work overtime, less scope

for negotiating reduced working hours and
more besides. The 'purpose' of a job is also a
factor. The need for a sense of purpose is
surely universal, but it may take different

of a general shift in social values also has a
direct effect on the percentage of the total labour force in underskilled jobs.

Many of the empirical findings in Michel
(1998b) show that people who subscribe to the

statement 'A successful career is not so im-

portant to me' are more likely to be in
overqualified for their present jobs. This correlation is particularly high in the case ofWest
German women in the middle tier of the qualification hierarchy, i.e. holders of vocational
diplomas (Michel and WeiBhuhn, 1997a, Table 4-WA, pp.68-69); as was mentioned above,
however, this pattern was also demonstrated

by Schlegelmilch's studies of disaffected
graduates.

forms from one social milieu to another.
Schlegelmilch (1987), who reports findings
from an analysis of job content among university graduates who have opted for an alternative lifestyle, records the following comments from a graduate working as a masseuse
in a sauna: 'When I think of all that intellectual work, all that studying ... it makes me
sick. You sit there at your desk, and maybe
you write the odd article, and somebody says
it's quite good; that happens maybe once or
twice in a year.' (Schlegelmilch, 1987, pp.179-

3.4.4 Employers' productivity

considerations
The most common decision facing employers
in the context of overqualification (see sub-

section 3.2 above) is whether to select an
overqualified job applicant in preference to
one whose formal qualifications are commensurate with the job requirements. Their decisions will be governed by productivity-based
considerations. This aspect has already been

180). In an earlier work, Schlegelmilch also
lists a number of irrational grounds (from an
income-maximising point of view) for preferring underskilled to adequately skilled employment, irrespective of the demand situation in the market for adequately skilled jobs.
These grounds include problems with a professional role, such as that of a teacher, anticipated problems with superiors (encoun-

taken into account in the discussion of certain approaches in point 3.3.1 above; the intention in the following paragraphs is to subject it to more thorough scrutiny.

tered in people of an anti-authoritarian

this subject are available for the European

disposition), the disillusionment of individuals with what they could achieve in their occupation in the prevailing conditions and so
forth (Schlegelmilch, 1982, pp.418-419).

While the production theory-related effects of
overqualification in the literature of the English-speaking world have already been fairly
widely discussed,'" scarcely any findings on

continent (the few exceptions are referred to
below).

On this point, the author of the standard text-

book for German employment researchers,
Individuals who rate the utility of non-monetary job characteristics higher than that of
income are more likely to accept overqualification. A change in people's priorities as part

41 See for example Rumberger, 1981b, pp.101
Tsang and Levin, 1985, Tsang, 1987, Tsang et al.,

1991, and Hersch, 1991; earlier partial analyses

of underemployment are also contained in
° See for example Lucas, 1977, Sattinger, 1977,
and Sattinger, 1980; the latter deals with this issue in detail on pp.72ff.

Kornhauser (1965), Vroom (1964), Sheppard and
Herrick (1972), Kasl (1974), House (1974), Coburn
(1975), Mangione and Quinn (1975) and Quinn and
Mandilovitch (1975).
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Wolfgang Franz, writes, 'If a job has a fixed
rate of pay [...], the company's aim will be to
identify the most productive applicant for that
job', adding in a footnote, 'This is not necessarily the candidate with the highest (formal)
qualification. Companies are rightly hesitant
to engage "overqualified" candidates, for example because any dissatisfaction on the part
of such an employee may have an adverse effect on his or her productivity [.. I and because

the probability that he or she will not stay
long with the company is liable to be high'
(Franz, 1991, pp. 211-212). The very wording

of these assertions sounds a distinct note of
caution, which lends Franz's statement the
character of a supposition rather than a validated scientific finding. This means that it
cannot be cited as evidence of such behaviour.

roll can only cover themselves financially by
converting part of the basic wage into a productivity bonus not just for the individual
in question but by way of a 'collective insurance premium'.

Such a strategy, however, depends not only
on possession of all the relevant information
but also on the absence of trade-union 'obstruction' of the wage-fixing process. Both of
these aspects create an incentive for the employer to deal with the equation of gross pay
and productivity on a one-to-one basis, i.e. in
relation to an individual employee.

An examination of these quite considerable
productivity risks to an employer who recruits
overqualified personnel (which are confirmed
in most of the literature from English-speak-

The main dimensions of productivity losses
that result from overqualification respectively
overeducation are given in the relevant literature in the English language as a lesser
degree of job satisfaction (Khan and Morrow,
1991, Johnson and Roy, 1995, and de Witte
and Steijn, 1998), poorer health (Amick and
Lavis, 1998, pp.26 ff.), a higher incidence of
shirking and absenteeism, narcotics (alcohol)
consumption at work and 'sabotage' (for a

ing countries) raises the question whether

general discussion of this point, see Tsang and

The key to this question, however, is the fact

Levin, 1985; also Haugrund, 1990, p.233).

that an employer's basis of assessment can

Other factors with relevance to business man-

be influenced by extraneous factors. A change
in the information base, for example, may be

agement are an assumed propensity among
overqualified employees to change firms more

frequently, which would result in a loss of
human capital developed specifically for the
needs of the company as well as creating direct transaction costs and restricting participation in further training, thereby impeding

employers have any interest at all in employ-

ing people in jobs for which they are overqualified. Haugrund (1990) sees one such in-

centive (in the technical sector) in the
expectation of above-average performance
from these employees, along with their 'natural' function as a 'centre of competence' within
their respective teams (p.233).

such a factor. It is already patently difficult
for employers to measure their employees'
productivity at the best of times (see Boden-

hOfer, 1984, pp.13ff., and Rippe, 1984,
pp.76ff.). The productivity effects of overquali-

fication, such as an increased incidence of

the development of know-how within the company (Beneito et al., forthcoming).

shirking, must be even harder to measure. It
is conceivable that administrative and tech-

If employers are aware of these risks to pro-

supervisory mechanisms available to employ-

ductivity that are inherent in overqualification, that knowledge may influence the

nical progress might serve to enhance the

ers (cf. Tsang and Levin, 1985). Where
overqualification is assumed to be having

wage rates they set. Unlike the United States,
however, many European countries have special legislation granting an extensive right of

adverse effects on productivity which cannot

protection against dismissal. If shirking by

overqualification.

an individual worker is only discovered assuming that it is discovered after the end of
the initial probationary period, those employers who have overqualified staff on their pay-

The general difficulties involved in obtaining information (with which Rippe, 1994,
deals in detail) might also induce employ-
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be nullified by pay cuts, the consequence

should be a reduction in the volume of
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ers, however, to base their decisions on sub-

jective experience gathered over a lengthy
period. If the information situation is ex-

Be that as it may, government measures certainly can be an efficient means of reducing

the level of overqualification in the labour

tremely bad, they have to rely on 'prejudices'.
It is conceivable that, with a general change
in social values (in society's evaluation of the
productive utility ofjob-sharing or part-time
work, for example), the assessment basis on

market as a whole in the sense that the state,
as a major employer, is able to define its own
staff-selection criteria. The findings set out
in Michel and Weil3huhn, 1997a and 1998,

which employers take their decisions will

successfully; the percentage of overqualified
staff in the civil service is minimal, at least
in western Germany." The only snag is that
this strategy goes beyond the scope of the

alter.
Such a change may even be caused by a major shift in the market situation: 'The higher
the percentage of new recruits who are university graduates, the more widely an increasing percentage of graduates in middle man-

agement will be accepted as the norm'
(Teichler, quoted in Der Spiegel, 1985, p.47).

In the context of the sea change that the labour market is clearly undergoing, this acceptance of higher education as the norm is
likely to take root not only among job applicants42 but also in the minds of employers. A
similar effect has been observed in the inverse

relationship between the strength of the
stigma attached to unemployment and the
length of the dole queue (cf. Omori, 1997). This

type of shift in values could therefore result
in a sharp rise in overqualification in the future .43

The opposite effect could be achieved by the
exertion of direct political influence on the
production system. Tsang and Levin (1985,
p.101) listed some of the levers that could be
used for this purpose, such as tax breaks to
encourage the employment of appropriately
qualified staff, but these levers seem almost

unworkable. Indeed, Rumberger (1981b,
pp.124-125) had already delivered a pessimis-

tic verdict on the power of governments to
reduce the degree of overqualification in the
private sector.

show that the state actually does this very

present part of our study, since the public sector is not subject to direct productivity criteria.

In the European context, apart from the classic income analyses performed by Duncan and
Hoffmann (1981), productivity effects have

only ever been analysed for Germany.
Haugrund (1990) devoted a monograph to the
subject. Despite its ambitious and highly detailed examination method, scarcely any general extrapolations can be made from the find-

ings of the monograph, because it takes the
form of a company study and focuses on a few

technical trades. The author has also conducted three studies (Michel, 1999b, which
goes into greater detail, 1999c and 1999a). It
emerges from these that productivity analyses only serve a useful purpose if the job-requirement level is kept constant. That is the
only configuration which equates to the choice
facing personnel managers who have to fill a
vacant post.

The studies conducted in western Germany
show that in unskilled jobs (in which the overwhelming majority of overqualified employees work) overqualified workers tend to keep
better health, to change firms less frequently
and to engage in more further-training activi-

ties than their less educated colleagues in
similar jobs; there are no significant differences between the two groups in terms of the
productivity indicators absenteeism and job
satisfaction.

42Tsang et al. (1991), for example, demonstrate
that the adverse effect of overqualification on job
satisfaction has been diminished over the years.
43 For a similar hypothesis relating to the academic
world, see Michel, 1996a.

r

44 See Michel and WeiBhuhn, 1997a and 1998, Tables 3-W-84, -91, -93 and -95; see also Keller and
Klein, 1994.
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This result is consistent with Thurow's jobcompetition theory, which predicts that people with more education will be at the front

thor's italics)." What the OECD is expressing here is that there is no consensus among
employment researchers on a measurement

of the labour queue. On the other hand, it con-

strategy, which is why no internationally

tradicts the traditional expectation that

standardised tables of comparative national

overqualified personnel will feel frustrated

statistics can be compiled for overqualification

and therefore prove less productive than their
adequately educated colleagues.

as they are for other phenomena, such as
unemployment. The following paragraphs

If overqualified workers are less productive
than their adequately qualified counterparts,

provide information about the various measurement issues. The box presents a typology
of different measurement approaches.

as is generally reported in the relevant literature, it is solely because these findings are
obtained with enquiry methods in which the
formal level of qualification is held constant
rather than the skill level required for the job.

It is obvious that such a strategy can bear
little fruit, for it is hardly surprising that a
taxi driver with a law degree is less productive than a law graduate working as a solicitor. The only relevant question in this context is whether the taxi driver with the legal
qualification is less productive than his fellow cabbies whose only formal vocational
qualification is their taxi driver's licence.
In general terms, the findings of the author's
aforementioned studies can serve to break

down prejudices about the productivity of
overqualified employees and go at least some

way to explaining the persistence of overqualification in the labour market by demon-

strating that it makes economic sense for
employers to hire overqualified staff, because
they can be expected to be more productive in

a given job than other, less qualified candidates.

4.1.1 The 'objective' approach

In the early days of empirical analysis of
overqualification in the United States, the socalled 'objective' DOT/GED approach was re-

garded as the standard process for measuring the discrepancy between an employee's
level of educational attainment and the actual education level required for his or her
job. The measurement process is considered
to be 'objective', in so far as it does not rely on
the employee's own subjective assessment of
the required education level. The basic prin-

ciple of the measurement strategy is that it
measures the required education level for a
job by reference to its occupational category;
all important microeconomic details of this

occupation are recorded. Each occupation
listed in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT; see Fine, 1968) is allocated a level
of 'general educational development' (GED)

from a scale of GED values." In the second
stage of the process, this educational development level is translated into an equivalent
number of years of schooling (see Eckhaus,
1964).

4. Strategies for measuring the
educational adequacy of a job

ployment Outlook that 'invisible underem-

45This means that Rumberger's postulate in an
earlier OECD publication that the model he was
developing was an internationally comparable
measure of overqualification (Rumberger, 1994,
p.281) must have fallen on deaf ears at least in
the short term.

ployment [the term used by the OECD to denote overqualification] refers to individuals
who are working in jobs where their skills are

46 Attempts were made to introduce an alternative
scale ('specific vocational preparation' SVP), but

not adequately utilised, and by its very nature is difficult to measure. For this reason,
it is not discussed.' (OECD, 1995a, p.45, au-

overeducation research (cf. Fine, 1968, Scoville,
1966, and, for an explicit appraisal, Kalleberg and
Sorensen, 1973, p.221).

4.1 Existing measurement strategies
On the problems involved in measuring
overqualification, the OECD notes in its Em-
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Once the formal qualification level in the form
of the highest reported educational certificate
has also been converted into an equivalent in
years of schooling (unless, as usually happens

in the United States, the information has already been collected in the form of a number
of completed years of schooling), the number
of surplus or deficit years of education can

easily be established by subtracting one
amount from the other; thus, overeducation

qualification among academics in the western part of Germany on the basis of the national microcensus. Since a standardised GED
scale is not available for Germany, the authors
themselves had assessed each individual job

type to establish whether it was adequately
skilled for an incumbent with academic training. This strategy, however, produces an unavoidable 'grey area' (Hecker, 1992, p.4) of occupations to which it is impossible to assign

(in years) equals years of schooling completed
minus GED levels (in years) (see for example
Rumberger, 198 lb, p.58).

an unequivocal education level. Plicht,

The measurement scale for the variables that

A variant combining the approaches described

are calculated in this way is recognisably

in the last two paragraphs is described in

based on the requirements of the human-capital approach. Accordingly, income effects of

Groot (1996). Although the occupations of the
employees he studies are listed in the British
Household Panel Survey (BHPS), on the basis of which he conducts his examination, no
GED rating is available for the various occu-

surplus and deficit components of human
capital can be analysed in the framework of
the traditional evaluation procedures, and the
returns to these components can be compared
with the returns to the 'required' components

of human capital (see for Duncan and

Hoffmann, 1981; Kiker et al., 1997, and Daly
et al. (forthcoming)).

Teresa Sullivan (1978), Clogg (1979), Clogg
and Sullivan (1983) and Clogg and Shockey
(1984) increased the reliability of this measurement by excluding from the definition of
overqualified workers all persons with a surplus of zero years of schooling; in their place
they proposed the insertion of a 'safety mar-

Schober and Schreyer call this the 'mixed category' of occupations.

pations, just as in the case of the German
microcensus. Groot compensates by calculat-

ing the mean number of years' schooling of
the employees in each occupational category;
those whose schooling exceeds the average for

their group by more than a standard deviation are classed as overqualified.
The validity of the DOT/GED methodology
has been criticised on several occasions, and
with good reason. The first problem lies in
the wide diversity of skill levels required for
different jobs within a single occupational

gin' comprising a standard deviation in excess of the mean duration of education used

category, which the GED system does not take
into account: '[...] estimates of the mean years

for a particular occupation ('analog for deficit

of required schooling in an occupation are
constructed by aggregating jobs, thereby ig-

years'); this approach was subsequently
adopted by other researchers (see for example Verdugo and Turner Verdugo, 1989, and
Groot, 1993a). At this point, one should add
the methodological remark that Hartog (1997,
p. 2) and Hartog and Jonker (1998, p. 102)
classify this type of measurement as an own,
third category apart of the so-called objective

and subjective approach (see section 4.1.2
below). The present author, however, follows
the argumentation of Groot (1996) who takes
it as a variant of the DOT/GED approach.

An enquiry strategy derived from the DOT/
GED approach can be found in Plicht et al.,
1994, who analysed the structure of over-

noring variation in the mean years of required

schooling across jobs within an occupation'
(Halaby, 1994, p.48).
Moreover, the use of a one-digit code to evalu-

ate the level of education required for a job
clearly cannot reflect the complexity of training-iequirement profiles: 'The GED scores are
simply not detailed enough to produce sensitive measures and have validity problems of
their own' (Clogg and Shockey, 1984, p.254).
Besides, the conversion of GED into required

years of schooling is not standardised.
Rumberger (1987) rightly expresses the following criticism: 'Another problem with the DOT
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Overqualification of an individual is stated,
if SA > SR.

The information about the requested schooling to
perform a specific occupation (SR) is compared with
the acquired schooling (SA) of job-holders.

The GED scale has to be made compatible to the
scale on which individuals report their acquired
schooling (e.g. transformation into requested years
of schooling).

For each occupation listed in the Dictionary of
occupational titles (DOT), information about the level
of educational requirements is available in an
ordered scale (General educational development,
(GED)).

'Objective' approach

la:

Short description of approach

Scoville (1966),
Berg (1970),
Kalleberg and
Sorensen (1973)

(Preliminary work:
Eckaus 1964,
Fine 1968)

Developers of approach and early
studies

Box: Typology of overqualification measurement approaches

No negative influences
in the measurement
process which are
caused by subjective
assessments of jobholders.

Advantages of approach

Usually high numbers of
missing values in
occupational information (caused by coding
problems).

Making the GED scale
compatible to the scale
of acquired schooling is
methodologically
problematic.

Defining required skill
levels (construction of
GED scale) is methodologically problematic.

Change in job requirements is neglected (until
a new GED scale is
realised).

New occupations, such
as e.g. in the IT industry, cannot be considered (until a new DOT is
realised).

Heterogeneity of jobs
within an occupation is
neglected

Disadvantages of
approach

Hartog (1980),
Burris (1983(c)),
Rumberger (1987),
Patrinos (1997),
Batenburg and
de Witte (1998)

Selected follow-up
empirical studies
based on approach
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Overqualification of an individual is stated,
if SA > (M + SD).

Information about M and SD of a specific occupation
is compared with the acquired schooling (SA) of jobholders.

lated.

Variant of 'objective' approach: 'realised match
approach'
Within each occupation (disaggregated as low as
possible, usually on a 3-digit-level), the mean,
median, or mode (M) and the standard deviation
(SD) of acquired schooling of job-holders is calcu-

lb:

Short description of approach

Box: continued

Sullivan (1978),
Clogg (1979),
Clogg and
Shockey (1984)

Developers of approach and early
studies

Higher validity when
categorising
overqualification.

Advantages of approach

Problems with causal
relations: the higher the
share of 'effectively'
overqualified workers
within a specific occupation, the lower the
measured share
'detected' overqualified
workers (and vice
versa).

Methodological problems in measuring
means medians, or
modes, and especially
measuring standard
deviations, in occupations with few employed.

Genuine problem of
neglecting heterogeneity of jobs within an
occupation remains.

Disadvantages of
approach
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Shockey (1989),
Verdugo and Turner
Verdugo (1989),
Groot (1993(a), 1996),
Kiker et al. (1997),
Alpin et al. (1998),
Cohn and Ng (1999),
Cohn et al. (1999),
Mendes de Oliveira et
al. (forthcoming)

Selected follow-up
empirical studies
based on approach

9

RE.

Overqualification of an individual is stated, if SA >

The scale of the RE variable has to be made compatible with the scale of the respondents information
of acquired schooling (ideally already by the designers of the questionnaire, e. g. by asking for years of
schooling required).

Each worker is asked about the educational requirements of his specific job (e.g. 'What kind of education is usually required to perform (get) a job like
your's?' (required education, (RE)).

'Subjective' approach

Ila:

Short description of approach

Box: continued

Quinn and Mandilovitch
(1975),
Quinn and Staines
(1979(a), (b)),
Duncan and Hoffmann
(1978, 1981)

_

Developers of approach and early
studies

Individuals know the
specific requirements of
their specific job best
(specifically: better than
labour market experts
generating the GED
scale).

Severe disadvantages
of 'objective' approach
become obsolete.

Advantages of approach

esty.

Subjective influence in
measurement approach: e.g. risk of
getting answers influenced by a cognitive
dissonance behaviour;
answers may be biased
towards pompousness
or exaggerated mod-

Disadvantages of
approach

flj

Sicherman (1991),
Tsang et al. (1991)
[with an extension using
Approach la],
Hersch (1991),
Alba-Ram(rez 1993,
Hersch (1995),
Johnson and Johnson
(1995),
Robst (1995(b)),
McGoldrick and Robst
(1996),
Sloane et al. (1996),
Borghans and Smits
(1997),
Battu et al. (1998(b)),
Borghans et al. (1998),
Battu et al. (1999),
van der Velden and van
Smoorenburg (1999),
Beneito et al.
(forthcoming),
Dolton and Vignoles
(forthcoming),
Vahey (forthcoming)

Selected follow-up
empirical studies
based on approach
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Overqualification of an individual in the case of SA >
RE is stated only, if the validity check leads to a
clearly plausible result (otherwise: generating a
missing value).

Validation check is done using a standardised
categorisation system. This produces the output
categories 'clearly plausible combination of the three
variables', 'clearly implausible combination' (in
German GSOEP: about 1% of cases), and 'doubtful
plausibility of combination' (in German GSOEP:
about 5% of cases).

Using a 3 third variable (occupational status) for
validation.

Measuring overqualification in a first step as described in Ila.

llb:
Variant of 'subjective' approach:
three variables approach

Short description of approach

Box: continued

Bache! and Weif3huhn
(1997(a)).

Developers of approach and early
studies

Tests showed a much
higher validity when
categorising
overqualification,
compared to the
standard subjective twovariable approach.

Advantages of approach

Number of missing
values in the produced
overqualification
variable is slightly
higher than in the
standard subjective twovariable approach,
because three source
variables are involved.

Approach produces a
so-called 'mixed' or
'grey' area of work with
doubtful plausibility of
combination of required
schooling, acquired
schooling and occupational status. In general,
individuals working in
such a situation have to
be excluded from
overqualification
analyses. This leads to
information loss in
general and reduced
number of cases in
special.

Disadvantages of
approach

4

Most of overqualification
studies authored or
coauthored by Büchel.

Selected follow-up
empirical studies
based
on approach
_

Felix Michel

is that categories of training requirements
must be translated into equivalent years of
schooling. Although such translations have
been done in the past, there is no consensus
on the appropriate conversion' (p.30). Of the
many different measurement methods, each
of which has a perceptible direct influence on
the empirical results, three are presented by

Rumberger (1980, p.105), Kalleberg and
Sorensen (1973, p.221) and Burris (1983c,
p.45'7) respectively. Furthermore, the DOT/
GED system takes no account of the situation
within a particular occupational category:47
'The DOT measure of required schooling can
classify someone as overeducated when the
person has a very good job within an occupation' (McGoldrick and Robst, 1996, p.281).

point relate to both of the steps that need to
be taken to establish the education requirement for the practice of a particular occupation, i.e. the assignment of GED scores to the
occupations in the DOT list and the calculation of the GED equivalent in years of schooling. This criticism is not levelled, however, at

the idea of equating the required number of
years' schooling with the actual duration of
an employee's schooling. It follows from this
that any improvement, especially if it relates
to the reliability of the mismatch indicator,
should focus exclusively on the process of determining of the education level required for
the job

technological progress (cf. Clogg et al., 1986,
p.382; for a complete summary of the validity
and reliability problems of the DOT/GED approach, see Rumberger, 1981b, pp.59 et seq.).

One effective way of tackling the problem is
to ask employees themselves for a subjective
assessment of the qualification level required
for their respective jobs. Respondents may be
asked to choose from a scale of requirement
categories or to assess the qualification level
in terms of a number of years of training. The
questions are sometimes varied. Respondents
may be asked for the qualification that is normally required for the work they perform (this

Given the objections enumerated above, some

is the case in the German Socio-Economic
Panel (GSOEP) study and in other surveys

The final criticism is that the GED system,
which dates from the sixties, does not respond

to changes in the requirements for specific
occupations, such as those resulting from

of which have serious implications, it is not
surprising that this approach is hardly ever
adopted any more in new studies on overqualification, which are largely based on the

such as the employment survey conducted by
the Federal Institute for Vocational Training

so-called 'subjective' strategy described in the
next point.

question asks for the qualification required

4.1.2 The 'subjective' approach
The reservations about the DOT/GED approach which were expressed in the previous

(BIBB) and the Institute for Employment
Research (IAB) in 1991-92). Another common

to obtain the relevant job; this is the approach
adopted in the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID), although McGoldrick and Robst
(1996, p.281) rate the PSID question inferior
to that of the GSOEP. The nature of the question does not alter the process of equating the

required qualification with the employee's
actual qualification level in order to obtain
47 What is meant here is a highly generic indication of the combination of status group and jobrequirement level, along the lines of the indicator
berufliche Stellung ('occupational status') which is
often available in Germany, for example in the following form: 'employment as: unskilled worker,
skilled worker, foreman/master craftsman, white-

collar worker in an unskilled job, white-collar
worker in a skilled job, white-collar worker in a
highly skilled job, sole trader, self-employed per-

son with employees, assisting family member,
trainee/internee, clerical-grade civil servant, executive-grade civil servant and administrativegrade civil servant'.
488

the mismatch indicator.
The first such survey of job-requirement levels was conducted in the PSID of 1976, and
others took place in 1978 and 1985. The same
approach was adopted by the GSOEP.

Although there are no reports in the relevant
literature of reliability problems stemming

from incomprehension (cf. Hersch, 1991,
p.141), the subjective nature of the question
undoubtedly poses its own reliability problem.
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It is conceivable, for instance, that reported
requirement levels will tend to relate to con-

in the pages of the U.S. journals. The diver-

ditions of recruitment at a particular time

about the reliability and validity of the measurement strategies but also complicates the
quest for comparability of empirical data.

rather than present job descriptions; moreover, it is not impossible that cognitive dissonance might cause overqualified employees
to imagine a higher requirement level than

that which actually obtains (Hartog and
Oosterbeek, 1988, p.186-187; on this aspect

of data collection, see also Kalleberg and
Sorensen, 1973, p.236).

Nevertheless, it may be expected that differences in required skill levels for people with
equivalent qualifications will be sufficiently
identifiable: 'Although this measure may contain much noise, due to differences in standards the individuals employ, it will certainly
bring out differences among equally educated
individuals in the demands that their jobs put
on them (Hartog, 1985a, p.282; for a similar
line of argument, see Witte and Kalleberg,
1995, p.301). For all its recognised flaws, the
subjective approach is generally held to be
more effective than the DOT/GED system:

sity of methods not only raises questions

One classic measurement strategy in the field

of German qualification research seeks to
identify the extent to which knowledge and
skills acquired in vocational training are usable in an individual's current job;48 similar
approaches are also to be found in earlier literature from the English-speaking world (e.g.
Staines and Quinn, 1979, p.9). The problem
with this strategy is that there are basically
no jobs in which employees can draw upon
all the knowledge and skills they had to assimilate in the course of their vocational training (cf. Suda, 1979, p.153). The assessment
of the degree of applicability is likely to be

very highly subjective. A validity test by
Halaby (1994) on this type of measure produced disappointing results; Rippe (1988,
pp.179-180) could only pour scorn on this
measurement strategy.

'This [i.e. the subjective approach] has the
advantage of obtaining information from the
source closest to the actual job situation, tak-

ing account of all specific circumstances'
(Hartog and Oosterbeek, 1988, p.186). A general reliability check on this strategy, involving a comparison of employees' and employ-

Kaiser et al. (1980) used a system of seven
job indicators designed to assess the job/quali-

fication match indicators such as the degree of variety in the job, cooperation with
superiors, etc. The validity problems of this
approach seem obvious (p.102).

ers' responses, for example, has yet to be
developed.

4.1.3 Unorthodox measurement
strategies
Studies devoted to the examination of mismatches between job and qualification are
characterised by an almost unbounded diversity of measurement strategies. The purpose

Kramer (1982) establishes the degree of job/
qualification match for executives of small
companies by comparing their formal qualifications with a job grading that he assigns on
the basis of their decision-making powers. On
the basis of Kramer's findings, it is doubtful

whether his measurement strategy can be
considered a success. For example, he reports

of the following paragraphs is to show just

that 'It can actually be seen from the tables
that all university graduates [in executive

how diverse these strategies can be by means
of some examples from German literature.

posts] are overqualified for the work assigned
to them' [!] (p.105).

Apart from the studies by Rippe (1988),
Schwarze (1993), Plicht et al. (1994), Brinkmann and Wiedemann (1995) and the author,
German employment research gives the impression of having been insensitive until quite
recently to the methodological debate outlined
above, which was conducted with great gusto

48 See for example Stooss (1979), Chaberny et al.
(1982), Minks and Filaretow (1993), Jansen (1993),

Teichler (1994), Lewin et al. (1994a and b),
Hofmann and Vogeler (1995) and Pfeiffer and
Blechinger (1995).
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Another approach tries to find a means of
identifying overqualification on the sole basis of occupational status and formal qualifi-

cation (see for example Henninges, 1991;
Minks, 1992; Tessaring, 1994a; iwd, 1994a;
Minks, 1996, and Velling and Pfeiffer, 1997).

This strategy is clearly too basic to obtain
valid results. The range of job requirements
within various status groups is too wide to
allow unequivocal categorisation. This is il-

lustrated, for example, by the question
whether or not a desk-officer post in an administrative body should be categorised as
appropriate employment for a graduate of a

classified as underskilled any job done by a
graduate for which no university degree was

required and for which the incumbent received less than the minimum rate of pay for
graduates in the German public service, i.e.
point IIa on the statutory salary scale for federal employees (see p.40'7, footnote 31).

An original approach is used by Szydlik, at
least in his studies in German (Szydlik, 1996a,
1996b and 1997a). He extends the subjective
approach by combining the obtained variables

relating to the job/qualification match with
the question whether the employees work in

higher technical college.49

the occupation for which they have been

As an alternative to occupational status, use

formation this disaggregation yields. In a vertical sense (and this refers not only to the basic

is also made of the employee's position within
a company, a category that is available from
surveys such as the German microcensus (see
for example Tessaring, 1994a, and Velling and
Pfeiffer, 1997). A combination of the two sta-

tus categories is used by Handl (1996), who
uses information on both occupational status
and company position to establish the level
of an individual's employment. This, however,
is unlikely to solve the aforementioned validity problems.

Earlier works sometimes had recourse to the
employee's pay level as a suitable criterion of

adequate employment (see for example
Tessaring, 1984). The findings produced by
Rumberger (1980), however, testify to the

trained. The question is what additional in-

principle underlying the strategy for measuring overeducation but also the line of argument used by Szydlik in the interpretation of

his findings), the information that a person
is not working in the occupation for which he

or she has been trained cannot be regarded
per se as proof of a mismatch; in some cases,
job descriptions in different occupations are
far too similar to permit such an assertion (cf.
section2 of the present study).

A highly unconventional categorisation of
mismatches can be found in Wonneberger
(1994, pp.144-145), where a mismatch is
deemed to exist if a person is trained for an

problems arising from income analyses in con-

occupation (for which an academic degree is
not required) in which career prospects are

nection with the acquisition of data on

poor.

overqualification: during the period covered
by his study, the income position of college
graduates in relation to high-school graduates

The diversity of measurement strategies
illustrated in the foregoing paragraphs un-

had not deteriorated, but the relative adequacy of their education had. Schlegelmilch
(1982) applied a more refined strategy, combining reported data on occupational status
and income level, on the basis of which she

49 See for example Minks and Filaretow (1993,
p.43), Gleiser (1996) and even Plicht et al. (1994);
on the discussion of this question, see also Velling
and Pfeiffer (1997, p.14, footnote 17); on the dif-

ferentiation between graduates of technical colleges and universities, see Gleiser (1996, pp.3637).
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derlines the soundness of Rumberger's postulation of the need for standardised measurement of overqualification (Rumberger, 1994,
p.281). Teichler (1994, p.28) reports that various studies have put the percentage of gradu-

ates in overqualification at levels ranging
from 40% to under 5%, depending on the criteria applied. Elsewhere, Teichler (1998, p.98)
tells of an approach that involved assigning

the 'overqualified' label to all university
graduates who admitted to knowing nongraduates with similar professional duties to
their own (!). In such a case, the size of each
respondent's circle of acquaintances would
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have a direct bearing on the findings of the
study. It is patently obvious that such measurement strategies can yield little useful in-

their procuring suitable positions. Our higher
schools are attended by too many young per-

formation.

sons who are destined neither by talent nor
by parental provenance for a learned profession [...]. The consequence is the excessive

4.2 An innovative approach

study of all academic disciplines and the edu-

As a refinement of the familiar measurement
strategies presented in subsection 4.1 above,
the empirical part of this study (section 6) will

introduce a new process for identifying
overqualification. It is based on the conventional subjective approach. The innovative
element is the inclusion of a third indicator
to validate the overqualification variables
which were initially obtained from the information on employees' formal qualifications
and job-requirement levels. It has to be said
that the disadvantages of this strategy are a
slightly higher rate of missing values and a
category entitled 'implausible combination of
the three basic variables'. In addition, there
is also an optional 'mixed' category to cover
cases in which the information conveyed by

cation of a proletariat of scholars constituting a danger to the state.' [author's italics].
Similar quotations from other countries have
also been recorded. The debate on the career
prospects of qualified individuals leaving the

education system was given a new lease of
life in the sixties and seventies, when a rapid
expansion of higher education took place almost simultaneously in the United States and
some European countries, driven by demographic developments and political decisions.
Education and employment researchers in the
United States were the first to undertake systematic study of the consequences of a glut of

higher qualifications and thereby set their
seal on the scientific examination of the phenomenon of overeducation.

the three basic variables does not permit a
clear distinction to be drawn between a job/

5.1 Origins of the discussion

qualification. The crucial advantage of this
triple-variable strategy is that it draws a far

5.1.1 The U.S. discussion from the
sixties to the eighties

training mismatch and a case of oversharper line between adequate work and
overqualification than the conventional double-variable approach (for details see point

Treatment of the overqualification problem by

5. Overqualification:

American employment researchers may be
considered to have begun with Berg's monograph of 1970. Under the catchy title The
Great Training Robbery, Berg tried to dem-

a literature survey

able to absorb the output of university and

6.1.2 below).

onstrate that the labour market was no longer

college graduates comfortably following the

sharp rise in their numbers in the wake of
the baby boom and changes in educational
preferences.5° The repercussions would be

The educational policymakers' fear of produc-

ing surplus qualifications for which there is
no demand in the marketplace is presumably
as old as institutionalised education itself.

keenly felt in the form of unemployment and
overqualification, accompanied by falling returns to education. As the Bureau of Labor

Tessaring (1980, pp.374-375) corroborates
this, quoting from almost 300 years of German educational history. For example, in 1890

Bismarck pronounced these words of warning: 'One of the principal ills of our higher
school system lies in the surfeit of academic
schools and in the artful seduction to attend
the same which our establishments practise,
so that we breed learned young men far beyond our needs and beyond any possibility of

Statistics later established, the number of
university and college graduates in underskilled jobs multiplied from about a million
to 3.6 million in the short period from 1969 to
1980 (Hecker, 1992, p.5).

50 See also his subsequent works on this subject,
such as Berg (1989).
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Methodological innovation made a very early

appearance in the study by Kalleberg and
Sorensen (1973), which presented a simple
measurement strategy for the collection of

(e.g. 'destabilizing political consequences'
Freeman, 1976b, p.189) achieved their aim
and made Freeman the most-quoted author

in American literature on the subject of

empirical data on overqualification. This approach was based on the DOT/GED system
(for details see subsection 4.1 above) and followed on from the work of Eckaus (1964) and
Scoville (1966), who took the measurements
provided by the authorities for assessing the
required skill level for jobs in the various occupational categories and adapted them for

overqualification, even though numerous pa-

use by employment researchers. These

Freeman's presentation, which is quite onesided at times, could not fail to provoke criti-

multivariate data analyses did not yet control, however, for significant factors such as
age.

In 1975, following thematically related preliminary studies (Freeman, 1971, and Free-

man and Breneman, 1974) one of the two
main protagonists in the U.S. overeducation
debate, Richard Freeman, entered the scene.
His question Overinvestment in college training? (Freeman, 1975b) is intended to be rhetorical. Freeman was firmly convinced that
the college system in the United States had
been producing a large surplus of qualifications since the sixties, which was not entirely
due to the demographic effect of the baby
boom. He tried to underpin this assertion in
subsequent works, including a monograph
devoted to the issue (Freeman, 1976b)51 and
a contribution to the Review of Economics and

Statistics (Freeman, 1977); this period also
saw the appearance of his special studies devoted to specific occupational groups (Free-

pers in a similar vein appeared at that time
(see for example Jenkins, 1974; Rawlins and
Ulman, 1974; Dore, 1976; Jaffe and Froomkin, 1978; Brinkmann, 1978; Suda, 1979;
Denison, 1979, and a later work relating to
Canada, namely Dooley, 1986).

cism (see for example Smith and Welch, 1978).

Several replies were published in issue Nol
of the Journal of Human Resources for 1980.
Witmer (1980) and Schwartz and Thornton
(1980) criticised Freeman's methodological
approach.
Russell Rumberger, who was to emerge as the

second main protagonist in this discussion
alongside Freeman, did not find any empirical evidence to suggest that the relative position of university and college graduates in the
labour market was deteriorating, but did identify a rise in overeducation (Rumberger, 1980).

Freeman, however, was unmoved by this
welter of criticism, describing the claims of
Schwartz and Thornton, for example, as 'pure
nonsense' (Freeman, 1980, p.141). In a con-

cluding review of the debate in the Journal
of Human Resources, however, Kaufman

(1984) advances arguments in support of
Schwartz and Thornton. After the publication

man, 1975a, 1975c and 1976a).

of another two shorter papers (Freeman,
1981a and b), Richard Freeman withdrew

The 'discovery' of the growing imbalance between the supply of and the demand for higher
qualifications in the U.S. labour market had
already been made at that point (see for example Carnegie Commission on Higher Edu-

from this field of research.

cation, 1973), but it had not yet been suffi-

Survey data for the years 1969, 1973 and 1977

ciently 'marketed'. The pithy titles of his
studies on the subject of overqualification,

are examined. One category in the collected

suggesting that the hypothesis underlying his
research is an incontrovertible truth, and his
sometimes drastic speculations on the consequences of the growing qualification surplus
51 For a review of the monograph, see Levin, 1977.
492

Staines and Quinn (1979) adopted an innovative approach, analysing individual data on

job characteristics in a partial time series.
data is the respondents' subjective assessment of their job/education match (p.9).
Staines and Quinn also arrive at the conclusion that the overall degree of mismatch has
tended to increase.

In subsequent studies, Rumberger (1981a,
1981c and 1984) concentrated on presenting
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evidence in support of his thesis that the development of the job structure in the United
States is marked by a slower rise in skill requirements than would be necessary to ensure that enough appropriately skilled jobs
were available for the masses of new university and college graduates entering the labour
market. He even asks the question whether
technical progress, contrary to common belief (see for example Cappelli, 1993, who examines the production system), actually leads
to a reduction in the skill level required for
the average job (Rumberger, 1981a, p.588; see
also Rumberger, 1981b, p.67).

Rumberger's studies are innovative in relation to Freeman's in that Rumberger shifts

the concept of overeducation from the
macroeconomic level to that of the individual;

all of his measurements are based on the
DOT-GED approach.52 His monograph on

New dimensions were added by Burris
(1983a), whose study was the first to explore

the sociological and political aspects of
overqualification. Until then, studies had
only analysed individual sociological or
political aspects, such as the effects of
overqualification on health (see for example
Kasl, 1974; House, 1974; Coburn, 1975, and
Caplan et al., 1980).

The studies by Jaffe and Froomkin (1978),
Clogg (1979), Clogg and Sullivan (1983), Clogg

and Shockey (1984 and 1985), Clogg et al.
(1986) and Lichter (1988) although Lichter's
definition of overqualification poses some
problems proved that the rise in overeducation in the United States was caused to
a great extent by changes in the demographic
structure of the potential labour force." The
study by Burris (1983b) can be considered as
part of this cluster, too.

overeducation in the U.S. labour market
the most important on
the subject of overqualification along with
Freeman's The Overeducated American and
(Rumberger, 1981b)

perhaps also T.A. Sullivan's Marginal Workers, Marginal Jobs (Sullivan, 1978) goes far
beyond any previous literature in its comprehensive and thematically broad portrayal of
the researched aspects of overeducation.

Another major innovation in the study of
overeducation is to be found in Duncan and
Hoffmann, 1981 (see also the Duncan and
Hoffmann study of 1978, which was the forerunner of this work). These two authors examined at an individual level the financial
returns to necessary, surplus and deficit components of education, thereby establishing a
direct link to the human-capital approach. In

The 1985 study by Tsang and Levin seeks to
present the first integral economic theory to
explain the persistence of overqualification;
the study focuses primarily on productivity

issues (for a critical appraisal, see deGrip,
1989; for a reply to this criticism, see Tsang
and Levin, 1989.
By 1986, the postulate that overeducation was
gradually developing into a critical problem

within the U.S. labour market had come to
be regarded as an established fact, but it was
subjected to critical examination for the first
time by Smith (1986); however, this methodologically based study, which was sharply criti-

cal of the measurement strategies used in
support of the said postulate, had a limited
impact.

place of the DOT/GED system, they used subjective data obtained directly from employees
about the skill level required for their respective jobs; this information had originally been

5.1.2 The early discussion outside the
United States: the case of Germany

collected from the 1976 survey batch of the
Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID). A

Outside the United States too, the sometimes
dramatic expansion of educational provision

similar approach underlies studies by
Rumberger (1987) and Shockey (1989).

was the subject of controversy in various countries (for a general review, see Teichler, 1996,

52 For a detailed description of the DOT/GED system, see point 4.1.1 above.

53Dooley (1986), however, arrives at the opposite
conclusion for Canada.
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pp.25 ff.). It must be said, however, that the
academic quality of the debates lagged far
behind those in which the U.S. researchers
were engaged, at least until the late seventies. The case of Germany may be cited as an
example.

Not until the end of the seventies did empirical research in Germany diversify into several different subject areas. Tessaring (1978)
tried to trace the careers of graduates but had
to rely on highly aggregated statistical material (see also Tessaring, 1981 and 1984, for

The study Akademisches Proletariat?

undoubtedly made in the empirical study of

(Schlaffke, 1972) caused quite a stir among
German educational researchers. The study
(in fact, the term 'essay' is more apt) strikes
a perceptibly and no doubt deliberately polemical tone. The line of argument is inherently negative and fuels conservative prejudices; moreover, the author generally fails
to provide his readers with sources in which
they might find empirical figures to substantiate his hypotheses. The following quote exemplifies this approach: 'How can a political
scientist whose special papers at university
were in the theory of the class struggle and
strategies for overthrowing the system possibly explain the workings of our economic

system to his pupils in a modern-studies
class?' (p.47). If strict academic standards of
empiricism and analysis are applied, this key
contribution to the early German literature
on overqualification is clearly not in any respect in the same league as its American contemporaries.

similar approaches). A breakthrough was

graduate employment when the micro-

economic Infratest surveys were conducted in

the autumn of 1978 and the spring of 1979
(see Stooss, 1979). Similarly designed analyses by the Institute for Employment Research
(IAB) around that time laid the foundations
for a new research tradition (see for example
Kaiser et al., 1980).
The competition that emerged in the late sev-

enties and early eighties between microeconomic empirical research, which strove to
establish certain methodological standards,

and the 'essayist' approach to the overqualification problem is exemplified by the
papers published in an anthology of contributions to the Conference on University Expansion and the Labour Market Problems
and Research Perspectives (Tagung ((Hochschulexpansion und Arbeitsmarkt Problemstellungen und Forschungsperspektiven,),
held in Berlin in November1981. While some

sound empirical papers were presented

The only field of research which seemed to
interest German empiricists was that of educational forecasting. As in the early discussion in the United States, it was not a matter
of studying aggregated individual discrepancies between job requirements and formal

(Tessaring, 1983, and Schlegelmilch, 1983a,
for example) there was certainly no shortage
of representatives of the 'old school'. Busch
and Hommerich (1983), for instance, saw the
cause of the escalating employment problem

qualifications but rather of alleged or expected

while Krais (1983) proposed that the issue of
graduate employment and career prospects

imbalances between the aggregate supply of
labour with particular qualifications and the
aggregate demand for such labour. Besides
the interest in quantitative forecasting, the
main methodological bone of contention was
whether the demand-centred manpower re-

quirement approach or the supply-centred
social demand approach should be adopted
(for a detailed review of the host of conflicting predictions, see Tessaring, 1980, pp. 376).
The huge discrepancies between the findings
of such studies, however, presumably sowed
more confusion than reassurance in the minds
of educational planners (cf. Schlaffke, 1972,

be examined 'in the light of class theory'
(p.36), and Nuthmann (1983) expressed the
following view on the graduate overqualification: 'Some of these activities, work forms
and lifestyles may be directly connected with
labour-market problems of the people concerned. In other cases, they are probably a
reaction to growing economism and industrialisation, bureaucratisation and the increase
in the statutory regulation and control of all
aspects of life' (p.11). In the years that followed, however, such approaches were almost

entirely supplanted by empirical analytical
research (see point 5.2.2 below).

pp.10 et seq.).
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in changing 'power constellations' (p.71),
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It only remains to describe how the German
Federal Government assessed the threat of
an increase in sub-standard forms of employment for graduates as a result of the reform
and expansion of higher education. The Fed-

productive in the same level of job than their
adequately educated colleagues (Tsang, 1987,
and Tsang et al., 1991). The relevant studies
was based on in-house data of the U.S. Bell
Companies. More recent studies examine the

eral Ministry of Education and Science

correlation between overqualification and

seemed to be rather wary of vastly overoptimistic predictions of labour demand. The purpose of a course of study, namely to qualify
the student for professional activity of a suitable standard, certainly remained intact (Aim
of the course of study: The purpose of instruc-

health (Amick and Lavis, 1998) and between
overqualification and job satisfaction (Hersch,
1991, Johnson and Johnson, 1992, 1996 and
1997, and Johnson and Roy, 1994 and 1995).

tion and study shall be to prepare the student for a field of professional activity [... so]

that he or she is capable of performing academic [...] work' section 7 of the Higher Edu-

cation Framework Act (Hochschulrahmen-

gesetz), quoted in Neusel, 1983, p.236).
Expectations regarding the ability of the labour market to play its part in the achievement of this aim, however, were muted. As
part of the process of developing 'points of
reference' for the Permanent Commission on
Higher Education Reform, the Federal Ministry of Education and Science called on employers to 'create jobs [for graduates] below
the top level', and expressed confidence that
even "underskilled" occupations' could 'be a
means of job satisfaction' (quoted in Neusel,

A latecomer to the debate described in subsection 5.1 above was the article by Verdugo
and Turner Verdugo (1989), which followed
on from a shorter study (Verdugo and Turner
Verdugo, 1988). Adopting a similar approach
to Duncan and Hoffmann (1981), but without
explicitly referring to that approach, the authors believed they could disprove the Duncan

and Hoffmann findings, because they calcu-

lated negative returns to components of
schooling that employees did not require in
the performance of their jobs. Their study
aroused vehement opposition (Cohn, 1992,
Gill and Solberg, 1992, then Cohn and Khan,

1995); the reply by Verdugo and Turner
Verdugo (1992) to the criticism of their line of
enquiry and of the way they interpreted their
findings was rather unconvincing.

1983, p.240).

Sicherman (1991) studied overqualification in

5.2 Present state of research

the framework of the career mobility theory
(Sicherman and Galor, 1990). He used the
phenomenon of overqualification as a practical example of the empirical relevance of the

5.2.1 Recent studies relating to the
United States and Canada

theory he had helped to develop. He dismissed

Recent studies from the United States on the

subject of overeducation/overqualification
have been characterised by the fact that, unlike the studies referred to in subsection 5.1
above, they rarely focus on the consequences
of a glut of university and college graduat6st
in the labour market. By the end of the eighties, the concept of 'overeducation' relating
to individuals had become established as a
separate category in the field of employment

research, and subsequent studies became
more widely diversified.

For the first time, the implications of

the possibility that other theories could do
much, if anything at all, to explain the phenomenon. An extensive review (and endorsement) of the career-mobility approach is contained in Hersch (1995).

The observation that the imbalance in the
labour market for graduates which had begun to appear in the sixties had continued
throughout the eighties (and that no improvement was in sight cf. Shelley, 1992 and 1994)
was the subject of another series of 'conven-

tional' articles (Hecker, 1992, Tyler et al.,

overqualification for business management

1995a, b and c) who criticised Hecker, and the
latter's reply to this criticism (Hecker, 1995a);

came under scrutiny. The question was

see also Amirault, 1992, Cappelli, 1993,

whether overqualified employees were less

Hecker, 1995b, and Zemsky, 1998.

r.
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An article by Halaby (1994) levelled methodo-

logical criticism at the DOT/GED approach
and at questions on the occupational utility
of knowledge acquired through formal education, to which the article ascribes little va-

given the extreme variations in the quality of
the school systems in their countries of origin and is a fundamental problem in studies
designed to examine overqualification among
immigrants.

lidity.

On the basis of Canadian data, Vahey (forth-

The study by Bishop (1995) gives a short introduction to the topic of overeducation and
the respective state of research in form of a
contribution to an encyclopedia of economics
of education. In the same volume, the article
by Levin (1995) presents a broader overlook

coming) certainly confirms in principle, at
least as far as men are concerned, the findings of Duncan and Hoffmann (1981) and
their epigones, according to which positive
and negative returns to human capital may
be expected for surplus and deficit years of

to the environmental setting, in which this

schooling respectively; he demonstrates, however, that the returns vary in accordance with

special field of research is done.

the skill level required for each job. For

The connection between the quality of a university or college education and the probability of overqualification is examined by Robst

(1995b). As expected, Robst establishes a
negative correlation between the quality of

women, on the other hand, he finds insignificant effects at all job levels.

5.2.2 Recent studies relating to the
countries of the European Union

the university or college a person attends and

the probability of subsequent overqualification.

Lastly, an original study is presented by
McGoldrick and Robst (1996), who test the
theory of 'differential overqualification' developed by Frank (1978b); the originality of their
approach lies in the fact that, instead of bas-

The main distinct traditions of research into
overqualification outside the United States
exist in the Netherlands and Germany. In the
United Kingdom the subject was not 'discovered' until the mid-nineties, although the subsequent volume of research on overquali-

fication in the UK has been considerable.
There are only isolated analyses for other

ing their test on income factors (see for example Ofek and Merrill, 1997), they use an

countries.

employee-centred measure of overquali-

The Netherlands

fication. They reject the hypothesis that married women run a higher risk of overqualification in smaller local labour markets.

There are several analyses ofjob/qualification
matches in the Netherlands. If we focus exclusively on the studies devoted to overqualifi-

They find that, in the United States, male

cation, it emerges that Dutch employment
researchers, compared with their colleagues
in other EU countries, have been the most
prolific contributors on this subject in Eng-

immigrants from India, China and Korea are
more frequently overqualified, those from Vi-

lish, at least in the widely accessible Englishlanguage publications.

Madamba and De Jong (1997) reopen the dis-

cussion on the influence of demographic
changes on the degree of overqualification.

etnam are more rarely unemployed, while
immigrants from the Philippines and Japan
do not differ significantly in this respect from
the longer-established Anglo-Saxon population. Zhou (1993), on the other hand, reported

higher mismatch rates for Japanese (and
Cuban) workers. To what extent the qualifications of those immigrants who were educated in their native countries can be made
comparable is an exceedingly moot question,
r-
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The first studies were undertaken by Hartog
(1985a and 1986). His approach is very similar to that of Duncan and Hoffmann (1981),
although he does not cite the latter work. Like
Duncan and Hoffmann, he rejects unilateral
determination of pay rates for the Dutch con-

text too, either by the supply side through

formal qualification (the human-capital
theory) or by the demand side through job
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requirements (the job-competition model). In
the good old Tinbergenian tradition, he provides evidence of the explanatory capacity of

1995. Groot and Maassen van den Brink
(1999) demonstrate the sensitivity of the

proach, Hartog and Oosterbeek (1988) identify a gradual rise in overqualification in the

measurement strategies used to identify jobs
which are incommensurate with their incumbents' qualifications. Groot and Maassen van
den Brink (forthcoming) present a survey of

Netherlands over a period of time. Groot
(1993a) refines the approach presented in

empirical findings from various countries.
Among other things, this survey reveals a

Duncan and Hoffmann (1981), devoting spe-

positive correlation between growth rates and
overqualification rates. Van Eijs and Heijke

the assignment theory. Extending this ap-

cial attention to the link between training
activities and mismatches. Overqualification,
Groot says, not only has an adverse effect on
total income from employment but also has
the same sort of impact on returns to in-service training.

In more recent papers on the subject, Hartog
(1997 and 1999b) passes critical judgement
on the body of research into overqualification.
As far as future research perspectives are concerned, the author puts the case for longitudinal analyses, more theoretical input, more
ambitious evaluation procedures and in the
old-established tradition of Dutch research in
this field, which bears the unmistakable imprint of Tinbergen for analytical approaches
in which supply and demand effects are con-

(forthcoming) demonstrate that the current
allocation of qualifications to job requirements

is inefficient; this finding contrasts with
Hartog's latest estimates. The study by
Borghans and de Grip (1999) examines determinants of overqualification, categorising
them by whether or not they are compatible
with the allocation theory. A clear result, however, does not emerge. Van der Velden and van
Smoorenburg (1999) compare results gained

from the so-called objective and subjective
measurement approach. Their major finding
is that overqualification measured with an
objective approach is clearly overestimated.
On the other hand, they do not find hints for
an underestimation of overqualification when
applying the subjective approach.

sidered in combination. In the study by
Hartog and Jonker (1998), the authors have
access to the Brabant-survey which includes
IQ measures. Having the opportunity to control for individual ability opens the door to
new aspects. The authors, however, find that

Two Dutch authors are about to present a new
anthology on overqualification (Borghans and
de Grip, forthcoming(b)). In their editorial article (forthcoming(a)), Borghans and de Grip

the impact of this variable on the risk to work
overeducated is relatively low. In other studies (Hartog, 1999c, d and a), Hartog once again

paper by Muysken and terWeel (forthcoming)
seeks to integrate human-capital theory, jobsearch theory, the job-competition model and
screening into a discrete theoretical approach.

warns against investing overqualification

discuss the current issues in this field. The

with unduly pejorative connotations, referring
to the positive, albeit limited, returns to surplus years of education which were previously
identified by Duncan and Hoffmann (1981).

Borghans et al. (forthcoming) examine the
connection between aggregated and indi-

Borghans and Smits (1997) show that an increasing percentage of overqualified labour
can also impair the earning potential of adequately educated employees. DeWitte and
Steijn (1998) examine the effects of increasing automation on the incidence of overqualification. They discover a direct link as well
as frustration effects in overqualified employees. Batenburg and Witte (1998) identify a
rise in the mismatch rate within the Dutch
labour market over the period from 1977 to

that of low pay. Finally, the study by Gautier
(forthcoming) examines cyclical effects on the

vidual overqualification on the one hand and

low pay on the other and conclude that the
impact of overqualification is greater than
level of demand for various qualifications. One

of his findings is that, during recessions, employees in unskilled jobs are paid off without
regard to their qualification levels.

Besides the aforementioned works, there are

several relevant essays in Dutch, such as
Hartog, 1985b, Oosterbeek, 1986, Groot,
1993b, Groot and Maassen van den Brink,
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1996, Oosterbeek and Webbink, 1996, and
Groeneveld, 1997, which testify, as in the case

only. Despite the use of a different database
and a sharply divergent means of assessing

of Germany, to a wealth of research on the
subject of overqualification that the international scientific community is unable to appreciate. The author's lack of knowledge of
the Dutch language prohibits an evaluation
of the content of these papers at the present
juncture.

the degree of job/qualification match, the

Germany

In continuation of the research tradition outlined in point 5.1.2 above, the main focus of

The only comprehensive monograph on

German overqualification research has remained on university graduates, right down

overqualification in Germany is a study by
the present author (Michel, 1998b). One of
the main innovative methodological elements
of this study is that it is the first to adapt the
existing instruments of dynamic unemploy-

ment research systematically for use in the
analysis of overqualification. In this way, on
the basis of panel data, it is possible to analyse the probability of individuals being recruited and of their staying with or leaving
their firm, to determine longer-term income
effects and more besides. Important preliminary work, especially with regard to the categorisation of overqualification, was per-

fo rme d in the studies by Michel and

WeiBhuhn (1997a and 1998). Schlegelmilch
(1987) presented a monograph analysing data
on overqualified graduates; another monograph, in the form of a company study, on the
effects of overqualification among technicians
and engineers (Haugrund, 1990) was designed
more as a business-management resource.

Two individual papers dealing with the sub-

ject under examination were produced by
Szydlik (1996a and 1997a). To generate the
mismatch variables, Szydlik includes a question about the occupation for which the employee has trained (for a critique of this approach, see section 2 above) but does not use
occupational status to validate the mismatch
(Szydlik, 1996b, p.300, footnote 10) as Michel
and WeiBhuhn do (see also subsection 6.1 below). This produces distinctly higher percent-

ages of overqualification than would result

study arrives at very similar findings to those
of Michel and WeiBhuhn (1997a and 1998).
Lastly, Zwick (2000 and forthcoming) adopts
an ambitious theoretical approach to examine the links between overqualification, wage
levels and attitudes to education.

to the present day.
Straddling the border between 'old' and 'new'
research is the work of Rippe (1988), who was
the first researcher in Germany to conduct a
broad investigation of the methodological side
of job-match assessment and thus to reflect
at least some signs of affinity with the body

of U.S. research on that subject; until that
point, Germans had been virtually oblivious
to the discussion of these issues in the United
States. Proceeding from the DOT/GED approach and the criticism levelled at it and at
its application to the microcensus by IAB researchers, Rippe identified 'a lack of validated
methods for assessing job matches by comparing existing and required qualifications'.
Plicht et al. (1994) presented the first broadbased study of the suitability of jobs held by
university graduates in Germany. Their ap-

proach may not correspond exactly to the
DOT/GED strategy, but it is related to the
latter in so far as it does not have recourse
subjective assessment ofjob-requirement levels by the respondents themselves. Although
it is designed as a cohort study without longi-

tudinal examination of individuals, the authoresses postulate that the high percentage
of young graduates in jobs for which they are
overqualified is primarily due to the fact that
overqualification is a natural phenomenon at

this stage in a graduate's career. This interpretation was put into perspective in Michel

from an operationalisation based on the
Michel/WeiBhuhn approach. Velling and

(1996a): although the risk of involuntary
overqualification is higher at the start of a

Pfeiffer (1997) also examine overqualification
(as part of a wider-ranging study) for all qualification levels, though for western Germany

career than after a period of occupational ex-
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perience, it has been proved that structural
and cohort effects have played a dominant role
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during the nineties. In other words, the percentage of graduates who tend to run a higher
risk of overqualification on account of their
membership of particular status groups (e.g.
women and graduates of technical colleges)
is rising steadily, and membership of these
groups is largely unalterable in the course of
a career.
The situation of academically trained career
starters is examined by Biichel and Matiaske
(1996) on the basis of longitudinal data from
the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP).
It emerges from this study that a high risk of
overqualification at the start of a career attaches to certain 'soft' academic disciplines
which are mainly chosen by female students.
An interaction analysis shows that the gender effect is governed by the student's choice

about future career prospects. Nevertheless,
the scientific quality of the studies is generally below average, since they are compiled
as a rule by people with no research background.54

The important thing about the latest developments in this field is that the discussion
about the future of graduate employment in
Germany now focuses on overqualification
and unemployment as closely related phenomena (see for example Schreyer, 1999, and

Wissenschaftsrat, 1999). This represents a
major step away from the narrow perspectives
which had long prevailed, in which unemployment was only seen as an employment risk.
Studies on the overqualification of people with

vocational diplomas are considerably less

of subject.

common than studies on graduate job

Most of the other literature relating to the

matches. The most plausible explanation of
this phenomenon may be that higher education is expanding more rapidly than voca-

more recent discussion of the phenomenon of
graduate overqualification in Germany may
be divided into two categories: the first com-

prises highly specific surveys of graduates,
differentiated by subject specialisation (most
of these have been conducted by the University and College Information System (HIS) in
Hanover) or even by specific departments of
individual universities (this type of survey is
conducted by 'interested parties', i.e. students

in one of the departments in question, often
as one of their degree papers); the other category comprises papers presented at conferences on the subject of graduate career pros-

tional education. Accordingly, graduates may
be regarded as more likely victims of labourmarket imbalances.
Hofbauer and Nagel (1987) conducted a wideranging study of the risk facing skilled workers of occupational demotion to semi-skilled

or unskilled status, examining the specific
level of risk in various different trades, for
example. The study by Neubäumer (1993), to

which reference has already been made in

pects and subsequently published in the

section3 above, is based on an unconventional
approach. The authoress proceeds on the assumption that segmentation applies not only

report of proceedings.

to the labour market but also to the market

The HIS studies are reports on graduates in
specific federal states or subjects, based on
the system's own surveys (see for example
Minks, 1992 and 1996; Minks and Filaretow,
1993; Lewin et al., 1994a and b). One of the

for training places in the dual system of classroom and on-the-job training. The study dem-

onstrates that in those occupations where

central problems with these studies, however,

working conditions are poor, training is provided in excess of requirements as a means of
coping with the loss of the better trainees, who
move upmarket when they have served their

lies in the database, which only covers the
first years of a graduate's career.

apprenticeship. Those who complete their
training in occupations with poor working

This problem, of course, also arises for university- and subject-related studies of graduate employment. The utility of this type of
study is undisputed, because it can give pro-

spective students important information

conditions but do not find a job, either in the
occupation for which they have trained or in
54 For a collection of graduate studies from various European countries, see Teichler (1988).
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a market segment with better career pros-

An innovative study was compiled by von

pects (assuming they are prepared to switch
to another occupation) are generally compelled to settle for overqualification. Neubäumer's findings show that this phenomenon
is undoubtedly empirically significant in Ger-

Henninges (1996), who investigated the persistent contention that technical progress, the
globalisation of labour markets and other factors would lead to the gradual disappearance
of unskilled jobs. In so doing, he addressed
the methodological problem whereby, because

many (see also Neubäumer (1997) and
Neubäumer (forthcoming)).

of the restricted availability of data, most

A study by the present author (Michel, 1994b)
examines overqualification at the start of nongraduates' careers. What seemed astonishing

studies do not focus on the requirement levels for specific jobs but on the formal qualifications of the people in those jobs. As a result
of the expansion of educational provision,

at first sight was the higher incomes earned
by the overqualified workers. This finding,
which was also obtained by Hofbauer and
Nagel (1987, pp.54-55), shows that monetary
considerations are an important factor in the
acceptance of an underskilled job, at least in
this phase of a person's career (for a similar

there are indeed fewer and fewer workers
with no formal qualifications; however, the
fact that unskilled work is being performed

finding, see Neubäumer, 1993). Pay differentials to compensate for monotonous work and
other disagreeable working conditions, such
as the presence of noxious substances, could
also play a part (cf. Lucas, 1997, p.557). This
factor may be particularly significant in the
case of trained craftsmen who subsequently

Lastly, the topic of overeducation was chosen

by semi-skilled or skilled workers means that
the rate at which unskilled jobs are being shed
is being systematically overstated (p.78).55

as an example how to work efficiently with
robust stochastic earnings frontiers (Jensen,
1999). This paper, however, has a stronger
econometric focus than a substantial one.

take up semi-skilled jobs in manufacturing
industry or do piecework. Even after a short
time, however, those who started out with a

Only a short time after the dissolution of the
German Democratic Republic, special studies on eastern Germany began to appear. Von
Henninges (1991) shows that, contrary to the

good fit would be better placed, because their
income would have risen more sharply. A similar approach is found in partial analyses such
as Michel and WeiBhuhn (1995), WeiBhuhn
and Michel (1998), or Michel and Pannenberg

ideological claims made by the regime,
overqualification had already assumed epidemic proportions during the Communist era
(see also Schwarze, 1993, Michel, 1995, and
Brinkmann and Wiedemann, 1995, p.330).

(1997).

Schwarze (1993) presents a comparison of the

Pfeiffer and Blechinger (1995) and Blechinger

and Pfeiffer (1999) examine the realisable
value of vocational training in the labour
market and observe diminishing returns in

situation in eastern Germany before and after the demise of the East German state (1989
and 1991) and identifies income effects of
overqualification.

The only general study relating to Germany
that is exclusively devoted to the fit between
vocational training and jobs was conducted,

The labour-market monitor for the new federal states proved to be an effective source of
data for the investigation of overqualification.
In thematically wide-ranging JAB studies on
the development of the employment situation

ironically enough, by two researchers from the

in eastern Germany, the phenomenon of

United States (Witte and Kalleberg, 1995).
The way in which they assess job/training
matches, however, is someewhat questionable, for they assert (p.311) that only about

55 At this point, however, it should be mentioned

50% of men and 60% of women who have suc-

more difficult to conduct from a methodological

the course of people's careers.

cessfully completed their vocational training
are in jobs that match their training M.
500

that, irrespective of data restrictions, macroeconomic surveys of the jobs that people do are far

point of view than surveys of employees' qualifications or occupational categories.
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overqualification is given special treatment
(Bielenski et al., 1994 and 1995, and Brinkmann and Wiedemann, 1995 and 1997). The

approach adopted in Michel and WeiBhuhn
(1997a and 1998), the authors attach special
importance to an examination of the socioeconomic background of the women who are af-

very structure of the 1995 study by Brinkmann

and Wiedemann (p.323) testifies to the high
priority that is attached to the phenomenon of
overqualification in the empirical research of
the JAB, at least in relation to eastern Germany, where the percentages of overqualified
employees are very high; this emerges especially clearly from the special study on this

fected by overqualification. This relates not

subject by Brinkmann and Wiedemann (1997).

stances of the household and the need to accept underskilled work, although marked differences were observed between women with
different qualification levels. The household
structure and the number of children seem to
be less significant factors, with the qualification that women who are lone parents exhibit
a far higher risk of having to accept a secondbest solution in the labour market.

These, then, are the studies that focus specifically on eastern Germany.56
The extent to which foreigners in Germany are
affected by overqualification is investigated in
a study by Szydlik (1996a). However, the fact

that the source data (from the GSOEP) only
yield rudimentary information on foreigners'
qualification levels (at least for those who were

educated in their native country) must pose
problems when it comes to assessing whether
their jobs are commensurate with their training. Szydlik observes, for example, that more
than half of the Turks working in Germany
are overqualified for their jobs. If we bear in
mind, however, that even today Turkey requires only five years' compulsory schooling of
its young citizens and that there is effectively

no institutional system of vocational training
in the country, the validity of this finding appears dubious. Heinelt and Lohmann (1992)
also elicit high overqualification rates for ethnic Germans who have moved to the Federal
Republic from Eastern Europe; here too, there
are problems with the validity of the measurement strategy
The job/training fit for working women is exainined in detail in one of the studies by Bilchel
and WeiBhuhn (1997c). Extending the basic

only to the women's family circumstances (e.g.

the number of children in the household and
the arrangements made for their care) but also
to their partner's employment status, his income situation, etc. The study establishes a

strong link between the financial circum-

Other countries of the European Union

In the United Kingdom, Sloane et al. (forthcoming see also Sloane et al., 1996) were

the first to devote a study to the subject of
overqualification. Their work is based on the

research approach adopted by Duncan and
Hoffmann (1981) and delivers similarly structured findings.

The Dutch researcher Groot (1996) found that
few British employees were overqualified for

their jobs. His assessment of the job/education match, however, was based on what appears to be a somewhat arbitrary modification of the DOT system. An extension of this

approach, based on the same assessment
strategy, is found in Groot and Maassen van
den Brink (1995).

Battu et al. (1998a and b) test the theory of
differential overqualification (Frank, 1978b)
and arrive at a negative result. In a longitu-

dinal study, Battu et al. (1999) show that
66 There are, however, other studies on the empiri-

cal situation in eastern Germany, such as those
by Büchel and Weifihuhn (1997a, 1997c and 1998)
and by Szydlik (1997a, b and c). One remarkable
point is the finding presented by Szydlik alone that

overqualification has adverse effects on job
satisfaction and income. They produce the
noteworthy finding that social background
does not affect the probability of a mismatch.57

underemployment is less widespread in eastern
than in western Germany (see Szydlik, 1997b,
Table 1, p.43, or the redundant findings in Szydlik,
1997c, Table 2, p.13).

57 Cf. Patrinos (1995 and 1997), who arrives at the
opposite result for Greece.
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Alpin et al. (1998) examine over- and underqualification in a wide-ranging study. Their

The Portuguese situation has been the subject of studies by Kiker et al. (1997) and by

ambitious quest to establish whether the

Mendes de Oliveira et al. (forthcoming). Kiker
et al. adopt a similar approach to Duncan and
Hoffmann (1981) and find that it confirms the

overqualification of individuals is only a temporary phenomenon meets with little success,

however, because they only have access to
right-censored data on job duration. This
question cannot be answered on the basis of
such data. Finally, Battu and Sloane (forth-

allocation theory. Mendes de Oliveira et al.
refine the same Duncan and Hoffmann approach and demonstrate that the returns to

coming) find that displacement effects caused
by overqualification do occur in the upper echelons of the labour market, but that unskilled

heavily dependent on job duration.

surplus and deficit years of schooling are

workers in the United Kingdom are not being ousted to any great extent by overqualified

recruits.

One of the more unusual longitudinal studies in the domain of overqualification research
was presented by Dolton and Vignoles (1997).
They observe that most employees who start

their career in a job for which they are

overeducation as an imbalance between the
supply of higher qualifications and the demand for them, an idea that was widespread
in the early days of the discussion (see subsection 5.1 above); these include works by
Tsoucalas (1981), Psacharopoulos (1988),

and forthcoming) with regard to the returns
to surplus years of schooling.

Alongside these microeconomic studies on
overqualification there are also conventional
studies which examine the aggregate effect
produced by the expansion of the education
system, such as the study by Mason (1996).
For France there are studies by Forgeot and
Gautié (1997a and b), in which the percentages of over- and underqualified employees
in the younger age brackets are assessed by
qualification level and job duration for the
years 1986 and 1995, as well as a study by
Vincens (1995), which treats the problem of
overqualification in a rather general fashion
(pp. 149-150).

Glytsos (1990) and Lambropoulos and Psacharopoulos (1992).

For Austria there is a study on access to bluecollar occupations for apprentices when they
complete their training (Ofner, 1994). Ofner
finds that, two years after obtaining their certificate of apprenticeship, about one-third of

the former apprentices who have jobs are
overqualified.

This review of nationally focused literature
on the subject of overqualification shows that
this major problem has yet to arouse the interest of employment researchers in many
countries of the European Union. We can but

speculate on the reasons for this. The re-

With regard to Spain, there are relevant studies by Alba-Ramirez (1993) and Beneito et al.

stricted availability of key data may be a sig-

(forthcoming). Alba-Ramirez finds evidence for
the job-matching and career mobility theories.

Beneito et al. examine the question whether
surplus years of schooling should be regarded
as complementary components of human capi-

tal or substitutes; their test shows that the
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graduates from humbler backgrounds.58

Other studies are based on the idea of

overqualified do not manage to make the transition to appropriate employment in the first
six years. Dolton and Vignoles (forthcoming)
arrive at similar findings to Sloane et al. (1996

latter is the more accurate assessment.

In Greece, studies on overqualification have
been produced by Patrinos (1995 and 1997).
He arrives at similar overqualification rates
for Greek graduates to those recorded in western Germany, for example. As might be expected, Patrinos finds evidence of wide divergences between academic disciplines. One
especially noteworthy finding is that overqualification is disproportionately high among

58 This finding is consistent with that of the author (Biichel, 1997), who identifies a positive correlation between income prospects and the education level of the parental household, thereby challenging the oft-expressed view that a university
degrees is a social leveller.
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nificant factor, for a mismatch variable cannot be generated without an adequate range

of deficit and surplus components of human
capital along with the returns to qualifications
which are actually needed for a person's job.

of relevant reliable data. Efforts must be made

to ensure that data-gathering institutions

In so doing, it follows the approach established
by Duncan and Hoffmann (1981). The authors

show greater willingness than in the past to
elicit the information that researchers need,
such as the skill level required for individual
jobs. This problem has already been recognised (ILO, 1998, p.90); a fair degree of patience is likely to be needed, however, before
this aim is achieved.

are interested in ascertaining whether structural changes in the U.S. labour market have

a greater impact on results than structural
differences between the countries under exami-

nation. Astonishingly close analogies emerge
in the findings for Germany and the United
States; the key finding of the study is that simi-

5.2.3 International comparative studies

larities between the nations are more pro-

There are studies in which findings from vari-

nounced than the similarities between the U.S.
findings for different points in the time series.

ous countries are put together and some in
which the researchers' own empirical comparisons are drawn.

BUchel and Witte (1997) analyse the effects
of overqualification in the initial phase of employees' careers. They use the longitudinal
structure of the 'High-School & Beyond' data
sets and the GSOEP. Here too, the two countries under scrutiny are remarkably similar

Examples of the first group are the publica-

tions by Suda (1979),59 Teichler (1988),
Hofmann (1995) and more specifically those

of Hartog (1997), Michel and WeiBhuhn

in structural terms. The studies by Szydlik
(1997b and c and, to a certain extent, a), are

(1997c), Borghans and de Grip (1999), Tessa-

ring (1998), Michel (1998b), and Groot and
Maassen van den Brink (forthcoming). These
studies provide quite general information on
various research findings in an international

also based on information from the PSID and
GSOEP. While the aforementioned studies ar-

rive at similar overqualification rates in the
United States, the identified percentages of
underqualified workers are strikingly lower

context.

than those calculated by Daly et al. (1997, Table 1, p.2'7).

Studies in which direct international comparisons are drawn in the domain of overqualifi-

cation have so far been limited to compari-

Szydlik (1998) examines the overqualification

sons between the country in which the

of immigrants in Germany and the United

researchers are interested and the United
States, which serves as the reference coun-

States. But this once again begs the question
how, given the extremely wide divergence be-

try. Almost all such studies compare Germany

tween national training systems in terms of

with the United States.

quality, anyone can hope to achieve comparability between the formal vocational qualifi-

BUchtemann et al. (1993) presented a compara-

cations that immigrants have obtained in

tive study on career starts in Germany and
the United States. Their study analyses data

their own countries. Witte (1999) examines
the development of overqualification among

from the PSID and GSOEP. Matches and mismatches are only one aspect of this wider-ranging study. The study by Daly et al. (1997, re-

young people in Germany and the United

vised in Daly et al. (forthcoming)) uses the

on PSID data. The study by Michel and

same databases to examine the income effects

WeiBhuhn (1997b) provides a summary in
German of the main elements contained in

States; unlike Büchel and Witte (1997), this
study bases its analysis of the U.S. situation

the previous studies by Daly et al. (1997) and
Michel and Witte (1997).

59 The Suda study is listed here with certain reservations: while the theoretical part of this first study
deals explicitly with overqualification, the findings

Cohn and Ng (1999) as well as the more fully

presented in the empirical part are strangely unrelated to the theoretical part.

r

elaborated version of this study by Cohn et
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al. (1999) examine overqualification in a comparison between the United States and Hong
Kong. What seems at first sight to be a rather

exotic research project actually produces remarkable results. In fact, the standard pattern that is familiar to us from Western research literature also applies to Hong Kong:
as a rule, overqualification is more frequently
observed than underqualification, older em-

ployees are more often underqualified for
their jobs, while younger employees are more
likely to be overqualified, and the Duncan and
Hoffmann findings on the returns to surplus
and deficit years of schooling, which were first
published in 1981 and have since been con-

firmed in numerous studies, are likewise
found to hold true for Hong Kong.

The presentation of this literature survey has
also shown up major research gaps. An im-

portant research perspective for the future
relates to the need to achieve mutually compatible national data sets on mismatches and
to analyse them on the basis of a standardised examination model. Only in this way can
institutional and regional effects be satisfactorily isolated; a comparison between individual studies for various countries cannot
achieve this because of the widely divergent
measurement methods.

6. Overqualification
and unemployment:
The case of Germany
The purpose of this empirical section is to
present some examples, with the aid of a few

indicators, of links that exist between
overqualified and unemployed status.

In the case of jobseekers, the spillage factor
is 100%. If we assume, for the sake of simplicity, that the skill spill in the case of an
adequately employed person is 0%, the 'middle' ground of overqualification which lies
between adequate employment and unemployment must be observable within those
social categories that unemployment literature identifies as clearly disadvantaged.

6.1 Research approach
6.1.1 Database
The measurement strategy introduced in the
following paragraphs is based on data from
the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP)

administered by the German Institute for
Economic Research (Deutsches Institut far
Wirtschaftsforschung DIW) in Berlin. This
set of data, collected from representative samples of the population resident in the Federal

Republic of Germany, contains a wealth of
longitudinal information on households and
individuals. The initial sample in 1984 comprised almost 6000 households. The head of
each household was given a questionnaire
covering the whole household. All members
of the household aged 16 or over (more than
12000 individuals) were also given a separate
personal questionnaire seeking factual information and opinions on many aspects of their
lives, especially education and employment.

The households and individuals in this sample are surveyed at yearly intervals. The database is constantly being widened as household members leave to start new households,
as new members move into panel households
and as younger members of the household

reach the survey year in which their 17th
birthday falls.8°

In subsection1.2 above, a methodological affinity was highlighted between overqualified

Information on the education and training

and unemployed status within the labour
market. The essence of this affinity is that

of foreigners

people in both situations are unable to capitalise fully on their certified vocational qualifications in the labour market. The 'skill spill'
in the case of overqualified workers amounts
to x%, where x is only indirectly determinable by means of an income analysis, for example but is substantially higher than zero.

The vast majority of the foreign nationals who
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are GSOEP respondents are first-generation
foreigners, in other words the 'guest workers'
6° For more extensive information, see Projektgruppe Panel, 1995.
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who were encouraged to come and work in
Germany. In the present context, these peo-

point 5.2.1 above of the methodology applied
to immigrant studies).

ple form a special group in the sense that they
underwent schooling and vocational training

General case selection

in their native countries. There is only rudimentary information available on their educational and training qualifications. This information is not comparable with the very
precise details elicited by the questions that
are addressed to German respondents about
their education level. Moreover, the education
systems of the various countries of origin are

All members of the sample who were in the
labour force at the time of observation are
categorised. People in full-time employment,
regular part-time employment, minimal employment, and involuntary unemployment
(including the hidden labour reserve) are examined, except in cases where the employees

so highly disparate that identical response

are still in full-time education, since there will

patterns can rarely be taken to mean equivalent levels of qualification

be no 'definitive' information on vocational
qualification in such cases. For the same reason, internees, voluntary workers and people

The conclusion we must therefore draw from
this situation is that it is impossible to measure the degree of mismatch for foreign workers if they have been trained in their native
countries. The aforementioned heterogeneity
of training courses in their countries of origin is not the only reason; another factor is

in similar occupational situations are ex-

that the GSOEP question equates the various levels of job requirement with German
educational certificates. No very convincing
attempts have yet been made to solve this

cluded from the analysis, as are those of retirement age (65 and over). Since people who
have no vocational qualifications at all cannot by definition be overqualified, they too are

excluded from the categorisation (cf. Witte
and Kalleberg, 1995, p. 308, for an analogous
approach). With respect to the latter selection,
an exception is made for the step of analysis
resulting in Table 1.

compatibility and validity problem adequately
(Szydlik 1996a);61 Szydlik's exorbitant assess-

The considerations described above form the
basis of the condition that only people who

ment that around 60% of all 'qualified' foreigners are overqualified will certainly raise
eyebrows at the very least (Szydlik, 1996a,

have received vocational training and/or

p.66'7; see also Szydlik, 1997a, p.1'7).

In the light of these considerations, the categorisation of job/education matches in the

higher education in Germany are taken into
account. Migrants who moved between East
Germany and the Federal Republic are also
excluded from the analysis.62 Because of the
categorisation rules governing the assessment

following paragraphs will only apply to those
foreigners who have undergone at least their
vocational training in Germany. The problems
outlined above with regard to information on

of overqualification (see point 6.1.2 below), it
is also necessary to exclude those few people
for whom no information on vocational qualification, job-requirement level or occupational
status is available.

immigrants' education levels also apply to
other databases, but overqualification researchers have yet to respond to them with

6.1.2 Categorisation of
overqualification

the necessary sensitivity (see the criticism in

Because of the superiority of the subjective
approach to the 'objective' DOT/GED system,
61 nzy dlik

writes, 'Admittedly, knowledge and skills

acquired abroad cannot be unequivocally evaluated' (p.664); however, the continuation of his
study, which compares the job/training matches
of Germans and foreigners, is evidence of such an
evaluation being undertaken in spite of this acknowledged obstacle; indeed, the evaluation is at
the very heart of this particular study.

as discussed in point 4.1.2 above, the strategy presented below for the measurement of
overqualification is based on the former. The
62For the rationale behind this exclusion, see
Biichel, 1998b.
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strategy takes account of the objections that
have been raised about the subjectivity of the
collected information on job-requirement levels by validating reported information on occupational status.

This generation of the mismatch variables
from three, rather than the usual two, initial
indicators is what gives this categorisation
system its innovative quality. It does, admittedly, create two additional categories: implausible combinations (of job-requirement
level, formal qualification and occupational

status) as well as a 'grey area' (Hecker) or
'mixed category' (Plicht et al., 1994), in which
the three indicators referred to above cannot

at my place of work', 'Attendance at special
theoretical or practical courses', 'A certificate
of vocational training' and 'A university or
college degree'. It is permissible to choose
more than one response. Pre-tests, however,
have shown that multiple responses, which
are in any case quite rare, almost invariably
involve a combination of 'A certificate of vocational training' and 'A lengthy period of
coaching at my place of work' or else the requirement category 'Attendance at special
theoretical or practical courses' in conjunction
with any of the other options. This means that
we can record the most demanding reported
requirement without sacrificing any very significant information.65

clearly signal a match or mismatch, even
though there is nothing recognisably inconsistent in the data reported by the respond-

ent.°
One problem with the measurement strategy
is therefore that the scope of this new mixed
category scarcely lends itself to evaluation in
the framework of overqualification research.
This disadvantage is more than offset, how-

ever, by a sharper distinction between adequate employment and overqualification.64

The GSOEP does not ask directly whether a
respondent's job is commensurate with his or

her training but merely asks about the requirements of the person's job. The question
'What type of training is normally required
for the job you do?' is accompanied by the fol-

lowing graded response categories: 'No special training required', 'Only a short induction on the job', 'A lengthy period of coaching
63 To define the mixed category, we must first con-

duct pre-tests (which are not documented here),
using group-specific occupational and income information.
64A further residual category, created by the presence of a missing value in one of the three indicators required to generate the mismatch variables,

is no different in methodological terms to an
equivalent category based on a conventional two-

variable approach but is made somewhat larger
by the addition of the third variable. The information on occupational status is not regarded as sensitive data and is seldom posted as a missing value
in the GSOEP.
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By means of a comparison with the acquired
formal vocational-training qualification,66 the
degree of congruence between job and education can be directly determined; the disparity between the employee's formal qualification and the job requirements at least for
people with the same category of formal qualification can then be graded, i.e. assigned to
one of a number of bands in a 'skill spill' scale.

Since the pre-tests that were conducted as
part of the data-verification process high65 In conjunction with the income distribution for
each category and the structure of the job classifications in each category (on the basis of the threedigit ISCO codes), summaries were produced in
advance for each of the requirement levels. These
pre-tests revealed, for example, that the occupa-

tional and income structure for the two requirement levels 'A certificate of vocational training' and

'Attendance at special theoretical or practical
training courses are similar, in the same way as
the structures for 'No special training required' and
'Only a short induction on the job' resemble each
other. For that reason, each of these response pairs
is bracketed together.
66 Following similarly structured pre-tests, the levels of formal qualification are aggregated. The cer-

tificate of vocational training, which is the general category for those workers whose qualifications are non-academic, covers those who are quali-

fied master craftsmen, as is common practice;
graduates of universities and colleges of higher
technical education (Fachhochschulen) are also
bracketed together in the customary manner,
which reflects the fact that no distinction is made
between these two levels of qualification on the
job-requirement side.
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lighted individual borderline cases straddling
two categories as well as a number of inconsistencies, other particularly detailed information on the respondents' occupational sta-

come a millionaire, but it has to be discussed
on the basis of completely different premises

tus from the GSOEP survey is included in
order to determine the mismatch variables.

overqualification (cf. Alpin et al., 1998, pp.1920). The theory of career mobility, for exam-

The following categories are thus created:
`(definitely) overqualified', 'degree of mismatch not clearly determinable' (a mixed category which is wisely excluded as a rule from
evaluations of job content), `(definite) congruence between job and education', 'implausible combination of the three generating variables' and 'at least one missing value among

the three generating variables' (an indeterminable degree of mismatch is also classed
as a missing value).67

The use of separate classification models for
western and eastern Germany takes account
of the different educational certificates in the
former East and West Germany.68 The classification model for western Germany with the

a dishwasher who works his way up to be-

to those that underlie the discussion of
ple, can explain overqualification but not
overemployment; Sicherman (1991, p.109)
explicitly addresses this point.69 If researchers wish to examine mismatches in general,
they must accordingly analyse and discuss the
categories 'overqualification' and 'underqualification' in strict segregation. If, on the other
hand, the emphasis is on the phenomenon of
overqualification, as it is here, underqualifi-

cation and adequate qualification can be
lumped together fairly easily (for a similar
approach, see for example Groot, 1993a,
p.302, and Groot, 1996). In the following paragraphs, therefore, underqualified workers are

assigned to the 'adequate employment' category; their common quality that interests us
in the present context is the fact that they
are identified as not being overqualified.

combinations of job requirement, formal
qualification and occupational status is documented in Table 0 of the annex; for the classi-

The degree of overqualification

fication models for eastern Germany, see

The aforementioned grading scale for data

1998b, Tables 4.2 and 4.3, pp.189 ff.

(recoded into categories) on formal vocational
qualification and job requirement can also be
used to interpret and grade the newly created
information on the discrepancy between these

Identifying underqualification
Occasionally, when analysing the job/qualification fit, besides examining the category of
adequate employment and that of overqualification, researchers also study a second misfit

category, namely that of underqualification
(see for example Daly et al. (forthcoming)).
Such a situation occurs when a respondent
does a job for which he or she does not possess adequate formal qualifications. This mis-

match phenomenon occurs in a few exceptional 'rags-to-riches' careers, such as that of
67 For a treatment of the relatively small percentages that fall into this category and into those of
'implausible combinations' and 'missing values',
see Michel and Weil3huhn, 1997a, Tables A2-W/084, -91 and 93, as well as Michel and Weil3huhn,
1998, Table A2-W/0-95.

68For the rationale behind this division, see
1998b.

job and training levels. However, when the
categorisation is subjected to further differentiation in this way, since the original variables were already highly aggregated, the
resultant lack of sharp divisions between the
categories demands a certain amount of caution from anyone who develops such a classification model or who subsequently interprets
the findings it produces.
tr Moreover, in European countries such as Gerin'any, where certified vocational qualifications are
major determinants of career prospects in contrast to the United States, for example underqualification is of minimal empirical significance.
The 7% or so of German employees (1984 figure)
whose educational certificates would not normally

qualify them to pursue their current occupation
have an average shortfall of only 0.7 years of schooling; the average qualification surplus for overquali-

fied workers in 1984, on the other hand, exceeded
two years (see Daly et al., 1997, Table 1, p.27).
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While the division into appropriate employment and overqualification on the basis of the
described categorisation system has certainly
passed the validity test (cf. point 6.1.2 above),
this cannot be said unreservedly of the degree of overqualification. Although there is no
doubting the validity of the graded structure,
the volume of the various skill spills cannot
be determined with sufficient accuracy. For

arrived at a value of about 14% (see BUchel,
1998b, Table 5.2, p.193), which is of the same
order as Plicht, Schober and Schreyer, even
though they not only use a different database

that reason the graded structure has only

tention in the German discussion, percent-

been used to obtain information on the volume of skill spillage in particular descriptive
evaluations where incidence figures have
been high (see for example Michel, 1998b,
For more ambitious research designs, such as

ages of under 10% to 15% (Tessaring, 1994a,
p.49, Buttler and Tessaring, 1993, p.4'70, and
Szydlik, 1996b, p.304) are identified, although
no details are given on any part of the operations used to arrive at these percentages. The
figure of 25% advanced by the Donors' Association for the Promotion of Science and the

the one illustrated in the present section, it

Humanities in Germany (Stifterverband fur

Tables 5.1 to 5.3, pp.192 ff.).

but also pursue an entirely different approach, based on occupational categories.
In studies on overqualification among university graduates, which is the main focus of at-

therefore seems advisable to accept some loss

die Deutsche Wissenschaft, 1993, p.4) is

of information for the sake of a more valid
categorisation system; this, indeed, is done

light of the general pessimistic tone of that

surely overestimated and must be seen in the

in most empirical studies on overqualification.
Thus, if the sample is classified into valid cat-

publication. So if we exclude this last outlier,

egories, the result will be a dummy variable
overqualified: yes/no for all workers with
a formal vocational qualification or a university degree acquired in Germany.

generally successful.

Validity checking

the external validation seems to have been

For the purpose of internal validation, the
validity of the construct used to distinguish
between the characteristics of jobs done by
appropriately qualified workers and those
whose incumbents are overqualified is tested.

The overqualification variable obtained on the
basis of the categorisation principle described

in the preceding paragraphs must be externally and internally validated before being
used empirically.

The external validation is based on the comparability of the volume of underqualification
revealed by one's own findings with the figures produced by other studies with different
underlying research strategies.

The most comprehensive empirical study of

If the categories really are sharply defined,
considerable differences should emerge in
terms of quality.
Irrespective of its theoretical derivation, the
expectation that overqualified workers would
be considerably worse off than adequately
employed workers with similar formal qualifications is observably fulfilled in a highly refined examination of some 50 items in virtually all dimensions (Table 1 in the annex). The

pattern of these findings leaves no room for
doubt about the validity of the categorisation

the incidence of overqualification in Germany
which is not based on the categorisation strat-

model.

egy described above is that of Plicht et al.

6.1.3 The evaluation process

(1994), although it only examines university
graduates. The study involves a mixed category, which results in wide margins of error;
within this framework it identifies graduate
overqualification ranging from 8% to 17%
(western Germany, 1991). The author of the
present study, eliminating the mixed category,

The empirical evaluations are based on the
German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP see
point 6.1.1 above). West and East Germany
are examined separately. The cross-section
evaluations are based on the year 1995, while
the longitudinal analyses use the period from
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1984 to 1995. Specific details of the analytical methodology are contained in the various
paragraphs on the interpretation of findings.

The findings that are presented are largely
derived from the multivariate analyses. For
further descriptive information on the vari-

ous stages in the evaluation process, the
reader is referred to Michel, 1998b. Overqualification is identified on the basis of the
strategy described here in subsection 6.1.2.
Subsection 6.2 examines four subjective indicators that produce inferior values for jobless
people compared with employees in the field
of unemployment research, refining this strategy by applying a division into three catego-

suitable means of shedding light on the issue
under examination here. The responses 'fully
agree' and 'tend to agree' with the aforemen-

tioned statement are interpreted as indicative of limited problem-solving capacity. A
probit model is used to identify the determinants of this limited capacity, special attention being focused on the three relevant categories of employment status.71

The findings set out in Table 2 of the annex
show that the overqualified respondents' assessment of their own problem-solving capac-

from overqualification; the second part of this
evaluation focuses on a comparison between

ity, controlled for important socioeconomic
variables, including the level of formal education, actually places their expected 'middle'
position far closer to that of jobseekers than
to adequately employed workers. Although
their problem-solving capacity is higher, on
average, than that of jobseekers, the difference is not significant. By contrast, there are
significant differentials between matched and
mismatched employees. This finding is observable for both West and East Germany.

losses resulting from periods of unemployment and periods of overqualification.

6.2.2 Morale

6.2 Subjective indicators: differences
between adequate employment,
overqualification and unemployment

A person's awareness of a shortage or absence
of demand in the labour market for his or her
acquired vocational skills and qualifications

6.2.1 Problem-solving capacity

will probably have an adverse effect on that
person's morale, since the vast majority of

ries 'unemployment/hidden reserves',"
'overqualification' and 'adequate employment'. Subsections 6.3 and 6.4 go on to ana-

lyse transition patterns into and out of
overqualification. Finally, section 6.5 examines the dynamics of income loss resulting

people, or at least of those who wish to be eco-

In order to measure possible deprivation in
people's everyday lives, the questionnaire
asks respondents to what extent they agree
with a number of statements, one of which is
'Things have become so complicated that I can
barely cope'. Although this question has a recognisable dynamic component, which relates
to external (social) development, the response

can also apply to transitions from a socially
secure status, such as training or adequate
employment, to overqualification or unemployment and therefore seems to be a very
" Hidden reserves of labour are those non-working members of the active population people who
are not registered as unemployed but who report
immediate readiness to take up employment. For
the sake of linguistic simplicity, the 'unemployed
or hidden reserves' category is abbreviated to 'unemployed' in the remainder of this section.

nomically active, place employment high on
their list of priorities. For the purposes of the
study, the sample is divided into those whose
morale is high and others. In accordance with
a strategy commonly used by the GSOEP to
evalUate morale, based on an empirical distribution of responses on an eleven-point scale
(0-10), people who rate themselves at points
8, 9 and 10 on the scale are defined as having
high morale.72

71The same type of econometric model is adopted
in points 6.2.2 to 6.2.4 below.
72 American researchers occasionally display less

sensitivity in their choice of evaluation model.
Hersch (1991), for example, evaluates her satisfaction scale, which is graded in the same way as
the GSOEP model, on the basis of a regression
equation.
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The following may be deduced from the find-

ings set out in Table 3 of the annex: both in
West and East Germany, overqualified workers report not only significantly higher morale than jobseekers but also significantly
lower morale than those workers whose jobs
match their qualification levels. Whereas the
overqualified workers are roughly equidistant
from the other two categories on the satisfaction scale for East Germany, the morale of
overqualified workers in West Germany is far
closer to that of adequately employed workers than to that of jobseekers.

6.2.3 People's concern about their own
economic prospects
In order to measure the respondents' assessment of their own prospects for the future,
the questionnaire asks whether they are worried about a number of things, one of which
is their own economic situation. The responses

'very worried' and 'rather worried' are interpreted as pessimistic assessments of the respondents' own economic prospects.
The findings are set out in Table 4 of the an-

nex. Both in West and East Germany,
overqualified workers are significantly more
optimistic about their expected economic development than jobseekers but significantly

dicator of the extent of a person's political involvement. The purpose of these paragraphs
is to extend the conventional examination of
the connection between employment status
and party allegiance to the category of unemployed workers.

The findings documented in Table 5 of the
annex show that, controlling for major socioeconomic characteristics, the identification of

jobseekers with the party system does not
differ significantly from that of overqualified

workers. The latter, however, demonstrate
significantly less party allegiance than workers with good job/qualification matches.

All in all, the findings of section 6.2 confirm
the hypothesis that the redundancy of an in-

dividual's marketable skills does not only
have an adverse effect on his or her social well-

being in the case of total redundancy (i.e.
unemployment). Even partial redundancy of
a person's skills, as happens in the event of
overqualification, results in a diminished
and sometimes drastically diminished quality of life compared with that enjoyed by employees whose jobs are commensurate with
their qualifications. While overqualified work-

ers are significantly better placed than

more pessimistic than workers with wellmatched jobs. One interesting point is that
the same pattern emerges as was observed
for morale, with equal spacing between the

jobseekers and significantly worse off than
their adequately employed counterparts in
terms of morale and perception of their own
economic prospects, once the relevant data
has been controlled for important socioeconomic characteristics, when it comes to their

middle category and each of the other two for
East Germany, whereas overqualified workers in West Germany are distinctly closer to

ability to cope with everyday life (at least for
the time being) and their allegiance to political parties, however, overqualified workers

adequately employed workers than to job-

demonstrate attitudes that are not far re-

seekers in their assessment of their own economic prospects.

moved from those displayed by jobseekers,

6.2.4 Political involvement

whereas people whose jobs fit their qualifications tend to be significantly closer to the 'social norm' in these respects.

An important observation in the domain of
political science is that unemployed persons
are liable to turn their backs on the world of
politics because they feel betrayed (the 'political apathy' hypothesis; see Michel and
Falter, 1994). This is liable to lead to in im-

6.3 Transition to inadequate
employment

paired functioning of the democratic system.

Following the presentation of the static per-

Besides voting in elections, allegiance to a
political party is regarded as an effective in-

wider range of analyses see Rachel, 1998b),
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the following paragraphs deal with the dynamics of changes of employment status at
an individual level. Although in the medium
term the percentage of overqualified employees in the German labour force has remained
fairly stable (see Buchel and Weil3huhn, 1997a
and 1998), we cannot rule out the possibility
that, as with the phenomenon of unemployment, this overall picture of stability conceals

a great deal of movement in and out of
overqualification in the course of individual
careers (cf. Groot and Maassen van den Brink,
1995, p.14).

observations with only one occurrence do not
serve any explanatory purpose in this type of
model. For that reason, the research designs
of the various stages in the evaluation process must be conceived in such a way that the
analysis can be performed with conventional
probit or regression models.

Our first step is to examine the process
whereby individuals become overqualified.
This transition is identified when a respondent reports overqualification in a questionnaire after having reported a different em-

ployment status the previous year. These
Accordingly, the approaches adopted here are
based on the longitudinal analyses that char-

acterise modern unemployment research.

situations from which individuals enter into
overqualification are the focal point of the
present subsection.

This means that interest focuses on the phe-

nomena of movements into and out of

6.3.2 Descriptive findings

overqualification, which have seldom been
dealt with in research literature, as well as
on income effects of overqualification. The
main points of interest are transfers in both
directions between overqualification and the
other main categories of employment status,
namely work commensurate with qualifica-

Table 6 in the annex shows the types of employment status previously held by overqualified workers, broken down into percentage
columns by regional labour market, qualification level and sex.

tions, unemployment, other economic inactiv-

An examination of the totals column shows

ity and full-time training. The main transition patterns are examined below." When
choosing suitable evaluation procedures, we

that the most common previous status of

have to remember that the information on job/
training congruence is only available for one

(just over 40% in each case). Outdated expertise and declining productive capacity may be
mooted as reasons for this.74 This transition
pattern is far more characteristic of men than
women, reaching a peak for highly qualified

point in the year, in other words the time of
the survey. Since some of the observation periods are very short (1991 to 1995 for the area
of the former East Germany, as against 1984
to 1995 for western Germany), the use of haz-

ard-rate models, which is actually the best
way to proceed when dealing with this sort of
question, would be ill-advised, even for discrete modelling. The use of the panel approach
to process the relevant data is also out of the
question at almost every stage of the evaluation, since the observed changes of employment status will normally occur only once, if

overqualified workers in both East and West

Germany is that of adequate employment

male workers in the former East Germany;
this reflects a systematic downgrading process as part of the hierarchical 'cleansing' operation in the period following reunification.
Nevertheless, this seems to refute the oft-repeated hypothesis that overqualification is
chiefly a problem for married women who interrupt their careers for family reasons, with

the result that their skills become rusty
through lack of practice, leaving them no op-

at all, for each person during the examination period. Accordingly, models that control
for unobserved heterogeneity would exclude
most transitions from the examination, since

73 For more findings see Michel, 1998b.

74 See the analyses, broken down by age group, in

Michel and Weil3huhn, 1997a and 1998, which
demonstrate a considerably higher percentage of
overqualified employees in the oldest age bracket,
especially among non-graduates in western Germany.
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tion but to re-enter working life at a level for
which they are overqualified; while this explains some overqualification, it is clearly not
the only explanation.

6.3.3 Multivariate findings

In western Germany, almost a quarter of those

sides overqualification. The multivariate

who take up underskilled work are unemployed jobseekers. In the East, this percent-

analysis of the descriptively acquired findings
(Table 7 in the annex) produces a surprising
picture in terms of the previous employment
status of overqualified workers. Our first task,
however, is to discuss the findings in relation
to the control variables.

age is considerably higher, with some 40% of

overqualified recruits having been unemployed the year before. This demonstrates the
nature of overqualification as an alternative

The reference category for our multivariate
analysis was the length of time spent in one
of the other types of employment status be-

to unemployed status; even though private
placement services for unemployed people are
gradually gaining in importance, this sizeable
movement of labour from unemployment into

Clearly different behaviour patterns emerge
for transitions to overqualification in eastern
and western Germany.

overqualification is due not least to the restriction by the national employment authority of the jobseeker's right to refuse job offers. The findings also testify to an abundance
of flexibility on the part of jobseekers. They
also reveal striking differences between regions and between levels of formal qualification; for example, underskilled jobs are a very

important source of employment for East
German workers with mid-range qualifications, whereas for West German graduates,
especially males, overqualification has far less
empirical significance.

In western Germany, first of all, more women

than men take jobs for which they are
overqualified. Reasons for this may be less
employment-centred training courses, lower
priority attached to careers, periods of economic inactivity for family reasons with the
accompanying depreciation of human capital,
etc. (see below). Older employees are seldom

observed to make such a switch. It may be
expected that, on losing jobs commensurate
with their qualifications, for example, older
employees may be more inclined to take advantage of early-retirement packages than to

'Spontaneous' transitions from economic in-

'struggle through' to retirement in an

activity to overqualification by people who are

underskilled job.

not actively seeking work (i.e. who are not
registered as unemployed) are only made to
any great extent by West German women with

mid-range qualifications. West German
women graduates lag far behind in second
place. Among West German men and East
Germans in general, this form of transition
has only marginal significance.
Approximately one in eight people take up an
underskilled job on completion of a training
course. This is the case in both western and
eastern Germany. This type of transition has

become disturbingly common among West
German graduates, both male and female.
More than one in four West German gradu-

ates working overqualified took up his
underskilled job immediately after obtaining
their degrees; this situation is somewhat less
common in eastern Germany and applies primarily to highly qualified women.
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Transitions to overqualification are more frequently observed among individuals with poor
school records than among those with better
school qualifications. Training in a technical
college (Fachschule), which has traditionally
been employment-based, affords protection
against overqualification, as does civil-service training, which is normally followed by
appointment to an appropriate post in one of
the public authorities. Individuals who have
successfully completed an apprenticeship are
also less liable to become overqualified than
those who have undergone other forms of vocational training.

A surprising result emerges for graduates of
higher technical colleges (Fachhochschulen),

who are observed to be more prone to

overqualification than holders of apprenticeship certificates. Respondents who attach low

Overqualification: reasons, measurement issues

priority to a successful career are also overrepresented among the newly overqualified;
the undemanding nature of their jobs corresponds to their own level of demand for professional success.

with a transition from appropriate employment the reference category a switch from
unemployment or the hidden labour reserve

As the regional unemployment rate rises, the
probability of a transition to overqualification
is reduced. There are two conceivable ways
of explaining this: either unskilled and semiskilled jobs are disproportionately rare in a
tight job market or else individuals who can-

employment, albeit by a somewhat narrower
margin. In the west of Germany, moreover,
even transitions from other forms of economic
inactivity happen more often than transitions
from a matched to a mismatched job; in the
eastern part of the country, however, other
forms of economic inactivity play an insignificant role as a source of overqualified labour.

not obtain an appropriate job are more inclined simply to register as unemployed, the
social stigma of unemployment being diminished as the local jobless rate increases.

In the territory of the former East Germany,

the control variables exert an influence in
several different ways. Besides older employ-

ees, those in the youngest age bracket also
move into overqualification less frequently,
which means that transitions into overqualification are typically made by workers in the
middle age groups. While there are no gender-specific differences of the sort that exist
in western Germany, people who only have
the certificate awarded on the successful completion of eight years' schooling are also more
likely to be overqualified. Another conspicu-

ous feature is the over-representation of
highly qualified employees, who were the victims of large-scale systematic downgrading.
The reason given for this measure by employers is the discrepancy between the high level
of employees' formal qualifications, which often depended on a certain degree of identifi-

cation with the former Communist system,
and the actual market value of these qualifications in a competitive economy. In eastern
Germany too, transitions to overqualification
tend to occur more frequently in areas with
relatively low rates of unemployment. Moreover, such transitions are more common in ru-

ral than in urban areas, in contrast to the
older federal states.

As for the previous employment status of
overqualified workers, once the quite heterogeneous descriptive findings have been controlled for important socioeconomic characteristics, surprisingly similar structures emerge
for eastern and western Germany. Compared

is a far more frequent occurrence. Direct tran-

sitions from training are also significantly
more common than those from appropriate

This shows that the descriptively identified
'typical' switch from a well-matched job to a
mismatch correlates highly with major socioeconomic characteristics. Controlling for these,

we see that this form of transition is actually
rather untypical. Hence, overqualification in
Germany does not primarily take the form of

worker dequalification, for example in the
wake of rapid technological change, with the
accompanying devaluation of knowledge and
skills; on the contrary, underskilled jobs tend
to be accepted by those who are economically
inactive in whatever form. The motives, which
are surely many and varied, for taking such

jobs are still uncertain at this stage of the
analysis, but more precise information on these

will emerge on further examination.

6.4 Selected transitions from overqualification
Our second step involved an examination of
the process whereby individuals cease to be
overqualified. Here too, the various forms of

employment status that were discussed in
connection with transitions to overqualification were the main focus of attention. Particular importance attached to the question

whether overqualified workers manage to
step up into jobs that are commensurate with
their training or whether they are more likely
to slip down into unemployment.

Descriptive findings
The findings presented in Table8 of the annex reveal considerable differences between
eastern and western Germany.
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The most commonly used exit door from

unemployment and adequate employment.

overqualification in western Germany leads
to appropriate employment. A conspicuously

1998b.

high number of male graduates make that
transition. While this can be used as an indicator of the capacity of the career mobility
theory to explain overqualification, it is not
evidence in itself, since we are only looking

here at those who move away from underskilled jobs, not at those who remain in them.

A very similar pattern emerges, albeit at a
lower level, in eastern Germany, but this time
the main exit route leads to involuntary economic inactivity, i.e. unemployment or a place
in the hidden reserve of labour. This type of

transition mainly affects people with midrange qualifications as well as women with
higher levels of qualification. In the west of
Germany this downward transition is mainly
observable among men with vocational diplomas; it hardly ever affects male graduates and
seldom happens to female graduates.

There is also a wide East/West disparity in
the case of transitions into voluntary economic

inactivity. In western Germany, this transi-

For more detailed analyses, see Michel,
6.4.1 Transition to unemployment
At this juncture a two-step evaluation was
undertaken with a view to answering the following questions:

a) Do people in underskilled jobs run a
greater risk of unemployment than those
in appropriate jobs?
b) Does the acceptance of an underskilled job
protect people who have lost an appropri-

ate job from subsequent unemployment?
Or, to put it another way, does overqualifi-

cation offer such people a genuine alter-

native to unemployment in the longer
term?
Transition to unemployment from
inadequate or adequate employment

The aim here was to examine whether ad-

tion is typically made by women who give up
overqualified work. Irrespective of their level
of qualification, some 40% of women who give
up underskilled jobs move into voluntary economic inactivity. In eastern Germany, how-

equate employment affords better protection
than overqualification against the risk of unemployment. In the model that was used, the
alternative to a transition to unemployment
was continued overqualification.

ever, this type of transition is not very significant. Percentages vary little among the

The findings set out in Table 9 of the annex

compared groups, reaching a peak of 10%.

reveal considerable differences between western and eastern Germany in terms of the risk

A switch to full-time training is not a characteristic move for those who give up inadequate

of losing a job and becoming unemployed.
They do concur, however, on one key point,
namely that this risk is significantly higher
for employees in underskilled jobs than for
those whose jobs match their qualifications.

employment. Neither in the East nor in the
West of Germany does this figure reach 10%.

Whereas in eastern Germany women are
more likely to make such a move, whereas in
the West German labour market this transition is chiefly made by men, with holders of
academic degrees more frequently being given

The respective risk levels for these two groups

the opportunity for full-time training (pre-

Transition from adequate employment to
unemployment directly or via
overqualification

sumably in the form of a second degree course

or professional training) than holders of vocational diplomas.

The following paragraphs will take a closer
look at transitions from overqualification to
the two types of status that are of most interest to us in the context of this study, namely
514

diverge more widely in the East than in the
West of Germany.

We wished to test whether the acceptance of
an underskilled post by a person who had lost
a job commensurate with his or her skills and
qualifications was likely to protect that person against subsequent unemployment. To
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paraphrase the question, we want to know
whether overqualification is a genuine alternative to unemployment or whether it is liable only to postpone a descent into unem-

ployment. Those people who remained in
adequate employment over the observation
period served as the reference category.

riod. Our primary interest was to discover
whether and how a person's original status
influenced his or her chances of making the
transition to adequate employment. The findings are presented in Table 11 of the annex.
Overqualified workers find adequate jobs less
frequently than unemployed jobseekers. The

What the findings in Table 10 of the annex

same pattern applies in both parts of Ger-

demonstrate is that people who take an

many. It does not seem easy to interpret these

underskilled job on losing an adequate job
considerably reduce the risk of subsequent
unemployment, particularly in western Germany. This may be deemed to indicate that
acceptance of an underskilled job is a delib-

findings. It is conceivable that people in

erate choice on the part of many people as an
alternative to unemployment.

underskilled jobs are under less pressure to
find appropriate jobs than those with no job
at all, since the job they have, inadequate
though it may be, probably provides them
with an income above that of unemployed
jobseekers. Moreover, as has been shown, the

category of overqualified workers includes

6.4.2 Transition to adequate employment
At this point a two-step evaluation was undertaken with a view to answering the following questions:

a) Are individuals more likely to obtain a job
commensurate with their qualifications if
they are overqualified or if they are unemployed?

b) Does an interim phase of overqualification
make it easier for jobseekers to find a post
that matches their qualifications?
Transition to adequate employment from
overqualification or unemployment

The purpose of this stage in the evaluation
process was to establish whether the fact that
overqualified people already have one foot in
the labour market gives them an advantage

over their unemployed counterparts in the
quest for adequate employment, assuming
they are in competition for the same jobs. People who are economically inactive but not registered as unemployed or in the hidden reserve,
or who have just completed a course of train-

some people who attach low priority to a successful career; it is conceivable that such people may not be looking for a job that is more
commensurate with their qualifications or at
least that their efforts to find a better job may
be less than wholehearted.

To put it simplistically,75 it may be said of
unemployed jobseekers that their status tends
to 'testify' to a disinclination to accept any old
job including, of course, underskilled jobs;
it is therefore safe to assume a high degree of
probability that their job search will be confined to educationally adequate employment,

at least in the initial stages. What certainly
emerges is that, when employers have job
vacancies, they do not seem to let their choice
of candidate be governed to any great extent
by the stigmatisation effect of unemployment
or by the positive signal of willingness to work
'at all costs' that is transmitted by applicants
who are overqualified for their current jobs.

Transition from unemployment to adequate
employment directly or via overqualification

ing were excluded from this evaluation. For

The next step was to undertake a more specific examination of the findings described in
the previous paragraphs. To this end, job-

unemployed jobseekers and overqualified

seekers were studied with a view to ascertain-

workers together, we examined the probability of transition to adequate employment. The
reference category comprised those who retained one status unemployment or overqualification throughout the observation pe-

75`Simplistically' in the sense that we are assuming the availability of unskilled jobs at minimal
wage rates.
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ing whether they managed to find educationally adequate employment within a particular period five years for western Germany
and three years for the territory of the former

East Germany. This means that transition
patterns could be compared between the two

parts of Germany but not the frequency of
transitions. The question at the forefront of
this examination was whether a transitional
phase of overqualification is liable to serve
as a 'bridgehead', in other words whether it

could control for the fact that the lowest earn-

ers automatically stand a better chance of
improving their income levels. The ratio of the

last to the first reported income was selected
as the dependent variable; these values were
plotted on a logarithmic scale to adapt them
to the model. Given the nature of the depend-

ent variables, extraneous control for the
length of the observation period was also required. In the vast majority of cases, the duration of this period equalled the number of

helps jobseekers to gain a foothold in the labour market from where it is easier for them

years spent in employment. To control for
untypical career histories, intervening peri-

to move upmarket into the sort ofjob for which

ods of unemployment and other forms of eco-

they are qualified (for a more general treatment of this question, see Michel, 1994a).

nomic inactivity were taken into account as
additional covariates,76 as were any years
missing from the panel records.

The findings set out in Table 12 of the annex
suggest that, if adequate employment is assumed to be the ultimate aim of a job search,

a temporary 'makeshift' transition to overqualification tends, in both the East and the
West of Germany, to be a 'dead end'. The dimensions of the estimated parameters indicate that a high volume of state dependence
ensues from this situation.

6.5 Income effects of overqualification

The findings set forth in Table 13 of the annex present a very similar picture for eastern
and western Germany in terms of the effect
of adequate employment at the start of the
observation period. Controlling for the initial
income level, we see that the income curve
for overqualified workers rises less steeply
than for workers whose jobs match their training levels. So the former not only have to endure an income shortfall at any given time in

respect of their unused skills and qualificaThere is already sufficient statistical evidence

that overqualified workers earn lower incomes than workers with equivalent qualifications whose jobs match those qualifications
(see section4 above), and this point need not
be analysed any further here. What this subsection examines is the extent to which income growth differs between overqualified
and appropriately employed workers.

6.5.1 Income growth among people who

are initially overqualified
The first step was to compare the respondents' first reported income in the observation
period (broken down by degree of job/training match) with their last reported income;
in the case of the latter figure, the match/mis-

match question was no longer relevant, be-

tions (see the literature cited in section4 above
or, for Germany, Michel, 1998b, Table 5.30,
p.238, for example); in addition, the gap be-

tween their earning power and that of their
adequately employed colleagues widens with
length of service.

6.5.2 Erosion of human capital through
overqualification
The second step involved examining whether
a period of overqualification has the same sort

of effect in terms of depreciation of human
capital as a phase of voluntary or involuntary
economic inactivity. This hypothesised affin-

ity is based on the fact that 100% of a person's acquired human capital lies dormant
during a phase of economic inactivity, while

x% of it lies dormant during a phase of

cause the analysis took account of any upward
mobility from underskilled jobs.

In the evaluation, the initial amount of income was taken into consideration so that we
516

76 In this context, 'number of years' means the
number of annual surveys in which a particular
employment status was reported.
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overqualification, x being situated somewhere

between 0 and 100. Accordingly, the rate of
skill depreciation resulting from overqualification must lie somewhere between the depreciation rate for an economically inactive
person and the rate for a person in adequate
employment.

7. Conclusions
7.1 Methodological consequences for
employment researchers
Conventional employment research, with its
fixation on unemployment, underestimates
the volume of skills and qualifications which

Clearly, this hypothesis can only be tested if
figures for initial and final income from ad-

education systems produce but for which

equate employment are available and if a
phase of overqualification is identifiable at

including the hidden reserve of labour in

some time between the beginning and end of
the observation period. In order to permit a
direct comparison with the standard reference
value, i.e. a period of unemployment, people
with a history of adequate employment followed by a period of unemployment or a period in the hidden labour reserve then another
period of adequate employment were included
in the analysis. As in the previous step, the
reported data were controlled for intervening
years of voluntary economic inactivity and for
any years that were missing from the panel
records.

ers have already taken one major step to-

The findings presented in Table 14 of the annex confirm the aforementioned hypothesis,
at least for western Germany.77 In both parts

there is no demand in the labour market. By
analyses of this type,78 employment research-

wards more effective assessment of the effi-

ciency of education systems and of the
coordination problem between education systems and labour markets. The purpose of the

present study has been to highlight the ap-

parent indispensability of another step,
namely consideration of overqualification as
an additional category in its own right.
While the category of the hidden reserve has
now found its way into official and semi-offi-

cial statistics and has secured a permanent
place alongside registered unemployment (see
for example OECD, 1995b, pp.45 fr.), either

the overqualified percentage of the labour

of Germany, periods of overqualification

force is tacitly omitted (as in the official German employment statistics) or its omission is

sandwiched between periods of adequate employment adversely affect income growth. In
the West, as expected, the depreciation rate

ascribed to unresolved measurement problems: 'Invisible underemployment [i.e. the

is lower than that for voluntary inactivity
(100% absence of training in occupational
skills), which in turn is lower than the depreciation rate for unemployed jobseekers

overqualified for their jobs] ... by its very na-

(100% non-use of skills plus additional down-

ward pressure on wage demands). This accords with the expectations of the humancapital theory and may also be regarded as
tending to confirm the typological affinity
between overqualification and unemployment that was postulated in the introduction to the present study.

percentage of the labour force who are
ture is difficult to measure. For this reason,
it is not discussed' (OECD, 1995b, p.45).

A first attempt to close this unsatisfactory
information gap was made by the German
Ministry of Education, Science, Research and
Technology, which began to commission bien-

nial standardised reports on the extent and
structure of overqualification in Germany (see
Buchel and WeiBhuhn, 1997a and 1998).

78 In this context, however, employment researchers usually disregard the phenomenon of 'visible

77The unexpected findings for eastern Germany
have to be interpreted in the light of the particular situation that still obtains in the labour market there.

underemployment', i.e. the fact that numerous
employees would like to work longer hours (see
OECD, 1995a, p.45). This is another situation in
which people are prevented from capitalising fully
on their skills and qualifications.
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The measurement strategy used in these reports, however, relates closely to the specific
characteristics of the German education system and cannot answer Rumberger's call for
the development of an internationally comparable indicator (Rumberger, 1994, p.281).
Given the wide diversity of national education systems, more could surely be achieved
with measurement strategies (less precise

qualifications is systematically overestimated. Certainly the demand for overqualified workers proves that employers expect an
overqualified worker to outperform an adequately qualified worker in an equivalent
job. The fulfilment of this expectation can be
demonstrated empirically (Michel, 1999a).

Nevertheless, it remains undisputed that,

based on training duration and could therefore be integrated into an extended human-

where two workers have the same qualifications, the one whose job matches those qualifications will normally be more productive
than the one who is formally overqualified for

capital approach of the type described in

his job.

though they would necessarily be) which were

Duncan and Hoffmann (1981).

The extensive omission of the phenomenon
of overqualification from European employ-

ment research creates problems, some of
which are critical, with regard to the validity
of the applied examination method. This is
especially conspicuous in research into the
demand for skills and qualifications.
The problem lies in the almost universal prac-

tice of implicitly equating the level of skill
required for a job with the formal qualification of the incumbent. A typical statement
appears, for example, in iwd (1997): 'Lowskilled workers are the great losers of structural change. Many unskilled and semi-skilled
jobs in industry have already gone' (p.6). This
assimilation would only be valid if overqualification did not exist in the labour market. As
long as it does exist as it does in every industrialised nation of the Western world and
as long as the incidence of overqualification
exceeds that of underqualification, there will
be more unskilled jobs than unskilled work-

ers. Disregarding this fact can lead to various miscalculations, for instance to overestimation of the dynamics of structural change
and the accompanying loss of unskilled jobs.
Likewise, the job prospects for unskilled and
semi-skilled workers will be systematically
presented in an excessively gloomy light. It

must be remembered that, alongside unskilled and semi-skilled workers, there are
also overqualified workers in semi-skilled and

unskilled jobs; the total number of all these
workers represents the actual number of unskilled and semi-skilled jobs in the labour
market (and the economic demand for such
jobs). At the same time, the demand for higher

Although it may be the case that technological progress and the accompanying structural
change are raising the average skill level required for jobs in the European market, if the
level of demand is deduced on the basis of
employees' formal qualifications, the education boom and the subsequent rise in the average educational attainment level of the la-

bour force will inevitably be the source of
misinterpretations unless due account is
taken of overqualification. Many different
sources of error affecting the accuracy of the
predicted demand for labour were quickly rec-

ognised and discussed (see for example
Tessaring, 1982, or, for a more general treatment, Mertens, 1982, pp.145ff. and pp.563 ff.).

However, the serious prediction problems
arising from the implicit assimilation of formal qualification and job requirement, problems with consequences for educational plan-

ning that must not be underestimated,

especially in the domain of higher education,
are still only being explicitly discussed in isolated studies (see Adamy and Bosch, 1990,

p.118, von Henninges, 1996, p.'78, and
WeiBhuhn 1996, p.86).
Conventional forecasts of educational require-

ments, i.e. predictions based on the ex post
development of the labour force's formal quali-

fication structure and extrapolating future
needs on that basis (see Tessaring, 1994b,
WeiBhuhn, 1996, and WeiBhuhn et al, 1994)
plainly cannot do enough to satisfy the need of
prospective students and trainees for information on their future employment prospects. One
alternative is the production of studies on the
fate of graduates in each institution, broken
down by disciplines. At least in the academic
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field, the authors of these studies are gradually moving away from the practice of assess-

unemployment research. However, the quantitative evaluation of the representative data

ing educational success on the sole basis of the

sets that are currently available in the field
of employment research reaches its limits
when it comes to examining precisely what

'employed'Punemployed' dichotomy and are
giving increasing consideration to the quality
of the jobs that employees do.
The body of literature on this subject, however,
is still far from providing reliable and compre-

hensive information for prospective students
and trainees, even though researchers did not
take long to start thinking about strategies for
the provision of such information (see Chaberny and Schober, 1982). There is no comprehensive reporting system on all possible training courses at every educational institution in

Europe, nor are there any studies on the fate
of graduates in the longer term or standardised measurement systems, without which the
opportunities and risks of different training
courses cannot be compared, while there is also
a fairly general lack of academic quality among

the few studies that are available at the
present time (cf. point 5.2.2 above).

Moreover, even with the present research
design, as in the case of conventional educational needs forecasts, it is only possible to
draw reliable conclusions for the future from
the past if the basic conditions remain constant in the medium term. The prospects of
finding a job with a particular qualification

are certainly a good example of the sort of
information that cannot normally be provided
because of changes in these basic conditions.
Prospective students and trainees would generally be well advised to choose their courses

on the basis of their intrinsic interests than
to be guided by predicted labour requirements
or the findings of studies on the employment

status of previous graduates. Be that as it
may, it is still a fact that demand predictions
which do not address the problem of overqualification are plagued with an even greater
degree of uncertainty than those which are
adjusted for overqualification.

induces employees and employers to consent
to overqualification; the present study could
only provide some initial leads. A qualitative
approach emerged here as an effective means
of evaluating the motivation of employees.
The findings of the only studies in which this
type of approach was adopted (Schlegelmilch,
1982, 1983a, 1983b and 1987) cannot be gen-

eralised because they are restricted to one
level of qualification and because their sample is unrepresentative and too small. None

the less, the approach displays an interesting analytical thrust, which is able to offer
insights that cannot be gleaned from the findings of conventional analyses; this makes it a
suitable medium for imparting fresh momentum to quantitative research based on representative data by broadening the scope of surveys to include aspects such as the intrinsic
motivation of people to do jobs for which they

are overqualified. A first movement in this
direction is made in Buchel, 1998b.
With regard to closer investigation of employ-

ers' motivation to recruit overqualified job
applicants, Haugrund (1990) has been the
only author so far to highlight this specific
research angle. However, the fact that his
survey was limited to a few firms in a single
industry and only examines technical staff
with fairly high skill levels means that his
findings are not amenable to generalisation
either. More comprehensive future studies
with a broader database, designed to follow
up this preliminary work, could deliver important new information.

7.2 Implications for education and
employment policies
7.2.1 Implications for education policy

On the basis of a few classic questions from

the field of unemployment research, the
present study has shown that the phenom-

The findings of this study give rise to different postulates for the domains of vocational

enon of overqualification, because of its typo-

education and higher education, because

logical affinity with unemployment, can be
analysed effectively with the instruments of

these two parts of the education system normally have widely different funding struc-
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tures. The German Duales System of alternating practical and theoretical vocational
training of apprentices is discussed in somewhat greater detail here, because it is often
presented as a model system by numerous

system, reflected in a huge number of distinct
trades, remains valid today. This specialisation makes it more difficult for individuals to
use their acquired skills if they subsequently

public policymakers in the field of vocational
training in other European countries.

learned. It would make better sense if empha-

Dual vocational training

groups of specific occupations; specialisation
should be delayed until trainees have begun
their careers, when the knowledge and skills
required for the performance of specific tasks
should be imparted through on-the-job training, as is done in the United States. This point

In relation to the German dual system,
Neubäumer (1993) found that those industries which experience difficulties in recruiting skilled workers tend to train in excess of
their needs. These are generally industries
with largely unattractive and undemanding
jobs. Many of the trainees who are surplus to
requirements have no option but to move to
underskilled jobs.
The findings of a study by the present author
(Michel, 1998b) confirm this effect, whereby

individuals who have completed the basic
level of secondary education and possess a
certificate of apprenticeship run a disproportionately high risk of overqualification. This
shows that the quality of training in the German dual system is far from being as uniform
as the advocates of this very characteristically

German system of vocational training frequently assert and as might be suggested by
the annual discussion that takes place in late
summer regarding the situation in the apprenticeship market, a discussion which tends
to focus exclusively on the number of training places available and the demand for those
places.

The same findings prove, as did those previously obtained by Hofbauer and Nagel (1987),

for example, that the volume of skills and
qualifications which the system produces but

which the labour market does not use has
assumed menacing proportions, whether this
means that the jobs to which those skills and
qualifications relate are insufficiently attractive or that there are simply no suitable jobs
available. There is a need to identify the reasons for this inefficiency of the dual system
and to seek ways of improving it.

have to work outside the trade they have
sis were placed on imparting selected key
skills, which should certainly be relevant to

has now been taken on board by education
policymakers and initial moves have been
made in the postulated direction.
In addition, training courses which are out of
date and for which there is consequently little or no market demand should be discontinued, and at the same time courses should be
developed in new marketable fields of activity. This process currently takes too long, not
least because of the strictly regulated procedures and the large number of interest groups
involved in decision-making. These problems
are now the subject of critical discussion in
Germany, and some very promising proposals have already emerged.
Another strategy focuses on the improvement
of the existing information system regarding

the marketability of the various training
courses. The information provided by careers
advice centres is all too frequently confined
to a description of training curricula with no
details of career prospects. The latter information should be provided before prospective
trainees choose their courses. Hofbauer and
Nagel (1987) recommend that advice should
be available from the employment authorities
in the final year of technical college (p.45),

but this is clearly the wrong time. By then
the fatal chain of events depicted by Neubaumer (1993) has already been set in motion; apprentices training for problem occupations realise too late that they have made
the wrong choice.

If the information situation were improved,
First of all, the perennial criticism of excessive specialisation in the vocational-training
520

not only in terms of training curricula but also
in terms of subsequent career opportunities,
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in accordance with the strategy presented by
Chaberny and Schober (1982), this would alter the training decisions of school-leavers,
thereby influencing the content and quality
of employers' training programmes and of the
trainees' subsequent jobs. It must be borne
in mind, however, that the effectiveness of
such a strategy will diminish as the process
of change on the demand side of the labour
market gathers momentum.

The emphasis in the present study is on

be formulated without reference to the specific discussion on graduate overqualification.

The problems reflected in the findings that
have been obtained are subject to widely varying interpretations, depending on the observ-

er's perspective. Nevertheless, the question

arises, at least in economic terms, as to
whether the skills demanded by the labour
market could not be provided by the education system with less effort and at less expense. This question sheds light on three of
the main reasons for the present glut of aca-

overqualification among non-graduates. However, the implications for this level of qualifi-

demic qualifications.

cation cannot be identified in isolation, not
least because the general public and the academic world closely associate mismatches in
the labour market with overqualified university graduates. For this reason, the following
paragraphs deal briefly with the implications
of the overqualification problem for higher-

First of all, the fact that higher education in
the vast majority of European countries is
largely funded from the public purse creates

education policy.

Higher education

In the domain of higher education, as in the
dual system of vocational education and training, the risk of overqualification is observably
dependent on the profession for which the stu-

profound external effects. The excessive
cheapness of university study by market
standards systematically produces a surplus
of qualifications; the introduction of tuition
fees, which are of mere symbolic value when
compared with the actual cost of university
education, will do little to change this.

Secondly, an academic degree may be regarded as the most valuable formal qualification. According to the postulates underly-

ing the job-competition model, it places

dent is training or the discipline he or she is
studying (see for example Michel and Ma-

graduates quite near the front of the labour
queue. This sort of position remains sought

tiaske, 1996, and Alpin et al., 1998). Although

after, even when the returns to education and
employment prospects in general decline, for
example because of a glut of academic qualifications or a drop in the standard of university education. The desire to secure the high-

in Germany university graduates in general

run a somewhat lower risk of overqualification than holders of vocational diplomas,
for example, once the data have been controlled for the main personal characteristics the

differences become insignificant. Indeed,

graduates of higher technical colleges
(Fachhochschulen) again after controlling
for personal characteristics are significantly
more prone to overqualification than holders
of vocational diplomas (Michel 1998b, Table
5.8, p.204). There is also evidence to suggest
that the problem of overqualification will become more acute for German graduates especially women graduates in the future (see
Michel and Weif3huhn, 1997a and 1998, as
well as Michel, 1996a).

The overqualification situation described in
this study gives rise to certain postulates with
regard to education policy, but these cannot

est possible educational qualification in a
discipline selected on the basis of personal
preference therefore remains rational from an
individual point of view, even in a climate of
deteriorating career prospects (for a detailed
treatment of this aspect, see Zwick (forthcom-

ing)); the fact that the aggregate macroeconomic effect of such a strategy may be to
reduce the general level of well-being is unlikely to have any bearing on the educational
decisions that individuals make.79

79 On the competing aims of the manpower-require-

ment approach and the social-demand approach,
see Kühlewind and Tessaring, 1975.
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Thirdly, the positive signal that is emitted by

the highest vocational qualification is also
very desirable in terms of a person's social
profile, irrespective of employment status,
and this also stimulates demand.
Demand for the top educational qualifications
may therefore be expected to keep on rising
as long as the educational attainment seems
to be 'cheap' in terms of the required personal

effort and financial outlay. This raises the
question as to how education policy can be
used to combat the resultant excess demand
for academic qualifications which is gradu-

ment of the system whereby prospective students can obtain information on career prospects for graduates of specific departments
and institutions in each federal state; a new
certification system would also entail the provision of information on the various types of

certificate offered by each department and
institution.80 This might prevent prospective
students from choosing courses in 'high-risk'
subjects, depending on the level of risk they
were prepared to contemplate and on whether
the 'low-risk' option was overridden by their
flair for a particular subject, which would still
have to be recognised as a legitimate selec-

ally leading more and more university graduates into overqualification.

tion criterion. The studies on graduates in
employment that exist at the present time

A restrictive policy could begin with the in-

(see subsection 5.2 above) could serve as useful methodological guides, but the cumulative
data they contain are still far from constitut-

troduction of tuition fees at market rates.
These fees, however, would have to be based
on the actual cost of training, unlike the mod-

els that are most often discussed at the
present time. In terms of market economics,
there is no logical reason why the same fee
should be payable for a (cheap) law course as
for a course in medicine, for example. In addition, the intended effect of reducing the level
of demand for education can only be achieved

ing the desired comprehensive information
mechanism.

7.2.2 Implications for employment
policy
Compared with the range of political mecha-

nisms that are available in the educational
field, the armoury of employment policies is

in conjunction with an absolute repayment
obligation which must apply irrespective of

less well equipped to improve the general
match between training levels and job re-

subsequent career success, although provision
would certainly have to be made for a mechanism designed to avoid social hardship. The
overall effect of such linkage between the demand for education and self-financing would

quirements. The forms of direct intervention
proposed by Tsang and Levin (1985, p.101),
such as tax breaks for employers of appropri-

be to reduce the size of the group of overqualified employees who report that a success-

ful career 'is not so important'.
This, however, raises the problem of the social

acceptability of tuition fees at market rates,
which, as the current public discussion has
shown, is a tough nut to crack. A more realistic means of restricting the demand for education would seem to be a reform of the university course and examination regulations based
on the modular acquisition of certificates (for
a discussion of this option in the German context, see Michel and Helberger, 1995).

ately qualified workers, hardly seem to be
practicable. A cautionary example of this type
of hapless external intervention in the labour
market is the levy imposed on German com-

panies which do not employ their statutory
quota of disabled workers. This measure has
failed to achieve its intended aim of encouraging the recruitment of disabled persons. It
seems likely that the introduction of a similar levy on training places, which was under
serious discussion in Germany until very recently, would have posed similar problems.

Measures designed to broaden the skills and
qualifications of overqualified workers are

As in the domain of non-graduate employment, the proposed academic reforms would

80 For a summary of the official system in Germany as it now stands, see Dostal et al., 1999,

have to be accompanied by a further improve-

pp.57 ff.
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likely to prove more effective.81 These meas-

ures are generally targeted at unemployed

cal measures such as tax concessions to offset work-related removal costs.

jobseekers at the present time. As part of the
process of reducing the specialised component
of curricula in the field of non-academic vocational training, consideration should be given
to the possibility of extending such measures
to overqualified workers and to devising some
means of dividing the cost between employers and the government. Emphasis should be

Here too, however, within the narrower confines of employment policy, an information
deficit has to be highlighted. A long-distance
move in search of work presupposes knowledge of the employment opportunities at the
new location. Adequate information has hitherto been reserved for the more highly quali-

placed on training in a marketable job, in

fied. The jobs that might interest them are

other words within the framework of a proper
employment contract. While the current wide-

normally advertised nationally. By contrast,
there is a severe shortage of information on a

spread implementation of job-creation
schemes in Germany fulfils an important social function at the present time, when there
is no suitable alternative, it does distort the
market and means, for example, that the findings of conventional market studies, which are
based on employees' qualification levels and
do not differentiate between workers on jobcreation schemes and those in regular employ-

ment, send erroneous signals to the education system about the utility of the certificates
it awards.
Limited regional mobility has proved to be an
obstacle, at least in Germany, to people's prospects of obtaining a job commensurate with
their qualifications (Michel, 1998b, pp.143 ff.).
The relevant findings show that greater efficiency could be achieved not only if individuals were willing to move house but even if they
were prepared to commute. All measures designed to overcome this reluctance to move to
places where work is available, a reluctance
that has traditionally been far greater in Europe than in the United States, for example,
will help to ensure a better return on investments in skills and qualifications and to en-

hance the efficiency of the labour market.
There are many conceivable strategies that
transcend the conventional mechanisms of
employment policy, from structural measures
such as improvement of the roads and trans-

port infrastructure, including the development of local public transport services, to fis-

national, let alone European, scale for

jobseekers with no managerial qualifications.
Employers traditionally recruit these employ-

ees locally. Given the identified benefits of
regional mobility, the establishment of a European recruitment service on the Internet
would certainly be a huge step forward.
The employment strategies described above
are primarily designed to adjust the ratio of

matches to mismatches. It is evident that
employment policies also exert a strong influence on the ratio of overqualified workers
to jobseekers. An employment policy can be
used to motivate skilled jobseekers to accept
jobs for which they are overqualified by cutting their unemployment benefit or by tightening the rules governing the definition of a
reasonable job offer and by ensuring that the
rules are enforced.
There are several grounds for suggesting that
this sort of induced increase in overqualifi-

cation at the expense of the unemployment
rate would be economically sound. In some
European countries, the percentage of lowpaid jobs is judged by the OECD to be disproportionately small when compared with coun-

tries such as the United States. This is
probably due to the fact that, depending on
the type and composition of the household,
state benefit from the European welfare systems, which are often corporatist in nature,
may sometimes offer a higher income than
an unskilled or semi-skilled job.

81 The role of further education as a means of reducing the risk inherent in underemployment is
discussed in Michel, 1998b.

On the other hand, trade unions are gradually coming to realise that there is too much
standardisation of wage rates at the lower end
of the scale, which results in excessively high
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pay for unskilled and semi-skilled work. While

greater differentiation of wage rates at the
lower end of the pay scale, accompanied by a

reduction in transfer payments, would certainly increase the number ofjobs especially
in the service sector, with its high job-creation potential we could also expect an increase in the numbers of the 'working poor',
as has happened in the United States.

like the rate of 'natural' unemployment, an
optimum level of overqualification could be
identified on the basis of structural models,
although this too would surely spark off a discussion on the considerations that should de-

termine whether the labour market is functioning at maximum efficiency.

Summary

This strategy, however, can only operate
within certain limits, which are set by social
policy or by society itself. For example, most
of the European population would surely feel
rather uncomfortable with the idea that, as

often happens in the United States, every
store checkout would have an auxiliary who
might be overqualified for the job standing
by to pack customers' shopping into bags and
carry it to their cars, even though there might
be a market for this service at a suitably low
rate of pay. The introduction of a combined
wage, made up of income from employment

and transfer payments, which is currently
under discussion, could be an effective means
of creating more jobs.

The present study has shown that significant
links exist between overqualification and un-

employment. So the question whether the
percentage of overqualification in a national
economy is 'too high' or too low' must always
be answered by reference to the unemploy-

ment rate. The ideal ratio between the

overqualified and unemployed percentages of

the labour force cannot be determined by a
scientific study but needs to be established
normatively in the light of society's collective
values. The same applies to the percentage of
overqualified workers when considered in isolation. Overqualification must not be seen as
an entirely bad thing; it also has positive effects, for example in the form of spillover ef-

fects in connection with the skill upgrading
of certain occupations.82 It is conceivable that,

Section 1 begins by setting out the purpose of
the study, which is to investigate the reasons
for the occurrence of overqualification and to
address the problem of finding a valid means
of identifying cases of overqualification. At the

same time, the author takes the innovative
step of trying to establish a typological affinity between overqualification and unemployment (including the hidden labour reserve).
This affinity derives on the one hand from the
fact that both situations involve a mismatch
between qualifications and job requirements.
It may be assumed that both phenomena im-

pose a heavy financial burden on national
economies, since economies do not operate at

full capacity when part of their stock of human capital lies dormant. This implies that
overqualification is a problem that needs to
be addressed in the same way as unemployment, although there can be no disputing that
unemployment is the more serious problem.

In terms of the human capital theory, the
analogy may be seen as follows: in the case of
unemployment, 100% of a person's acquired
formal vocational qualifications remain unused; in the case of overqualification, x% of
those qualifications are unused, x being a significant quantity which can certainly be measured empirically, for instance by means of income analyses.
Another common feature of the two situations

is that they are potentially temporary in nature and that the vast majority of people in
them are not there out of choice. It may also

82 On this point, see the study by Planas et al. in

be assumed that people in either situation will
tend to aspire to a move into employment com-

whether the skill upgrading referred to here or a

mensurate with their level of qualification.
This means that it is possible in principle to

the present volume. However, the question
competitive 'bumping down' is the dominant proc-

ess is essentially determined by the elasticity of
market demand for higher qualifications (for more
details, see Borghans and de Grip, 1999).
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analyse the phenomenon of overqualification
with the same dynamic research strategy that
was developed in the seventies to study un-
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employment. This standpoint, however, is still
very rarely encountered in the field of employ-

port in words all pose considerable problems
when this approach is adopted.

ment research.
Section 2 deals with terminological matters.
Even at this stage, overqualification research
is complicated by an unwieldy mass of concepts.

Section 3 briefly presents the various theories with which researchers have tried to explain the persistence of overqualification in

The so-called 'subjective' approach, on the
other hand, compares the employees' formal
qualification levels with their own subjective
assessments of the qualifications required for
their respective jobs. The disadvantage here
is undoubtedly the greater element of uncer-

the labour market. Some unorthodox ap-

tainty that always accompanies subjective
assessments. A major advantage of this approach, however, lies in the assumption that
the employees themselves are the best peo-

proaches are also outlined. Most of the theories can only claim to explain part of the phenomenon. This section also discusses sets of

ple to ask about the real requirements of their
jobs. The methodological discussion that was
largely conducted in U.S. research journals

influential factors that have scarcely ever

during the eighties essentially came to the

been treated in the existing body of literature:
institutional conditions such as the rules governing the system of unemployment benefit,
basic economic conditions such as the trade

conclusion that the subjective approach possessed greater validity than the objective approach. Accordingly, research designs based
on the objective approach are hardly ever encountered in contemporary studies.

cycle or the situation in the regional labour
market, the personal preferences of those who
offer their labour, in terms of the utility they

ascribe to career success, etc., and the productivity calculations of employers, who need

to know whether overqualified workers are
liable to outperform their less-qualified colleagues.

In section 4, the problem of identifying instances of overqualification is systematically
discussed. The discussion starts with an explanation of the two main measurement strategies the 'objective' and the 'subjective' approach and their diverse variants; the
presentation includes unorthodox measurement processes.

Once these strategies have been explained,
the author's own refinement of the conventional subjective measurement strategy is
described. This is principally based on the
introduction of a third variable occupational
status into the categorisation process. This
variable serves to validate the standard comparison between the formal qualification and
the employee's subjectively reported job-requirement level. The overqualification vari-

able created by this measurement process,

which still takes the dichotomous form
'overqualified? yes/no', turns out to be consid-

erably more selective than the variable generated by the conventional two-variable process.

The so-called 'objective' approach identifies
overqualification by comparing the employees' formal qualification levels with the re-.s
ported information concerning their occupa-

tions. This approach depends on precise
knowledge of the training that exists for particular occupations. Changes in the level of

occupational requirements in the course of
time, a high degree of variation between job
requirements within the same occupational
category and the typically high number of
missing data on occupations that results from
the conversion into ISCO codes of occupations

that respondents are normally asked to re-

The validity of the construct was tested with
the aid of job characteristics (about 50 items)
of overqualified and adequately employed
workers; differences usually substantial
between these two categories were observed
for almost every item. The only disadvantage
is the emergence of two additional categories.
The first of these covers cases that cannot be
definitively assigned to either of the original
categories, because the combination of the
three input variables does not permit a clear
classification as overqualification or adequate
employment, while the second category cov-
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ers cases where the combination of the three
variable characteristics is implausible. These

The second stage of the examination involves
the use of the instruments of dynamic unem-

two categories are generally excluded from the

ployment research to analyse overquali-

empirical evaluation. The reduction in the

fication. Firstly, transitions into overquali-

total number of cases, however, is fairly small.

fication from various other types of

Section 5 provides a comprehensive review of

multivariate analyses show that, when the
data are controlled for the respondents' socioeconomic background, unemployment is
the status from which individuals most frequently move into overqualification. This is
evidence of important exchange processes

the literature that deals with the subject of
overqualification. Special emphasis is placed
on the origins of this discussion in the wake of
the expansion of education systems in the seventies and eighties. The beginnings of the academic investigation of the problem of overqualification are retraced for the United States
first of all. This is the country from which the

employment status are examined. The

between these two types of employment status. Transitions from overqualification to unemployment (downward mobility) and to edu-

main contributions to this field of research

cationally adequate employment (upward

have come, contributions which, above all else,

mobility) are then analysed.

set the methodological standard.

The early development of overqualification

research outside the United States is described, the German situation being used as
an example. Thereafter, more recent works
from the United States and Europe including international comparative studies are
presented. It emerges that European overqualification researchers have only begun in
recent times to draw upon the methodological
groundwork that was produced in the United

States. It is also noticeable that, apart from
the Dutch, British and German research, the
work that has been done on overqualification
in Europe is still at a very rudimentary stage.

In section 6, on the basis of German longitudinal data, some selected examples of issues
in the field of overqualification research are
examined empirically in the light of the postulated affinity between unemployment and
overqualification.
It emerges first of all from cross-section analy-

ses that, once the data have been controlled

for the main social characteristics, overqualified workers do not differ significantly
from jobseekers in their problem-solving capacity and level of political involvement but
that both lag far behind workers whose jobs
match their qualifications. In terms of morale

and concerns about the future, the overqualified group is positioned halfway between

the unemployed and adequately employed
groups.

These analyses demonstrate that transitions
into unemployment occur more frequently
than transitions to adequate employment.
This finding, which is consistent with the postulates of the segmentation approach, can be
seen as further proof of exchange process between overqualification and unemployment.
In an additional analysis, the study examines
whether a phase of overqualification following a period of adequate employment is likely
to afford protection against unemployment or

whether it tends to be one step in a downward process. The former is the case, which
indicates that employees with a strong desire
to work who see their educationally adequate
job at risk or who have already been made

redundant will protect themselves against
unemployment if they take a flexible approach

and accept a second-best option in the form
of overqualification.
A transition into adequate employment, however, is a more frequently observable occurrence among unemployed than overqualified
individuals. An additional analysis also demonstrates that acceptance of an underskilled

job does not bring jobseekers any closer to
adequate employment. On the one hand, this
may mean that many underskilled jobs can
be regarded as dead-end jobs. On the other
hand, this finding could indicate that a significant number of unemployed people are
pursuing an inflexible job-search strategy and
will only accept jobs commensurate with their
qualifications. This possibility touches on the
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question of the institutional rules governing
unemployment benefit.

Lastly, longer-term income effects of overqualification are examined. It emerges that
the incomes of overqualified workers grow
more slowly than those of their adequately

erature. The second postulate is that predictions of future demand for labour should no
longer be based, as has hitherto been customary, on a prolongation of the development of
an employee's level of qualification but rather
on the development of the skill level required
for his or her job. Neglecting the aspect of

employed counterparts. This remains the case

mismatch by disregarding the problem of

even after the basic income level has been

overqualification could lead to glaring errors

controlled for numerous socioeconomic characteristics. A final additional analysis is then
conducted to establish whether as would be
expected a period spent in overqualification

in the assessment of future labour require-

creates income effects that lie somewhere
between those of adequate employment and
those of unemployment. The expectations of
the human capital theory are indeed fulfilled:
if periods of overqualification or unemployment intervene in the course of a career spent
mainly in adequate employment, while the
phases of overqualification generate significant income losses by comparison with unbroken adequate employment, these losses

are lower than those that result from a period of unemployment.

The study is rounded off in section 7 with
methodological conclusions addressed to
employment researchers and substantive implications for education and employment policies. The first postulate addressed to employ-

ments. The likelihood of such miscalculation
will be greater if overqualification rates rise
over a period of time.

A host of suggestions are made to
policymakers in the fields of education and

employment as to how the percentage of
overqualified workers in the labour force can

be reduced. These are largely extracted by
means of partial analysis from the empirical
findings set out in the available literature.
For details of these suggestions, the reader is

referred to the short subsection 7.2 of the
study. Here too, the crux of the matter is that
the problem of overqualification should be
considered relevant in macroeconomic terms
and that political pressure should be applied
with a view to solving it; such pressure should
be structured in the same way as the mecha-

nisms used to combat unemployment, al-

affinity between overqualification and unem-

though lower priority will naturally be given
to overqualification. Both overqualification
and unemployment are signs of inadequate

ployment should be recognised; this would

coordination within the labour market, in

ment researchers is that the typological
result in far greater diversity of research
strategies for the analysis of overqualification,

particularly longitudinal analysis, than has
hitherto been observable in the relevant lit-

which the inefficiencies of the education system play a significant role. Accordingly, both
problems lend themselves to treatment with
similar sets of mechanisms.
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Annex
Classification model of overqualification (West Germany, qualification level by job-requirement level
by occupational status)
Job-requirement

Classification with regard to the
degree of congruence between job
and education
Qualification level gained

Occupational status

level

Vocational
degree ')

University or
post-secondary
technical college
degree 2)

No special
training required/
Only a short
induction
on the job

A lengthy period
of coaching
at my place
of work

Attendance at
special theoretical
or practical
courses/A
certificate of
vocational training

A university or
post-sec. technical
college degree

Unskilled/semi-skilled worker
Skilled worker/foreman/master craftsman
White-collar worker in an unskilled job
White-collar worker in a skilled job
White-collar worker in a highly skilled job
Self-employed person
Civil servant
Unskilled/semi-skilled worker
Skilled worker/foreman/master craftsman
White-collar worker in an unskilled job
White-collar worker in a skilled job
White-collar worker in a highly skilled job
Self-employed person
Civil servant
Unskilled/semi-skilled worker
Skilled worker/foreman/master craftsman
White-collar worker in an unskilled job
White-collar worker in a skilled job
White-collar worker in a highly skilled job
Self-employed person
Civil servant
Unskilled/semi-skilled worker
Skilled worker/foreman/master craftsman
White-collar worker in an unskilled job
White-collar worker in a skilled job
White-collar worker in a highly skilled job
Self-employed person
Civil servant

Adequate employment = congruence between job and education (including
underqualification).Al2
ov: Overqualification = underemployment.
+:
Degree of mismatch not clearly determinable.
Implausible combination.
:
ad:

1) including:

Apprenticeship degree (Lehre); in former GDR: including
Berufsausbildung/FacharbeiterabschluB.
Master craftsmen degree [former GDR] (Meister DDR)
Full-time vocational school degree (Berufsfachschule)
School of public health degree (Schule des
Gesundheitswesens)
Technical college degree [FRG] (Fachschule)
School for civil servants (Beamtenausbildung)
Other vocational degree (sonstiger berufsbildender Abschluf3)

2) including:

ov

+

ov

ov

+

+

ov

ov

ov

ov

+

ov

ov

+

+

+
+

ov

ov

+
+
ad
ad
ad
ad
ad
ad

ov
ov
ov
ov
ad
ov
ad

ad
ad

+
ad
ad
ad

Technical college degree [former GDR] (lngenieur-/
Fachschule DDR)
Post-sec. technical college degree (Fachhochschule)
University degree (Hochschule/Universitdt)

Other qualification levels used in Tables 1 to 14:
Lower general schooling (Hauptschulabschluf3 / 8. Klasse)
Intermediate general schooling (RealschulabschluB / 10. Klasse; including
Fachabitur)
Higher general schooling (Abitur)
For East German Classification see Büchel/Weif3huhn (1997a).
Source: Büchel/Weif3huhn (1997a).
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- desired reduction in working time (average, in hours)7
- Compatibility between working time and family life is a problems

Employment status:
- full-time employment
- part-time employment
- minimal/irregular employment
Working time:
- agreed weekly working time (average, in hours)
- no firmly agreed working time
- actual weekly working time (average, in hours)
- overtime worked during the last month (average, in hours)
- number of agreed working days per week (average, in days)
- variable/no fixed number of working days per week
- number of working hours per day, if fixed (average, in hours)
- changeable/no fixed number of hours per day
- Work in the evening or at night (after 19.00)
- Weekend working (Saturday or Sunday)

- Self-employeds

Occupational status:
- Blue-collar worker
- White-collar worker
- Civil servant

- no agreed wage structure; freely agreed wages
- pay determined by length of service4
- have entitlement to company pensions

- potential gross monthly salary (average, in DM)1
- actual net monthly salary (average, in DM)
- net hourly pay (average in DM)2
- pay social security contributions3

Pay characteristics:

Job characteristics

15%
35.3
5.3
4.9
9%
7.3
8%
17%
26%
3.3
16%
12%
7.3
16%
24%
27%
3.4
20%

5.1

35.5
13%
39.2
9.7
5.0
10%
7.9
10%
22%
29%
5.2
20%
33.4
26%
36.2
6.8

33.1

11%

84%
14%
2%

23%
59%
7%
10%

21%
49%
32%

70%
21%
9%

55%
25%
0%
20%

'

2,761
16.8
91%

4,499

71%
18%

60%
30%
2%
9%

12.3
84%
31%
26%
20%

3,235
1,917

quate

qualified

degree)
3,397
1,956
13.0
84%
27%
36%
26%

ade-

over-

(Without
any vocational

22%
0.8
26%

13%

36.4
44%
30.2
4.0
4.9
33%
8.0
26%

21%

18%

61%

19%
47%
0%
34%

14.8
72%
69%
26%
21%

4,806
2,084

qualified

31%

7.1

9%
8.6
11%
19%
42%

5.1

34.9
21%
41.9
15.6

89%
9%
2%

11%

0%
53%
36%

7,162
4,605
27.5
74%
18%
66%
30%

quate

nical college degree
overade-

West Germany
With univ. or postsecondary techdegree

With vocational

24%
35%
4.2
12%

11%

20%
37.4
5.5
5.0
7%
7.8

34.1

70%
18%
12%

61%
34%
2%
2%

2,412
1,419
9.3
84%
32%
28%
4%

5%
7.7
7%
20%
27%
5.3
19%

5.1

36.4
10%
39.7
6.6

79%
17%
4%

73%
21%
0%
6%

2,413
1,509
9.6
96%
30%
27%
2%

10%
'
8.5
9%
27%
33%
6.8
21%

5.1

10%
43.9
8.4

39.1

92%
7%
0%

49%
41%
2%
8%
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12%
8.4
10%
18%
31%
6.0
38%

7%
8.8
9%
22%
44%
8.7
24%

5.1

15.4
12.1
5.1

37.5
14%
45.2

1%

89%
9%

12%

0%
81%
8%

11%

15.3
96%
20%
61%

4,508
2,894

36.5
20%
41.5

1%

80%
19%

19%
65%
0%
17%

11.1

99%
39%
47%
6%

11.2

2,026

3,101

98%
29%
42%
7%

2,958
2,023

East Germany
With vocational
With university or
[former GDR] tech(Without
degree
any vonical college degree
cational
overadeoveradedegree) qualified quate
qualified quate

Table 1: Workers broken down by formal vocational skills, the degree of congruence between job and education, and various job
characteristics and group-related averages from these characteristic groups (West Germany and East Germany, 1995).
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long journey to work (average, in km)'°
length of journey (average, in minutes)'°
current job not in vicinity of home
variable place of employment
journey to work is a great hardship: in financial terms
journey to work is a great hardship: in terms of time
journey to work is a great hardship: in physical/mental terms

Journey from home to work:

job-sharing

Job setup:

temporary employment9

Duration of employment:

average (in years)

Length of service:

small enterprise (less than 20 employees)
medium-sized enterprise (between 20 and 200 employees)
medium-sized enterprise (between 200 and 2 000 employees)
large enterprise (2 000 employees or more)

Size of enterprise:

time off in lieu
partly paid/partly given time off in lieu
no compensation given
do not work overtime
Sectors:
agriculture/fisheries/mining/energy
chemical industry
construction, quarrying, minerals
commerce, banking, insurance
metalworking, electrical engineering, automobile industry
public service, transport, tourism
other

paid

Payment of overtime:3

Job characteristics

Table 1(continued)

8%

11%

22
41%
8%
12%

11.0

9%

6%

10.2

31%
28%
22%
18%

8%
15%
14%
23%
32%

3%
8%

31%
21%
10%
6%
32%

8%
2%

8.7
24
41%
12%
8%

8%

7%

8.0

14.3
23
50%
7%
10%
10%
7%

6%

3%

11.8

27%
25%
22%
27%

19%
16%
27%
25%

19%
12%
19%
39%

28%
28%
28%
16%

4%
3%
7%

.

7%

11%

46%
12%
3%

21

11.6

2%

23%

6.1

40%
34%
10%
16%

2%
5%
2%
20%
4%
38%
28%

18.5
27
49%
7%
11%
15%
10%

1%

9%

11.5

13%
25%
22%
41%

2%
4%
3%
4%
14%
53%
20%

11%

49%

13%

11%

27%
10%
46%

8%

12%
17%
5%
18%

20%
39%
17%

4%
2%
8%

41%
20%
10%
4%
25%

35.2
40
37%
12%
14%
9%
6%

1%

24%

4.2

33%
43%
12%
12%

2%
15%
13%
5%
26%
35%

8%

34%

11%

28%
13%
13%

13%
8%
2%

9.0
24
37%
8%

12%

26%

4.2

38%
37%
15%
10%

2%
1%
12%
15%
8%
30%
31%

27%
20%
12%
5%
35%

6%

12%
11%
11%

40%

31

12.2

5%

7%

7.9

32%
33%
18%
17%

7%
2%
18%
14%
10%
25%
24%

21%
38%
19%
8%
14%

9.7
26
38%
10%
10%
12%
8%

3%

6%

5.7

39%
22%
24%
15%

5%
1%
8%
23%
6%
31%
26%

7%

15%
51%
11%
18%

J8Jr

12.5
30
28%
5%
9%
13%
7%

2%

11%

10.1

19%
37%
21%
23%

6%
2%
8%
6%
7%
54%
18%

30%
15%
40%
10%

8%

nical college degree
overadequalified quate

adequate

adequate

nical college degree
adeoverquate
qualified

(Without
any voovercational
degree) qualified

East Germany
With university or
[former GDR] tech-

(Without
any voovercational
degree) qualified

With vocational
degree

West Germany
With univ. or postsecondary tech-

With vocational
degree

26%
1,080

6.8
43%
9%

45%
19%
31%
24%
13%
14%
20%
75%
6%
19%
25%
24%
39%

8)

3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

2)

1)

986

The question was: "It is not always so easy for workers to reconcile working time with family responsibilities
and household tasks. Do you find that to be a problem?". The respondents answered: "yes".

Potential gross monthly salary. In the case of part-time and minimum-time employees, the monthly
equivalent, calculated over an agreed working period. Excluding minimum-time employees working
less than five hours per week and the self-employed.
Excluding minimum-time employees working less than five hours per week and the selfemployed.A106
Dependent employees = 100 percent.
Pay determined by length of service (as well as performance) "on a regular basis" or °sometimes".
Excluding the "don't know"s = 100 percent.
Including self-employed farmers and members of their family working on the farm.
The question was: "If you could choose the number of hours you worked, taking into account that your
salary would be commensurate to the number of hours worked, how many hours a week would you
prefer to work?" (Compare their answers with their actual working times.)

6.7
43%
12%
24%
540

39%
23%
35%
33%
10%
17%
14%
66%
6%
13%
26%
21%
43%
5.9
47%
2%
45%
77

38%
3%
39%
23%

11%

69%

18%

57%
3%
35%
33%
1%
2%

21%
416

7.0
65%
5%

47%
10%

24%
78%
22%
54%
3%

1%

78%
0%
52%
37%
5%

6.6
39%
23%
26%
62

52%
37%
13%
32%
16%
22%
24%
65%
3%
35%
35%
16%
63%

-

265

6.3
41%
37%
8%

20%
39%
15%
59%

21%
76%
3%

15%

47%
38%
24%
30%
21%

1699

6.9
48%
23%
19%
902

67%
23%
30%
31%
24%
19%
26%
76%
6%
42%
26%
24%
49%

adequate

6.6
53%
17%
12%
137

64%
15%
37%
32%
20%
16%
21%
76%
8%
40%
15%
39%
33%

330

11%

7.0
75%
24%

85%
2%
44%
33%
14%
5%
27%
72%
19%
56%
6%
59%
27%

Source: own evaluation carried out by the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP).
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Only employees below the age of 65. Excluding internees, persons receiving training or further training,
and migrants between East and West Germany since 1989. West Germany:
excluding immigrants included in the °D° sample of the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP).

easy".

Dependent employees = 100 percent.
10) Employees with a fixed workplace = 100 percent.
11) The respondents answered: "fully applies" or "partly applies".
12) On a scale from 0 ("totally unsatisfied") to 10 ("totally satisfied").
13) The question was: ,Would you put in extra hours to finish off a task you had already begun, even if it
meant working for another hour and would not be paid as overtime?" The respondents answered:
yes, of course".
14) The question was: If you were to lose your current job, would it be easy, difficult or practically
impossible for you to find at least one other job that was equivalent?" The respondents answered:
9)

4112

45%
9%
28%
2,008

7.1

13%
24%
76%
12%
39%
19%
25%
38%

11%

66%
14%
42%
32%

adequate

nical college degree
overadequalified
quate

(Without
any vocational
overdegree) qualified

nical college degree
overadequalified
quate

_

East Germany
With vocational
With university or
degree
[former GDR] tech-

West Germany
With vocational
With univ. or postdegree
secondary tech-

(Without
any vocational
overdegree) qualified

All percentages: column percentages (100% divergence rounded up to the next figure). All results
weighted.

Total

- satisfaction with workl2
- willingness to take on extra, unpaid work13
- great concern over safety in the workplace
- easy to find a similar jobl4
Number of respondents (N = maximum, unweighted)

Subjective estimations:

- self-determined structure of the working day
- working time depends on the amount of work
- strict monitoring of work performance
- rotating work shifts
- often get angry/have conflicts with hierarchical superior"
- good relationship with work colleagues
- pay codetermination/promotion of the workforce
- can always undertake training to advance occupational skills
- exposed to noxious substances in the environment
- high mental effort
- increased risk of accidents at work"

-Work requirements: (in each case: fully applies )
- variety in the job
- heavy physical work

Job characteristics

Table 1(continued)

Felix Michel
Table 2: Determinants of the probability of possessing subjectively limited problem-solving
capacity, depending on employment status and other personal characteristics (West Germany and
East Germany, 1995, probit model)
Covariates
Constant
Male
Age (in years)

East Germany
West Germany
Coefficient
(Std.dev.) Average
Average
Coefficient (Std.dev.)
(0.458)
0.830+
(0.330)
0.031

Married'
Restricted on account
of health reasons2
Hauptschulabschluf3/8. Klasse
(Realschulabschluf3/10. Klasse)3

-0.147**

(0.048)
(0.016)
(0.020)
(0.078)
(0.052)

0.518**
0.121*

(0.053)
(0.054)

Abitur4
(Lehre)5

-0.072

Age2/100
Foreigner

Meister (GDR)
Berufsfachschule
Schule des Gesundheitswesens
Fachschule (FRG)
Beamtenausbildung
Sonstiger berufsbildender
AbschluB
Ingenieur-/Fachschule (GDR)
Fachhochschule
Hochschule/Universität6
Unemployed/in the hidden
labour reserve7
(Underemployed)
Adequately employed
Number of respondents
(unweighted): n =
Log-Likelihood
Likelihood-Ratio-Statistic
Dependent variables average
(weighted)

0.074
-0.011
0.015
0.102

.

.

(

)

(0.123)
(

)

0.60
39.03
16.45
0.15
0.65

0.24
0.43

0.009

-0.035
0.054+
.

0.51

40.70
17.66
.

)

(

0.043

(0.075)

0.74

0.249**
0.247**

(0.064)
(0.085)

0.33
0.25

.

0.04

(0.059)
(0.023)
(0.028)

.

.

.

)

(

.

0.207

(0.175)
(

0.03
.

)

-0.754*

(0.316)

0.01

0.027
0.070
0.133
0.036

(0.084)
(0.132)
(0.085)
(0.119)

0.08
0.03
0.08
0.04

0.112

(0.106)

0.08

-0.290*

(0.118)

0.14

-0.244*
-0.411**

(0.122)
(0.105)

0.05
0.10

-0.336**

(0.123)

0.11

0.134

(0.100)

0.08

0.018

(0.112)

0.17

.

-0.222**

(

)

(0.065)

.

0.61

.

-0.223*

(

)

(0.093)

3,285

1,992

-2149.8

-1265.4

222.1**

118.4**

0.430

0.631

0.45

Dependent variable: subjectively limited problem-solving capacity (1 = yes; 0 = no). For the exact research strategies, see text.
Significance level: ** = p < 0.01, * = p < 0.05, + = p < 0.10.
1) Including persons living as a married couple.
2) "Slightly"/"greatly" restricted on account of health reasons in carrying out daily tasks.
3) Including Fachabitur.
4) Only in combination with nonacademic vocational qualification.
5) East Germany: Berufsausbildung/Facharbeiterabschlua; including nonacademic vocational qualifications from 1991.
6) East Germany: including Fachhochschulabschlüsse from 1991.
7) Hidden labour reserve: persons not having registered as unemployed, but wanting to take up a job "as soon as possible".
Legend for German expressions: see table 0.
Covariates in brackets = reference category. Unweighted averages as model documentation.
Only persons with a vocational qualification from Germany below the age of 65. Excluding internees, persons receiving training or
further training, and migrants between East and West Germany since 1989. West Germany: excluding immigrants included in the "D"
sample of the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP).
Source: own evaluation carried out by the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP).
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Overqualification: reasons, measurement issues
Table 3: Determinants of the probability of possessing high morale, depending on employment
status and other personal characteristics (West Germany and East Germany, 1995, probit model)

Covariates

West Germany
East Germany
Coefficient (Std.dev.) Average Coefficient (Std.dev.) Average

Constant
Male
Age (in years)
Age2/100

Foreigner
Married'
Restricted on account
of health reasons2
Hauptschulabschluf3/8. Klasse
(Realschulabschluf3/10. Klasse)3
Abitut4
(LehrabschluB)5
Meister (GDR)
Berufsfachschule
Schule des Gesundheitswesens
Fachschule (FRG)
Beamtenausbildung
Sonstiger berufsbildender
Abschluf3
Ingenieur-/Fachschule (GDR)
Fachhochschule
Hochschule/Universitat6
Unemployed/in the hidden
labour reserve7
(Underemployed)
Adequately employed
Number of respondents
(unweighted): n =
Log-Likelihood
Likelihood-Ratio-Statistic
Dependent variables average
(weighted)

1.188**

0.071**
0.063
0.303**

(0.333)
(0.048)
(0.017)
(0.020)
(0.079)
(0.052)

0.60
39.03
16.45
0.15
0.65

-0.709**
-0.067

(0.055)
(0.054)

0.24
0.43

-0.059
-0.061**

.

0.014
.

-0.026

(

)

(0.123)
(

)

0.628
-0.061

-0.060*
0.069*
.

(

0.51

40.70
17.66
.

)

0.129+

(0.079)

0.74

-0.514**

(0.070)
(0.087)

0.33
0.25

0.050

.

0.04

(0.470)
(0.062)
(0.023)
(0.028)

.

-0.073

.

.

(

)

(0.184)
(

.

0.03

)

0.352

(0.293)

0.01

0.113

(0.084)
(0.133)
(0.086)
(0.120)

0.08
0.03
0.08
0.04

-0.196+

(0.107)

0.08
0.121

(0.124)

0.14

0.040
0.187+

(0.121)
(0.103)

0.05
0.10

0.289*

(0.128)

0.11

-0.343**

(0.102)

0.08

-0.292*

(0.121)

0.17

-0.161

-0.054

.

0.136*

(

)

(0.066)

.

0.61

.

0.246*

(

)

(0.097)

3,283

1,997

-2138.5

-1143.4

296.2**

124.2**

0.492

0.282

'

.

.

0.45

Dependent variable: morale (1 = high; 0 = [other]). For the exact research strategies, see text.
Significance level: ** = p < 0.01, * = p < 0.05, + = p < 0.10.
1) Including persons living as a married couple.
2) "Slightly"rgreatly" restricted on account of health reasons in carrying out daily tasks.
3) Including Fachabitur.
4) Only in combination with nonacademic vocational qualification.
5) East Germany: Berufsausbildung/Facharbeiterabschlul3; including nonacademic vocational qualifications from 1991.
6) East Germany: including Fachhochschulabschkisse from 1991.
7) Hidden labour reserve: persons not having registered as unemployed, but wanting to take up a job "as soon as possible".
Legend for German expressions: see table 0.
Covariates in brackets = reference category. Unweighted averages as model documentation.
Only persons with a vocational qualification from Germany below the age of 65. Excluding internees, persons receiving training or
further training, and migrants between East and West Germany since 1989. West Germany: excluding immigrants included in the "D"
sample of the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP).
Source: own evaluation carried out by the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP).
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Felix Büchel
Table 4: Determinants of the probability of people's concern about their own economic prospects,
depending on employment status and other personal characteristics (West Germany and East
Germany, 1995, probit model)
Covariates

East Germany

West Germany

Constant
Male
Age (in years)

Coefficient (Std.dev.)
(0.352)
-0.177

Age2/100

Foreigner
Married'
Restricted on account
of health reasons2
HauptschulabschluB/8. Klasse
(Realschulabschlul3/10. Klasse)3
Abitue
(LehrabschluB)5
Meister (GDR)
Berufsfachschule
Schule des Gesundheitswesens
Fachschule (FRG)
Beamtenausbildung
Sonstiger berufsbildender
AbschluB
Ingenieur-/Fachschule (GDR)
Fachhochschule
Hochschule/Universitär
Unemployed/in the hidden
labour reserve'
(Underemployed)
Adequately employed
Number of respondents
(unweighted): n =
Log-Likelihood
Likelihood-Ratio-Statistic
Dependent variables average
(weighted)

0.048
0.050**

-0.081**
0.251**

-0.008
0.415**
0.146**
.

-0.136
.

Average Coefficient (Std.dev.)
0.864

(0.050)
(0.017)
(0.021)
(0.088)
(0.055)

0.60
39.03
16.45
0.15
0.65

(0.060)
(0.057)

0.24
0.43

)

(

(0.126)
)

(

0.026

-0.043
.

(0.117)

0.08

.

0.449**
0.122

(0.090)
(0.112)

0.33
0.25

.

0.093
.

0.043

)

(

0.74

.

-0.089
-0.650**

0.51

40.70
17.66

(0.096)

.

0.08
0.03
0.08
0.04

(0.580)
(0.075)
(0.029)
(0.034)

0.099

0.04

(0.090)
(0.144)
(0.089)
(0.119)

0.008
0.184

-0.009

Average

(

)

(0.227)
(

)

.

0.03
.

-0.006

(0.358)

0.01

-0.331*

(0.157)

0.14

-0.529**
-0.668**

(0.124)
(0.107)

0.05
0.10

-0.635**

(0.156)

0.11

0.431**

(0.121)

0.08

0.348*

(0.179)

0.17

.

-0.145*

(

)

(0.072)

.

.

.

0.61

-0.404**

(

(

)

)

(0.128)

3,281

1,990

-1900.9

-727.7

333.2**

104.8**

0.666

0.869

.

.

0.45

Dependent variable: great concern about their own economic prospects (1 = yes; 0 = no). For the exact research strategies, see text.
Significance level: ** = p < 0.01, * = p < 0.05, + = p < 0.10.
1) Including persons living as a married couple.
2) "Slightly"Pgreatly" restricted on account of health reasons in carrying out daily tasks.
3) Including Fachabitur.
4) Only in combination with nonacademic vocational qualification.
5) East Germany: Berufsausbildung/Facharbeiterabschlut3; including nonacademic vocational qualifications from 1991.
6) East Germany: including Fachhochschulabschlusse from 1991.
7) Hidden labour reserve: persons not having registered as unemployed, but wanting to take up a job "as soon as possible".
Legend for German expressions: see table 0.
Covariates in brackets = reference category. Unweighted averages as model documentation.

Only persons with a vocational qualification from Germany below the age of 65. Excluding internees, persons receiving training or
further training, and migrants between East and West Germany since 1989. West Germany: excluding immigrants included in the "D"
sample of the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP).
Source: own evaluation carried out by the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP).
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Overqualification: reasons, measurement issues
Table 5: Determinants of the probability of allegiance to a political party, depending on employment
status and other personal characteristics (West Germany and East Germany, 1995, probit model)

Covariates
Constant
Male
Age (in years)

West Germany

East Germany

Coefficient (Std.dev.)_ Average Coefficient (Std.dev.)
-2.235**
(0.357)
-0.154
(0.475)

Age2/100

Foreigner
Married'
Restricted on account
of health reasons2
HauptschulabschluB/8. Klasse
(RealschulabschluB/10, Klasse)3
Abitur4
(LehrabschluB)5

Meister (GDR)
Berufsfachschule
Schule des Gesundheitswesens
Fachschule (FRG)
Beamtenausbildung
Sonstiger berufsbildender
AbschluB
Ingenieur-/Fachschule (GDR)
Fachhochschule
Hochschule/Universit5t6
Unemployed/in the hidden
labour reserve'
(Underemployed)
Adequately employed
Number of respondents
(unweighted): n =
Log-Likelihood
Likelihood-Ratio-Statistic
Dependent variables average
(weighted)

0.154**
0.083**

-0.073**
-0.389**
0.131*
0.070

-0.066
.

0.218+
.

Average

(0.050)
(0.018)
(0.021)
(0.083)
(0.054)

0.60
39.03
16.45
0.15
0.65

-0.039

(0.078)

0.74

(0.056)
(0.056)

0.24
0.43

0.061

-0.081

(0.065)
(0.086)

0.33
0.25

(

)

(0.127)
(

)

0.165**

-0.038+
0.063*
.

.

.

0.04

0.600**

.

.

-0.433

(0.061)
(0.023)
(0.028)
(

(

0.51

40.70
17.66

)

)

(0.177)
(

)

.

.

0.03
.

(0.343)

0.01

0.022
-0.031
0.063
0.187

(0.086)
(0.136)
(0.089)
(0.125)

0.08
0.03
0.08
0.04

-0.383**

(0.112)

0.08

0.301*

(0.123)

0.14

0.468"
0.573**

(0.127)
(0.109)

0.05
0.10

0.602**

(0.127)

0.11

0.115

(0.104)

0.08

0.113

(0.114)

0.17

.

0.216**

(

)

(0.069)

.

.

0.61

3,113

0.238*

(

)

(0.097)

377.0**

1,849
-1199.1
94.8**

0.601

0.399

-1962.9

.

0.45

_
Dependent variable: allegiance to a political party (1 = yes; 0 = no). For the exact research strategies, see text.
Significance level: ** = p < 0.01, = p < 0.05, + = p < 0.10.
1) Including persons living as a married couple.
2) "Slightly"/"greatly" restricted on account of health reasons in carrying out daily tasks.
3) Including Fachatritur.
4) Only in combination with nonacademic vocational qualification.
5) East Germany: Berufsausbildung/Facharbeiterabschluf3; including nonacademic vocational qualifications from 1991.
6) East Germany: including Fachhochschulabschlüsse from 1991.
7) Hidden labour reserve: persons not having registered as unemployed, but wanting to take up a job "as soon as possible".
Legend for German expressions: see table 0.

Covariates in brackets = reference category. Unweighted averages as model documentation.
Only persons with a vocational qualification from Germany below the age of 65. Excluding internees, persons receiving training or
further training, and migrants between East and West Germany since 1989. West Germany: excluding immigrants included in the "D"
sample of the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP).
Source: own evaluation carried out by the German Socio-Ecoriomic Panel (GSOEP).
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Felix Büchel
Table 6: Types of employment status previously held by underemployed workers, broken down by
qualification level and sex (West Germany and East Germany, 1984-1995 and 1991-1995, in %)
West Germany
Access from:

Work commensurate
with qualifications
Unemployment/
Hidden labour reserve
Other economic
inactivity
(Full-time)
training

With vocational
degree

With university or
post-secondary technical
college degree

Men Women Total

Men Women Total

Men

Total

Women Total

-

52

33

41

59

40

49

53

34

42

29

22

25

13

20

16

26

21

23

6

37

24

0

15

8

5

33

21

13

8

10

28

26

27

16

11

13

Total

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

Number of
respondents

398

524

922

69

71

140

467

595

1,062

East Germany
Access from:

Work commensurate
with qualifications
Unemployment/
Hidden labour reserve
Other economic
inactivity
(Full-time)
training

With vocational
degree

With university or
post-secondary technical
college degree

Men Women Total

Men Women Total

Total

Men

Women
_
_ Total

48

30

39

70

50

57

53

37

44

45

51

48

20

20

20

39

40

39

1

6

4

2

8

6

1

7

5

7

13

10

8

21

16

7

16

12

Total

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

Number of
respondents

153

177

330

56

94

150

209

271

480

_
Only persons with a vocational qualification from Germany below the age of 65. Excluding internees, persons receiving training or
further training, and migrants between East and West Germany since 1989. West Germany: excluding immigrants included in the "D"
sample of the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP).

Weighted frequency. Unweighted number of respondents.
Source: own evaluation carried out by the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP).
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Overqualification: reasons, measurement issues
Table 7: Determinants of the probability of transition to underemployment, depending on the various
types of employment status previously held and other characteristics (West Germany and East
Germany, 1984-1995 and 1991-1995, probit model)
Covariates
Constant
Male
Age (in years)
Age2/100

Foreigner
Married'
Health restrictions2
HauptschulabschluB/8. Klasse
(Realschulabschluf3/10. Klasse)3

Abitur'

West Germany
East Germany
Coefficient (Std.dev.) Average Coefficient (Std.dev.)._ Average
-0.669*
(0.278)
0.303
(0.472)
-0.269**
(0.048)
0.58
-0.032
(0.066)
0.51
0.006
(0.014)
37.82
0.058*
(0.023)
40.43
-0.035*
(0.017)
15.83
-0.094**
(0.028)
17.79
0.063
(0.067)
0.15
.
(
)
.

0.082

-0.036
0.390**
.

-0.416**

(Lehre)5

Meister (GDR)
Berufsfachschule
Schule des Gesundheitswesens
Fachschule (FRG)
Beamtenausbildung
Sonst. berufsbildender AbschluB
Ingenieur-/Fachschule (GDR)
Fachhochschule
Hochschule/Universität6
Profess. success is not important7
Regional unemployment figures°
Rural area°
(Access from adequate empl.)'°
Acc. from (other) econ. inactivity
Access from unemployment/
the hidden labour reserve
Access from (full-time) training
No. of respond. (unweighted): n =
Log-Likelihood
Likelihood-Ratio-Statistic
Depend. var. average (weighted)

1..

.

(0.054)
(0.052)
(0.052)
(

)

(0.135)
(

)

0.63
0.28
0.46
.

0.04
.

0.115
0.033
0.181*
.

-0.181
.

-0.126
0.023

-0.129
-0.301**
-0.562**
0.327"*
0.618**
0.122
0.112+

-0.039**
0.028
.

(0.075)
(0.139)
(0.102)
(0.175)
(0.098)
(0.110)
(0.091)
(0.063)
(0.008)
(0.046)
(

)

(0.082)
(0.071)
(0.090)
(

)

(0.200)
(

0.74
0.32
0.26
.

0.03
.

)

(0.145)

0.07

0.354**

(0.096)

0.15

0.04
0.09
0.16

0.257*
0.008

8.41

-0.170**

0.56

0.161*

(0.113)
(0.109)
(0.013)
(0.074)

0.10
0.12
15.27
0.73

0.09

0.03
0.08
0.04
0.07

.

0.497**

(0.065)

0.16

0.979**
0.546**

(0.067)
(0.080)
4,982

0.10
0.08

.

-0.129
0.783**
0.431**

(

)

.

(0.167)

0.10

(0.075)
(0.121)
2,615

0.22
0.08

-2144.6

-1008.4

1325.0**
0.155

546.6**
0.173
w

Dependent variable: 1 = transition, from one observation year to the next, from one of the various types ot employment status (previous employment status) to underemployment;
0 = retention of employment status (transitions between employment status allowed).
Significance level: = p < 0.01, = p < 0.05, + = p < 0.10.
Including persons living as a married couple.
'Slightly'Pgreatly' restricted on account of health reasons in carrying out daily tasks.
Including Fachabitur.
4)
Only in combination with nonacademic vocational qualification.
5)
East Germany: Berufsausbildung/Facharbeiterabschluf3; including nonacademic vocational qualifications from 1991.
6)
East Germany: including FachhochschulabschlOsse from 1991.
7)
'Professional success is not so important' or "quite unimportant', according to German nationals (foreigners were not asked).
8)
West Germany: at regional level (BfLR data (Bundesforschungsanstalt fuer Landeskunde und Raumordnung - Federal Research Institute for Regional Studies and Town and
Country Planning)); East Germany: at Land level (relating to place of residence).
9)
Number of inhabitants in place of residence < 50 000 inhabitants.
10) Reference date for access status: survey carried out in the previous year to that in which the person's transition to underemployment was first observed.Legend for German
expressions: see table 0.
1)

2)
3)

Covariates in brackets = reference category. Reference date for encoding the covariates: first year. Unweighted averages as model documentation.

Only persons having held one of the types of employment status examined (previous employment status) for two consecutive years (in the second year, underskilled work, in
addition, is allowed). One observation at the most Per person (first occurrence of a possible movement). Only persons with a vocational qualification from Germany below the age
of 65. Excluding internees, persons receiving training ur further training, and migrants between East and West Germany since 1989. West Germany: excluding immigrants included
in the '0" sample of the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP).
Source: own evaluation carried out by the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP).
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Table 8: Exit doors from underemployment, broken down by qualification level and sex (West
Germany and East Germany, 1984-1995 and 1991-1995, in %)
_

_

West Germany
Access from:

Work commensurate
with qualifications
Unemployment/
Hidden labour reserve
Other economic
inactivity
(Full-time)
training

With vocational
degree

With university or
post-secondary technical
college degree

Men Women Total

Men Women_ Total

_

Total

Men

Women _ Total

43

40

41

74

42

62

50

40

44

33

17

24

4

14

8

26

17

21

16

40

30

9

38

20

15

40

29

9

3

5

13

6

11

10

3

6

Total

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

Number of
respondents

367

458

825

64

47

111

431

505

936

_

East Germany
Access from:

Work commensurate
with qualifications
Unemployment/
Hidden labour reserve
Other economic
inactivity
(Full-time)
training

Total

With vocational
degree

With university or
post-secondary technical
college degree

Men Women Total
_

Men Women Total

Men

Total
Women
_

38

26

31

69

41

55

45

29

36

49

57

54

23

34

29

43

53

48

9

9

9

6

10

8

8

9

9

4

7

6

2

14

8

4

9

7

Total

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

Number of
respondents

124

175

299

38

49

87

162

224

386

Only persons having been underemployed in the exit year and observed in one of the types of employment status examined in the
following year. Only persons with a vocational qualification from Germany below the age of 65. Excluding internees, persons
receiving training or further training, and migrants between East and West Germany since 1989. West Germany: excluding
immigrants included in the "D" sample of the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP).

Weighted frequency. Unweighted number of respondents.
Source: own evaluation carried out by the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP).
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Table 9: Determinants of the probability of transition from underemployment or adequate
employment to unemployment/the hidden labour reserve, depending on exit status and other
characteristics (West Germany and East Germany, 1984-1995 and 1991-1995, probit model)
Covariates
Constant
Male
Age (in years)
Age2/100

Foreigner
Married'
Restricted on account of
health reasons2
HauptschulabschluB/8. Klasse
(RealschulabschluB/10. Klasse)3
Abitur4
(Lehre)5

Meister (GDR)
Berufsfachschule
Schule des Gesundheitswesens
Fachschule (FRG)
Beamtenausbildung
Sonstiger berufsbildender
AbschluB
Ingenieur-/Fachschule (GDR)
Fachhochschule
Hochschule/Universit5t6
Profess. success is not important'
Regional unemployment figures8
Rural area8

Exit status: underemploymentl°
Number of respondents
(unweighted): n =
Log-Likelihood
Likelihood-Ratio-Statistic
Dependent variables average
(weighted)

West Germany
East Germany
Coefficient (Std.dev.) Average Coefficient (Std.dev.) Average
0.166

-0.010
-0.085**
0.094**
0.100

-0.070
0.154**
0.286**
.

-0.162
.

0.172*

-0.159
0.117

-0.332*
0.340**

-0.148
-0.097
0.103
0.027**

-0.015
0.120*

0.60
39.52
17.08
0.15
0.67

-0.269**

-0.026

(0.081)

0.77

(0.052)
(0.057)

0.29
0.47

0.021

(0.070)
(0.086)

0.30
0.24

(

)

(0.148)
(

)

1.314**

(0.478)
(0.063)
(0.024)
(0.029)

(0.289)
(0.050)
(0.014)
(0.017)
(0.076)
(0.054)

.

0.04
.

(0.080)
(0.159)
(0.091)
(0.159)

0.09
0.03
0.08
0.04

(0.101)

0.09

(0.149)
(0.110)
(0.066)
(0.008)
(0.049)
(0.055)

0.04
0.09
0.15
8.33
0.57
0.24

0.002

-0.001
.

0.182*
.

0.070
.

(

.

(

)

)

(0.203)
(

)

0.53
40.08
17.16
.

.

0.02
.

-0.197

(0.128)

0.08

-0.359**

(0.098)

0.17

-0.465**
-0.008
-0.148**

(0.126)
(0.106)
(0.012)
(0.071)
(0.069)

0.11

0.039
0.367**

4,939

2,404

-1828.5

1053.1

634.2**

335.2**

0.115

0.212

0.09
14.86
0.72
0.25

Dependent variable: 1 = transition, from one observation year to the next, from underemployment or adequate employment to unemployment/the hidden labour reserve; 0 = (other).
Significance level:
= p < 0.01, = p < 0.05, + = p < 0.10.

Including persons living as a married couple.
°Slightly"/"greatly" restricted on account of health reasons in carrying out daily tasks.
Including Fachabitur.
Only in combination with nonacademic vocational qualification.
East Germany: Berufsausbildung/FacharbeiterabschluB; including nonacademic vocational qualifications from 1991.
East Germany: including FachhochschulabschlOsse from 1991.
"Professional success" is "not so important" or "quite unimportant", according to German nationals (foreigners were not asked).
West Germany: at regional level (BfLR data - [Bundesforschungsanstalt fuer Landeskunde und Raumordnung - Federal Research Institute for Regional Studies and Town and
Country Planning]); East Germany: at Land level (relating to place of residence).
9)
Number of inhabitants in place of residence < 50 000 inhabitants.
10) Alternative status: adequate employment.
1)

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Legend for German expressions: see table 0.

Covariates in brackets = reference category. Reference date for encoding the covariates: first year. Unweighted averages as model documentation.
Only persons having been underemployed or adequately employed in one observation year and interviewed the following year. One observation at the most per person (first occurrence
of a possible movement). Only persons with a vocational qualification from Germany below the age of 65. Excluding internees, pe rsons receiving training or furthertraining, and
migrants between East and West Germany since 1989. West Germany: excluding immigrants included in the "D" sample of the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP).

Source: own evaluation carried out by the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP).
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Table 10: Determinants of the probability of transition from adequate employment within five years
(three years for the former East Germany) to unemployment/the hidden labour reserve, depending
on a possible interim phase of underemployment and other characteristics (West Germany and East
Germany, 1984-1995 and 1991-1995, probit model)
_

Covariates
Constant
Male
Age (in years)
Age2/100

Foreigner
Married'
Restricted on account of
health reasons2
HauptschulabschluB/8. Klasse
(RealschulabschluB/10. Klasse)3
Abitue
(Lehre)5

East Germany
West Germany
Coefficient (Std.dev.) Average Coefficient (Std.dev.) Average
(0.588)
-0.237
0.508
(0.393)
0.56
-0.279**
(0.078)
(0.071)
0.64
-0.284**
39.29
(0.028)
35.65
-0.065*
(0.022)
-0.096**

0.031

(0.028)
(0.138)
(0.080)

14.00
0.09
0.63

0.143+
0.189*

(0.080)
(0.077)

0.23
0.47

0.111**

-0.029

.

-0.087
.

Meister (GDR)
0.085
Berufsfachschule
-0.244
Schule des Gesundheitswesens
0.030
Fachschule (FRG)
-0.548**
Beamtenausbildung
0.562**
Sonst. berufsbildender AbschluB
Ingenieur-/Fachschule (GDR)
Fachhochschule
-0.003
-0.008
Hochschule/Universitãt5
0.292**
Profess. success is not important'
0.012
Regional unemployment figures8
0.018
Rural area°
-0.856**
Interim phase: underemploymt.1°
No. of respond. (unweighted): n =
Log-Likelihood
Likelihood-Ratio-Statistic
Dependent variables average
(weighted)

)

(

(0.182)
)

(

.

0.097**
.

.

(

)

16.49
.

0.068

(0.106)

0.80

0.122
0.106

(0.088)
(0.109)

0.25
0.23

.

0.04

(0.035)

-0.113
.

(

)

(0.246)
(

)

.

0.03
.

-0.113

(0.138)

0.09

-0.320**

(0.121)

0.17

-0.359*

0.12
0.06
11.00

2,911

(0.144)
(0.140)
(0.019)
(0.087)
(0.123)
1,536

-894.0

-702.5

(0.112)
(0.211)
(0.125)
(0.208)
(0.170)
(0.211)
(0.135)
(0.088)
(0.010)
(0.068)
(0.134)

0.09
0.03
0.08
0.05
0.05

0.04
0.10
0.14
8.96
0.55
0.15

0.449+
0.032
0.112

-0.307*

0.71

0.13

57.2"*

223.0**

0.215

0.106

Dependent variable: 1 = transition within five years (three years for the former East Germany) from adequate employment to unemployment/the hidden labour reserve; 0 = (other).
Significance level: ** p < 0.01, = p < 0.05, + = p < 0.10.

Including persons living as a married couple.
"Slightly"/"greatly" restricted on account of health reasons in carrying out daily tasks.
Including Fachabitur.
4)
Only in combination with nonacademic vocational qualification.
East Germany: Berufsausbildung/Facharbeiterabschlul3; including nonacademic vocational qualifications from 1991.
5)
East Germany: including- Fachhochschulabschlüsse from 1991.
6)
"Professional success is 'not so important" or "quite unimportant", according to German nationals (foreigners were not asked).
7)
West Germany: at regional level (BfLR data - (Bundesforschungsanstalt fuer Landeskunde und Raumordnung - Federal Research Institute for Regional Studies and Town and
8)
Country Planning]); East Germany: at Land level (relating to place of residence).
9)
Number of inhabitants in place of residence < 50 000 inhabitants.
10) Transition to unemployment/the hidden labour reserve following a phase of underemployment.
1)

2)
3)

Legend for German expressions: see table 0.
Covariates in brackets = reference category. Reference date for encoding the covariates: first year. Unweighted averages as model documentation.
Only persons having been in adequate employment in one of the observation years (1984-1995) (East Germany: 1991-1995) and interviewed within the following five years (three
years for the former East Germany). One observation at the most per person (first occurrence of a possible movement). Only persons with a vocational qualification from Germany
below the age of 65. Excluding internees, persons receiving training or further training, and migrants between East and West Germany since 1989. West Germany: excluding
immigrants included in the "D" sample of the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP).

Source: own evaluation carried out by the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP).
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Table 11: Determinants of the probability of transition from underemployment or unemployment/the
hidden labour reserve to adequate employment, depending on exit status and other characteristics
(West Germany and East Germany, 1984-1995 and 1991-1995, probit model)
_

Covariates
Constant
Male
Age (in years)
Age2/100
Foreigner
Marriedl
Restricted on account of
health reasons2
HauptschulabschluB/8. Klasse
(RealschulabschluB/10. Klasse)3
Abitur4
(Lehre)5
Meister (GDR)
Berufsfachschule
Schule des Gesundheitswesens
Fachschule (FRG)
Beamtenausbildung
Sonst. berufsbildender AbschluB
Ingenieur-/Fachschule (GDR)
Fachhochschule
Hochschule/Universität6
Professional success
is not important7
Regional unemployment figures8
Rural area9
Exit status: underemployment
Number of respondents
(unweighted): n =
Log-Likelihood
Likelihood-Ratio-Statistic
Dependent variables average
(weighted)

West Germany
East Germany
Coefficient (Std.dev.) Average Coefficient (Std.dev.) Average
-0.409
(0.357)
-0.023
(0.611)
0.239**
(0.059)
0.52
0.292**
(0.086)
0.44
0.057**
(0.018)
38.96
0.104**
(0.030)
40.91
-0.092**
(0.023)
16.73
-0.152**
(0.037)
18.15
-0.444**
(0.088)
0.24
.
(
)
-0.085
(0.067)
0.67
0.304**
0.75
(0.109)

-0.142*
-0.169*
.

0.156
.

(0.065)
(0.072)
(

)

(0.224)
(

)

0.33
0.54
.

0.02
.

-0.263**
-0.212+
.

-0.033
.

0.414*
0.038

-0.469**

(0.097)
(0.206)
(0.141)
(0.246)
(0.122)

0.16

0.017
0.118

(0.149)
(0.135)

0.05
0.05

-0.345**
-0.037**
-0.103+
-0.358**

(0.082)
(0.010)
(0.060)
(0.059)

0.17
8.28
0.56

0.141

0.157
0.397

(0.094)
(0.115)
(

)

(0.273)
(

)

0.35
0.33
.

0.02
.

(0.198)

0.04

-0.122

(0.128)

0.15

-0.116

(0.158)

0.08

-0.371**
-0.142**
-0.346**
-0.261**

(0.137)
(0.016)
(0.095)
(0.086)

0.15
14.96
0.76
0.43

0.09
0.02
0.04
0.01

0.61

2,375

1,320

-1305.3

-608.0

584.6**

263.4**

0.301

0.226

_

..,

Dependent variable: 1 = transition, from one observation year to the next, from underemployment or unemployment/the hidden labour reserve to adequate employment; 0 = (other).

Significance level:

= p < 0.01,

= p < 0.05, + = p < 0.10.

Including persons living as a married couple.
2)
'Slightly'Pgreatly' restricted on account of health reasons in carrying out daily tasks.
3)
Including Fachabitur.
4)
Only in combination with nonacademic vocational qualification.
5)
East Germany: Berufsausbildung/Facharbeiterabschlul3; including nonacademic vocational qualifications from 1991.
6)
East Germany: including Fachhochschulabschlusse from 1991.
7)
'Professional success' is 'not so important' or 'quite unimportant', according to German nationals (foreigners were not asked).
8)
West Germany: at regional level (BfLR data - (Bundesforschungsanstalt fuer Landeskunde und Raumordnung - Federal Research Institute for Regional Studies and Town and
Country Planning)); East Germany: at Land level (relating to place of residence).
9)
Number of inhabitants in place of residence < 50 000 inhabitants.
10) Alternative status: unemployment/the hidden labour reserve.
1)

Legend for German expressions: see table 0.

Covariates in brackets = reference category. Reference date for encoding the covariates: first year. Unweighted averages as model documentation.
Only persons having been underemployed or unemployed/in the hidden labour reserve in one observation year and interviewed the following year. One observation at the mostper
person (first occurrence of a possible movement). Only persons with a vocational qualification from Germany below the age of 65. Excluding internees, persons receiving training
or further training, and migrants between East and West Germany since 1989. West Germany: excluding immigrants included in the D sample of the German Socio-Economic
Panel (GSOEP).
Source: own evaluation carried out by the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP).
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Table 12: Determinants of the probability of transition from unemployment/the hidden labour
reserve within five years (three years for the former East Germany) to adequate employment,
depending on a possible interim phase of underemployment and other characteristics (West
Germany and East Germany, 1984-1995 and 1991-1995, probit model)
Covariates
Constant
Male
Age (in years)

East Germany
West Germany
Coefficient (Std.dev.) Average Coefficient (Std.dev.) Average
(1.002)
-3.253**
(0.674)
-0.948

Age2/100

Foreigner
Married'
Restricted on account of
health reasons2
Hauptschulabschlul3/8. Klasse
(Realschulabschlu(3/10. Klasse)3

Abitur'
(Lehre)5

Meister (GDR)
Berufsfachschule
Schule des Gesundheitswesens
Fachschule (FRG)
Beamtenausbildung
Sonst. berufsbildender Abschluf3
Ingenieur-/Fachschule (GDR)
Fachhochschule
Hochschule/Universität6
Profess. success is not important
Regional unemployment figures8
Rural area9
Interim phase:

underemploymentl°
Number of respondents
(unweighted): n =
Log-Likelihood
Likelihood-Ratio-Statistic
Dependent variables average
(weighted)

0.640**
0.142**

-0.222**
-0.676**
-0.247+
-0.265*
-0.232+,
.

-0.197
.

0.093
0.372
0.471+
0.445

-0.473+

(0.122)
(0.037)
(0.047)
(0.196)
(0.132)

(0.133)
(0.143)
)

(

(0.346)
(

)

(0.193)
(0.377)
(0.256)
(0.465)
(0.274)

0.46
35.91

14.44
0.20

0.401**
0.258**

-0.350**
.

(0.152)
(0.052)
(0.064)
(

)

0.41

41.85
19.03
.

0.61

-0.038

(0.185)

0.78

0.33
0.53

-0.465**
-0.380*

(0.179)
(0.197)

0.30
0.38

.

0.03
.

.

0.212
.

(

)

(0.422)
(

)

.

0.02
.

0.291

(0.338)

0.04

-0.057

(0.241)

0.13

(0.303)
(0.217)
(0.029)
(0.162)

0.07
0.17
12.54
0.74

(0.182)

0.27

0.10
0.02
0.06
0.02
0.11

-0.445
-0.385
-0.541**
-0.036*
-0.055

(0.405)
(0.253)
(0.146)
(0.018)
(0.120)

0.03
0.06

0.53

-0.017
-0.093
-0.063*
-0.371*

-1.582**

(0.133)

0.35

-1.409**

0.21
9.51

707

463

-317.7

-212.3

373.0**

163.2**

0.456

0.307

--,.
Dependent variable: 1 = transition within five years (three years for the former East Germany) from unemployment/the hidden labour reserve to adequate employment; 0 = (other).
p < 0.05, + = p < 0.10.
Significance level: - = p< 0.01,

Including persons living as a married couple.
"Slightly"/"greatly" restricted on account of health reasons in carrying out daily tasks.
Including Fachabitur.
Only in combination with nonacademic vocational qualification.
East Germany: Berufsausbildung/Facharbeiterabschla including nonacademic vocational qualifications from 1991.
East Germany: including Fachhochschulabschlasse from 1991.
°Professional success" is "not so important° or °quite unimportant", according to German nationals (foreigners were not asked).
West Germany: at regional level (BfLR data - [Bundesforschungsanstalt fuer Landeskunde und Raumordnung - Federal Research Institute for Regional Studies and Town and
Country Planning]); East Germany: at Land level (relating to place of residence).
Number of inhabitants in place of residence < 50 000 inhabitants.
9)
10) Transition from unemployment/the hidden labour reserve following a phase of underemployment.
1)

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Legend for German expressions: see table 0.
Covariates in brackets = reference category. Reference date for encoding the covariates: first year. Unweighted averages as model documentation.
Only persons having been unemployed/in the hidden labour reserve in one of the observation years (1984-1995) (East Germany: 1991-1995) and interviewed within the following
five years (three years for the former East Germany). One observation at the most per person (first occurrence of a possible transition). Only persons witha vocational qualification
from Germany below the age of 65. Excluding internees, persons receiving training or further training, and migrants between East and West Germany since 1989. West Germany:
excluding immigrants included in the "D" sample of the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP).

Source: own evaluation carried out by the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP).
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Overqualification: reasons, measurement issues
Table 13: Determinants of income growth, depending on adequate employment at the beginning of
the observation period and other influential factors (West Germany and East Germany, 1984-1995
and 1991-1995, OLS)
Covariates

West Germany
East Germany
Coefficient (Std.dev.) Average Coefficient (Std.dev.) Average
0.449**
(0.134)
Constant
(0.064)
0.418**
Male
0.070**
0.54
(0.009)
0.61
-0.015
(0.013)
Age (in years)
0.005
(0.003)
(0.005)
40.64
40.04
0.001
Age2/100
(0.006)
17.50
-0.008*
(0.003)
17.42
-0.0002
Foreigner
(0.014)
-0.044**
0.16
.
.
(
)
0.77
Married'
0.013
(0.016)
(0.009)
0.67
0.009
(0.014)
0.28
Restr. on acc. of health reasons2
-0.024
(0.009)
0.28
-0.027+
0.20
-0.073*
(0.010)
0.46
-0.064**
(0.018)
Hauptschulabschluf3/8. Klasse
.
.
.
(RealschulabschluB/10. Klasse)3
(
(
)
)
Abitue
0.081**
(0.021)
0.04
0.059
(0.037)
0.03
.

(Lehre)5

Meister (GDR)
Berufsfachschule
Schule des Gesundheitswesens
Fachschule (FRG)
Beamtenausbildung
Sonst. berufsbildender Abschlul3
Ingenieur-/Fachschule (GDR)
Fachhochschule
Hochschule/Universitä 16

Profess. success is not important7
Regional unemployment figures°
Rural area°
Initial income/1001°
Observation period (in years)
Number of times the person
has switched companies11
No. of years of econ. inactivity12
Number of years the person
could not be observed13
Number of years unemployed/
in the hidden labour reserve
At the beginning of the income
observation period:
in an underskilled job14
No. of respond. (unweighted): n =
R2adj.
F value
Depend. var. average (weighted)

.

0.031*

-0.014
0.074**

-0.023
-0.067**
0.193**
0.271**

-0.021+
-0.003*
0.001

-0.014**
0.041**

(

)

.

(0.015)
(0.025)
(0.017)
(0.020)
(0.019)

0.08
0.03
0.08
0.05
0.09

(0.023)
(0.018)
(0.012)
(0.001)
(0.008)
(0.0005)
(0.001)

0.04
0.08
0.13
8.35
0.57

.

(

)

.

0.009

(0.026)

0.07

0.127**

(0.018)

0.19

0.266**
0.010

0.12
0.06
15.12
0.70
18.24
3.06

29.21

-0.056**
-0.022**

6.27

0.140**

(0.022)
(0.025)
(0.005)
(0.014)
(0.001)
(0.006)

0.001

(0.003)
(0.007)

0.92
0.10

-0.036**
-0.045

(0.007)
(0.050)

0.68

-0.037**
0.016

(0.011)

0.09

0.009

(0.032)

0.04

-0.066**

(0.009)

0.11

-0.054**

(0.015)

0.12

-0.049**

(0.011)
3,396
.45
113.8**
0.3556

0.21

-0.056**

(0.016)
1,625
.47
73.6**
0.4895

0.18

0.014**

0.01

Dependent variable: plotted on a logarithmic scale (final income/initial income) covering the longest possible observation period; "Income": potential gross monthly salary, based
on information relating to working time (full-time equivalent). Significance level: = p < 0.01, = p < 0.05, + = p < 0.10.
Footnotes 1 to 9: see Table 12
10) Gross monthly salary in DM (full-time equivalent). 11) During the observation period. 12) "Number of years° below: number of years the person held the corresponding
employment status during the observation period. 13) Years missing from the panel records (non-response unit). 14) Research strategies: see text. Reference category: adequate
employment.
Legend for German expressions: see table 0. Covariates in brackets = reference category. Unweighted averages as model documentation. Reference date for encoding the
covariates: final year. Full-time equivalents on the basis of a 40-hour working week. Only persons with a vocational qualification from Germany below the age of65. Excluding
internees, persons receiving training or further training, and migrants between East and West Germany since 1989. West Germany: excluding immigrants included in the *D"
sample of the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP).
Source: own evaluation carried out by the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP).
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Table 14: Determinants of income growth among adequately employed people, depending on
possible interim phases of underemployment and other influential factors (West Germany and East
Germany, 1984-1995 and 1991-1995, OLS)
East Germany
West Germany
Coefficient_ (Std.dev.) _ Average _Coefficient (Std.dev.) Average

Covariates

0.496**
0.056**

-Constant
Male

Age (in years)
Age2/100

Foreigner
Married'
Restricted on account of
health reasons2
Hauptschulabschluf3/8. Klasse
(Realschulabschluf3/10. Klasse)3
Abitue
(Lehre)5

0.014

(0.065)
(0.010)
(0.003)
(0.003)
(0.015)
(0.010)

-0.040**
-0.070**

(0.010)
(0.010)

-0.000
-0.002
-0.047**

.

0.074**
.

Meister (GDR)
Berufsfachschule
Schule des Gesundheitswesens
Fachschule (FRG)
Beamtenausbildung
Sonst. berufsbildender Abschlul3
Ingenieur-/Fachschule (GDR)
Fachhochschule
Hochschule/Universitä 16

Profess. success is not important'
Regional unemployment figures8

0.023

-0.020
0.045**

-0.034+
-0.042+

0177**
0.225**

-0.005
-0.004**
-0.012"*

Observation period (in years)
Number of times the person
has switched companies"
No. of years of econ. inactivity12
Number of years the person
could not be observed13
Number of years unemployed/
in the hidden labour reserve
No. of years underemployedm
No. of respond. (unweighted): n =
R2adj.
F value
Depend. var. average (weighted)

)

(0.020)
(

)

0.11

-0.026+
-0.000
0.003
.

0.045**

(0.144)
(0.014)
(0.006)
(0.007)
(

)

0.55
40.58
17.44
.

0.66

0.004

(0.018)

0.77

0.27
0.45

-0.021
-0.062**

(0.015)
(0.020)

0.27
0.19

.

0.05
.

.

0.047
.

-0.024

0.008

Rural area8
Initial income/1001°

(

0.440**

0.63
39.56
17.03

(0.016)
(0.024)
(0.016)
(0.019)
(0.023)

0.09
0.03
0.09
0.06
0.05

(0.024)
(0.018)
(0.013)
(0.001)
(0.009)
(0.0005)
(0.001)

0.04
0.09
0.12
8.36
0.57

(

)

(0.038)
(

)

.

0.03
.

(0.026)

0.08

0.167**

(0.020)

0.17

0.270**

0.12
0.05

30.61

-0.026
-0.000
-0.041**
-0.020**

5.96

0.145**

(0.023)
(0.030)
(0.005)
(0.015)
(0.001)
(0.006)

15.11

0.69
18.85
3.01

(0.003)
(0.011)

0.86
0.07

-0.030**
-0.070

(0.008)
(0.065)

0.59

-0.041**
0.016

(0.012)

0.08

0.033

(0.038)

0.03

-0.071**
-0.018+

(0.013)
(0.011)
2,835

0.08
0.09

-0.051*
-0.055+

(0.021)
(0.033)
1,295
.50
65.5**
0.4917

0.08
0.03

0.020**

.48
107.5**
0.3505

0.01

Dependent variable: plotted on a logarithmic scale (final income/initial income) covering the longest possible observation period; "Income": potential gross monthly salary,
based on information relating to working time (full-time equivalent).

Significance level: -

p

0.01,

= p < 0.05, + = p < 0.10.

Footnotes 1 to 9: see Table 12
10) Gross monthly salary in DM (full-time equivalent).
11) During the observation period.
12) "Number of years.' below: number of years the person held the corresponding employment status during the observation period.
13) Years missing from the panel records (non-response unit).
14) Research strategies: see text.

Legend for German expressions: see table 0.
Covariates in brackets = reference category. Unweighted averages as model documentation. Reference date for encoding the covariates: final year. Full-time equivalents on the
basis of a 40-hour working week. Only persons adequately employed from the beginning to the end of the examination period.
Only persons with a vocationarqualification from Germany below the age of 65. Excluding internees, persons receiving training or further training, and migrants between East
and West Germany since 1989. West Germany: excluding immigrants included in the "D" sample of the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP).
Source: own evaluation carried out by the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP).
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Forecasting skill requirements at national
and company levels

Rob A. Wilson
Abstract
The document reviews recent work on demand and supply forecasts at national level, broken
down by sector, occupation and qualification, covering both European and other countries.
This includes an assessment of forecasting approaches and results at regional and local levels.
A review of the methods used and the results obtained at company level is also presented.
Labour market forecasts can be seen as having two prime roles: first to guide policy decisions
made by the government and its representatives; and second, as a general aid to the individual
actors operating within the labour market, providing them with information which can aid
their own decision making. The fact that considerable efforts to conduct such forecast are going
on all over the world suggests that, on balance, such activities are regarded as very useful and
worth substantial investment by the public sector.

It is concluded, therefore, that forecasting of the labour market is inevitable. The only real
question, is how this should be done. There appear to be two main possibilities:
a) centrally, in a transparent, logical, consistent and systematic fashion, recognising the 'public
good' aspects of such work;

b) or in a decentralised, often ad hoc fashion, by individual actors or groups, frequently based
on implicit rather than explicit assumptions.

A number of different approaches have been adopted to anticipate changing skill needs. The
traditional approach has usually involved formal, quantitative methods, focusing mainly on
occupations. More recently, other, rather less formal methods have been developed which have
a strong qualitative emphasis. However, many exercises nowadays involve a mixture of both
quantitative and qualitative methods, which are regarded as complementary. Increasingly, the
focus is moving away from occupations to consider more general aspects of skill requirements.
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Forecasting skill requirements at national and company levels

Summary'

ing a range of techniques to locate relevant
research being conducted in this area. This

included a traditional literature search, a
In the first Cedefop report, Tessaring (1998)
reviewed a number of quantitative forecasts

of employment by sector, occupation and

computerised literature search using digital
databases including the internet and the use

qualification for several European countries.

of various network contacts including Cedefop
itself. A comprehensive bibliography of recent

This included Denmark, Finland, France,
Germany, Ireland, the Netherlands and the

research throughout the Community and beyond has been produced.

UK. A prime objective of the current work is
to update this review, focusing on new methods, approaches and results and extending the
coverage to additional countries. As well as
examining practice in Europe, the review also
covers recent work conducted in a number of
non-European countries, including the USA,
Canada and Australia.
The paper focuses on the issue of 'forecasting
skills and requirements at national and company levels'. It begins with a review of recent
work on demand and supply forecasts at national level, broken down by sector, occupa-

tion and qualification, covering both European and other countries. This includes an
assessment of forecasting approaches and
results at regional and local levels. It provides
a comprehensive review of the different meth-

ods used and an assessment of their advantages and disadvantages. This includes the
recent emphasis on changing generic skill
requirements and the use of qualitative methodologies, as well as more traditional quantitative model-based approaches which focus on
occupations. A review of the methods used and
the results obtained at company level is also
presented.

The key hypotheses addressed are twofold:

a) first, is labour market forecasting necessary?

b) and second, if the answer to this question
is yes, how should they be conducted?

Both the criticisms of forecasting and the
counter arguments of its proponents are reviewed in detail.

There is a small, but at times vociferous,
group of critics who have decried the value of
such activities. They argue, variously, that it
is unnecessary, impossible and /or irrelevant.
It is argued in the review that most of these
criticisms are misguided. In many cases, the

criticisms have been constructive and have
led directly to improvements in methods and
approaches used, including the development
of more qualitative methods. In other cases
the practitioners involved in making projections have argued, convincingly in the opinion of the present author, that the criticisms
are invalid.
There is a much larger body of opinion, there-

An eclectic methodological approach has been
followed in undertaking this review, involv-

fore, that such forecasts can be of value to a
broad range of potential users within a par-

ticular geographical area, be it a national
economy or a much smaller local area. A
1 The author is indebted to a number of people who
have assisted in this review. The bibliographies in

Spanish, Italian and German draw upon the work
of a Leonardo project organised by CESOS in Rome.

The author is grateful to various colleagues from
these countries for provision of this bibliographical
material, including Michble Blin, Jurgen Schultze,
Antonio Vergani and Juan Antonio. Geoff Briscoe
also made a number of important contributions,
especially Section 4, while Barbara Wilson provided

invaluable assistance in word processing. The author alone bears responsibility for the opinions expressed and any remaining errors.

strong case can be made that the provision of
such projections can be regarded as a valuable public good, which should therefore be

supported by central government. Labour
market forecasts can be seen as having two
prime roles: first to guide policy decisions
made by the government and its representatives; and second, as a general aid to the individual actors operating within the labour

market, providing them with information
which can aid their own decision making.
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Employers, education and training providers
and, of course, individual students and workers themselves, all have an interest in trying
to peer into the future in order to try to an-

ticipate what may occur and to ensure that
their own decisions result in the best possible outcomes (however these might be defined). The fact that considerable efforts to
conduct such forecast are going on all over
the world suggests that, on balance, such activities are regarded as very useful and worth
substantial investment by the public sector.

It is concluded, therefore, that forecasting of
the labour market is inevitable. The only real
question, is how this should be done. There
appear to be two main possibilities:
a) formally, in a transparent, logical, consistent and systematic fashion, recognising the
'public good' aspects of such work (often
undertaken centrally);

b) or in an informal, often ad hoc fashion by

individual actors or groups, frequently
based on implicit rather than explicit assumptions.

A number of different approaches have been
adopted to anticipate changing skill needs.

The traditional approach has usually involved formal, quantitative methods, focusing mainly on occupations. More recently,
other, rather less formal methods have been
developed, which have a strong qualitative
emphasis. Often this has reflected problems
or lack of key data. However, most exercises
nowadays involve a mixture of both quanti-

tative and qualitative methods, which are
regarded as complementary. Increasingly,
the focus is moving away from occupations
to consider more general aspects of skill requirements.

The present review of the main forecasting
methodologies suggests that a formal, quantitative behavioural, model is a very important foundation stone upon which such forecasting activity should be based. This should,

in principle, enable a better understanding
of the main factors influencing the supply of
and demand for skills. However, it is important to go beyond the traditional 'manpower

requirements model', with its focus on occupational employment levels. Most recent work
has emphasised the need to consider replacement demands and not just to focus on projected levels of employment. In addition, other
more qualitative methods, involving surveys,
case study work, focus groups and other techniques have all been found to have the potential for 'adding value' to the more traditional
methods. Finally, a key feature of much recent work has been the emphasis on key or
generic skills which go beyond the straightjacket imposed by traditional occupational
classifications, to look at the skills needed to
do various tasks.

It is clear that the political, institutional and
legal context, have had a crucial influence in

the systems for labour market forecasting
which have been developed across the world.

In particular, this is reflected in the statistical infrastructure within which the analyst
has to operate, including the development of
macroeconomic and labour market forecasting models. Most of the countries where fully
developed systems are in operation have invested very heavily in such activities over a
period of many years. The impact of IT in this
area has been immense. In the USA, for example, the development ofALMIS the American Labour Market Information System has
facilitated all kinds of research and commer-

cial activities in the area of Labour Market
Information (LMI) and labour market forecasting. It has also facilitated the development of local as well as national level forecasts as in the UK.
The main conclusion from the review is that
employment projections can and do provide
a useful aid to policy makers in making deci-

sions about training, recruitment and the
personnel issues. It can also provide very useful information to a broad range of other actors in the labour market, including employ-

ers, individuals and education and trainer
providers. This includes the development of
'early warning systems' to avoid bottlenecks,
shortages and imbalances, which have been
regarded as a serious problem in many countries. However, it is important to be realistic
about the accuracy with which this can be
accomplished. The idea of indicative planning
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of education and training systems has long
been discarded by labour market forecasters.

els used at national level in many countries2.
However, it also extends the focus to include
a number of new approaches to anticipating

The value of such exercises depend crucially

changes in the pattern of the demand for

on the quality of the data upon which they
are based, as well as the validity of the various assumptions built into the forecasts. To
some extent the latter will depend upon the

degree of sophistication of the models
adopted, the more sophisticated the model
the more likely it is to be able to deal with
the many subtle influences on changing employment structures. A substantial investment by the public sector is necessary to support such activity, both to provide the basic
data (which may also have a variety of other
uses) and to support the forecasting activity
itself.

skills. The aim has been to summarise some
of the key methodological issues in employment forecasting. The review also addresses

questions concerned with the rationale for
forecasting as well as some of the problems
and pitfalls associated with it.
1.2 Aims and objectives
The key aims of the review are to provide:
a summary of recent work on demand and
supply forecasts at national level, broken
down by sector, occupation and qualifica-

tion, covering both European and other

Despite all the various problems associated
with such activity, the experience of many
countries, particularly the USA, suggests that
useful forecasting tools can be developed at

countries;

European level. This experience suggests that
such forecasts can provide helpful information to both labour market participants as well
as for policy makers about the labour market
environment they are likely to face. It is there-

including an assessment of the importance
of focusing on the local level (which some
argue is necessary if such forecasts are to

fore recommended that a regular European

wide labour market forecasting exercise
should be undertaken, supported by central
government funds. This should include detailed occupational forecasts but also focus
more generally on the changing supply and
demand for skills (by sector, occupation, region, etc).

1. Introduction
1.1 Background to the project
Tessaring (1998) provided a brief general review of the methodologies used in employment
forecasting. The present contribution expands

upon this review. It provides a much more
comprehensive and in-depth coverage than
the Tessaring paper, which was concerned
with a rather broader range of issues to do
with the future of work. The present review
covers the literature on what has traditionally been termed 'manpower planning', including the various quantitative forecasting mod-

a corresponding assessment of forecasting
approaches and results at regional level,

attain full operational relevance) as well
as the problems and pitfalls in doing this;
ID a comprehensive review of the different
methods used and an assessment of their
advantages and disadvantages in both national and regional cases. This includes an
assessment of the various new approaches

being used to anticipate changing skill
needs, which have been advocated in recent years as well as a considered review
of the various criticisms which have been
made of more traditional methods;

ID a corresponding review of the methods
used and results obtained from assessing
the future skill requirements at company
2 Although this terminology appears increasingly
outdated, given pressures towards equal opportunity and the use of non-sexist language, the term
'manpower' remains in regular use. The word planning has also come to be regarded in somewhat
derogatory terms in some circles. The present review has adopted the alternative terminology of
employment forecasting. This should be understood to refer to the analysis and management of
all human resources.
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level and their implications for the development of formal and informal skill training within companies;
O an assessment of the relevance of the forecasts for training provision, and the imple-

mentation of 'early warning systems' to
avoid bottlenecks, shortages and labour
market imbalances;

O an assessment of the need for a regular
European forecasting activity concerning
the supply and demand for skills (by sector, occupation, region, etc.).

1.3 Methodological approach
to the review
An eclectic methodological approach has been

followed in undertaking the literature search
and review. This has involved various techniques to locate any relevant research being
conducted in this area, including:

a traditional literature search using bibliographical indexes;
ID a computerised literature search using dig-

ital databases;
use of network contacts:

based on the IER's established network, including members of the symposia held at the University of Warwick between 1989 and 1997,

-- contacts through an ongoing Leonardo
project,

-- contacts through Cedefop;
use of the world wide web to search for rel-

evant sites and information;
I:I use of the IER's own website to attract interest and invite comment on the review
as it is progressing.
The aim of all this effort has been to produce
a comprehensive bibliography of recent re-

search throughout the Community and beyond. The full bibliography, including subsec566

tions in Italian, German and Spanish, is attached to this report.

1.4 Outline of the report
Sections 2 and 3 provide a summary of the
literature on general employment forecasting
at national and regional levels. This discussion includes a review of the methodologies
adopted as well as a summary of the main
criticisms of the approach. The employment
forecaster's responses to such criticism are
also reviewed and an assessment of the ben-

efits and limitations of such work is attempted. Recent changes in emphasis towards

local forecasting and more qualitative approaches are discussed.
Section 4 extends the review to cover company

level employment planning and forecasting.
In parallel with the development of national
employment models there was a growing interest during the 1960s in personnel planning
at microeconomic level. Company employment planning began in earnest during the
1960s, although some institutions had under-

taken this kind of exercise for many years
before then. Much intellectual effort has been
put into understanding the problems of wast-

age and recruitment to ensure that companies have the skills they require. Many very
sophisticated statistical models have been
developed, based on Markov methods. As at
national level, the nature of such planning
has changed over the years, with much less
emphasis today on mechanistic manpower
models. Nevertheless there is a considerable
amount of effort devoted to forecasting wastage and assessing future recruitment needs.

Most major companies and other large employing institutions are now well aware of the

importance of human resource planning.
Many now have personnel officers in quite
senior positions whose main responsibilities
are to deal with such problems.
Section 5 considers how the different political, legal and institutional frameworks in individual countries have shaped the kind of
work which has been carried out in each case.
A particularly important issue is how these

factors have affected the statistical infrastructure in each country. This is dealt with
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separately in Section 6. The importance of

Current labour market assessments empha-

development of standard systems of classifi-

sise the implications of past patterns of

cation, the need for regular and detailed
employer and household surveys on employ-

ment structure and the advantages of electronic access via the internet are discussed.
Some of the key methodological issues in
employment forecasting are reviewed in Sec-

tion 7. These include: the limits to our understanding of socioeconomic systems; inad-

equacies in data; and ending with a brief
discussion of various other technical, methodological problems. Finally, Section 8 contains the main conclusions.

2. A general review of
employment forecasting
2.1 Background

change for the future demand for skills, often
using quite sophisticated econometric models. The aim is to present policy-makers with

information on the labour market environment that they may face if such trends continue. They may also attempt to assess the
effect of different courses of action. The information provided by such assessments is only

one of the necessary inputs into decisions
about the scale and content of different education and training programmes which government officials, education and training providers, companies and trade unions will need
to use in developing their strategic thoughts.

However, current thinking, in most but still
not all countries, is that the scale of education and training programmes needs to reflect
the demand from individuals. In most mar-

Employment forecasting first became prominent during the early 1960s when economists
were concerned about problems of both struc-

ket oriented economies, the latter are re-

tural unemployment and labour shortages.

macroeconomic information, which a bureaucrat would not be able to take into account. It
is felt in many such countries, that individu-

Initially, it was hoped that governments
would be able to intervene, especially on the
supply side of the labour market, to ensure a
balance between the demand for and supply
of skills.
The initial optimism of the planners was soon
dented, both by technical and practical problems in producing accurate forecasts, as well

as a barrage of theoretical criticism, which
questioned the whole rationale for employment forecasts. Although these criticisms
have been rejected to some extent, the nature of the employment forecasting undertaken in the 1990s is now very different from

that attempted in the 1960s. Forecasts of
both the demand for (and in a few cases the
supply of) skills at national level are regularly undertaken in most of the major OECD
economies. However these assessments .are
very different from the indicative type planning exercises attempted by the pioneers of
the 1960s. In particular, the attempt to de-

velop a direct link between the changing
pattern of demand for skills and the regulation of the intake into education and training courses has now been recognised as impractical in most countries.

garded as best placed to make choices based

upon a vast range of micro as well as

als need good labour market information to
help them make the best choices.
In countries such as the USA and the Netherlands, very detailed information, including
forecasts, are regarded as an essential part
of this. In many others more general macro
level projections are becoming more readily
available and are seen as having an important role to play in making young people and
others who make career choices aware of labour market trends. While it is recognised
that such information may offer only a broad
brush picture of the possibilities facing those

making training and career development
choices, it can provide an important input for
use in vocational counselling and guidance by
practitioners who are aware of its limitations.

In practice, such projections will often provide only general guidance on such matters,
although in some countries much more detailed information is available. In many (if not
most) cases, of course, the labour market pros-

pects in a chosen career path will not be the
major factor in an individual's decision. Nev-
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ertheless, if such decisions are to be made efficiently, it is important that individuals have

the best information available, even if they
choose to discount it.

Nevertheless, it is important, right from the
outset, to recognise the limitations of employment forecasting. It is important to avoid the
pitfall of thinking that is possible to develop
computerised models which can provide ac-

curate predictions of the future demand for
training. The lessons from almost 40 years

The document by Hughes (1991) contains a
particularly comprehensive review of many of
the technical issues, including details of work
in the USA and Canada. Meltz (1996) reviews
the position for Canada, while Heijke (1994)
contains chapters by many of the leading European practitioners. Haskel and Holt (1999)
have brought things up to date with a critical

review of the merits and limitations of such
work, albeit focusing on the UK experience3.
Most recently Strietska-Ilina (1999) has provided a review of practices in France, Germany,

of research caution against this. Despite
these caveats, the present author is firmly

Ireland and the Netherlands as well as a

of the view that formal forecasts can provide
useful information for policy-makers and the
various actors in the labour market, as long

present section attempts to provide a summary
of the main features of this literature.

as it is used in combination with other rel-

During the 1960s employment forecasting

evant information and its limitations are recognised.

became prominent at national level as econo-

number of eastern European countries. The

mists attempted to advise governments on

Employment forecasting has been under-

how to avoid imbalances between the supply
and demand for skills, (whether appearing as
structural unemployment or skill shortages
impeding economic growth). One of the most
influential works was done within the OECD-

taken, in one form or another, for many years.
The literature in this area dates back at least
to the 1950s. Ahamad and Blaug (1973) wrote
of the need to review the previous 20 years of
experience of manpower forecasting. In car-

that detailed employment plans could be developed which could be used to guide policy
decisions relating to the provision of educa-

2.2 Employment forecasting:
a brief history

rying out this review, they identified examples of forecasting for all occupations and for
single categories of worker in several developed and developing economies around the
world. There is now an enormous literature
covering work at both a macro and micro level.

The previous work by Tessaring (1998) cov-

ered a limited range of work conducted at
national level within a few major European
countries. Tessaring (1998) referenced a large
number of works, including some general reviews, which have explored these issues, such
as Eijs (1994), Heijke (1994) and Youdi and
Hinchliffe (1985).

A number of other useful reviews have been
conducted, to which the interested reader is
referred for more detailed discussion, see for
example, Hopkins (1988), Hughes (1991),
Colclough (1990), Smith and Bartholomew
(1988), Meltz (1996), Haskell and Holt (1999)
and, most recently, Strietska-Ilina (1999).

Mediterranean project in the early 1960s,
Bombach (1965). At that time it was hoped

tional and training programmes at a very
detailed level (i.e. for particular levels of qualifications or skill).

In practice the methods adopted at that time
tended to be rather naive and mechanistic.
As a result, these early forecasts were usually very inaccurate, especially on the supply
side. The typical methods adopted involved

linking the demand for particular skills to
output projections for different industries,
often via some form of input-output model (see

for example Parnes 1962). The links were
generally a series of fixed coefficients. This
assumption was heavily criticised as failing
to recognise the possibility of substitution of
one factor of production (or skill) for another,
(see for example, Ahamad and Blaug 1973).

3 In a paper prepared for the Skills Task Force,
which has been set up to advise the UK Government's Secretary of State for Employment.
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2.3 Criticisms of employment planning

temporary but long-lasting imbalances in occupational labour markets).

Many of the early models used for employment forecasting were not explicitly specified

in a quantitative form. Such forecasts could
not be evaluated by statistical methods (see
Ahamad and Blaug 1973). Where quantitative evaluation did prove possible there were
often large errors in the forecasts for differ-

With regard to the second point they highlight empirical evidence that the elasticity of
substitution for skills is low and argue that
wage structures tend to exhibit stability over
the long term. More recently, improvements

time horizon of the forecast. Most of the early

in methodology have opened up the possibility of allowing for substitution possibilities explicitly in the econometric models which can
be built (although this remains the exception

demand forecasts were derived from fixed

rather than the rule).

ent occupations. As might have been expected,

the errors tended to increase the longer the
coefficient models which were prone to error.
On the supply side the forecasts were highly

simplistic, with no attempt to examine the
implications of variable retirement or wastage rates.

A number of criticisms of the general manpower requirements approach have been offered (see, for example, Colclough 1990):

that national level employment planning
is irrelevant because markets will respond
of their own accord to ensure that the correct skills are produced;

that the fixed coefficient approach is
invalid since it ignores the possibilities of
economic substitution;

The third criticism is rejected on the grounds
that the problem of forecasting inaccuracy is

not unique to employment forecasting but
applies to any economic projections. Evidence

does not suggest that employment forecasts
are significantly more inaccurate than any
others. Moreover, there is considerable evidence that policy makers have found these
useful, (see Strietska-Ilina 1999, Borghans et
al. 1998 and Meltz 1996).

The fourth point has been answered by introducing a broader range of disciplines into
the process and recognising that economics
is only one of a number of important consid-

erations to be borne in mind. The fifth and

sixth points have been addressed by attempts to deal with these limitations, tak-

Ci that inaccuracies in the assumptions will
be compounded making the projections of
little value;

ing such factors into account explicitly, in a
manner which was not possible in the pioneering studies.

O that such approaches focused solely on economic considerations without reference to
wider social implications;

More recently, a more general criticism has

O that past imbalances were often ignored

been characterised by a quotation from a
French manager who stated that the term
planning is imbecilic; everything can change
tomorrow' (Mintzberg 1994).

and carried forward into the projections;
Occupational projections fell into disrepute in

Li that the approach did not allow for interaction between supply and demand factors.

France during the 1970s when the fifth and
sixth economic plans were blown off course
by the oil crisis and subsequent sectoral readjustments. As a consequence, the seventh

Employment forecasters have rejected all

economic plan abandoned direct confrontation

these criticisms. With regard to the first criticism, they point to evidence of market failure
(reflected in persistent skill shortages, which
seem to be a feature in many countries) and
to the long-lags in training (which can lead to

of detailed demand and supply projections,
(see Paul 1985). Indeed, occupational projections were omitted altogether from the eighth
economic plan. Nevertheless, the demand for
occupational forecasts continued, with an in-
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creasing emphasis on decentralisation, (see
Commissariat General du Plan 1991). A re-

forecasting, with the emphasis on anticipating change.

view of more recent developments in employment forecasting in France is given in Giffard
et al. (1999).

Most developed countries now undertake

The kind of views expressed by the French
manager implicitly assume that planning involves a quite mechanistic process based on
the past, that it is more backward than forward looking. However, most practitioners
have a much more open-ended view about
what planning (and forecasting) can provide.

behaviour for the future, rather than as an

Reilly (1996) sees the process as:
LI conscious,
Li explicit,

Li analytical,
Li purposive,
LI forward looking,
Ci dynamic,
ij aggregate (broad brush),
Li quantitative.

regular labour market projections. However,
these are used more as general aid to policy
makers and labour market participants to illustrate the implications of a continuation of
past patterns of economic and labour market
indicative input into educational planning. It
is emphasised by most practitioners that such
assessments should be regarded as a broadbrush guide to the sort of environment that
labour market participants and policy-makers may face, rather than a crystal ball. It is
notable, however, that in some of the far east
'tiger' economies there is greater adherence
to the notion of indicative planning than in
many western countries.

In some countries, such as the USA and the
Netherlands, more detailed projections are
still conducted although these are not carried

Such a view is certainly characteristic of the
philosophy behind much employment forecasting (see for example, Wilson 1994 and
Lindley 1994). Indeed, some would argue that
one of the main benefits of such activity is in
posing the questions rather than providing
precise answers (Pascale 1991).

out with the idea of supporting precise indicative planning of education to match changing
demand patterns. There are also many recent
examples of employment forecasting at below

2.4 Employment forecasting in the 1990s

industry) or important occupational sub-

the nationwide level. These include the development of local area employment models
and the production of detailed forecasts for
key industrial sectors (e.g. the engineering
groups (e.g. highly qualified workers).

As a consequence, employment planning at
national level has continued to be practised,
albeit in a less mechanistic and indicative
fashion. During the 1990s a growing con-

census developed that conventional manpower planning was too mechanistic and
inflexible to meet changing economic conditions. Criticisms of conventional employment planning were advanced by Psacharopoulos (1991) and Cast ley (1996a, 1996b),
amongst others. Psacharopoulos (1991) has
advocated that manpower planning should
embrace a much fuller labour market analy-

sis which would include measurement of
wages, wider use of household surveys and
skill and educational profiling of the work-

ing population. The emphasis has moved
away from employment planning towards
more general labour market assessment and

Employment forecasts can be subject, of
course, to wide margins of error but this does

not invalidate them, any more than it does
other economic forecasts. One of the key prob-

lems in all social science forecasting is that
the forecast itself may alter behaviour and
indeed this is often a key objective (see, for
example, Wilson 1994 and Meltz 1996). In any

event, as Cairncross (1969) notes, forecasts
should not be taken too literally or as telling
policy-makers or individuals what to do. They
should be treated as one among many pieces
of information, which is needed before taking
decisions and which can be used to help evalu-

ate the risks to be faced. Employment forecasts can contribute to the decisions which
have to be taken with regard to education,
training, and choice of occupation by provid-
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ing, as Colclough (1990, p.20) argues, 'a de-

tailed, consistent and plausible picture (if
properly done) of how the future might look'.
More recently criticisms of employment forecasting have focused on the question of how
relevant traditional occupational projections
are for both policy-makers and other labour

3.2 Quantitative modelling
3.2.1 Traditional approaches
to employment forecasting

many such projections failed to recognise the
significance of replacement demands (Dekker

For many years the dominant technique has
been quantitative modelling, using a combination of behavioural/ econometric models as
well as more basic extrapolative techniques
(where the data are inadequate to apply more
sophisticated methods). Typically, quite so-

et al. 1994). More recently, there has been

phisticated, behavioural models are used,

growing concern that the focus on occupations
fails to get to grips with the skill requirements
that employers have or the skills which indi-

with parameters estimated using econometric methods where the data are good enough
to permit. This usually includes the macroeconomic and sectoral employment aspects.
More basic extrapolative techniques are used
where the data are less adequate, notably for
producing more detailed breakdowns of employment by occupation and qualification.

market participants. One criticism was that

viduals need to acquire to gain and retain
employment. The response of the practitioners to these criticisms is discussed below (in
Section 3.2.1) but essentially they have ex-

tended their analysis to include these elements.

3. Methodological approaches

Pioneering work in this area was undertaken
in the USA by the predecessors to the Bureau
of Labour Statistics (see, for example, Depart-

3.1 Alternative methods

ment of Labor 1963 and 1965); in France,
where the occupational dimension was included in the fourth economic plan for 1962-

There are a number of different approaches
that have been adopted to anticipate changing skill needs. Some, particularly the more
traditional approaches, involve formal, quantitative methods. Others, especially some of the

more recent attempts, are rather less formal
and have a strong qualitative emphasis, involving the use of multidisciplinary methods. Such
methods are not primarily concerned with precise quantitative measurement. All of the fol-

lowing have been used at different times and
in different contexts. The main approaches
that have been used are as follows:

a) quantitative methods:
mechanistic/extrapolative techniques,
behavioural/econometric models,
survey of employers' opinions,
skills audits;
b) qualitative approaches:
Delphi techniques (consultation of expert opinion),
case studies,
focus groups,
holistic modelling approaches.

65; and in the OECD Mediterranean study
(Bombach 1965). This was followed up by work

in Canada by the Federal Department of Labour, in Germany by organisations such as the
Institut far Arbeitsmarkt-und Berufsforschung
(Institute for Employment Research JAB)
and in the UK by research conducted by the
Institute for Employment Research (IER),
funded by the Department for Education and
Employment'. The US approach is summarised in Figure 1, while a summary of the situation in the UK is given in Figure 2.
A detailed review of the German approach can
be found in Tessaring (1997). This highlights

the increasing diversity of methods and data
sets that have been used to tackle the problem of anticipating labour market change in
Germany. The combination of econometric,
4 When IER first started its work on occupational
forecasting in 1975 it was known as the Manpower
Research Group, while the DfEE's predecessor, the
Manpower Services Commission, managed the research on behalf of the then Department of Employment.
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survey and other approaches is typical of the
way the methodology for undertaking employment projections has been developing over the
past 10 to 20 years.

technical change variables for all commodities,
very detailed treatment of key distribution and

transport sectors and a regional dimension.

This basic model format is published as
ORANI-G (Horridge et al. 1998), where 'G'

Similar work has been conducted in many
other European countries. Strietska-Ilina

stands for the generic version of the model and

(1999) describes the current positions in

(www.monash.edu.au/policy/oranig.htm).

details are now available on the internet

France, Ireland, the Netherlands as well as

Recent reviews of the situation in France, Ger-

The Australian model has been extensively
revised and upgraded since its inception. The
comparative-static framework has been replaced with dynamic equations arising from

many, Italy, Spain and the UK can also be

stock/flow accumulation between capital

found in a series of papers produced as part of
an ADAPT project, (Blin 1999, Schultze and

stocks and investment and also between foreign debts and trade deficits. Other extensions
to the basic model have included systems of

Germany. Tessaring's (1998) review also details
models used in countries such as Finland, Ger-

many, Ireland, the Netherlands and the UK.

Reimers 1999, Vergani and Muscella 1999,
Antonio 1999 and Wilson 1999).

government accounts and fuller regional
breakdown of model results. The present

Other countries have made only limited

model contains 112 industries (defined according to the Australian standard industrial clas-

progress in this area. For example, in Austria the collation of key economic and employ-

ment statistics is carried out by the Austrian
Central Office for Statistics (OSTAT) but this
body does not carry out any forecasting work.

Rather, organisations such as the Institute
for Advanced Studies (IHS) do such research.
They use a macroeconomic model (link model

Austria, LIMA) to produce a set of highly

sification), which map into some 21 broader
industrial groups. A variant on the ORANI is
the version developed at Monash (Malakellis
and Dixon 1994), which exhibits a higher degree of disaggregation for households, occupations, sectors and regions. In particular it
yields employment forecasts for some 283 occupations across some 56 regions.

aggregative forecasts. A second set of forecasts

is produced by the Austrian Institute for Eco-

Improvements in modelling techniques have

nomic Research (WIFO) who use a model

resulted from the significant investments

which is capable of some disaggregation into
different sectors. The forecasts of these two

made in IT equipment and data, as well as from

institutes are critically important and they
are presented regularly to government officials and Austrian social partners. Fuller details on the Austrian forecasting approach can
be found in Lassnigg and Mayer (1999).
Important work has been carried out outside
Europe and the USA. The main national economic model used to forecast employment in
Australia and more recently adapted by South

the more general advance in economic scientific methods over this period. All of the gov-

ernments mentioned above have supported
such developments indirectly via their funding of academic research efforts in higher education. The latter has also been facilitated by
the effects of the IT revolution on the ability to
handle increasingly complex statistical problems with increasingly less effort. Statistical

and econometric modelling techniques have
been particular beneficiaries. In addition, the

Africa, Pakistan, Thailand, Indonesia and

general process of scientific advance (which has

China, amongst others, is the ORANI model.
Work on this model began at Monash University in 1975 and the original specification of

benefited from the massive expansion of investment in education and research and development worldwide) has had a major impact.

the multisectoral model was described in Dixon
et al. (1982). The features of the original model

The availability and accessibility of labour

were a facility for multiproduct industrial
sectors, elasticities of substitution between
domestic and imported goods and services,

market data has gradually improved since the
early 1970s, again linked to the IT revolution.
This has again been a feature common to all
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Figure 1: The US approach to labour market forecasting
The US Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) has a long involvement with model-building to forecast employment

by industry and occupation for at least 10 years forward. Bureau projections are based upon extensive
detailed econometric modelling of output and employment relationships. Data are used from a number of
different BLS surveys, current population surveys, Bureau of the Census surveys of business, as well as

national income and interindustry accounts. Forecasts are produced for some 500 to 1,000 detailed
occupations and some 240 industrial sectors (precise numbers vary with particular types of analysis). The
results of the projection exercises are published in a number of journals (the key one being Monthly Labor
Review), as well as on the internet (http://stats.bls.gov/emphone.htm).

A full up-to-date account of the BLS approach to employment forecasting is provided in Bureau of Labor
Statistics (1997). They key component of the forecasts if the input-output accounts which are only updated
periodically. The most recent set of US forecasts is based on the 1987 input-output matrix which is projected
forward using RAS methodology. Similar problems arise in allocating the final demand product groups to
detailed commodities and this exercise requires the use of an updated bridge table. The whole modelling
exercise critically depends on the maintenance of regular and consistent time series observations on industry
and commodity outputs, employment, hours worked, wages and salaries and critically, on occupational
staffing patterns. The staffing information is derived from a series of surveys conducted by individual state
employment security agencies. These data are complemented by occupational information provided by
federal government employees as well as for self-employed workers, agricultural workers and for those
employed in the private household sector.

The efficiency of the BLS forecasts is heavily dependent on the quality of its data inputs to the model.
Improvements invariably require the development of new or refined data series. The available data is seen
as the major limitation on the forecasting exercise. One of the latest developments in the US has been the
coming on line of the O*NET system which has been designed to focus on skill needs in great detail and is
intended to provide useful information for careers guidance.

these countries as well as to most other European countries. Although there have been
some notable set backs, the overall position
in the late 1990s is vastly better than when
labour marketing forecasting first started'.

ric models in use across the world. Table 1
provides a listing of the link participants in
the early 1980s and so shows the international interest in employment forecasting at
this date.

A number of early national economic models

Some of the broad conclusions reached by
Hopkins (1988) are worth noting, although
developments since the early 1980s have

which contained a significant employment
forecasting dimension were reviewed by
Hopkins (1988) for the International Labour
Organisation. Amongst the models which
were examined were the Cambridge multisectoral model for the UK, the French and

Dutch equivalents, as well as the overall
OECD interlink model, which was an attempt to tie together some major economet-

served to invalidate some of the findings. The
actual prediction records of the major models

were found to be very mixed with the most
inaccurate sets of forecasts arising from the
interlink exercises. Most models were superior to very naive predictions but many did
not inspire much confidence with regard to
detailed projections. This of course, was a con-

5

For example, in the UK, a number of major surveys, including the planned 1976 census, were cancelled and there have from time to time been significant cuts in expenditure on many key national
data sets.

clusion from many of the very early indica-

tive planning exercises. Nevertheless, the
forecasting models were found to be useful for

exploring a range of alternative scenarios
rather than for making precise predictions.
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Figure 2: The UK experience of labour market forecasting
The first serious attempt at employment projections in the UK were produced in the late 1970s using a
modified version of a static multisectoral macroeconomic model developed by Professor Richard Stone and
his colleagues in the Cambridge Growth Project (CGP). Subsequent forecasts used improved versions of
this model which was the subject of a continuous programme of development both by the CGP (and its
successor, Cambridge Econometrics (CE), a private sector organisation) and the Institute for Employment
Research (IER). National government funding from the Department for Education and Employment (DfEE)
and its various predecessors supported this work.
More recently, the emphasis in the UK has changed to the local rather than national level. After 1988 the
responsibility for delivering government training programmes for young people and the unemployed passed
to the local level. Local organisations have often conducted their own surveys of employer's labour and
training needs. Many also commission forecasts. Various software packages have been developed to exploit
the data collected by DfEE and made available on National Online Manpower Information System (NOMIS).

Careers guidance companies in the UK have also recently been privatised (previously they were part of
local government) and are now taking an active interest in anticipating future labour market conditions on
behalf of the clients they advise. They also operate at local level. Moreover, education and learning suppliers
(colleges, universities, etc.) have been charged with the responsibility of ensuring that the courses they
provide are relevant to future labour market needs.
Recently, a new series of Industry Training Organisations (IT05) have been set up in the UK, operating at
national level. These include the Construction Industry Training Board (CITB) which is the ITO for construction
and the Engineering and Marine Training Authority (EMTA) which covers engineering. Others cover areas
such as agriculture, distribution and security services.

The Skills Task Force is a national body set up by the Secretary of State for Employment in 1998 to assess
the UK's future skill needs. It has members from a broad range of companies although it is not intended to
be representative. It has commissioned a number of research studies including a major project on skills
deficiencies. This research is intended to identify the nature, causes and implications of skills deficiencies
in the UK. It involves an eclectic set of research methodologies, including in-depth case studies, large-scale
survey work and econometric analysis.

Specification in these early models varied
quite markedly and it was subject to much
change. Several models used a mixture of

During the 1970s and 1980s many of these
countries' governments invested heavily in
macroeconomic model development6. In the

econometric modelling combined with expert
subjective judgement. A strong case could be

USA and Canada, such work has been undertaken directly by the government. In Canada
the work of the Federal Department of Labour

made for better specification and the incorporation of a fuller set of labour market variables. Estimation techniques have improved
very significantly since the early 1980s and,
taken together with greatly enhanced computing power, this has enabled far superior
model specifications to be produced. Most of

these models were restricted to macroeconomic and employment forecasting, by sec-

tors, although a number have been extended
to include further characteristics such as occupation and qualification.
574

6 In the UK, this included major programme grants
(via the Economic and Social Research Council and

its predecessors) to various organisations for the
development of general macroeconomic models, as

well as the DfEE's own support for work specifically concerned with the labour market. This was
substantially reduced in the 1980s and the 1990s
due to cutbacks in public expenditure. Currently
the DfEE is supporting such activity through the
auspices of the Skills Task Force set up by the Secretary of State for Employment.
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Table 1: Inter link participants in early 1980s: models for labour market forecasting
Models for OECD countries
University of Melbourne
Institut far Hoehere Studien, Vienna
Université libre de Bruxelles
University of Toronto
Danmarks Statistik, Copenhagen
Bank of Finland, Helsinki
INSEE, Paris
Universitat Hamburg
KEPE, Athens
LINK Central, Philadelphia
Central Bank of Ireland
Universita di Bologna
Kyoto University
Central Planning Bureau, The Hague
Reserve Bank of New Zealand
LINK Central, Philadelphia
LINK Central, Philadelphia
Universidad AutOnoma de Madrid
Stockholm School of Economics
Université de Lausanne
LINK Central, Philadelphia
London Business School
University of Pennsylvania/WEFA, Philadelphia
LINK Central, Philadelphia

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany, Federal Republic of
Greece
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States
Yugoslavia

Models for centrally planned economies
Bulgaria
Czechoslovakia
German Democratic Republic
Hungary
Poland
Romania
USSR
China

/

United Nations

1

Wharton, EFA, Philadelphia
Stanford University

University of Lodz
Market Research Institute, Budapest

Regional models for developing countries
Africa
Asia
Latin America
Middle East
Pacific Far East

/

United Nations

Source: Hopkins (1988).

has been carried forward by Human Resources
Development Canada (HRDC), which is a part

of the federal government. In the USA the
BLS's work in this area has gone from strength

to strength. In the UK, the Institute for Em-

ployment Research (IER) an academic research

unit has conducted this work for most of the
past 25 years, while in Germany and France a
combination of academic and public research
institutions have led the way.
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The approaches to generating national projections have gradually been refined and improved in parallel with the development of
macroeconomic modelling more generally.
These improvements have resulted from:
L3 significant investments in methodological
advances;

01 improvements in techniques and understanding;
DI huge increases in the ability to handle and
process data;

land). More recently this has led to the further narrowing of the geographical scope to a
focus on the areas covered by the new regional
development agencies.

In France, every region has, since the late
1980s, had a regional employment and training observatory (OREF). These were intended
to develop decision-making tools to allow the

linking of analysis, data and forecasting for
education and training in support of decen-

revolution.

tralisation. In Germany, the importance of the
local dimension has also long been recognised,
the role of the Lander in education and training provision being critical. These examples
highlight the importance of the political, institutional and legal contexts in shaping both
what is regarded as desirable as well as what
is feasible.

3.2.2. Spatial disaggregation

3.2.3. The 'demand' for skills

The approaches adopted in most countries in-

The demand side of employment forecasting
has adopted a variety of different methods.

ID improvements in the availability and accessibility of data.

Many of these elements are interconnected
and related to the general effects of the IT

volved the development of national models
covering all sectors. From an early stage such

analyses have often also included a spatial
(regional) dimension.

In the USA, separate results for individual
states have been produced for many years. In
Canada, although the initial work focused on
the national level, demand for more local information soon led to the addition of regional/
provincial dimensions (Meltz 1996). Many of

the results for other countries, including
France and Germany also include regional dimensions.

These developments reflect both institutional

factors and data availability. In the case of
the UK, for example, detailed analysis of the
standard regions of the UK (which include
Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland as well
as the nine regions of England have been conducted for many years. However, the UK regional projections only covered sector and not
occupation until the early 1990s. The reintroduction of occupational projections at regional
level in the UK reflected the shift in emphasis towards local provision of education and
training programmes, with the introduction

of the Training and Enterprise Councils
(TECs and the corresponding LECs in Scot576

The most common method involves some form
of econometric macroeconomic model. In the
early days the fixed coefficient, 'Manpower re-

quirements' approach, was the most common
method of dealing with the demand side. As
noted above, this usually involved making a

series of links from gross national product
(GNP), or other measures of individual indus-

try output, to employment. From there, further links to the demand for particular skills,
were made, usually focusing on occupations.
In most of the early employment models the
latter links were all in the form of fixed coefficients. More recently the models used have
been more sophisticated, allowing for changing coefficients and responses to economic
variables such as prices and relative wages.
Details of the methods used have been summarised in Tessaring (1998) and in the earlier review by Hughes (1991), so they are not
repeated here. It is perhaps worth noting that
most of the early models concentrated on just
two main dimensions: industry (or sector) and
occupation7. More recently, there has been
7 Having said that, many of the very early studies
also had a focus on educational requirements, including qualifications.
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more effort to add a third dimension relating
to qualification, skill or educational require-

ments, although such efforts often remain
constrained by lack of adequate data.
In the early 1990s criticisms of employment
forecasting have focused on the question of
how relevant traditional occupational projections are for both policy- makers and other
labour market participants. One criticism was
that such projections failed to recognise the
significance of replacement demands (Dekker

et al. 1994). It was emphasised that projections of occupational employment levels failed
to recognise the need to replace those leaving

the workforce for retirement and other reasons. This has now been remedied in many
models (for example, the current models for
the Netherlands, the USA, Canada and the

Thus the simple notion of concentrating upon
just two (or three) key dimensions (industry,
occupation and possibly qualification) is now
being superseded by a multidimensional approach. This involves the use of terms such

as functions, tasks, abilities, personal attributes, characteristics and generic skills. In
many cases the precise use of these terms has
yet to be widely agreed. Until they have been
standardised, as is the case for industry and
occupation, these dimensions will remain difficult to operationalise. Nevertheless, there
seems to be widespread agreement that the
two or three dimensional approach adopted
in most traditional forecasts, will become increasingly irrelevant to policy-makers and individual labour market actors alike.

3.2.4 Employer surveys

UK all now deal with such matters explicitly).

The main alternative approach to anticipatMore recently, a key feature of much work
has been the focus on key or generic skills
which go beyond the straight-jacket imposed
by traditional occupational classifications, to
look at the skills needed to do various tasks.
There has been growing concern that the focus on occupations failed to get to grips with
the skill requirements that employers have
or the skills which individuals need to acquire to gain and retain employment. The
Department of Labor in the USA has been
developing the 0*NET database, which identifies, defines and describes various aspects
of occupations, including the various generic

skills typically associated with each job.
Much of this information has been made
available on the Internet. In the UK the
Skills Task Force has also been taking a
strong interest in such issues and a number
of recent studies have attempted to grapple
with this issue (see, for example Haskell and
Holt 1998). Green (1998) has tried to demonstrate the value of different types of key
and generic skills using hedonoic wage equations, while BSL (1998) have tried to apply
such concepts directly, in a skills assessment
exercise for Wales. In Germany the IAB has
used employer surveys to get more detailed

information on the nature of jobs but this
has tended to focus more on functions, such
as R&D, rather than key skills (such as IT
skills).

ing changing skill needs has involved surveys
of employers. To many people, it seemed that
the obvious way of assessing employers' fu-

ture skill needs was to go out and ask them
directly. In the early days of 'manpower plan-

ning' and up until the late 1960s and early
1970s, this was a very popular approach.
However, it was the subject of especially
strong criticism. This centred upon the lack
of any firm theoretical foundation as well as

the practical problems of ensuring that all
respondents to the survey were adopting com-

mon assumptions about the future scenario
and that their responses were mutually consistent. For example all the firms in an industry cannot increase their market share simultaneously (see for example Ahamad and
Blaug 1973). It fell into disrepute when projections produced for organisations such as
the UK's Engineering Industry training Board
(EITB), relating to engineering skills, turned
out to be highly misleading. Lack of consistency in the underlying assumptions adopted
by the respondents, and in particular conflicting views about future market share, resulted
in very inaccurate projections.
Rajan and Pearson (1986) revived such methods in the UK in the mid-1980s. Theirs was a
major survey of companies at national level.
It was as much concerned with reviewing cur-

rent trends and their causes as making pre-
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dictions for the future. It also took a more
qualitative than quantitative emphasis than
many of the previous survey studies. Their
work showed that this approach could, if used
with care, produce useful results. Their main

value is where the available data are inadequate to build more sophisticated time series econometric models (and as such they are
still widely used in developing countries).

This contrasts with the results from a number

recent employer surveys commissioned by
TECs in the UK to provide information and
intelligence on key issues of concern to themselves and their local economic development
partners. Some of these surveys have been of
a very ad hoc nature and have produced data
of dubious quality.

Others have been conducted in a much more
structured and thoughtful manner and have

both avoided the worst pitfalls of such approaches and provided valuable insights. A
good example of the latter in the UK is the
London TEC's employer survey (London TEC
Council 1998). This generated a range of in-

formation on current structure and performance and immediate future prospects. The
results focus on size of firm as a key issue but
also move well beyond simple issues of quantitative changes, attempting to discern what
is driving the observed changes. Issues of location of plant and inward investment are a
key focus. However, the general consensus has

been that such surveys can only provide useful indications for a very short period ahead.

There has been something of a revival of interest in this approach in recent years in the
UK, with many TECs conducting regular surveys of the employers which they serve. However, these surveys are concerned with a range
of issues and often do not attempt to obtain

hard quantitative data on future skill demands.
Such approaches have also been popular in a
number of other European countries where
data from national/official sources are inadequate or do not exist (see for example Vergani
and Muscella 1999 and Antonio 1999). How-

ever, they can also be an important complementary element to more quantitative mod578

elling approaches. For example, the work of
Prognos and the IAB for Germany since the
mid 1980s has also made use of such survey
results (see Tessaring 1997). They also form
an important element in the French approach
(Giffard et al. 1999).

Although the value of the employer survey
method for obtaining direct quantitative data
on future requirements has been brought into
considerable doubt, it can still have some
value in obtaining a more qualitative picture
about the state of a particular labour market. In such a guise it may have much in common with so-called 'Delphi' techniques used

to assess future prospects in areas that are
hard to quantify. This approach relies on obtaining a consensus of expert opinion. This
method has seen renewed interest in the late
1990s as researchers and policy makers have
sought to add value to the basic quantitative
approaches based on econometrics. Another
aspect which has been given considerable attention in recent years, is the use of such surveys to obtain data about detailed aspects of
employers' skill requirements, including information on, so called, key generic skills (see
for example Mori et al. 1998).

3.2.5 Modelling supply
On the supply side, the typical approach has
been to develop simple stock-flow models relating the total stock of employment in period
t to that in period t-1, using an accounting identity linking the main inflows and outflows to
the stock. Supplementary models to determine
the proportion of the stock that is economically
active (and if it is a particular occupation that
is of interest, the proportion actively engaged
in that particular job) have also been used. The

main outflows considered are those due to
death, retirement and other exits from the
workforce and emigration. The main inflows
relate to the flow of new entrants (qualified as
appropriate), reentrants to the workforce and
migration. If the focus is on particular occupational categories, then interoccupational mobility also needs to be considered. These ap-

proaches drew upon micro level company
planning procedures, where often very comprehensive and detailed data were available to es-

timate and model such flows and transitions.
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At national level, quite sophisticated systems

3.3 Qualitative Methods

of demographic accounts began to be con-

structed in the 1960s in many countries.
ment interest in most countries (with one or
two notable exceptions, such as the Nether-

A variety of different types of study and approaches can be considered under this heading. They share in common the fact that they
are not primarily concerned with obtaining
precise or comprehensive quantitative meas-

lands) has meant that these have not been
developed to anything like the same extent

ures of employer's skill requirements but
rather a broad brush assessment of current

These were intended to parallel the national
economic accounts. However, lack of govern-

as the economic and financial accounts. As a
result employment models have not flourished

to the same degree as the macroeconomic
models based upon the economic data. Nevertheless, employment forecasters have made

attempts to fill the information gaps from
various ad hoc surveys and to build models
which allow for some response in flow and

trends and future possibilities. At the same
time such studies can often involve a very detailed analysis of the particular circumstances
affecting the sectors or occupations under re-

view. They can be very useful in situations
where the statistical infrastructure is not good
enough to support quantitative model building.

activity rates to economic and other factors.

In the more sophisticated models, detailed
econometric analysis of time series data has
been undertaken to explain historical changes
in rates of flow and economic activity rates,

with a view to projecting them into the future. Where data are more limited these rates
are assumed fixed or extrapolated from a few

observations. Data limitations have meant
that in most countries the more sophisticated

models are restricted to particular occupational categories, where good information on
the various stocks and flows are available (see
for example the treatment of highly qualified
occupations in Wilson et al. 1990). Only where
particular emphasis has been placed on col-

lecting and analysing such data have more
general models been developed covering all
occupations (see for example the work of
Heijke 1994 and the contributions for Ger-

many, Netherlands and the UK in this
reader).

It is also worth mentioning that so called skills
audits (generally based on surveys of qualifi-

cations held by individuals) have also been
widely used in recent years to establish the
stock of skills available in particular local
areas. These are surveys of households rather
than employers. They are primarily concerned
with assessing the supply of skills rather than
the demand side of the labour market. How-

ever, such surveys can play a useful part in
obtaining a complete overview of the supply
demand balance.

Such methods are being employed in many
countries to complement more traditional
quantitative approaches. In France, for example, Giffard et al. (1999) describe the use of a
variety of techniques to monitor and antici-

pate change. These have been increasingly
popular in France since the more mechanistic quantitative approaches to planning fell
into disrepute after the oil crisis of the 1970s
and early 1980s. They often involve the input
from a number of social partners as well as
labour market analysts.
Such methods have also been widely adopted
in a number of southern European countries,
which do not have such good labour market

statistics as some of their northern neighbours (see for example, Vergani and Muscella

1999 and Antonio 1999). Such methods do
have some advantages compared to more
quantitative ones (which can sometimes give
a misleading impression of precision). They
have therefore also been used to complement
the quantitative methods.

The Delphi approach to forecasting involves
pooling the opinions of a number of people
(possibly experts of some kind) in order to try
to identify the key issues. This can be done in
la:variety of different ways. The classic method

."i'to bring the experts together in a suitable
forum to exchange views and hopefully to develop some form of consensus. Another approach is to interview people and discuss the
matter, possibly in a structured fashion. This
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can be used to develop 'case studies', which
can have some general messages. In this case
the researcher/interviewer may be the only
one to hear all the views expressed. They have
then to make sense of all this, sometimes conflicting, information.

tural and environmental factors as well as
purely economic ones. Both long and shortterm drivers of competitiveness, thus broadly
defined, are distinguished. These are proxied
by around 50 different indicators to operationalise the concept. The model does not de-

son and Steedman listed in the bibliography).

liver precise predictions of changes in levels of
economic activity. Rather it represents a policy
tool for exploring long range issues, developing various scenarios and strategies. Applying
the model to London enables the different challenges facing each of its 33 boroughs to be iden-

Such studies tend to focus primarily on the
current situation and often involve detailed

tified and appropriate policy responses to be
developed, including implications for skills.

international comparisons. Anticipation of future change is generally very qualitative. Nev-

3.5 Focus on local forecasts

The UK's National Institute for Economic and

Social Research has established a long and
distinguished track record of such work (see,
for example, the various works of Prais, Ma-

ertheless this can add important insights
which complement and support the results of

As noted above, during the late 1980s and early

more quantitative projections. This kind of
approach has also been adopted in a number

1990s, the emphasis in many countries has

of other countries.

switched to a more local focus. In part this was
supply driven. Improved access to local data,

combined with ever increasing computing

cussion of the topic of interest is then ar-

power, made development of local projections,
linked to a national macroeconomic forecast,
both easier to conduct and cheap. Much local

ranged, possibly based around material

research has attempted to replicate what is

submitted in advance and possibly involving
some kind of facilitator to prompt and structure the discussion. This type of approach is
a feature of an ongoing EC ADAPT project
being conducted by the UK's Engineering and
Marine Training Authority (EMTA 1998).
This has also involved partners in other Europe. Many other projects of a similar nature
are being conducted across Europe under the
auspices of the ADAPT programme. This type
of approach has also been adopted in many

done at national level. However, what is practicable is clearly constrained by the data available. There has also been strong pressure demanding such local emphasis and involvement,
many practitioners regarding this as essential
if the results are to have practical value.

other studies such as the UK's Merseyside economic assessment (KPMG 1996).

rent and future training needs. These ob-

Another method, which has become increasingly popular, is to arrange 'focus groups'. Dis-

In France, the emphasis since the early 1980s

has increasingly focused on the Regional
Employment and Training Observatory
(OREF) as a mechanism for analysis of curservatories have developed a range of methodologies for translating from sectoral change,

3.4 Non-traditional modelling
A number of analysts have attempted to de-

velop less quantitative, more holistic approaches to assessing long-term futures. Such
work is often focused on the notion of sustainable development and social cohesion. In the
UK, the Henley Centre study of the future of
work in London is a good example (see London TEC Council 1998).
In the Henley Centre approach, local competitiveness is viewed as a function of social cul580

through occupations and qualifications to
training needs. Much of this remains quantitative in approach, but the idea that indicative economic planning of educational needs
can be achieved, has been abandoned in favour of a more qualitative multi-disciplinary
approach to such issues (Giffard et al. 1999).
Initially, most local projections were fairly rudimentary. A typical approach was to simply
apply employment growth rates taken from a
national or regional economic forecast to some
base year estimates of employment in the lo-
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cality. In the UK, for example, such procedures were formalised by IER in the early
1990s with the development of a software
package for local forecasting (Wilson et al.
1995). This package was designed to be run

the whole of the UK. Links between the local
area and the rest of the world are dealt with

on a PC by the local operator. It could be used
to develop a variety of employment scenarios
for the locality, linked to a particular national/
regional forecast produced by IER on an an-

been designed to be transparent and easy to
operate. The results produced are readily accessible and designed for input directly into
written reports such as the 'local labour market assessments' which TECs were legally

nual basis. Detailed sectoral data for the locality were based on official data, distinguishing around 50 industries. Default employment
forecasts for each sector were base on the as-

sumption that the local sector maintained a
fixed relationship with the corresponding regional employment figure. Occupational results were spliced on to this by extrapolating
the local area's occupational structure within
each sector in line with national or regional
trends. Various options were possible to enable the user to customise the results, taking
into account local quantitative and qualitative information. A similar package based on
a spreadsheet approach was developed by
Portsmouth Polytechnic (Brettell and Jaffrey
1990). This also included a Leontieff input
output employment matrix, enabling rudimentary impact analyses to be conducted.
Rapid advances in computer technology and
software, including the adoption of Microsoft

by modelling the flow of goods and services and
of people across the local boundary. The package operates in a Windows environment. It has

obliged to produce.

LEFMs have been set up for over 100 local
areas in the UK since the model was first developed. The main clientele has been TECs.
However, the package has also been supplied
to local authorities, careers guidance companies and a variety of other clients. It has been

used to produce the economic and labour
market forecasts which lie at the heart of very

many 'local labour market assessments' and
related reports. Versions of LEFM have also
been set up for countries outside the UK, including Germany and Spain. Emphasis on
local forecasting has also been a feature of
work in many other countries although this

rarely has the same quantitative, model
based, emphasis as the UK research.

4. Company level employment

Windows as a virtual standard, have facilitated
the development of much more sophisticated

planning

approaches. In a joint operation with Cam-

4.1 Background

bridge Econometrics (CE), the IER developed
the first version of the Local Economy Forecasting Model (LEFM) in 1993 (Wilson et al.
1995). This took the basic ideas embodied in
the Fortec and the Portsmouth models forward
on a number of fronts. The new package was
designed to provide local users with a complete
economic and labour market model for the local area, constructed as a mirror image of the

models used by CE/IER at national level.
LEFM provides a detailed disaggregated database, covering all of the usual economic and
labour market indicators for the locality. These
are all linked by the same kinds of technical
and behavioural linkages which one would
expect to find in a national model, including a
full input output matrix. Corresponding data
are also provided within the package for the
region within which the local area sits and for

Companies and other employing institutions
also have an obvious interest in monitoring
their workforces and assessing the implications for recruitment of such factors as the age
structure of the workforce, wastage rates, and
changing patterns of demand. Indeed the genesis of national employment forecasting can
be regarded as work carried out at individual
company level. Company level 'manpower
'planning' (as it used to be termed or personnel
planning to use a less sexist term) is now a
well established management function. Larger
companies and employing institutions often
have a specialist personnel manager in quite
a senior position to undertake this function.
At the company level, the range of models and

methods is, of course, even broader ranging
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from very simple rules of thumb to quite complex models paralleling the national level ones
described above. These tend to focus more on

for predicting such flows. As personnel record

the short-term than the national models, re-

evolved, semi-Markov processes in continuous time have become established. An age-

flecting the different interests of governments

and individual companies. The former are
generally more concerned with the longer
term development of the economy and the

provision of education and training programmes, which involve long lags between
entry and qualification. They are therefore
much more interested in projections five to

10 years ahead. Companies, on the other
hand, often tend to be more concerned with
immediate problems connected with recruitment and wastage.
Where the focus is more upon the short term,
the assumptions of fixed coefficients are more

sustainable. However, the longer term the
forecast being undertaken, the more important it is to recognise that such coefficients
may be changing because of long-term trend
influences as behaviour responds to changing economic circumstances.

There is an enormous literature covering
these topics, much of which is far too specific
to be of general value, given the aims of this
particular review. Nevertheless, it is useful
to provide a brief overview of some of the key
issues.

4.2 Statistical methods in use
Bartholomew, Forbes and McClean (1995)
give a comprehensive review of the various
techniques in use to produce company manpower forecasts. This review greatly expands

on the earlier work of Lewis (1969) in this
area. A great deal of the literature is very
mathematical in content, see Vajda (1978),
and a large number of the papers appear in
statistical or operations research journals. A
good summary of the earlier work in company
manpower planning is provided by Smith and
Bartholomew (1988).

The starting point for most traditional company manpower models is the existing stock

of labour resources and the wastage flow
from their stock. The mathematics of Markov
chains provide a ready modelling framework
582

systems have improved and new statistical

developments in survival analysis have
specific approach can be used, rather than
just a job tenure-specific method and this
model is used to explore alternative scenarios, when an analysis of career patterns
is taken into account. The demand side of
manpower forecasting calls for a different
approach because it is primarily concerned
with jobs rather than people. There is no
clear-cut demand model to set alongside the
Markov processes which are used to model
the supply-side, because the demand determinants at company level are very diverse,
depending on the organisation.
Marked differences are apparent between the
demand for employment in the traded sector
(e.g. manufacturing companies) and the non-

traded sector (e.g. local government or the
health services). There is now a huge body of
work about planning in areas such as health
services, education services and government
administration. Much of this is in the public
domain. However, it tends to focus on sector
specific concerns. The work in companies operating in the traded sector is extremely diverse. Much of it is highly technical and falls
within the boundaries of operational research
rather than the broader economic and social
science which underlie the national work. A
problem in this area is that much of this research is not made public because of concerns
about commercial confidentiality.

Where the time series of data is long enough
and of sufficiently good quality, regression
modelling can be used. Alternatively, if information on causal variables is lacking, a simple trend extrapolation approach can be ap-

plied. In its more sophisticated form the
autoregressive moving average class of models (ARIMAs) developed by Box and Jenkins
(1970) may be used. A common problem at

company level remains the relatively short
time series of consistent data on which such
models can be based. As databases of employ-

ment records have developed, opportunities
to build better demand-side models for specific company occupations have increased.
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4.3 Other methods used to project
company demand

Company employment planning models continue to be a valuable tool for the planning of
human resources and the development of suit-

Reilly (1996) has recently described some

able training and education strategies. The
literature continues to produce papers from
many different countries which demonstrate
the evolution of models used for forecasting

more general and less quantitative ap-

proaches to assessing company employment

demand. Amongst the methods are work
study, which establishes optimal levels of
resourcing for planning levels of operation.
Associated with this technique, is activity

employment at varying levels of aggregation.

Two recent such studies are the papers by
Khoong (1996) and Kao and Lee (1998).

analysis, that can be used to identify the
numbers of employees needed for specific
tasks. Both methods presuppose the com-

pany can accurately determine its future
scale of operations from market output forecasts.

Other approaches which could be used are
ratio analyses, which assume a fixed relationship between sales volumes and the numbers
employed in specific occupations. Such an approach could be amended to allow for produc-

tivity growth. Another method is to use
benchmarking, whereby staffing in comparable factories and offices is used as the criteria
for determining appropriate employment levels.

In many smaller companies demand forecast-

ing (both for output and employment) is
achieved by subjective judgement of the sen-

ior managers. The criteria for making such
judgements is never made explicit, so that
forecasting errors cannot be reviewed and

5. The importance of the political, institutional and legal contexts
It is important to recognise that there are significant differences between countries in the
approaches to these issues. These differences
reflect both different cultural, historical and

institutional backgrounds (which influence
the general approach to such problems), as
well as more specific differences related to
data availability (which can constrain what
is feasible). It is notable that the availability
of good labour market data tends to be positively correlated with levels of national income and wealth. Although it is clear that the
higher are national income levels the easier
it is to afford what can often be quite expensive data collection and processing activities,

a case can also be made that causality may
run in the other direction. In other words good

there is little opportunity to improve predictive performance from past experience.

labour market information can improve the
operation of the labour market and thereby
contribute to economic growth and the crea-

4.4 Evaluation and improvements in
company employment planning models

tion of wealth.

Commercial confidentiality shrouds many of
the models produced by the corporate sector
and so, it is not possible to assess how well
they perform in terms of predictive accuracy.
As the sophistication of supply-side modelling
has increased, the prediction of changes in the
existing stock of employees is likely to have
become more efficient. Difficulties remain

This is certainly a major part of the rationale
for the very substantial investments in this
area made by the Department of Labor and,
in particular, the Bureau of Labour Statistics
in the USA. Although the USA is perhaps the

classic example of a modern, capitalist
economy, both the federal and state governments see fit to invest very heavily in data
collection, modelling and forecasting. The

with the models for forecasting demand

situation in many of the richer European

changes and it seems likely that the shortcomings in this area will be similar to those
encountered for the national employment

countries is similar although few make such
large investments as the USA. In other parts
of the world, such as the Tiger economies of

forecasting approaches (see Section 2.2).

the Far East, many governments are also
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putting considerable emphasis on planning
for investments in human capital.
The quantitative, econometric model building
approach to anticipating skill needs has probably been most popular and been developed

to the greatest degree in English speaking
countries. However, many of the countries in
northern Europe have also placed consider-

ment for Education and Employment8(DfEE)

is the national government department responsible for labour market and related issues. It has for many years collected and analysed labour market data based on a range of
different sources (unemployment statistics,
estimates of employment vacancies, pay and
other key labour market indicators)9.

able emphasis on this approach, including
France, Germany, the Netherlands and a

The DfEE itself carries out some of the analy-

number of Scandinavian countries. In a

history of commissioning research on the labour market, including forecasts of future la-

number of cases, they have built on the experience of countries such as the USA, adding
their own particular characteristics, reflecting the national institutional framework and

the statistical database in their country. In
many respects, this has resulted in unique
developments, but ones which, in principle
have important lessons for other countries.
In the Netherlands, for example, the work of
the Research Centre for Education and the

Labour Market (ROA) (see, for example,
Heijke 1994 and Borghans et al. 1998), has
been very innovative. However, it is closely

tied to the particular data available in that
country, much of which is not collected in the
same form elsewhere. The emphasis in ROA's
work has been on providing detailed careers

sis of labour market data, but it has a long
bour demand. Academics and commercial con-

sultants have undertaken this work. In
particular, the Institute for Employment Research (IER) received support for developing

and running a sophisticated econometric
model of the national economy over many
years, starting in 1975. This resulted in the
production by the IER of an annual review of
the economy and employment which looked

at future trends in the labour market. This
programme of work is described in Figure 2
above. The UK National Skills Task Force has
recently recommended that such work be carried out on a regular biennial basis, supported
by public funds'''.

advice to individuals. This has shaped its

8 Formerly the Department of Employment.

methods and models, resulting in a very detailed emphasis on occupations and educational levels.

9 These are collated and published in Labour Market Trends (formerly The Employment Gazette) and

In a number of countries in southern Europe,
(for example, Italy, Spain and Greece) data
systems have not been established to enable

the kinds of modelling work conducted in
other countries to be carried out, (see, for ex-

ample, Vergani and Muscella 1999 and
Antonio 1999). The approaches adopted there
are therefore more qualitative, and based on
ad hoc surveys and other methods of obtaining data.

In the UK, the national government has also
supported the development of employment
forecasting, albeit not in quite the same manner or to the same degree as in the USA or
Canada. It provides a good example of how
institutional and other constraints influence
the nature of the work conducted. The Depart584

related publications. In addition, the DfEE is responsible for commissioning the labour force survey (LFS) as well as various other evaluations of
specific training programmes and policy initiatives. As in other European countries, the LFS was

instigated in response to the need to provide statistical data for the European Commission. More
recently, it has developed into one of the major
sources or labour market data, which is widely
used by a vast range of analysts as well as government officials.
1° There are, therefore, a variety of well-established

mechanisms for analysing, identifying and forecasting labour market trends and skill needs in
the UK. However, the reliability of estimates based
on some of the national surveys (often adjusted to

reflect regional conditions) may be questioned.
Moreover, the fragmentation at local level means
that the quality of information can vary a great
deal from one locality to another. The position, in
general, remains less well developed than in the
USA.
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6. The importance of statistical

infrastructure

many the Mikrozensus (labour force survey)
and the establishment panel provide key in-

puts (cf., for example, Dostal 1999 and
Bellmann, in this report).

In addition to investment in general economic
modelling techniques, through support of re-

search in universities, various national governments have also provided technical support for anticipating skill needs in a number
of other ways. The key elements here have
been:

the development of standard systems of
classification;

Zi the introduction of regular national surveys of households and employers;
ID the development of means of access to these

datasets electronically.

In many countries attempts have been made
to develop standard systems of classification
for both occupations and qualifications. Such
systems are an essential prerequisite for the

development of the sound statistical databases which in turn are basic building blocks
for robust modelling and forecasting work.

Until recently, information on occupational
structure was, in many other countries, only

available from the Census of Population
which is usually only conducted rather infrequently (typically every 10 years). For example, until the European labour force survey
(LFS) was properly established, with reliable
information on occupational employment, the
main source of data on this topic in most European countries was the Census of Population (CoP). Other surveys may have contained
occupational data but this was not their central purpose and they were inappropriate for

many reasons. Even today there are severe
problems of comparability both over time and
between countries, despite moves towards the
use of international standards such as ISCO.

Perhaps the most problematic feature has
been the lack of a standard system for classifying occupations. Considerable efforts have
been made in many countries to standardise
such systems across all major surveys, but at
present the differences between countries remain significant.

In the USA the current focus of attention is
on developing systems for classifying generic

skills such as numeracy, literacy, problem
solving, social skills, etc. Such developments
are in hand in the UK but at a less advanced

state. Other European countries, including
France, Germany, the Netherlands and Swe-

The European LFS is conducted in a broadly
similar fashion in all the countries of the European Union. The gradual improvement in

the European LFS, and in particular its recent increase in sample size, mean that it is
now a prime source of data on occupations.

den, have seen similar developments.

However, it is still limited in its ability to provide accurate data for small geographical ar-

Sectoral information lies at the core of most
macroeconomic models used for employment

eas. Compared to the huge survey of estab-

forecasting. This requires data on employ-

Statistics (BLS) for the USA, the European
LFS provides a very fuzzy and erratic picture

ment, of course, but also a range of other data
if a fully specified macroeconomic model is to
be developed. In most countries, where they
are available, such data are based on surveys
of establishments. A key issue is whether such

lishments conducted by the Bureau of Labour

of trends in occupational structure. Further
improvements will be needed here if models
comparable to those described for the USA
are to be developed across Europe.

data are available at regional and local levels. Without such information development of

subnational models and forecasts is greatly
constrained. Some countries are well served
with regard to such data. The BLS in the USA,
for example, conducts a range of very detailed

sectoral and occupational surveys. In Ger-

Other data sets also need to be made more
accessible and to move towards a standard
system of classifying occupations. Such developments could dramatically improve the abil-

ity of researchers to monitor trends in occu-

pational and related matters. However,
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surveys available in most European countries

a) limits to understanding,

remain inadequate compared to the much
larger surveys conducted by the BLS in the

b) data inadequacies,

USA which provide a much more accurate pic-

c) methodological difficulties.

ture of skill mix and occupational earnings
within sectors.

7.1 Limits to understanding

A major development in making labour market information (LMI) more accessible has
been the introduction of systems such as the
American Labour Market Information System
(ALMIS)". Such national systems, funded by
the government, are designed to allow ana-

The world is a very complex place. Most socioeconomic variables are the outcome of the
decisions and actions of many different individuals and institutions. Chance factors, acts
of God, in addition to well laid plans influ-

lysts and others direct access to various

models to explain behaviour, the objective is
to identify and isolate the key factors which
are held to affect the variable of interest. This
is often much easier said than done. It is often quite difficult to disentangle the various
influences which are thought to be important.

datasets containing labour market information, via the internet. These datasets include
censuses of population, surveys of employers,
household surveys and surveys of earnings.
The availability of ALMIS in the USA has led

to a vast expansion of activity related to the
processing and dissemination of LMI, including the development of a range of commercial
services aimed at providing a forward look at

the labour market, and an enormous growth
of activities based on accessing, processing
and disseminating these data.

7. Problems in labour market
forecasting

ence the eventual outcome. In developing

Most models are set up on the basis that behaviour is fixed. This itself may be a questionable assumption, especially in the social
sciences. Behaviour may alter in response to
new events or changes in exogenous variables
(that is variables whose own determination
lies outside the system being modelled). In
some cases behavioural relationships may lie
hidden because previously unexperienced influences come into play. A good example of this
was in macroeconomic models used to explain

It is important to recognise the limitations of
what can be achieved using current best prac-

aggregate consumption during the 1970s.
These failed to include inflation as an ex-

tice methods. Even the most sophisticated

planatory variable until inflation reached significant levels in the 1970s. Inflation had always been a potential influence but its effect

models available suffer from a range of problems. Some of these are, in principle, things
which might eventually be solved. Others are

likely to remain intractable for the foreseeable future. These problems can be discussed
under three main headings:
11 Similar systems have been developed in some

European countries. The equivalent in the UK,
for example, is the National Online Manpower
Information Service (NOMIS). In the UK charges
are imposed for access to these data, with differ-

remained hidden while it was not at a high
level. Until this was recognised by the modellers, their models produced biased forecasts.

In producing any particular forecast a view
must be taken about any exogenous factors
that may be important. For example, government policy is frequently regarded as exogenous because of the difficulties in modelling the political process. This does not mean

ent rates for commercial and academic use.

to say that such matters are unimportant.

However, there are some limits imposed by DfEE

ternative assumptions about such matters is
assessed by developing a range of scenarios
rather than just a 'fixed point' forecast. Major economic traumas in the rest of the world

NOMIS allows detailed data to be obtained for
quite small geographical areas, such as local authority districts (of which there are almost 500).
because of reasons of confidentiality as well as
other constraints imposed by considerations of
statistical reliability.
586

Typically, the sensitivity of the forecast to al-

economy may need to be dealt with in a simi-
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lar fashion. Few national employment forecasters attempt to model explicitly what is
going on in the world economy, even though
it may be a key driver of domestic employment.

opment of time series models. This is not the
place to go into such issues in detail. For this,

the reader is referred to a standard econometrics textbook. However, it is helpful to rehearse some of the main problems. One class

of problems comes under the heading of
Some other, non-economic events, such as

multicollinearity. Most variables in economics

earthquakes, may also be regarded as 'unforeseeable' in the context of forecasting the labour market. Such 'acts of god' are regarded
as inherently beyond the understanding of the
model (although in another context geologists
may make serious attempts to forecast such
events).

are highly trended it is therefore often very
difficult to disentangle the separate influences
of different -variable. It is also too easy to discover spurious relationships which simply reflect the fact that two unrelated variables are
both trended (and therefore closely correlated)

7.2 Data inadequacies

tween them. A second class of problems relates
to simultaneity. Variable X may depend on Y
but Y may also depend on X. Technically Y is

A major problem area in much forecasting
work relates to data. This may reflect lack of
data on key variables, for example, accurate
and detailed data on occupational employment and occupational earnings, as well as
many important labour market inflows and
outflows. It may also reflect inadequate data
in terms of timeliness, accuracy and fitness
for the purpose it is being used. Frequently
the data available are lacking (for example,
labour market flows). Often they have been
collected for a different (often administrative)
purpose and are therefore less than ideal for
the development of a forecasting model. There
is no substitute for good quality, regular information. Unfortunately it is often not until
model building has begun that is possible to
accurately identify data requirements. In the
first instance, of course, it is necessary to do
the best one can with whatever data are available. Data problems remain a key constraint
to the development of employment forecasting tools in many countries. While a few, such
as the USA, have very good systems, many
others, including many European countries
have to muddle through using what limited

data are available. In other countries, even

the basic data needed to build detailed

multisectoral models (such as detailed measures of sectoral output and related economic
accounts) remain a dream.

7.3 Methodological difficulties
Econometricians have identified a whole series of methodological problems in the devel-

while in reality there is no relationship be-

said to be an endogenous variable, that is a
variable determined within the system that is

being modelled. This contrasts with an
exogenous variable which is entirely determined by factors outside the system being
modelled. Considerable care is required in such
circumstances if misleading inferences are not
to be drawn. It is of course a truism that noth-

ing is truly exogenous and that everything
depends upon everything else. The trick is to
identify which are the essentially exogenous
variables in any system and which need to be
treated as simultaneously determined.

Various other technical pitfalls await the un-

wary forecaster, such as serial correlation,
heteroskedasticity and omitted variable bias.
This is not the place to discuss such matters
in detail. Suffice it to say that in developing a
satisfactory forecasting model, due consideration needs to be given to avoiding falling into
such traps, if the forecasts are not to mislead
rather than guide policy-makers.

There have been numerous methodological
advances in this area in recent years which
have been aimed at addressing these technical problems. However, it is probably true to
say that these lessons have yet to be fully
implemented in the practices of most labour
market forecasters. However, this is not a reflection of the failure of such analysts to recognise the need to improve their methods so
much as the difficulty of applying these new
techniques when dealing with so few time
series observations.
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8. Conclusions

constructive and have led directly to improve-

8.1 Forecasts - Who needs them?

methods. In other cases the practitioners have

The world is an uncertain place. In this context, almost everyone is involved in planning
and forecasting, even if this amounts, in practice, to assuming implicitly that there will be
'no change'. It has been argued by employment forecasters, that since some forecasting
of the labour market is inevitable, it is better
that they be done in a logical, consistent and
systematic fashion. There is a large body of
opinion that such forecasts can be of value to
a broad range of potential users within a par-

present author, that the criticisms are invalid.
The fact that considerable efforts to conduct
such forecast are going on all over the world
suggests that, on balance, such activities are

ments in methods and approaches used, including the development of more qualitative

argued, convincingly in the opinion of the

ticular geographical area, be it a national
economy or a much smaller local area. At one
level are policy makers charged with the responsibility of setting the institutional frame-

generally regarded as very useful and are
perceived as having real value.

8.2 Accuracy and limitations of forecasts
It is important, of course, to have a clear appreciation of the limitations of any forecast.

Forecasters do not have a crystal ball and
cannot foresee the future precisely. Nor are
they concerned to 'plan' in an indicative sense.
Rather, they try to map out the consequences

work and delivering government policy. At
another level are those concerned with providing goods and services, including education and training programmes. Employers,

of a series of assumptions about patterns of

educationalists and, of course, individual stu-

As set out in Section 7 there are severe limi-

dents and workers themselves, all have an
interest in trying to peer into the future and
to ensure that their own decisions result in
the best possible outcomes (however these
might be defined)12.

Forecasts can therefore be seen as having two

behaviour and policy stances for likely future
developments.

tations in our ability to forecast. These include:

:I data problems there is often considerable
difficulty in establishing the current position let alone forecasting the future. These
difficulties may be especially acute at lo-

prime roles: first to guide policy decisions
made by the government and its representatives; and second, as a general aid to the individual actors operating within the labour
market, providing them with information

limits to understanding although the so-

which can aid their own decision making. The

major gaps in our knowledge about how
systems and individuals behave;

cal level;

cial sciences have made considerable
strides over recent years there are still

degree of emphasis on these two elements
differs quite significantly between countries.
Against this view must be set opinions of the
smaller but at times vociferous group of critics, who have decried the value of such activi-

1:1 past behaviour may not always be a good
guide as to how things will develop in the
future;

ties. They have argued, variously, that it is

ID there are technical difficulties in forecast-

unnecessary, impossible and /or irrelevant to

ing which are often ignored due to data

carry out employment forecasts. In many
cases, however, their criticisms have been

limitations (multicollinearity, serial correlation, simultaneity bias, etc.);

12 This information may need to be processed and
moderated by careers guidance counsellors in or-

lj a final set of problems relates to the fact

der to be of value in making individual training
and career choices.
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8.3 The benefits of conducting forecasts

With regard to quantitative methodologies, on

the demand side, best practice increasingly
The production of a formal forecast or set fore-

involves more sophisticated econometric tech-

casts for a particular area should not be seen
as an end in itself. Rather it is best regarded
as part of a process of improving understanding about what is going on in the economy
and the associated labour market. This understanding can then guide policy makers and

niques, enabling quite complex behavioural

other actors operating within the local

seeing something of a revival, albeit in a modified form.

economy (such as individual workers, stu-

models to be developed. Often this is now employed in conjunction with surveys of employ-

ers, asking them more or less directly about
their future skill needs. Until recently, the lat-

ter had fallen into disrepute but is currently

dents and employers) to better decisions. The

main benefits can therefore be summarised
as follows:

1J the aims and objectives of intervention can

be made clearer and the ability to evaluate policy can help to establish a virtuous
circle;

rj forecasts can provide a focus for discussion

and cooperation ('posing questions') and

On the supply side the main methods used
usually involve a stock-flow approach. This
projects future stocks from current levels by
predicting inflows and outflows. In the early
models this was usually, done on the basis of
assuming fixed rates of flow based on past
data. However there is much evidence accumulating that such flows are dependent on
economic and other variables. The focus of

such models tends to be on the existing

may help to breakdown old misperceptions
about labour markets;

workforce, inflow rates and wastage rates.
Better data are now becoming available ena-

[Zi forecasts should enable those involved to

bling something approaching a full set of demographic accounts to be developed in some
countries at the leading edge of such work.

take a more strategic, rather than a firefighting, approach to problems as the implications of current trends and outcomes
for the future are explicitly explored;

As such data are improved, this will facilitate the modelling of transition rates between
the numerous states of training, employment,
unemployment, etc.

01 finally, forecasts can also provide impor-

tant information and guidance to individuals enabling them to make better decisions about their own futures, although
this may need to be moderated by expert
careers guidance counsellors to be of most
value.

8.4 Preferred methodologies
A number of different approaches have been
adopted to anticipate changing skill needs.

Although the present review of the main forecasting methodologies suggests that a behavioural model is the most appropriate approach

(which should, in principle, enable a better
understanding of the main factors influencing the supply of and demand for skills), more

basic time series models may also provide a
useful supplement in situations where data
limitations preclude the more sophisticated
approach.

The traditional approach has usually in-

Most recent work has emphasised the need

volved formal, quantitative methods. More
recently, other, rather less formal methods
have been developed which have a strong

to consider replacement demands and not just
to focus on projected levels of employment13.

qualitative emphasis. Often this has re-

involving surveys, case study work, focus

flected problems or lack of key data. However, many exercises nowadays involve a
mixture of both quantitative and qualitative
methods, which are regarded as complementary.

In addition, other more qualitative methods,

13 Although this has been done in some countries

such as Germany since the 1970s, albeit not always in a detailed breakdown by single occupations or fields of study.
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the development of many new local products
and services.

groups and other techniques have all been
found to have the potential for 'adding value'
to the more traditional methods. A key feature of much recent work has been the focus
on key or generic skills which go beyond the
straight-jacket imposed by traditional occupational classifications, to look at the skills
needed to do various tasks.

8.6 Increasing emphasis
on local forecasting

8.5 The importance of the political

and statistical infrastructure

When comparing the different approaches used

to anticipate future skill needs in different
countries, it is clear that the political, institutional and legal context, have had a crucial
influence. In part, this is reflected in the statistical infrastructure within which the analyst has to operate. The latter has a particularly important influence. Without good data
it is impossible to build some of the more sophisticated models. Statistics are of course only

In recent years, there has been an increasing
tendency towards devolving power to smaller
geographical units in many developed economies. This has led to an increased demand
for labour market information (LMI) and, in
particular forecasts, at local level. As the perceived need for information at local level has
grown, so the capacity of the databases and
the power of equipment required to process
data have increased. The information revolution has gathered pace over the 1980s and
early 1990s and analysts and policy-makers
now face the prospect of an enormous increase

in the amount of information available. Data
are becoming more easily available in many

ways, with the introduction of on line

part of the story. The development of macroeconomic and labour market forecasting mod-

databases, the increasing ease with which
large survey databases, such as public cen-

els is a very slow and expensive business. Most
of the countries where fully developed systems
are in operation have invested very heavily in

suses, can be accessed and the growing power
of computers to process this information.

such activities over a period of many years.
While new IT developments mean that it is
now much easier to duplicate such effort and
possibly to 'piggy-back' on what other countries

have already achieved, it is less easy to suddenly invent a long time series database, which
lies at the heart of most models.

The impact of IT in this area has been immense. In the USA the development of ALMIS

the American Labour Market Information
System has facilitated all kinds of research
and commercial activities in the area of LMI
and labour market forecasting. This has also
been a feature in some European countries.

For example, the DfEE has supported the
development of the equivalent UK National

However, in some respects, there is a danger

of being overwhelmed by the mass of data
available and a key problem is to avoid information overload and to sort out the key messages. As at national level, local forecasts are
intended to identify the key trends and to highlight the main issues that will be important in

the future. In these circumstances, analysts
have begun to develop tools, which bring together relevant information about the local
economy and present it in an easily digestible
form. At the same time, these tools can draw
out the implication for the future of continuation of past trends as well as enabling 'what if'
scenarios to be developed. A basic aim is to
convert basic labour market information into
useful intelligence, which can be used to guide

Online Manpower Information System

important decisions. Another objective, in

(NOMIS). This provides online access to labour market information via the internet to
anyone with the appropriate technology. It

providing them with the tools to undertake

includes all the major data sets for which

many cases is to empower the local analyst by

their own forecasts.

DfEE is responsible'''. This has led directly to

8.7 Main policy conclusions

14 Charges are made for accessing these data and
there are strict controls to ensure confidentiality,

The main policy conclusion from this review
is that employment forecasting can and does
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provide a useful aid to policy-makers in making decisions about training, recruitment and
the personnel issues. It can also provide very
useful information to a broad range of other

actors in the labour market. This includes
employers, education and trainer providers

identify simple causes and effects, as for example, in econometric models with several
thousands of equations. Some forecast evaluations suggest that 'native' models, at a more
aggregate level, are not necessarily of lower

accuracy than more complex and detailed

as well as individuals, although the need for
such information to be moderated by careers
guidance counsellors and others is strongly
emphasised in many countries.

ones.

However there are strong limitations to what
such exercises can do and it is clear that they
do not offer a crystal ball from which the pre-

Gaps and inadequacies in the database set
limits on what is feasible. Methodological
problems further compound the difficulties

cise details of the future can be gleaned.
Rather they spell out the implications of a
series of assumptions about future developments based on certain relationships representing a continuation of past patterns of behaviour. Appropriately done, they can provide
a transparent, logical, consistent and system-

atic view of what the future might look like
given these assumptions.
The value of such exercises depend crucially

on the quality of the data upon which they
are based, as well as the validity of the various assumptions built into the forecasts. To
some extent the latter will depend upon the
degree of sophistication of the models adopted,

the more sophisticated the model the more
likely it is to be able to deal with the many
and subtle influences on changing employment structures. Naive, mechanistic models
are, unless used very carefully, likely to mis-

lead rather than inform. On the other hand,
increasing detail, complexity and sophistication of some models can rapidly run into decreasing returns, unless backed up by data
and analysis of equivalent quality. Increasing detail and complexity can also reduce
transparency. It also makes it less easy to

It is also important to emphasise the many
problems and difficulties that face many forecasting exercises of the kind reviewed here.

that the forecaster faces. The sheer complexity of the real world and the difficulty of identifying and isolating the key influences on the
supply of and demand for skills must not be
underestimated. A major reservation on forecasting is that despite all the effort on forecasting activities since the 1960s and 1970s,
this has not been able to prevent unemployment and over-education. The jury remains

out on whether this is because of the inadequacies of the projections themselves, or
whether it reflects the fact that policy makers and others have ignored them (or possibly failed to act appropriately).

Despite all these caveats, the experience of
many countries outside Europe, particularly
the USA, suggests that useful forecasting
tools can be developed at European level. This

experience suggests that such forecasts can
provide helpful information to both labour
market participants as well as for policy-makers about the labour market environment they
are likely to face. It is therefore recommended

that. the possibility of developing a regular
European-wide labour market assessment,
including detailed occupational forecasts, be
given serious consideration.
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Training and individual performance:
evidence from microeconometric studies

Friedhelm Pfeiffer *
Abstract
Learning at school and university and also at the workplace has become more important in the
knowledge-based economy. This paper provides a critical review of recent econometric work on
the determinants and impacts of training in Europe. Training has non negligible positive effects for firms and trainees; for the group of non trainees potential negative effects has been
found in some studies. The incidence and the impact of training depend on the national education and training system. However; selectivity, diversity of training, individual heterogeneity,

self selection and general equilibrium effects seem to play an important role in all training
systems.

* Sladjana Milentijevic and Jochen M6bert provided research assistance. Furthermore, I would like
to thank Pascaline Descy, Manfred Tessaring and members of the CEDEFOP research network for
many valuable comments and remarks. The usual disclaimer applies.
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Training and individual performance: evidence from microeconometric studies
more mechanistic skills) for different people.
Assuming heterogeneous individuals, there
are individuals at the margin, whose lifetime
utility is rather similar in different pathways
and there are individuals who receive higher
utilities either with lower or higher educational qualifications.

Summary
Learning at school and university and also at
the workplace during working life has become

more important in the knowledge-based
economy due to economic and technological
change. In some occupations and places of

work, skill obsolescence due to technical

What one would really like to know for policy

change seems to be arriving more rapidly.

analysis is the value of the lifetime utility of
a person for different educational pathways

This raises questions on the importance of

under different educational standards and
regulations. However, these values are not
observable and estimates available are far

general versus more specific types of knowledge and skills, and the relative importance
of classroom-based education versus self-organised forms of learning. In European Un-

from being conclusive in all respects.

ion countries, more people are better edu-

The critical review of more specific economet-

cated, more participate in continuous training
and on-the-job learning. However, empirical

ric work in this study indicates that training
is beneficial for both firms and individuals.
The benefits are not negligible, in fact they

knowledge on the determinants and effects
of different methods of learning is still scarce,
especially from a European viewpoint.

Although there is a widespread belief in a
positive relationship between education,
training and growth, the evidence provided
so far is far from being complete. Aggregate
figures for the European Union suggest a clear

are sometimes rather large. The fact that
training has positive effects is, however, no
guideline per se for government activity. There
is evidence that self-selection on the one hand

and general equilibrium effects on the other
are at work. As a rule, training has positive

hierarchical pattern in the labour market:

effects and net benefits for trainees. However,
there is some evidence that net effects for nontrainees might not be positive. In these cases,

those who are better educated are on average

training might be a bad investment for the

better represented in the work force; have

respective people, firms and from the viewpoint of economic efficiency for society.

higher earnings; participate more frequently
in formal continuous training; are less often
unemployed; are more often self-employed;
have a higher regional mobility, and work
with newer and more high tech equipment.
Job mobility on the other hand is negatively
correlated with the amount of human capital

In addition, non-negligible parts of observed
differences in outcome variables such as earnings, wages, hours of work or career satisfac-

tion cannot be attributed to education and
training. Innate abilities, heterogeneity of

invested in a specific occupation, since invest-

abilities and preferences, family background,

ment increases switching costs. The pattern
seems to have been rather stable over the past
few decades, although continuing skill-biased
technological change is a challenge for VET

political events (for example the fall of the

policy in Europe.

These stylised facts do not necessarily mean
that those who are better educated or have
higher educational qualifications also have a
higher lifetime income or utility, because in
the investment period they often have higher
costs and there may be substantial compara-

tive advantages for different educational
pathways (for example, more cognitive or

Berlin wall on 9 November 1989 had significant impact on the East Germans), luck and
the path of economic and technological development are factors which are all important.
Selectivity, diversity of training, selection and
general equilibrium effects seem to play an
important role in all training systems as well.

The empirical results suggest that the more
structured the whole training system is and
the more investment in general human capital acquired while a person is young, the lower

the returns to continuous training are after
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this high initial investment. If education is
centralised and compulsory school attendance

is expanded, then all people should achieve
higher levels of education and formal skill
levels. Selection into different career path-

pations and especially when larger investments in educational qualifications are considered. However, there seem to be limits to
such strategies.

ways transmitted through labour markets

Firstly, the German apprenticeship system

begins after compulsory school attendance. If

sometimes seems to react very slowly to rapid
economic or technical change (Blechinger and

the level of more general types of skills
learned in schools is high, training at the
workplace plays a different role and is no
longer responsible for building up these more

Pfeiffer 2000) with the consequence that
training curricula are old fashioned and skill

general types of skills. Such mechanisms

obsolescence becomes a problem for firms and
workers, which they try to overcome by addi-

seem to be responsible for the lower returns
to continuous training in countries such as
Germany and France compared to the United
Kingdom. Conversely, the less structured the
training system is, the higher the measured
returns of continuous training seem to be.

tional and costly continuous training. Secondly, the set up and running costs of such a
system can be rather high. More decentralised, deregulated and flexible systems, similar to those in the United Kingdom or the
United States which depend to a higher de-

European training systems differ. The different types of investment in VET and the spacing of these investments over an individual's
life and the role of the State will depend on
differences in prices for education, expected

wage profiles, the skill structure of the
workforce, tradition and technological factors.

Success at school and other training institutions is not the only factor explaining workrelated success and careers. Labour market

regulations and institutions might lead to
insider power and create entry barriers and
waiting queues for young workers, despite
higher education and greater investment in

training. Such mechanisms seem to be

present in most European countries, although
to different degrees.

gree on market signals, might have an advantage in times of rapid and unpredictable tech-

nical change. However, there may be other
benefits in a more centralised system with
compulsory school attendance. Youth unemployment is low in Germany and participation rates in VET are high. Imperfect capital
markets, which can create entry barriers for
poor young individuals in market economies
do not play a major role. One single optimal
VET system does not exist. Policy-makers
have to attach weight to different policy objectives when policy changes are considered.
Key qualifications and more general human
capital cannot be acquired in a short time. If
technologies change, key qualifications will
also change to some extent at least. They
have to be acquired through a long and con-

Some of the findings are a major challenge to
the role of government in training. Obviously,
formal education and training are not omnipotent weapons against all storms of life for all
people, but they may be very strong weapons

tinuing process (Weinert 1997) which presumably will have a sustainable impact when peo-

when used at the right time, to the right ex-

become. Mobility between occupations, regions
and firms might also be valuable strategies for

tent and with the right content. At other times

ple are young or very young. The older
individuals become, the more important nonformal and self-organised types of learning

in an individual's working life, other weapons such as non-formal learning, regional,
firm or occupational mobility might be more

improving the career position of workers.

helpful.

tematic and regular research design ex ante

Centralisation, in the sense of generally ac-

would be helpful, to allow greater understanding of the relationship between specific VET

knowledged educational certificates (trades in
the German dual vocational training system,
for example) might be helpful for some occu10

For improving VET policies an adequate, sys-

activities and the actual, secondary and desired results. Due to tight public budgets, the
need for evidence of impact and efficiency of
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new and existing programmes will increase
in future. A research design that takes diversity of situations, heterogeneity of individuals, differences in training systems, governments, markets, etc. into account is, however,
expensive and takes time. If, for example, a
unified European survey on VET would be
conducted in the year 2000, the results of the

analysis would only be available between
2001 and 2004 or even later. If one wished to
compare the results over a longer time span,
for example over a period of 30 years (compare the National Child Development Study
NCDS from the United Kingdom which
started 1958) results would not be available
until 2030.

Besides research based on microdata which
allows one to investigate the determinants
and partial impacts of VET at individual level,
general equilibrium effects should also be in-

vestigated using time series or panel data.
Research on VET based on microdata might
be improved if it were more regularly and sys-

tematically based on European wide conducted data sets, such as ELFS, European
Household Panel or IALS. Despite methodological problems, international surveys should

have the advantage that the most interesting human capital and training variables are
defined in comparable ways. Empirical results
for different regions might be more compara-

ble and differences in results might help to

From the author's point of view, future research could be directed towards the following questions to improve the understanding
of the impact of VET policies at both indi-

vidual and aggregate levels, and optimise
policy reactions to technology and other
shocks. The questions are interrelated.

1. Research on specific public VET programmes should be intensified to learn
about partial impacts at individual level
and efficiency of programmes. This type of

research is usually based on microdata if
the programmes are not too large. A partial evaluation design ignoring general
equilibrium effects should suffice.
2. Research on public VET systems should
also be intensified. This type of research
should evaluate the whole system and also
take into account general equilibrium effects, financial efficiency and labour market institutions. Research on this topic is

usually based on aggregate time series
data, individual panel data and official
data on programme costs.

3. Research on the returns of VET for nonparticipants should be intensified. Should
governments help non-participants and
especially individuals with low skills to

participate in VET or CT, or are other
measures, for example wage subsidies, bet-

identify the different impacts of national VET
policies.

ter for improving the labour market position of the low skilled?

National VET programmes and policies domi-

4. It is not fully understood, whether there
are cumulative negative or positive rela-

nate Europe. It is therefore necessary to
evaluate specific VET programmes on a regional or national basis. There is no need for
standardised and European-wide evaluations
if national VET programmes dominate. Most
firms hold formal or more informal training
programmes. Therefore, there are markets for
training and these programmes seem to provide returns to investment which are as high
as other investments in machines or research.
However, the author is not aware of systematic research on the returns on training investment by private firms. This would be an

tionships of public VET policies of different types transmitted through labour markets. Therefore, research on the question
of whether public promotion of higher education in the past 30 years had a negative
impact on wages and labour market prospects of individuals with vocational education should be intensified to avoid nega-

additional source of extremely valuable

5. How efficient will educational policies and
relative higher and secondary education for
the next 50 years be for young people en-

knowledge and information for assessing public VET policies.

tive relationships in future and improve
coordination between educational and labour market policies.
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tering national training systems in the

In Europe, there is a great variety of training
measures in terms of their content, duration,
financing and direction, depending among
other things on the changing historical and
cultural role of the State in the education and
training process. Thus, the determinants and
outcome of training are also characterised by
a considerable amount of heterogeneity. For
some individuals, training has a positive impact under particular conditions, for others

next five or 10 years? What is the optimal
portfolio for different types of education?
Should it be more general or more specific
in nature, and should it be for individuals,
firms, regions or Europe?

1. Introduction
Learning at school and university and also
in the workplace during working life has be-

it seems to have no or even a negative impact. Although there is widespread belief in a

come more important in the knowledgebased economy. In some occupations and

positive relationship between education,
training and growth, evidence provided so far
is far from complete.

places of work, skill obsolescence due to tech-

nical change seems to be arriving more rapidly. This raises questions on the importance

In this study, attention will be restricted to a
microeconometric analysis of the determi-

of general versus more specific types of
knowledge and skills, and the relative importance of classroom-based education versus self-organised forms of learning. In European Union countries, more people are

nants and effects of initial and continuous
training in European countries or selected

better educated, more participate in continuous training and on-the-job learning. However, empirical knowledge on the determi-

outcomes. It rests on theoretical and statistical models and ideally allows the testing of
conflicting hypothesis or alternative explana-

regions in Europe. The goal is to quantify dif-

ferent factors determining training and its

nants and effects of different methods of
learning is still scarce, especially from a

tions. Due to the increased availability of
microdata and to an increased use of micro-

European viewpoint.

econometric models in the past 10 to 20 years,

In this article, the relationship between learn-

ing, training and individual performance is
discussed from a theoretical and empirical
point of view, based on scientific research on

the determinants and impact of training in
the past decade. The main question is who
participates in training and for what reasons,
and what the effects are with respect to productivity, wages, job search, employment, job

duration, mobility, careers and other variables. These questions can be applied to all

agents involved in the training process,
namely for individuals, firms, training institutions as well as governments. The research
task is to measure the training incidence and
outcome and to look behind the mechanism
which may help to explain the results. Since
governments in Europe are increasingly involved in educational policies and active labour market programmes for improving the
skill level of the unemployed, and public budgets are tied, evidence on the effectiveness and
efficiency of such policies becomes more im-

portant.
12

this is a dynamic and growing field of research. It was not possible to review all of the
work done in this field.'
The report concentrates on quite recent works
carried out using data from European countries. Furthermore, there is focus on economic
aspects of training, namely on incentive and

investment issues. This does not mean that
other aspects are irrelevant. Social and cultural aspects are also of great importance (see
Cedefop's first report on vocational training
in Europe: Tessaring 1999). However, there
1 I apologise if all available research is not mentioned and discussed according to its relevance.
The selection of studies used for this report is the
result of an electronic search strategy and a
manual search in selected journals, the European
Economic Review, Labour Economics, Oxford Eco-

nomic Papers, The Journal of Human Resources,
Journal of Economic Literature and The Journal
of Labour Economics . In addition, recent research
on the determinants and effects of training for Ger-

man employees and the self-employed has been
incorporated (Pfeiffer and Reize 2000).
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2. VET and economic perform-

exists a trade-off between in-depth discussions of specific aspects of training from an

ance - selected indicators

economic viewpoint and a general discussion

covering all aspects of training. This is not
an issue for this study, since it favours a more
specific discussion.

This part provides an overview of selected
empirical relationships between the amount
of education and training a person received

Although the main discussion centres around
VET, some studies also refer to higher education at universities. This is important since

and his/her position in the labour market. The

figures presented in Table 1 are based on
highly aggregated numbers for the 15 Mem-

bers States (EUR15, taken from Eurostat

in labour markets different types of skills

1998 and the European Commission 1997)
and, in the case of earnings, on 12 European
member countries (taken from OECD 1998a).

may be substitutes or complements, depending on labour market institutions and tech-

nology. Recent research on skilled-biased
technological change in industrial countries
seems to indicate that skilled workers with
higher secondary education are substitutes
rather than complements for skilled workers with higher education (Machin and van
Reenen 1998). In the process of technical
change in particular, the share of skilled

In line with the discussion in Cedefop's first
report on vocational training (Tessaring 1999)
VET is identified with ISCED 3 (higher secondary education) and compared to ISCED
0,1,2 (preprimary, primary and lower secondary education) and ISCED 5,6,7 (higher education). The data collected refer to employment, unemployment and self-employment,
to continuous training and earnings in 1995
or 1997, in EUR 15 or in 12 European countries.

workers with secondary education is declining. Technical change seems to be biased to

more cognitive and theoretical skills. The
bias seems to depend not only on technologi-

cal factors but also on labour market institutions. Therefore, extending the focus can
help improve understanding of the basis for

It is shown in the first row of Table 1 that

economic incentive and investment issues in
education and training.

roughly 76% of those belonging to ISCED 3
aged 25 to 59 were employed, compared to
85% of those belonging to ISCED 5,6,7 and

This chapter is organised as follows. The next
part provides selected indicators showing the
relationship between VET and economic per-

59% of those belonging to ISCED 0,1,2. There

is a monotonously positive relationship between levels of employment and the level of

education, while unemployment rates are

formance in the European Union from a

lowed by a discussion of the theoretical and
empirical methods underlying the empirical

monotonously negatively correlated. Depending on the definition of unemployment, 7.3%
or 8.8% of all those belonging to group ISCED
3 in EUR 15 had been unemployed in 1997,
compared to 5.3% or 5.8% of those belonging
to ISCED 5,6,7 and 8.4% or 12.5% of those
belonging to ISCED 0,1,2.2

work and some issues with respect to the
measurement of training and outcomes.

Youth unemployment rates in Europe are

highly aggregated point of view using official data. Part three contains theoretical considerations on the relationship between ability, education and mobility. Individual or firm
data sets are introduced in the next part, fol-

much higher than those for middle-aged people. However, again, there is a negative correlation between the level of education and

There is virtually no unified data source that
has been utilised for all countries of Euro-

pean Union and there is great variety in
data, empirical methods and measurement
of training. In part five, different results of
theses studies are compared and discussed.
In the last part, conclusions are drawn with
respect to future research and VET policy in

2 The different numbers are the result of different definitions of unemployment. The lower num-

bers refer to the ILO definitions, the higher are
based on the number of persons officially registered as unemployed.

Europe.
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the level of unemployment or the threat of
unemployment. Those young people who have

invested in an education comparable to a
higher secondary education are less hit by
unemployment than those who have invested
less.

France, or Blundell et al. (1997) for the United
Kingdom. Occupational mobility on the other

hand is negatively related with the amount
of human capital invested in a specific occupation, since the costs of switching between
occupations rise with former investments in
human capital (Pfeiffer 1997).

It is also clear from the numbers in the table

that the higher the level of education, the
higher the ratio of continuous training (CT).
While roughly 6 % of the European mediumskilled labour force participated in CT during the past four weeks, only 3% of the lowskilled did so.
What is not as obvious and well documented
is that self-employment rates (the figures in
the table are based on the group of self-employed without employees) are positively correlated with the level of skills. The positive
correlation is even more pronounced for the
self-employed with employees, since qualification matters even more if the self-employed

recruit employees and have larger firms
(Pfeiffer and Falk 1999).

Education and earnings in the 12 European
countries are also positively correlated. There
are significant differences in the relative earn-

ings position of VET earnings, but in every
country they earn more than employed people with a lower level of education on average
and less than employed people with a higher

level of education. The wage distribution is

more even in Scandinavian countries, but
even less, for example, in Portugal, where low-

skilled workers earn about 60% of mediumskilled workers and high-skilled workers earn
about 183% of medium-skilled workers.
To summarise: aggregate figures for the European Union by and large show a positive

correlation between investment in human
capital and employment, earnings, self-employment and further investment in human
capital and a negative correlation between
human capital and unemployment.
There also seems to be a positive relationship
between human capital, regional mobility and

the use of high-tech machines at the workplace, as is reported by Pfeiffer (1997) for
Germany, Entorf and Kramarz (1997) for
14

A closer look at individual countries reveals
different numbers in all these indicators but,

by and large, the same pattern can be observed. The country numbers are documented
in official reports of the European Commission and it is not necessary to repeat them in
the current paper. The empirical relationship
between training and other indicators differs
between countries, with differences being the
results of many factors, among them the economic and demographic composition of the

labour force, the capital and technology intensity of firms and the industry, as well as
differences in the governmental framework
and policies of the individual European coun-

tries (Tessaring 1999; Muller and Shavit,
1998, OECD, 1998 b).

3. Theoretical considerations:
education, innate abilities and
mobility
According to a well-known distinction, there
are two types of human capital: specific and
general (Becker 1964). While general human
capital is valuable in the whole economy, specific human capital is valuable only in a firm,
region, or in conjunction with a special tech-

nology. Since resources such as time and
money are scarce, individuals, firms, training institutions and governments have to
make decisions about the composition of different types of investment in human capital.

Findings from the aggregate level seem to
suggest that there are different solutions to
the trade-off between investment in either
more specific or more general VET (Levhari

and Weiss 1974) depending on the pace of
cultural, economic and technical progress
where the individual lives.
The trade-off is a result of at least two conflicting factors. More general skills and hu-
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correlation between earnings and years of
education in the aggregate is, for example,
compatible with the observation that there
are people with 18 years' education who do
not earn more than people with only nine
years' education. Furthermore, it is not pos-

man capital can be used in many different
occupations and can help to reduce the cost
of further education and learning, for example at the workplace. A large and rising degree of specialisation at the workplace, however, also requires very specific skills. People
with these skills presumably start with higher
productivity when entering a new workplace
compared to people with more general skills.
In times of more rapid technical change or
increased uncertainty about the future of economic development, investment in more general skills can be a better strategy, because
demand for specific skills in the future is un-

sible to conclude on the basis of the numbers
that the observed relationships and earnings
differentials are the direct result of training
or VET.

First, the differences in the outcome variables

such as earnings may also be the result of
other factors not under investigation in Table 1, for example age, gender or occupation.

certain and the risk of skill obsolescence

Differences in the age structure of the

higher. In times of reduced levels of uncertainty about the path of economic and technological development, investment in more
specific skills might be a better strategy.

workforce may explain part of the positive re-

lationship between levels of education and
earnings, since investment in human capital
typically takes time and is therefore positively
correlated with age.

Larger amounts of investment in more general skills in all European countries over the
past few decades can be explained as a reaction to increased levels of uncertainty about
economic and technological developments.
Although more people are better educated
('educational revolution'), the numbers and
figures in Table 1 seem to indicate a clear hierarchical pattern in the labour market: those

Second, people may put themselves into different training routes according to their pref-

erences and innate abilities, factors which
typically are not observed very well in empirical research. People take part in training
because they expect higher net benefits, which
might be difficult to observe for researchers.

Innate differences in abilities, for example,
can explain 50% of the variance of intellectual capacities of young people in Germany

who are better educated are, on average, more
often part of the workforce, have higher earn-

ings, participate more frequently in training
and are unemployed less often. In the past 20
years in most European countries, the percentage of workers with an academic degree
has doubled (BMBF 1999). The percentage of
workers with higher secondary education has
also risen, but only slightly. Nevertheless, the

(Weinert 1997, Weinert and Schneider 1998).
Furthermore, the ability differentials seem to

stay rather constant over long periods and
might not change in schools. A statistical correlation between schooling and training vari-

ables, and outcome variables such as earnings, might therefore be biased due to omitted

hierarchical patterns seem to have been

variables such as innate abilities or ambi-

rather stable in recent decades. According to

tions, i.e. due to self-selection. The bias can
be in both directions.

Mayer (1996), the hierarchical pattern has
been stable in Germany for the past 50 years.
However, the interrelated impact of educational revolution on the one hand and skilled-

In economic terms, this is part of the human-

capital versus signalling debate (Cohn and
Geske 1990, Tessaring 1999, Weiss 1995,
Wolpin 1977). The positive correlation be-

biased technological change on the other,
might have far reaching consequences for the
future of VET, a topic which will be discussed
again.

tween higher earnings and level of education
may not be the result of investment in human capital, but higher investment in human

The numbers presented in Table 1 are of a
descriptive nature and are taken from aggregate statistics. The relationship may not be

capital might just be a signal of higher innate abilities. 'In the most extreme form of
this screening hypothesis, schooling serves

true any longer at individual level. A positive
.*".,
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Table 1:

Education and economic performance

Region/year

EUR15/1997
EUR15/1997
EUR15/1997
EUR15/1997
EUR15/1995
EUR15/1995

EUR15/1995
EUR15/1995
EUR15/1995

EUR15/1995
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Ireland
Italy
Netherlands
Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
UK

some indicators

ISCED 0.1.2*

ISCED 3-

ISCED 5.6.7-

employed (age 25 to 59)_
75.6 %
85.4 %
unemployed (age 25 to 59)
8.4 %
7.3 %
5.3 %
out of labour force (age 25 to 59)
32.5 %
17.1 %
9.4 %
unemployment rates (age 25 to 59) (ILO def.)
12.5 %
8.8 %
5.8 %
employed (age 30 to 59)
58 %
76 %
87 %
unemployed (age 30 to 59)
11.4 %
7.6 %
4.7 %
unemployed (age 20 to 29).
22.2 %
14.1 %
threat of unemployment (age 20-to 29)
5.2 %
3.1 %
continuous training in the last four weeks: employees
2.9 %
5.7 %
11.5 %
self-employed without employees
0.8 %
3.2 %
7.5 %
relative earnings (age 25 to 65/age 30 to 44)
84/84
100
132/134
91/93
100
173/185
81/82
100
178/178
81/76
100
153/158
84/85
100
183/183
80/76
100
148/156
86/86
100
129/137
85/85
100
138/142
59/64
100
183/184
- /78
100
/153
91/90
100
149/153
80/74
100
185/181
59.1 %

I

*ISCED Level 0: Pre-primary education, 1: Primary education, 2: Lower secondary second
**ISCED Level 3: Higher Secondary education
***ISCED Level 5,6,7: Higher Education
Sources: own composition from Eurostat (1998), European Commission (1997), OECD (1998a).

only to identify those individuals who are
more productive in the market, the proposition being that an individual's productivity is
unaffected by the formal schooling process.'
(Wolpin 1977:950).

This debate is also relevant for CT, although

the incentive and investment character of
decisions in CT differ. Firms already know
16

their workers and the information problem
has therefore been solved and can no longer
be the central issue if we look at firm and
work-related training. However, training and
promotion schemes are highly interrelated
(Prendergast 1993) and the causal relevance
of training for promotion can be questioned.
Training at the workplace might rather be a
consequence of promotion than promotion
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being a consequence of training. In that case,

research on the determinants of promotion
becomes as important as research on the determinants of training.
For the purpose of this study, training is defined as an investment by individuals, firms
or the government. While the costs of training have to be born today, benefits will manifest themselves in the future. The outcome of
training is uncertain to different degrees depending, for example, on the quality of the

training institution, the path of technical

als, to undergo VET is an important and farreaching decision, and they should therefore
be careful when making this decision. Expectations about the outcome of training, taking
into account that other people may also decide to train, do indeed play a measurable role
in individual behaviour (Heckman, Lochner
and Taber 1999).
One general aspect to consider for all parties
is the topic of timing of investments in human capital. Among other things, timing depends on compulsory school regulation, indi-

change and economic growth, but also on the

vidual abilities, labour market regulations

size of cohorts and demographic change
(Tessaring 1999).

and career plans. This consideration suggests
that the decision to undergo a particular training measure is part of a larger set of economic

Investment in training is not the only relevant
decision for any involved party, namely individuals, firms or governments. Firms, for ex-

activities of firms, training institutions and
individuals. Therefore, it does not always
make sense to talk about the effect of train-

ample, have to decide on products, product
quality, capital investment and innovations.
Some of these decisions are highly interrelated to training decisions, such as introducing new products or new processes for improv-

ing the firm's position in the market. Firms
have the option to hire skilled labour without
training, which might lead to negative external poaching (Hocquet 2000) and insufficient
training in a private economy.

The term 'training' should not be restricted
to formal training activities, especially when

one looks at CT (Weiss 1994, Pfeiffer and
Reize 2000). Learning by doing, that is infor-

mal training at the work place, has important economic implications as well. Arrow
(1962) assumes that the productivity of a firm
depends on the total experience of all, firms
(measured by accumulated gross Capital investment). In the course of time the same output will be produced with less and less labour

('learning curve'). The productivity effect
arises solely from the process of learning
through production ('learning by doing'), and
the common knowledge character of experience (Inowledge spillovers').
Individuals also have to choose between several alternatives and actions. They can choose
to change their firm to get higher wages, or
they can choose to participate in privately financed training programmes. For individu-

ing isolated from its context, since training is
one of several simultaneous economic activities.

The determinants and effects of training depend on labour market institutions and the
path of economic and technological development. They also depend on national education and training systems. That is, they depend on how and by whom education and
training is financed, on its content, qualifica-

tion and assessment. Training systems in
Europe vary to a great extent with respect to
all of these factors, as has been documented
in the first report on vocational training. Comparing outcomes of different training types
in the different systems in Europe may help
to understand the complex interrelationships
between education, training and outcomes. It
may also provide a guideline for the optimal
spacing of investment in training throughout
life and improve the understanding of the role
of government in optimising content, finance,
assessment, qualification and participation.

Since training is viewed as an investment in
this study, there should be a parallel between
the cost and benefits of training (Lynch 1994,
Booth and Snower 1996). According to the
distinction of Becker, individuals receive a
large part of the return of investment in gen-

eral skills and human capital themselves.
They should therefore bear a large part of the
17
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costs. This system works if, after making the
investment, individual productivity is higher
and wages on average are higher for trainees

thus providing an incentive for the investment. Furthermore, this system only works
if individuals can borrow money to finance
their general training or if wages are lower
during the training period. If capital markets
are not perfect, that is, if there are credit constraints, not all those wishing to participate
in training for reasons of efficiency might be
able to do so. This can be an important issue
for privately funded education systems and
usually serves as one rationale for government interventions; another rationale is positive externalities of education, because they
may also lead to insufficient investment in

human capital in a free market economy
(Booth and Snower 1996). If government subsidises general training, private returns in the

amount of general human capital that a person has acquired. Thus, education, initial and
continuous training are interrelated and the
incidence and impact of training depends on
the training system of a society as a whole.

Over-education or coordination failure between several types of training may arise in
an economy. An example of coordination failure seems to be the German training system,
where general university education is largely
paid for by the government, while vocational

training is not. Recent trends in the demand
for labour suggest that due to rapid technological change, vocational skills are becoming obsolete at an increasingly faster rate,
which favours cognitive and more academic

skills (skill-biased technical change, see

form of higher wages can, in principle, be
lower than in the case of training which is

Blechinger and Pfeiffer 2000, Machin 1996,
Machin and van Reenen 1998). The bias in
favour of skilled labour depends furthermore
on labour market institutions. The more rigid

purely privately financed.

the wage structure is, the faster upskilling

will be during the computer revolution
Changes in wages are not only determined

(Blechinger et al. 1997).

by training, but also by a larger set of factors
(Hamermesh 1993), among them the amount
of investment in machines and human capi-

Labour markets in Spain might serve as an-

tal investments in the population. If the
amount of training in the population is considerable, which is the case in all European
countries, it is necessary to take general equilibrium effects of training into account. The
returns to training can differ depending on
whether one looks from a partial or general
equilibrium view (Heckman and Lochner
1998). In a general equilibrium view, the cost
of training and the longer-term impact on the
economy-wide wage structure should be taken
into consideration.

The benefits of more specific types of training may lie in higher productivity gains for
firms. Therefore, firms should bear the costs
of more specific training and wages may not
change after training. The relationship between the optimal amount of investment in
general and specific human capital depends
among other things on individual preferences
and abilities, the capital and technology intensity of firms and costs and financing arrangements. The returns on more specific human capital may additionally depend on the

other example of situations where labour
market regulations also have secondary undesired effects. One reason for the very high

unemployment rates for young people in
Spain is the employment protection rules for
older workers. The Spain youth labour mar-

ket has therefore been characterised as a
high-skilled bad job labour market, since
high skilled individuals end up in low skilled

jobs, crowding out low skilled individuals
(Dolado et al. 1999).

For other authors, the problem of under investment in general skills might be a serious
problem for economic development. There
might be a complementarity between general
human capital and technological development
(Acemoglu 1996). A lack of basic skills might
hamper the speed of innovation. Firms who

want to innovate have to train their workforce, which means additional costs of innovation for the firms and therefore less inno-

vation and productivity gains. This can
theoretically lead to the vicious circle of 'bad
skills bad jobs' or 'low innovation low training' equilibria (Snower 1996).

1 C 72
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Individuals, firms, educational arrangements
and labour and product markets are charac-

terised by a large degree of heterogeneity,
where VET and CT play different roles. The
rest of the paper is devoted to looking more
closely into the relationship between VET, CT
and outcomes in the labour market using data
sets from firms and individuals. The following part introduces the potential and limitations of data sets, the methods used, as well
as measurement problems with training variables and main explanatory variables.

4. Econometric methods, data
and measurement issues
4.1 Econometric methods
Most studies reviewed below use econometric methods to quantify the determinants of

training and its impact on wages, hours of
work, duration of job search, duration of em-

ployment and other outcomes. Most of the
studies explicitly take care of the self-selection problem in quantifying the impact of
training. They model the decision to train and
the outcome of training simultaneously.

The problem of impact measurements in social sciences3 when compared with natural
sciences is that social programmes cannot be
easily isolated from real life processes (with
the exception of psychological experiments).
Social programmes such as public VET policy

are embedded in real life. The main task of
research is to measure the impact of die programme despite the fact that many other-flaCtors simultaneously influence participating
3 For an in depth discussion of the methodological issues see Heckman, LaLonde and Smith (1999)

and for a broader discussion of an evaluation of
the welfare State and cost-benefits analysis of education and tax policies, Heckman and Smith (1998)
and Heckman, Lochner and Taber (1999). Discussion in the paper will concentrate on the determi-

nants and effects of training with the exemption
of training programmes as part of the active labour market policies for the unemployed. For an
extensive literature survey on impacts of active
labour market programmes in the United States
and Europe, see Heckman, LaLonde and Smith
(1999).

individuals or firms and thus the desired outcomes. These influences stem from individual,
social, economic and policy factors.
The coefficients of econometric works based
on single equation outcome models with some

training indicators as an explanatory variable, can be seriously biased by self- and/or
programme-selection. Participants in training do not usually constitute a random sample of the workforce or the population of unemployed people. Those who see comparative
advantages and higher net benefits in training might have higher probabilities of participation. Comparative advantages may result
from lower costs of training or higher expected
returns, or there might be special preferences
towards training.

There is an ongoing scientific debate on the
question of selectivity, individual heterogeneity and the role of institutions. If selectivity
is empirically relevant, then simple comparisons of means of outcome variables between
non-participants and participants in training
and the coefficients of single equation models might be seriously biased. More complex
econometric models would often be needed to
solve the so-called 'comparison problem'. It is
not possible to observe the outcome of an in-

dividual participating in training and the
outcome of the same individual in the case
where he/she would not have participated in
that training. On the other hand, the difference between the mean earnings of non-participants and participants in training can be
a misleading guide for assessing the impact
of training. This is the case, for example, when
participants in training programmes are more

highly motivated or have higher innate abili-

ties than non-participants. In such cases,
earnings, working hours, or other outcome
variables of interest may have already been
higher before the participation in training and
training may have no impact at all.
The advantages of training are usually identi-

fied by the difference between the two outcomes, one observed, and the other not observable. To assess the impact of training, one has

to rely on estimates which can be based on a
group of people without training. Obviously
this group of people should be identical with
19
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the people participating in training with respect to all relevant characteristics (whether
they are observed or not) of the people and the
environment in which they live. The compari-

son problem is to find such a control group.
The precision and accuracy of the estimate will

depend on the precision and accuracy of the
control group. While some researchers believe
that the comparison problem can only be resolved by means of social experiments, others
have developed statistical and econometric
tools for unbiased estimates of the impact of
training with the help of non-experimental
data.

In classical experiments, prospective programme participants have been randomly divided into one experimental and one control
group. Given this research design, the differ-

pared. In this case, the self-employed group
serves as a comparison group for assessing
the relevance of estimated effects of CT for
the group of employees. The self-employed
decide for themselves concerning the amount
of investment in training. In the case of employees, firms decide who participate in their
work-related training programmes. The decision process is therefore more complex for
employees, and aspects such as poaching externalities, funding or promotion ladders be-

come important. Therefore, the estimated
impact of training in the self-employed group
provides a sort of benchmark value for assessing the role of human-capital for training in
the group of employees (see Cohn and Geske
1990 for a survey on former studies based on

differences between self-employment and
wage work).

ence between the outcome in both groups
must be a result of the programme if all other

conditions are similar. The other approach
uses information from participants and nonparticipants of actual programmes. In this
case, the individuals participating in a programme have been selected systematically,
either by themselves or by specific programme

rules. Since social experiments are rare in
Europe, current research into the determinants and impact of training in Europe depends on non-experimental data and adequate econometric tools.
One possible solution is the comparison of the
individual outcome variable before and after
participation in VET in the framework of an
econometric model (see Blundell et al. 1997,
Pannenberg 1997 and Pischke 1996 for such

a procedure). This information is, however,
often not available, for example when people
are young and have no labour market experience before entering VET. Pfeiffer and Reize

(2000) use the concept of the comparison
group in two ways. On the one hand, they com-

pare trainees and non-trainees, taking care
of the selection problem with econometric
methods. This is a common way of taking ad-

vantage of non-experimental comparison
groups.

Furthermore, the determinants and impacts
of continuous work-related training between
employees and the self-employed are com20

There might be intentional and unintentional
outcomes of training, or the lack of it, which
are either favourable or unfavourable for the

individual, firm, region or industry, or the
whole economy. Most econometric studies in-

vestigating training analyse the direct intended impact at personal or company level
for some favourable variables such as wages,
productivity, employment prospects, etc.. Secondary, sometimes undesirable effects occurring to other individuals, or at other firms or
industries, might be important (so-called gen-

eral equilibrium effects), although they are
seldom investigated in empirical research.
Examples of research which addresses these

issues in a more indirect manner are the
aforementioned studies on skilled-biased
technological change and on over-education
(Hartog 2000).
Secondary effects cannot be excluded empirically a priori. If some firms, for example, provide excellent training for their employees and
thus are more competitive, other firms might

lose market share, or their employees may
have a higher probability of being dismissed.
Such negative indirect effects are, however,
difficult to trace, and their assessment often
requires costly research designs. One important general equilibrium effect stems from the
fact that government promotion of VET has
to be financed and therefore affects the budgets and welfare of taxpayers.
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4.2 Microdata on VET
The aim of microeconometric studies on edu-

cation and training is to investigate the determinants of training and assess its impact
on subsequent working careers taking into
account observed factors such as age, gender,

labour market conditions as well as unobserved factors such as motivation or innate
abilities. These studies are based on microdata. The units of observation are either individuals, firms or both.4 The aim and scope
of data differs considerably. Not all were, for
example, collected for studying VET-related
issues exclusively. This part provides an introduction to the empirical basis which should
be helpful for a critical understanding of the
results. The data belong to one of the following four types (see Table 2):
a) cohort data (CD);

Ireland (CTIRE) data survey firms from Ireland in 1993, and the Community Innovation
Survey (CIS) surveys firms from manufacturing in 12 European countries in 1993.
If survey data for well-defined populations are

produced regularly without being connected
individually, they are called repeated cross
sections (RCS). Examples of this type of data

are the German Qualification and Career
(Q&C) data, a representative sample of employees surveyed in 1979, 1985 and 1991; the
German Labour Force Survey (GLFS), a representative sample of the population surveyed
every year (since 1991 GLFS has been part of
the European Labour Force Survey), and the
Swedish Level of Living Survey (SLLS), a rep-

resentative sample of the Swedish population
surveyed in 1968, 1974, 1981 and 1991.
The last type of data sets is termed panel data
(PD). The same units of observations are sur-

b) cross sections (CS);

veyed at different time points again and

c) repeated cross sections (RCS);

again. Six studies rely on panel data, three
on individual panel data (Dutch Biannual

d) panel data (PD).
CD consists of all persons or a sample of per-

sons born for example in 1958 in England.
These persons are either interviewed once in
a retroperspective manner which is the case
with the German Life History Study (GLHS),
the Brabant Survey (BRAS), the Norway Survey (NORS) and the Lancashire Career Data
Survey (LCSD), or are followed during their
life on a regular basis. An example for the lat-

Labour Supply (OSA), biannually since 1992;
German Socio Economic Panel (GSOEP), annually since 1984; Norwegian social insurance
data (KIRUT) since 1989), three on firm panel

data (Collective Bargaining in Large Firms
(NCGE) in Spain since 1979, the Hannover
Firm Panel (HFS) covering industrial firms
in Lower Saxony, Germany since 1993 and the

German Plant Panel (GPP) covering plants
in Germany since 1993).

ter is the English National Child Development Study (NCDS).

In a recent Employment Outlook (OECD, June

The four cross-section data (CS) survey samples of persons or firms from a well-defined
population at a point in time. The Dutch wave

many, United Kingdom, Italy, the Nether-

of the International Adult Literary Survey
(DIALS) is a survey based on a sample of the
whole Dutch population in 1995; the..French

Survey on Education and Qualifications
(FDQ) is based on a sample of the adult
French population; the Company Training in

4 There is a tendency in empirical work to use
matched employees-employer data (see Bellmann
et al. 1999, Bratberg and Nilsen 1998, Entorf and
Kramarz 1997, Krueger and Rouse 1994).

1999), the determinants and wage impacts of
continuous training in seven OECD countries
are studied: Australia, Canada, France, Gerlands also based on microdata. For European
countries, they used the 1993 cross section of
the German Socio Economic Panel, the French

Survey on Education and Qualifications of
1993, the 1996 cross section of the British
Household Panel of 1996, the 1991 Bank of
Italy survey and the 1994 cross section of the
Socio Economic Panel of the Netherlands. For
a description of the last three data sets, which
look quite promising for microeconometric
research on training issues and which are not
mentioned in Table 2, see OECD (1999).
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n.)

CS

RCS
CD

France

Germany (before
1989 West Ger.)
Germany (before
1989 West Ger.)

Germany

Qualification and Career

PD

PD

Germany

PD

Spain

CS

CS

Europe

Ireland

RCS

Sweden

Lower-Saxony;
Germany

A

A

B

firms

plants of firms

firms

firms

firms

individuals

individual

individual

Cohort of people born from
1956 to 1958
Representative sample of
employees
Representative sample of
Swedish population
Firms from the industrial
sector
Representative sample of
firms with more than 200
employees
Representative sample of
firms from Ireland
Representative sample of
plants matched with
personal data
Representative sample of
firms from the industrial
sector

1958

Representative sample of
the population
10 % sample of the
Norwegian population
Cohort of people born in

Representative sample of
the population
Representative sample of
cohorts

Representative sample of
French adult population

Employees 1994

Representative for the
population

Cohort 6. Class 1952
Cohort of school leavers

Sample

1993

1993

1993

1979

1993

1968

1979

1975

1958

1989

1984

31

1929-

1981

1993

1992

1995

1991

1952

Start

1 year

1 year

once

1 year

once

1991

1968/1974/1981/

1979/1985/1991

1958/1965/1974/
1981/1991
1975/1981

regularly

1929-31, 194951, 1954-56,
1959-68
1 year

1 year

?

biannually

once

1952/1983
1 year

Frequency of

1993-95

1995

1993

IT-31-1189

1993

1968-91

1979-91

1981-91
1975-81

1974-81 and

1989-94

1986-93

all

1991, 1993,
1995

1993

1994

1995

1991

1983

1

Years under

; *Type: CD = cohort data; CS = cross sections; RCS = repeated cross sections; PD = panel data; **Aims: A = the main objectives are the determinants and the impact of education and
training; B = the main objectives are related to education and training; C = the main objectives focus on other topics, but meaningful questions on education and training are included.
Source: own composition.

Hanover Firm Panel (HFP)

Company training in
Ireland (CTIRE
German Plant Panel (GPP)

Swedish Level of Living
Surveys (SLLS)
Community Innovation
Survey (CIS)
Collective Bargaining in
Large Firms (NCGE)

RCS

CD

Norway

individual

individuals

individual

PD

CD

1

individuals
(matched with
firm data)
individual

individual

individual

individuals

United Kingdom

(0 & C)

A

.

individual
individual

Unit of

PD

National Child Development Study (NCDS)
Norway Survey (NORS)

jKIRUT)

German Socio-Economic
Panel (GSOEP)
Social Insurance Data

Germany (before
1989 West Ger.)
Norway

A

PD

The Netherlands

(GLI-IS)

B

CS

The Netherlands

A

CD
CD

The Netherlands
United Kingdom

Aims**

Brabant Survey (BRAS)
Lancashire Career Service
Data (LCSD)
Dutch wave of the
International Adult Literary
Survey (DIALS)
Dutch biannual labour
supply survey (OSA)
French Survey on
Education and
Qualifications FQP)
German Labour Force
Survey (GLFS)
German life history study

Type*

Country/Region

Description (abbreviation

Table 2: Individual and firm data
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The remaining data designs differ according
to the main focus of the surveys (see Table 2).

While some aim directly at analysing train-

ing issues, others have different aims or
should best be characterised by a multitude
of aims. Nevertheless, these data have been
used for analysing the determinants and impact of training. It is necessary to keep the
main focus of the data sets in mind when interpreting the results or discussing policy implications.
The following categories of aims can be distinguished (see also Table 2):

a) the main objectives are the study of the
determinants and impact of education and

training (CTIRE, GLHS, FDQ, LCSD,
Q&C);

b) the main objectives are also related to education and training (BRAS, DIALS, GSOEP,
GLFS, NCDS, NORS, OSA, SLLS);

c) the objectives focus on a different set of

sketched very briefly. Cohort data provide
valuable information for a well-defined cohort
of persons, but no information on individuals
of other cohorts. Interactions between cohorts
on the labour market cannot be studied. With
cross section data it is, on the other hand, not
possible to disentangle age and cohort effects.

Earnings equations based on cross sections
presuppose constant age-education-earnings
relationships over time, which might be questionable in a dynamic world.

Longitudinal studies based on panel data or

repeated cross sections are constructed to
overcome these restrictions. Aspects of individual biographies, such as lifetime-earningsprofiles or education and training histories
can, in principle, be investigated if the time
period is long enough. The GSOEP, for example, started in 1984 and contains a biographical annex for all persons surveyed for the first
time in 1984. In principle, longer life histories can be reconstructed with such a design.

topics; meaningful questions on education
and training are included (CIS, GPP, HFP,
KIRUT NCGE).

However, longitudinal data might be plagued
by the problem of comparison of variables and
other information over time and might be affected by fluctuations in the business cycle or

From the 18 data sets under consideration,

political and other events. Changes in the
definitions of earnings, working conditions
and hierarchies over longer time periods

five belong to category A, which was originally

designed to provide an understanding of the

relationship between training and the outcome of training, for example the performance
of the labour market. Eight belong to the second group, where the study of training is one
among several aims. As an example, the German or European labour force surveys should

be mentioned, which aim at investigating issues such as participation, family situation,
unemployment, social insurance and so on,
and also continuous training. Five sets of data

belong to the last category. They provide
meaningful information on training, but have
different aims. An example for this category
is the 'Collective Bargaining in Large Firms'
(NCGE) study from Spain, which aims at in-

vestigating wage-setting in large Spanish
firms, but nevertheless provides meaningful
information on firms' investment in training.

The types of data have specific advantages
and disadvantages for investigating VET-related themes. Below, some of them will be

might lead to spurious correlations in empirical work.
The lessons to be learned from empirical work

seem to be that there is no single ideal data
set for all research problems. An ideal data
set will depend on the goal under investigation and on financial resources as well, since
conducting surveys is expensive.
Recently, in OECD countries and/or European
countries, four surveys have been conducted

to provide harmonised training statistics for
OECD or European countries (OECD 1999):

the International Adult Literacy Survey
(IALS) 1994-95, the European Labour Force
Survey (ELFS) 1997, the OECD/INES (Indicators of Education Systems) data on continuing training 1991-96, and Eurostat's Continuing Vocational Training Survey (CVTS) 1994.
These surveys provide valuable insights into
training among the different countries. Corn-
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Table 3: Dimensions of training in microeconometric studies
Dimension

Description

Type of training
Degree of formality

initial training, continuous training;
informal training (learning by doing);
formal training courses:
without a recognised vocational qualification,
with a recognised vocational qualification.
general knowledge;
work-related training courses;
occupation-specific training courses.
electronic data processing, languages, etc.
employer-provided training courses;
individually provided training courses;
government-provided training courses
at school; in the classroom;
at the workplace, inside a firm;
outside the firm
in days, month or years
number of courses taken in a month, year or in a 10-year
period
costs

Content

Subject
Provider

Place

Duration
Frequency

Amount of resources invested

Source: own composition.

parative research on VET in different coun-

these surveys seem to have specific problems

tries based on cross section data now becomes
possible.

as mentioned above, VET-related research

However, measured participation rates in CT
differ significantly between the four surveys
(OECD 1999:142, 144), which is presumably

4.3

a result of different definitions of training
between the surveys and, furthermore, of
sample sizes. To give the reader a numerical
example of the diverging participation rates
in career or job-related training: in Germany

this rate amounts to 20% according to the
IALS, 4.2% according to the ELFS, 33.3% according to the OECD/INES, and 24% according to the CVTS (OECD 1999: Table 3.2). That

seems to indicate that harmonisation of surveys to provide harmonised statistics might
not always be a superior strategy of data collection.

Some of these surveys have been used for
microeconometric work in some countries. The

IALS data have been used for investigating

training in the Netherlands (Oosterbeek
1998), the ELFS data for investigating train-

ing in Germany (Pfeiffer 1997). Although
24

could be improved if the data were to be used
more systematically for all countries.

The measurement of training and
outcomes
Training, like human capital, has several dimensions. In empirical research, it is necessary to measure the dimension of training.
There are qualitative and quantitative dimensions. The following dimensions have been
investigated, some of them overlapping (see
Table 3). Besides more qualitative dimensions
such as training in a classroom, at or outside

the workplace, or training with or without a
qualification certificate, there are some quantitative dimensions, such as the hours, days
or years of training, or the cost of training.
The studies presented all use slightly different definitions of training and none include
comprehensive information on all dimensions
of training.

Furthermore, it is necessary to measure the
impact of training, which may reveal further
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Table 4: The outcome of training
Type of training

initial training, continuous training;

Type

wages, earnings, productivity,
hours of work,
time of search for the first job,
length of duration of the first job,
mobility (regional, occupational),
upward mobility,
employment/unemployment,
further training,
others (health, fertility, democratic values, etc. not
investigated here)
direct intended impact,
direct impact not intended but favourable,
direct impact not intended and not favourable,
indirect impacts (general equilibrium effects),
both desired or undesired
individual,
firm,
training institution,
region,
industry,
economy
.

Impact

Level

--,
Source: own composition.

dimensions (see Table 4). There must be a
close relationship between the aim of a training programme and the measurement of outcome variables. In empirical literature, out-

come measures include wages, earnings,
productivity, hours of work, time of search for

the first job after VET, length of duration of
the first job, mobility (regional, occupational),
upward mobility, employment and unemploy-

ment probabilities, further training and others.
While some types of vocational training aim
explicitly at providing more general skills in
the sense of transferable knowledge (transferable between firms, technologies and over

time) such as the German dual vocational
training system, others aim at providing
rather specialised skills (such as large parts
of CT) to master specific aspects of everyday
work, for example a two-day training course

to understand a new version of an internet
browser. There are even more different types
of training which aim at reintegrating people

into the regular labour market, which applies
for most active labour market programmes.

Furthermore, training programmes might
have undesired secondary effects. This leads
to a distinction between the direct impact of
training at individual or firm level and indirect impact, sometimes termed 'general equilibrium impact'. For example: if an increasing number of people are trained with specific
skills, the returns to this type of training may
decline, or the number of people trained with
more general skills may have an impact on

the demand for labour in a different skill
group.

4.4 The set of explaining factors
The task of the research is to assess the determinants and the isolated impacts of VET.
Researchers try to quantify the direct impact
of training, which is the difference between
the outcome variable before and after training within the framework of econometric mod-

.1. 0 8 0
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els. Often the determinants of participation
in VET and its outcomes are modelled simultaneously, which seems a natural way of tack-

ling the issue, since training is chosen individually or by firms through its impact on
desirable outcomes. The set of explanatory
factors explaining training usually includes
all or some of the following categories of variables:

Socio-demographic background and work
history (age, gender, experience, periods of
unemployment, ...);
C3 family background information (education
of parents, place of residence, ...);

CI educational background and ability variables (intelligence scores, educational degrees, ...);

information on former or current labour
market conditions (regional unemployment

rate, ...) and characteristics of the firm (if
training was or is provided in a firm);

O information on the training institution

ments and State regulation, and the higher
the amount of more general investment in
human capital provided in the early years of
life or of an employment relationship is, the

lower the measured returns to continuous
training are after the high initial investment.
Conversely, the less structured the training
system, the higher the measured returns of
continuous training seem to be.

Furthermore, selectivity plays an important,
but different role in training systems. It seems
as if the more people or workers are trained
to reach a higher level of general vocational
skills, for example through State-financed
training systems, the greater impact selectivity has on the labour market after finishing
VET at schools and/or firms. The role of CT

then changes: worker promotion becomes
more important and those who are promoted
are trained as well. However, if the government-regulated training system provides less
general human capital during the early stages
of an individual's life, selection for training
at the workplace becomes important and the
aim of training lies in providing specific or
general skills.

(type of school, qualifications,...).

5.2 The determinants of training
The set of explanatory factors explaining the
impact of training includes variables which
also belong to the above categories of variables

as well as training indicators.

5. Discussion of results
5.1 Summary

The discussion of results starts with the question of who participates in VET and CT? While
in some countries such as Germany, the difference between initial VET and CT is rather
clear cut, in other countries such as the United
Kingdom, the difference is not so clear. In Germany, young people who do not enter the university system have to participate in the dual
vocational training system. Young people ei-

ther start a regular two-and-a-half to threeThe determinants and effects of training de-

pend on individual characteristics, labour
market institutions and the path of economic
and technological development. Furthermore,
they depend on national education and training systems. Education and initial and continuous training are interrelated, and the incidence and impact of training depends on the
training system of society as a whole.

Critical review of empirical literature seems
to indicate that the more structured the whole
VET system is through institutional arrange26

and-a-half year apprenticeship training
scheme with a firm, or if they do not find an
apprenticeship training place, they have to
go to special VET schools until the age of 18.
After finishing that phase of education and
training, continuous training can start. In the
United Kingdom, statutory schooling ends at
the age of 16. Thereafter, there are three main
qualification pathways (job-specific training,
general vocational education, general education, OECD 1998b, Chapter five). One difference from the German system seems to be a

higher degree of freedom and less institu-
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tional regulations with respect to choices of
individuals and firms. Therefore, the boundaries between initial and continuous training
are sometimes less obvious.

Evidence from empirical work (which has

O public sector establishments provide more
training than private sector establishments;
O for the self-employe& non-formal CT seems

to be more important than formal CT;

been put together in Table 5) can be summarised as follows:

O initial training and CT seem to be substitutes in part.

13 family background, school quality and ability (measured for example with mathemat-

These results indicate that selection and selectivity are important issues in the determinants of training. Training does not seem to
be a random element of human economic activity. However, not all the results shown in
the list are found in all of the studies. It is

ics scores) are important determinants of
participation in VET and CT;
O CT first increases in parallel with experience and begins to decrease after 10 to 20
years;
O higher educational qualifications or vocational skills seem to increase the probability of receiving CT; there seems to be a cor-

relation between the occupation chosen in
initial and further training;

O former participation in CT also seems to
raise the probability of CT;

O women do not have higher probabilities of
participation than men and in some studies probabilities are lower;

O self-employed persons have a lower prob-

ability of participation than employed
workers;

O minority groups, for example immigrants,
have a lower probability of receiving training;

O part-time workers receive less training

these differences that can help obtain a deeper
understanding of the forces underlying train-

ing. The following issues are discussed in
greater detail: the relationship between initial and continuous training, the role of gender and the determinants of initial training.
Although there is some need for more differentiation, most of the studies seem to confirm
the positive relationship between the amount
of human capital received in initial education
and training and continuous training which
becomes clear from the aggregate data (see
Table 1) in a multivariate statistical framework. For studies based on personal data, see
Arulampalam and Booth (1997), Blundell et

al.(1997, 1999), Goux and Maurin (1998),
Groot (1995), Pannenberg (1995, 1997, 1998),

Schömann and Becker (1995) and OECD
(1999); for studies based on firm data, see
Alba-Ramirez (1994), Gerlach and Jirjahn

than full-time workers;

(1998).

larger firms provide more training than

Oosterbeek (1998), who examined supply and
demand factors in terms of training determinants, was able to show that while for firms
(the demand side) education is insignificant,
it is not for individuals. He suggests that the

smaller firms;

training probabilities in growing and in
high-tech industries are higher;
O training probabilities are higher in more
unionised industries and union members

receive more training than non-union
members;

the probability of training decreases with
job tenure, although the pattern in the first

20 years is far from being monotonous;
workers staying in the firm where they
received initial training have a lower probability of training than other workers;

positive correlation between education and
CT found in most of the studies is the result
of omitted ability variables or self-selection.
Furthermore, he argues that this finding is
not a result of selectivity effects from the de-

mand side. For firms, it does not matter
whether they train better educated or less
educated workers, but for individuals there
are differences in the payoff of training, with
a higher payoff for the better educated. There-
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Alba-Ramirez (1994)

Andrews/Bradley (1997)

Arulampalam/Booth
(1997)

Blundell, Dearden, Meghir
(1997, 1999)

Gerlach/Jirjahn (1998)

Goux/Maunn (1998)

G root (1995), Groot/
Hartog/ Oosterbeek
(1994)
Jonker/de Crip/van
Smoorenburg (1997)
Pannenberg (1995, 1997,
1998)

NCGE

LCS

NCDS

NCDS

HFP

FOP

BRAS

Pfeiffer/Reize (2000)

Oosterbeek (1998)

Schomann/Becker (1995)

Q&C

DIALS

GLHS

Source: own composition.

Pfeiffer (1997

GLFS

GSOEP

OSA

Study

Data

CT

CT (work-related) in the
last 12 month

CT

CT

CT (duration, number,
place, financing)

CT with the employer

Employer sponsored
training
Enterprise-related training

Work-related training with
a recognised vocational
qualification
Employer provided
training
Firm financed CT

Number of courses

Determinants job-related
training

Firm-based training
Firm-based training for
junior,
senior employees
Vocational training or
Non-vocational training

Type

Males
Females

Employed worker
Self-employed
Employed worker
Self-employed
Employed people

Full or part-time employed
workers

Employed workers

Workers in the private
sector
Wage earners

Industrial enterprises

Men
Women

Women

Men

Men

Women

Men

Men
Women

Young people leaving
compulsory school
Women

Firms with more than 200
employees

Sample

Table 5: Determinants of the participation in VET/CT: summary
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ts.)

+ (numerical skills)
Qualification: individuals do
care, firms do not

0

0

+

0

cohort effects

inverted u-shaped

0

inverted u-shape

0

inverted u-shape

Partial likelihood

Probit, ordered probit,
MLE
Probit, bivariate probit

Ordered probit, negbin
hurdle model,
multinomial logit
Probit, ordered probit

Trobit

MCE

+ (ability)
(education not significant)

Random Effects probit
model; ordered probit

probit, ordered probit

Probit, ordered probit

Negbin hurdle model

multinomial logit

Probit, tobit model

Econometric method

Bivanate probit (mobility
and training)

inverted u-shape

Experience

+

share of academic
workforce +
share of blue-collar
workers

- (academic ability)
- (exam performance)
+ (qualification)
- (reading score)
+ (math score)
0 (reading and math
score)
0 (qualification)
0 (ability)
+ (qualification)
0 (ability)

+
0

Educational background
and ability variable
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fore, more better educated people are more
likely to participate in training.

pation in CT. It is not that women do not want

Pfeiffer and Brade (1995), who processed detailed information on the subject of university
education (engineers, natural scientists, employees in administration, economists and others), find that there is no monotonous positive
correlation between education and CT. Their
findings suggest that workers with a university degree in engineering or natural sciences
have no higher probability of participating in

is reported by Oosterbeek (1998), who argues

CT than workers with apprenticeship training. Conversely, teachers and other workers
with a degree in social sciences had a much
higher probability of participating in CT. The
authors conclude that in the age of natural
science, engineers and natural scientists are
the main producers of new knowledge and new
products, and that the activity of this group of

workers generates the need of CT for other
staff. Therefore, engineers do not have the
highest probability of participating in CT.

Findings suggest that education is not the
only factor of the positive relationship between initial and further training. The activities of an employee, that is his or her position
and tasks within the firm, have some explanatory power, too. Most of the studies cited only
give some broad information on education and
are therefore not suited as a basis for a deeper
discussion of this question. One further ex-

ception is the study of Pfeiffer and Reize
(2000) which indicates that in Germany the
determinants of training for workers with an
apprenticeship degree are higher if the type
of apprenticeship belongs to the electro-technology or commerce industries compared to
other trades. Such differences point to occupation-specific differences in skill needs resulting from technological change, or in differences in the quality of initial training in
different trades.

A comparison between employed and selfemployed people to identify the determinants
of self-employment indicates that for the selfemployed, the negative gender effects are not
significant (Pfeiffer and Reize 2000). Since the
self-employed decide on CT on their own, this
says something about the role of the workerfirm relationship in the selection of partici-

to undergo training, but that firms seem to
prefer men. A similar finding and argument

that this behaviour may be the result of a
higher investment risk, since women have a

higher probability of career interruptions
than men. The OECD (1999) study also found

no significant gender differences in participation rates based on recent surveys.
Focusing on the determinants of participation
in initial VET, evidence suggests that school

quality and innate abilities have some explanatory power. The family background (par-

ents' educational attainment) and the alternatives available to the individual also seem
to be important for explaining participation
in VET. There is by and large a positive relationship between parents' educational qualifications and the educational qualifications of

children, although during the educational
revolution a larger number of children from
parents with lower educational qualifications
entered universities (for Germany see Pfeiffer
1997). Innate differences in abilities can explain 50% of the variance of intellectual capacities of young people (Weinert 1997). Furthermore, the ability differentials stay rather
constant over long periods and seem to be
unaffected by schooling.

The study of Andrews and Bradley (1997)
gives insights for a region in Britain. The results seem to indicate that a higher academic
level reduces the probability of participating
in VET after compulsory school and increases
the probability of attending a university. The
same is true for young people's occupational
preferences and associated expected lifetime
earnings. Judging from that variable, non-vocational continuing education is preferred to
continuing vocational training, which again

is preferred to the remaining alternatives
(youth training schemes, working and on-thejob training, unemployment).

School type and quality seem to matter, although this is an ongoing debate. Dearden,
Ferri and Meghir (1997) provide a summary
of the research on school quality, educational
attainment and wages, a large part of which
has been carried out in the USA. Andrews and
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Bradley (1997: 399), for example, differentiate between standard schools maintained by
local authorities, a 'voluntary/grant' category
and 'special' schools, 'which cater mainly for
the needs of young people with learning difficulties'.

studies investigate the effect of training on
job search duration, length of job duration,
hours of work, post training firm job mobility
and upward mobility, and the impact on employment probability. Although training and

other human capital variables often have
some explanatory power, again a large part

These variables have some explanatory power
for explaining the long-term career choices of
pupils. For example, school leavers from special schools have a higher probability of joining youth training schemes, while those from
the first category have a higher probability of
joining non-vocational continuing education.
School size can also have an influence on the
probability of non-vocational continuing education, where the greater the school size, the
greater the negative influence.

Andrews and Bradley (1997: 408) conclude:
'Moreover, the estimates ... suggest a clear
ranking of outcomes, where the most able end
up following non-vocational continuing education, and the least able end up either unemployed or with jobs with only on-the-job
training... ' It is not clear how valid this statement is for different countries in Europe and
for different types of training systems.

5.3 The effects of training
Does training have a positive impact, for example on productivity, job search duration and

of the individual variations in these outcomes
variables remains unexplained by empirical
research.
The findings of the econometric studies, which
have been put together in Table 6, can be summarised as follows:

there is a positive correlation between VET

and wages (found in all studies with the
exception of one study for Norway, where
the effect is zero, Elias et al. 1994; in the
other Norwegian study, the coefficient is
positive, Bratberg and Nilsen 1998); the

positive relationship between VET and
wages depends on the type of VET, the
country and the group of individuals under investigation; the estimated returns
range between 0 and 40%;

O family background and ability have meas-

urable effects on earnings (Blundell et
al.1997, 1999);

the estimated returns to training are by

mobility and if so, what is its quantitative

and large positive for the group of participants; there are examples where the esti-

magnitude? Which part of the observed differences in wages or wage growth, in hours of

mated returns turned out to be negative
for the group of non-participants (Groot

work, or job duration can be attributed to

1995, Groot et al. 1994, Oosterbeek 1998).
This suggests the existence of comparative

training? Most econometric studies have investigated the effects on wages, on earnings
or corporate productivity.

One should bear in mind that in standard
earnings equations (so-called Mincer earnings
equations) in cross-sections, 25 to 50% of the

advantages, general equilibrium effects
and self-selection;

lj there is evidence that the returns for employed workers are higher than those for
the self-employed (Pfeiffer and Reize 2000);

variance of earnings or wages can be explained by human capital variables such as
years of education or educational qualification, training, age, professional experience, occupational status, technology and gender. The

rest remains unexplained. This demonstrates
that a quite substantial part of earnings variation among workers remains unexplained by
the standard human capital approach. Other
30

O there is evidence that the returns to CT
are higher if they are financed by individuals instead of firms (Pannenberg 1997);

I:I there is evidence that informal CT has returns (Weiss 1994) as well and that these
returns are lower than those of formal CT
(Pfeiffer and Reize 2000); there is further
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evidence that the degree of formalisation
matters (Pfeiffer and Reize 2000), as well
as school quality (Dearden et al.1997, not

(specialised training), but also from more
general investment in human capital (gen-

cited in Table 6);

1998).

10 there is evidence that the returns from CT

depend on the educational qualification
and on gender (Blanchflower and Lynch
1994, Blundell et al. 1997, Elias et al. 1994
and OECD 1999, not cited in Table 6); the
evidence for gender seems to be mixed, as
well as the evidence with respect to educa-

tional qualification (Jonker et al. 1997);
while former studies sometimes found a
negative relationship between educational
qualification and returns to CT, new stud-

ies with different econometric methods
seem to challenge these findings (Abadie

eral training) (Barnett and O'Connell
Although considerable methodological and
data problems remain to be solved the result stems from different countries, different
data, estimators and methods used, and of-

ten the main objective of these studies is
rather positive than normative analysis
these are interesting results which are especially important for VET policy.

First, results indicate that classroom education, work-related and more general types of
training are beneficial for both firms and individuals. These benefits are not negligible

et al. 1999, not cited in Table 6);

and are sometimes rather large. Benefits from
education. learning and training seem to oc-

there is evidence that hours of work are

cur to a great extent between individuals,

positively correlated with CT (Pfeiffer and
Brade 1995);

O there is evidence that upward mobility
rises parallel to CT and educational quali-

fication (Schröder and Blomskog 1997,
Goux and Maurin 1998, Pannenberg 1997);

O there is evidence that employment prospects increase with educational qualification and firm-related CT (Blundell et al.
1997, Bratberg and Nilsen 1998, Mayer
and Carroll 1987);

0 there is evidence that job search duration
after initial education and length of job
spells in the first job rise with educational
qualification (Bratberg and Nilsen 1998)
and with the amount of human capital the
firm invested in apprentices (Frant and
Zimmermann 1999, not cited in Table 6);
O productivity of firms rises parallel to train-

ing (Alba-Ramirez 1994, Gerlach and
Jirjahn 1998);

there is evidence which suggests the existence of poaching externalities (Hocquet
2000);

O there is evidence that firms not only gain
from specific investment in human capital

firms and regions. Individual heterogeneity,
differences in the education and training systems, are important factors behind these differences.

Second, the result that education and training has positive benefits does not mean that
policy has been optimal or that publicly pro-

vided VET should be enhanced. There is
rather a lot of evidence for positive impacts
of VET on participants and comparably less
evidence on the impacts of VET in the group
of non-participants. In fact, there is evidence
that self-selection on the one hand and general equilibrium effects on the other are at
work. Training has positive effects and net
benefits for the group of trainees. However,
there is also some evidence that for non-trainees, net benefits might not in fact be positive.
From the viewpoint of economic efficiency for

these individuals, training might be a bad
investment for firms, individuals and society.
Furthermore, most of the studies reviewed do
not investigate the costs of VET.

Third, any benefits of CT seem to decrease
with the level of educational qualification. The
lower the amount of initial training, the lower
the incidence of CT, but the higher the measured returns in terms of any increase in wage.
The benefits of CT for those who already have
a high educational qualification seem to be
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Alba-Ramirez (1994)

Barnett/O'Connell
(1998)

Blanchflower/Lynch
(1994)

Blundell, Dearden
Meghir (1997)

Bradberg/Nilsen
(1998)
Elias/Hernaes/Baker
(1994)
Goux/Maurin (1998)

NCGE

CTIRE

NCDS

NCDS

KIRUT

FQP

NORS

Study

Data

General training
Specific training
(Training expenditure total
payroll)
Training with current firm
Apprenticeship
No qualification
+ City and Guild Craft
+ City and Guild Awards
Training with current firm
Apprenticeship
No qualification
+ City and Guild Craft
+ City and Guild Awards
Employer provided
Training current job
On-the-job
Off-the-job
Previous job
On-the-job
Off-the-job
Other work-related training
Employer provided
Training current job
On-the-job
Off-the-job
Previous job
On-the-job
Off-the-job
Other work related training
<10, 10-12, 13-15, >15 years in
education
Vocational apprenticeship formal
certificate
Firm-provided training

Firm-provided training

Training

Table 6: The effects of VET: summary

Women

Men age 22-24
Women age 22-24
Wage earners

Men / Women

Women

Men

1.8 (2.3)
1.9 (0.1)
7.2 (3.3)
2.6 (2.3)

+7% (3.5)
Selectivity bias
corrected: -5.7 (0.9)

-/0

+0.5 (0.1)
1.0 (0.3)
+6.6 (2.4)
increasing with
education
-/0

+0.3 (0.1)
+4.6 (1.4)

+6.2 (1.67)
+6.0 (2.1)
6.7 (3.2)

+4.1 (1.7)
+7.2 (3.0)

1.8 (1.7)
1.6 (0.03)
2.7 (0.3)

1.8 (1.5)

Labour productivity
+28% (4.2) (mainly
driven by training of
senior employees)
+2.0 (1.9)
-0.8 (-1.0)

wage/earnings
(+-volume)

Men

Private enterprises

Industry enterprises
with more than 200
employees

sample

(firm mobility)

0

Increasing with
education

post training
mobility

+ (13-15 years)

employment

Hocquet (2000)

Mayer (1996)
Mayer/Caroll(1987)

Pannenberg (1995,

FQP

GLHS

GSOEP

Pfeiffer/Reize (2000)

Oosterbeek (1998)

Schroder/Blomskog
(1997)

Q&C

DIALS

SLLS

10S0

Source: own composition.

Pfeiffer/Brade (1995)

GLFS

1997)

Groot (1995)

BRAS

Educational levels
EDUC2 Comp to EDUC 1
EDUC3 Comp to EDUC1
EDUC4 Comp. To EDUC 1
Post-entry education

Work-related training

Informal CT rel. to no training

CT on-the-job
Less than 1 month
Longer
CT off-the-job
At a chamber of trade
and commerce
Formal CT with certificate

Employer-provided training
Content (11 categories)
Qualification (6 categories)
Duration (11 categories)
From current firm
From previous firm
Vocational apprenticeship
compared to no vocational
training
CT
on-the-job training
employer-financed

Enterprise-related training

Men / Women

Not trained

Trained worker
Rel. to no certificate
Rel. to informal
Train. self-employed
Trained worker
Train. self-employed
Trained

Male wage earner

Change of employer:
0 upward mobility

Wage earners

+16.1 %
+-0.09 % (n.s.)
Positive returns for
firms and worker
50% net effects
negative for workers.
but positive for firm
33% net effects for
workers positive, but
negative for firms
17% negative for
both

11.8 %
28.6%
-11% (rel. inform., n.s.)

+

+1 +

(upward mobility)
+ 0 / +0
+/+

1.9-3.3

+8.1

(-0.1 3.8)

2.4

+ (short courses)
Hours of work
+1.9
1.6-3.4

+7.2
(-3 -+ 7%)

+9% (2.9)
+3% (0.9)

+ (expert statement)

0-28%
0-17%
5-11% (not ordered)
+7%

Rate of return per year
Average marginal
+28% -0.16
-0.16
-83%

Employed

Trained
Not trained
Wage earners, men

Wage earners

loG.1

+ (qualitative
statement)
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related to rising wages to a much less extent
than for those with a lower level of qualification. However, it is currently too early to conclude on the basis of these findings and on
economic efficiency reasons that people with
a lower educational qualification should receive more training because their returns to
training are higher (this seems to be one conclusion of the OECD employment outlook report, OECD 1999). The positive VET impacts

ment only constitute one part of the training

for low educated people found in cross-sections
(OECD 1999) might not stay constant in panel

tion process which is the driving force behind
an increase in wage. After selection for higher
positions has taken place, workers are trained
and receive higher wages. So, if we observe

studies, hinting at unobserved heterogeneity
problems in the cross-section studies (Abadie
et al. 1999).
A refined version of the hypothesis seems to
be more in line with the evidence. To a certain extent, VET and CT can be substitutes.
In those countries where individuals invest a
comparably large amount in initial VET (for
example workers in Germany), returns to CT
are lower than in those countries where people invest a comparably smaller amount in
initial training, for example workers in the

story. CT is the result of complex negotiations

between workers and firms. Self-selection,
firm selection, industrial relations, and internal promotion ladders are important factors

in the process of training. Training often
seems to be the result of a pre-selection process where workers are matched to hierarchical positions. It is not always training which

leads to higher wages but rather the selec-

that a person has been trained, we often
merely observe that he has been promoted.
This is the case in the United Kingdom, Germany and other countries. However, in the
United Kingdom, returns to training seem to
be higher than in Germany and investment
in initial training is lower than in Germany.
In France however, where firms have to provide training, returns equal zero. Therefore,
training in the French system seems to be no
indicator for internal promotion.

United Kingdom (compare Blundell et al.
1999 and Pfeiffer and Reize 2000 or Pischke
1996) or in the United States, where returns
to continuous training also seem to be rather
high (Lynch 1994). The refined hypothesis

therefore postulates that returns to training
after education are smaller if more people
have received more initial education.
Fourth, government intervention in the train-

ing process of firms certainly has effects,
which should be carefully investigated. There
is some evidence that the French system provides more workers with training, because it
is compulsory for firms to do so. However, in

this system returns to training seem to be
zero, even for those participating in training
(Goux and Maurin 1998). Government interventions into private training processes might
therefore have unintended negative secondary effects, which should be understood carefully for rational policy reasons.

Sixth, in the papers reviewed there is no clear

picture of market or government failure.
While some findings can be interpreted as
evidence of market failure ('poaching externalities', Hocquet 2000), others suggest that
market forces work in the 'right' direction. An
example for the latter statement is that returns to employer-provided CT have turned
out to be lower than those of individually provided CT which seems to be in line with fore-

casts from the human capital theory of G.S.
Becker (Pannenberg 1997). Yet another example is the zero return result for France (Goux
and Maurin 1998), which could be interpreted
as government failure since it is compulsory
for firms to provide training, whether it is efficient for them to do so, or not. But overall,

the studies surveyed cannot be used to draw
strong conclusions on the relevance of market or government failures.

Seventh, training in a competitive environ-

Fifth, returns to CT seem to be higher for

ment may have positive effects on some indi-

employed workers than for the self-employed

viduals and some firms, while it may have

(Pfeiffer and Reize 2000). From this result,
one can conclude that human capital aspects
in the narrow sense of productivity enhance34

negative or positive effects on other individuals or firms at the same time, or later. Trained
workers might crowd non-trained workers out
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of the labour force or out of jobs, and firms
which provide more training and more innovative might crowd other firms out of product markets, because staff of the former are
better motivated and they have innovative

earnings, participate more often in formal
continuous training, are less often unemployed, are more often self-employed, have a
higher regional mobility, and work with newer
and more high tech equipment. Job mobility

not be ruled out in market economy. Good

on the other hand is negatively correlated
with the amount of human capital invested

firms with superior technologies or lower costs

in a specific occupation, since investment in-

products. These negative, indirect effects can-

have higher survival probabilities than other
firms. However, if training is subsidised by
government, assessment of VET programmes

creases switching costs. The pattern seems
to have been rather stable over the past few
decades, although continuing skill-biased

should take care of such indirect negative
impacts. Some recent theoretical work is

technological change provides a challenge for
VET policy in Europe.

based on the assumption of positive external
effects of VET (Acemoglu 1996, Lucas 1988).

In the case of positive technological external
effects, the productivity of trained workers in
one firm is higher if the workers of other firms
are also trained. Unfortunately, there is not
yet enough empirical evidence on these issues
with respect to training to be able to answer
whether and under what circumstances training has a positive or negative secondary overall impact on society.
Eighth, there seems to be a large heterogeneity with respect to the determinants and effects of training. The estimated effects seem
to differ between individuals, regions, over
time and even between researchers and meth-

ods. This is true even if the same data are
used, as can be seen by a comparison of the
numerous studies performed by the British
NCDS or the German GSOEP data. From the
evidence surveyed in this paper and the diversity of it, it is not possible to draw strong
and very specific conclusions with respect to
VET policies. However, it is possible to draw

These stylised facts do not necessarily mean
that those who are better educated or have
higher educational qualifications also have a
higher lifetime income or utility, because they
often have higher costs in the investment period and there may be substantial compara-

tive advantages for different educational
pathways (for example, more cognitive or
more mechanistic skills) for different people.
Regarding heterogeneous individuals, there
are individuals at the margin, whose lifetime
utility is rather similar in different pathways,
and there are individuals who receive higher

utilities either with lower or higher educational qualifications.
What one would really like to know for policy
analysis, is the value of the lifetime utility of

a person for different educational pathways

under different educational standards and
regulations. However, these values are not
observable and estimates available are far
from being conclusive in all respects.

some broader conclusions with respect to VET-

The critical review of more specific economet-

related policy and research issues, which is
carried out in the next part.

ric work in this study indicates that training
is indeed beneficial for both firms and indi-

5. Conclusions

training has positive effects is however no

Although there is widespread belief in a positive relationship between education, training
and growth, the evidence provided so far is
far from complete. Aggregate figures for the
European Union suggest a clear hierarchical

pattern in the labour market: those who are

better educated are on average more frequently found in the work force, have higher

viduals. The benefits are not negligible, in fact
they are sometimes rather large. The fact that
guideline per se for government activity. There
is evidence that self-selection on the one hand
and general equilibrium effects on the other
are at work. As a rule, training does have positive effects and net benefits for trainees. However, there is some evidence that net effects

for non-trainees might not be positive. In
these cases, training might be a bad investment for the respective people, firms and
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from the viewpoint of economic efficiency
for society.

In addition, non-negligible parts of observed
differences in outcome variables such as earnings, wages, hours of work or career satisfac-

tion cannot be attributed to education and
training. Innate abilities, heterogeneity of
abilities and preferences, family background,

political events (for example the fall of the
Berlin wall on 9 November 1989 had significant impact on the East Germans), luck and
the path of economic and technological development are all factors which are important.
Selectivity, selection and general equilibrium
effects also seem to play an important role in
all training systems.

By and large, empirical results suggest that
the more structured the whole training system is, and the more investment in general
human capital is acquired while a person is
young, the lower the returns to continuous
training are after this high initial investment.
If education is centralised and compulsory
school attendance is expanded, then all people should achieve higher levels of education
and formal skill levels. Selection into different career pathways transmitted through labour markets only begins after compulsory
school attendance. If the level of more general types of skills learned in schools is high,
training at the workplace plays a different role

and is no longer responsible for building up

these more general types of skills. Such
mechanisms seem to be responsible for lower

returns to continuous training in countries
such as Germany and France compared to the
United Kingdom. Conversely, the less struc-

tured the training system is, the higher the
measured returns of continuous training seem
to be.

European training systems differ. The different types of investment in VET, the spacing
of these investments over an individual's life
and the role of the State will depend on dif-

ferences in prices for education, expected

wage profiles, the skill structure of the
workforce, tradition and technological factors.
Success in schools and other training institu-

tions is not the only factor explaining workrelated success and careers. Labour market
36

regulations and institutions might lead to in-

sider power and create entry barriers and
waiting queues for young workers, despite
higher education and more investment in

training. Such mechanisms seem to be

present in most European countries, although
to different degrees.
Some of the findings are a major challenge to
the role of government in training. Obviously
formal education and training are not omnipotent weapons against all storms of life for all
people, but they may be very strong weapons
when used at the right time, to the right extent and with the right content. At other times

in an individual's working life, other weapons such as non-formal learning, regional,
firm or occupational mobility might be more
helpful.

Centralisation in the sense of generally acknowledged educational certificates (for example, trades in the German dual vocational
training system) might be helpful for some
occupations and especially when larger investments in educational qualifications are
considered. However, there seem to be limits
to such strategies.

First, the German apprenticeship system
sometimes seems to react very slowly to rapid

economic or technical changes (Blechinger
and Pfeiffer 2000) with the consequence that
training curricula are old fashioned and skill
obsolescence becomes a problem for firms and
workers, which they try to overcome by additional and costly continuous training. Second,
the set up and running costs of such a system

can be rather high. More decentralised,
deregulated and flexible systems such as
those in the United Kingdom or the United
States, which depend to a higher degree on
market signals, might therefore have an advantage in times of rapid and unpredictable
technical change. However, there may be
other benefits of a more centralised system
with compulsory school attendance. Youth un-

employment is low in Germany and participation rates in VET is high. Imperfect capital markets, which can create entry barriers
for poor young individuals in market economies, do not play a major role. No single optimal VET system exists. Policy-makers have
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to put weight behind different policy objectives when policy changes are considered.

ables are defined in comparable ways. Empirical results for different regions might be
more comparable and differences in results

Key qualifications and more general human
capital cannot be acquired in a short period

might help to identify different impacts of national VET policies.

of time. If technologies change, key qualifications will also change, at least to some extent.
They have to be acquired through a long and
continuing process (Weinert 1997) which presumably will have a sustainable impact when
people are young or very young. The older in-

dividuals become, the more important nonformal and self-organised types of learning
become. Mobility between occupations, region's and firms might also be valuable strategies for improving the career position of
workers.
For improving VET policies an adequate, sys-

tematic and regular research design ex ante
would be helpful, allowing greater understanding ofthe relationship between specific
VET activities carried out and its actual, secondary and desired results. Due to tight public budgets, evidence of impacts and efficiency
of new and existing programmes will grow in

the future. A research design that takes diversity of situations, heterogeneity of individuals, differences in training systems, gov-

ernments, markets, etc. into account is,
however, expensive and takes time. If, for ex-

ample, a unified European survey on VET
were to be conducted in the year 2000, the
results of the analysis would be available be-

tween 2001 and 2004 or even later. If one
wished to compare the results over a longer
horizon, for example, over a period of 30 years

(see the NCDS data), results would not be
available until 2030.

Besides research based on microdata which
allows one to investigate the determinants
and partial impacts of VET at individual level,
general equilibrium effects should also be in-

vestigated using time series or panel data.
Research on VET based on microdata might
be improved if it would be more regularly and

systematically based on Europe-wide data
sets, such as the ELFS, European Household
Panel or the IALS. Despite remaining methodological problems, international surveys
should have the advantage that the most in-

teresting human capital and training vari-

National VET programmes and policies domi-

nate in Europe. It is therefore necessary to
evaluate specific VET programmes on a regional or national basis. There is no need for
standardised and Europe-wide evaluations if
national VET programmes dominate. Most
firms sometimes hold formal or more informal
training programmes. There are, therefore,
markets for training and these programmes
seem to provide returns on investment which
are as high as other investments in machines
or research. However, the author is not aware
of systematic research on returns to training
investment by private firms. This would be an
additional source of extremely valuable knowledge and information for assessing public VET
policies.

From the authors point of view, future research could be directed towards the following questions to improve understanding of the
impacts of VET policies both on the individual

and aggregate levels and optimise policy reactions to technology and other shocks. The
questions are interrelated.

First: Research on specific public VET programmes should be intensified to learn about
partial impacts at individual level and efficiency of programmes. This type of research
would usually be based on microdata if the
programmes are not too large. A partial evaluation design ignoring general equilibrium effects should suffice.

Second: Research on public VET systems
should also be intensified. This type of research should evaluate the whole system and
should take into account general equilibrium
effects, financial efficiency and labour mar-

kets institutions as well. Research on this
topic will usually be based on aggregate time
series data, individual panel data and official
data on programme costs.

Third: Research on returns to VET for nonparticipants should be intensified. Should
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governments help non-participants and especially individuals with low skills to participate in VET or CT, or are other measures, for
example wage subsidies, better for improv-

dividuals with vocational education should be
intensified to avoid the possibility of negative
relationships in the future and improve coor-

ing the labour market position of the low

market policies.

dination between educational and labour

skilled?

Fourth: It is not fully understood, whether
there are cumulative negative or positive relationships of public VET policies of different

Fifth: What is the efficiency of educational
policies and the relative efficiency of higher
and secondary education for the next 50 years

Therefore research on the question of whether
the public promotion of higher education in

for the cohort of young people entering the
national training systems in the next five or
10 years? What is the optimal portfolio of
different types of education, more general or

the past 30 years has had negative impacts
on wages and labour market prospects of in-

more specific in nature for individuals, firms,
regions or Europe?

types transmitted through labour markets.
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The effect of national institutional differences on
education/training to work transitions in Europe:
a comparative research project (CATEWE)
under the TSER programme

Damian F. Hannan et al.1
Abstract

The paper presents a comparative empirical study on school to work transitions in a range of
European countries. The project (CATEWE, 1996-2000) is funded by the TSER programme.

Discussed are the main conceptual and methodological approaches, empirical data bases,
progress to date with the study and some initial results from a related earlier research project
carried out under the Leonardo da Vinci programme.
The main objectives of the CATEWE project are to:

a) develop a comparative conceptual framework to study school to work transitions in EU
countries with different institutional systems, and
b) apply that model to both comparative stock analyses of labour force surveys (LFS) in most
EU countries, and comparative flow analyses of school to work transition surveys (SLS) in
five EU countries France, Ireland, the Netherlands, Scotland and Sweden.
To do this effectively we need to develop

c) a set of comparatively defined variables which adequately capture the complexities of school

to work transitions in France, Ireland, the Netherlands, Scotland and Sweden as measured both by 'flow statistics' in their national school to work transition surveys and as
'stock' statistics in their national labour force surveys.

1 The ESRI coordinates the project. The following are the main researchers and research centres in
each country: participants D.F. Hannan and E. Smyth, ESRI, Dublin; D.Raffe, CES, Edinburgh; H.
Rutjes, DESAN, Amsterdam; R. van der Velden, ROA, Maastricht; M.Mansuy and P. Werquin, CEREQ,
Marseilles; W. Mueller, MZES, Mannheim.
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1. Introduction
The main reason why comparative research
on education/training to work transitions in
European countries is important is its unique
ability to assess the extent to which education, training and labour market integration
processes are similar or different across EU
national boundaries. If the same market and
institutional processes operate in the same
way and with the same outcomes and relationships across all countries there would be

tual and methodological approaches to the
study, the empirical databases used, progress

to date with the study and some initial results from a related earlier research project
carried out under the Leonardo (DG223) pro-

gramme. Since the research only started in
December 1997 (to December 2000) and we
have just started the analyses of the integrated, comparative databases we have no
findings to report from these analyses. However we do provide some preliminary results
from an earlier related comparative research

project on early school leaving carried out

no need for comparative research. If, however,

under the Leonardo, DG22 programme (1997-

there are important national systemic differences in the complex relationships between
individuals' social characteristics, education/
training achievements and labour market outcomes then it is important for both research
and policy purposes that these national differences be elucidated. The main purpose of
the CATEWE research project is to do this.

98).

The main objectives of the CATEWE project
are to:

1) develop a comparative conceptual framework to study school to work transitions
in EU countries with different institutional
systems, and

The project builds on previous efforts in this
field to develop a more sophisticated and com-

2) apply that model to both comparative stock
analyses of labour force surveys (LFS) in
most EU countries, and comparative flow
analyses of school to work transition surveys (SLS) in five EU countries France,

prehensive conceptual framework for this
purpose. It constructs and uses a more comprehensive and standardised set of databases,

and sets out to analyse these in more detail
than previous efforts.

Ireland, the Netherlands, Scotland and
Sweden.

Four themes of that analysis appear most

3) To do this effectively we need to develop a

relevant to the aims of Cedefop's second report on vocational training research in Eu-

set of comparatively defined variables
which adequately capture the complexities
of school to work transitions in France, Ireland, the Netherlands, Scotland and Sweden as measured both by 'flow statistics'
in their national school to work transition

rope: the issue of educational and employment
exclusion (point 7); detailed longitudinal surveys of education/training to work transitions
(point 8); and the extent of 'matching' between

education/training contents and levels and
employment/occupational outcomes (point 9),

surveys and as 'stock' statistics in their

with particular reference to low-skilled or

national labour force surveys.

poorly qualified school leavers (point 11).

The cross-national databases on national
school leavers surveys contain almost 100
comparatively defined variables though
with many missing variable cells for some

The project is a comparative sociological and
economic, empirical study on school to work
transitions in a range of European countries.
It is funded by former DG122 under the TSER

countries. These cover social background, initial and continuing educational/training vari-

programme (the CATEWE project, 19962000). This paper describes the main concep-

ables, initial labour market experience vari-

2 Directorate General 12, since 2000: Directorate
General 'Research'

3 Directorate General 22, since 2000: Directorate
General 'Education and Culture'
I 14
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ables. In addition to analyses of current school

leavers' and labour force surveys a limited
time series analyses of these school leavers'
surveys will be carried out for Ireland and
Scotland (1980-96) and for the Netherlands
since 1988. In addition limited analyses will
also be carried out on a comparative database
of six-year follow-up surveys (1992-98) car-

ried out in France and Ireland, and for a
shorter period of observation in Sweden.
This paper is divided into five sections:

a) the conceptual framework,
b) study design and construction of comparative databases,

c) progress to date,

d) discussion of some relevant results from
an earlier related study, and
e) conclusions.

2. A conceptual framework for
comparative research on education/training to work transitions in Europe
Considering the varying institutional structure of European education/training systems
and the varying national structure of education/training (ET) and labour market (LM)
links, comparative European research on education to work transition is underdeveloped.

We have only an incomplete and imprecise
knowledge of the nature of the varying relationships across the different European countries, and we do not sufficiently understand
the similarities and differences in these respects between EU countries, nor the mechanisms that can explain them. In the following section we will briefly discuss the major

lines of research that have been pursued,
highlighting the main gaps in existing knowledge.

work organisation, job recruitment and occu-

pational career patterns in a small number
of selected French and German enterprises.
Proposing a theory of societal effects they argued that the different kinds of qualifications

which are produced in the German and
French educational systems, and their use by
German and French employers, result in complex system-specific relationships between
qualifications and jobs. They describe Germany as a system patterned along a qualificational space, while France is considered to
be patterned along an organisational space.

In Germany, a rather differentiated set of
widely recognised ET qualification outcomes
are produced in a bipolar educational/train-

ing system (the dual system), and these
courses and qualifications are used by employ-

ers both to organise jobs/occupations and to
allocate suitably qualified people to them. In
France, formal education is much less vocationally oriented and less closely related to
the kind of work to be subsequently taken up.
Skills and qualifications required for specific
work tasks are mostly obtained (both formally
and informally) through on-the-job training
and are thus specifically tied to the needs of
individual firms. Such organisation-specific
qualifications have a less convertible value
when workers move between firms. The association between ET qualifications achieved
and LM positions subsequently achieved is,
therefore, institutionally weaker in France
than in Germany.

More recent studies based on this national
institutional approach have generalised it by
using the more general theory of segmented
labour markets, rather than conceiving crossnational differences as idiosyncratic 'societal
effects'. Countries have been typified according to the predominance of either occupational
labour markets (OLMs), as in Germany, or the
predominance of (firm) internal labour markets (ILMs), as in France or Britain. Equally
there are substantial national differences in
the relative importance of organised interest
groups, and nationally agreed corporate interest mediation arrangements between em-

ployers, trade unions and governments, in
The most influential conceptual approach has

been that of Maurice, Sellier and Silvestre
(1982). They conducted a detailed analysis of

agreeing the curricula, examination processes
and qualification arrangements for ET provision systems and the content of vocational

1 t"
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education in particular. Systems where such
agreed upon education/training system ar-

rangements are institutionally linked to
'matched', occupationalised labour market ar-

rangements, are obviously quite different
from others where the ET system is quite autonomously organised and occupational labour markets are weak (see Marsden 1990;
Marsden and Ryan 1990; Ryan, Edwards and

Garonna 1991; Eyraud, Marsden and Silvestre 1990). Soskice (1990; 1993) extended
these analyses by showing how institutional
variables beyond the labour market itself help
to explain the emergence of, and reliance on,
occupational qualifications that are of general
value beyond the individual firm. His comparative work emphasises the impact of the

structure of coordination existing in an
economy between the State, employers and

unions. He distinguishes between liberal
market economies (mainly the English speaking countries) with rather decoupled educational systems and inefficient systems of vo-

cational training, industry coordinated

tics ofjobs and occupational careers. The most
notable examples of such life history studies
have been done in the 1970s in the US, Norway, and Poland, from 1980 onwards in Ger-

many, and most recently also in the Netherlands and Sweden. Two comparative analyses
from this tradition of research are of particular interest for the topic of this proposal: the
studies of Allmendinger (1989) and studies
done in the context of the CASMIN project.
(See also Blossfeld and Shavit (eds.) 1993;
Shavit and Muller (eds.) 1998.)
Allmendinger (1989) studies the effects of two

specific aspects of educational systems
stratification and standardisation on transition into employment and on patterns of
associated work careers. Stratification refers
to the extent of segmentation of the educational system into various tracks and their
hierarchical organisation. Standardisation
refers to the degree of comparability of specific educational qualifications within a given
country in terms of the structure and content

labour economics and is methodologically
marked by traditions most characteristic of

of curricula, examination standards as well
as certification procedures. In countries like
the USA both educational differentiation/
stratification and national standardisation
are low, while Germany is almost at the opposite extreme. Both dimensions contribute
to the extent to which ET qualifications are
used by employers as screening devices in

these fields. Most of the studies are based on
comparisons of a rather limited number of,

In her comparative study, based on life his-

systems (Germany and the Scandinavian
countries), and group oriented market economies (mostly Japan).
Most of this work has been carried out within
the broader field of industrial sociology and

usually 'core', countries and are often restricted to small samples of firms in selected
industries or locations. While this allows an
in-depth analysis of the processes across two
or three counties, or that operate within individual firms or workplaces across countrie0

the results of this approach can rarely be
widely generalised.

selecting workers and allocating jobs to them.

tory data from Germany, Norway and the US,
Allmendinger finds that stratification contributes to a closer link between the hierarchical
levels of educational systems and various levels of work/occupational hierarchies, whereas
standardisation contributes to early work career stability and less job search activity.

The main relevant contributions of the

An alternative conceptual and methodological
approach has generally been pursued in studies more closely tied to the sociology of social
stratification or education. These studies are
usually based on national samples of individuals, representative of the adult population or
of selected birth cohorts. The information collected generally includes social background
data on individuals, the type and level of education and training received, and characteris-

CASMIN project are its successful attempt to
develop a unified conceptual framework and
a classification schema for educational and
vocational qualifications comparable for nine
European countries with different educational
systems, and its analyse of the relationships
between such educational qualifications and
occupational and class positions in the labour
market (Muller et al. 1990; Muller and Karle

1993; Ishida, Muller and Ridge 1995). The
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schema of educational qualifications is based
on the twofold distinction between hierarchical levels of education on the one hand and
the general (academic) or vocational nature

of the qualification obtained on the other.
While the empirical results indicate significant national similarities amongst the nations
studied in the relationships between educational qualifications and labour market posi-

tions, they also show substantial national
variations apparently due to specific national
peculiarities of educational systems with their
different historical roots as well as specific
State policy interventions (particularly in the
two east European countries analysed). The
analyses also show the varying roles that education plays in intergenerational social mobility in the various countries.

patterns of ET-LM relationships, a few comparative studies have also addressed the varying subjective experiences and motivations of
individuals in their transitions from school
to work in various institutional and societal
context. Although the empirical base using
this biographical approach is still very limited a number of studies compare school to

work transitions in England and Germany
(Bynner and Roberts 1991; Evans and Heinz
1994; Roberts, Clark and Wallace 1994) and

another study compares Canada and the
United Kingdom (Ashton 1988; Ashton, Green
and Lowe 1993). The evidence shows how significantly individual perceptions and people's

life histories are affected by the different institutional arrangements and societal conditions which structure this crucial transition
in different societies.

An even more recent study in that research
tradition (Muller and Shavit 1998) shows how

The main conclusions, therefore, one can draw

varying national ET systems shape occupational attainment. In a comparative study of
13 European and other countries they find

from available studies is that the nature of
both ET and LM systems, as well as the nature of the link between them, varies across
European countries. In addition, it is clear
that these national institutional differences

considerable between-country variation in the
patterns of associations between educational

qualifications and labour market outcomes.
On the one hand, the strength of the association between educational qualification and

occupational destinations appears to be
clearly stronger in countries with higher degrees of stratification and vocational specificity in the ET system. On the other hand,
the association appears to be weaker in countries with more general educational systems
and larger proportions of the youth cohort
achieving tertiary qualifications. While the

study marks a significant advance the authors, however, point to several of its limitations. Its design is based on 'side by side' comparisons rather than on integrated and fully
comparable data sets. It is somewhat limited
in its analyses of the school to work transition process, being cross-sectional in nature,
and labour market outcomes are measured
mainly in terms of first stable jobs. The study

is also limited in its coverage of important

have significant effects on socioeconomic in-

equalities in educational achievements, on
labour market outcomes and on individual life

course trajectories. The following appear to
be the most important dimensions of national
variation in these respects.

2.1 The degree of institutional
standardisation of ET systems
National ET systems vary in the extent to
which centralised and standardised national
curricula and examination systems exist, or
are 'quality controlled'; and are then used for
selection/progression purposes for further
education or for labour market entry. In some
countries (e.g., Ireland), both curricula and
examination are nationally standardised, and
a pronounced emphasis is placed on educational level and on grades achieved in selection for third level education and in access to

variables in the school to work transition process leading to stable employment.

paid employment (Breen, Hannan and

While research discussed so far mainly attempts to elaborate and explain similarities

nationally standardised at second level,

and differences between countries in objective

basis and are therefore much less relevant in
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United States), curricula and exams are not

grades are awarded on a school or district
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selection for further education or subsequent
labour market chances (see Rosenbaum and
Kariya 1991). It should be noted that the different levels of the ET system within a coun-

try may differ from each other in these respects. For example, second level education
may be relatively unstandardised while third
level education may be highly standardised.

2.2 The extent and nature of
differentiation within ET systems
Differentiation within ET systems concern
a) the extent of division between general and
vocational education, and the age and degree of selection into such different tracks/
streams;
b) the extent of formal differentiation or grading of educational achievement outcomes
at each stage/level of education; the degree of hierarchical ranking of educational
achievement and the nature and degree of
selection for progression to higher stages.

The degree of differentiation between aca-

demic and vocational 'tracks', courses or
routes varies widely across countries (see
Allmendinger 1989). The German and Dutch
systems of education/training, for example,
are highly differentiated institutionally with

parents/pupils choosing from the age of 11
onwards what type of school and educational
path is to be followed. In contrast, the Irish
and Scottish systems are much more general
and comprehensive, with relatively weak curricular tracking at second level (particularly
lower second level), although pupils may specialise to some degree in particular types of
subjects (see Hannan et al. 1993). One of the
objectives of the proposed research will be to
examine the extent to which such curricular
specialisations in the latter countries such
as in vocational/technical subjects have any
equivalent LM effects which correspond to the

The relative degree of hierarchical stratification of levels of educational achievement, or
the relative significance of levels of education
achieved versus other aspects of educational
achievement, appears to be more significant
in non-differentiated systems such as in the
Irish case; though in all systems 'level of education' achieved is expected to be one of the

most important variables in labour market
integration. Related to such hierarchical ordering of achievements is the extent to which
grades achieved in examinations are elaborated (and are used in selection) varying
from minimal `pass'ffail' distinctions to A to
D, E, F distinctions in each subject in all ex-

aminations in Ireland and Scotland (see
Breen et al. 1995).
These different aspects of differentiation vary
across EU countries with maximal influence

of vocational/general differentiation in the
dual system countries and the Netherlands,
while in the Irish and to a lesser extent the
British and French cases the importance of
both level of education and grades achieved
in examinations are likely to be far more important in educational progression decisions

and in selection for employment. These
macro-level characteristics of ET systems are
likely not only to affect the educational progression decisions of students and their parents but the nature of the whole ET-employment relationship.

The research will therefore pay particular
attention to micro-level variables which reflect three aspects of educational differentia-

tion: the highest stage/level of education
achieved, educational/vocational track or degree of specialisation involved, and curricular level taken and grades achieved in examinations.

2.3 The links between ET and LM
systems

appropriate vocational training and for the

Employers' use of level and type of ET qualifications in employment decisions vary across
countries and, within countries, between sectors and occupations. Employers' evaluations

degree of matching ('content congruence') between type of training and type of occupation
subsequently achieved.

obtain employment and, second, in the nature

strongly differentiated Dutch and German
systems. These national institutional variations have obvious implications for access to

of ET outputs impact on labour market entrants in two ways: first, in opportunities to
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and level of the job obtained: whether regular or temporary, full-time or part-time, occupational status and level of pay. The nature

directly involved in schooling or training,
school achievement outcomes (examinations and qualifications) are publicly cer-

of the link between ET and LM entry can vary
substantially: from situations of complete isolation, or 'decoupling' of the ET system from

tified and used by employers in making
recruitment decisions. Education systems

the LM system (in 'liberal and open' market
economies) to one where both systems are

differentiated in terms of school type or

are highly standardised but tend to be less

developed by Hannan, Raffe and Smyth,

curricular tracking. There is a high degree
of 'level congruence' between educational
outputs and labour market outcomes, but

(1996) and presented in Figure 1, we can conceptualise these links as follows:

little regulated 'content congruence'. In
addition to 'levels', examination grades

highly interconnected. Drawing on a typology

a) strong and direct, shared interlink: Where
employers and schools/trainers are jointly
involved in the provision and delivery of
training for young people, and where both
employers and ET providers jointly agree

on education/training requirements for
specified occupations. This pattern is particularly evident in the German-speaking

countries and Denmark where there is

may be widely used in access to employ-

ment (see Breen, Hannan and O'Leary
1995). Such reliable measurements of 'general human capital' are, not unexpectedly,
widely used in employment decisions. With

the exception of the American and Canadian second-level systems, most of the Eng-

lish-speaking countries fall into this category, as does France and many of the
Scandinavian countries;.

strong 'content' and 'level congruence' be-

tween educational outputs and labour
market intake (see Konietzka and Solga
1995);

d) school placement function: a somewhat
stronger version of (c) exists in countries
like Japan, where besides open market
'reading' and matching of educational out-

b) collinear linkage: Here a substantial occupational labour market exists, training for
specific occupational positions takes place
in second-level schools, but there is little
or no joint delivery of training for young
people moving from school to the labour
force. In the Netherlands, for example, over
1 000 detailed occupational categories, and
over 120 occupational groups can be distinguished on the basis of the level and type
of education required for entry. As a result,
there is a highly developed occupational

labour market served by a large and diversified set of education/training programmes provided on a full-time basis,
with a moderate to high degree of congruence between course content and occupational position. Elements of such a collinear
link exist in other systems. In most countries, for instance, there is a range of pro-

fessional and higher technical positions
where specified educational programmes
at third level are required for entry;

c) no direct link but strong market signals
from schools: Although employers are not

puts to job offers, employers may be directly linked to schools by the school guid-

ance service effectively acting as job
placement officers in the employment system. This arrangement may be supported

by, and officially acting in place of, the
State employment service, as in Japan
(Nakajima 1990; Rosenbaum and Kariya
1991);

e) no direct link and weak market signals: the
USA is the exemplar here. There is no na-

tional standardisation of the educational
system at first or second level, and secondlevel education tends to be comprehensive
and relatively undifferentiated. There also
tends to be limited post-school training of

those high school graduates or dropouts
who do not go on to third level, compared

to Germany for instance (Schupp et al.
1994). On the other hand, a much higher
proportion of the cohort complete upper
second level education and go on to third-

level (or other further) education in the
USA and Canada; and the third-level systems there appear to be much more open
1. 1_ 0 7
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Figure 1: A typology of education/training systems and labour market links: cross-classifying by
level of standardisation, differentiation and link

School-work
link

Degree of standardisation of ET system
Low
Degree of differentiation of ET system
Low
High

High

High
Strong and direct
link (dual system)

Collinear link (diff.
ET system linked
to OLM)
Decoupled and
more general or
comprehensive ET
system but with
strong market signals
Decoupled school
but with strong
market signals and
strong placement
function
Decoupled with
weak market signals

Low

Germany
Austria
Switzerland
Denmark
Netherlands

United Kingdom
France
Sweden

Ireland

Japan

Canada USA

^
Source: Hannan, Raffe and Smyth 1996.

and flexible in terms of part-time and 'sec-

gree of standardisation of their ET systems

ond chance' participation than is true for

at second level at least relative to the United

Germany, the UK (see Ashton et. al. 1993)

States. Although substantial differences do
exist in how this is achieved and the extent
to which it is centralised, for this initial pur-

or for Japan (Nakajima 1990). In these
cases, there appears to be both weak 'content congruence' and weak 'level congruence', though high school graduates tend

pose we can regard them as standardised. The

dual system countries are highly standard-

to be at some advantage in relation to

ised and differentiated, with strong and

school drop-outs, and third-level graduates

highly institutionalised relationships between
ET systems and employers, etc. particularly

have clear advantages over high school
graduates (Rosenbaum and Kariya 1991).
Using the above three dimensions of national
educational systems standardisation, differ-

entiation and ET/LM links

and crudely

dichotomising each one we can derive the following typology of national ET systems.

As indicated there appear to be few differences between European countries in the de-

through the apprenticeship system. At the
other extreme is the American system relatively unstandardised, undifferentiated and

with little if any institutionalised link between the ET and the employment systems.
Most north and western European countries
fit within the standardised and moderately
to lowly differentiated box though within
this there are substantial differences in the
extent of differentiation particularly at up-

11(.8
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per second level, and also in the relative im-

portance of apprenticeship/'alternance' arrangements in vocational training and labour
market integration. The importance of these
institutionalised differences between national
systems in Europe will be explored below in
the section on hypotheses.

Aside from such national ET system differences ET and LM relationships are also affected by labour market particularly youth
characteristics.

2.4 Labour market contexts and
employment decisions
The extent of differences between the adult
and youth labour markets varies across countries. In some countries, the distinctions is
more marked with young people disproportionately concentrated in particular occupations, industries or types of firms. Points of
entry into particular occupations or internal
labour markets can be aged-based with certain segments disproportionately filled by

younger workers (Ashton 1988; Ashton,
Maguire and Spilsbury 1990). In other systems such 'youth jobs' segmentation is very

limited. Segmentation can occur along a
number of dimensions:

The main axes of segmentation are in terms
of occupation, industry, firm size. These dimensions vary both within and between coun-

tries. Earlier conceptualisations of labour
market segmentation posited a dualistic division between a primary sector (with higher
paying and more secure positions) and a secondary sector (with relatively low paid unstable jobs) (see for example, Doeringer and Piore

1971; Averitt 1968). More recent approaches
have moved away from this ideal type to emphasise the complexity of labour market seg-

structure which also varies across societies
(see, for example, Marsden and Ryan 1990).
Occupational labour markets (OLMs) refer to
labour market sectors where jobs are clearly
defined in terms of content and have high levels of consistency across firms and industries.
Workers in OLMs usually have educational
qualifications or skills that are transferable
from one employer to another (see Edwards
1979). In contrast, in internal labour markets
(ILMs) only lower grade jobs are usually filled
from outside the firm with mobility into most

higher grade positions taking place after a
period of training. Training tends to be firmspecific, taking place on-the-job, and consequently skills are not generally transferable
to other firms (see Doeringer and Piore 1971).

Occupational and internal labour markets
may coexist within the same national system

but the relative balance between the two
forms varies between countries. OLMs tend

to be more prevalent in Germany and the
Netherlands and less prevalent in France,
Italy and Ireland; Britain occupies an intermediate position, with considerable variation
across sectors, but with a general decline in
OLMs (Maurice, Sellier and Silvestre 1982;
Marsden and Ryan 1990). However, even in
countries where ILMs are prevalent, occupational labour markets tend to operate for more
desirable LM positions, in particular professional employment.

The relative significance of occupational and
internal labour markets is not only likely to
be closely related to education/training systems but it is also likely to impact on the processes through which school leavers become
integrated into stable employment. In a general and comprehensively oriented ET system

and in an ILM-dominated labour market

mentation (see, for example, Rubery and

structure, new entrants to the labour market
mainly learn relevant skills on-the-job. They
are therefore more likely to enter the labour

Wilkinson 1994). The approach adopted in our

market at lower levels of occupational

study draws upon these more sophisticated
accounts, focusing on the diversity of labour
market structures rather than positing a du-

achievement, and are at a competitive disadvantage compared to insiders for higher responsibility posts, etc. In OLM systems a high
proportion of entrants are more likely to find
work which fits their occupationally specific
qualifications. One would, therefore, expect
that in the former case it is more difficult for
school leavers particularly the more poorly

alistic division.

The relative balance between occupational
(OLMs) and internal labour markets (ILMs)
is an important dimension of labour market
52
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qualified to find stable employment: more
job search time, more job shifting, less secure
jobs; with unemployment more concentrated
among new entrants (Esping-Andersen 1993).

In these systems, the formation of a disadvantaged youth labour market segment becomes more likely, in particular under conditions in which demand for labour is low.

The youth labour supply is, therefore, differentiated by varying levels and types of educational and training experiences and qualifications, and the different social backgrounds
of entrants. It is the way in which employers
take account of these initial differences be-

tween potential young workers in making
employment decisions that transforms these
differences into enduring labour market opportunities. Thus, a crucial element in analysing the nature of labour market differen-

tiation is to determine the factors used by
employers in recruitment (and subsequent
promotion) decisions to different labour market positions. In our analyses we pay particu-

lar attention to two general aspects of new
job applicants' characteristics: their educational/training characteristics, as already discussed; and their ascribed, social background
characteristics particularly gender and social class.

3. Methods: design of study
An ideal research design would involve both
stock analyses of labour force surveys to

study the ET and labour market relationships; and flow analyses of school to work
transition surveys, as well as longer, panel
surveys of early labour market histories. Existing labour force surveys contain a lot of
information on current labour force status and

more limited information on educational/
training achievements; but very little information on educational/training or labour market history. Nevertheless they provide the best
sources of uniform information on education/

training and labour market relationships in
all EU countries. There are no equivalent data
sources on the flows from education/training

into the labour market across EU countries,
although a small number of EU countries
carry out regular surveys of large samples of

young people who have left the educational
system and entered the labour market, supplemented by follow-up surveys of their subsequent labour market and education/train-

ing histories. Ideally one would like such
surveys to have much the same design and to
have a large set of comparably defined variables/measurements for all countries of interest. However, data sources of this nature do
not yet exist.

The labour force surveys (LFS) provide
broadly comparable information on education/

training and labour market characteristics
across all EU countries. As such, the LFS is
extremely useful in assessing the relationship
between ET and LM systems across Europe.
However, its usefulness as a data source for
analysing transition behaviour is limited in
a number of respects. First, most of the conventional labour force surveys have only limited information on education and training
characteristics, and the categories used may
also obscure important cross-national variations in education/training and labour market integration systems. Second, many such
surveys have little or no information on the
first jobs of young entrants to the labour mar-

ket or subsequent detailed work histories.
Third, because the sample covers all age

groups, this may result in a very small
number of labour market entrants in any
given year. This makes it impossible to analyse country differences in the nature of the
initial transition process. Fourth, these surveys rarely have information on the social
background of respondents, thus obscuring
variation between different groups of young
people in the nature of the transition process. However, the national coverage of these
surveys, their large sample sizes and comparable variable definitions mean that detailed
comparative analyses can be carried out on
the relationships between educational/training qualifications and current labour market
statuses for different age/sex groupings in all
EU countries. This kind of comparative analysis allows us to ground our SLS flow analyses
of five EU countries within the wider EU system.
Surveys of school (or third-level) leavers (SLS)

have much more potential for the analysis of
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school to work transitions. These surveys allow us to examine in detail the relationship
between social background, education/training characteristics and early labour market
experience. This information can be supple-

or Leaving Certificate (including vocational

mented by analyses of youth cohort or followup surveys, which give a more complete pic-

schemes and third level education;

ture of the impact of education/training on
longer periods of labour market experience.
Since countries vary significantly in the pace,
timing and patterns of the transition process,
it is important to use longitudinal data to ana-

and applied) and post-leaving certificate
courses in 1995-96. Other (post-secondary)

vocational courses count as destinations,

together with apprenticeships, training
c) France: young people who left general or

vocational full-time (excluding general
baccalaureat and agricultural courses) or
apprenticeships in 1993-94. The survey
was conducted in spring 1997 but the des-

lyse the complexity of life histories among
young people. In addition, changes in education/training policy and secular shifts in the
economy will result in differences between

tinations in the data set refer to autumn

cohorts of young people in their employment

who continued in the education system
for example, at university (see Becker et

chances, access to further education and
training, and so on. The school leavers' surveys are available for several points in time,
allowing us to study the differences between
cohorts of young people. However, such regu-

lar national school leavers' surveys are only
carried out in a limited number of countries:
France, the Netherlands, Ireland, the United
Kingdom (Scotland), Sweden.

Although these surveys have not been designed to be comparable, they have substantial similarities. The five surveys comprise a
year-group survey (Sweden), a labour market
entrants' survey (France) and three follow-up
school leavers' surveys Ireland, Scotland
and the Netherlands. Four of these surveys

1996. Unlike the other surveys, the French
(CEREQ) survey is based on labour market entry groups and does not include those
al. 1999);

d) The Netherlands: young people who left
secondary education (including MBO)
courses in 1995-96, surveyed in autumn
1997. The data set excludes those who
reentered another form of secondary education (e.g. those who entered MBO). Apprenticeships count as destinations, together with higher education;

e) Sweden: young people who completed
lower-secondary education in 1993, surveyed in spring 1997. Since most uppersecondary courses lasted two or three

cover a cross-section of young people; the fifth

years, most sample members who entered
upper-secondary education had left by the

(French) survey is targeted on leavers from

time of the survey, but a few were still

specific courses. The surveys vary in the
number and timing of follow-ups, and in the
data they collect. For example, the most recent comparable surveys cover:

a) Scotland: young people who left 'general'
secondary education in 1993-94 (although
some may have taken up various mixtures
of general and vocational courses), surveyed in the spring of 1995. Vocational
courses (FE colleges), apprenticeships and
training schemes, as well as higher education, all count as destinations;
b) Ireland: young people who left secondary
education in 1995-96, surveyed in autumn
1997. This includes those who left Junior

there.
Therefore, while each survey covers a sample
of young people in a given period after making a transition, the length of this period and,
more importantly, the destination definitions
of the transition, vary across countries. However, each survey effectively covers the schoolto-work transition process either prospec-

tively or retrospectively and therefore
provide relatively sound comparable databases.

An inherent defect of the proposed study will
be that its design neglects the direct observation of the behaviour of one crucial group of
actors decisively influencing the ET-LM rela-
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tionship on the side of labour demand: the
strategies and selection preferences of employers in their personnel recruitment and job
allocation decisions, which as we have outlined above are very likely to vary across

countries. We recognise the importance of
such information on the demand side of the
labour market, and we will draw on research
done by others on these issues insofar as this
is possible.

The research maximises the potential of the
labour force survey to ground our specific
analysis in the broader European context, and
uses the school leavers' surveys in the five
countries to develop a conceptual and methodological framework for analysing youth
transitions across Europe. One aspired objective of our research is to help move the existing national surveys towards greater comparability, as well as to help the development of
such surveys in other EU countries initiating
surveys of school leavers for example, in
Belgium and Portugal.

erlands and Scotland. Some results from this
comparative study are given at the end of this
paper.
The following figure broadly indicates the type

of information which will be used from the
school leavers' surveys.
Data sources:
School leavers' surveys for France, Ireland,
Netherlands, Scotland, Sweden. Integration of
three to five year follow-up surveys where
available.

Sample characteristics:
National samples of secondary level school
system leavers.

Education and training characteristics:
Level achieved; type of school/curriculum;
general versus vocational education; vocational
speciality; examination outcomes.

Individual and background characteristics:
Age, gender, age of completion of education;
parental socio-economic status and education
for some national surveys.

Labour market entry characteristics:

This research develops upon a substantial
body of comparative research already carried
out by the project partners. The network made

an exploratory attempt to construct a common dataset, using a small number of variables for the Dutch, Irish and Scottish data
on school leavers at one point in time (1991)
(Hannan et al. 1993). In addition, a common
dataset covering a range of variables has been
developed for the Irish and Scottish surveys

Labour force characteristics for first year in the
labour market. Work careers available in followup surveys for three to six years in the labour
force for France, Ireland and Sweden.

Labour market 'success':
Employment status; type of job (full or parttime); occupation; industry, wages.

Periods covered:

over the period 1980 to 1991 (Smyth and

1980 onwards for Ireland, Scotland; 1988
onwards for the Netherlands. Current data for
Sweden and France.

Surridge 1995; 1996). Two of the project part-

Other outcomes:

ners (CES and ESRI) have carried out re-

Household status; marital status; migration
characteristics, etc.

search for OECD on developing a conceptual
framework for examining school to work tran-

sitions and have been involved in planning
meetings for the OECD's current Thematic
review on transitions from initial education
to working life (see Hannan, Raffe and Smyth
1996). In addition four of the project partners

(CES, Edinburgh; ESRI, Dublin; DESAN,
Amsterdam; CEREQ, Marseilles) have com-

pleted a four nation comparative study on
early school leaving for DG22 under the
Leonardo surveys and analysis programme
(1996-98.). This comparative research is based
on a four-nation comparative dataset of school

leavers' surveys in France, Ireland, the Neth-

Country selection
The selection of countries included in the
study is partly based on the fact that these
are the main countries that carry out school
leavers' surveys on a regular basis and that
researchers from these countries have been
cooperating to explore their potential for comparative analyses. (Pottier 1993; Raffe 1993;

Hannan et al. 1993; Smyth and Surridge
1995; 1996; Hannan, Raffe and Smyth 1996).

The countries included do not represent all
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the important dimensions of variation in ET
and LM links in Europe but do differ substantially in these respects.
Irelanclis perhaps at one extreme of the continuum where the second-level educational
system is dominated by the vertically organised 'general education model', with a low level

of horizontal, curricular/examination differentiation. Most schools are privately owned
and managed, though highly State regulated.
The curriculum and examination system is
highly centralised and standardised (by State
regulation), with State examination results
being the main 'market signals'. The development of more general rather than specific
(vocational) human capital is emphasised.
The second level ET system is neither institutionally linked to employers nor formally
differentiated to cater for occupational labour
markets, although there has been some recent expansion of vocational training courses

at upper second level. Although there are
practically no institutional links between
schools and labour markets, third level entry
requirements and employment selection procedures pay particular attention both to level
of examination taken as to grades in such examinations (Breen et al. 1995), with apparently little attention to vocationally specific
specialisations, except in a limited range of
craft and professional occupations.

the main exception was that younger (16-year
old) school leavers sometimes had an advantage compared to older school leavers, because

of their opportunity to enter age-restricted
apprenticeships or training opportunities.
These opportunities have declined, and a
majority of young people now stay at school
beyond 16.

In contrast to Ireland, the Scottish system
offers vocational alternatives to school at the

upper-secondary level. Further education
(FE) colleges provide full-time courses, typically in broad occupational areas or in 'trans-

ferable' skill areas such as catering or busi-

ness and administration. Many younger
school leavers enter work-based training programmes (apprenticeships or youth training
programmes known as `skillseekers') which

may include part-time studying at FE colleges. This training is typically occupation(or employer-) specific. It is based on standards which are, in principle, 'employer-led'.
Within this work-based sector 'horizontal' differentiation is more important (Raffe 1992).
As in the rest of the UK, the labour market in
Scotland is weakly regulated and structurally
diverse; it is not easily classified in terms of
ILMs or OLMs, although some studies (such
as Marsden and Ryan 1990) characterise the
UK in terms of decaying OLMs.

Traditionally, the educational system in
In Scotiand_secondary schools are State-run
and comprehensive (except for a very small
private sector). The curriculum is general and
follows national guidelines. There are vocational elements in the curriculum, but they

are integrated into the general curriculum.
There is no occupational specialisation or
tracking as in some continental countries.
Schools may have links with employers for
example, in the provision of 'work experience'

which all secondary pupils are expected to
obtain but these tend to support the broadly
general objectives of schools. This relative
absence of formal curricular differentiation
means that in Scottish, as in Irish, schools
the vertical dimension is dominant. Progression either into further education or into the
labour market is strongly influenced by the
level of attainment in 'academic' examinations
taken at the ages of 16, 17 and 18. In the past,

France was strongly dominated by schools of

general orientation with little formal vocational training. Since World War II, France
has developed a vocational training system
at all levels, which is closely connected to the
general education system: training of workers and employees at the end of the first cycle

(CAP, BEP), technical baccalaureate, then
further training as technicians (BTS, DUT).
Today more than 40% of school leavers have
a technical or vocational diploma. Whereas
general education is of greater value within

the education system, technical and vocational diplomas have better recognition on the
labour market. In large French firms, the predominance of internal labour markets has led
to poor qualification/occupational 'matching'

at entry level and to a late articulation between qualifications and job classifications.
However, the current employment crisis has
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mostly penalised young people and led public
authorities to promote measures developing

have almost equal shares in the Dutch
economy (Dekker, de Grip and Heijke 1994).

sequences of school-based and in-company
training courses alternately (e.g. BAC professional, apprenticeships extended to technical
and engineering training, and a range of work/
school based training arrangements).

With the growing shortage of jobs, decisionmakers adopted a certain number of measures supporting labour-market entry. These
interventions are focused strongly on the interface between the educational system and
the labour market which has two important
consequences. The first one is that the very
existence and content of these measures, often based on 'alternance' models, reveals apparent deficiencies in the existing educational
and training system. The second consequence
is that some of these programmes designed

to assist labour-market entry, based on
alternance training approaches, have had
feedback effects on initial education/training,
encouraging further reorganisation according to the new public model. All processes at
work in France attest to a significant change

in the conception of the aims of the educa-

These characterisations of countries will prob-

ably need revision with further analyses. At
this stage, however, they may be sufficient to
indicate the variation across the countries in
the main variables and outcomes of interest.

4. Progress to date: construction of the comparative
databases.
Four main issues arose in constructing a com-

parative database from five national school
leavers' surveys:
a) definition of populations and samples;
b) timing of interviews in terms of years in
which school leavers were sampled and in
terms of post-school labour market exposure;
c) variable definitions and specifications; and

d) overall design of database.

tional system, now vested with a double mis-

sion: the traditional one of transmitting

Population I samples. The population aimed at

knowledge, and the more recent one of fulfilling a broader social function through the development of more vocationally relevant and
effective education/training for labour-market
entry, especially amongst young people with
particular difficulties.

is all full-time initial second level system

In some respects, the Netherlands is similar
to Germany. The Dutch educational system
is highly differentiated and standardised. It

as the Netherlands where national surveys
made this possible. Such 'reentry' school

also has a strong vocational component, which

at the same time is strongly segmented horizontally in many vocational specialities and
a similar degree of stratification of general
education. In contrast to Germany, however,
the vocational training system of the Netherlands is school-based, has a low degree of over-

lap with workplaces and also much lower
employer involvement. Besides school-based

leavers rather than school leavers. The concept of second level system leavers is used
because of possible confusion where some potential respondents leave one school or school
type, and enter another second level one particularly in highly differentiated systems such
leavers are excluded from the comparatively
defined population/sample. They are included

only when they subsequently exit the total
system. We therefore aimed only to include
those who leave the full-time second level sys-

tem for the first time ('initial' leavers). Those
who leave but who continue in post-school,
part-time education or training are, however,
included this generally 'mixed status' being
regarded as a 'post-school' destination.

vocational training, it also has a system of
apprenticeship, although small in comparison
to Germany. This has, of course, consequences

The selection of samples for the national surveys may be from national registration lists

for the structure of the labour market. Recent research shows that ILMs and OLMs

or through a process of initially sampling
schools/systems and then 'school leavers'
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within these schools. In most cases the sample is designed to cover all those who left the
full-time second level system in the preceding academic year i.e. those sampled and
interviewed in May 1998 would have completed their initial full-time second level education in the academic year1996/97. Most are
then in a 'post-school' status (usually on the
labour market or in further education or training) for at least nine months to a year. Interviews at that point are designed to measure
respondents"post-school' education, training
and labour market outcomes and experiences
subsequent to leaving school.
For the most recently surveyed, the samples
include all those who left (completed course
or left during course) their initial full-time
(second level) education in the 1993/94 session in France and Scotland, and the 1995/96
educational session in Ireland and the Netherlands. The samples of respondents selected
were interviewed between one year to one and
a half years subsequent to their completion
of second level education. The surveys were
carried out by personal interviews in Ireland,
by mailed questionnaires in France and Scotland and mostly by telephone interviews in
the Netherlands.

4.1 Variable list and definitions in
common database

b) household status and, to a limited extent,
migration status (about 5 variables);

c) educational background I achievement
(about 12 variables);
d) post-school education, training achieved
(about 26 variables);
e) current employment status characteristics
(about 20 variables);

f) labour force history characteristics since
leaving full-time education (about 20 variables). See Appendix for details of common
variables.
Clarifying these definitions and concepts took

some time and intensive discussion; and in
coming to common definitions we lost some
important information. For instance, because
the Irish and Scottish surveys covered only
school leavers' defined in a conventional way,
all post-school youth training and further education (in, e.g. further education colleges) is

defined as a 'destination' for school leavers
and, since a significant proportion of these are

still in training or further education at the
time of the interview (a year later) we have
no information on their subsequent labour
market outcomes. One way to correct this is
to follow up such initial school leavers for a
number of years (five or six) to measure such
long-term outcomes. This is done periodically
in a number of countries (UK including Scotland, France, Ireland, the Netherlands and
Sweden).

Essentially we need as much detailed comparative information as possible on five areas;
a) the social background of school leavers;
b) their educational/training experiences and
achievements/qualifications;
c) the nature and extent of post-school education and training;
d) their labour market experiences and outcomes; and
e) their current household formation patterns
and migration experience.
There are ca.100 comparatively defined variables in the combined datasets (see Appen-

National surveys varied significantly in the
nature and extent of social background data
gathered. While the usual socio-demographic
data (age, sex, age of completion of schooling)

is present, there is a lot of missing data on
social class of origin (for only two countries),
ethnicity (for one country only), educational
level of parents (two countries), employment
status of parents (three countries). The more

complex, multivariate analyses using these
variables cannot, therefore, be as comprehensive as we would have wished. One of the main
aims of future collaboration would be to increase the comprehensiveness and comparability of variables covered.

dix):

a) the social background of school leavers
(about 15 variables);

Educational experiences and achievements are
generally well covered in most surveys: type
of school and curricular track, highest level of
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Table 1: Time series of SLS surveys in Scotland, Ireland and the Netherlands
The Netherlands

Year of Survey

Scotland

Ireland

1979/80
1985
1989
1993

a (1979)

a(1980)

a
a
a

a
a
a

a
a

(Current) 1995/97

a (1995)

a(1997)

a(1997)

education achieved (CASMIN and ISCED
measures); type of qualification achieved
vocational/technical or academic/general;
grades/awards achieved in examinations and/
or detailed educational achievement levels
i.e. from incomplete lower second level, 'failed'
lower second level, 'passed' lower second level

examination, to 'passed' or got 'honours' in

tial samples of the population of leavers the

French samples are excluded from the time
series. For Ireland and Scotland such national
school leavers' surveys have been carried out
since 1970/71 in Scotland and 1980 in Ireland
and in both cases sampling is national and
covers all second level leavers. The first national sample for the Netherlands is available

upper second level examination. (See Appendix for details of variables covered by country).

from 1988 only. The Dutch sample is very
large, is nationwide and comprehensive but
is not initially selected as a national sample.

4.1.1 Post-second level education and

Since it, however, covers all institutional distinctions, all regions and all levels of second
level leavers it can be reweighted to approximate a national sample. The following table
indicates the time series being used.

training

Extent and nature of participation, type and
level of course; full-time or part-time, degree

of vocational/occupational specificity of
course, length of course, whether successfully

completed, type and level of qualification
achieved, etc. Extent to which education involved work experience and nature of work
experience; apprenticeship training; extent
and nature of involvement in 'mixed statuses'
(work and education). There is significant
variation in variable coverage by country.

As already indicated the current, late 1990s,
comparative data set has been constructed.
The time series was constructed in September 1999, and analyses have started on the
current database.

4.3 Construction of comparative labour
force survey (LFS) datasets
(coordinated by MZES, Mannheim)

4.1.2 Labour market outcomes
Two data sources are used for LFS analyses:

Labour market entry outcomes: initial and
current employment status. Extent of employment/unemployment; characteristics of jobs
occupation, industry, earnings, etc.; location

the EU community LFS through data requests to Eurostat in Luxembourg, and national micro data sets for Germany and the
SLS project countries (France, Ireland, the

of first and current job, etc. Details of the com-

Netherlands, United Kingdom, SW) and some

bined variable list are in the Appendix.

other EU countries (Denmark, Spain, Italy,
Austria and Portugal). LFS surveys for two

4.2 Time series

time points will be used for most of these coun-

The most extensive information is available

tries (from early 1980s and mid-1990s). Both
cross-sectional stock analyses and some restricted synthetic 'flow analyses' will be car-

for the current (1993/94 to 1996/97) SLS
databases. France (CEREQ) has carried out
school leavers' surveys since the early and mid
1970s. Most of these, however, are only par-

ried out using expected minimum age of
completion of highest level of education
achieved, and consequent estimate of amount
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of time in the labour force. The European
Community LFS (CLFS) provides a common
database for the most important labour force
characteristics for all EU countries. It is limited in its coverage of educational and training variables, and has very limited retrospective data. Access to individual level micro data
is only by request to Eurostat. The individual
national labour force surveys generally have

much more information though variable
coverage and cross-national comparability of
variables differs widely. In most cases, however, anonymised micro data sets are avail-

publish the contents of these papers in journal articles as soon as possible thereafter.'
These analyses of the European Community
LFS (CLFS), dealing as they do with all EU
countries, will set the wider context for both
the more detailed analyses possible with the
individual country LFS micro data sets as well
as the five country SLS data analyses. These

later micro data LFS studies started in late
1999 and are to be completed by mid2000.
The analyses of the current SLS has already
started and analyses of the time series and

able from national census offices. In the

comparative follow-up surveys started in September 1999.

CATEWE project, these micro data sets are
now available at MZES, Mannheim with the
full set of comparable variable specifications

4.5 Analyses of school leavers surveys

to be completed shortly. Obviously much more

The four country comparative database

complex analyses can be carried out on such
a comparative European micro data set.

(France, Ireland, the Netherlands, Scotland)
of current (1995-97) school leavers surveys
was constructed by the end of March 1999.
Swedish data was added in August 1999.

4.4 Progress on analyses of LFS and
SLS surveys
Substantial progress has already (June 1999)
been made in the analyses of the CLFS, and
in both assembling and aligning the country

Construction of the time series data sets has
started but will not be completed until end of
June 1999. The construction of the FrenchIrish six year follow-up comparative data set

level LFS micro data sets. Analyses of the
CLFS has already commenced and papers
are being prepared for the September transi-

has also started but will not be completed

tion in youth (TIY) conference in September
1999 in Oslo. First drafts of five papers reporting analyses have already been discussed
and critiqued (June 1999):

Analyses of the current four-nation data set
started in May 1999. A division of labour on
analyses has been agreed, with first drafts of
papers reporting results to be completed by

a) changes in educational participation and
qualifications over time in EU countries;
b) national differences in youth labour markets and in transition trajectories;
c) 'gradualism' in labour market entry: double statuses in transitions;
d) labour market segmentation and the struc-

4 The European network on Transitions in Youth
(TIY) has been holding annual European research
by the European Science Foundation (1994-96) the
subsequent workshops have been partly supported

ture of youth employment in EU countries;

the ESRI Dublin, from the CES, University of

e) educational achievement and initial labour

market outcomes: national and institutional contextual effects.
Reanalyses and redrafts of these papers were
prepared and second and more comprehensive drafts were given at the European TIY4
conference in September 1999. It is hoped to
60
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until September 1999.6

workshops/conferences on education/work relation-

ships and transitions since 1993. Initially funded

by national funding in Ireland, Scotland and in
1999 in Norway. Copies of workshop papers up to

1996 are available from the ESF in Strasbourg,
from 1996 from CEREQ Marseilles, from 1997 from

Edinburgh in 1998.

Copies of papers now available as CATEWE
Working Papers, from Mannheimer Zentrum fur
Europaische Sozialforschung (MZES), University

of Mannheim, Postfach 10-34-62, D-68131
Mannheim.

6 This paper refers to the project results available
until mid-1999.
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September 1st in time for the September TIY
international workshop:
i)

5. Results and conclusions

Comparative analyses of the relationships

Although there are as yet no results from our

between initial educational/training

analyses of the CATEWE comparative

achievements and 'post-school' educa-

between educational/training achieve-

databases some conclusions from our work on
comparative database construction are important. In addition some results and conclusions
from an earlier, though more restricted, com-

ments and post-school labour market out-

parative study of school to work transitions

comes;

amongst early school leavers, under the

tional and training outcomes;
ii) Comparative analyses of the relationship

iii) Comparative analyses of the relationships
between initial educational/training out-

Leonardo surveys and analyses programme,
(1997-98, VTLMT8) appear very relevant.

comes, initial labour market integration
processes and the extent to which State
training/employment schemes mediate
difficulties in transition;
iv) Comparative analyses of gender and so-

Two comparative micro data sets on school to
work transitions have been or are being constructed using existing national surveys. The
first is based on national labour force surveys

cial class inequalities in educational

for most European countries. The Eurostat

achievements and in education-to-work
transitions;
v) Comparative analyses of both youth/adult
and general labour market segmentation

Community LFS data set is available only for
a limited set of variables, and in any case is

processes in the five countries;
vi) Comparative analyses of the nature and
extent of labour market exclusionary processes amongst the least qualified.

not directly accessible to the research community although Eurostat has been very
helpful in making detailed cross-tabulations
available. The national data sets are generally much more comprehensive and, for most

EU countries, are available as anonymised
data sets to the research community. So a com-

As of mid 1999 there were no results from
these analyses. But the papers were subsequently revised and are now available as

paratively defined LFS data set is being set
up for the majority of EU States. The initial
work on the CLFS (Eurostat) database indi-

CATEWE working papers.7

cates not just the value of cross-sectional
analyses of the existing variables, but also the

One clear result, however, is the fact that it

value of constructing and using other more

has proved possible to construct cross-nation-

complex variables for instance, in using ex-

ally comparable microdatabases from both

pected ages of graduation and entry to the
labour market in identifying recent (young)
entrants to the labour market to estimate
differences in labour market outcomes for

national labour force surveys and school
leavers surveys. Althou0 there are serious
missing data problems for some important
variables (particularly social background variables) in the school leavers' surveys this database is still a very rich one for research and
policy purposes. The earlier Leonardo study,
reporting analyses of a more restricted cross-

national data set based on the same type of
surveys, however, indicated some important
policy relevant results and conclusions. Some
of these will be discussed next.

8 Vocational Training and Labour Market
Transitions. This was a project funded under the

Leonardo 'Surveys and Analyses' programme,
DG22, 1996-98. Contract N° IRL196/1/10074/EA/
III.2.a/FP1. Final report Dec. 1998. The research

project was based on comparative analyses of
school leavers surveys in France, Ireland, the
Netherlands and Scotland primarily focusing on
the educationlabour market relationship amongst
those who left full-time education before completing upper second level. The project was coordinated

7 Available as a CATEWE working paper from the
ESRI, 4 Burlington Rd., Dublin 4, April 2000.

by ESRI, Dublin in partnership with CES, University of Edinburgh; DESAN, Amsterdam; and
CEREQ Marseilles.
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young versus older labour market entrants.
These analyses show clearly the underutilised
value of the existing labour force surveys for
research and policy analyses purposes.

The second main methodological finding is
that the existing national school leavers' surveys carried out in five EU countries (France,
Ireland, the Netherlands, United Kingdom
(Scotland), Sweden) and prospectively in
Belgium (Flanders) and Portugal provide a
rich comparative database for studying the
longitudinal/panel aspects of school to work
transition processes in a range of EU countries. These mainly cover the post-school edu-

cation/training and labour market history
characteristics of school leavers for one to one
and a half years after they complete their second level education. Combined with the crosssectional LFS analyses of current status characteristics of individuals these detailed 'flow

data' on educational and labour market history provide for very comprehensive analyses
of school to work transitions across the European Union.

Although there are many sample and variable comparability problems arising from
constructing a comparative database from
such national surveys with many 'missing
data' gaps, for instance both the process
itself of constructing such a database and the

initial raw results illustrate clearly the advantages of such approaches. In constructing comparatively defined, meaningful variables which capture both the common and,
as far as possible, the unique in each system
overarching concepts and variables need
to respecified in ways that are not otherwise
obvious. For instance the concept of 'level of

education' does not always make clear

Besides these comparative data construction
issues, one of the main advantages of such
cross-cultural (or cross-national institutional)
studies is the classically stated advantage of
additional insight into national characteristics gained from comparing one national system to another quite different one. By shedding normal ethnocentric conceptualisations
engendered by national studies or even by lim-

ited comparisons with similar type systems,

intensive comparative studies much more
clearly reveal national differences. For instance, the overarching significance of 'grades
achieved' in examinations in the Irish, and to

a lesser extent in the Scottish system, in selection/progression to higher levels of education/training and into the labour market and
their apparent lesser significance in the Dutch
or French systems illustrate clear national
system differences in educational assessment

and selection. The relative significance of
these different kinds of selection mechanisms
becomes very obvious in any detailed comparisons but they are very easy to miss in less
detailed ones. The necessity to specify a wider
range of social background, educational, train-

ing and labour market variables to capture
the most relevant aspects of each national
system, while at the same time trying to integrate these into an overarching, common set
of concepts/measures is one of the main tasks
of such detailed comparative analyses. Hopefully, these initial findings will show more insight and lead to a more comprehensive com-

parative analyses than would otherwise be
the case.

The Leonardo VTLMT study - 1997-98
The earlier comparative European study of

whether the person reaching level 'x' has
actually taken and 'passed' the relevant ex-

school to work transitions using school leavers
surveys was funded under the DG22 Leonardo
(Surveys and Analyses) programme (VTLMT9

amination at that level. Equally, differences
in the significance of different national ways

based on a comparative data set based on

of measuring educational achievement
whether, for instance, grades achieved in examinations, or 'levels' taken in courses/cur-

ricula are important/relevant have to be
dealt with in ways that are not always revealed in cross-national surveys where the
lowest common denominator approach to
variable definitions is often used.

1996 to 1998). The empirical analyses were
school leavers' surveys in France (1995), Ireland, the Netherlands and Scotland (1993).

9 Vocational training and labour market transitions in Europe coordinated by ESRI, Dublin in
partnership with CES, University of Edinburgh;
DESAN, Amsterdam,; CEREQ, Marseilles.
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as high as in the other three countries, the

The main focus of the study was on the relationships between initial educational/training
outcomes and qualifications amongst school
leavers and subsequent, post-school, labour
market and education/training outcomes. In
this case the main interest was in 'early school
leavers' or those who left the educational system with no or poor qualifications. The final

extent of post- school education/training participation rates were much higher there so
reducing national differences considerably.
Such post-school provision and participation
for the most poorly qualified was lowest in
Ireland with less than one in four of early
school leavers entering alternative education/
training pathways compared to almost one in
two for their Scottish counterparts. There are

results and conclusions are included in the
final VTLMT report to DG22 in December

then substantial national differences in the
provision for and participation in such post-

1998, and are to be published as separate jour-

nal articles.

school ET interventions.

Four main hypotheses guided the analyses:
Gender and class of origin differences in lev-

1. gender and social class inequalities in the
type and level of educational achievement
are greater in the Netherlands the country with the most differentiated and selec-

els of educational achievement are much

tive ET system (Blossfeld and Shavit 1993);

likely to be male, working class and have par-

greater in Ireland than in the Netherlands or
Scotland. Irish lower level leavers, particularly those without qualifications, are more

ents that are unemployed. At least in terms
2. the educational qualification distinctions
amongst 'early school leavers' (or, more
technically, lower second level leavers)
in terms of examination grades or 'pass7
'fail' distinctions will almost have the
same effect on labour market entry as the
distinction between lower and upper sec-

of the first major educational transition there-

ond level leavers (Breen, Hannan and

highly hierarchical general system. It appears

fore, our main hypothesis is not supported:
the least differentiated system though one
with strong inter-school competitive effects
(Smyth 1999) is the most gender and class
discriminatory. The Irish system is also the
most highly unidimensionally stratified a

as if the highly differentiated and early selective Dutch ET systems have both lower
initial educational failure rates amongst the
total school entry cohort, but also class and
gender selectivity appears to be lower at that

O'Leary 1995);

3. controlling for educational level and grades

achieved in examinations, it is expected
that those specialising in vocational/technical curricular 'tracks' will have significant labour market advantages over those

basic level. Of course in terms of type of education/training and in terms of later progres-

sive transitions such as to the completion
of upper second level or entry to third level
these national differences may be reversed.

in general tracks (Shavit and Mueller
1998);

4. the labour market effects of educational
failure (early 'dropout' or 'fail' in lower second level examinations) are expected to be

The four countries differ substantially in the

greater in national systems with less dif-

and active labour market provision. Labour
market entry (whether at work or looking for
work) is most likely to be almost the only opportunity available in Ireland for those not
going on to third level. There is a much more
elaborated, State funded and better organised
set of both ET and work-based training/employment scheme provision in Scotland. Em-

level and quality of post-school 'corrective' ET

ferentiate d ET systems and less

'occupationalised' labour markets; i.e. more

serious in Ireland and less serious in the
Netherlands.

Main results

ployment chances are maximised in the Neth-

While the proportion of those leaving school
in Scotland with only a lower secOnd level
qualification or less (40%) were almost twice

erlands but alternatives to unemployment
through apprenticeships and State training/

I
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employment schemes are much richer. France
equally, although with the lowest employment
chances for early leavers, has the most elaborated and best funded system of post- school

training. The extent and nature of State intervention in the labour market for early and
poorly qualified school leavers is, therefore,
one of the most variable aspects of school to
work interventions.

school up to 17 or 18 unless basic educational

achievement levels significantly improve.
Improving the basic educational and personal

and social development skills of the lower
performing 10 to 20% of the cohort at lower
second level is a far more fundamental educational goal than just increasing the compulsory ages of attendance to 17 or 18. The sec-

ond hypothesis is, therefore, strongly
supported.

What effect has examination performance on
labour market access or access to more valuable post-school ET pathways? In fact 'passing'm lower second level examinations so
distinguishing between those who either left
school before taking the examination or hav-

ing 'failed' the examination and others who
at least got a 'passing grade' in such lower
second level examinations has a significant
positive effect on employment chances in all
four countries; and in all except France on
access to apprenticeships also. For other less
valuable traineeships or post-school training/
employment schemes the effects are negative

for Ireland only a not unexpected result
given that recruitment to these schemes is
targeted on the more poorly qualified with the

poorest employment histories in Ireland.
What is significant here as in some other research (see Breen, Hannan and O'Leary 1995)
is that level of performance in lower second
level examinations is almost as important in
labour market access as proceeding to upper
second level, particularly amongst those with
below average educational performance.

A State policy geared to maximising upper
second level educational participation, without paying equal attention to improving the
basic educational performance levels at primary and early post-primary levels, appears

therefore to be a seriously mistaken one.
There is little added value in keeping young
people with poor performance histories in

'passing' in this sense has a clear meaning in
the French and Dutch systems; but in the Irish
and Scottish systems has to be somewhat arbitrary

so the older definitions are used as in the Irish
case where a minimum of five Ds in the junior cer-

tificate ( and equivalent in the Scottish GCSE)
examination is regarded as required to get a pass.
64

Are there effective alternatives to vocation/
technical tracks or post-school vocational
training programmes such as apprenticeships in non-differentiated systems such as
the Irish or British ones up to age 16 ? Recent research has corrected for earlier negative assessments of assignment to vocational/
technical 'tracks' within the more general and
more comprehensive systems of the Englishspeaking countries particularly for 'non-college' bound youth (Shavit and Mueller 1998;

Kerckhoff et al. 1998 Hannan and O'Riain
1996). Effectively these results indicate that
although such vocational/technical 'tracking'
may divert a significant proportion of working class children away from proceeding to
upper second and into third level education
(and so increase social class inequality at
these higher levels) successfully completing
such programmes does in most (though not
all) cases increase access to skilled manual
and service employment or in escaping from

the lower skilled and less secure sectors of
the youth labour market. Our results strongly
support the latter view. Such specialisation
in second level, vocational/technical subjects

significantly increases access to skilled
manual occupations for males in all four coun-

tries though it has no effect on employment
access as such, controlling for the effects of
most other relevant variables. Again this hy-

pothesis is strongly supported, though for
males only.

There is no evidence, however, that the relative effects of educational 'failure' no qualifications or 'failed' qualifications on employ-

ment chances are any higher in Ireland,
though the extent to which this occurs is
greater in Ireland and Scotland. The fourth
hypothesis is not, therefore, supported, although this hypothesis is harder to test given
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the various different interpretations of educational 'failure' in Ireland and Scotland versus France and the Netherlands.
The results of this initial study of early school
leavers encourage optimism about the future
results of the larger CATEWE project. Combining both LFS analyses of education/train-

ing and labour market relationships in all
countries, with more detailed analyses of

school-to-work transitions in a smaller
number of countries using both time series
and longitudinal analyses the project should
yield valuable comparative European analyses of education/training and labour market
relationships by the end of the year 2000.
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0.No
1.Yes

Based on activ and
vwbw

Based on n_hdvb1I
with corrections from
activ for schemes/
apprentices.

NETHERLANDS

L13a

Based on activ, L13a
and L13b.

1.Yes

0.No

7.0ther

youth programme

6.0n scheme/

IRELAND

VARIABLE
CATEGORIES

Current job(i.e. time of survey, Nov 95 for France):
Permanent/temporary
perm
0.Temporary
1.Permanent/regular
No hours
hours
Record actual number
of hours

VAR
NAME

VARIABLE

continued

occstat

Occisco

Occupation: status

Occupation: ISCO-88
equivalent
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Sclass9

Occupation: social
class (9 categories)

routine non-manual
Lower
routine non-manual
41. IVa Small
proprietors
42. 1Vb Selfemployed
43. 1Vc Farmers
50. V Lower
technical / manual
supervisory workers
60. VI - Skilled
manual workers
71. Vlla - Semi-/
unskilled manual
workers
72. VIlb Agricultural
workers

Based on
Ganzeboom's scale
Map to ISCO-88
codes

9.VIlb

8.V1 la

4.IVab
5.IVc
6.V
7.VI

3.111

2.11

1.1

32. 11 lb

N_hber
N_hber

L14

L14

Recode of sclass

L15

class
20. II - Lower service
class

Recode of sclass

nlegp

Based on L14 and

10.1- Upper service

sclass

Occupation:
social class

31. 11 la - Upper

NETHERLANDS

IRELAND

VARIABLE
CATEGORIES

VAR
NAME

VARIABLE

continued

jobsoc

jobsoc

1

Iscocom3

occisco

Pcsag

Not available

Jobsoc
No Employment
Status so assume all
are employees

Recode of sclass

FRANCE

SCOTLAND

t

indseg

Industry: segment

49

indtype

Industry: group by
type (VTLMT classification)

occalt

iroccseg

occseg

Occupation: segment

More accurate
version of Gordon's
schema for Ireland
Alternative occupational classification

VAR
NAME

VARIABLE

mtitimed

3.Agriculture
4.Manufacturing
5.Construction
6.Distribution
7.Transport/
Communication
8.Finance
9.Public
administration
10. Professional
services
11. Personal,other
services
12. Other
Based on core/
periphery distinction
adapted by Hughes &
Nolan

2.0ther

1.Semi/unskilled
occupations to
depend on industry
coreVperiph

occisco

Gordon's schema:
1.Indep primary prof
tech
2.Independent
primary craft
3.Subordinate
primary
4.Secondary
As occseg

lndtype

L16

occisco

L14 and L16

IRELAND

VARIABLE
CATEGORIES

lndtype

n_hbra

occisco

Not available

occisco

NETHERLANDS

Indtype

Jobsic

occisco

Not available

occisco

SCOTLAND

lndtype

1149

Based on acten
and acten1_1 to
acten4_1

occisco

Not available

occisco

FRANCE

jobfind

edjob

satis

How found current job

Relationship between
education and current
job content

Satisfaction with
current 'ob

1150

look

timeemp

Job search:
Currently looking
for work?

Based on L13c and

1.Yes
Record length of time
in months.

3. Yes

2.No

0.Education not
related to job
1.Education related
to job
0.Dissatisfied
1.Satisfied

8.0ther

1.Un/employment
agency
2.Newspaper ad.
3.Contacting
employers
4.Personal contacts
5.School
6.Work experience
placement
7.Private agency

bwzk4w

lookjob

1151

Based on reche__
and tjsrec_1.
* Only available for
employed and
unemployed.

Not available
Not available

Not available

L49a

L23

Not available

moytr

Not available

1, trfam

Not available

Not available

Not available

Trpar

Not available

Not available

Not available

Not available

Not available

n_haso
* MBO only

Based on hbgj, hbgm
and msurv, yrsurv
Based on n_hwy for
MBO and hwvl ao for
VBO agriculture

Not available

FRANCE

SCOTLAND

L22b

L21

Muni, yrsurv

Not available

0.No

frrelate

N_hdvb1

L17

Related to anyone in
firm (France only)
Time in current job

1.Yes

relate

Related to employer

Hpo

Not available

1.1 person
2.2-9 people
3.10-19 people
4.20-49 people
5.50-99 people
6.100-499 people
7.500-999 people
8.1000 + people
0.No

firmsize

Size of firm

NETHERLANDS

IRELAND

VARIABLE
CATEGORIES

VAR
NAME

VARIABLE

continued

avail

Availability for work, if
currently looking for
work
Job search methods

9.0ther

2.Private agency
3.Newspaper ads
4.Contacting
employers
5. Personal contacts
6.School
7.Placed ads
8.0ther employment
measures

1. Employment
agency

0.Not immediately
1.Immediately/
2 weeks
Dummy variables for:

VARIABLE
CATEGORIES

6.0ther

courses)
4.Second-level:
general
5.Second-level:
vocational

3rd and 2nd level

Full-time education (current participation):
Currently
nowed
0.No
participating?
1.Yes
Type of institution
edinst
1.University
2.0ther third-level
3.'Multi-level'
(i.e. provides both

search1
to
search9

VAR
NAME

VARIABLE

continued

Not available

bwbsb

NETHERLANDS

Based on activ, L33
and L34a
L34a

Based on activ, vvod,
vvovt, vvogev
Not available

Post sec. ed. edcuation/training

Based on L31a and
L31b_1 to L31b_9.

L24c

IRELAND

Not available

Instname

1

11 3

Based on activ

Based on moye1
to moye4 1,
moyre1_1 to
moyre4_1

Not available

FRANCE

Based on activ

Not available

Not available

SCOTLAND

edlevel

Edsubj

Level of course

Subject area
of course
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VAR
NAME

VARIABLE

continued

2.Engineering/
architecture
3.Business studies
4.Medicine & related
5.Humanities/ Social
Science
6.Art
7.Law

7.3rd level degree
(3 yrs +)
8.3rd level sub-degree
(diploma or certificate; <3 years)
9.Upper second-level:
general
10. Lower secondlevel general
11. Upper secondlevel: vocational
industry
12. Upper secondlevel: vocational
services
13. Upper secondlevel: vocational
field not specified
14. Lower secondlevel: vocational
industry
15. Lower secondlevel: vocational
services
16. Lower secondlevel: vocational
field not specified
17. Other
1.Agriculture/Science

VARIABLE
CATEGORIES

L35a

Based on L35a, L35c,
L35d and edinst

IRELAND

Based on edlevel and
n_secvl

n_secvl

Based on n_vll and

NETHERLANDS

Not available

Not available

SCOTLAND
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Not available

Diplet_1

FRANCE

occspec

Occupational
specificity of course
(NL only)

8.Second-Level
General
9.Second-level
Vocational
10. Other
0.Not occupationally
specific
1.0ccupationally
specific

VARIABLE
CATEGORIES

Prevsubj
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Certification
to be obtained

Leaver from apprenticeship CFA
(France only)
Status of
apprenticeship

Acertir
Acertnl

Appemp

frappr

Appr

prevcomp

Whether completed
course
Subject area
of course

Apprenticeship training
Current participation

Previnst
Prevlev

Type of institution
Level of course

0.No employment
contract
1.Employment
contract
Country-specific
categories

1.Yes

Llwn

1.Primary level
2.Secondary level
&Tertiary level

1.Statutory
apprenticeship
2. Non-statutory
apprenticeship

Llwwk

Not available

Based on activ

L41

L13a and L15

Not available

Based on activ

Not available

As edsubj

0.Not an apprentice
1.Apprentice
0.No

Based on prevlev and
n_secvl

L39

0. No
1.Yes

Based on vvod, vvovt,
vvogev

n_secvl

Based on n_vll and

NETHERLANDS

Not available
Based on n_vll and
n_secvl
Vvod

Lllb_3, nowed

Lllb_1, Lllb_2,

Based on L36, L39,

Not available

IRELAND

L37
L38

As edinst
As edlevel

Full-time education (previous participation):
Ever participated in
evered
0.No
full-time education?
1.Yes

VAR
NAME

VARIABLE

continued

Not available

Based on donow

Not available

Based on activ

Not available

Not available

Not available
Not available

Not available

Not available

SCOTLAND
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Not available

Set to 1 (Employment
contract)

Based on activ

Not available

Based on dipoet_1

Diplet_1

Not available

Diplet_1

Not available

FRANCE

Schinst

Schcert

Institutional
arrangements

Certification
to be obtained
Previous participation
in schemes

1.Yes

1.No training (work
experience only)
2.General training
3.Specific skills
training
4.Classroom-based
5.Workplace-based
6.Alternance
7.No
8.Yes
0.No

Ptsubj

Subject area of
course
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ptinst
Ptlevel

Type of institution
Level of course

as edsubj

As edinst
as edlevel

Part-time education current participation):
0.No
nowpted
Currently
1.Yes
participating?

Other employment-related training current):
Nowtr
0.No
Currently
1.Yes
participating?

Prevsch

Schcon

Content of scheme

1.Yes

0.No

State training/ youth programmes:
Nowsch
Currently
participating?

Based on L33 with
corrections for
nowed, nowsch, appr
and nowtr
L34a
Based on L35a, L35c,
L35d and ptinst
L35a

Based on L33, L34a,
L35a, L40 with
corrections for appr,
nowsch, nowed

L32a_1 to L32a_9

L10_2

L10_2

Based on L10_1 and
L10_2 with corrections for appr and
nowed
L10_2

Not available

Not available

Not available
Not available
Not available

lnstname
Not available

Not available

Not available
Based on n_vIl and
n_secvl
Based on n_secvl and
ptlevel
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Not available
Ednow

Based on vvod, vvovt
and vvogev

Cbog4w

Not available

Based on sizp26 and
mesurd_1
Based on sizp01 to
sizp26
Set to 1 (Yes)

N_hdvb1

Based on wheretrn
and onjobtrn

Based on sizp26 and
mesurd_1

N_hdvb1

Based on wheretrn
and onjobtrn

Based on activ

Based on sizp26 and
mesurd_1

Based on activ

Set to 3
(specific skills)

N hdvb1

Based on activ

Based on sizp01 to
sizp26

Not available

Llwdc and Ilwgev

Not available

1.Yes

0.No

Appdrop

Previous participation
in apprenticeship
(incomplete)

FRANCE

SCOTLAND

NETHERLANDS

IRELAND

VARIABLE
CATEGORIES

VAR
NAME

VARIABLE

in

Ptspec

chstat

irchstat
nlchstat
frchstat
chstat2

Occupational
specificity of course

Changes in labour
force status since
June of schoolleaving year

No of changes in
status since June of
school-leaving year
No of changes in
status over whole of
labour force history
No of changes in
status over whole of
labour force history
No jobs since leaving
school

rtimejob

Time to first job

1160

timejob

Time to first job

nojob

nIchst2
frchst2

VAR
NAME

VARIABLE

continued

Not available

Not available

Not available

Not available

Based on mp9606I to
mp9712L

Based on mp9509L to
mp9712L

Not available

Based on L11_1 to
L11a_20

Not available

Not available

Based on mp9509L to
mp9712L

Not available

1161

Based on sizp01 to
sizp26

Derived from
mdemp 1,
ademp 1,
mfemp 1 ,afemp
Based on sizp09 to
sizp26

Based on sizp01 to
sizp26

Based on sizp01 to
sizp26
Not available

Based on mp9509L to
mp9712L

Based on sizp09 to
sizp26
Not available

Not available

sizp09 to sizp26

Not available

FRANCE

Not available

Based on mp96061 to
mp9712L

mp9606l to mp9712L

Not available

SCOTLAND

Based on L11_1 to
L11a_20

L11a_1 to L11a_20

Labour force history

Based on n_vI1 and
n_secvl

Not available

as occspec

Changes between
five comparable
statuses:
1.employment/
apprenticeship;
2. unemployment/
scheme;
3.student;
4.inactive;
5.other/ military
service
Uses country-specific
categories for
changes in status
Changes between
five statuses over
whole period
Uses country-specific
categories for
changes in status
Number of different
jobs from time of
leaving school to time
of survey.
Time taken to enter
employment (or
apprenticeship) from
June of the schoolleaving year
Time from leaving
education to first job

NETHERLANDS

IRELAND

VARIABLE
CATEGORIES

1

11 RP

No of previous spells
since June of schoolleaving year
No of previous spells
over whole period
Amount of time spent
unemployed since
June of schoolleaving year
Amount of time spent
unemployed overall

leaving year?
Ever unemployed
over whole period?

Receipt of social
welfare payments
(Unemployed only)
Ever unemployed
since June of school-

Unemployment:
Duration of current
spell

premp
prun

Proportion of time in
specified statuses:
Employment
Unemployment
Proportion of time in
specified statuses:
Employment
Unemployment

rdursp

dursp

runsp

unsp

reverun

everun

welfare

durat
revdur

rpremp
rprun

VAR
NAME

VARIABLE

continued

No of months
unemployed

Based on mp9509L to
mp9712L
Based on mp9606L to
mp9712L

Not available

Not available

Based on mp9509L to
mp9712L

Based on mp9606L to
mp9712L

Based on L11a_l to
Ll1a_20

Based on L11a_1 to
L11a_20

Based on mp9509L to
mp9712L

Not available

L11a_20

Based on Ll1a_1 to

Based on mp9606L to
mp9712L

Not available

L12d

Based on L12c and
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Based on sizp01 to
sizp26
Not available

Not available

Based on sizp01 to
sizp26
Based on sizp09 to
sizp26

Based on sizp09 to
sizp26

Based on sizp01 to
sizp26

Not available

everunz
* FU var for S6
leavers only
Not available

Based on sizp01 to
sizp26 variables

Based on indemc_1
Not available

Not available

Based on sizp01 to
sizp26

Based on sizp01 to
sizp26

Not available

Based on mp9509L to
mp9712L

Not available

Based on sizp09 to
sizp26

Not available

Based on mp96061to
mp9712L

Based on mp9509L to
mp9712L

Not available

FRANCE

SCOTLAND

NETHERLANDS

Based on L12b and
msurv, yrsurv

Based on L11_1 to
L11a_20

Proportion of time in
specified status since
June of schoolleaving year
Proportion of time in
specified status since
leaving education

No of months currently unemployed;
revdur sets <0.5
months to 0.5 months
0.No payments
1.In receipt of
payments
0.Never unemployed
1.Employed (one or
more spells)
0.Never unemployed
1.Employed (one or
more spells)
Number of previous
(separate) spells
unemployed
No of previous spells
unemployed
No of months unemployed

IRELAND

VARIABLE
CATEGORIES

Select if (empfilt eq 1).

Select if (hrsfilt eq 1).

Select if (wkfilt eq 1).

Select if (Illfilt eq 1).

empfilt

hrsfilt

wkfilt

Illfilt

1 iP-41

Missing values (for all):
-9= not answered
sysmis=not applicable

Principal activity is
employment, apprenticeship or scheme
Lower level leavers

Select if (edfilt eq 1).

edfilt

Remove those in
continuing education
Principal activity is
employment
Eurostat definition of
paid work

VARIABLE
CATEGORIES

VAR
NAME

VARIABLE

continued

Levvtlmt

Activ

Levvtlmt

Activ

Hours

Activ

Activ
Hours

Mp9610L

NETHERLANDS

Llla_5

Filter variables

IRELAND

Levvtlmt

Hours
* Problem of
truncation
Activ

Activ

Dooct

SCOTLAND

Levvtlmt

Activ

Hours

Activ

Sizp13

FRANCE
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Education and labour market change:
The dynamics of education to
work transitions in Europe*
A review of the TSER Programme

Damian F. Hannan, Patrick Werquin
Abstract
The education 1 employment relationship and the transition from school to work has been the
subject of substantial research over the last decade. This is mainly because of its priority in
policy making for a number of reasons (see paper).
One of the main policy research questions remains whether there is one or a number of different
and equally effective solutions to these problems in different EU countries.

The underlying sources of these difficulties in different country labour markets within the EU
are difficult to disentangle. They are not equally serious in all countries. They also tend to have
different patterns in different countries, and there is no agreement on the exact source of the
relative lack of job vacancies for young people.

Successful policy interventions also tend to differ across countries. Not all EU countries reacted the same way to the crisis, nor do or can they have the same kind of effective policy
solutions: the seriousness and nature of the problem varies across countries; countries have
different youth I age profiles, somewhat different economies, and clearly different institutional
systems.

In these circumstances comparative cross-country research is of particular interest to learn to
what extent and why some policies appear to be generalisable, while others appear to be effective only in particular country 1 institutional contexts2.

This requires that research should aim at a clear understanding of the impact(s) of institutional contexts on education and training (ET) and labour market (LM) outcomes.

* The quality and comprehensiveness of this paper is a result mainly of the critiques and
suggestions of our colleagues funded on TSER projects, who attended a preliminary meeting
in Brussels at DGXII on Nov., 19th 1998. Any remaining inadequacies or faults in the paper
are due entirely to the authors. Our particular thanks are due to T.F. Brandsma, University
Twente, Enschede; P. Dubois, Facolta' Scienze Politiche-Sede di Forli, Bologne; W. Houtkoop,
Max Goode Centre, University of Amsterdam; S. Lindblad, Uppsala Universitet-Depart. Education; W. Muller, Universitat Mannheim; H. Oosterbeek, University of Amsterdam-Faculty
of Economics; W. Pelgrum, Universiteit Twente; C. Bedwe, LIRHE, Univ. Des Sciences Sociales,

Toulouse; J. Planas, Universite Autonome de Barcelone; D. Raffe, CES, University of Edinburgh; J.P. Reef, MENFP, Luxembourg; H. Schomburg, Universitat Kassel; C. Sofer, LEO
CRESEP, University of Toulouse; and E. Willems, ROA, Universiteit Maastricht.
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Education and labour market change

1. Introduction

tently unemployed particularly amongst the
least educationally qualified both policy makers and researchers have focused a lot of at-

This paper has three main objectives:

tention on the initial school-to-work transition
process. Initially substantial state investments

a) It reviews the main research findings, conclusions and general direction of the Targeted Socio-Economic Research (TSER)
Programme under the Fourth Framework
Programme of DG12, dealing with research

occurred in LM interventions such as state
employment and training programmes, but

on education/employment relationships
and, in particular, transitions from education to work in Europe and places it in the
context of the wider research literature and
policy priorities in the area;

b) It highlights the main areas where policy

needs are well served by research, and
other areas where research is poorly developed;

c) It suggests the main areas of research and
policy analyses that need to be addressed
in the next 5th Framework (TSER) Programme (1998-2002), particularly under
the Horizontal Programme for Improving

the Human Research Potential and the
socio-economic research base. (0.J. c506/
99, 13.01.1999).

gradually shifted to more active and more ef-

fective labour market interventions as the
long-term secular rather than temporary nature of the labour market problem became increasingly apparent. As a result, in many EU/
OECD countries participation in such state
programmes became a regular feature of many
young people's transition between leaving full
time initial education and either getting a regular job or effectively withdrawing from active
participation in the labour market. Besides the
immediate social consequences of such effects,
these issues are of continuing policy relevance
since, when economic growth resumes, countries will need a full working population complement in a situation of generally low replace-

ment rates. Even in present circumstances
labour shortages have emerged in some coun-

tries such as the Netherlands, so that state
and European Union (EU) policy needs to be

geared to address the medium to long term
effects of declining demographic trends with
improving economic growth.

The paper does not attempt to evaluate nor
comprehensively review the main TSER research on education-employment relationships, but to summarise the main findings in

Besides the current employment crisis, a
rapid upgrading of education and training

the context of comparative European research
and related policy preoccupations on the re-

for low skilled production and high global com-

(ET) is required in most EU countries given
the poor competitive position of EU countries

lationships between education/training system outputs and labour market entrants and
outcomes at an individual and system level.

petitiveness for high skilled production and
services, particularly from the USA and Japan. Given these policy priorities, transition
from school to work has become a very im-

The education/employment relationship and
the transition from school to work has been

portant policy issue in most EU countries. One
of the main policy research questions remains
whether there is one or a number of different
and equally effective solutions to these problems in different EU countries.

the subject of substantial research over the last
decade. This is mainly because of its priority

in policy making for a number of reasons.
Firstly, most European countries have had
persistent high youth unemployment rates for

The underlying sources of these difficulties in

almost two decades, with the time between
leaving full time education and securing a

different country labour markets within the
EU are difficult to disentangle. They are not

regular job also increasing significantly. With
a substantial proportion of young people en-

equally serious in all countries. They also tend

tering the labour market (LM) either never

to have different patterns in different coun-tries, and there is no agreement on the exact

finding secure employment or being intermit-

source of the relative lack of job vacancies for
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young people. Successful policy interventions
also tend to differ across countries. Not all EU
countries reacted the same way to the crisis,
nor do or can they have the same kind of effective policy solutions: the seriousness and na-

and employers/firm behaviour; as well as
the extent to which these also might vary
across different national ET institutional
systems.

ture of the problem varies across countries;
countries have different youth/age profiles,

5) Comparative analyses of the nature, extent

somewhat different economies, and clearly dif-

ferent institutional systems. In these circumstances comparative cross-country research is
of particular interest to learn to what extent
and why some policies appear to be genera-

and severity of educational and labour
market failure/exclusion and the associated social exclusionary processes; as well

as the relative effects of national institutional systems on such processes and relative effectiveness of interventions.

lisable, while others appear to be effective only

in particular country/institutional contexts'.
This requires that research should aim at a
clear understanding of the impact(s) of institutional contexts on education and training
(ET) and labour market (LM) outcomes. The
main aim of this paper is to summarise some

6) Research on the effectiveness of education/

of the main lines of comparative European research on school-to-work transitions, with par-

8) Conclusions, and proposals for future comparative research and policy analyses work
under the aegis of the Vth Framework Programme of DGXII: Improving the Human
Research Potential and the Socio-Economic
Knowledge Base (1998-2002).

ticular attention to research on these issues
funded by the European Commission under the

Targeted Socio-Economic Research (TSER)
Programme of DGXII.
This paper has 8 sections:

training programmes and of labour market intervention programmes.
7) Gender and class inequalities.

1.1 The policy contexts of education to

work transitions
1) The wider economic and policy context
within which research on education to
work transitions takes place.
2) A set of categories is proposed to define
between country difference in national institutional arrangements.

Increasing globalisation and competitive pres-

sures combined with rapid technological
change2 have, according to conventional economic wisdom, made education and training
human capital growth of increasing if not

paramount importance in securing modern
economic growth.

3) The nature and extent of change in economic or labour market demands for different kinds and levels of education/training or skills/knowledge; as well as the
extent these might vary across different labour market systems.

4) Changes in education/training outputs and
the relationships and linkages between the
ET system and changing labour markets
Research on youth unemployment has largely
used the fact that minimum wage has been low-

State policy responses to the growing unemployment crises of the 1980s and early 1990s
gradually changed over time to a recognition
that the problem was not only cyclical and,

therefore, could be adequately handled by
temporary employment/training measures,
but was also structural: with rapid technological change and increasing competitive
pressures bringing about long term secular
declines in certain industries and unskilled
and semiskilled occupations. This realisation
shifted policy emphases to supply side meas-

ered in the Netherlands without any clear evidence
of success in terms of unemployment. The idea of

the labour being too expensive for young people
does not seem to work from the Dutch experience.
94

2 See comprehensive review by Lundvall and
Borrds (1997).
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(1993) on Growth, Competitiveness and Employment, following on the Copenhagen summit, proposed a number of policies to tackle
the EU economy's slowdown, with increasing

interventions (p. 124). Besides these obvious
negative effects of educational failure and the
necessity to effectively tackle its causes, the
overall rapid pace of economic/technological
change required much more forward planning
than previously; hence the priority placed on
research and new knowledge on occupational/
work changes and attendant ET requirements.
The increasing dynamic relationships between
the ET system and the employment system in
modern economies also required much greater
levels of co-operation between them. But also
much greater responsiveness and flexibility in
instructional/learning and qualification systems to the changing economic/employment
needs; as well as to the individuals needs for

unemployment and declining competitive-

re-education and re-training over the life-

ness. This White Paper was more innovative
than preceding EU documents. Three chap-

course.

ters appear most relevant: Chapter 7 deals
with education and training system, chapter
8 on the link between job creation and eco-

The White Paper also suggested the necessity for improvements in the fit between the

ures in education and training and to active
labour market programmes. The main concerns were not only that the ET system was
not changing fast enough to keep pace with
rapid economic and technological change, but

that changes in the organisation of production itself would also be necessary to guaran-

tee continuing competitiveness. (Janoski,
1996; OECD, 1995; EU, 1994; O'Connell and
McGinnity, 1997).

The European Commission's White Paper

nomic growth, and chapter 9 on labour costs
(see also Meulders, 1998).
With an increasingly more knowledge-based
economy, an accelerating pace of technological change and consequent changes in jobs,
firms and ET requirements the necessity
for substantial change in ET policy was proposed. This was proposed as necessary both
to increase the level of knowledge/skills of the
youth labour force, but also to change radically the nature of the 'once-and-for-all' full

tax and social protection system and employment in order to encourage job creation: suggesting, for instance, a decrease by 2% in social insurance contributions, and targeting it
on youth and low skilled employment. It also
suggested policies to reduce the disincentive
effects of unemployment benefit on job search
though a clear disincentive effect of unemployment benefit has never been proved.

This was seen as necessary both to increase

In addition to increasing the sensitivity of tax/
insurance systems to LM needs, increased LM
flexibility and less regulation is suggested to
help creation of part-time and temporary contracts etc. as well as workers' temporary withdrawal on a voluntary basis from the LM (e.g.
for sabbaticals, training etc.). In addition im-

the chances of returning to post-school education/training and to orient systems of ET provision more toward life long learning, and con-

provements in active labour market policies
and in employment/job placement processes/
agencies are suggested.

time ET provider systems, toward a more
open and more flexible one.

tinuing re-education/re-training (p. 16). In
addition the White Paper emphasised the necessity to substantially reduce the level of edu-

cational failure/underachievement amongst
school leavers in most European countries and
to improve transitions to work. In pointing to

the very negative unemployment and other
economic and social marginalisation effects of
educational failure, and the subsequent diffi-

culty in re-integrating such poorly educated
youth back into the society, the White Paper
prioritised the need for effective educational

In addition to lowering tax/insurance contributions, a slowdown in wage increases was
suggested, with wages not allowed to increase
more than the increase in productivity. The
level of wages appeared to be perceived to be
one of the main reasons of low job creation,
with minimum wage regulation/legislation
also perceived as constraining employment
growth. Again, none of these policy recommen-

dations have any solid basis in the research/
econometric literature. On the contrary, in the
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meantime, recent OECD publications (Em-

life long learning system is one of the main

ployment Outlook, 1998) have been more than
cautious about the minimum wage as a general brake on jobs creation.

policy aims of the paper. Thirdly the necessity
to anticipate and to adequately provide for new

knowledge/skill needs was emphasised, as
technological change accelerates and the ne-

Following along the lines of the White Paper

cessity for constant upgrading of the workforce

suggestions, the Essen Summit (1994)

requires substantial changes in both the state

adopted five priorities in December 1994:
a) ImproVing the employability of the labour
force through the promotion of investments
in vocational training. Young people to be
especially targeted.
b) Increasing job creation associated with economic growth through a greater flexibility
of the labour force, by increasing wages by

less than productivity growth and by encouraging regional and local initiatives,
especially in the fields of new jobs (environment, social services etc.).

and EU policy and ET provider systems.
Fourthly the necessity for state and EU policy
making, and budget allocation, as well as private sector employers, to more adequately rec-

ognise the necessity to treat human capital
investment with the same priority as physical
capital investment was emphasised. Finally
the White Paper emphasised the necessity for
states and the EU to prioritise interventions
to radically reduce the level of educational failure and the resultant high levels of unemploy-

ment and social exclusion characteristic of
most EU states.
After the Essen summit the next step was the

c) Reducing the labour cost, especially for unskilled jobs.
d) Improving the efficiency of public employment policies by switching from passive to
active policies.

e) Improving the targeting of intervention
programmes for those most affected by unemployment: young people, long term un-

employed, unemployed female and older
unemployed people.

Amsterdam summit in June 1997. A new
chapter on employment appeared in the New
Treaty for Europe; unemployment becoming
one of the main policy priorities for the EU.

Following the Amsterdam Treaty, the first
European Summit for Employment was held
in Luxembourg in November 1997. At this
occasion, 4 guidelines were adopted:

a) Improving employability. This guideline
follows previous White Papers' ideas on
training and active LM policies.

The White Paper of the European Commission
(1994) on Education and Training:Toward the
Learning Society, proposed four main policy
priorities. Firstly it indicated the necessity to
have a balanced set of ET policies which both
emphasised the necessity for increasing levels
of general education combined with an increasing mix of employment linked vocational training in ways that minimise the dominating status/ethos of the former. In addition the White
Paper (1994) recommended the creation of new

b) Encouraging entrepreneurial activity: by
simplifying regulations, improving access
to funding, tax reductions etc., and by developing local initiatives.

and bridging curricular/course and assess-

withdrawal from the labour force and en-

ment/certification arrangements between the
two, normally divorced, education and training provider systems. The creation of new and
more effectively integrated pathways between
the different education and training systems,
and the creation of a more open and flexible

couragement of retraining and life long

96

c)

Improving the adjustment capability of em-

ployers and employees: by modernising
work organisations through increased flex-

ibility, reduction of the number of hours
worked; reducing over-time and increasing

part time work; facilitating temporary
learning etc.

d) Strengthening gender equality in the labour force; and improving the linkages between family life and working activity.
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The Targeted Socio-Economic Research Programme (1994-1998) proposed by DGXII invited proposals for research from the European research community on three main areas
of economic and social research: in science and
technology policy, ET and LM integration, and
social integration and social exclusion. The
increasingly severe economic and social prob-

The main objective of the TSER (1994-1998)
research ptogramme was to build up both the
knowledge base and research infrastructure
for high quality, policy relevant, comparative

lems facing European societies required a

tems and the necessity for ET systems and
enterprises to adapt readily and effectively
to rapid technological and economic change
to ensure sustainable long term growth, all

rapid economic/technological change to the
effectiveness of the linkage/relationship between ET systems in building up human
capital stock and labour market entry and
in-firm insertion/training processes in attracting and using high quality labour. Within this
broad area of research the Programme had
three main objectives to strengthen the
European research base and improve communication and networking amongst European
researchers, to develop and strengthen the

indicate the necessity for co-ordinated, effec-

knowledge base and to improve its quality and

tive comparative research for national and
European policy making.

comparability, and help apply it to the challenges facing European economies and societies.

EU economic growth increasingly depends on
scientific/technological development, education/training systems which encapsulate this

There are three main objectives of TSER Area
II (Research in Education and Training):

more co-ordinated and better funded and targeted research and policy response than hitherto. Increasing global competitive pressures,

the necessity for continuing productivity
growth, the consequent need to expand and
improve the effectiveness of European ET sys-

into human capital growth, and the development of a market and institutional framework which effectively integrates both into
modern productive economies and welfare
enhancing civil societies. To do this research
needs to be of high scientific quality, com-

parative, have significant added value and
help develop comparative data bases and effective and comparative conceptual/theoretical models and methodologies (TSER programme).
Besides the economic growth imperative high

levels of persistent unemployment and associated economic and social exclusionary
pressures in most EU countries also empha-,,
sise the necessity for high quality comparative economic and social research on national
similarities and differences in the effectiveness of economic and social policies in tack-

ling such exclusionary processes (TSER,
1996). The threats to equality of opportunity
and to economic and social cohesion not only
place European civil society under increasing pressures, but directly breach some of the

central values and goals of European integration.

European socio-economic research at both
national and Community level. In Area II,
education and training, the objective is to help
link advances in science and technology and

1) the nature and extent of skill change and
of labour demand in the economy and the
effectiveness and nature of the responsiveness of ET systems to these changes;
2) The development of ET effectiveness/evaluation models and methodologies both in
terms of conventional schooling/training as

well as in life long learning/instructional
arrangements;
3) Transitions from school to work, and the
nature and extent to which ET systems and
their relationships to employment systems
positively or negatively affect inclusionary
or exclusionary processes.

Even before EU and OECD prompting, most

European states had instituted substantial
changes in educational and training arrangements and in the level and length of participation in initial full-time education and training. So substantial expansion in educational
participation at upper second level and third
level had occurred in all EU countries, though
significant national differences still exist in
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the nature, pace and extent of change in all
these respects. In many countries the rapid

nificantly from country to country. Four aspects of these appear most relevant:

increase in the level of education of the youth
labour force has outdistanced the changes in
occupational demand as previously defined

1) relative youth/adult demographic and unemployment rates and characteristics;

with significant 'educational upgrading' of
many low and medium skilled occupations
(Robinson 1997; and work of Ciretoq network);

with most of the upward shift in the educational level of the work force occurring within
existing occupations rather than in the expansion of new or more technologically advanced
ones. Besides the concern about under-qualification, therefore, some concern has also been

expressed about the extent of `overqualification' amongst the young work force, and
under-utilisation by firms of this newly up-

2) significant increases over time in the median ages of entry to the labour market, as
young people stay longer in full-time education and search longer for a permanent
acceptable job, but also increasing variances

in the age of entering the labour market;
3) wide national differences in unemployment
rates by level of education (Eurostat, 1996
and 1997; Freysson, 1997; OECD, 1996 and
1997).

skilled and better educated young labour
(Krahn, 1997; Ashton and Green, 1996; 1997).
The extent to which and the effectiveness with

which employers use the substantial recent
improvement in human capital in their recruitment, training, work allocation and promotion policies, and in their general human
resource management and innovation processes, deserves equal attention in policy and
research agendas as do ET policies and practices.

To conclude then, the TSER research programme (Area II) has substantial complementarity with the policy priorities of the vari-

ous EU White Papers on education/training
and labour market integration policy. Despite
the evident weakness of research/policy institutional linkages at EU level compared to
its national or OECD equivalents at least
the content of economic and social research
promoted by TSER (DGXII) appears relatively
closely linked to EU policy priorities.

4) Finally there is a significant growth in the
extent to which 'mixed statuses' (e.g. work
and education) occur, particularly amongst
those completing upper second level education/training as well as those going on
to third level education.
Not only is the demographic and economic con-

text within which transitions are being negotiated rapidly changing over time and highly
variable across countries, but the shape and
nature of that transition itself is also radically
altering. It is significantly lengthening, and the
socio-cultural and institutional context within
which that lengthening socialisation occurs is
also rapidly changing. Transition is no longer
easily conceptualised as a 'rite of passage', or
relatively unproblematic status change from

dependent youth to independent adult statuses. It is now one in which the 'youth stage'
is continuously being extended, mostly outside
familial control; and in which educational and

work roles are increasingly intermixed and

1.2 Demographic and economic context

The demographic and economic context

negotiated or constructed over a much longer
time period in the more family-independent
contexts of educational institutions, stronger

within which change is occurring is now described according to the main usual sources

peer groups and part-time work roles. This
'youth/adult' stage of intensive socialisation,

such as Eurostat and OECD, as well as a

now less culturally reproduced than in previous generations, occurs in a much less predictable and controlled environment than previously. Besides these more general socialisation
trends in transition, there are however very
significant differences in the demographic and
economic contexts within which such youth/

number of TSER funded projects.
The economic and socio-demographic contexts
within which school-to-work transitions occur

within Europe have changed significantly
over time, and these changes also vary sig98
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adult transitions occur in most European countries.

There is very wide national variation in the
proportion of 15-29 year olds in the total popu-

former countries, however, such qualification
rates had already been very high by the mid

1980s, while quite dramatic changes have
occurred in the level of education of youth
cohorts in Portugal, France, Ireland and the

lation, as well as the relative size of youth

Mediterranean countries. These rapid

inflows into the labour force across the European Union. This age group comprises only
22-23 percent of the population in Germany

changes imply substantial young/old em-

and Finland, but over 32 percent in Ireland
(Freysson, 1996). So the relative size of the
youth inflow into the labour force has different economic and policy implications in different countries; particularly so if one also
includes in the equation the extent to which
the older outflow on retirement comes from
economic sectors like agriculture which

latter countries, with the consequent implications for human resource development and
management within firms.

are not being reproduced (as in Portugal,
Spain, Greece and Ireland, for instance).
Allied to the demographic variable is the relative difficulty of access to the workforce faced

ployee replacement issues within firms and
between old and young industries etc. in these

2. National institutional
differences
There are substantial differences amongst
countries in how they responded to this unemployment crisis and to secular economic
change not unexpectedly given the substan-

tial economic and institutional differences

by young people, or the relative ease of job

amongst European countries, not only in their

loss, compared to older people. This also varies substantially across the Community: with
the relative youth/age unemployment risk for
Ireland for instance being twice that of Ger-

ET systems but more importantly in the interconnections or linkages between the latter and the main economic agents. In addition not all EU and OECD countries have
moved in the same direction or at the same
speed toward to a high skill and high value

many or Austria (Freysson, 1996). It is hypothesised that the extended apprenticeship
arrangements of the former countries provide
a more highly institutionalised, segmented,

added production system (Ashton and Green,

'protected' and secure labour market access

Wagner, 1987, 1989).

1997; Steedman, 1997; Steedman and

route for young job seekers (Muller and
Shavit, 1998).

There are least three respects in which national differences in education/training sys-

Finally the rate of return in employment
terms to increasing educational levels also

tems in Europe make it unlikely that the same

varies substantially across countries for youth
entry cohorts: from around a 4/1 unemploy-

ment ratio between those with third level
qualifications and those with less than upper
second level in Ireland, to 3/1 for Germany
and Denmark and less than 2/1 for the Mediterranean countries (OECD, 1997; Freysson,
1996; Eurostat, 1997). These differential employment returns to increasing levels of education are not highly correlated with national
rates of completion of upper second level education (i.e. with their relative scarcity) as one
might expect, with these rates being maximised in Germany, the Benelux, Scandinavian
countries or France, and lowest in Portugal
and intermediate in the UK or Spain. In the

policy priorities can be implemented in the
same way in all countries:
a) Their degree of institutional differentiation
at both lower and upper second level, with

very clear 'tracking' from ages 11/12 onwards in Germany and the Netherlands for

instance, and comprehensive systems at
least up to age 15/16 in France, Britain and
Ireland;

b) The extent of institutional linkage between

the ET system and the employment system. This may be highly linked/coupled as
in the German dual system with a sub-

stantial degree of ET provision being
jointly provided in the apprenticeship system. At the other extreme, the ET and LM
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systems may be completely `de-coupled';

with an institutionally separate educational system providing educational outputs or qualifications which are then 'marketed' in a separate labour market.
At one extreme the German dual system
provides a model of a highly differentiated
ET system from the beginning of second

level education, which at the same time
provides the strongest connection/linkage
between employers and education/training
providers in the apprenticeship system. At
the other extreme are the comprehensive
and relatively undifferentiated ET systems
of some of the Scandinavian countries, or
more weakly (at upper second level educa-

tion) as in Britain, Ireland and France.
Here there is a much weaker linkage with
the labour market.

c) Finally, compared to the American/Canadian ET systems most European systems
are highly centralised and standardised (in
curricular/pedagogical and examination/
certification terms). In these respects the
significance of examinations/qualifications,
and of examination grades, are likely to be

far greater in European countries than in
the unstandardised American second level
system (Rosenbaum and Kariya, 1991;
Kerchoff, 1990, 1995; Breen, Hannan and
O'Leary, 1995). Some significant differences amongst European countries, however, exist in both the nature and degree
of differentiation of examination/certification, and in their significance in the labour

market: the extent of differentiation in
examination grades, for instance, being
highly variable, as well as their use/signifi-

tion between the ET systems and their LMs,
we do not assume in this paper that one system is necessarily more effective than another
in terms of either generating high levels of
human capital or of inserting it into the labour market: i.e. that functionally equivalent
mechanisms of both generating and integrating human capital into the economy are likely
to occur across the different EU countries.
What seems to be crucial in building up and
maintaining a high skills, high value added

production system, is the construction of
strong systemic relationships between the
education/training provider system and the
main economic actors (individual or corporate)

but that there are many different institutionalised ways in which this can occur. This
may be done by the highly regulated German
dual system model, or by the semi-corporatist
and formalised Dutch model of high 'occupationalisation' of the labour market depend-

ent on a supply of specifically educated/
trained labour from the full time educational
institutions; or the almost equally corporatist
but more informal linkages of the Japanese
models (see Hannan, Raffe, Smyth, OECD,
1996; OECD, Employment Outlook, 1997).
And, given the success of the American model
with an almost completely de-coupled ET
system with minimal standardisation at pri-

mary and second level, obviously there is
something they are doing right though most

analyses would suggest that this occurs
mainly at third level. Successful European
type models appear to be characterised by a
much higher level of integration/co-ordination
between the state, education/training providers and employers particularly for countries
that are 'late starters' or those rapidly adjusting to modern economic competitiveness. Sig-

cance in selection for further education/
training and entry to the labour market

nificant government planning, regulation,

(Breen, Hannan et al., 1995). Recent work
certified examination grades are important

training, combined with corporate agreements with employers, education/training
providers and trade unties etc. appears to

to employers even amongst lower level
school leavers (Hannan et al., Leonardo,

characterise many of the most successful European economies, particularly as economies

(VTLMT), Final Report, Dec. 1998; Smyth,
1998; Becker and Rutjes, 1998).

move into high value added production.

Given these wide institutional differences
amongst EU countries in their ET systems

dox neo-liberal economic theories of economic

also shows that such standardised and

and in the nature and degree of interconnec100

investment in and co-ordination of education/

(Ashton and Green, 1996). Recent research
throws a lot of cold water on the older orthodevelopment, showing no clear relationship
between neo liberal or modern (European

Education and labour market change
type) corporatist models of state/economy re-

lationships and economic or employment
growth. (OECD, Employment Outlook, 1997):

that both are equally likely to be effective,
though in substantively different national
cultural, institutional and historical contexts.
If we assume the continuing significance of
national institutional differences in ET and
LM systems, which most current studies support (Shavit and Miller, 1998) though with
some growing similarities as mass educational participation extends to third level and
increasing global competition forces adaptation then the 'dual system' and Dutch education/training (ideal type) models will re-

main quite different from those countries
with more 'general education' type ET and
LM models: where most specific occupation-

ally relevant training takes place within
firms. If this remains the case then the

As will become clear in the next section, if
most secular change in the technical characteristics of work and therefore in its educational/training requirements occurs within
occupations, and by and large within firms
rather than between firms, then it appears
reasonable to conclude that the more closely
linked the ET and employer systems are the
more adaptable the overall system. However,

the opposite conclusion has also been proposed: that the more general educational systems providing higher levels of initial general education give a better base to further
in-firm training and retraining: though most
existing cross-national data (OECD, Education at a Glance, 1997,1998) generally indicate higher levels of in-firm training in dual

system countries. This is an area however,
where good quality cross-nationally comparable data are very poor, and research rather
limited.

greater degree of both 'level congruence' and

'content congruence' (Almendinger, 1989)
between ET outputs and labour market integration outcomes, will continue to remain

much stronger in the former countries.
(Shavit and Muller, 1998). However, it is
important to get clearer conceptualisation
and measurement of these educational/work-

ing relationships. It is clear, for instance,
that there are analogues or 'functional alternatives' to the greater 'content congruence' of 'dual system' countries existing in
the more general educational/training systems; but these may not be measured by con-

ventional variables. For instance, it is clear
that those students who do choose to take a
greater concentration of vocational/technical
subjects at second level do appear to increase
their probability of escaping low skilled and

insecure employment, controlling for other
educational achievement differences. (Muller

and Shavit, 1998; Hannan et al., VTLMT,
Leonardo final report, Dec. 1998). However,

it is also appears clear that greater labour

3. Changes in labour market,
skill demands and relationship
to education/training outputs
To what extent does economic and social research lend support to the hypothesis of rapid

technological, economic and occupational
change underlying the substantial increase
in the skill education/training requirements
of the European work-force?

Research work carried out by LIRHE (University of Toulouse) and funded by Cedefop,
and other work funded by Cedefop 3'4 shows
clearly that the rapid growth in the supply of
workers with higher educational levels across
most EU countries has not been equalled by
an equally rapid growth in those occupations
which 'require' or had previously required

such high levels of education/training
(Béduwé and Espinasse, 1997; Monacorda

market competition occurs between school/

college leavers for the same occupational
niches in the more general educational coun-

tries, particularly at the beginning of the
occupational career and particularly for low
skilled jobs (Borghans, Hughes and Smits,

1998; Hannan, Raffe and Smyth, 1996;
Hannan and McCabe, 1998).

3 Béduwé et al.

4 This study was funded by Cedefop and directed
by L. Mallet, Univ. of Toulouse. A brief summary
is given in Béduwé and Espinasse, 1996. See also

work by Ciretoq network also partly funded by
Cedefop

e.g. Borghans et al., 1998.
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and Robinson, 1996; Robinson, 1997). Consid-

the necessity of keeping young people out of

ered over the decade from the early 1980s

the labour market for as long as possible;
some undoubted upward shifts in skill demands as well as high individual rates of

onwards, upward shifts in educational quali-

fications had been general throughout Europe, but most educational change over the
period had in fact occurred within 'old' occu-

pations rather than in new occupations, or
growth in occupations that had previously
required a high level of education. So, if we
measure technological change as reflected in
equivalent change in occupations with higher
technological/training requirements, most of
the educational change had not been due to

return to increasing levels of education, and
the obvious strong relationship between low
levels of education and high unemployment/
exclusion rates. In addition in many coun-

tries rapidly increasing levels of parental
education also increase demand the result
of rapid expansion in second level education
in the 1960s and 1970s in most OECD countries. So, at a minimum there is no evidence

technological/occupational changes in demand, but to changes in the relative supply

in these studies that skill shortages or skill

of more highly educated labour.

strained higher/skilled occupational expan-

deficits in general has significantly consion (though this may well be the case in par-

This research, therefore, gives no support to
the demand driven 'technological change' hypothesis: one that appears to underlie most
of the EU and national policy documents. The
alternative, 'credentialist' hypothesis of an
over-supply of highly educated labour being
absorbed in occupations for which they are
not in reality required, on the other hand
receives some support in these studies: provided one assumes that the task complexity,
'difficulty' and degree of responsibility of work

ticular occupational/industrial sectors); and
that such skill shortages have been significant in educational expansion. Indeed the
opposite proposition is given significant support that an increasing supply of highly

educated labour has substantially outstripped conventional occupational demand
(Ciretoq network research; Béduwé et al.,

1998; Robinson and Manacorda, 1997;
Steedman et al., TSER research 'Newskills';
Sofer et al., TSER research `STT').

tasks within similarly named occupations
remains the same over time

say a 10 to 20

year period 5.

Most educational/training growth, in fact,
appears driven mainly by other considerations, however: underlying, economic, politi-

cal, institutional and socio-cultural factors
such as higher youth unemployment and
rapid expansion in upper second and third
level educational provision partly driven by

However, these studies do not show any decline in the individual earnings rate of return
to more highly educated labour as one might
expect if the increase in higher qualifications
were diffused evenly throughout the occupational distribution. Indeed there is significant

evidence that educational inequalities in
earnings returns have in fact increased in
some countries over time (Robinson, 1997).
Analyses of occupational/industrial differences in rates of return in earnings indicate

that in the modern expanding corporate
5 The argument has also been made that since a
significant proportion of 'future jobs' do not yet
exist and that, even within current occupations,
job tasks are becoming more complex and more
subject to change over time, it is necessary to pro-

duce graduates surplus to current or historical
requirements. In addition such an increasingly

highly qualified young labour force will over time
influence occupational change and so influence the
future demand side. Given rapid technological/occupational change, therefore, one could argue that
it would be prudent to anticipate this and produce
at least a temporary 'over-supply' of highly qualified school/college leavers.
102

managerial and professional-technical occupations sectors, the rates of return to higher
levels of education have in fact increased. In

those intermediate (status) occupational
niches, however, particularly in the services
sector, where there has also been a substantial upgrading in the level of education/training of the workforce, there is some evidence

of a relative decline in earnings returns to
higher level qualifications. Some evidence,
therefore, exists that it may well be the increasing supply of more highly educated la-
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ticularly high (OECD, EAG, 1996 to 1998;
Schizzerotto and Cobalti, 1998).

bour that has facilitated such recruitment
particularly in occupations in the services
sector where not previously required and
where such a recruitment choice would sig-

There is some evidence for Britain and France
that the 'closeness of fit' between level of education and occupational status of first job has
declined over time.(Heath and Cheung, 1998;
Goux and Maurin, 1998). This however does
not appear to be the case for Germany, Muller,

nificantly decrease training costs for employers (Robinson, 1997; OECD, 1996, 1997 and
1998). No evidence here, therefore, in wage
rates at least, of increasing productivity and
technological sophistication within these intermediate service occupations, but more of a

Steinmann and Ell, 1998). In addition there
is clear evidence that the correlation between
educational level and occupational status varies significantly across countries particularly for first jobs: apparently greater in the
more educationally differentiated and more

rational response by employers to an oversupply of more qualified labour where the
relative price of such labour has decreased.
Of course, as will be discussed later, the time

that young 'over-qualified' people spend in
such jobs may be restricted to a short period

'occupationalised' labour markets (Shavit,

at the beginning of work life.

Milner, 1998).

In a number of longitudinal/panel research

Of course occupational categories, especially
highly aggregated one, include a wide range
of work and firm situations. As a result many
workers who may appear (statistically) to be
'over-educated' for their jobs/occupations may
in fact be jobs that do demand their level of
education/training. However, most studies on
the earnings of people in jobs in which there
are 'over-qualified' indicate a much lower rate
of return to increased educational credentials
than in 'matched' jobs. See review by Groot
et al, 1998 in the STT, TSER project; Cohn

studies on labour market transitions of school/
college leavers over a 3-5 year, a majority of

the more highly educated who initially took
up lower status occupations, for which they
were clearly 'over-qualified', subsequently
became upwardly mobile out of them; with
the rate of `overqualification' declining rapidly with time in the work force. (See Hannan
et al., 1998). Not only have employers upgraded their recruitment 'requirements' for
intermediate and lower status occupations,
but many of them particularly in the 'secondary sector' have transformed these occupations into temporary and part-time jobs,

and Khan, 1995; van der Velden and van
Smoorenburg, 1997).

recruiting more highly educated school/college

leavers on a temporary basis and 'churning'

these jobs over for succeeding cohorts of
as well as substituting older and more highly educated women
workers returning to the labour force on a
part-time basis (Green, Ashton et al., 1997;
Hannan et al., 1998). In periods of high youth
unemployment, particularly in open ecOnomies as in the English speaking countries,
employers disproportionately pick young emschool/college leavers

These changes in employers' recruitment-behaviour and in patterns of access to employment are proposed to have a number of significant economic and social effects:
1:1 Increasing levels of 'qualification inflation'
and of competition for low status occupations from the more highly qualified have

ployees 'off the top' of labour queues. So, with

increased the labour market exclusionary
pressures on the least qualified; particularly in the context of a decreasing supply
of unskilled and semiskilled manual and

increasing competition for non-skilled jobs

service occupations. (These effects however

from the more highly qualified, the less quali-

appear to be nationally and institutionally
sensitive).

fied tend to be disproportionately excluded
from the work force in times of high youth
unemployment. This process however does

not appear to occur to the same extent in

CI Lowering of rates of return to more highly
qualified labour markets entrants to inter-

mediate/low status occupations in non

Mediterranean countries where unemployment rates for recent graduates appear par-

goods-producing sectors.
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Potential lowering of upward

inter-firm

career and

mobility chances amongst

older and less poorly educated workers as

experienced across most occupations/industries, with the exception of some industries in
the non-exposed sectors.

the rate of increase of educational/training qualifications of the younger work-force

disproportionately increases (Béduwé and
Espinasse, 1997)6.

Some of the comparative European research
on this issue shows substantial inter-country variations in the linkages between edu-

change and increasing 'overqualification' levels assume, however, that the same occupa-

cational level (and type) and occupational
level or status achieved. British and French
studies, for instance, show a significant decline over time in the correlation between

tional titles/categories retain their content/
meaning over time. However, a number of

level of education and the occupational
standing or status of first job (Heath and

sociological studies of perceived skill requirements for jobs, both within and across occupa-

Cheung, 1998; Goux and Maurin, 1998). German studies on the other hand not only show

tions/industries, indicate that these assumptions may be invalid. (Ashton, Green et al.,
1997). These studies have shown significant

a substantially higher correlation between
the occupational status of first and educational level achieved, but also show no evi-

growth over time in required skill levels within

dence of any decline in returns to third level
education though a clear decline in returns

Many studies of occupational/educational

occupations, both for occupational entry and
to carry out work tasks: i.e. in skills/qualifica-

to the completion of upper second level

tions to get jobs, skills/qualifications necessary
to carry out the work, extent of training needed
to effectively carry out work tasks etc. (Gallie,
1991; Ashton, Green et al., 1997). With minor

(Abitur) appears to have occurred (Miller,
Steinmann and Ell, 1998). The institutional
structure of education/work relationships in
the German dual system countries not only

exceptions this growth in skill requirements,
qualifications and training and a set of social and other cross-curricular skills such as
problem solving, communication and interpersonal skills, etc. appeared to occur in a wide
range of occupations, at least in Britain. Partly
as a consequence of such change in skill requirements within occupations there was no

appears to lead to much higher levels of correlation between the level and type of education achieved and the status and type of
first job entered, it also appears not only to
have led to much lower youth/adult unemployment ratios than in other systems but
also to much less change over time or economic cycles in the returns to higher lev-

evidence of increased levels of experienced/per-

els of education. (Konietzka and Solga, 1995;
Muller et al. 1998; Shavit and Muller, 1998).

ceived 'overeducation' in jobs from the mid
1980s to the late 1990s despite the clear evi-

dence that most qualification growth in that
period took place within occupations rather
than in new occupational niches or in niches
previously requiring higher levels of education/

A significant number of TSER research
projects directly address these issues of the
relationship between growth in the level of
skills and educational levels of the European

qualifications (Ashton, Green et al., 1997).
These increases in skill requirements were

workforce and concomitant occupational

These and other recent studies of 'over-qualifications' and of competition between school/college
leavers of different educational levels for the same

occupational openings, repeat old themes from
American research on the extent to which third

7 The following is a list of the relevant TSER research project contract numbers together with the
name of the main contractor, the title of the project
and the years covered: 1. CT 95-2006; Steedman,
1997, LSE, London, 1996-1999, .Education and

level graduates take up 'high school' jobs. They also

Training, New Job Skills Needs and the Low

indicate however the necessity for fieldwork and
research designs in studies of transitions to the
labour market from third level education, for instance, to be based on samples of graduates from
both third level and lower educational levels.

Skilled.. 2. CT 97-2019, Hannan, ESRI, Dublin,
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change7.

1997-2000, <<A Comparative Analysis of Transitions
From Education to Work in Europe.. 3. CT 97-2023,

Teichler, University Kassel, 1997-2000, .1-ligher
Education and Graduate Employment in Europe..
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The partially completed work of the network
of European researchers from the UK, the
Netherlands, Portugal, Sweden and France
working on the 'New Skills', TSER project
(Steedman, 1997) includes analyses of:

a) the nature and extent of change in labour
market demands in Europe,
b) the extent to which supply or provision of
skills/competencies is changing to meet
that demand.
c) Later work will explore the extent to which
it is possible to specify a 'minimum learning platform' for EU countries.

Using LFS and IALS, individual level country data on occupations and wages etc., a series of 6 different across-country comparative
research projects are carried out around three
themes:
1) Changes in the demand for low skilled jobs
(LFS), as well as other demand change in

iii) In relative terms wage rates for new
hirings amongst younger workers have declined; with 'wage drops' more severe. So

greater inequality in earnings have
opened up over time; and in general a
growth in poorer quality entry level jobs
more part-time and more temporary and
a greater extent to which both of these are
involuntary (Steedman, 1997).

Given these changes in the nature of demand,
particularly for young entrants to the labour
market, how has the supply of different educational levels been changing? Again the work
of the 'New Skills' TSER project is revealing
(Murray and Steedman, 1997). The analyses
of the European Labour Force Surveys shows
that all countries show substantial growth in
educational participation rates at upper sec-

ond level and higher, but that there are significant inter-country differences: the UK and
Portugal have significantly lower upper secondary and higher education completion rates
in the 26-28 year old age group. In Germany,

skill levels etc, particularly for new jobs/
hirings;

France and the Netherlands on the other

2) Changes in the supply of more highly edu-

upper second level education and training

cated/trained labour, and particularly
changes in post-compulsory educational
participation; and
3) Earnings inequalities.

hand both state policy and institutional provision has been geared to maximise at least
provision/participation.

But even within these three countries very
different policies and institutional arrange-

young school/college leaver entrants to the
labour market there appears to have been

ments underlie these provisions. Apprenticeships and other occupationally specific vocational education/training, shared instruction/
training provision between employers and ET
providers characterises the German dual system countries. An almost equally high degree
of institutionalised agreement exists between
both of these partners on both the content and
quality of ET provision for a wide range of
occupations in the Netherlands; though most
education/training is provided in the full-time
ET system. In both cases also a high degree
of educational differentiation occurs at a very
early stage in schooling where students are
allocated to different curricular tracks. Such

a relative decline in the quality of such

occupationally specific education or vocational

entry jobs over time or at least from the
early 1980s to the mid 1990s. New job tenures, for instance, appear to be fewer than
the US, and appear to have decreased in
relative terms since the mid 1980s.

training assumes a high degree of concomitant 'occupationalisation' in the work place:
of agreement amongst employers within in-

Three aspects of the findings are of particular importance:
i) There has been a significant decline in low

skilled jobs over time, though this is not
apparent in new hirings (in the UK).
ii) New hirings/jobs tend to have declined in
relative terms over time though this ratio is highly sensitive to the business cycle

and to be of lower skill and job com-

plexity levels. Since these 'new jobs' are
disproportionately concentrated amongst

dustries of the division oflabour and the broad
content of different occupations etc. as well,
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of course, as the minimisation of 'free riders'
in sharing training costs for the agreed set of
occupations. In these training/employment
contexts occupationally relevant 'qualifications', which are tradable across companies
are the norm (Maurice, Sellier and Silvestre,
1986). France and Britain on the other hand
show little if any educational differentiation
at lower second level, and significantly less
occupationally specific vocational training at
upper second level within the full time system. French policy and practice, however, is
clearly geared to maximising upper second
level, full-time education. Although with some

vocationally relevant tracking at upper second level most vocationally relevant vocational training in France takes place within
firms with qualifications less tradable across

firm boundaries. Britain, on the other hand,
has geared a substantial proportion of postcompulsory educational and training policy
toward both in-firm and other out-of-school
provision for a substantial proportion of each
youth cohort: though a much smaller proportion of this post-school and in-firm training

training system to the completion of upper second level education: whether highly differentiated as in the Netherlands, or more comprehensively so in some Scandinavian countries,

France or to a lesser extent in Ireland. In all
these cases state policy and full-time educational provision is geared to maximise full-time

participation to the end of upper second level
education. Highly institutionalised apprenticeship training in shared education/employer

provision arrangements

characterises

around half of German, Austrian and Danish
upper second level provision. Britain's policy,
although constraining full-time upper second

level participation and optimising in-firm
training and part-time education/training provision, does not result in equal rates of qualification from its education/training system as
does Germany. Besides national institutional
differences in such policy/provisions there are
also very substantial differences in post-school,
part-time provision: with the UK in general

showing very high levels of such provision
(Hannan, Raffe and Smyth, 1996; OECD, 1996;
Kerchoff, 1995).

appears to be tradable across company

boundaries than in the German case. In all
cases third level provision/participation has
increased substantially over the past two decades.

Germany, the Netherlands and France have,
therefore, clearly changed policy and ET provision and practice to a high skilled/educated
young workforce, while other countries like
the UK and Portugal have not to the same
extent, with projections for 2020 showing these

national differences continuing (Steedman,
1997; Steedman and Wagner 1987, 1989). Why

do such national differences persist? Are they
determined by governmental policy in terms
of the provision/funding of places/institutions,
or to what extent institutional or cultural in
choices made by families and pupils amongst

the educational/occupational opportunities
available? Obviously state policy, extent of
resource provision, the extent and nature of
alternative opportunities, but also the way parents and children react to or use the opportunities available, all affect outcomes. Such familial/pupil choices may be quite constrained
as to whether one can freely go on to a comprehensively provided full-time education/
106

4. Conceptualising and
measuring skills, 'skills gaps',
changing skills requirements;
and corresponding educational/
training qualification levels
A large number of recent research studies, in-

cluding ones financed by the TSER programme, deal with the conceptualisation,
measurement and certification of knowledge/
skill levels and types; and the way in which

these are inserted into the labour market.
Conventional schooling/training qualification/
certification frameworks mostly based on
achievements in specific curricula/course assessments, have expanded to cover more gen-

eral and more cross-curricular skills, less
based on formal instructional/assessment
processes. In addition the processes by which
the skills/qualifications of those leaving fulltime education/training and entering the labour market are matched up with subsequent
jobs/occupations need to be studied in detail:
from the purely 'open market matching' proc-

18.1
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ess characteristic of most entrants to the labour market in most of the English speaking

countries, to the quite closely linked or
'matched' education/training and job entry
processes characteristic of the German dual
system countries (CATEWE project proposal,
TSER, 1997). In the former case job offers and
employers (buyers) decisions amongst those
looking/searching for jobs (sellers) is a rela-

tively autonomous decision making process
in which the task complexity, responsibility
and 'difficulty' of the job is matched with the
'required' knowledge/skills and competencies
of job seekers through a generally unequal
bargaining process particularly in periods
of high unemployment. With the exception of
a minority of apprenticeship positions and of
professionalised occupations or those with

high levels of technical skill, this 'at arms
length' and open market model would generally hold for the majority of such initial 'job

search' transactions in English speaking
countries and to a lesser extent in France.
Here the education/training systems are
largely institutionally de-coupled from the

tent and nature of 'matching' between both the
level and content of education/training received
in full-time education and the subsequent extent it was 'matched' to the job/occupation entered. The sociological research refers both to
the extent to which the 'level' of education and

the level/statuedifficulty' of occupation entered was correlated the extent and nature
of 'level congruence' between education/training and jobs/occupations, as well as the extent
and nature of 'content congruence' between the
content of education/training received and jobs
subsequently taken up (Almendinger, 1989 and
1997; Schupp et al., 1994; Konietzka and Solga,

1995; Muller and Shavit, 1998; Hannan et al.,
1998). The main cross-nationally applicable
hypotheses guiding the research is the signifi-

cance of linked ET and LM institutional arrangements: i.e. in maximising both types of
'matching' in the German 'dual system' countries and the Netherlands (Muller and Shavit,
1998; Muller, Steinmann and E11,1998); and
the relative dominance of 'level of education'
in job entry and occupational selection in the
more 'open labour market' economies with

employment/production system. This is quite

minimal 'occupational labour markets'

different to the German dual system, or the

(Hannan, Raffe and Smyth, 1996; CATEWE
TSER proposal, 1997, and 6 monthly report,
June, 1998). The significance of these national
institutional distinctions is clearly evident,
particularly in the German/British and German/American comparisons with the correlation between both level and type of education and occupational status and type being
much greater in the German case particularly for first jobs. (Muller, Steinmann and Ell,
1998; Heath and Cheung, 1998).

high degree of institutionalised employer/pro-

vider agreements in the Netherlands which
underlie the provision of specific educational/

vocational training for a large proportion of
occupational entry positions.
The main starting point in sociology to this
kind of research was the seminal work by
Maurice, Sellier and Silvestre (1986) which,
in comparing the French and German education/training and labour market systems, distinguished the high 'qualification space' relevance of education/training qualifications in
the German system a high degree of occupationally specific education/training linked
with an equivalent 'occupationalisation' of its

These national institutional differences in ET
systems and their linkages to the labour market obviously have other effects which have
also been studied in some detail though the

ket'); and the low degree of such cross-firm

quality of cross-national data sets to adequately test the relevant hypotheses is
rather limited. There are important policy

occupational specification of work in the

areas where this research is very relevant:

labour market (an 'Occupational Labour Mar-

French system, combined with a high degree
of in-firm training and a more substantial infirm career structure 'organisational space'
within internal labour markets.

That both 'content' and 'level congruence'

rates are greater in those countries with
more differentiated/selective ET systems
with elaborated and linked labour markets.
(Almendinger, 11989 and 1997; Muller and
Shavit, 1998). The matching of ET qualifi-

A substantial amount of research work within
this tradition has been carried out on the exAOci,
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cations with occupations is more efficient
when institutionally mediated.

qualifications and occupational entry requirements significantly reduces competi-

ID That social class and gender inequalities
in upper levels of educational achievement
and in the quality of labour market opportunities are greater in more selective and
differentiated systems. Early selection into
different educational tracks, with their associated occupational outcomes, increases
the overall degree of class and gender se-

tion from the more highly qualified for such

lection into upper levels of educational
achievement. (Blossfeld and Shavit, 1993).

lj However, this does not necessarily hold for
educational and employment/social exclusion. Here the main hypothesis is that economic and social exclusionary processes
for those with lowest or no qualifications
are more severe in national systems were
the educational systems are more general/
comprehensive and labour markets are less

occupationalised (Hannan et al., 1995;
CATEWE proposal, 1997, and 6 monthly
June report, 1998).
This is hypothesised to occur for two reasons. Firstly in differentiated ET systems
with strong vocational/technical options,
early selection into such differentiated cur-

ricular tracks, although increasing the
probability of working class children taking such options and consequently increasing class inequality at upper levels of educational achievement, does significantly
increase the vocational qualifications and
employment chances of such working class
youth. In addition such vocationally relevant qualifications increase the chances
of access to skilled occupations and secure
job opportunities significantly decreasing the probability of channelling into low
skilled and insecure job sectors. (Arum and
Shavit, 1995; Blossfeld, 1994; Shavit and
Muller, 1998).

Within general ET systems on the other
hand, with low occupationally specific vocational training and minimal occupational
labour markets, competition between job
seekers with different levels of education
for low skilled jobs is maximised particularly at times of high youth unemployment.
In the former countries the pronounced in-

stitutionalised connections between ET
108

low skilled jobs. The correlation, for instance, between level of education and occupational status of first job is much higher

in Germany than in Britain or France.
(Muller et al., 1998; Heath and Cheung,
1998). Although overall class and gender
inequalities in educational/occupational
achievement tend to be greater in the Ger-

man system, the greater institutional
strength of ET/Occupational equivalencies

there tends to protect low skilled market
entrants from competition from the more

highly educated to a greater extent
(Blossfeld, 1994; Arum and Shavit, 1995;
Shavit and Muller, 1998).

Besides the issue of 'matching' educational
outputs with labour market inputs the explicit
study of skills and skills needs has been the
subject of a lot of research (Green, Ashton et
al., 1997). Two of the recently TSER funded
research projects deal explicitly with this issue: 'COMPETE', Competence Evaluation and
Training for Europe: Assessing 'Skills Gaps'
led by the Tavistock Institute, London8; and
NATCCC-PS, New Assessment Tools for Cross-

Curricular Competencies , Federal Ministry
for Education, Luxembourg, 19989.

The former study is about the processes of
skills acquisition, of skill growth/up-skilling
and technological change by firms. The way in

which firms/organisations facilitate or constrain technological change, and up-skilling of
the work-force is to be explored in depth. With
an ageing workforce, around 80 percent of the
work force in small firms, and most of these at

least 10 years out of full-time education, but
with a high percentage of firm technology now
less than 10 years, old Europe faces a serious

skills/training and competitiveness problem.
'Skills' in this sense is taken to mean not only
the explicit knowledge and manual/technical/
professional skills that can be taught through
formal curricular/instructional programmes,

8 Contract Number: ERB-S0E2-CT98-2038.
9 Contract Number: ERB-S0E2-CT98-2042.
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but also the often equally important implicit
skills which are learned informally and that

on more general 'core skills' and cross-curricular competencies such as the TSER project

cross curricular/course and occupational

carried out under the co-ordination of Reef

boundaries. The returns to apprenticeship in

(Luxembourg) (ERB-S0E2

CT98-2042).

Germany for instance, even in occupations for

Even in states with relatively de-coupled ET
systems there tends to be strong reciprocal
relationships between the educational/training systems and certain industries and firms
of skills growth and science/technology partnerships particularly in industries subject

which not matched, suggest high returns to
such cross-curricular and non occupationally
specific in-firm learning. The issues of how to

measure, accredit and certify such skills require attention (European Commission, 1995).

A rough categorisation of such general skills
is proposed in the 'COMPETE', TSER project:
basic or foundation skills, as well as learning

to more rapid technological change as in chemi-

cals, pharmaceuticals and computers etc.; less

in the non competitive services where most
small firms are located. However, there are

models/orientations that lead to effective learn-

ing/re-learning; basic vocationally specific
skills such as basic literacy and numeracy;

clear national institutional differences in these
respects, with much stronger ET and LM linkages in the dual system countries; particularly
at the intermediate skills level. Obviously the
way in which firms/industries divide up work

the effective use of modern information technology skills etc.; problem solving skills; complex social-technical skills of how to work in
the complex work environment or skills in
the application or operationalisation of knowledge in the workplace; plus a set of more general/implicit skills: like social interaction and
interpersonal relationship skills, personal resource management skills etc.

into jobs/occupations, and how they define,
assess, develop and use the 'skills' of their
workforces will vary enormously. Some of vari-

ation is national in the sense that the degree
of cross-firm 'occupationalisation' of work will

be greater in countries like Germany or the
Netherlands where there is also a high de-

What are the likely effects of national/local
ET institutional arrangements or national/local 'learning patrimonies' on both the effectiveness of learning of these skills and their
integration into work life? These national instructional/learning systems reflect long historical processes which are sometimes very
difficult to change. Besides the need for good
comparative research and monitoring/evaluation of the outputs of the different EU edu-

gree of occupational vocationalisation of education and training (Shavit and Muller, 1998).

cational and training systemsm there is a clear

the network identifies three areas for urgent attention: a European instrument bank for educational indicators, development of measures of
'added value' in educational achievement, devel-

management skills in 'dual system' countries
where both prior education/training and infirm training is both more focused and more
prolonged. However these studies cover a limited range of industries and firms. It appears
that technological change can be built into
training and retraining more easily and more
formally in the dual system countries. On the
other hand the dependence on higher levels
of more general education in France, Ireland
and to a lesser extent in Britain may mean a
more flexible and more effective re-learning
system in these firms though the comparative data on in-firm training show much lower

opment and improvement of valid and culture fair
tests of student achievement.

EAG, 1995 to 1998; O'Connell, OECD, 1997).

The British vs. German, and Irish vs. Dutch
and Danish studies on manufacturing indus-

try and firm specific skills (Birnie and
Hitchens, 1994; Steedman and Wagner, 1987
and 1989; Daly, Hitchens and Wagner, 1984)

clearly indicate a much higher degree of
manual skill precision and of supervisory/

need for further comparative research work
European Network for educational research
on Assessment, Effectiveness and Innovation (EU-

AEI), in which all EU countries participate, has
developed a framework on which all participants
agree that the major areas in which monitoring of
educational progress should be focussed. Initial
statistics for most European countries are available on the Network's Web site. The final report of

levels in both Ireland and Britain (OECD,

-
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5. Education to work

transitions
5.1 Conceptual and methodological
approaches
Transition may be best considered at the individual, school leaver level as a configuration or sequence without any implication of
necessary order of status changes over time
through which young people move from participation in initial full-time education to a
subsequent point at which they have achieved
a stable status/position in the labour market
or have withdrawn permanently from participating in it. These status changes are not
necessarily progressive or irreversible. One
can, for instance, leave school at an early age,
enter the labour market, become unemployed
and again re-enter full-time education 5 to 10
years later.

The concept has its origins in the anthropological literature on 'status passages', or rites
of passage, with previously dependent young
people incorporated as independent adults
into the tribe/community, usually through a
highly ritualised ceremony. The older ideas
presumed that both 'childhood' and 'adulthood' were unproblematic statuses which, in
the more modern/industrialised cultures of
the time, had a short intervening 'adolescent'
period of revolt/growth before young people
were successfully incorporated into adult society. The problem is that all these relatively
stable 'stages' of being human obviously no
longer exist in most industrialised cultures.
Economies, cultures/ideologies keeps changing, what it is to be 'adult' keeps changing.
School to work transitions, access to stable

ditionally the case. Educational, cultural/normative and economic change and even more

substantial change in the relationship between the sexes have so dramatically shifted
the 'rules of the game', or the underlying principles of order, that these transition sequences
have both become more individualised, and
more variable than previously.

If one starts off from a position of a young
person still in full-time education and we
study only school-to-work transitions, at any
one time subsequent to school/college leaving

a person may be in any one of 5 broad statuses: initial job search, employed or unemployed, in full-time education, or left the labour force and not in full-time education. If
we continue the sequence until the person has

achieved a full-time 'permanent' job, or appears to have achieved another stable status
(such as unemployment or withdrawal from
the labour force), there can obviously be quite
a wide range of status sequences each status of varying length and order.

Figure 1 below briefly illustrates the possibilities with 3 years observation after full time
education.

Statistical methods to analyse such transition
sequences have become very sophisticated
from the older adaptations of factor and cluster analyses methods (to initially cluster/ag-

gregate the total set of sequences into a
smaller manageable group of categories), to
'event history models', to the newer optimal
matching analyses models (Halpin and Chan,
1998).

At an individual level such variation in status

sequences tends to be highly structured by

employment, sexual activity, courtship, living

level and type of education and training, with

together arrangements, marriage and new
household formation are no longer ordered/
structured in the same way or in the same

the more highly educated generally having
shorter and more direct transitions to secure
and status congruent employment (OECD,

order. (See Buck et al., 1994). The relationship of sexual activity and procreation to stable and institutionalised marriage relationships, for instance, is no longer structured in
the same way; or the meanings, feelings and
norms associated with these status changes
are no longer socially constructed in such a
consensual way as appeared to have been tra-

Employment Outlook, 1997, 1998). Exceptions
being in Spain and other Mediterranean coun-
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though with long term high returns to
the successful completion of university education (Sofer et al., TSER, TSS project11; Breen
" Contract number ERB-S0E2-CT95-2012.
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Figure 1

(i) Education job search .... stable employment
(ii)

(end of period)

unemployed...training scheme
Education- job search...part time job
unemployed
(end of period)

employed

Education job search...unemployed
tion
(end of period).
(iii)

(iv)

Education job search, including part time jobs

from the labour force

unemployed

employed

.

unemployed

back to educa-

withdrawal

(end of period)

no. of months in status; See Iedema et al., 1997).

et al., 1998; Minguez, 1998). Access to employ-

ment after a (generally) short period of job
search is the usual situation for the majority
of school/College leavers particularly for the
better educated (though mainly in Northern
European countries), and particularly in periods of low unemployment. Unstable employment interspersed with periods of unemploy-

but also to state family support policy with
young women for instance less likely to leave
the labour force for family formation reasons
in countries where family and child support
policies help women to combine work and fam-

ily and child-rearing roles (Iedema et al.,
1997; Trappe, 1995; Trappe and Rosenfeld,
1998).

ment and periods on government funded
training/employment schemes is a normal situation for the unqualified. Return to education

is least characteristic of the initially poorly
qualified. Withdrawal from the labour force is
most characteristic of poorly qualified females
with poor labour market histories.

Accompanying, and highly interrelated with,
these basically economic status changes are
changes in other important statuses: movement out of home and migration, new household formation including housing rental/
ownership status as well as in household prop-

erty and consumption patterns, changes in
sexual behaviour and relationships and in the
establishment of stable unions or marriages

and subsequent procreation behaviour, etc.
Only a minority of studies have researched
these patterns of change in detail (See British ESRC studies, Buck et al 1994; Iedema et
al., 1997). There are significant national differences in these transition sequences with
such household formation changes sensitive
to third level educational policy (in terms of
expansion and so encouraging young people
to leave home at an early age, for instance),

Theoretical developments have not kept pace

in either economics or sociology with such
methodological advances at least not in the
empirical literature. Underlying most of economic analyses in the area have been 'Human Capital' theories (Becker, 1973), which
in the case of transitions essentially applies
utilitarian neo-classical theory to explaining
the motivations of learners as to what and
how much education/training they purchase,
and the way in which the supply/demand relationship in the market between job-seekers
and:employers works out. Such theories are
at two levels, the first being individual based
and the second one at a more macro-economic
level. They are not necessarily opposing with
the general lack of job vacancies (labour de-

mand side factors), for instance, usually put
forward well before individual skills and cornpetencies (supply side factors) are put forward

as causes of low job growth and high youth
unemployment.
Sociological theories tend to be at a lower level

of abstraction, quite applied to the research
task at hand, with little even middle range
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theorising except at a higher (and usually
non-operationalisable) level of abstraction.

these 'at risk' groups; using highly sophis-

Many of the hypotheses flowing from the older

Equally the improvement of research designs and data collection, with the greater
availability of longitudinal data particularly, has characterised research activities.

functionalist modernisation theories have
been rejected by the evidence, while many of
the newer 'partial theories' such as the 'increasing individualisation' hypotheses are not
unambiguously supported by the evidence.
(Furlong et al., 1997, 1998; Shavit and Muller,
1998; Iedema et al., 1997).

ticated statistical or econometric tools.

even at its most sophisticated to be too focused

b) The bias towards individual level research
is somewhat misleading, however, in terms
of overall public policy: giving the impression that, since research is mainly targeted
at the individual level, the main cause of
unemployment are individual characteristics and that public interventions should,
therefore, be individually oriented. Initial
education, training, improved circulation
of information on availability of jobs, improved job experience and job search skills

on understanding and explaining national

etc., are all very relevant, of course, but

institutional differences, without successfully
tackling the essential cross-country similari-

the overall lack of jobs is given by macro-

ties in social patterns of education/training
and labour market integration and in subsequent career mobility patterns (See Erikson
and Goldthorpe, 1992; Shavit and Muller

changing individuals abilities merely shift
the burden of unemployment around. Even
if all young people were provided with adequate training and up-to-date skills, this
would take quite some time to shift overall labour demand from the current situation to a full-employment one: even if such
positive macro level employment effects
were to occur.

In its attempt to be universally generalisable

human capital theories essentially ignore
national differences in education/training institutions and in labour market institutional
arrangements. The sociological literature has
almost the opposite set of fault lines, tending

(eds.), 1998).

The set of theories relying on individual approaches start from a strong differentiation

between individual job seekers. This individual level heterogeneity is usually advanced
as the main cause of varying levels of access
to work in a full-employment economy, or to
high levels of unemployment when economic
crises occur. In the latter case, employers are
facing an abundance of job seekers and they

may hire whomever they wish according to
observed/perceived productivity characteristics using their standards/norms of jobs/
qualifications matches. One may note three
main consequences of this individual oriented
point of view:

a) Because none of the solutions used in the
various European labour market interventions have proved to be really effective in
tackling unemployment, public policy has
more often than not focused on the definition of high 'at risk' target groups. Applied

economists and sociologists have thus
shown great ingenuity and ability in de-

economic conditions, and developing/

c) The main rational economic reason for
state intervention in giving young people
access to such effective training or work
experience besides the equity arguments
and the minimisation of the negative social effects of long term unemployment
is that, when economic growth resumes,
countries may well need all the labour force

available, given the downward youth labour supply curves in most EU countries.
In other words, any response to unemployment based on correcting for an individual
levels of heterogeneity of skill/competency
particularly for those with very low competency although only initially leading
to a re-shuffle of employment/unemployment, the policy does allow such otherwise
excluded young people to learn more, to be

more educated/trained and qualified and

veloping tools to both identify and help test

to have more work experience. As a consequence it does allow such young people not

the effectiveness of interventions with

only to increase employment chances for
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them though at a minimum this may
merely shuffle the available jobs around

lished. It is only within the constraints of local/regional educational, training provision

and reduce unemployment but also increases their employment chances when

and opportunity structures can individual
behavioural strategies or individual/group
'strategic action' take place. The degrees of

economic growth resumes.
Thinking in terms of individual difference, one

may note that there is no uncontested evidence of a segmented youth/adult labour mar-

ket. While there is evidence of a disproportionate concentration of young workers in low

skilled service employment in most though
not all EU countries (OECD, Employment
Outlook, 1997,1998), it is also obvious that
most of them appear to be upwardly mobile
out of such employment in subsequent years
though a significant proportion of such low
skilled service jobs appear to be continuously

'churned' amongst succeeding cohorts of
young people: with the consequent employment exclusionary effects on the least qualified as they continue to fight for non-skilled
jobs with succeeding cohorts of job entrants

with higher levels of education (Hannan,
Raffe et al., 1998).

Two related, recent theoretical orientations in

sociology (Breen and Goldthorpe, 1997;
Goldthorpe, 1998) have suggested some useful guiding theoretical orientations. Both distinguish between structure and agency. Structural variables index both the pre-established
or ascribed order of distribution of resources/
constraints of social background, schools attended and associated rule governed behaviours or constraints on behaviour that govern educational provision and its relationship
to further education/training and labour market entry. In addition labour market opportunity structures tend to be structurally givens,
particularly for young people who do not migrate. There are substantial international dif-

ferences in both he nature and structure of
educational-training systems and their relationships to local, regional and national employment systems. The Anglo-German com-

parisons are particularly revealing in these
respects (see Bynner and Roberts (eds.),1991;

freedom which bound individual's or family's
knowledgeable, planned, motivated action to
achieve pre-planned goals those 'transformation actions' which change otherwise apparently pre-determined outcomes are se-

verely constrained (Bynner and Roberts,
op.cit.). The authors study of the extent to
which such personal motivations/expectations, and planned actions to achieve these
objectives revealed that they were only of an
great significance for those going on to Uni-

versity and entering professional or higher
technical/managerial positions. The relative
significance of such 'transformation acts' was
minimised for those entering most clerical,
skilled manual and most lower skilled manual
and service jobs. This study, however, refers

only to Britain where, at that time, the proportions going on to complete upper second
level education and going on to third level
were rather low compared, for instance, to the
much longer periods of extra-familial and extra communal (of origin) socialisation characteristic of the USA and of many other European countries. Here the degrees of freedom
in access to other non-familial resources and
other supports for non-traditional choices may
be much more elaborated.

Using rational action theory, Breen and
Goldthorpe (1997) and Goldthorpe (1998) sug-

gest that individuals exercise of rational
choice, utility maximising, behaviour can only

occur within the constraints of the resource
levels they possess, the alternative opportunities open to them at particular choice points

which again might be tightly institutionally constrained, and the costs of these differ-

ent alternative courses of action. Ascribed
class background factors determine the resources available. Macro level, institutional
factors, for instance, may also tightly constrain or ration choices amongst alternative

Shavit and Miiller,1998; CATEWE, TSER,
project proposal and June 1998 report).

pathways within a highly differentiated education/training system even by age 11 or 12.
The relative costs of these pathways and

'Agency' refers to individual choices within the

and ability/resources to take them up may
again be tightly constrained by class differ-

constraints (resources, opportunities) estab-
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ences amongst families. The Shavit and
Blossfled (eds.,1993) studies clearly indicate
substantial inter-country differences in class

inequalities in educational achievement
which appear to be highly correlated to these
highly institutionalised national differences
in ET systems.

ET system. This had been a strong assumption for over a decade in the '70s in may other
countries. Research tends to show, however,
that this view of 'adequatisme' ignores the
way/extent to which enterprises train their
own recruits: many of them hiring young people of good general educational levels and then
giving them specific training, and continuing

At a macro, overall systems, level the relationship between education/training systems
and labour markets is perhaps best thought
of as a medium to long term secular and reciprocal one in terms either of the supply/
demand relationships, but also of the changing effect on firms behaviour and productivity of an increasingly more highly educated
labour supply; as well as- the consequent effects of such gradually cumulating level of
human capital on firm productivity, behav-

to re-train them over their life cycle in the

iour and subsequent labour demand. The way
in which employers/firms react to this increas-

education of their younger workers. Given the
pace of technological and economic change,

ingly more highly educated/trained labour
force and the apparent differences between
different sectors and firms in this respect
(Green, Ashton et al, 1997) is a crucial as-

therefore, it makes more sense for states to
plan (or to assume as necessary) for a cur-

pect of economic and social research in terms

firm. As a consequence, executive or responsibility positions are mostly filled through an
internal process of acquiring skills and competencies and consequent promotions. Within
such an 'internal labour market' perspective,

'adequatisme' appears too strong a term to
describe the nature of demand and supply on
the LM. Such views also ignore the extent to
which firms/industries adapt to technological

change and to a rapidly increasing level of

rent 'oversupply' of more educated school/Col-

lege leavers
ards.

as judged by historical stand-

of the productivity and competitiveness
growth of European firms and industries.

However, in at least one respect 'adequatisme'

5.2 State strategy

still makes a fair amount of sense: in training fields that are highly technical, where
demand is relatively stable and where such

Relevant state strategy appears to vary
widely from countries where worries of`over-

training is very expensive as in some highly
professionalised areas where increased sup-

supply' and attention to issues of more balance in supply and demand for differently

ply, for instance, merely increases overall

educated labour or the issue of 'adequatisme'
in the French case ('adequatisme' refers to the

petition leading to lower costs and where

idea that the ET system produces as many
graduates as necessary for each level of quali-

fication"). This indicates an underlying assumption of a relatively stable equilibrated
state of supply/demand where a system
might well be producing too many more highly
educated young school/college leavers in one

area and too little in others. In other words,
the number of graduates is given by the LM
and the adequate provision is made by the

costs without any evidence of increased com-

there is no apparent overall social benefit. In
these areas it is obviously necessary to closely
monitor, and control the demand/supply balances.

In other respects, however, many countries
appear to have taken a strategic decision to
constantly increase the supply of more highly
educated youth irrespective of current de-

mand/supply imbalances. This most often
appears to be done on the assumption that
supply will, over time, change demand; and
increasing education and potential productiv-

" Lower level leavers would become unskilled
workers, intermediate vocational training leavers
skilled workers, higher vocational leavers techni-

cantly improve labour productivity irrespec-

tive of immediate issues of `overeducation'.
However, there is a very clear shortage of corn-

cians and so on.
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gists, where such resource allocations, per
se, have been shown by research since the
1960s not be associated with improved educational outcomes. The nature and effectiveness of the use of such resources ap-

parative research work in this area particularly in the context of the substantial institutional differences between national systems
within the EU. The crucial role that firms play
in converting that rapidly increasing human

capital into increased productivity and in-

pears to be the crucial variables, not the

creased levels of innovation and market competitiveness, as well as the way this interacts
with national institutional variation needs to
be studied in detail.

amount per se (see Mortimore et al., 1998).

c) The third controversial hypothesis to institutional economists or sociologists is

that national institutional differences in
ET systems and ET and LM relationships

A number of TSER research projects deal directly with these issues, particularly

are irrelevant to educational outcomes,
once resources are held constant; and that
market forces not institutions determine
educational outputs.

i) Schooling, Training and Transitions (STT),
co-ordinated by C. Sofer, Univ of Orleans
(contract number ERB-S0E2-CT95-2012);
ii) the CATEWE'3 research project; as well as
some aspects of the NEWSKILLS, project
(contract no. ERB-S0E-CT95-2006).

Another set of STT papers deals with schoolto-work transitions. They are considered ei-

ther as a discrete and sequential process of

a) A meta-analyses of studies on 'overeduca-

movement from one full-time status stage to
another, or as a possible jointly occurring set
of changes in statuses as persons move from
full time education with part-time work
to a joint work/employment-training status
(in apprenticeship for instance) to, perhaps,
finally into a full time job and part time education. One of the main questions explored is
whether there is any additional advantages

tion'. This showed that the extent of

to such 'mixed statuses', such as part-time

overeducation in Europe was no higher

work while in full-time education or in more

A summary of the results to the intermediate
stage of the 3 year STT project on comparative economic research on European schooling and transition systems focused on three
issues:

than in the United States, and that its
prevalence appear to have stabilised if not
declined over time: a finding which appears
to contradict other research reported here.

It also noted that the rate of return to
higher levels of education also appeared to

have increased over time (Groot et al.,
1998).

b) A second hypothesis explored was that,
higher educational investments (mostly
state) would be positively associated with
higher educational achievement levels and
higher returns to education. Analyses of
British data did not support either hypothesis a not surprising results to sociolo-

13 Comparative Analyses of Transition of Education to Work in Europe, (CATEWE), co-ordinated
by ESRI, Dublin and directly involving 7 EU countries.

formalised apprenticeship type arrangements? The results of three studies are reported for France and the Netherlands. Results appear to indicate that for France those
with pre-BAC educational qualifications, apprenticeship improves employment chances
and job security over those with school level
vocational education only even though there
is some negative selection amongst appren-

(Bonnal et al. 1999; Sollogoub and
Ullrich, 1999). Apprentices appear, however,
to have a higher probability of exiting from
initial unemployment.

Youth unemployment rates in Spain are the
highest in Europe and twice as high as adult
in Spain, as they are also in France and, up to
recently, in Ireland. However on initial entry
to the labour market there appear to be comparatively low returns (in terms of employment

chances particularly) to higher educational
qualifications in Spain (OECD, EAG, 1996 to
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1998). In the long term, however there are sub-

stantial labour market returns in (both employment and occupational status and wages)
to higher levels of education in Spain but
the period of transition for third level graduates seems extraordinarily long by other European standards, with the exception of Italy:
almost one year to enter the labour market to
first job and almost three years to first perma-

ing effects of national institutional differences
on school to work transitions in northern and

western EU countries France, Germany,
Ireland, the Netherlands, Scotland and Sweden. Using both 'stock' (Labour Force Survey)
and 'flow' (school leavers' surveys and follow
up surveys) data sources the study's objectives

are to analyse the mediating effects of national institutional factors on:

nent job (Minguez, 1998; Jurado-Guerrero,
1997, see also Schizzerotto and Cobalti, 1998).

a) the extent and nature of 'matching' be-

The role of family/kinship status systems in
maintaining and supporting children in 'holding out' for a higher status and more 'level
matched' jobs appears to be much stronger in
both Spain and Italy than in most other European countries (Schizzerotto et al., op.cit.).

tween educational/training qualifications
(qualification type and level) and subsequent occupational/industrial locations;

b) the extent to which educational/employment exclusionary processes vary by insti-

tutional arrangements particularly the
way in which they are class and gender
structured; and

In some respects the Italian labour market
entry system behaves in a similar way to the
German one although for quite different

institutional, and underlying cultural reasons. Access to many non-manual occupations

depends on educational qualifications and is
regulated by law. Contractual arrangements
and labour legislation make for a high degree
of labour market regulation and make it un-

c) the way in which social origin (class and
gender) are mediated by institutional arrangements. The project is yet only at a
data construction phase and initial results
will not be available until mid 1999.

rewarding to hire third level graduates for
temporary and poorly paid work. And both

What appears clear from this short overview

sets of influences, combined with a high de-

concentrated at the individual level of analyses and mostly focuses on the 'supply side': of
individuals exiting educational/training systems and entering the labour market. There
are very few studies of the 'demand side': the
recruitment and promotion practices of firms,

gree of status maintenance pressures at a
family and local informal level, make for high
levels of correspondence between educational

status and occupational status achieved due
both to expectational and informal pressures
to maintain status levels as well for formal
lab our market regulation reasons. Combined
with apparently stronger family/kinship support levels in the much higher rates of staying at home amongst 20 to 30 year old Italians, for instance these institutional and
status maintenance processes lead to much
longer periods of initial job search and initial

unemployment rates amongst third level

of research in this area is that it is mainly

changes in their organisational arrangements, their utilisation of the constantly in-

creasing level of human capital amongst
young entrants to the labour market etc. Un-

der what conditions (of industry and firm)
does it lead to increasing labour productivity,
to increased or decreased in-firm training

and increased adaptability, flexibility and
growing productivity of the work force?

graduates in Italy as well as in Spain than
in other European countries (Schizzerotto and
Cobalti, 1998). Over time however the occu-

6. Evaluation and effectiveness

pational and earning returns to University
education in both countries appear particu-

research

larly high.

There is a long tradition of school/organisa-

The main objectives of the CATEWE, TSER
project (1998-2000) are to study the mediat-

tional effectiveness/evaluation research within
sociology and social-psychology at least back
to the 1950s, perhaps at the earliest best typi-
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fled by Coleman's (1966) famous study of the
effects of schools on educational inequality in
the United States. He effectively concluded

that schools and the level of resources at
teacher/school level had no mediating effect on
educational achievement or reduction of edu-

cational inequalities

whether race, gender

or social class. Later work, however, which fo-

cused specifically on school and teacher/instructional organisational processes, and the

sonal conflicts and work disciplines, and job

search training situated near the point of
market entry.
There is a large body of research work in both
economics and sociology on the effectiveness
of training and on the appropriate and effective methodology in cases where the trainees
may be a highly selective group (Ryan, 1997).

The unavailability of experimental ap-

way in which and the effectiveness with which
resources were used by schools, did find clear
though modest school effectiveness outcomes
on educational achievement as well as mediating social origin effects.

proaches (particularly random assignment to

This tradition of research is well typified by
the work of the European Network for Educational Research on Assessments, Effectiveness and Innovation (EU-AEI), funded by the

(Ryan op cit.; O'Connell and McGinnity, 1997).

TSER programme (contract ERB-S0E2-

the 'treated' and untreated group) toward
evaluation in Europe, as compared to Ameri-

can studies, means that researchers have to
be extremely careful and cautious in assessing the effectiveness of training programmes
However, the research on this issue is much

less sophisticated, both conceptually and
methodologically than the research on school
effectiveness with equal pupil/school selec-

CT85-2001: 1996-1998). The EU-AEI network

tivity problems. More of the work also has

also focuses on European educational and

been put into developing sophisticated statistical models to try and take care of both selectivity biases and unobserved variables for
instance and much less attention to the effects of curricula, instructional arrangements
and pedagogy, learning reward systems etc.
as well as the quality of provision/instruction
(see O'Connell and McGinnitty for review).

school organisational monitoring, supporting
cross-national comparative research on these
issues and providing comparative data bases
for their comparative analyses both in terms
of constructing 'bottom up' comparative surveys from individual country studies, as well
as encouraging top down' international em-

pirical studies on in-school instructional/
learning processes.

The Brandsma et al. project (TSER project,
SOE2-CT95-2003, 1996-1998) is an analysis
of the factors influencing the effectiveness of
vocational training interventions for the long
term unemployed in seven EU countries. A

very sophisticated conceptual/theoretical
model is used; including a lot of the necessary social background, organisational and
curricular/instructional processual data; data
on the interface with local employers and labour markets, and importantly the nature/

Related to and indeed included within this
type of research is that focusing both on the
nature, effects and effectiveness of the different ways in which pupil achievement within

courses of study are assessed and certified;
as well as the nature, manner and effectiveness with which schools and Colleges themselves are assessed. EVALUE (ERB-50E2-CT
95-2004; 95-98) is a French led TSER study

surveys of selected 'case study' TOs includ-

of the nature/patterns, effectiveness, and effects of new ways of evaluating Universities
in 8 European countries and in five aspects
of their operation evaluation of their instructional/learning systems, of research output,
of teachers/instructors, of university organisation itself, and of college/university and employer/industry relationships.

ing interviews with trainees, trainers, and
employers etc. Preliminary results indicate

Universities have radically changed their

quality of the relationship (guidance/counselling) of the training organisation (TO) to the

individual trainee. The method is based on

some positive effects of very focussed guidance/counselling toward developing competency in problem solving, handling interper-

functions as they shifted from elite to mass
educational providers. They have become
much larger and much more complex in their

rin
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objectives and their organisation. Such in-

authorities and lecturers etc.

creasing complexity of function and structure
has been allied to substantial changes in their

strength and effectiveness of the partnership
between the colleges and local/regional communities. The expected potential of such new
colleges for regional development needs to be
studied in detail in terms of increasing local human capital resources, of decreased outmigration, the potential contribution of such
increasing human capital to regional productivity growth as well of course as the direct

relationships to the state

as the main

funder/developer, to the older professional,
academic and scientific communities, but
mainly to employer and market forces. As the

proportion of their graduates having privileged access to the professions and public
employment declined, for example, and as
their potential significance as centres of new
knowledge/skills generation grew as well as
potential development centres for their localities/regions at least in public debate so
difficulties in managing these often contradictory roles also grew. The necessity to maintain academic autonomy while at the same
time having to adjust to substantially greater
state and market pressures created great difficulties for universities. The way in which
this pressure is managed, while maintaining

standards, is one of the main aims of the
EVALUE research.

and the

local returns to the increased employment
created by the presence of the college itself.
Some of the British and Irish studies in this

area, however, are at best neutral in their
conclusions about such local/regional returns
to such educational investments.

The DELILAH TSER project (ERB- SOE2CT95-2002) on Designing and Evaluation of
Learning Innovations had three main objectives: develop a new conceptual/methodological approach to innovations in ET particularly the idea of 'learning patrimonies'; carry
out case studies in four ET sectors in Germany

The university employer/industry relationship is one of the main topics of the research
(pp. 85-98 of final report, 1998), and is more
developed in two 'ideal types' of universities
identified in universities (or other equivalent technological colleges) specialising in ap-

plied science, business studies and educational studies and ones established with a
strong economic/employment development
logic. The employment/occupational integration of graduates of such colleges and the
role and responsibility of university authorities and lecturers to maximums such employment possibilities appears to be highly vari-

able; even to the extent to which the latter
take such responsibilities seriously. The more
traditional 'elite' universities, of a more academic character, are much less concerned with
such employment outcomes.

The university/regional relationship is also
studied in the EVALUE project. The project
studies the complex relationships between
third level colleges, established specifically for
regional development purposes, and local/re-

gional authorities and employers in terms
both of the expectations and support of the
latter for such colleges, as well as the reciprocal expectations and behaviour of college
118

and Britain; and draw out the implications
and policy conclusions.

The qualitative research indicated both the
difficulties and different dynamics of change
and innovation in the different institutional
systems. First is the relationship of the state
to schools in, for instance, the increase in
school autonomy that has occurred in some
systems (such as the British), making them
more responsive to both state (in effectiveness

audits) and market pressures. At the same
time increasing managerial control within the
school reduces the autonomy of the professional role of teachers, creating countervailing
pressures.

The study raises some important questions
about the main purposes of education, particularly the potential negative effects of increasing instrumentalism and financial pres-

sures on schools in a situation where the
significance of familial socialisation is declining; and the ideational, identificational, nor-

mative and general socio-cultural roles of
schools have probably become more significant. As other institutions like the family and

community systems realign and decline in
relative significance the effect of increased
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instrumentalism on overall socialisation/
school effectiveness needs to be studied in
detail.

Although the evidence appears somewhat
thin and not sensitive to varying institutional
contexts this research does have some important messages, if not clear conclusions:
Li The demand for increased educational levels has increased faster than the school system can effectively adapt. As a result, as
those who previously could get unskilled
jobs with no/poor qualifications declined

substantially, schools did not adapt fast
enough or effectively enough to cope with
this problem. Most interventions with this

educationally deprived group have occurred at a post-school level. The serious
dangers in focusing interventions on such
post-school interventions, usually in nonformal and temporarily organised arrangements, mostly dependent on year to year
precarious funding, has become obvious in
most EU countries where this occurred.
More fundamental in-school innovations
appear necessary at pre-school, early inschool, and early second level school levels
in order to reduce the incidence of in-school
failure, which although relatively small in

percentage terms (less than 10 percent in
most systems), appears to have equally
serious labour market integration effects
on the lowest qualified in most systems.
(Smyth et al.,1998; Martin and Raffe, 1998;

Becker and Rutjes, 1998; Recotillet and
Werquin 1998, final Leonardo, VTLMT,
report, 1998).

ra Overemphasis on instrumentalism, and
market readiness, not paying sufficient attention to general education or the particular personal/social development needs of
educationally and socially damaged adolescents.

important in schools without compensating resource allocation with the middle
class more likely to gain advantages.

7. Class and gender inequalities and social exclusion
The major secular shifts in economic structure in western industrialised countries over
the past 20 to 30 years have led to substantial changes in occupational/class structures
particularly a decline in lower working class
(particularly unskilled manual) positions, and
substantial growth in middle and upper/middle class positions. This change in the nature
of flow of children out of families into schools,
combined with equally rapid changes in the
structure and costs of schooling with free
education gradually being extended in most
cases up to the end of upper second level, with
substantial growth also in the importance of
education in occupational allocation and promotion was all expected to have significantly
reduced class origin inequalities and greater
equality of opportunity in levels of education
achieved (Boudon, 1974). Yet most of the in-

ternational research on this issue indicates
that despite substantial growth in average
levels of education, and of greater relative
growth in participation by children from
working class origins at the lower levels of
achievement in most countries, there is little
evidence of overall decline in class inequalities in educational achievement levels par-

ticularly at upper second level and at third
level (Blossfeld and Shavit, 1993). Raftery and
Hout (1993) proposed a radical hypothesis to

explain this phenomenon that inequality in
educational opportunity is maximally maintained with effects of social origin at all levels of education maintained to the point where

the participation of advantaged groups is

very well lead to increasing class inequali-

maximised and further expansion in participation can only come from those with lower
working class origins. At this point the more
advantaged groups push for further expansion of ever higher levels of education in or-

ties as funding arrangements change in

der to maintain their advantage. So many

some systems to be more school competitive and market sensitive (as in the UK),
and such modern technological aids as IT
and self learning etc. become increasingly

international studies show positive effects of
educational expansion at lower levels of education on equality of opportunity, but little
change in class inequality at higher levels.

Li The new political economy of schooling may
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Little consistent change over time in class
inequalities in educational achievement in

market for poorly educated youth, with the

most countries with some notable exceptions
such as Sweden and the Netherlands. In both

tations motivating in-school learning. Shavit
et al. (1993), for instance, find positive effects
of vocational tracks on access to skilled occupational outlets and avoidance of low skilled
and insecure employment.

cases, this decline appeared to be due more
to an equalisation of life conditions between
the different social classes than to any edu-

consequent effect of higher employment expec-

cational policy changes (Blossfeld and Shavit,

1993; Erikson and Johnson, 1996). In most
countries, therefore, where social selection
was most severe at the beginning of the educational career, the point of selection has been

pushed further up the educational ladder.

Gender differences in educational achievement on the other hand show a much greater
equalisation over time with in some cases,
the gender gap being reversed, with girls doing better particularly those from working
class origins. Gender differences also appear
to be greater in more differentiated systems
at lower or upper secondary level as in Germany and UK, whereas in France, Sweden,

Portugal and Ireland it is the other way
around (Freysson, 1996); mainly it appears
because of the dominance of general educational models in the latter countries.

Initial results, however, from a related
Leonardo-da-Vinci project (VTLMT, DGXXII,
1996-98; Final Report, Dec. 1998; Martin and

Raffe, 1998; Smyth et al. 1998; Becker and
Rutjes 1998; Recotillet and Werquin, 1998)
indicate ambiguous support only for the initial hypothesis on exclusionary effects with
the most poorly qualified in the Netherlands
suffering almost equally high levels of employ-

ment exclusion as in Scotland, France and
Ireland. However in other respects the results
support the conclusions on the positive effects
of vocational/technical qualifications on employment chances, but also indicated the almost equal importance of 'passing grades' in
lower second level examinations in accessing
the labour market. Access to apprenticeships,
however, tend to be negatively selective in the

Netherlands and France while it is positive
in Ireland and Scotland (Smyth et al., 1998).

One of the main hypotheses of the CATEWE
project (TSER, CT-97-2019, 1997-2000) relates

not so much to overall class inequality effects
on educational achievement, but on the effects
of national institutional ET differences on educational/employment exclusion processes. The
hypothesis is that such educational and labour
market exclusionary processes are both more
severe and more class origin biased in countries with less selective and less differentiated
systems Ireland and, to a lesser extent, Britain and France; or that it will be less severe in
selective/differentiated systems as in the Neth-

erlands and Germany, despite their greater
class differentiating effects in overall educational achievement. In the latter cases early
differentiation into selective educational/vocational tracks are closely linked to accessing
segmented labour market outlets, segments/
occupations with significantly lower levels of
competition from the more highly educated.
This is suggested to be particularly true for
non-skilled manual/service occupational positions. The expected effects of this would be to
leave more uncontested 'room' in the labour
120

There are also quite substantial country differences in occupational allocation amongst
these 4 countries with a much higher proportion of lower second level leavers in nonmanual jobs in Scotland (who have 'passed'
their lower level examinations at 16) than
in the other countries. These latter differences
appear not only to be due to national differences in the availability of such jobs to school
leavers in general a function of both the eco-

nomic cycle and the extent to which public
expenditure funds such occupations, but also
the relative proportion of all school/College
leavers entering the labour market who only
have lower second level qualifications. This
tends to be much higher in Scotland (Smyth
and Surridge, 1995 and 1997). But in the latter case a much higher proportion of such

early leavers are in alternative learning
routes apprenticeships, Youth Training and
other full and part-time educational courses
outside the conventional school system. The
Scottish and British system then maximises
out-of-school education and training for the
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post compulsory years whereas the French,
Dutch and Irish systems maximise full-time
educational attendance up to the end of upper second level education (Martin and Raffe,
1998). Whether the increased level of education and postponement of labour market entry
as in the latter countries has the moderating effects on class and gender inequalities
in educational achievement and labour market success, as has been proposed and found
in other research (Blossfeld and Shavit,1993;
Shavit and Muller,1998) has to await further
research.

periences with new governance structures, and
research on national data/studies of social exclusion and class inequalities is also to be carried out. Implications of governance changes
for social class inequalities and evaluations of

new programmes of intervention targeted to
improve the situation are to be carried out. This

study in nine or ten countries appears to be
inductively based, generalising from comparative national case studies of what interventions
work or do not work in different contexts.

The ways in which, and the organisational
effectiveness with which, schools/colleges are

Such lower level leaving is highly gendered
and class differentiated in all countries: predominantly male, and predominantly from
lower working class or unemployed family
backgrounds, with parents having lower levels of education. Even given the large institutional differences between, for instance, the
highly vocationally differentiated Dutch system and the more general educationally based
and undifferentiated Irish one, it appears that
the extent and nature of social class selectivity of successful educational progression in
both countries appears remarkably similar;
though paradoxically gender differentiation
(positively) and class selectivity (negatively)
factors appear more pronounced in Ireland.

This would accord with our hypothesis
though the statistical significance of these
inter-country differences has not yet been

organised and managed do have significant
impacts on student outcomes. (Mortimore et
al.,1998; Smyth, 1999). It may well be that
modern state led concerns about school management effectiveness and changes in their
operating and governing arrangements toward 'market led' rather than 'rule governed'
behaviour would have significant negative
impacts as hypothesised here. Certainly the
original British 'market led' arrangements for
publishing crude examination results by individual school and the use of state vouchers
in purchasing school places expected to increase inter-school competition and overall
school effectiveness by improving families/
pupils choices between 'effective' and 'ineffective' schools would neither have positive
system effectiveness outcomes and would cer-

tainly increase class inequalities.

tested (Martin and Raffe, 1998).
Lindblad et al. TSER reseach proposal (S0E2CT97-2028,1997/8 2000) main proposition is
that increased economic/political pressure on

schools/universities, and increased 'marketisation' of resource allocation, evaluation
etc. significantly change the organisational
characteristics of the school/College away from
its public service functions/practices as a 'rule

governed' to a market led system. As a result
this makes it more difficult for the school/college to meet its new targets/objectives on reducing social exclusion. This will be investigated in 8 countries. Their method is to review
the research literature, carry out comparative
analyses through individual country 'case studies' of governance structures of schools/colleges

including 'discourse analyses' of existing
policy etc. papers. Evaluations of national ex-

Nevertheless as third level educational participation becomes more 'universal' substantial changes are required in the way the originally elite and autonomous universities are
run and in many European countries the
rallying cry of negative 'marketisation' appears far too self interested; with new instruments to ensure effective responsiveness to
economic and societal needs badly required.

8. Conclusions and issues to
address in the next TSER programme
There are four main themes in the "Improving Human Potential" part of the Fifth Framework Programme (1999-2002):
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(i) Societal Trends and Structural Changes;

(ii) Technology, Society and Employment;

(iii) Governance and Citizenship;

(iv) New Development Models Fostering
Growth and Employment.'4
Three of these are clearly related to our theme
(i), (ii) and (iv).

The issues of school to work transitions, labour market integration, human capital 'creation' in education and training systems and
its effective integration into the economy, vari-

ations across EU regions in their ET and LM

institutional arrangements and their differential effects on labour market integration etc.
fit clearly within these themes but need to be
spelled out and applied to the new Vth Framework Programme. There appear to be at least
five broad areas where high quality comparative economic and social research is urgently

needed and would fit within the broad remit
of the Vth FP:

a) Since the relationships between rapid technological change, education/training provision changes and economic/occupational
changes are very complex and not readily
'read off' from technological change there
is an urgent need for high quality compara-

b) The issue of new development models and
economic/employment growth a main
theme of the new research Programme
needs to be explored in depth on a comparative national basis across the EU. The wide
national institutional differences in ET systems, their varying labour market integration processes and the extent/nature of their
open-ness to life long learning processes,
suggest substantial national differences in
economic and employment growth models.
There are large national differences in, for
instance, the extent and nature of provision
for life long learning systems, and in the
way they are integrated with employment/
work systems. These national differences
are likely to be strongly related to both the
participation rate and the effects of life long
learning opportunities: with some national
systems being highly 'user friendly' over the
life course, highly integrated with both work
life and careers. Other ET systems appear
inflexible and unrelated to life long individual career and firm/industry re-skillling
and up-skilling needs. The issue of 'life long
learning', of its linkages to in-firm training
and to the institutional flexibility of educational providers and qualification frameworks to effectively optimise such 're-

learning' occurring over the life cycle,
though such a dominating theme in EU
policy documents, has received little comparative European attention; though significant cross-national differences do exist in
the extent to which it occurs.

tive European research on these issues.
There are wide national, industrial and between-firm differences in how, and how well,

workers with higher levels of education/
training and new technology are inserted

c) Equally comparative research at a firm and

or used within firms/industries. The way in

management of increasing levels of education/training amongst young work forces

industrial level on the human resource

which both technical and educational

is urgently needed. Given rapid market
and technical change the extent and na-

changes are related to firm/industry strategies of adaptation to rapid market changes
should be a priority in future research. Current research on these issue has to depend
too often on inferring such firm/industrial
behaviour and strategies from data on individual workers' labour market histories.
14EU Council Decision adopting a specific programme of research, technological development
and demonstration on 'Improving the human research potential and socio-economic knowledge
base. OJ. C506/99, 13.01.1999.
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ture of adaptations by firms and industries
needs as much study as has been given to
the behaviour of individuals in their transitions from school to work.

d) Equality of opportunity in education, occupational achievement and earnings by
gender, social class of origin, ethnic group
etc. as well as the equally important issue of educational and labour market ex-
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clusion appears to be quite sensitive to both
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economic/technological change as well as
the way in which the national ET systems

for initial and continuing re-education/
training effectively provide opportunities.
Again single national models appear unlikely to be generalisable to the whole Com-

munity given the deeply rooted institutional differences involved. Besides the
obvious injustice of high levels of inequality and its obvious negative social effects,
the systemic and often deeply institution-

alised nature of the under-utilisation of
human capital involved particularly
amongst the most educationally/economically excluded appears glaringly inefficient in both economic and social terms.
The need for good quality comparative research on this issue appears obvious.

e) Comparative European Data: Besides the
Eurostat data bases (particularly the Labour Force Surveys and Community House-

hold Panel surveys) there are very limited
comparative European data bases available
on some of the most important education,

training and labour market integration
policy research issues that affect the European Community. Compared to the United
States, for instance, or to a majority of EU
states, there are no comparative surveys or
data bases on longitudinal (flow statistics)
on educational/training processes and outcomes and education to work transitions,
no comparative data on life long learning
processes or adaptation of firms/industries
to rapid technological and human capital
changes etc. Improvements in Eurostat surveys including the new, year 2000 transition module on transitions will be some
help in correcting for this deficit, but in a
very limited way. In addition there appear
to be far more serious constraints in mak-

education, employment chances and evel of
occupation (status or quality) achieved; i.e. a
moderate to high level of 'level congruence'.
However there is a substantial (though varying) degree of overlap within educational levels of occupational statuses achieved in all sys-

tems; i.e. of `overqualification' of workers
within occupations or 'under-utilisation' of edu-

cation/skills by employers, varying considerably cross-nationally. (see Shavit and Muller,
1998; Borghans, Hughes and Smits,1998). The
degree of occupational 'overlap' between different educational levels, or the degree of labour market competition between them, obviously reflects national institutional differences,
cyclical employment rates as well as life cycle
factors being greater in periods of high unemployment and at initial stages in the labour
market. The varying nature of such 'overlaps'
and their effects on labour market flexibility,
labour productivity and turnover, employment
exclusionary processes etc. all need to be studied in more detail.

Further cross-national study is also needed
on the extent to which the content/level/difficulty of `within-occupational/industry' categories remains the same over time or, as Green
et al. (1997) study indicates for Britain, or the
extent to which technical change/upgrading
also occurs within occupations; or the extent

to which occupational boundaries remain
impermeable. In addition the extent and nature of productivity growth and organisational
and technological 'response effectiveness' of

firms/industries to the constantly improving
quality of labour market entrants, needs detailed study. The 'under-utilisation' of skills
by firms/industries needs as much attention
as the `overqualification' of young workers.

ing such (suitably anonymised) Eurostat

8.2 The content of education/training
and occupational/job congruity

data sets available to the research community than is true of most individual coun-

The issue of 'content congruence' (Almen-

tries within the EU. These issues will be
discussed in more detail below.

dinger, 1989 and 1997) has not received much
comparative research in the EU. This may be

a more relevant question in some countries

8.1 Educational level and labour
market success
Although variable cross-nationally there is
generally a close relationship between level of

such as Germany and the Netherlands or
other countries with extensive occupational
labour markets. To measure the nature and
extent of the linkage between the content of
what young people learn in initial education/
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training and what knowledge/skills they actually use at work has usually been studied
by linking field of study to the nature of the
work/occupation taken up either where institutionalised linkages exist as in apprenticeships, professional/technical occupations or
otherwise where the educational/occupational

planning' idea of 'adequatisme' does not work.

connection can easily be estimated. More subjective approaches have also been used by
asking individuals in specific jobs/occupations

bakers in the region indicates that while the
training system was not efficient in terms of

to what extent they use their ET gained

effective in other respects that were very relevant to car makers (for example work disciplines and shift/night working etc.). The in-

knowledge/skills in their work etc. However,
in neither case is the research methodology
without fault with little cross-national comparability. In addition it is clear that a lot of

The most recent and relevant issue about
'adequatisme' is about what other, often implicit and informal, things young people learn
while in school and what they use at work.

The example of the German car producer
which recruited most of the apprentice/trainee
field of vocational preparation it was obviously

occupationally relevant learning is implicit

formal/implicit learning of work relevant
skills that are transferable to other occupational/industrial settings needs much more

and unmeasured by educational/training

research.

qualifications e.g. the significant advantages

of apprentices in some cases in the labour
market even in areas in which they have not
been trained. The nature and significance of
such non-formal and currently non-certified
learning at home, in school and at work is rec-

ognised in some current cross national
projects both in terms of content and learn-

ing style and motivation (Reef, Coord. of
TSER project on cross-curricular competencies CT98-2042); with some evidence that
some aspects of learning style particularly
the conformist and reproduction oriented style
may be functional for educational achievement in some settings but dysfunctional for
subsequent labour market success. (Semeijn,
van der Velden et al., 1997; Semeijn and van
der Velden, 1998).

Another example comes from Kirsch and
Werquin (1995). They have shown than in
France, most young people exiting the training system at the BEP level first vocational
level did not use their specific skills and
competencies in the first jobs they got, when/
if they got one. Even taking subsequent occupational mobility into consideration they are
not generally mobile into jobs directly connected with their first vocational preparation
subjects. There is need for further comparative research of the nature of both the explicit
(certified) and implicit training/education provision/socialisation provided by the ET system, and the interpretation/use made of it by
the employer/productive system.
Informal transferable skills or personal and

To over-value a narrow concept of`content con-

interpersonal skills which are the result of

gruence', therefore, would be unwise: while
initially functional for the overall system it
may well have serious negative consequences
for individuals' career mobility and, if education and training is too narrow, also limit infirm re-training and firm adaptability.

non-formal learning experiences both in the
formal schooling setting as well as in related

interpersonal socialisation, which are not
measured and certified by schools, and which
may therefore be less institution and country
specific than formal schooling outcomes, is

now the subject of a lot of research (e.g.
Additionally the discrepancy between the education/training provision of a national system

OECDs, new PISA programme; COST Action
AII etc.; Reef et al., TSER project,1998).

and the needs of the productive system can
be estimated (Kirsch and Werquin, 1995): the
French idea of 'adequatisme'. Because many
French firms recruit young people at a given

8.3 Youth schemes, evaluation and
selectivity biases

level and then train them within the firm
paying attention to the general educational
level on appointment the older 'manpower

One of the most relevant aspects of youth
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schemes is their function in handling the increasing duration of job search and higher
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rates of unemployment between the end of ini-

signment of participants to treatment and

tial education/training and the first permanent job. As young people's status in the la-

control groups, for instance) to control for such

biases has been very limited in Europe.

bour market dis-improved most States
strongly intervened with various types of
training/employment schemes. Many evalu-

ation studies of the effectiveness of these
schemes have taken place at the national and
EU level (see Brandsma et al., TSER project
CT95-2003,1995-1998). The issue of selection
bias in that evaluation is critical. Most such

youth schemes are designed to ease transi-

However before proceeding to such experimental methods it might be more advantageous to increase the conceptual, measure-

ment and analytical sophistication of the
evaluation research in this area to that characteristic of the older tradition of related research in 'school effectiveness' paying much
more attention to the nature of the curricu-

tion from school to work for those with poorest qualifications and those least likely to be
perceived as productive within an enterprise.
Of course recruitment and progression within
such schemes may be selective on both measured an unmeasured (usually social-psychological) variables. And since firm recruitment
from such schemes is highly selective even
amongst those employers think are the 'better' amongst applicants, selectivity bias may
be quite high. In theory training schemes are
designed to help young people who need fur-

lum and pedagogy course organisational characteristics including sensitivity to the often
quite different social psychological characteristics and needs of the lesser qualified youth

ther education/training. In practice, even if

McGinnity, 1997; Ryan, 1998; Brandsma,

there is no selection by such schemes, employ-

Coord. TSER project CT95-2004).

ers selection may only take those who otherwise would have got the job anyway the
scheme has high 'deadweight'. Ways both to

measure and control for these selectivity
biases have been developed, but their applicability and validity need much more development and evaluation in comparative crossnational work.

that take up such training courses. There is
a need to get beyond the question 'do these
programmes work' to the question of what
kinds of programmes work with what kind of
'clients' curricula, pedagogy including the
quality and relevance of both, the nature and

quality of linkages to firms/employers and

real work situations (see O'Connell and

Cost-benefit analysis has become the dominant mode of evaluation in the United States.
This method has some limitations, however:
arbitrary shadow pricing for valuing many

costs and benefits, inadequate duration of
measurement of outcomes, relative neglect of
the variance of outcomes and the underlying

reasons for these and so on. It tends to neThere is therefore an urgent need for effective comparative evaluation of the effectiveness of these schemes in different EU countries (Grubb and Ryan, 1997). Heckman and
Smith's (1995) dictum that 'The fundamental
evaluation problem arises from the the impossibility of observing what would happen
to a given person in both the state where s/he

glect, foi- instance many of the social, social
psychological and even educational outcomes
of interventions in focussing only on labour
market outcomes. And it overemphasises the
efficiency criterion, and often under-emphasises the equity/egalitarian criterion a much
greater priority in most European studies.

receives a treatment and the state where

Besides the effectiveness and costs/benefits
of such schemes little comparative work has
been done on the institutional, organisational

s/he does not. If a person could be observed in
both states, the impact of the treatment could

be calculated by comparing his or her outcomes in the two states, and the evaluation
problem could be solved'. Given that participants are not observed in both states, a large
literature has been developed to help control
of the consequent selectivity biases. The use
of experimental methods (in the random as-

and curricular-pedagogical characteristics (in-

cluding the content effectiveness) of these
schemes (but see Brandsma et al., TSER,
SOE2-CT952003). The relationship of such
post-school schemes to initial education, the
extent to which they are designed to correct
for initial educational failure and whether
125
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the original system remains unchanged, the
extent to which the organisations delivering
such schemes are linked to the ET system
providing pathways back to it or in co-operation with it, and the extent to which linked in
with employer and labour market systems.
Since policy on state/EU interventions on

Wages also need to be studied in greater detail for other important reasons: The issue of
minimum wages and of minimum wage leg-

islation, unemployment benefit, wages on
state programmes etc. The issue of the relative effectiveness of different active labour
market programmes and the role played in
labour market demand for young and older

transitions from school to working life are political imperatives in most countries, but such
interventions cannot rely on solid, comprehen-

workers in a situation of overall low demand
needs also be studied in more detail.

sive and efficient theoretical or conceptual
Finally wages have to do with the cost of labour which is often decried as too expensive
as far as the low qualified labour force is concerned. The issue to address here is clearly

models or a solid research base, the filling
of this theoretical and research lacuna should

be a priority issue for future research.

whether Europe should lower the wage of

Besides the transition between education/
training and the labour market, as well as
transitions from and into unemployment,
there are many other important transition

poorly qualified young people or increase their
skills through training, and what effect either
policy would have on overall economic effectiveness. In addition the extent to which simi-

issues that need investigation: returns (occupational/earnings) to different types and levels of education/training, migration and job
search, movement out of the labour market
and its relationship to new household formation particularly for poorly educated young
women, housing changes, changes in living
together and marriage arrangements and so

lar policies have similar effects in different
national/institutional contexts also needs to
be studied in detail.

8.5 Data issues

on. Studies of labour force withdrawal of
young women, for instance, appears to take
place in some countries only after a significant period of initial employment difficulty

One of the main issues that arise in testing
cross-national hypotheses is research/data
quality. Usually the phenomena being dealt
with are very complex and linked in complex
ways to several origin, process and outcome

(Hannan and 0 Riain, 1993), but in other

variables: initial 'ability' and family background variables, ethnicity and gender; differences in the nature of educational/train-

countries entry to the labour force itself upon
completing education particularly amongst
females with low levels of education appears
to be much more problematic (Canada Vicinay
et al., STT Working Paper 07-98, 1998).

ing programmes and processes and outcomes;
differences in labour market history as well

as opportunity characteristics; and personal
outcome differences in terms of cognitive, affective and behavioural characteristics. Given

8.4 Earnings
Most of the research being done in the field of
school-to-work transitions has been focussed
on the probability of getting a job. Given the

high unemployment rate across Europe this
is not surprising. Job search is important not
only in terms of its length and difficulty but
also in terms of the quality of the match between school leaver and job whether in
terms of 'content and level congruence', the
extent to which it is a marginal job, its occupational status and subsequent career mobil-

this complexity and the different national
systems within the EU it is difficult to answer many important research and policy
questions with existing data sets. The following data questions appear very important for
future research work:
Ul While obviously rational to build on exist-

ity chances, wages and wage growth etc.
(Atkinson and Micklewright, 1991).
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ing data sources at an EU level (such as
the Labour Force Surveys LFS- and the
European Community Household Panel
Survey), as well as on relatively comparable national data sources such as the follow-up school/College leavers' surveys
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carried out in six countries, the weakness
of EU data sources on educational/labourmarket relationships compared to that of

our main competitors such as the USA
needs to be corrected. Even where crossnational databases exist crucial variables
are often 'missing' and comparative measurement difficulties arise where systems
vary widely.

1:1 Most of the current TSER quantitative re-

search, for instance, is based on existing

national and international data bases.
There are some exceptions, such as the
study of graduate employment in Europe
(CT2023, 1997/8-2000). All of the evidence

suggests the necessity to build comparative European data bases on the central

studies cover a small set of countries and
vary significantly from each other in sample definitions and variable coverage etc.,
though sufficient similarity exists to yield
rich comparative sources of information on
transitions. (Final Leonardo VTLMT report, Dec. 1998 available as an ESRI Work-

ing Paper, Dublin). One data strategy
would be to improve the comparability of
these surveys and increase their country
coverage. The alternative, however, of 'top
down' surveys either based on the planned,
year 2000, Eurostat LFS module on transitions though the planned set of variables is very restricted or on new occasional cross-national surveys (such as the
'Teichler survey') should be actively explored.

policy/research issues involved; rather like

those already existing in the Europanel
and LFS household income/expenditure
data bases.
ID The significant improvements planned in

the coverage and comparability of the
Eurostat LFS data base, and particularly
the additional information on transitions
planned to be available from the 2000 LFS,

potentially means that a lot of new comparative research work can be carried out;
provided of course that 'public use' files, at
the individual level, are made available to

the research community as already happens in most of the EU countries. The development of more liberal Eurostat access
regulations, such as those governing researchers access to such data sets at national level in most EU countries, is an
important research and policy analysis priority.

Besides the 'stock data' available from the

LFS, good comparative 'flow data' on
school/college to work transitions over the

first 1 to 5 years or so in the labour market are urgently needed. These could be

based initially on the current school

D EU strategies on European data bases
should, therefore, be as much concerned
with 'making data European' as with creating new European data banks: with maximising the cross-national comparability of
current national and international surveys
on specific issues (such as the OECD and
IEA co-ordinated studies), as well as creating new policy/research data sources for
priority areas where this is necessary. Such
a strategy would require a comprehensive
assay of current and projected surveys, as
well as determining areas where important
data is missing or non-comparable.

The work of the TSER funded CATEWE
project and the EU-AEI network shows both
the importance and the possibilities for build-

ing on existing national and international
surveys. The continuing work of the latter
indicates, for instance, the necessity of continuing assessment of changing national objectives, strategies, contents and outcomes of
educational interventions. Current methods
for doing appear highly inadequate, with a
need for European wide methods for educa-

tional indicators, methods for measuring
'added value' and development of reliable and

level leavers, follow-up surveys in 12 coun-

cross-nationally valid and culture fair tests
etc. on an equivalent basis to that provided,
for instance, by the United states or indeed
other developed countries within the OECD

tries (Teichler et al, TSER contract CT2023). However in the former case these

system of monitoring educational and labour
market changes; comparable for example, to

leavers' surveys carried out in six EU coun-

tries (CATEWE, TSER project, CT972019), as well as the TSER funded third

20 2
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the work of Networks A to C within the OECD

educational directorate, for instance.15

The two main players in the area of international educational comparative educational
assessment/testing research for instance are
the OECD and the IEA (International Asso-

The national longitudinal studies (in at least
6 EU countries) which follow young people
from an early age (e.g. 15) in the ET system

to a point in their labour market career
where their status has stabilised (usually 3-

5 years after entering the labour market)
provide invaluable information on transi-

ciation for the Evaluation of Educational

tions which is not available from other

Achievement). Besides the issue of ensuring
that cross-cultural reliability and validity of
the instruments as well as their national institutional sensitivity (by ensuring that EU
countries are adequately represented on the

sources. Usually these surveys include not
only labour market history information but
also the crucial social background characteristics and educational formation data on individuals. Since educational and labour mar-

planning committees etc.), these organisa-

ket history itineraries are increasingly

tions also normally allow participants to add
so- called national options to their ongoing
international survey instruments. The European 'added value' of such surveys would be

prolonged and individualised, cross-sec-

greatly enhanced if the EU Commission would

gitudinal surveys should ideally follow young

co-ordinate national efforts, ensuring that
such instruments are adequately general-

people for five to six years after leaving

isable across EU systems, and that they provide data that is attuned to the main policy
and research questions in the area (see Reef
et al, TSER project,1998).

In addition many national surveys are carried out on the same set of themes, and with
much the same set of objectives by individual

countries. The EU wide utility of these national surveys on educational achievement
and labour market entry could be significantly
improved if an 'added value' EU comparability dimensions were developed for the impor-

tant variables. The costs involved would be
marginal (to total costs) but the 'added value'
return would more than compensate.

tional, snapshot surveys give a highly inadequate picture of transition dynamics or
transition difficulties or success. Such lonschool, a minimum period to estimate 'final'
transition outcomes (Werquin, 1997).

A good final benchmark to use is the age at
which the unemployment rate of the cohort
equals the adult one. Although the cost of
such surveys is high and they cover a longer
period of observation before results become
available many EU countries already carry

them out for their own policy purposes
(France, the Netherlands, the UK, Ireland,
Sweden and now Flanders), while partial or

regional surveys are carried out in many
other countries. Although there are some
serious 'missing data' problems for some
countries and other methodological difficulties the results of analyses of these comparative sets appear important and quite robust

(Leonardo final VTLMT report 1998; and
15 The work of the EU-AEI network for instance,
shows the need for continuous assessment of the
status and trends of educational objectives, contents and achieved competencies at primary and
secondary educational levels. The conclusions of
this, partly TSER funded, network are the existing tools for this are inadequate and that it is necessary to:
i) set up a European instrument bank for educational indicators;

ii) develop adequate methods for measuring

added value in educational achievement;
iii) develop reliable and valid methods and instruments for culture fair testing on a comparative European basis for both student achievement as well
as, for instance, for adult literacy testing.

CATEWE, TSER project 1997-2000). An EU
policy of 'adding value' to these national sur-

veys (by increasing their variable coverage
and data/sampling definitions for instance),
and encouraging their expansion to other

countries, would be a very cost effective
method of increasing the availability of valuable comparative European data.

Besides such 'objective' and standardised
surveys further comparative studies of indi-

vidual strategies for, and experiences of,
transition need to be carried out, such as in
the Anglo-German studies (Bynner et al.,
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1991). Comparative research of other important policy issues also appear important. The

issue of guidance and counselling, for instance, urgently needs attention particularly as it relates to the transition of the less
academically able students within school;
and the general finding that in most countries such in-school services appear compara-

tively irrelevant to the great majority of
school leavers in transition (Hannan et al.,
1983; Becker and Rutjes, 1998). This con-

trasts sharply with the situation in many
other countries particularly Japan as well

as perhaps in vocational training and other
educational programmes which have a large
element of work placement/experience
which require close contact between schools
and employers.

The Fifth Framework Programme particularly the Key Action Improving the SocioEconomic Knowledge Base could thus be
more focussed on some central economic and
social policy issues: education/training and labour market relationships, the issue of technical/educational and firm industry change,
the issue of state training/employment initiatives in the context of high youth unemployment, the issue of educational and life chance
inequalities and educational/social exclusion,
and the micro-macro issues of the relationships between educational/training change

and rapid technical and market change at
both firm/industrial and individual levels.
Cross-national comparative research on these
and other related issues should be a high priority for the new Vth FP.
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Selection, social exclusion and training offers
for target groups

Jan Vranken, Mieke Frans
Abstract
This paper discusses the key concepts of social exclusion and inclusion, the potential target
groups and their specific problems. Target groups are underrepresented in labour market and
training programmes. The crucial factors of exclusion are analysed from an institutional, an
economic, a psychological, a socio-cultural and a policy perspective.
Discussed are the accessibility of programmes and the difficulties to comply with administrative selection criteria. The most important factor of exclusion programmes is the need for efficiency that is imposed on the programmes and their organisers. The shift towards privatisation and the tightening of the funding requirements results in creaming off effects and reduces
training to a short-term solution. Any gap between restricted selection possibilities and strict
output targets creates a 'double bind tension' for the training organisation that has negative
consequences for the trainees.
Policy recommendations refer to:

:I efforts to re-integrate the 'hard core' target groups by using their problems as benchmarks;

:1 taking account of the cultural dimension by the development of clearly defined 'management cultures' or 'organisational cultures';

CI decreasing the gap that separates the employment situation from the training situation,
directly through financial and other support and indirectly through a secure job perspective;

Ci the development of the long-term dimension of 'trajectory guidance'.
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Introduction

This framework presents an overview of

This contribution addresses exclusion from

general causes of exclusion from the labour
market and of exclusion from training ini-

the labour market and the role of certain

tiatives.

forms of vocational training in promoting inclusion into the labour market. This implies
that we will focus on the role of specific training offers in preparing socially excluded persons for a job. The field of inquiry is restricted

Secondly, the groups affected by social exclusion, paying special attention to the labour market dimension, are discussed, tak-

ing account of institutional and other
contextual factors such as the selection
procedures. Special attention is paid to

to

forms of training with a strong vocational
focus;

Li forms of training that are specifically or-

ganised for persons outside the labour
market;

Li external training initiatives. Training at
the workplace is taken into account insofar as it is linked to external training offers. Social economy initiatives, however,
also are included because of their importance for our target groups.

Our approach is rather conceptual and theoretical. Although it was one of the aims at the
onset of this contribution, the situation and
policies of different EU countries are not described. Neither did we include empirical data

employment niches for target groups, especially the social economy sector.
Li Thirdly, a general typology of these measures is elaborated, taking account of economic, psychological, sociological and institutional variables.

Fourthly, the conditions for a framework
to coordinate policies at several levels will
be discussed.
Lastly, activation policies are discussed in
terms of their possible impact on vocational
training. It is quite clear that they will constitute the intellectual and policy-making
framework for future training programmes
or policies.

concerning participants in training programmes or national evaluations of measures.
On the very specific strand of vocational training that is the subject of this contribution no

overall data are available, even not at the
national level, mainly because of the extremely large array of types of initiatives and
the fact that they are often very locally embedded. In Belgium alone, 141 schemes to facilitate the transfer to the labour market have
been identified and most of them imply some
kind of vocational training. General data on
participation of target groups and evaluation

1. The context
1.1 From social exclusion to social
inclusion
The concepts of social exclusion and social
inclusion are relevant at the theoretical and
the policy-making level, particularly with respect to the relationship between the labour
market and vocational training.

1.1.1 Social exclusion

of measures relate to 'traditional' forms of
vocational training. They were discussed by
Nicaise and Bollens (1998) in their contribution to the 1998 background reports.
How will we proceed?

Firstly, a coherent conceptual framework
that focuses on the concepts of social exclusion and social inclusion is developed.

Two main definitions of social exclusion are
commonly used. One is inspired by the AngloSaxon tradition of citizenship, the other by
the continental idea of societal gaps. From the
first perspective, social exclusion is described
'in terms of denial or non-realisation of social
rights (Room, 1991: 5), such as 'the right to a
certain standard ofliving' or, more specifically,
the right to labour, to housing and to educa-
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tion. Social exclusion, then, implies that
access to these rights is, knowingly or unknowingly, restricted by the manner in which

social services are organised or by the vul-

managers, labour exchange administrators,
project managers, vocational trainers. Although they are bound to existing legal and

nerable economic, social and political position
of certain citizens.

administrative rules, many ways remain open
to exercise a determining impact on selection
processes and procedures regarding training,
such as regarding the information that is pro-

For the other, continental, tradition the no-

vided, the linking of particular persons or

tion of social exclusion concerns the gap that
exists between situations or groups in one or
more areas of social life. This notion of social
exclusion can refer to situations and processes
such as polarisation, discrimination, poverty,
and inaccessibility. In order for society to arrive at such a situation, it must be structured
according to a centre/periphery relationship,
while society's means (economic, social and
cultural capital) must be distributed unevenly.

groups to job opportunities, etc.

Of crucial importance in this respect is, of
course, the fault line, which may manifest itself as a gap, a wall, or a barrier.

The distinction between relational, spatial
and societal fault lines (Vranken, 1997) is an
answer to what is probably the most crucial

question with regard to social exclusion,
namely exclusion from what? (see among oth-

ers Silver, 1995: 60). Indeed, the reference
points of social exclusion are situated at the

A second reference point is groups or grouplike phenomena. Social closure is the process

whereby social groups attempt to acquire,
increase, or maintain rewards by restricting
access to sources or opportunities to a small
circle of a happy few. The purpose is to monopolise opportunities in life which others too
find desirable, i.e. the closure of such opportunities to outsiders (Weber, 1922/1956: 201).
Groups which fail to achieve any monopoly
must compete with each other on the open
market and are subjected to its levelling effects. The groups thus excluded often respond

by imposing boundaries on even weaker
groups, which results in so-called 'dual closure' (Parkin, 1974). The consequence is twofold: the creation of an uneven distribution of
opportunities in life and of closed social relations and communities. This form of social ex-

micro-level (of individuals and their net-

clusion is not unknown on the labour mar-

works), at the meso level (of groups, institutions) and at the macro-level (of society).

ket; some 'closed shop' strategies or forms of
ethnic discrimination are illustrative.

The first reference point is that of the individuals and their networks. Relational fault
lines refer to the fact that poor people's networks provide no, or very limited, access to

The third point of reference concerns societal

important social commodities (or to economic,

social and cultural capital). Social exclusion
may, then, be seen as the result of exclusion
from the exchange in relationships that is part
of participation in social networks. 'Gatekeepers' have the power to decide whether or not
to allow through the flow of commodities persons or institutions, because they occupy a
central position within a social network. By
depriving people or groups (the lowly qualified, immigrants, the homeless) from social
commodities (employment, housing, education, income, status, power) they create social exclusion (see also Vranken, Steenssens
and Pultau, 1996: 57). With respect to the labour market, we are referring to personnel
140

structures and processes. The central question in case of societal fault lines is whether
society as a whole or important areas of it are
divided into subsocieties. Illustrations are the
dual labour market or the increasing opposition between 'earned' income versus 'welfare'
income, in terms of power and status.

1.1.2 Social inclusion
Inclusion, as with social exclusion, is a multidimensional concept. A high density of co-operation within the group, a strong identification with the group, and a large set of shared

values and orientations are usually taken as
signs of inclusion. Active participation is also
a crucial issue; it implies a socialisation proc-

ess, which incorporates individuals and
groups at different levels of society. These
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forms of social inclusion already refer to more
than mere bonds between the individuals and
include relationships between individuals and

institutions.
Inclusion in society takes place through different sets of roles. The first set is related to
the roles that people adopt from their position as producers. The second set refers to
their position as consumers. The third concerns their position as citizens and the fourth
their position in different 'public' social networks (such as associations, but not family
networks). It is commonly accepted that overall social inclusion is fundamentally rooted
in labour market inclusion (or economic inclusion in a larger sense).
Different forms of social inclusion are present
in these sets of roles: cultural, normative, communicative and functional inclusion (see also
Landecker, 1951). Cultural inclusion is about

the concordance between different cultural
standards (such as between that of the labour
market and that of the long-term unemployed
or subsistence beneficiaries, or between the
dominant culture and a so-called 'culture of

poverty). Normative inclusion refers to the
concordance between these standards and
behavioural patterns (does the 'management
culture' of training initiatives exist just for
the public eye or do trainers behave according to these standards?). How deep are com-

chiatric wards, prisons), people living in
ghetto-like neighbourhoods, asylum seekers,
most of the long-term unemployed or lowskilled, and the poor in general. Their exclusion is the result of insufficient economic, social or cultural capital in one or more of the
important societal domains: housing, health,
social networks, income, and last but not
least education and work. Being excluded
from any of those fields generates problems,
the more so if it is about exclusion from education or work. Overcoming any form of social exclusion nearly always implies external
help, be it social work, special housing programmes, special training programmes or the
creation ofjobs adapted to the particular skills
and handicaps of the persons concerned.
Target groups with respect to the labour market refer to persons who have a considerably
smaller chance of finding a job; if they succeed in doing so, the jobs they access are usually marginal ones. Their marginal character
refers to characteristics such as employment
insecurity, low pay, bad working conditions,
low degree of social protection, very high flexibility or low degree of unionisation; in short,
characteristics of the secondary labour mar-

ket. Target groups thus are 'groups at risk'
and have been identified on the basis of numerous analyses of statistical, administrative

and other databases. It is not our intention
to reproduce these results in detail; we suf-

mon symbols embedded in society and groups
and how widely are they accepted is what communicative inclusion is about? The degree of
reciprocal dependence is the subject of func-

fice with a general picture. We will, however,
elaborate on some of their specific problems.

tional integration: does the labour market

These forms of exclusion will underlie a

regarding the labour market are: gender, age,
educational level (or level of qualification in
general), household status, nationality, occupation, and economic sector. The groups at

number of discussions in this paper, particularly those in chapters 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6.

risk then are younger or older employees,
women, the unemployed in general and the

need vocational training initiatives and is this
the case for all types of vocational training?

1.2 The labour market
1.2.1 Problems of specific target groups
The list of population groups affected by social exclusion is long, very long indeed. It includes larger or smaller sections of the elderly, the disabled, the illiterate, most of the
homeless, people living in institutions (psy-

The usual criteria for defining risk groups

long-term unemployed in particular, the lowskilled, early school-leavers, sick or disabled
persons, people on means-tested benefits, political refugees or asylum seekers and ethnic
minorities in general; they may also be combinations of these subgroups. The 'poor', for
>example, are disadvantaged in many respects.

Although these people form a heterogeneous
group, most of them have one common char-
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acteristic: low educational and skill level. This
common characteristic, however, presents it-

1.2.2 'Social economy'

self in many forms. Let us mention an inadequate knowledge of the native language (migrants, asylum-seekers), obsolete vocational
skills (older workers, the long-term unemployed), lack of work experience (the young
and, again, the long-term unemployed), and
loss of appropriate work attitudes. The loss
of appropriate work attitudes constitutes a
particular handicap that is often underestimated. Indeed, it usually takes a rather long
period to familiarise the target groups with

When can a certain activity be labelled as 'social economy'? The classical definition of the
social economy is that it 'brings together the

economic activities generated by co-operatives, mutual insurance organisations and
associations with the following ethical principles:

service to the members or the community
rather than profit;
I:1 autonomous management;

things such as sticking to time schedules,
meeting strict requirements, integrating into
a team, accepting authority, and concentrating on one task for a longer time.

democratic structure;
Ci priority of labour and people over capital
in the sharing of profits' (Defourny, 1997:
51).

Next to these handicaps regarding job requirements, a series of other deprivations outside

the work situation permanently threatens
their work capacities. Bad housing conditions,
bad health and insufficient health care, family problems, household responsibilities (for
women), and (ethnic) discrimination are just
some of the many factors that could be mentioned in this context.

The definition of newer forms of social
economy, as they have manifested themselves
over the past few decades, is a combination of
criteria from the above classical definition and

of new elements. The latter can largely be
inferred from historical developments, and
more particularly from the renewed interest
in the 1970s.

Only a few Member States retain women as
a target group for training measures (Joint
Employment Report, 1997). In Luxembourg,
several training programmes which focus on
women (including women returnees) have
been created. In the context of the European
year on lifelong learning, a special project
for (young) women was established. In Ireland, 'back-to-work skills' are provided for
women who have been out of the labour force
for a long period of time. The integration of
women returnees is also a priority in Austria, where more than 7,000 women found a

First of all it could be stated that the initiatives in the 'new social economy' should reasonably not belong to the 'established' social

job through career guidance courses, skill

training opportunities and employment

take the place of the capitalist system, but
would like to function in a complementary

proj ects.

manner (Monzon Campos, 1992: 25).

Of course, not all of the socially excluded are

Beside their economic objectives, these organi-

target groups for vocational training, al-

sations wish to accomplish social objectives.
These objectives are related to the problems
generated by classical economic models that
apparently cannot be solved by the public sector. The issue here is a shift in sectors where
new needs have arisen. The 'old sectors' where
the social economy attempted to meet needs

though most of them would benefit from some

form of training. Later on, we will discuss
target groups for training that are expected
to reintegrate into the labour market, either
the dominant one or some alternative labour
market ('social economy').
142

economy. In addition, the organisations are to
be involved in an economic activity and should
neither belong to the public nor to the private
sector. This positioning of the social economy
vis-à-vis the private profit maximising market sector, on the one hand, and the public sector, on the other, remains one of the most important identifications of the third sector. In
contrast to what happened in the 19th century,
the social economy of today does not want to
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were as follows: savings and credit; social
housing; consumer goods; social and medical
care; culture, information and press; mutual
and co-operative insurance; and employment.
The needs of today, however, are to be found

in different sectors: ethical savings and investments; renovation; recycling; new care
needs; and employment. Present initiatives
undoubtedly focus most of their attention on
the unemployment problem by creating employment and taking special care of people in
high-risk groups. In the industrialised coun-

of labour over capital. The pursuit of a democratic structure is considered equally impor-

tant. Because most of the organisations are
created from the base, it can also be assumed
that the principle of management autonomy
is preserved, even though it will appear that
contemporary forms of social economy often
do not match this criterion. According to in-

ternational discourse on the subject, the legal form of the initiative is of lesser importance in the contemporary forms of social
economy than in the classical forms (Westerdahl, 1998: 197), even though the organisa-

tries a rising number of co-operatives and
associations are being established with the

tions concerned have a strong tendency to

aim of social integration through labour. This

assume certain forms of legal incorporation.

employment creation is also often linked to
environmental objectives by the pursuit of
environmentally friendly production processes, products, and integrated environmen-

On the basis of the above definitions a number
of questions can be formulated, which should
allow us to distinguish social economic organi-

tal protection. This is how the new social economic sector of nature conservation, recycling,
and renovation came about. Depending on the

problem that needs to be solved, the nature
of the social-economic organisation varies,
although certain problems can be tackled simultaneously. In this way, the social economy
has absorbed a number of functions from the
public sector, which is increasingly withdrawing from certain areas of social life.

A second characteristic that has clearly been
placed to the fore is the local nature of the
activities, although this feature is not really
new. In spite of increasing economic internationalisation, the third sector remains primarily rooted in local or regional initiatives. This
is a response to the call for local identity and

solidarity as a result of that globalisation.
Through their ties with new or old social
movements, initiatives are chiefly started
from the base. This also results from the need
for influence on the production process and

the need for transparency, which led to the
foundation of numerous consumer organisations. The relationship with consumers is also
given special attention by the newer forms of
social economy.

sations from other organisations. Is the organisation concerned engaged in economic
activity? Is this activity situated between that
of the private sector on the one hand and that
of the public sector on the other? Is this activity linked to social objectives? These objec-

tives can be related to a number of factors:
(un)employment; social integration of the socially excluded and the poor; ecological objectives; the provision of services that respond

to a pressing individual or collective need,
neglected by the public sector; durability of
production quality; or a combination of these
objectives. Does the realisation of these objectives take priority over making a profit and
does labour take priority over capital? Is there
management autonomy? Is there an endeavour to establish a democratic structure? Is any
attention paid to transparency and the qual-

ity of relationships? Was the organisation
founded bottom up? Does the organisation
assume a legal form typical for the social
economy (cooperative society, mutual insurance organisation, non-profit organisation,
registered charity)? And finally, in order to
be able to distinguish the classical from the
new social economy: Does the initiative belong to the 'non-established' (or new) social
economy?

In addition, the new social economy has kept

a number of criteria of the classical definition. First of all, service to the members or
the community is still taking precedence over
profit making, and there is a related priority

Depending on the number of positive answers
to these questions, an initiative will be further
from or closer to the ideal type and thus to the
core of social economy. Social economic organi-
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sations are therefore 'different' from the other

two sectors in relative and not in absolute
terms (Seibel and Anheier, 1990: 12). Also, the
criteria were more or less formulated in order

of importance. It should be clear that an initiative that does not match the first criterion,
does not belong to the 'third sector' at all.

teaching or practical experience, of using the
tools of work, either at the training centre or
in the work situation. (European Commission,
1997: 85)

Training in a work situation is less relevant
for excluded people, except for social economy

programmes. It means that training is organ-

1.3 Training for the labour market:
a typology of relevant training measures
As discussed in the introduction, we are focusing on training of a vocational nature provided by external training organisations to
persons who are out of work. Training at the
workplace is taken into account insofar as it
is linked to external training courses. Initial
vocational training thus is not considered in
this contribution for two reasons. It would
widen our target population too much. Indeed,

ised in an environment that largely resembles the likely place of work of the future; this

environment may even be simulated. Training in a work situation possesses a number of
specific features. It often includes practical
experience using appropriate tools. Often, it

is very specific to the future work of the
trainee. Its primary purpose should be the
development or improvement of skills. In the
case of a 'social economy enterprise', however,
it also contributes to the enterprise's output.
In this case, however, the enterprise itself can

although youngsters on initial vocational
training posses a number of characteristics

be considered to be a 'learning experience'.

that are typical of risk groups, they still have
the capacity to prevent their exclusion from
the labour market. Moreover, the introduction of initial vocational training would in-

with a stimulating context for vocational

crease the institutional and programmatic
array of our field of research to such an ex-

1.4 Exclusion from the labour market
and from training programmes

Because social economy initiatives provide us

training initiatives, we will pay specific attention to them.

tent that it would become unmanageable. We

prefer to focus on more acute situations of

Unemployment and exclusion from the labour

exclusion.

market has been a major social issue in European welfare states for the past two decades. A first explanation lies in the fact that
we have come to regard unemployment in a
different light. In the 1980s, policy-makers
tended to reduce the unemployment issue to
a question of market trends. And even if unemployment was referred to as a structural
problem, it was in terms of a mismatch in the

External training courses for excluded people are usually designed and managed by organisations that do not offer permanent jobs
themselves; that is, except for social economy
initiatives. Given the type of training that is
needed, the provider then acts as an independ-

ent training centre. At best, the training initiative focuses on a certain sector but mostly,
there is no direct relation with a specific enterprise. This does not prevent training being organised within a particular enterprise
of the sector that is targeted by the training,
such as hospitals or related institutions in a
programme to train 'logistic health assistants'
for example. In many cases, the accumulation of problems in the target group requires
training in many respects: work attitudes; vocational training; work experience; and sometimes even literacy training. This means the

planning of a 'trajectory' or 'pathway' with
successive periods of training, coaching,
144

labour market to which the appropriate
schooling and training policies could formulate an answer.

Unemployment rates have always been unevenly distributed among different population

groups. Crucial factors in determining the
unemployment risk are gender, age, health
situation, educational level, and ethnicity.

These lead to an overrepresentation of
women, elderly, disabled, lower educated and
migrants in unemployment statistics. It was
not until the late 1980's, however, that policymakers came to fully recognise the structural
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nature of unemployment and more in particular of the rather permanent exclusion of certain population groups from the labour mar-

ent in both segments. The secondary internal segment is made up of lower skilled operational staff whose knowledge is largely

ket. That period was characterised by the
phenomenon of jobless, and even job loss,

based on workplace experience. This segment

growth. Besides of the recognition of unemployment as a structural and qualitative problem, a consensus grew about new fault lines
and high-risk groups. It became clear that the
poorly qualified were finding it the most difficult to keep their jobs, let alone to re-enter
the labour market.
This large gap between high skilled and low
skilled and the question of how to bridge this

gap, is often called the 'new social issue'
(Rosanvallon, 1995). Usually, the term is narrowed down to the question of how the growing group of poorly qualified and/or long-term
unemployed people and individuals who are

totally dependent upon income support can
be re-involved or more closely involved in so-

ciety, through the (labour) market or otherwise. Thus, the problem is restricted to the
structural gap between predominantly highly

skilled insiders and a (growing) group of
mostly unskilled outsiders. Training, in this
respect, is seen as the ultimate instrument
to bridge this gap.

1.4.1 The recruitment behaviour of
firms as a factor in selection processes
Reasons for this uneven distribution of labour
market exclusion have been looked for at both

the supply and demand side of the labour
market. On the demand side, recruitment
behaviour of firms has been the subject of
much research. Main conclusions have become part of the theoretical framework of labour (market) sociology. A useful framework
to understand the relative importance of these
factors and their interrelations, is that of the
segmented labour market, such as the typology developed by Mok (1994). Selection processes that lead to social exclusion will take

is very sensitive to technological developments. These have resulted in a decreasing
demand for specialised workers. Since the
supply remains high, employers possess a
high degree of choice. The secondary external market is populated with an even weaker
set of population groups: marginal workers
who lack specialised vocational skills and who
have been stigmatised by social or physical
handicaps.

Phenomena such as 'statistical discrimination' and 'crowding' are frequently used as
mechanisms for selecting workers in both segments. Statistical discrimination refers to the
fact that employers do not employ certain categories of workers because they suppose that

they are less productive or do not show the
behavioural pattern that is expected, because
of their ethnic characteristics or gender. These
characteristics thus become stereotyped and
are used as arguments for not employing migrant or women workers, irrespective of their
individual capacities.
Crowding (or vertical segregation) is rather
typical of recruitment behaviour regarding
women. It is based on certain stereotypes regarding women (emotionality, lack of dominance, manual dexterity, moral behaviour)
and leads to a negative selection, directing
women to less qualified jobs and obstructing
their access to more desirable jobs.

Labour market research also has illustrated
a third mechanism; that employers prefer
workers that already have a similar job over
unemployed workers. This has been compared

to a train in movement: it is easier to move
from one compartment to the other than to
jump on the train. The long-term unemployed
are particular victims of this mechanism and

place mainly within both the internal and

are the more so, the longer they remain un-

external secondary labour market segments;
the firms' recruitment behaviour will be different according to whether the internal or
external segment is involved. This is so because the type of jobs, and thus the type of
workers the firms are looking for, are differ-

employed.
A more general factor is that of 'social closure',

which is operated not only by employers but
also by workers and their organisations that
are already 'in'. Access is limited by defining
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conditions of entrance that are not related to

the job capacities that are required. These
conditions can be formal (diploma, age, unionisation) or informal ones. The latter relate
to personality or attitudes.

Substitution effects are another important
element. With the recent return to higher and

sustained growth figures, the related improvement of the labour market and policies
that are supportive of the reintegration of low
skilled workers into the labour market (activation, reduction of the labour costs of lower
paid employees), however, these effects seem
to become less important. These developments
have had an impact on both the substitution

rivation model' (Jahoda, 1982), are enough to
compensate for the absence, or low level, of a
financial stimulus. Specifically, this refers to
the labelling the unemployed as compared to
the status of having a job, in combination with
socio-psychological impacts of unemployment,
the obsolescence of skills and the disappearance of work experience and work attitudes.
If the total advantage is insufficient to stimulate the transition from unemployment to em-

ployment, unemployment beneficiaries are
trapped in their unemployment. This unemployment trap may imply a poverty trap when

both unemployment benefits and wages are
insufficient to guarantee a subsistence income. This is supposedly the case at the lower

of the lower skilled in their jobs by higher

end of the US labour market, where even a

skilled personnel, and the replacement of the
lower skilled through machines.

double income sometimes does not suffice to
obtain a decent level of living.

From this brief review of the recruitment behaviour of firms, it should become clear that

A similar effect has been found when target
group individuals taking up training courses
are worse off, at least financially, than when
on benefits. We could call this the 'training

it is not sufficient to increase or to ameliorate the human capital of persons excluded
from the labour market. More structural and
institutional barriers are at stake in overcom-

trap'. When benefit is supplemented with earnings from informal or black work, training can

ing the gap between 'out' and 'in' in the labour market.

lead to a substantial income loss. In short,
sometimes a financial stimulus to take up
training is absent and the person on a mini-

1.4.2 Trapped between unemployment

mum income scheme or on unemployment ben-

trap and training trap

efits is trapped in his/her jobless situation.

Traditionally, poverty policies have discussed
how to avoid the 'poverty trap', which prohib-

Even if training allowances are provided, how-

ited escape from poverty because of the attractiveness of subsistence income and related
poverty schemes compared to the alternative.
Lately, the focus has shifted to a comparable

'unemployment trap'. In general, the unemployment trap refers to the fact that an unemployed person is not significantly better off
when he takes up a job, and sometimes is even

worse off. The factors that account for are,
firstly, the relationship between wage and
unemployment benefit or subsistence income.
Sometimes, the worker also loses related benefits such as higher family allowances or lower
tax impositions. Finally, additional costs, such

as travel or child care, often reduce the improvement in income obtained by the shift in
status or even offset it totally. The question
remains whether the non-financial dimensions of a job, as listed in Jahoda's 'latent dep146

ever, other financial constraints remain. Participation in training programmes could be
considered a 'risky investment'. Indeed, train-

ing implies an investment because participants have to meet a number of expenses
(such as transport, childcare, learning materials) and are at the same time expected to
postpone job-seeking activities. Moreover, a
'deferred gratification pattern' is usually not
one of their characteristics. At the same time,

training carries a risk because the outcome
is far from certain. This is particularly so in
periods of low economic activity and high unemployment.

On the other hand, remuneration while in
training can not be too high. In that case, the

inflow into training programmes would be
very much stimulated but outflow from training to a job would be obstructed. This perverse
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effect is usually avoided by the fact that train-

ing schemes are limited in duration and accessibility. However, both considerations imply that an adequate remuneration while in
training means that both the 'unemployment
trap' and the 'training trap", are to be avoided.

2. Labour market policies and
training policies need coordination

Table 1: Coordination
Levels
Horizontal
Vertical

levels, actors and fields

Actors

Fields

Private and
public actors
Multilevel
actors

Integration
trajectories
'Hard' and
'soft' sectors

Source: the authors.

Why is coordination so important in this matter? Society has become more differentiated
and therefore more complex; vocational training and labour market policies are embedded
in these developments. The structural nature
of long-term unemployment, the gap between
skills and schooling, new forms of social exclusion, the number of actors involved and the
shifting balance of power between them, the
development of new policy instruments, the
definition of new policy objectives, the call for
'inclusive' policies and for integrated 'trajectories' or 'pathways' for the target groups are but
some of the relevant developments. All in all,
it is possible to identify four types of this increasing complexity (differentiation) and of the
resulting need for (more) coordination. They
are the result of the combining of two dimensions. The first refers to the axis vertical/horizontal, the second to the axis actors/fields. The
table provides an illustration of the four types.

In the end, these aspects can be subsumed
under two types of coordination: 'inclusive
policies' and 'governance'. The former is in the

coordination between sectors, especially between the so-called 'soft' (training) and 'hard'
(employment) sectors. In Belgium this has led
to a debate about the need for 'inclusive' policies. 'Governance' is mainly about the coordi-

active in the field. The number of relevant
decision-making levels (European, national,
regional, and local) particularly increases the
need for crossovers between policies.

Let us first discuss the vertical dimension of
coordination and continue with the horizontal dimension. Policies often are strongly topdown in character. Recently, new programmes

have given more autonomy to local authorities. Ideally, central government should develop the general policy framework and de-

fine objectives; this policy should then be
implemented and realised at the local level,
through partnership with private agencies
and by choosing means adapted to the local
situation to achieve the identified objectives.
Results then should be evaluated by central
government.
NGOs (non-governmental organisations) are
important providers of different kinds of vocational training. They are largely financed
from national, regional or local public authori-

ties and they often are obliged to act in
accordance with the regulations of these au-

thorities, especially regarding labour exchange, unemployment provisions and other

labour market regulations .2 The strictest
regulations, however, are administrative and
budgetary ones and concern the realisation

nation between agencies, institutions, and
programmes in the administration of policies.
problem in the field of social policies because
of the many institutions and agencies that are

In a recent comparative research report, Frade
and Darmon conclude that, with regard to the organisations providing training, a considerable shift
in the status of these organisations has taken place:
from the public to the private and/or voluntary sector. Furthermore they notice the increasing intro-

1 This means that three traps have been identified: the benefits/training trap, the training/job
trap, and the benefits/job trap that is more than
just the sum of both former traps.

duction of competition in the sector, in the form not
of a proper training market, but of quasi or pseudo
markets differently defined according to the rules
for tendering (Frade and Darmon, 1998: 1).

Coordination is particularly considered a
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of higher targets with fewer and stricter controlled means that cannot be used as flexibly
as is needed, given the target groups' characteristics and needs. Some experiences suggest
that NGOs must often take on the responsibilities of (local) public authorities that are
often more concerned with obtaining their full
share of available funds and then spending
it, not on new projects, but on their regular
activities.

Sometimes, actors from civil society oppose
the public authorities' idea of what vocational
training policies should and could be. This can
be explained by the fact that they possess the

What is the position, the role of the 'regular'
(subsidised) private welfare sector in these pro-

grammes? With concepts such as 'policy networks' and 'inclusive policies', some participants try to structure the new framework that
has emerged from the recent changes in institutional relationships and the socio-economic
conditions.

The crucial question is how the different actors co-operate in order to achieve a coherent
policy with common objectives, a coherent set

of measures and a smooth partnership between the different actors.

professional capacity and do most of the work,
whereas the other side gets the money. NGOs

Two levels can be distinguished: the policy level

however, at least not the ones that are active
in training, do not control the levers of power.
Some do, such as pillarised3 organisations.
The plurality of these welfare organisations

to define the coordination objective separately:

and their different organisational interests
adds complexity to coherent planning and

ferent fields, between different levels) helps
us to identify several crucial problems. We
mention the most important ones:

coordination and common initiatives.

and the service level. For each level we have
Approaching vocational training policies from
the point of view of coordination (between dif-

Decentralisation is primarily a vertical process, influencing the way in which policies are

2.1 Coordination or 'creaming off'

formulated: from the top down or from the bottom up. However, it has an important horizontal dimension: it necessitates (better and more)
coordination between authorities, public serv-

One of the problems is that the success rate

ices, social partners and NGOs at the local
level. This coordination is complicated by a
large variety of institutions and agencies operating at an intermediate level; these are

marginalised in the labour market. They also

of policies and projects is often influenced by

the fact that the long-term unemployed and

other disadvantaged groups are not only

are at a disadvantage in selection for reintegration programmes, and thus further
excluded from the labour market and society

public, semi-public and non-governmental organisations. Do local authorities have the powers for this? Does the central (regional) gov-

O'Connel, 1997: 122, 135).

ernment offer new possibilities to local

A bottom-up approach that focuses on the

authorities so as to develop more autonomous
policies, or are local authorities rather used as
an instrument to get more grip on the hetero-

most marginalised groups (people on meanstested benefits) should enable us to find examples of good and bad practice. These refer
to measures that have been taken in order to
promote access for these groups to the different programmes, or to examples of why this
access is not successful in employment meas-

geneous and incoherent field of initiatives?
3 Pillarisation refers to the vertical segmentation
of civil society according to ideological lines, a phe-

nomenon that still dominates Belgian society and

used to be even more important in the Nether-

lands. It implies that the whole range of organisations (labour unions, mutual aid societies, social,
economic, cultural and even leisure associations)
is duplicated for each 'pillar' (the catholic, the socialist and the liberal) and that they are financed
from public funds.
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as a whole (Nicaise et al., 1995: 70-82;

ures that should be accessible to people on
means-tested benefits.

2.2 Coordination or a lack of continuity
The majority of the people receiving meanstested benefits have been excluded from the
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Table 2: Different levels and outcomes of coordination efforts

Level of coordination

Result of coordination

Policy level (national and/or regional government,
local authority)

Development of a clear policy perspective and of
concrete policy objectives. Translation of these
objectives into a coherent set of policy programmes and measures (including avoiding of
perverse effects, such as 'training traps' and
'unemployment traps').

Service level (service providers can be national or
regional employment offices or welfare offices,
local services administered by local authorities or
by NGOs)

Offering a complete and coherent set of services to
people of working age receiving means-tested
benefits. Focus on organisational and institutional
dimension.

Individual level (target group level)

Develop 'trajectories' or 'pathways' according to
the individual needs of the applicants so as to
improve their (social, cultural, economic) capital
needed for integration on the labour market.

Source: Vranken and Geldof, 1999.

(primary) labour market for a long time. They
were excluded because of their lack of skills
and during the sometimes extended pe-

riod of exclusion, they added a number of
other deprivations. They have lost their selfconfidence, family problems have arisen, often resulting in psychological problems. Strategies that were developed for coping were
perhaps very effective for non-labour market
issues, but constitute a problem for getting a
job. Thus, diverse inputs are necessary to redevelop their employability and reintegrate

from labour market exclusion to labour market inclusion gives participants the impression that they are turning around in circles
or 'invites' them to step out of the process and
return to their former state.
An important problem for many participants
in vocational training is the lack of perspective: training or some work experience is offered for a certain period (a number of weeks,
months, and sometimes one or two years).

During this programme, or at its end, a

them into the labour market, such as work

number of participants find their way (with

ethic and work attitudes, vocational training,
on-the-job training, work experience. A crucial question concerning coordination, there-

or without guidance) towards the labour market. Another group of participants, however,

fore, is whether these different activation
measures can be integrated into a coherent
pathway or trajectory for the participants. Are
the different measures meant for promoting
re-entry to the labour market sufficiently complementary in time and content? Are perverse

effects identified and taken into account?
Important perverse effects are the 'unemploy-

ment trap' and the lesser-known but evenly
important 'training trap'. A bad trajectory

is not able to bridge this gap or is unable to
remain in the labour market. Their only perspective seems to offer a return to unemployment schemes or means-tested benefits.

2.3 Coordination or perverse effects
(unemployment and training traps)
Coordination between the different benefit
schemes and employment and training programmes is crucial to avoid or reduce unem-
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ployment and training traps. These traps
should not be restricted to their direct financial impact; they also include the indirect financial consequences of taking up a job and
the social and socio-psychological facets of this

change in status (see above). We are referring to the status of the job offered, the work
satisfaction, the trade-off between care for
children or parents and the income and status that accompany a job. These non-financial dimensions do not always aggravate the
gap, they sometimes compensate for an insufficient income gain or even for an income
loss.

2.4 Coordination with other services
Employment services traditionally care for

the NGOs have become more prominent because of recent welfare state developments.
These provided them with the means to keep,
and to increase their hold on, numerous aspects of the citizen's life. Government subsidies and private initiative go side by side in a
number of fields. This means that a relatively
autonomous field of 'training and employment
programmes' has developed from private initiative but it survives thanks to support from
public authorities. Private initiative and public subsidy often form a particular relation-

ship Formal policy objectives are often
adapted under practical pressure and power
relationships. Recently, many initiatives,
.

agencies, and projects have developed outside

the traditional structures or are only loosely
related to them.

the unemployed, social services for people on

means-tested benefits. The reason for this
distinction is that people on means-tested
benefits usually are not considered to be fit
for the labour market. Moreover, employment
services often are linked directly or indirectly to a logic of contributions, whereas
other social services are financed from general revenues (taxes).
Recently, social services have become increas-

ingly involved in employment programmes
Coordination between these two government
services is crucial. Furthermore training and
employment programmes are often realised
in cooperation with NGOs. In this case coordination becomes even more important.

2.5 Coordination at the local level
The local level often is described as the only
one at which coordination is realised in a more
substantial way rather than just formally. The
reason is that the local level is the meeting
point for concrete actions by different actors
(clients and providers) and programmes; it is
the level that relates directly to the level of
practices. This means that the results of efforts to coordinate immediately become visible.

In many European countries this level has
become more important in the fight against
poverty and also in the development of local
employment policies. Another aspect is that
150

This often creates coordination problems on
two different levels: between the policies of
the central or regional government and the
local authorities, and between local authorities and other local actors (NG0s). To start
with the latter, the training initiatives we are
discussing here were often initiated by small
NGOs. Once they became successful partly
due to the structural character of high unemployment, partly to the innovative ways that
training was organised and inserted into local social and economic networks local au-

thorities tried to recover these initiatives.
They have a number of levers to assist this
aim, such as control over the input of clients
(unemployed, social assistance beneficiaries).

Public authorities at higher institutional levels want to maximise the input of funds, at
the same time exercising a degree of control
over local training initiatives. They promote
new institutional arrangements and partnerships. One strategy is the promotion of institutional coordination. Other strategies include
the redefining of the institutional and legal
framework, the introduction of new incentives
(such as output ratios) or the creation of new
institutions that act as 'gatekeepers' in the local network. Special funds intended to combat
poverty and social exclusion at the local level
such as the 'social impulse fund' in Flanders

or the 'big cities' programme in the Netherlands can bring about a new relationship
between the central and local levels. At the
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national and regional levels, new forms of coordination has been established. Initiatives of
this type imply some kind of contract between
the different levels. The existing legal and in-

stitutional framework, the hierarchical and

d) a coherent supply of vocational training ini-

tiatives;
e) which improves their situation (financial,
social, personal, employability);

bureaucratic structures of the public sector and

rooted traditions, however, can create barriers to institutional cooperation.
In order to achieve good collaboration, certain
conditions need to be fulfilled. The different
measures offered or proposed, the obligations

f) and provides a real prospect of integration;

g) in collaboration with all other relevant actors and institutions.

view of the clients, it should be known if these

In other words, neither the existence of different coordination initiatives, nor the question of the identity of the service-provider, is
in itself relevant; the results are, certainly

measures are coherent, and that the different actors and/or organisations involved are

from the point of view of the beneficiary. Only
if the result is a coherent and well coordinated

they imply, and their interrelationships
should be clearly defined. From the point of

not using opposing logic.

Several aspects are relevant to evaluation of
training measures from this point of view. We
mention:

a) the financial consequences of participation
(or non-participation) for the beneficiary,

including access to or loss of secondary
rights;

b) prospects or perspectives for the future
after participation; access to other programmes, measures or jobs, including the
degree of personal choice in participation;

c) the impact on forms of 'social inclusion',
including the reduction of psychological
consequences of isolation, the development

or strengthening of social networks, the
adaptation of the (working) environment
to the specific problems and characteristics of the target groups.
Coordination then should be seen as a condi-

tion for successful initiatives linking vocational training to employment, and from the

set of measures for the clients does the organisational setting offer an example of good
practice. If the result is not coherent from the
point of view of the participant, whether or
not coordination initiatives have been taken,
the measures will be considered as examples
of bad (or insufficient) practice.

A last but important point is the question of
whether coordination was a policy objective
in setting up the programme or organisation,
or whether local or other actors took on that
responsibility on their own, in order to meet
an existing need. We are interested to know

if, in the programme or the organisation,
someone is made responsible for the coordination aspects and why (not).

3. Exclusion from training
programmes4
Participation and non-participation in training schemes is influenced by the same set of
variables that, in the same way, determine
exclusion from the labour market in general;

point of view of the beneficiary or participant.

gender, educational level, age, ethnicity,
health situation. The following groups are
underrepresented in training programmes;

This includes:

women, the lower educated, the older unem-

a) coordination at the policy level;

ployed, the migrants, and the disabled. In
short, certain groups of unemployed to be
more excluded than others.

b) and coordination at the service level;

c) in order to guarantee to the participants;

4 This chapter will mainly be based on Darmon and
Frade, 1998, pp.69 en; Nicaise et al., 1995, pp. 146.
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Exclusion from training offers for target
groups and its causes can be studied from different perspectives: an institutional, an economic, a psychological, a socio-cultural and a
policy perspective (see Nicaise and Bollens,
1998: 121-153). The institutional point of view
explains how people are excluded by not complying with administrative selection criteria;
being officially registered as unemployed, the

3.1 Exclusion through selection
procedures (institutional)
3.1.1 Who is entitled to participate?

Administrative criteria

additional criteria. The need for economic efficiency obviously constitutes the most important single factor of exclusion from training

Eligibility for training programmes not only
depends on a person's position in the labour
market but also on more general characteristics, as is shown by training for immigrants,
drug addicts, disabled people, social welfare
recipients, ethnic minorities, or gypsies. With
respect to labour market position, three main

programmes. Stricter funding frameworks

categories can be identified: persons employed

seem to result in processes of creaming-off the

in the regular labour market, persons employed in the black labour market and the

minimum duration of unemployment and

target group. From a psychological point of
view it is the non-correspondence of training
provisions to the needs and motivations of the

unemployed that mainly cause exclusion.
These psychological factors needs and

unemployed. There are, however, important
subdivisions within each category. A first type
within the first category is the employed who
work full-time in the formal or regular labour
market, which is supposed to be the ideal la-

motivations will be illustrated by different
typologies of the unemployed with regard to
their motivational level (see paragraph 3.4).

bour market situation. In a lesser position

The cultural factor has been somewhat underestimated in these processes of exclusion
and inclusion with respect to (selection for)

employment, homework, or other kinds of

training offers. Indeed, the process (sequence) of 'input-throughput-output' of target groups in training initiatives carries an
important but underestimated component of
cultural confrontation. This can be subsumed
under the question: how do training initiatives succeed in overcoming the confrontation between the target group's 'culture' and
that of the dominant labour market (we are
not referring to 'social economy' initiatives'),

if, indeed, they aim to bridge that gap. In
this part, exclusion through cultural clashes
between the dominant culture of the train-

ing staff and the subculture of the unemployed, will be discussed.

In the last paragraph the effects of general
(labour market) policy with respect to exclusion from training programmes will be discussed. From this policy point of view, attention will be paid to the recent trends in policy.
Among them are budgetary constraints, activation in labour market policy, decentralisation, the emphasis put on a preventive policy
by the European countries and the 'hot topic'
of the unemployment trap.
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within this category of the regularly employed
are those who work part-time. Those who are
engaged in temporary employment, seasonal

atypical work constitute the third category of

the employed in the formal labour market.
These forms of atypical work are not necessarily informal jobs or illegal/black market
activities. Jobs within this informal or 'black'
labour market are not regulated or protected
by work legislation or other forms of social
security and suffer from poor working conditions. On the other hand there are the unemployed, with one group that are registered as
such and another who are not. The registered
unemployed, in turn, can be entitled to a benefit or not. Schematically the following labour
market positions can be discerned:

Li full-time employed in the formal labour
market;
ij half-time employed in the formal labour
market;
Li employed in the informal labour market;
CI registered unemployed entitled to a benefit;

Zi registered unemployed not entitled to a
benefit;

ID unregistered unemployed.
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3.1.2 Officially registered unemployed

categories that are ineligible for programmes
designed to combat exclusion from employ-

In most European countries only one of these
six categories is able to participate in a training programme: the registered unemployed
entitled to a benefit.5 Although there seems

ment. Single parents in the UK, the 'disabled' in the Netherlands and the older unemployed are examples of groups that are
considered as being out of the labour mar-

to be a recent trend to open up training initiatives for social assistance beneficiaries in

ket (Nicaise et al., 1995). Their total number

some countries, most of the training pro-

which can be estimated in Belgium, for example, at about double the number of the
officially registered unemployed.

grammes focus on the officially registered unemployed only. This is a consequence of the
way in which labour market programmes are
often closely linked to the social benefit sys-

tem. Only when an individual is allowed to
claim an unemployment benefit can she or he
gain access to training programmes with the
aim of reintegrating them into the labour mar-

ket. As a consequence the most vulnerable
groups those employed in the informal labour market, the registered unemployed not
entitled to benefit, and the unregistered unemployed are excluded form the programmes.

is regarded as 'global underemployment',

In addition to this, vulnerable people can also
be found in the category of those already engaged in paid labour (Beweging ATD-Vierde
Wereld, Lutte Solidarité Travail, 1998). The

intensification of international competition
has led to a growing need for labour market
flexibility. Flexibility of the organisation of
production seems necessary in the face of technological change. Flexibility of workers is ex-

pressed in terms of multi-skilling or mobility
from task to task; flexibility of jobs, in terms

of ease of hiring and firing or of changing
In addition, this group of unregistered un-

working hours and the upward and downward

employed seems to grow every year, causing

flexibility of wages (Delsen, 1995). This

most European countries feel the need to
brighten up their unemployment statistics

flexibilisation trend results in an increase of
atypical employment relationships. These differ from the traditional model of employment
relationship, which was characterised by the
fact that the worker had only one employer,
worked full time on the employer's premises
and was expected to continue doing so indefinitely. Part-time work, labour-on-call contracts, fixed-term contracts, seasonal work,
agency work, home-based work, telework,
freelancers, self-employment and informal
work all are forms of employment that deviate from full time open-ended wage employ-

regularly. This is less the case for countries
that have a limited duration for entitlement
to unemployment benefits, because most individuals are no longer registered as unemployed after the termination of their period
of entitlement. In other countries, the official unemployment count has been subject

to all manner of artificial intervention in
order to avoid further inflation of the unemployment rate. This means that a number of
people who would, under other definitions,
belong to the category of registered unemployed receiving benefit are referred to other

5 For those working in the formal labour markei
(other types of) training programmes are also accessible but they are less relevant with respect
to the theme of social exclusion and therefore they

will not be discussed in this contribution. This
contribution will focus on those training programmes that strive for full-time employment in
the formal labour market for their trainees, a
position which is already being achieved by the
category of full time working people in the formal labour market.

ment. Many of those who engage in these
forms of flexible labour do not have a secure
status within the work force but occupy only
a marginal position: they are lowly paid and
do not enjoy legal rights or social status arising from their employment (Alcock, 1997:

259). These individuals are unable to take

advantage of most labour market programmes because they are considered as 'em-

ployed', although the employment is inad-

equate because it is marginal. It can be
expected that this group will keep on expanding in the near future because of the growing
need for flexibility.
.4.72 1,1
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3.1.3 Minimum duration
of unemployment

period of uninterrupted unemployment, then
each interruption starts a new period of unemployment. A person with short spells of

Except for being officially registered as unemployed, a candidate has to comply with a
number of other administrative criteria before he or she is able to participate in a pro-

employment between longer and frequent

gramme. In particular, all those who are
funded by public authorities (local, regional,
national or European) have to comply with a
minimum period of unemployment. Two op-

periods of unemployment will never reach the

threshold. He is, in a way, handicapped by
his eagerness to find a job and by his success
in doing so. This concept of taking into account not only the last period of unemployment but the '(un)employment career' over a

longer period is very important. Empirical

posite goals are at stake here. On the one

data do exist (in longitudinal surveys such as

hand, the longer the required minimum du-

the ECHP6 but have not yet been properly

ration of unemployment, the lower the threshold for weaker groups since they do not have
to compete with better trained groups. If the

analysed. This becomes all the more problem-

minimum duration of unemployment is put
at one year, it is very likely that a training
provider will prefer someone with the minimum period of unemployment to someone who
has been unemployed for over two years. As a

consequence the (unequal) competition for
those unemployed for two years is reduced
when the minimum period of unemployment
is fixed at two years. So, the longer the minimum period of unemployment, the less those
with the longest period of unemployment (the
most vulnerable) are excluded. On the other

atic with respect to marginal workers who
perform temporary or seasonal work.

In short, the mechanisms and criteria of labour market training programmes are related
to the very foundations of our social protection systems: the meritocratic rules of access
to continental social security are implicitly
transposed into the reintegration programme.
These criteria are tailored to the needs of the
median (unemployed) worker: the full time,

registered, healthy, insured unemployed
(thus, the previously full-time, stable, healthy
worker) (Nicaise et al., 1995).

hand, these face the risk of being labelled
since they become more visible through their
participation in specific programmes.

3.1.4 Different selection criteria acting
as a filter

The answer to this dilemma seems to be to
offer training for all after a short period of
unemployment, as for example proposed by
the Commission. Early intervention could

Despite the maintenance of large public or
quasi-public training institutions for the un-

prevent the occurrence or increase of a

(or 'social profit') organisations. They are

number of problems, such as loss of work ex-

perience, interiorisation of a negative selfimage, reduction of network, and loss of capacity. Problems here are the dead-weight
effects, since the probability for a short-term

unemployed to become a long-term unemployed cannot be predicted, so that limited resources could have been spent on persons who

would anyhow have reintegrated the labour
market before the end of the training programme.

employed, training activities are increasingly
provided by voluntary, private and non-profit
funded by a mixture of public authorities; local, regional, national or European (see paragraph 3.2), which all put forward their own

selection criteria. These criteria have to be
met by the organisation in order to receive
the payments of a given funding body. It is,
however, often the case that the selection cri-

teria of the different funding bodies are not
concurrent or are even in opposition to each
other. In this way, a double/triple/quadruple

filter is being created, depending on the
number of sets of criteria put forward by the

If access to training programmes is linked to

the time a person has been registered as a

different funding authorities. As a conse-

beneficiary (to unemployment benefits), other

problems arise. If the period referred to is a
154

6 European Community Household Panel.
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quence, many people do not make it through
the selection and are being excluded.

The manager of a Flemish training provider

ficers place on the efficiency of the schemes
they run, the more the people targeted especially the most vulnerable tend to be excluded from the schemes.

organisation, studied within the CASEL
project (Darmon, Frade et al., 1998) describes
this problem very clearly:

Public versus private training schemes
With respect to constraints coming from the

'(I: Are there different criteria imposed by different organisations?) R: These criteria vary

according to the organisation that imposes
them. But in the case of input criteria they
are very different. Every organisation sets up
its own requirements and you have to comply
with all of them. As a consequence you have

to create a lot of filters with respect to the
participants. This means that you sometimes
have to reject people whose ideas may fit perfectly within the organisation, but whose du-

ration of unemployment is three days too
short or too long or because they don't fit in
the right pigeon-hole. So, if you depend on
three different financing institutions then it
is as if you put three different sieves above
each other and in the end nobody gets through
them anymore.'

Selection criteria, imposed by who pays for
the training be it local, regional, national
or European authorities can be regarded as
one (institutional) explanation for exclusion
from training programmes.

3.2 Exclusion through the need
for (economic) efficiency

funding structure, a distinction has to be
made between public (governmental) institutions on the one hand and private (voluntary,
local, non-profit, social profit) organisations
on the other hand. The first also chronologically type of training programmes,
provided by the public institutions, suited national and public policy to combat unemploy-

ment. They were aimed at teaching the job
seeker skills and qualifications required by
the labour market. The main objective was to
combat unemployment as efficiently as possible by meeting an explicit demand for workers in a specific sector. Public organisations
were getting paid by public authorities, who
controlled and managed the budgetary means
and financial resources to achieve this. As a

result of this labour market orientation, the
most vulnerable were often excluded.
Private, voluntary organisations were consequently created to compensate for the selection procedures applied in the public sector,
by focusing on the most disadvantaged. Unlike public training projects, financial support
from public authorities for private organisations is given in the form of a grant and comes

from different administrations (local, reBecause of the general decrease in the fund-

ing available from public sources and the
tightening up of the access to it, training pro-

viders are forced to organise training pro-

gional, national, European) sometimes supplemented by alternative resources. Instead
of a labour market orientation, the private
organisations showed a job seeker orientation

grammes in a cost-efficient way. Employment

services in European countries are increasingly aimed at maximising the 'penetration
rate' of the unemployed into labour market

training programmes. The training programmes' funding requirements and monitoring procedures are more and more based on
targets, output-driven indicators of perform-

ance, stringent conditions of payment and
other controlling devices. The evidence gath-

ered as regards (un)employment and training policies in Europe, clearly shows that the
greater the emphasis public employment of-

In recent times, two important developments

occurred. First of all there has been a shift
from public to private or voluntary status
(Darmon, Frade et aL, 1998). Organisations
have recently been created as voluntary or
private bodies, whereas those with a longer
existence sometimes have lost their status as
public or 'quasi-public' institutions. Despite
the maintenance of large public or quasi-public training institutions for the unemployed,
training activities are increasingly provided
by voluntary, private and non-profit (or `so-
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cial profit) organisations. Developments in
this private sector have been enormous in
recent years and seriously undermined the
previous monopoly position of the publictraining providers. Secondly, those organisations which previously had a remit towards
the most vulnerable private organisations
have increasingly tended to direct themselves towards the better off, as a result of
the increasing orientation of funding requirements towards output/performance criteria.

The harsher the funding requirements, the
more the most vulnerable are excluded from
training programmes.

3.3 Funding requirements and the need
for efficiency

greatest chance of achieving the targets put
forward by the funding bodies. The more the
emphasis is placed on reaching targets, and
the higher the targets, the tighter the funding framework. Compulsion from funding bod-

ies is less strong, on the other hand, when a
training provider organisation is subsidised
on anther basis, for example on the basis of
past results, on the basis of the number of
trainees participating in the training, or of
the kind of training provided. This variation
should first be analysed at the national level.
If the short-term return-to-work rate is used
as a funding criterion, training providers will
almost inevitably resort to a selection procedure oriented to the labour market, that is,
focused on employability, on how job-ready the

In assessing the harshness of the funding
framework (and thus the possibility that exclusion occurs in a given training programme)
a number of crucial factors can be discerned.
The extent to which these factors are present

in a given funding structure will determine
the harshness, and thus the effects on training provider organisations, with respect to
exclusion from training programmes. In the
following paragraphs, we focus on the development of an analytical framework that needs
to be applied to a complete and comparable
data set. The impression indeed arises from
reading case studies that the situation differs

internally in each country, according to the
type of initiative, and that these differences
are sometimes more relevant than the ones
between countries.

3.3.1 Targets and creaming off
The most important factor in this respect is
whether or not the funding is target-based.
In target based training programmes, subsidies are directly linked to the number of trainees that find a job (and/or the number of peo-

ple that engage in further education) after
finishing a training programme. The organisations have to show results before they are
paid. As a logic result of this criterion, training provider organisations do not have the
urge to pick unemployed people who are the
most disadvantaged or who have been out of
work for the longest period of time. Instead,
they will select those candidates that have the

unemployed are. By so doing, provideis expect to increase their success figures, above
all the percentage of jobs obtained by the unemployed, which is the key for them to survive in a training market shaped by the fund-

ing frameworks. These strong selection
procedures and a creaming off the target
group to restrain only the most employable,
can be seen as a natural reaction to the need
for efficiency, enforced by the funding institutions. Creaming off can take extreme forms,
such as subjecting potential trainees to medical, psychological and technical tests and by
using assessment scales, whereby the way of

selecting only the best people is further being improved.

The problem of rigid targets can be remedied

through the use of differential targets. This
means that when placement results are used
to assess the effectiveness of an employment
initiative, this has to be done on not in absolute but in relative terms. The number of people who have benefited from the programme

should therefore be put in relation to those
who did not benefit but who have the same
characteristics as those who have.

3.3.2 Tendering and competition

in the training market

Another factor that has an impact on the tightness of funding mechanisms is whether or not

the funding is based on tendering and contracts. The establishment of new forms of pub-
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lic expenditure, based on cost-efficiency, seems
to prefer competitive tendering as a way of al-

3.3.3 Funding insecurity and short term
solutions

locating public funds. On the other hand, the
funding framework is less controlling when
payments are made on the basis of an agreement between the training provider organisation and the funding institution. One-to-one
agreements between public or private funding
bodies (such as sectoral funds in Belgium) and
training providing organisations also remain
an important basis for funding. However, there
seems to be a general trend towards public

the way in which subsidies are paid are important variables. In general, support from
government is given in the form of a grant to
be negotiated and renewed each year. Insecure and irregular funding, resulting from
precarious contracts with public authorities,
seems as problematic as the lack of sufficient

tendering processes which means that the

funding for training organisations. This short-

training providing organisations are increasingly competing for public funds.

term funding very much reduces an organi-

Whether funding is directly linked to the
achievement of targets or not, all organisations, because they have to compete in the
training market, are forced into marketing
through placement rates. Indeed, even though
targets may not be put forward by the financing bodies, private training provider organisations will try to increase the percentage of

trainees that find a job after finishing the
scheme. The trend away from public providers and towards the generalisation of public
tendering processes inevitably increases the
competition between training organisations
to obtain 'scarce' public money. When subsidising bodies have to choose which training
project to finance, this percentage is regarded
as one of the most important if not the most
essential indicator. To use this short-term
return to work rate as a success criterion will
lead training organisations and public services responsible for intake to use strong selection processes and creaming-off practices
(Nicaise et al., 1995). Because of this competition for public funds among training providers, a training market has been created. This
has resulted in the introduction of the need
for efficiency and the assertion of a 'competi-

tive advantage' in those organisations that
were previously oriented towards the most
disadvantaged. The involvement of the private sector in thsr search to secure funds has

also resulted in increased competition and
market strategies directed to employers. If the
employers' view of the training organisation
is positive the organisation can even take over
the function of selecting and hiring possible
employees.

Besides the impact of result-oriented funding,
the period for which subsidies are given and

sation's capacity to work on the basis of a long-

term plan. It also hampers its ability to react
quickly to a changing labour market situation, be it on the part of the supply side (the
job seekers) or on the part of the demand side
(the employers). If training organisations are
not allowed to build up reserves, they are totally dependent on what they receive from the
funding bodies. As a result, delays with money

transfers to local projects can have dramatic
consequences for the organisation.
Financial insecurity linked to short-term subsidies also renders it very difficult for the organisation to find highly qualified staff. Con-

tracts offered to the staff are only for short
periods of time and their salary is much less
than they can earn in other sectors of the labour market. The quality and qualifications
of the staff, in turn, influence training programme results. Underpaid staff, or those
with a precarious status, do not ensure professionalism and continuity. In addition, staff
have to spend a lot of time and energy meeting all of the necessary requirements of funding bodies, looking for supplementary sources
of funding and trying to gain control over their
organisation's expenditure.

Short-term based funding has implications
not only for the staff but also for the trainees.
Funding only covers the training itself and is
often inadequate to finance additional services that can be necessary to lead the trainee
to the labour market. Because of the lack of
money, organisations are sometimes unable
to guide the unemployed socially or to develop
and apply a trajectory Follow-up care also has

to be dropped in this case. If this results in
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continued unemployment after successful
completion of the scheme, the trainee is sometimes worse off than before the training. Con-

sequently, for the unemployed, too, training
can be a short-term solution.

every unemployed person has to be accepted
can be a positive feature, but this is not the
case at all when it is combined with rigid targets.

3.3.5 Range and kind of activities

3.3.4 Possibility of selection and 'double

bind tension'

In situations where there is a lack of funds

The possibility of selection implies room for
manoeuvre for the training provider and thus
compensates for the tensions arising from a
target-based funding framework. If this possibility does not exist, providers are expected
to take on any person referred to them. When
this lack of selection possibility is combined
with the requirement to achieve certain tar-

cess of a training scheme is the rate of job
placement, the training landscape changes

gets, it can lead to a 'double bind tension'.
Indeed, training providers in such funding
structures are bound in two ways: on the one
hand they have to accept all those referred to
them including the least employable and
on the other hand they have to meet certain
placement results. As a consequence organisations sometimes face a dilemma: either losing the funding (by not reaching the targets)
and thus seriously putting at risk the survival
of the organisation or reaching the targets and
thus putting the unemployed at risk. The decision is often made at the expense of the unemployed, by prioritising the achievement of
placement results. The problem with 'double
bind tension' is not so much the creaming-off
effect excluding the most vulnerable, as is the
case when there is a selection possibility. It is
the quality of jobs the trainees take up after
finishing their training programme. A case
study of a London training provider organisation within the framework of the CASEL
study is a clear example of this kind of tension faced by the provider. Pushed by tight
funding conditions they were paying trainees
between GBP 100 and GBP 180 if they accepted a job, no matter how precarious this

job might have been (Darmon and Frade,

and training initiatives are populated by volunteers, there is much more room for engaging in specific societal and political projects.
Once the main yardstick in assessing the sucdrastically. Targets, combined with competition for funds in a very competitive market,

encourages suspension of certain activities
simply because the expected placement results cannot be met, even though these ac-

tivities might have been crucial for the
reintegration of certain groups of unemployed.
Contract renewal is increasingly based on the

previous years' results and projects with
'easier' targets will be preferred. As a result,
training projects are accepted if they fit with
the organisation's survival needs rather than
if they are the most promising answer to the
unemployed's training needs.

Another result of this drive for efficiency is
called, in managerial terms, product differentiation. This refers to a number of activities provided by the training organisation that
are sufficiently differentiated. The trend is
definitely towards larger organisations that
cover a wide range of activities. They usually
organise several or even all of following ac-

tivities; basic education, training for job
search, teaching basic work habits, vocational

training leading to certified qualifications,
advice and guidance, 'social employment' (pro-

tected employment, either temporary or permanent) and even constancy. The presence of
an array of opportunities can mean that the
selection threshold is kept lower, because al-

1998).

ternatives are present within the organisation. Different training programmes are of-

In the end, it is important to identify the degree and kind of the 'double bind' character
of funding frameworks. Is there a correlation

fered according to the degree of employability,
differing in their effectiveness as to job place-

between the type of selection, the type of training chosen and the forms and degree of social

and the labour market (employability) and
between the training and the labour market
seem to go together. In this way, the most

exclusion/inclusion? Indeed, the fact that
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ment. The distance between the unemployed
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employable candidates can be directed to the
programmes with the strictest targets, most

isfy firstly their efficiency criteria, is not the

social concern then threatened and conse-

directly linked to the labour market. Less

quently the position (selection) of mar-

employable candidates can be led to less di-

ginalised groups/persons?

rectly work-oriented programmes (or even 'so-

cial employment') where target-based pressure is not that high.

3.4 Motivation and (non-) participation
(psychological)

3.3.6 Managerialism

In the selection of possible candidates it is not

Under the pressure of more and more stringent funding regimes, there has been a shift
towards managerialism. Managerialism refers to the adaptation of training activities to
stringent output-related monitoring, targets
and indicators (such as 'placement rates'). It
is concerned with compliance with external
procedures imposed by funding frameworks,
with promoting the organisation in the train-

ing market and competing for funds. In a
managerialist mode of organisation, the role
of training managers is particularly difficult
since they are responsible for making their
project sustainable and they can be held responsible for that. The renewal of staff employment contracts is usually directly linked
to the renewal of the contract by the funding
bodies, and thus is very precarious.

The problem, then, becomes to combine the
goal of 'efficiency' with more social considera-

tions. The economic goal and the social goal
are often regarded as opposites: the more a
certain initiative attains its first objective of

economic viability, the less it achieves the
second one of reintegrating the unemployed,

especially the most needy, into the labour
market. The problem of unemployment is defined in managerial terms. It is about matching employers and potential emp.104es; for
whom the path to employment is strewn with

all kinds of barriers. The unemployed and
companies are considered as two 'customers'
between whom no tension should exist since
the goal of the training initiative it to match
the needs of the one partner with those of the
other. In that way, those who participate in

training are seen as 'products' that can be
delivered at the request of the employers. Are
the unemployed to become preferably good

'products' that have to be delivered to the
companies where jobs are available? If, however, these training organisations have to sat-

only the administrative criteria imposed by
public authorities that play an important role.
Most of the organisations have freedom to
apply their own selection criteria. 'Motivation', in the meaning of the will to improve
one's situation, is the criterion that seems to

be paramount importance for the training
provider in selecting trainees. It is also a sub-

ject of discussion, for example, when complaints are made by training organisations for

not being able to fill the vacancies in their
training programmes. Are the unemployed
not motivated anymore and do they not want
to participate? How can non-participation in
training be explained? And how can participation be fostered?

3.4.1 Typologies of motivation
With respect to the motivation levels of the
unemployed, different attempts have been
made to distinguish different groups of unemployed and thus to develop a typology of
motivations. An attempt to develop a typology of the unemployed has been carried out
by De Witte (1992). The author distinguishes
five types of unemployed. The first group is
called the 'moderate optimists' because their
concern for work is only moderate, although
most of them would like to work in the near
future. Their expectations of finding a job are

favourable and they do not have problems
with respect to their situation of unemployment. They show a positive attitude towards
labour market programmes, though they
seem only willing to participate when it fits
within their plan for the future. The 'desperate seekers', the second type of unemployed,
are very much concerned with work, actively
look for a job and experience unemployment
as very negative. They feel frustrated in their
search for a job and are clearly aware of the
barriers that hamper their entrance into the
labour market. Because of this, willingness
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to make sacrifices to find a job and their need
for guiding and counselling are considerable.
The 'discouraged' also have a positive attitude
towards work, although they only search for
it in a moderate way. Their experience of un-

employment, however, is less problematic
than in the group of the desperate seekers.
The most obvious characteristic of this group
is their pessimistic view of the future. They
also ask the institutions to guide them in their
search for a job in the area of work mediation
because they have given up hope of realising

this on their own. The attitude of the 'adjusted' towards work is positive but they have
given up searching for it. They differ from the
discouraged with respect to the experience of
unemployment because they seem to be ad-

justed to the situation of being jobless. The
combination of this unproblematic unemployment experience with a negative view of their

chances in the labour market explains their
lack of interest in training programmes. The
interest in work of the last group, that of the
`withdrawers', is quasi non-existent, just like
their search behaviour. In addition they experience unemployment as unproblematic
and are the least willing to make sacrifices to
find a job, nor do they ask social or employment services for help. On the contrary, they
would rather 'get them off their back'.

Another study on AIF (Actions d'insertion et
de formation) in France reveals four types of
trainees with different motivations towards
training (Verdié and Sibille, 1992). The first
group does not regard training as an invest-

ment but as a way of spending their time.
They are well aware of their unfavourable po-

sition in the labour market (because of a
handicap, health problems, or age). Their attitude towards the labour market is fatalistic: they don't see any chance of finding a job
at all. The second group are those who would
like to work immediately but engage in training to improve their employment chances. The

third group accept training as a last resort.
They have been unemployed for a long time
and, because of repeated failure, do not expect to find a job. Their attitude to training
and the labour market can be regarded as very

negative. The last group sees training as a
way of coping with uncertainty related to
unemployment.

In a study done by Kroft et al. (1989) a typology was drawn up of six different 'groups of

unemployed'; conformists, ritualists, withdrawers,) enterprising, calculating, and autonomous. They differ in the way they handle the three main problems associated with
unemployment: work (and the search for it);
time (and how to pass it); and consumption.
The different types of unemployed place a different emphasis on these three values and experience them differently. With regard to the
attitude towards 'work' and 'consumption' and

their view of the labour market and society
as a whole, the authors have derived the following typology:

First of all, the 'conformists' show a positive
attitude towards work and consumption and
try to achieve both but only by accepted legal
means. The 'ritualists' seem to be indifferent
to work and consumption because they have
given up hope of ever achieving it. If they want

to improve their work situation of and consumption, they use only accepted means. The
'withdrawers' attitude towards work is one of

withdrawal (they see no further chance for
them in the labour market) and their attitude
towards consumption is one of resignation. If

they want to improve their situation, only
accepted means are used. The attitude of the
'enterprising' towards work is instrumental.
Because they show a positive attitude to consumption, they regard work as an instrument
to achieve a higher level of consumption. To
realise this, informal and/or illegal means are
also used. The attitude of the 'calculating' towards work is conditional, which means that
it is considered positive on the condition that

it increases the level of consumption. For
them, consumption is more important than
work and all means are used to achieve this.
Rejection of both work and consumption is the

attitude of the last type of unemployed, the
'autonomous'. Their rebellious even revolutionary attitude of rejection of both values,
imply no use of informal means.
The type of unemployed an individual belongs
to strongly influences the willingness to make

sacrifices in order to find a job. This can be
the case with regard to the income level, the
contents of the job, the duration of the contract (limited or unlimited duration), dura-
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tion of employment (full time, part time), the
necessity to move or to commute. Because of
the great value attached to work by the conformists and the ritualists they are willing to
make many sacrifices. They are willing, for

their social environment to engage in training or they can see training as a means to

example, to accept hard and rather dangerous forms of jobs, they are ready to move

ment services or they can see training as a

somewhere else or to travel long hours in order to find a job. Even their demands concerning income are quite small. Compared to the
ritualists and conformists, the willingness to

make sacrifices is a lot smaller in the individualist unemployed. The exercise of a job is

conditional and instrumental for the enterprising and the calculating: only when their
high demands concerning contents and type
ofjobs and level of income are guaranteed are
they are ready to take the job. Trainees also
belonging to the fatalist category, place great
demands on a job, but for reasons other than

the enterprising and the calculating. Their
low willingness to make sacrifices can be explained by the existence of a defence mechanism. They make such high demands to de-

earn money, as the only way to a job and thus

as a means to access a higher consumption
level. They can be obliged by social or employ-

means for self-development.
This can be considered important because the
motivations and aspirations of the trainee will

determine whether the training results in
success or failure for the trainees. As a consequence, they have to be treated differently by

the trainers and to be handled according to
their background. For example, withdrawers
have withdrawn themselves from the labour
market because of the many rejections they
experienced from employers. As a consequence, their self-esteem and self-confidence
are very low. Therefore, it can be useful for

them to participate in training to enhance
their ability and their confidence. For the

These requirements are formulated in such a
way that their current situation prevails over
a formal work situation.

autonomous, on the other hand, it is important that trainers take into account their alternative labour ethics. Conformists, in turn,
easily become withdrawers as the duration
of their unemployment goes on: they experience continuing failure in the labour market,
high social costs with regard to their search
behaviour and their social bonds are gradually destroyed. They slowly arrive at a situation of resignation and dependence on social
services. Individual guiding of the trainees
into a regular job could be helpful in slowing
down, halting or even reversing this process.

3.4.2 Motivation and (non) participation in training programmes

3.4.3 Correspondence of provisions
and needs

This perspective of the unemployed on work

tic, enterprising and calculating types are

Obviously, there seems to be a close relation
between the type of unemployed and his or
her needs and motivations. This relationship
should be taken into account when offering
particular services to the unemployed. Few
long term unemployed or persons on minimum benefits require only vocational training; most of them also need work experience

more likely to engage in training, whereas the

and even basic education. Consequently,

withdrawers and the autonomous are less

training should be considered as a trajectory
that, step-by-step matches the needs of the
labour market with the needs of the job seekers. In short, a training programme not ad-

fend themselves against the reproaches of
their social environment for their continuing
failure in the labour market. By placing relatively high requirements on work, they justify failures to the outside world in a dignified way. The autonomous, finally, are only
prepared to make minor concessions, because

they are not interested in any kind of job.

(work ethics, work attitudes) and their
(un)willingness to make sacrifices to achieve

this, has a direct impact on whether or not
they participate in training and, equally, on
the reasons they have for actually taking part.
Trainees who belong to conformist, ritualis-

likely to participate (with the fatalists showing the lowest rate of willingness to participate). When they actually do take part, the
motives are diverse. They can be pushed by

justed to the needs and motivations of the
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unemployed can explain a great deal of the
non-participation in training programmes.
When training courses are not tailored to the
needs of the individual, the individual is not
motivated to participate. Therefore it seems
to be important to take into account along
with the needs of the demand side of labour
(the employers) the needs of the supply side
of labour.

cational, practical or organisational failures
but because they did not take into account
this 'hidden agenda'.

3.5.1 Socialisation and acculturation

patterns

The specific question then becomes: does the
organisation providing training choose for the

target groups"culture', for the labour marThese typologies do not take into account a
number of 'contextual' factors, such as the
family context of the unemployed. It is clear
that the motivation to participate in training

ket's culture or does it successfully bridge the
gap (if any) by integrating both cultures into
a proper 'organisational culture'? And how do

or to search for a job also depends on whether
a family member spouse is employed or
not. If this variable is not taken into account,
aspects of social exclusion may be biased.

mainstream cultures' dominant value of work

they handle the contradiction between the
and the reality of lack of work? To find an

answer to this question, nine training
schemes were investigated and thus nine case

studies were carried out in four countries

3.5 Exclusion through cultural clashes
(socio-cultural aspects)
A somewhat underestimated factor in these
processes of exclusion and inclusion with respect to (selection for) training offers has been

the socio-cultural aspect, though it can explain a great deal of the exclusionary practices in labour market programmes7. This
socio-cultural perspective concentrates on
training organisations as actors in an acculturation process. The interplay between the
unemployed and the training providers and
staff takes the form of an acculturation proc-

ess, that is an interaction between a domi-

within the CASEL-project. In the comparative interpretation of these nine case studies,
diversity in the interaction between the most
important actors the staff and the trainees
could be observed: four different patterns
of socialisation-acculturation occurred.

These four socialisation-acculturation patterns (SAP) are in turn specific and complex
constellations of relational characteristics.
These characteristics are the underlying ethos
of the training provider organisation, the kind
of training and the approach of the trainees,
and the trainees' relationship to and reaction
to those aspects.

nant culture and a subordinate one. This proc-

ess can take different forms ranging from

The SAP of 'identification' (or extreme assimi-

assimilation which leaves no room for differentiation through to inclusion an incorporation which demands some form of ad-

lation) overrides the difference represented

aptation but accepts the permanence of

that of the 'ideal employee'. This type of SAP

differentiation and, in between those two
extremes, different levels of inter-penetration.
This is a relevant perspective, given that it
has become quite clear that many initiatives
have failed as programmes and in assisting
the target groups not because of their edu-

occurs in organisations which have a management ethos; this means that the dominant
characteristics of these organisations are efficiency, management, and precarious work-

7 This paragraph will mainly be based on a research carried out by the CASEL-consortium
(1998), of whom CASUM has been a member, about

the socio-cultural aspects of labour market
(re)integration.
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by the individual trainees and ultimately
seeks to transform their personalities into

ing conditions for the staff. The motivational

approach of the trainees, that accompanies
identification, is underpinned by a sort of 'idealisation' of the labour market, as the unquestioned reference. In this kind of organisation
the lack ofjobs is totally denied. Consequently,

the emphasis is put on behaviour and attitudes rather than skills and qualifications.
The reaction of the trainees in the pattern of
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identification is one of polarisation in attitudes, which corresponds to the categorisation of the unemployed by the staff. One group

of unemployed were very enthusiastic and
identified themselves very strongly with the

social as well as the professional integration
of the trainee. This SAP comprises an easy
relationship between actively adapting and
more passively accommodating trainees.

staff. The other group rather showed passive
and sometimes even critical accommodation.

3.5.2 Implications of this approach
towards the unemployed

The pattern of assimilation seeks to fashion
the trainees' attitudes and conduct according
to a predefined model of attitudes and con-

The main causal factors for the occurrence of
different types of socialisation-acculturation

duct required by the labour market (au-

policy and funding framework and its consequence of competition in the training market.
The existence of this link between the differ-

tonomy, motivation, and self-confidence).
There is no recognition of differences between

the trainers and the trainees, and no attempt
to override it either. This type of socialisation-

acculturation is also the result of a managerial ethos and a motivational approach and a
strong polarisation between assimilating and
passively accommodating trainees.

Inclusion, the third SAP, seeks to teach already employable trainees techniques and
'tricks' to facilitate access to the labour market, but allows for mutual differences. Cru-

cial factors in this pattern are the 'elitist
ethos', which promotes individual autonomy
of the trainees. Because they have 'room for
manoeuvre', these organisation show the urge
to select only the most employable and thus
are 'elitist' in a certain way. Their view of the

labour market is more realistic: the lack of
job is acknowledged but access to the labour
market still seems possible for them because
the most job-ready are selected. In this instrumental approach trainees do not have to identify with the rules, which consequently leaves
room for mutual differentiation. The trainees

actively adapt in order to learn to play the
game, to learn the tricks.
In a pattern of adaptation-accommodation the

aim is to make the best possible match between adaptation to the labour market and
accommodation to the individual trainees.
The training schemes where such a pattern
was found are based on a 'service ethos'. This
means that they have a special remit towards
the most marginalised. In addition their aim
is not mere labour market integration but integration in society as a whole: a global approach to the trainees. Training is, therefore
only one of the possible means fo realising the

are undoubtedly those stemming from the

ent patterns and the policy and funding
framework is very strongly suggested in the
case studies. If the funding framework is considered according to its degree of harshness
(see paragraph 3.2.2) it could be said that, the

tighter the funding framework, the more
likely that a pattern of identification or extreme assimilation occurs in a given training

(provider organisation). Thus the funding
framework explains variation between the
ethos of the training organisation, the type of

approach of the trainees, and the trainees'
reaction, constituting the specific socialisation-acculturation pattern.
The most important implication of this socio-

cultural approach is that the three crucial
elements, constituting a specific kind of pattern the ethos of the training organisation,

the approach of the trainees, and the trainees' reaction to both are regarded as a relational property. They are not understood as
much as an attribute of a particular actor,
whether the training staff or the unemployed.
In current policy, however, trainees' attitudes
and reactions are often seen as a result of their
specific characteristics: they are seen as lack-

ing crucial work attitudes, for which they
must be punished or of which they must be
cured by different kinds of training programmes. Instead of underpinning this 'indi-

vidual deficiency model', the attitudes of
trainees should be treated as a relational factor. This means that they reflect the position
of those actors in the mist of a network whose
main domains are the policy framework and
the market. It should be taken into account
that the motivations and attitudes of the unemployed should not only be understood on a
4 r%
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psychological/attributional basis but all the
more on a relationallsocio-cultural basis.

3.6 The social and policy context

Cutting budgets also has had a direct impact
on training policy in the sense that one tries
to achieve the greatest results with the least
possible means. This principle of efficiency,

applied within the domain of training, reFrom a policy perspective, different developments can be discerned that have an impact
on training provisions and exclusion from it.

In the first place, in a number of European
member states national budgets are under
great pressure, which indirectly affects social
and employment policy. The trend of active
labour market policies also has a direct im-

pact on provision of training programmes.
Perverse effects become all the more obvious
when activation policies inhibit disciplinary
characteristics, especially when the availability and quality of jobs, which training should
lead to, is taken into account. The emphasis
put on a preventive policy by European countries and the 'hot topic' of the unemployment

trap, in addition, influences the occurrence
of exclusionary practices.

3.6.1 Budgetary constraints
High unemployment is a burden on social security budgets. This became especially prob-

lematic in the 1990s, when most member
states of the European Union were implementing strict budget controls with a view to

attaining the so-called '3 per cent norm' as

sulted in a tightening of funding requirements
and monitoring procedures. As mentioned in

paragraph 3.2 these are increasingly based
on targets, tendering, stringent conditions of
payment, and other controlling devices, with
all their consequences for the targeted unemployed.

The impact is different according to the specific funding mix in a particular country. State

regulations and programmes, social-partner
regulations, individual financial contributions, enterprise funding (joint or individual),
tax incentives, and vouchers all play a part.
Although 'comprehensive, systematic and lon-

gitudinal empirical data are in short supply',
Kath (1999: 42) endeavours a 'tentative evaluation' on the basis of an analysis of the situation in Germany, the U.K., France, and Den-

mark. He asks the question whether the use
of inappropriate instruments of funding is
responsible or whether it is, as often claimed,
an expression of conceptual and organisational weaknesses in the system of vocational
training. His answer is negative 'since it reflects a much too narrow viewpoint, inadmissibly instrumentalising vocational education

laid down in the Maastricht Treaty; this norm
prescribes that a member state's budget deficit should not exceed 3 per cent of GDP if this
state is to participate in the European single
currency. Assigning an unemployment benefit
to each and every unemployed person turned
out to be very costly. Unemployment benefits

ing regulations as deciding factors in solutions. Actually they can only help offset existing imbalances within the framework of a
comprehensive labour market policy' (Kath,

and thus passive labour market policies
are under ever-increasing pressure. Policy
measures eagerly try to reduce the pool of

3.6.2 Active labour market policies

unemployed in order to brighten up their un-

employment statistics and to ensure the financial sustainability of the system of unem-

ployment insurance. The development of
active labour market policies should also be
seen as potential saving of expenses in the
unemployment insurance system. In consequence, the breaking up of a passive system
goes hand-in-hand with the development of
active policies, for they serve the same purpose of budgetary savings.
164

and training policies with their different fund-

1999: 42). This framework is perhaps provided

by 'active labour market policies'?

Parallel with the pressure upon the passive
system of benefits, the activation discourse
has, in a relatively short space of time, become fashionable amongst all those involved
with policies concerning benefit recipients and
the unemployed. Public budgets spent on active labour market measures keep on growing year after year. There is a growing attention towards activation not only in the policy
world but also in the academic world, as part
of the debate on the future of the welfare state

1 2 .:

Selection, social exclusion and training offers for target groups
and the 'new social question'. More generally,
one speaks of the activation of social security
or of the welfare state: income support policy,
welfare policy and unemployment policy. Usually, the term is narrowed down to the question of how the growing group of poorly qualified and/or long-term unemployed people and
individuals who are totally dependent upon
income support, can be re-integrated in society, through the (labour) market or otherwise.

Thus, the problem is restricted to the struc-

tural gap between predominantly highly
skilled insiders and a (growing) group of
mostly unskilled outsiders.
Within the scope of the more narrow approach
of this so-called 'new social question', policymakers and social scientists in various Euro-

'Transition from passive measures to active
measures.

Benefit and training systems (where that
proves necessary) must be reviewed and
adapted to ensure that they actively support
employability and provide real incentives for
the unemployed to seek and take up work or
training opportunities. Each Member State
will endeavour to increase significantly the
number of persons benefiting from active
measures to improve their employability. In
order to increase the numbers of unemployed
who are offered training or any similar measure, it will in particular fix a target, in the

light of its starting situation, of gradually
achieving the average of the three most successful Member States, and at least 20%.'

pean counties have, in a relatively short pe-

riod of time, adopted the notion of social
activation into their own vocabulary. Today,
they take activation measures or they underpin the activation discourse. Generally speaking, this concerns policies aimed at the speedy
reintegration into society of people who are
excluded from the labour market and are living off an allowance. This reintegration can

and must, according to most programmes,
happen exclusively via the labour market

(Conclusions of the presidency, Luxembourg
20/21 November 1997, 53-54)

Putting forward this percentage, as a result
of which most countries have to push up their
efforts substantially, implies that the number
of unemployed who will be able to participate
will also increase considerably. This evolution
exhibits positive features for the most disadvantaged because the chance of participation

(Geldof, 1999).

will increase, but a number of dangers are

3.6.3 Training as an active labour
market policy

lurking with regard to compulsion in activation and the contradiction of activation with
the lack of jobs.

Activation in employment policy can take different forms, ranging from training and schooling to counselling, work experience and employment (in the normal labour market or in

the alternative sector also called the 'social
economy'). However, it always aims at increas-

ing labour market participation by job seekers and thus stimulating labour supply. Instruments for active labour market policy have
rapidly gained popularity in European countries, especially the instrument of training.
Since it became clear that the poorly qualified
were finding it increasingly difficult to cope in

the labour market, more and more emphasis
is placed on training. This was clearly shown
at the Extraordinary European Council Meeting on Employment, held in Luxembourg on
20 and 21 November 1997. In the conclusions
of the presidency, we read the following:

3.6.4 Compulsory features in active
labour market policies
The range of measures in activation policies
is very broad, but it always concerns combinations of employment and benefits, even in

the case of training. Workfare in the strict
sense, where one is forced to work in order to
maintain the benefit, is still, for the time be-

ing, rather exceptional in Europe (certainly
compared to the American situation). However, workfare in the broader sense is increas-

ingly common. In the broad sense it means
that welfare recipients are expected to make
efforts for re-employment and reintegration
(Andries, 1997). European countries, however,
are moving more and more in the direction of

learnfare: the beneficiary can be obliged to
follow training in order to receive benefits.

12
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The improvement of opportunity in the labour
market (via training) can be accompanied by
the threat of a sanction: diminishing or ending unemployment benefit. Thus, increasing
pressure is exerted on the (long-term) unemployed and there has been a shift in the meaning of the concept: besides the emancipatory
angle, it now also includes a disciplinary element.

So, does the Centre for Social Policy at the
University of Antwerp (UFSIA) believe that
activation towards the labour market is the
answer to the 'new social question'?
'This new social question requires a truly new
approach. We must move towards a policy of
activation; a policy that is targeted at all individuals with poor qualifications, including

poorly qualified housewives, and not just
Compulsion to participate in training schemes
has created much controversy, however, because it can be used as a means of testing the
willingness to work, and thus a means of suspension from benefits. The mandatory nature
of recent programmes carries with it the danger of generating additional risks of exclusion

for those who do not follow the rules of the

game properly. In addition, studies have
shown from the literature that mandatory
schemes are often ineffective. The fact that
the supply of clients is guaranteed for training providers and thus that there are less incentives to improve the quality of training,
can be one explanation. Secondly, compulsion

can lead to stigrnatisation of the trainees in
the eyes of the employers and thirdly, the
mere fact of obligatory attendance can demotivate the trainees, especially when the
programme is not suited to their needs. Consequently, an equilibrium should be established between the duties (to engage in training) and the rights (the freedom of choice) of
the unemployed.

3.6.5 Activation and the availability
and quality of jobs
The stimulation of labour supply by active
measures, however, is very much in contrast
with the actual lack of jobs and high unemployment rates. Indeed, unemployment is
basically a situation of excess supply and/or
depressed demand in labour markets. The
low-skilled sector of where the most of the
trainees will end up is already characterised by a situation of excess supply. So, on
the one hand, training can be the answer to
the new social question by bridging the gap

those who are officially unemployed. A policy
of activation is also necessary for reason that
marginalisation of the poorly-qualified is not
merely not even primarily a question of

poverty. The aspect of poverty has, in fact,
been adequately addressed. It is now primarily a matter of social integration and sociocultural cohesion. If a further economic and
political polarisation is to be avoided and the
ideal of the welfare state safeguarded, then a
radical choice forjobs for the poorly qualified
is indispensable' (Cantillon and Marx, 1995).
Cantillon and Marx's plea for activation indicates that there is an essential distinction to
be made in activation policy. The word jobs in
the final sentence of the quote is important:
it signifies a much broader concept of activa-

tion than is evident in many current activation measures, which are almost exclusively
aimed at the activation of benefit recipients.
If one takes the option for jobs seriously, then
this firstly implies an activation of the labour

market rather than

or even contrary to
activation of benefit recipients.
Not taking into account the current situation
of high unemployment rates eventually leads

to a further marginalisation of the already
disadvantaged, for the trainees may be forced
to accept any jobs, no matter how precarious
they may be in terms of working conditions

and wages. The pressure to accept lowerstandard jobs, manifested itself in a very extreme way in the London organisation already
mentioned, where under the 'British job start
schemes', the long-term unemployed were of-

fered allowances should they accept a job
within three months.

between low-skilled and highly skilled work-

ers but, on the other hand, this can only be

The quality of employment is not only brought

done efficiently when jobs are actually available.

into question in general job-search training,
that does not train for a particular types of
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work. Questions can also be asked in the case
of training programmes with a specific professional outcome: 'For what kind of jobs is
the training a preparation? For a pool of unspecified (very) precarious jobs? Or for specific jobs?' In this wide field, a relatively re-

cent trend exists towards training for 'new'
occupations. One reason for this development

is that changes in the structure of publicly
accepted needs requires new services and
therefore new jobs and qualifications to carry
them out. These new jobs can result from the
splitting up of the job description of an existing profession into a more qualified and a less
qualified component, or from the combining

of several such job parts. These are mostly
'intermediate' jobs, which require a combination of general and technical skills ('logistic

assistant' in Flanders, auxiliaires de vie or
'mediators' between neighbours in peripheral
estates in France). The question is whether
this new labour market that is developing and
that is accessible to people without necessarily high skills (women returnees, young people) will integrate the segment of the secondary labour market?

With regard to jobs in the so-called third la-

bour market circuit, those created for the
unemployed who are not considered able to
move into a normal job ever again, the status

of the jobs can be questioned too. These
projects are very much dependent on subsi-

di es because self-sufficiency is hard to
achieve. Therefore, they are not always able
to do any more than propose temporary, subsidised and informal work of a marginal type.
In addition, the transition from this third labour market to the regular one seems almost
impossible and no effort is made to try to realise this transition. Unless the status of the
jobs provided in this segment of the labour
market is changed into stable, normally-remunerated jobs fully covered by social security, (full-time) employment in the formal la-.
bour market must still be the aim for every:,
individual unemployed.

labour market in the most cost-effective way.
Budgets spent on active policies are growing
rapidly, whereas those on passive policies are
decreasing. This evolution is not very surprising given the current policy context of budget
savings and the fact that this kind of policy is
very visible. Policy makers can actually show
that they are doing something about the problems, and even quantify their effort.

This approach is characterised by an individual deficiency model. According to this
model unemployment especially of certain
disadvantaged groups is the result of individual events or the lack of individual qualities, such as an appropriate attitude towards

work and the working environment. There
has thus been a shift in responsibility from
the policymakers to the unemployed individual; The responsibility of the authorities
lies only in the provision of training opportunities and the person who, despite those efforts, remains unemployed is suspected of not
being willing to work.

3.6.7 European guideline
for a preventive policy
The statement 'You can't bail out a leaking

boat without plugging the hole' of Allan
Larsson, Director-General of DG 'Social Affairs and Employment' of the European Commission clearly illustrates the European idea

of a preventive policy. The idea is that the
longer the duration of unemployment, the
more difficult it will be for the unemployed to

get out of it. Intervening at an earlier stage
of unemployment should prevent this. The
'plugging of the hole' therefore should happen by means of offering every young person

a new start before they reach their sixth
month of unemployment and every unemployed adult before reaching twelve months
of unemployment (guidelines 1 and 2). This
policy trend, again, is contrary to a policy targeted to the (long-term) most disadvantaged

unemployed or who show the highest risk
profile: a curative policy.

3.6.6 Reasons for increasing popularity
Training has become a most important part
of the 'activation' of employment policies and

is therefore geared to reintegration into the

The problem with a preventive policy, when
it is translated into early intervention, is that
chances are high that dead weight will occur.
Dead weight relates to the fact that benefici-

124 1
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aries of a programme, who would have found
a job without following the training too, fill
the jobs. As a result of the much larger target
group, in which the most employable are overrepresented, the threshold for the long-term
unemployed will be much higher because they
have to compete with more job-ready unemployed (see paragraph 3.1.1). The long-term
unemployed will be neglected in a preventive
policy. The group of unemployed will be filtered and those who remain in unemployment
will be the hard core unemployed. Early intervention can only be justified when the unemployed are screened on risk characteristics:

Therefore, continuing efforts should be made
to re-integrate these 'hard core' unemployed

those characteristics that result in a higher
chance of drifting into long-term unemploy-

training and employment are often embedded
in a larger network of exclusions that encompasses other fields of the individual and social life of the target groups of this contribution: housing, health, associational life. This
reality implies that research, policies and social action have to take account of many ini-

ment. However, these risk categories are difficult to measure.

4. Conclusions

and untrained. This is not an easy task, at
least if we take the definition of 'social exclusion' seriously. Social exclusion, indeed, is not
only about unequal access but mainly about
'fault lines' between these groups and the rest
of the population, between their behavioural

patterns and the dominant ones, between

them and the institutional and cultural
framework of society. Social exclusion often

does not present itself in one domain. It is
not about employment or training, but about

employment and training. Moreover, both

tial factors in order to understand and remBoth participation in the labour market and

participation in training programmes are
unevenly distributed among different population groups: women, elderly, disabled, lower
educated and migrants are underrepresented.

Gender, age, health situation, ethnicity and
educational level are thus of crucial importance in explaining non-participation in the
labour market and in training schemes. Accumulation of these factors increases the risk
of becoming unemployed and decreases the
chance of participating in training. In this
way, a hard core of unemployed and untrained
is been created.

edy exclusion from training initiatives.
Moreover, the opposite of social exclusion
the process of social inclusion is not just the
way back'. Additional obstacles can be expected, such as the restoration of the former roles
or of the different forms of inclusion (cultural,
normative, communicative and functional).

In spite of the strong interrelation between
the implications for research, policy-making
and social action, we intend to specify our con-

clusions and proposals according to these
three dimensions.

4.1 Conclusions for further research
The crucial factors that generate this unequal
distribution are institutional, economic, psychological, and cultural. Persons who are most

likely to be excluded from training programmes do not comply with the administra-

tive criteria (from an institutional point of
view). Moreover, they have fewer chances of
finding a job after finishing the training and

What is lacking, is a more profound understanding of the structures of daily life in the
target groups. We are referring to their social
networks, their interpretation of the direct
and indirect societal environment, and their
coping strategies. This kind of knowledge can-

and they identify less with the labour mar-

not be obtained through traditional surveys.
A more qualitative approach is needed here,
based on in-depth interviews and analysed
with the help of specific methods (network
analysis, grounded theory, structural analy-

ket (from a socio-cultural point of view). As a

ses).

consequence the most vulnerable of the unemployed who share these characteristics
are being excluded from training initiatives.

Another focal point for further analysis is the
institutional framework of training. We refer

thus contribute to lower placement rates
(from an economic point of view), they are less
motivated (from a psychological point of view),
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to the different 'management styles' that are
being used by training initiatives. Some of
them are more appropriate to helping the target groups bridge the gap between their deprived situation and typical behavioural patterns, and the training initiatives and/or the
labour market than others. An adapted version of the Bourdieu & Passeron concept of
'cultural deficit' could be productive in this
context, referring to the difference between
the culture of the training initiative and the

trainers and that of the trainees.

4.2 Conclusions for policy makers
Of the many important points in this respect,
we would like to stress the need for coordination of legislation, of initiatives. There is an
urgent need for a governance approach to vocational training initiatives, integrating the
different stages leading from social exclusion
to social inclusion, the different levels of decision-making (from the European to the local level) and the multiple actors (public and
private) engaged in this venture.

Integration into the labour market alone

jectory. This implies not only adaptation at
the actor dimension (training the trainers),
but, even more so, adaptation in the cultural

and institutional training framework and
larger societal context.

4.3 Conclusions for people responsible
for training organisations
What kind of vocational training model is to

be developed, so that accessibility for risk
groups and their successful participation increases? Méhaut presents us with one possible answer: the integrated training model. It
refers to training that is more integrated into
the working situation, through its relations
with 'the organisation (and content) of work,

job mobility and pay conditions' (Méhaut,
1999). The problem with this model is that it
only refers to the relation with the (potential)
work situation, whereas it has become clear
that social inclusion of the target groups usually implies taking account of multiple exclusions. The holistic model of Ott provides us
with an alternative. 'Holistic vocational training is not just oriented towards the acquisition of technical competences. It seeks to ac-

should not be the sole objective of VET. The
ultimate goal is integration into society. We
acknowledge the importance of work, of a job
in this respect Jahoda's 'latent deprivation
model' has to be used as a frame of reference.

tively encourage the self-determination of

There are, however, parallel routes in this

dimension; it does not sufficiently take account of the institutional, cultural and larger

respect and the organisation of a social
economy sector is an important one. Social
economy should no longer be seen as a temporary solution, to be developed in times of
economic crisis and high unemployment. Its
logic should no longer remain the 'lower productivity' of a growing part of the 'active popu-

lation'. It should become, instead, the mix of
the different goals discussed.

What about 'active policies' or 'activation',
policy objectives that have become very fash-

ionable today? The most important point in

this debate concerns the interrelation between the client, the vocational training ini-

tiative and the labour market: the need to
increase the emancipation dimension-of vo-

individuals, their social co-responsibility and
democratic co-determination of the worlds of
life and work' (Ott, 1999). This model, however, is too much focused on the individual

societal requirements that are needed to
organise successful vocational training
initiatives for our risk groups. The approach

that is needed here has been discussed in

terms of 'inclusiveness"governance' or

'mainstreaming'. At the level of specific organisations, this approach is to be translated
into the development of coherent trajectories,
that take account of the multiple and specific
problems encountered by long-term unemployed and subsistence income beneficiaries.
It also means that these trajectories should
not only take account of personal strengths
and weaknesses of their clientele. The behaviour of the actors that organise these trajectories (managers, trainers) and the institu-

cational training and the potential for the

tional settings also have to adapt to the

trainee to have a job at the end of her/his tra-

specificities of situations of social exclusion.
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Training and employment perspectives
for lower qualified people

Jittie Brandsma
Abstract
Learning and a qualified labour force become increasingly important in our societies. At the
same time, European countries are still confronted with relatively high unemployment which
in particular affects the least qualified or low-skilled workers. The combination of a weak
labour market position and low education achievement levels, might further marginalise these
groups of low-skilled workers in the future if learning becomes a necessary precondition for
gainful employment. Appropriate training models for developing the skills of these workers
remain lacking.

This paper addresses the labour market position of low-skilled workers and factors in the
functioning of the labour market that might further weaken their position. It goes on to discuss

the issue of training the least qualified, drawing upon European research in the area of the
effectiveness of training for the unemployed and exemplary models developed in different European Member States.
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1. Introduction

on the qualification demands in the labour
market vis-à-vis the supply of workers with
lower or higher levels of educational attain-

Learning becomes ever more important in our
society. Policy documents from both the European Commission and the Organisation for

ment (Brandsma 1993).

Economic Cooperation and Development,
stress the importance of a well, if not highly,
qualified labour force for the competitiveness

of national economies (EU, 1996; OECD,
1996). At the same time various European
countries are still confronted with relatively
high unemployment levels, which in particular affects the least qualified or low-skilled
workers. The combination of a weak labour
market position and low education achievement levels, might further marginalise these
groups of low-skilled workers in the future if
learning becomes a necessary precondition for

gainful employment. Appropriate training
models for developing the skills of these work-

ers remain lacking.

This chapter first addresses the labour market position of low-skilled workers and the
factors in the functioning of the labour market that might further weaken their position.
Next, the issue of training of the least qualified is addressed, drawing upon European
research in the area of the effectiveness of
training for the unemployed and exemplary
models developed in different European Mem-

'Least qualified' or low-skilled' elicits, certainly nowadays, a connotation of being 'at
risk' of unemployment, social exclusion or at
least being referred to those parts of the labour market with relatively little job stability, low paid and low-skilled jobs (cf. Hannan

et al. 1998). What is considered to be lowskilledalso depends, partly, on policy targets
and on national systems. In the Netherlands,
for instance, the 'common sense' connotation
of being low-skilled would refer to those who
dropped out of lower secondary education (or

even earlier) without having obtained any
diploma or formal certificate. Or to those
employed in jobs which, at face-value, do not

require much general education or job specific training. At the same time, educational
policy defined the 'at risk' group as being all
those that did not succeed in obtaining a certificate from any upper secondary programme,
with upper secondary education encompass-

ing the apprenticeship system, school-based
secondary vocational education and the last
two or three years of general secondary education. This establishes a rather heterogeneous group, encompassing (cf. Bock and HOvels
1991):

ber States.

2. The low-skilled in a changing
and dynamic labour market
2.1 Low-skilled: possible definitions

Before launching into an analysis of the
changes in the labour market, and the implications these might have for the least qualified, it is necessary to provide a definition of
the least qualified or the low-skilled. The terminology of the 'least qualified' underlines

that education and training, or the level of
educational attainment, is, to a certain extent,
a 'positional good', in the sense that the link

O the real early leavers from lower secondary education;
tJ

those leaving the education system after
having obtained a certificate from lower
secondary education;

U those leaving the education system after
having spent some time in upper secondary education (including vocational education);

1=1 those leaving the education system after
having failed the final examination in upper secondary education (again including
vocational education).

between a certain level of education and a
certain job level can vary over time, and what,

at a certain moment, is considered, for instance, as being a middle-skilled level depends

Defining the 'at risk' group in this way, the
policy target is set such that every school
leaver should enter the labour market with a
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With this they deliberately take on board the
earlier mentioned heterogeneity of this group.
They discard the International Standard Classification on Education (ISCED) level categories, which they consider as being too broad
and too imprecise to capture the full meaning
of 'lower level leavers'. Their definition, therefore, also captures those that passed lower secondary examinations or passing grades and
those that left upper secondary education before the final examinations at this level.

so-called 'starting qualification'. This is defined as being the equivalent of a two-year

vocational (apprenticeship) programme,
which is considered to be the minimum level
necess'ary in order to have an adequate chance
of obtaining a job in the labour market. It will,
however, be clear that there are major differ-

ences within this target group. Those who
achieved some years of upper secondary education (the latter two categories), have a different starting position in the labour market
from those who did not. Those in vocational
education, for instance, sometimes drop out
during the period that they receive practical

In their work for the Newskills project,
Murray and Steedman (1998), McIntosh
(1998) and Leuven, Oosterbeek and van

training within an enterprise, because the
employer offers them a job (cf. Brandsma

Ophem (1998) took various approaches in order to define where the cutting-off point for
the definition of low-skilled should be set. On

1999), while those who have received some
years of general upper secondary education
appear to have more chance on finding a job
in which continuing training is provided and,

the basis of this work, they conclude that,
though using recognised qualifications ob-

with that, opportunities to build a career

tained as a proxy for the skill levels of people

through the internal labour market (Meesters
1992).

is less accurate than actual measurement of
such skill levels, application of the ISCED
levels can be considered an acceptable solu-

In attempting to define `low-skilled', various
methods could be applied ranging from the
use of formal level of educational attainment
within the national education system to more

tion. Apart from the fact that data on ISCEDlevel attainment are collected on a regular basis, thus providing up-to-date information on
the proportions of national population for each

direct measurements of actual skills (like
numeracy, literacy or computer literacy
skills). Hannan et al. (1998) underline the

level of attainment, ISCED does take into

differences and difficulties, as outlined with
regard to the Dutch example, in their comparative analysis of 'early leavers' in France,
Scotland, Ireland and the Netherlands, and
indicate that terms like 'at risk groups', 'early
leavers', 'unqualified leavers' or 'persons inadequately prepared for labour market entry' are problematic and value-laden. They

also point out the heterogeneity of the atrisk group labelled in this way. What is considered to be at risk depends on the policy

targets and on supply and recruitment behaviour, which tend to change over time.
Hannan et al. (1998) propose in the context of their research project the following

definition of what they call 'lower level
leavers':
'Those who leave initial full-time education
without reaching the first point of (or first

opportunity for) certification within the
upper second-level system'.

account the differences between educational
systems in different countries (cf. Newskills
1999). Using the ISCED levels, the cut-off
point for the definition of the low-skilled group

in Europe was set at having obtained an educational attainment level of ISCED 2 or less,
which equals to lower secondary education or
less (with level 1 equalling primary education
and level 0 less than primary education). A
possible counter argument against this cutoff point could be that specific forms of training, like short continuing vocational training

courses or less structured, or formalised,
forms of training like attending seminars or
on-the-job training, are difficult to classify.
Even though such forms of training often are
not officially certified, they might be recognised as adding up to the formal skill level of
workers, certainly within the company specific labour market. Given that such training
is difficult to capture within ISCED, applying ISCED levels might result in a slight overestimation of the number of low-skilled workers (cf. Brandsma 1999).
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The two different 'solutions' for this problem
indicate the problematic character of demarcating the research (and policy) area of the
low-skilled/least qualified. With this, is implied the sensitivity of this area for changing
labour market and training policies as well
as changing policy priorities. It does not seem

to be a wild speculation to suppose that
whether the upper or lower boundary of the
'at risk' group as defined in the Dutch example will attract most attention and benefit most from labour market measures, partly
depends on the overall economic and labour
market situation. To be more precise, in situations of high unemployment and a restricted

absorption capacity of the labour market, it
is likely that labour market measures will
be it intended or not have a bias towards
the upper boundary of the at-risk group, while
in situations of a low or rapidly declining unemployment with difficult to fill vacancies, all

attention goes to the lower boundary of the

at-risk group (cf. Brandsma 1993). The
present labour market situation in the Netherlands, for instance, shows these shifts in
attention. There the debate presently focuses
on the possibility of activating the real 'hardcore' of the long-term unemployed as well as
the possibility of offering work to refugees not
yet certain of their final status. Notwithstanding these possible shifts in attention, depending on the general economic and labour mar-

position of the low-skilled and/or long-term
unemployed, overall this position is rather
vulnerable. Based on IALS-data, the OECD
(1998) comes to the conclusion that low skills

(defined as ISCED level 2 or less) have a
strong correlation with inadequate foundation
or literacy skills. This does not only concern
the whole labour force aged between 16 and
65 years, but also the younger age cohorts of
16 to 25 years old'. Poor literacy skills among
young people increase the chance of becoming unemployed. Even if these young people

with poor literacy skills find employment,
their chance of ending up in unstable and
poorly paid jobs is substantially higher than
young people with adequate foundation skills.

In their comparative study across four countries, Hannan et al. (1998) show that lower

level leavers are more likely to be unemployed or in apprenticeship or labour market schemes than being employed. Here it is
necessary to recall their definition of lower
level leavers, which states that it concerns
those who leave full-time education without
reaching the first point of certification within
the upper second level, that is full-time education system. Therefore, their conclusion
also encompasses apprenticeship, which by

definition means that entrants have left
school and which is perceived by Hannan et
al. (1998) as an alternative post-school vo-

ket situation, there appears to be a growing
consensus that, at least, completion of upper

cational training and as an early labour
market outcome. However, in countries

secondary education (ISCED level 3) is needed

where apprenticeship training has a strong
tradition and is highly institutionalised (like
Germany, Austria and also the Netherlands)
apprenticeship training is considered an integral part of the upper secondary education
system and those who enrol in apprenticeship training are certainly not perceived as

for a good starting point in the labour market, as is reflected by the various 'safety net'
programmes established in various countries
for young people that do not continue their
studies after lower secondary education (e.g.:
social guarantee programmes in Spain, individual training programmes in Denmark and

Sweden, assistant training programmes in
the Netherlands, 'qualification contracts' in
France and NVQ/SVQ level 1 programmes in
the UK).

lower level leavers.

In countries with high unemployment rates

in the youth labour market, those with a
higher educational level have significantly

2.2 Labour market perspectives for the
low-skilled
Even though the economic upswing in many
European countries might, to a certain extent,
also bring relief for the weak labour market

1 Though there are differences between countries
in the sense that in some countries adequate literacy skills have been obtained even if young people did not conclude upper secondary education.
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better chances of staying out of unemployment than lower level leavers. At the same
time, it appears that the quality of jobs held
by lower level leavers is less than the quality
of jobs (in terms of stability, income and utilisation of what has been learned) available for
higher level leavers. Lower level leavers appear to be more often employed part-time in

manual occupations, though on a steady basis. Lower level leavers are also less actively
engaged in the search for another job. The
findings of Hannan et al. (1998) indicate that
unemployment appears to be handed down
from one generation to the next. In addition
to the relation between parental unemployment and the unemployment of the present
generation, it appears that the chance of 'early

earlier definition) in the labour force is dropping, with the younger age cohorts (16-28 years

old) being substantially better educated than
the older cohorts. Again there are differences
between countries with regard to both the proportion of low-skilled in the labour force and
the speed with which this proportion is dropping. In some countries with a relatively high
proportion oflow-skilled (ISCED level 2 or less)

in the labour force (like the UK) this proportion drops faster than in countries with a relatively smaller proportion oflow-skilled (e.g. the
Netherlands), but, given the initial higher pro-

portion of the former countries, it will take
more time for the proportion to drop to a 10%
level than in the latter countries (Murray and
Steedman 1998).

leaving' (or low level leaving) is related to such

background variables as gender, ethnicity',

Analysing data covering a period from 1985
to 1997, Kirsch (1999) concludes that the la-

and socio-economic background. Young men
are more likely to become lower level leavers,

bour market position of the low-skilled

as are young people from lower socio-economic

backgrounds. At the same time young women
have a higher chance of being unemployed or
in labour market schemes (including apprenticeship) than young men.

These findings, and, in particular, the one
regarding the influence of socio-economic
background, lead Hannan et al. (1998) to the
conclusion that the educational casualties will
be concentrated amongst those from the most
deprived families. Even though there are differences between countries, this conclusion
holds for each of the four countries included
in the study.
The previous section mainly addressed the labour market position and perspectives of lowskilled school leavers in a period of increasing
average levels of educational attainment. What
is the labour market situation of the low-skilled
in general, including the other generations? In
their work for the Newskills project3, Murray
and Steedman (1998) show that, overall, the
proportion of the low-skilled (according to their

(ISCED 0-2) is not a prosperous one and has
deteriorated during that period (with the exception of Portugal). The likelihood of both
unemployment and inactivity are considerably higher for the low-skilled than for the
total labour force. Even though in all coun-

tries included in the Newskills project the
proportion of the low-skilled has decreased,
the likelihood of being either unemployed or
inactive has increased during the period between 1985 and 1997. This suggests that the
low-skilled have faced a further marginalisation during those years (Kirsch 1999).

2.3 Labour market mechanisms;
implications for the low-skilled
2.3.1 Upskilling, deskilling

and substitution
2.3.1.1 Changing labour market structures

The previous section outlined the relative
weakness of the position of low-skilled workers in the labour market as well as the dete-

rioration of this position. The question is
Ethnicity has only been included as variable in
the Dutch data set.
3 This project encompassed France, Germany, the
Netherlands, Portugal, Sweden, and the UK.

whether this can be explained given that, at
the same, time the proportion of low-skilled
in the total labour force has dropped. It appears that there are several, more or less rival, explanations referring to (among others)
economic restructuring, upskilling, substitu-
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mands. One the one hand, skill demands have

tion and segmentation. These possible explanations will be discussed in this and the next
section.

risen as a consequence of skill-biased technology. On the other hand, skill demands have

risen due to shifts in the location of production of low-skilled manufactured goods; this
is an argument that could be related to what
has been indicated with regard to decline of
employment in specific sectors (Newskills
1999). Both hypotheses assume that an increased wage inequality indicates a drop in
both the wages of and the demand for lowskilled workers. The skill-biased technology
change hypothesis mainly focuses on the relationship between technological change (often equated with increased use of computers)
and the increasing demand for highly skilled
workers (as expressed in increasing wage inequality). Overall, the literature suggests that
there is a relationship between computer usage and the increased demand for high skilled
labour, if an increasing wage inequality is
taken as an adequate indicator for this. How-

Looking at the changes in employment structure during the 1980s and the early 1990s, it
becomes clear that there has been a significant redistribution between sectors with regard to employment. Traditional sectors like
agriculture, manufacturing and utilities have
strongly declined while the service sector has
boomed (Robinson 1997). In his analysis for
the Newskills project, Kirsch (1999) indicates
that employment for the low-skilled (ISCED
0-2) has a rather segmented nature. Irrespective of country specific differences, there is a
group of sectors where employment for the
low-skilled appears to be concentrated, while
other sectors have little or no employment for

low-skilled workers. The former group appears to consist of sectors like agriculture,
manufacturing sectors like clothing and extractive and process industries, transport and
hotels, catering, retailing and small repairs.

ever, much of the research undertaken focuses
on 'computer-usage' and on subjective judge-

ments of either employers or employees, or
both, without taking into account other 'explanatory factors' (like the hierarchy or flat-

Apart from the last four service sectors, these
are mainly sectors in decline, which, as indicated earlier, can (partly) explain the worsened labour market position of the least quali-

ness of work organisations, worker independ-

fied.

ence in taking decisions, etc.) nor trying to
find more objective indicators for actual dif-

At the same time, these traditional sectors

ferences in skill demand levels. As will be argued later on, there is some evidence for contrary developments as well.

have been the major providers of employment
for the low-skilled. The decline of these traditional sectors appears not to be compensated
for by the growth of the service sector, at least

The trade hypothesis focuses on the effects of

not in terms of the employment of the low-

the shift of mass production of low-skilled

skilled, As in other sectors, employment
growth in the service sector is mainly accounted for by the increasing number of
managerial and administrative functions,

price of those goods and, in consequence,

goods from highly industrialised countries to
developing countries. This shift reduces the

causes deterioration of the competitive posi-

proximity services and personal services. It
appears that, especially in those non-manual
functions, skill demands have been raised as
well, both in terms of formal educational attainment requirements and in terms of train-

tion of such manufacturing industries in

ing time needed to fully master the job (Gallie
1991).

small proportion of the falling demand for lowskilled labour (or the increasing wage inequality) can be explained by this (Newskills 1999).

2.3.1.2 The skill-biased technology
hypothesis versus the trade shift hypothesis

Nevertheless, there are various examples of
sectors, or parts of sectors, which completely

highly industrialised economies, since these
are confronted with much higher labour costs
than developing countries. The evidence to

support this hypothesis shows that only a

relocated production to the so-called 'low wage

countries' to the detriment of (low-skilled)

Wage inequality literature offers two rival
hypotheses to explain the rise in skill de-

employment in Western European countries.

1"
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The textile industry is a very impressive example in this respect, but it is also the case
that various enterprises in consumer electronics replaced part of their production (of half
fabricates) to the low wage countries.

The wage inequality approach focuses on
wage inequalities as an indicator of, or proxy
for, the changes in skill demands4, but does

not measure the actual (changes in) the demand. Other studies, like the earlier mentioned study of Gal lie (1991) indicate that
there has at least been a rise in the demand
for formal educational attainment level. This
work also indicates that this is the particular
case for jobs in which automated and computer equipment is used, while this is much less
the case for jobs in which such equipment is
not used Similar findings with regard to the
increasing levels of educational requirements
and periods of additional training needed are

indicated by Green et al. (1998) and Hasan
and Tuijnman (1997). Again, it should be
stressed that this work draws to a large context on 'subjective' judgement of the change
in skill demands.

labour that drives organisational change, or
whether organisational change elicits an increase in demand for highly skilled labour.
Currently, evidence seems to support both assumptions without (yet) giving decisive support for either one of them.

Various authors have underlined that technological change does not automatically lead
to higher skill demands, but that the effect of

technological innovation on skill requirements is mediated by the organisational structure of labour organisations (Carnevale 1991;

Brandsma 1993; Keep 1997; Stern and
Benson 1991; Tuijnman 1993). These authors

argue that the fact that technological innovation has not led to the expected increase in
productivity and economic growth could be
caused by a less optimal, if not, inflexible and
inefficient use of such technologies. Efficient
and flexible use of the production factor technology might require flatter and more flexible organisations and additional training of
the employees working with those technologies (Tuijnman 1993). Whether or not introduction of new technologies will result in in-

creased productivity and/or increased skill
2.3.1.3 Upskilling versus deskilling; the role

demands, partly depends on the way in which

of technology

new technologies are employed. Available

However, there is also evidence which seems
to contest such findings. Some studies show
that there is complementarity between skills
(or skill levels) and organisational change, in-

dicating that organisational change stops
when there is a relative shortage of highly
skilled workers (cf. Caroli and Van Reenen

1999; Newskills 1999). The question is
whether it is the availability of highly skilled
4 Above all it focuses on wage inequality as an indicator of productivity. Concerning the latter, there

is substantial evidence that productivity is relatively low for low-skilled workers if compared with

more highly educated workers, though the relative level of productivity of low-skilled workers
appears to be influence by the overall level of edu-

cational achievement of the total labour force as
well (with higher levels of overall educational
achievement increasing productivity among lowskilled workers) (Nickell 1998). There are indications that increasing levels of skill demand are
related to, or stem from, increasing demands with
regard to productivity.
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skills or skills to be developed, design of work
processes and the effects of the implementation of new technologies are very much intertwined, as is shown in Figure 1.

In line with this, various authors have argued

that whether or not upskilling takes place,
will depend on the particular management
strategy employed. Technology can be used
for further rationalisation as well as for innovation in the organisation, providing workers with greater responsibilities. In this context, Brown and Keep (1998) indicate that it
sometimes seems that the new forms of work
organisation, which are alleged to be neces-

sary if enterprises want to survive, are primarily advocated by academics and management gurus, but do not (or only partly) reflect

practices in business and industry. In less
knowledge-intensive sectors in the UK, like
the retail sector and insurance companies,

there appears to be a tendency to increase
scale and rationalise work processes in order
to reduce costs and optimise profits. In this
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Relations between the three primary production factors and education and training of
the labour force
Figure 1:

New technologies

Capital

Labour

Source: Tuijnman, 1993

context, Brown and Keep (1998) come to the
conclusion that Fordism certainly is not dead
yet. Similar tendencies are observed for Germany. In sectors where knowledge or competence is a less crucial factor, enterprises try
to rationalise their production and work processes in order to increase profits, with the consequence of reducing employment. For work-

in all OECD-countries) is taken as an indicator, at least at a macro-level there appears a

ers being made redundant due to these

might actually result in deskilling or in a form

rationalisations, the consequence is often a
further marginalisation of their labour mar-

employees. An exemplary development with

ket position (cf. Tessaring 1998).

Of course, this might concern specific enterprises or sectors and does not necessarily apply to the whole economy or the macro-level,

shift in employment structures towards a
high-skill, high-performance mode of working (cf. Brown and Keep 1998).

Labour organisations can thus choose management strategies and market profiles that

of polarisation between different groups of
regard to the latter, is the slowly emerging
development in some labour organisations
that distinguishes between 'core workers' on
steady contracts and so-called flex-workers,

and perceive a skilled workforce less as a
source of competitive advantage than their

that are only employed temporarily. Keep and
Mayhew (1998) further indicate that there are
various alternative strategies to allow enterprises to cope with this competition alternatives (e.g. like growth through takeover or
new forms of Fordism) that are not based on
upskilling and higher quality. The strong belief that increasing levels of knowledge and

French or German colleagues (Coopers and
Lybrand 1995; European Foundation for the
Improvement of Living and Working Conditions, 1998). Nevertheless, if the drop in demand for low-skilled workers (which occurs

Keep (1997) states:

though there appear to be country specific
tendencies in this respect. Some studies indicate that, for instance, British managers appear to require significantly lower levels of
skills and qualifications than the EU-average

skills are the core factors in increasing and
improving performance of enterprises, does
not take into account that there are other factors playing a role in this process as well. As
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'The other pieces include human resource
management systems and policies (...), product market strategies, work organisation, job

design, investment in R&D and plant and
equipment, supplier policies and the external
infrastructure (...). Each element needs to be
finely meshed with the other in order to produce the high performance organisation'.
2.3.1.4 Substitution processes

Next to the issue of upskilling or deskilling,
there is another phenomenon that could explain the not-so-prosperous labour market
situation of the low-skilled. As Hannan and
Werquin (1999) indicate various studies show
a rapid growth in the supply of workers with
higher educational levels across most EUcountries but without an accompanying and
similar rapid growth in occupations that require such higher levels of education. Most of
the educational change in terms of an upward
shift in average educational attainment appears not to be due to an upward change in
skill or qualification demand, but to changes
in the supply of more highly educated labour

(cf. Beduwe et al. 1998; Robinson and
Manacorda 1997; Hannan and Werquin 1999;
Robinson 1997). Hannan and Werquin there-

fore conclude that the research in this area
does not support the demand-driven technological change hypothesis and that there is
also some evidence from the same studies for
the credentialist hypothesis (see also Bilchel's
contribution to this report on the debate on
overqualification).

Whereas the demand-driven technological
change hypothesis stipulates that increased
demand for higher skill levels due to technological innovation has led to increased average educational attainment, the credentialist
hypothesis refers to the role educational attainment or diplomas have in the recruitment
and selection processes in the labour market.
In this instance, education is seen in terms of
achieved level of diplomas and certificates are
perceived as 'earned credentials' that indicate,
for instance, learning capabilities, trainability
and perseverance of the candidate. Certainly
in situations where employers can choose
what they like, such as high (overall) unemployment and/or an oversupply of highly edu182

cated labour and especially the combination
of the two they will opt for the highest credentials. The consequence of this is that the
higher educated (or overeducated) substitute
those with lower qualification levels by competing with them for jobs formerly taken by
less qualified workers, thus pushing the least
qualified (or otherwise less attractive work-

ers) out of the labour market. There is substantial evidence that such substitution processes have occurred and most probably still

occur in periods of economic recession
(Brandsma 1993). At the same time, as
Hannan and Werquin indicate, there is quite
some evidence that the highly educated may
enter the labour market in lower status jobs,
but appear to become upwardly mobile after
some years in the labour market, moving up
to jobs that match their qualification level (cf.

Hannan et al. 1998). Similar evidence has
been found in various Dutch labour market
studies (Brandsma 1993; Hovels and Van den
Berg 1992; HOvels and Van Dijk 1989).

2.3.1.5 Segmentation of the labour market
As indicated earlier, Kirsch (1999) states that
employment for the low-skilled has a rather
segmented character, being concentrated in
specific sectors of economic activity. His analy-

sis points at a particular phenomenon in the
functioning of labour markets, which can pro-

vide an additional explanation for the weak
or weakened position of the low-skilled in the
labour market. It concerns the segmentation
of the labour market into different (sub)segments with differential access.

The labour market has never been homogeneous. In the debates on the match between
vocational education and the labour market
during the 1980s, critics of so-called planning
approaches pointed out the neglect of the segmentation of the labour market as one of the
weaknesses of these models. It was stressed
that, on the one hand, graduates from a particular vocational programme could end up
in completely different jobs (even in occupa-

tional areas for which they had not been

trained), while within particular occupations
or jobs one could have varying educational
backgrounds. On the other hand, it was indi-

cated that the extent to which graduates
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would have access to that part of the labour
market that provides relatively skilled and
secure jobs depends on the valuation of their
particular training by the labour market as
well as other attributes like gender, age and
ethnicity (Brandsma 1993). This segmentation of the labour market was considered to
be one of the complicating, if not distorting,
mechanisms in the match between education
and the labour market.

Of course, this is not the only typology of la-

bour market segmentation. Althauser and
Kallenberg (1981) for instance, indicated that
the internal enterprise-based market and the

external vocation-based market can be further subdivided into a general external and
an internal enterprise-based market, with the
latter being characterised by vertical j obchains or career ladders that are only accessible by a limited number of entries at the
bottom.

Probably the best known distinction between

different segments is the one between the
primary and secondary segment (cf. Doeringer

and Piore 1971), with the primary segment
(or economic sector) encompassing competi-

Labour market segmentation has not disappeared and is still an issue, though less pronounced than one or two decades ago when it
was strongly highlighted in the context of the

tive and profitable sectors and enterprises

match between education and the labour

with good prospects, that are able to offer stable jobs, good wages and career perspectives.
The secondary segment (or economic sector)

market. What, however, appears to need more

encompasses the marginalised sectors and
enterprises that have to struggle to survive

market structures and, on the other hand, the
implications for access to (continuing) training and lifelong learning. With regard to the
former, Hovels (1999) distinguishes two dimensions for classifying the present labour
market into sub-markets. The first dimension

and mainly offer rather unstable, poorly paid,
unskilled and monotonous jobs with little career perspective.

The distinction between primary and secondary segments is slightly confusing in the sense
that it actually mixes sectors of economic ac-

tivity with the distinction between internal
and external labour markets. Referring to the
latter, Lutz and Sengenberger (1974) assume

that labour market segmentation is primarily based on the recruitment, allocation and
utilisation of qualifications. In their perception, enterprises have two options for solving

problems in filling their qualification demands:

a) recruiting and hiring qualified staff in the
external labour market;

attention in this theoretical area, is, on the
one hand, the inevitable changes in labour

refers to the complexity of the jobs or the com-

plexity (or level) of the technical-instrumental qualification requirements. The second dimension is the bond to the company or the
firm-specificity of the qualifications. One can
argue that the first dimension is too simple

and restricted, actually returning to one of
the alleged mistakes of previous planning
methods by referring only to technical-instrumental qualifications and neglecting the nontechnical and non-instrumental qualifications
that have become more and more important
over the last decade (Brandsma 1993). However, the dimensions as such, can be relevant
for identification of emerging sub-market or

labour market segments. Applying the two
b) training their own staff up to the level required.

dimensions, HOvels (1999) distinguishes four
submarkets (Figure 2).

Based on this, they distinguish three segments: the internal enterprise-based labour
market (with internal training as the drive

The professional, company-specific, and residual sub-market are the same as, respectively, the external vocation-based, the internal enterprise-based, and the residual labour
market as distinguished by Lutz and Sengenberger (1974). The complex sub-market is a
new labour market segment, characterised by
HOvels as the labour market where specific

for this segment); the external vocation-based
labour market (with the availability of external qualified labour as assumption); and the

residual market or the market for Jedermannsqualifikationen.
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Figure 2: Typology of labour market segments according to dimensions 'complexity' and 'bond
to the enterprise'

Complexity

complex submarkets

company specific
submarket

professional submarket

residual submarket

Bond to
the enterprise

Source: Hovels, 1999

combinations of professional qualifications
and company-specific qualifications are required (Hovels 1990, 1993). As examples he
mentions teachers, medical specialists and
mechanical engineers, working in changing
labour-markets, requiring more and more

this development is really in existence and
affecting all economic sectors to the same extent, or only partly exists on the desk of academics, there are indications that support this

distinction. Out-sourcing and retreat of enterprises to their core activities is a development which has been signalled already for a
couple of years, though to different degrees
between sectors of economic activity. In the
areas of the complex sub-markets and professional sub-markets there appears to be a
particular tendency for part of the 'non-core'

company-specific skills.

An occupational identity might be relevant
for the complex and the professional sub-market, but in a company specific sub-market one

could better speak of a corporate identity,
while neither of the two concepts seems applicable for the residual market.

employees to be highly educated workers em-

A tendency which cannot be fully captured

set the present trend of so-called job-hopping',
moving from one project to another with dif-

ployed on a temporary basis. Such workers

by HOvels' classification of sub-markets, is the

ferent employers, accumulating a wealth of
experience of applying their knowledge and
skills in different settings, and thus accumulating their human capital.

differentiation between employees that some
authors presume will become more and more

important in the near future (cf. Kessels
1996). It concerns the distinction between
'core workers' and 'flex workers'. 'Core workers' are employees with a strong bond to the
enterprise where they work, and with steady
and gainful labour contracts. 'Flex workers'

The implications of this development for the
labour market position of flex workers, needs

further elaboration. The tendency towards
flexibilisation of the labour relations does not,
by definition, mean a weakening of the labour
market position of all flex workers. It is nec-

are employees that either are hired on the
basis of a temporary contract or through temp

agencies. Though one could argue whether
184

essary to distinguish between relatively
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highly qualified flex workers and low-skilled
flex workers. The former will often have no
difficulty in finding new jobs for which, given
their qualifications and experience, they can
demand good labour conditions. Though employed on temporary contracts, these 'job hop-

market, with low-skilled workers being allocated to certain, declining sectors of economic
activity and/or jobs that are characterised by
instability and little career and learning potential, is another factor in the deterioration

pers' have a relatively good labour market
position with sufficient opportunities to develop their career as well as their skills and
competencies. There is evidence that temp

qualified. Tendencies like the distinction between 'core workers' and 'flex-workers' might
even worsen their situation in the (near) future.

agencies have great interest in these 'job hop-

pers', providing new market niches for the
temp agencies while meeting the demands of
the high skilled flex-workers for flexibility and
alteration.

The implication of the distinction between
core workers.and flex workers for less or lowskilled workers, might be less promising. For
them, the flexibilisation of the labour market
might mean that they will be faced with periods of unemployment in-between periods of

temporary work. Given the learning potential of the type of jobs they will take on, and
the temporary nature of their employment,
neither these flex workers themselves nor the

enterprises that hire them will be much inclined to invest in training and learning. For
temp agencies too it does not appear profitable to invest in the training of these workers. What the implications of the flexibilisation of the labour market might be in the
long run for these low-skilled flex workers, is
difficult to say. Nevertheless, developments

in the labour market as outlined here, show
that the labour market becomes ever more
complex and differentiated. This will have implications for lifelong learning.

of the labour market situation of the least

Economic recessions the most recent during the early 1990s have further aggravated
the weak labour market position of the lowskilled. Average levels of educational attainment have increased rapidly in most countries
of the EU, while job openings matching this

increase in educational level, have not kept
up with that shift and labour markets have
provided insufficient possibilities for the absorption of all the highly qualified labour
market entrants. This leads to the (possible
and plausible) consequence of substitution.
Technological innovation does play a role in
this, but not such a straightforward one as is
sometimes assumed. Depending on organisational and managerial decisions, and the way
in which work and production processes are

designed, new technologies can lead to
upskilling, but also to deskilling, at least for
some of the employees.

3. The increasing importance
of training
3.1 Introduction

2.3.2 Summarising conclusions

Concepts like learning organisations, learning societies, learning regions and learning

Summarising the previous, one can say that
the deterioration of the labour market position of the low-skilled appears to be caused
by a combination of factors. Sectors of economic activity which traditionally employed
relatively large proportions of the low-skilled
have economically declined or moved to developing countries with lower labour costs,

researchers. Though some would argue that
these concepts are already on their decline,
being overtaken by newer 'management' con'cepts like knowledge management, competence management and competence development (cf. Mulder 1999), this only seems to be
a question of 'labelling'.

economies appear to have rapidly gained
popularity among policy makers as well as

while other (and newer) sectors have not com-

pensated for this, since educational requirements are higher and have increased over the
last decades. This segmentation of the labour

Though the issues of continuing training and
lifelong learning per se are not new, they seem
to have settled in the centre of (political and
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public) attention more strongly than ever before. Publications like the European Commis-

emphasised in a report from KPMG (1998)
on a scenario for lifelong learning:

sion's white paper 'Teaching and learning;
towards a learning society' and the Organi-

`... lifelong learning has meanwhile become

sation for Economic Cooperation and Development's report 'Lifelong learning for all' (both
published in 1996) reinforce this impression.
These are not the only examples. Debates on
arrangements and incentives to increase the
investment in training are on many a political agenda and in various countries national
committees or national action programmes
been established during recent years, with the
aim of enhancing lifelong learning if not ac-

a necessary precondition for further economic success. Labour organisations of the
near future have definitively said goodbye

to the organisational principles of Taylor

and Ford. A customer--oriented way of
working and permanent innovation are the
most important credos of enterprises that
are robust enough to face the future. Con-

tinuous innovation is not only necessary
for satisfying customers, but also for stay-

tually establishing a 'system' for lifelong

ing ahead of competitors. The goods many
knowledge companies produce are, moreover, often unique and only produced once,
which makes innovation an integrated part
of the production process. Customer-oriented production and permanent innova-

learning (examples are: the UK, Norway, Ice-

land, Finland, Sweden the Netherlands and

recently also France). In the terms of the
European Commission's white paper, the aim
is to establish a 'learning society'.

tion require flat organisations with inde-

The common arguments underpinning the
various training and management concepts,

p en d ent , responsible and competent
workers, capable of working in varying

refers to the necessity of a continuous development of knowledge, skills and competencies of the labour force in order to sustain and

teams.'

Whether or not this quote reflects the practices in all enterprises or only an elite group
of learning organisations which presently

enhance the competitiveness of European
economies and individual enterprises. With
reference to developments such as the ageing
labour force, globalisation of economies and
societies, increasingly wide-spread use of ICT

and flexibilisation of labour and the labour
market, it is stated that lifelong learning is

still seems to exist of mainly a relatively small
group of large(r) enterprises (Tjepkema 1998)
is difficult to say. At the same time it is not
clear yet to what extent developments implied
in the quote will permeate all economic sec-

inevitable (European Commission 1996;

tors and all enterprises, irrespective of their

OECD 1996). In order to be able to maintain
the competitive position of European enterprises, it is considered a necessity that these
enterprises are both innovative and knowledge-intensive. It is presumed that Western
European economies should focus on knowledge-based industry, products and services
and discard more routine mass production.
The market demands tailored goods and services and the areas of (financial and business)
services, and information and communication
technology are the most promising sectors for

size, profitability or locality. However, it can-

the next decade. The ability to innovate is

3.2 Barriers to (lifelong) learning

not be denied that the increasing emphasis
on flexibility, adaptability and continuous
learning of the labour force, directly affects
the least qualified or low-skilled workers
(whether employed or unemployed). Overall,
the least qualified have a relatively weak position in the labour market and are more often confronted with (long-term) unemployment, with the risk of social exclusion in the
long run.

perceived as a precondition for enterprises to
meet new and increasingly differentiated demands.

The necessity for lifelong learning seems to
be less homogeneous than often assumed on
the basis of the dominant economic perspective on lifelong learning. At the same time,
this dominant perspective seems to be based

The implications these developments might
have for enterprises and their workers are
186
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investment in training
is an even more risky undertaking for them
than for enterprises (Brandsma 1994; Ritzen
and Stern 1991).

on an implicit starting point that might not
simply be inadequate, but actually ignores
important barriers to investment in learning
and training. The implicit starting point is
that all enterprise and individuals are confronted with a similar necessity for learning

will exceed benefits

and, moreover, that all individuals are equally
stimulated to learn, just as all enterprises are

equally stimulated to invest in training. It is

gard to the benefits of learning are not the
only barriers to participation in learning,
though the importance of the motivational

assumed that increased learning, and in-

factor cannot be underestimated and the work

creased investment in learning, is good and
that we all equally want to learn. With this
position, important barriers to participation
in training and lifelong learning are denied,
which can result in the development of inadequate strategies to implement and enhance
lifelong learning.

(or living) environment plays an important
role in this. There are indications that the

On an individual level, important barriers to
learning are related to motivation to learn,
aptitude to learn and assessment of the possible benefits of learning. Individuals that are
not motivated to learn, or do not see the value
added of learning, will not easily take their

Other barriers to participation in training can

own initiatives to start learning. The work

such as child care facilities or lack of time or
energy (Brandsma 1994). Concerning the last
of these, Keep (1997) indicates that long-term
unemployed or the most excluded, suffering
from pure poverty, might not even be able to
participate in any learning or training, given
that they need all their time and energy just
to survive. In a cynical way, some point out
that even this is a form of (lifelong) learning
(cf. Bolhuis 1999).

environment and the specific job in which one

is working can be an important determinant
of the motivation to learn. A work environment that does not stimulate people to learn
and is characterised by routine jobs will not
motivate people to learn. Certainly, if employees have been working for a longer period in
such a work environment, they will often have

'dislearned' to learn and need targeted sup-

Lack of motivating work and clarity with re-

unemployed are more ready to enrol in labour

market training if there is a guarantee that
it will result in gainful employment once the

course in finished (Brandsma et al. 1999;
Anderson et al. 1993).

be the lack of a training offer that matches
the interests and capacities of people, the locality where the training is provided (places
difficult to reach by public transport, less safe

areas, etc.), the lack of practical assistance

port to pass (psychological) thresholds to start

learning again. Often restoring the aptitude
to learn and increasing the motivation to learn
will take time.

3.3 The effectiveness of labour market
oriented training5
The present emphasis on the importance of

At the same time, the motivation to learn can
also be reduced and suppressed by a lack of

training and learning raises the issue whether
this can contribute to the improvement of the
labour market and the work situation of the

clarity in the possible benefits of learning.
This might be caused by a lack of opportunity to apply what has been learned or by
unclear, or even contradictory, expectations
from'managers and supervisors. In addition
to this, it is very difficult for individuals to

-terms of obtaining a job, but that, at a macro

foresee and quantify the benefits of their private investments. Considering that, individuals cannot, like large(r) firms, spread financial risks, and that it is nearly impossible for
them to identify the optimum level of investment the Pareto-optimum after which costs

This section is based on the final report of the
TSER-funded project on effectiveness of labour
market oriented training for the long-term unemployed (Brandsma et al. 1999).

low-skilled, and especially the (long-term)
unemployed. Nicaise and Bollens (1998) report that, at an individual level, participation

in training can have an important effect in
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level, the effects can be offset by dead weight

other evaluation studies indicate that train-

losses and substitution. At the same time,

ing programmes become less effective with the
increasing size of these programmes and with

they point at the 'black box issue'. Although
there appears to be a substantial body of work
on long-term unemployment and training of
(long-term) unemployed, theoretical or empirical work concerning the relative contribution of the programmes' organisational, curricular and instructional characteristics and
the interdependencies between these characteristics is much less developed (cf. Nicaise
and Bollens 1998).
In general, it is known that, on the one hand,
the background characteristics of trainees are
related to the effectiveness of training programmes (cf. Lee 1990; West 1996), and that,
on the other hand, the selection procedures
and criteria, used by employers in hiring per-

the increasing heterogeneity of the participants (OECD 1998). This indicates that targeted training programmes are needed, tailored towards the specific capacities, interests
and needs of specific groups of participants.
There is also evidence of differences between
training programmes in their efficiency and
effectiveness (e.g. from studies from the Netherlands, Denmark and Norway), which cannot simply be explained by sectoral or regional

differences in the labour market situation.
But the extent to which process characteristics are taken into account is rather limited
(Nicaise and Bollens 1998). The question,
therefore, is what causes these differences?

sonnel, influence the extent to which the

If the training (process) as such, is interpreted

former long-term unemployed will be able to
find a job, once they have finished their train-

as a black box, this question could be re-

ing (cf. Van Beek 1993). Various research

phrased in terms of, 'what makes the difference inside the black box?'

projects (in the Netherlands, but in other
countries as well, cf. Nicaise and Bollens 1998)

have shown that in training courses with a
mixed population (short- and long-term un-

3.3.1 A comparative European study
into the effectiveness of training for the
unemployed

employed, women re-entering the labour mar-

ket, and those who participate on behalf of
retraining), the long-term unemployed have
the least chance of finishing the course suc-

One of the research projects funded under the

cessfully, while women re-entering the labour

gramme of the European Commission, spe-

market and those participating in retraining
are the most successful. These differences in
success rates are partially explained by the
relatively lower level of prior educational attainment of the long-term unemployed (cf.

cifically focused on the issue of differences in
the effectiveness oflabour market training for
the (long-term) unemployed caused by differ-

Den Boer 1995).

project (Belgium, Denmark, Greece, Ireland,
the Netherlands, the UK and Norway). The
project was established as a comparative research project aimed at developing a (multilevel) effectiveness model of labour market

Ethnicity and the length of the unemployment

period, prior to enrolment in the training
course, also appear to have an influence, certainly on the outcome. The longer the period

of unemployment prior to enrolment, the
smaller the chance of finding a job once train-

ing is concluded (De Koning and Van Nes
1990). Ethnic minorities have a lower chance

of finding a job after training has been finished; it might be that in this case 'discriminatory creaming' plays a role (Bavinck and
Van der Burgh 1994; De Koning and Van Nes
1990; De Koning, et al. 1988; De Koning et

al. 1993). In addition to this, results from
.1
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Targeted Socio-Economic Research programme within the fourth framework pro-

ences in the training process and organisa-

tion. Seven countries participated in this

oriented training for the long-term unemployed. The study was structured in three
stages, encompassing an inventory of the
major characteristics of the various labour
market schemes in the participating countries, comparative case studies to further de-

velop the conceptual model and a survey
among training providers and former trainees that followed a labour market-oriented
training course within those training organisations. The last stage was specifically in-
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tended to test the model and to test which
process characteristics of the training provided influenced the effectiveness of the train-

ing. With regard to the 'effects' of the training, a distinction was made in the preliminary
model, drafted on the basis of a literature review, between 'output' and 'outcome', which
were defined as:

a) output: finalising the course;
b) outcomes: finding a (stable) job related to
the course andlor continuing in education
or vocational training.

ardised (according to content) and the extent
to which work experience or work placement
was included. Concerning the first of these,
it appeared that an overall distinction had to
be made between:
O national programmes encompassing courses which are provided on a national level
(that is: courses which are similar, or more
or less comparable, irrespective of the region or place where they are provided);

O national framework programmes, within
which actual course decisions and provision are more or less decentralised (or de-

The process indicators included in the study
concerned, among others, the availability and
offer of guidance and counselling, the inclusion of practical training within an enterprise
(and the form of this practical training), the

volved to a lower administrative level, like
regional committees), and where courses
are not, by definition, comparable between
regions;

duration and practical orientation of the

O decentralised provision of training, characterised by a variety of local initiatives.

course, the enrolment procedures and criteria, and the organisation and flexibility of the
course.

With regard to the extent of inclusion of work

experience periods, a distinction could be
One of the major difficulties within the project

concerned the substantial differences in labour market training programmes run in different countries. Differences were, of course,
expected beforehand, as were the problems
with undertaking comparative research in the
area of education and training, given the differences in the systems. However, in dealing
with formalised education and training systems (certainly primary and general secondary education), ISCED provides a certain ref-

erence framework for comparability, even
though many problems still remain to be
solved (Brandsma and Sherman, forthcoming). Where labour market related education
and training comes into question, the variety
(for instance in specialisations) becomes increasingly more complicated, which is further
aggravated if programmes cannot be easily
classified within ISCED (which at least gives
an indication with regard to the comparability of level6). In addition to this, it appeared

that there were major differences between
countries with regard to the extent to which
training schemes were centralised or stand-

made between:

O school-based courses, with only a small
percentage of total curricular time spent
on practical training (either within the
training centre or within an enterprise);
LI mixed type courses, in which a more substantial part of the total curricular time is
spent on practical training in enterprises,
or in which school-based and work-based
training are alternated;

O mainly work-based courses, where the
majority of the curricular time is spent on
practical 'on-the-job' training;

O fully work-based training or work placements.
This variety made a comparative study particular complicated. This was particularly so
since, in some of the participating countries,
a rather wide range of different training initiatives existed (e.g. Denmark) aimed at different target groups, while, in other countries,

only a few major schemes were run (e.g.
6 This particularly holds for the revised ISCED 97.
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stantial regional variation according to the
actual courses provided. The Training and
Enterprise Council (TEC)-led system in the

0 design characteristics of the training

UK in particular posed a problem, since vari-

held for about two-thirds of the courses).
However, it should be taken into account
that the concept of modularisation can be
confusing. Some understand it as 'cutting'

courses and, in particular, the extent to
which courses were modularised (which

ations between regions could be very large
without having at the same time a national
overview of what was being provided in different regions. This made a comparative research project a particularly difficult under-

the curriculum into blocks or periods,
while others perceive it as a didactical

taking. Though attempts were made to

principle as well, where modules consti-

sample training programmes or courses in

tute relatively independent curricular

such a way that comparability on basic issues

was ensured (attainment level at the end of

units encompassing, presentation, practice and evaluation, increasing the flex-

the training, main sector of economic activity

ibility of proceeding through the pro-

for which was trained), it was necessary to
accept the differences in the labour market
training systems between countries7.

gramme and the trainee's influence on his/
her own learning process;
Ci inclusion of job search training, often pay-

ing attention to job search training

3.3.2 Major results of the study

throughout the whole course;

Differences and similarities between
training programmes

1:11

Notwithstanding the problems encountered

in actually undertaking the research, the
study yielded some interesting results. As
expected, the training programmes included
in the study differed substantially according
to organisation, content and process, though

differences were less great than expected
(only the duration of the course, the flexibility of curricular organisation and the extent
to which the training organisation attempted
to keep track of former trainees appeared to
be significant).

provision of guidance and counselling to
trainees, again often throughout the whole
course. Financial and economic support is
one of the lesser support systems and, if it
is provided, this is mainly done by specialised staff (counsellors or specific trainers)
or the employment service. In addition to
this, guidance and counselling during the
transition stage, i.e. during the transition
from the training into the labour market
(of other further training), is rarely provided.

Former trainees
Former trainees were interviewed on behalf

In addition to this, there were some striking
and not-expected similarities between the dif-

of the study. It appeared that the majority that
responded had been unemployed for one year

ferent training programmes studied in the

or less (with over a quarter of the total re-

seven countries. These similarities concerned:

sponse group having been unemployed for less

7 Pure work placement schemes, where training
is not included by regulation, have been left out.
However, the (then running) Community employment scheme in Ireland has been included, given
that it does by definition include training and was
during the study, one of the major schemes. The
focus of the study was on training for the least
qualified (ISCED level 2 or less), but this appeared

not to be feasible in Greece, since the major
schemes there focus on the large group of young
unemployed that has mostly finished upper secondary education, but not gained access to university education.
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than six months), were relatively 'well' educated, with less than a fifth not having followed any education after lower secondary
education and that the number of respondents that left the course was remarkably small
(only 12% of all the respondents). At the same

time, it appeared that two thirds of those interviewed had found a job once the training
was concluded, the majority of which stated
that it was a steady job, which they still held
at the time of questioning. Those that had lost
their job in the mean time, had mostly managed to find another job.

Training and employment perspectives for lower qualified people
Given these characteristics, and especially the

practical training within an enterprise

labour market situation of the trainees after
the course and the fact that relatively little
drop-out occurred, the possibility that the
trainee data are somewhat biased cannot be
excluded. It could be that those who dropped

(Section 3.1). It also appeared to be in line

with the fact that finding a job was the
major reason for leaving the course before
its conclusion. Whether, in the long run,
the jobs found will be steady, full-time jobs,
or temporary insecure jobs, could not be
investigated. For this a longitudinal design
running over a longer period is needed;

out of the course were less willing to cooperate
either for reasons of not wanting to admit that
they left the course prematurely or for reasons
that they did not wanted to be reminded of the

course (which might also have been the reason for drop-out). There is also the possibility
that those who did not obtain a job after finishing the course were less willing to cooperate. Therefore, there might be a bias towards
the relatively more successful trainees. This
means that the results of the study have to be
interpreted with a certain caution, certainly
where generalisations are concerned.
A key problem in finding clear relationships
between process characteristics, was the fact
that the variance in the 'output' and 'outcome'
measure was relatively small, given that the
number of trainees that left the course before

finishing it was very small (both absolute
numbers and proportional) and that a relatively large group of former trainees found a

job. Nevertheless, it became clear that the
background characteristics of the former
trainees were not related to either finishing
the course nor finding a job. Age, motivation
and the duration of previous unemployment
made no difference. Nor did there appear to
be a significant difference between those that
finished the course and those that did not with
respect to finding a job.

2. the flexibility of the curriculum; a distinction was made between flexible and nonflexible modularisation, the former providing trainees with optional modules and the
opportunity of setting their own learning
pace and sequence. The likelihood of dropout appeared to increase with an increase
in the flexibility of the curriculum. At first
sight this seems to be at odds with newlyadvocated instructional principles, where
trainees' own responsibility for their own
learning process is emphasised. However,
several scholars have indicated that adults'
motivation for learning is essentially 'situated' in the sense that social contacts and
learning in a group are important for them
(Boshier and Collins 1985). This 'motivation', is lost in highly individualised learning environments. It has also been stated
that individualised learning, e.g. by means
of modularization, requires 'learning capacities' in terms of being able to plan and
steer one's own learning process. These capacities might not have been developed or
have been lost by those having acquired
little previous education or those having
left the education system at an early stage

(Brandsma 1994). From research into

Programme characteristics influencing
drop-out

modularisation it is known that too much
flexibility in terms of individual planning
and pace might have adverse effects on
learning achievements (Harms 1995);

Five course characteristics appeared to influ-

ence drop-out (that is leaving the training

tice, the higher the chance that a trainee

3. the way in which job search training was
provided; there appeared to be a significant relationship between dropout and the
provision of job search training. However,
this relation was difficult to interpret. In
general, it seemed that the provision, or
lack of, job search training will influence

would not finish the course, a finding which

drop-out (the likelihood of drop-out increas-

appears to be in line with the assumption
concerning the 'pull impact' of providing

ing with the provision of job search training), but the relationship was less clear in

early):

1. the design of the practical training; this influenced drop-out slightly according to its
approximation of work practice. The closer
practical training was to real ,work prac-
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terms of the stage at which this training
was provided. It seemed that job search
training towards the end of the course increased the chance that the course was not
concluded;

in enrolling trainees, the more successful it
was in terms of the number of former trainees finding a job. This was certainly so if, in
addition to the general eligibility criteria,
additional criteria and an entry test were being applied.

4. the 'selectivity' of the training organisation

at enrolment; this also had an influence
on drop-out, though the relationship is

Questions were asked with regard to the type
of guidance and counselling provided and the

weak (modest significance). The less selective a training organisation, the bigger the
likelihood of drop-out. This would indicate
that it could be 'profitable' for training organisations to 'cream';

stage at which guidance and counselling is
provided. Whether guidance and counselling
was provided did not make a difference. However, how guidance and counselling was provided, at which stage and on what topics, did
appear to have impact. It appeared that guidance and counselling during the enrolment
stage has an influence on the chance of finding a job, but not a linear one. The same holds

5. the provision of guidance and counselling;
an adverse, and unexpected, relationship
appeared, with the chance of dropout seeming to increase if guidance and counselling
(in general) was provided. This rather surprising result could indicate that guidance
and counselling does not only help trainees to finish the course, but might also contribute to an (early) acknowledgement that

for guidance and counselling during the
course and during the transition stage. There
appeared to be an optimum level between little guidance and counselling and too much
guidance and counselling, though it was difficult to state exactly where the optimum lies.

Providing little guidance and counselling

the course a specific trainee enrolled in,
was not the most suitable for that particular trainee. However, looking at the particular stage in which guidance and counselling was provided it appeared, on the
one hand, that if less guidance and coun-

seemed to decrease the chances of finding a
job, while 'too much' guidance and counselling seemed to have the same effect. However,

increased guidance and counselling during
practical training (within an enterprise) im-

selling was provided during the enrolment
stage, the likelihood of dropout increased.

proved the chances of getting a job.

On the other hand, the the likelihood of
drop-out also increased with an increase

It also appeared that whether or not guidance
and counselling on personal (welfare) issues
is provided has an impact. If provided, it seems
to increase the chances of finding a job, especially if provided by specialised staff (that is,
counsellors employed by the training organisation or trainers specifically assigned to this
task). In addition to this, providing guidance

in guidance and counselling provided during transition to the labour market. Guidance and counselling during the enrolment

stage seems to corroborate the 'early acknowledgement' assumption. Guidance
and counselling provided during the transition stage does not seem to fit with this.
However, it is quite possible that those who

reached that stage of the training are, to a
certain extent, 'pushed' out of the training,
in the sense that they obtain help in finding a job and that the fact that a job is found

is the reason that they leave the training.

Process characteristics influencing the
outcomes
In line with expectations, it appeared that the
more selective the training organisation was
192

with regard to other or further training enhanced finding a job as well, though the particular direction of the relationship between
the two variables is not fully clear. Focussing
guidance during the practical training period
or work placement, on either solving particular problems (e.g. problems with colleagues or
problems of fitting in) and/or technical advice
on work related tasks and problems, also enhanced the chances of finding a job.

Where flexibility of training had an impact
on drop-out, the relationship with the chances
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of finding a job was more complicated.
Modularisation per se does not influence the
chances of finding a job; whether the modular structure of the training is flexible or nonflexible made no difference. However, it appeared that the extent of individualisation of
the training in terms of whether the duration is fixed or dependent on the trainees' capacities and learning pace did make a difference. Participating in a training course of
fixed duration seems to enhance the chances
of finding a job. It also appeared that draft-

ing individual training plans at the start at
the start of the course did not have an impact
either, but here it is necessary to indicate that

developing individualised training plans at
the start of the course (or before) did not occur much (mainly in the UK and Ireland,
though it has been stated that some individual
agreements occur in Greece as well, though
these are not formalised).

Does practical training prove to be a vehicle
for getting into a job? It was presumed that
practical training provided within an enterprise might help trainees into a job. At the

same time, the 'practical nearness' of the
training appeared to 'pull' trainees out of the
training. As expected, it was not as much the
issue whether or not practical training is provided that made a difference, but the way in
which it was delivered. The closer to the real-

ity of the work practice, the greater the

that found a (steady) job is high, 'staying on'
at the employer where the practical training
took place, being the most important channel
for getting a job. There are, however, differences between countries in this respect, which
seem to relate to the extent of formalisation

of the labour market, especially the role of
the employment service. In countries with a
strong and institutionalised employment
service (e.g. Norway), the agent has a more
important role in getting former trainees into
work than in countries where the employment
service is not so strong (e.g. the UK). Both in
terms of output and outcome, training courses
seem to be successful. The question, of course,
is what and how did these courses contribute

to the labour market position of individual
trainees.

If one looks at the extent to which former
trainees think that the course was necessary
for getting the job they obtained, it appears
that nearly half of the trainees think that this
is not the case, while slightly fewer are convinced that the course was necessary. Slightly
over a quarter of the trainees are convinced
that the job is (absolutely) not what they have
been trained for (judged on level and content).
On the other hand, if one looks at the course
characteristics that seem to contribute to ei-

ther output or outcome, there are process
characteristics that do make a difference. The
roles of practical training and job search train-

chances of finding a job. In this respect, providing trainees with a practical training period or work placement in an enterprise provides them with more opportunities to find a
job, but with the paradoxical effect that it also
increases the likelihood of drop-out.

ing are particularly interesting. The closer
practical training is to the reality of working
life and the more job search training is situated at the end of the course, the greater the

Whether or not job search or job search training is included appeared to make a difference
as well. It became clear that job search train-

influenced drop-out. However, there is a (high)

ing provided towards the end of the course
increases the chances of finding a job, while
job search training provided throughout the

course actually seemed to decrease the
chances of finding a job.

What final conclusions can be drawn from
these results? Among the trainees that responded to the survey, there is a low percentage of drop-out. Also, the number of trainees

chances of finding a job. There is a potentially

cynical interpretation of these results, in the
sense that these two process variables also

probability that the drop-out reported in the
survey are those that left the course towards
the end and not the early ones (more or less
corroborated by the indications from former

trainees on the time spent in the training
course). In this respect the conclusion concern
drop-out during the transition stage. Whether
or not this should lead to the conclusion that

training as makes no difference to dropping
out or staying in is, however, questionable.
Apart from the role of practical training and
job search training, there is also the influence
fEHG-
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of the amount of flexibility and the guidance
and counselling. In consequence it would be

interesting to gain more understanding of
what might cause early drop-out.

3.3.3 Possible implications
of the findings

ever, they also conclude that there are major
differences in effects, not only between programmes, but also for one given programme
if measured at different points in time. Moreover, studies with regard to long-term effects
of labour market programmes are inconclusive and sometimes contradictory.

Effectiveness research into vocational training, as performed here, is still rather underdeveloped. In addition to their recommenda-

it is not very useful to try to detect what

tion of further research into the causes of

training programmes. This is supplemented

disadvantage in the labour market, with special reference to the accessibility of labour

by the findings of Pedersen and Moller which
seem to indicate that the effectiveness of labour market oriented training might be more
dependent on the general unemployment situation, than on the process characteristics (or

market programmes for particular target
groups, Nicaise and Bollens (1998) point out
that the question 'why' something is effective
has been little addressed and needs specific
attention. From a policy point of view this is
an important question, if not the most important question. At the same time it is often one
of the more difficult questions to answer. On
the one hand, experience of effectiveness re-

Cynics might conclude that this indicates that
causes the difference in effectiveness between

the 'quality') of training. While this is probably true, it does not imply that any additional

contribution from the training process itself
should therefore be discarded.

It cannot be denied that the 'sample' of

search in initial vocational education and
training in the Netherlands has shown that

former trainees of labour market training

it is quite difficult to find specific process char-

found a job and a relatively small number

acteristics that influence the effectiveness of
this type of vocational training and that what
does seem to matter varies substantially be-

dropped out. There are, however, other traits
of the trainee sample that pose more funda-

tween specific vocational programmes (cf. Van
Batenburg 1995; Brandsma 1999). This might

training provisions for long-term unem-

indicate the need for more differentiated effectiveness models that can capture the spe-

what extent, the "real long-term unem-

cific differences between programmes. On the

other hand, there are indications, both from
effectiveness research in primary education
(Doolaard 1998) and some (Norwegian) stud-

ies concerning labour market schemes, that
effectiveness can change over time (decline,
increase) and that changes in effectiveness
are not necessarily caused by changes in effectiveness-enhancing process characteristics.
To state it more bluntly: once effective does
not mean always effective.

Brandsma et al. (1999) state, on the basis of
Norwegian evaluation studies, that, in the

short run, participants in labour market

training have a higher potential for employment than non-participants and that labour
market training is more effective than work
placement only, with the combination of training and work being the most effective. How-

schemes is somewhat biased, given that most

mental questions; first, the accessibility of
ployed and, second, whether or not, and to

ployed" are reached by labour market oriented training measures. From the study it
became clear that training organisations do
'cream'; that is, they try to assess informally
the chances of a trainee finishing the course
(or even finding a job afterwards). This tendency is all the more strong if the funding
for the training programme or the training
provider is based on output-related funding
(cf. Felstead 1998).

In addition to this, it was clear that, in most
cases, eligibility criteria were at stake, not
only setting conditions in terms of previous
unemployment duration, but also with regard
to the actual unemployment situation or labour market status. With some exceptions,
training was made available mainly for those
registered as unemployed or for the remunerated unemployed. There are some (though
relatively weak) indications that motivational
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issues might have led to self-selection processes, which excluded certain groups of unemployed. Motivation is an important factor
in distinguishing between participation and
non-participation. Investment in training is

risky, given the uncertainty of the returns
participation may yield (cf. Brandsma 1997,
1998). Though one can argue that, in many
cases, participation in training for the unemployed does not require a monetary investment from participants, since most costs are
born by public funding, time devoted to training can be perceived as lost time in terms of
finding a job. This is certainly true if the unemployed have the impression that participation in training does not lead anywhere or
can even have adverse effects (as has been
proven in some studies; cf. Anderson et al.
1993).

Moreover, training often is not the first priority for the long-term unemployed. In the short
term, they may perceive direct employment
as the best strategy for getting back into the

labour process, training being only a postponement of gainful employment or even a
barrier to it. Other, psychological barriers,
such as fear of failure, a negative self-image
or fatalism, may also demotivate unemployed

finishing the course or finding a job or both,
plays a role in this selection process (sometimes by means of various tests to 'measure'
the learning capabilities of candidates, but
more by 'subjective assessment' of those deciding on enrolment). Some training organisations are very explicit and open on this issue, referring to the need to be selective given
the output-related funding regime they are
subject to or the specific relationships with
(local) employers, which does not allow for

'failure' (or in other words, forces them to
maximise their credit-worthiness; cf. Nicaise
and Bollens 1998). In this sense, too strong
an emphasis on effectiveness in terms of realising set, quantitative targets, could, in the
long-term, prove to be counter productive. As
has been argued before, it is difficult to decide whether selection in order to optimise the
match between trainees and their motivation,
capacities and preferences and course content
and level, should be judged as wrong per se.
Mismatches at this level might lead to a reduction in motivation, early drop-out and discouragement or even reinforcement of disbe-

lief in the benefits of training. However, if
selection does result in systematically pushing out the least advantaged, the question is
whether this is not an undesirable societal

people in relation to training. If the unemployed have already participated in training
without realising their (high) expectations,
there is a chance that they will perceive this

effect (certainly in the long run). Nicaise and
Bollens (1998) state in this respect:

as a personal failure or as a reinforcement of
the belief that training does not pay, reducing their motivation to participate in further
training. Though it is difficult to say to what
extent motivational issues and self-selection

to live with the trade-off between effective-

'Some state that we simply have to learn
ness and equity, arguing that it makes no
sense to operate an adverse selection system and only provide training to the poorer
candidates.'

have affected enrolment in training programmes and courses included in this study,
it became clear that one of the 'learning effects' frequently mentioned (though perhaps

not explicitly intended by the courses) is
growth in self-esteem and self-confidence. On

the other hand, trainee motivation was an
important, if not the most important, criterion in the recruitment and selection proc-

This might be considered a rather cynical con-

clusion, certainly if alternatives tailored to,
and really reaching, the bottom end of the
labour market are lacking. Even though cyni, cal, this statement does raise the issue of effectiveness of training in terms of reaching
the intended target groups and getting them
back into work. But it also raises the more

esses prior to enrolment.

general issue of whether training does pay off.

What became clear from the study is that
some sort of enrolment selection, of a more or

At the individual level, one can, to a certain
extent, answer this question affirmatively.
Looking at the results of this particular study,

less rigorous form, takes place and that the
expected success of candidates, in terms of

former trainees have found a job, with well

it appears that a large percentage of the

I 6
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over three thirds still holding the job at the
time they were questioned. However, less than
half of the former trainees are convinced that

training was necessary in order to obtain the
particular job, and, according to trainee opinion, there is a certain mismatch between the
training received and the job obtained.

Does training pay off at a more aggregated
level, that is the level of society? It is much
less easy to answer this affirmatively. First
of all, we have to acknowledge that little is
known about the macro-economic effects of
investment in training for the (long-term)
unemployed. But the macro-economic effects
were not the focus of this study either. There
are, however, indications that the macro-economic effects of labour market measures for
the unemployed are less convincing than the
micro-effects mentioned earlier (dead weight
and substitution).

decline will occur, not so much as a result of
economic downswings, but due to the fact that
the labour market cannot match supply and
demand. On the other hand, there are (eco-

nomic) researchers who foresee that those
with the most vulnerable labour market position (the least qualified, older workers and
workers with an unstable working career) are
the first to be hit by increasing unemployment
rates. Some of the most cynical among them

point out that, due to the lack of quality of
the training that has been provided to the
former long-term unemployed, these persons
tend to end up in the vicious recycling of qualifications (cf. Thijssen 1997). With this (and
with the quality of training) they mean that
the training provided is too much focussed on

getting people back into employment as
quickly as possible, without taking into account the long-term employment perspectives
of the training provided. In their opinion, the

If training cannot create jobs, what are the

level of training is too low and the scope of
the training is too narrow, often focussed too

possible policy consequences? The economic
upswing in various European countries dur-

much (or 'customised' too much) towards spe-

ing the first half of this decade has resulted
in the reduction of unemployment even among
those considered long-term unemployed. But

cific vacancies that exist within certain enterprises or that are expected too arise in the
short-term.

what if economic growth does not keep its
present pace or even turns into a recession?
Will this mean that those who have returned
to employment after training are the first to

In principle, both lines of reasoning once more

be hit by unemployment again? This will depend on various factors such as whether the

graphic arguments it will depend on the particular demand for labour to be met. If labour
market measures intend to promote the reentry of the long-term unemployed, and especially the least qualified among them, in
gainful employment with the prospect of employment in the long run, and even the prospect of continuing training in the context of
employment, the initial investment needed for
training these unemployed should be substantial. At the same time, as is seen in various

first job obtained was a steady job or not,
whether those former trainees who lost their
first job, obtained another job and the characteristics of this job. There are more general
factors such as the stability of both the eco-

nomic sector and the enterprise in which
former trainees are employed, as well as the
overall vulnerability of the national economy
to global economic cycles.

It appears that two basic lines of reasoning
can be distinguished in this matter. On the
one hand, various (economic) scholars state
that, due to the demographic development of

underline the dilemma to be faced in designing labour market measures for the long-term

unemployed, though in the case of demo-

literature sources, the least qualified longterm unemployed often are confronted with
multiple problems and do not (necessarily)
give priority to training.

ageing of the work force, it will be necessary
to get unemployed and 'inactive' labour back
into employment preferably after sufficient

Notwithstanding the potential power of training as a labour market measure and the great

training in order to meet the demand for
labour. If this demand is not met, economic

ceives in various European countries, Hasan
and Tuijnman (1997) conclude that:
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'The learning opportunities open to the

men and women appear to be small (Euro-

unemployed and the disadvantaged groups
in the society are far limited in scope and

pean Commission 1999).

quality than those available to the em-

IALS data reveal, however, that there still
is a gender bias in the participation in training. Women are less likely to participate in
job-related training and are also more likely
to experience lower training intensities than
men (Leuven 1997). If the focus is taken
away from job-related training only, partici-

ployed group.'

3.4 Training of low-skilled workers
3.4.1 Who receives training?
Work is an important source for learning in
the sense that it is often an important if not
major stimulus for the motivation to participate in training, and also a major financial source. Hasan and Tuijnman (1997) stipu-

late that, overall, the role of the government

in participation in adult education is relatively small and that 40-60% of adult training is financially supported by enterprises. At

the same time, a large percentage of adult
training (estimated to be 70 to 90% of the
training undertaken by men) is work-related.
However, the likelihood of receiving training
is not equally distributed among workers and
the inequality between workers in this respect
appears to be a very persistent phenomenon
(Brandsma et al 1995; European Commission
1999; Hasan and Tuijnman 1997; Houtkoop
1985; Newskills 1999; Tuijnman 1989).
Results from the Newskills project (1999) indicate that there is relatively little difference
between men and women with regard to the
question of who receives additional training
within the enterprise. However, given that the
labour participation rate among men is higher
than among women, the majority of training

concerns men. Furthermore, it appears that
younger workers receive more training than
older workers, better-educated workers have

pation rates of men and women appear to be

quite similar, but pattern, type and conditions of participation show a considerable
gap between the genders, with women having to overcome more difficulties than men
(Valdivielso Gomez 1997). At the same time,
data from the IALS data base strongly indicate that the chance on participation in training sharply declines for older workers (over
55 years of age) (Van der Kamp and Scheeren
1997).

Overall, participation in training, be it workrelated or other training, shows the following pattern:

workers in small enterprises have signifi-

cantly less training opportunities than
workers in large enterprises;
CI older workers have less chance of partici-

pation in training than younger workers
(with training opportunities diminishing
after the age of 45);

[7 training opportunities and participation in

training increase with the prior level of
educational attainment (with the lowskilled, defined as ISCED 0-2, having the
least chance of participation);

a greater chance of receiving training and full-

time employees receive more training than
part-time employees findings which are cor-

roborated by various other studies. The results of the first European Continuing Training Survey, for instance, reveal that those
employed as craft and trade workers, operatives or in elementary occupations, participate
less in training courses than those employed

in higher level occupations. This, however,
only concerns formal training courses and not
less formal types of training, like training on
the job or quality circles. Differences between

workers with a less stable labour relationship with an employer (part-time workers,
homeworkers) have less chance of participation in training.

3.4.2 New training models
If the aim of learning, in particular lifelong
learning, is the inclusion of the least qualified, or low- and unskilled, into gainful employment and into the learning economy, this
has consequences for education and training
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policies as well as for vocational education and

global indicators, but time and resources are

training systems. VET policies should take
into account that the low-skilled might need
considerable guidance and support in order
to start learning. Rigid divisions between
unemployment benefit, training and working
are not supportive in this respect. The unemployed often only want one thing and that is
a job. Creating opportunities through which

mostly unavailable for assessment of the
competences of potential workers in more

unemployed can combine work with motivating training and learning processes, or alternate periods of work with training and learn-

an employee's perspective. For employees, it

ing, might be more helpful than obligatory

informal learning. The results of the assessment can, for instance, be included in a personal portfolio, which can be used during applications, in addition to an application letter
or interview. For employers, assessment of
prior acquired competences can be one of the
tools for competence management, identifying available competences and competence

incentives (like withholding their unemployment benefit) to get them back into work (e.g.
the USA). There are various examples of wage
subsidy or work placement schemes, but these
seem to focus on low-skilled jobs with little or
no learning possibilities, often leading to the
vicious circle of being employed for a time and

detail (except in the case of potential staff for
highly qualified jobs).

Providing opportunities for assessment of
prior acquired competences has various advantages both from an employer's and from
can define and show the competences acquired, whether through formal learning or

returning back to unemployment afterwards.

gaps. Assessment of previously acquired
competences can contribute to individual

The training-system as such, should not only
provide the basis for lifelong learning for all,
but also contribute to the development of the

learning motivation by showing what has already been learned (indirectly boosting selfesteem) as well as indicating potentially pow-

competences of that part of the workforce
which presently is perceived as being unskilled. Current training-structures and in-

erful directions for further learning on the

stitutions have to open up and become more
flexible, not only in terms of structure and

A possible disadvantage, however, could be
that employed (low-skilled) workers fear that
the results of such an assessment might get
to their employer as well, providing a basis
for a judgement of the worker. Experiences
with the French 'Bilan de Competence' show
that this is not a theoretical disadvantage, but
a real drawback. In this respect it is necessary to install sufficient rules and procedures
to protect confidentiality (Brandsma 1998). In

content of curricula and didactical ap-

proaches, but also in terms of increasing their
own innovative capacity, taking on board innovations such as portfolios and assessment
of prior acquired competencies.
Assessment of prior acquired competences (in
the UK known as assessment of prior learn-

ing) might be a helpful tool for stimulating
the learning among the low-skilled. The basic rationale behind assessment of prior acquired competences is that the assessment is
independent from the way in which something

basis of what has already been obtained.

addition to this, it appears that employers

object to assessment of prior acquired
competences if it results in recognition of
these competencies with wage consequences.
Effective implementation of this tool therefore requires that both employers and employ-

is learned and that it also takes into account
what is learned informally (cf. Klarus 1998).
Definitions of `low-skilled' are mostly based
on official educational attainment (like the
one given earlier), not being able to take into
account what might have been learned out-

Another possible tool is the so-called job rotation scheme. Such schemes as presently im-

side the classroom (or outside a CVT course).
Also, when hiring staff most employers often

plemented in Denmark and some parts of
Germany (on an experimental basis) are

base their decisions on educational attain-

based on the principle that a worker going off

ment and/or work experience. These are only

on training, is replaced by an unemployed
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Frietman 1998).
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worker, who, if necessary, receives training
in order to be able to perform the work. These
schemes provide the possibility of combining
training and work, which appear to be more

motivational than pure training without a
clear perspective of obtaining work afterwards. If the training of the employed worker

aims at, and results in, upward mobility

strengthen this position. At the same time it
is clear that the low-skilled have a substantially lesser chance of participating in training, at least in work-based or job-related train-

ing. With the latter becoming increasingly
important, this poses particular challenges for
designing training policies to overcome the
deadlock.

within the enterprise, this might provide a
job-opening for the unemployed worker. How-

ever, there are also disadvantages. If the
trained worker returns to his or her job after
training has been concluded, this will most

likely mean that the unemployed replacer
returns to unemployment if no other job-openings are available inside or outside the enter-

prise. The extent to which the unemployed
worker will be able to find another job, is
partly dependent on the training received in
the context of the replacement scheme. There

Various European countries have attempted
to develop policies aimed at enhancing lifelong learning. Debates on arrangements and
incentives to increase the investment in training are on many a political agenda and various countries have seen national committees
or national action programmes established
during recent years, with the aim of enhancing lifelong learning, if not actually establishing a 'system' for lifelong learning (examples
are: the UK, Norway, Iceland, Finland, Swe-

are examples from the Danish job rotation

den the Netherlands and recently also

scheme which show that the unemployed person received only relatively short training that

France). In the terms of the European Commission's white paper, the aim is to establish
a 'learning society'. In these attempts a strong
emphasis is given to increasing the employ-

did not fully match the needs of the enterprise'. This makes some employers reluctant
to continue participation in such schemes. At
the same time, providing more job specific
training might be more appropriate from the
perspective of the enterprise, but not from the
perspective of the unemployed. If training is
too job specific, this might be of little help for
the unemployed replacing worker at the moment that he or she has to search for another

job once the temporary contract has been
teminated. In this respect there is a dilemma
between providing training sufficiently relevant for a particular job and training sufficiently broad to strengthen the labour market position of the unemployed (Brandsma
1998).

4. Concluding remarks
and discussion
The labour market position of the low-skilled
is relatively weak and it seems that increasing their skill levels might be the only way to
8 The training provided is AMU-courses from the

standard offer of the AMU-centres. It concerns
publicly funded training that is not tailored towards specific enterprise needs.

ability of individual workers. What sometimes

makes the potential effectiveness of such
strategies (slightly) doubtful, is the fact that
core concepts are not clearly defined. Employ-

ability, for example, is often equated with
employment in the sense that it is assumed
that employability will result in employment.

However, this will depend on the strategy
used to enhance employability and with that
employment. Basically two strategies can be
distinguished (Thijssen 1996):

a) enhancing job search and job acquisition
skills, focussing on the process of getting a
job;

b) enhancing work or occupational skills,
focussing on the skills needed for performing a job well.

In a cynical way it could be said that the first

strategy aims at learning a 'trick', while the
second strategy aims at qualifying people in
order to get an adequate and more or less secure start in the labour market. In terms of
the learning needed or provided, both strategies have profoundly different implications as
well.
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Learning, in the context of lifelong learning,
means a permanent process of learning and

velopment can be supported by an emphasis on reflection;

of 'learning to learn'. Both 'learning' and
'learning to learn' can have different meanings (Thijssen, 1997):

01 development of thinking skills: the importance of developing learning to learn skills,
thinking skills to manage and process in-

learning (to learn) in the sense of acquir-

formation and problem-solving skills is

ing a set of meta-cognitive skills (e.g. problem solving, applying knowledge and skills

presumed to be crucial;

in new situation, information processing,
etc.);

Zi learning (to learn) in the sense of acquir-

ing a positive attitude towards learning
and continuing to learn;

learning (to learn) in the sense of acquiring a broad set of occupational skills and
competencies applicable in a broad occupational domain (as contrasted to job-specific skills);

:I development of learner independence: this

refers, in relation to the previous, to the
need to make learners more aware of their
learning processes, as well as making them
the controllers of their own learning processes and owner of their own skills, competencies and knowledge;

Li teamwork and collaborative learning: if
responsibilities are increasingly delegated
to workers, this will require better cooperation between workers, which puts new

demands on the interpersonal skills of
Li learning (to learn) in the sense of acquiring 'coping skills' or 'life skills' as defined
within a new OECD project, focussing on
the type of skills people need, in order to
cope with the modern (information) society (including basic 'computeracy' skills).

workers and also on their ability to learn
collaboratively;

Li learning and assessment processes have to

be linked: there should be a synergy between the way in which learning takes
place and the way in which the outcomes

It is clear that the last of these seems more

are assessed; too detailed assessment

closely related to the job search/find strategy
of employability, while the third meaning of
learning (to learn) is more closely related to
the qualifying strategy of employability, with
the first and second meanings being more or
less preconditions for lifelong learning in the
sense of a continuous process of personal development. What makes it all the more important to be crystal clear about which learn-

standards, that encourage students as well

ing is intended, is the expectation that
independent and self-directed learning will
get greater emphasis (Hasan and Tuijnman
1997). Benefiting from more independent and

self-directed learning will require 'learning
skills' and the capacity to learn in ways other
than traditional classroom teaching. What is
presently considered as being effective learning (in the context of learning organisations)
is characterised by (cf. Brown 1997; Brown
and Keep 1998):

Li reflection: the need for a culture inside or-

ganisations that values learning and de200

as assessors to focus on meeting these
standards and not on the (de)construction
of the learning process behind this, would
be counter-productive;
Li developing a substantive knowledge base:

learners should have the opportunity to
develop a substantive knowledge base in
order to be able to achieve broad occupational competence (with the latter meaning that learners should really acquire oc-

cupational competence applicable in
various situations, instead of learning
'tricks' that will get them into a job, but
leave them with 'empty hands' once this
job disappears).

Learning as presently perceived will be less
formalised and rely to a greater extent on self-

supported and self-steered learning. In this
sense there is a shift away from more traditional school- or classroom based training
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(courses) towards informal learning. For individuals to fully benefit from the learning
opportunities, this requires a particular learning attitude, which previously has not been

incorporated in traditional education and
training. In addition, it requires a particular
social and cultural capital, that often has not
been acquired through education, but through

Thus far, the focus of this chapter has been
on the options for increasing the skill level of
low-skilled workers in order to strengthen and
improve their labour market situation. However, Freeman and Gottschalk (1998) indicate
that such 'supply-side' policies might (in the

other channels (e.g. family, peer groups). Low-

skilled workers in the working age are with
respect to this in a disadvantaged situation.
Often they have left education, because the
means to continue education were lacking, but

also because learning was not attractive for
them. In order to provide them with opportunities to benefit from the learning options of-

short run) be less effective than hoped and,
at the same time, quite costly. They argue that
it might take a very large investment in skills

and skill increase over a long period, to restore the loss in wage American low-skilled
workers have experienced due to their low
level of skills (and productivity) (cf. Nickell
1998). Their plea is to reconsider 'demandside' policies, focusing on the increase of demand for less skilled workers, as an alterna-

ing attitude and cultural capital needed.

tive for supply-side policies. The studies
presented in their book show that such de-

The fact that work-based training is becom-

mand-side policies (like: lowering the costs of
employing low-skilled workers, creating pub-

fered, it will be necessary to develop the learn-

ing increasingly important as well, might
have (negative) implications for the lowskilled. On the one hand, work-based learning has long been considered as one of the best
ways of delivering vocational training. How-

ever, the effectiveness of work-based learning has been scrutinised over recent years.
Though work-based learning, or on-the-job
training, is still considered important model
within vocational education and training, it
is more and more acknowledged that not all
workplaces are effective learning places and
that effective work-based learning needs to
build upon well-designed learning and instructional models (Raizen 1994). It is in this
context that concepts like 'cognitive apprenticeships', 'complex learning situations', 'communities of practice' and 'learner independence' have been developed as alternatives to
the more traditional models of either schoolbased or work-based learning (cf. Attwell and
Brown 1998). At the same time, the currently

lic jobs, changing pay modes and changing
employment regulations) can increase employment opportunities for the low-skilled,
but only rather modestly contribute to the
increase of wage and skill levels of the lowskilled covered by these policies. Freeman and

Gottschalk therefore conclude that such de-

mand-side policies as implemented in the
past, do not offer magic solutions for the problems low-skilled workers (in the US) are facing. However, they also state:

`... several policies that singly contribute
only marginally to raising employment or
earnings of the low-paid can have a larger
effect in combination'.

Improving the labour market position and
employment perspectives of the low-skilled is

necessary if European countries want to
maintain their economic competitiveness and

evolving learning society and learning

prevent marginalisation and exclusion of a
still substantial proportion of their labour

economy is highly work-based. Unskilled, sim-

force. Taking the conclusion of Freeman and

ple jobs have neither high learning potential

Gottschalk to heart, it seems that policies

nor do they stimulate learning outside the
workplace. In order to prevent low-skilled

aimed at increasing the skill level of the least
qualified as well as their employment prospects, should not put all the eggs in one basket. Achieving such aims appears to require
carefully designed measures, combining the
advantages of both supply-side and demandside policies and geared towards the particular situation of different target groups.

workers (whether employed or unemployed)
being faced with 'learning exclusion' (on top
of social exclusion for those that have become
marginalised in the labour market), VET-policies should focus on strategies and tools that
can enhance the learning of the low-skilled.
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Abstract
The following analysis provides an overview of state of affairs in vocational education and
training research in eleven countries of Central and Eastern Europe. The report attempts to
analyse the responsiveness of the VET research to the major socio-economic challenges occurring in the process of transition. The objective of the study is to identify main research gaps and

to bring about better transparency on VET research, its achievements and failures in these
countries. The report is a first attempt to map the existing research results in the field of VET
in the region, and therefore has an illuminative rather than evaluative character.
The author argues that the VET research in CEE has found itself in the middle of a double
reform process, where transition from a state planned to a market economy has been multiplied by the global changes. The VET research has successfully reacted to major challenges of
the transformation period. It is, however, argued that there have been certain drawbacks, where
national research was not in place to justify the transfer of foreign models and had a somewhat
passive role in the reform process in the initial stage of the transition. Nevertheless, the recent

years demonstrated the growing maturity of the national research and its increasing importance in the support of the reform process. Although there is still a lack of comprehensive
conceptual strategies that embrace different aspects of initial and continuing vocational education and training in the perspective of lifelong learning, the shift from highly fragmented
research has been noticed.
The report demonstrates systemic inefficiencies (organisational, institutional, financial) that
create obstacles to research development. The hardship of the transition period caused many
challenges for the research community, the brain drain not being the least. The paper comes
with the set of recommendations for the support of comprehensive multidisciplinary VET research in the priority fields, as well as suggests organisational measures to make the research
process more efficient.
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VET research in CEE countries

1. Introduction
1.1 Approach and definition of the
scope of the study
This part of Cedefop's research report is a
comparative analytical overview of research
in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) in the

field of vocational education and training
(VET). The study covers a wide geographical
area of eleven countries: Albania, Bulgaria,

Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia,
Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Slovakia and
Slovenia. The countries were chosen on the
principle of the geopolitical 'commonality' of
the region of CEE. All countries in question
share a socialist past and are undergoing the
reform process from a state-owned to a market oriented economy. All countries, apart
from Albania, are candidates for membership
in the European Union. All countries are covered by the European Community's Phare as-

sistance programme, and therefore, in this
text will be referred to terminologically as
Phare countries or partner countries. In spite
of the certain degree of similarity, the countries of the CEE region differ greatly, and do
so from their very point of departure in the

pre-reform period, at which time Slovenia
belonged to Yugoslavia, (the most democratic
and open of all socialist countries), the Baltic
republics were part of the Soviet Union, Albania remained in almost complete isolation,

and all other countries also differed greatly
in terms of their socialist "pathways". The
countries undertook different approaches to

text of socio-economic development in the

partner countries. The cultural diversity
presents a semantic challenge for understanding not only of what vocational education and

training is, but also for what research into
VET means. In this view, VET is understood
in its broader sense, which embraces not only

initial education but also continuing vocational training (CVT). The overview analyses
research that has been produced so far on the
problems, challenges and developments in the
relationships between VET, the labour mar-

ket, and the economic and social aspects of
the reform process in the countries undergoing transformation. Therefore, the study also
looks at contextual research, primarily dealing with the labour market.

There have been several attempts to give a
definition of research into VET (e.g. Sellin and
Grollman' (1999)), but it is difficult to find an

exhaustive one. Therefore, we will adopt the
following definition of education research and
development (the 'Frascati Manual'): 'Educational R&D is the systematic, original investigation or inquiry and associated develop-

mental activities concerning: the social,
cultural, economic and political context within
which education systems operate; the purpose

of education; the process of teaching, learning and personnel development; the work of
educators; the resources and organisational
arrangements to support educational work;
the policies and strategies to achieve educational objectives; and the social cultural, political and economic outcomes of education'.

economic reform, and the reform progress that

Without attempting to give an exhaustive

has thus far been achieved also varies to a
great extent.

definition of VET research, for the purpose of
this paper and with a certain amount of oversimplification, we understand research into

From a cultural perspective, the region en-

VET as those analytical studies that base

joys vast diversity, which has implications for
all aspects of society. For this reason, generalisations about the region and the typologies

used in the study represent general trends
rather than judgements on each particular
country, and certain reservations must be considered when looking at different countries.
The paper provides an overview of state of art

of VET research against the background of
vocational education and training in the con-

1) Sellin and Grollman use a too rigid definition of
VET research in the view of the scientifity of criteria and methodology. Through this strictness perhaps we will not be able to take count of analytical
studies produced in the framework of development
projects and even some applied research. The definition also overlooks the labour environment and
the world of work as such, looking instead at psy-

chological and behavioural aspects in the socioeconomic context (see more Sellin and Grollman
1999).
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themselves on accurate methodology and focus on one of two aspects: the requirements,
and the process and the outcomes of VET.
The first aspect involves not only research into

VET as such, but also and above all contextual research aimed at the identification of
social and economic change (both macro and
micro), labour market requirements, the development of new technology, the changing
nature of work, the shifts in job profiles and

qualification systems, the identification of
vocational standards and the approximation
of curriculum development to meet the needs
of employment, key skills and competencybased qualifications, financial incentives to
support training provision and access to training, problems of the transition from schooling into the labour market and so on.
The second aspect involves research on teach-

research has been produced in or outside the
region. Therefore, the study covers research
at the international level, the national level,
and when available also at the regional or local level. Although an analysis of the institutional framework of VET research is not a

primary task of the study, the paper does
make an effort to identify deficiencies in the
research systems of the countries. The paper

does not attempt to assess either the institutes involved in VET research or the studies
and analyses produced by them. This is not
our objective.
The major objective of the study is to identify

the main research gaps in the field of VET
(areas of research, which are insufficiently
covered) and systemic drawbacks that create
obstacles for further research progress. Furthermore, the overview of VET research in

CEE attempts to bring about the transpar-

ing and learning methods, mechanisms of

ency of analyses in the field of VET produced

quality assurance, evaluation of study results,
certification, curriculum innovation, modular

in the region and to give examples of good
practice in VET research where possible.

training, etc. Although the traditional division between fundamental (or basic) research,
applied research and development projects is
used hereon in the text, the division is some-

what artificial and must be considered with
some limitations. It is rather difficult, or almost impossible, to distinguish pure examples of each type, as most projects contain
some elements of another type. Moreover, to
draw a strict line between applied research
and development projects might in some cases
be not only artificial but also misleading. Pure
theoretical research is very rare and one may

even question the significance of such research without thorough empirical support.

Thus the study is composed in the following
way: first, it looks at the main challenges for
VET research in socio-economic context; second, it examines the institutional and finan-

cial environment of VET research; then it
looks at types of research and topics which
are tackled by VET research in CEE, and its
basic findings in thematic clusters (research
into systems and contextual research ) and
finally, the paper defines the problem areas
in CEE VET, which are not covered by research the research 'gaps'. The concluding
part of the study offers a set of recommendations for policy makers, researchers and prac-

Thus, the aforementioned typology is used in
very general terms.

titioners at both the national and interna-

1.2 Objectives and hypotheses

The paper hypothetically suggests that identified priorities for research into VET will often coincide among the countries of CEE. The
nature of the transitional period in CEE along
with the process of globalisation and change
has placed special importance on socio-economic contextual research as far as VET is
concerned. Therefore, priorities will concentrate on the requirement aspects of research
(see above). The future priorities of research

The objective of the study is to provide an
analysis of current research in the field of
initial and continuing VET in CEE with reference to its theoretical and methodological
foundations, its research results and its research "efficiency" in policy making and practice. The overview of VET research seeks to
identify the structures and "products" of re-

search in VET, irrespective of whether the

tional levels.

are not necessarily gaps, i.e. neglected or
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cent developments, introducing either new
areas of research or rather new challenges in
areas explored. The problems and priorities
of VET research in CEE are, hypothetically

most cases only the recent studies and papers
were considered, i.e. not extending beyond the
period of the last two years, and only in few
cases we looked at earlier analyses. The paper is based on four types of sources: National
Observatories were sub-contracted

speaking, not unique to the region, and in the
majority of cases they will be similar to ones
seen in the EU member states. However, the

1. for preparation of a short overview on the
basis of the standard Terms of Reference,

abandoned areas of research, and in many
cases will be dictated by the challenges of re-

with a commonly identifiable structure;

degree of specificity of the regions and the
milestones of recent socio-political and economic change will to some extent render the
future needs and objectives of research also
specific in nature. Hypothetically we may
suggest that VET research has a higher level
of production and maturity in the countries

2. for delivery of publications and other ma-

where VET itself enjoys a long-term tradition
and prestige.

3. The ETF commissions thematic analytical

1.3 Methods and sources
The study was commissioned by Cedefop and

was supported by the European Training
Foundation (ETF)2 for the preparation of additional short overviews produced either by
the National VET Observatories or by experts
in the CEE countries nominated by them. The
Czech National Observatory of Vocational

Training and the Labour Market at the National Training Fund coordinated the work of
the ten sub-contractors. National Observatories are small institutions established under
the initiative of the ETF in the partner coun-

tries to provide accurate and up-to-date information on VET and the labour market.
Different types of institutions host the National Observatories, varying between the
governmental and the non-governmental sector, research institutes, academic centres, development agencies, independent non-profit
foundations and private establishments.

and

terials that represent research results in
their countries (theoretical studies, surveys, reports, evaluations, etc.

projects mostly with the help and direct
participation of the National Observatories, but sometimes with the assistance of
other national experts and institutes. On
the basis of these thematic reports, crosscountry, comparative reviews are produced
by international experts or the ETF them-

selves. The transnational reports and
sometimes the country thematic rePorts
served as another important source of information for the present paper.

4. Additionally, studies commissioned by
other international institutions as well as
international statistics were used (OECD,

World Bank, European Commission,
Cedefop, ETF, Unesco, etc.).

In respect to the latter, it is important to note

that not all, international studies are produced with the direct or indirect participa-

state of affairs of VET research in CEE, in

tion of national experts. Therefore, the paper
might not always provide an adequate impression of state of art of research within the countries of CEE. This is especially true in the case
of some of the less developed countries, where

2) The European Training Foundation is an agency
of the European Union which works in the field of
vocational education and training in Central and

largely abandoned and consequently foreign
expertise has represented the foremost analytical operation there.

Mongolia and the Mediterranean partner countries
and territories. The Foundation also provides technical assistance to the European Commission for
the Tempus Programme.

The summary of preliminary findings was
presented first at a National Observatories'
meeting in Tampere, Finland in November

Due to the wide scope of our overview on the

Eastern Europe, the New Independent States,

research has not been a priority in recent
years, national analytical works have been
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1999, and later at the conference Shaping
social innovation and VET the contribution

duced in Hungary, and the country overview
on research provided rather vague informa-

of Leonardo surveys and analyses projects in
December 1999, where main priorities of VET
research in CEE were presented. Comments

tion. Another important limitation must be
mentioned with regard to Albania, where
most statistical data is not available, which

from the audience were taken into account
as well as commentary on the draft version of
the paper, which was distributed to National
Observatories and selected experts. The author is extremely grateful to all those who did
their best in collecting information and com-

mentary on the paper in the given limited
time frame3. Despite the numerous contributors to the preparation of the paper, the author takes complete responsibility for statements expressed herein.

The author had to rely mainly on the information provided by the National Observatories, although a great deal of additional publications, expert judgements and comments
were used. Given the limited time frame and
the broad scope of the study, the analysis could

only provide a general overview of the state
of art of VET research in the region. The author had to take into account the natural limitations of the study. In some countries more
materials were available in English than in
others. The country background papers differed in terms of the quality and the scope of
information and reference materials provided.
For instance, there was very limited access
to studies and other research materials pro3) The author would like to express her gratitude

made the inclusion of the country in the analysis very difficult.

Therefore, the analysis is not completely balanced and some countries are more comprehensively presented than others. Areas of research might also be presented with a certain
imbalance, as it highly depends on the specialisation of the institutes or experts involved
in the preparation of the paper. In the identification of country- specific research gaps, the
author also had to rely on reporting from the
countries, where in many cases, however, this
was prepared from the perspective of one in-

stitute without a consensus necessarily being reached on a national level. Therefore, the
so-called research gaps in the countries may

have a different meaning, varying from neglected research areas to topics that have received considerable attention from researchers but need further elaboration. Taking into
account all aforementioned shortcomings, we
must still point out that this paper is the first

attempt to analyse the research situation in
CEE in the field of VET and could act as a
useful tool for discussion. A more in-depth
analysis may be useful in the future, commissioned in a series of papers on specific topics
of VET research, in order to avoid rendering
the scope of analysis too broad and to a cer-

tain extent fusing the task as a result.

to the national contributors in charge of background papers preparation, whose names are men-

tioned at the beginning, for their solid work and
quick commenting and information provision under the given time pressure, and to all National
Observatories who took charge of co-ordination and

also served as first-hand help desks in author's
work. In this respect I would like to mention in

2. Context and challenges of
transition for vocational education and training in CEE

particular the following names: Zef Shala, Natalia

Zimina, Agnieszka Sokolowska, Danuta

Mozdzenska-Mrozek, Juraj Vantuch, Tamas
Kopeczi-Bocz. I also would like to express my
thanks to all experts, who contributed by their
commenting and suggestions, namely Adela

2.1 Research and democracy

Rogojinaru, Vincentas Dienys, and Barbora Kuta.
Finally I would like to express great thanks to my

cial political rhetoric. At the same time one
should not ignore the tremendous role the
research community and intellectual forums
did play in supporting democratic ideas under the previous regime and the role of re-

colleagues at the Czech National Observatory
whose assistance in preparation of the study was
highly beneficial: Vera Czesand., Linda Hrochová
and Vera Havlkkovd.
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For half a century, scholarly discourse in CEE
was dominated by writing in the spirit of offi-
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search in the advancement of new ideas immediately after the break-up of the socialist
system. Resourceful thinking and an intellectual debate appeared to be the main driving
force of change at the end of the 1980s. The
new polity introduced new chances for the
research but also new challenges.

political rhetoric dominated the research but
in addition the forms of research were influ-

Of all political arrangements, it is democracy

served the political power and was fully dominated by it, not being an equal partner of the

that is the political context most fertile for
science, 'because it encourages and strength-

ens the scientific ethos' (Kazancigil and
Makinson 1999 p.261). Approached from the

opposite direction, 'democracy requires an
interested, competent, knowledgeable, educated public' (Ibid, p. 262). It requires an

elaboration of the reform rational by researchers, and researchers seek for recognition and public consensus on the value of this
rational. Democratic polity demands a scientific background for political decisions and
thus creates a favourable environment for
research.
The new universal democratic values in science have introduced the principle of diversity into scientific thoughts and traditions,
cultural pluralism, academic autonomy, and
scientific freedom. Research in CEE could not

remain in isolation, and in the environment
of the global internationalisation of the research community, the CEE countries have
gained the most from benchmarking comparisons with contemporary international
scientific achievements. In the field of VET,
the modern Western theories and concepts

of the systems and content of education
served as a point of reference for an elaboration of the national concept of VET reform.
The initial 'stocktaking' phase of the reform
has expired in most countries of CEE, and a

enced by the regime. Applied research had not
been sufficiently employed, as the regime did

not require support for political arguments
with empirical data, or if it did, it often turned
to falsification and scientific discourse. VET

research, to the same extent as VET itself,

decision-maker but rather an instrument,
serving the needs of the centrally planned
economy with the precise provision of the
workforce.

At present the research community in CEE
is pursuing global developments in science:

internationalisation, universal principles
and culturally-centred concepts, multidisciplinarity of research, inter-institutional
cooperation, diversification of the institutional base of research (incorporation of civil
society and the private sector), cooperation
in decision-making and in the world of employment, putting results into practice. The
transitional context, however, is not always
favourable and imposes certain implications
on the development of research in CEE at
the present time. For instance, the current
interests of research are largely defined by
their financial needs, and so turn to applied
research, while theoretical elaborations are

largely abandoned. For many researchers

this presents the dilemma of the choice
between 'paid' research or other work and
private scientific interests. In the following
sections we shall see what the main socioeconomic and political challenges for VET
research are. Further we shall also look at
what the shortcomings of the institutional,
organisational and financial contexts of VET

turning point has now been reached when
the scientific community is to elaborate its
own national concepts and approaches. Innovation in the field of VET on the basis of

research are, and where the VET research
in CEE has or has not been successfully addressing the challenges of transition.

foreign know-how turns to original national
innovative abilities in research and exchange

2.2 Recent socio-economic
developments

with the international community on the
basis of equal partnership.
This is an important challenge for the CEE
research community which is undergoing a
transformation itself. In the past, not only

All eleven countries in question had a fourdecade history of socialism before 1989, following either the Soviet pattern or their own
socialist path (Albania, Yugoslavia). During
socialist rule, the region maintained member-
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ship in CMEA4, which involved a division of
labour between the countries, with speciali-

sation in the production of certain goods.
Therefore, after the years of cooperation
within CMEA, the countries suffered from
overspecialisation in particular industries and

agricultural products. Vocational training,
being closely linked to enterprises, and education in general, and provided in accordance

with a meticulously calculated manpower
supply for the state planned economy, repeated the pattern of overspecialisation of the
economy itself, with narrow branches of specialisation at the top. Training was often directed towards lifetime jobs (ETF 1999a). The
nature of the centrally planned economy was
reflected in an under-representation of mar-

ket-oriented branches, for instance in the
services sector. Poor technological development in the economy was reflected in poor
equipment for education. The school system
and as well as the content of education were
defined by the state and its structures, neglecting modern innovative methods of curriculum development, teaching and learning.
Passive learning and encyclopaedic knowledge (Parkes et al. 1999) along with an oldfashioned mechanical mediation of the knowl-

edge defining teaching methods, were
features of schooling prior to 1989.

The process of democratic and economic reform began in CEE countries between 1989
and 1991. The political transition commenced
in most countries in 1989 (with the exception
of the Baltic states and Slovenia which gained
independence in 1991), but substantial mar-

namic markets has differed to a significant
extent. The early 1990s were characterised by
a collapse in output and a decrease in labour
productivity throughout the entire region. GDP
in terms of output volume fell by at least 20%
in all countries at the beginning of transition,
and only in Poland, Slovenia and Slovakia had
the GDP by 1998 re-gained its pre-transition
level (in Poland it was some 17% higher than
in 1989)(European Commission 1999, p. 52).
Productivity growth has been a feature of the
majority of countries in the region in recent
years, although output per person employed
in the Czech Republic is still at the pre-transi-

tion level. In Bulgaria, Romania (European
Commission 1999) and Albania, both output
per person and GDP are well below the pretransition level. These countries have yet to
rationalise their economy, making it more efficient, and reducing the excess in manpower
in industry and agriculture.
At the beginning of the economic transition
from a planned to a market economy, in most
CEE countries there was an immense drop in

employment in the state-sector industry,
which was then followed by a steady decline.
Whilst there has been a net creation of jobs
in the private sector, it could not absorb the
entire labour shift from the state sector. This
resulted in continually increasing unemployment. Even in the countries that initiated intensive economic reform in the early 1990s

and where growth in employment has been
stable over the last four years, this increase
in employment was still unable to compensate for job losses in comparison with the situ-

ket reforms were not initiated before 1991
(with the exception of Hungary and Poland,

ation in 1989. In 1998, the average employ-

where reforms started before 1990).

exception of Albania, where comparable data
are missing) was around 63%, slightly above
the EU average of 61%, with the highest employment rates, at around 70%, registered in

Since the beginning of the process of economic

restructuring, the progress achieved in transforming economies into competitive and dy-

ment rate in CEE countries (with the

Romania, Estonia and the Czech Republic
(68%), and the lowest, at around 55%, in Hun-

4) Council for Mutual Economic Assistance was
established in 1959 and included Albania (only
until 1962 when the country stopped any cooperation within CMEA after the break-up of relations
with the USSR), Bulgaria, GDR, Hungary, Poland,
Romania, USSR, Czechoslovakia. Yugoslavia had
a status of associated partner in CMEA, underlying its independency in the socialist path. The latter was a member of the Non-Aligned Countries.
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gary (European Commission 1999). In all
three countries with a high rate of employment, however, employment declined in 1998.
In the Czech Republic and Romania, the deterioration of the employment situation could
also be explained by economic decline (GDP
fell by 2,5% and 7% respectively in 1998, see
table 1), and above all by the delayed imple-
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Table 1: Key data

Population Territory
size
(thousand)
(km2)

GDP
GDP
Working
per capita
annual
age of
population (% change) in PPP

(15-64)

1998

A
ALB
BUG
CZR
EST
HUN
LAT

LIT
POL
ROM
SLK
SLO
EU-15

(% average
annual
change)
1994-1998 1998/1997

BCD

3 354
8 283
10 299
1 446
10 092
2 400
3 700
38 667
22 500
5 400
2 000

28 748
110 993
78 864
45 227
93 033
64 589
65 300
322 577
237 500
49 035
20 250

x

x

x

8,0

0,2
0,5
0,8
0,0
0,9

x

- 2,3
1,1

5,1

3,6

- 0,1

5,1

0,8
- 0,3
0,9

4,8
- 6,6
4,4
3,9
2,8

0,1

0,3

Private
Sector
(% of

(EUR)

GDP)

1998

1999

E
912 1)

F

3 364
11 866
4 000
9 186
2 743 2)
2 622
6 057
3 285

60
80
75
80
60
70
65
60
75
55

8 9003>

13 700
19 007

x

x

Inflation
(%)

1998
G
8,0
x

10,7
8,2
14,3
2,8
2,4
8,7
59,1

6,7
7,9
1,6

Sources: A,B,D,E,G : Fact Sheets, European Training Foundation, 1999; C : Employment in Europe 1999, European Commission 1999
F: EBRD Transition Report, 1999 (in Business Central Europe 12/1999); EU 15: OECD National Accounts, OECD 1999, 2000.

Notes: 1) estimation; 2) year 1996; 3) year 1997

mentation of a number of economic reforms
(European Commission 1999). The employment situation improved in Poland and Hungary in 1998 (European Commission 1999),
the countries that started intensive economic
reforms in the early 1990s. A slight improvement in employment situation has also been
recorded in Latvia.
As in the EU Member States, unemployment

has fallen in most CEE countries in recent
years. The exceptions are Slovakia, Romania,

Slovenia, and especially Bulgaria and the
Czech Republic, where the unemployment
rate increased significantly (see table 2, an-

toward unemployment is strongly increasing
in the Czech Republic. The unemployment
rate in Hungary and Slovenia was below 8%
in 1998, and in all other countries close to 10%
(Estonia, Poland, Slovakia) or above 13% (Bulgaria, Latvia, Lithuania) (European Commission 1999).

In all transition countries unemployment and
income decline caused the spreading of poverty and demographic crisis. The demographic
situation has been characterized by the sharp
fall of natality rates, the rise in mortality in
a few CEE countries and the large flows of

international migration, particularly from
more deprived countries and regions (Ellman
1997). Furthermore, the ageing of the society
brings many implications on social policies
and the burden on the public budget.

nex 1). The Czech Republic and Romania have
still enjoyed the lowest unemployment rates5,

at about 6,5% in 1998, though the tendency
5) For the reasons of comparability unemployment

rates, used here, correspond to the ILO definition.
The differences with the registered unemployment
rates can be significant in some countries (please,
see further elaborated in 5.2.1).

The structure of unemployment has been
changing in all countries, manifesting increasingly higher proportion of young people, fresh

graduates, people with low or no qualifica-
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Table 2: Key employment indicators
EmployShare of Share of
ment
employemployrate (%
ment in
ment in
population agriculture industry

ALB
BUG
CZR
EST
H UN

LAT
LIT
POL
ROM
SLK
SLO

EU15

15-64)
1998
x
55,22)

(%)
1997
x
11,6

67,7

-

Share of
employment in
services

(%)
1997
x

(%)
1997

65,1

36,6
41,3
33,5
33,2
26,8
21,5
32,2
30,5
39,2
41,6

51,7

5,7
10,0
7,8
20,6
20,5
19,9
39,0
8,6
10,2

61,1

5,0

29,5

65,6

69,1

51,4
56,0
64,5
60,5
71,8
58,9

x
53,1

56,5
58,9
52,6
58,0
48,0
30,5
52,2
48,2

Unemploy- UnemployYouth
Long-term
ment rate ment rate unemploy- unemploy(%),)
(%)1)
ment
ment
(15-24%

(% unem-

unemployed) ployed)
1994
x

1998

17,4
16,5
8,2
13,7
9,0

17,7
16,0
6,5
9,6
7,8
13,8
13,5
10,6
6,3
11,9
7,7

11,1

10,0

20,5
3,8
7,6
10,7
18,9 3)

1997
x
26,1

1997
x

28,6
19,9
27,5

56,3
31,5
45,8
55,3

22,1

62,9 4)

26,0
27,5
46,5
31,9

25,2

33,6 5)

X

34,1

51,8
57,6
54,9
x

--,
Source: Employment in Europe 1999, European Commission 1999;
Albania - Source: Fact Sheets, European Training Foundation, 1999.
Notes: 1) ILO Methodology; 2) year 1997; 3) year 1995; 4) year 1996; 5) year 1998, 2'd Quarter

tions, elderly, ethnic minorities and people
with disabilities. Youth unemployment increased during the transition period in all
countries, and the situation has only started
to slowly improve in Bulgaria, Romania and
the Baltic States. Youth unemployment as a
percentage of the unemployed varied in 1998

from about 22% in Latvia and Lithuania to
43% in Romania (European Commission
1999, pp.146-149, see also table 2). In all coun-

tries, with the exception of Romania and
Slovenia, job losses brought about the withdrawal of a substantial number of people from
the labour force, which led to a significant rise

nalisation and social exclusion. This challenge

has been reported by many CEE experts.
Lithuania represents a peculiar example of
an even more dramatic situation due to economic disorder experienced in the early transition period, as a large portion of the of youth
population (reportedly almost two entire age
cohorts) do not possess any vocational quali-

fications recognised by the state (Gurskiene
1999). Thus if the state will not conceive special training programmes which could help
these people to obtain a vocation, they will
constantly be found knocking at the doors of

the labour exchange office (Dienys and

in early retirements and the subsequent fall

Pusvaskis 1998). The same holds true for the

in the employment rates of those aged 50 and
over (European Commission 1999, p.60).

older part of the population, which has an
even higher risk of marginalisation in that
they face greater difficulties in adapting to

The two age groups mentioned above- the
young and the elderly already suffer from a
lower level of participation in the labour mar-

ket, and when this is multiplied by low or
inadequate qualifications, they may find
themselves as being at a high risk for margi218

the new conditions than do the youth, and also

in that they are somewhat disadvantaged in
re-training provisions during times of economic hardship, when training authorities
often need to prioritise their subsidies for
training courses.
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In all countries of the region, a certain proportion of the respective age group leaves the
general and vocational education system prematurely and without qualifications. It is estimated that this proportion can be up to 20%
of the age group in vocational types of education in some countries (ETF 1999b). The factors behind this lack of achievement are essentially not very different from those in EU
member states, but obviously, the specificity

of the transition period add to their particular dimensions (ETF 1999b).
Although activity rates decreased in all CEE
counties in the transition period, employment
among women aged 25 to 49 was still higher

than in the EU average throughout the entire region (European Commission 1999).
Nevertheless, the employment rate among
women decreased in at least two countries of
the region, Hungary and the Czech Republic,
where with the decline in the absorption ca-

pacity of the labour market females often
withdrew from employment and opted to stay

at home. This temporary withdrawal may
turn into lifetime exclusion if there are no
special supportive measures assisting women
in their return to the labour market (including re-integration into the labour market after maternity leave).

The opening up of the economy and the subsequent pressure from competitive markets
has pushed the transition process into adjusting to global changes. Although the basic pattern of the employment shift and the restruc-

turing of output and trade was the same in
CEE as in the EU and global markets, the

and only in Bulgaria and Romania has employment in agriculture slightly increased
(European Commission 1999), absorbing part
of the job loss from the industrial sector. Ag-

ricultural sector had been overstaffed in the
whole region under previous regime, and although substantial shifts in employment from
agricultural sector have been marked, still far
too many people work in agriculture. In all
countries the proportion of employment in the

agricultural sector is above the EU average
(about 5%), especially in Romania (about
40%), Poland (about 20%) the Baltic States
(see more table 2), and Albania. In the situation of reforming economies it is not a facile
exercise to provide sufficient amount of jobs
in alternative sectors. Therefore, two aspects
are important in this view. First, development
of infrastructure and agriculture-related jobs

in rural areas such as food processing and

distribution, banking and other services
(Bialecki et al. 1996), agrotourism and other
innovative semi-rural activities, which introduce ever-new challenges to traditional skills.

In this respect widely available vocational
guidance services and re-training courses are
crucial. This cannot be implemented without
a thorough analysis of regional development
and labour market needs. Second, in order to
make agriculture more efficient and competitive as compared to a highly subsidized EU

agriculture, adaptation of education and
training to the new demanding requirements
is necessary.

Despite the extensive job losses in industry,
the proportion of employment in this sector
was still above EU average (about 30%) in the

excess of manpower in industry and, in some

majority of the countries, exceeding 40% in

countries, agriculture on the one hand, and
the underdevelopment of the services sector
on the other, have demanded an even higher
rate of adjustment. The characteristics of

the Czech Republic and Slovenia (table 2). The

employment have changed dramatically since
1989, when in majority of countries there was
a big shift from the primary and secondaiy fo
the tertiary sector.

At least in several CEE countries the issue of
unemployment and especially hidden unemployment is closely related to agriculture. A
decline in employment in the agricultural sector was registered in the majority of countries,

opening up of CEE markets also introduced
an important qualitative shift in the industrial sector, featuring a move from heavy industry and labour intensive production to sophisticated manufacturing and technology
and knowledge intensive production. This
shift has brought about quickly changing skill
requirements in the industrial sector.
Employment in the services sector has risen
throughout the entire region since early 1990,
although in 1998 it was still far below the EU
average (European Commission 1999, for
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Table 3: Unemployment by educational attainment, 25-59 year olds, 1997 (%)
Unemployment rate (%)
BUG
CZR
EST
HUN
LAT
LIT
POL
ROM
SLK
SLO

EU 15

ISCED 0-2

ISCED 3

ISCED 5-7

14

10

5

12

3

16
14
15
16

13
7
14
16

7

11

8

4
23
9

5

2
2

5

3
3

13

9

6

8

1

2

8
9

Source: Key Indicators 1999, European Training Foundation, 1999.

1997 data see table 2). Thus the absorption
capacity of the services sector still maintains
the potential to compensate for job losses in
industry and agriculture. Taking into account
the underdevelopment of the sector and the
negligence in the vocational preparation for
it during the pre-transition period, the shift
in labour towards the services sector often

VET. The latter change is closely related to
changes in work organisation with flexible job

definitions, greater responsibility and independence of employees, more emphasis on

team working and adaptability to quickly
changing new technologies with ability to 'un-

dertake a variety of tasks at the shop floor'
(ILO 1998, p. 42).

occurred without any specific vocational
preparation and large scale re-training activities (this is especially true for less demanding occupations). In order to cope with the
competition in open markets in terms of providing client-oriented quality services, the
need to pay particular attention to the provision of training in this sector speaks for it-

In addition to the specific problems of transi-

self.

which is to produce a highly qualified, flexible and employable labour force. The figures
in all countries show that the higher the level
of education attained, the lower the risk of
unemployment (table 3)

The shift in employment from large to small
and medium-sized enterprises followed the

pattern of EU countries, but saw a greater

tion economies, the CEE countries face the
same challenges as EU member states, such
as facing demands involved with the globalisation of the economy, technological change,
and the rise of the information society. These

challenges impose a special role on VET,

rate of change due to the restructuring of large

state industrial enterprises. In spite of the

The consequences of globalisation have an

significant employment shift towards SMEs,
the proportion of those employed in large industries in CEE still remains larger than in
the EU. Given that the tendency will continue,
it is important to take into account the special skill requirements of SMEs, where highly
adaptable manpower with multiple qualifica-

ambiguous impact on education and training.
On the one hand, the increasing importance
of knowledge-intensive industries, cumulating new technologies and ICT in the production process, the employment shift to the services sector and SMEs, increase the demand
for upskilling and multiskilling. On the other

tions and the ability to learn during their

hand, globalisation trends cause a more se-

employment life signifies focal challenges for

vere competition, which, under the conditions
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of the turmoil of transition economies, increases the danger of troublesome access to

The weakening of state-based enterprises and

training, especially after the completion of the

worked to fracture the links between enterprises and vocational schools, and as a result

initial training, These challenges impose a
demand in the elaboration of national poli-

the process of restructuring the economy
the danger of vocational knowledge and skills

cies and the introduction of special incentives
for companies to support training provision.
The initial education needs to enhance access

remaining irrelevant to labour market re-

and capacities at higher levels of education
and provide a broad basis as a primary in-

ket have ceased to operate on-site schools and

centive for lifelong learning.

2.3 Initial setting and future challenges
Virtually all CEE countries had an advanced
system of education that had developed in presocialist times and during the socialist period.
Under the communist regime, elementary and
lower secondary education was provided on a
compulsory basis by state-run schools. Upper
secondary education (ages 14-18) was provided in the three main streams of general,
technical and vocational education. General
education was provided mostly for a small

cohort of potential enrolments into higher
education, the capacity and selection of which

was rather limited. The republics of the
former Soviet Union, in particular Estonia
and Lithuania, represented an exception,
where VET had very low prestige, general
education enjoyed higher participation rates
and access to higher education was somewhat
better. The vocational education and training

available was traditionally broad, enjoying
high participation rates and relatively high
prestige in many CEE countries. VET had pri-

marily narrow specialisation schemes, often
attached to state-run enterprises. VET had
to fulfil its basic function of producing semi-

skilled and skilled workers to meet the
occupational needs of state industry and ag-

riculture, based on the rigid, central manpower-planning framework. The process of de-

mocratisation had serious implications for
VET in CEE countries. The lack of flexibility

in training, too narrow specialisation, overproduction of semi-skilled and skilled workers and underproduction of highly qualified
labour force werefeaturs of the VET systems
in CEE at the beginning of the1990s, at whidh
time VET began to find itself increasingly irrelevant to the quickly changing demands of
the reforming economy.

quirements has increased. Companies, concerned with their own survival on the mar-

have lost interest in making contracts with
vocational schools for the practical training
of apprentices. This has led to a situation in
which the VET system in CEE countries is
predominantly school-based (the case of the
Baltic republics, Romania, Bulgaria). In some

countries, elements of partial, enterprisebased apprentice training have been preserved, but the extent of this continues to diminish (Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland),

and only in two countries (Hungary and
Slovenia) was the dual system of apprentice-

ship training either preserved or re-introduced. Hungary is virtually the only country
where the attempt to keep enterprises interested in participating in the provision of VET,
has been relatively successful as compared to
other countries. This is largely due to the early

establishment of a system of financing
through a national levy fund for vocational
training and of tripartite bodies at the national and county levels. Economic hardship
in enterprises as well as their shortsightedness have also depreciated training and development in human resources, and participation in CVT in many countries has been
decreasing over the past decade.
The communist legacy has had an impact on
trends in the participation rates in education
even up until the present. The analysis of the
Key Indicators (ETF 1998) shows that most
of the countries with traditionally high participation in vocational education (ISCED 3)
as compared to general education (Bulgaria,
Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania
and Slovenia) still have substantially higher
enrolments in VET. A shift away from VET
towards general education is evident in Bulgaria and Hungary. In all CEE countries there
has been an increase in enrolments in general education providing preparation for entry into higher education. Lithuania and Es-

tonia that have traditionally seen higher
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participation in general education than in
VET, experienced an increase in enrolments
in VET between 1993 and 1996, but also a
further increase in enrolments in general education. Latvia, the only Baltic country that
had somewhat higher participation in VET
but still very low prestige of it, has experienced a significant increase in enrolments in
general education, and a decrease in enrolments in VET during the same period, which
has almost levelled proportions enrolled in the
two types of upper secondary education. Another country with substantially higher participation in general education as compared
to VET is Albania, which suffered an overall
drop in enrolments at the upper secondary
level in recent years, especially in VET, al-

though there was a slight increase in

enrolments in general education in 1996. Additionally, in all countries (except Latvia and
Poland) the proportion of enrolments in VET

culminating in final examinations (Matura)
has also increased. This demonstrates the increasing demand for higher qualification levels among students and on the market. The
limited capacities at general secondary and
higher education levels in a vast majority of
CEE countries do not correspond to the demand of the economy and the society, and
support 'creaming' of small proportions of age
cohorts on the one hand and the underskilling
of early school-leavers and the low qualified
on the other hand.

The process of democratisation and the transition to a market economy presented the VET

been supported by Phare and other international donor support programmes
Preparation towards EU accession introduced

new challenges for the VET systems in the
CEE countries. The countries stress an objective of focusing on the development of the
human capital, prepared to compete at global markets. The competitiveness, based on
low labour costs, clearly is not a solution in a
longer run. The CEE countries need to concentrate on investment into human resources,
the provision of diversification of the training offer, an increase in the suitability of given
qualifications to the new competitive require-

ments and ensuring equality of opportunity
in access to education and training for all. The
EU policy guidelines increase the demand for

the employability of the work force, which
must be tackled by reforming the content of
education as well as teaching and learning
practices. The goals and contents of education need to integrate education for democ-

racy, the European dimension and multicultural aspects in education. The shift from
input quality control to output control of education, and the elaboration of vocational and
qualification standards shall be enhanced in
close collaboration with social partners. The
EU accession prospects will introduce greater
labour mobility across Europe; under these
circumstances a highly qualified labour force
is the key to success. In the context of labour
mobility it is also important to ensure transparency and recognition of qualifications, provided in the CEE countries and beyond.

system with challenges, and instigated the
need for substantial reform. The reform proc-

Preparation for the EU accession also involves

ess in VET in CEE featured a high rate of

activation of the process of institution building, improvement of systems of social partnership and enhancement of the principle of

diversification in available education, the introduction of private education, an improvement in access to complete upper-secondary
education programmes, especially in general
education, and subsequently in higher education. The reform encouraged innovations in
teaching methods, standards and curricula,
promoting the efficiency of VET, putting an
emphasis on core skills and on the relevance
of skills/capabilities to the labour market. The
reform process has not been completed in any
CEE countries yet and is considered rather
as an on-going process with a long term ori-

entation. In all CEE countries, reform has
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subsidiarity in decision making. The latter
point is especially important in the context of

the initiated regional reform in most CEE
countries. The specificity of the region is still

large hidden unemployment in rural areas
and high redundancy in state enterprises that
cause significant differences in unemployment rates between regions. The unemployment is especially high in rural areas and in
the regions with heavy industries (coal min-

ing and metallurgy). In the disadvantaged
areas further shrinkage of employment in ag-
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riculture and heavy industries is expected. An

elaborate policy, including education and
training measures, to promote social cohesion
in such regions is important. The process of
institution building at a regional level needs
to go hand in hand with expert capacity building of institutions and individuals at regional

and local levels. The regions need effective
collaboration in partnerships, inter-institutional cooperation, exchange of information
for analysis and definition of priorities for
regional development. The lack of expertise
and capacity at a regional level in defining

problems and suggesting solutions in a
broader perspective (think globally, act locally'), may become an obstacle in further
development. The next stage of the VET reform process needs a great deal of strategic
thinking and conceptualisation in order to
utilise the human potential in the CEE countries at all levels.

2.4 Conclusions
In all countries of the region, vital changes
have occurred since 1990, the lasting importance of which should not be underestimated.
Nevertheless, the progress made by the coun-

tries during the period of transition varies
markedly throughout the region. The countries that have advanced economically are
already experiencing some growth in eco-

cumstances. The countries have tackled the
problem through specific employment and
training measures, the effectiveness of which
has been measured in some countries (see
further), providing a useful benchmarking
perspective for the others.
The crucial challenge faced by the counties of

the region is to complete the transition to a
competitive market economy while at the
same time creating sufficient jobs to avoid
excessive rates of unemployment or inactivity (European Commission 1999), especially
among the risk groups. The analysis of the
socio-economic context has provided evidence

of a double transformation in CEE, in which
the countries of the region experience not only
the single transition from a state to a market
economy, but also undergo (and to no less an

extent) a global transformation. The latter
involves shifts in employment towards SMEs,

deindustrialisation, changes in the world of
work with the stress being placed on information technology and knowledge-intensive
industries.
The opening up of economies to the highly
competitive global markets introduces a dilemma of there being a need for ever higher

standards of skills and competences (upskilling) and at the same time a lack of training provision by enterprises as a result of se-

nomic output and employment. However, the
excess of manpower in the industrial and agricultural sectors is still an issue in most parts
of the region, and a further shift towards the
services sector could be expected in the com-

vere competition on the market. The latter

ing years. Job losses and a decrease in employment in the early years of transition,

initial and continuing vocational education
and training becomes increasingly more im-

though partly compensated for by the expand-

portant, and for the CEE countries the role of
VET in preventing and combating the negative consequences of transformation has additional accountability. The role of the state
in providing initial VET and re-training for
adults under the aforementioned conditions
becomes indispensable, but even more so is

ing private sector, especially in successful
transition economies, still affects large portions of the population. Disadvantaged groups
on the labour market have suffered from the

increasing rates of unemployment in the region, putting young people and the elderly,
especially with low or no qualifications, people with different forms of physical and mental disabilities, and national minorities 'all at
a high risk for social exclusion. The nature of
the issue of social exclusion and an analysis
of the causes and effects of the situation become especially important under these cir-

point is not unique to CEE, but its severity is
certainly exacerbated by the transition period,
when many firms are faced with the question
of survival. In this respect, the provision of

its role in the systemic re-organisation of
training provision in such a way as to allow
for alternative methods and sources of financ-

ing the system, better access to training
among all age cohorts, and increasing the relevance of education to the needs of the labour
market. The VET systems are undergoing tre-
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mendous changes, trying to meet the chal-

fundamental change the role of research

ture (Kluckhol and Strodtbeck 1961) as a reference point, and on this built up the concept
of system diagnosis and knowledge recovery
by the means of cross-cultural comparison. Indeed, the remarkable post-socialist change ap-

speaks for itself. Research into VET and the
labour market must be of sufficient aptitude

pears not to be merely a change within the
same system, but rather an unprecedented

to analyse the change that has occurred

transformation from one major system to an-

lenges of "both" transformations, and finding
themselves in... the middle of the reform process. In the surroundings of such profound and

there a conceptual framework that can allow
for this type of thorough analysis? Does research itself in the turbulent times of trans-

other, which is not a simple linear change
(Mestenhauser 1998) but a qualitative shift
from one cultural perspective to another.
Thus, the cross-cultural analytical perspective is a multi-dimensional variable where

formation have the adequate capacity to

each research environment represents certain

tackle this challenging task?

cultural values not only in a spatial dimension but also in a temporal perspective. Different cultural perspectives have different

3. A conceptual framework for
the analysis of change in regard to education and train-

values of education, work, motivation,

against the background of global trends and

suggest further evolutionary steps. But is

ing6
Indeed, the change that had to occur after
1989 was almost taken for granted, without
any particular specification of what needed

achievements, etc. The change in the period
of transition, therefore, is an ongoing (non-

static) change from one culture to another
with the aid of an adaptation of values inherent to other cultures. The latter point is crucial.

The transition period, especially its early

change and even on the management of

phase, was characterised by a high volume of
research and development projects, produced
with the help of foreign expertise, in which
the mechanical transferral of their knowledge
and skills could not be directly applied to the
environment of CEE countries. While not intending to undervalue the contribution of foreign consultants to the revival of the region,

change, most of both concentrating on social

it is difficult to deny that their intervention

and political theory and social psychology. The

was not always efficient and workable. There
is a great deal of evidence in social and political theory that the mechanical application of
replicas of Western conceptual models in so-

to change and how. In the conditions of global

change (see above) the challenge is even to
find the point of departure, as well as the one
of intention.
A great deal of literature has been written on

conceptual framework for change from the
perspective of transition and with a strong
reference to education aspects is missing, especially as far as research in CEE is concerned. Mestenhauser (1998), a scholar of
Czech origin residing in the US, sought the
answer to this problem in comparative think-

ing and in the key concept of "culture". He
turned to cultural anthropology, using litera-

cieties with different history and traditions
may lead to scientific and existent discontinuity. However, complaints about this matter by the Eastern scholars were not accompanied by any elaboration of a local conceptual
framework for development, often for the simple reason of a lack of thorough knowledge on

strategic development. Dramatic change and
6) This part is predominantly based on Mestenhauser's essay (1998) on Cross-cultural perspectives of change. The author, however, addressed
the essay as a point of reference for conceptual
framework, and the following text does not directly

repeat Mestenhauser's statements.
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profound societal developments require a
massive infusion of ideas everywhere. It is,
however, a dilemma to find a balance between

universal and unique values. This balance is
difficult to determine from the outside. The
answer is certainly to be found not only in
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Figure 1: Scheme of changes influencing vocational training policy and the supporting research

,abour market
Vocational change
Vocational research

Qualification change
Qualification research
Vocational training change
Vocational training

Initial
vocational education
and training

le)Pew inockg-\

Source: Lauzackas 1998, p.26.

the mere collaboration of scholars across bor-

ders and cultures, but also in effective dialogue, value sharing and a joint search for

balance from both sides. This cannot be
achieved without a massive "knowledge recovery" programme aimed at assisting Eastern scholars in acquiring intellectual knowledge, critical and comparative thinking and
an elaboration of their own insight regarding
future evolutionary needs. This will bridge the
gap between "external" and "internal" cultural
influences (Mestenhauser 1998).

The Lithuanian scientist Lauzackas (1998)
pointed out that the focus of continuous vocational training change is the preparation
of the participants and their predisposition
to change themselves and the surrounding
environment. Hence, only systematic knowl-

edge of vocational training and anticipated
problems can guarantee a well-grounded,
strategic vocational training policy' (p.6).
Lauzackas attempted 'to develop a complete,
systematic, theoretical model of constantly
changing vocational training, meeting educa-

tional needs of an individual and preparing
him for the world of work' (p.6). The change
of VET was tackled as 'an all-rounded development, determined by ever-changing relationships between a person and the surrounding economical social environment, as well as
personal actions of vocational training participants' (p.11). Therefore the main quality
of vocational training is the ability to change

together with the changes in the surrounding environment so as to confirm to the most
general principles of democracy and humanism' (p.21). Thus, provision of general qualifications, lifelong learning and the ability to
learn, VET as a continuing process of human
development, are crucial principles of contemporary VET (Lauzackas 1998). 'Having described vocational training change presumptions and principles, the object of vocational
Education science is defined as the object of
interdisciplinary science' (p.21). Therefore,

'labour market research, research of vocations, qualification research and vocational
training research' are integral parts of the
single system of research objectives.

I 2 91'
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A comprehensive understanding of the entire
system and the dynamics of change is therefore an important aspect. What has been dem-

the situation in research institutes and the
feasibility of establishing a network of research institutes in partners countries, the

onstrated in VET research in general and

country overviews for the purpose of our study

especially in the research in CEE is an examination of the autonomous parts of the system
without an attempt to analyse it as one whole
consisting of interacting and mutually shap-

did not pursue the objective of assessing the
situations of and in the research institutes.
Furthermore this is not an objective of our
analysis. Logistical and financial arrange-

ing parts. Indeed, reductionism to one par-

ments are considered only in terms of the con-

ticular field (e.g. provision of initial vocational
education at the upper secondary level) in the

straints or advantages they induce in re-

high dynamics of change and subsequent induction analysis does not allow for an account
to be taken of all aspects of systemic change
and mutual interference. Deduction from the
complexity of system dynamics to the dynamics of its integral parts is an alternative con-

search. Therefore, information from Csako's
paper (drawn from the analysis of two questionnaires distributed among experts in partner countries) was used above all, and only
additionally compared with the information
supplied by the National Observatories and
their experts.

ceptual approach, thus far not sufficiently
exploited. This is subsequently reflected in the

The patterns of institutional organisation for

separation of institutional structures, re-

the purpose of the analysis of VET differ some-

searching bits and pieces of the system, with
a lack of awareness of the achievements, information, knowledge and appraisal of the
others. What is even more peculiar and novel
for CEE, with the introduction of competitive
relationships, the separate institutional struc-

what throughout the region. An attempt at

tures within one country and one field of VET,

including analytical structures, started to act
as rival entities, just as though they were not
parts of one and the same system. This phenomenon, although not necessarily typical for
all countries, was evident in a few, not only
in the private sector, where such behaviour
could be explained by their market-oriented
nature, but also among public or state institutions.

4. Institutional framework,
organisation and development
of VET research in CEE
4.1 Institutional framework of VET

research

The following section is mainly prepared on
the basis of a discussion paper written by M.
Csako Identifying and assessing VET research
institutions in the Phare and Tacis countries
(1998) and the country overviews of VET research. As the former was commissioned by
ETF with the specific purpose of analysing
226

typology in the later section of the paper pro-

vides only a general framework and is not
intended to take into account the entire complex of arrangements of structures involved
into VET research, which are at any rate in a
continual process of change. Institutional arrangements for the provision of research in
partner countries are still suffering from the
consequences of the socialist past. 'VET re-

search shared the fate of VET in general
amidst the turbulent changes of the transition: many institutions have not survived,
others have been reorganised, split into parts
or re-emerged into new organisational structures. VET research has no uniform institutional structure throughout CEECs and the
CIS. Central VET institutes seem however
serving as foci of crystallisation of research
efforts where they exist' (Csako 1998, p. 4).

Here it is important to emphasize one methodological remark about what actually Csako
looked at in his paper. In the CEE region, he
noted that only two countries established an
institution called research institute in the field
of VET: communist Czechoslovakia (in 1950)
and Lithhuania (a research centre ofVytautas
Magnus University in Kaunas established in
1993). Other countries have governmental
institutions developing and supervising VET,
or methodological or academic centres. No
matter what the institution was called, our
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analysis demonstrated that there is no strict
difference between them, and while research
institutes deal with theoretical research as
well as (and even predominantly) with development projects and applied research, this
fact also applies in reverse. Even in countries
where there is no institute in the field of VET
with a major research capacity (Estonia and
Latvia, Jogi 1999; Ramina 1999), other institutions have emerged as substitute structures
(other sectoral institutes, universities, and
National Observatories that under the circumstances seem to serve as focal points for
VET research in these countries). Irrespective of whether the institutions involved in
VET research are or are not research institutes, in CEE they have a far better capacity
to carry out applied research (e.g. labour mar-

ket analyses, school to work transition,
sectoral studies) or development projects (e.g.

curriculum development, elaboration of
standards, evaluation of outcomes of education, etc.) and 'less ready to analyse the relationship between VET and labour market and
even less fit to do theoretical research oflarger
socio-economic context of VET' (Csako 1998).
'Research in VET can be distinctively [highlighting by OSI] split into two main parts: research in
vocational education, (under the Ministry of Education and Sciences) and research in vocational
training, (under the Ministry of Labour and Social
Affairs or other ministries). The first part is relatively broader than the second one, having qualitative advantages also'.
Mustafai A.,1999,
VET research in Albania

These facts in no way question the aptitude
of the research personnel: researchers are of
high quality in terms of level of scientific degree, volume of publications, involvement in
international projects, etc. A lack of analyti-

cal capacity in the countries to cover the
multidisciplinarity of the analysis of links
between VET and the labour market reveals
the traditional, old-fashioned, inductive ap-.
proach of VET research, also heavily mirrored-

in institutional specialisation. For instance,
institutes of labour and social affairs would
mostly deal with research on labour and social issues, VET institutes would concentrate
on the curriculum of initial education, peda-

gogical institutes would deal with didactics,
etc. In the countries where there is no special
research institute in the field of VET, VET
research is sometimes located at institutes of
education research. This arrangement also
reveals an outdated privileged link of VET to
education, along with its separation from the
economy (Csako 1998, p.15). This problem is
not a specific concern of the CEE region: it is

rather a general issue on the European research agenda. Furthermore, in each one of
the studied CEE countries there is evidence
(mostly recent) of the positive practice of
intersectoral, suprainstitutional and multidisciplinary studies, even though it is still
rather exceptional. The idea of National Ob-

servatories as institutions that work in an
intersectoral network of experts and institutions in their countries hopefully contributes
to this positive development.

As has already been mentioned, another
weakness revealed by Csako (1998) and con-

firmed by country papers on VET research
(1999) is a lack of thorough theoretical works
on the larger socioeconomic context of VET.
Why this is so could not be straightforwardly
explained on the basis of information provided

by national experts. Perhaps the financial
constraints of the transition period and the
consequent prioritisation of projects that can
evidently provide immediate results (i.e. ide-

ally applied research and development
projects) offer at least a partial explanation.

In each country there are again fortunate
exceptions, where attempts to undertake com-

prehensive theoretical research in a broad
socioeconomic perspective have been undertaken (more so observed in Poland, Lithuania and the Czech Republic).
In general, the VET research community in Alba-

nia is limited, in terms of quality and quantity. Only

during the last years, close cooperation of Albanian and foreign VET experts has influenced the
improvement of their expertise.
Mustafai A.,1999,
VET research in Albania
The actual research and development work is of-

ten hindered because of a lack of researchers.
There are only few people who could be called
VET researchers and they are either of retirement
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age or close to it, while there is no young genera-

tion emergin. There are also no schemes at
present available or planned for initial training,
continuous or retraining the researchers.
Jogi K., 1999,
VET research in Estonia

Although in general the high quality of expertise of the researchers in CEE is not questioned, there are certain limitations to expertise and deficiencies observed and reported
by the countries (e.g. Bulgaria, Albania, and
Estonia). It is interesting to note that it is for
the most part (although not only) in the link

itself between VET and the labour market,
the world of work, and social partnership and
VET, that a lack of expertise is pointed out.
The problem is again derived from the same
sources: the old-fashioned separation of the
research function in education and the employment field. One peculiar complaint is
found in the Estonian paper, (Jogi 1999) concerning the lack of training provision for researchers. The intellectual potential in the
society actually emerges out of higher education, in 'which Estonia is not exactly an example of the "creaming" of small intellectual
cohorts. According to data, this country enjoys the second highest rate of educational attainment in ISCED 5-7 (tertiary level) among
all age groups, although somewhat decreasing among the young (here table 4). The only
suggestion is that this is an indication of a
lack of preparation at the university and post-

graduate level in the field of VET and its
macro-context.

There are certainly other reasons for expertise shortages than the lack of appropriate
knowledge in the field: the limited number of
experts in small countries (the majority of
them in CEE) on the one hand, and numerous projects on the other hand, create a deficit among analysts; in some countries also the
issue of the brain drain is not of little signifi-

cance (the latter will be approached further
on). Nevertheless, a programme of massive
knowledge recovery seems to be a healthy and
appropriate measure in all CEE countries, not

abroad (here more Mestenhauser 1998). Joint
research projects are another invaluable tool
for knowledge recovery and a strong stabilising factor in science: the analysis of data col-

lected in one comparative survey (Bobeva
1997) shows that the higher the participation
in joint research projects in the country (e.g.
Hungary, CR, Slovenia), the lower the outflow
of researchers from science.
`There is no one single central institution dealing
with research in the field of VET. In 1990 the Institute of Vocational Education and Training, the only
agency in the education sector that dealt with research in this field, was closed. During almost ten
years since the institute had been closed, a gap
emerged, which has not been really fulfilled'. 'It is
also worth adding that at the beginning of the 1990s

other sectoral institutes, that operated in such important fields, as education programmes, teach-

ers training and research of youth, were also
closed. The reason for abolition of these institutes
was low effectiveness and inconsistency with the
new conditions of the state functioning. The rational
behind these decisions was assurance, that higher
education and science will undertake research in
this field, but in practice it did not bring about the
expected results.' [Translation by OSI].
Drogosz-Zablocka et al., 1999,
VET research in Poland

'It is estimated that actual inclusion of faculties is
importantly connected with the interests of their
researchers. It has to be mentioned that the most
important research projects which led to the introduction of new vocational education and training
system were carried out within the research activities at university. Out of three research projects
from the field of vocational education and training.
currently carried out within the National research
programme, two are carried out within university
research activities. Research projects dealing with
the relation between vocational education and the
labour market are also mainly carried out by the
researchers at independent research institutes and
university research institutes.'
Ivancic et al. 1999
VET research in Slovenia

merely by attracting foreign expertise (this
will be further explored later on), but rather
by sending existing and future experts for

The analysis of background country reports
has demonstrated that in most countries the

training and temporary work placements

from the consequences of the socialist period,
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when research was separated from universities and placed mainly within the structure
of national Academies of Sciences, or was

formulation of policy documents working with

transferred to state ministerial research

At present, the research function of universities throughout the entire region is undergoing revival. Although VET research at universities is fairly active in some countries (e.g.
Lithuania, Romania, Poland, Slovenia), it still
remains inactive in the majority of countries
in the region.

structures. Pedagogical faculties were often
closed under the communist regime, and were
re-opened only after 1989. Research at peda-

gogical faculties, however, mostly tends to
cover general and academic education and
deals little with VET. Pedagogical research
(didactics, educational psychology, etc.) also
takes place primarily in the pedagogical faculties of universities.
Exceptional cases are Lithuania, Slovenia and

to some extent Romania and Poland, where
university VET research is quite well developed. In Slovenia, a great deal of applied research is undertaken at Slovene universities
which also actively participate in the development projects of national interest. Vytautas
Magnus University in Lithuania is a central
VET research point where substantial applied

and basic research has been carried out. In
Poland, schools of higher education are active

in research into agricultural training, and in
the field of management and human resource

development, done mostly by economic
schools. A high share of profit from the re-

search activities of Polish institutions of
higher education (Drogosz-Zablocka et al.
1999) is an indicator of the activity of research

function there, although the data refer to research in general without particular reference
to VET.

In Romania, approx. 15% of the state budget
for universities is allocated to research (Balica
et al. 1999). The orientation of university research toward the field of VET came to be a

component of Romanian reform. VET research constitutes a considerable share of the
university research in this country. Universities in Romania mostly focus on fundamental

scientific research, analysis of programme
contents with reference to labour market requirements, regional development and other
aspects (Balica et al. 1999). In the Czech Republic, although the Institute of Educational
Research and Development at the Pedagogical Faculty of Charles University does not
study VET as its primary topic, it has played
substantial role in strategic studies and the

experts from other institutions.

The cooperation of universities with industry
and the business sector in general is very exceptional even in countries where university

research into VET is well developed (e.g.
Lithuania). Only Romania and Slovenia reported somewhat better cooperation. In Romania, cooperation between universities and
the business sector concentrates on human

resource development requirements and
makes up approximately 30% of university
research financed by business (Balica et al.
1999). In Slovenia, universities are involved
in developmental and advisory projects for the
needs of companies in the field of human resource development (HRD), education provi-

sion, career planning, etc. The extent of this
cooperation, however, has decreased during
the years of transition due to financial constraints in companies (Ivancic et al. 1999). It
seems that businesses prefer to work either
with private sector consulting firms (applied
research and consultancy) or with management development advisors from the MBA

type of higher education. Unlike the other
countries, cooperation between the university
and VET schools is lively in Lithuania, where
the results of master theses are often used by
VET schools (Gurskiene 1999).

Social partner organisations are involved in
VET research still only to a limited extent.
During the period of transition, the institute
of social partnership had to be re-instituted
in the countries of CEE. From rigid, highly
politicised and largely discredited structures,
social partner organisations had to transform
into active organisations representing the
interests of the employer and employees at
all levels of societal development. This process has been very challenging, and the role of
social partner organisations in VET as such
is rather limited in all countries (only Hun-
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gary and Estonia seem to be more successful
in this transformation). Cooperation between

research institutes as well as universities
with social partners is also very weak. The
role of social partners undertaking research
into VET is negligible. Slightly more active
are employers' organisations, which conduct
analyses of enterprise training and qualification needs and their HRD policy (e.g. Czech
Confederation of Industry and Transport7,

the graduates in enterprises and company
skill requirements (AMD and Universitas in

the Czech Republic), conducting regional
(GAREP Czech Republic) or subsectoral
analyses (Gradua in the CR, AS PW Partners
in Estonia). Sometimes private firms combine
analytical work with training courses (mostly

trainers training) and publishing activities
(CIVET in Albania).

Latvian Confederation of Employers8, Latvian
Chamber of Commerce and Industry8). There

Studying human resource management, hu-

is no evidence of the active involvement of
trade unions in VET research in CEE.

agement training needs and management development are other fields where private firms

The role of private, for-profit companies in
VET research within CEE is extremely limited. The process by which VET experts work-

ing in state institutions go private is only
starting. So far a process of accumulation of
VET knowledge from the perspective of international achievements and management
skills has occurred. Harsh competition in the

consultancy market comprised of leading
European firms has also not been a supportive factor for entrepreneurship in the field of
VET expertise by national specialists. This
situation has started to change slowly and we
can find a few studies produced by private
firms in all countries. They mostly concentrate on applied research, surveying the training needs of companies, supply and demand
in education, CVT offer (DHV Prague), assess-

ing competences in the telecommunication
sector (Telekomunikacja Polskiej S.A.), elaboration of the system of qualification standards

man resource development in companies, man-

are relatively active. Often national surveys
are done by the national branches of international consulting firms, which are already well

established and have national experts working with them (e.g. PriceWaterhouseCoopers
1999). Access to the results of such surveys is
often hindered either by client-related policy
(delivered only to a client, otherwise confidential) or by a strong, for-profit orientation, mean-

ing that the price of the final product is extravagant. It is important, however, to note
that private consultants often participate in
open tenders announced either by public/state
institutions or by agencies with international

funds in both the narrowly defined applied
research and in comprehensive strategic stud-

ies (e.g. Euro-In Consulting1° in Romania,
Deloitte & Touche in the Czech Republic,
EMOR Ltdu. in Estonia).
10) Euro-In Consulting coordinated the Study on

in the banking sector (Polish Foundation of
Banking Education and Research), assessing

labour market and related implications on the

7) The company survey was conducted in 1998 by

al. 1999).

the Czech Confederation of Industry and Transport, examining inter alia human resources development and skills needs in enterprises.
8) LSE has conducted two company surveys: Specialities and qualifications requested in the labour
market - in 1996-1997, and Links between the labour market and the vocational education system
in Latvia in 1997 (Ramina 1999).

9) Latvian Chamber of Commerce and Industry
organised a questionnaire survey among employers on the quality of qualification provided in existing vocational schools in textiles sector (1997)
(Ramina 1999).
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manpower provision by the vocational education
and training system within the framework of Phare
Project No. R09405 carried out in 1998 (Balica et
11) Deloitte & Touche produced A study of needs,
demand and supply of management training in the
banking and financial sector of the Czech Republic in 1996 on the basis of a contract with the national Training Fund, Phare HRD programme

12) Emor Ltd. Conducted qualitative research
among SMEs in three focus groups in Tallinn and
Rakvere. The study Training of skilled workers and
personnel management of companies (Tamm 1997)
was initiated by Estonian National Observatory.
Similar studies were undertaken in 1998: Using

skilled labour in enterprises (Tamm 1998a) and
Survey on vocational schools (Tamm 1998b).
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The recent strengthening of the private sector of VET expertise (research and consul-

tancy) is evident in all CEE countries, although the extent varies. It depends not only
on the level of advancement of the country in

terms of the economic transformation, but
also on the state tax policy, market competition (both private and public) and the employment environment in public sector research.
The private status has its own advantages in
VET analysis, as it presupposes independence
from state structures, and therefore, provides
a good incentive for objectivity and equality
in cooperating with all public bodies. However, it may impede the implementation of

findings and recommendations insofar as
state decision making is concerned. Some of
the National Observatories or their host institutions have had or have even recently attained a private non-profit status (Bulgarian
Human Resource Development Fund, Czech

National Training Fund) or the status of a
non-governmental organisation (Estonian
Foundation for Vocational Education and
Training Reform, Albanian National Observatory, Latvian Academic Information Centre,
Polish BKKK-Cooperation Fund). This positive development is also a big challenge, not

only for these organisations, but also to the
reciprocity of society.

Civil society sector research is still rather inactive in the field of VET (unlike the social
sciences in general where quite a few studies
have been conducted by non-governmental
organisations (NG0s). This is connected with
the insufficient development of civil society

4.2 Financial aspects and coordination
of VET research
The financial constraints of the transition
period affected all sides of research life in
CEE. Some institutions have been closed
down (e.g. Poland) or were never created af-

ter the introduction of state independence
(e.g. Estonia, Latvia, Slovakia'4). All research

structures have reduced the number of staff
in an effort to make research more efficient.
Large research institutes were replaced by
smaller, but more flexible and autonomous
research units as a logical reaction to a common problem of all post-socialist countries
overstaffing and the too narrow specialisation
of research structures (Bobeva 1997). The
other side of the coin is that with poor eco-

nomic conditions and tight budgets in the
early transition period, research often failed
in the category of least priority areas. Reliable data on the number of staff engaged in
VET research are not available, as numerous
institutions and individual researchers are
involved. We assume that VET research is
experiencing the same trends as research in
the CEE countries in general. Aspects of financing VET research are also difficult to
analyse, as information on this point is very
scarce. Therefore, general data on research
and development have been used for the purpose of our analysis.
`...institutions are vastly underfunded and lack a

wide range of well-qualified personnel to adequately respond to the complex needs of the VET

subsector'

institutions and the still rather 'centralised'
(state oriented) mentality of the public. Nevertheless, it seems that where funds are available (often allocated from international assistance programmes), NGOs are more active.
Apart from non-governmental foundations
with partial foreign funding, very few significant research projects undertaken by NGOs
are reported.'3

13) One such project is the research TOP 500
Gazety Bankowej Kadry, which has been the first
comprehensive analysis of human resources, re-

cruitment and training provision in 500 biggest
Polish companies (Drogosz-Zablocka 1999).

Mustafai A. 1999,
VET research in Albania

Comparing the number of scientists and engineers in research and development (R&D)

14) Slovakia and the Czech Republic are a classical example of the consequences of disintegration.
Following dissolution of the federal state in 1992,
there is are number of sister institutions in Prague
and Bratislava, where only Prague's central VET
institute (Research Institute of Technical and Vocational Education) maintains its predominantly
research identity, and Bratislava enjoys a higher

capacity Institute of Labour, Social Affairs and
Family than its sister institution in Prague.
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Figure 2:

Research and development: Number of scientists and engineers per million people
and expenditures as % of GNP
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per million people, we can see that the CEE-

10 average (data for Albania are not available) is about 93% of the EU average (calcu-

lated on the basis of World development
indicators 1998). The Czech Republic, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland and Romania fail in the category of being understaffed.
However, the number of scientific staff in Bul-

garia is about twice the EU average, in Estonia about 1.5 times, and slightly above av-

erage in Slovenia. The latter two cases are
specific examples of very small countries
where the reported numbers represent almost

the total of the small research community
there, while Bulgarian science is clearly over-

staffed. At the same time, expenditure on

the number of institutions themselves during 1990-1997, the number of scientific personnel has started to grow slightly since 1998
(CSO, 1999), building on the rational of de-

velopment and the consequent necessity of
increasing investment into R&D. Indeed, although the number of staff in research had
been decreasing in all countries up until recent years, in their efforts to rationalise and
make the research field more effective, investment into research increased, at least in some

of the CEE countries. Nevertheless, the expenditure of partner countries on R&D still
lags behind the expenditure of EU member
states, approximately to the same degree as
the latter lag behind US spending (2.8%)'5.

R&D as a percentage of gross national prod-

uct (GNP) in Estonia (0.6%) and Romania
(0.7%) are far lower, not only than the EU
average (1.8%), but also than the CEE average (slightly over 1%). In the more stabilised

economies, after a sharp reduction of the
number of staff at research institutions and

15) It is important to mention the relativity of the
above statistics as the GNP absolute numbers between CEE and the EU member states differ to a
great extent, which is only an additional confirmation of the poor financial conditions of science
in CEE.
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Thus, in spite of personnel reduction, which
occurred in all countries, research is still overstaffed in a few of them, although in several

CEE countries the redundancy policy was
exaggerated and scientific establishments
there suffer from understaffing. In most CEE
countries, the academies of sciences and state
research institutes were mainly affected by
the reduction of personnel, while staff at universities did not experience personnel redundancy to the same extent (Bobeva 1997). The
number of staff / expenditures ratio still signals that, in CEE, researchers are poorly paid,
and work under poor conditions with very limited funds for undertaking research. Indeed,

even prominent VET researchers outside VET
research institutions' (p. 16). The situation is
so complex that even directors and senior re-

searchers can be seen undertaking private
activities at the same time (Csako, 1998).
They are mostly involved in research or development projects, conducted by other agencies, and financed either by national sources

and granting schemes or, even more frequently, by international ones. This issue is
not obvious, and the consequences are rather
ambiguous. Indeed, on the one hand, involvement in work of other institutions and espe-

cially international projects increases the
mutual awareness of ongoing projects and

salaries in the science sector in most coun-

interinstitutional co-operation. On the other

tries are low and even lower than the national
average salary (Poland, Bulgaria, Romania,
Slovakia, Estonia, Latvia), varying from the
highest paid research personnel in the region
in Slovenia, followed by the Czech Repub-

hand, it leads to a de-concentration in the
work of researchers and the atomisation of
the scientific aspirations of research institutions.

lic, and the least paid in Lithuania (Bobeva

The wage gap between the East and the West,
as well as the other factors mentioned above,
also creates a high incentive for emigration.
Research on a problem of the brain drain and

1997)16.

Working conditions showed the greatest variety, as revealed by Csako's survey (1998):
'Financial shortages and in some countries
organisational limitations also hinder access
to modern communication'. Access to modern
technology, software, the Internet, the results
of international research, etc., directly influences the mode of work undertaken by researchers in CEE (see table 5 on the rate of
Internet usage in CEE). The financial constraints of the transition period imposed particular difficulties on the development of research and often prevented the initiation of
innovative research projects. In many cases,
financial constraints on research activities,
low salaries and poor working conditions led

brain waste in the period of transition has
been largely neglected. The only exception
was Poland, where the massive emigration of
scientists had been an issue even before ini-

tiation of the reform process. In 1997, the

to an outflow of experts from the research field

European Commission DGXII supported a
collaborative survey carried out in ten CEE
countries within the framework of the COST
programme (Bobeva 1997). The main findings
showed that the highest volume of emigrating scientists out of the overall outflow from
science between 1989 and 1995 occurred in
Poland (15%), Estonia (14%), Bulgaria and
Slovakia (above 11% in each). It is worthy to
note that all four countries also belong to the
group where scientists' salaries are below the

and for the most part into the private sector.
The big difference between the number of
employed researchers and those working on

national average. Most of those who emigrated were young (mainly between 30 and
40), with a high professional profile, and pre-

research projects, discovered by Csako (1998),

vailingly in possession of doctoral degrees.

'supports the assumption that in transitory
conditions, with restructuring institutional

The analysis of the situation in Albania
showed an even more dramatic situation:

system, there are far too many factors to keep

nearly 15% of the entire population, the most
active and qualified, emigrated to neighbouring countries (Mustafai 1999).

16) The data used by Bobeva (1997) are outdated
(1993) but wage statistics show that the trend remained the same. Data for Albania are missing.

The report revealed, however, that internal
migration of scientists was a far more signifi-

1. 3 0 5
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cant problem for the countries than external

migration. The internal outflow (internal
brain drain) mostly occurred in the direction
of the private sector and self-employment, but
also into other research institutes, government administration, or unemployment. Unfortunately a large part of the outflow from
science proved to be not only a real loss for
science, but also a brain waste. Part of the
internal brain waste was an outflow into types
of work with lower qualifications in the private sector and into entrepreneurship for the
sake of higher income. Moreover, the mass
outflow of scientists could not be fully absorbed by the labour market, and a considerable proportion of the outflow from research
is reported as being unemployed: in Bulgaria
28% of the outflow, Latvia 9%, Slovakia
8%, Estonia 4.5%, and Romania 3%. The brain

drain primarily affected the natural and technical sciences, but also, though to a lesser extent, social and economic sciences (Bobeva
1997).

Although the outflow of scientists from the
sector is declining as a result of stabilising
factors, the problem remains significant. At
the same time, the opening of borders and the

intensification of research cooperation has
changed profile of migration of researchers:
the number of scientists employed abroad is
increasing (especially in Poland, Hungary and

the Czech Republic), where short-term employment or involvement in research projects
abroad are especially widespread (Bobeva

notation). The first meaning was referred to
by all CEE countries as virtually non-existent or negligible, while many countries reported the second one as a serious obstacle to

greater transparency and cooperation between the institutes. It is peculiar to see that
in the countries where VET research is in fact
highly centralised and very close to the state
sector, a lack of coordination (even under one
and the same ministry!) and cooperation be-

tween different institutions was reported
(Mustafai 1999). The reform process has imposed certain improvements in inter-institu-

tional cooperation, noticed in recent years
(Drogosz-Zablocka et al. 1999).
'In Poland state budget resources for R&D activities form above 60% of all R&D expenditures, and
this is far more than in European Union member
states. For comparison in EU member states state

budget funds for R&D reach about 40%, and in
OECD countries
about 33%.' [Translation by
OSI].

Drogosz-Zablocka et al., 1999,
VET research in Poland

Research into VET in CEE countries is predominantly funded by the state budget and
concentrated around the main VET (research)
institute or several institutes (e.g. institute
of pedagogical studies, adult education centre, etc.), mostly financed by the Ministry of
Education. Research into the labour market

is mostly organised around the institute,

1997).

studying issues on the labour market and social aspects, and financed through the Ministry of Labour. This arrangement leads to the

Coordination mechanisms of VET research at

fragmentation of research, lack of inter-

a national level vary among the countries.
Whatever the mode of research organisation
and its coordination at the decision-making
level is, coordination was reported as either
insufficient or entirely missing in all CEE
countries. The problem of research decentralisation was understood by national experts in
two distinctive ways: the first tackled general

institutional and administrative decentralisation of the state as an integral part of the
reform process (positive connotation); the sec-

ond associated decentralisation with the
highly scattered VET research function and
very poor coordination of projects among numerous institutions involved (negative con234

sectoral collaboration and a lack of contextual

perspective in narrowly defined (as determined by sectoral bodies) research topics.

Research in general is normally regulated by

the law on research (Estonia 1995, Czech
Republic 1992 with amendment in 1995,
Slovenia 1991, Lithuania 1991), although not
all countries have reported so. The laws de-

fine the status of executive, administrative
and advisory structures in the field of research
and development, and main financing principles and methods (including granting procedures where available). The state usually pro-

vides seed funding for research institutes,
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financing its current expenditures and the
salaries (fully or partially) of the personnel.
Financing is channelled through relevant

in VET (e.g. Poland) and sadly enough they
almost never have any reference to VET research.

sectoral ministries, and therefore in the case
of VET it is mostly the ministries of education which finance and request for research.
Project funding comes from national grant
system, state research orders (e.g. ministerial), and significantly from international assistance programmes. Universities as independent entities receive financing for their

The crucial question remains as to how these
bodies can be made functional and integrate
VET issues. Perhaps these structures with a
complex hierarchy have become too bureaucratic to be efficient, or VET research has not
been a priority. Moreover, coordination of research in the ministerial domain is not ben-

teaching and research activities as part of

eficial enough for such a multidisciplinary

their budget (allocated through the ministries
of education), but can also apply through the

field as is VET. It would seem that the nomi-

national grant system or participate in tenders for the announced research project. Institutes of academies of science receive sepa-

rate funding allocated for this purposes out
of the state budget.
As the ministries of education are the main
funding source for research in education, some
countries have an executive body which runs

grant procedure under or within the ministry (e.g. Estonian Science Foundation, Grant
Agency at the Czech Ministry of Education,
Polish Ministry of National Education. the Romanian National Agency for Employment and

Vocational Training.): announcing calls for
tender, allocating competitive research grants

on the basis of peer reviews, monitoring
projects and in some countries also identifying the research priorities of the subsector in
the coming period. Similar executive bodies
operate under other ministries. Their linkage
to state level advisory or another type of body
(e.g. Governmental Council on Research and
Development in the Czech Republic, Estonian
Research and Development Council, Polish
Committee of Scientific Research, Romanian
National Agency for Science, Technology and
Innovation, Lithuanian Council of Science,
Slovak Council for Research and Technology)
is to provide coordination at a national level,
avoid duplicity in project funding and ensure

transparency on research projects already
available. Even in countries that have such
arrangements it does not seem very efficient,
as coordination has been noted as being weak

in all countries. The mere existence of research coordination structures at the national
level, however, does not mean that they allocate funding or announce research projects

nation of one of the existing VET research
institutes, or even the establishment of an
intersectoral group of VET experts and the
subsequent nomination of them for the task
of coordination, could be helpful, in this way
separating the coordination function from the
bureaucratic machine. This has been partially
achieved in Lithuania where no coordination
specifically for VET research is foreseen at

the state level. The Centre for Vocational
Education and Research (Vytautas Magnus
University) is coordinating research in the
field of VET, while other leading institutions
in the field of VET are responsible for VET
policy formulation VET (Lithuanian White
Paper 1998). The establishment of coordination structures or the improvement of the existing coordination framework is especially
important for Latvia and Estonia, where no
major VET institute which could be a focus
for all major VET activities in the country
exists.
Information provision on the existing or completed research projects is achieved by con-

stantly updating databases, mostly operated
by the same (executive or advisory) coordination structures (e.g. Poland, Czech Republic).
Without questioning the value of such information systems, we would however stress the
importance of broad information provision for
the public. This can facilitate not only the mu-

tual awareness of institutions about the research work in the country, but also may help
to identify potential partner institutions and
individual researchers for future projects, and
consequently facilitate cooperation. Some institutions have been publishing for these purposes periodicals with information about on-

going projects and their outcomes. These
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periodicals mostly remain based around a single institution and a central scientific maga-

is done either on the basis of an addressed
order to a particular institute or on the basis

zine in the field of VET research is rarely
available (the exception is Lithuania where

of terms of reference with a tender procedure.

the journal Vocational education: research and

reality covers the entire VET research field
in the country (Gurskiene 1999)).
The declaration of national priorities for research in general is rather common for the
whole region, but the definition of priorities
in VET research is systematised only in a few
countries (in the Czech Republic, Slovenia,
Latvia, Romania and recently partly in Poland), though mostly done at the ministerial
level without the involvement of other interested parties. Slovenia, for instance, has a
National Research Programme, enacted by
the parliament, which defines public service
in research activity with a definition of the

There are very few cases in which the state
defines only broad research fields (priorities)
and announces open calls for proposals. This
is the case of Slovenia and the Czech Republic. The former runs such granting procedures
for broad intersectoral topics, the latter may

change the system due to low transparency
and poor practical outcomes of such 'groundgenerated' projects. Both of the countries attempt to promote inter-institutional coopera-

tion, taking into account the intersectoral
nature of VET research. A balance must be
found between assigning the research tasks
and allowing the institutes to generate the
project according to their understanding of the

current needs in research fields broadly defined by the state.

aims and extent of particular disciplines (VET

is part of social science research in the programme and deserves about 8% of the budget
earmarked for research activity) (Ivancic et

In Albania as in other CEE countries, ministries are the main clients that determine studies at research institutes, but there is no sys-

al. 1999). In Estonia, identification of research

priorities is done in a more 'informal' way

tem of national granting procedures for
undertaking research in VET (Mustafai

through discussion among VET actors in the
Estonian Education Forum and subsequent
statements on future priorities for research.
The latter approach is acceptable as it brings

1999). In general, the role of national actors
in VET research in Albania was reported as
very limited for two main reasons: financial

about at least a certain level of consensus,
while the mere declaration of research pri-

constraints and the absence of the habit of
analysing the situation before making a political decision (Mustafai 1999). 'Scientific'

orities at the political (decision-making) level
does not mean that there had been any identification process with the involvement of dif-

culture in political action and rhetoric is still
rather low in CEE, and in Albania in particular.

ferent experts and other actors in VET. In
Lithuania, future research priorities were
defined in the White Paper EU Phare 1998,
which also presupposes a prior discussion

4.3 Role of international activities

process.

The research institutions and universities in
Poland that conduct research projects from
their own main budget turn to their founders
with the request to define research priorities,
but in the end they usually define them themselves. This all leads to the fragmentation of
research topics and demonstrates a lack of
policy in the field (Drogosz-Zablocka et al.,

As we have seen, the issue of the outflow of
researchers from science is directly connected
to the level of salaries among researchers, and
also to the volume of investment in research.
In a period of economic hardship, assistance
to research and development by international
donor organisations has become indispensable. D.Bobeva (1997) in her synthesis report
comes to the conclusion that while the longterm migration of researchers is mainly in the
direction of the USA, the exchange of research

1999)

contacts and cooperation in general ('brain
exchange') is more intensive with EU coun-

National 'granting' procedures seem to be

tries. This tendency is reflected in the volume

rather rigid, whereby the majority of research

of financing research within the framework
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Figure 3: Scientists working on projects financed by EU and USA (%)
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of support programmes by the EU and the US.

In all CEE countries, financial support from

the EU has been far more substantial than
from the USA.

has been largely aimed at preparing the CEE
countries for the entry and harmonisation of
their systems with the EU, Phare did not have

a preferential funding policy for more deprived countries. The share of the interviewed

Financial support from international donors
has often been a major source of sustainability

for research institutions and researchers
themselves. We would have suggested that

scientists in the aforementioned brain-drain
survey (Bobeva 1997) involved in a joint research project with Western institutions was
also the highest in Hungary, Slovenia and the

this has especially been the case in those countries where national resources have been very

Czech Republic (table 3).

limited, but the available data do not actu-

This shows that the farther along the country is in the process of EU integration, the
higher the volume of joint research projects.
This is also influenced to a great extent by
eligibility for the EU programmes (not only
Phare but also Tempus, Leonardo da Vinci,
Socrates, Youth for Europe, etc.), and espe-

ally confirm this. Only some donor organisations have clearly identified priority regions,
based on the principle of aid intervention in
areas with worse economic conditions (e.g.
USAID was one of the major donors in early

transition years in Central Europe but with
an improved economic situation and a preaccession status of these countries, USAID
moved its priorities further to the East). As
the EU Phare assistance programme has been
the major source of financing in the majority

of the countries, and because its assistance

dially by the momentum brought about by the
enactment of full membership. There has been
a certain level of spontaneous coordination at

the international level. Where Phare funds
were not a major source of support for VET
reform, the World Bank or another donor

3 '3
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Figure 4: % of respondents participating in a joint research project with western institutions
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(ILO, UN, Soros foundation, etc.) took the lead

(e.g. the case of Albania). In some countries
also the World Bank loan funds were supplemented with Phare funds to run a more comprehensive national reform of VET (e.g. Poland). Research cooperation is dependent on
access to international programmes, but also
on information availability and efficiency, the

forms of vocational education and training systems, which took place between 1990-1998 and
were supported by Phare, served as a catalyst

in curriculum development primarily in the
area of initial VET, in the training of school
staff, the upgrading oflearning equipment, the
involvement of social partners in policy and

needs formulation, the evaluation of pro-

preparedness of the institutional and legal
system to incorporate and market interna-

gramme results and the drafting of policy papers on further reform steps. The Phare sup-

tional programmes, and to some extend on the
traditional openness of the research community to such cooperation.

ported reform in VET made an attempt to

The role of international donor organisations
in research in general and in VET research in
particular has been highly appreciated by all
countries (Country overviews of VET research
(see list of background reports 1999 on first
page); Bobeva 1997; National Observatory
country reports 1998). The issue of coordina-

initiate systemic reform through the development of a new curriculum reform model in a
limited number of pilot schools. 'The model was
imported from EU countries and, though ideo-

logically attractive, paid little attention to the
specific transition conditions of each individual
country' (Parkes et al., 1999, p. 30).

The extent to which the research component
was present in the reform process varied from

tion and transparency is less positively re-

one country to another. All programmes

ferred to, with frequent criticism of the duplication of funding, the lack of information, and
especially in the case of bilateral projects, the
lack of coordination with national priorities.

started up from some sort of prior analysis,
in which the Western consultants normally
participated directly or which they mainly
carried out and involved the participation of
national experts. The analyses were aimed at
an assessment of the national VET systems,

All countries, with the only exception of Alba-

nia, reported the Phare VET reform programme as the major reform source and often
a driving force of change and innovation. Re238

the institutional and socioeconomic conditions
in the countries, as well as at a comparison of
existing systems and arrangements in the EU
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member states as far as their appropriateness
and feasibility for implementation in partner

countries was concerned. 'One of the main
drawbacks of the first phase of vocational
education and training reforms in some of the

Central and Eastern European countries is

respected pieces of analytical work in the coun-

tries up until now, and one of the strong aspects of its methodology collaborative research between foreign and national experts
has been noted many times as its convincing
advantage. The study naturally lacked a thor-

the fact that reform programmes were generally launched with little labour market information' (ETF 1999a, p.15). Indeed, although
all reform programmes started from an elaboration of the conception and analysis of the
labour market and general socioeconomic and
demographic developments, information on
trends in employment and prospective infor-

ough analysis of current and upcoming employ-

mation on the labour market was very limited. Indeed earlier Phare VET programmes
possessed a thorough concept of the reform,

(e.g. Romania, and recently FYROM). For in-

derived from the long-standing needs of education and from a pro-Western model of de-

velopment. But the analysis of the transitional nature of socioeconomic developments,
employment prospects and the changing nature of employment were not sufficiently con-

sidered. Sometimes this was taken into ac-

count during the following phase of the
programme, when a series of feasibility studies and system assessments (e.g. UPET programme in Poland in 1992) and subsequent

needs analysis (MOVE in Poland in 1993)
were conducted (Dlugokecka et al., 1996).
'The fact that the Strategic Study was prepared

by foreign experts in close collaboration with
Czech (and Slovak) professionals contributed to
the high quality of the Study and at the same time
the broad professional public was made aware of

the modern approaches to the issues at hand
applied in developed countries as well as of the
knowledge and experience in these countries'
(Grootings and Kalous et al. 1997, p.179)

ment trends, as these data has been largely
missing in both countries.

Later Phare VET reform programmes paid
more direct attention to the analysis of employment trends, maintaining labour market
analysis as a component of the programme
stance, the Romanian Study on labour market and related implications on the manpower
provision by the VET system (CNA Veneto
Euro-In Consulting 1998) attempted to substitute the lacking prospective data on labour

market trends with specific field surveys,
measuring a) the occupational supply of vocational school graduates, and b) labour demand by occupations in stock and flows.

The aforementioned study and others like it
attempted to outline the main systemic drawbacks and suggest reform steps leading to a

more flexible VET systems and curricula
through implementation in a decentralised
manner via selected pilot schools. At the end
of the programme period, each country conducted an evaluation in which the main results and findings were assessed with respect
to European developments in the field of VET.
This programme component involved a great
deal of research and was very important from
the point of view of subsequent political development, outlining the future steps for national implementation.

(Birks Sinclair and Associates Ltd., 1993) and

The pilot character of the reform, though attempting to address systemic problems, has
had certain limitations. Without trying to depreciate the added value of the reform pro-

national experts, which 'presented the first

gramme, it has certainly been difficult to

comprehensive view of the issues of VET after
the political turnover of 1989' (Grootings and
Kalous et al. 1997, p.178). The anlysis of the
advantages and disadvantages of the then existing VET system was performed against the
background of social, economic and political
conditions. The study remains one of the most

mainstream the specific achievements after
the programme's completion. The countries
that succeeded to actively involve decision
making and a broad spectrum of social partners at an early stage in the programme, and
that managed to reach a consensus on the future of reform, have been doing better in im-

Both Czech and Slovak reforms emerged out
of the Strategic study of vocational education

and training, developed jointly by foreign
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plementing the results nation-wide. Indeed,
the innovation of curriculum being run in
some 20-40 pilot schools in a flexible decen-

tralised manner certainly brings about an
added value, but if the approach is not disseminated at a national level, then the value
of the project runs out. Paradoxically the prob-

lems of mainstreaming the achievements of
Phare (and other) reform projects could be at
least partially connected with the direct reproduction and testing of the foreign experience in a sample of schools, where the reform

could be seen as something not developed
nationally but copied from abroad. The reform
models paid insufficient attention to the spe-

cific transition conditions of each individual
country (Parkes 1999). The eventual success
of the implementation of achievements at the
national level not only involves the recognition of findings and the consensus regarding
the issue, but also involves the question of
existing institutional frameworks (and consequently often a need in institution building), reform of other integral parts of education system, mentality of all actors involved,
and allocation (or the very existence) of financial resources.
'VET development projects funded by international donors are normally anticipated by a preliminary research phase to clarify the objectives
of the projects and to appropriately define the
activities, partners, time schedule, budgeting etc.
In the majority of cases there are foreign specialists that lead this process, cooperating with Albanian specialists or local experts that normally have
a second hand role (as a source of information).
In some cases, this phase is neglected or underestimated and has resulted in not realistic project
documents and weak results on the application
of it. One of the main weaknesses experienced
during the conception and application of bilateral

and international VET projects in Albania is not
taking sufficiently into account all the aspects of
the Albanian contexf
Mustafai A.1999,
VET research in Albania

In spite of the few drawbacks of the Phare
supported VET reform programmes in CEE,

the latter are seen as success stories in all
countries, and the role of Phare as the main
or sometimes even the only VET reform ini-

tiative is widely acknowledged. A peculiar
case is Albania, where Phare VET reform in
comparison with other international assistance projects, has played a very limited role
(presumably due to the fact that Albania does
not belong to the pre-accession group of part-

ner countries). The Phare VET reform programme was postponed for several years and
was finally rushed through in 1998, making
it impossible to fully accomplish the objectives

that had been started in this country rather
late (Mustafai 1999). The research component
of the project was vague, particularly repre-

sented by an attempt to introduce a new approach for market analysis. However, in a
later Phare project, which aimed at piloting

a modular curriculum system in Albania
(ALBAVET), research played a more substan-

tial role (Mustafai 1999). The adaptation of
the Scottish model for the development of
vocational qualifications, registration, accreditation and certification, and in conformity with the Albanian context, has demanded
research (still ongoing), in which the national

institutions are fully involved (Mustafai
1999). Although the Albanian background
study is far more critical towards the way foreign assistance reform programmes have been

organized and coordinated than are reports
from other countries, generally it is admitted
that VET research in Albania is almost entirely financed by foreign donors. The limited
national funding is used to cover the salaries
of state research institutions, and foreign assistance is used for research activities, allowing for normal operations (Mustafai 1999).

Another major, international, expert contribution has been the involvement of some of
the CEE countries in the OECD analyses.
During the last six years, several countries
were engaged in Reviews of national policies
on education, labour market analysis, analyses of aspects of transition from school to
working life and of the financing of life long
learning. All these studies have been done on
the basis of background reports produced by
national teams with a subsequent analytical
reflection (reviews, country notes, comparative reports) of the OECD experts. It is important to note that OECD does not finance
projects, and the primary value of its involvement is precisely the expertise, collaboration
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of national and OECD teams, the exchange
of knowledge and ideas, recommendations,
discussions with national decision making
bodies, and the professional follow up on the

implementation of proposals. The OECD
analyses are among the most comprehensive

studies that were produced in the region at
the beginning of transition, viewing the VET
system as a part of the entire system of education and life long learning in the context of
changing labour market conditions. Many of
the recommendations produced in 1995-1996
remain acute and significant until even now.
This certainly is true of the majority of recommendations produced within the context
of the reviews of national policies of education (OECD 1996a, Bialecki ed. 1996), especially in the case of the Czech Republic. Many
recommendations have been closely linked to
the need for institution building in the field
of VET (Czech Republic), which requires substantial financial resources or a radical reorganisation of existing institutional structures.
Therefore, the implementation of these recommendations is hindered by the lack of consensus at a national level as well as the lack
of financing required for the implementation

of such demanding reforms. In 1998-99,
Slovenia (OECD 1998), Latvia, Estonia and
Lithuania benefited from participation in the
OECD education policy reviews (in the latter
cases the drafts are not officially available
yet). OECD also produced many comparative
studies, either examining only a few countries
of the region within a bigger, international
group (OECD 1999, Green A. et al. 1998), or
examining the CEE region with the involve-

Another principal contributor to transparency
and a greater comparability of CEE vocational
education and training systems and matters
is the European Training Foundation. It has
been operating actively since 1995 in close cooperation with national experts. The creation
of a National Observatories network in 1996

brought about a standard comparative perspective in studying major VET issues, a comprehensive understanding of the VET system
in the wider context of the labour market, and

continuity by following main trends and indicators in VET and the labour market on an
annual basis. ETF projects attempted to narrow the gaps in VET analysis in CEE. During recent years its projects concentrated on
studying the role of social partners in VET
within the CEE countries, systems of continuing vocational education, standards, employment policies, teachers and trainers training,
tertiary professional education, VET in the
context of regional development in the partner countries, etc. ETF has contributed to the
coordination of donor activities in some countries by organising donor workshops (e.g. Albania 1997). It has supported preparatory ac-

tivities for the initiation of the Leonardo da
Vinci programme and directly participated in
the implementation of the Phare VET reform
programmes in CEE countries.

Despite the indisputable great value of the
ETF activities in CEE, there have been certain drawbacks, often noted by national contributors. The ETF became operational rather
late and the changes in partner countries that
occurred between the decision to establish the

ment of all countries (OECD1996b). The com-

ETF (1990) and its actual operational start

parison with other CEE countries and advanced democracies has been a very useful

up (1995) were already enormous. In this situ-

benchmarking attribute of OECD studies.

The World Bank has also contributed to the
comprehensive analysis of VET and the labour market in CEE: it started with a comparative analysis of the systems in the region
(The World Bank 1995); its loan programmes
have substantially contributed to an up-grading of VET systems in some countries (e.g.
Hungary); it has been a major reform driving
force and implementation tool in the countries, where Phare funds were limited (e.g.
Albania).

ation the ETF had to define its role in the
development process when transition was al-

ready well under way and many structures
and concepts were already in place. At the
same time, the initial transition period in
most CEE countries was largely undertaken
on the basis of bottom up initiatives, spontaneous developments and often intuitive thinking in the situation of the lacking conceptual

vision of the education and training reform
at the central level. This shortcoming was
tackled by the ETF through the introduction
of analyses and recommendations within the
many dimensions of VET. The main reason
241
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behind the occasional criticism of these efforts
seems to be the ETF's endeavour to run many
projects with relatively limited funds and very

short time frames. This approach resulted in
a certain fragmentation of projects and tasks.
The projects aimed to tackle the most urgent
areas for reform and were expected to have
immediate results, i.e. recommendations for
future reform steps. The latter approach has
been rather typical for the internal mechanisms of support of the CEE research at the
national level as well. This sometimes led to
a lack of support for thorough theoretical research per se in CEE, which would be necessary in the future, but lies beyond the scope

of the Foundation's activities. Early announcement of the planned studies and

tutes and independent researchers in CEE.
Between the two EU decentralised agencies
that deal with VET in synergy but with a different mandate and scope of activities, it is
CEDEFOP which is the more research oriented and has well established links with the

leading EU research structures. The CEE
countries would certainly welcome more extensive cooperation with CEDEFOP and its
partners in the research field, while further
cooperation with the ETF in applied analyses and development projects would be necessary also beyond the point of EU accession.
A big step forward in knowledge and method-

ology sharing between member states and

projects and subsequent agreement at a na-

partner countries has been the gradual opening of the possibility to join EU programmes

tional level (sort of OECD model) may facilitate not only a consensus and, consequently,

for CEE countries (Socrates, Leonardo da

the success of project implementation, but
also co-funding from the national sources.

As the ETF is not directed at supporting research projects and infrastructures, the studies produced under its auspices have been of
a mainly developmental and applied nature.
Therefore, as it has been mentioned above,
there has not been support for basic research
in the field of VET in CEE. In 1998, the ETF
initiated assessment of research institutes in
CEE (Csako 1998) with the view to establish
a network of such institutes in CEE and the
CIS. Support for research agencies was limited to a marginal contribution for the initial
sustainability of the CEE Club for VET Research Institutes (exists since 1995) and (co)financing of meetings of researchers. How-

Vinci, Youth for Europe, Research Framework
programmes). Of special importance for VET
research has been the Leonardo da Vinci programme, with its Surveys and Analyses (S&A)

strand, opened to partner countries during
1998-199917. Unfortunately so far there has
been only one call for proposals in this period,
which allowed for applications under the S&A
strand. The data on recent calls is very scarce

and does not allow for a comparison of the
share of S&A projects out of the entire number
of approved projects in member states and in

CEEC under the same call. The most recent
project compendium refers to the 1997 call, in
which CEE countries still held primarily the
roles of associate (silent') partners and could
not promote the projects. Thorough information on the 1998 Call is not yet available.

ever, the very establishment of National

As a result, we could only compare the results

Observatories in the countries where research
institutions had been missing contributed to
the revival of VET research there. The ETF
also supported the present overview of VET

of the 1997 Call for member states and the

research in CEE, and in general intends to
assist in strengthening the research function
of National Observatories, an initiative received very positively by NOs themselves. A
wider involvement of the research community

and support for research projects, including
fundamental research, would be desirable.
CEDEFOP maintains long-standing cooperation, albeit still limited, with research insti242

1998 Call for partner countries'8. The share of

S&A projects within the total number of
17) Although Pilot Projects another type of the
Leonardo da Vinci projects also often contain a
research component, their primary objectives are
innovation and development, and analysis often
present there is only a tool (assessment, comparison, etc.) for application.
18) Information on the 1998 Call S&A successful
projects was collected with the help of the Czech

national Resource Centre for Guidance through
National Coordination Units.
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projects is traditionally low in all European

Study on national training priorities, which

countries, which is possibly due to the relative
complexity of the application requirements in
the S&A strand. In 1997, this share was 7% in
all participating countries, which corresponded
to approximately two to four S&A projects per

is being elaborated by the Romanian National
Observatory with an extensive inter-institutional team (Balica et al. 1999). By means of
a survey, case studies and an analysis of avail-

country with population of 10 to 20 million
people (Compendium 1997). In CEE we could
identify only two S&A in the whole region: one
in Romania and one in the Czech Republic. In
the latter case, this corresponds to an approxi-

mately 1% share of S&A projects out of the
total number of approved projects in the country under the 1998 Call. It is worth noting that

both institutions that generated and submitted the successful S&A project bids possess
considerable previous experience in international cooperation and presumably a capacity
for project generation and management skills.
Needless to say, the excessive complexity of

procedures in project administration and financial management often hampers participa-

tion of institutions in such programmes.
Project management capacity and foreign language skills are insufficiently developed in re-

search (and other) institutions in CEE, and
deserve special attention at all levels so that
it will be possible to benefit in the future from
the EU programmes.

Participation in such programmes is invaluable as it supports the 'brain exchange' (one
should not omit mentioning the special importance of the TEMPUS programme in this
respect), the sharing of scientific knowledge
and research tools, and a from the ground up
initiative in project generation. If the national
decision-making bodies succeed in defining
the priorities for international programmes
in accordance with national priorities, such
participation also turns into a direct contri-

bution to the reform process at a national
level, and makes available funds that are otherwise limited. The definition of national pri-

orities is especially important in the case of
EU programmes, as governments allocate financial means for the programme each year.
Among the reporting CEE countries, it seems

that Romania has paid significant attention
to the development of a strategy for identifying national priorities for the Leonardo da
Vinci II programme. This country initiated the

able data and national legislation, the team
intends to examine the needs of the labour
market in terms of qualifications and compet-

ences, the mismatch between demand and
supply, and training needs for specific disadvantaged groups on the labour market. Such
a systematic approach to the identification of
national training priorities could be used well
beyond the preparation process for Leonardo
II. It seems that the country, being in the situation where World Bank funds have ceased,
has also made a substantial effort to intro-

duce the coordination and transparency of
various funding sources in VET by creating
the National Centre for the Development of
Vocational and Technical Education (Balica
et al. 1999). Romania is a good example of
the utilisation of the main conclusions from
the evaluations of Leonardo I (Birzea et al.
1999) and Phare VET programmes for the
formulation of future strategy and priorities.
'So far, in Romania there is no strategy meant to
utilise the recommendations and conclusions of
international research programs. We notice an
insufficient correlation between the studies and
analyses resulting from the implementation of international grants and programs, on the one hand,
and the research activity carried out in specialised research centres and institutions, on the other
hand. In some cases, substantiating new projects
does not benefit from the conclusions of the external efficiency of some finalised projects or the
conclusions of fundamental research in the field.

With reference to the activities for continuing the
programs, evaluations have highlighted the fact
that some projects often have a reduced capacity
,of adjustment to situations undergoing change,
in the sense that they tend to be carried out according to the logic of the initial context that gen-

erated them. The mode of administrating the
projects is often centralised and continuation of
the projects is extended in the immediate proximity of co-ordinating institutions, without involving
other interested partners and institutions'.
Balica M. et al. (1999),
VET research in Romania
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Assessing the general impact of international
assistance in the field of VET, with a specific
reference to research, it must be said that the
overall outcomes are invaluable. However,
certain steps could be taken to improve the

in its framework during this period mostly
appeared to be a joint product of international

experts and national teams.

efficiency of international assistance and

At present, the countries are experiencing the
reinstitution of their own traditions and val-

matching it to better meet with the national
needs. It is necessary to concentrate on the
support of development follow up projects,

ues in education with a more cautious attitude towards foreign advice. The contemporary challenge is the elaboration of clearly

aimed at the implementation of research findings and recommendations. However, it is also

defined and comprehensive national priorities

important to strengthen the research component of development projects. The early involvement of the local/national experts and
institutions at all steps of programme imple-

pears 'as yet another logical step in the overall evolution of research of this topic i.e. a
step away from individual pieces of research
of partial issues undertaken by national professionals, possibly in collaboration with foreign experts, or its comprehensive examina-

mentation, including the planning stage,
strategy elaboration, analysis and research
components, is crucial, as it is the key to
reaching consensus at a national level, with
the direct involvement of all actors, and consequently also the key to effective implemen-

and strategies. The latter development ap-

tion undertaken exclusively by foreign
experts' (Grootings and Kalous et al. 1997, p.
183).

tation. At a national level, there must be
mechanisms for coordination in order to increase the transparency of research projects
already undertaken with international assistance, to avoid duplicity, and to ensure that
the national priorities are taken up.

5. Systems, concepts, requirements, arrangements: what
does VET research in CEE
enquire into?

Since 1990, the CEE countries have undergone several phases of transformation, and
in each of them the role of international assistance was different. The initial phase was
largely defined by enthusiasm after the col-

In this section we shall look at the range of
topics encompassed by the CEE researchers

lapse of the totalitarian regime, and was characterised by spontaneous developments, decentralisation and ground up initiatives. Deep
confidence in the legitimacy and the univer-

sal value of the Western democratic approaches and traditions in education on the
one hand, and a high degree of interest and
good will among international donor organisations and experts on the other, drove foreign experts into CEE en masse. The majority of comprehensive analytical works during

this period were undertaken by or with the
help of international experts. In the second
half of the 1990s, and especially during recent years, the countries began to formulate
national strategies and priorities in a more

in the field of VET in recent years in two broad

areas: research into VET and contextual research. The overview given herein is far from
being exhaustive. Instead of giving a detailed
inventory of the research projects in CEE we
try rather to see what sort and range of questions are asked by the researchers there, to
what extent they tackle the CEE reform dimension and how they cope with the global
changes. This approach would assist understanding whether the CEE research has actually supported the national reform process, and
whether it manages to follow the scientific argument in other countries. Nevertheless, the

line we have embarked upon is illuminative
rather than informative or evaluative.

systematic way. The reform process had been

5.1 Research into systems in the
lifelong learning perspective

more regulated with from the top down approaches more clearly articulated. The international assistance and research engendered

It was not the end of the communist regime
that suddenly made people realising the need
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for the reform of education and training. In
the 1980s in many countries of CEE there was

a lively debate about the need to reform the
system. It was also realised that such reform
was especially needed in VET, the social esteem of which was very low. Too narrow specialisation, poor training facilities, inadequate
teaching quality, were all seen as features that
hampered the provision of skills adequate to
the economic objectives and development of
new technologies. At the beginning of the reform process the countries faced the challenge
of the new, market oriented, economic objectives and the need to reform the VET provision to trigger off the overall reform process.
There was no deliberate planning on the gov-

ernment side though, and the VET experts
simply looked at VET system's in the advanced

countries in order to obtain a benchmarking
perspective.
Comparative analysis of VET systems, therefore, has become the most frequent topic in
CEE as well as among international organisations analysing the CEE systems throughout the 1990s, ranging from a comparison of
system organisation, administration and legal provision to financial arrangements, the

system of social partnership, curriculum
policy, and segments of education and training (e.g. CVT, tertiary education). It is important to note in this context that the CEE re-

Common education space agreement between
the three Baltic Countries, carried out comparative study on the VET systems, legislation and
regulated professions between the countries. The
report has been the first attempt of the Baltic National Observatories to compare VET related issues.

National Observatories of Estonia, Latvia and
Lithuania, 2000.
Comparative analysis of VET systems and
regulated professions in Baltic states.

The initial VET is provided in two basic types

of schools: the secondary technical/professional schools, providing qualifications of
technicians and white-collar workers (four to
five years of studies), and vocational schools
leading to the skills level of blue-collar workers (one to three years of studying) (see an-

nex 2). One of the common features of the
process of restructuring of VET systems in
CEE was elimination of the strict division between the two types of VET, introducing the
combined programmes, diversifying the range
of choice among educational programmes, and

providing vocational types of programmes
leading to complete upper secondary education (matura). The general positive trend has
been an increase in enrolments in the programmes that provide higher qualifications.
These positive systemic developments, how-

search has been rather concentrated on

ever, occurred against the background of

comparison of the systems of the advanced
European countries aspiring toward future
reform steps, while the international research
analysed mostly the progress made by the
CEE countries, and thus compared them to
each other. The latter appeared as being a
form of the reform progress assessment. The

changing economic conditions of the VET sys-

former type of comparison has somewhat neglected the debate about advantages and deficiencies of systems, taking place in the EU

member states on the research arena; pros

tem, where former ties between schools and
enterprises were impaired and a former semiapprenticeship system was damaged or com-

pletely abandoned. The former system of
(semi-)apprenticeship itself, though it provided necessary work experience and linked
trainees to their potential workplace, had a
dubious character. The central point was not
the learner, and therefore the form of apprenticeship was not intended to ease youth tran-

and cons of each of the systems were considered at first glance without concentrating on
the in-depth analysis of the suitabili6; of the
system to the country and without following

sition into working life but to provide the state

a multifaceted scientific argument taking

With the collapse of the state enterprise structure, the CEE VET systems found themselves
almost exclusively school-based (Baltic countries, Albania, and Bulgaria) or enjoyed only

place in the West.
The National Observatories of the Baltic countries
with the support of the ETF and in the light of the

enterprise structure with a workforce
(Grootings 1998).

very limited enterprise participation in the
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model (Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland).
This has increased the danger of skills provision at schools being irrelevant to the labour
market needs. Only two countries Hungary
and Slovenia managed to re-introduce elements of the old (pre-Soviet) tradition of the
dual system.

tions that are most advanced in the implementa-

Yet in the CEE research, unlike that in the

The theoretical background of the project was

West, the discussion about alternatives of integration of work and learning into the VET
system has not been adequately addressed.
Indeed, the different analyses of responsive-

based on the assumption that schools must

ness of CEE systems to the new economic
objectives and requirements of the labour
market demonstrate the need for higher proportions of vocational theory subjects in the
content of education on the one hand, but on
the other hand the necessity to provide ad-

equate practical training and work-based

tion of integration of work and learning in and
between the countries concerned. There are four
organisations involved in the project in Slovenia
(two school centres, two companies) and four organisations in Hungary (three school centres, one
company) (Ivancic et al. 1999).

develop a new identity by which school 'is no
longer seen as the only institution and location for work-relevant learning', and where

the humanistic paradigm of education as
'learning through theoretical understanding'
is obsolete (Grootings 1998, 2.3, Buck 1997).
The 'increased blurring of education and work'
(Grootings 1998, 2.7) introduces a different

theoretical perspective to various aspects of
VET development, such as systemic arrange-

learning. The latter can and is provided in a
variety of forms (enterprise training, enterprise-based workshops, school based workshops, creation of intermediary labour markets, etc.) but there is no assessment of such
practices, especially in the private sector (Romania).

ments and enhancement of social partners'

The international research and rhetoric in the
field of the changing role of the school from
being a mediator of knowledge to becoming a
mediator of knowing how to apply the knowledge and the changing role of the workplace
from an end in itself for knowledge application per se to the learning organisation has

into account that the CEE countries are

not influenced the research debates in the
CEE countries. A certain improvement was

stimulated by preparation and then first
phase of implementation of the project Integration of work and learning in the two countries.
Integration of work and learning is a three-year
development project, initiated by ETF and implemented through the national teams in Hungary
and Slovenia. The project will be completed in
2000. The project seeks to support and supplement innovative VET actions in the field of the
integration of work and learning; to improve the
conditions for further integration of work and learning for both individuals and educational and work

organisations; and to establish the co-operation
and exchange of experiences between organ isa-
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involvement, contents of education, skills and

competences, and teaching and learning
methods. This is recognised in the advanced
western democracies and in CEE, although

it is not at the top of the priority list when
compared to the still more acute problems in
the immediate CEE reform process. Taking
gradually leaving the phase of curing the diseases inherited from the previous regime and
entering into a new phase of transformation
in which these countries must harmonize conceptually with the developments in Western
Europe, adequate theoretical perspectives for
the research need to be introduced. Thus what
range of questions to be involved in research

in CEE appears crucial: for the time being,
equilibrium must be found between the acute
issues and the issues of a global concern. This
would correspond to the challenges of the double transformation mentioned earlier.

Knitting the two worlds education and employment must eventually bring about knotting the two systems and its structures in order to provide a flexible and adaptable lifetime
studying workforce. The CEE wider research
suggests actually two key notions: 'flexibility'

and 'partnership'. Taking into account that
'the paradigm of learning society implies
weakening the barriers between the persons
learning life and working life' (Tempus CME-

VET research in CEE countries
97-3007 1999, p.16), researchers in CEE advocate support for flexible learning strategies
at all levels. Diversification of education systems by introduction of alternative pathways

and integrated programmes at a secondary
level, and non-academic type of tertiary vocational education, was one, systemic step
forward in adaptability to the new circumstances. From the conceptual point of view,
however, it is not sufficient, as in the new
environment we must think from a perspec-

sity' (Laporte and Ringold 1997, p.33). The
restructuring of higher education has therefore become important, especially in the coun-

tries with insufficient participation at this
level (Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary,
Poland, Slovenia, Romania). Moreover, for the

countries where higher education enjoyed
high participation rates (Bulgaria and the
Baltic states) but enrolments in VET were

initial education is only a starting point of

comparably lower (ETF 1999c), the restructuring of higher education was a means by
which to diversify the provision of vocational
qualification at a higher level.

learning for one's whole life. The functions of
continuing vocational training (CVT) and professional development must be advanced in

No ready-made unique model of a non-university professional education system was at

secondary VET schools, universities and

hand (Hennessey, M.A. et al. 1998). The coun-

higher vocational education establishments
to make them flexible units of learning for

tries had to build the system upon the existing VET and higher education provisions.
Other countries introduced tertiary/ post-secondary professional education in its remarkable complexity at least partly in a deliberate manner, in which the complexity of the

tive of the lifelong learning concept, where the

various target groups (Tempus CME-97-3007
1999, Kofronova et al. 1999). The attempts to
integrate the various segments of VET (youth,

adult and retraining) under one roof is evidenced in the EU member states (Parkes (ed.)
1999), while in the CEE such innovative examples are not yet systematic.

system is meant to correspond to the complex-

From the perspective of the lifelong learning
concept it is especially important from which

differs in the length of the programmes (from
two up to four-five years), in the level of qualification provided, entry requirements, institutional provision, etc. The system often overlaps with university-type higher education on
the one hand, and with secondary vocational

angle researchers approach VET and how
they include different education and training
segments in their analyses. The experience
of the study of the emerged sector of post-secondary and tertiary professional education in
CEE, for example, demonstrated the complexity and variety of the systems appearing in
CEE in recent years (Hennessey, M.A. et al.
1998). In a number of cases the complexity
came into view, given by the ad hoc development of the system, when the necessity of such

reform was recognized by the educators and

asked for by the society. The general upskilling trend and the changing nature of the
world of work in the direction of knowledgebased performance was displayed in the shift
of enrolment trends towards higher and more
general qualifications at a secondary level,
providing for the possibility to enter higher
education. The increased importance of the
higher level of qualifications 'as a determi-

nant of labour market status and earnings
potential has encouraged students to prolong
their education and to continue on to univer-

ity of the world of employment and social
choice. As a result post-secondary/tertiary
professional education in the CEE countries

education on the other hand. The demarcation between post-secondary and tertiary as
two levels of professional education is also not

very explicit in the CEE countries (with the
exception of the Baltic countries) (Hennessey,
M.A. et al. 1998). The complexity of the system is in line with the context of lifelong learning, where all sub-categories of education and
training system become interrelated, overlap

and interact.
Higher levels of participation at the tertiary level,
driven strongly by demands reflecting the diverse
interests of students, employers and society at

large, have created challenges which must be
met. In 1995, the OECD's Education Committee
launched a multi-country 'thematic review' of the
first years of tertiary education. Redefining tertiary education, a comparative report of its findings and conclusions was published by the OECD
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in the first half of 1998 (http://www.oecd.org). The
CEE countries were not covered by the thematic
review but they benefited from the study Tertiary
professional and vocational education in central
and eastern Europe, co-produced by the ETF and

the Council of Europe in 1997 and published in
1998 (Hennessey, M.A. et al. 1998). The latter
analysis covered sixteen countries of CEE and
the CIS.

(Birzea et al. 1999), Human resources in the
Czech Republic (Hendrichova (ed.) 1999),
Czech Education and Europe (Cerych et al.
1999), OECD education policy reviews, and
others. A number of projects of comparable
comprehension are under preparation.

5.1.1 Research on financing of VET

The above study (Hennessey, M.A. et al. 1998)

Recent years have also featured analyses of
the financing of initial education and train-

'provided evidence that many phenomena of

ing (though still very limited), its mechanisms

this range of education programmes and

and trends in the CEE countries, where one
of the recent OECD projects analysed alter-

qualifications and of related institutions tend
to be overlooked if one focuses solely on higher

education or solely on vocational education
and training' (p.45). Therefore, the system
must be comprehended in its full variety. Inclusive research must be encouraged; fragmentation in analyses and in practices (the
major drawback of the reform process in CEE)

must be avoided. It is, unfortunately so far a
prevailing mode, and initial VET is studied
separately from CVT and the rest of the system, as well as often without a particular reference to the labour market and socio-economic context. Moreover, each segment is
often put under the responsibility of a different institution, which further exacerbates the
intersectoral and interdisciplinary approach.
There are, however, positive attempts to com-

native methods in financing lifelong learning.
The study analysed various aspects of the role
of financing in promoting access, participation and quality assurance of lifelong learn-

ing. Only two CEE countries could benefit
from participation in the study, even though
with certain restrictions given by the lack of
data. The latter is a characteristic common
to the CCE countries in this field: data on financing by employers, private sources, and
data on CVT participation in general are very

scarce. The OECD study also revealed that
the mere understanding of the concept of lifelong learning differs between the OECD countries to a great extent. The CEE countries lack

a thorough elaboration and common understanding of the concept and further research
in this field is desirable.

prehend the system in its entirety within
CEE. For instance, the last two years featured

the generation of a number of research outputs such, as the synthesis report Initial VET

in the framework of lifelong learning
(Kofroriova. 1998), report The role of employ-

ment policy and employment services in the
state education policy (VI-JPSV 1999), Esto-

nian Education scenarios 2015, study The
model of integrated career guidance in Poland
(Trzeciak, Drogosz-Zablocka (eds.) 1999), Re-

structuring alternatives for Albania's voca-

tional I technical education and training
subsector (Lamoureux et al. 1999), National
strategy for human resources development
19) Our analysis in this context is not an exception, indeed, and although there has been an attempt to have an integrated structure, still the
segmental approach in research is directly reflected in this paper.
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The OECD report on Alternative approaches to
financing lifelong learning (Green et al. 1998)
aimed at analysis of emerging strategies for mobilising investment for implementation of lifelong
learning for all, and for improving its returns and
reducing its costs (p.2). The study is based on
background reports submitted by ten OECD countries, including Hungary and the Czech Republic.

The CEE countries equally lack thorough
comparative research on systems of financing lifelong learning in these countries, where
the above-mentioned lack of data is certainly

a drawback. Nevertheless, such research is
badly needed, it may actually by itself instigate inter alia the data collection. The CEE
countries, which enjoyed a steady increase in
public expenditure on education as a percentage of GDP between 1990 and 1994, have suffered from a decrease or stagnation in spend-
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garia) and 7% (Estonia) of GDP spent on

fore, finding the instruments for encouraging
employers to participate financially in VET
or to directly provide training for their current and future employees becomes crucial.

education (Laporte and Ringold 1997, ETF

Hungary is an example of a CEE country

1999c).

which has provided certain financial incentives, namely tax allowances for non-profit
making organisations engaged in educational

ing on education since 1995 (with the exception of Estonia, Lithuania, Poland and Romania), ranging in 1997 between about 3% (Bul-

The difficulties in public budget allocation in
the transition period were multiplied by inefficiency of resource allocation, where the bulk
of funding was spent on personnel (though the
teachers salaries being protected still are far
too low to maintain or to gain prestige for the
profession) and capital expenditures remaining extremely low. The latter has been a crucial issue over years, as the education facilities become outdated and become an obstacle

to implementing modern education programmes, including ICT education. The research on Efficiency in Bulgaria's schools
suggests to increase efficiency in using classrooms without jeopardising learning objectives, by e.g. consolidating several grades in
a multiple grade system in rural areas where
classes are small (Bogetic and Chattophadyay
1995).

services (Green et al. 1998) and through a levy

fund paid by employers or alternatively direct contribution to VET schools or on-the-site

workshops (20% of total VET secondary
schools expenditures are paid through the
levy fund (ETF 1999a)).

Such a system, however, presupposes a high
level of participation of social partners in VET,

which is still rather weak in the CEE countries. In any case a thorough analysis of the
Hungarian system, its evaluation and comparison with other similar systems of incentives in CEE (Poland, Lithuania, in the lat-

ter a contribution from employees is also
levied, (ETF 1998a)) and in the EU member
states (the Netherlands, Finland, Spain, etc.)
as well as a feasibility analysis of its applica-

bility in different CEE countries is highly
There is, however, the question as to how this
instrument would affect the quality of education provision. Further research on different
means of making the system more efficient is

necessary. The CEE countries particularly
need to introduce a system of incentives for
individuals and employers to participate in
education and training, including tax incentives, a system of benefits and indirect 'qualitative', systemic incentives to encourage par-

desirable. The CEE countries should concentrate on the analysis of whether it is preferable to tackle the issue of financing by merely
increasing resources allocated to training or
by setting up training funds (ETF 1999a).

5.1.2 Continuing vocational training
and human resource development

ticipation in education and training. The

Continuing vocational training has been tackled by research very sporadically. The concept

system thus far of financing in the CEE coun-

itself is not very elaborate and all research

tries is somewhat inflexible, with the per

exercises in the area of CVT experience difficulties with the exact definition of which types
of training to include. Numerous definitions
of CVT created perhaps more confusion than
clarity, and eventually arrived at a very vague
definition of 'learning that improves employability of adults who have left the compulsory
education system' (ETF 1999d). Some definitions involve employment or keeping/improving the employment position as a virtual objective of CVT, by this means setting up CVT

capita or pei'=unit financing prevailing as a
nucleus system with certain variations (e.g.
elements of output-based funding in combination with per capita funding in the Czech
Republic), low involvement of enterprises in
financing due to severe economic conditions,
and a low, though steadily increasing, private
component (ETF 1999c).

The low financial involvement of enterprises
in training increases the danger of the irrelevance of the practical skills and competences,
provided by education and training. There-

in opposition to training as a leisure pursuit
(Palan 1997). It is, however, questionable as
to where the line can be drawn between the
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two, and what kind of 'leisure' training may
eventually bring about better employability
and employment.

Nevertheless, the crystallisation of certain
types of training of adults under CVT has
naturally occurred, involving (from the viewpoint of participants):

CVT as an instrument of active labour
market policy for unemployed, young
graduates and those at risk of unemployment,

barely available information). The system of
CVT (if one can speak about a system in this
context at all) suffers from a lack of transparency and lack of information on the offer and
quality of training. The system of monitoring
and evaluating CVT (as well as initial VET)
is insufficiently developed. Conceptually this
must be tackled by research in both segments
(initial and continuing). While the initial VET
is relatively well monitored in all countries,
CVT suffers from a lack of data and particular indicators that can provide evidence of the
sub-sector development. Furthermore, inter-

linking the initial and continuing VET
CVT as a part of human resource development policies of companies for those with
employment, and

involves the issue 'of educational and occupational standards and their related certification and qualification' (ETF 1999d, p. 13).

CVT as an individual initiative.

The debate so far has taken place in the field
of initial VET although some CEE countries
have decided to introduce a unified system of
national competence-based qualifications and
the corresponding system of standards and
certification for both initial and continuing
VET (e.g. Estonia, to some extent Hungary).
This appears to be an optimal solution from
the perspective of lifelong learning. It must,
however, go beyond the point and involve assessment of prior learning and recognition of
informal learning issues that are actively
debated in the EU research arena but so far
almost totally neglected in the CEE research
(Slovenia prepares to introduce such a system).

From the perspective of lifelong learning CVT

has attained a new importance: it is no more
a mere second chance, retraining or further
training, but a regular lifelong educational
path for everybody (ETF 1999d, p.4). At the
same time 'CVT has received a little intention so far, apart from labour market retraining measuresw (ETF 1999d, p.9).
The ETF report on Continuing vocational training
was prepared in 1999 and used the information
from the country reports, written by National Observatories in CEE in 1998. The reports appeared

to be an invaluable mapping source, where all
major surveys and studies existing at the time
were recorded and the results were evaluated.

led, however, in a wider perspective of lifelong

The research on quality assurance and linked
to the certification and accreditation in CVT
is equally scarce in the CEE countries. There
are very few examples of research, one of them

learning.

being the feasibility study initiated by the

This has been a first step in appallingly demanded
research in the field of CVT, which should be tack-

The evidence ofparticipation in CVT is inadequate, but the one available evinces higher
participation among people with higher qualifications in all CEE countries. This is evidence
of people's individual commitment and initiative, and perhaps also of greater capability to

get access to CVT (where not only money
matters but also, and even more so, access to
20) Research in the field of retraining will be dealt
with later in the chapter.
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National Training Fund in the Czech Republic in the area of quality assessment and qual-

ity assurance of management training

(Zaludová et al. 1997). It set up principles and
drew up procedures for quality assessment at

the level of training organisation (both selfassessment and a third-part certification), but
also in a company training department. The
study provided pilot field testing and suggested the steps for implementing a standardised model of quality assurance according
to the ISO 9000 series as a first step to total

quality management. The study also sug-
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The benchmarking survey Key indicators for
HRD appeared to be one of very few existing
sources in this field. The companies which

gested measures and recommendations for
the implementation of a system to assure and
improve the quality of management training

participate in the survey are interested in

at a national level (Zaludová et al. 1997,

obtaining a benchmarking perspective which

p.100). Such research in the area of CVT pro-

helps them to grasp where the company

vision beyond management training is

stands. The survey revealed that in all CEE
countries middle management had the most
training days, the highest frequency numbers
being found in professional (technical) training. Leadership training, ICT and languages
training are also in demand. The survey also
demonstrated that it was not HRD, HRM or
education and training that kept the HR departments busy but personnel and payroll
administration the activities that take up
the most time of the HR departments in the
CEE companies (PriceWaterhouseCoopers

needed, especially if the national system of
qualifications with the credit system, unique
for VET and CVT, is not in place. There are
other positive examples of research into qual-

ity assurance in education (e.g. Hungarian
project Comenius 2000) which could be disseminated.
The CEE research materials provide very poor
evidence of CVT or human resource develop-

ment (HRD) in enterprises. Several international company surveys will perhaps shed light
on the problem in the near future, namely the

1999).

Second CVT survey by Eurostat, which included several CEE countries this year, and
the Cranfield project on European human re-

The Second International Adult Literacy Survey
(SIALS), supported by OECD, UNESCO and
Eurostat, was conducted in 1996-1999. The sur-

source management, which was conducted the
last time in 1998 and would announce the comparable longitudinal results in the near future.
The surveys will give the information on training provision, participation, financing, HRD
policy at a company level, recruitment problems, flexible forms of employment, etc. The

vey was a second wave of IALS, conducted in
1994. The two surveys included inter alia several
CEE countries, namely Poland (IALS), and Czech
Republic, Hungary and Slovenia (SIALS). The survey, based on a representative sample, analysed

functional literacy (prose, document and quantitative literacy) among the adult population at five
levels. The comparative results for SIALS will be
published in mid 2000.

results would present an invaluable primary
source for further research in the field of CVT

and HRD. The preliminary results thus far
show that the CEE countries have somewhat
lower participation in CVT than the advanced
EU member states, the systematic HRD policy

The Second International Adult Literacy Survey (SIALS) analysed the outcomes of education among the adult population. The prelimi-

elaboration is not a rule for the majority of com-

nary results of the SIALS unfortunately do
not yet make it possible to compare the results cross-country, and to see where participating CEE countries stand. It is possible,
however, on the basis of the preliminary results of the Czech Republic as compared to
the first wave (IALS), to conclude that the
Czech respondents demonstrated the incapability of working actively with information

panies yet, companies spend on education and
training less than their EU counterparts. The
bigger companies enjoy higher participation

and expenditure on CVT. The research on
methods of support for CVT and HRD among
SMEs is another area where analyses and suggestions of innovative solutions could be especially welcomed.
The report Key indicators for human resource
management in CEE 1999, summarises the key
issues of human resources departments in companies from the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania and Slovakia. The survey covers
a very small sample and cannot serve as a com-

given in a particular context, but demon. strated excellent functional numeric skills

-,

and formal document literacy. Poland showed

parative study; it is a benchmarking analysis

very poor overall results in the survey, but
also performed the worst in the active usage
of information (Matéjfi 2000). These results
derive from the mode of education provided

(PriceWaterhouseCoopers 1999)

in CEE schools, which provides encyclopae-
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dic knowledge rather than an ability to work
with information actively, to use the knowledge and be innovative (to know' vs. 'to know

incentives for further learning. Two aspects
are important in this respect: what is learned
and how it is learned.

how').

The survey also gave evidence that people
with higher educational attainment perform
with better results, but different levels of edu-

cation demonstrate different efficiency, as

It is important to perceive the content of education from the point of view of the eventual
outcome for the individual, be it employment,

further learning, entrepreneurship or selfdevelopment. Therefore the system should

compared to the performance of respondents
with the same level of education. Those Czech
people with full secondary education and with
vocational training qualification performed,
when compared with the same level in other
countries, much better than the higher education graduates as compared to their counterparts in other countries (Mafejil 2000). The

presuppose a flexible form of learning and a
flexible award system of qualifications. Under new conditions the CEE countries are trying to find different approaches and concen-

analysis of intergenerational mobility revealed at the same time that higher educa-

national system of occupational classification
and vocational qualifications.

tion is characterised by the lack of openness
and eliteness (Mafejii 2000). Taking into account the insufficient capacity of higher education in the Czech Republic and the poor per-

formance of its graduates when compared
internationally, the results are rather strik-

trate on combining the two basic ones: an
orientation toward curriculum input (a more
traditional one) and the output control, based

on output occupational standards and the

In curriculum innovation the countries try to
develop flexible competence-based systems.
There is little research, however, on compe-

tence-based training and especially on the

ing. The restructuring of higher education and

methods and tools for implementing such approach. The research is needed to suggest how

its better integration into the system of lifelong learning needs to be enhanced. The role

to modify the traditional way of teaching,

of CVT in this process is indisputable as well.
At this point we come back to the conclusion

tical teaching, and turn it into an integrated

that the whole system must experience bet-

ter integration of its different, and so far
rather fragmented. segments.

5.1.3 Teaching and learning: a one-off
task or a lifelong perspective?
The perspective of an individual learner in
the educational process and outcome has been
somewhat neglected in the CEE research. At

the same time individual development is a
crucial democratic value. The education must
provide an individual with the best possible
chances for life success. What kind of education can provide this?

which is divided between theoretical and prac-

competence-based approach. The cross country analysis of curricular reform has demon-

strated that in spite of the considerable
progress achieved, so far 'there is a sharp division between theory and practice, between
classroom and workshop, and between vocational teacher and trainer functions in most

Central and Eastern European countries.
This separation between the intelligence of
the brain and the intelligence of the hands is
very problematic for the combined learning
outcomes of the vocational students and must
eventually change' (Parkes ed., 1999, p.24).
A cross country analysis of curricular reform in
VET in CEE (Parkes (ed.) 1999) was a report
commissioned by the ETF and was drawn on the

A re-thinking of the two paradigms education and employment and their role in the
life of the individual brings us to a new appraisal of initial education and a re-assess-

basis of ten CEE country case studies. The report evaluated the reform experience of the coun-

tries and outlined the key issues for the future
actions.

ment of the roles of different actors in the
education process. The school must provide a

The experience of pilot schools under the Phare

basis of knowledge broad enough to create

VET reform programme resulted in the proc-
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curricula, where competences are understood
at different levels professional performance

Two points are especially important as far as
the VET research is concerned. First, in spite
of obvious advantages of the modular system,

related and designed for unstructured work
situations. Some countries have set up the

thorough research is needed to analyse the
possible impacts of a modular system in the

national system of qualifications linked to occupational classifications (e.g. Hungary, initiated in Estonia, Slovenia, Lithuania and the
Czech Republic). The system is however at the
moment very time consuming, as occupational
profiles have become outdated, and this is an
ongoing process. It therefore requires the ongoing involvement and commitment of social
partners. Additional research on methods for
the efficient construction of occupational profiles as a living process would be useful. Some
countries make an emphasis on general subjects in vocational preparation (e.g. Latvia).
The latter corresponds to the objectives of lifelong learning but has certain drawbacks in its

context of the CEE countries. The experience
of the pilot schools is invaluable but the countries should be aware of the current debate in
the EU member states on the shortcomings of

ess of the implementation of competence-based

linkages to the requirements of the labour
market (Parkes ed., 1999). The Czech Republic has introduced a two stage curriculum, allowing for the input control at a state level and
leaving room for the innovation and for adjustment to local labour market needs at a school
level.

In the framework of the introduction of flexible forms of learning and as a result of the
pilot Phare reform, a debate on modular training has become very popular in the CEE coun-

tries. Modules are conceptualised in their
linkage to occupational tasks. Most countries

try to gradually introduce a flexible and
adaptable system of modular training, which
embrace both initial and continuing VET, allowing for transparency, recognition of qualifications and mobility. The most flexible systems are based on credits allowing for mobility

and flexibility inside the system (e.g. Estonia
under implementation, Slovenia in planning,
in Hungary implemented at a post-secondary
level). Such a system corresponds best to the
needs oflearners, as it presupposes open pathways and is a step forward toward recognition of informal learning. The latter is in the
direct interest of an individual as well as of
the society. The issue of assessment of prior
learning and informal learning, widely discussed in the West, has not yet appeared on

the modular system, as well as analyse its
impact as applied to the CEE context. Second,
due to the decentralisation of the school system and the greater independence of schools

research on different types and methods of
evaluations and assessments is important as
a part of the quality assurance system. The
research on standardisation of output assessment, though it has been developing in recent
years, requires further research and concentration on alternative methods (examination,
portfolios, etc.) more appropriate in the context of lifelong learning.
No matter how perfect the VET system is, and
how good the content of education and school

facilities, the crucial task of the reform for
the CEE countries, and so far largely unsolved, remains that of the quality of teaching. The new flexible forms of learning assume
innovative, informal forms of teaching and the

existence of necessary teaching and learning
materials. But again, no matter how wonderful the teaching materials and tools are, the
teacher remains a cornerstone of mediation
in the learning process. The task cannot be
narrowed down to the reform of the preparation of teachers and trainers. It involves the
much deeper problem of redefining the roles
of individual partners in the educational process, where the mentality of all actors must be
changed. The teacher is no more an intermediary of knowledge but a student partner. The
methods shall become more informal, pro-active, and integrative. Research on innovative
rnethods of teaching (e.g. project, team work,
etc.) must complement the research on the
preparation of teachers and trainers recently

widely implemented at a national level by
many countries and at the international level.

the agenda in CEE, nor has how it may be

The question of the reform of training for teachers and trainers, which still suffers from many

linked to CVT.

drawbacks of the old system, shall be tackled
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in the wider perspective of the integration of
work and learning. The preparation of teachers and trainers, its transparency, standardisation, upgrading, and other aspects should be
considered along with such aspects as the in-

ring the worlds of education and work and
the concept of lifelong learning involve two
key notions flexibility and partnerships,
being indeed present in all the rhetoric on
each segment of VET. We have tackled the

tegration of the teaching function with employment, the changing role of agents in the teach-

point on flexibility and we shall come back to

ing and learning processes, the new flexible
methods of learning, school openness to the
external environment, its integration with the
employment environment, and in the comprehensive context of the lifelong learning system.
The ETF report Innovative practice in teacher and

trainer training in VET (Oldroyd D., 1999) was
prepared on the basis of the survey conducted
among the members of the ETF Advisory Forum
Subgroup D. The report collected information
about innovative practices of teacher preparation
and expert opinion on problems and priorities in
the CEE countries in this area.
A cross country review Reshaping the focus of
vocational teacher and trainer training (Nielsen
et al. 1999) was commissioned by the ETF and
prepared on the basis of country reports submitted by National Observatories. The report scrutinises the existing situation and arrives at proposals and recommendations.
The project major Trends and actors of education

policies and reforms in Central Europe was implemented with the support of Soros Foundation
and include Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and

Slovakia. The project has contributed also to a
better understanding of recent developments of
teacher training in CEE (Nagy 1998).
Reshaping the focus and structure of VET teaching personnel training in Latvia and Lithuania is a
project (1999-2000), supported by ETF and the
governments of Denmark and Finland. The project

has a common frame and objectives for both
Latvia and Lithuania. It seeks to open the VET
schools to the world of work, introduce organisational development within schools, promote training of teachers, modernisation of teaching and
learning methods.

this later on; we shall now look at how the
system of social partnership has been researched. Analyses of the role of social part-

nership in VET appeared in CEE very recently as a part of an on-going pilot project
on the role of social partners in VET, launched

by the ETF in 1997. The study examined the
state of the art in this area and came up with
recommendations for the future, which were
verified during workshops and public discussions. As the overall exercise involved social

partners' representatives from the early
stage, the project itself has contributed to improvement of the situation. The ETF contin-

ues to work with partner countries in this
field, and the project will eventually attain a
development character.
Enhancing the role of social partner organisations

in the area of VET in the candidate countries of
CEE (ETF 1998a) was prepared in the framework
of an identically named project, launched by ETF
in 1997. The report was prepared on the basis of
country reports submitted by National Observa-

tories. The reports analysed social partners involvement in financing of VET, elaboration of vocational standards and systems of qualifications,
quality assurance, and VET planning. The analysis was produced in close collaboration with social partners' representatives and their close involvement in the follow-up discussion at a national

level and at the international conference organised by the ETF.

Although the project is not purely of the re-

search type, the analysis has contributed
greatly to mapping out the current situation.
It showed that in spite of the general immaturity of the system of social partnership in
CEE, the countries have reached quite different levels of development in this field, and

have also undertaken rather different pat-

It must be remembered that earlier in this

terns of development. The common obstacles
to the higher involvement of social partners
in VET are the above mentioned lack of incentives for employers, lack of commitment

chapter we stated that the challenge of blur-

from their side, and the lack of resources.

5.1.4 Social partnership
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Some countries still lack the legal framework
or suffer from insufficient institutional development. Nevertheless, it is possible to state

that the countries that have managed to set
up a system of financing with the participation of employers through a fund mechanism
enjoy greater involvement of social partners
in VET in general (e.g. Hungary).

Similarly those that started developing the
system of national vocational qualifications

(e.g. Hungary, Lithuania, Estonia) and
worked with social partners on development
of vocational and occupational standards (e.g.
Slovenia, Estonia and Lithuania in selected
sectors) were more successful in developing
systemic ties with social partners. Their involvement in the development of vocational
standards is relatively low in all CEE coun-

tries, as is their involvement in quality assurance or identification of future labour
market needs.
The Phare VET reforms have pushed forward
significant progress in the area of a systematic consultation process with social partners,

covering, though, only a limited number of
pilot schools. Some countries have been more

successful in involving social partners at a
regional level within the framework of the
overall regional administration reform (e.g.
Poland), and many countries have succeeded
in securing social partners' involvement at a
community or school level (ETF 1998a). The

latter is a peculiar point, which showed a
great potential of flexibility at a very local
level. The weak social partnership system in
CEE is a part of the overall weakness of civil
society and the instruments for its provision.
The issue of finding mechanisms for the rehabilitation of the institutions of civil society,
NGOs, public and professional associations,
trade unions, the whole third sector, after the
compromising of 'public' organisations under
the previous regime, could perhaps be tackled in research from a wider sociological perspective.

5.2 Contextual research
Contextual research is a provisional expression for research which, although it does not
deal with VET exclusively, looks at the con-

textual aspects of VET that define e.g. qualification requirements of the labour market,
skill requirements in companies, and various
social aspects as far as education and employment are concerned. The 'contextual' research
in CEE, although concentrating on the same
range of topics as in the EU countries, sometimes actually analyses somewhat different
models and processes, when it comes to employment, unemployment, social exclusion,
poverty, transition from school to working life,
etc. Needless to say most of the mentioned
notions are also new or have a new meaning

for countries in transition: under the state
planned economy unemployment, poverty,
and social exclusion purportedly did not ex-

ist. Therefore these are also new research
subjects in the countries of transition.

5.2.1 Employment and unemployment:

factors of transition
All reporting countries enjoy better analytical and statistical coverage of unemployment
than in the area of employment. Unemployment appeared as a new notion in CEE countries in 1990s as compared to the imaginary
'full' employment during the communist regime. In this situation the state had to generate social policy, a system of benefits, and em-

ployment measures on a principally new
basis. Information from official registers of the

unemployed was quickly generated for subsequent analyses and evaluation of national
policies to fight unemployment. Comparable
data with the standard ILO definitions appeared, however, in the CEE region only with
the commencement of the national Labour
Force Surveys (LFS) from the first half of
1990s.
Labour Force Sample Survey (LFS) was commenced in CEE countries between 1991-1995
with the exception of Slovenia where LFS has
been in place sine 1989. LFS applies standard
ILO definitions of employment, unemployment,
activity, and others, and therefore, appeared to
be the major source of comparable data at the
international level. Although LFS itself is not a
study, the majority of reporting countries mentioned the importance of the survey for the research. Through LFS data, collected through a
representative sample of households, the coun-
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tries have acquired an alternative to the official

were introduced by states in the early 1990s,

registry picture of the unemployment situation, and

naturally the states have mostly financed

additional data not only on the unemployed but
also otherwise largely missing employment data.
LFS therefore being a major stocktaking source
contributed to the research development.

studies evaluating the effectiveness and efficiency of active and passive measures. This
sort of study is available in most CEE countries. However, the impact measurement in
these studies has been rather weak and analyses mostly display insufficient attention paid
to measurement of (re)-employment after participation in active labour market measures
as a major indicator of policy success. The

As far as unemployment data are concerned,
there are marked differences among the countries in the relationship between registered
and LFS (ILO definition) unemployment, reflecting the efficiency of employment services

and the level of unemployment benefits in
CEE. For instance in the Baltic States, the
number of registered unemployed is very
small (between one half and two-thirds) as
compared to the LFS data (European Commission 1999). The trend is similar in Bulgaria (Beleva et al. 1999). This shows that
there are very limited incentives for people
to register due to the low level of unemployment benefits and the underdeveloped nature

of public employment services (European
Commission 1999). This was confirmed by
Background studies on labour market and em-

ployment (e.g. Eamets et al. 1999; Beleva et

al. 1999). The situation is the opposite in

available studies mostly measure the efficiency of the programme by calculating the
cost per unit, and accessibility of programmes

by participation rates. There are some attempts in alternative, measurement and its
analysis (e.g. Svetlik (ed.) 1992; Pert 1998)
which can serve as a good foundation for future research. Generally speaking, although

the studies stress the usefulness of programmes for particular disadvantaged groups
in the labour market, they also note relatively
small proportions of participants and insuffi-

cient spending on the active measures. The
latter features certainly vary from country to
country to a great extent; nevertheless, they
are a common characteristic in the region.

Hungary, Slovakia and Slovenia, where the
number of registered was 40-60% higher than

recorded by LFS, which reflects that those

Background studies on labour market and employment were conducted in all countries in Bul-

registered as unemployed did not comply with

garia, Czech Republic, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania,

the ILO criteria (e.g. were not available for

Hungary, Poland, Romania, Slovakia and

work or were not actively seeking a job). This

Slovenia in 1999. The studies were initiated by
the European Commission, DGV, and the European Training Foundation for preparation of the
background analysis for the labour market and
employment policy assessment in ten pre-accession countries (see Beleva et al., Munich et al,
Eamets et al, Horvath et al, Trapenciere et al,
Gruzevskis et al, Sztanderska et al, Lubyova et
al, Ciobanu et al, Pirher et al, 1999).

may mean that they were involved in very
short-term temporary work, or may indicate
fairly high unemployment benefits and effective public employment services in these countries. This however may also imply that a relatively large proportion of the population is still
involved in the grey economy (European Commission 1999).

Educational planning, structural adaptation
of the system, curriculum development, career guidance, all need to be based on sound

labour market analysis, derived from the
monitoring of actual labour market developments, and identifying the current and forecasting the future qualification requirements
(ETF 1999a). The studies in the field of monitoring the actual situation in the labour market could be found in all researched countries.

As labour market instruments and policies
256

Unemployment, inactivity of the population
as well as employment have their specific
characteristics in CEE, stemming from the
huge shift from the state-owned to private
sector economy and between agriculture, industry and services (see more 2.1). Hidden
employment and hidden unemployment, early
retirement and women's withdrawal from the

labour force, structural unemployment in
'mono-industrial' regions (especially mining
and metallurgy) and rural areas, which in-
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Figure 5: Unemployment rates by educational attainment among 25-59 year olds, 1997 (%)
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1999c), where the vast majority of the CEE

creases long term unemployment, are some
of the employment characteristics typical for

countries have demonstrated an appalling

the different countries in the CEE region, each

correlation between low skills level and unemployment.

to a different extent. There is no strong correlation between gender and unemployment
in the region (it varies from country to country but it seems that female withdrawal from
the labour market has obscured unemployment among them at least partly). Unemploy-

'Key indicators' is the annual statistical publication on VET and the labour market in the CEE
countries, compiled by the European Training
Foundation through the network of National Ob-

ment is highest among the young, poorly edu-

servatories. The data are provided by national sta-

cated, and older age groups. The level of
educational attainment proved to be a cru-

tistical services and the ministries of education.
For the purposes of comparability the publication

cial success factor in the labour market. Background studies on labour market and employ-

also includes EU data for selected indicators, provided by Eurostat.

ment as well as other studies in the field of
the labour market (Allison and Ringold 1996;

Guegnard and Cvetkova et al 1998;

Martuzans et al. 1998; Rutkowski 1998; ETF
1999c; OECD 1998; Vecernik and Mateju et
al 1999) proved that the higher the qualification level, the higher the level of employment.
They also demonstrated high proportions of
people with low or no qualifications among
the unemployed and especially the long-term
unemployed. The latter trend has been confirmed by the annual collection of key indica-

tors on VET and the labour market (ETF

Rather few analyses have focused on the relation between unemployment and employment as two specific paradigms and stimu-

lating factors of transition. One of such
studies (Jackman and Pauna 1997) attempted

to build the analysis on the examination of
the reallocation of employment between sectors (public and private sectors, and sectors

of growth and decline). The analysis questioned the fact that unemployment in the particular circumstances of the transition was an
inevitable factor in facilitating of the move-
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ment of workers to growth sectors. The authors justified their views through two pieces
of evidence: first that private firms appeared
to recruit almost exclusively from those with
jobs in the state sector or new entrants to the

started to modify, and this has been reflected
in the change of values.

labour force rather than from the unem-

cial characteristic of life success. Although the

ployed; second the example of the Czech Republic with the highest rate of new job creation in the growth sectors (trade and finance)
had the lowest unemployment rate in Europe.

CEE countries still tend to undervalue edu-

Jackman and Pauna, therefore, questioned
the rationale of policies directed at speeding
up the shake-out of labour from the excess
employment sectors' (p.386). The analysis
proved that unemployment in the transition
economies was 'neither necessary nor efficient
from the perspective of labour market restructuring' (p. 387).

It is, however, a dubious conclusion, taking
into account later developments: the so called
Czech miracle is no longer the case; economic
recession and the fast growing unemployment

One of the greatest among such changes has
become the association of education as a crucation as a crucial factor in life success as com-

pared to the advanced democracies in Western Europe, the rate of importance given to
the education factor increases along with the
advancement in the process of transition. The
higher the level of educational attainment, the
more value is conferred on education as a factor of life success. The transition period in
CEE countries has been characterised by the
gradual formation of the value of human capital, the rehabilitation of career rising, and a
steady transformation of stability values into
mobility values as factors of employment success.

rate are largely explained by the delayed re-

The trends are partly evidenced in the International Social Survey Programme (ISSP), in

structuring of the state sector there; in the
countries that started the economic reform

particular in the Social inequality survey

earlier and intensively restructured the state
sector, the initially high unemployment has
already started to decline. A further analysis
of unemployment and the effects of employment policies as factors in the transition process would be useful as a comparison of the
development in the last decade in all CEE
countries.

5.2.2 Human capital and social
exclusion: the prize and price of
transition?
Background studies on labour market and
employment demonstrated that the process of

differentiation of income, which increases
with the advancement of the process of tran-

sition to a market economy, is remarkably
linked to the relation between wage growth
and the level of educational attainment. The
previous regime put certain social groups in
the ill-fated circumstances of the egalitarian
society, hampering their life success and income growth, a fact which namely concerned
specialists with higher education and people

with entrepreneurial inclinations. After the

change of regime the social stratification
258

(1992, 1999) and the Work orientations survey (1997). The longitudinal study Returns to

human capital under the communist wage
grid and during the transition to a market
economy (Munich et al. 1999) demonstrated
through the example of the Czech Republic
that while during the decades of communism
an extremely low rate of return on education

was maintained, it increased dramatically
after the change of regime, and that the inter-industry wage structure varied substantially after the economy switched from central planning to market orientation. Human
capital embraces not only the attained education but also initial skills, competences, talents, motivation and commitment to further
develop and use the skills and competences.
Human capital represents a very important
capacity of the workforce, which can eventually activate economic capital (Matèjd 2000).
The International Social Survey Programme is a
continuing annual programme of cross-national
collaboration on surveys covering topics important for social science research. It brings together
pre-existing social science projects and coordinates research goals, thereby adding a crossnational, cross-cultural perspective to the indi-
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sions of deprivation, including lack of educa-

vidual national studies. Thirty-four countries are
members of the ISSP, including Bulgaria, Czech
Republic, Hungary, Poland, Latvia, Slovakia, and
Slovenia (http://www.issp.org)

tion (United Nations Development Pro-

The reverse side of the healthy differentiation processes, increasing returns on education and formation of the human capital value

gramme UNDP 1997). The latter report revealed the enormous social cost of transition,
which in most CEE countries, particularly in
the early transition period, led to a decline in
income, the highest ever growth in income
inequality, crime growth, loss of social pro-

were, however, raising inequalities: the

tection, decrease in life expectancy and a

greater the life success of the educated, the
fewer the chances received by those without

sharp decline of the birth rate.

qualifications. The overall income decline and

Atal (1999) noted that 'careful sociological
investigation is needed to understand the

rising differentiation in the CEE societies
have become major pitfalls of transition and
put the disadvantaged groups at the high risk
of social exclusion. 'In this respect, it is necessary for human resources policies to combine social policies for the human capital pro-

phenomenon of poverty in these countries. Is
it a new form of poverty that is emerging, or
is it suppressed poverty that is resurfacing?'
(p.6). His work (Atal 1999) was a subsequent

tection... with policies for human capital

to poverty definition and measurement in the

development' (Romanian national HRD strategy, p.4). Some analyses show the growing
inequality in access to education in the CEE
countries (e.g. Matèjfi 2000) and predict its
further deepening. The growing importance
of education for life success on the one hand,
high intergenerational reproduction of educational qualification on the other hand, and

finally insufficient participation in higher
education in a number of CEE countries will
contribute to rising social inequalities.

Social exclusion is a young topic on the research agenda in CEE, as is the problem itself, and very little research can be found in
this field. Under the communist regime the
existence of social exclusion as well as poverty was not admitted; marginalisation was
perceived as a social choice. Therefore these
phenomena were not scientifically and empirically addressed. In the early transition period,

with the rapid growth in poverty, the countries and international society focused on
studying poverty, though with a certain reduction of the concept of poverty to measuil=
ing income and consumption based definitions
of poverty, and insufficiently focusing on the
educational and occupational aspects of poverty (also criticised by Szalai 1999). UNDP

focused on studying poverty in transition
economies in 1997, where limitations of the
income-based perspective were realised and
the Human Poverty Index was introduced,
which includes indicators of different dimen-

attempt to summarise different approaches

selected CEE and CIS countries. This has
been a first step, which certainly demands
further elaboration, and especially analysis
of marginalisation and social exclusion from
the perspective of education and training.

The latest UNDP report (1999) revealed that
in the process of globalisation and the rising
importance of the development of information
and communication technology, as well as
biotechnology, the race to lay claim to knowledge becomes inevitable. The lack of access
to knowledge (PC skills, language skills) and
to information tools (the Internet), widens the
gap between 'knows and know-nots', not only
between "conventional" 'haves and have-nots'
(UNDP 1999). Therefore the topic of social
exclusion, so far insufficiently considered,
deserves more attention on the CEE VET research arena.
Every year since 1990, the United Nations Development Programme has commissioned the
Human Development Report to explore major issues of global concern. The UNDP reports look
beyond per capita income as a measure of human progress by also assessing it against such
factors as average life expectancy, literacy and
overall well-being. This year's Report focuses on
the positive and negative aspects of globalisation.
(http//:www.undp.org)

So far the scarce research in this field has
mostly been tackled from a sociological or eco-
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Figure 6: Drop outs rate, men and women
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nomic perspectives (e.g. Svetlik (ed.) 1996;
Vecernik 1991; Sirovatka 1997). Only recently

the research started to focus on issues of the
role of VET in the promotion of social cohesion, as a tool of 'systemic inclusion of the

generation of youngsters in the vocational
education and training, and in all forms of
education and training of adults those related to jobs and those not directly related'
(Trbanc 1999). The question therefore should
be tackled from the point of view of access to
education, flexibility and permeability of the
systems, financial incentives to promote participation in education, especially among dis-

advantaged groups, and finally the content
of education to promote participation, achieve-

ment of qualifications and the relevance of
educational output to the needs of the labour
market. Trace studies and analysis on drop
outs from education and training, as well as
on the causes and effects of low participation
rates in education may shed the light on how
to reform the system to promote access to edu260

cation and life long learning. These studies
are so far missing, which has been noted by
most of the countries, especially the ones
where drop out rates are high above 10%
(Hungary, Slovenia, and the Baltic states).
The ETF initiated extensive studies on VET
against social exclusion in the CEE countries.
The project is in its starting phase, and the
first results shall be available in mid 2000.
The very preliminary results demonstrated
that social exclusion has several tendencies
common to CEE countries: it occurs in the case

of an accumulation of a number of disadvantage characteristics (e.g. low skills, long-term
unemployed, belongingness to/membership in
a national minority); there is a spatial accumulation of risk factors (deprived regions); it

has a reproductive intergenerational tendency. This makes research from the spatial
and social accumulation and reproduction per-

spectives crucial for finding mechanisms to
fight the social traps.
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Figure 7: Unemployment rates of young and older people in CEE and in EU-15, 1997 (%)
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Studies on VET against social exclusion, commissioned by ETF at the end of 1999, and currently under preparation by the National Observatories, shall tackle the problem from the starting
point of identification of groups under the risk of
social exclusion, collection of factual information
about the situation of these groups in education
and training and on the labour market, analysis
of policies, actions and best practices to promote
the social cohesion in the countries. The studies
shall come up with the set of preventive and reactive recommendations for targeted policy measures and projects to support the disadvantaged
groups and promote social cohesion.

5.2.3 Transition from school to working
life: transition in transitory societies
The growth of youth unemployment in CEE
facilitated relatively frequent trace analyses

of school leavers' integration to the labour
market and research in the field of transition
from school to employment.
Roberts (1998) looked at the school-to-work
transition in CEE from the perspective of an
analysis of basic categories of the transition
process, examining the relevance of the Western models. He argues that although the basic categories of transition such as employment, self-employment and unemployment

are the same, their meaning and impact may
be quite different. Indeed, he demonstrates
that variations inside the employment status

of young school leavers in CEE are much
wider than the ones in the West. With the
emergence of the private sector and especially
'westernised' types of employment (local offices of Western firms) employment conditions
vary a great deal, often providing wages well

above the national average. Employment in
unstable jobs in the private or public sector,
and especially in the redundancy sectors, or
self-employment often mean low or vulnerable

income and insecurity regarding the future.
The young people in CEE appeared more
likely to work on their own accounts, being
self-employed, than their Western counterparts.
K.Roberts' analysis is based on the enquiries undertaken in Poland, Hungary, Slovakia, Bulgaria,

Ukraine, Georgia and Armenia, based on the
methodology which allows for broad comparisons
within the group of countries and with experiences
of young people on the labour market in the West,
developed by the Anglo-German foundation in the
early 1990s.

Similarly the unemployment status among
the youth in CEE appeared to have a different connotation as compared to the West. Tra-
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ditionally much closer intergenerational family ties in CEE affected deprivation as a direct consequence ofjoblessness, where the unemployed young people often relied rather on

the assistance of their parents than on the
employment services, managing to maintain
the reasonable standards of living and leisure
patterns, unlike their Western unemployed
counterparts. A relatively high rate of with-

drawal from the labour market, especially
among young women, was found characteristic for the CEE youth (see also OECD 1998,
p.28 for Bulgarian case). Unemployment of-

ten actually meant employment in the grey
economy, casual labour practices or part-time
studies. The young people in CEE also often
demonstrated being more likely to be involved
in the growth sectors, private SMEs with for-

Czech and the Hungarian post-compulsory
schooling pathways were found selective, and

the system of partnership to promote effectiveness of education pathways leading to integration to the labour market, insufficient.
Moreover, the general trend of the growing
length of the transition process in both CEE
countries was partly connected with inadequate capacities of tertiary level education,
making therefore the overall system of lifelong learning even more selective. The study

puts a particular emphasis on the lifelong
learning perspective, where high drop-out
rates from secondary education in Hungary
should be tackled in elementary schooling,
and higher levels of qualifications should be
achieved by offering a broad basis of both gen-

eral and vocational qualifications at an up-

eign capital, or successful entrepreneurship
than the older population, diminishing by

per secondary level and by restructuring
higher education in both countries (OECD

these means the age income inequalities.

1997, 1999a). The role of CVT in improving
the employability of young people on the la-

Thus although the categories of transition to
the labour market are the same in the West

and in the East, their connotation differs
substantially. Roberts, therefore, defines

bour market is especially important in this
respect (ETF 1999d), as it provides a quick
solution by supporting employability of the

'westernised' employment, public sector, selfemployment, partial employment, and unem-

young before the systemic changes come into
being.

ployment as more appropriate categories to
address in research on the school-to-work
transition (Roberts 1998, p.236). He proposes,

therefore, to research career routes rather
than labour market statuses.
The thematic review of the transition from initial
education to working life was conducted by OECD
between 1997 and 1999. The review covered fourteen nations, including two CEE countries the

Czech Republic and Hungary. The review was
built upon Background Reports (NTF 1997, OECD

1998a), prepared by all involved countries, and
Country Notes (OECD 1997, OECD 1999a), prepared by expert reviewers. The final comparative
report focused on the analysis within the lifelong
learning framework of how transition has been
changing during the 1990s, and what policies are
the most effective (OECD 1999).

The sociological survey School leavers in the
Czech Republic conducted in the framework of
the OECD project Transition from school to work-

ing life (Kuchai 1999) was carried out among
population of 20-29 years old who are graduates
of standard full time education of all types or are

without education, who are employed, unemployed or inactive. The survey analysed educational paths and their length, professional paths,
(mis)match of the first job after graduation and
the obtained vocational qualification, evaluation
of quality of the school education from the employment perspective, and intergenerational mobility.

Both research perspectives

analysis of the

educational pathways and career routes
have been combined in a sociological survey,

carried out in the framework of the OECD
The OECD thematic review of the transition
from initial education to working life (1999)
tackles the topic primarily from the point of
view of the flexibility ofeducational pathways
and also of the effectiveness of systems and

policies. It was remarkable that both the
262

project Transition from school to working life

in the Czech Republic (Kuchaf 1999). The
survey confirmed that the key reason for prolongation of the educational paths was unsuc-

cessful attempts to enter into higher education. The survey also demonstrated linear
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school pathways, an early start in professional

what reduced to the school-to-work perspec-

pathways (combined studies and employment), most frequently out of self-employment, relative instability of professional
pathways for people with vocational type

tive, neglecting other transitional aspects,

qualifications, given by a high concentration
of these qualifications in restructuring indus-

tries. The survey revealed that particular
problems in the transition process were experienced by people with no qualifications,
and that the higher the level of education, the
stronger the tendency toward social reproduction in the educational and professional mo-

bility (Kuchat 1999). The trace studies on
school graduates were also undertaken in
other countries (CNA Veneto Euro-In Consult-

ing 1998, and Jigau et al. 1998 in Romania;
Study of graduates of VET schools in Estonia, 1998; Pavelson 1999 in Estonia and others). An absolute majority of the trace stud-

ies confirm that the higher the level of
educational attained, the less the likelihood
of unemployment, and the smoother the transition process. They also mostly agree on the
need to provide broad-based qualifications
with substantial general knowledge and social skills. They confirm that the majority of
both the current students and those already
in the labour market seek to enhance their
knowledge and obtain a higher qualification.
All countries report the lack of a regular sys-

tem for tracing school leavers' success and

such as transition from unemployment to em-

ployment, from one type of employment to
another one, inter-occupational transition,
transition from the labour-intensive type of
employment to the knowledge- and technology-intensive type of employment, transition
between employment in large enterprises and
SMEs and so on. Analysis of these notions
from the perspective of the role of lifelong
learning in lessening the transitional encumbrance may bring the analysts to useful recommendations.

5.2.4 Labour market requirements and
skills mismatch
The research on school leavers in the labour
market is closely connected to the research
on labour market requirements. Indeed, while
the trace studies on school leavers in the la-

bour market try to understand the reasons
for success and failure in integration into
employment, measuring the failure by type,

level and branch of education, there are a
number of studies that attempt to undertake
a preventive approach. They survey the employers' needs in terms of the qualifications
and skills of the new labour force, and draw
up conclusions on the implications for education and training. It should be admitted that
this type of study is not very widespread in

failure on the labour market. The above-mentioned surveys are irregular (most of them are
one-off surveys financed on an accidental basis), and they lack a consistent methodology.
Several countries tried to elaborate a mecha-

CEE yet, and the main reason behind the limited analysis in this area is the costs connected

nism for the regular measurement of youth
integration in the labour market by using the
standard available statistics (e.g. Horaèková
and Ry§"ka 1998, 1999 used unemployment
registry, Vojtgch 1998 employed LFS data,
Markausa 1997), but the analysis is circumscribed by the data sources and often happen

branch associations and employers to take
interest in and to take charge of generating
this type of data and information.

to be somewhat mechanical, unable to follow
the whole complexity of categories and factors of the school-to-work transition. Moreover, not all countries witness research in this
field, but all of them report the school-to-work

veys on employer's needs, mostly paid and
organised by the state, the non-governmental sector or foreign donors. The surveys,
which have been reported by CEE countries,
either take the form of questionnaire surveys
among employers or embrace a wider scope
of the pro-active operation, involving social
partners in the discussion and verification of

transition as one of the under-researched
fields. Finally, our overview of the research
on transition revealed that perhaps it is some-

to such types of research. The system of so-

cial partnership is still very weak in these
countries, and it is rather difficult to persuade

The lack of employers' commitment to cooperate with educators in defining qualification
standards is partly compensated by the sur-
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the survey results and statistics otherwise
available. The latter approach is particularly
important as in the long run it may help to
activate the role of the social partners in the
development and adjustment of VET provision in their branches.
The questionnaire survey Graduates on the labour market: what do employers expect?, conducted in the framework of the OECD project
INES, was designed to measure employers demands in terms of skills and competences. It was
carried out among 820 Czech companies that employed more than five employees, at least one of
them being a school graduate recruited within last

two years (Sfastnová et al. 1998).

The survey Graduates on the labour market:
what do employers expect? (St'astnová et al.
1998) revealed that Czech companies expect
first of all to recruit young candidates with

a comprehension of quality and entrepreneurship, a propensity to learn in order to
deepen their knowledge or obtain a new
qualification, and who are flexible and adapt-

able to new environments. The schools are
assumed to be primarily in charge of providing broad general knowledge, developing
verbal and writing skills, and learning aspirations. The companies declared their preparedness to train young people in vocational

subjects, health and safety at work, and develop their entrepreneurial skills; they, however, expect schools to take charge of the pro-

Most of studies on employers' requirements
are organised either at a sectoral or at a re-

gional level. Estonia organised a sectoral
study in the wood and furniture industry (Jogi
1999) with an attempt to employ a more proactive approach, actively involving employers'

representatives in debates on the results of
the survey. The survey demonstrated that
companies experience skills shortages among
qualified labour, not in terms of the numbers
among the prepared workforce but rather in
terms of skills and competences. On the top
of the lack of entrepreneurial skills, a sense
of responsibility, commitment and other so-

cial skills, as well as thorough theoretical
knowledge, the companies see a lack in practical skills, insufficiently provided at schools.
The peculiarity of the perception of small en-

terprises was demonstrated in their appeal
for a staff with multiple skills, capable of fulfilling the entire cycle of the production process.
Transition economies have been characterised
by a situation in which the job profiles were

changing more rapidly than the system of
occupational standards. Many jobs are new
on the list of occupations or their content has
changed so much that the skills required do
not correspond to vocational qualifications formally requested for job performance. Therefore the mere measurement of shortage and
surplus occupations or enquiries into recruit-

ment problems are insufficient. The added

vision of foreign language proficiency,

value of the research into particular skills and

managerial skills, quality comprehension

competences is therefore unquestionable.

and customer-oriented skills, self-confidence,

Another aspect of possible research is the reconstruction of actual job profiles as a tool to
upgrade vocational standards. Job analysis
(the nature of tasks performed, work environ-

motivation, and initiative. Therefore, employers primarily lack social or core skills
among school graduates rather than professional competences, and moreover, the employers assume their readiness for providing necessary vocational training leading to
excellence in qualifications.
The objective of the sectoral study in the wood
processing and furniture idustry in Estonia (1999)
was to assess the importance of the factors influencing its development, clarify the current situation and workforce requirements, including future

training needs. The questionaire survey and
indepth interviews covered 165 SMEs (PW Partners Ltd. 1999).
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ment, responsibilities and perceived skills
required) was undertaken in the survey on
needs in management training in the banking and financial sector (Deloitte & Touche,
1996). The latter survey also scrutinised customer attitudes in order to enrich the skills
perspective.
VET in the context of regional development was
a project initiated by the ETF in four pre-accession countries (Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland
and Slovenia) and implemented by National Observatories in 1998. The studies analysed the
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education and training provision, labour market
and institutional development in selected regions
of the four countries. The Czech Republic conducted a company survey to help to measure
qualification supply and demand mismatch in the
coming two years in the Ostrava region. Although
the project did not involve other CEE countries,
some of them took their own initiative and conducted research at a regional or local level, displaying a particular need in such studies.

A number of studies on labour market require-

ments were undertaken at a regional or
county level, varying from a quantified measurement of the present shortage and surplus
occupations (Rittau et al. 1998 in Poland) and
the training needs analyses (Podravje region
1997-1999, including SMEs needs analysis in
1998, in Slovenia) to rather complex studies
on VET in the context of regional development
(Versa 1998 in Slovenia, Kidyba and Kozak
1998 in Poland), including the supply/demand
analysis (PMU/OBS/IC003, 1998 in Bulgaria,
Czesana and Strietska-Ilina et al. 1999 in the
Czech Republic, and Cvetkova et al. 1999 in

Latvia). Regional development is a process
still in its starting phase in the CEE countries. Some of them have established regions
and basic structures and responsibilities (Poland, Hungary), others have just undergone
the legislative process or are still engaged in
debates over the regional reform. In this context the regional perspective of socioeconomic

development, labour market requirements,
and education and training offers becomes

tematic way in the CEE countries, where both
methods and coverage have immense room for
enhancement.

5.2.5 Prognostic research and strategies
Zecchini (1997) rightly noted that existing
statistical services in CEE are not prepared
to measure facts which are not directly observable in all their detail. He further noted
that 'the tradition of precisely and meticulously quantifying facts related to the implementation of the central plan was suited to
an era in which the economy was dominated
by few large firms over which the government
held strong control...' (p.4). Indeed, in the past
most CEE countries had an elaborate mecha-

nism and infrastructure for manpower plan-

ning as an integral part of the overall
economic planning. With the end of the com-

munist regime the old practices were abandoned and institutions dissolved. The word
'planning' acquired very negative connotation
and attempts to conduct prognoses had little
recognition in the societies.

The situation has recently changed and in a
few countries future oriented studies have
been conducted. The research that deals with
the needs and requirements of future labour
force training, which we provisionally call
'prognostic' research, may occur in very different forms. The research also may have a
different time span for prediction or planning
strategy. Short-term forecasting is much bet-

very important. Matching supply and demand
may best be addressed at the local level and
support the establishment of regional and lo-

ter developed and more widespread than midand especially long-term oriented prognostic

cal ties among key institutions. In the context of preparation for EU accession and entering into pre-structural funding, including
the European Social Fund, the regional research perspectives are rendered ever more
important. Moreover, if such research is undertaken and discussed in collaboration with
broad partnerships in the region, it may by
itself promote regional development. Therefore, as in the case of other research seeking

longer term anticipation of qualifications and
skills requirements, which can go beyond the

to anticipate the education and training needs

tempts at quantified forecasting models, and
to a rather complex mixture of qualitative and
quantitative methodologies for elaborating
scenarios and strategies for future policies.

at a sectoral or national level, the primary
added value of regional studies is its 'collaborative' character. This type of research should
be further promoted and supported in a sys-

research. At the same time the need for a
educational cycle, has started to be recognised.
Prognostic research varies from the relatively
simple collective brainstorming of experts and
social partners with an attempt to verify existing statistics and to produce an outlook for

future development, to quite complex at-

In CEE prognostic research uses methods
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available and at some point applied in the EU
member states, where most quantified fore-

development of strategy in education policies.

casting models are based on retrospective
data and extrapolation of the past trends on
the future. In the West, the traditional fore-

among the members of the Education Forum
Committee along with those involved in the
elaboration of the nationwide planning Estonia 2010 at the Estonian Institute of Future
Studies (Jogi 1999). Thus, the elaboration of
education policy scenarios took place hand in

casting models were abandoned by some coun-

tries (e.g. France) after the oil shock of the
1970s when the method proved its inability
to produce a reliable forecast in exceptional

The idea emerged and started to develop

present alternative images (van Wieringen

hand with the planning process at a macro
level. The major assumption for scenarios
elaboration was that the future of education
cannot be observed separately from the future of the society. Two key factors, which

and Dekker 1999), and proved functional in a

determine the nature of the Estonian society,

changing environment. In the case of CEE

were chosen as a result of brainstorming

countries the latter point is especially important, as the reliable retrospective data com-

meetings and a wider public discussion: cohesion and innovativeness of the society. In
the light of these factors four models of the
future Estonian society and corresponding
education scenarios were drawn: a) Estonia
of public schools (nation-centred Estonia), b)
Estonia of permanent education reforms (corporate Estonia), c) Estonia of market education and elite schools (Estonia of the rich and
the poor), d) learning Estonia (interactive)
(Jogi 1999, Baumgartl et al. 1999). The idea
of drawing up possible paths of development
also implied that the core expert group, civil

conditions.

Unlike traditional forecasting, scenarios

parable over a longer time period and the
sectoral employment forecasts supplied by
macro-economic models, necessary for man-

power requirements models, are often not
available (NO of VET and Labour Market
1999).

Scenarios certainly cannot fully substitute the
presence of data, moreover, the approach it-

self requires sound statistical data for the
initial context analysis. The scenarios method
is not meant to 'de-legitimise the work of those
who try to improve the statistical and labour

market information base. It is just meant to
lay stress on the question of whether there
are additional, alternative, faster, and simpler ways of taking decisions about the development of education and training' (Baumgartl et al. 1999, pp. 186-187). Examining the
scenarios method as such is not an objective
in our study and we shall simply concentrate
on examples of projects using the scenarios
approach which either occurred in the countries in question or involved their participation (see more on examples of projects based
on the method of scenarios elaboration in van
Wieringen and Dekker 1999).

servants and decision makers would also draw
a certain plan of achievement of the most posi-

tive scenario, and, even more importantly,
would reach a certain level of consensus on
how to achieve that.
Scenarios and strategies for VET in Europe is a
project initiated by Cedefop, supported by ETF
and coordinated by Max Goote Expert Centre at
the University of Amsterdam. The project eventually involved five CEE countries (Estonia, Czech
Republic, Hungary, Poland and Slovenia) along
with five EU member states. The project 'aims to
develop a tool to improve the understanding of
VET systems in their economic-technological, employment-labour and training-knowledge environment' (van Wieringen and Dekker 1999, pp.3).

In CEE countries the scenarios approach
started to be discussed and subsequently developed in 1997, at which time Estonian re-

searchers were in the forefront. Estonian
'Education scenarios 2015' were developed
with the objective of initiating discussion in
society about the future of education and receiving public support and contribution for the
266

Another, most recent example of scenarios
elaboration was the international project Scenarios and strategies for VET in Europe. The
study is based on the Delphi method the

structured consultation of selected experts
through questionnaires. The project intends
to identify not only scenarios and strategies
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for VET in the involved countries, but also to
define the most suitable scenarios and strat-

portant whereas hierarchies become less important) and 'mobility of labour' (trends to-

egies for VET in Europe. As only the first

wards mobility of labour in flexibilisation, new

phase of the project has been completed, it is
impossible to speak about specific results yet.

combinations of work and training, but also
higher migration) were not largely shared by
the CEE countries, and Slovenia was the only
country that supported both scenario dimen-

It is, however, noteworthy that even on the
basis of preliminary results CEE countries
often have a sound distinctiveness in defining trends, strategies, key actors and scenarios as compared to the EU member states.

The distinctiveness is not necessarily indicated as a difference but rather as giving more

or less importance to the same factors. For
instance, in scoring the responsible actors for
the strategy both the CEE countries and the

EU member states assign the same importance to the nation state. However, the EU

sions.

The certain contradiction in weighing scenarios and strategies in the context of the
employment and labour market is given by
the fact that scenarios are built by exploring
certain developments, measuring responses
on how the selected 23 trends are important
and likely for the given country. In other
words this means that although the strategy
based on the modern flexible workforce may

member states assign a bigger role to the EU
agencies than the CEE countries, while the
latter undervalue the role of the trade unions
as a responsible actor. Furthermore, on average the respondents from the EU countries
assign larger responsibility to the individual
than respondents from CEE (van Wieringen
and Dekker 1999, pp.102). This is given to a
large extent by the shared past experiences
of the CEE region, its egalitarianism on the
one hand, and aversion towards certain types
of institutions and partnerships that in some
way connote the 'officialdom' of the past re-

be highly relevant for CEE countries, scenarios based on the 'modernisation' of the
workplace and the increase in the flexibility
and mobility of labour may not yet be feasi-

gime.

of the strategy based on a transparent qualification structure and mobility, and on individuals investing in their own training (van
Wieringen and Dekker 1999, pp.134). Although CEE countries generally support European scenarios and strategies, the abovementioned preferences show that the systemic

The CEE countries also remarkably differed
from the EU member states in weighing the
relevance of the strategies and scenarios pro-

visionally developed in the project in a
number of cases. In terms of importance for
CEE in the context of economy and technology, the key issues seem to be those of provid-

ing incentives for the private sector and social partners to encourage their engagement
in training, developing learning organisation
and knowledge management, and forecasting
specific needs. In the employment and labour
market context a strategy based on the modern workforce (flexible, part-time, employable,

entrepreneurial) was rated by all participating in the project CEE countries as highly

relevant, whereas scenario dimensions

'changing in the workplace' (the organisation
becomes multicultural; ICT, knowledge management and social skills become more im-

ble.

In the context of training, skills and knowledge, the CEE countries lay stress on reforming the VET system as a whole (decentralisa-

tion, flexibility, expansion) rather than
changing the role of VET providers and flex-

ibility in training programmes. The CEE
countries are at the top of the list for relevance

reform process in CEE has not been completed

yet, whereas other European countries concentrate on scenarios and strategies based on
more targeted measures.
As we have already mentioned the above results are only preliminary and may be verified by further analysis. The involvement of
the CEE countries in the project on scenarios
and strategies in VET in Europe has been no
doubt very beneficial, albeit the methodology
itself may appear somewhat disputable. Although the scenarios method intends to overcome the limitations of traditional forecast-

ing approaches, based on extrapolation of
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retrospective trends to the future, to some extent the same shortcomings could be observed

Forecasting qualification needs is only start-

method is based upon the experts' analysis of

ing to be developed in the CEE countries.
There have been attempts in Hungary and
Poland, and feasibility studies in Estonia

the past developments, but also upon their

(Corcoran 1997), Latvia (Guegnard and

comprehension of the present and future evolution. The human brain has natural limita-

Perier-Cornet 1997). Recently the Czech Republic started to develop a methodology based

tions in its ability to innovate and imagine
the future. This drawback could also be in

on the manpower requirement approach in

evidence in other anticipative research based
on the Delphi method, which relies on expert
judgement the second-hand testimony of the
factual state of affairs.

ing of training needs: comparative analysis,
elaboration and application of methodology.
The project tries to utilise partners' experience with different methods: the manpower
occupational forecast, which takes into account all relevant flows, determining the supply and demand for school-leavers on the labour market; analysis of changing trends in
broadly defined occupations and sectors, and

also in the scenarios method itself. The

Whether or not the results of the application
of such methods are reliable is a long standing
scientific debate, but one thing is certain: it is
the added value that the method encompasses,
perhaps not necessarily in the result itself only
but more so in the process of obtaining the result. The scenarios project as well as several
other examples of qualitative research under-

taken with an attempt to anticipate future
developments and qualification needs managed to put partners from different fields together and make them discuss the problems
and possible measures for tackling them. These
debates bring about the first step to a common

the framework of the project Regular forecast-

future skill requirements for the decision
making level to help to elaborate mediumterm labour market strategies and educational planning; and expertise in forecasting
for the Eastern Lander in the similar conditions of economic transition.
The objective of the project is to elaborate the
mid-term (5 years) forecasting methodology

The project Regular forecasting training needs:

for use at a national level by decision makers, guidance services and individuals. However, due to the lack of data and the absence
of bridges between classification systems in
the fields of education and employment, the
results will not be valid at a regional, and a

comparative analysis, elaboration and application

sub-sector level (NO of VET and Labour Mar-

of methodology (LABOURatory) is led by the

ket 1999). There is a need to complement
quantifying forecasting based on partially
available data and a relatively short time

understanding and eventual compromise
around very urgent problems, and helps people to start working together on their solution.

Czech National Observatory in cooperation with

CERGE (Centre for Economic Research and
Graduate Education, Charles University). The
project involves a broad trans-European partnership of leading institutions in the field of forecasting and anticipation of labour market needs: ROA
(Research Centre for Education and the Labour
Market, the Netherlands), ESRI (Economic and
Social Research Institute, Ireland), IAB (Institute
of Employment and Occupational Research at the
Federal Institute of Labour, Germany), and OREF
(Regional Employment and Training Observatory,
Burgundy) and Quaternaire in France. The partnership further involves Slovenia and Poland. The
project, which is in its interim phase and will be
completed in March 2001, seeks to elaborate a

complex forecasting methodology, based on
quantitative and qualitative methods.
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span of retrospective data with reliable tech-

niques to estimate the correct figure for a
given aggregate. Zecchini (1997) was accurate

in characterising the situation of data availability in CEE, saying that 'proper estimation is more useful than incomplete data' (p.4).
Therefore, the quantified forecasting models

will be enriched with anticipation mechanisms for analyses at a regional and a sectoral
level, where experience of OREF and Quaternaire will be applied respectively. The result

of the project shall be a forecasting model
along with alternative corrective instruments

adjusted to exogenous shocks of transition
economies, and therefore functional in uncertain conditions.
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Forecasting as well as different forms of quali-

tative anticipation of labour market requirements cannot serve as a direct guide to ac-

tion but rather as indicators of trends and
developments which are to be taken into account by the public as well as by the decision
making authorities in planning and strategy
development. The strategy elaboration proc-

ess as such did not emerge by itself in the
CEE countries and took place no earlier than
the second half of the 1990s, being especially
notable in recent years when a wave of conceptual analytical documents were elaborated
in different CEE countries. This development
was stimulated by a number of reasons.

First, after the completion of the Phare VET
reform in its pilot phase, the countries needed
a comprehensive evaluation of the results and

subsequently an elaboration of a national
strategy of further development of the system in the new phase of transformation, when
the initial reforming euphoria was left behind,
and a new, more pragmatic and targeted approach was needed.

Second, the advancement of the transition
process brought the nations from the survival
mentality to a definition of priorities and concentrated actions.

the anticipation of labour market requirements,
CI support for financial and tax incentives to
increase access and participation in lifelong learning at all levels and in various
forms,
the provision of targeted support measures
for disadvantaged groups to reinforce social inclusion, and to enhance system incentives to promote equality of opportunity

in access and participation in lifelong
learning,
Ci continued reform of the systems allowing
for more flexibility, horizontal and vertical permeability, and diversification of education offered in order to meet the diversity of needs of economy and learners,

a system of educational standards and
qualifications and a system of quality assurance and accreditation,
allowing for transparency and compatibility, providing a broad theoretical basis and
social/core skills in educational preparation,

I:I enhancing the modern teaching methods,
Third, the process of preparation for EU accession has fuelled the strategy and planning
development.

which develop creativity, initiative, responsibility and independence among pupils by

Finally, the research component itself reached

improving the teaching materials, tools
and school equipment in response to the

the level of maturity when at least partial

improving teachers training.

intersectoral and inter-institutional cooperation became possible, and this collaboration
generated the inter-disciplinary analysis and

needs of a knowledge based and informa-

elaboration of comprehensive studies and concepts.

Li support for anticipation analyses of the

tion society,
skill needs to provide employable workforce

for the future.

No matter which CEE country the strategy
has been developed in, there are certain domains that are relevant for the whole region:
Ci the move towards a more decentralised
VET system and a system of, curriculum
development and an elaboration of standards,
enhancing the role of social partners in
curriculum and standards innovation and

All strategies have been based on the assumption that human resources are a crucial component in the development of the societies in
all sectors, and on the recognition of educa-

tion as an opportunity for the whole society
to meet the economic objectives of the com-

munity as well as individual aspirations
(Cerych et al. 1999; Hendrichova (ed.) 1999;
Pusvaskis 1998; Lamoureux et al. 1999 and
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others). We must note, however, that compre-

all CEE countries. Somewhat more developed

hensive strategic research in its primary

this area seems to be in Poland, Hungary,

sense is still very scarce. A lack of strategic
future oriented thinking is compensated by a
series of efforts and institutional collaboration, which brings about alternative perspectives and eventually generates policy docu-

Czech Republic, Slovenia, Estonia and Latvia,

ments. In the field of research per se, however,

this is not enough, and there must be a serious effort undertaken by national authorities
and the international community to enhance
research capacities, expertise, and comprehensiveness in understanding the issues of
concern for researchers worldwide.

but, to stress it again, it is also well existent
in other CEE countries.
Second, our hypothesis about a high degree
of accord between the countries in identification of major priorities was confirmed. This
demonstrates that although all CEE countries
are at a very different stage of the reform proc-

ess, and have different VET traditions and
cultural backgrounds, the principle features
of the transition, which are rather common
for all countries, determine the current research.

6.Conclusions and recommendations
6.1 Conclusions: shortcomings and
'gaps'
Our initial analysis started from an assumption that the research gaps (i.e. neglected or

abandoned areas of research) and the research priorities are determined by the tremendous changes occurring in the countries
of CEE. These changes in CEE are a part of
the double transformation, where the transition from planned to market economy is multiplied by the challenges of global transformation. We therefore suggested that the gaps

and priorities of CEE research would be
largely prescribed by the reform process,
would concentrate on the requirement aspect

of VET and would have much in common
among the CEE countries. We also suggested
that VET research would have a higher level

of production and maturity in the countries

Third, and most important, the VET research
in CEE has fairly successfully reacted to the
major challenges of the socioeconomic development, quickly responding and adjusting to
the immediate needs. A great deal of research
efforts have been undertaken as a reaction to

major challenges of the transition process:
rapidly rising unemployment, growing social
and skills inequalities, skills mismatch, and
within this context inadequate diversification
of VET programmes and the systems themselves, ineffective financing, teaching methods and qualifications of teachers, too narrow

vocational specialisation and insufficient
mechanisms for innovation of curriculum,
standards and quality assurance. The VET
research claimed to play its role in the reform
process, adopting a pro-active approach and
enthusiastically participating in development
projects.

Our initial hypothesis of better research coverage and greater maturity of VET research

where VET itself enjoys a long-term tradition
and relative prestige.

in the countries where VET itself enjoys

Our analysis has brought us to several conclusions. First, indeed the background country reports confirmed that a major demand
in research is concentrated in the area of requirement (or contextual) type of research
with the emphasis on the needs of the labour
market. Nevertheless, at the same time the
contextual research with the reference to the
labour market requirements was the most
frequent in the reports and could be traced in

influenced the research development in the
CEE countries, where the existence of a research institute, development of the university-based research or participation in inter-
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higher prestige was not confirmed. The analysis showed that there were other factors that

national granting schemes had a greater
impact on VET research than the prestige of
VET. We may, however, suggest that the coun-

tries, where recent years displayed a shift
towards comprehensive conceptual elaboration of the overall system of human resources
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development at the national level in the concept of lifelong learning, enjoyed integration
of VET into state or public driven conceptual
works. This manifested the most positive development of recent years as far as VET research in CEE is concerned.
Although VET research managed to success-

fully cover the most acute problems on the
agenda of the countries in transitional, the
study has revealed an insufficient coverage,
inadequate quality, poor methodological ap-

proach and inefficient organisation in a
number of areas of VET research in CEE:

Under the turmoil of the reform process,
the VET research has tried to find immediate solutions to complex socioeconomic

the challenges they have to tackle are pri-

marily the same as in the EU member
states but on the top of it they must find
quick answers to most urgent questions of

the democratic reform process. Being a
driving force for change, researchers and
analysts happened to be a 'hostage' of the
same reform process. The urgent has often prevailed over the conceptually important in a longer term perspective. The re-

cent years have, however, featured a
number of positive examples of a thorough
conceptual approach in the elaboration of
further steps, though still somewhat missing a scientific hand on it.

CI The national reports have demonstrated
the peculiar domination of the analytical

transition process, the VET research has
rather reacted to the principle demands of

works in the field oflabour market requirements over conceptual and theoretical research into aspects of process and outcomes

transformation towards free market

of VET in recent years. This has been

economy and democratic society. The glo-

strongly determined by the rapid economic

bal challenges, imposed by the growing

change. In spite of the general reproach
expressed by all (!) CEE countries about
the lack and insufficient development of
labour market needs analysis, we may
state that the problem was rather a lack

problems. Out of the two components of the

importance of knowledge intensive industries, the services sector, SMEs, and related
to these question of access to knowledge,
information and ICT have not been tackled to the same extent.

Li In the pursuit for quick and immediate
solutions, and being under time and financial constraints, the VET researchers and
practitioners in CEE often tended to look
for ready made answers, which came into
being in the form of the models adopted
from the West and with the international
financial assistance. A thorough systematic
analytical work into verification of the fea-

sibility, adjustability and impact of such
adoptions was not in place. In spite of the
invaluable input of international expertise
to the process of advancement of the VET
reform, the role of national research in the
reform process was often neglected. As the
result the VET reform process did not sufficiently contribute to VET research development, especially at the beginning of the
transition period. The notions of a primary

concern for research in the EU member
states are not always adequately tackled
by the CEE research. The CEE countries
found themselves in the situation where

of a systematic approach, and effective and
efficient methods in such analyses. Moreover, the VET research has been somewhat

subordinated to the labour market analysis, while the theoretical research in the
field of process and outcomes of VET has
been neglected. Slightly more evidence of
research into processes and outcomes of
VET were observed in Lithuania, Hungary,
Poland, Czech Republic, Slovenia, Roma-

nia and Bulgaria.

The subordination to the labour market
requirement was not a negative development per se but it threw out the baby with
the bathwater. What is it that we are trying to harmonise VET provision with the
labour market requirements for? It is the
life success of the individual, his employability, but also his ability to learn in the
future and to be a successful and active citi-

zen. The role of the individual has been
somewhat overlooked in the research,
where the success of the individual was
reduced to his success in employment in
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the future. The concept of lifelong learning gives a broader perspective and needs
to be better addressed in the research into
different fields of VET. Furthermore, the
needs of individual learners must be also
better addressed in the context of employment in the framework of CVT and HRD
in enterprises.

ket research, research on initial VET from
research on CVT and HRD, etc. Each institution specialises in its domain, in which
they would run both research and development projects depending on the context
and funding, but would rarely go beyond
their scope of operation.

1:1 The VET research in CEE has mainly had

A comprehensive conceptual approach in
research started to be developed in recent

an applied or developmental character.

years and manifested a new qualitative

Theoretical scientific research has been almost totally abandoned in a majority of the
CEE countries; Lithuania was virtually the
only exception where theoretical scientific

change in the reform process. The national

research into VET is well situated in the

traditions in their own countries. From taking the value of Western models and meth-

researchers adopted a more cautious approach in implementation of the foreign
models and started to look at the research

academic surrounding of the country. Such
development in CEE on the one hand appeared as a positive shift from highly theo-

ods for granted there has started a shift
towards a more thoughtful approach, reliance on the national researchers and practitioners, and attempts to look at the education and training in a broader context of
lifelong learning, human resources development and global changes. The positive
shift must be further supported and pro-

retical academic research, isolated from
reality, towards more practical and developmental research. On the other hand this can

turn into a very dangerous development.
The absence of theoretical or basic research
is not something that could be felt immediately but it may restrain development in the

moted where multidisciplinary research

long run. Putting research closer to practice certainly does not mean abandoning

and a corresponding inter-institutional collaboration must take a lead.

theoretical research. The mechanisms
should be found how to implement the scientific findings into practice.

I:1 In the transition turmoil the VET research

I:1 To the contrary of our previous statement,
several countries reported insufficient development of applied research (Slovakia,
Estonia, Albania, Hungary, Romania). The
reasons behind the statements are largely

tion of research, brain drain from research,
subordination to the immediate and most

has had very limited financial sources in
CEE. This has contributed to fragmentaurgent problems, attempts to find readymade solutions of complex problems, de-

pendence on the external sources and
therefore subject to specific restrictive

caused by the same reasons: a lack of
mechanism to follow up research projects
and implement recommendations. There is
a gap in between "what to do?" and "how
to do it?" (Mustafai 1999). Specific types of
projects, aimed at the dissemination or implementation of results of the research, are
not frequent and must be enhanced.

regulations of the foreign aid. Some countries evidenced insufficient development of
the empirical research due to the financial

constraints. Where national sources are

of the VET system or a particular field were

very limited, efficiency of the research organisation is vital. The research function
needs more transparency, coordination and
flexible mechanisms of grant support at the
national level. Inter-institutional cooperation, coordination of efforts and synergy
between different institutional structures,

researched separately. This was also reflected in the institutional arrangements

diversification of funding sources and a
greater participation of private and civil

11 The VET research in CEE proved to be
highly fragmented, where each sub-sector

that separate curriculum research, re-

society sectors in the VET research can con-

search on standards from the labour mar-

tribute to the efficiency.
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Under the circumstances of the economic
hardship and limited spending on research
and development in CEE, the role of international financial assistance is indispensable. It has, however, concentrated rather
in the area of development projects than
in assisting research to undergo the transition period. It is the duty of each particular CEE government as well as of the in-

ternational society to help research to
overcome the scientific discourse caused by
the decades of the realm of the communist
ideology. The role of the research as a cen-

tral support point in the reform process,
where research is both cause and effect of
the transition, is essential for overcoming

strategic perspective of the systemic development of national human capital.

The country specific research priorities
concentrate on particular problematic areas of VET present in these countries. For

instance, a rather high rate of dropouts
(over 10%) from education in Slovenia,
Hungary, Latvia, Estonia, would suggest
that the research into causes and effects
of early school leaving as well as the identification of mechanisms to promote integration of the young into education or employment would be useful.

short-sightedness and old-fashioned mode
of the CEE research.

Another important aspect of country specific needs lies in the area of initial stocktaking information and data collection. At
the beginning of the transition process the

In spite of fairly successful reaction to most

information tools were often inadequate for

urgent topics, the introduction of many

helping to design the policies, monitor',

new research fields in the research agenda,

policy effects and identify areas for policy
adjustment (Zecchini 1997). After a history
of governmental manipulation of statistics,
a new approach also needed to be elaborated in the statistical services for the purposes of obtaining an accurate and objective record of relevant social and economic
phenomena (Zecchini 1997). While in most
CEE countries the initial phase of reform-

and successful coverage of the issues of
concern of the reform process by the VET
research in CEE, there have been certain
'gaps' or topics which need further elaboration. These topics are of two types: coun-

try specific and general for the region.
Confirming our original hypothesis, the
vast majority of priority fields are common

for the CEE countries. All or most countries state the need in supporting and developing research in the following fields:
labour market training and qualification
needs analysis, competence-based qualifications, broad-based qualifications, innovative teaching methods, teachers training and personnel development at schools,
vocational and occupational standards,
evaluation and quality assurance, financ-

ing national statistical services and the
minimum requirement of reliable stocktaking data for the monitoring and adjustment

ing life, systematic trace studies of gradu-

of social and economic policies has been
mainly fulfilled, in Albania it is clearly not
the case. The statistical provision in the
latter country hinders research and analysis and the subsequent policy innovation.
Thus, statistics on education and the labour market should be urgently improved
in Albania. Nevertheless, other countries
also suffer from inappropriate data cover-

ates (including educational paths and

age, especially in the area of CVT, HRD in

career routes), modular training and its impact, the role of VET in promoting social
cohesion, CVT, and HRD in enterprises. It
is necessary, however, to add that the major drawback of CEE research is not in its

enterprises and financing of initial and
continuing education and training by type
of sources (including private sources and
expenditures on education by enterprises).

gaps as such, but rather in the mode by

Involvement of the CEE countries in the
process of elaboration of the common terminology in the field of VET and support
to a greater transparency in the VET vo-

ing of VET, transition from school to work-

which the fields are covered. It lacks a comprehensive perspective where each particu-

lar issue or field is considered against the
background of lifelong learning and the

cabulary is important for promotion of com-
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parable cross country analyses and stipulation of a benchmarking perspective to
each particular state.

The CEE research in the field of VET must
harmonise conceptually and methodologically
with the foremost international research community by consolidating its great intellectual
potential and by relying on its experience in
playing a prominent role, which the CEE researchers and other intellectuals have played

in supporting democratic developments in
their countries.

6.2 Policy implications
The challenges of double transformation, the
increased blurring of education and work, the
challenge of the knowledge-based society and
a lifelong learning perspective impose especial role for research in the field of VET. The
research in CEE is in the process of change

itself; at the same time it should become a
core point of initiation, analysis and elaboration, and expert support in implementation
of the major reform steps. This implies the
importance to support the research provision
and organisation in the CEE countries in the
following dimensions:

ID It is recommended to support research in
the fields, where either country specific or

to support building project management capacities at research institutes
and universities in CEE in order to
promote their better participation in
national and international research
and development activities;

to define and publicise national research priorities and strategy on a
regular basis;
in commissioning grant schemes at a
national level a balance must be found
between research projects commissioned on order from the top and open
calls for proposals aimed at supporting the local research initiative and inter-institutional collaboration;
to enhance information provision and
wide dissemination on the available
research outputs in order to increase
inter-institutional awareness and cooperation;

the governments shall seek after diversification of financial sources for
VET research, promote incentives to
increase participation of private bodies, companies, voluntary sector in
research into VET.

support research in the fields, which have

International organisations (especially
OECD, European Commission, World
Bank, ETF and Cedefop) in many cases

enjoyed relatively high frequency, nevertheless, lack conceptual maturity, methodologi-

have been a driving force of information
provision and research generation. It is

cal excellency and comprehensive under-

recommended:

cross country research gaps have been identified (see above). It is equally important to

standing. Stocktaking information
gathering is equally a priority, especially in

the countries where the absence of data
hamper efforts of analysts and present an
obstacle in strategic conceptualisation.

tional research programmes and
analysis to other countries in transition in order to contribute to a better

co-operation of research networks

In order to facilitate research generation
and effectiveness the following institutional measures are recommended:
to support the establishment of cross-

sectoral coordination and granting
structures for research (e.g. research
boards) in the CEE countries, where
such bodies are not in place yet;
274

to broaden the eligibility of interna-
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across Europe, facilitating exchange of
experiences and methods;

in the international support programmes (e.g. Leonardo da Vinci, Vth
Framework, projects commissioned by

ETF) to ensure the suitability of the
topics of selected projects to the national priorities and needs; this implies greater and tighter cooperation

VET research in CEE countries

between international organisations

comprehensive research which em-

on the one hand and the national governments and research communities
on the other;

braces the whole system analysis in a
broad perspective of lifelong learning;

preparatory research, aimed at identification of research needs and subsequent project generation;

to support cross/trans-border research

projects, international partnerships,
international comparative analyses;

follow-up projects, aimed at imple-

to support the establishment and

mentation of previously done research
analyses, tackling outcomes and recommendations of research, dissemination projects;

sustainability of research thematic
networks across European countries,
both EU and outside.
U In order to increase awareness of research
results, improve adequacy of research to
practice and diversify research outputs, the
following types of research should be enhanced and must be taken into account in
evaluation of proposals:

university-based or academic research, linked to the world of work and
policy making;

research initiated by a private and voluntary sector with the involvement of
counterparts from the public and academic research community;

interdisciplinary, multidisciplinary research;

prospective, future oriented research
and elaboration of methods for such
research.

Finally it could be stressed that 'cross-national studies and increasing transnational
knowledge may add to a process of integrating Western and non-Western approaches' in
science, the added value of such cooperation
being the increased knowledge about other

countries among both the researchers invölved in such studies and also those who
have access to the results (Oyen 1999, p.190).
Our analysis has been only a first attempt to
map the research in the field of VET in CEE
and we very much hope that further elaboration with a focus on particular topics will bring

about greater transparency in the VET research fields and methods in the future.

applied research in a solid theoretical
framework;
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tion of work and learning, Bled, September
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Table 5: Internet hosts per 10 000 people (1997)

CEE countries
Albania
Bulgaria
Czech Republic
Estonia
Hungary
Latvia
Lithuania
Poland
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia

0,32
6,65
47,66
45,35
33,29
21,03
7,46
11,22
2,66
20,47
85,66

Selected EU/OECD countries
106,68
Germany
France
49,56
Finland
653,61
18,26
Portugal
EU average

United States
Japan

442,11

75,80

Source: World Development Indicators 1998, the World Bank 1998
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Annex 3
List of the international institution networks involved in VET research
Network of National Observatories
Albania
National Observatory
Institution of Labour and Social Affairs
Rr. Kavajes
ALB- Tirane
Tel. (355) 42-37966
Fax (355) 42-37966
e-mail: ksulka@natobs.gov.al
http://www.etf.eu.int/no.al
Mr Zef Shala

Bulgaria
National Observatory
Ministry of Education, Science and Technology.
Graf Ignatiev 15, 4th floor
BG- Sofia
Tel. (359) 2-809203
Fax (359) 2-9888686
e-mail: 051 l @mbox.infotel.bgf
http:/www.etfeu.int/no.bg
Ms lskra Petrova

Czech Republic
National Observatory
National Training Fund
Vdclavské nárnësti 43
CZ- Praha
Tel. (420-2) 24228732
Fax (420-2) 24214475
e-mail: oli@observatory.nvfcz
http://www.nvf.cz/observ/aobs.html
Ms Olga Stryjecka Ilyina

Estonia
National Observatory
Foundation for Vocational Education and Training
Reform
Sakala 23
EE-Tallin
Tel. (372) 6281257
Fax (372) 6418200
e-mail: tiina@hm.ee
http://www.etfeu.int/no.ee
Ms Tiina Annus

Hungary
National Observatory
National Institute of Vocational Education

Fehér fit. 10
H- Budapest
Tel. (36 1) 2633240
Fax (36-1) 2633240
e-mail: observat@nive.hu
http://www.nive.hu/observat/angol/brit.html
Mr Tamds Kopeczi Bócz

Latvia
National Observatory
Academic Information Centre
Valnu iela 2
LV- Riga
Tel. (371) 7-225155
Fax (371) 7-221006
e-mail: andrejs@apa.lv
http://aic.Iv/Observatorijas/obsgalva.html
Ms Baiba Ramina

Lithuania
National Observatory
Methodical Centre for Vocational Training
Gelezinio Vilko g. 12
LT- Vilnius
Tel. (370) 2-250185
Fax (370) 2-250183
e-mail: pmit@pmmc.elnet.lt
http://www.etf.eu.int/no.lt
Ms Natalija Zimina

Poland
National Observatory

BKKK Cooperation Fund
79 Koszykowa
PL- Warszawa
Tel. (48-22) 6253937
Fax (48-22)6252805
e-mail: kingam@pirx.cofund.org.pl]
http://www.cofund.org.pl/bkkk/eng/no/no-e.html
Ms Danuta Mozdzenska-Mrozek

Romania
National Observatory
Institute for Educational Sciences
37 Stirbei voda street, Sector 1
RO- Bucuresti
Tel. (40-1) 6136491
Fax (40-1) 3121447
e-mail: obsro@ise.fo
Mr Cesar Birzea

Slovenia
National Observatory
Centre for Vocational Education and Training
Kavciceva 66
SLO- Ljubljana
Tel. (386-61) 448119
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Olga Strietska-Ilina
Fax (386)-61)448356
e-mail: observatorij@cpi.si
http://www.cpi.si/obs/index.html
Ms Suzana Gerzina

Slovakia
National Observatory
State Institute for Vocational Education and Training
Be llova 54/A

SQ- Bratislava
Tel. (421-7) 376774
Fax (421-7)376774/376777
e-mail: vantuch@fedu.uniba.sk
Mr Juraj Vantuch

Eurydice
Bulgaria
International Relations Department
Ministry of Education and Science
Eu rydice unit
2A, Knjaz Dondukov Bld
1000 Sofia

Czech Republic
Institute for Information on Education Eurydice Unit

Senované nam. 26

Praha I, Ill 21
contact.person
Stanislava BroZova
Tel. (420-2) 2439 8353
Fax (420-2) 24398278
E-mail: brozova uiv.cz

Lithuania
Ministry of Education and Science
Eurydice Unit
A. Volano 2/7
2691 Vilnius

Poland
Foundation for the Development of the Education
System
Socrates Agency
Eurydice Unit
Al. Szucha 25
00-918 Warszawa

Romania
Socrates National Agency
Eurydice Unit
1 Schitu M'gureanu, 2" Floor
70626 Bucharest

Slovak Republic
Slovak Academic Association for International Cooperation
Eurydice Unit
Stare grunty 52
842 44 Bratislava

Slovenia
Ministry of Education and Sport
Eurydice Unit
Zupanciceva 6
1000 Ljubljana

Naric
Estonia
Estonian Ministry of Education
Eurydice Unit
9/11 Tonismagi St.
5192 Tallinn

Hungary
Education Eurydice Unit
Szalay u. 10-14
1054 Budapest

Latvia
Ministry of Education and Science
Department of Education Strategy
Eurydice Unit
Valnu 2
1050 Riga

310

Bulgaria
Ms R. Velinova
Ministry of Education and Science
Equivalence and Information Section
International Relations Department
Kniaz Dondukov bld 2A
BG- 1000 Sofia
Tel. (359-2) 848 635
Fax (359-2) 988 06 00
Fax (359-2) 988 49 74
e-mail: R.Velinova@minedu.govrn.bg

Czech Republic
Ms S. Skuhrova
Csvs - Naric
U Luzického seminare 13
CZ - 1 I 800 Praha 1
Tel. (420-2) 53 23 32
Fax (420-2) 551 945
e-mail: skuhrova@csvs.cz or www.csvs.cz/naric
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Estonia
Gunnar Vaht
Academic Recognition Information Centre
Socrates National Agency
Khotu 6
EE - 0100 Tallin
Tel. (372) 6962 415
Fax (372) 6962 426
e-mail: gunnar@enedu.ee
http://www.euedu.ee/socrates/english/naric/index.html

Fax (40-1) 311 35 00
e-mail: socrates@syfea.ro

Slovenia
Ms Anita Jesenko
Ministry of Education and Sport
Zupanciceva 6
SLO - 1000 Ljubljana
Tel. (386-61) 1785 731
Fax (386-61) 1785 390
e-mail: anita.jesenko@mss.edus.si

Hungary
Mr Gyula Nagy
Hungarian Naric/Enic
Szalay u. 10/14
H - 1055 Budapest
Tel. (36-1) 269 31 71
Fax (36-1) 332 19 32
e-mail: tibor.nagy@mkm.xhoogw.itb.hu

Latvia
Mr Andrejs Rauhvargers
Academic Information Centre
Valnu iela 2
LV 1098 Riga
Tel. (371-7) 225 155
Fax (371-7) 820 171 or 221 006
e-mail: enic@izm.gov.lv

Lithuania
Ms Biruté Mockiene
Lithuanian Centre for Quality Assessment in Higher
Education
P.O. Box 619
LIT- 2009 Vilnius
Tel. (370-2) 23 22 86
Fax (370-2) 23 22 86
e-mail: birute@skvc.lt
http://neris.mii.lt/research/kokybes/prisista.htm

Poland
Ms Dorota Lewandowska
Ministry of National Education
Al. Szucha 25
PL - 00918 Warsaw
Tel. (48-22) 648 04 61 ext. 530 or 682
Fax (48-22) 628 85 61
e-mail: lewand@kaliope.me.waw.pl

Romania
Ms S. Badulescu
Ministry of Education
Str. General Berthelot 30
RO - 70738 Bucharest
Tel. (40-1) 615 74 30

Slovakia
Ms M. Hrabinska
Centre for Equivalence of Diplomas
Institute of Information and Prognoses of Education
Stare Grunty 52
SK - 842 44 Bratislava
Tel. (421-7) 65 42 65 21
Fax (421-7) 65 42 65 21
e-mail: hrabinska@uips.sk

Leonardo da Vinci National Agencies
Bulgaria
Human Resource Development Centre
Ncu the Leonardo da Vinci
15, Graf lgnatiev street, 4th floor
BG-1000 Sofia
Tel. (359-2) 980 85 50 (980 13 16)
Fax (359-2) 980 78 90
e-mail: ncu@mbox.infotel.bg
Mr Tzako Pantaleev

Czech Republic
National Training Fund
National Agency for the Leonardo da Vinci Programme
Vdclavské ndmesti 43
CZ-110 00 Praha 1
Tel. (420-2) 242 151 78 or 242 316 87
Fax (420-2) 242 145 33
e-mail: leonardo@nvicz
Ms Miroslava Kopicová
Mr Marcin Stryjecki

Estonia
Estonian National Agency for Leonardo da Vinci
Foundation for Vocational Education and Training
Reform
Liivalaia 2
EE-10118 Tallin
Tel. (372-6) 103 622
Fax (372-6) 103 624
e-mail: ramia@seknee
Ms Ramia Alley
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Hungary
Leonardo da Vinci National Agency
Ida U. 2.
H-1143 Budapest
Tel. (36-1) 343 00 12
Fax (36-1) 343 01 64
e-mail: leonardo@tpf.hu
Mr Peter Tordai

Latvia
Vocational Education Development Programme
Agency
Valnu lela 2 - Room 507
LV-Riga 1050
Tel. (371-7) 22 67 77
Fax (371-7) 22 44 58
e-mail: info@vedpagency.lv
e-mail: leonardo@izm.gov.lv
Ms Dita Traida
Ms Ilze Jansone

Stare grunty 52
SK-842 44 Bratislava
Tel. (421-7) 654 28 911
Fax (421-7) 654 24 483
Fax (421-7) 654 12 261
e-mail: leonardo@saaic.sk
Ms Irena Fonodova

Slovenia
EU Programmes Agency
Kavciceva 66,
1000 Ljubljana
Slovenia
Tel. (386-61) 186 42 36
Fax (386-61) 186 42 31
e-mail: leonardo@cpi.si
Ms Alenka Flander

Unevoc

Albania

Lithuania
EU Leonardo da Vinci Programme Co-ordination Support Foundation
Gelezinio Vilko Street 12
LT-2600 Vilnius
Tel. (370-2) 25 01 88/89
Fax (370-2) 25 01 91
e-mail: leonardo@leonardo.lt
Ms Birute Deveikiene

Institute of Pedagogical Researches
Unevoc Centre
Department of Vocational and Technical Education
Rr. Naim Frasheri nr. 37
Tirana

Prof. Dr. Pajtim Bejtja
Tel. (355) 42 23860
Fax (355) 4223860

Bulgaria
Poland
National Agency - Leonardo da Vinci
Koszykowa 79
PL-02-008 Warsaw
Tel. (48-2) 26 25 39 37
Fax (48-2) 26 25 28 05
e-mail: gosiar@cofund.org.pl
Ms Malgorzata Rejnik

Romania
National Center for the Co-ordination Unit Leonardo
da Vinci II
Universitatea politehnica
Rectorat 518
Splaiul independentei 313
RO - 77206 Bucuresti
Tel. 40-1) 410 37 57
Fax (40-1) 410 32 13
e-mail: ionescu@leonardoso
Mr Sorin lonescu

National Institute for Education
Unevoc Centre
Centre for Vocational Education and Guidance
Blv. Tzarigradsko shausse 125
block 5
BG-1113 Sofia
Dr. Maria Makedonska
Tel. (359-2) 710126
Fax (359-2) 702062
e-mail: jordanka_a@yahoo.com

Czech Republic
Research Institute of Technical and Vocational
Education
Unevoc Centre
Pod stanici 1144/2
CZ-102 00 Praha 10 Hostivat
Dr. Frantigek Bartak
Tel. (420-2) 7860750
Fax (420-2) 7863380
e-mail: bartak@vuos.cz

Slovakia
Slovac Academic Association for International Cooperation
Leonardo da Vinci National Agency

312

Hungary
Railway Transportation , Technical Secondary School
Unevoc Centre
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Rimaszombati fit 2-4
H-1118 Budapest
Mr Dr. Sándor Bartal Ph..D.Tech.
Tel. (36-1) 4665638; 4665355; 3102948
Fax (36-1) 3102947
e-mail: ma@mavszig.isk.huninet.hu

SK-831 01 Bratislava
Ms Ing Darina J. Sj/korova
Tel. (421-7) 54776777, 54776778
Fax (421-7) 54776774
e-mail: siov@netax.sk

Slovenia

Latvia

Educational Research Institute
Unevoc Centre
Gerbiceva62
SL-61111 Ljubljana
Mr Dr. Darko Strajn
Tel. (386-61) 331625, 331210
Fax (386-61) 331637,1201266
e-mail: darko.strajn@guestarnes.si

Academic Information Centre
Unevoc Centre
National Observatory
Valnu lela 2
SV-1050 Riga
Ms Baiba Ramina
Tel. (371) 7212317
Fax (371) 7221006
e-mail: baibar@apa.lv

Lithuania
Methodical Centre for Vocational Education and
Training
Unevoc Centre
Nationhal Observatory in Lithuania
Gelezinio vilko g. 12
LT - 2600 Vilnius
Ms Natalija Zimina
Tel. (370-2) 250185
Fax (370-2) 250183
e-mail: pmit@pmmc.elnet.lt

Poland
Pedagogical University
Unevoc Centre
Zaklad pedagogiki pracy i andragogiki
ul. Chodkiewicza30
85-064 Bydgoszcz
Dr. Elzbieta Podoska-Filipowicz
Tel. (48-52) 3400741
Fax (48-52) 3400741
e-mail: elpofi@wsp.bydgoszcz.pl

Romania
Institute of Educational Sciences
Unevoc Centre
Vocational Training
str. Stirbei voda, no. 37
RO-70732 Bucuresti
Mr Dumitru Bazac, Ph.D.
Tel. (40-1) 3136491
Fax (40-1) 3121447

Slovakia
State Vocational Education Institute of the Ministry of
Education of the Slovak Republic
Unevoc Centre
Department for International Collaboration
Bellova ul. 54/a
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Annex 4
List of national institutions and associations involved in VET analysis and policy
Albania
Institute of Pedagogical Studies
Vocational Education Department
Rr. "N. Frasheri" Nr.37
Tirana
Tel./Fax (355) 42 56441

Institute of Labour and Social Affairs
Ministria e punes
Rr. Kavajes
Tirana
Tel./Fax (355) 42 47672
Centre for Information, Vocational Education and
Training
Pallati Bogdaneve
Rr. Kavajes
Tirana
Tel./Fax (355) 42 27615
Albanian Education Development Program
Soros Foundation
Rr. "Themistokli Germenji" Nr.3/1
Tirana
Tel. (355) 42 27731
Fax (355) 42 30506

Vocational Education Development Project
German Organization for Technical Co-operation
Pallati Bogdaneve
Rr. Kavajes
Tirana
Tel./Fax (355) 42 27615

1000 Sofia
Tel. (359-2) 8561

Institute of Economics of the Bulgarian Academy of
Science

3, Aksakov St.
1000 Sofia
Tel. (359-2) 8 41 21
Fax (359-2) 88 21 08

Bulgarian Industrial Association
16-20 Alabin St.
1000 Sofia
Tel. (359-2) 987 29 60, 980 99 16
Fax (359-2) 987 26 04
http://www.bia-bg.com
e-mail: office@bia-bg.com
Bulgarian Union of Private Entrepreneurs
"Vazrazhdane"
123 Tzar Samuil St.
Sofia 1000
Tel. (359-2) 31 41 45
Fax (359-2) 31 41 32

Union for Private Economic Enterprise
Address: 7 Benkovski St.
Sofia 1000
Tel.
Fax (359-2) 980 30 62, 980 66 83
e-mail: upee@exco.net
Bulgarian Chamber of Commerce and Industry
42 Parchevich St.
Sofia 1000
Tel. (359-2) 987 26 31/35
Fax (359-2) 987 32 09

http://www.bcci.bg
e-mail: bcci@bcci.bg
Czech Republic

Bulgaria
National Institute for Education
Centre for Vocational Education and Guidance
125 Tzarigradsko shausse, bl. 5
1113 Sofia
Tel. (359-2) 73 571

Confederation of Independent Trade Unions in Bulgaria
1, Macedonia Sq
1040 Sofia
Tel. (359-2) 8661
Confederation of Labour
"Podkrepa"2
Angel Kanchev St.

314

Research Institute of Technical and Vocational Education
Pod stanici 2/1144
102 00 Praha 10
Tel. (420-2) 786 22 51
Fax (420-2) 786 52 49
e-mail: janys@vuos.cz
http://www.vuos.cz

Institute for Information on Education
Senovd2nd na.m. 26
I I I 21 Praha 1

Tel. (420-2) 243 98 111
Fax (420-2) 26 71 37

http://www.uiv.cz
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Research Institute of Labour and Social Affairs
Palackého ndm. 4
120 00 Praha 2
Tel. (420-2) 29 56 89
e-mail: martin.macha@ecn.cz

Institute of Sociology of the Academy of Sciences of
the CR
Jilskd 1
110 00 Praha 1

Tel. (420-2) 24220993 - 7,
Fax (420-2) 24220278
e-mail: socmail@soc.cas.cz
Association of Personnel Managers
Partyzánskd 7
170 05 Praha 7
Tel. (420-2) 66 75 35 71
Fax (420-2) 6675 3574
klub@personnclub.cz
http://www.personnclub.cz
Czech Statistical Office
Sokolovskd 182
180 00 Praha 8
Tel. (420-2) 66 04 11 11
Fax (420-2) 66 31 12 43
http://www.czso.cz
Cametin
Czech Association of Manager Education and Training
Institution Network
Oldfichova 36
120 00 Praha 2
Tel. (420-2) 69 27 368
Fax (420-2) 69 27 385

Cambas
Czech Association of MBA Schools
Masaryk Institute of Higher Studies of CTU Prague
Horskd 3
128 00 Praha 2
Tel. (420-2) 24 91 53 19
Fax (420-2) 24 91 48 34
e-mail: hajkova@fsih.cvut.cz

Association of Management Trainers and Consultants
Gorkého 13
602 00 Brno
Tel. (420-5) 41 21 90 05
Fax (420-5) 41 21 03 86
Association of Institutions of Adult Education
Karmelitskd 7
120 00 Praha 2
Tel. (420-2) 57 19 34 87
Fax (420-2) 57 19 37 90
palan@msmt.cz

Institut of Pedagogic and Psychological Guidance of
CR
Vojdékova 431
196 00 Praha 9
Tel. (420-2) 90 00 38 3
Fax (420-2) 83 93 34 53
ippp@ms.anet.cz
Economic Chamber of the Czech Republic
Argentinskd 38
170 04 Praha 7
Tel. (420-2) 24096 111
Fax (420-2) 24096 222
info@hkcr.cz

Estonia
Estonian Ministry of Education
Vocational Education Department
Sakala 23
1 0 1 4 1 Tallinn

Tel. (372) 6281 220
Fax (372) 6311 505
e-mail: kristiina@hm.ee
www.ee/hm
Estonian Ministry of Education
National Exam and Qualification Centre
Sakala 21
10141 Tallinn

Tel. (372) 6461 677
Fax (372) 6461 676
e-mail: ekk@ekk.edu.ee
www.ekk.edu.ee

Estonian Ministry Social Affairs
National Labour Market Board
Luha 16
10129Tallinn
Tel. (372) 6462 046
Fax (372) 6311 214
e-mail: Maarika.Press@luha.tta.ee
www.tta.ee
Association of Estonian Adult Educators
Lasnamde 52
11413 Tallinn
Tel. (372) 6380 390
Fax (372) 6380 180
e-mail: andras@andras.ee
www.andras.ee
Estonian Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Toom-Kooli 17
. 10130 Tallinn
Tel. (372) 6460 244
Fax (372) 2443 656
e-mail: tiia@koda.ee
www.koda.ee
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Estonian Confederation of Employers and Industry
Kiriku 6
10130 Tallinn
Tel. (372) 6201 922
Fax(372) 6201 935
e-mail: ettk@ettk.ee
www.ettk.ee
Centre for Educational Research
Tallinn Technical University
Sakala 21
10141 Tallinn

Tel. (372) 6467 148
Fax (372) 6467 148
e-mail: heljo@ekk.edu.ee

Vocational Education Center of Tallinn Pedagogical
University
Raadiku 8
13812 Tallinn
Tel. (372) 6345 796
Fax.: (372) 6345959
e-mail: viiver@tpu.ee
www.tpu.ee

Semmelweis Medical University
Institute for Behavioural Sciences
011öi fit 78/a

1085 Budapest
Agricultural Vocational Training Institute
Parku.2
1223 Budapest
Tel. (36-1) 226-8309
Fax(36-1) -226-8225

Hungarian Foundation for Enterprise Promotion
Bajza u. 31
1063 Budapest

Public Foundation for Open and Distance Learning
Paulay Ede u. 45
1061 Budapest
Tel. (36-1) 343-5938, 343-5939
Research Institute for World Economy
KállO esperes u. 15
1122 Bp
Tel. 319-9383
Fax 319-9385

Hungary
National Enstitute of Education.
Dorottya u. 8
1051 Budapest

National Enstitute of Vocational Education
Berzsenyi u. 6
1087 Budapest
Hungarian Academy of Science
Centre of Regional Researches
Papnövelde u. 22.
7621 Pécs
Tel. (36-72) 212-755
Fax (36-72) 210-390
KandO Kalmán Technical College
Tavaszmezö u. 15-17
1084 Budapest

Technical University of Budapest
Pedagogical Department
Mijegyetem rkp. 3.
1111 Budapest
Jannus Pannonius University of Sciences
Institute for Adult Education and HRD
Szántó Kovács János u. 1/b
7633 - Pécs
Tel. (36-72) 251-444
Fax (36-72) 251-100
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SEED Foundation
ROmer FlOris u. 22-24
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Abstract

The paper gives an overview on VET research in a number of non-EU countries. It seeks to identify and to
structure research undertaken at national, regional and international levels. However, to present a comprehensive and all-embracing study is almost impossible because of the difficult demarcations of VET
research with corresponding research activities, the multi- and interdisciplinary orientation in various
countries and the heterogeneity of the institutions, associations and researchers involved. In a first step,
based on secondary analyses, the most important institutions, networks and research outcomes in the
countries, regions and international organisations covered by this paper are described in different depth.
Primary analyses have been carried out for the People's Republic of China, Canada, South America and
for the IEA. For the other countries and institutions, work focused on stocktaking of relevant VET research provisions (research results, databases, thematic and other networks, information on classification systems, etc.).

The overview shows that, in general, there is an increasing trend to focus VET research on the interrelationships between economic development, labour market needs and vocational training. Purely schoolbased vocational training is in decline (e.g. in South America) and one increasingly includes research on
labour market needs. Besides this, another general research field is pragmatic or policy-oriented research
concerning the evaluation or development of existing or planned system reforms. Main fields are curriculum research, didactics, methodologies and media in training.
Universally, the support of thematic networks and the provision of information (databases, research results, etc.) is of increasing importance. Cooperation and taking on board experiences and suggestions
from other countries rank high in the promotion and development of national systems of vocational training. Equally, international organisations (in particular ILO, OECD, Unevoc) are important providers of
information, documentation and cooperation.
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Executive summary
This report attempts to identify and structure
the focuses for VET Research in a geographical/political area several times the size of the
EU at national (e.g. USA, Japan, China, Russia, Switzerland, Brazil, Argentina, Canada,
Uruguay, Australia, Turkey, etc.), regional
(e.g. MERCOSUR) and international level
(scientific societies: International Association
for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA), international organisations: ILO,
OECD, UNESCO, World Bank). It is an exercise reminiscent of trying to square a circle,
on account of:

change of paradigm, the focus of national or
regional activities is obviously 'pragmatic',
policy-oriented research related to the assessment or development of available or planned
national system structures. Curriculum research as well as teaching, methodology and
media were all priorities. Thematic networks
are commonly promoted and a wide range of
information (databases, research results, etc.)
provided. Co-operation and the possibility of
drawing on other people's experience are very
valuable resources when it comes to promoting and developing ones own national vocational education system. Even the interna-

tional organisations (particularly the ILO,
OECD and UNEVOC) depend on information,

documentation and co-operation.

0 the virtual impossibility of delimitation of
corresponding research activities;

O the multi- and inter-disciplinary set-up;
O the fact that research is conducted by institutions permanently supported by the
state or public bodies, by international organisations and societies and by independent researchers.

Since the EC area is tied in with the
globalisation of this worldwide development,

and comparative VET research has always
provided for global dialogue alongside national or regional systems development, there
is also a need for the EU to act. The experiences of comparative systems outside the EU
should be tapped in order to prompt the fur-

ther development of the highly diverse naThus in an initial drive to establish some lines
of demarcation an attempt was made to identify important institutions, networks and research results. For the countries, regions and
international organisations listed above, this
was done at various levels. For the People's
Republic of China and Canada, as well as for
South America and the IEA, primary analyses were conducted. For the remaining coun-

tional VET systems which exist within Member States. Moreover, classification systems

tries and institutions, the inventory of useable resources for VET Research (research
results, data bases, thematic and other net-

the importance of global dialogue and the

works, information on classification systems,
etc.) was the main source.

(ILO, OECD) and achievement assessment
concepts (OECD) indirectly exercise a standardising effect on national VET systems. The
involvement of supra-national bodies such as

the EU despite the fact that the individual
EU Member States also belong to the ILO and
the OECD is therefore of the essence. Given

worldwide exchange of experience on VETresearch, the EU should more actively embrace activities in this field.
Possible flanking measures could include:

Was it possible to identify any global priorities? Generally speaking, research appears to

be concentrating more heavily on the
interdependencies between economic develop-

ment, the needs of the labour market and
vocational education. Purely academic vocational education came in for criticism (cf. example of South America), and hopes are being placed in the results of research oriented
towards the needs of the labour market. Besides this priority, which is based more on a

0 Studying the national research activities
of the 'other countries' and the results of
meetings of international scientific societies as well as what is provided by the international organisations, using policy-ori-

ented state of the art analyses of more
broad-ranging reports;

0 Promoting dialogue between vocational
education researchers in EU countries and
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the countries, regional bodies, international scientific societies and international

organisations covered by this report,
through exchange programmes;

Promoting the setting-up and running of
thematic networks and information sys-

therefore be to carry out a broad-ranging assessment of all the results of VET research
worldwide with the exception of the EU and
the Central, Eastern and Southern European
Countries (cf. the contribution of 0. Ilina, in
this volume). The point is more to focus on
and tackle the following questions:

tems;

1. Is there a particular focus known as VET
ID Promoting dialogue and transfer between
politics, EU institutions and the scientific
community through meetings on specific
topics.

1. Introduction and returns, by
Uwe Lauterbach
1.1 Areas of investigation and problems
with delimitation

research in the national research landscape, and if so, where does it lie?

2. Which scientific institutes and university
departments carry out VET research?
3. Are there any (scientific, application-oriented, etc) associations/societies/networks,
which are primarily involved in VET research (including statistics)?

4. What are the most important results of
In the 1st Report on Vocational Training Research in Europe (Tessaring 1998), the section on the Theory and Methodology of Inter-

national Comparisons explained how VET
research is tied in with many different disciplines. Only a generally accepted definition
of vocational training research/ VET research
can clarify the scale and depth of this field of
research.

It deals with the aspects of the education and
vocational training system, which are either
directly or indirectly related to professions,
to gaining qualifications, and to (professional)
activities. It also studies the conditions, path-

ways and consequences of acquiring these
specialised and extra-functional qualifications
within the context of the cultural, social, political, historical and economic framework
conditions, e.g. personal and social attitudes
and leanings, which would appear to be important for training and further training and

for performing (professionally) organised
work processes. Vocational training systems
(formal, non-formal, informal) should thereby
be regarded as part of the overall education
system.

The size of the research field is also demonstrated in the 1st report and the two volumes

of the Background report 1998 (Cedefop
1998). The role of this contribution cannot
326

research, and what do they concentrate on:
systems research (e.g. steering, quality re-

search, evaluation of attempts at reform,
financing), labour market research (e.g.
qualifications research, unemployment
and labour management measures), curriculum research (key qualifications)?
5. What are the most important publications
(monographs, statistics)?

Simply dealing with these questions alone
would entail a research programme spanning
several person-years. This bold-looking statement can be easily confirmed using a couple
of examples. In the USA there is no one sin-

gle national society for vocational training
research. Interesting research projects are
carried out by sociologists, educationalists,
economists, and psychologists, to name but a
few. In order to get the overall picture, virtually the whole of the research landscape would
have to be scanned. Thought would have to
be given to which projects actually focus on

vocational education, and which lie more
within general education, particularly bearing in mind that vocational education can differ very widely according to the cultural con-

text. One example of this would be how in
English, French and Spanish speaking countries vocational education distinguishes between actual vocational and technical educa-
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tion, and the problems of translating from one
language to another.

such as educational economics, and cultural
research. The example of comparative cultural research shows quite clearly which other

The term Technisch-berufliche Bildung' is
rendered in English by drawing a distinction
between technical education and vocational
education. 'Technical education' refers to ar-

fields of research could usefully be looked into

eas of training which have traditionally been
more theory-based, such as laboratory technicians, technicians, accountants and managers, in other words not only to the techni-

cal education which would relate to

But it is not only these difficulties which have
to be weighed up. The difficulty posed by the
different levels to which vocational education
has developed in the countries under investigation also comes into play. Whilst in the USA,

engineering in a German speaker's mind. 'Vo-

Japan, Canada, Russia and Switzerland vo-

cational education' is separate from techni-

cational education in the broadest sense of the

cal education, with the former relating to

term has long been the subject of research,

more manual, 'simple' activities. To a certain
extent UNESCO also uses these definitions,
for example.

the same cannot be said of Australia, Turkey,
or the Latin American countries. Here vocational education is an important factor in the

Within the European Union a further distinction is drawn between vocational education
(school-based) and vocational training (company-based), abbreviated as VET. There is no
term to put across the idea conveyed by the
German berufliche Bildung which covers the
concept of vocational 'learning'. This term,
which is based on a theory of vocational learning, covers both basic and further vocational
learning in all areas. It also embodies the idea

that general and vocational training should
be of equal value. (Beck 1995, p.457-464)
This example alone exemplifies the multi-fac-

eted nature of the dilemma. The reason for
this lies in the fact that the subject of vocational education is not clearly defined. In
many areas there is no point in distinguishing between VET research and educational
research. When priorities are established, the

delimitations must be thoroughly justified.
This integral approach has been achieved in
Switzerland. The Swiss Co-ordinating Centre for Educational Research includes vocational education as a heading in its index, and
around 5% of projects are identified as VET

research. Had other selection criteria been
applied, however, the figure could well have
been 20 or 30%. But the multi-faceted delimitation dilemma relates not only to the discussion as to whether VET research is a compo-

nent of educational research, or whether
research into vocational education also has
much in common with other areas of research

in relation to questions of comparative VET
research (see also D'Iribarne 1999).

development of the national economy. The
same is also true in the People's Republic of
China, although, on account of the political
framework conditions, it has proved virtually
impossible to date to collect and analyse information on VET research.

In the case of international organisations
there are at least two types:
a) Those which represent national state roles
and bodies, and define political aims as an
organisation, such as UNESCO
(UNEVOC), the World Bank Group, the
OECD, and the ILO.

b) The global scientific societies which also
deal with questions of VET research, such
as the Comparative Education Society in
Europe, the World Councils of Comparative Education, or the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational
Achievement (IEA).

The aim of these analyses of the national and

international fields should be to pick out
worldwide trends and the results of research
on commonly recurring priority areas, and at
the same time to analyse the shortcomings.
There are several aspects to such an analysis
of shortcomings:
1. When we made an offer in response to the
call for tender we presumed ('we' being the
working party on international vocational
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education from the German Institute for
International Educational Research) that
our main method of investigation would
consist of secondary analyses. Once work
had begun, however, we quickly realised
that although this assumption was correct

5. Snapshots of the state of research are useful, but mean very little in the absence of
a 'development-related' dimension which
can help to place current results within the
correct context and perspective.

in the case of individual institutions, analy-

6. In the past, international scientific societies played an important role in the development of comparative educational research, thus providing an impetus for the
development of VET research and comparative VET research. International comparisons of achievement and the international classification system date back to
initiatives taken as of the late fifties by
independent researchers within the scien-

ses of countries and regions, as well as of
international organisations would all have
to be carried out using primary sources.
2. As mentioned in the introduction, VET research must first and foremost be defined
within the context of the country in question. The essential role here is played by
linguistic and cultural framework conditions. The link between national VET research, the respective concept of vocational
education and the latter's degree of devel-

tific societies. For well-known reasons, e.g.
multi- and inter-disciplinarity, the fact that

it was based in different disciplines, the

opment has to be brought out in relation

problem of delimiting research fields, com-

to each subject of study.

parative VET research has not thus far

3. The definition has to be established in relation to the individual countries. The respective essential characteristics of the vocational education system play a leading
role therein. In some countries such as
the USA federal/national, regional and
local activities run alongside the research
interests of 'independent' researchers from
a multitude of disciplines. The term 'structured chaos' is doubtless somewhat exaggerated, but it is a situation which is nonetheless confirmed by researchers with the
appropriate experience. Which is why an
answer has always to be given to the ques-

tion as to whether there is any 'national
VET research', or whether 'external' research interests transform it from fiction
into fact?

4. Although providing the results of research
leads to the effect just described in countries which have a democratic research tradition and a corresponding infrastructure
for means of communication such as the
USA the same does not hold for coun-

been able to establish itself as a scientific
discipline. Even representatives of comparative education and independent scientific societies lagged behind when compared with international organisations. It

is now the international organisations
which largely for economic reasons hold
pole position, particularly those which play
a leading role both in politics but even more
specifically in economic policy matters.

These comments alone, which crystallised out
in the course of work on the main hypotheses

in this research study, and which could easily be added to by a series of other aspects,
indicate the difficulties involved in tackling
the questions worked out with CEDEFOP. As
a consequence of these working results the
scope of the subjects to be studied and the
general depth of the study were amended:
EJ

tries which on the one hand cannot provide the necessary technical facilities, and
on the other cannot tap into either the experience or the mindset which can be de-

scribed as the 'democratic Western research tradition'- e.g. China.
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Efforts at primary analysis were limited
to a handful of countries alone, with prag-

matic and fundamentally system-related
aspects complementing each other in the
selection process. Developing and threshold countries (South America: Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, Uruguay, Paraguay) and industrialised countries (Australia, Canada,
Russia) were studied in more detail. Other
industrialised nations such as the USA and
Switzerland on the other hand could only

VET research in other European and non-European countries
be touched upon. Due to the limited time
and working capacities available, African
countries could not be included in this con-

tribution.'

1.2.1 Links between national VET
research, the respective vocational
education concept and the level of
development of vocational education

Di In an initial round the international or-

The focus of interest in VET research is vocational education. Vocational education became

whether VET research was relevant to

a point of general interest in the industrial
society. The link between encouraging the

ganisations were sounded out to see
their work. The results were complemented

by a description of the emphasis each organisation placed on VET research. It was
not possible within the framework of this
project to assess and weigh up the results.
:I In the post-war period the independent scientific societies played a leading role as a
driving force in the development of comparative educational research. A series of
results would seem to indicate, however,
that their position has since become much
weaker. In order to check out this assessment, reference was made to the international organisations which dominate today,
such as the OECD.
CI The VET research theme draws no distinction between VET research and comparative VET research. We only indirectly made

this distinction in our study. In the country analyses it is VET research which pre-

dominates. However, comparative VET
research is of more importance for the independent international scientific societies
and the international organisations.

1.2 Results of the investigation

working population to gain qualifications and
economic development is self-evident. That

apart, politics looked and continues to look
out for vocational education because its further development or specific measures taken
in the area of vocational education can help
to break down or at least ease tensions on the

labour market. By way of an example,
CINTERFOR was founded because the South

American states involved promised thereby
to assist in 'generally raising the level of vocational training, in order to improve the living conditions of workers, and the qualitative
and quantitative running of firms' (see Section 2.7 of this contribution).
VET research is thus very closely related to
the present and to what happens in practice,
and therefore tied in with the broader contexts of vocational education and everyday
politics particularly educational and economic policy. Reference should not be made
here to the 'classical' example of Germany
this correlation is also clear in the countries
and regions studied. That is why in Australia
a National Centre for Vocational Education
Research, the NCVER, was set up in 1980.
The Montevideo based Centro Interamericano

The results of the investigation relate to ques-

tions (1) to (6) and to the analysis of shortcomings (1) to (6). The amendments explained

above and the limitation of the questions
which arose as general matters in the course
of the study led to attention being focused on
the four areas described below.

de Investigacion y Documentación sobre
Formación Profesional, or CINTERFOR,
which is responsible for South America
(founded 1960) the METARGEM in Ankara,
Turkey, or the National Centre for Research
in Vocational Education in Berkley/USA also
came into being within this context. The most

recent example is the Central Institute for
Vocational Education in the Chinese Education Ministry, which was set up in 1990.

Information on these and other countries not
dealt with in this contribution are found in diverse
publications and statistics of international organisations and associations (see below).

This correlation between the activities of vocational education policy, the development of
vocational education and the founding of cen-

tral national or regional research institutes
also extends to research subjects.
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Main research subjects in relation to national or regional research institutes in selected countries

_
Theme
Systems
development
Labour market
research
Curriculum
research
Teaching,
methodology,
media
Management,
organisational
development
Statistics
Networks
Databases
Information

Australia

PR China

Japan

Canada

Russia

Latin
America

xx

xx

xx

xx
x

x

USA

x

x

xx

xx

x

x

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

x

x

xx

x

x

x

x

xx
x
xx

xx
x
xx

x

xx
xx
x

x
x

xx

x

x

xx
x
x

_....

These are shaped by the respective political
framework conditions and system development. In Japan and the USA 'national vocational education policy' enjoys relatively little room for manoeuvre. It acts within the
parameters stipulated by the system. In the
case of Japan what this means is that even
the research bodies in the Education and Labour Ministries must carry out their duties
within the framework of the existing voca-

Independent of how the system is composed,
research commonly focused in all of the countries under consideration on curriculum research, teaching, methodology, and media.
Apart from actual research work, documentation, networking and information are also
important tasks.

tional education system. In the USA the

concept versus the economic concept?

NCRVE has to concentrate on assessing the
federal programmes and on providing advice,
in line with the system. Even in Australia the
thrust of the system is dictated by politics.
Within the framework of these handicaps the
NCVER and other research institutes carry
out specific tasks of research and documentation, which assist in shaping the system.

On the other hand, research activities in the
People's Republic of China, as in Canada,

1.2.2 International organisations and
vocational education or the education
Previous analysis could give the impression

that VET research is shaped nationally, and
that it is therefore the political framework
conditions, which also determine the reality
of the vocational education 'system', which are

responsible for the focus of research activities. In relation to the current situation this
view is certainly correct. In relation to future
developments, however, it might be questioned on a number of fronts.

Russia and Latin America, have taken on sys-

tems development as one of their subjects.
This is also influenced by prevailing conditions, such as the switch from developing to
industrialised country, reforms in vocational
education, country in the process of transformation, a relatively unstable and minimally
developed system of vocational education, etc.
330

The developments which remain to be verified for vocational education can briefly be
sketched out using the example of comparative education. Here co-operation began between the scientific communities of large industrialised nations, and later on academic
or scientific societies and international organi-
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sations were founded. Important research

classifications also crop up, but on a basis

priorities included, for example, the comparisons of achievement (IEA) and the development of the International Standard Classification of Education (ISCED).

which presupposes more in-depth knowledge
of the respective national systems. In continu-

These independent researchers have since
lost their dominant influence. International
organisations now predominate, and within

rectly digest these commendable publica-

this circle those organisations having a sound
financial basis can take over many of the roles
(see above) which 30 years ago still numbered
amongst the original developments of the scientific community.

A shift of emphasis seems to be taking place
within the international organisations which
is also affecting VET research. Until the seventies it was UNESCO supported by the
scientific community which set the pace, but

The OECD has since been working hard to
develop the ISCED classifications further.
Even the comparisons of achievement which
were originally carried out by the IEA have

ation of this argument, the only question
which remains to be asked is, actual experts
apart, who else is still in a position to cortions?

the ILO, the World Bank group, and the
OECD have since taken over the running.
Apart from the OECD's activities (see above)

the ILO is also running a series of highly

tional statistics in Member States and other

promising research projects, e.g. Evaluation
of Training and Training Policy Analysis. For
its part, through the UNEVOC, UNESCO is

interesting countries are collated by the

also beefing up its activities in support of VET

OECD at a differentiated level. This information is then used in the OECD's popular publication Education at a Glance. The special-

research.

now been take over by the OECD, and educa-

ised public enjoys referring to this handy
indicator system. The problems attaching to
the classification of areas and levels of na-

tional education and vocational education
systems in international comparisons are not
unknown. We are referring here to the different assessments made of classification and
participation rates for vocational education
in industrialised nations. Different national
set-ups and system philosophies for vocational
education are mentioned as essential reasons
for this. Indicator systems as for example
in today's OECD format should therefore
be used only with the necessary critical distance. A broad knowledge of the system is
required for interpretation. Here it should be
noted that major progress has been made in
indicator-related work towards placing data
within the context of the respective education
and vocational training system. This can be
seen, for example, by comparing the 1992 and
1998 editions on vocational education. The

most highly criticised approaches (OECD
1992 and 1998) from the past have now been
dropped. A differentiated system of indicators
with a series of comments attached has taken
over from the rather cut and dried classification. Differing interpretations of the various

This range of research activities would seem
to allay the fears (von Recum 1997) which are
constantly being expressed in research that,
as a result of the economic globalisation of
trade, production, services and information
flows, those who support the theory that because of this globalisation the world should
be seen as a company, and that things political will gradually be swallowed up by the func-

tionality of things economic, will see their influence on VET research grow.

1.2.3 Are there any world-wide priorities
in VET research?
Identifying world-wide priorities in VET research requires a knowledge of current activities. In this report we looked at various different levels in order to answer this question:

O nation states;
O supra-national and international organisations;

O international scientific societies.
For the reasons mentioned in section 1.1, we

limited ourselves to certain countries and,
wherever possible, to the central research

I 44 5
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bodies. International organisations were also
one of our points of focus. It is almost impos-

or the networks created as a consequence.
Whether or not vocational education policy
actually uses the results of VET research,

sible to say anything in respect of international scientific societies because VET research as a cross-sectional science exists to
date in only a handful of countries as a scientific and academic discipline, and the results

which tends to be publicly financed, is something which cannot be answered in the framework of this study. It would seem, however,
that this dialogue does exist in Australia, the

of academic VET research have next to no

People's Republic of China, Canada, the

influence on international discussions. For the
nation states and international organisations,

MERCOSUR area, Russia and the USA.

on the other hand, different priorities and

The question has to be couched in wider terms

results can be identified in terms of the tasks
to be carried out.

when applied to international development
and the international organisations. Brian
Holmes (1974, p.115-132) summed up the
situation in respect of the interest in and important practical research aims of compara-

As has already been stated, national VET research, particularly in the central institutes,
is directly tied in with systems development
and national vocational education policy. It
was not possible within the framework of this

tive education (a-d), which are directly transferable to comparative VET research. These
four priority areas represent the summary of
many years' experience in the area of transfer between policy and research, in particu-

first study to work on the priorities established for the individual countries curriculum research as well as teaching, methodol-

ogy and media

lar through practice-related research and

and pick out recurring

policy recommendations.

themes such as module based training, or self-

guided learning. In general terms, however,
research seems to be targeting more heavily
the interdependencies between economic development, the needs of the labour market,

a) Using the aims, experience, and experiments of other states;

It is impossible to say here whether or not
national policy applies the meliorist principle and draws on 'positive' examples from
other countries in order to shape national

and vocational education. Purely school-based
vocational education came in for criticism (cf.
South American example). Alongside the priorities which are geared to a change of para-

digm 'pragmatic' research related to the as-

sessment or development of existing

vocational education policy. In the case of the
People's Republic of China, which is involved
in the framework of co-operation on vocational

structures clearly represents the main focus

training with several industrialised nations,

of activities.

the answer is yes. Similar examples of co-operation are also to be seen in the MERCOSUR
area.

These research priorities are constantly related to the national level and international
organisations, with the addition of information, documentation and networks. It is a focus which occurs particularly in the international organisations. Statistics, classification
systems and databases then provide more

b) Overcoming the vestiges of ethnocentrism
in education questions;

There was little evidence in our study of the
attitude according to which ones own national
education system is the 'best', and offering it
as a 'prime export'. Ever-increasing knowledge about 'other' systems, worldwide co-operation, the international organisations' in-

specific references.

1.2.4 The outcome of VET research

(transfer function)
The transfer of national research results into

formation systems and international

political everyday reality would appear to
have been catered for already simply by the

networks are helping to break down ethnocentric stances. On the other hand, international comparisons of achievement (formerly

setting up of national research institutes and/

IEA, now OECD) could play a role in reviving
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focus (b), since there is a tendency towards
(a) or (b) when the results of international
comparisons of achievement (TIMSS, PISA)
are used, depending on the results in question.

c) Similar problems in different countries;

Unemployment, including unemployment
among young people, school-to-work transition, and the answers provided by vocational

education consistently crop up as research
subjects in the different countries. The link
between technological development, globali-

sation and staff qualification is almost as
common. It is not only through the international organisations and the classification

This section dealt with various aspects involved in the transfer between politics and
VET research (thematic focuses of research)
and the transfer of results to policies, in full
knowledge of the fact that this is an on-going, reciprocal process if channels of communication are open. It was only possible to provide a provisional answer in the framework
of this study, by looking at whether networks,
advisory bodies etc. which can provide organi-

sational support for transfer, exist within the
national research institutes and international
organisations.

1.3 Outlook as an analysis of shortcomings and as a proposal for further
research

systems which they have developed that
equivalence in mutual recognition of diplomas is coming ever more to the fore, but also
through common markets (e.g.
MERCOSUR). The international organisations bring together some of these themes

(databases, thematic networks etc.) and
thereby also parcel them up ready for policy-

This study presents the initial results of VET
research in other European and non- European countries. The aim was to identify national and international institutions and societies and research themes. In making this
choice we were taking on a task which was
difficult in many respects:

makers and educational management. On

the other hand, research activities also

a) Delimitation of research

emerge from the work programmes of national institutes and international organisations. Politics obviously has the upper hand
in determining the topics examined.

VET research has to be defined differently and
distinguished from other research areas such
as educational economics or general research

d) Contribution to the theoretical understand-

in education, depending on the cultural and
systemic context. These problems of delimi-

ing of training and education and their

tation also arise when further distinctions

planned development;

At national level it is pragmatic research
rather than theoretical developments and
contributions towards future development

such as research into teaching and learning,
assessment research or curriculum research
are made. There is also the question of the
multi disciplinary and interdisciplinary nature of VET-focused research.

which tend to dominate. International organisations go someway towards counter-balanc-

b) Researchers and institutions

ing this state of affairs, since classification
and indicator systems as well as assessment

Just as it is virtually impossible to define VET

exercises require a theoretical basis. The ILO
and OECD provide plenty of background information (ILO e.g.: Training Policy Reforms,
Training Policies and Systems, Evaluation of

research, it is also difficult to identify researchers and institutions. A distinction also
has to be drawn between research which is

Training; OECD e.g.: ISCED). Indications
concerning possible developments are also
raised for discussion within the context of
work on education indicators (Education at a
Glance). Policy-makers are more interested
in the latter.

ent research.

publicly supported and defined, and independ-

c) The geographical and political area
The third level relates to the link with geography and policy. Besides fields of research
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defined by national borders there are also
regional bodies and worldwide organisations.

f) To study existing networks, documentation
centres, databases etc. in terms of their in-

put to VET research and to create links

with CEDEFOP's 'training village'

Given this three-way challenge in identifying
VET research, the first step was to:

a) Identify the central research bodies at national level.
b) Identify the important regional and world
institutions which also carry out VET research.
c) Carry out primary analyses for selected institutions as well as geographical and po-

litical areas (South America, Canada,
China).

d) Draw on results for other important countries (USA, Russia, Australia, Switzerland,
Turkey, Japan) produced by other research
projects carried out by the DIPF and cooperating institutes.
e) Tap into and document the activities of in-

ternational institutions (ILO, OECD,
UNESCO, World Bank group) using
Internet research and experts in the DIPF.
f) Have the development of the IEA described
by 'independent' international scientific associations.

What then had to be done in the second and
subsequent stages was:
a) To continue the primary analyses for more

countries (USA, Russia, Japan, Switzerland, Turkey, Australia, Taiwan, Republic
of Korea, Malaysia, Mexico) with reference

to the central research institutes;
b) To carry out a more detailed study of inde-

pendent research in selected countries
(USA, Australia, Switzerland, Japan);

c) To look at whether or not exchange programmes for researchers exist;
d) To take a closer look at the international

(www.trainingvillage.gr).

g) To document the research results in terms
of where the emphases lie, and to bring out
their relation to vocational training policy
(transfer).

2. Countries
The addresses of the institutions can be found
in the Annex.

2.1 Australia, by Uwe Lauterbach and
Ute Lanzendorf*

2.1.1 Introduction to the education and
vocational training system
Australia is a federal state in which powers
are shared between the central or Commonwealth government and the eight States and
Territories. Under the 1901 constitution, the
responsibility for education falls largely to the
State and Territory governments but with significant funding and policy guidance from the
Commonwealth.

The federal Department of Education, Training and Youth Affairs ensures national consistency in policy terms and funds national
programs in the education system. Since the

1960s, universities have been completely
funded by the Commonwealth and are part
of a unified national system for higher education. However, schools and vocational edu-

cation and training (VET) are controlled by
the States and Territories. The VET system
in each state is based on the publicly funded
Technical and Further Education (TAFE) col-

leges and, increasingly, a range of private

scientific associations (e.g. World Council)
and independent research establishments;

training providers. About 80 % of vocational
education and training is delivered through
the public system. At the national level the

e) To document in detail the activities of the
international organisations (ILO, OECD,
etc.) in depth in respect of certain selected
themes (e.g. classification systems) and
to carry out primary analyses;

tial revision of the original text by A. Smith
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funding and development of VET is co-

* We acknowledge the verification and substan-

(NCVER).
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ordinated by a joint federal-state body, the

Australian National Training Authority

body, the National Centre for Vocational Education Research (NCVER) based in Adelaide.

(ANTA).

Since the early 1990s the Australian VET
system has undergone a significant process
of reform driven by Australian governments'
desire to create a more unified national system for vocational education. This process has
involved the implementation of competencybased training for VET programs, the creation of a national system of vocational quali-

fications (the Australian Qualifications
Framework), measures to open up the training market to private providers and the introduction of New Apprenticeships to provide
structured entry-level training in industries
that have traditionally not operated within
the apprenticeship system. During this period, the VET system has expanded considerably with enrolments in VET climbing from 1
million in 1992 to over 1.6 million (12 % of
the Australian population) in 1999.

2.1.2 Research in Vocational Education

and Training
The reforms to the VET system have been accompanied by a significant expansion of re-

search in vocational education and training
in Australia. Prior to this period, the volume
of research in the training and development
field was low and projects fragmented. Few
statistics were collected and there was no
basis on which to judge the relative performance of the Australian public training system
and Australian organisations in their provision of training. This situation has changed
sharply with both Commonwealth and State
governments increasing their expenditure on
VET research dramatically.
Although the State Training Authorities commission research to underpin their policy development in vocational education, the main
source of research funding is the Commonwealth government. Much of this expenditure
is managed by the Australian National Training Authority. ANTA funds the collection of a
wide variety of statistics on VET and funds a

The NCVER was established in 1981. Funded
by governments but operating as an independent company, NCVER collects and publishes

a wide variety of statistical information on
the Australian VET system.** NCVER also
conducts research projects in vocational education and funds a large national program of

VET research carried out by other research
organisations in the country. In order to guide

the national research program, NCVER has
produced a National VET Research Strategy
in conjunction with the users of VET research
(primarily federal and state training authori-

ties) and the training research community.
The first research strategy was published in
1997 and covers the period 1997-2000. The
first strategy identified six broad areas for
training research. These include:
1. economic and social implications of VET;

2. employment and the workforce;
3. pathways from school to work;
4. outcomes of the VET sector;
5. the quality of the provision of VET.
ANTA also funds four national Key Research
Centres in VET directly. These centres are the
Research Centre in Vocational Education and
Training at the University of Technology in
Sydney (focused on vocational learning), the

Centre for the Economics of Education and
Training jointly sponsored by Monash University and the Australian Council for Education Research (focused on the economics of
VET), the Centre for Research and Learning

in Regional Australia at the University of
Tasmania (focused on rural/regional VET issues) and the Centre for Post-compulsory education and training at Melbourne University
and the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology (focused on the economic and cultural

large number of research projects and re-

** More information: www.ncver.edu.au. NCVER

search centres. Much of this work is managed
by the principal Australian training research

VOCED to find the latest technical and VET re-

has also established an international database
search information: www.ncver.edu.aulvoced.htm.
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benefits of VET). These centres represent an
attempt to build up a critical mass of researchers in the key areas of VET policy making.
Apart from the three national Key Research
Centres, there are also a number of smaller

training research centres and groups that
have emerged in recent years in response to

the increase in training research funding
since 1990. These centres include the Group
for Research in Employment and Training at
Charles Sturt University, the Centre for Research in Equity, Education and Work at the
University of South Australia and the Centre
for Learning and Work Research at Griffith
University.

aims to ensure nationwide, uniform, free
school education and raise the general level

of education. Educational development
hinges on the compulsory 6+3+3 school system (primary, secondary I and II), although

there are obvious regional differences between the eastern provinces and those in the
north and west. There are major problems
in implementing this compulsory schooling
in the poorer provinces because of the lack
of resources.
The vocational education system is also fac-

ing completely new challenges. Although
there is no general compulsion to undergo
vocational education, the government is

2.1.3 Future issues affecting the VET sec-

clearly striving to upgrade it. During the Cul-

tor.

tural Revolution (1966-76), general education was expounded as being the best vocational qualification, many vocational schools
were shut down, and thus there was virtually no systematic provision of vocational
education. A whole generation was therefore

The explosion in training research in Australia since 1990 is closely linked to the training reforms that have taken place during that
period. State and federal governments in Australia are as keen to pursue the goal of lower-

ing unacceptably high levels of unemployment, particularly youth unemployment, as
governments in all the developed nations.
Training is viewed by both sides of politics as

an acceptable supply side solution to these
problems in the absence of a consensus on

more direct means of stimulating the
economy. Research provides a tool for evaluating the impact of policy and devising further reforms to the system.

2.2 People's Republic of China, by Josef
Riitzel and Stefan Ziehm
2.2.1 Introduction to the Chinese
education and vocational education
system
Since the early eighties the political leadership in the People's Republic of China has
carried out comprehensive reforms. The transition from a centrally managed economy to

a 'socialist market economy' has brought
about change in virtually all the socially relevant areas. More attention is being paid to
the (vocational) education system in particular. The 1986 Compulsory Schooling Act provided for nine years of compulsory schooling

in the People's Republic of China. The Act
336

deprived of adequate formal vocational qualifications. The only qualifying provision of a

practical nature was a form of apprenticeship. In the informal sector in particular the

handing down of knowledge acquired
through experience continues to play an im-

portant role even today. Small workshops
and traders employ 'apprentices' who are
instructed by experienced workers rather

than undergoing any structured form of
training.
Since the early eighties high priority has been
given to extending and improving the quality
of vocational education. The reforms and re-

structuring affect the vocational education
system as a whole, including types of training preparing for a specific profession, those
providing vocational qualifications, higher
vocational education and further vocational
education. The institutions within the vocational education system, the curricula, teach-

ing and learning methods, responsibilities,
funding, and the legal bases are all undergoing a shake-up. It should be noted that the
efforts to reform the vocational education system have obviously led to improvements, al-

though there are still marked differences in
the provinces. Socially speaking, an academic
education is still the 'one best way'. Only when
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this is not possible because of restrictive selection procedures in the schools of further

2.2.2 VET research

education and universities is a vocational

In the People's Republic of China as in other

training sought.

countries VET research goes hand in hand

Basic vocational education takes place at sec-

with economic, industrial and social development. Chinese vocational education experts

ondary I level in the vocational secondary
schools (lower grade). At secondary II level

date the start of VET research as identical
with the creation of the industrial schools in

vocational education is provided by the technical secondary schools, schools for skilled
workers and vocational secondary schools (upper grade).

the late 19th /early 20th Century. The upturn
in industry sparked a need for qualified workers who had acquired some sort of organised
vocational qualification. This need for voca-

ID The technical secondary schools are fulltime and accept secondary school leavers.

tional education led to a need for VET research. In 1916 Yanpei Huang founded the
first research institute for vocational educa-

Training lasts between three and four

tion within Jiangsu Province's education com-

years. In terms of content it is theoretical
rather than practical subjects which dominate, so that when they come out of this
type of school students temporarily find it
hard to find a suitable job on the labour
market because their training was so far
removed from practice.

mittee. In May 1917, along with another 40
well-known scientists, he founded the Chinese
Association for Vocational Education. Its aim
was to develop the personality through vocational education, to prepare for employment,
increase productivity through vocational education and to popularise vocational education.

level because of differences in resources,
non-standardised qualification of trainers,

This association was the first ever non-state
vocational education research organisation
and is still influential today. Its activities led
to general and technical training being separated at secondary school upper grade, and
to the introduction of systematic forms of

and the absence of standards. Training

school-based vocational education. More im-

ID The schools for skilled workers train medium-skilled workers, although they vary

widely at regional, sectoral and branch

lasts three years and is split up into theoretical and practical modules. In most cases
the skilled workers' schools are funded by

businesses and enterprises.
The vocational secondary schools (upper
grade) were only reconstructed during the
period of reform (from 1981). They tend to
be full-time. Admission depends on pass-

ing an entrance exam and having completed upper school education as a minimum. In general training lasts 3 years,
although there are also shorter courses
lasting 1-2 years. Vocational practice is not
a requirement.

portantly, however, the association established the theoretical basis, key ideas and
principles for vocational education and carried out research into subject classification,
teaching programmes, text books, practical
teaching and teacher training. From 1949 to
the start of the Cultural Revolution in 1966,

VET research supported in particular the
development of the technical secondary
schools and the skilled workers schools.
The reform of vocational education which was

carried out in the late 70s sparked a major
iricrease in the demand for VET research.
'From Xianxin Tang's report which provides
the essence of the overview of the VET re-

Besides these possibilities for gaining a qualification, a basic qualification was introduced

search situation it can be seen that VET
research is intended to work out the scien-

in the form of minimum training. Short

tific bases for macro-steering and needs planning, concept development, reform strategies

courses are intended to provide a minimum
level of basic vocational education for all work-

ers, including those who are already in active
working life.

and measures. Post 1978, special research
institutes for vocational education were set
up to meet the need for research. Previously,
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research into vocational education policy, the

vocational education system, as well as the
teaching and provision of vocational education, lay in the hands of the competent commissions, ministries and departments, vocational schools and teachers. Nowadays there
are independent research institutes at state

ready been mentioned, and to which many
professional and part-time researchers belong. Apart from promoting vocational education and VET research it also carries out
research projects for the state.
CI The Society for Vocational Education which

level, in the provinces, towns and autonomous
areas as well as in the technical colleges, colleges and universities. Vocational education
is becoming a discipline in its own right within
the field of educational science. The 6th fiveyear plan only mentioned one vocational edu-

was founded in 1990. This is a national,
public organisation for scientific research,
run by the Ministry of Education. Alongside its advisory role and the job of diffusing information, the main responsibility of
the society is to carry out scientific research
into vocational education, which is done by

cation project, but by the 7th the figure had
already risen to 11. The figure continued to

10 specialist commissions with only 73
members. The nature of the commissions

rise, reaching 42 by the 9th five-year plan. Half

of these projects are based in the education
ministry.

e.g. commissions for technical secondary
schools, for vocational education in cities,

Some of the most important research institutions at state level are the Ministry of Education's Central Institute for Vocational Train-

for nationality training, for scientific research gives some indication of what research actually means, the thrust of research questions and indirectly also the

ing (CIVT), the Occupational Skill and

working methods. Apart from the Commission for Scientific Research all the commis-

Testing Authority (OSTA), which comes un-

der the Ministry for Labour, various voca-

sions are formed with clear-cut tasks related to individual elements or types of

tional education societies and associations, as
well as research bodies in branch ministries
and commissions. The CIVT, which was set

school in the vocational education system,
regional or sectoral aspects or specific target groups. This in turn makes the research
questions very specific, and they tend pri-

up in 1990, is a national research institute
whose research centres on services with a
view to the reform and further development
of vocational education. The focus lies with

marily also to aim at achieving political
objectives.

applied research in vocational education
policy, financing, job classification, teaching/

learning research, media development and
teacher training. The CIVT is also responsi-

ID The Chinese Association of Regional Institutes at Provincial Level. All the provincial

regional institutes belong to it. It was

ble for documentation, information and transfer of knowledge. Like the regional institutes
(RIVTs) in Liaoning and Shanghai which will
be mentioned later, the CIVT is also a project
in development co-operation with the People's
Republic of China. Nothing more will be said
about this here. The most important research
work of the OSTA, which is also application
oriented, is the development of occupational,
qualification and testing standards and qualification of the specialised personnel required.

Li The Association of Research Institutions for
Vocational Education which came into being in 1982 has brought together research-

Some of the national societies and associations for vocational training are:

ers and vocational trainers from the large
and medium-sized cities. Its main task lies
in the theory and practice of providing vo-

ID The Chinese Association for Vocational
Education, founded in 1917, which has al-

work concentrates on solving specific prob-

founded in 1997 and primarily coordinates,

orchestrates and defines supra-regional
and regional VET research involving the
CIVT. The fields of research and issues
examined cover the whole spectrum of vocational education, according to the role of
the respective regional institutes.

cational education and its methods. Its
lems of teaching the individual subjects,
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e.g. electronics, machine engineering, com-

puting, beauty and hairdressing.
At present most of the branch ministries and
commissions still have their own vocational
education research bodies. Following the reorganisation of the ministries and commissions and the principle of 'one task, one responsibility', it is likely that their structure
will also change. Examples of these research
bodies are the National Association for Research into Agricultural Vocational Education, the Research Association for Technical
Secondary School Training in Transport, the
Research Department for Technical Secondary School Training in Metal-working , or the
Research Centre for Vocational Education in
the Ministry for the Energy Industry. These
bodies are supported and run by the branch
ministries. They differ in terms of their type
of organisation and tend to deal with highly
specific question areas. Some of them are attached to technical secondary schools or spe-

cialised schools as research departments.
They are largely responsible for supporting
reforms and solving problems in practice.
At provincial level, vocational education research institutes have progressively been set

up since 1985. There are at present 23 regional institutes at provincial level which
employ around 400 researchers. The majority of these research bodies come directly under the education commissions of the prov-

inces or cities. They are responsible for
carrying out applied research, and providing

advice and services to support regionally
adapted reform. This includes research into
vocational education development strategies,
organisation of the vocational education system, financing, legislation, curricular development, teaching/learning processes, organisational development and teacher training.

Apart from the regional institutes for vocational education, institutes or departments for

vocational education have also been set up
within the provincial institutes for educational science. These institutes focus mainly
on scientific research. Then there is also a
third type of newly established vocational
education (research) institute at provincial
level within the colleges and universities.

These deal essentially with teacher training,
research into teaching/learning processes and
studying the principles of vocational training.

At first sight this overview of the research
bodies and their roles reveals a broadly institutionalised and established vocational education landscape which varies in terms of its

content. It should be noted, however, that
there are only a relatively limited number of
people working in the institutions. Although
noticeable progress has been made in development and expansion, even Chinese experts
feel that staff resources are far from sufficient

when compared with the quantitative and
qualitative requirements of vocational education. On the other hand, however, great
store is laid by VET researchers' qualifications, since many of them hold high level diplomas. It is similarly felt that the theoretical principles and research methods are not
broad or deep enough yet either. A distinction is drawn between basic and applied research. However, as yet there are no system-

atically established theories of vocational
education. Theoretical education tends to take
a rather philosophical stance, and only gradually is a social science oriented type of VET

research starting to emerge. There has been
a considerable increase in the number of pub-

lications on basic research which cover a
broad spectrum of subjects, and they tend to
resemble standard reference works. Theoretical reflections and theory-shaping aspects are
rare. Moreover, the links between research
into principles and the shaping of theory and
applied research is a somewhat hit-and-miss
affair.

Applied research is the most highly valued.
Virtually all the institutions mentioned carry
out applied research only. Even within the
academies and university institutes applied
research takes place alongside basic research.
In his report Tang mentions four priority areas in applied VET research:
Ul Vocational education and social and economic development . This includes research
into the strategic importance of vocational
education in the development of China, the
regions, macro planning, systems develop-

ment, standardisation and the funding
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structure, as well as legislation governing
vocational education and the financing of
vocational education.

:11 Curriculum development and teaching
processes. Research work is conducted con-

cerning pupils' moral education, educational aims and models, course development, tailoring of subject areas, teaching
content, teaching methods and the assessment or evaluation of the quality of learning and the learning process. Model tests
are also included in this research work, e.g.

on the introduction of the dual system,
competency based education and the ILO's
MES system. According to Chinese experts,

the initial impetus for theoretical education stemmed from this research work.
ID Educational management and organisational development. These studies look at

management systems, organisational
structure and development, the distribution of competences and evaluation. Such
studies mainly present successful models
and reports from experience. They provided important impetus for practical reforms although their theoretical basis is
deemed inadequate.
[p Development of information and support
systems. A great deal of attention has been

vides very little impetus for theoretical train-

ing. There is not much differentiation in
terms of the research design, tools of investigation and evaluation procedures in applied
research. Evaluation research, which could
provide the corner stone for both the reform
process and theoretical education is not very
highly developed either.

2.3 Japan, by Walter Georg

2.3.1 Japanese Institute of Labour
Since 1989 labour market research, occupational research and VET research have come

under the Japanese Institute of Labour
[Nihon R&M Kenkyil Kike], a body within
the Ministry for Labour. The new institute
was created from the merger of its predecessor, Nihon Rôde) Kyelkai, founded in 1958,
whose research programme initially concentrated primarily on employer-worker relations, and the National Institute of Employ-

ment and Vocational Research [Koy6
Shokugyo Sogo Kenkyfisho]. The latter was

set up in 1969 under the aegis of the EPC
and carried out labour market and occupational research. To a certain (limited) extent

the new Japanese Institute of Labour was
also charged with responsibility for VET research, whilst at the same time there was a

corresponding cut-back in the Institute for

paid to the systematic development and expansion of information networks on voca-

Vocational Education's research programme.

tional education through the Internet and

of its own, has a broad-ranging database covering the field of labour, labour market and
occupational research, and supports the gov-

networked communication structures,
databases, e.g. on subject-related research
work, legal bases, text books etc. Research

in such areas tends to be the exception,
however.

The Institute carries out extensive studies

ernments in the prefectures within the
framework of regional labour market policy.
In many respects the institute's activities can

agement, organisational development and

be compared with those of the German Institute for Employment Research within the
Federal Employment Services (Institut fiir

the development of information and commu-

Arbeitsmarkt- und Berufsforschung [IAB] der

nication systems that there appears to be a
lack of a theoretical basis for applied research. This is also true in other areas. On
the one hand, the issues examined appear
to be too restrictive and to relate the direct
implementation of policy matters, whilst on
the other hand the transfer from the theoretical to the applied level has still not been
ensured. Furthermore, applied research pro-

Bundesanstalt far Arbeit) in Nuremberg.

It is not only in the area of educational man-
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The Japanese Institute of Labour's most important fields of research are as follows:

1j Industrial relations and labour law (employer-worker relations, trade union law,
legislation and jurisdiction in the field of
work and employment);
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employment figures, working hours, fe-

2.3.3 National Institute for Educational
Research (Kokuritsu kyaiku kenkyfijo-

male labour);

NIER)

Vocational and employment structure (unemployment, mobility and change of company, technological change and changes on
the labour market);

The NIER was set up in 1949 as a body of the

I:1 Economic aspects of work (wage increases,

1:1 Labour market and forms of employment
(worker supply and demand, types of employment conditions/contracts);

Ministry of Education, Science, Sports and
Culture (Japanese abbreviation: Monbus12,6).

The main aims of the institute are to carry
out basic and applied research in the educational field as well as to provide a range of
information and advisory services. In terms
of content and organisation the institute com-

I:1 Working life (occupational biographies, the
work and everyday life of employees);

prises ten main departments (e.g. life-long
learning, scientific education, educational
management etc.). Vocational education is

I:I Staff management (company employment

dealt with by part of the Department for Educational Content (the Section for Vocational
Education).

policy, wage system, human relations
within the company);

Vocational education (developing work
skills, in-company training and further
training);

2.4 Canada, by Philipp Grollmann2

2.4.1 Current priorities of VET research

in Canada

1:11 Occupational guidance and work conduct

2.3.2 Polytechnic University

This overview provides a brief run-down of
the current priorities and institutions for VET
research in Canada. It presents not only the
'academic' research activities, but also certain
projects and institutions involved in applied
research, which are of importance to Canadian vocational education. In the interests of
brevity, only a brief outline can be presented
here, but the addresses and references to literature which are listed in the annex should

The top institute amongst the vocational

help the interested reader to build up a clearer
picture.

(individual criteria for selecting an occupation, assessment and evaluation methods for aptitude and inclination);
Careers advice and information (developing occupational conduct, activity analysis,

effects of placement, careers information
and advice).

training bodies which come under the Minis-

try for Labour is the Shokugyo kunren
daigakko (Institute of Vocational Education)

which was founded in 1961 on the basis of
the 1958 Vocational Education Act. It has

since been renamed Shokugyo noryoku
kaihatsu daigakk6/Polytechnic University
and comes under the aegis of the Ministry for
Labour. Until 1989 it worked in the most important fields of research in vocational education, but now concentrates its activities on
staff training for vocational education and on

research into teaching and learning e.g. research and development work (developing
curricula, audiovisual teaching Materials, text
books), and on distance learning courses.

2.4.2 DACUM and co-operation in inter-

national vocational education
First of all, this is a sort of classic in Canadian VET research and in certain respects
representative of it; it seems to be particularly characterised by applied research.

The basic information for this overview was col-

lected during a research trip to Canada in 1998.
The objectives of this report were funded by the
Federal Ministry for Education, Science, Research
and Technology (Reference: G 9013.007)
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Because Canada is a country of immigration
to begin with, and also because it is involved
in numerous development projects, international VET research and co-operation is a not-

ondary Schools Project' which was set up by
the Canadian Educational Association (CEA)
and supported by the HRDC (Gaskell 1995).

unimportant pillar of Canadian VET re-

Depending on their size, some of the Community Colleges also have their own research and

search. An important player in this respect is

the Canadian International Development
Agency CIDA which regularly issues contracts to Canadian VET researchers.

2.4.3 Vocational education in Canada
and VET research in the universities
and research institutes
As in other industrialised nations, a large part
of the development and present state of VET
research can best be seen and understood in

relation to the problems and institutional
structures in the field of the subject of vocational education itself.

Certain general social trends and thememethod related considerations which also figure on the agenda of other countries are also

apparent.
Vocational education in Canada is provided
primarily by the Community Colleges. These
are post-secondary institutions which appeal
to a wide range of individuals through the
range of courses and subjects which they offer. Evening top-up qualification courses, cooperative education and vocational education
in full-time school as well as technical university style training courses are similarly
organised by these institutions. In the secondary sector (pre-) vocational education and
training is provided by the senior high schools.

Thus any research which aims to analyse the
effects and development lines of these insti-

evaluation departments. They carry out
evaluation research in particular, with the
aim of helping the colleges to better tailor
their programmes to students' needs, or to
recognise factors influencing success or failure. Since drop-out rates are at their highest
in the first year of the Community Colleges
this type of research tends to trade under the
name 'first year experience'.
Software developed specially for this purpose
by the evaluation department of Humber College, Toronto, can be quoted here as an example. COMPAS (College Outcomes Management and Performance Analysis System) can

be used by college staff to assess what they
themselves are offering, whilst also providing an information base for internal and external decision-takers (cf. Dietsche 1998).

2.4.4 School-to-work-transition research
and research by Human Resources
Development Canada (HRDC)
Because of the relatively high school drop-out

rates by international standards, and the
range of alternatives as regards both content
and institutions in the vocational education
field, the role of school-to-work-transition research is as important as in other countries
faced with this type of vocational education
policy issue. Such_research usually tends to
have a sociological or socio-psychological
slant. Once again, a considerable amount of
it is done in the relevant university faculties.

tutions is to some extent always a form of VET

research.
This type of research is largely carried out in
the Canadian universities, particularly by the
faculties involved with teacher training. Apart
from the usual teaching and research activities, bigger projects are on occasion also carried out in the universities, as for example the
networks for VET research which are referred
to later on. An example of a more extensive
research project would be the two year 'Sec,
342

In many cases this research is governed by
contracts which are issued by the competent
Federal Ministry for Labour, Education and
Training. Human Resources Development
Canada evolved from the former Ministry of
Employment (Immigration and Employment
Canada), and acts as a major financier of research in relevant fields, either indirectly or
through subordinate authorities. As far as
educational matters are concerned, the Ministry enjoys only very limited decision-taking
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powers, since educational questions are
largely regulated at state level in Canada.

lows up model projects and vocational education policy initiatives in terms of their effectiveness.

Smaller contracts, e.g. in the field of curriculum development, are therefore also issued
by the education ministries and the ministries
for vocational education and further training
in the relevant provinces (cf. e.g. Wilson).

In parallel to the reform activities just mentioned, HRDC also amended the entire Canadian occupational classification, which tradi-

The renaming of the former Ministry of Employment as the HRDC and the identification
of new fields of activity should be seen in relation to the general drive towards change and
reform of vocational education and further
training in Canada, which either directly or
indirectly has brought a considerable amount
of research activity in its wake. Since the late
eighties there has been a broad-ranging and
quite well funded initiative to set up Sector

Councils, i.e. branch organisations which
were brought into being through the initial
injection of some very generous funding.

tionally bore a close resemblance to the
American Dictionary of Occupational Titles in
terms of its fragmentation and specialisation,

but now arranges broader fields of activity
horizontally and vertically within a type of
occupational field structure (cf. HRDC 1996).

In terms of their scientific quality, projects
carried out by HRDC or consulting agencies
are not necessarily inferior to university ones.
There are on-going communication structures

between HRDC and the universities, e.g.
through experts being asked to draw up reports (cf. e.g. Krahn 1996).

There is also room for numerous research and
development activities within the framework
of these activities.

2.4.5 Political and industrialsociological labour market research
into vocational education and further

Thus skill standards which underlie the development of vocational qualifications and

The discussions and measures pertaining to

curricula are often established by the relevant
Sector Councils or by private consulting firms

contacted by them. The basis for creating
these skill standards is provided by sectoral

studies which look at the general requirements for educational and staff development
in a given sector (cf. e.g. Textiles Human Resources Council 1996). These are then followed by occupational analyses , in which oc-

training

the Sector Councils and Local Training Boards
go hand in hand with lively scientific publishing activity: over the last two years two com-

pilations have come out on the subject (cf.
Gunderson, Sharpe 1998; Haddow, Sharpe

activity within a given

1997). This research should be seen within the
field of political science and industrial sociology A similar perspective is taken by the Canadian Policy Research Networks on vocational
education questions in their last report, which

occupational field is 'broken down'. This procedure is also applied when occupational pro-

deals in more concrete terms with essential
questions related to qualifications in the face

files are drawn up for apprenticeships (cf.
HRDC 1995 and e.g. HRDC 1998).

of the challenges raised by the future world of
work. This is a type of foundation which is sup-

HRDC also has its own research department,

ported by donations from sponsors, sets up
expert commissions on other areas of public

the applied research branch, as well as an

life, and drafts and publishes reports (cf.

evaluation department. The former draws up
at four-yearly intervals, for example sometimes in co-operation with Statistics Canada
transition and location studies on secondary school leavers, and Community College
and university graduates (The Class of 1986,

Betcherman, McMullen, Davidman 1998).

cup a ti on al

The Class of 1990 etc.; EIC 1991, HRDC
1996), whereas the latter monitors and fol-

2.4.6 Research networks in the field of
vocational education and further

training

Over recent years the greater esteem in which

vocational education and further training is
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held has had a knock-on effect in the field of
basic research: thus, following a major call
for tender, the Social Science and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC) is supporting
four major Strategic Research Networks in
Education and Training, which fall within the
VET research area. These networks also co-

2.5 Russian Federation, by Friedrich
Kuebarth

operate amongst themselves and organise

which sees itself as a scientific discipline and
which as a branch of education fulfilled the
well-known functions of socialist educational
doctrine in the field of vocational education.

calls for tender for researchers with suitable
projects who can apply for small-scale financing. Co-operation with vocational education

2.5.1 VET research
In Russia there is, first of all, a tradition of
what is known as occupational education,

practice also represents an important aspect
in the work of these networks.

The theoretical principles were largely laid
by the former Academy of Educational Sciences in the USSR (nowadays the Russian

The five networks have the following titles,
which also indicate what they deal with:

Education Academy). Its scope was and in fact

O NALL: Lifelong Linking of Formal, Non-

formal and Informal Learning: Current
Practices, Social Barriers and New Approaches

O Training Matters: Education and Training
for New Forms of Work: Canadian Experience and International Perspectives
121 EvNet: Network for the Evaluation of Edu-

cation and Training Technologies

O The Western Research Network on Education and Training: The Link Between
Educational Provision, Processes and Outcomes

O Relations formation emploi: analyse des
modes de collaboration entre les
partenaires de la formation, des effets sur
leur organisation et des résultats pour les
apprenants (Training-employment relations: analysis of methods of cooperation
between the players in the training world,
the impact on their organisation and results
for students)

still is predominantly the training and further training of teaching staff for the vocational training sector.
Secondly, a form of VET research was also de-

veloped which initially concentrated on the
development of teaching methods within the
scope of the framework plans for the vocational
schools, whilst also becoming increasingly involved with matters of policy advice. It is these
functions which have come particularly to the
fore since the switch in system in the early 90s,

in the course of which institutional classifications changed on several occasions.

The important thing to note in this context is
that VET research was and continues to be
predominantly sector-based, i.e. it is tied in
with the various levels of vocational education in Russia which evolved historically, each
with its own respective administrative 'superstructure'. Thus even today there are still dif-

ferent research structures for the levels of
'basic vocational education' (formerly: occupational-technical training, PTUs), and 'middle-

grade vocational education' (middle grade
technical secondary schools, schools of tech-

A further, relatively new network in the VET
research field is the UNEVOC Canada Network, which was founded in close co-operation with UNESCO's UNEVOC project and
is supported by it.

nology, and more recently also colleges).

The setting up of all of these six networks

Research and development structures, particularly in the area of curriculum development,
are to some extent also to be found within specialised departments which oversee vocational
training institutions (e.g. agriculture). Corre-

should also be seen in relation to the constant
demands for a National Centre for Research

on Vocational Education and Training,
NCRVE, along the lines of the American model.
344

(`Higher vocational education' i.e. the higher
educational or tertiary level has its own research and development structures which will
not be considered here).
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sponding practice-oriented centres were more
seriously built up, particularly by the regions,
which sometimes also call on available institutions for the further training of teachers to
develop teaching materials and for (vocational)
educational development planning.

Recently the state labour administration has
also liecome more deeply involved in vocational and VET research.

Institutes of higher education have only a
minor role to play in VET research. This also

applies to the teacher training universities/
colleges which train teachers for general
schools and subjects. The majority of staff for
vocational schools or occupation-related subjects are trained at two specialised universi-

ties (Jekaterinburg and recently Nishnij
Nowgorod) as well as at several technical
universities/colleges, and it is only in this area
that there is any occupational education/VET
research worth mentioning.

Projects and subjects related to the development of vocational education and vocational
education policy are also worked on in other
research contexts, such as economic (including the economics of education) and sociologi-

cal research (e.g. youth sociology), mainly
within the respective institutes of the Rus-

Ci The Institute for Adult Education in St.
Petersburg;
ij The Centre for Problems related to Lifelong Learning in Moscow.

The department also promotes regional priorities within the framework of the RAO's
regionalised structure. The activities of the
Siberian section deserve particular mention.
The Academy is formally requesting that it
should be responsible for the nationwide coordination of VET research, but its influence
would essentially only extend to the institutions mentioned. (It is additionally responsible for co-ordinating research assistantships).
The work of the research institutes whose
research plans are determined on an annual
basis centres rather loosely on general programme topics such as the development prospects of vocational education'.

b) The Ministry for General and Vocational
Education supports:
The Institute for the Development of Vocational Training (IRPO) in Moscow, and
D The Scientific Method Centre for Secondary Technical Education, Moscow.

sian Academy of Science.

Whilst the latter concentrates mainly on developing curricula for the technical second-

2.5.2 Research structures

ary school level, over recent years and despite
the disastrous framework conditions and also

Mainstream Russian VET research is con-

political resistance, the IRPO has managed
to extend and consolidate its position as the
central body for VET research. Its work in-

ducted within three structures which are
separate in organisational terms. Whilst com-

peting with each other they are also

interlinked by the networking of both staff
and subject matter.
a) The traditional 'leading institution' in Rus-

sian educational research is the Russian
Academy of Education (RAO). It has the
following affiliates to its department for
'basic vocational education' (literally):
The Institute for Technical Occupational
Education in St. Petersburg;

volves:

Basic research related to educational policy
and concepts, particularly in terms of policy
advice;

Ui Curricular development work: drawing up
the register of training professions, developing 'standards' and methodological training bases, text book development, quality
assurance methods, new technologies;

Li The further training of teaching staff;
Ci The Institute for Technical Secondary Education in Kasan;

Cl Scientific research assistantships;

1.4?9
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International co-operation (esp. with the
BIBB);

Ci Publications.

Li Another organisation known by the acronym Rosproftech' (Russian technical vocational education) is made up principally of
workers in the field and is closely linked
to the Ministry.

c) The vocational teacher-training universities (see above) which also come under the
Ministry for Education train 'engineering'
teaching staff (with the emphasis on engi-

2.6 Switzerland, by Ulrich Arnswald
and Daniela Heipel

neering and the corresponding technical

Vocational education insofar as it is regulated by the BBG (Vocational Education Act)

production occupations) as well as experts
for specialist practical training in the vocational schools. Their research priorities
are determined by these roles, and therefore tend to stress technical teaching methods. The Occupational Training University
of the Urals is also strong in occupational

psychology and occupational sociology,
whilst new university in Nisnij Nowgorod
has no clear-cut profile as yet.

2.5.3 Research associations
When the system started to change numerous associations and networks came into being which have in common the fact that they
are in reasonably close proximity to the 'official' structures of the Ministry. From the point
of view of VET training the first bodies to be
noted are:

falls within the scope of activities of the
Bundesamt far Berufsbildung und Techno2
The basic information for this overview was
collected during a research trip to Canada in
1998. The objectives of this report were funded

by the Federal Ministry for Education, Science, Research and Technology (Reference: G
9013.007)
logie (BBT) (Federal Office for for Vocational
Education and Technology), which is also in
charge of vocational education in agriculture.
It comes under the Swiss Department for the
National Economy.

The Schweizerische Institut far Berufspiidagogik (Swiss Institute for Occupational Education) (SIBP) which is also a department
of the BBT- deals first and foremost with the

training and further training of teachers at
vocational education schools.

The Academy for Vocational Education

(not to be confused in either organisational or functional terms with the RAO
see above!) which is close to the IRPO
in staff terms and is striving to bring to-

gether the broad field of research and
practice (particularly school heads and
regional managers) and to gradually build

bridges with the social partners. At the
same time, the Academy sees itself as a

In the whole of Switzerland there are some
125 mostly small-scale institutions working
in the field of educational research and school
development. The Swiss Co-ordinating Unit
for Educational Research (SKBF) (Entfelderstr. 61 in 5000 Aarau, Tel.: + 41 (0)62/8352390)

promotes co-operation between educational
research, practice, administration and policy.

services company in the publications and

Within educational research, the SKBF co-

conferences field (it produces amongst

ordinates between the various disciplines and

other things one of the two available specialist revues).

institutions, as well as between the university institutions and teaching sections of the
Education Department.

The 'Vocational Education' Association
which was born of the RAO and also provides specialist services. Amongst other
things it has produced a new standard textbook 'Occupational Education' (1997) as
well as an 'Encyclopaedia of Vocational
Education' (1998).

It is linked to the Schweizerische Gesellschaft
far Bildungsforschung (SGBF) (Swiss Society
for Educational Research). This body pursues

its aims through the organisation of annual
congresses, standing working parties, and
through publication of the review Bildungs-
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forschung und Bildungspraxis' (Educational
Research and Practice), as well as the scientific series 'Exploration'. At the present moment the co-ordinating unit is running three
networks, which promote contact between
researchers working in the same field, i.e. in
the areas of assessment, secondary level I, and

research into adult education. The SKFB is

pean continent. The biggest country in South
America and also its strongest in economic

terms, Brazil covers an area of 8.5 million
square kilometres and has 155 million inhabitants. Argentina is the second biggest member of MERCOSUR with 33 million inhabitants, and over recent years has had the fastest
economic growth. Paraguay and Uruguay are

far angewandte Berufsbildungforschung

the smaller partners in every sense. With a
gross national product of 8.1 million US$,

(Swiss Society for Applied Vocational Education Research), which was founded in 1987.

Paraguay is the weakest member state in economic terms (von Baratta 1997, p. 567). Uru-

also linked to the Schweizerische Gesellschaft

The SKFB provides information about research and development projects within the
Swiss education system, about development
trends in education and about the institutions
for educational research and school development. A register which comes out every 4 to 5

years lists the institutions for educational
research and school development, indicating
the main focuses of their work. An index of

persons and subjects means that targeted
searches for information and contact persons
can be carried out on specific questions.
Publications on vocational education:

1. Blätter. Review of vocational education.
Journal produced by the umbrella organisation BCH Berufsbildung Schweiz. Pub-

lished 5408 Ennetbaden. Ten editions
yearly, in three languages.
2. Panorama. Review of the Swiss Society for
Applied VET research. Published 8005 Zurich, six times per year.

2.7 Latin America, focus South
America, by Daniela Heipel and Ute

Lanzendorf

guay, the country with the smallest population 3.1million is an important financial
centre in the MERCOSUR, and in 1995 had
a GNP of 16.4 million US$.

A description of the vocational training system in the three countries selected here (Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay) which differ in
terms of their economy, size and population

as a background to the details on VET research in the respective countries can provide
no more than a brief introduction at this point.

In Brazil, co-ordination of the various public
and private providers of vocational education
which since 1976 have been brought together
under the Sistema Nacional de Formageio de
Mtio-de-Obra, SNFMO (National Manpower
Training System), is the responsibility of the
Conselho Federal de Mão-de-Obra (Federal
Manpower Council). Most vocational education is organised on a private basis through
several sector-related and decentrally organised vocational training institutions which are
financed through a form of income tax the
Servigio Nacional de Aprendizagern Industrial (SENAI) (National Service for Industrial
Training), the Servicio Nacional de Aprendizagem Comerzial (SENAC) (National Service for Commercial Training), and the Servicio

2.7.1 Introduction to the vocational
education systems in Brazil, Argentina
and Uruguay

Nacional de Formageto Professional Rural
(SENAR) (National Service for Agricultural

Economic, political and social integration in
South America came a step closer with the
creation of the Mercado Cornrin del Sur or
MERCOSUR (Common Market of the South)
in 1991. The MERCOSUR brings together a
population of more than 190 million, living
in an area bigger than the whole of the Euro-

ing with occupational adjustment. The

Qualification). Teaching takes place in training centres which integrate company train-

SENAI, the oldest of the three pillars of the
Brazilian training system, was founded in
1943 along the lines of the training system
which existed in the railway company. It was
set up as an independent institution, financed
and managed by the companies in that sector
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(industry in the case of the SENAI). In 1946
the SENAC was founded, and 30 years later

agricultural ones. Unlike the engineering
schools the vocational education sections of
the secondary schools do not usually have
sufficient means to provide practical training.

the SENAR started its work. The training

activities of the various institutions are
strongly coloured by the respective sector of
the economy. Thus the SENAI is responsible
for industrial training, the SENAC for commercial training, and the SENAR for agricultural training. Despite sharing a similar organisational structure, the three vocational
training institutions have different activities.
The SENAI offers multi-annual initial training courses for skilled workers and engineers,
within which both occupation-related knowledge and more general educational content is
provided. The SENAC provides initial train-

of the countries in question led to the ministries for labour becoming increasingly involved in the shaping of vocational education.
Essentially, what is provided are programmes
for those dropping out of school and the unemployed leading to qualifications for jobs.
More will be said about this development be-

ing in the field of commerce and services, pre-

low.

The high drop-out rates and the fall in the
numbers of secure jobs, which has boosted
free-lance activity, particularly in the informal sector, have and this applies to all three

dominantly in the classroom, with provision
for practical teaching on computers, for ex-

The Brazilian government is struggling with
the problems affecting all the South American countries. The north-east of the country
is the single largest pocket of poverty in the
whole of Latin America. Children under 14
make up 18% of the working population and
most young people have no chance of finding
a regulated training place or job. Thus access
to the Brazilian training system is reserved

ample. The diploma is acquired within a maximum of one and a half years. SENAR works
exclusively in the field of part qualifications

and further training.
Technology training in the general school system includes pre-occupational training in the

compulsory sector as well as the three-year
courses at secondary II level, technical training at university level and post-graduate technological training. At full-time upper grade
secondary vocational schools financed by the
federal authorities or states, an initial vocational diploma for occupational groups such
as clerical workers, engineers, health workers and teachers is catered for within the compulsory sector. A vocational qualification at

for a privileged section of the population.
Young people are expected to start paying
their way at an early age, and therefore quit
formal education. What is more, even completion of vocational education is no automatic
guarantee of finding a well-paid job. There is

also a negative attitude towards practical
training, with an academic training being
preferred wherever possible. Over the next

this level also satisfies university entrance
requirements. Technology training centres

few years the Brazilian government aims to
create a national system for technological

offer courses at all levels of the education sys-

training by bringing together the existing

tem, which aim at training middle management levels in particular.

training establishments under the co-ordination and supervision of the Ministry of Education, to make good the shortage of training

Apart from the occupational training
branches at secondary II level, which date
back to the military regime, the other fulltime vocational schools are the engineering
schools, which come directly under the national education ministry. The four-year en-

places, to improve co-operation between companies, training centres and the government,
and to bring the vocational education system

into line with recent technological developments. (see Lanzendorf et al. 1996)

gineering schools essentially provide training
in the technical and agricultural fields, whilst
the three to four year secondary level vocational schools teach commercial, care and edu-

Of the South American education systems, it
is the Argentinian one which goes back the

cational activities as well as technical and

institutions based on private economic initia-
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furthest. Unlike in other Latin American
countries, no sectoral vocational education
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tive have developed alongside the public edu-

cation system. Initial vocational education
was and still is an integral part of the state

centres, whilst the INET is only responsible
for overall planning and assistance and advice on future education strategies.

system. Vocational and technical education in

Argentina is therefore marked by the predominant steering role played by the state.

A distinction is drawn between technical edu-

Neither employers nor the trade unions have
any formal responsibility or take any initiative. Thus people also talk of the 'secondarisation' of vocational education in Argentina.

schools and the practice-oriented and marketrelated vocational training (formación professional) directed at the unemployed and those
who drop out of school. Technical training at
a corresponding secondary school centres on
training staff for executive activities and supervisory roles at the skilled level. Vocational
secondary schools act more as a special type
of school leading to university entrance qualifications than as an institution providing the
type of qualification needed to enter an occu-

Formal vocational education in Argentina
takes place in vocational secondary schools,

which until 1995 came under the National
Council for Technical Education (Consejo
Nacional de Educación Técnica, CONET). In
the same year, following the decentralisation
of responsibility in the secondary school sector, the CONET was replaced by the Institute
for Technological Training (Instituto Nacional
de Educación Tecnologica, INET). CONET

cation (educaciOn técnica) in secondary

pation. Participants are prepared both for
subsequent employment and for higher studies (dual qualification). The poor infrastructure, high drop-out rates and lack of any prac-

was a public, decentralised provider with

tical reference are the problems faced by

functional autonomy which was founded in
November 1959. The vocational education
institution came under the Education Ministry, just as is now the case with the INET,
and was responsible for the vocational education sector financed by the ministry. Until
1992, the Education Ministry was responsible for around two thirds of vocational sec-

A further provider of vocational training is
the Ministry for Labour and Social Security
(Ministerio del trabajo y seguridad social)
within which the Department for Vocational

ondary schools, some provinces had their own
schools, and some were run on a private ba-

sis. The establishments for technical training which pre-1959 were ministry-run or
those providing apprenticeships from Peron's

era were placed under the responsibility of
the CONET. The CONET was in charge of the

funds from the apprentices levy which prior
to 1959 was managed by the Education Ministry's Committee for Teaching and Vocational

Guidance. During the reform of the public
education system in 1995 the CONET, the
National Centre for EDP-Training (Centro
Nacional de Enserianza de la Informática,
CENEI), and the Centre for Research and
Development into the Dual System (Centro
Nacional de Investigación y Desarrollo del
Sistema Dual, CENID) were merged to form

the Institute for Technological Training
(Instituto Nacional de Educación Tecnológica,

INET). This shifted greater responsibility to
the provinces. It is now they who are responsible for the technical schools and training

training in the state secondary schools.

Education (Subsecretaria de formación
profesional) was set up in accordance with the

December 1991 National Employment Act
(Ley Nacional de Empleo). Its role is to de-

velop special training for disadvantaged
groups on the labour market, bearing in mind
both individual interests in terms of further
personal and professional development, and
the needs of the company. Generally speaking, in recent years measures directly related
to work, aimed at improving skills and which
form part of the vocational training system,
have increasingly been taken over by the labour administration within the framework of
job promotion.
Although the vast majority of Argentina's active population completes compulsory schooling, only a minority goes on to vocational edu-

cation. Because of increased international
competition, this level of qualification no
longer satisfies firms' requirements. People
have realised that, in particular given the
context of the MERCOSUR integration process, only an extensively trained, technically
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qualified and flexible workforce can guarantee competitivity in the long term. Measures

in the pipeline or in certain cases already
implemented, such as the decentralisation of
competences in the secondary education sector, should improve the situation. There is also

a new approach which aims at involving the
social partners in vocational education in order to improve the alternation between school
and firm (Lanzendorf, 1997).

Socially speaking, education and training in

Uruguay are highly regarded. Generally
speaking, occupations which require study are

held in greater esteem than manual professions, even though the latter are often better
paid. There is a clear preference for the school-

leaving exam, with less than 10% of those
leaving lower grade secondary school opting
for a technical training at the UTU. With an
average of seven completed years of education, Uruguay has a comparatively high level
of education in Latin American terms. The
small size of the country and the concentration of its population in the capital, Montevi-

deo, means that vast sectors of the population have access to the education system. The

illiteracy rate in Uruguay (0.4%) is low not
only in comparison with other Latin American countries, but also in international terms,
and it is still falling thanks to virtual blanket
coverage, particularly in the primary sector.
In Uruguay the Council for Technical Voca-

tional Education (Consejo de Educación
Técnico-Profesional, C.E.T.P.) under the aegis
of the Ministry for Education is the body which

provides vocational education at secondary
technical level in schools and training institutions. The C.E.P.T. (also known as the Uruguayan University of Labour (Universidad del
Trabajo del Uruguay or UTU)) aims to be open
to as broad a population as possible and gen-

erally to provide vocational education. The
UTU is the biggest provider of formal vocational education, covering the whole range of
different training levels, which range from the
basic level of secondary I, through technical
vocational training to technical school leaving
certificates.

There has been a noticeable shift in the defining of vocational education from the Edu350

cation Ministry to the Ministry for Labour,
through the creation of the National Directorate for Employment (Dirección Nacional de
Empleo, DINAE) and the National Employ-

ment Board (Junta Nacional de Empleo,
JUNAE), whose role it is to advise the Ministry for Labour on labour market policy, and
to provide guidance programmes for the labour market as well as training programmes.
The DINAE's work has led to a process of de-

centralisation and diversification in the vocational education field, which has resulted
in the central role which the UTU played in
vocational education and further training for
many years being watered down. What is
more, the drafting of vocational education
programmes has also been split from their
implementation. This means that although
the DINAE is responsible for financing the
programmes, it does not actually implement
them. It has also meant that more and newer
organisations under state control have
become involved in vocational education. The
UTU had to surrender many of its powers in

the course of this process. For decades the
UTU a body which has been in existence
since the late 19th century and which in spite
of its deceptive 'university' title almost exclusively offers secondary level courses was the
sole provider of vocational education courses.
Formal vocational education at the UTU was
assessed in 1995 under a study by the InterAmerican Development Bank, within the context of the development of new technologies
and changes to the economic structure. The
study came to the conclusion that the courses

on offer were in desperate need of an overhaul, since the institution had got out of hand,
the quality of courses was very poor, they were

badly organised, and the training was too
long. Moreover, the lack of teacher training
amongst the staff and the fact that the schools
were badly equipped also came in for criticism. Since the UTU was no longer in a position to cover the demand for vocational edu-

cation as a result of these shortcomings,
supply on the private market exploded in response to the vacuum. This led to utter confusion in terms of the provision available and
a lack of checks on qualifications. Through a
decentralisation process in the field of training and through increasing competition from
private and semi-state institutions over re-
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cent years, the UTU has seen its importance
plummet in comparison with what it used to
be.

The compulsory secondary I level lasts three
years, during which pupils may choose between two different types of schools. Either

they attend secondary school (secundaria)
which provides a general education, or they
opt for the technically oriented UTU, which
aims more at young people who subsequently
want to enter working life. The ensuing three
year cycle concludes either after three years
with the university entrance qualification or

again with the technically oriented UTU.
Here training lasts from two to seven years
and is split up into four main areas agriculture, industry, art/craft, and services. University entrance requirements can also be met
along this path under certain circumstances.
Those who have not completed nine years of
compulsory schooling can still train at the
UTU, in vocational training centres (Centro
de Capacitación Profesional, C.E.C.A. P. ) or
through the Ministry for Youth's programmes
to unskilled worker level. Upon completion
of the nine years of compulsory schooling the

majority of newcomers to the employment
scene do not have adequate technical or vocational training and the successful use of
completed training often depends on training
or further training measures in the company.
Apart from formal training provision there is
also a whole series of state, non-formal training possibilities, which mainly target socially
marginalized young people who have dropped
out of the formal training and vocational education system. The courses do not provide for
the transition to the tertiary level and are not
national in scope. (Heipel et al.)

2.7.2 Themes and trends in VET
research in South America
VET research in South America is not an academic discipline in its own right, and as a re-

sult interdisciplinary research approaches

tions involved in VET research are located in

very different fields, and there is also little
institutionalisation. Thus departments in the
Ministries for Education and Labour, universities, non-governmental organisations, and

both public and private research establishments all deal with VET research amongst
their other research topics. A study of the most

recent trends and tendencies in the South
American vocational education systems which

have already been touched upon, and which
affect VET research topics and institutions,
should shed some light on the tendencies and
content affecting research and the institutions
involved in it. This will be followed by a detailed description of the institutes and organisations which are active in national and Latin
America-wide VET research. The institutions
deal in particular with application-oriented
issues intended for political decision-makers,
and priorities are determined accordingly,
with academic work often being the by-product of independent, non-university research
institutes from which the general trends in
vocational education can be deduced.

Whereas in the past training was predominantly not geared to practical work or labour
market needs and formed part of general education policy this applied in particular in
Argentina and Uruguay training policy has
recently tended to been seen increasingly as
an active labour market policy. The reason
behind this new line was both the general effects of globalisation on the markets, which
along with other developments has resulted

in increased competition for firms and the
appearance of new employment profiles, as
well as high unemployment figures and drop
out rates from the formal education system,
which led to the Ministries for Labour bringing in short courses providing qualifications
for jobs. So apart from the departments in the
Education Ministries, Labour Ministries are
also becoming more heavily involved in shaping and assessing vocational education.3 Cop-

have sprung up in the fields of sociology, economics, psychology, and to a lesser extent in

3 The institutional reflection of this in Brazil is
the National Secretariat for Training and Voca-

education science, complemented by indi-

Formación y Desarrollo Profesional, SEFOR) and

vidual studies of applied VET research. This

inter-disciplinarity means that the institu-

tional Development (Secretarta Nacional de

in Uruguay the National Directorate for Labour
(Dirección Nacional de Empleo, DINAE).
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ing with technological progress and the qualifications which it implies, qualifying microenterprises and workers in the informal sec-

tor, co-ordinating technical education and
practice-oriented qualifications, co-ordinating
formal and non-formal supply taking local and

regional requirements into account, the social implications of vocational education, the
influence of new technologies on vocational
qualification requirements, the needs of dis-

advantaged groups and the integration of
marginalized sections of the population, particularly young people in vocational education
programmes, are increasingly being taken as
the subject of research.

Since the founding of MERCOSUR in particular, comparative vocational research has
grown in stature in South America. Through

describing the core functions of the vocational education systems in individual coun-

tries, with their overall aims, an effort is
being made to draw on developments even
in industrialised countries, in order to pick
up tips as to how to solve problems back at

home. The overriding aim in setting up
MERCOSUR was the free circulation of
goods, services and manpower. The aims
which stemmed from that for the organisation of vocational education were to achieve
equivalence in the recognition of diplomas,
to create information systems on vocational
education systems in the member states and
to increase co-operation on vocational education matters.
The institutions which are described hereafter have drawn more heavily on new communication and information technologies. This

(Centro Interamericano de Investigacion y
Documentación sobre Formación Profesional,
CINTERFOR) which was founded in 1963 and

is based in Montevideo, Uruguay, is an offshoot of the International Labour Organisation which brings together the organisations
and institutions responsible for vocational
education in the ILO member states in Latin
America and also Spain. The objectives at the
time the centre was set up were guided by
the demands of member states, i.e. to see a
general rise in the level of vocational education, in order to improve living conditions for
workers, and to improve the quantitative and
qualitative performance of firms. Even before
the CINTERFOR was founded some ILO
member states (Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Uruguay and Venezuela) were already
trying to create national vocational education

services with the support of the ILO, basing
themselves on close co-operation with companies, workers and vocational training experts. The efforts undertaken by the countries
which concentrated on preparing and publishing the vocational education programmes,
preparing educators and building up estab-

lishments, demanded comprehensive research work, and the co-ordination and ex-

change of experience available in the

individual countries took on added impor-

tance. It was against this backdrop that
CINTERFOR was initially brought into being as a permanent centre of co-operation for
the national institutions. The role of the centre was to collate documentation from the field
of vocational education, to build up contacts,
to diffuse information to national centres, to

conduct research and to prepare teaching
material for educators.

should allow for better networking within
Latin America but also worldwide, and should

facilitate access to information for those involved in vocational education.

2.7.3 The Inter-American Centre for
Research and Documentation on
Vocational Education (Centro
Interamericano de Investigacion y
Documentaci6n sobre Formaci6n
Profesional, CINTERFOR)

CINTERFOR have been extended. The promotion and strengthening of technical co-operation in the context of the development and
modernisation of vocational education, assistance in drafting and bringing in vocational
education programmes through promoting

strategic alliances between the state, the

The Inter-American Centre for Research and

Documentation on Vocational Education
f.
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Since its creation the aims and role of

workforce and employers, the development
and spread of a regional network for vocational education within the member states,
the promotion of research activities, and the
conducting of research into the institutionali-
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sation and setting up of systems and programmes for vocational education with the
aim of promoting efficiency, competitivity and
social justice have all been added.

The lion's share of CINTERFOR's work is
documented in numerous publications. Exam-

ples include the quarterly Boletin
CINTERFOR which publishes theoretical

rapid access to questions of vocational education in Latin America.

2.7.4 The International Centre for
Education, Labour and the Transfer of
Technology (Centro Internacional para
la Educación, el Trabajo y la
Transferencia de la Tecnologia, CIET)

contributions related to Latin America by vo-

cational education experts, and the

The CIET, which came into being in Brazil in
1993 as the result of a joint initiative involv-

Herramientas para la transformación series
in which the results of primary studies, surveys and academic essays are published. The

ing the National Confederation for Industry

(Confederación Nacional de la Industria,
CNI), the National Service for Industrial

publication Trazos de Formación deals essen-

Training (Servicio Nacional de Aprendizagem

tially with current themes in the vocational
education field, whilst Papeles de la Oficina

Industrial, SENAI) and UNESCO, acts at
national and international level as a centre

técnica documents international, national and
regional experiences in the fields of vocational
education and employment.

for observing and documenting the effects on
and changes to vocational education brought
about by the development of new technologies. The theoretical approach when the centre was founded was the understanding of the
fact that the effects of new developments in
information and communications technology
and more generally the development of new
technologies with the resulting changes on the

The breakdown of funding for the centre reflects the backing of the various groups and
initiatives which CINTERFOR has brought
together. On top of the annual payments by

the ILO and the Uruguayan government
there are also voluntary payments by the
member states and institutions, and interna-

tional organisations also contribute to the
funding of certain projects. The centre mainly

employs experts in vocational education on
limited contracts, most of them coming from
Latin American countries.

CINTERFOR also runs and organises the

labour market and the appearance of new
qualification standards can have both a negative and a positive effect on national industries. Vocational training systems play a key
role in positive adaptation:

'As technological development activities become more specialised, complex and dependent on specific information and knowledge

tion Network for Vocational Education

more and more adequately trained skilled
human resources are required for such spe-

(Proyecto Red de Información y Gestión sobre

cial tasks'.

Latin American Information and Administra-

Formación Profesional para America Latin y
el Caribe, CINTERNET). CINTERNET is a
network born of a co-operation agreement between the ILO and the Federal Republic of
Germany on the exchange of information in
the field of vocational education.
CINTERNET is intended for the use of those
involved in vocational education, and provides

rapid access to information on innovation,

The centre researches, forecasts and formulates iroposed solutions in the fields of information, technology, employment, and education in order to provide positive backing for
the process of adaptation, and serves as an

advice centre, in particular for the CNI/
SENAI, which administer 900 vocational
schools and 45 centres of technology.

information and methodology. Such access to

information should make it easier for those
responsible for vocational education at national level to respond appropriately to new

By way of products and services the CIET is
involved in developing an information system
about international experiences in vocational

challenges on the labour market. The network

education, life-long learning and the

documents the current situation and offers

reintegration of adults and young people, re-
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search into the link between education and
work and the influence of new technologies
on employers and workers, the development
of an advisory centre for companies wanting
to run vocational education and further training activities, and tracking political discussion of vocational education in Brazil.

rity and health systems and domestic and
family development.

2.8 Turkey
METARGEM: The Research and Development
Centre ofVocational and Technical Education,

Ankara
The centre is mainly financed by the SENAI
and brings in additional funds from courses,
seminars and publications. Around 30 people
are employed in the centre on a permanent
basis, with backgrounds in education, labour,
technology, sociology, systems analysis, engineering, mathematics and IT. International
experts are also constantly being employed
by the centre.

2.7.5 The National Research Centre for
Human Development (Centro Nacional
de Estudios de Población, CENEP)I
Education and Labour Network (Red
Educación y Trabajo)
The CENEP in Buenos Aires plays an impor-

tant role in national and international VET
research. It is from there that the international education and labour network is managed, as well as a database on literature re-

lated to vocational education. The FIEL
Economic Research for Latin America Foun-

dation (Fundación de Investigaciones
Económicas Latinoamericanas, FIEL) also
conducts individual projects on questions related to education and vocational education.
The centre mainly employs researchers from
the social sciences and conducts research in
the areas of human development, information
technology, technical assistance and the distribution of information. The centre follows
an inter-disciplinary approach, develops and
supervises projects in co-operation with in-

stitutions and organisations, governments
and private establishments. Amongst other
subjects, the CENEP researches population
growth, mobility, labour markets, education
and work, pension systems and social secu-

The Research and Development Centre of

Vocational and Technical Education

(METARGEM) has been established with the
aim of providing or having provided the services of planning, research, development and

production required by the Ministry of National Education in order to raise the quality
of schools and institutions of vocational and
technical education to the level of standards
in developed countries. METARGEM also

meets the demand for research and programme development of other state and private institutions and organizations.
METARGEM has 8 departments (Programme
Development, Research and Planning, Project
Development, Technical Publications, Meas-

urement and Evaluation, Educational Technology, Personnel Administrative and Financial Affairs, Revolving Fund Management)
Some of the main duties of METARGEM are:

Conducting research, conducting studies to
determine long and medium term goals, preparing an 'Annual Evaluation and Development Report', cooperation with domestic and
foreign institutions, preparing educational
books, and publishing periodicals and news
bulletins.
METARGEM has so far provided a number
of publications such as 'Evaluation of the Applications in Multi-Programmed Lycees' and
'Vocational and Technical Education in the
Turkish Education System'.
As to programme development activities The
process of programme development in Voca-

tional and Technical Education' and 'Total
Quality Management' should be mentioned.
The METARGEM summary is based on official
documents made available by Walter Georg. Ulrich
Arnswald was responsible for assessing and sum-

marising.
354

METARGEM cooperates with international
institutions such as the OECD INES Project-

Network B and the UNESCO/UNEVOC
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Project. METARGEM is also continuously
exchanging information and Material with
the 'European Centre for Developing Vocational Education' and the 'European Training Foundation' established in Turin.

2.9 United States of America, by Uwe

Lauterbach
2.9.1 Introduction to the education and
vocational education system in the USA
There are various reasons why it is so difficult to identify where the emphasis lies in
VET research in the USA and to make general comments on VET research. As in most
countries, vocational education is a research
subject for the whole range of social sciences.
There is no specific institutionalised scientific
discipline for labour, vocational and economic
education. Besides these theoretical scientific

reasons, the research subject itself further
muddies the waters in that it distinguishes
between vocational education, technical education, vocational training etc, terms which

in German are lumped together under the
heading 'berufliche Bildung'.

These cultural and semantic reasons apart,
the way in which the federal system in the
USA is organised politically makes it even
more complicated to describe the state of play
in VET research, since responsibility for the
education system lies with the individual fed-

in the individual states. They mean that on
this sub-continent with its fifty federal states
and 260 million inhabitants, binding minimum standards are respected, which makes
comparison possible within the federal system. In vocational education however these
mainly take the form of programmes for the
'disadvantaged'.
Besides this political influence, the work of
the federal authorities concentrates heavily
on documentation of the state of play in the
education system. Many educational policy
makers at state and local level would be happy
to see the work of the federal government in
Washington limited to this role alone.

Apart from the Department of Education at
federal level there are a further twenty ministries with competence in this field. Two min-

istries, the Department of Education and the
Department of Labour are in overall charge.
Programmes such as career education, initial
vocational education (occupational education,
vocational education, co-operative education,

adult education) and various promotional
measures for disadvantaged groups in the
population (the illiterate) are handled by the
Department of Education.

Company-oriented measures, (on-the-job
training, apprenticeship programme), the
promotional programmes, anti-unemployment measures through companies, trade

eral states. Futhermore, there are some

unions and other institutions and pro-

15,500 school districts at local level with lo-

grammes such as the Job Training Partnership Act come under the Department of La-

cal boards of education all having various
competences of their own.

bour and the Employment and Training
Administration.

Basically, the American constitution does not
provide for any federal legislative powers on
matters of education. The only competence the
central authorities have is on directives covering the educational establishments for the
federal administration and the military. Otherwise it may also intervene in matters of race
integration or discrimination against certain
population groups. The federal government
can exert influence through the constitution's
welfare clause. Through target-related grants

Actual vocational and technical education as

such is provided in Community Colleges,
Technical Institutes, etc., which come under

the aegis of the states or school districts,
though it must be said that vocational and
technical education is not the preferred path
in the education sector by any stretch of the
imagination, that is to say that it is not very
highly regarded when compared with 'general'
education.

in aid, the rules pertaining to which are
strictly laid down, the central administration
has a means of shaping the education system

Even this brief outline of the possible research
fields for VET research and the political struc355
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tures reveals the difficult framework conditions governing the development of VET research on the one hand, but on the other hand
also explains why a state of the art report on
VET research would require a degree of effort which was not feasible within the limits
of this project. We will therefore limit ourselves here to an overview of the VET research

conducted within the framework of national
vocational education policy as implemented

by the administration in Washington D.C.
Two major journals which focus on comparative education were also assessed in order to
get a look behind the scenes of 'free' and 'independent' academic research.

2.9.2 VET research and national
vocational education policy

colleges, policy-makers, researchers and employers.
The centre's Work:

O Expert groups which tackle a range of sub-

jects (student guidance through to structuring of schools);
CI Support and information to show teachers
how to prepare students for lifelong learning;
O Advisors who work together with schools

in drafting education and training programmes which are related to the labour
market;
O Student and teacher guidance;
O On-line discussion groups;
Websites with the latest information about
the centre and forthcoming events;

National Centre for Research in Vocational

Circulars giving information about the

Education (NCRVE), University of California,
Berkeley,

work of the centre.

http://ncrve.berkeley.edu/Default.html

The centre is comprised of a consortium of
eight professors from the University of Cali-

The National Centre for Research in Vocational Education (NCRVE) is the largest national establishment in the USA dealing with
research, development and diffusion of sub-

fornia, Berkeley, the University of Illinois, the
University of Minnesota, MPR Associates Inc.,
the University of Colombia, the University of
Wisconsin and Virginia Polytechnic Institute

jects related to vocational education. The Centre is financed by the Office of Vocational and

and State University. The presence of the
NCRVE or one of its members in virtually
every region of the USA facilitates contact
with the various education and training establishments and the labour market.

Adult Education of the U.S. Department of
Education. Since 1988 the Centre's headquar-

ters have been at the University of California, Berkeley, and it has played a key role in
working out new concepts in the field of qualifications for the workforce. The centre's main

In terms of training, the main issue at stake
for the centre is to offer every student the

aim is 'to strengthen school-based and workbased learning to prepare all individuals for
lasting and rewarding employment, further
education, and lifelong learning.' (National
Centre for Research in Vocational Education)

option of a recognised course which is related
to the needs of the labour market, and to promote the development of integrated curricula
with the emphasis on problem-oriented learning. Students can thus be encouraged to find
a job, train further and become imbued with
the concept of lifelong learning (output oriented vocational education).

The centre focuses on finding new and innovative ways of linking education and work.
Training should specifically prepare young
people for the world of work. Amongst other
things, the centre provides information about
pilot projects, curriculum development, qualification standards, further training of teachers and the integration of curricula. The work
of the National Centre for Research in Vocational Education is used by teachers and administrations in high schools and community

1998 Work Programme:

To examine the extent to which students' performance has improved as a result of efforts
undertaken in the High Schools and Community Colleges to simultaneously prepare students for an activity and also for further training. Research particularly into the degree to
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which structuring, organisation and implementation can be brought about in order to
reach the planned aims. The NCRVE's work
is guided in this by the general aims of the

experts in comparative education meets 3
times per year to discuss contributions with
the advice of experts, particularly on international issues.

Office ofVocational and Adult Education (with

very general over-arching themes: teaching

Comparative Education Review

and learning; curricula, career guidance, tech-

nology, student support; partnerships and
agreement on change; trainees, companies,
State, elected representatives, local authorities; organisation and financing, etc.).

Projects: curriculum integration, academic
skills, performance at the workplace; development of work-related technological skills.

2.9.3 VET Research outside national
vocational education policy
In order to gain an overview, the last five years

of relevant journals Comparative Education
and Comparative Education Review were
assessed. The subject of VET research was
not explicitly dealt with. The main subjects

of research are international matters and
theoretical aspects of international comparative VET research.
Comparative Education
Patricia Broadfoot (ed.): Comparative Education. Massachusetts,
http://www.carefax.co.uleced-ad.htm

International matters, curriculum research,
skills research

Erwin H. Epstein (ed.): Comparative Education Review. Chicago,
http://www.journals.uchicago.edu/CER

The journal Comparative Education Review
is the official mouthpiece of the American

Comparative and International Education
Society, an organisation of researchers and
university teachers of comparative education,
which was set up in 1956 with the aim of improving knowledge and teaching methods in
the field of comparative education. The journal comes out quarterly and apart from book
reviews it also deals with international matters and publishes theoretical contributions,
for example concerning the effects of globalisation and decentralisation on the education
sector. There were no specific contributions
on VET research.

3. International scientific
societies and independent
research establishments
3.1 Establishment and organisational
framework, by Uwe Lauterbach
It was the political framework conditions

The quarterly journal Comparative Education
which has been in existence for 34 years publishes up-to-date information and analyses of

problem issues and trends in educational
studies worldwide. Particular attention is
paid to the importance of comparative studies concerning the drawing up and implementation of education policy, not only with ex-

plicit reference to education, but also

combined with related disciplines and social,
national and international developments. The
journal also deals with issues related to gov-

which provided the decisive impetus for the
establishment of the discipline known as com-

parative education. Without such organisational roots the sustainable presence of any
science or branch of research would be impossible. Thus at this point we will consider
in brief whether and how it has been possible
to establish comparative education on a permanent basis within the scientific community
as well as in the area of transfer between education policy and education administration at
national, regional and global level.

ernmental policy, management, sociology,
technology and communication insofar as they

affect education and training. The journal's
administrative board which is made up of nine

The first moves towards comparative education were prompted by 'curiosity' about seemingly incomprehensible foreign education sys-
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tems. As a consequence, visits to the countries deemed interesting became increasingly
popular. Hilker (1962, pp. 22 ff.) coined the

Stanford International Development Education Committee (SIDEC) (1965), in England
with the Institute of Education of the Univer-

phrase the age of educational journeys', which
developed from the cultural voyages of the 17th
and 18th centuries.

sity of London (1932), Kings College, the Uni-

From the second half of the 19th century national and international institutes and organisations which systematically carried out educational documentation crystallised out of this
travel activity. National institutes to be men-

tioned here are: The Office of Education
(Washington/USA 1868) from which emerged
the Ministry of Education, the Musée Pedago-

gigue anstitut Pedagogique National (Paris/
France 1879), the Pestalozzianum (Zurich,
Switzerland 1874), the Office of Special Enquiries and Reports (London, Great Britain
1895) and the Zentralinstitut far Erziehung
und Unterricht (Berlin/Germany 1914); international educational organisations and insti-

tutions include: the Bureau International
d'Education (Geneva 1925), the Institut In-

ternational de Cooperation Intellectuelle
(Paris 1925), UNESCO (Paris 1946), the bod-

ies of the former Western European Union/
European Community/European Union such
as EURYDICE (Brussels 1981) and of the
Council of Europe such as EUDISED (Strasbourg 1970). Even the World Bank in Washington D.C. has its own Education and Em-

versities of Reading, Oxford and Leeds, and
in Germany with the Padagogische Akademie
Bonn (1926), Universität Köln with Friedrich
Schneider (chair but not for comparative educational studies).
These institutions, which are integrated into
university research and teaching, were and

still are of fundamental importance to the
shaping of theory and the further development of the discipline in general. The central
role of the university institutes in the development of comparative education and its theories is abundantly clear just from the devel-

opment of comparative education as dealt
with in this chapter.
German developments were marked during
the age of National Socialism by virtually total isolation from the outside world. After the
Second World War, comparative education
took off again with renewed impetus. Under
the auspices of the French occupying powers
a congress was held in Mainz in 1949. The
American occupying powers initiated the International Conference on Comparative Education which took place in Chiemsee in April

1949. The Hochschule far Internationale

ployment Division which backs up the World
Bank's political work with scientifically based

Ptidagogische Forschung which was founded
in 1952 in Frankfurt am Main it gave rise

studies etc. (Hilker 1962; Schneider 1961;

to the German Institute for International

Vorbeck 1997; Loxley 1994). Since 1971 the
OECD has been running the Centre for Edu-

Educational Research in 1964 also helped
to bring German expert circles back into the
mainstream of international development.
The chair for comparative education at Hamburg University (1950) and the UNESCO Institute in Hamburg (1953) were the first postwar creations in the comparative education
field (Hilker 1962, p. 70 fr.; Schneider 1961,
p. 65 ff.). Comparative education developed

cation Research and Innovation (CERI) in
Paris, which has a prominent profile on account of its lively publication work, e.g. Education at a Glance, OECD Indicators.

Apart from the national and international
documentation centres and research establishments in the individual countries, chairs
and institutes for international and comparative education also developed within the universities. Once again the developments here
took off in the USA in 1923 with the Teachers
College of Columbia University (New York)

and researchers such as: Monroe, Kandel,
Alexander, Bereday, the Comparative Education Centre of the University of Chicago (1959),
358

further during the sixties and seventies
through the work of the university institutes
in Marburg (Froese), Heidelberg (Roehrs) and
Bochum (Anweiler). As a result of the growth
and development of universities in the wake
of German reunification, additional professorships for comparative education were set up
at the universities of Leipzig and Dresden as
well as at Humboldt University in Berlin.
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As a direct result of the conferences on comparative education, scientific societies were
founded, such as the Comparative Education
Society in 1956, which is today's Compara-

tive and International Education Society
(CIES), the Comparative Education Society
of Europe (CESE) in 1961, and the World
Council of Comparative Education Societies
(WCCES) in 1970. The CIES and CESE grew
out of the scientific work of the university institutes for educational studies or compara-

the university institutes which tend to concentrate more on developing theory (Loxley
1994, p. 934). The subject knowledge which
links historical knowledge with present-day
expertise about education systems with empirical analytical authority can generally be
found or can be pooled in supra-institutional
networks. Lack of staff a common occurrence
presents more of a problem in tackling the
increasing workload resulting from ever more
complicated systems and contexts.

tive education (Loxley 1994, p.933-942; Hilker

1962; Schneider 1961). The WCCES brings
together the national societies (Comparative
Education Society) of which there are now
more than 25, whilst the membership of the
CIES is made up of individual researchers.
After the Second World War a series of inde-

pendent research institutes outside the universities were set up. They are mainly financed through national public funding or by
international organisations. They are either
very empirically organised and provide services for the education administration (e.g. the

Centre International d'Etudes Pedagogique
Sevres (CIEP) and the Deutsche Institut far

Internationale Padagogische Forschung
(DIPF)), or they are strongly rooted in theory
and method (e.g. the Australian Council for
Educational Research (ACER)).

The picture is completed by regional or globally organised societies and organisations
which were not founded in responce to executive or legislative requirements (non-governmental organisations) but rather as a result
of the special interest of researchers, e.g. the
International Reading Association (IRA) and
the International Association for Educational
Assessment (IEA).

3.2 International Association for the
Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA), by Uwe Lauterbach and
Brigitte Steinert
Because of their free-floating position the in-

The latest TIMSS study can be quoted as an
example (Baumert et al. 1997, particularly pp.
38 O. This international comparison of mathematical-scientific teaching was so demanding that it only came to a successful conclusion thanks to the fact that the project was
carried out by an 'independent' international
association of researchers, the International
Association for the Evaluation of Educational
Achievement (IEA) in conjunction with national research institutes (e.g. in Germany:

the Max-Planck-Institut fur Bildungsforschung, Deutsches Institut fur Internationale
Padagogische Forschung), national universities (e.g. the University of Kiel and Humboldt
University Berlin), national ministries (e.g.
the Federal Ministry for Education, Science,
Research and Technology in Germany), and
international organisations, e.g. OECD.
The International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA) was
founded in 1959 and is a non-governmental
international association based in The Hague
in the Netherlands, to which research institutes, universities and governmental authorities from over 45 countries belong. Its role
consists of conducting international comparative school achievement studies and thereby
developing indicators for learning processes
and in particular for the outcome of learning.
Through regular observation of the output of
education systems a basis of knowledge can
be built up for users in education policy, educational administration and educational research, in order to bring about improvements.

dependent international comparative research institutes are better suited to conducting research studies using this methodological

The core subjects taught in schools are the
main subjects for comparative studies (the

concept than are institutes which are tied to
national or international administrations or

years of the main studies are shown in brackets): maths (1964, 1980-1982, 1994-1995), sci-
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ences (1970-1971, 1983-1984, 1994-1995), six-

Vocational education

subject survey (science, reading comprehen-

sion, literature, French and English as foreign languages, political education), reading
literacy study (1970, 1990-1991), international study of achievement in written composition (1984-1985), classroom environment
study/CES (1981-1983), computers in education study (1987-1990), pre-primary project
(1988-1989, 1992-1996).

4. International organisations

The role of vocational education in the World
Bank has changed since the early 90s. Whilst
in the 70s and 80s it was projects in this field
that were promoted in particular, nowadays
the view is that:

'Vocational and technical skills are best imparted at the workplace, following general
education. The private sector should be directly involved in the provision, financing and
governance of vocational schooling.' (quoted
from Watson 1996, p. 47)

4.1 World Bank Group, by Heike Maier
and Heinz Bartel

Watson interprets this statement in relation

Framework conditions

to the real drop in loans to the vocational education sector in the following terms:

At the present moment the regional empha-

sis for loans is on the Eastern Asiatic and
Pacific area as well as Latin America and the
Caribbean. In the human development field
the World Bank Group' provided 1,017 million US$ for 18 education projects in 15 countries in the 1997 tax year (1995: 2,096 million US$; 1996: 1,7057 million US$) (World
Bank Annual Report 1997, p. 18). Loans for
education rose significantly in the 1998 tax
year. 36 loans were granted to 28 countries.
Only one project in Hungary6 and one in the
Lebanon7 dealt explicitly with vocational education in 1998. The total credit volume for this
sector amounted to 3,129 million US$ (World
Bank Annual Report 1998, p. 69). That provided 11% of the loans for the education sector.

5 The group comprises the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), the International Development Association (IDA), the International Finance Corporation (IFC), the Multilateral Investment Agency (MIGA) and the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes.

6 A programme against youth unemployment.
Young peoples' chances on the labour market are
improved by improved training possibilities. Total
cost 60.1 million US$.

7 Under the World Bank's reconstruction work
68.86 million US$ is being invested in the vocational education system in the Lebanon, to bring
it up to market requirements.
360

'Because VOCED has generally proved to be
expensive it is far easier for the Bank to sug-

gest that private employers should take on
this role themselves: it excuses the Bank from
becoming too heavily involved in that costly
area again.' (Watson 1996, p. 53)
The World Bank Group acts first and foremost

as a bank, i.e. research, if research there be,
is always conducted from an economic point
of view. The problem with this is that:
'The research base is largely restricted to that
produced by the World Bank staff or commissioned by the Bank. The result is a self fulfilling prophecy: Research data supports the
policy that the Bank wishes to pursue because
that research has already helped to shape that
policy'. (Watson 1996, p. 49; see also: Samoff
1993, p: 181-222)

The importance of the World Bank in terms
of VET research tends therefore to be related
to its role as a publisher, or in the transfer of
knowledge. The (major) World Bank projects
are now widely documented on the Internet.
Via Topics (Education and Training), Regions
and Countries or a server's global search en-

gine, researchers can call up primary information.8 Pdf documents about the vocational

8 The server can be searched e.g. with key words
(vocational Chile) for relevant documents.
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education systems in individual countries can
also be called up.9

CI International Institute for Educational
Planning (IIEP), Paris;
(http://www.unesco.org/iiep/ (6 April 1999).)

4.2 Unesco, by Heike Maier and Heinz

Bartel

Unesco Institute for Education (UIE),

Framework conditions

Hamburg; (http://www.unesco.org/education/uie/index.html (6 April 1999).)

In the 1996/97 financial year there were 518.4
million US$ available to UNESCO. With this
budget, which is actually no bigger than that

CI International Bureau of Education (IBE),
Geneva; (http://www.ibe.unesco.org/ (6
April 1999).)

of a sizeable university, UNESCO supports
projects in 180 countries. Besides this budget,

which is financed by the member states,
Unesco also receives income from voluntary
contributions. For the 1996/97 tax year these

amounted to 290 million US$. (http://

www.unesco.org (24 March 1999)) More than
35% of Unesco's funds go into the education
sector.

The current priorities in UNESCO's work
(http://www.unesco.org/educationleducprog-

prog_idx.htm (1 April 1999)) are lifelong
learnine and learning in the 21st century".
UNESCO's work in the education sector is
supported by the following research institutes:

lj European Centre for Higher Education
(CEPES), Bucharest. (http:11www.cepes.ro/
(6 April 1999).)

Vocational education
Unesco is the only specialised agency of the
UN to have a mandate in the education sector. It does not have a monopoly, however. In
1954 the following distribution of labour was
agreed upon between the International Labour Organisation (ILO) and UNESCO:
'The ILO is primarily concerned with technical and vocational education and training in
relation to occupational activities and welfare

of employees. UNESCO is primarily concerned with technical and vocational education as part of the education of human beings
(...). Technical or vocational education which

tion and training based on a joint World Bank- ILO

takes place within a general education system is primarily a matter for UNESCO, subject to consultation with the ILO concerning
the prospective demand for particular skills

study, Skills and Change: Constraints and Innovation in the Reform of Vocational Education and
Training.' The views expressed here are those of
the authors, and should not be attributed to their
respective organisations.' in: http://

11 Subject areas are: World Conference on Higher

9`The Social Protection Team is pleased to make
available a groundbreaking set of country study
summaries and issues briefs on vocational educa-

wbln0018.worldbank.org/HDNet/Hddocs.nsf/
7b 5f392774476 c c1852566810054 d 98 e/

Education, UNITWIN UNESCO Chairs Programme, Academic Mobility and Recognition, Civ-

d5afc250286633c6852566b100014bbb?OpenDocument

ics Education and Human Rights Education,

(18 March 1999).

Linguapax, Associated Schools Project Network,
General Secondary School Curricula and Teacher
Training Materials, Science and Technology Education and Project 2000+, SEMEP- South Eastern
Mediterranean Sea Project, UNEVOC- International Project on Technical and Vocational Education, World Teachers' Day 1998, UNESCO and the

10 Subject areas are: Education for All Forum, Al-

ternative Education for Marginalised Youth,

Learning without Frontiers, Early Childhood and
Family Education, Special Needs Education, Preventive and Health Education, Information in the

field of drug abuse prevention, UNESCO programmes and Activities for Women, Promoting

Elimination of Illiteracy, International Literacy
Day, MINEDAF VII, Working Group on Education
Sector Analysis (WGESA), Environmental Educa-

Girls' and Women's education in Africa, in: http://
wwwunesco.org/educationJeducprog/prog_idx.htm

tion, in: http://www.unesco.org/education-

(1 April 1999).

educprog/prog_idx.htm (1 April 1999)
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and the requirements to be fulfilled in respect
of such skills:1-2

UNESCO's work in the field of vocational education is essentially of a statutory nature. The

3. Facilitating access to data bases and documentation; strengthening of the UNEVOC
Network (http://www.unevoc.de/workplan/
wp9899-e.htm (6 April 1999).

Recommendation on vocational education
which was adopted in 1962 was revised in

The board for the UNEVOC project has rec-

1974. In 1987 the first global congress on vo-

even once the pilot stage has come to an end
(http:llwww.unevoc.de/events/ev9703hq.htm
(27 April 1999). Colin N. Power, Deputy Director-General for Education, made a statement at the second international congress on

cational education was held, at which the
draft of a Convention on Vocational Education was tabled. This was approved in 1989
and ratified in 1991 by the Federal Republic
of Germany, amongst others.

ommended that the work should continue

vocational education in Seoul in 1999, by
which UNEVOC also feels bound.

In organisational terms, vocational education
within UNESCO has been upgraded. In 1992
the UNESCO Technical and Vocational Education Project (UNEVOC) was set up. In parallel to this development it would appear that
the Division for the Renovation of Secondary
and Vocational Education (ED I SVE) has become more sharply focused on general ques-

'Partnerships and networking will also be
critical to meet the challenges of globalisation
and technological development. Working with

the International Labour Organisation and
the World Bank, we must adopt an integrated
approach to TVE, a vital component of any

development programme. At the national

tions of vocational education. New subject
areas have been introduced, and are organised on an interdisciplinary basis. Currently
an attempt is being made to involve NGOs

level we must encourage ministries of education and labour to combine their theoretical
knowledge and practical training and to work

more closely with projects.'3 The Section for
Science and Technology Education (http://

(http://www.unesco.org/educationleducnews/
99_03_11/letter.htm

www.unesco.org/education/educprog/ste/
framework/activities.html (6 April 1999)
(1996-1997) already did this in its 1996/1997
programme".

closer together for their mutual benefit'.

Specific research opportunities in the
field of vocational education
Monetary Backing

The task profile of the UNEVOC project is as
follows:

In UNESCO's 1998/99 budget some 86.7 million US$ are earmarked for the scientific pro-

1. International exchange of ideas, experience
and studies on policy issues;

gramme from the ordinary budget, with an
additional 62 million US$ in the extra-budgetary provision. The MOST programme

2. Strengthening of national research and

Management of Social Transformations lies
at the heart of social scientific research. Individual fields of research are as follows:

development capabilities;
12 Memorandum from the ILO and UNESCO of
14.10.1954 quoted from: H Kronner: Der Weg zur

Berufsbildungs-Konvention der UNESCO, in:
UNESCO today III (1992), P. 238.
13 Greater account should be taken of themes such

1. Change in multi-cultural and multi-ethnic
societies;

2. towns as places with accelerated processes
of social change and migration issues; and

as the environment, health, nutrition and social
relations in general.

3. local and regional management of eco-

14 Amongst other things a 6 year project on Scientific, Technical and Vocational Education for Girls
in Africa is being run at the present moment.

Projects which fulfil the following criteria may be
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nomic, technological and ecological change.
presented in the framework of these areas of research:
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'Research projects are expected to be compara-

tive, inter-disciplinary, international and relevant to policy. They must be conceived and
implemented by groups or networks of researchers in several countries. They must be
internationally structured, well coordinated,
and cover a broad scope. This implies a solid
project framework, as well as a clearly iden-

tified cooperation procedure between the
groups of researchers. The project proposal
must state clearly why a comparison between
the countries selected is likely to produce
important knowledge for scientific questions
and for the political decision-taking process.'
(quoted from: http://www.unesco.de/Info/
Shs.htm#zuriick (26 April 1999))

which can be used for the general,
interactive exchange of information;
1999)

UNEVOC-Info (a free E-journal)'5;

UNEVOC Network covers UNEVOC centres in the UNESCO member states'6;

Publications'''.

Materials
Materials which are of relevance to vocational
education can be consulted using the follow-

ing databases:

Innodata

(http://www.software-

There is also another interesting option for
smaller scale projects. Every two years the
national UNESCO offices offer Partners hip

engineering.ch/Infobases/IBE/InnoData/ (6
April 1999)

Programmes. 25,000 US$ is granted per

The emphasis of the data files is on reports
on innovative concepts/projects in the primary and secondary sectors;

project. The choice of subject is free.

Instruments

With the International Standard Classifica-

UNESBIB (http://unesdoc.unesco.org/ulis/
unesbib.html (6 April 1999)

tion of Education (ISCED) UNESCO has tried

to create an instrument which serves 'as an
instrument for assembling, compiling and
presenting statistics of education both within
individual countries and internationally'. (International Standart Classification of Education. ISCED 1997)

Bibliography of UNESCO printed documents and publications (reference database);
UNESDOC (http://unesdoc.unesco.org/ulis/
(6 April 1999)

The ISCED classification was revised in 1997.

Initial vocational training in the secondary
sector is classified as ISCED level 3, whilst

vocational training in the tertiary sector
comes under ISCED level 5. The aim of this
is to 'make existing international statistics on

education more transparent' (Statistisches

16 UNEVOC INFO No. 4/1998, Contents: Regional

Conferences to prepare for the Second International Congress on Technical and Vocational Education, Seoul, Republic of Korea; UNESCO-OEEK
Symposium on Vocational Education and Train-

Bundesamt Wiesbaden 1997, p. 8)

ing (Greece); International Conference on New
Developments and Models of Reform with focus

Communications

on South East Asia (China); Information Technology and Technical and Vocational Education; National Seminar on Technical and Vocational Edu-

For scientists working in the vocational education sector UNEVOC is /is becoming a central communications interface. The following

interactive activities are currently up and
running:

A mailing list

the UNEVOC E Forum

(http://www.unevoc.de/forum.htm (6 April

cation (Republic of the Congo), http://
www.unevoc.de/uc-info/toc-e.htm (6 April 1999).

16 The address list can be called up under: http://
www.unevoc.de/directldirectoryhtm (6 April 1999).

" Many publications are already available as pdf-

downloads, http://www.unevoc.de/publicat/
public00.htm (6 April 1999).
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UNESDOC contains documents from

tre and MERCOSUR". The action pro-

UNESCO bodies (General Conference, Executive Board, Director etc. (full text database);

grammes are basis-oriented and run across
the field and technical programmes.

ID World Data on Education (http://
www.ibe.unesco.org/Inf_Doc/Nat_repsl
natdb96.htm (6 April 1999)

Country profiles can be looked up in this
database (full text database).

4.3 International Labour Organisation
(ILO), by Heike Maier and Heinz Bartel
Framework conditions
The International Labour Organisation (ILO)

The technical programmes are thematically

structured operational units (http://
www.ilo.org/public/english/depts/depts.htm
(17 May 1999), http://www.ilo.org/public/
english/130inst/index.htm (17 May 1999)).
The units include the International Institute
for Labour Studies (http://www.ilo.org/public/
english/lOilc/i1c83/dg-repc.htm#Heading10

(19 May 1999)) and the International Training Centre. The former deals with interna-

tional labour market research, the Turinbased Training Centre provides amongst
other things (further) training for officials
from educational administrations, trade unions, etc.

(www.ilo.org (17 May 1999) Delimitation from

UNESCO, see above) which was founded in
1919 is the only UN Organisation whose bodies are composed on a tri-partite basis of representatives of governments, employers and

Vocational education

workers. The ILO lays down statutory re-

`[...] developing the policy-making capacity of
governments, employers' and workers' organi-

quirements in conventions and recommenda-

tions in the field of labour law, contractual

and organisational freedom, abolition of
forced labour, etc. Training is one of the organisation's main priorities. This can be seen
for example in ILO Convention 142 (1975) on
Vocational Guidance and Training in the Development of Human Resources and in Convention no. 159 (1983) on Vocational Rehabilitation and Employment (Disabled Persons)

(www.ilo.org/public/english&60mpfor/
over.htm (17 May 1999)). But it also provides

concrete support in the fields of vocational

education, rehabilitation, labour market

The ILO's main task is that of:

sations and strengthening dialogue and cooperation in the field of training. These activities took the form of the dissemination of
information to constituents, policy dialogue
and the provision of advisory services.' 18

A survey was conducted in co-operation with
the World Bank, looking at the 'best practice
in training policies' in 15 countries in the process of transformation.2° Plenty of advice and
technical support was also offered or provided
relation to the implementation/further devel-

policy, labour administration, working condi-

tions, labour law, etc. The organisation's

budget for these tasks amounted to
79,500,000 US$ in 1996/97 (1998/99 esti-

mated 569,080,000 US$) (http://www.ilo.org/
public/english/200progr/pb/98/draftbud.htm
(17 May 1999)).

18 SEAPAT is the Asiatic counterpart of CINTERFOR, although it has not yet achieved the level of

professionalism and quality of the latter. http://
www.ilo.org/public/english/mdtmanil/index.htm
(18 May 1999).

Field programmes, technical programmes and
action programmes are conducted. The field

18 Constraints and innovations in vocational training reform (a joint World Bank/ILO publication)
(in preparation).

programmes are represented by continental/
regional institutes. The South American region is one of the most active here with the

28 Country studies were drawn up for Indonesia,
Tunisia, and China. http://www.ilo.org./public/
english/10i1c/i1c83/dg-repc.htm#fn35 (19 May

CINTEFOR research and documentation cen364
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opment/assessment of national training systems .21

The Employment and Training Department
(EMP-FORM)22 with its Training Policies and
Systems Branch (POLFORM) has overall re-

sponsibility for vocational education. (http://

Ci Management of Vocational Education and
Training
This research project produced a handbook
edited by Vladimir Gasskov.

'It (the handbook) provides state-of-the-art

www.i1o.org/pub1ic/english160empfor/polform1
over.htm (18 May 1999)) A total of 28,000,000

knowledge relating to managing and organising vocational education and train-

US$ was available from the ordinary budget

ing (VET) systems and draws upon lessons

in 1998/99 (1996/97: 28,000,000 US$). The fol-

lowing projects were amongst those implemented (in partial co-operation with the regional bureaus):
Training Policies and Systems

'The objective of the technical pro-

gramme... is the improved capacity of ILO

member countries to design and put into
work-related training policies and systems,
contribution to human resource development as a critical element in achieving economic growth and social equity'.23

0 Training Policy Reforms: The Evidence
This project was conducted in collaboration
with the World Bank. Resistance to and in-

novation related to reforms in the vocational education field were documented in

from experience, current trends, and best
practice in the administration of public
training service around the world.' (http://

www.ilo.org/public/english/60empfor/
polform/prog10.htm (18 May 1999))

1:1 Evaluation of Training
W. Norton Grubb (University of California
at Berkeley) and Paul Ryan (University of
Cambridge) attempt to provide an overview
of theory and practice in the field of assessment in this research project. 25

D Strategic Partnership in Training
A research project on the role of the state
and of companies.

17 countries.24

'The study indicated that effective partnerships require not only a favourable policy
21 Additional programmes: Employers Activities,
Enterprise and Cooperative Development, Equality for Women, Multinational Enterprises, Statis-

tics etc., see http://www.ilo.org/public/englishl
depts/depts.htm (17 May 1999).

22 The former departments for Training Policies
and Programme Development and the Vocation
Training System Management were dismantled as
a result of restructuring.
23 Gill, Indermit/Flutman, Fred (Publ.): Constraints
and Innovation in the Reform of Vocational Education and Training, no page, no year. The countries
looked at were: Chile, China, Czech Republic, Egypt,

Hungary, Indonesia, Jordan, Kazachstan, South

environment and incentives but also
greater capacity of the social actors in-

volved, particularly employers and workers and their organisations. This means,
inter alia, strengthening worker/employer

perspectives- policies, strategies and
mechanisms- in order to enable worker and
employer organisations to participate more

effectively in the governance of training
systems and to deliver information and

services for their affiliates.' (http://
www.ilo.org./public/english/60empfor/

polform/prog7.htm (19 May 1999))

Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, Poland, Russia, South Africa, Tanzania, West Bank/Gaza, and Zambia. http:/

/www. ilo. org/public/english/60empfor/polform/
prog6.htm (18 May 1999).

24 10 countries were studied: Australia, Belgium,
Brazil, Canada, Denmark, France, Pakistan, South

Korea, United Kingdom, United States. http://
www.i1o.org/public/english/60empfor/polformprog6.htm (18 May 1999).
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" http://www.ilo.org./public/english/60empfor/
polform/prog5.htm (19 May 1999). 26 countries
were looked at:Australia, Chile, Denmark, France,
Germany, India, Ireland, Ivory Coast, Japan, Ma-

laysia, South Africa, Spain, United Kingdom,
United States.
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As a result of this research project

International Standard Classification

POLFROM is currently developing an 'Ac-

of Occupations (ISCO)

tion Programme on Social Dialogue on
Training' which should give rise to new,

International Classification of Status
in Employment (ICSE)

innovative forms of co-operation between
the social partners.

International Standard Industrial
Classification of all Economic Activities (ISIC)
Classifications of occupational injuries
(formerly industrial accidents)

CI Training Policy Analysis: A methodology

(http://www.ilo.org. I public I english I
60empfor I polform prog12.htm (19 May
1999))

Materials

'While training systems and training issues
differ considerably from country to country, it was felt that, as in the case of a doctor examining a patient to cure an ilness,

Materials which can be of relevance to vocational education can be called up via the
following online databases: (OECD Annual
Report 1999)

the method of arriving at sensible policy
options need not vary across borders. It was

ILODOC
Database containing more than 50,000

consequently decided to try and develop,
on the basis of practical experience, a methodology of training policy analysis in a for-

mat suitable for use in workshops and

files. ILO material is indexed in three
languages. Monthly update (reference
database).

seminars targeted at training system officials in general, and at training policy analysts in particular. (...) A training package,
containing six modules, has therefore been

ILOTERM
Glossary for English, French, Spanish
and German specialist terms from the

developed in the form of an elaborate, com-

vocational sphere

puter-aided slide show, using MS-Power
Point.'

NATLEX (ILIS)

Database which documents national
labour law

0 Skills Training and Employment in Conflict-Affected Countries26

LABORDOC

Research opportunities in the field of
uocational education

The database, which contains all the
material from the ILO's documentation centre (including non-ILO documents), is currently not available on-

Instruments/statistics (http://www.ilo.org./
public/english/120stat/class/index.htm)

line. A CD-ROM is being prepared for
1999.

Analogous to the ISCED classification, the
ILO provides the following classifications:
(http://www.ilo.orglpublic/english/190bibl/
dblist.htm)
26 The subjects of basic labour statistics include
the economically active population, unemployment

and underemployment, average earnings and
hours of work, time rates of wages and normal
hours of work, labour cost, consumer price indices, household expenditure and household income,

occupational injuries and occupational diseases,
and industrial disputes (strikes, lockouts and other
action due to labour disputes) http://www.ilo.org./
public/english/120stat/index.htm (20 May 1999).
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4.4 Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), by
Brigitte Steinert and Heike Maier

Framework conditions
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) which is based in

Paris was founded in 1961. Its 29 member
states are amongst the richest countries on
earth. Its role is to promote economic development, employment and living standards
and to contribute to the development of the
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sation sees its main task as being the plan-

ing a series of educational indicators 'Education at a Glance OECD Indicators'- on a

ning, coordination and intensification of eco-

yearly basis, as well as investigations into

nomic co-operation and development,

individual questions on the indicator table as
'Education Policy Analysis'. Within the INES
network (indicators of education systems) the
individual member states work on and support the drawing up of indicators for central
areas of the education sector, priorities may
change and include: the demographic and so-

world economy and world trade. The organi-

encouraging economic development with full

employment and monetary stability. The
OECD's current annual budget amounts to
200 million US$, contributed by member
states in proportion to their ability to pay.
Around 80% of this budget goes in staffing
costs. (78) Besides this core budget, countries
may also participate in specific projects or programmes on a voluntary basis. Overall there
are more than 200 committees, working par-

cial context, educational expenditure and
staffing, costs and returns, participation in
education, decision-takers and structures,

ties and expert groups which ascertain sta-

ment figures. From an analytical point of view

tistical data, collect, assess and make it avail-

for the industrialised nations which belong
to the OECD, this collection of statistics and

able to the public in co-operation with the
Secretariat in Paris.

student performance and diplomas, employ-

indicators is much more highly differentiated
than are UNESCO's Statistical Yearbooks.

General and vocational education
the databases and classification systems in
UNESCO, EUROSTAT and the OECD co-operate under the aegis of the OECD to achieve
the international comparability of Within the

the INES framework. The 'International

OECD questions on general and vocational
education are mainly handled in the Depart-

UNESCO's educational statistics department
and which has served to collect, collate and

ment for Statistics and Indicators in the

publish national and international educational statistics, has since been updated by

OECD's Directorate for Education, Employment, Labour and Social Questions. Promotion and support for the development of re-

search activities and the introduction and
testing of innovations in the education sector
is carried out by the Centre for Educational
Research and Innovation (CERI) which was
set up in 1968.

Current OECD activities related to educational development and research are concen-

trated in particular on the areas of educational statistics, developing a framework
concept for the international comparison of

Standard Classification of Education'

(ISCED) which was produced in 1976 by

the OECD and published under the title 'Classifying Educational Programmes, Manual for
ISCED-97. Implementation in OECD Countries'. The Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) is also based within

the INES indicator programme. PISA aims
at providing participating states with comparative data on the efficiency of their education systems. For this purpose, starting in the
year 2000, the skills of 15 year old students
which are essential to a successful life style

parative measurement of student perform-

will be assessed at 3-yearly intervals. The
emphasis will change each time round, but
the areas to be covered are reading comprehension, maths, science, and cross-subject

ance. Since 1992 the OECD has been produc-

skills.

education systems, and the international com-
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Annex: Addresses of national

Brazil

research institutions, international scientific societies and
international organisations27

Centro Internacional para Educacao,

National research institutions

Australia

Trabalho e Transferência de Tecnologia
Rua Mariz e Barros 678, 1° andar Tijuca
20270-002 Rio de Janeiro RJ
Tel./Fax: 021 567-6363
e-mail: ciet@ciet.senai.br
http://www.ciet.senai.br

Centro Internacional para a Formacdo,
Australian Council for Educational Research

Informacao e Transferência de Tecnologia,

(ACER)

CIET
Rua Mariz e Barros, 678, 1° andar
Tijuca, Rio de Janeiro
Rd Brasil, CEP 20270-002
Tel./Fax: (+55) 21/567 6363
Internet: http://www.ciet.senai.br

19 Prospect Hill Road
Camberwell VIC 3124
Tel.: (03)92775555
Fax: (03)92775500
Email: info@acer.edu.au
Homepage: http://www.acer.edu.au

SENAI-SP

National Centre for Vocational Education
Research (NCVER)
252 Kensington Road
Leabrook SA 5068
Adelaide 5000
Tel.: (61)883338400
Fax: (61)883319211
Email: ncver@ncver.edu.au
Homepage: http://www.ncver.edu.au/

Argentina
Centro de Estudios de Población
Casilla de Correo 4397
Correo Central
1000 Buenos Aires
Argentina
Tel.: 541 961-0309
Fax: 541 9618195
e-mail: cenep@cenep.satlink.net
http://wwwundp.org/regionl/latam/argentina/
cenep

Diretoria de Organizacao e Planejamento
D
(DiviOPsd),

o de Pesquisa, Planejamento e

Avaliacdo (DPPA
Praca Alberto Lion, 100
Cambuci, Sao Paulo
SP Brazil, CEP 01515-000
Tel.: (+55) 11/3341-1997

Internet: http://www.sp.senai.br
Centro de Documentacdo Técnica
Rua Dona Mariana, 48, 1° andar
Botafogo, Rio de Janeiro
RJ Brazil, CEP 22280-020
Tel.: (+55) 21/266-1522 o. 2117 o. 2118
Internet: http://www.senac.br
Secretaria Executiva da "Revista Educacdo &
Tecnologia'

Centro Federal de Educacdo Tecnológica do
Parand (CEFET-PR)
Programa de Pos-Graduagdo em Tecnologia
(PPGTE)
Av. Sete de Setembro, 3165
Curitiba PR
PR Brazil, CEP 80230-901
Tel.: (+55) 41/322-4544
Fax: (+55) 41/224.5170

27 Although compiled carefully, the information
given here does not claim to be complete or without any mistakes. Since the manuscript was finalised by autumn 1999, addresses, persons and tasks
may have changed in the meantime.
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People's Republic of China

Canada

Regional Institute for Vocational Education
Liaoning
46-2a Chongshan Dong Lu
Huanggu District 110032
Shenyang, P.R. China

Canadian Education Association (CEA)
252 Bloor St. West
Suite 8-200
Toronto, Ontario, M55 1V5
Phone: (416) 924-7721
Fax: (416) 924-3188
http: \ \ www.acea.ca

Regional Institute for Vocational Education
Shanghai
No. 520 Hutai Road
Shanghai 200065
P.R. China

Central Institute for Vocational Education
Peking
40a Xidan Damucang Hutong
100032 Beijing, P.R. China

Shanghai Institute of Human Resource Development
21 Cha Ling North Road
Shanghai 200032 P.R. China

Japan
The Japanese Institute of Labour (JIL)
8-23, Kamisyakujii, 4-chome, Nerima-ku,
Tokyo 177

Japan
Tel: 03(5991)5103
Fax: 03(3594)1112
Internet: //www.jil.go.jp

Polytechnic University
1960. Aihara
Sagamihara, Kanagawa

Japan
Tel. (0427)61-9911

National Institute for Educational Research
of Japan (NIER)
Simomeguro 6-5-22
Meguro, Tokyo 153-8681

Japan
Tel.: 03(5721)5150
e-mail: webmaster@nier.go.jp.
Internet: //www.nier.go.jp

Social Sciences and Humanities Research
Council of Canada
350 Albert Street
Box 1610
Ottawa, ON Canada
Tel: (613) 992-0691
Fax: (613) 992-1787
z-info@sshrc.ca
http://www.sshrc.ca

Strategic research networks in education and
training des SSHRC:
Overview:
http://socserv2.mcmaster.ca/srnet/srnet.htm
NALL: New Approaches to lifelong learning:
lifelong linking of formal, nonformal and informal learning: current practices, social barriers and new approaches
Network leader: Dr. David W. Livingstone

The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education of the University of Toronto
252 Bloor Street West
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
M5S 1V6
Telephone: (416) 923-6641
FAX: 416-926-4725

http://www.oise.utoronto.ca/depts/sese/csew/
nall/index.htm

Training matters: education and training for
new forms of work: canadian experiences and
international perspectives
Dr. Carla Lipsig-Mumme
Centre For Research On Work and Society
276 York Lanes
York University
4700 Keele Street
Toronto, Ontario, CANADA
M3J 1P3
FAX: (416) 736-5916
PHONE: (416) 736-5612
http://www.yorku.calresearch/crws/network/
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http://www.hrdc-drhc.gc.cal

in particular the Applied research branch
Ev Net: Network for the evaluation of education and Training technologies
Network leader: Dr. Carl Cuneo
KTH 214 Dept. of Sociology
KTH-608 McMaster
University 1280 Main St. W. Hamilton
Ont. L8S 4M4

ARB

Ph. (905)-525-9140, x23602, x24021 Fax: (905)
628-3545;

Humber College
Humber Research network
Dr. Peter Dietsche
205 Humber College Boulevard
Etobicoke, ON., M9W 5L7

E-mail:

cuneo@mcmaster.ca

Carl.Cuneo@LRSH.mcmaster.ca
cuneo@western.wave.ca; evnet@mcmaster.ca

WRNET: The western research network on
education and training: the link between educational provision, processes and outcomes
Network Leader: Dr. Jane Gaskell
Western Research Network on Education and
Training
Faculty of Education, UBC
2125 Main Mall
Vancouver, BC, Canada

VOYER, Jean-Pierre
Director General 994-1620
Jean-Pierre.Voyer@spg.org

http://www.hrdc-drhc.gc.ca/arb/contacts/
contacts.shtml

Russian Federation
Institute for the Development of Vocational
Education, Moscow

Institut

razvitija

professional`nogo

obrazovanija
ul. Chernjakovskogo, 9
125319 Moskva
Director: Prof. Dr. Igor P. Smirnov

V6T 1Z4 Phone (604) 822-5708

Fax

(604)

822-8971

E-mail:

wrnet.educ@ubc.ca

Relations formation emploi: analyse des
modes de collaboration entre les partenaires
de la formation, des effets sur leur organisation et des résultats pour les apprenants
Network Leader: Marcel le Hardy
www.uquebec.ac
hardy.marcelle@uquam.ca

UNEVOC Canada
Chris Chinien, Ph.D.
Director, UNEVOC-Canada,
Faculty of Education,
University of Manitoba,
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, R3T 2N2;
Telephone: (204) 474-8271;
Fax: (204) 474-7550;
E-mail: chinien@cc.umanitoba.ca
http://www.umanitoba.ca/outreach/unevoc/
about/

Human Resources Development Canada
140 Promenade du Portage
Hull, Quebec

Russian Academy of Education, Vocational
Education Department

Rossijskaja Akademija Obrazovanija,
Otdelenie professiona`nogo obrazovanija
ul. Pogodinskaja, 8
119905 Moskva
Leader: Prof. Dr. Alexander M. Novikov

State Vocational Education University of the
Urals, Ekaterinburg
Uralskij Gosudarstvennij Professional`noPedagogiceskij Universitet
ul. Masinostroiteli, 11
620012 Ekaterinburg
Rector: Prof. Dr. Gennadij M. Romantsev

Institute for Technical Vocational Education
of the Russian Academyof Education, St. Pe-

tersburg

Institut professionarno-techniceskogo
obrazovanija

K1A-0J9
Fax 953-8584
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Rossijskoj

Akademii

Obrazovanija
ul.Chernjakovskogo, 2
191119 St. Petersburg
Director: Prof. Dr. Antonina P. Beljajeva

VET research in other European and non-European countries

Switzerland

International organisations and their
research and documentation institutes

See Swiss Text (Chapter 2.6).

Turkey

The Research and Development Centre of
Vocational and Technical
Education (METARGEM)
G.M.K. Bulvari No: 109/1
06570 Maltepe / Ankara
Turkey
Tel: (+90-312) 2 31 02 89
Fax: (+90-312) 2 31 55 43
Fax.: +90-312 2 31 55 43

United States of America (USA)

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD)

OECD Headquarters (Int. Secretariat)
2, rue André- Pascal
F 75775 Paris Cedex
Tel. and Fax: (0033)1-45248200
URL: http://www.oecd.org

United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO)
UNESCO Headquarters
7, place de Fontenoy
F-75352 Paris

National Center for Research in Vocational
Education
University of California, Berkeley,
http://ncrve.berkeley.edu/Default.html

Tel.: (0033) 1-45681000
Fax: (0033) 1-45671690

Latin America

ILO Headquarters
4 route de Morrillons

CINTERFOR
Avda. Uruguay 1238, Montevideo, Uruguay
Tel.: 005982 90 20 557
Fax: 005982 92 13 05
e-mail: Cinterfor@attmail.com
http://www.cinterfor.org.uy

CH-1211 Geneva
Tel.: (0041) 22-7996111
Fax: (0041) 22-7988685
E-mail doscom@hql.ilo.ch.

Biblioteca Nacional de Maestros y Centro

1818 H Street, N.W,
Washington, D.C. 20433 USA
European Office:
66, avenue d'Iéna,
F-75116 Paris

Nacional de Información Educativa
Pizzurno 935 P.Baja, 1020 Buenos Aires
Fax: 0054-1 811-0275

International Labour Organisation (ILO)

World Bank Group

Independent supra-regional and international scientific societies and
research institutes
International Association for the Evaluation
of Educational Achievement (IEA)
IEA Secretariat
Herengracht 487
1017 BT Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Tel.: +31 20 625 3625
Fax: 31 20 420 7136
E-Mail: Department@iea.nl

URL: http://uttou2.to.utwente.nl
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Introduction

a) supporting training and mobility of researchers implemented through two lines:

research training networks and Marie
Vocational education and training has not
only been an issue for training, social and

Curie fellowships;

employment policies, but is also of paramount
importance within the research framework.

b) enhancing access to research infrastruc-

Many questions and issues are still unsolved

infrastructure cooperation networks and
research infrastructure and research infrastructure RTD projects;

and indicate the necessity for coordinated
comparative research for national and European policy making. What are the pathways
and bridges between learning and work in
Europe and how can they be developed? How
do learning strategies and policies integrate
with new trends in employment and work?

tures, implemented through trans-national
access to major research infrastructures,

c) promoting scientific and technological excellence, implemented through high-level
scientific conferences, distinctions for high-

level research work and raising public
awareness activities;

These research questions among many others are addressed in the key action on: 'Improving the socio-economic knowledge base'
under the horizontal programme: 'Improving

the human research potential" of the fifth
framework programme (FP5) for research,
technology and development (RTD).

The horizontal programme 'improving the human research potential and the socio-economic

base', or human potential as it has become
known, has evolved from the research priori-

d) support for the development of scientific
and technology policies in Europe, implemented through strategic analysis of specific political issues and the establishment
of a common basis of science, technology
and innovation indicators;
e) the key action on 'improving the socio-economic knowledge base', helping to provide
a solid research foundation towards a 'Europe of knowledge'.

ties addressed by two former programmes
'training and mobility of researchers' (TMR)

and 'targeted socio-economic research'
(TSER)'.

The research outcomes on 'vocational education and training', all refer to research projects

under the key action and its former programme 'targeted socio-economic research'.

The human potential programme for 1998 to
2002 consists of five distinct actions'. Through
these activities the programme is at the fore-

front of enhancing European mobility and
cooperation in recognition of the essential role

1. Description of the key
action: 'improving the socioeconomic knowledge base'

played by education and training:
Council Decision 99/173/EC of 25 January 1999
OJ L 64, 12.3.1999, p. 105. In addition, Council
Decision 99/65/EC concerning the niles for the par-

ticipation of undertakings, research centres and
universities and for the dissemination of research
results for the implementation of the fifth framework OJ L 26, 1.2.1999, p. 1.
2 Council Decision 94/915/EC of 15 December 1994
OJ L 361/77, 31.12.1994.

3 For further information on the activities of the
human potential programme see Website http:ll
www.cordis.luJimproving.

1.1 Introduction
The key action 'improving the socio-economic
knowledge base'4 is one of the action lines of
the horizontal programme: 'improving human
potential and the socio-economic knowledge
base' of the fifth framework programme (FP5)

for research, technology and development
4 For further information on the key action, see
website http://www.cordis.lu/improving.
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(1998-2002). Its indicative budget is EUR 165
million.
The overall aim of the key action is to improve

through research understanding of the major structural changes taking place in European society, to identify ways of managing
these changes and to involve European citizens more actively in shaping their own future.
The key action utilises, builds upon and extends work carried out in the TSER (targeted
socio-economic research) programme of the

economic development, the improvement of

the quality of life of all its citizens and to
maintain and enhance Europe's competitive
position in the world. Social sciences must
therefore be in a position to respond to these
challenges, overcome national boundaries,
through reinforcing cooperation and enhancing their analytical capacity and thereby supporting policy-making. Furthermore, the process of European integration has given rise to

a new object of study European society
which is different from the sum of its components, although clearly dependent on them.

fourth framework programme (FP4). It is

The objective of this key action will be to im-

implemented through RTD projects, thematic
networks, research infrastructures and various types of accompanying measures.

prove our understanding of the structural

As well as improving the social science knowl-

edge base, this key action aims to mobilise
the social science research community in Europe and to develop a process of dialogue between this community, policy-makers at all
levels and other key actors. Effective targeting and dissemination of results is a key feature. All the activities are expected to lead to
policy relevant insights. As such the key action will help to sensitise policy-makers to the
importance of socio-economic research.

1.2 Rationale and objectives of the key
action
The European Union draws its strength both
from the social and cultural diversities of its
members as well as from the similarities of
their experiences and common values. The
Community also has a solid tradition of research in social and economic science and the
humanities, which need to be mobilised to
identify economic and social trends and requirements, both current and future, in order to contribute to the Community's competitiveness and quality of life of its citizens.
In a period of increasing challenges, such as
unacceptable levels of unemployment, an ageing population, the globalisation of economies,

an increase in inequalities, and a declining
relative contribution to the world economy,

European society will have to undergo
changes towards achieving sustainable socio380

changes taking place in European society in
order to identify ways of managing change
and to involve European citizens more actively in shaping their own futures. This will
entail the analysis of the main trends giving
rise to these changes, the analysis of the relationships between technology, employment
and society, the impact of new technologies

on working conditions, the re-appraisal of
participation mechanisms for collective action

at all levels of governance and the elaboration of new development strategies fostering
growth, employment and economic and social
cohesion.

This key action covers a number of subjects
linked to the general objectives of the framework programme and aims at defining the
base for employment generating social, economic and cultural development and for building a European knowledge society. These sub-

jects should not be seen in isolation, but as
interrelated parts of a coherent and comprehensive framework.
Support will aim at developing a conceptual

understanding of the processes described
above, built upon empirical, comparative and
prospective research, including constructing

and integrating data and indicator systems
and establishing a common research infrastructure. These activities will therefore contribute to provide the policy decision-making
process with a sound knowledge of the chal-

lenges facing Europe, of their main consequences and of possible policy options to tackle

them.
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1.3 Thematic framework for this key
action

contexts in the Union is expected to arise from
this work. Research will also examine the role
of the public sector in the innovation process

Societal trends and structural changes

and how authorities interact with other partners.

Against a background of profound structural,

demographic and social changes, research
within this theme will aim at elucidating the

Attention will be paid to the relationships

complex interactions between societal trends,

ticular the new information and communications technologies and the new ways of
organising production and labour, including
newly emerging professions, the geographi-

life chances, changes in family structures,
economic changes, labour market institutions,

cultural patterns and value systems, taking
European regional diversities into account.
The analysis will include the phenomena of
xenophobia, racism and migration. Attention
will be focused on the impact on economic
development, social integration, social protection and factors of social inequalities and discrimination.
The study of these interactions will provide a
better understanding of the changing patterns
of work and organisation of time, of the use
of new types of atypical and part-time or temporary jobs, of the capacity of education and
training to prepare individuals over their life-

between technology and employment, in par-

cal location of employment, changes in work-

ing conditions and in workforce skills. The
role of innovation in education and training,
the concept of lifelong learning, as well as
how education and training can stimulate innovation, promote employment, social integration and equal opportunities, will also be
examined.

Governance and citizenship
In the context of European integration, there
is a need to reassess the role of the different
levels of governance in Europe (local, regional,

European policies.

national and supranational). The aim will be
to analyse the mutual articulation of responsibility and accountability at all levels and
their real capacity as agents of change, whilst
allowing for the development of mechanisms
of dialogue, deliberation and decision-making

Technology, society and employment

to ensure effective cooperation between all the
actors concerned.

time to a changing environment and to enhance knowledge of the gender issue in Euro-

pean society. Research work will provide a
sound knowledge base and contribute to the
formulation and development of the relevant

Research under this theme aims to understand better the relationship of interdependency and embeddedness between technology
and society and to contribute to an integrated
approach to planning and development. While
the need for integrating social, institutional
and environmental concerns in the technological development process is now accepted, the
possible options vary according to different
kinds of technologies, the state of their development and diffusion in society. Research will
be undertaken on methods of interaction between the various actors concerned suppliers, users, advisory bodies, decision makers

and public authorities. An improved understanding of the deployment and the impact of technologies in various socio-economic,

territorial, institutional, political and cultural

Research will set out to explain to what extent the various types of economic and social
regulation in Europe are the consequences of
a specific socio-institutional and cultural construction, in order to define better European

integration strategies. It will address both
regulation by public authorities as well as civil

initiatives and structures such as political
parties, public interest groups and social part-

ners. The examination of the role of public
authorities will also cover the reassessment
of their missions, and of the concept of public

service and the notion of public interest. In
this framework, analysis of the evolution of
welfare systems will be a key element. In
these analyses of governance, the notion of
political, economic and social power will also
be taken into account.
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The analyses will be accompanied by the
study of the concept of citizenship across Europe, and of types and systems of participation of citizens and regulation to which they
give rise. Research will also analyse the influence of the various components of culture
(traditions, language, history, heritage, religions, migrations) and of educational models
on the development of values. Analysis at the

2. Research on vocational edu-

cation and training
2.1 From TSER to the key action -

research clusters

The key action utilises, builds upon and extends the work carried out in the TSER (tar-

level of the individual could complement,

geted socio-economic research) programme5 of

where appropriate, research in this area. The
role of media in a global economy, in which
international audio-visual cultural products

the fourth framework programme (FP4)
(1994-98). TSER invited proposals for re-

are increasingly present, will also be examined. The analyses will examine the interrelationships between governance and citizenship.

search from the European research community on three main areas of economic and social research:
a) science and technology policy,

New development models fostering
growth and employment

b) education and training (ET) and labour
market integration,

This prospective work will seek to explore
new sustainable development models to foster growth, job creation, equal opportunities,

c) social integration and social exclusion.

the reduction of inequalities and the improvement of quality of life. It will investigate the dynamics of creation and distribution of wealth and the role of the public sector in this context in a globalised economy
where 'intangible' and service factors predominate. This will involve the development
of indicators and methodologies for assessing the social and economic added value of
various production models, identifying competitiveness factors including human capital, and characterising the different policies
best adapted to the European economic area,
taking into account Europe's regional divergences, and to the evolution of Europe in
world economic relations.
Research will concentrate on analyses of issues such as organisational innovations, new
types of work and employment including the
working potential of the older population, responses to the increasing demand for services, the development of non-profit mutual
support activities, and innovations in socioeconomic partners cooperation. Socio-economic and demographic differences across
Europe and the impact of the development
models on economic and social cohesion will
be included.

The increasingly severe economic and social
problems facing European societies required
a more coordinated and better funded and targeted research and policy response than before. The main objective of the TSER (1994-98)

programme therefore was to build up both the

knowledge base and research infrastructure
for high quality, policy relevant, comparative
European socio-economic research at both
national and Community levels.

In Area II, research in education and training, the objective was to help link advances
in science and technology and rapid economic/

technological change to the effectiveness of
the link/ relationship between ET systems
in building up human capital, labour market
entry and in-firm insertion/ training processes
for attracting and using high quality labour.

Within this broad area of research the pro-

gramme had three main objectives

5 Council Decision 94/915/EC of 15 December 1994
OJ L 361/77, 31.12.1994.
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strengthen the European research base and
improve communication and networking
amongst European researchers, to develop
and strengthen the knowledge base and to

VET research in the current research framework of the European Commission
improve its quality and comparability, and to
help apply it to the challenges facing European economies and societies.

a) 'schooling, training and transitions and its
impact on the low skilled and youth unemployment';

There were three main objectives of TSER
Area II (research in education and training):

b) 'human resource development and com-

a) the nature and extent of skill change and
of labour demand in the economy and the

2.2 The cluster on 'schooling, training
and transitions' and its impact on the
low skilled and youth unemployment

effectiveness and nature of the responsiveness of ET systems to these changes;
b) the development of ET effectiveness/ evalua-

tion models and methodologies both in
terms of conventional schooling/ training
and in lifelong learning/ instructional arrangements;

petence development in Europe'.

From a societal perspective, a growing interest in knowledge and learning is emerging.

Issues such as mobility and employability,
often stimulated by governments, drive citizens to invest in personal growth in knowledge and competence in order to create bet-

c) transitions from school to work, and the

ter job positions for now and the future. There-

nature and extent to which ET systems and
their relationships with employment sys-

fore tools that help citizens to attain these

tems positively or negatively affect

goals have become important not only at the
industry level, but also at the societal level.

inclusionary or exclusionary processes.
The implementation of the TSER programme
under FP4 and the key action 'improving the
socio-economic knowledge base' under FP5 is
achieved through calls for proposals. The for-

mer TSER programme was implemented
through three calls for proposals; the key ac-

The education/ employment relationship and
the transition from school to work has been
the subject of substantial research under the

TSER programme. More than 25 research
projects of FP4 and first call projects of FP5
are exploring and analysing in depth research
topics in relation to the dynamics of educa-

launched one call and two or three others will
follow To date more than 200 projects have
been funded6.

tion to work transitions in Europe and its
impact on the low skilled and youth unemployment.' Clustering work will allow researchers, policy-makers, practitioners and

In order to create synergies and improve

the general public to learn from the work going on within the RTD projects.

tion socio-economic research has already

added value, these projects have been assembled in a certain number of groups, covering
a wide range of relevant themes for research
and policy.

These topics have been initiated following
concerns raised by policy-makers. First, most
European countries have had persistent high

youth unemployment rates for almost two

Various clusters are actually running and
working on issues such as systems of innovation, work, knowledge and the economy; technology and society, employment, work, welfare and exclusion, etc.

Two of these clusters touch on the issue of
vocational education and training:
6 TSER project synopses 1994-98 (three calls for
proposals), 358 pages (1999). Key action project
synopses 1998-2002 (first call of proposals), (February 2000).

decades, with the time between leaving fulltime education and securing a regular job also

increasing significantly. With a substantial
proportion of young people entering the labour market (LAI) either never finding secure

employment or being intermittently unemployed particularly those with the lowest
qualifications both policy-makers and researchers have focused a lot of attention on
the initial school-to-work transition process.
Initially, substantial State investments occurred in LAI interventions such as State em-

ployment and training programmes, but
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gradually these shifted to more active and
more effective labour market intervention, as
the long-term secular rather than temporary
nature of the labour market problem became

increasingly apparent. As a result, in many
European Union (EU) countries participation
in such State programmes became a regular
feature of many young people's transition between leaving full-time initial education and
either getting a regular job or effectively withdrawing from active participation in the la-

bour market. Besides the immediate social
consequences of this, these issues remain
highly relevant to policy since, when economic
growth resumes, countries will need to ensure

the workforce is in employment as there are
generally low replacement rates. Even today,
labour shortages have emerged in some countries, so that national and EU policies need to
be geared to address the medium to long-term
effects of declining demographic trends with
improving economic growth.

nor do or can they have the same kind of effective policy solutions: the seriousness and
nature of the problem varies across countries;
countries have different youth/ age profiles,
somewhat different economies, and clearly
different institutional systems.

In these circumstances, comparative crosscountry research is of particular interest to
learn to what extent and why some policies
may be generalised, while others appear to
be effective only in particular country/ institutional contexts. This requires that research
should aim at a clear understanding of the
impact(s) of institutional contexts on education and training (ET) and labour market (Lm)
outcomes.
The main aims of this cluster of TSER projects
on transitions from education to working life
are as follows:

a) the cluster reviewed the main research
Second, besides the current employment crisis, a rapid upgrading of education and train-

findings, conclusions and general direction

ing (ET) is required in most EU countries given
the poor competitive position of EU countries

(TSER) programme under the fourth framework programme of Directorate General on
Research, dealing with research on educa-

for low- skilled production and high global
competitiveness for high-skilled production
and services, particularly from the USA and
Japan.
Given these policy priorities, transition from
school to work and more particularly how to
overcome youth unemployment and low skills
through education and training, has become

of the targeted socio-economic research

tion/ employment/ social exclusion relationships and, in particular, transitions
from education to work in Europe and
places it in the context of the wider research literature and policy priorities in
the area;

b) the cluster highlighted the main areas

tions remains whether there is one or a

where policy needs are well served by research, and other areas where research is
poorly developed;

number of different and equally effective solutions to these problems in different EU countries.

c) the cluster of RTD projects suggests the
main areas of research and policy analy-

a very important policy issue in most EU coun-

tries. One of the main policy research ques-

ses that need to be addressed in the future.

The underlying sources of these difficulties
in different country labour markets within the
EU are difficult to disentangle. They are not
equally serious in all countries. They also tend

to have different patterns in different countries, and there is no agreement on the exact
source of the relative lack of job vacancies for
young people. Successful policy interventions
also tend to differ across countries. Not all EU
countries reacted the same way to the crisis,
384

For this cluster close cooperation and coordination was established with Directorate General on Education and Culture to enhance the
link between research and ET policies, especially on issues such as employability and the

contribution of vocational education and
training to innovation and on actions targeted
at young persons who left the education system too early without qualifications.
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2.3 Cluster of RTD projects on 'human
resource development and competence
development in Europe'
Human resource development and competence development in organisations has been

a subject of substantial research under the
TSER programme in more than 17 research
projects of FP4 and first call projects of FP5.
It is a fundamental principle of European economic and social policy-making that prosperity and employment growth in the EU is de-

projects. The EU and national governments
have introduced a spectrum of policies aimed
at the twin goals of promoting competitiveness in international markets and maintaining social cohesion (in particular, protecting
the losers in global competition). A sense of
urgency now drives policy debates, because
Europe's economic performance is declining
relative to that of the US and many Asian
countries. In comparison with these countries,
European productivity growth is slow, and its

competitiveness in international markets is
weak.

pendent upon creating and sustaining a
highly skilled and adaptable workforce. The
European approach on the whole has tended
to regard high skills, training, good internal
communication and a consensual organisational regime as a part of the competitive advantage of firms. In this context, the concept
of the learning organisation captured the im-

The RTD projects encompassed by this clus-

agination of managers and policy-makers

man capital theory, the doctrine that the

alike, in that it proposes a positive framework
for managing change for the social partners.

knowledge and skills of a firm's employees are
among its most important capital assets. Con-

In this context, however, this fundamental
principle is challenged by the continuation of

contradictory strategies. These emphasise

ter are directly relevant to these concerns.
Human resource development and competence development have a prominent position
in new policies. They stand level with R&D
policy, technology policy and infrastructure

policy. In part, this is due to a return to hu-

sequently, HRD and VET practitioners are
now assigned the task of generating human
capital, and supplying it to the labour market.

deregulatory, hire and fire, low skill and low-

wage strategies. Partly, this is a failure to
adapt to the new conditions of global competition, and partly it is because in some cases
these strategies offer competitive advantages
in the short term. Consequently, arguments
on the importance of human capital and how

The new role of HRD and competence development is described in numerous policy documents and is closely linked to the European

employment strategy, currently the major
policy arena for debate on human resource
and competence needs. The cluster of RTD

it might best be developed inside organisations are at a crossroads. Management uncertainty, skill losses and gains, intense periods of change, continued and sustained innovation make the need for policies and strate-

projects seeks to inform this policy debate by
identifying relevant findings from the fourth
and fifth framework programme projects and
presenting these at appropriate points in the
process of policy development.

gies of skill and knowledge acquisition all the
more crucial for Europe's future.

However, bridging the policy development and

More than 17 research projects currently supported by the TSER programme (FP4) and by

the key action (FP5) are creating important
new empirical and theoretical knowledge in
this field.

To gain the maximum advantage from these
projects, it was first necessary to identify a
set of current policy concerns, which would

benefit from interaction with the RTD

the research programme at European level is
no simple matter. The national action plans
submitted to the Commission each year record
many different ways in which Member States
are addressing the issues of HRD and competence development. In these plans, local conditions rather than pan-European trends are
the major determining factor.
As in the task of making research relevant to
practice, there is a problem of reconciling the
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general trends of research with the specificities of actual practice. Nevertheless, on the
basis of the collective experience of the RTD
projects that have come together to form the
cluster, it is believed that many commonalities
European-wide exist and that the bridge between research and practice can have major
impact.
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Synopsis of selected VET related projects undertaken
in the framework of the Leonardo da Vinci I programme
Abstract
Out of a list of a number of Leonardo Da Vinci projects (Surveys and analyses strand) we
selected those that seemed relevant for several issues dealt with in the second Report on Vocational Training Research in Europe: 'Training and learning for competences'. 1 This list was
provided by the European Commission, Directorate General Education and Culture. In spring
1999, we asked the coordination teams to send us their project results (papers, reports etc.) and
received those described below. The others were not yet completed at that time or coordinators
did not respond.

1 The compilation was carried out by Silvia del Panta (Cedefop).
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Table of contents
Promoting the attractiveness of vocational education (PAVE)
A European network of national reference structures
for vocational qualification: a feasibility study (NATNET)
Quality appraisal and cost-benefit analysis in vocational training initiatives
and structures.
Extended regional further training in Europe (ERFTIE)
Training processes in small and medium-sized companies
Training processes in lean learning enterprises with particular emphasis
on lifelong learning

389

Virtual enterprises in initial vocational training (ISIS OSIRIS)
MOSAIC: Managing diversity innovative research towards
mainstreaming equality
Advantaged not disadvantage (AND): A project to establish new models
of initial training for disadvantaged young people based
on the assessment of current provision in 5 EU geographic areas
Route counselling as a means of improving the access to and effectiveness
of training and employment initiatives for deprived groups
in the labour market
Over 45: Causes of exclusion and the role of lifelong learning.
Lifelong learning policies in European cities and new employment
opportunities for disadvantaged people (POLLlis)
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Leonardo da Vinci I programme: project synopses

Promoting the attractiveness
of vocational education (PAVE)
LdV Id. 4272

Coordinator: A. Trant, CDU (Curriculum Development Unit), Sundrive Road Dublin 12,
Ireland; E-mail: info@cdu.cdvecle

Partners:
London University Institute of Education
(Paddy Walsh, Jackie Branson and Denis
Lawton), UK;

ID Institute for Educational Research at the
University of Jyvaskyla (Paivi Vuorinen
and Raimo Makinen), Finland;
Educational Research and Inservice Train-

ing Centre at the University of Thessa-

b) liberal education at its best has a vocational dimension and vocational education
at its best has a liberal dimension; hence
it makes sense to integrate both;

c) there are already examples of such integration, but they need to be examined critically and articulated more clearly.

The methodology had three dimensions:
a) the philosophical dimension examined the
meaning of liberal education in a modern
context. It tried to restate the liberal ideal
in a vocational mode and to integrate the
liberal and vocational tradition by reconciling academic excellence and economic
usefulness, combining sake with practical

competence, past heritage with present
society needs;

loniki (Christos Frangos), Greece;

ID Curriculum Development Unit (Anton
Grant and Finbar Geaney), Dublin and curriculum Development Centre (Diarmaid 0
Donnabhain), Shannon, Ireland;
[:1 SCO Kohnstamm Institute for Educational

Research (Trudy Moerkamp and Eva
Voncken), the Netherlands.
Countries: United Kingdom, Finland, Greece,

b) the historical/hermeneutic dimension facilitated the analysis, comparison and synthesis of documentary importance. In this
manner, key texts in the development of
vocational education were identified, analysed and compared in each of the five
countries involved;

c) The ethnographic dimension examined

Ireland, the Netherlands.

good practice examples in the integration

Period: 1997 to 1998.

through selected case studies in each of the
five countries.

Final report: Curriculum Development Unit:
'Reconciling Liberal and Vocational Education', Dublin 1999.

Summary
The project was undertaken by six educational institutions from five countries. The

of the liberal and vocational traditions,

General observations, comparisons and
conclusions arising from the research
The two terms 'vocational' and 'liberal', in the
context of their development over the centuries, are often employed to denote two differ-

ent approaches to education, but a precise

education in these countries with a view to
finding ways of improving its status and attractiveness.

definition is not easy. There are two distinct
educational philosophies: the first, which values knowledge for its own sake, the second,
which puts a premium on the way this knowledge is used in practice. They have two edu-

The three main hypotheses were:

cational methodologies, a formal, abstract

a) vocational education in general has a lower
prestige than liberal education, because it

two terms are sometimes seen as opposing

aim of the project was to examine vocational

approach or a concrete, experimental one. The

is perceived to lack the quality traditionally associated with the latter;

and even mutually exclusive, but they can be
complementary and mutually supportive.
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The starting point of PAVE is the fact that
vocational education traditionally had a low
status in comparison with academic or general education. In the past, vocational education was often associated with manual or low

prestige occupations and was oriented towards non-academic and sometimes socially
disadvantaged young people. In choosing this

starting point it was hoped that the project
would identify factors which can enhance the
attractiveness of vocational education.

The curriculum is the attempt to give meaning and to structure the world, to learn something about what is worth knowing and why

it is important to make the effort. It is not
only about knowledge, pedagogy and assessment, but also about values and relationships.
'A good school needs to provide the young with
a wider vision of values as well as knowledge

and skills.' (Lawton,1998)

Vocational education was suitable for future
manual workers, while general education was
needed for future bureaucrats, managers and
professionals. Nowadays, with the changing
nature of work, these distinctions are breaking down. Young people should be educated
as persons, not merely as workers.
Education for citizenship is not just a national
priority, it is also crucial to the vision of what
it means to be European. Young people have

to be actively prepared for citizenship, both
national and European. Transforming school
into genuine communities, where people learn

through living and doing as well as through
thinking and talking, is the concrete expression of reconciling the liberal and vocational
traditions by bridging the gap between the
liberal and the vocational traditions.
The lower status of vocational education has
its roots in the way society itself is organised.
Vocational education should not only prepare

The fundamental principle is that liberal and
vocational education should be regarded as
two complementary aspects of the same task
and this task is to shape the individual. We
need both the liberal and the vocational if we
are to develop an educational philosophy and
practice that will adequately serve the needs
and aspirations of the human personality. The
coming together of the liberal and the vocational has to be accomplished in the context
of the various institutions, which have grown
up in each tradition and which often strive to
maintain their separate identities

National case studies
England
The PAVE case study in England focused on
GNVQs (General National Vocational Qualification)2, new national qualifications in 'general' vocational education that were first proposed in 1991 and introduced nationally from
1993. They were conceived as a major national
initiative to upgrade vocational education in
Britain. The study focused on two schools: an

in-depth case study was conducted in
Cranford Community School in Hounslow and

a shorter support case study in Leigh City
Technology College in Dartford, Kent. The
findings are based on individual and group
interviews (plus an informal discussion) with

students, teachers, parents, management
staff and career advisers. These schools, using GNVQ as their vehicle, have indeed narrowed the status gap between vocational and
academic education, and they have reduced

it by a truly significant amount. There are
five overlapping and interacting factors in the
schools' success:
a) the more or less immediate relish of 'GNVQ

way' with its emphasis on active, responsible and meaningful learning;
b) the experience of good outcomes, especially

technicians and skilled workers but young

personal growth in the short-term and access to higher education in the mid-term;

people must be given the chance to improve
their status by being able to proceed to more
meaningful forms of further and higher education. In this way they will find not only the
opportunity to improve their vocational ability but also ways of enhancing their own human development.

2 Vocational courses and qualifications introduced
in 1992 as a substitute for, or an addition to, certain other vocational qualifications. They are studied by approximately 25 per cent of 16-18 years
olds nationally. GNVQ can be taken at three levels: Advanced, Intermediate and Foundation.
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c) care, ingenuity and patience in dealing
with the fears and misconceptions of teach-

ers, students and families;

ditional occupations or industries: vehicles
and metal technology; construction technology; electrical engineering; and hotel, restaurant and catering services.

d) setting high entry requirements;

The experimental unit launched, in the au-

e) a culture of support and recognition for
GNVQ achievement.

tumn of 1996, its 'minimised' form of double
qualification programmes (DQ)3 where voca-

tional students study only those academic
The last three factors are, in a broad sense,
'managerial', and that suggests another valid
and illuminating way of regarding the find-

courses which are indispensable for taking the

ing. We could say that success was produced
by the interaction of three necessary conditions:

studies. Representatives of the schools were
informed about the PAVE project, the aims of
the study, the partners involved, the focus on
the case study and so on, and both schools
immediately expressed their willingness to
participate. The case study is based on theme,

a) good management. The attitude of the
heads and the senior teachers in these
schools are determined, focused and deeply
convinced: they really believe and they really concentrate. And, also, there is a pro-

minimum form of the matriculation Exami-

nation concurrently with their vocational

interviews and informal discussions with
principals, teachers and study counsellors and
with 6 students from the vocational school.

gressive involvement of ever higher proportions of staff in GNVQ teaching, which

is establishing a professional culture of
critical respect for GNVQ in the schools;

b) good curriculum. This is the most important condition of all. The schools felt some
initial confidence in the educational value
of GNVQ courses when they adopted them,
but the confirmation of that value from the

experience of teaching and learning them
has been crucial to sustaining the upgrading project. Essential further confirmation

The operational environment of Finnish vocational education is characterised by strict
cultural and systematic differentiation between academic and vocational tracks and an
uneven territorial competition between these.

Under such conditions, cooperation, as a
means of developing new forms of vocational
education, is revealed as quite revolutionary

and problematic. The Lahti experiment deserves admiration as a very pragmatic response to realities, which exist with all their
accompanying irrationalities and cannot be
changed locally. As for the attractiveness of

of value came from the growing acceptance
of GNVQ by universities;

vocational education in the Lahti vocational

c) the formal equivalence of vocational and

Institute, in Lahti and in Finland in general
conclusions remain somewhat open.

academic. The formal stipulation of equiva-

lence between GNVQ Advanced and A

Finally, it is worth noting that the Lahti

Level may be seen as the government's contribution. Official equivalence was used to
powerful effect in these schools; of course,
without good curriculum and good manage-

model, in its very pragmatism, is far from

ment this would not have meant much.

Finland

The Finnish case study focused on two
schools, the Salinkallio Upper Secondary
School, outside Lahti city centre, and the
Lahti Vocational Institute, a multidisciplinary
vocational school offering training in four tra-

3 DQ: a minimised form of the double qualification
studies was launched in the autumn of 1996. Here
the vocational students study only those academic

courses which are indispensable for taking the
minimum form (four exams) of the Matriculation
Examination concurrently with their vocational
studies. The DQ studies take 2-3 years; some are
more intensive than in the regular vocational programmes. The DQ students study their academic
courses instead of the common general studies,
optional general studies and free-choice studies
included in the regular vocational programmes.
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representing an ideal solution to the problem
of improving the quality of vocational education. For instance, for various practical reasons, academic lessons must be made the re-

transform a general lyceum into a vocational
one. The concept of a Unified Lyceum does
not mean a one-way route; both influences can
coexist. School should reflect the real-life con-

sponsibility of the upper secondary school
teachers.

cerns and interests of their students, while

Greece

ations and modern conditions. Finally the

teaching and learning should be personal and
concrete and take into account everyday situworld of the school should be more closely con-

The Greek educational system was changed
significantly in September 1997; change is
continuing and it is unclear what proposed
changes will be applied in the future.4 The

case study deals with schools in the
Cassandra area of Chalkidiki. This is an area
of slow, economic growth, with much empha-

nected with the world of work, and work
should be interpreted broadly as comprising
activities that are unpaid as well as paid. In
the end, it was not possible to draw final conclusions from the study, but the findings go
some way towards indicating the expected
results of the research project.

sis on tourism. The case study is rooted in
the evolution of the upper secondary schools
of the area. Two lyceums were examined in
the study: a technical-vocational lyceum and
a general academic lyceum. The objectives
involved an investigation of ways in which the
change from a technical-vocational lyceum to

a unified lyceum would affect the existing
balance between the two schools in the area.
A satisfactory relationship had already been
created between them. The unified lyceum is
shaped by characteristics of general or liberal
education and has no elements of vocational
training. There is a strict refusal of students,
parents, professionals and other social agen-

cies to accept the reform, indicating that it
does not contribute to the upgrading of vocational education. A liberal dimension can contribute positively to vocational education but

Ireland
The Irish case study is based on the 1995-1997

cohort of students in two schools in different
parts of Ireland. School X has a staff of 25
teachers, does not have a guidance counsellor or a home-school liaison officer. School W
has a staff of 45 teachers and it has a guidance counsellor and a home-school officer on
the staff. This case study proposed to examine the parity of esteem of the Leaving Cer-

tificate Applied5; this is a modular course
unlike other Leaving Certificate programmes
which comprised two-year long courses. The
first part of the study focuses on the mean-

the critical issues are the form it will take

ingfulness of the programme as a learning
experience for the students themselves. The
second part considers the manner in which
the school authorities and the state authori-

and the teaching methodologies, which will
be used.

ties manage the programme so as to raise its
status both within and outside the school.

Liberalisation in vocational training must be
shaped according to the terms of vocational
training; the same principal must apply in the

The Leaving Certificate Applied provides
young people with a learning experience that
they consider being worthwhile and meaning-

general lyceum where vocationalisation
should be introduced in a form which does not
TEE: this is the New Act (secondary technicalvocational education) that changed significantly
the Greek Educational System in September 1997.

Under this Act, vocational education has been
given the same general aims as primary and secondary education. Vocational schools were also
abolished and these were replaced by technicalvocational/ institutions.

5 Leaving Certificate Applied is a modular course
whereas the other Leaving Certificate programmes
comprised two-year long courses. It is semesterised
in that the two-year programme is divided into four
segments with ongoing assessments at the end of
January and May each year. It is cross-curricular

in that students are required to carry out a total
of nine cross-curricular tasks on topics that aim to
enable young people to relate what they are learning in the modules to their own life experiences.
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ful. They become more empowered through

the Dutch study focused on general aspects

developing personal effectiveness, and a sense
of community. The position of Leaving Cer-

of the MBO curriculum. Vocational education
should not only prove itself with regard to job
preparation, but also with regard to personal
development, social education and development of broadly-skilled, independent citizens.
Dutch secondary vocational education gives

tificate Applied students highlights the disparity of esteem, reflected in both academic
and vocational traditions, for people who become marginalised from the formal education
system.

Students appear to have joined the Leaving
Certificate Applied because they were advised

to do so by their teachers or because they
wanted to avoid the pressurised learning environment associated with traditional examinations.

most of their graduates a very good starting
position in the labour market. This results
from the good mix of theoretical and practical education, practical activity during a substantial part of the course, and collaboration
between MBO and employers. Between 2040% of MBO graduates continue their study
in higher level vocational courses.

While they have benefited educationally from

In the case study two types of students can

a changed learning environment, they now
find themselves facing three major barriers
in getting back into mainstream schooling:

be distinguished. The first group can be char-

a) barriers of structure, in that they are confined to a limited range of further education courses no matter how well they perform in state assessments;

acterised as `late-developers'; they did not
succeed in primary school or junior secondary for a variety of reasons and they 'use' vocational education as a second opportunity to
realise their ambitions. In the second group

of students are those who have known for
many years what kind of job they wanted in
the future and who have had small jobs for

b) barriers of prejudice based on a materialistic value system that places possible future personal power and influence above
the dignity of the human person;

family and friends. Many students enter MBO
as a consequence of selection; this implies that

c) barriers of didactic learning/ teaching

The main question of this study was: how does

methodologies that are not conducive to ex-

MBO succeed in preparing their students for
social participation and citizenship? MBO
success is in delivery of skilled workers and
the 'most important aspect of social participation is succeeding in the labour market. The
student's future life is not just a working life
and it is not inconceivable that general cultural capital, instead of broad job skills, will
become increasingly important in the labour
market. Vocational education still has to prove
that passing on social and cultural capital is
also possible by working in a vocational context and by learning by doing. On the other

perience-based active learning.
There are indications from the case study that

the majority found the barriers so great that
they opted out of the formal system and settled for low-skilled jobs or unemployment depending on local labour market conditions.

The Netherlands

In contrast with other European countries
there are no intentions or initiatives to integrate the vocational and general education
systems in the Netherlands. The purpose of
this case study was to find out if MBO (secondary vocational education)6 succeeds in
qualifying their students for the labour market as well as for further study and citizenship. In consideration of the main issue of the
PAVE study, linking general and vocational,

not all of them in MBO have made very explicit career and job choices.

6 MBO is secondary vocational education in the
Netherlands. Education in MBO takes two to three
years and it is organised in four sectors: technology, economics, services and health care, agricul-

ture and the natural environment. In school the
subjects and other learning activities are very
much related to occupational practice.
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hand we might wonder if general education
succeeds in educating critical and independent citizens. In this respect both system have
to develop new styles of learning and teach-

tice". Compiled by Leonard Bill for the
LEONARDO NATNET Project, European Institute of Education and Social Policy, Paris,

January 1998.

ing.

Summary

A European network of
national reference stnictures
for vocational qualification:
a feasibility study (NATNET)
LdV Id. 3742

The EIESP (European Institution of Education and Social Policy) managed a Leonardofunded project, NATNET, from 1996 to 1998,
which was designed to contribute to the transparency of vocational qualifications by establishing a framework for concrete cooperation
between expert bodies engaged in awarding,
accrediting and developing vocational quali-

fications at a national level. NATNET was
linked to a pilot project, NETREF, established

Coordinator: The European Institute of Education and Social Policy, Jean Gordon and
David Parkes, c/o Université de Paris IX-Dau-

phine, Place du Maréchal de Lattre de

to set up reference structures in the partner
countries and pilot the conclusions of the feasibility study. Cedefop contributed its expertise to the work of both projects.

Tassigny, F-75116 Paris, France, E-mail:
ieeps@dauphine.fr

The main objectives of NATNET are the following:

Partners:
David Parkes and Jean Gordon, European
Institution of Education and social Policy,
France;
Leonard Bill, the City and Guilds of Lon-

a) to establish the working framework for a
network of reference structures among the
European Union and the associated countries with the intention of removing obsta-

don Institute, United Kingdom; Helen
Honk-Kreft, the COLO Foundation, the

cles to the transparency of vocational qualifications;

Netherlands;
1:1 Johan Hougr-Thiis, Ministry of Education,
Norway;
1:1 Hannelore Fielhauer, Ministry of Labour,

Austria;

Burkart Sellin and Jens Bjornavold,
Cedefop.

b) in the context of such a network, to assume

the function of developing and providing
information on vocational qualifications on
a transnational basis by establishing a simple methodology to enable data exchange,
a human interface and the use of available
information;

Countries: European Union and European
Economic Area.

Period: from 1996 to 1997.

Final report: Jean Gordon and David Parkes:
"A European Network of National Reference
Structures for Vocational Qualifications" A
Feasibility Study (NATNET) The Project Case

Study: Austria and Norway. EIESP/

c) to develop the network in such a way that
other countries may be easily integrated,
extending the 'feasibility element' of the investigation from the original six countries

to the European Union and associated
countries.

The Austrian and Norwegian case
studies

Leonardo/F3742, March 1998.

"Using Qualifications Trans-Nationally a
Manual for those designing policy and prac394

These two countries' case studies were selected to include one new EU member-state
and one of the EEA countries.
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The project aimed at investigating the feasibility of the creation of reference structures
among the range of public and private constituencies (relevant ministries, local authori-

ties, social partners, intermediary bodies,

bridge the constraints of the system by providing a neutral territory.
The principal points identified from the Austrian case study are the following:

etc.).

Therefore, the intention was to co-operate to

produce in-depth analysis of the issues at
stake. It allowed NATNET to test the outcomes and conclusions of the first feasibility
study in specific national contexts.
The approach was one of information gathering, analysis and feedback into the NATNET

model of information development and exchange.

Information gathering in the two countries
took place through:

a) working with a expert in each country;

b) carrying out a survey through interviews
with key actors;
c) official and research documentation on the
system;

a) mobility and Austrians: mobility is low in
Austria, because unemployment is low and,
as a result, people do not need to be mobile;

b) mobility and immigration: Austria is seen
as an historic entry point for people coming into Western Europe from central and

eastern European countries. Therefore
mobility in Austria is associated with immigration;

c) transparency of qualifications: qualifications from some countries, Germany and
Switzerland, allow a higher mobility between these countries;

d) at national level there is the need for an,
organisation to improve the availability of,
and access to, information on transparency
issues;

e) a national information system should have
d) discussions and debate at the national conferences.

The analysis and feedback was carried out
through:

two main functions: to identify and map
the current channels of information; and
to develop an overview of international
priorities with a view to persuading existing channels to take these into consideration;

a) developing the analysis with the two national expert;
b) feedback through bodies and organisations
interviewed;

c) the national conferences, which were designed to be a forum for discussing and
testing the hypotheses to date.
Two national conferences were organised in
each country during 1997. The aim was to test
the outcomes of the interviewing in the coun-

try, to discuss the on-going hypotheses of
NATNET concerning models for reference
structures in a specific context, to bring together organisations, bodies and agencies
which normally do not work together and to

f) there is a need for a review of the counselling services in terms of their goals and provision of reliable information;

g) in Austria, regulated occupations are important in the labour market, therefore understanding the detailed characteristics of
qualifications offered in other states is essential;
h) developing mobility of employers, i.e. large
firms located in states other than the home
country increases the need for understanding qualifications.

The conference has not created formal outcomes; it has simulated a number of indi-
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vidual organisational responses. The Austrian

Conclusion

context is organisationally and politically
complex, therefore, cooperation is not easy. It

is clear that higher cooperation between the
social partners is required.

There is clearly a need to improve information channels and provision. A first task, suitable for a reference centre, would be noticing
and mapping channels of information in or-

The main points identified by the Norwegian
case study are the following:

der to be better placed to guide enquires

a) there is a long tradition of mobility among
the four Nordic countries;

There is also an increasing need for higher

b) there is a tendency to avoid recognition of
foreign qualifications. Initiatives taken to

promote comparability and/or transparency encounter difficulties as soon as they

through the system.
mobility, and a condition for that is transparency. The results of NATNET investigations
suggest that mutual recognition is nevertheless missing from the agenda. It is necessary
to develop the mechanism to improve information flows.

start to work on detailed comparisons or
specific areas;

c) it is important to find a solution to the rec-

ognition of qualifications of immigrants
from countries other than the EU/EEA
and, in particular, of refugees;
d) a co-ordinating reference structure among
the existing institutions would be helpful.
It should provide and acquire information,

coordination, advice and updating, i.e.
guiding people through the systems;

For the partners involved, NATNET has allowed them to raise and debate issues of provision and exchange of information internally
and externally among a range of national and
sector organisations, which normally work
parallel to each other, but with little direct contact. The case studies were part of the surveys
and feasibility studies. The main outcome has

been to open up the debate in both countries
so that the idea of establishing structures and
mechanisms to improve transparency has been
set higher in national agendas.

e) there is a need to simplify entry points and
make the system more efficient. At the moment candidates pass from one body to another with too many organisations giving
too disperse information;

Quality appraisal and costbenefit analysis in vocational
training initiatives and structures.

f) the distinction should be maintained between the government setting rules and
the market influence over supply and de-

LDV n: I/95/1/223/III.2a/FPC- Id.3908

mand.

Coordinator: CESOS (Centro di Studi
Economici Sociali e Sindacali), Via Po 102

The outcomes of the Norwegian conference
are:

00198 Rome, Italy; E-mail cesos@mclink.it

Partners:
a) the conference gave individuals and organisations an opportunity to know each other

CESOS (Rome), FGB (Rome), Universitá
Cattolica (Milan), Italy.
HBS (Düsseldorf), SFS (Dortmund), Ger-

better with reference to their respective
roles and responsibilities;
Ei

b) there is high-level interest from the National Centre for Vocational Guidance in
the project and for the idea of a reference
structure.
396

many.
Nene College (Northampton), United Kingdom.
CIREM (Barcelona), Spain.
Pantheon Sorbonne (Paris), Tempo (Paris),
France.
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Countries: Italy, Germany, UK, Spain, France.
Period: 1995.-

Instead, the model is finalised at making assessment of skills a widespread practice of the
training provider; the person in charge 'of appraisal is ultimately the same one who co-or-

efit analysis in continuing vocational train-

dinates the training scheme and should be
able to rely on the assistance of all staff in-

ing projects. A model for the evaluation of con-

volved in its implementation.

Final Report: "Quality appraisal and cost-ben-

tinuing training". Rome, March 1998.

The basic principle of the model is that the

Summary
The aim of this project was to elaborate and
provide a model for assessing continuing vocational training applicable to all European
environments. In order to be applicable and
operational, and therefore to qualify as a truly
European instrument, the model had to meet
the following requirements:

training initiative is a process and assessment

constitutes an intrinsic component of the
training initiative. The person in charge of
scheme should be able to evaluate it. A frame-

work of parameters and standards should
therefore be set up, a priori, for comparative
assessment of training supply quality and its
improvement.

The model is structured as a varied set of
a) simple to use, also simple to learn for train-

ers and training agency staff throughout
the EU;
b) to provide consistent meaning given to key

concepts and simple, universal, and well
defined tools and procedures;
c) to be flexible and applicable to a vast range
of situations, sectors and organisational environments, as well as different geographi-

cal and cultural areas;
d) once applied, the model should be easily
transferable and replicable in other situations;
e) for the above reasons, the model had to be
minimal, i.e. consisting of a core that could
f)

be easily expanded and broken down according to special or local needs;
it had to be designed to 'capture' the quality of training schemes, as related to the
different agents and actors involved, as
well as the many levels, times, functions,
etc. associated with the quality of their lifecycle;

g) finally, the model had to focus both on the
process and outcome of training initiatives.

In this model, the assessment process tends
to coincide with the training process itself,
thus becoming an essential component of all
the activities and skills involved in preparing, developing and implementing a training
initiative. Moreover, the person in charge of
the assessment is no longer necessarily an
expert living and working in another field.

'lean', 'flexible' checklists, aimed at assessing
total quality in training initiatives, with special reference to continuous training. In this
light, the model should be used during each
time phase in the scheme's evaluation: the exante phase; monitoring activities; final assessment; and the ex-post phase.

The user is the provider of vocational services. However, the model may also be used by

the other actors involved in the training
scheme, e.g. the contracting firm, public authorities or bilateral organisations, potential
'end users' of the activities implemented, direct beneficiaries, or even the scheme's financial backers.

The object of assessment is the training
scheme itself. However, the model also allows

an analysis of production processes at the
training agency in charge of the scheme, in
order to connect the training initiative to specific details related to the provider of vocational services. The model's structure is illustrated as follows:
Phase in Scheme
1. Strategy
2. Planning & Design
3. Implementation/
Monitoring

4. Outcome/Impact
trained end-user

Actors involved
Provider-client/end-user
Provider-client/end-user
Provider-client/
trained end-user
Provider-client/
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For the each of the above-mentioned phases,
there is a checklist of key issues concerning
the scheme's quality. Those involved in assessment should reply to the questions contained
in the list, adopting suitable standards, procedures and specific evaluation tools which
depend on their initiative. There are two reasons for this choice.
First, only by allowing the user to chose stand-

Extended regional further
training in Europe (ERFTIE)
LdV. Id. 445.

Coordination: Andreas Schneider, Innovative
Educational Planning and Support Company
(Gesellschaft far Innovative Bildungsplanung

und Forderung mbH), Gotlandstrasse 5,
10439
Berlin, Germany. E-mail:

ards, procedures and tools, could the Model
aspire to be really universal, i.e. capable of

gbimbh@compuserve.com

adapting to all training providers and any
social or cultural environment. Second, the

Partner organisations:

creation, use and development of standards,
procedures and tools whereby users assess the
different aspects of quality, constitutes a major advance towards a solid, widespread culture of appraisal, which is the ultimate goal
of the model.

Wirtschaftsoffensive Bezirk Voitsberg
(WOF), Austria
Fremdenverkehrsverband Uckermark e.V.
(FVV), Germany
Castel Coldrano Education Centre, Italy
lj Institut National pour le Développement de

la Formation Professionelle Continue
For each group of issues in each checklist,
quality appraisal may be summarised with a
score (between 1 and 5), that reflects a simple qualitative scale (e.g. excellent, good, fair,

poor, bad). The score should be interpreted

(INFPC) , Luxembourg

Areas: Voitsberg (Austria), Uckermark (Germany), Val Venosta (Italy) and Osling (Luxembourg).

as an index identifying the strengths and
weaknesses of each cycle in a scheme's life,

Period: July 1998 to March 1999.

and also as a means of monitoring quality
improvements in comparable schemes over a
period of time.

Report of findings: Erweiterte Regionale

The score for each phase in a scheme's cycle
may also contribute to concise evaluation of

Summary

the qualities of each phase, but also of the

The aim of the ERFTIE project is to question
unemployed women in rural areas about their
interests, wishes and attitudes and about the
skills and qualifications they have acquired;

project as a whole. In this case, it is advisable
to "normalise" aggregate scores by assigning
only values between 1 and 5, in order to avoid

overestimating phases embracing a larger
number of checklists.

Weiterbildung in Europa

the results of this survey should help to assess these women's prospects of re-entering

the mainstream labour market, either as
The model is completed by a brief 'User's
Guide' and a 'List of Essential Information',

employees or through self-employment.

without which the tool cannot be employed to
its full potential.

A total of 280 women in the selected areas
were questioned, and 60 of them underwent
a skills analysis. The findings in terms of their
individual educational and occupational histories as well as of their respective personal

interests and ambitions provided a largely
customised training recommendation for each
of the respondents. Experts from the employ-

ment authorities in the relevant areas and
local training organisations are currently
398
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comparing these recommendations with the
actual training opportunities that exist at the
present time and with the realities of the regional labour markets with a view to drawing up concrete training plans for the women,
which would open the door for them to return

a considerable range of occupational skills

to work.

involved various tests and exercises. On com-

As the study goes on, the intention is to use
this survey, the skills analysis and a range of
further-training modules to create a standardised system that can also be used in other
comparable parts of Europe.

place with each of the women. From the evalu-

which can be harnessed by a customised programme of further training.

In February 1999, skills analyses were conducted in each of the four areas. The analysis

pletion, an initial feedback interview took
ation of the results, there emerged an individual skills profile for each participant, com-

prising various personal, social and
methodological skills. Thereafter, the main
focus was on the strengths of each woman and

1. The women advising the respondents

in particular on the question whether these
strengths were sufficiently well developed.
Weaknesses only came into play in cases
where there was some indication of a need
for compensatory training courses.

should come from the same social milieu
as the latter;

The next step was to formulate training rec-

The methodology used to reintegrate women
in rural areas into working life should have
the following characteristics:

2. The target group should be asked about
their interests, attitudes, wishes and skills;

3. A special range of training courses should
be developed and implemented;
4. This range of courses should be made available in other comparable parts of Europe.

First of all, the advisers (mentors) were
trained and familiarised with the planned
course of the project. As part of this training
process, they were given a course in communication and counselling.
During the period from July to December 1998,

these mentors tried to survey as many unemployed women as possible within their local
areas and to recruit them for further participation in the project. Those who were interested were invited to an information session;
the local sessions were held in December 1998
and January 1999. Their purpose was to inform the women in greater detail about the
object and planned course of the study and in
particular about the planned skills analysis.
The mentors reported considerable irrational

ommendations for each individual woman and
to pass these on to the partner organisations.
During the current phase (1999), the partner
organisations are examining the training recommendations with experts from the employ-

ment authorities and from bodies responsible for the provision of further training and
comparing the recommendations with local
market conditions with a view to drawing up
concrete training plans in a second feedback
interview with the women.
At the present time (1999), the implementation of the individual training plans has begun, so it is too early to make any pronouncements as to whether the aim of the project
has been achieved. Nevertheless, the evaluation of the skills analysis has shown that it
gave more than 90% of the women a clearer
perception of their own future and raised their
self-esteem.

Training processes in small
and medium-sized companies
LdV Id. E/1224.

anxiety among the women when they first

Coordinator: The Basque Institute of Re-

learned of the skills analysis. At the information session, however, the women were made
aware that a housewife and mother possesses

search (IKEI), Antonio Corral Alza, Avda.de
la Libertad 20, 20004 San Sebastian, Spain,
E-mail: acorral@ikei.es
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Partners:

d) comparative analysis of the situation in

Agder, Research Foundation (Norway);
APRODI (Association for Industrial Promotion and Development) (France);
COPRAI Training & Education (Portugal);
EIM Small Business Research and Consultancy (Netherlands);
IfG (Institute for Small Business Research
Vienna) (Austria);
KMO-Studiencentrum (Small Business Research Institute) (Belgium);

different countries;
e) recommendations regarding the strategies
of support and encouragement, which are
most appropriate to the process of training in small and medium-sized enterprises.
The study was designed using a regional approach for two main reasons: first, because

there is still a relevant lack of information

NEI (National Economic Institute) (Ice-

about the existing CVT practices on a regional

land);
ID Turku School of Economics and Business
Administration (Finland);
University L. Bocconi (Furio Cicogna Study
Centre) (Italy);

basis and, second, because the regional ap-

University of Piraeus Research Centre
(Greece).

proach allows a more precise treatment of the
questions relating to the training supply and
to the functioning of the programmes of support than a study conducted at national level.

The research is based on the survey of 75
manufacturing small and medium-sized en-

Countries: Austria, Belgium, Finland, France,

Greece, Iceland, Italy, Norway, Portugal,

terprises per each selected region, and a qualitative analysis of the training supplies avail-

Spain, The Netherlands.

able to the same enterprises.

Period: during 1997.

This study is divided into 4 part:

Final report: "Training Processes in SMEs:
practices, problems and requirements". European Report, December 1997

a) description of the surveyed regions;
b) training processes in SMEs;
c) analysis of the existing regional continuous vocational training systems in Europe;
d) assessment of CVT systems and barriers
to training.

Summary
The general aim of this research is to analyse
the reasons of the limited access for the European SMEs to continuing vocational training (CVT) activities, and to identify effective
policy lines for the improvement in the training strategies and for the development of pro-

grammes directed towards the European
SMEs.

For a description of the regions surveyed see
the final report

Training processes in SMEs
The available data show:
a) there is a positive relationship between size

and training, very small enterprises carry
out less training than small and medium
enterprises;

The study comprises five sub goals, as follows:

a) investigation of the training practices of
small and medium-sized enterprises;
b) identification of the problems and the difficulties that small and medium sized enterprises encounter in their training proc-

b) the larger the enterprise, the more formal

the adopted training approach;
c)

esses;

c) elaboration of a qualitative analysis of the
characteristics of the training offer and of
the programmes of support put in practice;
400

training either at the request of the enterprise or the personnel is less intensively
pursued in the larger SMEs;

d) the larger the turnover, more CVT activi-
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ties are the carried out and more formal
the adopted training approach;
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e) the highest proportion of enterprises active in training is in the regions of Iceland
and Norway; the regions of the Southern
peripheral countries of Spain, Italy, Greece

and Portugal are less active in training
activities; the remaining regions show a
similar proportion of activity SMEs;

d) as far as size is concerned, the larger the
enterprise is, the more important the personnel of the company itself and of training centres/associations are as providers.
Concerning the characteristics of the personnel trained, the survey data suggest the following:

the regions where the SMEs have a larger
percentage of training do not necessarily
correspond to those regions whose enterprises are more active in training;

g) a large share of SMEs devote a relatively
small percentage of their salary volume to
the financing of their training activities;
h) different strategies are adopted by the different regional SMEs: the Italian regional

SMEs prefer to devote a substantial
amount of training to the benefit of a small
share of employees. The opposite is adopted

by the Icelandic or the Spanish regional

a) the personnel that mostly benefit from
training belong to the departments of production and management administration;

b) the larger SMEs and those with training
plans show a higher diversification in the
departments or professional levels of their
trained personnel;

c) on average, the surveyed SMEs estimate
that employees are willing to be trained;
d) the interest of employees towards training
is higher in medium-sized enterprises and

SMEs, who prefer to train as many people
as possible even if resources are scarce;

in those SMEs where training is carried

i) most of the surveyed SMEs (66,2%) point

e) there are many contrasts in terms of de-

out that the training plans have to been
elaborated by the enterprise without any
aid from external sources and they have

partments and professional levels of
trained personnel, probably due to the different economic specialisations and train-

individual, annually defined training

ing situations amongst the surveyed re-

plans;

gions.

j) there are important differences amongst
the different regions, due to the existence

of ad-hoc policy schemes for supporting
training plans.
The different regional approaches to training

also provide important dissimilarity in the
characterisation of the courses:

out according to a training plan;

The survey data show that only a minor percentage of the surveyed SMEs (31.3%) have
received public financial aid. Most of these
are larger SMEs and SMEs with a training
plan. There is a strong correlation between
receipt of public aids and the importance attributed to them: the regions where the aids
are regarded as a determinant for developing

training activities correspond exactly with
a) 50% of the SMEs with a training plan show
a preference for custom made courses;

b) only 29,5% of the surveyed SMEs where
training is carried out at the initiative of
the personnel prefer custom made courses;
c) the use of self-study seems to rare amongst

the surveyed SMEs, in the sense that
whereas 24,1% of them state that they
have used this type of course, 72% of enterprises say the contrary;

those regions where the percentage of SMEs

benefiting from aids is lower (the Finnish,
Icelandic and Italian regions).

The surveyed SMEs are quite satisfied with
the, training activities carried out. The satisfaCtion indicated in the Greek and Spanish
regions is particularly interestingattributed,
since these two regions have the lowest percentage of SMEs active in training activities.
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Analysis of the existing regional
continuous vocational training systems
in Europe
Several European countries, such as Austria,
Finland, Iceland, Norway, The Netherlands
and Spain do not have a national/regional legislative framework that regulates and defines
CVT. They adopt a 'liberal' approach, where
CVT activities are the sole responsibility of
the private agreements reached between employers and employees themselves.

The most important information channels on
existing training supply are business/sector

associations and training centres/organisations. Other relevant suppliers of information
are newspaper and suppliers of equipment.

SME assessment of the availability of infor-

mation on training supply and public programmes suggests that SMEs regard positively information on training supply while
information on public programmes is insufficiently regarded in all the regions surveyed.

Other countries, such as Belgium, France,
Greece, Italy and Portugal adopt a more 'interventionist' approach, in the sense that the
public authorities play a primary, pro-active
role. But there are also some differences between these countries: in Greece and Portugal we find a highly centralised CVT policy
structure, where the regions do not have the

The distinction by enterprise size and between

capability to carry out an own regional CVT

According to the general SMEs own point of
view, there are three main reasons limiting
the development of training activities:

policy; in other countries, such as Belgium and

Italy, there is a de-centralised model, where
the main actors for planning activity and the
administrative management of training activities are the regions. France is located in
an 'intermediary' position; regional authorities can implement specific supports on CVT
activities, though the main orientations and
regulations of CVT policy are still primarily
designed at central level.

SMEs that do/do not carry out training activities shows remarkable differences. The
larger SMEs and those SMEs that effectively

carry out training activities seem to value
more positively the suitability of existing
training supply and public programmes.

a) high costs of training courses;
b) problems of internal organisation with reference to attendance at courses;

c) the bad quality/unsuitability of available
training courses.

The different existing situations are reflected
in the different priorities of the national/regional CVT policies. This notwithstanding, it
is possible to identify in most of the regions
surveyed an increasing awareness of the importance of CVT for the competitiveness of
national/regional enterprises, which explains

Two other also factors play a role,

its current priority status amongst policy

There are also different perceptions on the
above limiting factors from the SMEs: the
small ones are more sensitive to high costs

makers.

Assessment of CVT systems and

barriers to training

This section describes the most important
information channels for SMEs relating to
training, assesses the available information
on training supply and public programmes as
well as the suitability of training supply and
training programmes to meet SME needs.

a) the lack of interest of the personnel;

b) difficulties in identifying the enterprise's
training needs.

and the bad quality/unsuitability of the available courses; the large SMEs are more sensitive to the problems related to internal organisation.

It is important to underline the fact that
SMEs do not perceive the lack of support from

the government as an important barrier to
training.
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Perceptions of the barriers seem to be dependent on the regions surveyed. The experts differentiate between two main groups of barriers:

a) 'internal-to-the-firm', referring to the characteristics of SMEs, internal organisation
and size;

b) 'external-to-the-firm', referring to the high
cost of training for most SMEs, the lack of

transparency that characterises most of
the existing training markets.

One of the most feasible solutions to these
barriers to training is the creation of interenterprise collaborative structures that could
at least partly address the problems of insufficient size. It is particularly interesting to
know which kind of courses are suggested by

SMEs themselves to encourage their training activities. Non-training enterprises offer
strong support for custom-made courses and
have a better opinion of self-study courses as
a suitable method for training; training enterprises resort more often to external open
courses.

Conclusions
Having in mind European SMEs CVT practices and existing regional CVT systems, it is
possible to suggest several lines of action for
the different agents involved in CVT, SME
employers, SME employees, CVT suppliers
and policy makers.

ing, in order to motivate employees to take
on training;

e) cooperation with other enterprises facing
the same difficulties could be an appropriate tool for overcoming obstacles;

f) employees have to be conscious about the
need to continuously develop their own
skills/human capital during their life, not
only as a tool for maintaining their job, but
also as an instrument for improving their
career prospects;
g) employees have to learn the principle that,
in order to safeguard themselves, they have
to increasingly contribute to training, even
from their own means (for example through
self-learning, using holidays).
Suggestions for CVT suppliers:

a) training contents and methodologies have
to be continuously updated and improved,
moreover, they have to be well aware of en-

terprises' training requirements.
b) the quality of training programmes has
also to be continuously improved, not only
from a quantitative but also from a qualitative point of view;

c) CVT suppliers have to make an effort to

better inform and advise SMEs on the
available options, basically through an intensification of their marketing efforts and
an adaptation their language to SMEs.

Suggestions for SME employers and employees are as follows:

Suggestions for CVT policy makers:

a) SME employers have to be conscious that

a) policy makers have to encourage aware-

any investment in the competence and

ness of SME employers/employees regarding the importance of CVT for the competitiveness of their enterprise;

skills of the workforce has to be seen in a
long-term perspective;

b) training has to be understood as an element of enterprise general strategy;
c) employers have to be involved in the plan-

ning process of the enterprise's training
policy;

d) SME employers have to acknowledge those

employees who request and accept train-

b) future policy has to be designed from the
enterprises' perspective, bearing in mind
their needs, practices and requirements;
c) CVT activities cannot be isolated from the
general education system, links between
the two worlds have to be reinforced;

d) information and marketing on the available options have to be improved and ad403
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ministrative procedures have to be shortened and simplified;
e) financing of SMEs investments in skill and

training development has to be continuously encouraged and strengthened by
public agents;
f) employees have to realise that they are the
main actors responsible for their own career management;
g) tax relief is one of the most suitable means

of support as it is based on the individual
enterprise's initiative and avoids inefficiencies;
h) public bodies have to set up methods and
routines for the evaluation of existing CVT
supply, so that its quality can be continuously improved and adapted to existing
needs and requirements.

Training processes in lean
learning enterprises with particular emphasis on lifelong
learning
LdV Id.1822

Coordination: H.G. Bauer, Society for Training Research and Occupational Development
(Gesellschaft far Ausbildungsforschung und

Berufsentwicklung), Bodenseestrasse 5,
81241 München/Munich, Germany. E-mail:
gabvab@aol.com

Partner organisations:
Rubicon Associates Ltd. (Brian Swain),
East Sussex TN7 4AR, UK,
E-mail Rubicon@compuserve.com;
Trigon Entwicklungsberatung Ges.mbH
(F. Glasl), Sankt Peter Hauptstrasse 208,
A-8021 Graz, Austria,
E-mail friedrich.glasl@entwicklung.com.

Countries: UK, Germany and Austria.
Term: 1 December 1996 to 30 November 1998.

Final Report Hans G. Bauer, Ute Michele
(ed.): Urn schlank zu sein, muss man lernen.

Summary
In this study three companies were examined:

a distribution company in the UK, a large
drug store in Germany and a private bank in
Austria.
The study examined the operational leanness
of the three companies and the development
of their business organisation in terms of organisational culture and lifelong learning.

The case studies show that there are no criteria for defining a 'lean' or a 'learning' enterprise. 'Lean thinking' amounts to the concentration of business policies and decisions on
the dimensions and processes of wealth creation in the sense of a 'restriction to essentials'
involving specification of value, avoidance of
waste and of needless effort and expense, fo-

cusing on customer requirements and continuous improvement.
A lean learning organisation is characterised
by the following attributes:
1. On-the-job learning is supported by planning, implementation, evaluation, working

parties, improvement and innovation
teams, flat networked management and
flexible documentation and, last but not
least, by a culture of trust and support.
2. The learning process is designed to take
account of the company's medium- and
long-term aims and is facilitated by open
and non-hierarchical channels of communication.

3. Supporting staff development is an important company aim and helps to secure the
future of the organisation.

The study began by examining the following
quantitative factors.

Company development phase: pioneering
phase -> differentiation -> integration -> association describes the process by which a
business and its style of management develop
from a rather informal organisational system
into a single focused entity.

Logos GAB, Trigon, Rubicon.
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Cultural diagnosis: 12 cardinal points within

an enterprise. Each of the twelve cardinal
points complements one of the others, and

a) the human face of the organisation and the
priority it accords to its staff;

they may be represented as polarised pairs of
qualities:

b) the principles of lean production practised
by the organisation;

Ci striving for progress but nurturing tradi-

c) the pull principle (company policy driven
by customer demand);

tion;

1j adopting a visionary approach but striving for efficiency;

prepared to take risks but seeking secu-

d) the process-flow principle (avoidance of
needless effort and expense);

e) the muda principle (avoidance of waste);

rity;

f) the principle of continuous improvement.

ID establishing rules and order but always
ready to innovate;

Curricular analysis of training programmes:

serving single-mindedly but always adaptable; and

courses by subject, time input, target learning outcomes and methodology and drew in-

the study categorised company training
ter-company comparisons.

Ci running a tight ship but anxious to promote the common good.

The stakeholder-centred approach: the
stakeholders in a business are its customers,
its suppliers, its owners or shareholders, its
staff and society at large.
Corporate learning, as a means of optimising
key processes and as an expression of a company's stakeholder-centred approach, is at the
core of any staff-development strategy. The
study examined the importance that the three
businesses attach to training, how they iden-

tify learning needs, the available training
opportunities, the learning processes and how

the companies use and recognise the skills

A qualitative examination based on structured and open-ended interviews supplemented the quantitative indicators. This
qualitative analysis related to the company's
development phases, the respondent's concept
of learning, the learning activities in which
staff engaged, the place of learning processes
within the fabric of the company and the in-

struction methods used on the training
courses. A 'training questionnaire' was used

to obtain various assessments of training
needs and the value of in-house training. Experts from the project team used the collected
data to evaluate the extent to which the principles of 'be lean and learn' were in balance
within the analysed companies.

and knowledge acquired by their staff.

Aids to corporate learning: the study identified the principles, structural elements and
measures that encourage and support corpo-

The individual findings for the three analysed
companies cannot be presented in the context

of this summary; for details of the study,
please see the project team's report.

rate learning. A distinction was made between

the core and support processes on the one

Conclusions

hand and the managerial processes, together
with cultural and social subsystems, on the

The three enterprises featured in the study

other.

In a 'lean-rating questionnaire', six constitu-

ent elements of lean enterprises were assessed:

are by no means object lessons in the perfect
execution of a think lean policy. Be that as it
may, the study has produced a number of suggestions as to the learning and training implications of a business strategy that is primarily driven by economic goals.
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Lean thinking is not an organisational model ,
although organisational lessons naturally can
and must be drawn from it; in fact, it is primarily a matter of attitude. For that reason,
the study devoted particular attention to the
cultural side of company development.

Partner organisations:
Germany:
Hessisches Landesinstitut fiir Padagogik
Peidagogisches Institut Wiesbaden;
HRM Consult, Kassel;
Zi Max Eyth School, Alsfeld;

Schulze-Delitzsch School, Wiesbaden;
It is fair to say that the three analysed businesses are at different stages in their development, not only in general terms but also,
and more especially, in terms of their individual functional elements.

It is plain to see that, in cases where 'lean
thinking' is the prevailing philosophy or the
ideal that shapes the corporate culture, businesses will tend to seek a value-adding unity
of purpose through common ideas and visions.
The point is that 'thinking lean' does not mean
tightening the application of formal rules or
optimising systems of centralised control; on
the contrary, it is all about the identification
of all members of an organisation with its fundamental ideas and values.

Special importance therefore attaches to the

issues and requirements arising from this
approach regarding the nurtured and spontaneous development of common modes of
behaviour and communication styles and regarding a common understanding of the significance and aim of the work performed by
the various departments within the organisation.

Virtual enterprises in initial
vocational training (ISIS -

Friedrich-Ebert School, Wiesbaden.

Ireland:
DEIS, Cork Institute of Technology (CIT),
Cork.
Greece:
Laboratory of Medical Informatics (LAB),

Aristotelian University of Thessaloniki;
Technological Education Institute (TEI) of
Halkida, Chalkis
Countries: Ireland, Germany and Greece
Term: December 1997to April 2000

Publication: S. Kreher, Institute of Labour

Studies, University of Kassel, Virtuelle
Unternehmen in der beruflichen Erstausbildung (ISIS- OSIRIS). Gesamthochschule
Kassel, 2 August 1999.

Summary
'Virtual enterprises' are business structures
which have been created as a response to new

competitive demands. They are companies
which conduct their business through the
Internet or loose associations of independent

OSIRIS)

companies which trade publicly under a common name but whose organisational links are
administered exclusively by means of information and communication technology.

LdV D/97/2/00057/EA/III.2.a./CONTP

The characteristics of virtual enterprises are

Coordination: ISIS project: Wiesbaden Insti-

temporary forms of work organisation, decen-

an extremely customer-centred approach,

tute of Education (Padagogisches Institut
Wiesbaden) in the Hessian Regional Institute
of Education (Hessisches Landesinstitut far
Padagogik).

OSIRIS project: Professor Hans Martin, Dr.Ing., Institute of Labour Studies (Institut far
Arbeitswissenschaft), University of Kassel
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tralised organisation of the problem-solving
team and the exclusive use of the Internet/
Intranet or Extranet instead of a fixed place
of business.

Three types of virtual enterprise
1. Type A: a virtual enterprises is constituted
on the basis of an existing pool of compa-
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small and medium-sized Swiss businesses

nies whose management teams know each
other (trust).

2. Type B: where a company is short of particular skills, it brings in an external partner, but only for the lifetime of the virtual
enterprise.
3. Type C: a virtual enterprise is constituted
by companies which have not previously
had any dealings with each other, so it is

not founded on mutual trust; this is the
least common form of virtual enterprise.

from the realms of information and telecommunications; these companies form a
fixed pool of skills and experience (Type A).
[:1

Virtuelle Fabrik Euregio Bodensee is a com-

bination of 27 companies (large, mediumsized and small) around the shores of Lake
Constance.
Li Systemhaus Seitz, with 250 member businesses, is a virtual enterprise in the German-speaking countries.

Inhibiting factors: the parties lack experience;

specialists are tied to a particular company;
trade unions are sceptical; it is a complex venture; obstacles arise in the course of cooperation.

Personalvermittlung Newplan is a service
which finds work for freelancers; it currently employs 150 people.
[:1 PUMA Sportartikel (Deutschland) focuses

Skill requirements for staff of virtual
enterprises
Specialised technical skills: knowledge of
ICT (familiarity with applications and networks, knowledge of operating systems, the

ability to create and maintain intranet and
web pages and familiarity with communication software), linguistic ability and cultural awareness.
Key skills are: awareness of problems, enterprising mentality and behaviour, a sense

on the development, design and marketing of sportswear. The logistics and manufacturing of the products are entrusted to
a global network of partner companies; a
new virtual enterprise is set up every time
a new product is introduced.

The organisation of vocational training
in virtual enterprises
Virtual training is designed to complement
the conventional forms of training. Training

loses its stationary character and is net-

of responsibility and the ability to be a

worked. Appropriate learning software has to

team player, to act on one's own initiative,
to take independent decisions and to create an atmosphere of mutual trust.

strategies which allow rapid curricular

Virtual enterprises create new forms of work
and new workplaces; there are no steady jobs

be developed, as must web-based training

changes to be effected through the Internet
or Intranets.

Media-based learning is the key to success

in the traditional sense any more; the demands on employees depend on the work in
hand; within a continuous training process,
inputs occur as and when required.
Team design is crucial to the success of virtual enterprises; educational, methodological,
procedural and behavioural standards have
to be defined and established.

Examples of virtual enterprises
lj The Virtual Company is a loose association
which currently comprises 14 independent

It is possible to organise a system of vocational

training within virtual enterprises. With a
fixed pool of employees and instructors, teach-

ers and pupils, a virtual learning community
can be created as a mirror image of a virtual
enterprise, with each member able to formulate and satisfy his or training needs.

There are various providers of staff training
who can meet the needs of virtual enterprises.
Users learn the techniques and key skills they
require for work in virtual enterprises. Vir-

tual teams form themselves into learning
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communities and can also use these techno-

logical resources to make their teamwork
more effective.

Schools can offer their teaching material
through the Internet as a supplement to formal lessons; in other words, a virtual enterprise of type A or B is developed when pupils
and teachers work together in a team on the
computerised material.

ISIS project

In order to evaluate the ISIS project, OSIRIS
established eight study packages, with various questions under each heading:
1. collection of general data from the respondents;

2. new company structures and initial voca-

tional-training needs, decision-making
processes in virtual enterprises and their
procedural implications for the vocationaltraining system;

The ISIS project was developed in partnership with eight European institutions (see
above). The aim of the project is to establish
virtual enterprises in the domain of education and training.

3. process management and vocational training (e.g. activities, resources, skills, interfaces between the various functional areas
of the ISIS project, efficiency and the costbenefit ratio);

The following are the main points regarding
the implementation of this project.

4. communication structures and cooperation
procedures in virtual enterprises and their
implications for initial vocational training;

The creation of websites a public Internet
site with general information on the project

and a closed Intranet for exchanges between project participants.
CI Discussion boards are considered indispensable for communication on technical mat-

ters and on questions of content and organisation.

5. development of employees' identification
with their work and improvement of vocational-training activity;

6. cooperation between cultures and prospects for European integration of vocational-training systems;

7. continuous organisational-development
Ci Many interesting proposals were made at
the start of the project, but the establishment of a market-research institute to survey the eating habits of young people in

Europe was the only one to be implemented. The input from the surveyed pupils, however, was limited. Because of a
lack of agreement among the project participants about a further virtual enterprise,
the project management team decided to
create its own virtual enterprise. The aim
of this venture is the production of a CDROM on virtual enterprises in vocational
training.

consultancy;

8. information technology in virtual enterprises and IT requirements within the system of vocational training.

MOSAIC: Managing diversity

- innovative research towards
mainstreaming equality
LdV Id.: 1783

Coordinator:
The accompanying OSIRIS project (see above)

The organisation and management of OSIRIS
are based on a cooperative model involving
self-determination, autonomy, initiative and
shared responsibility.
408

CI Professor Teresa Rees, School of Policy
Studies, University of Bristol, 8 Priory
Road, Bristol BS8 ITZ

Partners:
IJ Alison Parken, University of Bristol, UK
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Rajvinder Kandola Pearn Kandola, Oxford, UK
O Mary Deeks, UK
Agneta Stark, University of Orebo, Sweden
Ei Esther Appelo, Driekant Education, Netherlands
O Laura Terragni, Fondazione Elvira
Badaracco, Italy
Marina Piazza, Fondazione Elvira
Badaracco, Italy
O Tom Casey, The Circa Group Europe, Ireland
CI Mary Donnelly, Ireland

These objectives have largely been met. A core

Countries:
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Sweden, United
Kingdom.

c) prepared background papers on equal op-

Period:
From 1996 to 1998.

research team from five Member States has:

a) prepared a series of papers on managing

diversity and mainstreaming equality,
some of which have been published;

b) distributed the papers to a wider group of
'validating partners' such as personnel or-

ganisations, employers, trade unions,
equality agencies and business development agencies in a wider group of member

states to disseminate to their constituencies;

portunities in the respective Member
States as a context for analysing the case
studies;
d) conducted theoretically sampled case studies of employers managing diverse work-

Final Report:
"Project Mosaic: Innovative Research towards
Mainstreaming Equality." 1999

forces;

e) analysed the results individually and thematically;

Summary
e) clarified the similarities and differences
between the two approaches;

The aim of the project MOSAIC is to help com-

panies in Europe to become more economically competitive by enhancing their use of
human resources. The approach is to learn
from case study employers using or introducing a human resource management approach
know as 'managing diversity'. This is a model
which has been largely developed and implemented in the United States. It has some char-

acteristics in common with the European

equal opportunities approach know as

'mainstreaming equality', but there are important differences, too, which the project has
analysed.

The principal objectives are the following:

a) to clarify the concepts of managing diversity and mainstreaming equality;
b) to conduct case studies of employers identified as managing diverse workforces;

c) to analyse the results and disseminate
them widely.

f) disseminated the results widely through
publications and conference presentations.

The case studies number thirteen, with most
of the companies falling within the EC definition of 'large', being more than 250 employees; the exception is an Italian manufactur-

ing company with 120 staff. They were
selected to allow comparisons across sector
and country and they included:
a) public sector health authorities;
b) post and telecommunication companies
that were either new or ex-public sector;
c) white goods, computing and other manufacturing companies;
d) multi-national financial service sector companies.

The case studies in the Mosaic project were
identified as examples of employers with active diversity policies. Some stressed this fea-
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ture in their human resource management
approach or their mission statement in their
general or recruitment publicity. Some were
actively involved in initiatives or projects with

equality agencies. The researchers drew on
analyses of company documentation and statistics, and interviews with key actors, plus,
in some cases, staff to identify the key elements of the diversity approach.

some of the organisations to the issue of
time. Creating a culture oriented towards
productivity rather than presenteeism was
a feature of such approaches. Teleworking
from home was one strategy used.

There are clear differences in motivation and
approach between the case studies. Those in
the early stages of developing diversity policies, and those who have to implement such

The key elements of a managing diversity

policies principally because they have an

approach were identified as follows:
a) equality vision. Equality as part of the employers' mission culture and value systems,

American or multi-national corporate culture
committed to diversity, tend to focus simply
on gender and address overt discrimination
such as racial harassment. They restrict their

and it should be familiar with company

scope to recruitment, promotion and some

policy;

aspects of work organisation and culture. By

b) consultation and ownership of equality.
Many of the organisations had conducted
surveys of their employees to identify bar-

contrast, those at the other end of the continuum have a much wider remit in terms of
characteristics: they focus more on developing the individual regardless of their ascribed

riers thought to impede their progress.
Managers at all levels took the findings

characteristics. This is expressed through

seriously. Workshops, seminars and training were common features. One of the outcomes was that diversity among women
and among men was recognised. Policies

programmes aimed at those with interna-

that suited some were recognised as not
necessarily benefiting all;
c) respect and dignity of employees. The case
study employers placed a high premium on

advertisements for recruitment and training
tional competence. The knowledge of custom-

ers, especially ethnic groups, is seen as vital
to addressing customer need. Managing diversity for such employers moves beyond human resource management to the development of a market agenda and, in some cases,
a social policy agenda. One of the Swedish

the personal dignity of employees. This

companies saw addressing racism in the
workplace as a contribution to addressing

meant that the culture was one that would
not tolerate sexism, stereotyping or har-

racism in Swedish society more generally.

assment of any kind. It was regarded as

While all companies had a reputation for

essential that work relationships were
based on mutual respect, and that members of staff were aware that discrimination would be not tolerated;
d) reconciliation of work and family life. The
employers tended to be pro-active in rec-

ognising that employees might have do-

mestic and family responsibilities and
sought to accommodate them. This included paying for or providing childcare
and allowing flexibility in hours worked.
Family were seen as a positive aspect of
employees' lives rather than a hindrance.
e) challenging the long hours culture. Imaginative approaches had been developed in
410

managing diversity, the extent to which they
embraced the full range of equality dimensions varied considerably. A few had moved

little beyond gender but had at least embraced gender pro-actively. Some had engaged with racial harassment as an issue but
without valuing racial differences as an asset. Few had innovative approaches towards
disability, sexual harassment or age. Indeed,
the more sophisticated employers in terms
of developed policies and practice shied away

from equality groups and used a discourse
of valuing the individual, ignoring rather
than addressing group disadvantage. This is
given as a rationale for not monitoring in
some cases. This vision of diversity as individually focused is one of the fundamental
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differences between managing diversity and
mainstreaming equality.

However, the final report concerns three coun-

Most of the case studies are from the private
sector and include examples where diversity
has been embedded into the organisation and
culture. One clear finding is that those employers where diversity was embedded at the
inception of the organisation appeared to be
particularly successful in establishing a diversity culture.

Some highlights (Finland, Greece,
United Kingdom)

tries: Finland, Greece and the UK.

Respondents were invited to value the quality of training design, delivery and development. Another objective was to consider the
most important external influence on train-

ing development, and to suggest possible
changes.

Advantaged not disadvantage
(AND): A project to establish

new models of initial training
for disadvantaged young people based on the assessment of
current provision in 5 EU geographic areas

All countries share common results: confidence about the content of training was particularly high, but confidence about preparation for work and follow-up was very low.
Many respondents did not comment, negatively or positively, because they did not have
enough information:

a) definitions of 'disadvantaged' in the three

countries differ. In Greece and Finland
LdV Id.3886

some organisations do not have formal defi-

Coordinator: SQW Segal Quince Wicksteed
Ltd, The Grange, Market St. CB4 5QG Cam-

nitions of disadvantage. In all three countries the commitment towards disadvantaged young people appears very individual

and fragmented. Young people needing
support are not a specific target group;

bridge UK, E-mail: mailbox@sqw.co.uk.

Partners:
the economic and development consultants
of SQW, (UK)

IJ the Research Unit for Sociology of Education (RUSE), Finland;

Ci the National Social Research Centre

b) young people and employers do not play a
decisive role in training design, and trainers would like to play a greater role than

at present. There is no evidence of a design of training with reference to good prac-

tice elsewhere or external comparisons;

(EKKE), Greece.

Countries: Finland, Greece and the UK.

c) in all three countries there is little confidence in the quality of vocational guidance.
Criticisms are made of pre- and post-train-

Period: during 1997.
Final report: SQW Ltd: "Advantage Not Disadvantage (AND)". Final report for Finland,
Greece and the UK." March 1998.

Summary
The principal aim of this project is to establish new models of initial trainhig for disadvantaged young people based on critical assessments of the current conditions in 6 EU
geographical areas.

ing course assessment and guidance support. Most assessments are carried out by
training providers in all three countries;
d) young people feel that assessment does not
take account of their needs and strengths.
Opinions on final assessment experience are
different: positive in Finland, patchy in the
UK, and poor in Greece. Follow-up systems
were not found in any of the three countries.

e) formally valued and recognised training
outcomes are funding driven. Policy mak-
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ers agree that outcomes are limited and
narrow, but respondents underlined a need
to broaden outcomes to include social, educational and personal development aspects;

0 formal accountability is almost exclusively
with the commissioner and training provider, not with the beneficiaries. It focuses
on setting targets rather than focusing on

ments, local needs and local agency management/board priorities.
In summary, the following possible solutions
have been identified at national and international level:

a) definition of disadvantage. First, a review

at national level is needed to arrive at a

the engagement of young people, good prac-

more specific definition which is relevant

tice, and benefits to young people;

to interventions needed. Policy makers
have to ensure that definitions are work-

g) quantitative and qualitative monitoring is
taken seriously by all agencies in the UK;
this is not observed in Greece and Finland.
Respondents would welcome greater formal accountability to the beneficiaries of
training;

able. Second, at EU level, the definition of
disadvantaged groups should be positive
and holistic. After this, an accreditation of

individual assets, deficits and needs for
assistance should be identified. A develop-

ment team should be employed to examine what is required to achieve this;

h) contractual cooperation is rare in the UK

and in Greece, and absent in Finland.
Training and social-care agencies do not

b) knowledge of disadvantage. Policy makers
should develop stronger national standards

work closely together. UK respondents are

for measuring knowledge, skills and

more involved in cooperation than in
Greece and in Finland, where the systems
appear more obstructive and respondents
are more suspicious of such arrangements.
Formal processes of cooperation do not exist in all three countries;

i) budgets are allocated according to projected needs and priorities and to the par-

ticular type of training programmes already in place. In the UK and in Finland
joint-funding arrangements are increasing.
In all three countries the major funders of
initial training are national governments.

Funding structures and authorities are
considered to be remote, centralist and in-

accessible to implementers or other

competences by a range of criteria. Annual
awards should be established for regional
centres of excellence and visits, exchanges,

and secondments to transfer knowledge
should be funded. Commissioners and
training providers should be consulted by
a group of young people and should establish national systems on the basis of registration networks, chartered organisations,
twinning networks, etc. Another important

point is the development of a training
structure for agencies across the country.
At EU level twinning relationships should
be established between commissioning and
training provider agencies. Interaction on
the basis of clear development exchange
bids should be developed;

stakeholders. In the UK and in Finland the

negative impacts of compulsory training
policy caused concern.

Conclusion and recommendation

c) commitment to disadvantage. Policy makers should commit themselves more at national level and ensure quality provision.
Commissioners and providers should fos-

ter young people's involvement in trainRespondents in all countries mentioned government policies and priorities, EU directives

and funding requirements as factors to be
considered in relation to training design and
development. There were also many other
factors such as regional and organisational
policies, lack of information on youth require412

ing development, knowledge development,

joint delivery etc. Funding should not
change with political shifts or public opinion. At EU level there is scope to improve

national provisions via more demanding
European requirements. A European team
should review and develop more meaning-
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ful definitions of, and criteria for, fund-

nel, independent of the training provider.

ing for young marginalised people, involve

Policy makers are responsible for introducing criteria of progression, rewarding such

key beneficiaries in design and development, support monitoring and evaluation
and assess impacts and achievement. A
development team should also examine
how this could be implemented and monitored;

progression, setting up new standards of
initial and ongoing assessment, and fur-

ther appraisal of individual talent,

strength and ability by independent asses-

sors. At the EU level, it is important to
guarantee that every young person gets the

d) design of training. Solutions at national
level could be origination of standards for

opportunity of initial, ongoing and final
assessment;

planning and design, of feasibility and
piloting of new methods, and the examination of practice elsewhere.

f) delivery of training. A national a review of
quality is necessary. The following initiatives should be undertaken:

Requirements should be:

CI to establish national maps to explain
effective control and constant monitoring of working methods;

how the entire process works,

involvement of young people and stakeholders in the design, appraisal, awarding
and monitoring of contracts;

in the training domain,

I:1

better methods to link supply to demand

assistance for the commissioners to implement such development;

Ui at EU level, a funding of three yearly
awards to one area in every country for

guidelines to select and monitor trainers,
1:1 utilisation of external examiners, young
people, employers in the selection process,

joint agency bid should be considered. Aims

CI examination of employability success
factors of different kinds/ models of train-

are: to develop and achieve an improved

ing,

design of programmes as suggested above;

to disseminate the methodology and approach; and to monitor and evaluate the
impact and changes;

Ci review of incentives and pilot progression reward systems to maximise continued participation,

attracting and marketing: at national

01 new regulation for structural funded
training at EU level,

level policy makers should establish agen-

cies to support tailored marketing approaches to young people as 'training con-

CI any training-supported course must

sumers'. Peer-marketing possibilities

have evidence of relative local demand,

should be explored to raise awareness in
school of vocational training options. At EU
level, programmes should be developed to

1:1 every training course must give a marketing guide/map tool to young people and

identify pilot projects that explore the development of better marketing strategies
of training 'to develop attractive and accessible training for young people';

employers that explains what is offered

e) guidance and assessment. Policy-makers
should guarantee that career guidance and

advice sessions are available for eliery
young person, via trained careers person-

and what could be expected from the training course.

g) training outcomes. A review of outcomes
includes the measurement of how inputs
affect outputs, of incentives for commissioners and trainers to broaden scope, and
of progress made by individual starting and

1_495
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personal development changes in out-

O provide incentives for multi-discipli-

comes. At EU level there is a need for struc-

nary/ joint resolution of current problems,

tural funds to extend outcomes. Also im-

develop systems for consultation

portant is the utilisation of the external
examiner system to ensure quality evaluation.
h) accountability, management and steerage.
Policy makers have to draw up criteria for
the satisfaction of the beneficiaries, which

the implementers must meet as part of
targets. External examiners linked to local areas should advise on the development
of accountability. National reviews should
examine the impact of trainee feedback on

affecting improvement and favouring
changes. At the EU level it seems necessary to:

examine the adequacy of monitoring
and evaluation in ensuring accountability,

O develop support systems for projects to
design appropriate monitoring systems,

throughout planning and reviews,
change the nature of responsibility, attainment of attendance, tenure, qualifications, etc.,
penalise delays.

Route counselling as a means
of improving the access to and
effectiveness of training and
employment initiatives for
deprived groups in the labour
market
LDV n: B/95/1/223/III.2.a/FPC

Id. 3898

O foster collaboration and partnerships,

Coordinator: Ludo Struyven & Jos Mevissen.
HIVA Higher institute of the labour studies.

establish commission agencies for the
promotion of inter-agency networks,

Ludo. Struyven@hiva.kuleuven. ac.b e

reward projects that employ cross
agency resources and management,
ID review how/if structures facilitate/ obstruct collaboration,

O reward the actions,
O examine good practice in details and disseminate models.

Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, 2E E Van
Evenstraat 3000 Leuven, Belgium. E-mail
Partners:
Eoin Collins, Nexus, Ireland;
Valter Fissamber,
Jos Mevissen, Regioplan, the Netherland;
Walter Reiter,
Ludo Struyven, Ingrid Vanhoren, HIVA,
Belgium;

0 Johan Wets.
Giovanna Altieri, Italy.

A European directory of contractual multidisciplinary design for training partnership
should be elaborated which includes core information about features and contact details
(also on the Internet).

Countries: Austria, Belgium, Greece, Ireland,

Italy and the Netherlands.
Period: 1996 to 1997.

i) funding. National reviews of the impacts
of funding, more incentives by identifying
good practice and quality inputs are considered as solutions at national level.

Final Report: "Route Counselling for Disadvantaged Groups on the Labour Market: Explorative Study in six Member States". HIVA,
Leuven, 1999.

j) other measures are to:

Summary

develop structures of constant interaction and cooperation between financial decision-makers and implementers,
414

Route counselling is conceived as a dominant

movement in the area of training, guidance
and employment measures towards an indi-
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vidualised, longitudinal approach. New forms

d) chapter 4 focuses on the critical factors and

of reintegration for the (long-term) unem-

the consideration of strengths and weak-

ployed have been developed in several countries. The common trend is that, far from be-

nesses based on good example;

ing isolated, training and job placement

e) chapter 5 identifies the common functions

activities are more and more embedded in an
integral scheme, aimed at re-integrating various disadvantaged persons or groups in regular jobs through an intensive, systematic approach known as 'route counselling'.

counselling. It provides a profile of the professional roles associated with implementing the core elements of route counselling
in the practice.

and tasks necessary to implement route

actors together deciding the route. It is in-

Over 45: Causes of exclusion
and the role of lifelong learning.

reintegration strategies for disadvantaged
persons or groups. In addition, the demand

LDV Id. 5048

The subject of such 'route counselling' can be
an individual person or a target group. This
approach involves different organisations or

creasingly seen as the key factor in
side of the labour market has come to discover
'route counselling' as a method of recruiting,

training and selecting new personnel from
target groups, such a ethnic minorities, and
reintegrating women and the long-term un-

Coordinator: Maria Luisa Mirabile by the
IESS-AE, Istituto europeo di studi socialiassociazione europea. P.0.22 00198 Rome
Italy; E-mail: m.l.mirabile@ires.it

employed.

the new approach is being implemented,

Partners:
Li an Italian team from IESS-AE: Francesca
Carrera, Maria Luisa Mirabile, Cecilia

which instruments and services are involved,
to consider the role of success and failure factors and to assess the extent to which differ-

Li a Finnish team from the University of
Technology of Helsinki- Dipoli: Liisa

The aim of this project is to analyse how far

ent types of practice are transferable. The
analysis in this report is based on the current debate and state of the art in six Mem-

Tommasini;

Nakari, Ilari Rantala;
Li a Spanish team from Forcem: Rosa Bonet,

ber States: Austria, Belgium, Greece, Ireland,

José Manuel Gimenez; a Swedish team
from Tco: Eva Maria Danvind, Agneta

Italy and the Netherlands.

Lembke.

This report comprises five chapters:

Countries: Finland, Italy, Spain and Sweden.

a) chapter 1 gives an introduction to the defi-

Period: in 1997 and 1998.

nition of the key concept, and highlights
the key dimensions and basic characteris-

Final report: "Over 45: causes of dismissal and

tics of route counselling;

the role of lifelong learning". January 1999.

b) chapter 2 provides an overview of the actual situation on route counselling in the
six countries, and a broader overview of the

institutional and labour market context;
c) chapter 3 deals with the specific situation
of route counselling in each country, since
the cases from the six countries do not dem-

onstrate just a single type of route counselling project;

Summary
The impact of population ageing on employment and on the labour market is one of the
most pressing issues confronting European
society. On the one hand there is an increase
in the average age of the economically active
population in the EU; on the other, the continuous lowering of labour force exit thresholds and the existence of age discrimination
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in the labour market, means that people over

d) At the older-worker level, these have to up-

40 are regarded as nearing the end of their

date their skills and to take advantage of
the education and training opportunities,
which are available.

working lives.

The European Observatory on Ageing and
Older People (E0A0P) was established in

In the cases examined there are substantial

1990 to monitor four key policy areas:

differences among the countries, reflecting the

different approaches between north and
a) incomes and living standards,
b) health and social care,
c) social integration, and
d) age and employment.

south. In the two Nordic countries there is
already a history of public commitment to
training and acceptance of the principle of lifelong learning. These countries have developed

a partnership model between governments,
The first major E0A0P report identified five
relevant forms of discrimination concerning
the over-45s, as follows:
a) early loss of employment,
b) discrimination in the recruitment process,
c) exclusion of the older unemployed,
d) exclusion from training,
e) discrimination at retirement age.

This study has provided a picture of the approach of four Member States (Spain, Italy,
Sweden and Finland) towards continuous
training / life-long learning. The consolidated
experience and tradition in educational interventions of the Scandinavian countries may
be very important for the rest of the EU, but
also Spain shows what can be achieved, even
from a relatively low base, when the political
element is present.
Recommendations of the research are the following:

a) at EU level, the Commission should disseminate examples of good practice and encourage the Member States to develop con-

tinuous training/life-long learning;

b) at national level, each Member State
should create a national strategy on lifelong learning / continuous training, dem-

onstrate a good practice in the public

municipalities, trade unions and workers. The
initiative in Sweden constitutes a good refer-

ence for the other European countries, because it shows that even the most excluded
older workers can be drawn into continuing
education by specially targeted measures.

In Italy, on the contrary, there is no national
legislation on life-long learning, participation
is low and only since the early 1990s was this
recognised as an issue. Spain also records a
low participation rate; however, it is more
advanced than Italy in terms of vocational
training and development of a national strategy for life-long learning. Spain has created
a vocational-training system linking the Ministries of Education and Labour to the social
partners. In 1997 Spain started a four-year
implementation of continuous training agreements, which covered a wide range of training activities.

The 12 case studies (three in each country)
chiefly reflect the national frameworks; however these are not national in a narrow sense
due to the presence of several multinational
enterprises. The report included an analysis
of the `over-45' labour market, an analysis of

the causes of early exit and of income support mechanisms, and an analysis of adult
educational systems, with particular consideration of vocational training mechanisms
and lifelong learning practices.

sphere and, introduce special initiatives
such a 'knowledge lift';

c) at the enterprise 1 organisational level, the
social partners should emphasise continu-

ous training and its importance for the
economy;
416
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The labour market among 'over 45'
workers and lifelong training systems:
country reports

Finland
Unemployment is a substantial problem in
the more advanced age groups; the 45-64 year

The most important institutions of lifelong
learning are the open colleges. They were
founded at the end of the 19th century and by
1990 they were 278 in number. Their principal objectives are:

a) to help people in their personal development,

group registers higher unemployment than
average.

There is a substantial proportion of early retirements: in 1995, the percentage of pensioners in the 45-54 age group was 11.6%, in the
45-49 age group 36.7% and in the 60-65 group

83.9%. The main reason for early retirement
is invalidity.

b) to create cultural equity, improve skills and
provide vocational training and complementary basic education.

The users are normally graduates, service
workers rather than manufacturing workers,
and people over 50.

Italy

Approximately 40% of people between 40 and

45 years old only have a compulsory school

certificate. Social-security provides the
unemployed with a benefit system that accom-

panies them up to early retirement age. Preventive measures are missing and the unemployed over 50 have no access to training, in
contrast to younger age groups.

48% of the entire 18-to-64-year population
takes part in adult education; this percentage is constantly rising. There are two types
of adult education:

In Italy there is a low employment rate; in
1996 it was 52.1% compared with the average of 60% to the EU. The unemployment rate
for the more mature age groups is lower than

in other EU countries. The highest percentage of people seeking a job is among women,
though, after 55 years, the proportion is simi-

lar between the two sexes. Compared with
other developed countries, there is a higher
rate of long-term unemployed. The proportion
of old people seeking employment decreases

with age. People with higher qualifications

remain employed longer than those with

a) voluntary adult education covers just 25%
of the population group and has a mixed
form of funding;

lower qualifications.

b) personal education covers 70% of the popu-

workers with a stable contract (job for life').
This should undergo important modifications,

lation group and is aimed at re-qualification. It is financed by social security institutions and insurance companies.

The concept of lifelong learning was introduced in the Finnish program in 1995. The
main objectives are:
a) continuous training,
b) the promotion of cooperation between work

and educational institutions,
c) increasing knowledge in the labour market
d) the development of the European scope of
training.

The Italian social-security system protects the

working position of almost all dependent
and include a development of active work poli-

cies, including vocational training for young
and old workers.
The demand for workers with a precise qualification has led to consideration of the role of
training in the production process. In the context of reform of its welfare system, training
policies are perceived as a potential innovative lever for labour market policies.

The so-called '150-hours' course was established in 1973, following an agreement with
metal workers, stipulating the 150 total hours
of paid training added to the same number of
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hours of the workers' own free time. Thise can
offered a lot of workers the opportunity to get

the basic education that they missed.

The ministerial decree no 455 of July 1997
'Adult education. Education and training in
primary and middle school' represented an
important initiative. It aims to promote collaboration between school and local communities, the world of work and the social partners, and also to activate an integral system
between professional education and training.

However, it is not easy to outline the characteristics of continuous training in Italy, because this mechanism is new and still under
definition.

Spain

With the industrial crisis of the 1970s, the
employment promotion fund (FPE) was created to implement re-insertion policies, fundamental for the re-employment of workers
under 55.

The Spanish continuing training system is
organised into three areas: initial vocational
training (FPR); occupational vocational train-

ing (FPO); continuous vocational training
(FCO).

In 1997 Spain started the four-year period for

the application of the continuous training
agreements. This is a combination of training actions carried out by the enterprises,
workers or their respective organisations,
aimed at improving skills and qualifications
and also the re-qualification of workers.
In recent years, the theme of continuous vo-

Spain records a very high unemployment rate
both among young and old people. There are

cational training has been at the centre of
interest for the government and the social

two types of contracts specifically aimed at

partners for two reasons: first the recognition
of the strategic value of training to increase

the 'over 45s':

economic competition, and, second, for the role

a) the permanent contract: this kind of contract, which was revised in 1997, foresees:

that FPC can carry out in e social promotion
of workers.

0 the elimination of the requirement that
an individual be registered on the unemployment list for more than a year;

The concept of lifelong learning has a vague
definition in Spain, because it can encompass
a wide range of activities

0 the right, for the contracting firm, to a
discount on the company's fee payable to
social security and

Sweden

0 the elimination of the obligation for enterprises to maintain the same personnel
for at least three years.

b) the substitution and replacement contract
for early retirement: this is a measure to
support youth employment. Its purpose is
to foster the contracting of unemployed
workers to substitute workers who opt for
early retirement at the age of 64 (anticipating retirements by a year).
More than 80% of unemployed `over-45' have

taken advantage of this form of contracting
that is generally capable of covering the lowest qualifications.
418

In the post-war period until 1990 the unemployment rate was between 1 and 3%, afterwards it increased to approximately 8% and,
in 1997, it reached 9.8%. Most of the unemployed women and men come from the manufacturing and the public sectors. Most affected
is the 55 to 64 age group. Those over 45 have
a lower degree of education: 83% of the longterm unemployed have a compulsory school

certificate (39%) or a vocational school diploma (44%). Those most at risk are women
with a low education level.
In Sweden, early retirement means a permanent invalidity pension given to people between the age of 16 and 65 whose working
capacity has been permanently reduced by a

quarter as a result of either illness or other
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physical and mental disablement. In 1990, it

was calculated that invalidity pensions
awarded to the 60 to 64 age groups were six
times greater than for the 45 to 54 age groups.
This peak in early retirement reflected the
program of professional rehabilitation conducted by the social-security offices as well
as the specific crises recorded in the Swedish
economy.

c) continuing professional training includes
professional up-dating and organising activities, as well as courses in the workplace;

it is based on different logical and pedagogical assumptions from lifelong learning;

d) in Italy and Spain we cannot really speak
of lifelong learning, but the area of continu-

ing training for adults, in the workplace
and also outside, is close to the concept of

Lifelong learning is intended to combine edu-

cation and learning processes that last
throughout the working life. For Sweden we
can talk of two generations of lifelong learning approaches: the first one is more humanistic, aimd at improving the quality of life,
while the second, which was developed in the
1980s, is more linked to the economy.
The principal objective is to create 'schools for

everyone', where knowledge and aptitudes
can be developed. However, adult education
does not only consist of public schooling, but
there are also employment training programs
targeting unemployed adults and people in a
state of occupational risk.

A new initiative of the Government, the

lifelong learning we find in the Scandinavian countries;

e) both the notions of lifelong learning and

continuing training are wide-ranging
terms that encompass numerous concepts
and activities. In Italy and in Spain con-

tinuing training is limited to the workplace: government and the social partners
have only recently begun to underline the
potential aspects of permanent adult education in relation to production changes
and employment crises;
f) the high rates of unemployment generated

different reactions: in the Scandinavian
countries there is a demand for an educational system for adults, focused on pro-

'knowledge lift' aims at substantially reducing unemployment. The main targeted groups
are the people between 25 and 55, who at-

fessional re-qualifications and following a
more active role in labour market policies;

tended or completed three years of upper-middle school. The number of unemployed attend-

ing this program is much more pronounced

g) in Italy and in Spain there is an interest
in the development of adult educational
systems which are more focused than in

than in any other program aimed at adult

the past on training 'during the whole

education: only 20% of the participants were
not unemployed in the last 7 years; of these
28% are 'over 45'.

length of working life' and, according to

Conclusion

The following points emerged in this study:

a) lifelong learning is an historical, theoretical and practical model of adult education,
focusing on the development of the capacity for, and pleasure of, learning and on the
quality of life of individuals as well as of
the community;

very recent developments and agreements,
on professional re-qualification.

h) the effects of the interest expressed in lifelong learning cannot be evaluated yet be-

cause consolidated practices are still being redefined in Sweden and in Finland,
and interest arising from previous experiences is being developed in both Italy and
Spain.

b) educational institutions based on lifelong
learning are to be found in places outside
the work environment;
419
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Lifelong learning policies in
European cities and new employment opportunities for
disadvantaged people
(POLLlis)
LdV Id. 5043.

the EU and also outside the Community. The
second is a comparative analysis of e cities

selected as interesting cases and studied in
greater depth.

Analysis
The following 20 points have emerged from
the analysis of the practices observed and indepth case studies:

Coordinator: Claudio Dondi and Cristina
Brecciaroli, SCIENTER- Centro di Ricerche
e Servizi Avanzati per la Formazione, Via Val
d'Aposa 3, 40123 Bologna, Italy.

a) lifelong learning is a priority in the regeneration and revitalisation programmes concerning cities and regions affected by substantial industrial crises;

Partners:
CCE University of Edinburg; CGIL, City

b) most of the successful cases depend, among

of Edinburgh, UK;
Li IMFE-Instituto Municipal de Formacion y
Empleo Ayuntamiento de Granada, Spain;
0 Istituto Europeo di studi sociali- Associazione Europea, Italy;

CI OIBF (Ostereichisches Institut fur die
Berufsbildungsforschung), Austria;
Li The Tavistock Institute of Human Relation, UK.

Cities involved in this project: Auxerre, Barcelona, Berlin, Bologna, Turin, Edinburgh,
Sheffield, Espoo, Evora, Granada, and Steyr.

other things, on the formal legitimisation
of city authorities to intervene in the field
of education;

c) a formal declaration of willingness to be a
'learning city' or an 'educating city' often
accompanies the effort of coordination and
articulation of lifelong learning measures,
although it is not rare to find similar policies undertaken in cities that have never
made such a public declaration;

d) leading cities such as Barcelona, Turin,
Bologna, Gothenburg and Edinburgh have

Period: in 1997-1998.

Survey report: Cristina Brecciaroli, Claudio
Dondi, SCIENTER (eds.): "Lifelong learning
policies in European cities and new employment opportunities for disadvantaged people".
Bologna, March 1999.

Summary

generated affiliation and formal declarations by other cities of the same regions
and countries, and have been an example
for many others cities both in countries
within and outside the European Union;
e) the term 'Learning City' is well established
in the UK and in the Nordic Countries, but
it is not easily accepted in the rest of Europe;

The main aims of this study were:
a) investigation of major lifelong learning initiatives promoted by European cities;

b) developing tools and methodologies useful
for those wishing to initiate new lifelong

learning policies or to improve the ones
which are already established.
The survey has been structured in two phases.
The first is a comprehensive review of European learning cities in countries belonging to

0 six main aims of lifelong learning initiatives
at city level were already identified by the
OECD study of 1992 "City strategies of lifelong learning". These, which are confirmed
by the PoLLlis survey, are as follows:

0 linking lifelong learning to community
participation;
0 creating learning for the whole life cycle;

1502
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O co-ordinating learning institutions;
O making learning more accessible;

m)a politician, a company, an association or
an institution take the most of the initiatives as part of their substantial or public

relation priorities. Final users could do
C:1 building a learning strategy for local development;

much more to support expression of ideas
and suggestions;

n) coordination is another misleading key-

building a cultural strategy.
g) lifelong initiatives at city level seem to be

more frequently embedded in broader
policy areas, especially concerning employment and social inclusion of disadvantaged
groups;

h) in terms of concrete content of initiatives,
the two dominant trends consist of measures to integrate and improve information
provision on all learning opportunities in

the city and the systematic use of information and communication technologies
(ICT) to improve access to the same learning opportunities. These two elements are
then combined in multiple ways with other
measures contributing to address specific
target audience and priority areas;

i) citizens' requirements are considered very
important, though in most of the cases the
actions observed are the result of initiative undertaken by the city administration
without any 'citizens' input';
j) experiments in most of the cities analysed

show that a complete coverage of potential target populations is not easy. In most
of the cities some classes of users (e.g. long-

word of lifelong learning initiatives at city
level: there is coordination of informational
sources on learning opportunities, but coordination of supply agencies is far from
being achieved;

o) in some of the cities surveyed there is a
'demand-based' approach, i.e. segmentation of target populations and articulation
of learning opportunities specifically directed to each relevant target group;
p) competition among initiatives and promoters in the field of lifelong learning seems
to play a different role in a learning city:
when the process is starting, competition
may be disruptive; in a second phase, when
some progress has been made, competition

among promoting agents and concurrent
initiatives could be a factor of dynamisation;
q) the availability of economic resources is an
essential factor in guaranteeing the feasibility and sustainability of lifelong learn-

ing initiatives at city level, but it is not
certain that additional 'dedicated' LL resources are really a necessary condition of
success;

term unemployed, cultural minorities,
r) there is no culture of evaluation in the most
of the cases studied by the survey;

women) have absolute priority;

k) strong political sponsorship is a precious
resource for start-up and consolidation of
an initiative, but it should be as broad as
possible to guarantee sustainability;

s) owing to the lack of evidence from the initiative results, cooperation among cities is

stronger in the design than in the monitoring phase. External comparisons of the

1) broad representatives of relevant actors in
a 'Learning City Board' may certainly help
to include a more complete range of possible actions. However, effective policies are

often based on a coherent and cohesive
group of partner institutions with a limited number of priorities;

results are rare. This gap of comparison
builds the fundamental case for the learning cities forum initiative proposed within
the PoLLlis project;

t) a general improvement in the availability
of information and some rationalisation in
the provision of resources for lifelong learn-
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ing are necessary steps in building a sys-

d) evaluation: this one is not an isolated

tem dimension around the many individual
actions that can be observed in European
cities;

phase, but a continuous process which is
present in the other three phases.

Policy orientation
There is also a guideline offering a starting
point of common understanding and experi-

This study identifies six elements of policy

ence for all those people involved, at city level,

orientation that were confirmed by the

in the process of policy-making related to the

theme of lifelong learning. This Guideline

PoLLlis survey and can be found, to different
extents, in most city policies of lifelong learn-

contains:

ing:

a) a simple conceptual framework in which

a) coordination of education and training providers: cities can play an important role in

to place the process of policy-making in the
field of lifelong learning;

b) practical suggestions on how to define, design, implement and evaluate local lifelong
learning public initiatives in an urban environment, sometimes with concrete exam-

coordination, partnership and inter-institutional integration of learning opportunities for citizens. They can break administrative and bureaucratic barriers and bring
together the public and the private sectors
with common objectives;

ples of cities studied in the PoLLlis survey.

b) making learning more accessible: learning

has to be more accessible to all citizens,

Learning City

but especially to the socially, culturally, eco-

nomically and physically disadvantaged;
Citizens participate in policy-making to shape

their educational and learning agendas; the
city is responsive to its citizens needs and
provides appropriate learning environments
and opportunities.
'A learning city addresses the learning needs
of its locality through partnerships.... learning cities explicitly use learning as a way of
promoting social cohesion, regeneration and
economic development, which involves all
parts of the community.'

c) building a training strategy: learning is
economically relevant, i.e. many lifelong
policies at city level are dedicated to the
generation of competences that would allow citizens to find relevant jobs and the
economic system to compete in the global
arena;

d) building a cultural strategy: a cultural
policy has to stimulate participation in cul-

tural activities and to promote an attractive cultural image of the city;

The four main phases of a policy cycle are:
a) orientation: political priorities are accorded
the main aims of public policy and are the
result of the interaction between the main
social and political parties;

e) linking lifelong learning with community
participation: citizen participation in decision-making processes may help to regen-

erate the sense of community that is lost
in large urban centres, but this participa-

b) definition: how to implement the main

tion should be closely combined with a particular attention to the needs of all citizens;

goals is the object of studies, comparisons
and selections;

f) creating learning for the whole life cycle:

c) implementation: actions and programs are
conducted and monitored, the beneficiaries have to provide feed-back;

this idea is an essential part of the concept of lifelong learning, but it implies a
special effort for the citizens that are out
of the education and training processes.
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Focusing on the above aims there are many
initiatives dedicated to aged people, such as
universities for the third age or 'intergenerational' learning. The last has the advantage
of not pushing old people into a special 're-

g) developing criteria for selection of proposals;

serve'.

i) designing a basic evaluation plan, clarifying criteria for success and monitoring approaches;

It is difficult to codify and standardise the
policy orientation and there are four risks in

h) choosing concrete actions;

j) constituting a steering committee and an
operational structure to conduct actions.

this phase, as follows:

plain policy borrowing, without sufficient

Policy implementation

analyses of what can really be transferred to
other city contexts and what cannot be transferred and should be eventually replaced;
ignoring previous experience developed elsewhere and basing priority definition on a local set of references;

How to put policy into practice with regard to
learning cities; the leading roles in taking forward the learning city from concept to reality
are played by people and institutions.

The central ideas are:

concentration on the same aims and target
groups, without consideration of the whole
scope of lifelong learning;

ignoring or bypassing the limits of city administration institutional competences may
bring to unsolvable institutional conflicts with

a) partnerships are the necessary basis of any
lifelong learning policy and they have to
reflect the 'vision' of the learning city, its
main goals and agendas;

b) central coordination to guarantee system

the central or regional administration.

impact and rational use of resources; many
initiatives should be encouraged and even
competition with each other can be productive;

Policy definition
Policy definition has to do with considering
and finally choosing the best ways to achieve
the agreed goals. Several steps were taken to

c) all possible options for finding lifelong
learning must be considered, public and
private, new project funding but also current funding for education, training, museums, libraries etc.;

promote awareness and dialogue between citi-

zens and the city as a learning environment:
a) conducting in-depth analyses of needs, resources, and existing actors;

b) reviewing existing initiatives and past experiences at local level;

d) the learning city policy has to profile and
position its human, intellectual and social
capacity in relation to global markets;

e) the learning city can be considered as a
collective 'learning organisation': it has to
identify, classify and assess the skills base
of the community; to develop plans for effective training and learning arrangements
to address 'skills' gaps; to widen the participation for excluded groups;

c) considering examples of concrete measures
implemented elsewhere;

d) defining action lines to implement policy
aims;

e) asking interested actors and citizens for
ideas and suggestions;

f) designing an implementation plan;

f) the involvement of ICT (information and
communication technologies) is important
to increase participation in learning for
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socially excluded peoples, in developing
competences and in providing accreditation

periences and opinions on a wide range of issues.

for informally acquired skills and experience.

Role and structure

Policy evaluation

The LCF aims, by means of surveys and
analyses, to facilitate the understanding of

There are three main steps in carrying out

lifelong learning at city level, to plan and design joint lifelong learning initiatives, to support the formative evaluation of the individual
and joint lifelong learning initiatives at city

an evaluation; as follows:

a) exploring and planning: the key points are

clarity about issues, what is the purpose
of the evaluation, who is the audience,
what kinds of things need to be focused on
and how evaluation will be integrated into

the implementation of the Learning City
initiative;
b) data collection and analyses or carrying out

the evaluation; the main stages involved
are choice of the evaluation criteria, the
choice of the methods and techniques to use

for data capture, managing and co-ordinating data collection, including analysing
the results;

c) utilisation and dissemination: it is important to give the participants a sense of how
the initiative is progressing and what are
its outcomes by running feedback events.
Dissemination means not only a circulation of a final report, but different communication approaches such as short summaries of the evaluation; journal articles for
other researchers; topical articles in the
trade press; workshops for specific audiences; feedback seminars for key decisionmakers; a web site, including an electronic
discussion group (for example the PoLLlis
Learning Cities Forum).

level and to carry out the intermediate and
final dissemination of the outcomes to other
interested cities.
Through the LCF, a collaborative learning
environment has been created at European
level which offers the opportunity for interested cities to gather and progress in their
lifelong learning policies.

The LCF is composed of a research organisation, with a reputation and experience in the

area of education and training, leading the
study activities, and the city administrations,

leading the learning cities forum that will
orient and validate study activities.

Only a systematic research approach integrated with a validation exercise can produce
effective progress in the area of policy intervention.

LCFs offers to cities
a) collaboration with consolidated research
organisations;
b) 'value added': competence map of learning
cities and benchmarking strategy;

The POLLlis Learning Cities Forum
(LCF)

The LCF is not an association, but an informal, structured and focused gathering of cities that want to work together and to prepare

the ground for other partnerships. It is a
project generator, a city-based core structure

that allows the validation of surveys and

c) exchange of information and experience in
different fields of lifelong learning;
d) the outputs of the PoLLlis project: the outcomes of the many projects constitute the
base on which the LCF is working, facilitating general methodology and studies on
which to develop its activities;

analyses.

e) communication tools available. The webIt was established to design and run joint lifelong learning initiatives and to exchange ex424

site of the project located at the IMFE (City
of Granada) is regularly being updated and
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introduces information about the general
progress of the project and related issues.
It will soon offer a chat facility for interested cities.
0 established general contacts with city representatives.
The PoLLlis project lifelong learning policies in European cities and new employment
opportunities for disadvantaged people- has
the main aim of documenting and analysing
new policies addressing social exclusion and
exclusion from the labour market of the disadvantaged in society.

1507
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Targeted socio-economic researc (TSER)
Project synopses'
Targeted socio-economic research (TSER) invited, within the fourth framework programme,
proposals for research from the European research community on three main areas of economic and social research:
i) science and technology policy,

ii) education & training (ET) and labour market integration,
iii) social integration and social exclusion.
The increasingly severe economic and social problems facing European societies required a
more co-ordinated and better funded and targeted research and policy response than before.
The main objective of the TSER (1994- 1998) Programme therefore was to build up both the
knowledge base and research infrastructure for high quality, policy relevant, comparative European socio-economic research at both national and Community level.

In Area II, research in education and training, the objective was to help link advances in
science and technology and rapid economic technological change to the effectiveness of the
linkage I relationship between ET systems in building up human capital, labour market entry
and in-firm insertion I training processes for attracting and using high quality labour
Within this broad area of research the programme had three main objectives to strengthen the
European research base and improve communication and networking amongst European researchers, to develop and strengthen the knowledge base and to improve its quality and comparability, and to help apply it to the challenges facing European economies and societies.

From 1998 until 2002, the key action (under the fifth framework programme), builds upon and
extends the work carried out in the TSER programme. It is implemented through research and
technological development (RTD) projects, thematic networks, research infrastructure and various types of accompanying measures2.

1508
'The compilation was carried out by Silvia del Panta, Cedefop
2 For more information on the key action programme, please refer to Van den Brande (2000) in this report.
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Introduction to the project
synopses

1049 Bruxelles; Office SDME 3/62; Tel.: +322-2991111 (switchboard); Fax: +32-2-2967024

The project synopses below have been selected

tion and training contact: Lieve Van den
Brande, European Commission; Research
Directorate-General; Directorate F 4-Key

on the basis of their relevance to the domain
of VET. Several projects have also been referred to in several contributions of this background report. For completed projects, reference to core reports is made. Please note that

For specific queries on Research for educa-

Action: Improving the socio-economic knowledge base; Rue de la Loi 200; SDME 4/58; B1049 Bruxelles; Tel.: +32 02 296 3425, e-mail:
Godelieve.Van-den-brande@cec.eu.int

most synopses are based on the original
project abstracts. The contents of the final
reports may differ from these descriptions.
More information and links with each project
can be found on the key action homepage.

Themes: Governance, funding
and teachers

For more information on the key action 'Improving human potential' visit the website of
the Research Directorate-General, Directo-

Education governance and social
integration and exclusion in Europe

rate F Human potential and mobility
(http://europa.eu.int/comm/dgs/research/
tser1/- html or:

Co-ordinator:

http://www.cordis.lultser/home.html).
There you will find:

S. Lindblad, University of Uppsala, Sweden
E-mail: sverker.lindblad@ped.uu.se
http://syrpa.khi.is/edlegsie

Abstract
CI General information about the key action,
its major goals and means of implementation;
A full list of projects that have been funded
till now by the TSER Programme (4th Framework Programme) and by the key action, in-

cluding the composition of consortia, co-

In the current discourse on education governance there appear to be two overarching contradictory positions:
1. new ways to govern education are necessary
in order to obtain a more fair, sensitive and

ordinator addresses, synopses and results (if
available);

efficient educational system which is necessary in order to get a more developed society who will be able to fight exclusion;

ID Publications, proceedings and papers (in
some cases also for download);

2. new ways to govern education will lead to
increased segregation and decreased equity and equality in education as well as
in society and will increase the amount of
social exclusion.

f:1 Forthcoming events and interesting links
to several socio-economic sites, research associations, networks etc.;

Both positions can be regarded as based on
ID Discussion forum on various research issues.

available empirical evidences in different contexts. Thus, it is of vital importance to analyse

Website: http://www.cordis.lulimproving/ and
in particular the key action homepage:

the restructuring of education under different circumstances and to make comparisons
between cases in different contexts.

hp_ser.htm
Postal address: European Commission; Research Directorate-General; Directorate F
Human potential and mobility; Rue de la Loi
200; B-1049 Bruxelles Wetstraat 200; B-

The overall objective of this research project
is to identify relationships of education governance to social integration and exclusion of
youth in European contexts and to discuss and
propose policies on governance that will help

http://www.cordis.1u/improving/src/
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to minimise social exclusion and to maximise

inclusion. The project will clarify different
positions within this field and inform current

discourses on education governance in

2-:Pnb11-ClUriding and private returns
to education (PURE)

Co-ordinator:

Europe. Of special interest are students tran-

Rita Asplund, the Research Institute of the

sitions between different levels or kinds of
education or from education to work or un-

Finnish Economy, Finland
E-mail: rita.asplund@etla.fi

employment. The more specific definition of
the level or age of students depends on the
structure of the current educational system
in its socio-cultural context.

Abstract
The objective of this project is to study the
impact of different systems of public finan-

In order to reach this overall objective the fol-

cial support for school attendance on observed

lowing subsidiary objectives need to be ful-

outcomes in the labour market, particularly
in terms of the levels and dispersion of private returns to education and education-re-

filled:

CI to review and analyse current research on
education governance and social integration and exclusion among youth;
to describe and analyse different national/
regional systems of education in the context of educational traditions and governance strategies in different European countries;

CI to describe and analyse the discourse on
education governance in international organisations and the potential impact of this
on national discourses;
1:1

to analyse experiences of and strategies to

deal with new governance structures in
education among politicians and administrators as well as teachers and head-teachers in different European countries;

lated inequality in earnings. This project
moves into a territory not yet studied from
the perspective of optimal investment in human capital, the role of student finance systems, school admission rules (free or selective
entry) and school differentiation.

The project divides into four closely related
issues as follows:
a) Analysis and comparison of wage and human capital structures and private returns
to education between countries and within
countries over time in order to uncover distinct trends as well as similarities and dissimilarities across countries.
b) Analysis of the impact of country-specific
trends in educational returns of changes
over time in underlying market forces (supply-side and demand-side factors), and of

carefully differentiated measures of re-

ID to analyse national and international statistics on social integration and exclusion
related to education;
[:1 to describe and analyse implications of education governance for the social integration
and exclusion of youth;
LI

to compare different national cases in Europe with a focus on relations between education governance and social integration
and exclusion;

CI to inform and discuss results and conclusions of this study with education actors
in different context.

turns by type and level of education in order to highlight and compare national system of education.

c) Analysis of the structure and evolution of
the national systems of education, admission rules and systems of financial support
for school attendance to be used as an input in.
d) Analysis of the effects of differing systems
of public support for cost of education to
individuals and admission rules on the private returns to education and on earnings
inequality related to differences in educa-

1.5!2

tional attainment.
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The results of the project will be of value to
policy-makers at both the national and the EU
level. It will contribute to understanding the
educational implications of the European integration process and to promote the relationship between education and training, the labour market and economic growth, which are

set out as two problems areas where new
knowledge is needed, and thus to reaching the
short-term, medium-term and long-term objectives listed for Area II of the TSER programme.
Results from the project will be disseminated

via intermediate and final reports, user-oriented seminars and a Web site.

3. Tiichers training, reflective theorieil
and tele-guidance: prospective and
possibilities in teachers training in
Europe (thematic network)
Co-ordinator:
Wim Veen, Utrecht University, IVLOS Institute of Education, Faculteit Techniek, Bestuur
en Management, The Netherlands
http://www.ivlos.uu.nl/reflect/index.htm

Abstract
This thematic network for teachers training
aims to strengthen co-operation in research
activities among the partners involved. The
research will be carried out on reflective com-

petencies training in initial teacher training
for general secondary and vocational education, using teletutoring as an instrument in
school based training.

c) development of instruments to measure
the reflective skills;

d) installation of the technical requirements
for the research;

e) development of hypothesis and research
questions. They will focus on effects of
telematic intervention of teachers trainers
in the reflection process;
f) development of research agenda/ design for
future research by partners involved.

Themes:

Learning and competences
r4. DELILAH: Designing and evaluating

learning innovations and learning
'applications
Co-ordinator:
Joseph Cullen, The Tavistock Institute Evaluation Development, UK
E-mail: edru@tavinstitute.org

Abstract
This project is about educational and learning innovation. It aims at understanding of
educational innovations and, on this basis,
gathering empirical evidence on innovative
education and learning arrangements and
developing specific methodologies and guide-

lines for learning. This broad aim is
For teacher training institutions will carry out

comparative studies of the development of
new practices using modes of tele-guidance.
These studies will bring together experts in
the field of reflection and those in the field of
educational telematics in teacher training.

operationalised through the following objectives:

1. to synthesise the existing research on

b) four preparatory studies on the use of

major cross-cultural, socio-economic and
pedagogic factors in education and learning, including new learning arrangements
involving learning technologies, and major national policies on education and training, with a view to identify theoretical and
empirical gaps in current understanding
and establish the consonance or match between major educational and learning innovations and the different learning pat-

telematics as a reflection aid. These stud-

rimonies or traditions as defined by the

This research includes the following activities:

a) an inventory study of research activities
in the field of IT related to the development
of reflective competencies in training;

ies will focus on:
432

aforementioned factors;
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2. to assess, in a transnational and crosssectoral fashion, the contribution of different organisational settings of learning and
accessibility of learning opportunities for
less favoured groups;

3. to contribute to the development of appropriate policies in the area of education and

learning by firstly identifying ways in
which policies can facilitate the contribution of new educational and learning arrangement in accordance with the differ-

ent learning patrimonies, and secondly
promoting transfer and the exchange of
results across the study areas.

tems, descriptions of the participating re-

search institutes, their research pro-

grammes and their research projects;

0 integration and exchange of conceptual
frameworks regarding educational indicators, and the use of expertise from the partners for producing national and European
overviews of statistical information on education in mathematics, science and technology.

0 exploration and identification of possibilities for cooperative pilot projects.
These products focus on the themes which are

4. to develop methodologies and guidelines for

addressed in the TSER work programme

the evaluation of new educational and
training arrangements and processes in

(Area II), such as: development of output in-

four education and training sectors.
5. to provide methodologies and tools for more

effective mixes of new training products,
in particular those involving multimedia.

dicators, the 'general education' issue, cultural diversity, minorities, comparisons with
Japan, and the USA, added value of schooling, multi-level educational effectiveness
models, assessment of basic competencies,
science and technology teaching, educational

potential of new information technologies,

Publication:

scientific and technology literacy, implemenLooking at

tation of science and technology options in

innovations in Education and Training,

education; and methods, tools and approaches

Framework, results, and policy implications
of the DELILAH project, J. Cullen, 1998, 83p

relevant to the preparation, monitoring and

Final Report: SOE1-CT95-2009

(TSER011).

5. European network for educational
research on 'assessment effectiveness
land innovation'

evaluation of science and technology policies,
and the performance of minorities in education.

The added value is the improvement in dissemination and accessibility of up-to-date information about ongoing and completed re-

Co-ordinator:

search in assessment, effectiveness and

Hans-W.J. Pelgrum, University of Twente,
Center for Applied Research on Education,
The Netherlands
E-mail: Pelgrum@edte.utwente.nl
http://www.to.utwente.nl/euaeifindex.htm

innovation.

Abstract

Final Report: SOE1-CT95-2008_ European
Network for Educational Research on Assess-

This is a thematic network of 19 participants
who elaborate the structure for this research
projects. The network aims to realise the following products:

ment, Effectiveness and Innovation, WJ

The network focuses on primary and secondary education.
:

Publication:

Pelgrum, 1988, 55p (TSER009)

0 an electronic database (accessible via
World Wide Web) containing information

about characteristics of educational sys-
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6. Forum of European research in
vocational education and training
(thematic network)

Li contribute to the development of a European research community in VET;

Co-ordinator:
M. Kuhn, University of Bremen, Institut

Zi find a European path for VET policy between unification and regionalisation as
well as diversion and conversion;

Technik & Bildung, Germany
E-mail: mkuhn@zfn.uni-bremen.de
http://wwwitb.uni-bremen.de/projekte/forum/
f check.htm

Zi improve the co-operation between VET research and VET-practice.

Abstract
The primary aim of this thematic network
'Forum' is the establishment of the European
dimension specifically related to contents and
methodologies of vocational education an d

The network will examine the pressures to
increase the quality of VET, skill levels of
those in VET, quality assurance, flexibility,
and transnationality, while taking into account different responses to employer involve-

ment, individual funding and changing work
organisations.

training (VET) systems. In contrast to the
organisational orientation of informal on-thejob training dominating the Japanese system
for skill acquisition and specific task-related
training dominating the United States a European dimension needs to embrace the traditional values of European societies embodied in the diversity of traditions, institutions,
legislation and cultures that influence vocational education and training in the European

Union. Forum associates experienced researchers and academics, in institutions responsible for VET-research and the training
of VET professionals, from fourteen countries.

The Forum will bring together researchers
from different traditions, disciplines and cultures with the aim of defining and exploring
a European dimension for VET. The Forum
will also play a role in the dissemination of

existing research, help to link the different
networks of researchers and practitioners,
contribute to the establishment of a transnational research community and will integrate the coaching and development of young
researchers. It will contribute to:

Five Forum workshops are envisaged:
1. Common practices and values in VET,

2. VET and the labour market,
3. Organisational changes required of vocational training institutions,

4. In-company training and school to work
transition,
5. The Learning Organisation.
In all cases the focus will be on the European
dimension for research into the capacity for
change and adaptation of education systems.

Furthermore all FORUM members are involved in national, regional and European
projects which will help to disseminate their
case studies of good practice.

7. Implementation of virtual
environments in training and
education (thematic network)

the development of a transnational re-

Co-operation:

search approach in VET;

Juana M. Sancho Gil, University of Barcelona,
Spain
E-mail: jmsancho@doe.d5.ub.es
http://xiram.doe.d5.ub.es/IVETTE

U the development of a European dimension
in VET;

Ui discover the cultural diversities as sources
of innovative idea;

Abstract

Li improve the dissemination of research results in Europe;

The central objective of this project is to investigate the issues involved in the implemen-

434
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tation of 'virtual learning environments'
(VLE) in post-secondary public educational

institutions, as well as in training institutions. The project will focus particularly on
looking for a holistic view when tackling the
main issues mentioned. Within this context,
the key objectives of the project are as follows:

C2I to map out the teaching and learning approaches in VLE, especially those arising
from combining face-to-face and distance
education methods in traditional institutions and companies;
to critically assess the impact of European
diversity into international VLE, in relation to common elements of curriculum,
language issues, and institutional adaptation of the E&T systems to open and distance learning;

CI to contribute to innovation in public educational institutions in relation to the restructuring of its functioning, the co-opera-

tion with similar European institutions
and with the private sector when implementing VLE.

The network will explore problems and will
open perspectives for further research. This
will contribute to understand the problems
of the new VLE, and to promote innovation
in educational and training institutions in a
context of European integration and collaboration between institutions.
The intended outcomes are the following:

ID Three empirical studies on issues, problems and practices in the following areas:
(i) teaching/learning approaches in virtual
open learning environments; (ii) cross-cul-

tural and academic dimensions in European diversity and (iii) Institutional/organisational factors in fostering innovation
on public institutions and training companies through the implementation of KLE.

Oi A conference with policy makers, teachers,
trainers and representatives of educational

and training institutions.
Ci A report on policy implications addressed
to the users groups and the wide academic
community.

'8. Lifelong learning: the implications
for universities in the EU

Co-ordinator:
D. Tsaousis & N. Kokossalakis, Pantio University- KEKMOKOP, Greece
E-mail: akokosa@panteion.gr

Abstract
The general aim of this project is to investigate how the universities in the EU respond
to the concept of lifelong learning (LLL) and
to analyse the structural and functional implications which the application of the concept is bound to have for the universities in
the 'information society'. The study also aims
to investigate and discuss policies and goals
of the universities relevant to LLL and raise
more questions of reformulation of educa-

tional goals and strategies at a European
level.

The project will identify, analyse and discuss
the actual forms of involvement in LLL of the

universities concerned. In addition the research will explore actual and potential poli-

cies and strategies of universities referring
to LLL and will compare them with corresponding policies and strategies of international organisations namely the EU, OECD,
UNESCO and the Council of Europe.

The intended outcome is to produce seven
national reports, three special reports concerning the major areas of the research outlined above and a major general report synthesising the results of the whole project
within a European context.

11 A report integrating each empirical study
with the aim of contributing to the innovation policy of both public and private institutions in developing new ways of open
and distance learning based on VLE;
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9. New assessment tools for crosslcurricular
competencies in the domain
im
problem solving

Co-ordinator:
Jean-Paul Reeff, Minisère de l'Education
Nationale et de la Formation Professionelle,
Service de Coordination de la Recherche et

All EU countries (and other European countries) participating in studies such as PISA
or ILSS recognise that a common European
effort in different parts of the studies is desirable. Consistent with this view, a Thematic
Network on CC/PS is being created, directed
to:

de l'Innovation Pédagogiques et Techno-

connect policy needs with expertise and ex-

logiques, Luxembourg
E-mail: reeff@men.lu

perience. This requires close co-operation
between policy-makers and scientific experts;

Abstract
One of the biggest challenges to educational
research and policy is providing relevant information regarding the education system's
outcome at different levels. Student outcome
indicators are of special interest as obviously
this information is a primary criterion for different activities such as teaching assessment,
quality improvement programs, evaluation

O bring together experts from different disciplines who are working with different

conceptual frameworks. By finding
commonalties and enhancing synergy, new
concepts and new assessment tools may be
developed;

stimulate and integrate more participation
on both the political and scientific levels,

studies, and steering (as expressed by the
French word 'pilotage') the educational system. In the last few decades a major effort
was exerted at the international level (e.g.
IEA, OECD, EU) to develop student outcome
indicators for comparative purposes. The most

recent of these enterprises, the Third Inter-

national Mathematics and Science Study
(TIMSS) conducted by IEA between 1994 and
1996, exemplifies the progress that has been
made.

In the next decade, a major source of information about education will be provided by a recently launched OECD-study in 26 countries
(comprising all EU-countries, except Portugal),

with a special focus on South European
countries. Ultimately this shall result in
the outline of a larger project on CCC/PS.

10. Work experience as an education
land training strategy: New approaches
ifor the 21st century

Co-ordinator:
T. Griffiths, Education and Information Support Division, University of London, UK
E-mail: toni.griffiths@ucl.ac.uk
http://www.eclo.com

Abstract

PISA (Programme for International Student

The proposal is to analyse and develop work

Assessment). PISA addresses student achievement indicators in the fields of Reading Literacy, Mathematics and Science, together with

experience as a European education and
training strategy appropriate to the chang-

indicators with respect to Cross-Curricular
Competencies (CCC). In comparison with the
classic contents of school subjects, CCC gain
specific attention in a rapidly changing information society. In the field of CCC special emphasis has been given to 'Problem Solving' (PS)
as a very central competence. The need for CCC

such as PS indicators is clearly also necessary
for studies that extend beyond school age, such
as the International Life Skills Study (ILSS)
dealing with adult competencies.
436

ing economic and social conditions of the 21st.

century. Its context is the future and changing nature of work. Overarching questions
concern the extent to which work experience
can enable young people to understand and
prepare for working life and the ways in which

educational institutions and companies can
work together creatively to deliver relevant
learning outcomes.
The formal objectives of the project are the
following:
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Ci to undertake a European policy study and
review of work experience;

throughout the EU and the central and eastern European countries. A series of workshops

for key-decision makers will also be organCi to develop a common framework and terminology for understanding work experience;

Ci to undertake case studies of innovative

ised.

ft:Work process knowledge in
technological and organisational
Idevelopment

work experience partnerships;

Co-ordinator:
to compare outcomes and develop transferable models;

Ci to develop European quality criteria and a
quality framework for work experience;

:I to undertake an active dissemination programme.

N. Boreham, The Victoria University of Manchester, UK;
E-mail: nick.boreham@man.ac.uk
http ://www. man . ac. uk/education/euwhole/
home .htm

Abstract
This thematic network is concerned with the

Researchers from the six partner states will
work collaboratively in a review of work experience as a vehicle for learning and on a
study of current and future policy towards
work experience in the 16-19 years age group.
The other member states will be asked to join

these exercises so as to build up a clear profile at European level.

impact on the knowledge required of the
workforce due to the changes that occur when
organisations acquire greater flexibility and
introduce new technologies in response to the
pressures of competition.

Its main objectives are:

The research work will focus on the 14-19 age

Zi to identify new working practices associated with these changes;

group and will examine the aims, processes
and outcomes of work experience in the light
of changes in the labour market and trends
in workplace requirements and organisation.

Zi to integrate European traditions for conceptualising the ways of knowing needed
in the workplace to adapt to these changes
'work process knowledge';

The aim is to analyse and test innovative approaches (including use of information and
communication technology) to both domestic
and European work experience. The methodology will involve researchers, enterprises and
leading edge educational institutions working together.

to generate and analyse policy options for
facilitating the development of this knowledge, including new approaches to learn-

ing in the workplace, the design of new
technology and organisational development within enterprises.

There will be a particular concern with core
and transferable skills and attitudes towards
lifelong learning and therefore will be a focus
on the development of quality criteria and
evaluation procedures for work experience
which can be applied at a European level.

By elucidating the knowledge required in the

The project will have practical, theoretical and

By developing policy options for facilitating
the adaptation of the workforce to new working practices, the project will strengthen European science and technology policy in rela-

policy outcomes and benefits. The products
will include transferable models of good and
innovative practice and will be disseminated

working environment, and by integrating
European traditions for theorising this knowledge, the project will contribute to the devel-

opment of a European social science infrastructure.
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tion to the problem of achieving sustainable
growth.

1:1 empirical studies;

lj theoretical and practical results;

Theme: Enterprises and human resources

evaluation and implementation of results
The practical contribution of the project is to

112. IATIO: In-company training and

propose structures and strategies that en-

learning in organisations
Co-ordinator: Lennart Svensson & Ylva
Kjellberg, Lund University, Sweden
E-mail: ylva.kjellberg@pedagog.lu.se
http://www.pedagog.dk.se/latio/

Publication to be expected:
Final Report: 50E2-CT96-2013_- LATIO Incompany training and learning in organisation, Lennart Svenson Ylva Kjellberg

Abstract

11.37The role of human resource

The aim of the project is to develop strategies
for enhanced competence development in companies in the EU. The research objectives are
the follows:
1:1

hance and facilitate the creation of learning
environments, and best practice for in-company training and learning organisations.

id

evelopment within organisations in
Icreating opportunities for life-long
learning - concepts and practices in
ipeven European countries

to describe and compare learning environ-

ments in companies active on the EU
arena, within a number of sector and

Co-ordinator:
Saskia Tjepkema, University of Twente, The
Netherlands
E-mail: tjepkema@edte.utwente.nl
http://www.eclo.org

branches;
to describe and analyse current strategies
for in-companies training, organisational
learning, development of core skills and
competencies within these companies;

Abstract
The objectives of the study are:

to find and lift forward positive examples
of conditions that create successful learning in organisations;
1:1 to distinguish what are critical factors for
developing new and successful strategies
for in-company training, competence development and learning in organisations.

ra to clarify the specific European outlook on

the role which human resource development (HRD) in learning oriented organisations can fulfil in lifelong learning, and
thus contribute to the discussion on a 'European model of lifelong learning';

The project is carried out in an ongoing dialogue with reference groups, both at national
and international level. The reference groups
at national levels consist of representatives
of national organisation for in-company training providers, employers federations and relevant trade union representatives.

to provide a basis for further research on
the changing role of HRD in work organisations;
ID to provide practical guidelines for HRD
practitioners throughout Europe on how to
facilitate employee learning and thus assist their organisations in securing their
competitiveness in a continuously changing environment.

The project is divided into four major phases:

ID theoretical analysis and studies of contextual national factors;
438

The research looks at HRD departments in
learning oriented organisations throughout
Europe and how they view their own role in
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stimulating and supporting employees to
learn continuously as a part of everyday work

(with the intent to contribute to organisational learning, and thus to enhance organisational competitiveness).

An attempt will be made to show different
perspectives between HRD concepts and prac-

tices in European organisations and those
which exists in the US and Japan.

European employment they are unable to formulate detailed training strategies which can

guarantee qualification adjustments and increased competition. Hence the need to focus
the research on small-firms network (clusters)
which represent privileged observatories for
the analysis of employment and learning dynamics.

Considering the 'clusters' as a learning organisation permits, methodologically, to ana-

The research will go into strategies adopted
by European HRD departments in realising
their envisioned new role. Consequently the
research will analyse the facilitative factors
as well as the difficulties (the inhibiting as
well as conducive factors) they encounter during the implementation process.

In order to provide practical guidelines, the
research aims to analyse how practitioners
cope with these (inhibiting and conducive)
factors.

To enhance the impact of the research, it is
intended to publish (additional to the overall
report and the case study report) a practitioner's guide. Furthermore, the results can be
used in the ongoing discussion on the European 'infrastructure' for lifelong learning.

lyse the information flow and the interac-

tions which, in the cluster, give rise to
circular processes of competence acquisition,

shared know-how, experimenting and progressive correction of collective intervention.
In relation to SME clusters it is the group of

SMEs, which acts as the Learning Organisation. It is the aggregation of SMEs on the
whole which reacts to challenges of change
by adapting in terms of technological professional updating, new professional skills, new
service needs, new market strategies. The
path followed by the 'organisational learning' is complete in the SME cluster circuit,
but instead of taking place within one large
company, it takes place in a number of enterprises and also involves a number of different bodies (companies, associations, training institutes, etc.). The 'interorganisational'
learning processes which develop in the SME

Publication to be expected:

clusters have not yet been systematically

Final Report: SOE2-CT97-2026 The Role of
HRD within Organisations in creating opportunities for Life-Long Learning: Concepts and

studied from the point of view of implications
of collective learning, shared development of
knowledge and intervention models. Indica-

practices in seven European Countries, S.

tions and ideas for further research come

Tjepkema

from studies on the dynamics of interorganisational collaboration in technological

14:DELOS developing learning
iorganisation models in SME clusters

innovation processes, or from surveys describing aspects of entrepreneurial learning
processes during the occasion of co-operative

Co-ordinator:
Ruggiera Sarcina, Fondazione Istituto

initiatives on topics such as, internationalisation.

Guglielmo Tagliacarne della Cultura Economica, Roma, Italy
E-mail: tagliacarne@eureka.it

It is opportune to focus attention on the distinct characteristics and on specific organi-

Abstract
The research intended to offer a methodological contribution and operative instrument in
favour of E&T and employment policies. Al-

though European SMEs account for 71% of

sational learning processes, which arise
through co-operation between SMEs, so as to
clarify their nature and to build support methodologies to increase conscious interventions
on these issues.

The project objectives therefore are:
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Li verify the modalities through which the
SMEs clusters intervene as learning organisation and investigate the organisa-

tional learning processes that arise
through clustering;

Li give 'working' indications capable of supporting training and occupational policies
in favour of SMEs methodology.

121 the strength and relevance of network link-

ages with SMEs and with large enterprises;

[:11 the nature and sophistication of consultancy and advisory services;
ID links with the S&T system;

lj the financial system supporting innovaAfter a preliminary scouting phase, through
an ad hoc methodology, 12 different clusters
have been analysed throughout six different
countries. Finally, the modelling phase provides to rationalise the overall results.

tion;

:I and cross-national, national, local and municipal government initiatives to support
productivity, skill development and marketing.

Final Report:
DE.L.O.S. Project Developing Learning Organisation Model in SME Clusters. November 1998

Publication:
Final Report: SOE1-CT95-2007 DELOS
project Developing Learning Organisation
Model in SME Clusters, R. Sarcina, 1998,
128p (TSER008)

15. Small and medium enterprises in
Europe and East Asia: Competition,
Collaboration and lessons for policy
'support.
Co-ordinator:
M. Fransman, Institute for Japanese European Technology Studies, University of Edinburgh, UK
E-mail: rn.fransman@ed.ac.uk

Abstract
This two year study evaluates the competitiveness of European SMEs vis-à-vis their
counterparts in East Asia (Japan, Korea and
Taiwan), using enterprise benchmarking to
identify the nature of their technological differences in selected low, medium and high
technology manufacturing activities. The
project traces:

The detailed firm-level analysis and benchmarking allow the identification of 'best practice' models of SME technology development;
it also provides data that can be used in statistical analysis to identify rigorously the extent and causes of deviation from the technological frontier. This will clarify the nature of

the emerging competitive challenge facing
European enterprises from the Asian 'Tigers',

and the prospects for fruitful collaboration
between them. The analysis of support systems in Asia, which are known to be strong
and pervasive, but whose detailed operations
are not well understood, lead to policy recommendations for strengthening the science and
technology support system for SMEs and improving the efficiency of networks and clus-

ters in Europe. The project creates a data
bank on micro-level technological activities
studied; this data base can later be expanded
to other activities to provide inputs into S&T
policy analysis in the EU. Local collaborators
in each of the three Asian countries have been
selected from local research institutes. The
dissemination of results will be undertaken
within Europe and Asia.

Publication:
Final Report: SOE1-CT97-1065 Small and
Medium Enterprises in Europe and East Asia:
Competition, Collaboration and Lessons for
Policy Support, M. Fransman, 113p, 2000

CI observed differences within comparable ac-

tivities to variations in human resource
availability, development and management;
440
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116. Small business traiiiing and
lcompetitiveness: Building case studies

in different European cultural

The outcomes of the analysis is aimed not only

at SMEs themselves in demonstrating how
they can build competitive advantage through
networking but also it is addressed to policymakers active in this area.

'contexts.

Co-ordinator: Alfons Sauquet, Fundación
ESADE-Escuela Superior de Administración
y DirecciOn, Spain
E-mail: sauquet@esade.es

SME policy and the regional
ichmension of innovation
Co-ordinator:

Abstract
The objective of this research is to identify

A. Isaksen, STEP Group, Studies in Technology, Innovation and Economic Policy, Norway
E-mail: arne.isaksen@step.no

learning processes that lead to increased com-

http://www.step.no/info/Projects/

petitiveness of small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs), and to describe how these
learning processes are shaped in different
European cultural contexts.

Projects.html#Reg

The analysis will be done by selecting and
monitoring projects that companies undertake such as project development, technology

innovation, environment adaptation, which
aim at maintaining or developing sustainable
competitiveness.
SMEs are the focal point of this research since

learning processes should be relatively easy
to identify and observe. In small companies
learning experiences sometimes take place

without the benefit of any formal training
programme. Conversely those who have undergone training might have a relatively high
chance of applying what they have learned.

The approach adopted will first build a conceptual framework of the different factors involved in the countries participating in this
project. After this phase, the participants will
conduct in depth empirical fieldwork within
their communities using structured interviews
and case studies. The results will be analysed
for each country with the purpose to identifying learning processes, their relationship to
cultural aspects and the contribution of such
processes to building competitive advantage
of SMEs especially through networking.

Abstract
The SMEPOL (SME policy and the regional
dimension of innovation) was a collaborative
activity including seven research institutions
in Europe. The project evaluates almost 40
existing policy instruments of promoting innovation activity in SMEs in 11 regions in
eight European countries in order to identify
'good practice' policy. The aim is to construct
a sound and organised knowledge base about
existing practices, qualify their appropriateness and efficiency in order to identify 'good
practice' principles, in a relative sense, and
help to see how they can be adapted to other
environments and situations.

In order to achieve this objective the project
consists of four work packages:

1. the objective of the first work package is
to establish a sound theoretical basis and
a common analytical framework in the research group, in order to obtain comparability between the single evaluations of
programmes and politics carried out in the
project. The theoretical framework is based
on the concepts of the interactive innovation model;

2. work package two contains evaluations of
selected policy instruments in regions in

A comparative analysis of the learning processes in different countries building on case

studies will be undertaken to identify best
practice at both the national and European
level.

eight countries to identify best practice
policy in each case. The instruments to be
evaluated reflects both linear and non-lin-

ear innovation models, endogenous and
exogenous policy approaches, and sector
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specific and non-sector specific policies on
regional, national and EU policy levels. The

evaluation studies have the same main
questions and horizontal themes, use the
same theoretical framework and similar
methods;

3. work package three pools together material from the region and country specific
evaluations. The different policy instruments and regions are classified according

18TSelf employment activities
lconcerning women and minorities:
Their success or failure in relation to
social citizenship policies

Co-ordinator:
Ursula Apitzsch, University of Frankfurt,
Department of Social and Political Science,
Institute for Socialisation and Social Psychology, Germany
E-mail: Apitzsch@soz.uni-frankfurt.de

to a taxonomy developed in the project, and

best practice policies will be analysed for
different regions and instruments;
4. the objective of work package four is to pro-

duce a consolidated synthesis report and
organise seminars and workshops aiming
at policy makers at EU and national level.
Workshops in each country or study region

are also arranged during work package
two.

SME innovation support policies in the EU
regions, thus, could substantially be improved
by three key principles:

Abstract
The project focuses on the evaluation of social citizenship policies in relation to selfemployment activities implemented by member countries of the European Union. Those
policies examined which aim to promote selfemployment as prominent active social integration strategies, targeting to women and
minority groups, as groups most likely to be
threatened by exclusion and also as groups
with a growing propensity towards self-employment.

The research is based upon the explicit hy1) Matching the context and SME needs' with
the policy tools in each region.

2) Confronting the policy tools with the lessons and theory and practice.

3) Comparing results achieved with a range
of policy instruments in different environments.
The SMEPOL project gives concrete inputs
on all these principles. However, achieving
progress in this direction would be best handled through the involvement of policy makers themselves, in benchmarking and evaluation exercises. One salient element of the

conclusion is therefore the need for more
'policy intelligence' in this complex field, that
is why at the end of the project a seminar will

be organised involving policy makers and
other end users.

Publication to be expected:
Final Report: SOE1-CT97-1061 SME Policy
and the Regional Dimension of Innovation.
A. Isacksen, 2000
442

pothesis that active social integration policies
aiming at the promotion of self-emplo'yment
of unemployed women and migrant minority
members can only be successful if their specific socialisation under unstable biographical and work conditions is recognised and compensation is provided for their discontinuous
working careers. The empirical methodology
of this project will challenge this hypothesis
through the systematic collection of life-his-

tories and work-histories from samples of
women and migrants who participated in programmes geared to active social integration.
These samples will be matched with samples

of migrants and women who have become
successfully self-employed without benefit of
these programmes and policies.

The project want to establish an Europeanwide research infrastructure with the instruments of a common database and software
training in qualitative data analysis. Policy
makers and administrators will be equipped
with well grounded answers for questions
arising by the development of consultation
and training programmes.

Targeted socio-economic research (TSER) Project synopses

Theme: Employment and the
labour market

20. Full employment in Europe
i(thematic network)

Co-ordinator:
1.9. Educational expansion arid labour
imarket (EDEX)

Co-ordinators:

J. Huffschmid, University of Bremen, Institut
für Europaische Wirtschaft und Wirtschaftspolitik
E-mail: huffschmid@ewig.unibremen.de

Catherine Béduwé & Jordi Planas, Université

http://www.barkhof.uni-bremen.de/kua/

des Sciences Sociales LIRHE & CNRS,

memo/europe

France/Spain
E-mail: beduwe@univ-tlsel.fr

Abstract

j ordi. planas@uab . es
http ://e dex. univ-tlse 1. fr/e dex

The general objective of this thematic net-

Abstract
The main objective of the EDEX research pro-

gramme is to examine the effect of the substantial increase of high education workers
on the functioning of the labour markets in
five European countries: Germany, Spain,
France, Italy and UK. The analysis takes also
into consideration the comparison between
Europe and the USA, where the education is
regulated, more than in Europe by the study

work's project is to re-introduce and substantiate the concept of full employment into the
economic policy discussion in the European
Union, on the Community as well as on the
national and regional/local level. More specifically this includes the following three subobjectives:

1. the development of an analytical understanding of the endogenous and external
reasons, why full employment has been
widely abandoned as economic policy goal;

fees.

The research describes the trends of the different national systems in terms of training
and employment; explores the reactions of the
enterprises vis-a-vis the improvements in the

2. the elaboration of the necessary modifications and differentiation's which must be
made in a full employment strategy in contemporary Europe as compared to the three
decades after World War II;

level of education; and tries to prepare an
analysis for the medium-term.

The project comprises five stages, of which
the first three, i.e. analysis of the educational

3. the concretisation of the instrumental and
institutional side of an appropriate full employment strategy as a multi-layered policy

on the European, the national and re-

structures; analysis of the distribution of

gional/local levels, paying particular atten-

qualified people in the labour market; and,
analysis of the employers' reactions; are preliminary to the fourth one, in order to estab-

tion to the mutual links between the dif-

lish the scenarios for the evolution of the job-.

The thematic network will proceed in four

training system; Finally the fifth one

ferent levels.
working groups (WGs).

represents the summary of the main findings.

Every stage results into six reports of comparative international analysis. Each report
will be discussed in the network international
meeting, which will also be open to external
partners such as academic experts, national
and European policy makers, training experts
and representatives of the enterprises.

1. In the first WG the conceptual, historical
and institutional dimensions of full employment and the development of these dimensions since World War II will be explored, taking into account the far-reaching

changes of the structure of the workforce
as well as of the international competitive
environment.
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2. The second WG deals with the macroeconomic requirements for a sustainable
strategy for full employment including,

rangements, and performance indicators on
an aggregate level for social integration and
exclusion.

apart from well-established fields like mon-

etary and fiscal policies, also questions of
income distribution and of ecological requirements.

In this framework the main aims are as follows:

17 to examine the transitions provided by flex-

3. In the third WG the role of working time
arrangements in a strategy for full employ-

ment will be discussed; this includes the
analysis of different models of working
time arrangements in various countries
(e.g. the Netherlands, the United Kingdom,
Germany et al.).

ible working time arrangements, in particular part-time work;
1:3 to evaluate active labour market policies
in terms of their capacity to prevent social
exclusion and to support social integration;

CI to examine the performance of education

4. The fourth WG thematises structural aspects of full employment policies. It will
firstly deal with regional policy in the EU
on a national and on the European level.

and training systems with regard to the

Secondly the field of technology policy will

provision of basic skills and competence,
as well as access-inequalities to education
and training, over some length in a person's educational and occupational trajec-

be addressed.

tory.

The thematic network organises working
group meetings to which interested experts

The project gives rise to the appearance of four
publications:

will be invited and public annual conferences

which will discuss and synthesise the findings of the working groups. Intermediate papers of the working groups and the results of
the network will be published.

a) 'Social integration by Transitional Labour
Markets, Theory and Evidence'
b) 'Social Integration and Working Time: International comparisons of part-time work'

Report:
Full Employment, Solidarity and Sustainability in Europe. Old Challenges, New opportunities for Economic Policy. November 1998.

21. TRANSLAM - social integration by

transitional labour markets: New
pathways for labour market policy
Co-ordinator:
Gunther Schmid, Wissenschaftszentrum Berlin far Sozialforschung Gmbh, Germany
E-mail: gues@medea.wz-berlin.de
http://www.wz-berlin.de/ab/
projects.en.htm#Project

Abstract

c) 'New Pathways for Active Labour Market
Policy'

d) 'Training and Human Capital Investment:
Prevention and cures for Social Exclusion'.

A conference was organised in November/
December 1998 to present and discuss the
chapters of these publications.

Publication:
Final Report: SOE1-CT95-3007
TRANSLAM Social Integration through
Transitional Labour, G. Schmid, 1999, 37p
(TSER034)

This project aims to develop a theoretical
analysis of the nature of transitional labour
markets, including the types of transitions
which occur under different institutional ar444
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22. Innovations in information society
sectors - implications for women's
work, expertise and opportunities in
European workplaces
Co-ordinator:
Prof. James Wickham, Trinity College Dublin, Ireland
E-mail: jwickham@tcd.ie
http://www.tcd.ie/erc/Servemploi/index.htm

C3 To compare and contrast patterns of change

and experiences across member states.
During the project there will be two European
'employment roundtable' as well as a concluding policy conference. These will involve rep-

resentatives of social partners from the two
sectors. The roundtables will be based on the
findings of the project up to that point and
the discussions will feed into the ongoing work
of the project.

Abstract
The project examines the key innovations

23. New forms of employment and
working time in the service economy

implemented in eight countries (Britain, Denmark, France, Germany, Ireland, Spain, Italy

Co-ordinator:

and Sweden) in the retailing and financial

Gerhard Bosch, Institut Arbeit und Technik,

services sectors. It should do this through two

Abteilung Arbeitsmarkt, Mannheim, Ger-

interlinked research activities in each coun-

many
E-mail: bosch@iatge.de

try: case studies of retailing and financial
services firm, examining the work performed,
the expertise deployed, and the personal development prospects enjoyed by female non-

http://iat-info.iatge.de/projekt/am/nesy-

managerial employees; and a longitudinal

Abstract

study of selected women moving within firms,
between firms, into or out of employment, or
becoming self-employed.

The overall objective of the project is to analyse the effects of new forms of employment

The main objectives were:

and working time in the service sector and
service activities on the opportunities for a
redistribution of work likely to promote em-

0 to examine the patterns and dynamics of

ployment.

innovation operating in two sectors of the
Information Society: retailing and retail financial services;
Li to investigate the significance of these in-

engl.htm

This project covers ten European Union coun-

tries: Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France,
Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal,
Sweden and the United Kingdom.

novations as part of the emerging European Knowledge Economy, specifically for

the work done and knowledge content in
the work of female employees in these sectors;

Li to assess the opportunities for these employees to develop and utilise expertise in
their work in the context of these patterns

Its quantitative parts include the analysis of
data relating to the diffusion of new employment and working time forms in the individual service industries, i.e. deviations from
the traditional permanent, full-time employment relationship with standardised working
time. Data analysis will also include individual working time preferences, broken down

by employee category, family structure, income, etc., as far as possible.

of innovation;

Li to assess their consequent 'employability'
and opportunities for personal develop-

The qualitative parts include case studies

ment, within firms and beyond them to
compare and contrast patterns of change

which will help to identify basic industry and
activity specific reasons for the emergence of
certain new forms of employment and work-

and experiences across member states;

ing time in selected service industries and

15?6
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activities. Selected examples of innovative
policy approaches and their practical implementation on the establishment level shall be
covered.

3. The degree and patterns of regional inequality in consultancy provision and use,
their causes, and their significance for public agencies wishing to enhance regional

technical and organisational innovation
The final analysis will tackle the question of
what new opportunities for the collective regulation of individual working time preferences

are emerging.

24. The strategic role of knowledgeintensive services for the transmission
application of technical and
management innovation

Co-ordinator:
Peter Wood, University College London, Department of Geography, UK
E-mail: p.wood@geography.ucl.ac.uk

and competitiveness.

The outcome of the thematic network is a
policy-orientated analysis of best practice in
the employment of consultancy skills to support technical and organisational innovation,
taking account of the needs of various sectors,
large and small-medium enterprises, and the
work of public agencies in different nations
and regions. Proposals are made for further
research into the changing corporate context
of technological and managerial innovation
involving growing consultancy inputs. The

work programme of the network over 18
months consisted of five sequential work pack-

Abstract
This thematic network has brought together
organisations from nine member states of the
EU to undertake a collaborative exchange of

understanding about the contribution of

ages; each focused around a workshop. Four
(work packages 1-3; 5) are based on international meetings among the participants, and
one (work package 4) took place simultaneously in each participating country.

knowledge-intensive service consultancies to
the commercial competitiveness and growth

Publication:

of client organisations in different sectors,
types and sizes of firm, and core and periph-

gic role of knowledge-intensive services for the

eral regions. A series of interim reports, arising from each work package, have examined
the application of this understanding to economic policy, especially as applied to the promotion of technical and organisational innovation.

management innovation (KISINN), Peter

Final Report: SOE1-CT95-1017 The stratetransmission and application of technical and
Wood, 1999, 110p (TSER023)

25. Regional innovation systems:
Designing for the future.

Co-ordinator:
In targeting areas of policy, it has addressed:
1. The impact of the international integration
of European service markets on the availability of consultancy expertise to clients
in different parts of the Union.

2. The diversity of national experience, including the significance for consultancy ac-

tivities of variable regulatory and corpo-

rate regimes, patterns of business

organisation, including the corporate use
of in-house expertise and the position of
SMEs, and prevailing patterns of consultancy supply.

15?7
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Philip Cooke, Centre for Advance Studies in
the Social Sciences University of Wales, UK
E-mail: scpnc@cf.ac.uk

Abstract
The central question of this study concerns
the extent to which regional innovation systems could be identified in eleven European
regions. The authors have studied regional
innovation systems by exploring their differences and similarities, and relating their systemic structure to the contemporary needs of
global industrial competitiveness and innovation foresight, and learning capacity. The
study has also tried to identify the nature of

Targeted socio-economic research (TSER) - Project synopses

the key design elements of institutional innovation network architecture appropriate to
supporting the main anticipated innovation
needs of regionally clustered firms for the fore-

Theme: Transitions and social
exclusion

seeable future. In order to achieve this goal,
the research work focuses on three levels:

26. European panel analysis

1) at firm level in what ways have conditions for competitiveness and innovation
changed? What organisation innovations

Jonathan Gershuny, ESRC Research Centre

occur?

2) at institutional level

What changes in

policy by private or public institutions occur?
3) at innovation and technology policy levels
What kind of support is provided by in-

termediary and public institutions, how,
and is this changing?
The policy objectives were:

ID to provide policy-makers information of

Co-ordinator:
on Micro-Social Change, University of Essex,
UK
E-mail: gershuny@essex.ac.uk

Abstract
The panel project has two objectives:

1. to produce a comparative European longitudinal micro-database on employment, income and social protection, living standards
and family or household circumstances,
combined other European panel materials
to extend the topical coverage and historical range and also to negotiate with the responsible national authorities, in partner-

good practice for enhancing regional

ship with Eurostat, for release of these

growth projects;

data-sets to other researchers;

ID to help policy-makers assess different
kinds of European regional innovation
practices and to judge their tendencies towards convergence or divergence;

2. to use this database in the investigation of
a number of issues concerning:

Di the nature and dynamics of social exclusion and integration, and their causes and
consequences;

CI to stimulate learning effects regarding
transfer of endogenous innovation potential for sub-national and EU policy-markers;

ID to raise awareness of the need for new or
adjusted EU and other programmes.
Five workshops (month 1, 6, 10, 18, 23) have
been implemented for the preparation of each

workpackage and presentation of the final

1:1

specifically examining and seeking to ex-

plain similarities and variations among
European countries in terms of: the pattern of household income stability or instability over time; movement into and out
of different forms of employment status;
formation, growth, diminution and dissolution of households.

report.

27. A comparative analysis of
[transitions from education to work in

Publication:

Europe (CATEWE)

Final Report: SOE1-CT95-1010 REGIS
project Regional Innovation Systems: Designing for the future. Philip Cooke, 1998,

Co-ordinator:

125p. (TSER013)

Damian Hannan, Economic & social Research

Institute, Ireland
E-mail: dhamsc@esri.ie
http://www.mzes.uni-mannheim.de/projekte/
catewe/Homepage.html
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Abstract
European countries vary widely in their edu-

cation and training systems and in the factors shaping transitions from initial educa-

tion to the labour market. To date, no

comprehensive research exists on the nature
and consequences of this variation in education to work transitions across Europe. The
objective of this research is to develop a more

satisfactory framework for understanding
transitions in the different European systems
and to use this framework to analyse the factors affecting success and failure in education/
training outcomes and labour market integration in the different countries.

This project will be the first major comparative study focusing on recent developments
in school to work:

transition processes across a range of European countries. The project will use a
particularly rich source of data on transi-

1:11

tions, regular school leavers' surveys in

various groups become advantaged or disadvantaged in the labour market can lead
to the development of more effective policies which are appropriate to the varying
conditions in different countries. At a more
practical level, the project will directly con-

tribute to the OECD's current Thematic
Review of the Transition from Initial Edu-

cation to Working Life. In addition, the
project will develop existing cross-national
data sources on school leavers, encourage
the greater harmonisation of national transition surveys and facilitate the expansion

and standardisation of data collection in
other European countries.

28.-Schoo1ing, training and transitions:
lan economic perspective.

Co-ordinator:
Catherine Sofer, University of Orleans, Centre de Recherche sur l'Emploi et la Production (AR2T), France
E-mail: Catherine.sofer@univ-orleans.fr
http ://www. univ-orle ans. fr/DE G/LE 0/TSER

Ireland, Scotland, France and the Nether-

lands , and will place these data in a

broader European context by drawing on
the Labour Force Survey. Together, comparative analyses of these two sources of
data will significantly advance our empirical and theoretical understanding of the
relationship between education/ training
and labour market systems. It will provide
a stronger empirical basis for studying the
process of initial labour market entry, the
factors influencing successful integration
or exclusion, and the interaction of these
factors with institutional and societal variables. The improved understanding of the
diversity of education/ training systems
and their relationships to labour markets
is indispensable for more successful needs
assessment, policy planning and implementation of policies on a cross-national

basis. In this sense, the results of the
project will help to

ID underpin the development of more effective education and labour market policies
which fit the varying contextual conditions
across Europe. Only precise knowledge of

the specific mechanisms through which
448

Abstract
The research is about schooling, training and
transitions at various points of an individual's life cycle.

The primary objective of this research is to
bring together the work and experience of
European economists who have contributed
to the field of education and training. Its aim
is to exploit the wealth and diversity of European institutions and data to develop further

an expertise in comparative analysis and a
deeper understanding of the mechanisms
which have shaped schooling and training
systems, and labour market transitions (from
school to work, and from job to job), somewhat

differently across countries.

The research incorporated these new developments by looking precisely at the production of established knowledge and skills, their
allocation to individuals and jobs, and how
well they fit together in each society depending on its specific institutions and other relevant characteristics. Special attention focused on the high school and undergraduate
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level because most of the tensions generated
by the regulation of schooling systems and
labour markets seems to lie there nowadays.

A theoretical and empirical investigation of
three related topics should be achieved:
1. a comparative analysis of schooling systems;
2. the transition from school to work;

3. training and labour market flexibility.
The economic equilibrium approach is based
upon the idea that quantities, like the number

of students or of trainees, for example, and
prices, like wages, result from the comparison of a market demand. Depending on the
question under consideration, the kind of
market assumed in the analysis may vary
from perfect competition to heavy institutional regulation (as is the most often case
for education). This framework offers an aural way of understanding the interactions
between the schooling system (supplier of
education), the learning organisation (which
demands specific skills and supplies training),
and the individuals (demanding for education

and supplying the skills) whose transitions
reveal the costly adjustments that took place
to match the supply of education and training with the demand for skills.
The aim of the research is to develop a good
European expertise of education and training systems (first topic), gather comparable
data and make some policy evaluations on
transitions from school to work and from job
to job (second and third topics) and give some
new theoretical insights on institutions and
labour markets.

29. Enliancing the participation of
young adults in economic and social
Processes: Balancing instrumental,
biographical and social competencies
in post-school education and training
Co-ordinator:
Danny Wildemeersch, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
E-mail: Danny.wildemeersch@ped.
Kuleuven.ac.be
http://www.northampton.ac.uk/solar/tser/
country

Abstract
The overall objective is to generate a more
comprehensive understanding of the potentials and limitations of current approaches to
post school education and training for unemployed youth and young adults.
In this line of thought, the main objectives of
the research are the following:
a) to explore the different kinds of assumptions that give direction to the actions of
educational policy makers, educators and
participants involved in schemes aimed at
(re)orienting or integrating young adults
(in) to the labour market;
b) to identify ways in which particular educational practices, in the context of particu-

lar socio-political, economic and cultural
contexts, impact (or not) upon how young
people construe their choices and opportunities for social and economic inclusion and
exclusion;

c) to extend current understanding of the experiences and perspectives of socially differentiated groups of unemployed youth/
young adults with regard to education and

Publication:

training programmes that seek to widen

Final Report: SOE2-CT95-2012 Schooling,
training and transitions: an economic perspective, C. Sofer, 2000, 116p

choices and opportunities for participation
in social and economic processes;

1530

d) to illuminate how the assumptions that
give direction to the actions and choices of
policy makers, programme investors and
designers, and educators/trainers may be
understood and acted upon from the perspective of young people;
449
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e) to consider how, in the different regions in-

volved, balances between skills-integration, social integration and biographical in-

tegration do or do not come about and to
explain how these may relate to structural,
economical, historical and cultural particularities and policies of the regions;

f) to generate and further develop innovative
educational concepts and practices which
will address the social and biographical dimensions of economic participation and exclusion.

The project will juxtapose and explore the
espoused aims and assumptions about 'education and training effectiveness' amongst
those who are responsible for educational pro-

There is now considerable data available on
different types of employment and their evolution, while exclusion has also been widely
studied in Europe. However the articulation
between these two remains problematic, and
it is very important to understand better how
and why different types of employment, particularly precarious employment, leads to exclusion. International comparisons on linked
themes suggest that this articulation varies
according to the country; it also varies depend-

ing on individuals' gender, age, national origin and level of educational attainment.

Access to social protection is at the heart of
the process of exclusion. We are therefore
particularly interested in this aspect. From
this angle we wish to examine the extent to

grammes, and investment therein, with the
different ways in which their choices, prac-

which different degrees of access to social security systems relate to the employment context; contexts which range from the long-term

tices and messages are being understood and
negotiated in the life-world of the learners.
The project is situated within a framework of

unemployed to those in the most stable and
best paid jobs. The same issue is posed by issues of access to old age pensions.

assumptions about research quality, ethics
and rigour that combines features of collabo-

rative action inquiry and participatory research, with narrative, life history and case

The understanding of the articulation between different types of employment and exclusion will allow to reply to a series of ques-

study research. It places an emphasis on research with, and not on people, and it builds
on developments around the use of narratives
and participatory action research in the context of situated case studies, as a reaction to
overly deterministic reproduction theories of

tions that are rarely considered when

schooling.

These questions concern how legal and collectively agreed definitions of work regulations, the significance of government policy
and the effect of restructuring and of sectoral
changes impinge on the mechanism of exclusion, and also whether qualifications play a

30. Employment and exclusion
(thematic network)

Co-ordinator:

Pierre Desmarez, Université Libre de
Bruxelles, Centre de sociologie du travail, de
l'emploi et de la formation, Belgium
E-mail: pdesmar@ulb.ac.be

Abstract
The principal objective of this research is to
compare results from various countries on the
links between different types of employment
and 'exclusion', to control for the effect of key
variables, and to identify approaches that will
assist policy-makers tackling social exclusion.

thinking about exclusion, and which suggest
the existence of many connections between re-

search domains that are generally developed
separately.

part in structuring employee attitudes towards precarious atypical jobs.

31. Globalisation and social exclusion
Co-ordinator:
J. Whalley, University of Warwick, UK
E-mail: j.whalley@csv.warwick.ac.uk

Abstract
The principal objective of this project is to
determine the role played by international

1531
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The main objectives of this project are the following:

trade in influencing the employment and rela-

tive wages of unskilled workers in Europe.
This task will be undertaken using a combination of data analysis, econometrics, case
studies and simulation modelling and will
take account of differences in industrial struc-

a) To extend the recent discussion of the

tures, social policies and technological change

changing distribution of skills and wages
in the workforce by incorporating both demand-side and supply-side factors.

and labour markets and labour market policies in individual EU member states.

b) To look, on the supply-side, at both the
evolving distributions of the supply of skills

The project will investigate how firms and
industries in Europe have responded and adjusted to increased international competition
from low wage economies. The implications
of this analysis for the design of appropriate
strategies for responding to future supply
surges of low-skill products onto European
markets from low-wage economies will be

in different countries, but also the factors
that determine the acquisition of skills, and
hence the responsiveness of skill supply to
technology shocks.

c) To provide a coherent intellectual framework in which to understand the links between growth and inequality.

fully explored.
d) To provide a systematic analysis of policies

that can enhance long-run economic performance, where the measure of performance will encompass both growth and distributional considerations.

A key element of the project will be the collection of the most suitable data on trade, industrial characteristics (output, prices, investment, employment, wages), technology, labour

market structures and national tax and social policies. These data will be collected together and made available as a single database.

e) To undertake all the above analysis at
macro, meso and micro level, through a
combination of theoretical, econometric
and case studies.

The results of the project will be widely disseminated, in the first instance via the discussion paper series of the participating institutions, and later through conferences for
both the academic and the policy-making and
business communities.

33. Information society, work, and the
generation of new forms of social
exclusion

32. Growth, inequality and training

G. Schienstock, University of Tampere, Finland, E-mail: ytgesc@uta.fi

1

Co-ordinator: David Ulph, University College London, Centre for Economic Learning
and Social Evolution, UK
E-mail: d.ulph@ucl.ac.uk

Co-ordinator:

A. Brandao-Moniz, University Nova de
Lisboa, Portugal
http://www.uta.fi/laitokset/tyoelmaisowing

Abstract

Abstract
The aim of this project is to provide a better

understanding of the interaction between
growth, innovation, R&D and inequality. It
will do this through developments in economic

theory, and through a comparative international empirical investigation of the experience and performance of a number of carefully selected EU and non-EU countries.

The central question in this project is: 'What
are the social but also the micro-economic
implications of the emerging information society?', and the principal aim of it is to find
an answer to this question. It focuses on developments in the domain of companies, assuming that the informatisation of work is a
key factor behind the emergence of information society.
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The project represents a break with tradi-

Labour demand, education and the
dynamics of social exclusion

tional technological determinism as it is based
on a 'bottom up' approach, analysing the concrete processes of building up an information
society by implementing modern information
and communication technologies within companies and in inter-organisational networks.
This will shed light on the possible emergence

F34.

of Europe-specific ways to an Information

Abstract

Co-ordinator:
Klaus F. Zimmerman, Centre for Economic
Policy Research, UK
E-mail: syeo@cepr.org

Society.

'Technological practice' is used as a key concept; this describes specific ways of embedding information and communication technology applications into organisational forms and
cultural patterns. The project will analyse the
development process of such technological
practices in different intra- and inter-organisational fields, including co-operation within
work groups up to regionally based networks
of companies and supporting institutions. It

will further investigate the ways emerging
technological practices within companies are

influenced by and exert influence over the
institutions of regional and national environ-

ments. It will also analyse the social and
micro-economic implications of different tech-

nological practices. As regards social implications, the project will focus particularly on
the aspect of social exclusion and integration.
In the project a mix of different methods will
be applied including case studies, secondary
analysis of existing data sets, a company survey, and a comparative analysis.

Based on the results of the research project

an answer can be given to the question
whether a common European model of information society is emerging, or whether different countries follow different paths into the
information society.

The project will explore the post-1970 effects
of technological change and market integration on the demand for labour with different
levels of education and skills, and on unemployment and the process of social exclusion
across Europe.

The proposed research has the following key
obj ectives:

a) to analyse the effects of technological
change on the demand for labour in terms
of education and skills;
b) to develop new indicators of 'social exclusion' and new analytical techniques to explore the dynamics of exclusion for problem groups;
c) to investigate how different labour market,
educational, immigration and social policies have moderated this process;

d) to suggest alternative policy directions.
Brief description of the research project.

The project is designed to test a specific and
highly important hypothesis: that social exclusion can be regarded as a step-wise and
potentially reversible process. The analysis
will therefore, emphasise the processes of exclusion and inclusion, not merely the characteristics of those already excluded or included.
This has important policy implications, since
it allows for the possibility that exclusion can

be halted and even reversed. New indicators
will be designed to take full account of the
multidimensional nature of social exclusion:
these measures will reflect not only income
and labour market outcomes, but also other
aspects of exclusion such as housing, access
to public services, crime and health.
In order to analyse the above issues, a number
of explanatory variables will be used. These
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will include, on the supply side, factors such

as work skills, number of years of labour

market experience, education, language

skills, age, gender, cultural factors (including
religion), urban experience, and social background (family characteristics); and, on the
demand side, variables representing factors

such as economic structure (qualifications,
'ethnic' jobs, etc.), degree of market integration (the 'EU effect') and business cycles.

A database containing empirical data will be
produced for both researchers and policy makers and a wide audience book will be published. During the project a strong interac-

tion is envisaged between researchers,
representatives of third sector organisations
and policy makers at the national and European level in order to assure consideration of
all contributions to the policy debate and the

widest dissemination of the results of the
project.

Institutional factors will be taken into account
through an examination of immigration and
integration policy, labour market and unemployment policy, and policies for education and
vocational training.

Publication to be expected:
Final Report: SOE2-CT97-3046 New Employment Opportunities in the Third Sector.
An Evaluation of Innovative Policies for So-

cial Integration in Europe (NETS), M.
Mellano

35. New employment opportunities m
the third sector. An evaluation of innoiyative policies for social integration in
Europe (NETS)

3-6. Technology, economic integration
land social cohesion

Co-ordinator:

Luc Soete and Bart Verspagen, Maastricht
Economic Research Institute on Innovation

Co-ordinator:

M. Mellano, Università di Roma
'La Sapienza', Italy
E-mail: mellano@scec.eco.uniromal.it
http://www.lunaria.org/tertium

and Technology, Universiteit Maastricht, The

Netherlands
E-mail: bart.verspagen@merit.rulimburg.nl
hap ://meritbbs.unima s.nlitser/

Abstract

Abstract

The aim of this project is to identify the con-

tribution to social integration and employment creation in Europe which may come
from what (for ease of use) is called 'third sector' (non profit, socially useful activities also

known as 'third system', 'social economy').
Their job creation potential and their ability
to address new needs will be assessed, and
alternative policy actions will be evaluated,
considering their economic efficiency and effectiveness, and the impact on social integration.

The survey will be carried out in three European countries Germany, Italy and Spain
representative of the different problems and
institutional frameworks present in the European Union. The results of the surveys will

The project aims to provide insight into the
impact of several important and interrelated
developments on social cohesion and exclusion in the European Union. The issues analysed are:
a) Technological change as the single most important factor shaping the quantitative and

qualitative dimensions of the fundamental economic factors influencing social cohesion, such as employment and economic
growth;
b) Globalisation, broadly driven by technology (e.g. telematics) and by the liberalisation and deregulation of trade and capital

be combined with information from the
sources already available and with in-depth
interviews to major player and policy makers
in the field.
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flows. This globalisation trend leads to
qualitative changes in the form and effects
of the exposure of countries to foreign competition, not only in the form of trade, but

also through increased foreign direct investment flows.
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The project discusses a number of implications for different policy areas at the European level. With regard to macroeconomic
policy, it is suggested that the EU economy is
now well placed to adopt a more expansionary economic policy. The key point, however,
is that a policy framework in which decisions
affecting the demand-side are taken without
considering the supply-side will be less effective.

Publications:
Final Report: SOE-CT95-1005. Technology,
Economic Integration and Social Cohesion, B.
Verspagen, 2000.

Studies: TSER004. The globalising learning
economy: Implications for Innovation Policy,
BA, Lundvall- December 1997

37. Youth unemployment and processes
co f marginalisation on the Northern
l

With regard to the regulatory system, it is
argued that especially in the emerging areas
of ICTs and biotechnology, the early adoption
of appropriate standards and the manner in
which regulations are framed can have a crucial impact on the pace at which the industries develop.

ropean periphery

Co-ordinator:
Torild Hammer, the Norwegian Social Research Institute Nova, Norway
E-mail: t.h.a.@isaf.no

Abstract
Europe needs to adopt a wider and more inclusive definition of science and technology
policy than in the past. EU sponsored Framework Programmes have played a useful part
in financing and encouraging specific scientific research. Little effort has, however, gone
into promoting capability amongst 'users' of
ICTs and in providing a social and institu-

tional setting that encourages their implementation.

With regard to labour market policies, the
project follows a twin strategy of targeting
those occupations or professions which support competitive advantage in order to boost
economic growth, while having a separate
strategy for job creation aimed at cutting unemployment. It is hard to avoid the conclusion that the bulk of new jobs must come from

expansion of personal services in areas such
as care.
It is evident from the project that in responding to the challenges of the new knowledge
economy, many policy areas are asked to give

directly or indirectly a significant contribution. Therefore, there is a need for more intraEuropean policy co-ordination both between
different .sector policies and across different

territorial areas. In other words, important
policy issues arise in determining the level at
which policy should be implemented so as to
be the most effective.
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The main aim of this project is to develop a
clearer knowledge of processes of marginalisation affecting young people through comparative research among the countries within

the northern European periphery. The research will highlight strategies and processes,
which protect against marginalisation, as well
as trajectories, which carry a high risk of subsequent unemployment.

In order to conduct this study, representative
sample surveys are carried out for between
two and three thousand young people in each

of the seven countries (Denmark, Finland,
Iceland, Ireland, Norway, Scotland and Sweden).

Representative samples will be drawn from

national unemployment registers in each
country with eligible respondents defined as
young people between the age of 18 and 24
who have been unemployed for a period of at

least three months over the previous year.
The samples will therefore consist of young
people with a variety of work histories that,
at the time of the interview, are located in a
full range of positions inside and outside of
the labour market. This survey design will
allow a comparison of young people with un-

employment experience some whom have
managed to establish positions in the full
time labour market, others who have re-entered full-time education and others who
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do not participate or engage themselves in
politics, and what kind of political attitudes
do they have?

have remained unemployed, withdrawn from

the labour market or become marginalised
in some other way.
Final Report: SOE1-CT96-3025 Youth unemployment & processes of marginalization
on the Northern European periphery, T. Hammer

e) Previous research has revealed large differences in work ethics or work involvement between European countries. What
is the relationship between stigmatisation,
mental health, and work involvement and
job search activity?

38. Youth unemployment and social
'exclusion in Europe

0 The project will also analyse young peo-

Publication to be expected:

ples' experience with different measures in
a comparative perspective, and assess the
extent to which such measures increase job
chances or return to education.

Co-ordinator:
Torild Hammer, Norwegian Social Research
Institute, NOVA, Norway
E-mail: Torild.Hammer@isaf.no

In each of the countries involved, researchers will disseminate findings widely among
practitioners and within the academic community continuously through the project period. The project group will also give priority
to keep in contact with practitioners and national government's ministries , and other
interested parties to be able to provide information about main research results which

Abstract
The main objective is to study how different
welfare strategies and fiscal structures in different countries infltience the risk of social
exclusion among unemployed youth. The following research questions can be identified:

have implications for policy. A European con-

a) Do non-standard forms of labour force participation, such as part-time or temporary
work or work in the informal economy, represent a step towards social exclusion and

ference of youth unemployment involving
both policy makers and the research commu-

nity will also be arranged at the end of the

labour force marginalisation or can they
be regarded as a step towards permanent

project.

39. Youth unemployment and social
'exclusion

work careers?

b) Comparative data will enable us to study
young unemployed probability of entry to
post compulsory education in countries
with different educational systems. What
are the proportion of unemployed youth
that return to education, and what kind of
factors seems to influence such careers?

Co-ordinator:
T. Kieselbach, University of Bremen, Research Unit Work, Germany
E-mail: kieselbach@weaap.uni-bremen.de
http ://ipg. uni-bremen. de/Yus e der/

Abstract

c) How do different welfare strategies with
mixes of public (insurance systems) and

private (family) support influence job
chances of youth unemployment in differ-,
ent countries?

d) To what extent do unemployed youth feel
integrated in their society and how does
this impact on the rights and responsibilities of citizenship? Are unemployed youth
excluded politically in the sense that they

.

The project aims at empirical research on the
causes and key mechanisms of social exclu,sion, and among them, especially unemploy-

ment. The empirical research work in six
European countries is, on the one hand, dedicated to different national problems of youth
unemployment, and on the other hand follows
different scientific orientations and methodologies, namely sociological, psychological,
psychiatric and cultural.
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This project will be undertaken on the vul-

Publication to be expected:

nerability of specific groups of young people
and on the processes and stages of social exclusion often associated with unemployment.

Final Report: SOE2-CT97-3051

The project aims to identify critical steps in
the process of victimisation in order to formulate social options counteract it; it follows
the concept of victimisation on three levels:

Youth Un-

employment and Social Exclusion, T.
Kieselbach

f4-0. Education and training, new job
Skill needs and the low skilled

Co-ordinator:
1. the loss of social features connected with
employment;

2. the experience of continuous exclusion
from paid employment with accelerating
'daily hassles';
3. the selective evaluation of the unemployed
by their social surroundings.
Each partner contributes specific expertise to
the project. In particular, the partner from a
public health institution will study self-perceptions of shame associated with financial

difficulties, and. the partner from a university hospital will research attempted suicide
(the most radical form of self-exclusion from
society). Other partners will focus on labour
market factors (the weak bands of the labour
market for youth), and the cushioning effect
of the informal economy which is for many
young people the only entrance to the labour
market. A number of issues will be addressed
such as the relationship between family support and control. A more psychological approach is to identify the stages of victimisation.

The project is carried out in three phases
which are terminated in common workshops,

at which the results and contributions from
the six countries will be compared and dis-

Hillary Steedman, London School of Economics Centre for Economics and Political Science,
UK
E-mail: h. stee dman@uk. ac.ls e

http://www.ceplse.ac.uk/homepagekser/
index.html

Abstract
The quality of the skills of EU citizens is crucial for the European productivity. Thus is a
top priority for European governments is to
ensure that every young person gets at least
a basic level of skill, and that disadvantaged
adults have reasonable opportunities to make
up lost ground.

The purpose of the project was to contribute
to the basic framework for the design of these
policies. The first step was to document what
is happening and to diagnose its causes. This
involves a clear analysis of what is happening to labour demand, as well as an understanding of why the pattern of supply does
not always respond adequately (inadequate

student motivation and institutional constraints). The next step was to distil from this
experience what are the most effective ways

for developing the necessary skills-both in
terms of curriculum and teaching methods
(including the newest technology). The aim

cussed:

was to work towards defining a Europe-wide
definition of the 'platform for learning ' with

1. the definition of concept of social exclusion:

which every European citizen should be

analysis and description of the forms it

equipped.

takes in the six countries;

2. empirical research (data analysis and
qualitative interviews) with different socially excluded groups or groups-at-risk;
3. the identification and evaluation of innovative options of institutional and political intervention and counteraction.
456

The project brought together an interdisciplinary team of economists and education specialists from five EU states: the United Kingdom (UK), France, (FR), Netherlands (NL),
Portugal (PR) and Sweden (SW) and the pro-

gramme of work consisted of four specific
studies as follows:
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1. the demands for labour by skill in the EU
(FR, SW)

2. the factors determining the supply of and
demand for labour by skill in the EU (NE,
UK)

3. the profile of education and training provision at the basic level in the EU (PR, SW)

4. Defining a minimum learning platform for
the EU (NE, UK)

41. Changing working life and training
p f older workers
Co-ordinator:
T. Tikkanen, University ofJyvaskyla, Department of Education, Finland
E-mail: tikkanen@campus.jyu.fi
http://www.nvi.no/prosjekter/worktowhtm

Abstract

Methodology work on these areas was led by
one or more researchers from one of the five
participating EU states (indicated by abbreviations above), and all project participants

From the points of view of education, training and learning, the research focuses on individual and organisational effects, needs and
opportunities emanating from the intersection of two trends: the ageing of populations
and the changes in working life.

were involved in the investigation of date
sources, in the collection of data and in the

The key objectives of the research project are:

work defining a minimum learning platform.
The team produced improved datasheets linking earnings, qualifications and employment
using labour force survey and similar surveys
and to analyse their interaction over time. The
relative significance of a number of factors
influencing supply of and demand for skills

have been analysed and assessed using,
among other sources, data from the OECD
Adult Literacy Survey. The profile of educational provision at the basic level was investigated at the level of curriculum content,
pathways and progression for young cohorts.
Work on the minimum learning platform involves an extensive literature survey, consultation with governments, employer and employee representatives and field work samples
of companies.

Summary:
New Job Skill Needs and the Low-Skilled.
Eugenia Kazamaki Ottersten, September

a) to investigate the extent to which the
knowledge, skills, experience and attitudes
of older workers (45+) can be recognised,

valued and utilised in work and learning
situations;

b) the ways in which older workers learn
within work settings;
c) the extent to which human resource development (HRD) practice and educational interventions involving older workers can facilitate lifelong learning and productivity;

d) the ways in which the diversity of the
workforce in these terms can contribute to
the development of learning organisations
in the work context and, more generally,
to the creation of the learning society;

e) through case studies and comparative

1998.

analysis of good practice in different coun-

Publication:
Final Report: SOE2-CT95-2006 Low Skills:

tries the ways in which the above objectives can contribute to the flexibility and
productivity of the European older work-

a problem for Europe, Steven McIntosh &

force and to social cohesion generally.

Hilary Steedman, 100p.

In order to achieve these objectives, cases of

work organisations representing different
work types (industrial work, office work, service work) in small and larger SMEs are selected

in each participating country. The research
work (quantitative and qualitative) comprises:

15'38
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1:i descriptive studies of knowledge, skills, ex-

perience, attitudes, work context and involvement's in formal and informal learning of individual older workers;

The main objectives of the project were:

a) to develop a set of hypothesis with regard
to effectiveness;

1:1 introduction, monitoring and evaluation of

b) to test these hypothesis in order to iden-

work-based education and training interventions and human resource development
practices (including some based on use of
new information technology);

tify the important parameters (e.g. organisational characteristics, contextual conditions);

dissemination of new knowledge through
professional and academic journals, project
newsletters, development of materials, scientific and professional conferences and
meetings, and through the active involvement of local organisations, social partners
and policy-makers in discussions of implementation and strategies.

Summary:

c) to develop a multilevel model (several parameter model) of effectiveness of training;
d) to investigate and interpret the differences
between countries;

e) to develop a monitoring instrument for individual managers of programmes to assess the effectiveness and quality of their
own training programme.

Working Life Changes and Training of Older
Workers. Tarj a Tikkanen, June 1998.

The project encompasses the following three
stages:

Publication to be expected:

1. Case studies. On the basis of an inventarisation and description of relevant training

Final Report: SOE2-CT97-2016 Changing
Working Life and Training of Older Workers,
T. Tikkanen

programmes per country, two cases per
participating country are selected for this
multiple and comparative case study. In
the case studies, trainers, (former) trainees and employers (who employ trainees

C42. Crivet unemployed. The effectiveni ess

of labour market oriented training
for the long-term unemployed

and have participated in the selected training programmes) were interviewed; major
issues of the interviews are the characteristics of the training organisation and programme, the experiences with and evalu-

Co-ordinator:
Tijtske Feijke Brandsma, University of

ation of the training programme. The

Twente, Center for Applied Research on Education, The Netherlands
E-mail: brandsmat@edte.utwente.nl

Abstract
This research project concerning the effective-

result of the case studies serve the refinement of the developed conceptual model
and hypothesis.
2. Survey Study. This stage of the study aims
at a test of the conceptual model by means

of a large scale survey design. Based on

ness of labour market oriented training for
the long-term unemployed, focuses on the
question of what works and does not work in
training for this target- group. More specifically, it focused on the process variables that
is the organisational, curricular and instructional characteristics of training programmes
that might make one training programme
more effective if compared with another training programme.
458

the outcomes of the case studies, questionnaires were designed for the collection of

data among trainers, (ex-) trainees and
employers.

3. Development of a monitoring instrument.
On the basis of the results of both the case
studies and the large-scale survey study,
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(preliminary) monitoring instruments
have been developed for managers of train-
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ing programmes; this monitoring instrument should help them in assessing and

The project focuses on three main issues:

improving their programmes' effectiveness
and quality.

1) the cumulative disadvantages associated
with employment vulnerability;
2) the causal relationship between employ-

Publication:
Final Report: SOE1-CT95-2003 Crivet unemployed The effectiveness of labour mar-

ket oriented training for the long term
(TSER030)

43. Employment precarity,
'unemployment and social exclusion

Co-ordinator:
Gal lie Duncan, Nuffield College, UK
E-mail: Duncan.Gallie@Nuf ox.ac.uk
http://www.nuff. ox. ac. uk/

Abstract

ment situations, economic poverty and cultural and social poverty, including household and social relations;

3) the relationships between the form of the
welfare state provision and the extent of
cumulative disadvantage/opportunities for
re-integration in order to provide theoretical interpretation of the results of the statistical analysis.

The project leads to the provision of standardised variables across a range of national
data sets, new statistical tabulations and a
set of interpretative papers.

This project examines the processes that link
employment precarity, unemployment and
social exclusion. It involves a comparative

Publication:

research in eight EU countries: Denmark,
France, Germany, United Kingdom, The
Netherlands, Ireland, Italy and Sweden.

clusion, G. Duncan, 2000, 6'7p.

Final Report: SOE1-CT95-3003 Employment precarity, Unemployment & social ex-
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